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ADVERTISEMENT.
The publications of the National :\Iuseani consist of two series:
Proceeding-s and Bulletins.

The

Proceedings, the tirst volume of which was issued in 1878, are
intended primarily as a medium of publication for newly-acquired
facts in biology, anthropology, and g-eolog-y, descriptions of
new forms
of animals and plants acquired by the National Museum, discussions
of

nomenclature,
'

A

etc.
volume is issued annually or oftener for distri-tion to libraries, while in view of the importance to science of the
mpt publication of descriptions of new species, a limited edition of
1

paper

.lie

is

printed in pamphlet form in advance.
is the twenty-hfth of the series.

present volume

The Bulletin, publication of which was begun in 1875, is a series
more elaborate papers, issued separately and based for the most
part upon collections in the National Museum.
They are mono-

of

g-raphic in scope, and are devoted principally to the discus^sion
of large
zoological groups, bibliographies of eminent naturalists,

reports of

expeditions, etc.

A quarto form of the Bulletin, known as the ''Special Bulletin,'' has
been adopted in a few instances in which a larger page was
deemed
indispensable.

The Annual Report of the National Museum (being the second

vol-

ume

of the Smithsonian Report) contains papers chiefly of an
ethnological character, describing collections in the National
Museum.
Papers intended for publication by the National Museum are usually
referred to an advisory committee, composed as follows:

Frederick

W. True

(chairman), William H. Holmes. George P. Merrill, James
E. Benedict, Otis T. Mason. Leonhard Stejneger, Lester F. Ward,

and

Marcus Benjamin

(editor).

Seeretarij

S. P. Langley,
of the Smithsonian Institution.
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A LIST OF THE BEETLP:S OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

By Henry

I.

The

following-

list

I^lke.

INTRODUCTION.

of the Coleoptera of the District of

Columbia

is

the result of a diligent search extending over a period of nearly forty
years.

In the
fine

fifties,

woods and

the city of Washington was

loyel}"

still surrounded by man}^
meadows, which promised the entomologist and

In truth, almost every collecting excursion

l)otanist a rich harvest.

new material and raised the interest
and enthusiasm of the collector to a high pitch.
With the beginning of our civil war, the woods on the Virginia side
of the Potomac began to disappear, and not many years later the
pleasant fields and woods north and northwest of the city were occupied by citv extensions, avenues, and building lots, so that one hunting ground after the other was captured by advancing civilization.
Nevertheless the right bank of the Potomac, between the Aqueduct
Bridge and Little Falls, remained a rich field for the collector until
quite recently, when it, too, began to suffer from the inroads of the
stone quarrymen and others.
As a result of the destruction of forests and meadows, a number
of beetles seem to have disappeared, which were formerly quite
common, such as Boros unicoIo7\ Dorypliora juncfa., and Larleohlus
c/'/'e/isoni, while other species were introduced with the extension of
agriculture and horticulture.
Among the introduced species, some
have multiplied so fast that they ma}" now fairly be considered pests,
such siii IVii/t(mo//im panctatus and Sltones hixjjidulus. A large portion of the District, however, still remains unexplored, and only
recently the southeastern region, toward Marl}>oro, furnished l)otanists several species not previouslj" enumerated in Lester F. Ward's
excellent List of the Flora of Washington and Vicinit3\
in

those days furnished abundant

Proceedings U.
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The northeastern region, in the neighborhood of Oclenton, should
more carefully, as, for example, the sand dunes there

also be studied

constitute the only places

where the rare Cremastochilus lemostlctuH

was found.
Notwithstanding the attendant difficulties and large extent of unexplored territory to furnish a nearly complete list of the Coleoptera of
the District of Columbia, I must acknowdedge that success is in part

due to the encouragement of my friend, E. A. Schwarz, who kindly
lent his wide experience and assistance in preparing the annexed
biological notes.

The following important

facts

between the

relation existing

have been observed concerning the
and general fauna

local geology, flora,

and the occurrence of the District beetles in special.
It is a well-known fact that the distribution and varied

hal)its of

such striking features that the general physical
characteristics of any locality can be determined from an average
collection of the beetles of such region.
The number of species found in the District of Columbia, or, more
broadly, in an area within a radius of 20 miles of the Capitol, is not
This is a much larger number than has been recorded
less than 3,000.
Coleoptera

from

aiford.

local lists of

any other equal area

sents about one-fourth of the total

in the

number

United States.
of species

It repre-

now recorded

from North America north of the Mexican boundary.
Let us now examine the physical conditions which form the environment of the Coleoptera here.

The geology of the District presents the following features:
Washington City is chiefly built upon thin beds of sedimentary
sands, clays, or gravels of the Post-Jurassic age, covering the
chiefly gneiss and granite.
crystalline rocks

Archean

—

Satisfactory exposures of these rocks are to be found only in the
deep ravines cut by the Potomac and Rock Creek or their tributaries,
since, at the surface of the

Washington plateau,

their character has

been ol)scured or obliterated by extensive superficial decay and by
cultivation.

Toward

the west the gneisses, which are for the most part granitoid

in character

and possess a north-south

strike,

become somewhat more

In many x)laces it appears that the granites
and gneisses have been subjected to extensive metamorphism. Near
Georgetown and Cabin John occur pronounced developments of a
massive dark-green diorite, and in other localities are found bands of
These, however, grade imperceptildy
siliceous and chloritic schists.
foliated

and

schistose.

into the prevailing granite and gneiss, and probably represent the
Limited occurrences of gabbro, serresult of intense dynamic action.
list of eruptive rocks found in the
Altogether they contain at least forty diflerent mineral

pentine, and steatite complete the
District.
species.

.
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The

'

soil

3

formed by the decomposition of the above .sediments and

roclcs is so varied in character that it is able to

support no

less

than

depend upon plants for

theii'

1,400 species and varieties of vascular plants.

Now,

as about half of all the beetles

food, the greater the variety of food plants the larger

we

find tiie

nund)er of species of beetles.
The geographical position and topographical features of the District
of Columbia also largely account for its diversified insect fauna.
The coastal plain deposits, concealing the crystalline rocks of the
eastern and southern portions of the District, are formed into numerous terraces, so that Washington is surrounded by low hills on all
except where the Eastern Branch and southeastern shores of
Potomac flatten out into marshy grounds.
As the District lies on the border of the crystalline plateau and the

sides,

the

lower coastal formation and at the head of tide water on the great
lowland plain, which extends from New York to Richmond, the local
fauna has the composite character belonging to the upper austral,
lower austral, and the transition zones, or, to be more exact, it has
the facies of the Allegheny, Carolina, and austro-riparian regions, as
classified

by Dr.

Hart

C.

]\lerriam.^

In a region so restricted and comparatively level, there are of course
no such changes in the temperature as in mountainous countries,

where we find forms of insects on the top of mountains ver}^ different
from those below, the former being always of a more northern type.
The appearance of northern and southern forms are here controlled by
the change of seasons, so in early spring we may always expect more
northern types, while in

There are other
fauna.

midsummer

local causes

the southern ones predominate.

which influence the character of our

The Potomac River ever}^ spring carries down quantities of
from the mountain districts, containing insects which

flood debris

properly belong to higher elevations, for example, Phellopsis obcordata^ Pinodytes cryptopliagoldes^ Carehara longula^ Enchodes sericea,
and several Carabidfe, Longicorns, and Elateridte. Southern forms
have been observed chiefly in the middle and eastern part of the
District as along the Eastern Branch, where species were collected,
such as' Casnonia licdoviclana^ Cymmdls elegans^ Tludpiws dorsal !s^ and

Chry some lidte
The great attraction

several

in

of the electric lights for insects has also resulted

the disco verj- of certain kinds,

viously

known with

punctigeifa^

whose occurrence here was not pre-

certainty, such as Oinoj)hron lahiatimu Cllvina

Platynus picticoimis^ Rliantus calidus^ Ataenius figurator.
and Donne/ a hypoleuca^ which belong to the

PleurojplioTus ventraUs,

austroriparian fauna.
'The geographical
Nat. Geog. Soc, 1895.

T)istril>ntiun

<if

AniiiuiLs

and

I'lants iu

Ndrth AimM-ica.

Bull

PROCEEDINGS OF THE XATTOXAL MUSEUM.
To convey
the ])eetles,

a correct impression of the g-eographical distribution of
it

is

absolutely essential to obtain accurate

('Oleoptera of the different sections of this country.

The

lists

of the

first

step \n

was taken by Messrs. E. A. Schwarz and H. G. Hu])baid,
the Coleoptera of Michigan and Florida, and their example was followed by numerous other entomologists.
Of special interest for comparison is Dr. John Hamilton's Catalogue of the Coleop
tera of Southwestern Pennsylvania (1895).
There are especially three localities in the immediate vicinity of
Washington which have been very carefully explored by the entomologists: The meadows, rocks, and woods along both sides of the
Potomac and including the river flats across Long Bridge; the valleys
of the Rock Creek, and the banks of Eastern Branch.
The richest
collecting ground near Washington has been the rocky ledges and
ravines along the south banks of the Potomac just above the Free
Bridge.
The Rock Creek region is also full of interest. The creek
cutting its snake like course here through solid rocks, leaves deep
ravines and winds its way among mossy sand Imnks and swampj?^
meadows, presenting a variet}' of conditions that always assures the
collector a rich harvest.
In striking contrast to the above localities
arc the banks of the Eastern Branch, with their extensive marshes
of wild rice.
Here a great many species were found not occurring
this direction

who prepared

elsewhere in the District.

Some

representative forms of the austroriparian fauna arc found
along the Atlantic coast from Florida to New Jersey, but the
majority do not extend more northerly than the Chesapeake region,
while certain northern species find their southern limit of distribution

all

in this vicinity.

The following

arc examples of austroriparian species which tind

here their northern limit:
Oinopln'on

lahlatam^

Aiiaf>'!cJi!s iithiuta^
Mci'intlnis.

scohhiuhi^

Xyloph'd

ii>^

lschiod(mtu>i

buligoptera^

(Ed/o)n/ch!s

PlatynuH strlatopunctatu.s and

Celina angustata, Bryaxis

Lactica

Mecynotai'><ii><

notatas^ Jlyporhagus punctulatus^

Icutes tdcJiygouoldeK^

jjictleoniix,

Lio rechmi^

OzogtiatJnis jlorldanus,

solcatus^
tlbialif<,

l}eJfra(/e/^

candidus^

Liopus ctossuIus, Au-

Ceutoi^hynelms sicvJux^ Ooinorphldlus

Isevlcollis,

and others.
Of Alleghenian forms, which tind here their southern limit, we have:
dcindela I'mjifronK^ LSla fui'sada^ Ipx confltioduK, Boras unlcol<>i\
Ch»t()ca'h(s setoKus^

Ldt'tcohlus

erichson/\

liJi/xoi^niiiis

vtrldlxneux^

Ckirehai'a

longida^

Enchodes sericea, Pteroxftclntx corvlnus^ Platynus ohsoletus, Acalyptus
carpini, and others.
The great bulk of our Coleoptera, however, belongs to the Carolinian fauna.

"
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As

5

manuscript was prepared nearly four years ago, papers on
North American Coleoptera that have been published since have not
been taken into consideration. Some of the changes in the nomenclature established in these papers have been inserted, but many others
this

could not be attended

to.

Everyone familiar with the systematic study of North American
Coleoptera is aware that in many genera of various families we have

number of undescribed species; the description of
which must by all means be left for future monographs. Such species
are omitted in this list; they are most numerous in the subfamily
Aleocharinee of the famil}^ Staphylinidaj, in the Cioida?, Cryptophaa larger or smaller

gida?, etc.

A local faunal list acquires interest and importance onlv when
compared with lists of adjacent regions. As to Coleoptera we have
the list by the late Dr. John Hamilton^ on the Coleopetra of southwestern Pennsylvania, and that of Dr. J. B. Smith on the insects of
New Jersey (second edition, 1899.) Both of these lists refer to regions
Southward we have no comprenorth of the District of Columbia.
hensive faunal lists of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and
Georgia. The list of Coleoptera of Florida, b}' Schwarz and Hulibard
comparison with our District fauna.
very gratifying to find that some of the younger enthusiastic
students in the Division of Insects in the United States National
Museum, and the Division of Entomology in the United States Department of Agriculture, such as H. S. Barber andF. C. Pratt, have taken
up coleopterology and already give proof of their success in studying
and collecting coleoptera. No doubt many additions will hereafter be
made to the species enumerated in this paper.
is

also of importance for

It is
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LIST OF SPECIES— Continued.
181.

A m nra fallax Le

182.

i

133.

chalcca Dejean.

134.

ruJirira

135.

musculus Say.

Conte.

liter stitialis

Dejean.

Olisthopus paniiatiis Say.

182.

micam Le Conte.

183

184. Perigona nigriceps Dejean.

Haldeman.

jMiUipennis

185.

Le Conte.

Atranus jmbescens Dejean.

186.

rectus Say.

187. Leptotrcichelus dorsalis Fabricius.

1.87.

minor Ohaudoir.

188.

188.

erraticus Dejean.

189.

Casnonia pennsylvanica Linnanis.
ludomciana Salle.

189.

agilis

190.

Galerita janus Fabricius.

136.

Loxandms

Dejean.
Le Conto.

140. Dljylochila InticoUis

Dicirlus dilatatus Say.

141.

142.

purpiiratus Bonelli.

148.

o/v///,s

144.

clongatus Bonelli.

14.5.

(tmhiguus Laferte.

Le Conte.

teter

147.

poUtus Dejean.

148.

194.

pidchella Dejean.
marginicollis Dejean.
riV(V/;.y

Le Conte.

200.

var.

Conte.

201.

ptinn/.i iVj.'an.

jhirliny \j' Conte.

202.

ph'uritlni \a' Conte.

Lr Conte.

203.

viridipennis Dejean.

204.

lobidata

205.

ornata Say.

y.,Jr/,J/».s-

1,50.

imii'iilnfiis ix'

1.58.

Tetragonoderus fasciatus Haldeniai
Lebia grandis Hentz.
atriventris Say.
195.
tricolor Say.
196.

193.

199.

149.

nih.riis

1.52.

Thalpius dorsalis Brulle.

198.

Badlder notatm Haldeman.

151.

bicolor

192.

197.

Bonelli.

146.

Drury.

191.

Calatltu.^ (jrnjnr'ni>i

Say.

Le Conte.

1,54.

opacidus

155.

impunctatiisSaj.

Phttynns eaadafns Le Conte.
(?(vv;».y Say.
157.
shiHatiis Dejean.
158.
15().

Say.

Le Conte.

>iiir>:tii

Le Conte.

206.

analis Dejean.

207.

fu.^rata

208.

ahdoinhndis (luuidoir.

209.

saij}iil(irif<

210.

dvpnctn

211.

pcctlta

Dejean.
Dejean.

Horn.
Horn.

159.

(InctiroUis Say.

im.

rrHe.ni.'<

KJl.

rjlni.^lroli:.^

162.

iliTorns Say.

168.

TOceren.5t

164.

melanarius Dejean.

165.

carbo

166.

cupripennis Say.

217. Blechrus glabratus Duftschniid.

167.

excavatus Dejean.

218.

Say.

Dejean.

Le Conte.

ferreus

168.

Le Conte.

Haldeman.

212.
213.

bivittala Fabricius.

Coptodern arata Dejean.

214. DromiuspiceusT>e]e-a.u.
215. Apristus cordicollis
216.

Le Conte.

subsidcatus Dejean.

pusio

Le Conte.

219. Metabletus americanus Dejean.

Phchionus timidus Haldeman.

169.

nutans Say.

220.

170.

striatopunctatus Dejean.

221. Pinacodera limbata Dejean.

171.

p^c<^corm'.s

Newman.

222.

platicolUs Say.

178.

pladdusSay.

Cymindis elegans Le Conte.
americana Dejean.
224.

174.

bofjemanni Gyllenhal.

225.

pilosa Say.

175.

.xruginosus Dejean.

226.

neglecta

17().

Ji

177.

piinrtiforinixfiixy.

178.

(rnnstrlaius

229. Ilelluomorpha nicjripennis

179.

ruhripes

230.

1

8-punctat.us Fabricius.

72.

ISO.

181.

-

mhat u s

f^ay.

Le Conte.
Zimmermann.

picqieunh Kirby.
Ititidcntiis Le Conte.

223.

Haldeman.

227. Apenes lucidula Dejean.
228.

231.
232.

sinuafa Say.

Dejean

bicolor Harris.

Brachynus americanus Le Conte.
vnmUtix

ILirris.

pnocEWiNas OP THE National museum.
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LIST OF SPECIES— Continued.
424.

CeTcyon nnviculariit Zimniermann.
jmheficeni^

425.
426.

(niirrlcanum

427.
428.

430.

431.
432.
433.
434.

435.
436.
437.
438.
439.

440.
441.
442.
443.
444.
44ri.

440.

447.
448.
449.
450.
451.

452.

453.

454.
455.

456.
457.
458.
459.
460.

461.

462.
463.
464.
465.
466.

467.
468.
469.

Le Conte.

Vrnploph'itrnm miinttvm FabriciuH.

Pc nidus

rostatus

Le Conte.

Horn.
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LIST OF SPECIES— Coutinuw
517.

11
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LIST OF SPECIES— Continued.

615.
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LIST OF SPECIES— Continued.
709. Stemis callosm Erichson.
710.

711.
712.
71.S.

714.

715.
71(5.

717.
718.
719.

720.
721.

722
723.
724.

725.
726.
727.

728.
729.
730.
731.
732.

733.
734.
735.

736.
737.
738.

739.
740.
741.
742.
743.
744.
745.
746.
747.
748.
749.
750.

751.
752.
753.
754.

755.
756.

757.

758.

13
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LIST OF SPECIES— Continued.
MURMIDIID.E.

EROTYLW.E.
1043.

997. LdiKjurid hicolor Fabricius.

999.

nwzardi Latreille.
angustata Beauvois.

1000.

var. trifascialn Say.

1001.

lecontei

998.

1004.

Le Conte.

RHYSSODID.E.

Crotch.

1002. Acropteroxys gracilis
1003. Euxestus

Murmidius omlin Beck.

1044. MyclioceruH depressus

Newman.

pimdatus Le Conte.

1045. Rhyssodes exarahix Illi^er.
1046.

Clinidium scidptile

Newman.

Dacne 4-inacidatn Say.

CUCUJIIKE.

1005. Megalodacne faseiata Fabricius.
herofi

1006.

Say.

1007. IsrJnjriiK 4-pun(iains Olivier.

1047. Silraniis

,s'Hr/)tr(//(('«.s/.s

lOOS. Mi/rolrrtits sfoigiiinipciuiin Say.

1048.

bideidatas Fabricius.

1049.

planatus Gerniar.

1050.

1051.

imbellis Le Conte.
adxena Waltl.

rectus

pulrln-a Say.

1009.
1010.

TriloiiKi

humrntlix Fabricius.

1011.

var. anllra

Horn.

Le Conte.

1012.

hlguHatii Say.

1052.

1013.

mimelica Crotcli.

1053. Nauslbius daticornis

1014.

erythrocepliahi Lacordaire.

1054.
1055.

Kugelann.

repandus Le Conte.
Catogenus rufus Fabricius.

1015.

angidata Say.

1016.

affinis

1017.

unicvlor Say.

1057.

1018.

Ihorncim Say.

1058. Ino redusa

1019.

flavicollls

1056. Pediacus depressus Herbst.

Lacordaire.

Lacordaire.

Cucujus davipes Fabricius.

Le Conte.

Le Conte.

1059. Lxmophlcnis bigidUdus Say.

fasciatus Melslieinier.

1060.

COL YDIIDH
1020. Sijnchlla latirollis

Liniiicns.

1061.

modeslus Say.

1062.

convexidus

1063.

aduslus

Le Conte.
Le Cento.

1021.

obscura Horn.

1064.

tesUtceus Fabriciuj^.

1022.

parvula Guerin.

1065.

pundatus Le Conte.

1023.

fuliginosa Melsheinier.

1066.

angusiulus

1024.

gramdata Say.
margtnalis Melsheimer.

1067.

schwarzi Casey.

1025.

CIcoru'x

1026. DUoiita quadrlguilatn Say.

1027.
1028.

1070.

L<dhropus vernalis Le Conte.

Dysmerus

Ziniiiicr-

mann.

1032.
1033.

038.

O.vylsemus americanus

Le Conte.

Le Conte.

reflexa Say.

sulcicoUis

1041.

TelmaiophUns americamis Le Conte.
Le Conte.
1077. Tomarvs jnddieJhis Le Conte.
1078. Aiithrrophagus udiracens Melshei1075.

1076. Loberus impressus

Le Conte.

1039. Bothrideres geminalus Say.
1040. Erotylaihris exaratus

Le Conte.

rdux Haldeman.

CR YPTOPHA GID.E.

var. nigripenne

Pycnomerus

dd>Uis
Tdcphaiiiis

Le Conte.

tnbercidatum

1036. Penthelispa hsevmtodes Fabricius.

1

1074.

Colydhnn Hneola Say.

1037.

basalts Casey.

1072. Brordi's dubius Fabricius.
1073.

1034. Aglenus brunneus Gyllenhal.
1035.

pusiUus Schimherr.

1071.

1030. Aidon'irnn parallelopipednin Say.

1031.

(diernann Erichson.

1069.

Horn.

referendamix

1029. Lasconohis

1068.

Le Conte.

ijuadricolUs
Coxeliis guUulaius

Le Conte.

Melsheimer.

Cerylon castaneum Say.

1042. Philothermus glabriculus

Le Conte.

mer.
1079. Henoticus serratus Gyllenhal.
1080.

Cryptophagus^

of/Zar/s Scopuli.

Le Conte.

1081.

diffidlis

1082.

pledrum Casey.

lAnd several unnamed

species.
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LIST OF SPECIES— Continned.
126tj.

hnn/l priuii.^ L

MclauoplitlKt/iii'i^

Ccnte.
aiiit'rlcana

I2G7.

]Man-

nerheim.
cavicoUiH

1268.

Manner-

heim.
1269.

gihhosii Herljst.

1270.

distiriguenda

1271.

moUi.
pldd Le Conte.
simj)lex

1272.

1304.

puncUdus Le Conte.

1306.

nebulosus

1307.

oterLe Conte.

1308.

luirochirms

1309.

ovatus

Le Conte.

he Conte.

Le Conte.
Le Conte.

FARNID.E.

Co-

TROGOSITID.E.

Le Conte.

Limidrhn.'i ollnicciis

1305.

1310. Fsephenus

1312.

Dryops

Le Conte.
Le Conte.

lecontci.

1311. Lutroclms luteus

litliophilus

Germar.

fastigiolas Say.

1313.

1314. Elmls 4-noiah(s Say.
127.'>.

Nfinosoma parallehun Melsheimer.

Le Conte.

cylindricum

1274.

1275. AJindria cylindrica Serville.
1276.

teres

Melsheimer.

1315.
1316.

1317.
1318.

1277.

Trogm'da rirescens Fabricius.

1319.

1278.

Toiehrioides mauritatiim Linnams.

1320.

Melsheimer.
7iaHa Melsheimer.
marginata Beauvois.
var. cucujiformis Horn.
aiiiericana Kirby.
var. lat'icolUs Horn.
rugosipenms Horn.
Umacidata Melsheimer.
ohium H(jrn.
cortkrdis

1279.
1280.
1281.

1282.
1283.
1284.

1285.
1286.

1287.
1288.

GrynocharlK

4-liin'<'Ui

]\lelsheimer.

1321.

Le Conte.
Le Conte.
nitidulun Le Conte.
latiusculus Le Conte.
pusiUvs Le Conte.
Sk'nelmi.s linearis Zimmerman.
sinnatvs Le Conte.
fatiiiditus

ovalis

1322.

crenalns Say.

1323.

quadrlin<!cid((hi.^

Horn.

1324. Macronychus glahratiin Sa\'.
1325.

Anajronyx varlcguins Cermar.

HE TER CER ID

.

E.

1326. Ilefcrocerus ventrcdln ^Melsheimer.
i;)27.

brunnms Melsheimer.

1328.

collaris

i329.

pusillus Say.

Kiesenwetter.

1289. Lycoptus c'lUoxus Casey.
1290.

Tlnjmalus fulgidm Erichson.

MONOTOMID.E.

DASCYLLID.E.
13.30.

1331.
1291.

Mouotoma

piclpes Herbst.

1294.

americana Anbe.
Anbe.
paraUela Le Conte.

1295.

longicoUis Gyllenhal.

1292.
1293.

4-foveolata

Le Conte.
Le Conte.

1296. Hesperohpmus rufipes
1297.

Europs pallipennis

1298. Badridhuii cphipjylgcrniii (Tuerin.
1299.

strlohiiinn Keitter.

1300.

cavicuMe
/;

Horn.

Eurypogon viger Melslieimer.
ndifoDilrn.. Horn.
(/doiildiiyj- Iririltix

133:;.

.\i,rlnil<ir><nx

Jdrnlur Mclshrinier.

1334.

l>iU<,d,i,iyUi

xn-rU-uWx Say.

1335.

Eu<-I,i(tusp,(iirtul(di(><

Le Conte.
Le Conte.
t<frigo,ms Le Conte.

1336.

viorio

1337.
1338.

Evtiiprid iicrvosd

1302.

/li/rrJiiis

1303.

Siiiic(ihii>t<i

m n ri

Melsheimer.

var. thorarini Zie,L'ler.

1339.

1340. PriowH-yphnu disroidrns Say.
n„d»ilHs Le Conte.
1341.

/».sv/>'j/n/.s(iuerin.

1343.

Xo^udcudron

(

1342. JTclodcs pidrlH'/la (iuc'rin.

YERHID.E.

1301.

Jermar.

1332.

ii

nlcolor Say.

1344.

ii

ns Fa\)ric\us.

1345. Sryrhs Iddalis (im'rin.

Klrii/om

Melsheimer.

1346.

^And some undftermiucd

thorarini (lurrin.

Cyphni, robasliis
species,

Le

(

oiitc

20
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Brachys

Melsheimer.
1546.
ivrug'mom Gory.
1547. Pitchiiffceluii purpureus Say.

1593.

earolinus Fabricius.

1594.

lineola Fabricius.

1548.

1595.

costipeniils

1596.

rechis

1545.

1592.

lerosa

Iwvigatus Say.

LAMPYRW.E.
1549.

CaJopterdii tcrminale Say.

fraxini Say.

Ti'lt'pJinrns

1597.

scitulus Say.

1598.

pusiUus Le Conte.

1599.

longufus

1600.

rotundicoUis Say.

1601.

tuberculaius

1602.

bilineatus Say.

retiailatum Fabriciu8.

1550.
1551.

Celetes basalis

1552.

Cienia

Le Conte.

dimkUata Fabricius.

15511 Erox tlioracicus Randall.

1603.
1554.

anrnni Herl>8t.

1555.

iiiiiikJks

1556.

Keulfdilis

1557.

triliveatits JVIelsheinier.

1604.

1558.

1559.

Plati-rox

Way.
Say.

tiiodestus

1560.

ravaUcnlntit.'i

1561.

lldor

1562.

1564.

Liiciilold (lira

]';imp!/</(i iiigrirunx Sa.y.

di'dpiens Harris.

1569.

vi'inuta
I'}jr(icloiiii"iui

1571.

1613.

Le Conte.

angtdata Say.

Le Conte.

pi/ralis Linnseus.

De

nigriceps Say.

1616.

4-maculatus Fal)ricius.

1619.

Anthocomus flavilabris Say.

Geer.

1621.

oblitus

bicolor

1623.
1624.

1579.

('}t(iidioi/iialliH!<

Le Conte.

prnnsylvaniam

De

Geer.

marginatum

Fabri-

cius.

1583.

frater

.sctosus

1622.

Tytthony.v eri/iJirocephaht Fabricius.

Say.

tricostatus

Le Conte.

Cliaiocalus

OmetJirs margiiinltis

rugosidtis

riftdfu.sHay.

1618.

Phengodi's.^

Podahrus

Say.

1615.

1578.

1582.

tricolor

eximius Erichson.

1577.

1580.

CoUops

1614.

1620. Pseudebceus apicalis Say.

seintillans Say.

1575. Photiiria pennmjlvanica

1584.

Le Conte.
mncaniK Le Conte.
.spado

Le Conte.
Le Conte.
mptiosus Le Conte.
/KT/-n//».v Le Cc.ntc.

1617.

Melsheimer.

lucifera

1572. Phot'iiiutt conHanguineuH

1581.

Le Conte.

MALACHID.E.

1568.

1576.

s

German

hitipcunix

arcifer

1612.

curnixca Linnanis.

E/li/c]ini(i

574.

Le Conte.

rectus

Fabricius.

1567.

]

Le Conte.

pitiirtutnl^QCowie.

1566.

1573.

Midthiiiii.s nrripitidis

1611.

Melsheimer.

(hloclironiK.H perfacetus Say.

1570.

'fri/plii riis

1606.

1610.

1563.

1565.

1605.

1609.

Say.

Newman.

Horulis

marginellus

1608.

Say.

Le Conte.

Pol rill ills Jaticornis Say.

1607. M(dtliud,

flmldmUi Conte.

Le Conte.

Melsheimer.

.ittalus trnniiudis

Le Conte.
Le Conte.

Erichson.

granularity Erichson.

1625.

mondus Le Conte.

1626.

pallifroiis

1627.

7)ielanoj)trrus

1628.

otiosus Say.

1629.

circumscriptus Say.

1630.

scincetus Say.

Motschulsky.
Erichson.

Le Conte.

MELYRID.E.

Le Conte.

basilar is Say.

1585.

tomentosus Say.

1586.

brwniirolHs

1631. Alymeris cribrata

Le Conte.

Le Conte.

CLERIILE.

1587. Silis percomis Say.
1588.

spathulata

Le Conte.

1632. Elasmocerus terminatus Say.

1589. Ditemnus bidentatas Sajf.
1590.
1591.

Telephorus e.rcavntus
vIMs

1633.

Le Conte.

Le Conte.
'

Unknown

Cyinatodera brunnea Melsheimer.

1634.

inorimta Say.

1635.

undidata Say.

species, female.
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2402.

Clirnmatia amaena iSay.

2445.

2403.

Gipiiorliroa fuUginvsa Melsheiiner.

2446. Rhinosimus viridiameus Randall.

Salpingm

virescens

Le Conte.

2404. Androdti nia fuseipes Melsheimer.
2405.

(EDEMERID.E.

fenioraliK Olivier.

LAGRIIDJ^.

2447. Mierotonus sericans
2448. Nacerdes

2406. Arthromacra irnea Say.

2449.

2407. Statira respZenrfen.? 'Melsheimer.

gagatina Melsheimer.

2408.

MONOMMIDJ^:.

2450.

2410.

2412.

Melsheimer.

Usenus humeralis Kirby.

2413. Penthe obliquata Fabricius.

pimdia Fabricius.

2414.

2415. Sjntchrua punctata

Newman.

2416. Eastrophus hicolor Fabricius.

repandm Horn.

2417.
2418.

Say.

fomrnfoxii^:

2419. Ifolo-struphiis f,i/asriunis Say.
2420.

Orrhcgla caxtanm .Mflsheimer.

2421.

gracilis

Melsheimer.

2422. Hallomenus scapularis Melsheimer.
2423.

debilis

Le Conte.
Le Conte.

2424. Microscapha clavicornis
2425.

Mekmdrya

2426.

Carebara longula Le Conte.

striata Say.

2427. Sjvlotvs 4-piixlidnftns Melsheimer.
2428. Enrhi.hssn-ici Haldeman.
2429. Mystdxi,!

.si

mn hilar Newman.

2430. Ilypulus lituratus

Le Conte.
Le Conte.

2431.

concolor

2432.

vaudoueri Mulsant.

2433. Si/mpJiora flavirollis
2434.

Haldeman.

rugosa Haldeman.

24;:]5.

Anisoji/a g/aiicida

24:;6.

Scraptta sericea ]\Ielsiieimer.

24.';7.

Allopoda lutea Haldeman.
Canifa plagiata Melsheimer.

2i;;8.

2439.

pusi/la

2440.

jHdlipes

Le Conte.

Haldeman.

2441. Nothiis rarians
2442. Mycterus scaber

Melsheimer.

Le Conte.
Haldeman.

PYTJIID.E.
2443.

Bows

2444. Pytho

unirolor

.

!~

americam

Kirl)v.

tseniata

Le Conte.
Le Conte.

pundicollis Say.

Thomson.

Tetmtonia truncorurn Le Conte.
fessellata

Oxacis ihoracica Fabricius.

2452. Asclera ruficoUis Say.

MORDELLID.E.

MELANDRYID.E.
2411.

Le Conte.
Linnaais.

2451. Probosca pleuralis

2453.
2409. IFi/porhagus pimcUilatuH

mdanura

2454.

31
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RIIINOMA CERID.E.
2580.

Rhinomacer pilosus Le Conte.
ekmgntux Le Conte.

2581.

RHYNCHITID.E.
Le Conte.

2582. Auletes cassandrw

2583. Ettgnamptus angustaius Herbst.

coUaris Fabricius.

2584.

2585. Rhynchites hirtus Fabriciu8.

Boheman.

2586.

.rneM.s

2587.

!V)-<itH><

8ay.

2588. Fterocolus omlii.^ Fa])rie'iu8.

ATTELABID.E.
2589. Attelabm analis Illiger.

Le Conte.

2590.

nigrlpes

2591.

hipiistulatus Fabricius.

TIORII 1 'NCHID. E.
2592. Epicserus imbrieatv.s Say.
2593.

Hormorus undulatus Uhler.

2594. Panscopus erinaceus Say.

2595. Phyxelis rigidiis Say.
2596.

Otiorhynchus ovatus Linnteus.

2597.

sulcatus Faliricius.

2598.

Cercopcus chrysorhccufi Say.

2599.

Tanymecus

confertus Gyllenhal.

2600. Pandeletejus kilaris Herbst.
2601. Brachystylus acutus Say.
2602.

Aramigus fulleri Horn.

2603. Aphrastus tseniatus Gyllenhal.

CURCULIONIDyE.
Marsham.

2604. Sitonesfiavescens
2605.

hispididvs Germar.

2606. Ilhyeerus norehoraceiuh Forster.
2607.

Apion impeditum

Fall.

2608.

impiincthtrldtni,,

2609.

eorarelhuii Fall.

2610.

2611.

ntri]>c^

Smith.

Smith.

finttuiiniii Fall.

2612.

)iielini<irlinii

2613.

rohiistiini

(Terstiicker.

Smith.
Smith.

2614.

miuiitiiin

2615.

penmylvanicum Boheman.

21)16.

perudirKtnm Smith.

2617.

redusuiii Fall.

2618.

co.mle Fall.

2619.

tenuirostrum Smith.

2620.

ivneipenne Smith.

Proc. N,
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CALANDRID.E.
2871. Ilhodobienus IS'punctntua Illiger.

Le

2872. SphcnnphoruH ochreim

('onto.

Say.

2873.

innijiinlis

2874.

pertinu.v Olivier.

2875.

cariosus Olivier.

2876.

sculptilis

2877.

zess

2878.

melanocephaln.y Fabri-

2879.

i,l«ndns Say.

2880.

pariudn.s Gylleuluil.

2882.

Horn.

germar'i

(Mlandr((

Linnfeus.

uri/ziv

2883.

(jniiHifiii

Linnaeus.

2884. Bryophthoru.s cortiralis Say.
2885.

Himat'mm

2886.
2887.

Cossoiiiix

crmm Le Conte.
conicum Le Conte.

2889.

Boheman.
Boheman.

liiiprL>t!.'<lfroiis

2888. Stni,,iniitinx indl'idm
I'ld<n,]>h<i(/t(.s

apiuuides Horn.

Horn.
WdUaMoaiu (pierclcola Boheman.
2892. Amaurorhinus nitens Horn.
ynlnor

2890.

2891.

2893. Pentarthrinus parvicoUis Casey.

2894. Ilexarthrum idkei

Horn.
Horn.

2895. Rhyncolas oregonensis
289(i Sieno-tcelis hrevis

Boheman.

SCOLYTID.i:.
2897. ScolytuH quadrlspinosu.s Say.
2898.

muticus Say.

2899.

rugidosus Ratzeburg.
Chramesus icorix Le Conte.

2900.

2901. Pldd'otrihus liminaris Harris.
frontalis Fabricius.

2902.

2903. Hijh-xhiHx fasckduH

upucidm Le Conte.

2905.
2906.

Le Conte.

undcatus Say.

2904.

Oneslmus

strigicollis

Le Conte.

2907. Phloeosinus dentatus Say.

2908. CarphoboruH bifurcus

Zirnmermann.

2909. Dendroctonus terebrani^ Olivier.
2910.

Cryphalus rigldus

2917.

(Juicotrypes ditctyllperda Fabricius.

291S.

Hypothenemns

2919.

frontalis Zirnmer-

mann.
2911. Ilylastes porculus Erichson.

2912.

cavernosus Zirnmermann.

2913.

temiis

Zirnmermann.

2914. Hylurgops pinife.v Fitch.

2915. Crypturgus alulaccus Schwarz.

I,e

Conte.

ernditits

Westwood.

dissi, lulls

Zimmer-

mann.
2920. Pltyophthorns nilnnflsslnnis Zinnner-

Uhler.

Walsh.

ciu8.

2881.

2916.

2921.
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ANTHRIBID.E.

2964. Aiitlirlhiis ronniliia Say.
2965.

Eiir;/iniirterf<(sci(ttii.<i

2955.

Tropi'Jfir.-: I,iiiiarnl<d>i.'<

2956.

Le Cunte.
Hormlscus saltator Le Conte.
Tu-ofrnpis pusilttis Le Conte.
fasciaiiis Le Cont(\
Eii}<pli!/ri(s irahhii Le Conte.

2957.
295S.

2959.
29()0.

2961.

Olivier.

29(>7.

rertiis

ma'stus

296;^.

iiiirtns

IkikiIiis

Fabricius.

lugubris Olivier.
Hrdcliiilari^Ki^ allernatun

Say.

2968.

Hmhdliis Say.

2969.

lomenloxiis Say.

2970.

rur legal i(x Say.

Le Conte.
Choragus zhnmermmmi Le Conte.
sayi Le Conte.
2973.
nitens Le Conte.
2974.
2975. En.revns pimctatns Le Conte.

2971. Anthrlhnlus rotnndalns
2972.

Gyllenhal.

I'li'ZdCdriiniis (Jlspar

2962.

Cndcp'iris

296(i.

Olivier.

2954.

Le Conte.
Le Conte.

ECOLOGICAL NOTES.
CICINDELIDyK.

E/dplirii.^ riparius

not eoiuiuon; .-^inule
specimens have been found at various

Tetracha

plaees.
hills

near Ben-

nings Station, not rare

many

years ago,

but not found again;

scxguftatd,

CicimJehi rugifrons,

UKin in

on the

woods

tlie

com-

in early s]iring;

/»"/•-

and rcpandd, comujicn sandy places,
especially near water; liiiiicnlli.<< and
margiiiata, on sand ))ank8 of the lower
Potomac, where the water begins to be

pnrca,

jjhhc^h/o/^, our commonest
abundant in the streets and
attracted by electric lights; rnfiventris,

l)rackish;

species,

not rare in the

fall,

across the Free

Bridge, also found at Bladensburg

CARABID/E.
Omophrdii lahidtinn, hitherto only found
at electric lights in June; diiievlcduntn,

along the Potomac and Kast-

ern Branch.

woods at various
whole year; elevatns,

Cijclmis stenoslomus, in

places during the

W^e

ste7iostomus,

not

common;

tmicolur,

not rare in
found only once

across the Free Bridge,

former years; ridw
near Chain Bridge.

»."-•,

at various places; limbatn,^,

mon;

stjlvosus,

Calosoma.

abundant

All
at

rather rare.
species
electric

commonly found

mud

The

Xdtidpliilax.

species are

common

dry woods under old leaves.
Xrhria pdUipe>i, common along

in

water

courses.

Pasimackus

common

rather

depresi^us,

under stones and logs in dry places;
sKhhrfis, the same, but rare.
Srarilfs xiihtfrrdnniK,
wlici-e

very

under stones

I>)/srliiriiis

common

every-

in the ground.

(jldhiildxHx,

common

under

leaves in rather wet places; hxmorrhoiddlh,

near

pools

of

stagnant

water;

along the Potomac; pmnllus
and pilosus, the same.
Clivina punctigera, only a few specimens
npJusricollis,

were found at electric lights;

planicollis,

rare; all the other species are

common

along the Potomac and Eastern Branch,
under stones in moist places.
Axpiilnf/liissn snliiinipdata, along the Poto-

mac, net cotuuiun, but more abundantly
found at electric lights.
Sclii:<iiiinnix. alHuidant along streams.
Ardistoiiilx dhli(pidld, not connnon, on the
Eastern Branch, near Bennings; viridis,
very abundant along the Potomac.

Panagxus fasciatus, on grassy
fiat stones,

not

uncommon

hills

under

at electric

lights.

woods
very com-

All species are found in

Cardhus.

on

ruxrurius,

nil/jariK

i-are;

mon everywhere on

common

and

l)anks along streams.

rirginica,

are

extremely
but not

lights,

elsewhere.

This and all
Bemhidiuin pnnrtdtoxtriaium
the other species occur along the water
courses, especially on sandy and pebbly
.

places.

only blind Carabid,
found under deeply interred stones.

Anilbts fortix, our
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All the species occur abundantly
along streams, except nanus and favicauda, which are common under bark

Tachys.

of

decaying

Potomac.

common with

Ncf>rl<i

two specimens found some

years ago in the woods near ]\Iount
Pleasant.

less

The

species are

Among

in the woods.

connnon species are

more or less

under imrk, common.
connnon on sand
banks near the river; curdirolllx, one

Droinlus
Apristiis

piceiis,

sabsidcdiiix,

specimen.
Blechrus pndo,

found.
Evarihrus, like Pterostichus, rather rare.

found more or less common
everywhere, in woods, on hills, along
streams, etc. only rm.s'.s/.s'p/jK/ and eu-

Amara,

;

preolcita are less frequent.

Loxmidnifi,

common on sw\mi\v
IftticolUs,

not

grasses in dry
Metabli'tus

in

amongst the
meadows.

roots

of

near the District

ainrru-itnus,

Maryland.

Plochinriv!^

tInildKx,

from

beaten

rare,

trees.
jilaces

across the Free Bridge.
Diplodiiht

eoinnion on stuni])S and

logs.

the

appro.rimalus, and <jravi.'<
which only two specimens were

Pinarudera

Jhiihata,

connnon;

j)lnlyrnl/is,

rather rare.

common

very

along the river.
Dicrhta, not rare under stones and

logs.

and reflexus common in
moist places under old leaven; fidi'ipcx,
very rare; pulcheUufi and maculatnn
found only at electric lights; only two
specimens of the latter have been

Badisier notatus

and neglecUi, very I'ommon, under stones in drv localities;

Cyiinndis pilom

(imci'icana, less

common;

elegam, very

rare.

not

Incidnhi,

Ajjciic.s

more

common;

siiiixda,

frequent.

Ilellnomorplni bicolnr

and

nif/ripciniix,

both

rare.

Brachynxx.

found.

very

common

ever}' where.
very rare in moist
places in spring; picticornis, only one
specimen found at electric light; shmatus, not rare under loose bark of trees;

C(dat}uii<,

nbdnn,li,all.-<, nitlier rare.

ebenufi, rjillgm-

dits, rotiiudaius,

of

once found

High Island.
Lebia, more or less common on Howers,
under stones, chiiis, and olil leaves;
iiKiri/iini'oins,
/i/nirillc'i,
j)i.'<rnlii,
and
Ciifilodcrii (ti'i'dld,

Pterosiichm.

common

Ncinotarsiis elegaiix, very rare;

at

Pntrnhiift lonr/ioorriis,

Mij(i>tc(>r(tchnix,

electric light.

Tctragonoderua fasciatus, connnon on dry

sand banks along streams.

logs.

PericompsHS ephippiahis. along the shore
of the

Thalpins dorsaVm, a single specimen at

Platynus caudalus,

the others are

all

more or

less

common

All species of this genus are
less common, and their si)ecitic
by
no means established.
value is
Chliniins b'iK:uf«r/ix and prashms are on
river l)anks; niger sometimes at electric

more or

lights; the other species are
everywhere.

common

under old rubbish along the streams.
parmatus, connnon; micaiis,

Brachylobiify lilhopJuhis, like ('lihniins j,m-

rare.

Lachnocrepit!

Olistlwpus

Perigona, both species founxl

once gre-

gariously in moist places.
Atranus pubescens, very common under
old leaves in moist grounds.
Leptotrachelns dorsali-t, not connnon.
Casnonia pennsylvantca, extremely common; ludoviciana, apparently not rare
in swamps near Eastern Branch.
Oaleriiajanus, very lommon, bicolor, less

common.

sinns.

swampy
Anatrirhis

men

rare

in

iinniitd,

only a single

sj)eci-

tound.

Oode.'< aiii(ir(>i(by,

common;
very common.
not

rather

pardllt'/iis.

places.

found

ui

very wet places,

(imericannx,

Evoleneaexarittiix, several

the same,

specimens found.

very rare.
Geopinus incrassalus, not rare, but found

by imndreds at electric

lights.
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Cmtacanfhu^<h(hi>t.<,

mon

of

our

iiio^t

com-

('cli)i(i

common, except

te><tiiceu.'<,

indisthicfuf^,

Hydroporux,

micros.

less

Discodcrm iniehrn.voi, very rare.
Gynandropiix liylaris, very conunon.
liarpahis ciilii/inosiis, extremely abundant,

less

common

everywhere.

Sdenophorus pedicuhirlus.

This and the

common;

other species are

especially

at electric lights.

common on wet places, except
which is very rare on mud

Steiiolophus,

ahernam,
banks near the Potomac.
l!riearis,

this lare si)ecies

many specimens of
found near swampy

common,

where.
XeMonotKS

less

Aciliiis rnedioius,

and IJ

abundant,

especially at electric lights; onutlicoUis,

lihcrux, rare.

Graphoderus

CyhisterfimbriobdKx,

common

in i)onds.

GYRINID.E.
more

in stagnant
Ill-ill U.S.

Hke

or less abundant in schools
and running waters.
Dineutes.

lineatus,

iiiijidnalas, less

in

common;

pools,

common.

mon.
Ilydrnixi pennsylranica, extremely al>nnin

ponds

stagnant water; pundaius, rare;
lis, one specimen found.
Cnemidotiis i^mph'j-

at

Ilydrochm submpreus, very abundant in
pools; sc.abralnsand inu'qmdis, not com-

vertically, rare.

common

not rare.
very

hdnilaris,

TlicniiO)iedc><

nrluiiliiirii.s

common.

Iriopsis,

few specimens

DyliscKs hybridxis, rare.

(;

very common.

HALIPLID^.
Haliplm

hiin<irgiv(ii<i-%

every-

Aiii)<ot.arsusten)iiii(ihi.%('on\m>m; )iiiidipniiris,

at electric

light.

rare.

the river.

Spovgopus

abundant.

rest more or less common.
Rlnmim calidvx, two specimens

not common, along

inter.«iill<di.%

Cdjirlntus,

AgahetcK acuduclits, rare.
Agcdms crythropteruH, rare in springs; the

Divciitrx,
lu{/nl>rix,

common, esjieciaily

the re-

laius rather rare;

maining species are connnon

Aiitphmla

Coptoiomus and

like Ste)iolophn8.

Aiiisodadylus discoidem and baltlmorevsis,
abundant along the rivers and at electric lights;

creeks;

Mntv.t hicarinah(-'<, not connnon.

in moist grounds.

Tdch iiceUus,

brooks and

in

electric light.

places in spring; the other species are

common

one

at the electric lights.

Hydadcm

Acup(dpHx, like Stenolophus.
Brndiiirlliis

dissimiUs,

cold springs.

Ilyhius higvttulns, very

especially at electric lights in midsummer; all the other species are more or

juiols

the si)ecies are more or

all

common

ohlitus, in

m

very connnon

(iiKjiislata,

on tlie Potomac Flats.
Caiandim rrubihis, common,
specimen.

All species of this genus are

A(ion(>der(i><.

and

one

Carabids.

of

ruficol-

dant.
Irimiguhirix, very al)un(lant

HydrophUm

at electric lights; also <,ntln,, but less

pnnclatus, in

pools of stagnant water.

abundant.
Tropisternus

and

llydrocliarix,

common

at

electric lights.

DYTISCID.E.

BeroKiix peregrinn.'i

Canthydrus and Hydrucalhvs. abundant

in

common

in pools

and Howing

common,

granarius.

excejit

jl<irictidi>i

and

ayilis,

and

xtriah(><,

very com-

rare.

extremely

abundant

everywhere.
Philhydrus,

water.

Hydrovatus and Dt'sinapaclirid, aliumh^nt
in stagnant water.
Bidessiis,

c.ilginis,

Larcoliinx

stagnant water.
Laccophilui<,

mon;

Helochares

all

connnon, except jirrplcrns.
connnon.

iu(icnH<'oIlix,

Ilelocombus bijidns, rare.
Cyudiiodyki _tiriibri<il't. not rare; blauchardi,
rare.
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Hiidrohlua

trRfirlnhix,

very rare; tlieotliers

common.
Creniphilux subcuprex.^, very

abundant

in

running water.

Plumonotum

'..ntimied.

Jviodcs.

\\] live in rotten wood, ])ermeatcd with fungus growth.
beaten fromgras'^ on warm sum-

(''jiinxd,

mer evenings, common.

swamps.
Cercyon vmpunctatus, in horse dung; prwtexialus, in dung and decaying plants;
indhiinctus, one specimen; h.rmorrhoid(dis, in fungi; also vnrindnrif! and »?^hescetts; the rest are more (ir lea- com-

mon

(

exstriaium, in

h(jplat<ln.^fossor, like Cyrlii.Mi,

but rare.
Agathidium, in rotten wood and under
old bark.
Aglyptus hmis, like Agathidium.

ClamhuH gibbnhis,
pvbendK--, less

under

Hood

de])ris:

common.

in rotten vegetable matttr.

Cryptopleurum miniduni, common; <tmericanum, very rare.
Pemelns costfdufi, very rare in rotten fungi.

CIieiTobdia am
miKiiia, sifted from
ver\' rare.

Brachycrcpis, not rare, under old leaves.

LEPTINIDyE.

SeydmnTiKx
Leptinus

(estaceun, in

the nests of wood

mice (Arvicola), in different

localities.

under old leaves in damp places.
Knmicnix motHchdfilni. very abundant;

SILPHID/E.
NecrophnruK

itmrricaniis,

on dead snakes;

also at electric lights;

the others are

found on various dead animals.
surinameii.s'i% very abundant, espe-

SUpha

cially at electric lights;

others are found

on

this

and the

cryptojdiar/oidrs,

blind,

under

and

Aiiil/us forth, ])oth l)Iind,

is

lecuntei,

Ceophyllui<

f'edius ziegleri,

Formica
nosvs,

All the species are found under

leaves,

in

fungi,

and on dead

animals.

under bark

common

of

in the hills of

Integra and e.rsedoide.^; apiunder loose bark of old trees.

Tmesiphorus, like Ceojtliyhis.

Chennium monilicoDn', very
(tenistes,

Ptorimphagm ulkci, only two specimens
were found under decayed leaves,
across the Free Bridge; parasitvK, in
the nests of Formica Integra.
Colon.
Of paradoxum, hvhhardi, thoracicum, and asperoluni, oidy single si)eci^
mens have been found.
Anisoioma

obsoleUi, not rare; of idlernaUi
(immilu only single specimens;

species of this genus are to be found
either under old leaves or in beating

meadows

rare,

rare,

with

Pnenolepis parrvla.

Prionochxla opacd, like Clio/em.

and

monilis,

rotten trees.

frequently found in the mountains of

old

very rare, with Laxins

daviger.

Virginia.
Cholera.

rai-e.

PSELAPHID.E.
Adranes

decayed leaves in rather moist places.
This species, in company with Eidyjildiix
simllis

groshms, rather

Cholerus zimmrriiKDiiii, rather rare.
Cpphennimii rar/iorasimi, not rare under
old leaves.

putrid matters;

common.
Pinudi/te.s

rasit.^,
nnder bark of old
stumps, always in company with Ltisiu.^
aliemis; all the other si)ecies occur

at sunset in early

Colenh impundnUi, very

and under old

leaves.

summer.

common

in fungi

the species are al)undant

all

under old

leaves.

Tyru.'i hiinieralis, rare,

under

l)ark of old

trees.

P.^elaplius erichsomi,

a stone near

one si)ecimen under

Woodley Park.

Tydim

loiigipfdpu.^ and iiii)iur, both frequently found underold leaves in rather

tlry places.
Eidridiitr.^ ziiiniieriiunriil, rare.

Ni.wxis tomeidom, rare.

stigmomm with Aphaenogaater
one specimen found;
by sifting old leaves and sweep-

Di'carthron
Ireali;

exfiedum,

the rest
ing

meadow

grass at sunset.
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most

Brj/axiii,

the species are found

all of

by beating grassy places toward sunset
in the early part of June; valida, two
specimens, near Free Bridge;

two s])eci mens;

Jr//(;;//((.s///f;/<;ro///x,

under old leaves
Butrims

ioiiif,

belfragei,

one specimen.
exceedingly abundant

(/ctiDiiifcr,

moist places.
with Lasius alienu)^;

iti

rare,

and ferox occur with Lasius
and Interjechis; nigricans and

mo7ii<trosuf<

(iaviger

triangulifrr,

only

single

specimens;

glohosus, very common.
Trimium, sifted from decayed roots in the
grounds, also Iteaten from grasses at

sunset.

Aleocharime remain
and undescril)ed.
Acylopliorusflavlci ill i.s

Insculptitx,

one specimen.
taken a])undantly by

sweeping.
Thesium carifrons, two specimens.
Trlmioplectus arcnatus, one specimen.
Euplectus, generally found in rotten wood.
EatgpJilus similis, very common with
Piiiodi/fi's

cniptophagoides.

as yet unrecognized

-Aiu]

/;;v>/(//.s',

under debris near water;

conimoii

densu.'f,

very

rare.
Ilefernfliops pusio,

not rare.

(Jnedi us ferox, rather rare; the others are

abundant under old

leaves, stones, etc.

common

Listotrophus ciiignhiiiix, very

der

decaying

un-

and animal

vegetable

matter.
Cre.ophilus

like the preceding.

r///o.sv(.s-,

Staphylinns
coiiimoii;

RIte.ridlus canaliciild/KS,

Rhexius

and a great number

vnlpinns.

niidcr

old

leaves,

decaying fungi,
decaying fungi; eiola-

ii/iiciilii.'iiis,

in

dung; fosaalitr,
ceus, very abundant in old fungi; comes,
exalnns, both rare under dung; pnvlongus and viridans, each one specimen.
Ocypus ater, rare under stones.
Belonachus foDiiosuft, very abundant on
sap exuding from wounded trees.
TynipdiiopJiin-iis pujicticollis,

very rare.

I'hiliinthiis politns, rare; umhratilis, hrfidus,

STAPH YLINIDyE.
Aleochar(( lata,

iiKjuietus, each one specimen;
nsper,
not rare in the stems of toadstools;

common under carcasses;
common under dung.

the others very

Orgpoda sagiUata, excessively common;
most of the species are common under
dung; several undescribed species.
Xenodusa cava, found in the nests of
(

'ainponotus pennsylvan

rudis, very rare; srJurarzi, in
the nests of Lasius alimus.

PJiUothermespennsylvanir us, Among Ternvx,

not rare.

under dry
under old leaves near

the river; most of the other species are
more or less abundant under old dung
or decaying lunui.
Actobijis cinerascens,

ppt'deroides,

idus,

untier debris along

common;

also sohrinus

and

very abundant; of procer-

parrus,

feriiii)i.<ilis

and

lepidulus,

single specimens.

and temporalis, rare;
under bark of ti-ees; emmesus,
al)undant under l)ark and old leaves;
Jiamatus,
common tnider decaying

Xnnlhdliuu.s fulgidus
lateralis,

very

common under

old leaves and carcasses.
Atheta,

very abundant

leaves; umhriuus,

the river,

icut;.

Myrmedonia

Hoplandrla

hepaticus,

most

of the species

remain unde-

termined.

weeds.

Tarliyusa, like Atheta.

Falagria hilohata,
species are

eepli<dn>i,

more

this

or less

Leptoliini.^ ruhripeutiix,

and the other
abundant under

old leaves.

not

i-are in

debris

tile river.

Leptaeiiiux, all

very coimnon inider old

leaves.

Euryusa obtusa, not rare in the nests
Formica integra and exsectoides.
Leptusa, the sjiecies are

along

of

common under

moist bark.

connnon everywhere.
Moat species of this genus live
on sand banks near streams, some of
them gregariously in great numbers
of delawarensis only found two specimens under d^'bris on the Potomac
Flats, and dlsjxir, on tlie hills across

Diorltus schaumli,
Stenns.

;

J'lacma, like Leptusa.
Gyrrjpiaeiia, all si)eciHs live in toadstools.

Mylhvna
leaves

and Diiiopsix,
and flood debris.

in

old

moist

Several genera

the Free Bridge.
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under moist leaves.
under moldy leaves.
Stictocranius ptincticeps, under old leaves,
EAinsfliclnsaniericdiiKx,

Edaphus

nitidus,

common.

but not

Lai hnthi

II

and

liW

III,

ground under stones.

Ihtriconic,

very

very

common under

old

ami

niii-

like Lalhrohiviii,

his,

connnon.

very

,

common.

imder moist bark
abundant.
Uftorariiis, very abundant every-

Traelq/Kerfus confiueris,

of old trees,

where.

or

exceedingly com-

in dung.

These

with the excep-

species,

of plaruaimtn,

turn

which

is

myrme-

on nuid banks (^r in
decaying leaves in nuiddy swamps.
Ajtocelln.'^ spharicollis, very common under
TriKjujilihrm, all live

everywhere.

stones,

Aiiryrophorus, found on stones in a small

Thinohiiis fimhriatiis,

Pivderm.

{Leptogenius),

Erhia.stcr

an

apparently

undescribed species, not rare under old

on gravel banks near

the Eastern Branch.

Gendromiem emus and Lestem

pallipes,

common

jxirado.ni,

along water courses.
Aridotn subcarinata, not rare under leaves

not rare under stones;

in the fall.
Arjiedium schvurzi, very abundant under

leaves.
Stilicopsis 7n)>nstr()>fa,

connnon;

very rare.
Pinophilus

latipes,

one specimen.

Piilaniiniis ti'stacevs,

old leaves.

common;

coiitnrfus,

/o'/ffcc/f.x',

one specimen among

termites.

Tachinus memnonius, hiridus,
briatus, pallipes, in

fungi;

Jiarldiis, funfiniiipenn'n^,

(•ommon in dung; repjandus, iiinhatits,
and m<idi(foid<;.>; under old leaves.
Tachypoms, all under old leaves and
very abundant in horse

rcutricidns,

abundant

under

very

notafa,

common;

(/nftnta,

rare.

old leaves.

more

mon.
Lisplims

cvif/inis,

one

specimen

under

bark.
(IhjptiniKi

ro.'^talr,

in

decaying wood, very

connnon.

ing on dead trees.
or

less

common

in

fungi.
Brijuporiix

flowers in early spring.
Ephelis

Megarthrus ainericdniis, in fungi, not com-

moist old bark; /,7'()/.s, under old leaves.
Conosomn. All the species of this genus
live under old leaves or on fungi growBolitobvm,

JiiiiiurusHni
and rrjxiiidmii,
connnon under old leaves; dijf'iisinii, in
frnclinii,
under moist bark;
fungi;
liduKitniii, on dry leaves of felled trees.
Aiithohhnii ronre.rum, very abundant on

I'rodrms atomarlitK, very connnon mider

stones; maculipennis, rare.
Cifea silphoides,

manure.
Erchomus

Ohiphrmii, like Arpidiitui.

lloindHnin

rare.
3//c/r>c//p^w.<

Trign

picijx'iniis,

under bark

of

various

trees.
riifcsiriis,

very abundant imder

old leaves; flmupes, two specimens.
Myceloponis, all species occur under old
leaves.

mud

on

creek near Cabin John Bridge.

Simiiis, like

piripes,

live

river.

vegetation.

common under

moist old leaves.

I'lt'dcni.^

in the

cophilous,liveeitherindnngordecaying

fungi.

Aderoc}iarlf! rorticina

burnming

si)ecies

I'/dtj/sli'lJiiis miier'icitinix,

O.nitcbix.

hiariiKitnx, rare; dnita-

ochracea, rather

Lilliorliin-i.^

These

sand banks near the

mon

and
connnon in

exclusively

HoInlnicJinx hrricmuht, rather rare.
Il/cdins.

rare.

hii/iiinn.

StlliriiK trlsfts

s))ecies live

(Morivs Iniipes, not rare,

leaves, except ariiKitinn, ximiU'

Srd/t.Tiis,

the

caroluinm,

liver; Ixnlin iird\u\crihratn.))i, ratherrare;
xrr/x'iitiinnn

O.rjiporus, all

places near the

ji(dlipes,

swampy

in

(•(.iiniKiu

ing under logs.
in toadstools.

hicolor,

Crii/iloliiinii

very rare, on fungi grow-

Me(jtil()i»^ cirldtus,

?^/<'iisis

pallidum,

found once in great num-

bers under the bark of an old stump.

Siagonium americanum, one specimen.
Micropeplus cribrains, one specimen.
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TmCHOPTERY(Tll)iE.

CoccineUd'

americdimm, found once very
abundantly in a iinich decayed old

Nossidiiirn

8tuni]>.
I '/Hi mil

Species of tliese

I'hiild'niin.

occur under old leaves

in

early

i

tl

otlier

on

parks

species are connnon.

Adnlid

aliundant

hipiiiicfiild,

Hdrmoiiid

in

among

on pine

rare,

Ui/aid piil/dld^ exclusively

Amdis

]/ninilodex pnrddoxiix, strictly

jilctd,

moist

places.

ilous,

i)ine trees

and gardens.

and

•renei'a

on

dlliuix,

spring, on ^villows in sunmier:

niyrinecoph-

Lasiax ckwiger.

species.

under debris near water.
Pdnella quercus and phu, under moist

Siiiicrusfilicornis,

bark.

trees.

.very-

where.
Psyllobora

decaying wood.
J'tlneUodex Iccnntel, under old leaves.
TricJiopterijx.
These species are more or
less abundant in all sorts of decayed
vegetal)le matters; several undescribed

I'teryx batteata, in

abundant

very

n<;//dld,

trees.

on pine

..'0-iiidctddld^

very conmion on

low vegetation.
bindncrnx, exceedingly abun-

f'JiilucoruK

dant.
Exoc}iomdf< 3-pU!<ltddhis, on oaks, not com-

mon.
Cryptognathd pusil/d, on shrul)bery, very

abundant.
Smilia marginatd ani\

iiiiscda,

common.
Brnchyacdnthd. The

on trees and

shrubs,

Xi'])hanes hvviui^culiis, uniU-r old leaves.

Si'aphidinm obUteratviu, on the mold-like

fungus growing on the vmderside of
logs,

rather rare;

various species are

beaten from low plants in meadows.
Hyperdspis.
All the species are beaten

SCAPHIDIID^.

qaadrigiiltiitniii,

with

the i)receding, abundant.

from

trees

Seymmis.

and low

and shrubs.

All species live on trees, shrul )s,
plants.

.

CephaloscymnuK z m m
branches, very rare.
i

and

CiipKrliiin

Bivocera

on moldy

old

leaves.

EpUdcliiid

Ti).i-iditim ginii nid roidef!, lives

Sntjdiixoina, live in fungi

like the next.

and old

OlUmif!,

Litorlirxa.

our

on various plants, as
under decaying leaves

CORYLOPHID.E.
Sdcium, our species live under bark of
various trees; can also be beaten fr-om
ilead branches.

Oithoperus glaber, very abundant on growing vegetation.

COCCTNELLID^.
xixidtd, one specimen; more
abnndant near salt-water regions.
J/i?(/(7te )«oci(/f//r/, a very abundant species,
gregariously under bark and stones in
Aiiiiidsticta

cold weather.
IS-pimctdta,

the other species are

o

i,

n

very connnon, feeds on

cucnrbitaceous plants.

Alexia lobdtd, a single specimen,

Aimmorphus spec? known
tions as A. pusilluti
Si/whintes ullri

and

in our collec-

Zimmermann
mino7-, live

growing within red rotten logs.
on molds in dark
Bliariis iniiroliir, very abundant
}[yvct;vd IiirUt,

Mss.

on mold
places.

under

old ])ark.

Arthwlips, Sericoderm, under old leaves.

Ilippodamia

mann

ENDOMYCHID^.
All

l^halacridie occur

as

r

leaves.

PHALACRID.E.
I'hnlacrvs,

Jioredlig,

e

one specimen;

common.

Liestes

spec? very

rare,

at

the

t)ase

of

trees.

Phyrnaphura pidchcJla under old bark.
Lycoperdinaferrugmea, in a small species
,

of Lycoperdon.

Aphorista

vittatd,

on molds on

logs,

com-

mon.
Mycetina testncm,

on fungi grow'ing on
rare, on

and logs; prrpulchra,
mold under ])ark.
roots

Sli'iiol<n:'<ii.'<

Iiispidii.^, (tu

various trees.

dvad branches

of
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ECOLOGICAL NOTES— Continued.
EnrJonnich >i.f

hlgiittdliix.

numbers under

RHYSSODID^.

lonietiiries in great

loon

l)ark.

and Clinidium, both genera
found under bark of decayed wood.

Rhyssodes

EROTYLID.E.
Our

species ure most frefound on swampy meadows;

L((ii</nrii(.

(luently

common

mnznrdi, the most

CI^rTMID.K.

species.

Euxestus punctatus, under old bark

on white fungi, grow-

4-maci(l(ifa,

cosmoall

under bark, rare;
very rare.
'dtogenus rufus, very common under bark

XaiD^ibius

clavicoriii.s,

rt'pandus,

<

Inchyrua

adi'cna,

others under

sorts of bark.

ing on old logs.
Megalodaaie, like

common; the

politan,
in-

fested with fungi.

Dacne

and

Silraniis niiriuamensix

Eu.rr.^tiis.

//-pimctaliix,

in

comjiany with

of various trees.
J'ediariis depressiis,

Ddcne.
Ciu'iijiis (iaripes,

Mijcotrctiix s(ni<ji(i)ilj>aniis

and

/iiilchi'r,

in

a certain kind of toadstool.

under bark, rare.
common under bark

very

of deci<luous trees, especially Llrlodcndrort.

Tritoma.

All species live usually in large

numl>ers

and

toadstools

in

Ino reditsd, under bark of black locust.

various
Liviitopldd'iis,

fungi.

found exclusively on red
occur under
bark of dead branches of various deciduous trees.

Siiiichita ohscKra,

oak;

the other species

Cicones marginalis, one specimen.

The

Ditoma.

bark
Coxelus

species are

not

leries of Scolytids.

Lathropm

found under

Dysmerus

basalis,

on

rare

dead

l>ranches of

in

J!fins

one specimen.
Telephanus velox, under old

abundant;

one

leaves,

of

our commonest insects.

Aulonium and Colydium, the species of
both genera are found under bark and
in twigs of coniferous and deciduous

CRYPTOPHAGID.E.
and Lohcrus,
humid meadows.

Telrnatophibis

Tomarits

jndrlii'lhis,

chips, etc., very

trees.

Aglenusbrunneiis, introduced from p]urope;

one specimen found by Mr. Pergande.
Oxylsenms americanus, rare.

and Pycnomerux, under moist
dead pines.
ButJirideres gerninatus, very common under
dry oak bark.
of

Erotylathris exaratus, very rare.

Cerylon castaneum,

under all

old

leaves,

common.

Antheropliugus ochraceus, rare, on flowers,

inquilinous in nests of Botidms.

here

common

may

belong to a distinct species,

rare.

Cryptophagvs.
District,

Cfenoscelis.

here,
in

MURMIDIID^.
introduced, in old stored

rice.

Six species occur in the

which

have

not

yet

ent;

There are seven species

which can not be nametl at
they occur under old leaves.

l)een

under moldy bark.

fi

nmd

pres-

Ato>nariaepMpplata,distmcla,andochracea.

Eight species have been found, among
which only these three are named at
l)re.sent.
Ephistciiiu.'^ apicidis,

de/iirssiis,

under

sweeping

studied.

sorts of bark,

very abundant.
PhUothermns glahriculus, very
decayed wood.

oralis,

])y

Henoticus serratus, the specimens found

Penthelispa

Mychocernx

old

common at Bladensburg.

Brontes dubius, under l^ark,

Lasconotus referendarius, under pine l)ark
in the galleries of Scolytids.

Mxnnidiiix

common on

debilis,

branches.

bark

rermdis, very

twigs.

toxicodendron,

of all sorts of trees.
gutfulafiis,

more or less common

species

under bark of various deciduous trees;
iscluvarzi, very rare; a7u/i(sf>diix, in gal-

COLYDIIDvE.

old leaves and

very

chijjs.

common under
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ECOLOGICAL NOTES— Continued.
MYCETOPIIACrlD.E.
Mi/ci'topJiai/itfi

jiitiicldtiix

very

common

/etuf<,

once found

Tribaliis atiierlcanus, yuA raiv,

and

and

in various fungi;
in

abundance

obso-

in a

white fungus; pluripunctatus, in fungi
under moldy bark; bipu-^tulatus, in old
tlour barrels, also on moldy bark; pini,
under old pine l»ark; mehheimeri, one
All our species are

common

under decomposing vegetable matter,
also under bark.
Ti/phiea fuiiiaia, like Lit(ir(jns, very com-

morb
BcTginus pumilus, one specimen.
Miirmechixenus lathridioides, in old horse

manure,
I>i]ilocrdu»

in

Epierus, like Tribalas.

HeLvrins briinnipemm, in nests of Formica
fusca.

EcJdnodes setiger, only one specimen found.
Onthophilus alternatus, under fungus or

vegetable debris.

bark of old

trees.

Our

species are more or less
abundant under old bark of trees.
Anaplens marginatum, under old boards
and sticks on the banks of the river.
Saprinus. Of these STpec\esfraternus,fitchii,
and patruelis are found in sand near the
I'nromaliix.

all the others occur in various
kinds of dung.
Flegaderns traiisrersus, in galleries of Tomtcm under pine bark.

river;

autumn.

hrmninix

and

rudis,

old

l)ranches infested with fungi.

DERME8TID.E.

Teretrhis,

Bacanius, and Acriius.

cies of these

Hi/lurus

nnicolur,

commonly found by

casses;

auiiiiii^!,

lardariiift,

common under carcommon in houses;

under old bones; elongatus,
one specimen found under bark.
Altagenus piceus, abundant, especially in
hoiLses; pellio, one specimen; hornii,
introduced from Mexico.
Trocjodcrma and Anthrenns, our common
house and cabinet pests, also common
outdoors on flowers, especially Spirsea.
Cri/ptorJiopalum lunnorrlioidale and triste,
very abundant ou flowers.
Apsectus ]dspidnt<, one sjiecimcn.
rare.
Orphilus niger, on flowers, n
rnlpinus,

HISTERID^..
If'ilulrptd.

The two

under freshly loosened bark of trees.
All our species of the genus Ilixlcr
occur in vegetable debris, except the
subgenera Platysoma and Ci/listix, the
species of which live under bark of
deciduous or coniferous trees; Phelister
scneomlcans is very rare and seems to
have not been found elsewhere.

Ulster.

Tnhalister marginellm, very rare;

NITIDULIDyE.
Brachypterus

on

urlicse,

nettles.

Cercus abdominalis, on flowers of Sambucns
niger.

Carpophilus hemipterus, found in grocery
stores; the others live

on blossoms and

sap of trees.
All on exuding

.Colastus.

saji of trees.

Conotelm obscurns, on flowers of Convolvulus; mexicanus is introduced into greenhouses.

Epnrwa peltoides,

rare,

on sajx^f

only a

few specimens have been caught, flying
about in early spring.

trees; all

the others are found under old leaves.
NitiduUi,

common under

Stelidota,

under dry

dry carcass.

leaves.

Proinetopia 6-maculata, on

species are not rare

All spe-

genera live under bark of

trees.

heating.
I>i'niu'.'<tefi

under bark

decaying wood.

DendropliUns punctulatux, not rare under

siieeimen.
Lil<ir<jiis.

in

fle.vnosui^,

sap of trees,

common.
PItenolia grossa, in fungi,

common.

Omosita colon, under dry animal matter,

abundant.
A)irphotis idkei, in ants' nests.

Soronia undulata and substriato, on sap of
trees,

common.

Thalycra eoncolor, one specimen.
I'oradhis

helroJii.'^,

in

fji/eoperdoi),

common.
Oxymeiiius, in fungi.

Amphicrossus cUiaius, on sap of

trees.

very
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ECOLOGICAL NOTES— C'ontinuea.
Pallodi's jxtllidiis, in UyA(hU)oh,ii\mud-ant.
Ci/chntiiinn

Q/bocepJuilits iiigrilnlus,

and

Drijojix,

under stoue? and dobris

on twigs

of trees.

Ehni/i,

under stones and moss

Tlie species of both

creeks.

genera found on sap.
Pltyophagus cephalotes, one specimen on a

Steiidrnis,

Cri/ptarcha

Ips.

in run-

ning water.

in fungus.

(i(Iiit<ln!<,

like

Macronydiux,

in

running

and Ancyronyx,

Elm is.

fence, south of the Treasury.

HETEROCERID.E.

on mold under bark.

Rliizopliagnx,

LATHRIDII1).E.

mud and
Holop(tr(i})ierux

hinzi'i,

found under

l)ark of

All

Hi'lerocerus.

one specimen
an old hickory

the

sjiecies

occur in

sand banks.

DASCYLLID.E.

tree.
LatltritJiiis

liratiis,

very conunon under

Eiirypagoii

niger

and

on

californicug,

bushes.

debris.

Enicmus and Cuninumus, found on molds.
Corticarki and Melanophthalmus, found l)y
sifting and beating.

Odonlonyx and Anclujlavsus,

in

swampy

places.

on bushes and low

Ptiloductyla xerricoUis,

plants.

Eucinetus, sifted from

TROGOSITID.E.

moldy

leaves.

Ectopria nervosa, on plants.

Nemosoma

jxirullelum

jjarasitic

Alindria

on

and

ciilimlrinnn,

cjilindrica

Prionocyphon, Helodes,

Sci/rtcs,

andCyplton.

All the species of these genera live

St-olytids.

and

on

teres,

old

plants in

swampy

on

places.

branches.
Trogosita vireHcens, very

RHIPICERID.E.

conunon under

various trees.
Tenebrioides mauritanica, in flour
stores; the other species

bark

and

feed

found under

Zenoa picea, uniler bark of

trees.

Sandalus, occasionally found.

of trees.

Grynocltaris quadriUneata,

rare,

on

Lgcoptus

ELATERID.E.

tree

fungi.

Melasis pectinicoi-nis, found boring in
villosus,

in decaying wood.

TJiymalus fulgidxis, on tree fungi.

under bark

and

ntficornis,

Dro)n,rolus,

Monolonia, under decaying weeds.
Eurujis,

Tharops

boring in felled

trees.

on bushes, common.
beating from dead branches.

Dcltometopus,

MOXOTOMID^.
Ifeupcrnlnnrvx,

dead

oak.

Badridlum,

of trees.

BYRRHID.E.

Fornax, like Dromxolus, but rare.
Adelothyreus dejeanii, one specimen.

Mkrorhagus,

Hypoadus,

all

on dead branches.

like Microrhagus.

Adeloccra, all under loose bark.

one specimen in a
sandy place near Rock Creek.
Chalcolepidius vlridipiUs, on fences and

MerisUins scohunda,

Xnmdcndnm

wiicolor, sap of trees.

Byrrhus murinus, in moss.
Syncalypta sirigosa, sifted from moss.
Limnidius, along the edge of the river.

PARNID^.
Psephcnus

leconte.i,

under stones in run-

liileiis,

along the

river.

trees.

Cardiopliorus conrexus

ning water.
Lntrodiiis

trees.

Alaus oculatus, under bark of various trees;
myops, under bark of pine trees.
Hemirhipus fascicularis, on fences and

two specimens swept

and

gagates, beat-

ing from trees and bushes; cardisce, on

sandy

places.
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Horislonotiis cKrldlns,

on busheis and

trees,

Afieiiodcx

((((ir)iiK,

rare.

common.

Afiiinodera ornaia andcnlla on flowers.

Estlu'snpus daricoUls,

one specimen.
on dry sand bankn;
melsheimeri and perple.rns, on gravel
banks; the others swept in meadows.

PlasiDKi gibbicoUis,

Crypiohiipnus choris,

Madogerdus, on oaks.

on meadows and bushes;
mirllus and belliis very common under

Monocrepidiutt,

stones in early spring.
Dicrepidiiis
rare,

and

Iscliiodouln.'^,

both very

on bushes.

E Inter.

bark and by beating dead branches.
Drasterhis elegans

under

otiosiis,

and

amabilix,

nio-tly

stones, very abundant.

different kinds of

on oak and
;

(/rniudaius are rare.

Taplirorcnix

on oaks.

common

very

gr<(c!lix,

on

plants in swami)y meadows.
Brdchijs, all

on oak bushes.

The

Paclnjscelus purpureus.

Megapeidhes, on bushes.

hickory;

on hazel bilineaius, on chestnut and honey locust; polUus, on oak;
egeniis, on black locust; obsoletns and
arcucdus,

RluvliDticells ienuis,

All the species are found under

locust.

Enpristocerus cogitans, on elder ])ushes.

Agrilus ruficoUis, on

Rubus;

Anehastus rufns, very rare.

on black

larva mines

the leaves of Lespedczu.

under bark.
and Dolopius, on bushes.
Glyphonyx, on bushes, very common.

Liidius,

LAMPYRID.E.

Agriotefi

Melanotus, Limonius, Athous, Sericosomus,
Corymbites,

and Mela-

common.

frequent in

Celeles basalis,

Hemicrepidius,

nactes are all

more or

less

old stumps, under bark and stones, or

beaten
schema

from

bushes; Lepiovery rare; Sericosomus
viridanus, under chips and stones in
early spring; Melanactes reichei, only
two specimens.
Perothops mucida, from old beech trees.
Cerophytum pidsator, three specimens
found under chips and stones in early
various

hicolor is

Drapeies geminaius, under rotten bark and

on dead branches.
Aulonotlirosrus and
leaves and plants.

not connnon.

Cpcnia dirnidiata, rare.

and
and bushes.

Eros, Plateros,
ers

on flow-

Lucidota, like the preceding.

EUychnia comtsca, very connnon about
trees and bushes.
Pyropyga and Pyradoiiiend,

like Elh/cJi-

nia.

Photinus

ptyralis,

Tytthxniy.r

our commonest firefly.
very abundant.
a single female specimen

erytlirocepliubt,

Tliroscus,

under old

margUiatw<,

OitidJics

Clmlcophora virginiensis,

in

and
pines;

on sycamore.
on various deciduous

cavi-

trees.

Podabrus
(S7//.S

very rare.
on oak; the other species

on pines.

rare,

beaten

from

very connnon on blossoms

fricostdliif iu\t\

//f^s'/Ao'/.v,

rare; the

common.

percomis and

.'^jidthiddtd

are

both

rare.

Ditenmus

I/idenhdus,

very

common on

clover.

CInyra gracUipes, on oak.
Melcniophila, all
all

on

flowers.

others

I'(ecilonota debilis,

Buprestis rufipes,

I'ommon

bushes.
Chaidiogiiallius,

on

Teh'phorus.

on various deciduous

on various deciduous

All species are on low plants

and bushes.

pines.
trees.

Chrysobothrisfemonda, pusilla, azurea, and
scitida,

Calorliroiiins,

l)usbes.

BUPREtSTlDyE.

AiiUtaxw,

both

Phengodes spec.?,
has been found.

THROSCID/E.

Dicercri,

reltcnlntwn,

Phottiris pennsylvanica,

spring.

pestris,

and

Calopieron terminale

trees ;,/?or/-

cola, denlipes, 6-signata, han-isii,

on pines.

on meadows.
common on bushes.
Malihiniis and Midlhodes, on Inislies and
grasses in meadows.
Polein'ms laticoriiis,

Trypherm

kdipeniiis,
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malac;hiii)/E.

Eucrada humeralis, on bushes.
mollis, on old woodwork; the
others beaten from pine branches.
Ozognathus ftoridanus, two specimen-;.
beaten from bushes.
Oligomerus, all on dead branches.
Sitodrepa panicea, everywhere, in houses.
Hadrobregmus, beaten from d e a d
Ernohius

Collops,

more or

less

common

in

mead-

ows, chiefly on clover.

on branches of oak.
Anlhocomus Pseudebteus, and Attains. All
the species of these genera are found
on grasses, flowers, and bushes.
CJuvtoccelus setosus,

branches.

MELYRID^.
A/i/))ierlt<

rriJimta, chiefly

Trichndesma gibbosa, in old branches.

found on chest-

nut 1)lossoms.

Anobium notatum, on old oak branches.
Trypopitys sericeiis, on old branches.
Pelalium bisfriatuiu, very common on dead
branches.

CLERID.E.

Eupadus, and Xyletlnus,

Tlieea,

Elasinoccrus terminaius, found
fested with Scolytids

on

trees in-

and Bostrychids.

Cymafodera, on dead V)ranches.

species occur in

all

on old

Lasioderma

.'<erficorne,

in

drugs and

to-

bacco.

TricJiodeK aplvora.^, on flowers of Spiraea.
Clems quadvif/uttatus, on pine; rosmarus,
on flowers; ichnemnoneus and thoraciais,
on branches of deciduous trees.
Thaiiasimiis dnhius, on pine.
Thnneroclerus sanguineus, under bark of
deciduous trees; tantillus, one single
specimen found.

Hydnocera,

all

twigs.

Hemiptychus,
Protheca

rotten wood,

Dorcatoma,

on dead branches.
and pubenda, in old

all species

hispida

common.

all in

dead branches.

Coenocara oculata, in Lycoperdon.

wood.
Endecatomvs rugosus, in old timber.
Ptilinus ruficomis, boring in old

meadows

BOSTRICHIDyE.

and on bushes.
Phyllobomus dislocatus, on dead branches.
Ichnea laticomis, lives parasitic on Phloeosinus dentatns.

Chariessa pilosd

ciduous

,

on dead branches of de-

Most

of the Bostrichidse: Stephanopachys,

Lichenophanes, Xylobiops,

etc.,

bore in

dead twigs or are found under loose
bark.
Dhioderus and Rhizoperiha are
importations.

trees.

Cregya, like Chariessa.

Orthopleura damimrnis, on

Ijranches

LYCTIDiE.

of

oak.
Necrobia,

all

on dried animal matter.

Lydus and Trogoxylon, both

maculatus,

on

woods.

CUPESID^.

DERODONTID.E.
Derodontus

in old

mold under

Cupesconcolur, on old wood.

loose bark of trees.

LYMEXILID^.

many years ago
Smithsonian grounds.

Laricobius erichsoni, found

on pine

in the

Lymexylon sericeum, boring in old oak
wood.
Micromalihus debilis, one specimen found

PTINID.E.
Gibbium jisylloides, one specimen found
at the wall of the United States Treasury building.
Ptinus fur and bvnnneus, in houses; qiiadrimaculatns

men

of

and

interruplus,

one

each in white rotten oak.

speci-

in the city.

CIOID^.
Cis.

All species live in fungi growing on

logs

and stumps; quite a number

species are not determined yet.

of
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tJioraricornt', like

undetermined

r/.s;

j^everal

ontiiuied.

(

and dung;

lotten fungi

iu

(li'dtrnpi-x, all

under the stem

hornii,

species.
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of a toadsto(jl,

also at electric lights.

Ceracis sallei, like Eunairllirun.

Rhipidandruspdriiilodus, in a white fungus

wood.

Clipoius djihodioides, in rotten

Trox, all the species are found in dried

at the base of trees.

carcasses of

SPHINDID/E.
Sphi)ida>< (iiiicricditiis, in fungi

mammals and

birds, also at

electric lights.

growing on

found flying on sandy
on bushes.

Ildplid,

soil.

Dlrheldni/c}td,

timber.

very conunon under
and logs in spring; iricolor and
.^ericea on bushes; trorifonnh, rare.
Mdcradaciylus subHpinoKn.s, the well-known

Serica

LVCA^WAi.

vesperihia,

stones

Lucanus I'htjiIiKK, one speeimen said to l)e
found in Washington; (hiinti, not rare

rose chafer.

at eiectrie Ughts.

white rotten wood.

1 >()rcus parallelus, in

Platycer us

and

Eastern Branch.

cdrmilu.s, l)oring galleries in old
logs.

SC'ARAB.EID/E.

tlucridiuin hixteroides, in

Coprh,

all in

in

decaying fungi.

human

excrements.

and
and varidecaying toadstools and fungi.
tuberctdifrons,

hecale,

in the

trees at

piiiirtdid,

the

;

blos-

ci.nnmon on grape-

vine.

CuldljM lunigerd, on cottonwood trees.
('ydocephaki, flying after dusk.

muddy grounds

Chalepua tracliypyguif, on

dung.

Fhauniix carnifex, in

Onlhophdgus

All are found on

night, or attracted by lights.
Anomala marginaia, on grapevine
others all on pine.
Strigodenuu, the two species are on
soms of riiba.^.
rclldiiotd

and vigilant, conmion
dung; riridis, under old leaves.
hvrix

CanOioii.

found under

There are 26 species

Luchnoaterna.
District.

PAHSALID/E.
stumps and

all

stones and on bushes.

Cerucliux, Vike Dorcns.

Nicagus olm-urus, on sand l)anks along the

Pasi<(tU(.'<

the species are

D'lplotaxin,

along the river, and abundant at electric lights.

poinnylvanlcus, in dung; janux

Ligyrus, in moist sandy places.

eties, in

Aphonus, in old decayed stump of trees.
Xyloryrtes salynts, larva very abundant

Aphodius.

All species of this genus live

in various kinds of dung; only serral

found under old leaves, and
in hollow trees.
is

Dialytes tnincatus

and

(ihlnngiix

jigni'dtor,
JiJnjsf^einus

sandy

sfrldhdns, in horse

species found in rich grounds;

found at electric light.
under stones in wet

scaber,

Pleurojdujrdx

mon.
one specimen dug out
from the ground.
AUurliliid nitida, extremely abundant in

cn.siis,

along the river;

in rich soil;

i-rii(r(dls,

one undescribed specimen.

Ochodieus musculus, one specimen.

found occasionally in roads.

Odoriticus cornigerna, like r>o!bnc('n(s.

M.

iiidd,

vol.

XXV— 0-2 —

very abundant in early

spring; (ircdld in sandy roads; herbaceo

on bushes;

sandy places
irgidHoides, one speciiu

men.

Proc. N.

spring.
EiijjJiorid

one specimen.
Psdmmodias Inlerriiplux,

Bolboceniy:,

wood.

rotten wood, not com-

FhileiirKs ndgiix,

places.

-Egi(d'n(,

stone.s in pastures.

Dyiidxt^'s tityiix in

manure.
Ativiiiiis, all

under

Strati-gKK di)(:riis, in rotten

Jiilgidd

and

si'pnk-firdlis

on

blossoms.
Cremastochiluy: leucost ictus,

one specimen

occurred at Odenton, Maryland. All
the others are found in nests of various
ants, also flying

OsmoderuM
trees.

on roads.
and scdbni,

ereuilcoki

in rotten
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on

maculosvx,

fi)iorh)n(s

\ery

hloH^oins,

rare.

Cidloides nobilis, rare.
.1

TrichiU'S, all species

are found on HcjwerH

and blossoms.
Valgv.^, in

rliopalus fulminavs, rare.

C'l/tiis

decaying chestnut

tcdun, in

trees.

brinuica,

ciduous

under

and running on

trees.

liark of old de-

Clytmithiis rnrinila

and

<db<if<tf^riatiix,

Microdytus gazellukt, one specimen.
Cyrtophorus verrncosuK, common on flow-

Ortliosoma hrunneuin, under loose bark.

ers.

from sumac.
very conunon on flow-

Prionui<, like Orthosoma.

Tillotiiurj)hi( i/ciiiiiifita, Itred

notconunon on bushes.
Asemion uidstKni, on i)int'.
Cr/orr^>/(rt^».s, freijuentiy met with in lum-

Eiiderce>i j>ici/H!<,

ber yards.
Sinodicum cuciijifuniu', almndant

Dixlcitl<( iiiidiitd,

SpJienostetliiii^ taxlt'i

,

under

liajali(!<, on
on juniper.

Ilnlotrupt'x

lumber,

juists,

PliymatodeH varius, in oaks;

etc.;

(inKoniti,

in

connnon on pine.
on juniper.
Gracilia minuta, on twigs of trees.
Chion cinctus. in hickory and oak.
Eburia quadrigemiintta, in lumber yards
and attracted by li<rht.
Romaleuin atornarivin and nifnlatii, botii
Callidinm, all
Q^jiie rigida,

not common.

mucronatum,

conuiion;

anicolor,

subpubescens and

less

cliicnisceiis,

on sambucus.
one specimeu.
Encydops cveruleus, on flowers.
Rhngirnii lineatum, very connnon under
nielliius,

pine bark.
single specimens.

ToJotUH

trivittatuK,

one specimen.

Arvia'ops direda, not conunon; diKcoide't,

one specimen.
GauroteH cyGuipennln, on blossoms.
Strangalia
fjeptura,

and Typocerxis,&\\ on l)losson)S.
on blossoms and flowers;

all

daia, pabera, are

rare;

lincohi,

iiilens,

ragans, curdifera, pm.rhnu, are

rlllata,

connnon;

of

subhamata and

iinitabitis,

single specimens.

rare.

TylonotUi^

biinacidatus,

found at electric

rare,

a

specimen

and

t'lioins,

Phi/toii,

Ohriinii.

beaten

from

branches and twigs.
CaUimuxi/s sanguinicollis, on flowers.

Molorchus bhnaculatiis, on blossoms.
Rhopaloplioriis,

on flowers.

Balyle stduralix, very

common on

SteiiospJieiiKs no(aU(s,

on various

autumn.

connnon on

Hovverri.

trees.

on hickory in spring; i-obicommon on solidago in

trees

and

bushes.

connnon on

vari-

ous deciduous trees.
Moitohamiintit,

on pine; also

ber yards.
Dorcasdiema

irlldil,

alternaium,

Tragldion cof/iiKs, rare.
Parpnricemis humeralis, on hickory and
oak; axillaris, rare.

very

lateralis, rare.

J'senoeerns xupernotutiix,

rare.

Cylleiie pictus,

Euryptera

('yriimift pyinii'ttfi,

light.

Pleteracldlies (pKidrinKiriildtus

iiin',

in grapevine.

DexiiiocfrKx jHtllidhix,

marginata, very rare; Juvmatitcx, circum-

Elaphidion viUosnni, extremely abundant;

both

lumber yards.
not connnon on juniper.

Centrodera decolnrata and pida, of l)oth

grapevine.

Ciiriv)!,

ers; pint, in
Atiiiiia rotitma,

Xecyddlin

bark.

common;

l)oth

rare.

trees.

CERAMBYCID.E.

ligneus,

sagit-

pine; rjiiadrimaculatiis, rare.

on flowers

Xeodytiis,

yPONDYLIDyE.
Parandra

common.
common;

marginicoUis, not

Xylotrechiis colonus, very

on

in

our lum-

on osage orange;
nmlberiy and osage
"

o ange; nigrum, rare.
Hefa'mis dnerea, on nuilberry

and hickory.

Cacoplia pullaia, one specimen.

Goes tigrina, pidverulenta, ocnbda, and tmsellata, on bushes; ijidchra, on hickory;
debilis,

on white oak.

I'h'cU-oih nt scKhtltir, <in

mens

nt'ur

willow; two speci-

the Five ilridge.
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ijiiadrij/llihiis,
rather rare;
very coniiiion; morrisn, very

AcdiilliodiTis
(leripii'iis,

and

Linpiix, all

uii

<il<l

twiir.s

and dead branches.

and

IJ-jyunctata,

on

as-

paragus, imported.

.lnom«a

rare.
Lrptostijlux

laticlavia,

connnon on

robinia.

Coscinopiera dominicaiui, on bushes

and

herbs.

npiuosKs, coninidn

D/.'ctc><

Vrioceris asparagi

(ni

various weeds.

/labia

and

on meadows.
on sycamore.

Sa.rlnix,

Lepturc/t's, like Lepto^lijlii.^.

CJda)ni/s, larva

Ilyperplatys, like the preceding.

and ronspersa, in meadows
and on shrubs.
Bassareus and Cryptocephalas. All species
of these genera live on various flowers
and bushes; only schreiberm on pine.
Griburius eguestris, on wild roses.
E.renia gibber

Vrographis fasciata, on deciduous^ trees.

pine

Ceratograjjliis piisiUufi, in

trees.

Ac(t77thocinus obsolelus and nodosus, in pine.

Pogonochenis

mbMs,

in pine, rare.

common on decidu-

Ecyrus dasycerw^, very
ous

I'arln/brachys, like Crypt ocephalus; fridens,

trees.

EiijKit/niiiiiK
leslitii-^,

liimi')tt(i.sii.^,

(in l)uslies;

not rare on pine;

xnlxiniuttiis,

rare

on

beerh.
Oiiciderfs
Atd.riii

on persimmon.
on old l)ranehes.

cniijiihilii,

i-ri/j)l>i,

on weeds.
on alnus; Candida, on apiridentata and rcsfita, on elm;
on willows; jmndiconix, on

Ilijijiojisi.s lniiiiisr((t((,

Sapcrtlii ohllijiKi,

ple trees;
lateralis,

A'/ms toxicodendron.

/i'/(».s toxicodendrons; there are some
unrecognized forms.
Monaclms, Diachiis, Triachux, all on bushes

and plants in meadows; Diaclms leris
and TriacItVK raciiiixare rare.
Fidia riticida and /niigipcs, common on
grapevine.

Xanthoma,

iherea bimaculata,

ows.

very

on

comuKjii

various

bushes.
Mijochrovs

on rubus; 3-j)iiiirlata,
on solidago; oceUata, and gracilis, rare;
ruficoUis, on sumac and sassafras.
Ti'trops monostigiita and jiicunda, on mead-

<

on

by sweeping mead-

deiiticd/lls,

ows.
Clyptoscelispubescens and barbafa,

common

on pine.
in

(i'raj)hops,

meadows,

on

esj)ecially

I'lover.

on Asclepias coron an orange-colored
on specimen.
A ntphionyclia flammata, on bushes.
Ihjsphaga tenuipes, in hickory; ?^ot's, one
Tctraopes tetraophthalmus,
nuti; eanteriator,

asclepias; 5-macidatus,

Typophorux camlliis and

common

very

varieties,

meadows;

in

riridicyaneus,

rare.

Mdacliranta, on bushes, especially oak.
Chrysocliii.^

atiratiis,

common

on apocy-

num.

s])ecimen.

Tyniiies tricolor,

CHRYSOMELID.E.

Colaspis,

connnon on

common

l)ushes.

meadows

on

and

bushes.
ri net ironiis,palinata, and jiiscatri.r,
on aquatic ])lants; the others on swami)y
meadows; the only specimens of /(//yvo/ewco were found at electric light.
Ihcmonia nigricornis, in SAvamps on water

Doiiacia

RJatbdopteras picipes, like

(^'o/as]ns.

Xodonota, on flowers and bushes.
Chrysodina, like Colaspis, very

common.

Prasocuris raripes, on

swampy

Labidornera

on Asclepias

clivicoUis,

grounds.
incar-

plants.

Orsodacna atra, on willow blo.ssoms in
early spring.
/I'ltgophora
Si/iieta

pubenda, on

potato beetle;
jjuplar.

ferruginea, rare.

on ('<niniiehina rirginica, along
the Potomac F'lats; trilineata, on potatoes; 6-jiinirtata
and hrinniln>I/is, in

Lriiia sai/i,

njeadows.

Ii ptinutarsa decendineata,

juitcla,

the well-known

has disappeared

from our fauna since the arrival of
decendineata.

Zygogramma and Calligrapha,
ows and weeds.
I'lagiodera

riridis,

cilcrou:; jihuits.

very

all

on mead-

common on

cru-
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Gastroidea cyanea, on rumex.
Lina lapponica and xcrijda, on
Monocesta coryli, on elm, rare.
Trirliahda tomentosa,

rare;

Dibolld borealis,

rir(/ala,

one

on Azalea undijioni; lu/inphaese, on nyraphsea and other aquatic
plants; decora, on willows; votata, <in
eupatorium; xanthomehnm, on elm.
Diabroiica, 12-punc1a(a an<l rittata, common everywhere; alripciuiix, rare.
PliijUobroiica discoidca and Ihnhata, on
sanguineo,

swami)y grounds.
Luperodrs mcrara and

ci/anf/hix,

Phyllerlillirns dorsal

the others are rare;

solidago;

and

i.s

on mead-

grufllis,

on

les-

i\nt\ hirn/nr on mea
on blaek locust; in:rr(is
everywhere on bushes; horiii, very rar
chariste
'/(f»^^, one specimen
Orlotnina pliralnla, on 7Vco;/;<( radira„>i.
Slnii.sj)!! iiitiallir((, on swampy meadows.
CfisshJa nlgrijn's on C(>nvolvnlus, Iiirltlafa,
on potatoes.
('oplocijrhi clariila, on oak;
the others
mostly on coii\-olvulus.
Clir/i/niin-jtlia argns, counnon on convol-

ows;

flarx'dix,

vulaceic.

BRFCHIDiE.

Cerotoiua Irlfin-cala.

common on

bushes
S/HTiiiopliagiis

and meadows.
Blepharida

llnu-lnis

parado.ras, on smiiax.

more or

(EdUmychix,

less

common by
common;

i,is,,rii,H,

in

Iria-

peas, inip<irte<l; rhi-

bindHrrahis, in

one

'>-riltala,

seeds

..f

Inialica; disliugitnahis,

Cassia

nain,-

on Lndirigia

,-/,/-

seeds of Tephrosia

obsolelns, in

Irniij'iilia:

one specimen.

Disonycha, like (Edioriyrhis;

specimen.
Sphicrodrnna

(i/editsrliia

Kinsis-Aud .'/-inacn/alHs, Ixtth importer-

beating meadows; rams, very
indigoptera,

on

ranihns.

rhni.s, ,,n rhiis.

P((chii()iii/rltiix

robiiii.-r,

'

IIypola)n])Kis i)ilnxa, not rare.

beans;

rirgiiiiaiia: abti'ctus in

liibisri, in

seeds of Hibiscas inosdieidos; exigmis, in
several

njiinia,

s])ecimens

seeds of A morpha frutirosa; of ralms and
perforates, single specimens.

by sweeping.
Haltica chalybea, on grapevine;

on Oenothera;

ignita,

/>(.^7'(y.(//(v/,

everywhere

in

ZaJirotes

habits

tibialis,

both

Epitragiis aniwliiiis,

rare.

Pliellopsis obcardata,

bicolorata, rare.
copalirat,

very

common

on

sumac.
hfltiiri-

abundant on meadows.
Epitrix, very abundant on various low
plants; pamda, on solanum.
Manlura foridana, swampy meadows.
Cluvtocnema, all on meadows; .mbcylindrica and protenm are rare.
«S'?/s<ena, all on bushes and lower plants.
67.?/p/?na, by sweeping meadows.
rentrift,

Ajdilhona insolita, very rare.
Phyllolreta, all

on cruciferous

sill,

His,

said to be found in

Alexan-

dria, \'irginia.
Polypleiti-Ks gnniiialns.

nnder stones and

chips.

Nyctobates

}>eiiu!<!ilr<niica,

i\\mni\M\X ww^Xer

loose bark.

Merinus Ltvin, like Nyctobat(x.
Haplandrusfemoralns and ater.vuiderkn^i^e
bark.
/S'co^o6«^'.sm/c«r((/».s',

Xylopiinix,

nndev

common under

liark;

uncxcciis,

bark.

rather

rare.

plants, ex-

cept picla.
Longitarsuft, all

on bushes.
under old bark, one

si>ecimen.
Illaps

Crepidodera rvfipes, on })lack hjcust;
xines, very abundant on willows;

rare,

siibniteiis,

TENEBRIONID^.

specimen.

and

and

obliteratus

unknown.

bushes; amocna, rare; mareraganx, one

Orthaltica

(

nu'lxlu

Odoiilota sc((jiiilaris

pedeza.

Diphanlaca

on low i)lants.
and j-crenc, live

mcri, very rare.

specimen.

/r/.s

jilantago.

Microrliopala vitlala

Galerucella americ<iini, on solida^o; nifn-

Ladicn

on

PsijUiodfs conrexior,

willow?;.

Tenebria ubsciirns

and niolitor, introduced
and leiu'lirioidex, under

species; raxlain'as

by sweeping meadows.

loose bark.
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ontiiiucd.

(

under

i>A(iKm)/K.

stones.

under stones and

Bldjisllniis,

chips

Artlirnmncni niiin
in

Sldtini. like Arlln

sandy

places.

I'rihuliiunfemigineuiiinudconfuswi),

under

M()N().^LMII)/E

hark, introduced.
IlypurJiiignnpiiiicliihih

Ly]>h'iaficicola, rare.

Dici'dus

very

pnnetahis,

common under

nut

(uchest-

logs.

bark.

MELANDRYID/E.

Echocerus maxillosus and dentiga-, both imAlphhoJiiva

coninion,

<li(fperi)iiis,

iin-

wood.
Eidochia picea, under stones and in moss.
Aiifedus brunneus, exceedingly common
under old leaves.
Faratenetvs, very common on dry leaves.
Prat.Tus fiiscidiis, in rotten wood, rare.
Diaperis hydni, in fungi, abundant.
Arrhenoplita bicornis and virldipotnis, on
in rotten

all

The

Platydema.

species

under hark

live all

of

infestf>d

tliis

genus

with fungi;

PhiiJctJiuH bi/asci.atus, in

ralzeburgi

and

subdepress~nK,

in

seeds, imported.

rare.

Penlapliyllus pallidus, in fungus.

Bolelotherus bifurcus, in

hard fungi grow-

ing on trees.
corticola,

under old bark.

Helops rnicans, americanus, and nrens, at
the base of trees; venusivs, on dei.d
branches of oak.

Meracuulha contracia, on old trees.
StrongyUum tenidcolle and tentituultim,
rotten wood.

If'/iin iinnis,
'ixiclii

breris

in

pmnctulata, on dry twigs

on bushes and dead branches
and margbudd, on flowerini

trees.

hontira,

logs

and

common under

bark.

EustropJms and IIoloMvoplm^, in fungi.
Orchesia, in

hard fungi growing on

Ilalloinenua,

on

trees.

fungi.

Microscapha davtcornis,

common

on dead

Melandrya, under old l)ark.
Carebara

longidti,

on

4-pusUdo)^ii!<,

pine

twigs;

one

common on

twigs.

Enchodes sericea, from a felled old tree;
one specimen.
Mystaxia simulator, under hark.

Hypulus litundus, common on moss growing on trees; concolnr, rare; vaudoueri,
one specimen.
Syinphora flavicoUh and nigosa, both
common everywhere.
A})iso.rya glaucula, on dead twigs.
Scraptiasericea, very common on blossoms.
AUopoda lutea, on flowers.
Cnnifa, very common on bushes.
Nothutf varians, on Cr(da:gv>i.
Mydcrvs ftcabcr, on flowers.

PYTHID.E.
under pine hark, rmce
found across the Free Bridge.
Pi/llio (Hiiericanns, under bark of stumps,
Boi-dx

<

common.

growing on

stumps.
Synchroa piuiclata, very

CISTELIDtE.
aim and

fungi

in

SpUotus

fungus.

Hypophlceus, parasiticonScolytids; pdiycr,

BoU'tophagm

Penthe,

specimen.

ruficoUe, rare.

A/li'rii/,1

twigs; trim-

twigs.

various fungi.

Paloriix

rottt'ii

corum, rare.
Pisenus humeralis, in fungi, not

poi-ted.

Vloma,

on

Tet.ratomatesse/lald,

ported.

iinieolor,

rare.

S(dpingns virescena, rare, two specimens.

on flowers and bushes.
on old wood, but rare.

lihinoKioni.s viridianieus,

one specimen.

Mycetochares,

CEDEMERIDJ^..

Chromatia aiiKcna, rare.
Cd/iiiorJirod

and old

and Andmrhims, on hnshc;

twitrs.

}firrniiitu(s

hushes.

firrlcav.v,

verv

c<

(
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m

cverywlieiv

iiidaiii'va,

itie

md

soruh!

Macrvhasis iniiml

pota-

toes.

city.

Axcluni,

an<l

]'ri>h()Kci(,

(>.i((cis,

all

<>ii

and ciiu-rcd, on
and solanuni; ct'^aYa and /''»'iiismla, on j)otatoe.s; .'<lrigos(i, on flowers;
iridiritit, on convolvulus.
PijroUi <icrmarl and limbalix, on solidaj^o.
Pdtnfiliojxvd :riti'ii, on willows.

Ejiirdiild

jinnisi/lnuiicii

solida,«o

flowers.

MORDELLIl)^.
on Howers, conimoii.
And mfn, on flowers.
on old twifrs; indusa, one

rciildi-id Irifaaciuld,

A,ias/,ixHnrijH'inii><
Toiiiu.iid liiiiilla

KHIPIPHORID^.

specnnen.

MordeUa,

and

the species live on liushes

all

The very nnmer( .us

Mordellistena.

Pelecotoma ^flarlpes rare.
Rhipiphnrns, all on flowers.

flowers.
spei-ie;

genus live partly on flowers
partly on dead twigs.

of this

Mi/odifes fdficiatuii an«l varieties,

on

soli-

dago and sumac.

STYLOPIDyE.

ANTHICIDtE.
Xenox
Stereopalpus

melli/i,

polistes.

on bushes near water.

Corphyra, on flowers in swampy localities.
Xybphilus meUhehneri, bamlis, nebulomis,

and fasdatus, on bushes; subfascial ns,
under old leaves and bushes; brnunipennis, under bark of sycamore; vntafm,
rare; impressus, on pine.
Macratna confusa and murina, on bushes
near water, very coinmon.
Notoxus anchora, monodon, on flowers and
bushes, very

on

peckii, parasitic

common

;

bicolor,

under old

abundant.
Mecymtarsus candidus, on sand banks near
leaves, very

RHINOMACERIDvE.
Rhinomacer pilosas and elongatus, very
common on dying pine trees.

RHYNCHITID/E.
on bushes.
Eugnamptus angusUdns and coUdrls, on
sycamore and other trees.
Rhynchiles, on various bushes, mostly oak
Pterocolns oratus, on oak bushes.
Auletes cassandrse,

ATTELABID/E.

Eastern Branch.
Anthicus.

either

The numerous

live

species

on flowers or on the banks

of

Attelahu.f,

ITIORHYNClIIDiE.

PYROCHROID^.

Epicxrus

Ischalia costata, in white rotten wo(k1, rare

•hips of

fenioralls,

under

on dry

rare.

,,nndO'HS,

grapevines,

wild

June, July.
liark of trees.

Rock

fhri/sorhmis,

under chips and
Taiiynicciix

flowers.
inhaVi-

in

early

spring,

stones.

i-<nifri'tiiy

drv meadows;

conunon.
Pandeh'tcjiis hilaris,

flowers of solidago.

Hornia minutipennis, in clay banks
ited by Anthophora abrupta.

stones.

mens.
Cfrcopi'iis

Creek Valley on gravelly grounds.
Nemognatha nemorensis and rrilrmrid, on

on

under

one specimen in
Oak Hill Cemetery; oratus, two speci-

MELOID.E.

early spring.
Tricrania sanguinipennis, found in

Phyxelis rigidus,

Otiorhynchus sulcatus,

species are crawling around in

Zonilis bilineata,

conunon

imbriratiix,

meadows.
Hormorus widnlatnx,
p^^^^^^^,,,

wood.

Dendroides canadensis, under

iV?/of, all

))ushes,

tl

river.

Pyrochroa flabellata and

mostly on oak

extremely abundant

on branches and bushes.
Brdchy stylus acutus, exclusively on persimmon.
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liaz.'l

..tl

and

All species occur on dry or moist
meadows, on shrubs and bushes; only
a few of them have been bred, and
the food plants of these have been

Ap'ton.

on

its jiall

rigkla.

Phytononnis comptus, on meadows; jmnc-

imported clover-

common on

iiKinnerln'liiii, rare.

Donjtoinnx hrnncollis, on poplar.

on Cuscuta.

All the species are found by

sweeping on meadows.
Promecotarmia

gibbirostris, like

Smicronyx.

PhyUoiroxferruginevs, on bushes.
OiiyHtylis,

BirfcJiybdiiius,

spliyrus,

Lixsarlioptitf!,

and Bagous,

all

species are

iiKiuili-

nous in Cyuipid galls.
Magdalis olynt, on hickory; perforata and
hispoidef^, on i)ine; pandura and pallida,
on elm.
Tachypteruii qnadrigibbus, on C'rat;cgusand
apple.
gnlari>i,

siduralis in

in

pods of

cassia;

wild plum; xycophanta, in-

quilinous in willow galls; juiriperiiinx,
in the

juniper fungus;

solidago;

augulari.'!, in

luolecuhtx,

Cassia

dica; signalns in Fragaria

on

marylan-

and rosaceous

plants.

setiger.

rigidus, in red-rotten

oculatn.^,

on

very com-

lu;shes,

Copturns binolatus, on Oledilschia triacanthos; quercus,

palustral

piou

Antlioiioiiiini

of

mon.

plants.

Our

pods

twigs.

Piazurus

EixhdKs, Tany-

these genera are found on
OtidocephaJiix.

in the

on dead branches.
wood.
Acalles, all under decaying leaves.
Tyloderma foreolatum, in stems of (Enothera biennis; fragariie, on fragaria;
;ereum, on plants growing in bogs.
Phyrdenus undatus, on Solan tmi nigrum.
All species are on dead
Cryptorhynchus.
Acamptus

Pissodcs^.

occur on rather low meadows.

Smicrony.r.

hispidus, rare.

lineaticollis,

asclepias.

Microhyus

pine.

PdchylobiKs and ILjlohhiK, like

Pachiiphdiicx amcenus,

common;

Rhyssematus

Chalcodennu.'< collaris, rare.

Macrops, like LisfroiiotKK.

Eudocuiiiix

in

fraxini,

on Cephalanlhus ocridimtalis.
Gymneiron teter, on verbascum.
Miarus hispidulus, on Lobelia syphilitica.
Lsemosaccus plagiatus, on oak bushes.
Conotrachchts juglandis and elegans, on
hickory; /ralagi, on Crataegus; nenuphar, on plum; ttiberosiiK, on urtica;
Jissunguis,
on hibiscus; anaglypticus,
under moist bark and various bushes,
very

the species are found on
sandy and muddy grounds near water.

Listronotuf:, all

Lixiiit, all

and

Ploceies ulmi,

leaf beetle.

PIssodes sfrohl,

helvolvs

seeds of FVaxinus.

novebomcensh, on hickory.

tatus, is the well-known

c((mmon on

v(M-v

Scutellaria,

bushes; piclus, rare.

Thysanocnemis

on clover.

Pbms

on

iiallidicornis,

bclidi'li,

Piazorhinus

very coni-

Jtlspididns,

repeatedly recorded.
Podapiou gaJlicohi, l)re.d from

iiigrr,

on Bclida nigra.
Priononu'vas calccatas, on sassafras.

CURCULIONID.E.
Si t une.^ flavf.scei IS
iiion

.<((/ i, -is,

willows;

Imsliep.

Itln/cents

(

h-clusl,'s

<
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on

oiik; loiajiilvs,m

on oak.
connnon

poda-

galls; minvtiis,

Acoptns

srduralis,

on

dead

branches.

on oak; l<u-tliprs,
on iris.

Taclii/gniiiis leconlri,

Monnnyrhns

rare.

rnlprrahis,

on yrapes.
and acrjdialns, common on polygonum.
Aalciitcs, all on swampy meadows; nelnt(

rajiDiiiiis iiuiipAali.'t,

AcaiitJaiscelis curtu.'<

losiis

an(]'asper, rare.

I'e/enosomiis cristaliis,

one six'cimen.

Ac<dl<)di's reidrirasiis. rare.

Ccaiorlrynclras

other

rapu,

cruciferous

species all

Pseudanthononia.t cnilngi, on crata'gus.

ground.

Xanthus 2Jygm;i'iis, on juniper.
Elleschus epJiippiatiis, on willow.
tus carpiai, on willow blossoms.

Cirlugaster

live

on

lepidium
the

i)lants;

on plants

zinnia'rmamii,

in

on

and
other

marshy

swampy

]ilaccs.

Prngitster crctara, like Coelogaster.
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Pelenomus suldcoUiK, on i)olygonuni.

Sl('ii(/iiii)ims

RJiinoneus perica rpi us, pi/rrliopn x, and

on polygonaceou.s

gulvK, all

/<*//-

T-signmn

swampy

meadow.*.

Gli/pl(>li(iris,

all

and

(liyancld,

in

and

Aulobaris,

sweeping marshy

liy

meadows.

niiens,

atrr

Mailari'Ilns,

an<l

on

ampelop.sis.

of

seems

idkei, rare,

to

be im-

ported.
lilii/itcohis

oregonensis, rare.

Strnoscelis brevis,

Ampeloijbiptir

on dead branches

grapevine.

Hexarthfum

(hii/i'liolidris,

obtained

ari'

Wollaxtonia quercicola, like Phheoj)liagHs.

A maurorhinus

ing meadows.
Plesiobaris

under bark, rare.
and minor, on dead

twigs.

plant.<.

the specien are obtained by 8\veep-

Bariii,

paliidus,

J'hhrophagtis apiahides

common

in rotten

There are several underscribed

wood.
Calaii-

dridn'.

De.imoglyptun crt'iKdns, on wild gra{)e.

Psendoharls

and

/wctordlis

iiii/rii/d

SGOLYTID^..

on

meadows.
Trirlioharls Irliiolala,

Centrimis.

in the

All live

on potatoes.
on flowers, espeeially

fall.

CentrrnopuK, Nicenlrns, Limnobaris, Olif/o-

and

lochus, Idiostethus,

Stelhohtrix,

all

these genera live on various herbs and

weeds

in

meadows.
and

Ziylifptus slrinlitx

tmlcatux,

in

dead

rnx,

rare, infests

twigs of Fraxinus.

on liquidambar.
under bark of juniper.
(hrplioborus bifurctis, under pine bark.
Ih'iidrodonus terebrans, under pine bark;
frddlaUs, one specimen.
Ili/ldxtr.^, all on pine; also Hylurgops piniCiieHinus strigicollis,

twigs.

OomorpJiidiux

Barinus

on hickory; imdion celtis; ritgulosus, on fruit trees.
Chrnmesus icorise, in branches of hickory.
Phlicotribus Ibmnark, on fruit trees; frontdlis, on Moi'df! rubra.
Illl/t'.'^'nuis
(icideatus, under bark of ash;
ojidcuhis, under elm bark; fasciatus,
Sra/i/tux (pu(drispinosu.<<,

Liricol/is,

cribricol/ix

and

Barilepton filiforriie, in

I'ldcvodnus dentatus,

one specimen.
curticollix, rare.

swampy meadows.

Plocaimis hixpidiilux, breeds in dead twigs
of Robiiiid

psciid(ir<tri<(.

Bakminux. The habits of these speeies
have repeatedly l>een placed on record.

./'''•

Crypiurgus alutaceus, on pine.

Cryphalus rigidus, on beech, one speci-

BRENTHID^.

men.
Coccutrypex daclyliperda,

Eitpsalis mimtia,

under loose bark

of vari-

ous trees.

11 ypothenemus

CALANDRIDJi.
Rhodobimux 18-pnncta1us. very common
on meadows.
Sphenophorus.
The species live on the
rootsof grasses in sandy places; nrlirenx,
melcmocephalux, xndplilis, aii,d pumilns
are very abundant.

Odandrn
rice,

ally in dates in

orijztv

and

wheat, corn,

(/raniirin,

in stored

conunon mi-

der bark of rotten trees.
Hhnathnn crrdiis. under bark; coiiicn/ii,
bark of I/irnxlindron tidipifera.
Cdxxdiidx i,ii/>rcxxifrnvx,

found occasion-

fruit stores.

and

rruditus

dissimilix,

found abundantly in dry twigs of various trees in early spring.
PityopJilliorus minutissimus,
under oak
bark; /iidlcnrius, puUus, puberulus, annrch'iix

and

hirtlceps,

on pine; ronsimdix,

on rhus.
I'Ifyoyi'iirx

p/agiatus,

on

pines.

Xi/lii(:'e/>l('x

deripicnx, rare.

Toiiiicux.

\U under bark

of pines.

Dryocales granicolUs, rare.

etc.

Dryophlhornx^corliadis, very

our

under bark

Micracis suturalis

and opadcoUis boring

in old twigs; rudls, in willow, rare.
in

of vari-

TlnjxdDdcx

tiiidn-iroiiiis,

in

dead hickory

twigs.
(,'iidl/i<ilricJiux

in pine.

iidderiarnix

and

dxpi'ruhis,
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bores

tachygraphus,

Xyleborus

Acer

in

dasycarjnim and other trees, on the shore
of the

river;

dispur, in apple;

in hickory; hiograplms,

male

celnts,

of relsus;

Tropideren hiuHinildtiiK and rrrhix, on dead
twigs.
Horrniscus, lYjxotropin

common on

and

very common in oak; planiprobably male of fui<c(dw<; rc/(/.s(V(////s, probably
male of pidjexcenx;

Piezocoryniis diHjiar, rmrshi.^

xylographm, abundant on oak.

Ardhrihiiit

fiii^cntvs,

collix,

Xyloterus xcaftricoUis,

mon, bores

rare; politus,

com-

in Acer dasycarpum.

Corlhylus punclatissimus,

common

the

Vacciumm corymbosum.
Monarthrum fasciatum and mali, very
abundant in deciduous trees.
Platypus Jfavicomis and (piadrideril(it)is,
roots of

mostly boring in pine.

ANTHRIBID^.
Eurymycter faseiatuK, on old branches.

i\n(\ mi.rhi.--,

old logs and under idosc l)ark:

/;/-

on

:lm

rather rare.
<-()rindni<,

not

rare

on dead

branches.
('ndoparix limatus

in

l-Jiis/)liynis, all

old twigs.

growing on old
ingly

common;

and

lugubrls, in fungi

logs; lunalm,

exceed-

lugubris, rare.

Brachyiarsus allernatus and variegatus very

common
common

on meadows; tomentosvs, very
on ambrosia.
Anthribidus rotundatnii, on swampy meadows,

common.

Choragas, not rare on dead twigs.

Euxemts punckdii>>, on twigs,

rare.

SOME NEW SOUTH AMERICAN
By Harry

C.

BIRDS.

Oberholser.

Assixtdiil Omitlinloght, Depiirtiiu'iif

of A</ririi/li(n\

Duriiip- the course of various recent systeniiitic researches in the

bird collection of the United States National ^Vluseum, the following-

South American species and subspecies, apparentl\^ new, were inciThey for the most part belong to the
Tyrannid.'v and other mesorayodian families.
In several instances the
specimens had been for a long time in the United States National
Museum collection, but either undetermined or misidentitied.

dentally brought to light.

For privileges of investigation and publication,

as well as for

many

accessory courtesies, the thanks of the author are due Mr. Ridgway,
the curator of the division.

museums forms
source

is

In three cases where material from other

the basis of description, indebtedness to the proper

acknowledged.

Family

FORMICARHD^E.

THAMNOPHILUS TEPHROGASTER,

new

species.

— Similar to

ThainnophHus caerulescens in form and genhaving the abdomen and crissum pale slate
gray instead of white, the lower tail-coverts barred with blackish.
Descri2^t!on.—Ty\)Q, adult male. No. 32846, U.S.N.M.; Bahia,
Brazil.
Pileum, nape, and middle of back black, the latter with large
concealed spots of pure white; remainder of upper surface, the superciliary stripe, sides of head and neck slate color, the lores and auriculars mixed with blackish; tail black, broadl}^ tipped with white, and
with a bar, or lengthened spot, on the middle of the exterior web of
each of the outer rectrices; wings fuscous, the secondaries margined
externally with slate color, the primaries narrowly with white, the
superior wing-coverts all black with broad white tips; lower surface
slate gray, paler posteriorly, where obsoletely barred with grayish;
crissum light slate gray, barred rather indistinctly with slaty blackish;
lining of wing grayish white.
Length of wing, 71 mm.; tail, 66 mm.;
exposed culmen, 13.5 mm.; tarsus, 23 mm.; middle toe, 11- mm.
This new Thamnophihtx. has apparently hitherto been confounded
C/icirs. xp.

eral color,

but ditlers

in

Proceedings

U. S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXV-No.

1276.
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go

with Thaiitnoj^hilvx

caerxh'xe^-ris,

subspeeitically distinct.

from which, however,

All the specimens

we have

VOL. XXV.

it

is

at least

,

seen are from

and are quite uniform in characters, thoug'h some of them are
plainly barred on the lower tail-coverts than is the type; and
while the present form may ultimately prove to be Init the geographical representative of T. n/miJesn^n.s in Brazil, there is at presBrazil,

more

From Thamnophihi^ aaerhi.s. with
ent no evidence of intergradation.
which it agrees in general appearance, it differs in decidedly shorter,
weaker bill, somewhat paler abdomen, and broader bar on the median

A

female, apparently belonging to
portion of the outermost rectrix.
itOrrJiis. is
this new species, has a shorter bill than the same sex of T.
appreciably less rufescent above, with the tail, particularly on the
middle feathers, more blackish; and in place of the dull, grayish

ochraceous of

naeriif.s. is

conspicuously rufous below, anteriorly shaded

with olive.
This form seems never to have received a name, since T)i<(iniio2>hlhis
same author,'
caerxilesceii^ Vieillot,' and ThamnojyUhis auratus of the
!s
both based on Paraguay specimens, as well as Thainnoplul ns rent nil
It is l)arely
Sclater.' all refer undoubtedly to the white-vented bird.
possible that Thantnophihis pllratn.s Svi'<imi^ox\' is the immature male
is to l)e
of the bird here described, but unless consideral)le allowance
made for error of description this seems not to be the case.

Family FURNAKIID.F:.

SYNALLAXIS SPIXI NOTIUS, new

subspecies.

more
Chars. .s?y.%>,— Similar to SyiutUaxls spixl spixi, but nuich
slightly
grayish above; sides, flanks, and crissum grayish, or but very
rufescent.

Description.— Ty^^, adult male. No. 55783, F.S.N.M.; Conchitas,
Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic, November, 1868; William H.
Hudson. Crown and forehead bright chestnut; rest of upper parts
dark grayish brown, somewhat rufescent on the back; tail similar, but
olive, the
slightly darker; wings fuscous, margined externally with
median and lesser coverts chestnut, the greater series edged with the
same; sides of head and neck, including supraorbital region, deep
brownish gray; center of chin and throat black with silvery gray tips
down to the
to many of the feathers; remainder of lower surface
and
breast -brownish gray; abdomen pale brownish gray, the sides
a very slight tinge of rufous; lining of
mm.; tail, 71 mm.;^ exposed culmen,
49
wing,
wing buft". Length of
14 mm.; tarsus, 19 mm.; middle toe, 13 mm.

crissum

much darker and with

iNouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., Ill, 1S16, p. 311.
ndeiu, !>. ;512.
^Edinburgh New Philos. .lourii., new ser., I,
*Zool. .T(.urn., II,
^•Tail

imperfect.

lS2ri, p. Ml.

1S55, p. 244.

1

-V^

W so UTII A MERICAN BIRDS- OBERHOLSER.

The type of

6

came from Brazil, and it is on the
strength of comparison with birds from that country that the present
separation is made.
A specimen from Paraguay' seems to be someSiipKiIJaxis spixi

what intermediate, though agreeing substantially with Brazilian birds.

XENICOPSIS PERCNOPTERUS, new
Chiirs.

xp.

— Allied

species.

Xenlcopsis oleaginevH^ but more rufescent
throughout: upper surface somewhat darker, superciliary more deeply
ochraceous: breast moi'e strongly tinged with ochraceous; iinino- of

wing

to

darkei-.

Description.
Serra, Brazil,

brown, a

olive

adult male. No.

--\^\\)<^,

August
little

8, 181M>; J.

Lima.

paler on the

177706, U.S.N.M.

Upper

;

Alto da

parts uniform i-eddish

rump and upper

tail-coyerts, the

feathers with slightly darker margins, producing- an obsolete squamate
effect: wings like the back but more rufescent; tail plain chestnut;
superciliary stripe deep ochraceous; lores ochraceous, mi.xed with

brown; cheeks, sides of head and neck oliye brown, inclining to
and white; <'hin and upper
throat pale buff', the feathers all t'pped with oliye; remainder of lower
surface oliye brown, rather lighter than that of the upper parts,
sti-eaked broadly and sharply with ])uffy white and ochraceous. these
markings narrow on flanks, sides, and crissum; lining of wing deep
fulvou.-; inner margins of remiges dull ochraceous.
Length of wing,
7U nun.; tail. 73 nun.;' exposed culmen, 18 mm.; tarsus, 22 mm.;
oliv(>

blackish, with ])road shaft streaks of buffy

middle

toe, 18.5

mm.

In the charactiM- of the sti-eaking below this new species agrees with
both XruH-i^pxlx ()],'ii(jli,rnx and Xenlcopi^ls acrltn.s^'' differing further

from the latter in its decidedly more rufescent color both aboye and
below, and in the strongly buffy instead of yellowish shade of the
light areas on the breast and lower throat.
There is no difficulty in
distinguishing the present species

much more

since the

from XenlcopHla Tafosuperclllatus^

distinctly streaked, less rufescent lower surface,

the paler superciliary stripe, with the

p
if

irts,

serye to separate

any difference

it

in size

much

darker,

almost at a glance.

more

oliye

There seems

upper

to be little

between any of the ffye closely allied species,
X. oleagliicHs. X. cabaiilsl, X. acrltus,

A'lilropsls r)if<mip><'rclJlatn><,
:ui(l A".

pt^i'cnopto'Xis.

Family

TVRANNID.K.

OCHTHOECA RUFIMARGINATA ACROPHILA,

new

subspecies.

diars. ,s-^/%>.— Similar to Ochfhoeni rKjiiixdylnata I'ariiiKiiylnata,
luit entire upper surface rufescent instead of sooty brow^i.
f >i'-scrlptlon.—

Tyi)Q^ adult male. No. 32915,

U.S.N.M.; Rio NajK),

'Tail not fully grown.
'^

Oberhulscr, Pm,'.

P>i,,|.

Soc Wasliington, XIV,

1901,

j.,

1S7.
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mummy brown;
Pileum bister brown; rest of upper parts
of the back; wings
color
the
with
externally
edged
tail plain fuscous,
mummy brown, the latter
fa-cous the lesser and median coverts
Ecuador

greater series bister, tipped as
broadly tipped with dull rufous; the
secondaries with narrow dul
the
of
webs
outer
the median series;
more extensive and somewhat
rufous margins, those of the innermost
white; lores and auriculars like the
paler- superciliarv stripe brownish

and upper throat dull white;
pileum- cheeks brownish white; chin
breast pale brownish; remainder
sides of breast mummy brown, the
yellow, the sides rather duller;
of lower surface pale dusky brownish
of wing, Oi mm.; tail,
Length
light yellowish.
lining of

mm

-

m

wing

exposed culmen, 10

mm.

;

tarsus, 20.5

mm. middle toe,
;

10.5

mm.
may

form are not such as
differences characterizing this new
but they are nevertheless quite apparent on
The rufescent hue pervading the upper
coinparison of specimens.
the breast and adjacent portion
parts is prevalent also on the sides of
appreciable extent the brownish sufan
to
well
as
invading
neck,
the
of
The two races appear to be alike in size.
fusion of the breast.
has been examined in
The type of (h-hthnrra riiliunirqinata, which
History, came from Quito Valley,
Natural
of
Museum
American
the
on the central and western
and represents apparently the Inrd found
evidently but a subspecies, is its reprc;

The

be

o-ravjhicallv described,

Andes, while this new form,
mountains.
sentative on the eastern slope of these

MECOCERCULUS ALUTUS,

new

species.

but considerably
-Similar
sides of head and "e^'kon
as
well
as
above,
brownish
paler, more
of Natural HisD<'scrlpthn.—Txv^, No. 42422, American Museum
Pileum dull
Lawrence; Ecuador.
tory, collection of Cxeorge N.
shade of olive
medium
a
parts
upper
remaining
brownish gray;
paler and more brownish;
brown, the upper tail-coverts noticeably
the color of the back the
with
margined
fuscous,
tail
and
wings
tipped with yellowish white
greater and median wing-coverts l)roadly
stripe white; lores and
producing two wing-bars; a broad superciliary
and sides of neck dull
cheeks
brown;
dark
streak
postocular
a small
washed with brownish,
brownish white; under surface white, anteriody
with yellowish: lining of wingthe sides, flanks, and crissum tinged
of wing, 59 mm.; tail, 52 .nm.; exposed
^:%,,,,,.

,^,.

yellowish white.

to 2lecon'rc>ih'^ stictoi)terus,

Length

mm.
culmen, 7 mm.; tarsus, 17.5 mm.; middle toe, 9
differs so greatly from examples
bird
this
of
specimen
single
The
distinctness seems to be certain
of Mecocerciilus stlctopteni. that its
to be but a subspecies, although
It may, however, ultimately prove
evidently a very well-marked one.
for permission to
The type is^he only specimen examined, and
of the American
the writer is i.idebted to the authorities
Allen.
J.
A.
Hr.
through
History,
:SIusenm of Natural

describe

it
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subspecies.

Chars. .sv/%>.— Similar to Mecocerculm stlctoptenix
dictopUrm^ but
plumbeous of pileum les.s tinged with brownish; upper surface of

body
brown; sides of head somewhat palci-.
DeHci'q)thni.—T\^^, adult male, No. 159818, U.S.N.M.; Maraynioc,
Peru, September 1, 1892; J. Kalinowski. Crown plumbeous;
remainder of upper parts olive green: tail fuscous, margined with the
color
of the back; wings sepia brown, the lesser coverts and
innermost secondaries edged with dull olive green, the greater and median
wingcoverts and innermost secondaries broadly tipped with buffyAvhite,
the
remaining wing-(juills with external margins of pale olive brown;
sides
of head dull slate gray, the cheeks mixed with whitish;
superciliary
olive green instead of olive

stripe white: sides of neck anteriorly grayish above,
whitish below,
posteriorly dull olive green; lower parts white, the throat
and bi-east
shaded with grayish, the sides, flanks, and crissum washed
with
yellowish; Ihiing of wing pale sulphur yellow.
Length of wing,
f)5

mm.;

middle

tail,

toe, 10

.59

mm.: exposed culmcn.

S

mm.;

tarsus,

is

nnnt;

mm.

While possibly a distinct species, this new form so reseml)les
true
Mecocerculm stictoj,ter»i.s irom Ecuador as to appear the subspecitic
representative of that species in Peru.
It is, however, determinable
by the very diflerent color of the back. The size of both
forms appears to ))e nearly or quite the same.
at sight

RHYNCHOCYCLUS SCOTIUS,

new

species.

Chars. N/^.— Similar to R/u/nchoryclas snlphart'svn,.s,
but bill broader;

upper parts rather duller olive green; edgings of wings and
tail less
yellowish, this most apparent on the wing-coverts;
entire lower surface darker, more dingy, even the median
portion of abdomen considerably shaded with olivaceous: lining of wing
of a deeper, more
olive yellow.
/><.vfvv>^^;//.— Type (sex

unknown). No. 59181, U.S.N.M.; Brazil
unknown). Al):)vc olive green, the head and nape
noticeably shaded with slate color; wings and
tail fuscous, margined
exteriorly with olive green, this on the remiges
and greater wingcoyerts more yellowish; lores dusky; supraloral
stripe dull white;
chin and cheeks dull grayish, mixed with
olive green and
(exact locality

slaty;

auriculars anteriorly olive green, posteriorly
blackish; sides of neck
under surface dull grayish olive yellow, brighter
on the central abdomen, the crissum tinged
with ochraceous; lining of
wing olivaceous yellow, the axillars clear sulphur
yellow.
Length of
wing, 66.5 mm.; tail, »'>(» mm.; exposed culmen,
11 mm.;
olive green; rest of

trirsus.

18

mm,; middle toe, lo mm.
The single specimen on which

is based the al)ove description is
unfortunately without furth.M- locality than - Brazil. ^- but it
iscertainlv
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different

it alone needs
from RJu/nchocydux .nlphnre^eev., with which
.nlpkurescens it differs as
all of a good series of

comparison. From
we have noted.

PERISSOTRICCUS, new

genus.

very much
/..-Similar to On-hUus Cabanis, tnit tail
tarsus.
than
longer
decidedly
not
and
shorter-less than half of wing,

(%,rs

r/.

and I.afresnaye.
Type, Todlroxtrvin ecaudatum d'Orbigny

as Orehlh.^ ecaadafus differs so much
has been placed that its formal
the type of the genus in which it
In addition to the structural characters
advisable.

The
from

species

commonly known

separation^ seems

different pattern of colorationabove given mav be added the very
auricular spot, and with a
unstreaked below, lacking the blackish
are:
species
The
crown.
blackish
cinereous or
Lafresnaye).
Perissotnccvx ecmidatus (d'Orbigny and

PerissotriccKK

atricajrf7hf.'<

(Ijawrence).

HEMITRICCUS PAMMICTUS,

new

species.

parts more
,n.-_Similar to Jh.nlfriccm dJoj.., l>ut upper
crissum much tinged
and
flanks,
sides,
cheeks,
throat,
greenish olive;
wing-quills more yellowish; wings
with yellowish olive; edgings of
compressed.
with two pale yellow bars; bill more
No. 2896^ L.b.N.M.
Bescrlptlon.-^yV^, adult (sex unknown),
southeastern Brazil], cruise ot
South America [probably some part of
Upper surface olive green, rather
the DeJa^var.; Dr. G. R. Horner.
with the color ot the back;
margined
fuscous,
paler on the rump; tail
green-this on the quills
wings fuscous, edged externally with olive
innermost secondaries tipped with yellowish
Char>^

more yellowish-the

broadly tipped with light
white- the greater and median coverts
lores, eye ring, and iU-defaned superwing-bars;
two
forming
vellow,
sides ot
yellowish white; cheeks pale olive yellow;
ciliarv stripe dull

throat pale dingy olive j^ellow;
neck "dull light olive green; chin and
the breast tinged with brownwhite,
dull
surface
lower
remainder of
with olive yellow; Iming
shaded
crissum
ish buff the sides, ffanks. and
Length of wing. 50 mm.; tail, 48 mm.;
of wing sulphur vellow.
middle toe, 9 mm.
exposed culmen, 9 mm.; tarsus, 17.5 mm.;
been for a long time in
The sino-le specimen of this new species has
labeled Phyllomirtes rentrahs, but
been
has
and
Museum,
National
the
as a comparison of speciapparently is not even generically identical,

du>ps

In fact, it is much nearer Ilenutr.eercs
readily proves.
though having rather a more narrow bill.
species,
other
than to any
intermediate ))etween llemitnccus and
in this respect being somewhat
from / hylloxeartrs
PhyUoscartes. In coloration it differs conspicuously
and in being
the abdomen white instead of yellow,

mens

ventndh

in

having

generally paler throughout.

.\^ IF
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species.

—

Similar to Pogonotriccus plumheieejj.s^ but smaller, the
Chars, sp.
yellow of lower parts deeper and more greenish, the chin yellowish
instead of whitish, the aurioulars with a black posterior band, the

plumbeous of head somewhat darker, the green of upper surface
])i'ighter.

—

T3-pe, No. 71758, American Museum of Natural HisRio Cauca, United States of Colombia, June, 1898; J. H. Batty.
Crown and occiput deep plumbeous with a slight brownish tinge; rest
of upper surface bright olive green; tail fuscous, edged with olive
green; wings fuscous, the lesser coverts margined with olive green, the
median and greater coverts with greenish yellow, forming two wing
bars, the secondaries similarly edged, the primaries more narrowly
with the same color; lores and ill-delined supcrciliar}- stripe grayish

Description.

tory;

white,

mixed with

slaty p]uml)eous; e3^e ring grayish white; subocular

area mixed plumbeous and whitish; anterior auriculars dull sulphur
yellow, this succeeded posteriorly b}^ a black band; supra-auricular

region with a dull white spot, contiguous to the end of superciliar}-

neck olive green like the back; entire lower surface
deep greenish j^ellow, clearest posteriorly, much overlaid with olive
green on the breast, duller and paler on the chin and upper throat;
axillars and under wing-coverts pale 3"ellow; inner margins of wing(|uills yellowish white.
Wing, 57 mm. tsiil, 52 mm. exposed culmen,
8 mm.; tarsus, 14.5 mm.; middle toe, 7.5 mm.
The single specimen on which this new species is based was originally identilied as Pogonotriccus 'plunihelceps^ but it so greatly differs
from that species, with the type of which it has been compared, that
there is not the slightest doubt of its distinctness; and furthermore
it seems not to agree with any described form.
In general appearance
it is a much brighter colored bird than P. pluitihelceps^ this particularly conspicuous on the upper parts and about the head.
There is
much more blackish and slat}^ on the sides of the head; the more
deeply yellowish wing margins are broader; the anterior ear-coverts
are deep yellow; the crissum is darker yellow; the breast much more
strongly shaded with olive. From Pogonotriccus zeledonl it differs in
nmch the same respects, yet even more decidedly; and it ma}' be disstripe; sides of

;

tinguished from P. exlmius by

;

its larger size, slat}" plumbeous crown
and occiput, more yellowish edgings of the wings, slightly ashy chin
and slaty mixture in the white of lores and superciliary stripe.
This tine new species is with great pleasure dedicated to Dr. J. A.
Allen, through whose kindness the privilege of publishing this description is accorded, and to whom further the writer owes much for favors
past and present.

Proc. N.

M.
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SIRYSTES SIBILATOR ATIMASTUS, new

subspecies.

Chars. s«%j.— Similar to Sirystes siVdator sihilatoi\ but slightly
smaller; the upper parts lighter and more grayish; the lower surface
somewhat paler; the rump distinctly whitish.

Descrijytion.—Ty^Q. adult male, No. 129412, U.S.N.M.; Chapada,
Matto Grosso, Brazil, March 13, 1885; H. H. Smith. Crown and occiput dull black; upper tail-coverts dark sepia brown, edged with grayish; remainder of upper surface olive gray, the feathers with median
streaks of dark brown, bi-oadest on the back and scapulars, the rump
white, washed with yellowish gray; tail blackish brown, margined with
with
buflfy; wings blackish brown, the lesser and median coverts edged
dark olive gray, rather paler on the latter, the greater series, with the
secondaries, margined with grayish white; lores, cheeks, and auriculars
brownish slate color; sides of neck medium gray, with a wash of green-

and throat pale dull gray; rest of lower surface white,
the sides washed with yellowish; under wing-coverts light gray with
brownish centers; axillars pale yellow. Length of wmg, 91 mm. tail,
ish; chin, breast,

;

79

mm.; exposed culmen, 16 mm.;

claw, 12

tarsus, 20

mm.; middle

toe and

mm.

The most conspicuous character
true sihilator

is

distinguishing the present form from
In this respect S. s.

the distinctly whitish rump.

atimastus approaches Slrijstes alhocinereus, but differs in the conspicuously streaked upper surface, though suggesting that alhocinereus may
ultimately prove to be only subspecitically separable.

Family

TROGLODYTIDiE.

THRYOPHILUS ALBIPECTUS BOGOTENSIS
Thryophilus albipeclus bogotensis

Wien, 1901, pp.

Hellmayr, Verhandl.

Hellmayr.

k. k. Zool.-bot. Gesellsch.

770, 774.

Chars. sp.—SimWuv to Thryophilns alh'pectns Cahanis, but bill rather
longer; entire upper parts, including wings and tail, very much darker;
streaking on cheeks more conspicuous; sides of head and neck more

grayish; throat and breast
crissum more deeply rufous.

more tinged with brownish;

Descrfption. —AdiiM female, No.

—

,'

flanks

collection of Carnegie

and

Mu-

Diego, Santa Marta, Colombia, May 12, 1901; Mrs. H. H.
deep reddish brown, rather paler on rump and upper
Above
Smith.
the
tail-coverts; tail chestnut, barred with blackish; wings fuscous,
and
lesser and median coverts like the back, the greater series, tertials,
external webs of other wing-quills finely barred with the same color;

seum;

Don

superciliary stripe dull white, lores and postocular stripe dull brown,
the former mixed with whitish; cheeks, auriculars, and post-auricular
^Kot numbered.
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region grayish white, conspicuously streaked b}- feather margins of
dark brown; throat and breast dull brownish white, the breast laterally

much

tinged with ochraceous; sides of body, flanks, lower abdomen,

lining of wing dull l)rownish
Length of wing, <iO mm.; tail, 42 mm.; exposed culmen, 15.5
mm.; tarsus, 23 mm.; middle toe, 15.5 mm.
The above-described species differs from Thryophilus longirostris
of Brazil in its much shorter bill and tail, darker upper surface, more
rufescent crown, conspicuous streaking of cheeks and auriculars,
It is only subspecilically diswhitish breast and center of abdomen.
tinct from Thvy(ypMlus aJhipectus, although our material does not

andcrissum rufous, brighter posteriori}^

;

white.

Thryophilus albipcctus hogotevsis is evidently
by Dr. Sharpe,^ but is cerIn the original
certainly not the Thriothonts leucotis of Lafresnaye.
description of leucotis^ the cheeks are given as pure white, unmarked,
which character, as well as the color of the upper parts, clearl}^ is
inapplicable to Dr. Sharpe's bird from Venezuela or to the present
one from Colombia; but leucotis is apparently the bird now known as
Tlvryophilus galhraithii Lawrence.^ Dr. Sharpe synonymizes Thryoleucotis,^ but that they are not
thoTus alhipectus Cabanis ^ with his
identical is proved by a typical specimen in the National Museum
indicate intergradation.

the bird identified as Thryophilus leucotis

T

collection.

By

the arrangement above indicated the South American species of

group would stand as follows:
galhraithii Auct).
Panama.
Thryophilus leucotis (Lafresnaye) (=
Thryophilus superciliaris (Lawrence). Western Ecuador.
Thryophilus longirostris longirostris (Vieillot). Southeastern Brazil.
Thryophilus longirostris striolatus (Spix). Eastern Brazil (Bahia).
Thryophilus alhipectus alhip>ectus (Cabanis). Guiana and lower

the T. leucotis

—

T

—

—

—

—

Amazonia.

—

Thryophilus alhip>ectus hogotensis Hellmayr. Venezuela to Bolivia.
Thryophilus alhipectus hypoleucus Berlepsch and Hartert. Orinoco

—

region.

Thryophilus alhipectus rufiventris (Sclater).
western Brazil.

—

— Central

and South-

Thryophilus minor (Pelzeln). Southwestern Brazil and Paragua}^
Thryophilus tmniopterus Ridgway. Lower Amazonia.
For the privilege of descri])ing the above specimen the writer is
indebted to the Carnegie Museum of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, and to
the kindness of Mr. W. E, Clyde Todd, its curator of ornithology.
1

—

Cat. Birds Brit. Mus., VI, 1881, p. 207.

•''Kev. Zool., 1845, p. 338.

Ann. N. Y. Lye. Nat. Hist., VII, 1860, p. 320.
*Schomburgk's Reis. Guian., Ill, 1848, p. 673,

3

5

Cat. Birds Brit. Mus., VII, 1881, p. 207.
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Family ICTERID^E.

ICTERUS PYRRHOPTERUS COMPSUS, new

— Similar
—

Charx. suhsp.

subspecies.

to Icterus jjyrrhoptevus pyrrJiopttrus.^

l)ut

humeral patch ferrugineous instead of chestnut,
Type, adult male, No. 60595, U.S.N.M. Cuyaba,
Desqrii)tion.
Matto Grosso, Brazil; J. Natterer. Entire plumage gloss}^ black,
with the exception of a bright ferrugineous wing patch involving all
Length of wing
the superior coverts excepting the greater series.
(average of 4 specimens), 94.3 mm.; tail. ^\.^ mm.; exposed culmen,
17

mm.; tarsus, 23.1 mm.
The character upon which

;

—

this

new form

— that the much
— notwithstanding

rests

paler color of the reddish l)rown humeral area

is,

is,

some individual variation, quite constant in all of the considerable
number of specimens examined. Birds from the neighborhood of
Chapada, Matto Grosso, Brazil, are of the same form, but those from
Corumba, farther to the southward, arc true pyrrlwpterm. Bonaparte's name Pe7idulinus periporjjhyrm^ was based on the bird from
Bolivia, which, as proved by specimens examined, is the same as that
of Paraguay, the type locality of pyrrliopUrm."- The present race is
therefore undescribed.

ICTERUS PYRRHOPTERUS ARGOPTILUS, new
Chars, suhsj).

subspecies.

— Like Icferuspyrrhopterusi^yrrhopterus

in color,

but

and tail.
Description.
Type, adult male. No. 55749, U.S.N.M.; Conchitas,
Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic, September. 1868; William H.
Hudson. Above and below glossy black, this including both wings
and tail, with the exception of a chestnut humeral patch.
Although in color not different from t3'pical /. p)yrrhopterus., the
birds from Buenos A^-res are so much larger that their subspecific
separation seems desirable.
The subjoined table of millimeter measurements exhibits the difference between the two races.
decidedly larger, this particularly evident in the

—

—

Name.

bill

THE CASAS GRANDES METEORITE.
By Wirt

Tassin,

AssisUini Curator, Divhion of MineraJogii.

HISTORY.

One hundred and

forty miles southwest of Juarez, or El Paso del

Norte, in the State of Chihuahua, Mexico, are the ancient Mexican
ruins variousl}?^ known as Casa Grande, Castis Grand(^s, Montezuma
Casas Grandes, and Casas Grandes de Malintzin, relics of a civilization
that l)efore the Spanish invasion occupied the country as far north as

Santa Fe. In this ruin certain inhabitants of a small Mexican town,
near to and which takes its name from the Casas Grandes ruins, discovered a roundish mass of meteoric iron.
The news of the discover}^ was published by Tarayre/ who reported
that Miiller, the director of the mint of Chihuahua, during- the course
of an exploration of the great temple of the Casas Grandes, brought
to light a lenticular mass of meteoric iron 50 centimeters in diameter,
carefull}^ wrapped in cloths similar to those enshrouding the mummies
in the ancient tombs of the same locality.
Later, Mr. William M.
Pierson, United States vice-consul at El Paso del Norte, gave a more
circumstantial account of the find in a letter'^ to the State Department,
from which the following is taken:

A

party of tliese Mexican inonntaineers, as a matter of (;urious speculation, com-

laienced excavating in the old ruins of the
drifting into the old ruins at separate

Montezuma Casas Grandes,

and several

points.

eacii

man

One, Teodoro Alverado,

others, drifted into a large room, in the middle of which
appeared a kind of tomb made of brick. Curiosity led this bold knight of the
crowbar to renew his excavations, and when he had reached the middle of this tomb,
he there found this curious mass of meteoric iron * * * carefully and curiously
wrapped in a kind of coarse linen * * * Angerstein, Leroy, and myself have
made up the necessary funds to purchase this rare and novel specimen, making it a
mutual adventure, and have started a large mercantile wagon, capable of carrying
10,000 pounds, to transport it to this city.
Our intention is to secure it for the admiration of the curious and the lovers of science. We shall have it safely lodged in the
consulate within fifteen days from this date.

more fortunate than the
tliere

'Archives de la Commission Scientifique du Mexique, Paris, III, 1867,
'^Smithsonian Report, 1873, p. 419.

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXV-No.

1277.

p. 348.
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The

letter here cited

vol. xxv.

was referred by the Assistant Secretary of

State to the then Secretar}^ of the Smithsonian Institution, Professor

Henr\% who took measures to secure the mass
lowing extract from his repl}':

as indicated

by the

fol-

It would give us great pleasure to subject a portion of the meteorite in question to
an investigation in regard to its gaseous contents; and if the gentlemen who own it
will present it to the Institution, we will cheerfully pay the expense of transportation.

Nothing further was heard from the mass until the centennial 3'ear,
when the Institution became the possessor by gift of an uncut
block of meteoric iron, purporting to be the Casas Grandes mass,
exhibited among the Mexican minerals at the exposition,
1876,

DESCRIPTION.
mass of iron measuring 97 bv 74 by 46 centiThis is
meters (38 by 29 by 18 inches) and weighing before cutting 1,544.788
The outer surface of the mass is almost entirely
kilos (3,407 pounds).
covered with broad, shallow pittings, some of which, as shown in the
This outer surface is more or less oxidized and
plates, are quite large.
in no way differs from the so-called '' crust surface " of other meteoric
a lenticular

irons containing

A portion
means of a

little

or no ferrous chloride.

of the mass was cut for exchange and stud}^ purposes
slotter.

The

by

iron machined readily and was no harder

with about the same toughness as a low-grade
left by the tool measured 55 and 38 centimeters in the two longest diameters and was readily worked down with
shop files of increasing fineness, and lastly polished with emery flour.
The face thus obtained showed a few small scattered nodules and
grains of troilite, the largest not over 2 centimeters in diameter and
the smaller, and more numerous, not larger than a pin head. No
schreibersite, carbonaceous nodules, or stony matter is visible on the
than ordinary mild
nickel steel.

steel,

The surface

polished surface.

After exposure to the action of dilute

nitric acid,

shown
shows numerous fine lines of a yellowish to tin white color which was found to be
schreibersite.
The schreibersite is in general lineally arranged and is
usually only to be observed b}^ reflected light, though occasionally it
is so prominent as to stand in relief, as shown on the face of the cube
the polished surface develops the beautiful crvstalline structure
in Plate III.

Seen by reflected

light, the etched surface

here figured.

THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION.
The turnings made by the "slotter" were cut into small pieces by
means of snips and carefully washed in alcohol and ether to remove
any grease or dirt that may have been present, and after thorough
drying were bottled and sealed to prevent possible oxidation. A
weighed amount (7.02 grams) of these washed clippings was dissolved

—
C.-LSAS

3
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and pvapomtod to dryness on tho wator hath; conconwas then added and the whole earefully heated
to dryness.
until all the ferric oxide was dissolved and again brought
This operation was repeated until all the nitric acid was expelled.
The residue was then dissolved in 15 cubic centimeters of hydrochlosirupy, and then
ric acid, evaporated till the solution was almost
filtered,
diluted to al)out 100 cubic centimeters with cold water and
This resiusing the ''double filter " method of J. Lawrence Smith.
ill

t

iuiua

r(\<4iii

rated hy(h-oehloric' acid

^

due was examined and found to consist entirely of carbon. The filtrate
and washings from the above were collected and made up to 1,000
were made in the same
cul)ic- centimeters, and all the determinations
solution.

The

analysis gave:

Iron
Nickel
Cobalt

95.

Copper
Carbon
Phosphorus

trace.

4.

1

38
27

trace.

24

This corresponds to
Nickeliferous iron
Schreibersite

)8.65

1.35
100. 00

no sulphur and that the
It will be observed that the analysis shows
While it is evinegligible.
practically
was
present
carbon
amount of
it was
dent that the carbon and sulphur contents would naturally vary,
conthought worth while to determine whether or not the nickel-cobalt
weighsamples,
successive
Accordingly
not.
or
tents^were a constant
and made
ing as nearly as possible to 5 grams each, were put in solution

up to a

definite

amount and portions containing the equivalent

of 1

by
of substance taken and the nickel-cobalt contents determined
Each sample was treated as nearly alike as possithe acetate method.
It was
each.
ble and the precipitation being repeated six times with
vary
found that while in certain cases the nickel-cobalt contents did not
from the figures given above, in others the variation was

gram

appreciably

considerable, and in one instance the

Thus:
Constituents.

cobalt was wanting entirely.
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supposed that the iron was fairly uniform. It is true
that thTm^
itself is large, yet these samples were taken
from portions whose dis
tances from each other were so small that they
could not be over 30
centimeters apart.

The conclusion seems to lie ol)vious that a bulk analysis
is of little
value unless made on the entire mass, or upon
a very large sample,
conditions which in either case are practically
impossible to comply
with.
Second, that mineralog-ical separations of as large

amounts as
possible, together with the study of sections,
are the safest guide to the
composition of a meteoric mass.

THE MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION.
In order to arrive at the chemical and physical
char cters of the
mineral constituents, as troilite, schreibersite, etc.,
separations looking to the isolation of these minerals were made.

TROILITE.

A

nodule of troilite weighing I.52il grams wa?
carefully picked
from the mass. This had a specific gravity of
4.789, a brass yellow
to bronze color, hardness about that of fluorite
(4 in the scale), slightly
magnetic, and gave on analysis:
Per cent.
Jj'oi^

63.40

Nickel

20

'"^"Ipli"'-

36. 21

99.81

The mineral occurs somewhat sparingly through
in nodules

varying considerably

in size

the mass, usually

and shape, the one ranging

from 1 or 2 centimeters to a millimeter, the other
from ne^arly
spherical to lenticular masses, and occasionally tilling
veins, as shown
in the plate.
So far as observed the segregation oi the sulphide
is
usually accompanied by the segregation of
graphite, commonly as a
very thin layer between the troilite and the iron
ground mass. In no
in.stance was there noticed a segregation of
the phosphide immediately
adjacent to the troilite, similar to conditions which
may be observed
in certain sections of the Canyon Diablo
and other irons.

SCHREIBERSITE.
Successive portions of the iron, amounting in
treated with a large excess of hydrochloric acid

H,0).

The

all

(1

to 150 grams,

HCl,

sp. g. 1.1

were

+ 15

several solutions

were filtered, and the residues collected
and dried. The phosphide was then separated by a
magnet, and 1.21
grams of small, brilliant steel-gray folia were thus collected.
These
were,

without further examination, treated with nitric
acid for
It was noticed that while a portion of
the material went

analysis.

CASAS GRANDES METEORITE-TASSIN.
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remainder was exceedinglj^
ahuosl iniin.Mliately into
acid, dried,
1Mh' refractory material was washed free from
ivfractoiN
g-rains were all
the
that
found
was
It
lens.
the
and exaniined under
This was saved and
coated with a colorless, transparent silicate.
in all to 500 grams, were treateil
amountingiron,
the
of
portions
other
more^ phosphide, and. if
dilute hydrochloric acid to secure
solution, the

.

with

more of the siliceous mineral for identification.
The phosphide thus secured when examined under the

possible,

glass

showed

entirely of small folia
no evidences of crystalline form, and consisted
brittle, having a specific
and grains, strongly magnetic, and very
graviV of 7.1"23 at 20- C, and gave on analysis:
For cent.
l'^-

Phosphorus
Iron

00

'^-t-eS

-

20.11

Nickel

99.80

over the mass in
schreibersite occurs fairly evenly distributed
the taenite
parallels
freciuently
It
plates.
thin
fine, hair-like lines and
minute blebs and filaments on,
lamella?, and not uncommonly occurs as
more common occurand pro'bablv grading into, the taenite. The
plates occurring in the nickelrence is as fine, hair-like lines and thin
The
nickel-rich iron.
poor iron and between the nickel-poor and
the general structure of the iron, and is so

The

arrano-ement agrees with
simila" to the taenite

bands that

it

may

readily be mistaken for them.
occur, and only occasionally

known to
distinct to show

No

nodules of schreibersite are

in a photograph of an etched
are the bands sufiiciently
(Plate IV.)
surface as they do in the print of the cube.

TAENITE.

With

lamella were
considerable difficulty 1.56 grams of thin taenite
submitted to an analysis, with the following results:

collected

and

Per cent.

--82.90

Iron
Nickel-Cobalt

Copper
Phosphorus

-

16.

64

0.

04

"•

"^

99.77

This gives the following ratio for Fe and (NiCo):
Fe

The

:

(Ni,

Co) =14.80

:

2.82=7

:

l=Fe., (Ni, Co).

accepted formula for taenite being FegNi.

CARBON.
and examined under
All the carbonaceous residues were collected
The carbon was found to be
the glass for cliftonite without success.
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entirely in the graphitic condition.
a current of ox3'gen.

After weiohino-

it

was

).urn(^d in

SILICATES AND OTHER MINERALS.
The only siliceous mineral observed was found
coating a small
portion of some schreibersite, and thoug-h large
amounts of iron
treated

hg-ht,

were
more, none was found. The
colorless, and entirely without effect
on polarized

for the purpose of

mmeral was

clear,

and not enough of

securing-

it could be secured for analysis.
No other
minerals, such as rhabdite, cohenite, chromite,
diamond, etc. ' were
observed.
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The Casas Grandes Meteorite.
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Portion of Casas Grandes Mass, etched.
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Cube, etched, of Casas Grandes Iron.
The fine line.s in relief are Sehreibersite.

PL. IV

A REVIEW OF THE OPLEGNATHOID FISHES OF JAPAN.
B}^

David Starr Jordan and Henry W. Fowler,
Of tlie Leland Stanford Junior

In the present

paper

is

Univcrsili/.

given a review of the Oplegnatkklie found

in

the waters of Japan.

Family

OPLEGNATHID^.

Bod}^ rather short and deep, moderately compressed, covered with
very small ctenoid scales; lateral line continuous; mouth small, the
teeth continuous

with the substance of the bones forming- a sharp
trenchant edge to the jaws; no teeth on palate; lower pharyngeal
separated; gills 4; 6 or 7 branchiostegals; gill-rakers 20 or
gill-membranes free from the isthmus; pseudobranchia? large.
Dorsal tin with about 12 spines, the spinous portion longer than the
soft, the soft fins scaly at base; anal similar to soft dorsal, with 3
spines; ventrals thoracic, I, 5; post-temporal forked, not fused with
l)ones

21;

the epiotic.

A

few species inhabiting the Pacific Ocean, one on
in Australia, and two in Japan.
The nearest
relationships of the family are apparently with the Ila^inulidR' and
other Perciform fishes, but it shows some traits of affinity with the
Chtetodont forms. The famil}^ difters from all allied forms in the
united teeth, which resemble those of the Parrot fishes, although
without doubt independently developed. It has no relation to any
other group having fused teeth.
The following notes on the skeleton of Oplegnathus are given us by
Mr. Edwin Chapin Starks:
single genus with

the coast of Peru,

two

The genus in certain
niucli more typically

characters resemble the Ilarclddx (Ephippida'), though

it

not related to the Cluiiodontidx
except as through the Ilarchidx. Post-temporal forked, its lower limb short as in
Cltniodipler-us, its upper limb rather loosely overlying the eiiiotic and not attached
to it by a suture by its anterior edge.
The skull is very much like that of Chxtodipterus, though the supraoccipital crest
is not so high nor does it extend so far forward.
The temporal crest extends farther
forward. It does not meet the occipital crest, but stops with it at the frontals.
There is a well-developed process descending from the basisphenoid which is absent
in the Chsetodipterus.
Both have a process from the basisphenoid to which the
is

percoiJ.

Proceedings U.
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l)haryiigo-bmncliials are attached.

angular bone on the lower jaw

is

The

facial ])ones are in no

present.

The

way

vol. xxv.

pecnihar.

The
by

niaxillaries are widely sepai-ated

The suborbital ring lias a well-developed under shelf. The hyoid
premaxillariey.
aroh and shoulder girdle do not differ from the percoid type. Branchiostegals seven.
Three pairs of tooth-bearing pharyngo-branchials of about equal size. Lower
+ hypural = 25. Vertebrfe not crowded as
pharyngeals separate. Vertebrae 10 +
Parapophyses developed on all the abdominal vertebrae except the first
in IlarchkUv.
They begin abruptly and are low on the centra.
three.

U

OPLEGNATHUS

Richardson.

Oplegvathus Richardson, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1840, p. 27 (conwayi).
IT()i,h'(iniithnx Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 247 (corrected spelling),
Sriini(h,ii

ScuLEGEL, Faiuia Japonica Poiss., 1844, p. 89 (fascktius).
Castelnau, Poiss. Afrique Austr., p. 35 {pappei).

IcIiUti/uHiaiiiphos

Scarostoma Kner, Sitzg. Ak. Wiss. Wien, 1867,

p.

715 (imigne).

Characters of the genus included above.
[oTiXov^ armature; yvaOog^ ja-w.)
a.

aa.

Body with seven black cross-bands; D. XII, 17; A. Ill, 13;
Body everywhere coarsely spotted with blackish; D. XII,

scales, 95...famahi.'i.

15; A. Ill, 13; scales,

110

piirirtatiis.

OPLEGNATHUS FASCIATUS
ISHIDAP (STONE

(Schlegel).

OR PERCH), SHIMAYOKODAI (CROSS-BANDED
PERCH), YOKOSHIMADAI.

TAI,

Poisson Perrofjuet Noir Tilesius, Kri'isenstern's Reise, 1809,

Scarodon fasckttus Schlegel, Fauna Japonica,
1, 2; Nagasaki.

pi. lii, fig. 2;

near

Poiss., 1844,^ p. 89, p\. xlvi, figs.

Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 247; Canton.
Bleeker, Ichth. Fauna Japonica, 1853, p. 6; Kaminoseki. GiiNXHER, Cat.
Fish., Ill, 1861, p. 357; Japan.— Waite, Records Austral. Mus., Ill, 1900,
p. 214 (discussion of synonymy).
Hoplegnatlms fasckttus Steindachner and Doderlein, Fische Japans, II, 1883, p.
24; Tokyo, Kochi.— Nystrom, Svensk. Vet. Handl., 1887, p. 38; Nagasaki.—
Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 33; Nugata, Kigo. Steindachner, Reise
H. M. S. Aurora, 1898, p. 214; Kobe.
Oplegnathus fasciaturn JoviDAff and Snyder, Check List, 1901, p. 82; Yokohama;
Hakodate.

Hoplegnathus fasciatus

—

Hoplognathus krusensierni GtJNTHER, Zool. Record, V, 1869, p. 146, substitute for
H. fasciatus, supposed to be preoccupied by H. fasciaius Kroyer (Nat. Tyds.
N. R., 1, 1845, p. 213), a synonym of the Peruvian species Oplegnathus insignis.

Head,
P.

I,

3;

16; V.

depth, If to 2; D. XI or XII, 17 to 18; A. Ill, 12 to 13;
Bod}^ deep, strongly compressed
I, 5; scales 17-95-50.

and covered with very small ctenoid

scales.

Head

moderate!}' deep,

'The name Tai (written dai in compound words) in Japan is applied to Pagrus
major primarily, a most valuable and characteristic Japanese fish, sacred to the fish
god Ebisu. The particle enters into the name of most perch-like fishes and corresponds to our word perch or more exactly to porgy (Pargo, Pagrus, ndypoi).

Uwo

in Japanese means fish.
^According to Waite, the date of the fascicle
account of Scarodon was published in 1844.

of

Fauna Japonica containing the

)

—

7
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the upper profile oblique with the snout projecting; eye rather high,
41 in head and If in snout; mouth moderate, the maxillary reachingbelow the second nostril; teeth with sharp cutting edge; lips moderately
interorbital space convex;

thick;

gill-opening moderately long, the
folding over and free from the isthmus; gill-rakers moder-

membrane

ately long and in moderate numbers; base of dorsal and anal scaled;

dorsal spine short, before the pectoral, the other dorsal spines
highest in the middle and sloping behind; soft dorsal high and rounded
in front, sloping downward behind; first anal spine the shortest; anal
first

highest in front and sloping behind; pectoral deep and rounded, 1^ in
head; ventrals longer than the pectorals, their spines 2i in head;
caudal deep, the lobes pointed and the edge emarginate; lateral line
arched, high, and concurrent with the back; caudal peduncle 2| in the
head, compressed.

Color in spirits brown, dark above, with seven dark, distinct, black,
through the eye; ventrals black; caudal broadl}'
edged with black; lower margin of the anal blackish. Length, 6|
vertical bands, the first

Here described from Tokyo examples.
This species is common in the bays of southern Japan, occurring
frequently in the markets and valued as food, ranking with percoid
inches.

generall}'.
Our specimens are from Aomori, Tokyo, Misaki,
Wakanoura, Kobe, Onomichi, Hiroshima, Tsuruga, and Hakata.

fishes

{fasciatus^ cross-banded.

OPLEGNATHUS PUNCTATUS

Schlegel.

ISHIGAKIDAI (STONEWALL PERCH, FROM THE COLORATION); KIKOBLSHA (MOVE OF THE KNIGHT IN CHESS).
/S'c«Torfo».

jjwicta/ws

Schlegel, Fauna Japonica,

Poiss., 1846, p. 91; Nagasaki.

Hoplcgiiathus jmnclatas RiCHARDSon, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 247;
TiiER, Cat. Fish., Ill, 1861, p. 358; China.

Canton.— GtJN-

Hoplogitathus punctutus Steindachner

and Doderlein, Fische Japans, II, 1883,
Tokyo, Kobe, Kanagawa, Hakodate. Nystrom, Svensk, Vet. Handl.,
1887, p. 38; Nagasaki.— Iskikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 34; Boshu, Tokyo,
Kagoshima.
Oplegnathus punclatuia Jordan and Snyder, Check List, 1901, p. 82; Yokohama.
Hoplegnathus maculosus Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 247; Canton.
p. 24;

3^; depth If; D. XH, 15; A. HI, 13; P. I, 16; V. I, 5;
about 25-110-60. Body deep, strongl}^ compressed and covered
^\ ith
very small ctenoid scales. Head moderately deep, the upper
profile oblique and with the snout projecting; eye high, li in head.

Head

scales

If in snout;
nostril;

broad;

mouth moderate, the maxillary reaching below the second

teeth with sharp cutting edge;

lips

moderately thick and

interorbital space strongly convex; gill-opening moderateh^

long, the

long and

membrane
in

free over the isthmus; gill-rakers moderateU^
moderate number; base of dorsal and anal scaled; first

dorsal spine short, before the base of the pectoral, the others highest
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dorsal high and rounded in front; spinous anal

spine the shortest; soft anal highest in front, and with

rounded edge; pectoral short and rounded, 1^

in

head; ventrals a

lit-

longer than the pectorals; not reaching the origin of the anal, and
the spine 2^ in the head; caudal deep, the lobes not pointed much, and
its edge emarginate; lateral line arched and nearly concurrent with the
tle

back; caudal peduncle compressed, rather deep, and about 2^ in head.
Color in spirits brown, coarsel}^ spotted and mottled all over with
blackish-brown; on the caudal, soft dorsal, and anal the spots are
smaller; nostrils blackish.

Length Gi

a specimen from Nagasaki.

Our

inches.

largest

Here described from
is from Wakanoura

example

and measures 8 j | inches.
Color in life, light olive gray with ))lack spots.
This species occurs with the preceding in the bays of southern
Japan, but in rather less abundance. Our specimens are from Tokyo,
Misaki, Wakanoura, Kobe, and Nagasaki.
{pimctatus, spotted.)

DESCRIPTIONS OF

TWO NEW

SPECIES OF SQUALOID

SHARKS FROM JAPAN!

B}^

David Starr Jordan

^

Of the Lekmd Stanford

In the present paper

is

John Otterbein Snyder,

and.

Jiaiior Univcrxili/.

^iven a description of two new species of

sharks from the deeper waters of the east coast of Hondo, the main
island of Japan.
Both species belong- to the famih' of Squalidi^.
I.

ETMOPTERUS LUCIFER

Head about 4f

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

depth about 7; snout about 2| in head;
eye o| in head; 2 in snout, 2/t in the width of snout, and 2^^ in the
space from the tip of the snout to mouth; space between spiracles 2i
in the width of snout.
in length;

Fig. 1.— ETMOPTERUS Lucifer,

a,

upper jaw;

6,

lower jaw.

Bod}' moderatel}' elongate, rather robust, and with slender caudal

peduncle; scales rough, small, forming- longitudinal stri^ above,
abruptly and sharpl}^ separated on the sides from the lower surface,

which

is

Head

evenl}'

rough with

tine

shagreen.

snout rather short, thick, more
convex below than above, and also with man}- pores; eyes moderate,
lateral, and with anterior margin midway between the tip of the snout
and the spiracle; skin about the eyes more or less loose and free, and
the upper eyelid overlapping and forming a pit in front; nostrils very
large and lateral; mouth opening below the posterior portion of the
large, thick, rather short;

^Assisted
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eye and broad;

lips rather thin; teeth .small,

vol. xxv.

compressed, and each of

those in the upper jaw with two sharp basal cups; .spiracles large,

nearer the eye than the

tirst

gill

opening, and the space between

1^ in the snout.

Giil-opening in front of the base of the pectoral,

and rather short.

Dorsal

little

fins

each with a spine, the base of the

first

a

before the tip of the pectoral, short, sharp pointed and project-

above the skin; the second dorsal spine not as high as the
larger and longer than the first, with the greater portion
exposed, and nearh^ a third greater than the snout; ventrals moderate
and entirely in front of the second dorsal; caudal elongate and the
lower lobe little produced.
Color in .spirits dark gra3^ish brown, and the lower margin of the
caudal, together with the marginal portions of all the other fins, very
The pale areas on the sides of the l)elly co\'er a glandular
pale l)rown.
su])stancc said to be luminous in life.
This description from .specimens from MLsaki, measuring i:^ inches,
from the collection of Capt. Alan Owston, No. (istj^, Stanford Universit}' Zoological Museum.
Some thirt}' others of the .same species were
obtained otf Misaki on long lines handled by Mr. Kumakichi Aoki,
ing a
fin,

little

but

much

assistant to Professor ^Nlitsukuri.

DEANIA, new
2.

DEANIA EGLANTINA

genus.

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

depth al)out U'^: snout about
Head 3f
in the head, 2 'u\
the width of the snout; eye 4f in the head, 2f in the snout, and 3f in the
space between tip of snout and mouth; space between the spiracles.
1| in the width of the snout.
in length;

Fig.

Body

2.— Deania Eglantina.

'J.

«,

upper jaw;

b,

lower jaw;

c,

scale

(much enlarged).

rather elongate and slender; scales each with 3 or

-i

short,

two small prickles on each side, the
whole body having a kind of hair\' appearance, and velvety to the touch.
The peculiar striated markings seen in EttnopUrus are wanting.
Head large, greatly depressed; snout long, depressed, and broad;
eyes large, lateral, and the anterior margin nearer the tip of the snout
than the gill opening; skin around the eyes more or less loose and
radiating, bristle-like spines with

free; nostrils large,

midway between

on the lower side of the snout laterally and about
e3'e; mouth opening

the tip of the snout and the

N0.1279.
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below the posterior part of the eye, and rather broad; lips moderately
fleshy; teeth small, compressed, and with small basal cusp; spiracle
rather large, nearer the eye than the first gill-opening and the space
between a little more than the length of the snout; gill-openings in
front of the T)ase of the pectoral, the longest about half the eye.
Dorsal fins each with a spine, the base of the first a little behind the
tip of the pectoral, rather short, sharply pointed, and projecting little
above the skin; second dorsal spine nearly as high as the fin, and the
upper half exposed; pectorals about equal to the snout; ventrals small,
posterior, and entirely in front of the second dorsal spine; caudal
elongate, and the lower lobe little produced.
Color in spirits uniform dark grayish brown, almost black, the tips
of spinules pale.

young female from Totomi Bay, off Numazu,
was dredged I)}' the United States Fish Commission steamer Albatross in 1900; and is numbered 49524 in the United
This description from a

12 inches in length.

It

States National jSluseum.

The genus Deania, named

in honor of Dr. Bashford Dean, in recogon Selachian fishes, is an ally of Oentrop/wrus,
from which it is distinguished b}^ its velvety squamation, each scale
ending in fhree or four radiating spinules arranged in the fashion of

nition of his researches

a star.
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NEW DIPTERA FROM NORTH
By

D.

W.

AMERICA.

COQUILLETT,

Custodian, Section of Diptera.

The present paper

is

based primarily on a series of specimens col-

by Mr. II. 8. Barber, who, as assistant to Mr. E. A. Schwarz,
accompanied the latter on a collecting trip to portions of New Mexico
[rtid Arizona during the past summer.
The object of this expedition
was to obtain specimens of Coleoptera, and the collecting of the
Diptera was therefore a digression from the real o})ject for which the
trip was planned.
The Diptera thus secured are almost without exception in first-class condition, and form by far the most valuable
collection in that order that the United States National Museum has
actjuired
lected

during the past year. Owing to pressure of other duties oidy a portion of the collection has as yet been worked up, but even this
portion
ha,s

al)le

many new and interesting forms which it is deemed
make known at as early a day as possible, and they arc

yielded
to

advis-

there-

fore duly characteri>,od in the following pages.
To the descriptions of these new forms are added those of several
others obtained from various correspondents, and for some of which

manuscript names have been sent out.

new

94

Altogether, 4

new genera and

species are described in this paper.

Family TIPULID.E.

ORIMARGA ARIZONENSIS,

new

species.

Body and head

black, head and thorax rather densely gray pruiiiose,
•ibdomen very thinly grayish pruinose, slightly polished, apex of
female ovipositor reddish yellow, her pleura with a whitish vitta
on
the lower part; male claspers very broad, about one-fourth
longer
than broad, bluntly rounded at the apex; antennae and mouth
parts
dark brown, halteres whitish, the base yellow, the knobs pale brown;
coxa- dark yellow, remainder of legs pale yellow, apex
of femora, both
ends of tibiaa, and the tarsi toward the tips, brown; wings hyaline.
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXV-No. 1280.
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toward the base whitish, the extreme base dark yellow, venation ag

in

Osten-Sacken's figure of <dptna^ with these exceptions: Apex of auxiliary vein at one-fourth of distance from base of second vein to mar-

beyond the marginal crossspecimen of each sex collected June 25

ginal crossvein, small crossvein opposite or
vein; length

and

26, 1901,

Ilahitat.

J)

to 10

A

mm.

by Mr. H.

Barber.

S.

— Hot Springs, Yavapai County, Arizona.

Ty2)e.—C2it. No. 6154, U.S.N.M.
This European genus has not heretofore lieen reported from this
countr3\ The present form agrees well with the original description
of this genus, except in the venation and the form of the claspers of

the male.

Family CULICID.E.

CULEX BIMACULATUS, new

species.

Bright yellow, the apices of the palpi and of the proboscis, also thg
antenna} except the bases, dark brown, a large black spot above inser-

femora black, tarsi ctianging into brown
and scales of head and body l)right
yellow, mesonotum highl}' polished; tarsal claws large, the front and
middle ones toothed, the hind ones simple; wings hyaline, strongly
tion of each wing, apices of

toward the apices;

bristl}" hairs

tinged with yellow along the costa, lateral scales of the veins very
small, interspersed with very elongate,

narrow ones, petiole of

first

long as that cell, crossvein at apex of second
basal cell nearly its own length from the one at apex of first basal cell;
length, 6 mm.
female specimen collected June 16 by Mr. C.
T.

submarginal

cell nearl}' as

H

A

Townsend.
Ilahitat.

— Brownsville, Texas.

Tiji^e.—C&t. No. 6251),

U.S.N.M.

CULEX FLETCHERI, new

species.

Head black, scales of occiput narrow, golden brown, on each side a
patch of broad, appressed yellow ones, antennae brown, the first joint
and bases of the second and third yellow, palpi yellowish brown,
proboscis black, the median portion brown; body black, metanotum
brownish yellow, scales of thorax golden brown, the bristly hairs and
those on the scutellum golden 3'ellow,

abdomen wholly covered with

pale yellow^ scales; femora yellow, the apices and tihiie blackish, the
scales

mixed white,

.yellow

and black, not forming distinct bands;

tarsi

black, the bases 3'ellowish ])ro\vn, a l)and of white scales at bases of

the three median joints on the front and middle tarsi, of the last four
joints of the hind ones, claws ver}^ large, toothed;

wings hyaline, veins

yellow, scales sparse, small, those near base of wings chiefly yellowish,

^Monographs Diptera N. Am., IV,

pi.

i,

fig. 9.

NEW NORTH AMERICAN DIPTERA—COQUILLETT.
the others brown, the lateral ones on first four veins and upper branch

narrow and elongate, petiole of

of the fifth ver}^

first submarginal cell
apex of second basal
halteres ^yellow, the knobs

al)out half the length of that cell, crossvein at
cell

about

its

length from the one above

l)rown; length, 6
for

whom

this

Ilahitat.

mm.

Two

unique species

it;

females collected
is

Dr. flames Fletcher,

})y

named.

— Carndutf, Assiniboia, British America

Tyj)e.—Q2it. No. 6255,

U.S.N.M.

CULEX SQUAMIGER,

new

species.

its members black, middle of prol)oscis brownish, scales
mixed golden and pale 3'ellow, many black ones along the
eyes, palpi black scaled, those at base, before the middle and at apex
white; bod}" black, scales of middle of mesonotum golden brown, those

Head and

of occiput

along the sides and on the pleura pale j^ellow, bristly hairs of thorax
mostly black, those of scutellum chiefly yellow; scales of abdomen
black, a large patch at base of each segment and several scales scattered
over the remainder pale yellow, scales of venter pale yellow; femora
and tibiai brown, the scales mixed black and yellow, not forming distinct bands, posterior side of the femora yellow and yellow scaled;
tarsi l)lack, the scales mixed black and yellow, a l)and of whitish scales
at bases of the last four joints, claws toothed;

wings hyaline, veins
brown and whitish

yellow, densely covered with rather broad mixed
scales

and with many very narrow ones

in the apical third of the

wing,

petiole of first sul)marginal cell about two-thirds as long as that cell,

crossvein at apex of second basal cell less than

above

it;

halteres j^ellow, the knobs

its

length from the one

marked with brown:

length, 5

mm.

Four female specimens.
Ilahitat.

— Palo

Alto (V. L, Kellogg), and San Lorenzo (G. Eisen),

California.

Ttjjje.—Csit No. 6256,

U.S.N.M.

Family

CHIRONOMID.E.

CERATOPOGON GLABER,

new

species.

Black, knob of halteres white, abdomen yellowish l)rown, scutellum
and h»gs yellow, apices of hind femora, of all tibia^ and joints of tarsi,
also an annulus near middle of front til)i{e, black, bases of front femora
and an indistinct annulus bej^ond the middle pale brownish; eyes narrowly separated on the front, mesonotum opaque, whitish pruinosc
and with a brown median vitta, abdomen spatulate, somewhat opaque,
narrow hind margins of the segments yellowish; legs slender, not
spinose, first joint of hind tarsi nearh" twice as long as the second, the
one nearl}' twice as long as the fourth, the claws large and of an

last

equal size; wings bare, whitish, third vein reaching to six-sevenths
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length 3f wing, separated from the

first

vol. xxv.

and not connected with

it b3^

a crossvein, apex of first near one-third length of third, fourth forks
at small crossvein; length, 2

mm.

Two

female specimens

collcctccl

by Mrs. Annie T. Slosson.
Bisca3nie Bay, Florida.
Hahitat.
Type.—Cat No. 6155, U.S.N.M.

—

CERATOPOGON INERMIS,

new

species.

Black, the antenna? and legs dark brown, the palpi, scutellmn,
and tarsi yellow; eyes rather widely separated on the front,

halteres,

mesonotum opaque, on the
out spines,
last joint

first joint

sides gra}^ pruinose;

femora slender, with-

of hind tarsi nearly twice as long as the second,

over three times as long as the fourth, without spines, claws

large and of an equal size, no empodia; wings hyaline,

separated from the

first,

Ijare,

third vein

ending near five-sixths length of wing, fourth

vein forking slightly beyond the small crossvein; length, nearly

A

1

mm,

specimen collected June 27 by Mr. H. S. Bar))er,
Hot Springs, Yavapai County, Arizona.
Hahitat.
Tyj)e.—C%i. No. 6156, U.S.N.M.
feniale

—

CERATOPOGON

EXILIS, new

species.

Black, the mouth parts, broad margin of scutellum, legs and halteres
antenme whitish, mesonotum polished, legs

light yellow; plumosity of

slender, without spines, first tarsal joint aljout twice as long as the

second, the last two of nearlv an equal length, claws small, of an equal

empodia large; wings hyaline, bare, third vein contiguous to the
ending near two-thirds length of wing, apex of first vein near
middle of the third, fourth A'ein forking slightly beyond the small
A male specimen collected May 15 by Mr.
crossvein; length, 1 nmi.
H. S. Barber.
Washington, District of Columbia.
Hahitat.
Type.—OAt. No. 6157, U.S.N.M.
size,

first,

—

CERATOPOGON STIGMALIS,

new

species.

Black, the knolxs of halteres light yellow, legs brown, both ends of
the tlhiie and whole of tarsi except apices of the joints yellow; eyes
contiguous, mesonotum apparently subopaque (injured), legs slender,
first joint of hind tarsi about twice as long as the second,
twice as long as the fourth, not spinose l)elow, claws on all
tarsi unequal in size, the longest almost as long as the last tarsal joint;
wings hyaline, bare, third vein considerably thickened, ending near

not spinose,

the

fifth

three-fifths length of wing, connected to the first

by a crossvein, apex

of first vein near three-fourths length of the third, costa emarginate
at apex of the latter, lower branch of fourth vein obliterated except
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toward its apex; lonj^'th, 1 lum. A feinulo spocinioii collected Auoust
8 by Mr. H. S. Bai])er.
Ilahitat.
Las Vegas Hot Springs, New Mexico.
Type.— Csii. No. 6158, U.S.N.M.'

—

CERATOPOGON PILOSUS,
Head

black, face yellowish brown,

first joint

new

mouth

species.

parts and antennae brown,

of the latter yellow, eyes contiguous,

yellow, opaque,

its

mesonotum brownish
metanotum

hairs yellow, scutellura and middle of

brown, pleura yellow, abdomen dark brown, bases of the segments and
the venter yellow, -legs yellow, not spinose, bearing many very long
than the second, the last two
subequal in length; claws minute, of an equal size, empodia large;
wings hyaline, wholly covered with brown hairs except those along
hairs, first tarsal joint slightly shorter

basal half of costa and a patch at apex of third vein,

yellow, third vein contiguous to the

first,

which are light
ending at middle of length of

wing, apex of first vein near two-thirds length of the third, fourth vein
forking slightl}' beyond the small crossvein; halteres yellow; length,
1.5

A

mm.

Ifahitat.

female specimen collected

May

3

by Mr. H.

S.

Barber.

— Washington, District of Colum])ia.

Type.—C^t. No. 6159, U.S.N.M.

CERATOPOGON ANCORUS,
Head yellow, upper

half of occiput black,

new

species.

antenna brown, the

joints

except the last one only slightly longer than broad; thorax and scutellum light j-ellow, mesonotum somewhat polished and marked with
a large black spot, which

is

prolonged anteriorl}^

in the

middle and

posteriorly at each hind angle, extending the entire length of the

mesonotum; al)domen brown, the narrow sutures and the venter yellow;
legs yellow, not spinose, first tarsal joint nearly twice as long as the

second, last two joints subequal in length, claws minute and of an
equal size; wings hyaline, almost wholly but sparse!}^ covered with
hairs, third vein

contiguous to the

first

and to the costal vein, ending

near middle of length of wing, fourth vein forking slightly beyond
the small crossvein; halteres light 3'-ellow; length, nearly 1

mm.

A

female specimen collected by Mrs. A. T. Slosson.

— Biscay ne Baj^

Ilahitat.-

Type.— Cat. No.

6160,

,

Florida.

U.S.N.M.

CERATOPOGON BELLUS,
Head

new

species.

upper part of occiput silvery pruinose, antennas yellow,
body black, upper half of pleura
and outer margins of scutellum except at the apex whitish; mesonotum opaque, gray pruinose, and marked with many bi'own dots
arranged in longitudinal rows, the front end silvery prainose and
black,

the apices brown, plumosit}^ yellow;
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marked with

a few

brown

dots,

abdomen partly

light gray pruino'^e;

legs slender, not setose, whitish, femora with a ])road median and a

narrow apical brown band, tibiw with a l)r<)ad median brownish l)and
and a narrow one at each end, first joint of hind tarsi over twice as
long as the second, the third and fourth subequal in length and scarcelj^
longer than broad, the fifth nearl}^ twice as long as the fourth, claws
rather large and of an equal size; wings bare except along the apical
margin, hyaline, marked with eight black dots, situated as follows: just
before small crossvein, below middle of fifth vein, before apex of each
of its branches, beyond base and before apex of lower fork of fourth
vein, before apex of uppei- fork of this vein, and at apex of third
vein, the latter slightly beyond middle of length of wing, third vein
contiguous to the first except toward its apex, tip of first vein near
four-fifths of the third, fourth vein forks considerably beyond the
small crossvein; halteres whitish, a black dot at base of the knoli and
another at its apex; length, 1 mm. A male specimen collected May 17
by Mr. H. S. Barber.
Washington, District of CoUunl)ia.
Habitat.
Type.—C^t. No. 6101, U.S.N.M.

—

CERATOPOGON SQUAMIPES,

new

species.

Black, knoV)s of halteres whitish, legs dark brown, the knees yellow-

eyes contiguous, mesonotum opaque, covered with appressed
and with longer erect brown ones; legs rather slender,
not spinose, bearing many long hairs; tibial on the outer side bearing
several lanceolate flattened bristles, first tarsal joint slightly shorter

ish;

3'ellow hairs

than the second, last two joints subequal in length; claws small, equal,
empodia small; wings hyaline, wholly covered with hairs which are

brown except

a patch of yellowish ones at ape-x of third vein, this vein
contiguous to the first, ending at middle of length of wing; apex of
first vein near three-fourths length of the third, fourth vein forking
considerabl}^ before the small crossvein; length, 1 mm. Three females
collected August 14 and 19 by Mr. H. S. Barber.
Las Vegas Hot Springs, New Mexico.
Habitat.

—

Type.— Cvit. No.

6162,

U.S.N.M.

HETEROMYIA

PRATTII, new

species.

Head reddish brown, eyes rather widely separated on the front,
antennw brown, the first joint and bases of several of the succeeding
ones yellow, joints beyond the first noticeably longer than broad,
thorax almost bare, black, the humeri and prothorax reddish brown,
the sides, pleura, and metanotum sometimes reddish yellow, mesonotum
somewhat polished, fineh^ aciculate, not pruinose, prolonged anteriorly
in a short spine, scutellum reddish brown, abdomen dark brown, hind
margins of the first five segments yellow, somewhat polished, not
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whitish pruinose except on the last two segments; legs reddish and
brown, apices of middle and hind femora reddish yellow, tarsi light
yellow, apices of joints and whole of fourth joint of hind ones lirown,
last joint of

front ones white, the ends brown, front femora greatly

thickened, spinose on under side, other femora and the tarsi not

femora slender, hind ones considerably thickened
toward the apices, first joint of front and middle tarsi over twice as
spinose, middle

long as the second, fourth joint less than half as long as the fifth,
claws small, subequal in size, first joint of hind tarsi only slightly
longer than the second, the fourth slightly over half as long as the
fifth, the claws very unequal in size, the inner one a])out six times as
long as the outer, almost as long as the last tarsal joint; wings bare,
hyaline, a brown fascia extending from middle of first section of
fourth vein almost to the hind margin of the wing, also a large brown
spot reaching length of third vein and extending to apices of forks
of fifth vein, leaving a hyaline spot below middle of third vein and
in

apex of fourth posterior

cell;

third vein connected with the

a crossvein, reaching four-fifths length of wing, apex of

first

first

by

vein

slightly before middle of the third, fourth vein forking slightl}' before

the small crossvein; halteres whitish; length, 4
collected

June

by Mr. F. C. Pratt, for

9 and 22

mm. Four females
whom the species is

named.
IlaJntat.

— St.

%^6^— Cat.

Elmo, Virginia.

No. G103, U.S.N.M.

TANYPUS STELLATUS,

new

species.

Yellowish brown, antennae except the basal joint pale yellow, abdoblackish, a whitish ring at three- fourths the length of each femur,
tibiffi except each end, and tarsi except apices of the joints, light yellow, halteres yellow; mesonotum thinly gray pruinose; wings covered
with brown hairs, whitish hyaline, marked over nearly the entire sur-

men

many brown

which are confluent and inclose
its apex brown; first vein
near its apex connected with the second by an oblique crossvein, fifth
A
vein forks a short distance beyond the crossvein; length, 2 mm.

face with

spots, several of

small whitish spots; costal cell except at

female specimen.

—

Texas.
Type.—i^^t. No. 6104, U.S.N.M.

IlaJntat.

TANYPUS DISCOLOR,

new

species.

Yellowish brown, antenn^fi, scutellum, large portion of abdomen,
legs except apices of

femora and

tibiae,

also the halteres, yellow;

mesonotum grayish pruinose, most dense at the humeri and in front
of scutellum; wings whitish hyaline, two crossbands and the apex
largely brown; the

first

band

is

on a

line

with the humeral crossvein,
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vol. xxv.

broadly connected with the second band which

along- the costa is

located at the small crossvein; behind the tifth vein the second
band is prolonged to meet the brown at apex of wing; the latter

is

begins a short distance before the apices of the first and of the posterior
branch of the fifth vein, and incloses a large hyaline spot in apex of
the second and third posterior cells, also two yellowish costal spots;

two spots of a darker color than
apex of the wing, and between the
first of these spots and the preceding brown band is a large yellow
costal spot; wings densely covered with hairs, which are yellowish on
the hyaline portions and brown on the dark parts; first vein a short

the

brown along

the costa comprises

the remainder of the

distance before

brown

its tip

at the

connected with the second by an oblique cross-

vein, fifth vein forks slightly before the crossvein; length, 3 nnn.

A

female specimen collected by Mrs. A. T. Slosson.
Franconia, New Hampshire,
llahitat.

—

Type.—OAt. No. 0165, U.S.N.M.

TANYPUS ALGENS,
Yellow, three

vitta^

new

species.

on the mesonotum, the metanotum. spots on

the pleura, and the sternum, brownish black;

mouth

parts, apices of

brownish; mesonotum grayish pruinose.
the vittai somewhat polished; wings covered with hairs, hyaline,
crossed at the middle by a faint brownish band which extends from
small crossvein halfway to the wingtip; first vein near its apex con-

femora, and bases of

tibite

nected with the second by an oblique crossvein, fifth vein forks slightly
A female specimen collected July
before the crossvein; length, o nmi.
9 by Prof. Trevor Kincaid.
Habitat.

— Popof Island, Alaska.

7^^^,.._Cat. No. OICO,

U.S.N.M.

TANYPUS BARBERI,

— Yellowish

new

species.

a broad band at middle of
mesonotum, the metanotum, spots on the
pleura and the sternum, black; mouth parts, a band near bases of
abdominal segments two to five, the whole of the following segments
Ifale.

white, apices and

antenna', three vittw on

except their hind borders, also apices of femora, both ends of tibife,
apices of first four joints of tarsi and whole of the last one, pale
brownish; mesonotum opaque, gray pruinose; hairs of the antennsi?
pale yellowish; wings covered with hairs, hyaline, from the base to
the small crossvein marked with three brown spots, one on the

humeral crossvein and two behind the sixth vein; from small crossvein to wingtip are man}^ mostly isolated, brown spots; first vein
near its apex connected with the second by an oblique crossvein, fifth
vein forks slightly before the crossvein; length, 4 mm.
Fe7nalt.—lAk.Q the male except that there is no black ring at middle
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dark brown, changing- into yellow at
the apex, the broad hind margins of the segments whitish; length. ?>
mm. Four males and one female collected August 7 to 18 by JNIr.
H. S. Barber, for whom this fine species is named.
Las Vegas Hot Springs, New Mexico.
llahitat.
Type.—QdX. No. 0167, U.S.N.M.
is

—

TANYPUS VENUSTUS,

new

species.

Head black, mouth
of l)asal half

parts brown, antenna? pale yellow, middle of joints
and whole of apical joint brown, the hairs brown and

thorax black, opaque, mottled with grayish pruinose spots
scutellum yellowish, its narrow base, stripe in middle, and
nearly whole of underside dark brown; abdomen Avhitish, an interrupted band on the hind end of the first five segments and nearl}' the
y(>lIowish:

and

lines,

whole of the following segments, brown; legs 3'ellow, two bands near
apex of each femur, one near base of each tibia, also apices of tibiae
and of joints of tarsi, brown; wings covered with hairs, h3'aline,
marked with about eleven brown spots located at extreme base of
wing, on humeral crossvein, before middle of axillary cell, beyond
middle of anal cell, on the central crossveins, near middle of first
posterior cell, near apex of this cell, beA^ond middle of the second and
of the third posterior cells, and at apices of the first and of the second
veins; first vein near its apex connected with the second by an oblique
crossvein, fifth vein forks slightly before the crossvein; length, 4 nnn,
A male specimen collected August 9 by Mr. H. S. Earlier.
llahitat.
Las Vegas Hot Springs, New Mexico.
Type.—Q.'Ai. No. (5168, U.S.N.M.

—

TANYPUS PALLENS,
Male.

— Head ])rown, mouth parts and

new

species.

basal joint of antenna? con-

colorous, remainder of antenna? 3'ellow, the hairs

brown and

whitish;

thorax whitish, three vitta? on mesonotum, metanotum, spots on
pleura and the sternum dark yellow; abdomen pale yellow, a band
near base of segments two to five and nearly the whole of the following segments, pale brownish; legs and hal teres whitish; wings hyaline,

covered with hairs,

first

by an oblique crossvein,

vein near
fifth

its

apex connected with the second

vein forks slightly before the crossvein;

mm.

length 2.5

—

Female. Abdomen wholh^ yellow, otherwise as in the male; length,
slightly over 1 mm.
Tavo males and two females collected August G to 11 by Mr. H. S,
Barber.

—

Las Vegas Hot Springs,
Tijpe.— Cat. No. 6169, U.S.N.M.

llahitat.

New Mexico
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TANYPUS OCCIDENTALIS,

new

voi,.

xxv.

species.

Brown, the prothorax, a spot near each humerus, and the scutellum
dark 3'ellow, legs light yellow, haltere.s whitish hairs of autennaj brown
and 3'ellow; wings hyaline, bare, first yein not eonneeted with the
second b}^ a crossyein; fifth yein forks a short distance beyond the
;

crossyein, the latter situated nearly its length before the small crossvein; length 4.5

Habitat,

mm.

A

male specimen.

— Colorado.

Type.—Q,2it. No. 6170,

U.S.N.M.

TANYPUS GUTTULARIS, new
Head and

its

members dark

])rown, joints

species.

two

to four of

antenna,

apices of the other short ones, and a space before the apex, light yellow, plumosity brown, changing into whitish at the apices;
black, opaque, gray pruinose,

dark

yitta3,

mesonotum marked with three

the middle one divided

b}-

thorax

indistinct

a median black line prolonged

to the scutellum, the latter light yellow; al)domen pale yellowish,
first

segment with two brown

yitta?,

the others with a black fascia

before the middle of each, hairs of each segment consisting of an anterior whorl and a posterier transverse pair of clusters; legs light yellow,

brown band before apex of each fenmr and another
beyond base of each tibia, apices of tibia3 and of tarsi brown, front
tarsi ciliate with several rather long hairs; wings wholl}^ covered with
hairs, whitish h^^aline, from base to small crossyein marked with four
brown spots, one on humeral crossyein, two in anal cell and one before
apex of first basal cell, passing over the crossyein at apex of second
basal cell and reaching the wing-margin, where it is greatly extended
and rather faint; a brown spot at base of third vein, apex of wing from
slightly before tip of first vein grayish brown and containing several
coxse black, a

whitish hyaline drops;

first

vein near

its tip

connected with the second

by an oblique crossyein; halteres whitish; length,
collected May 10 by Mr. R. W. Doane.
Pullman, Washington.
Ilahitat.
Type.— 0.it. No. 6171, U.S.N.M.

5

mm.

Two

males,

—

ORTHOCLADIUS CLEPSYDRUS, new

species.

Black, the extreme bases of femora and of front

tibia?, also the other
except their apices, whitish; mesonotum polished, scutellum
and dorsum of abdomen opaque, velvet-like; wings h3^aline, each
marked with an hourglass-shaped black spot extending from one-fourth

tibiae

length of wing almost to apex of upper branch of fifth yein, the constricted portion lying above the forking of the fifth vein, the basal

expanded portion reaching from fourth vein nearly to hind margin of
wing, the apical extending from third vein almost to hind margin of

^
.;

N.

.

1

NFAV NORTH AMERICAN DIPTERA—COQUILLETT.

Lso.

iiio-;

leo-s

Mr. H.

S. Barber.

Habitat.

— Las Vegas Hot Springs,

^

\
I

New

Mexico.

Tyj^e.—C^t. No. 6172, U.S.N.M.

ORTHOCLADIUS PLATYPUS,
l)lack, a large dull 3"ellowish

extreme bases of femora

new

species.

humeral spot, halteres, trochanters, and
dark gray, thorax

3^ellow- hairs of antennae

grayish pruinose; tarsi only pubescent, the fourth joint
emarginate at the apex, noticeably shorter than the fifth, first
joint of front tarsi three-fourths as long as the tibia?; wings hyaline,
small crossveins not darker than the adjacent veins, not clouded with
brown, third vein be3'ond its middle slightly bowing toward the costa;
A male specimen collected July 6 by Mr. H. S,
h'ligth, 2.5 mm.
(»l)a(|ue,

dilated,

Barber.
ffahltat.

—Flagstaff, Arizona.

7}//>6^— Cat. No. 6173,

U.S.N.M.

ORTHOCLADIUS POLITUS, new

species.

Head yellow, antennas brown, its hairs yellowish brown; thorax
yellow, thi-ee vittse on mesonotum, spot ))elow each wing, the breast
and metanotum black, mesonotum highly polished, scutellum brownish yellow, polished, its base opaque blackish; abdomen j^ellowish
l)rown, becoming darker toward the apex; legs brown, trochanters
and extreme bases of femora yellow, middle and hind tibia? and
bases of their tarsi dull yellowish, legs only pubescent, fourth tarsal
joint slender, as long as the fifth, first joint of front tarsi three-fourths

ras long as the
I
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only pubescent, first joint of front tarsi a})out half as long
;is the tibiw, fourth tarsal joint rather slender and almost as long- as
A female specimen collected August 7 Iw
the fifth; length, 1.5 mm.
N\

tibia?;

wings hyaline, small crossvein not darker than

the adjacent veins, third vein ahnost straight; halteres yellow; length,
2.5

mm.

TTahitat.

A

male specimen collected flune 6

b}^

Mr. H.

S.

Barber.

— Washington, District of Columbia.

Type.—Q,2X. No. 6174, U.S.N.M.

f

CRICOTOPUS VARIPES. new

:}

species.

Head and its mem))crs black, hairs of antenna? gray; thorax black,
mesonotum highly polished, metanotum and scutellum opaque, velvet
black; abdomen velvet black, the first two segments and hind margins
of the following two polished yellow, genitalia yellow; femora black,
tlir

extreme bases and trochanters yellow, front tibia? and tarsi ])r()wn,
median white ])and, other tibiie and tarsi

the former with a broad

yellow, tluMr apices brownish, legs only pubescent,
tarsi

two-thirds as long as the

tibia>;

first joint

of front

wings whitish hyaline, small

crossvein slightly darker than the adjacent veins, third vein almost
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straight; halteres yellow; length, 2.5

May

mm,

A male

vol. xxv.

specimen collected

by Mr. H. S. Barber.
Great Falls, Maryland.
Habitat.
%;e.— Cat. No. 6175, U.S.N.M.
6

—

CHIRONOMUS PULCHRIPENNIS,

new

species.

Head and antenna yellow, apical half of last joint of the latter and
mouth parts brown; thorax opaque, greenish yellow, mesonotum
marked with a pair of lateral brown vittffi behind its middle, metanotum with a pair of brown spots which approach each other posteriori}^;
scutellum and abdomen green, the latter with the hind margins of the
the

segments yellowish, bases of segments six to eight and nearly the
whole of the following two brown; legs whitish, the knees black, this
color extending nearly to the middle of the middle and hind femora,
front tibia? four-fifths as long as the first joint of their tarsi; wings
whitish, the costal cell except its apex brown, a broad brown band
crosses the wing, passing over the bases of the first and third posterior
cells and prolonged along the hind margin nearh" to the anal angle,
apex of wings ])roadly Ijrown from third vein to upi^er branch of the
A female specimen collected by
fifth; halteres white; length, 4 mm.
Mrs. Annie T. Slosson.
Franconia, New Hampshire.
Ifahitat.
Ti/pe.— Cat No. 6176, U.S.N.M.

—

CHIRONOMUS VARIPENNIS,
Head and Iwdy dark
antennie except the

new

species.

])rown, a largo dull yellowish humeral spot,

first

joint yellow, the hairs gray; thorax opaque,

largely gray jiruinose, narrow hind margins of abdominal segments

gray pruinose; femora brown, the ends narrowly and a ])and before
the apex of each, yellow; front tibia; ver}^ short, yellow, the bases
brown, other tibia? brown, an indistinct yellowish ring beyond the
base; front tarsi wanting, the others yellow; wings whitish, marked
with eleven brown spots as follows: Three in a row l)ehind the fifth
vein, one before middle and another in middle of apical margin of
third posterior cell, one in base of first posterior cell, another in the
cell below it, and a third midway between the latter and the base of
this cell, one in middle and another in apex of first posterior cell, also
a small one in apex of second posterior ceil; halteres whitish; length,
A male specimen collected August 14 by Mr. H. S. Barber.
3 mm.
Las Vegas Hot Springs, New Mexico.
Habitat.
T(/pt.—Ciit. No. 6177, IT.S.N.M.

—

CHIRONOMUS ATRIMANUS,
Head yellowish brown,

new

species.

somewhat polished,

mouth
abdomen

antennie yellow, the last joint and the

parts brown; thorax and scutellum black, highly polished;
black, the first

segment yellow, hind margins of

NO. 1280.
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three to six 3'ellowish; legs yellow, front tibia and their tarsi black,
apices of femora, both ends of middle and hind tibise, apices of joints

of their tarsi and whole of the last two joints blackish, front tibial

wings strongly tinged
wnde brown band extend-

four-tifths as long as the lirst joint of their tarsi;

with yellow on the basal third, followed
ing from costa to
low; length, 4.5

fifth vein,

mm.

A

b}- a

remainder of wing hyaline; halteres yelMay 6, 18'jy, by

female specimen collected

Mr. C. F. Adams.
ITahltat.
Kansas City, Missouri.
Ti/pe.—Cat. No. GlTsU'-S-N.M.

—

CHIRONOMUS PALLIATUS,
Head, mouth parts, and
of antenna?

species.

of antennae dark brown, remainder

the hairs graj^; thorax dark brown,

livid,

opaque, a broad,
widely separated
abdomen opaque,
front and middle
brownish, middle

first joint

new

mesonotum

yellowish median vitta on the anterior half, and a
pair of gray pruinose vittse on the posterior half;

velvet black,

its

hairs yellow; legs yellowish white,

femora except their apices, also bases of hind femora
tibias tinged with brown, front tarsi only pubescent,

front tibia? three-fourths as long as their first tarsal joint, hind tibiae

and their tarsi in the male densely clothed with rather long hairs;
wings hyaline, slightly tinged with yellow, small crossvein not darker
than the adjacent veins, third vein almost straight: halteres whitish;
length, 2.5 to -i nmi.
Three males and three females collected June 12
by Mr. H. S. Barber, except one of the females, which was collected
by the writer in June.
Habitat.
Washington, District of Columbia.
Ti/jje.~Odt. No. 6iT!», U.S.N.M.

—

Family BIBIONID.E.
BIBIO TENUIPES, new

species.

Black, the ridge l)ehind each humerus 3'ellow, spines of

tibia? red-

dish brown; hairs of eyes black, those on under side of head, on body,

and on upper side of front and middle femora chiefiy light colored,
those on remainder of legs chiefly black; spines of front tibia very
unequal in

size,

hind tibia only slightly dilated, the outer side almost

wings hyaline, strongly tinged with yellow in the costal cell
and with dark gray in the marginal and first basal cells, stignia and
veins dark lirown, bases of the fifth and sixth veins subhyaline, small
straight;

crossvein scarcely one-fourth as long as the
vein; length, 5,5 mui.

A male

Barber.
llahltat.

— Williams, Arizona.

Type.— C2it. No.

0180,

first

section of the third

specimen collected June 5 by Mr. H.

U.S.N.M.
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SCATOPSE VARICORNIS, new
Head and

black,

bod}'

vol. xxv.

species.

mesonotum somewhat

polished, antennae

about as long as the head and thorax, black, joints three to six bright
yellow, apex of the last joint with a white reflection, joint three
slightly longer than wide, the succeeding joints becoming successiveh'
shorter except the last one; legs dark brown, extreme ends of femora,
apices of tibial and whole of tarsi yellow, broad bases of tibiae white;
wings grayish hyaline, yeins brown, apex of third yein near threefourths length of wing, penultimate section of fourth yein about twothirds as long as the upper fork of this yein, the forks gradual!}'
diyerging from each other for a short distance, at which point the
upper fork is strongly bowed upward, then extends nearly parallel
with the lower one nearl}' to the wing-margin, where the}' diyerge
rather strongly from each other, tifth and sixth yeins distinct, the
A female specimen collected
latter strongly sinuous; length, 1,5 mm.
by ]VIr. Th. Pergande.
Washington, District of Columbia.
llalj'dat.
Type.—Q^i. No. 6181, U.S.N.M.

—

Family SIMULID.E.

SIMULIUM FULVUM, new
Male.

— Head

and

its

species.

moiubcrs dark brown, occiput coyered with

rather long goklen-yellow hairs, thorax reddish yellow, opaque, sides

mesonotum in front of it bearing mariy rather long
goklen-yellow hairs; abdomen dark blown, opaque, on each side of
the liase is a large cluster of golden-yellow hairs more than half as
long as the abdomen; legs dark yellow, apices of tibias and whole of
of scutellum and

tarsi pale

brown; halteres dark yellow; wings hyaline, yeins along

costa brown, the others nearly hyaline.

Female.

—Diflers from the male as follows:

Head, except upper part

of occiput and the front, dark yellow, base of antenna? also yellow,
hairs of occiput short

and sparse; abdomen yellowish brown or dark

yellow, usually changing into
less

brown

at the apex, the hairs at its base

than one-third as long as the al)domen; tarsi and

tibite

usually

yellow.

Length, about 3 mm. One male and ton females.
Jldhitat.
Bear Paw Mountains, Montana (September 3. H. G. Hubbard); Custer County, Colorado (T. D. A. Cockerell); iSIount Cheam
(August 7, J. Fletcher). Lowe Inlet (June 3, T. Kincaid) and Lag'gan
(H. F. Wickham), British Columbia; Sitka (June 16), Virgin Bay
(June 26), and Kukak Bay (July 4, T. Kincaid), Alaska.
Tf/pe.—Ciit. No. 6182, U.S.N.M.
1 formerly mistook this species for Walker's ochraceuin, but the
latter, besides ])eing considerably smaller, has whitish pruinose yittai
on the mesonotum and bicolorous middle and hind tarsi.

—

AEW

NU.12.S0.
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ne'w species.

— Hoad and body black, antenna' and month parts dark l)rown,

thorax gray pruinose, mesonotuui marked with a narrow median and
late rail}' with a ver}'^ broad velvet black vitta (viewed directlj' from
above), mosonotum sparsely covered with short, appressed hairs;
abdomen on tirst six segments opaque, velvet black, a large silvery
white spot on each side of the second and sixth segments, venter near
each side Avith an interrupted yellow vitta on segments three to seven,
composed of appressed hairs, on each side of base of abdomen is a large

and a smaller cluster on each side of segments
tibiae yellow, their apices brown, middle
tibia3 broAVn, a yellow ring beyond the base, hind tibife brown, the
extreme base yellowish; tarsi black, broad base of first joint and
extreme base of the second on the middle and hind tarsi light yellowish; wings hyaline, veins along the costa yellowish brown, the others
cluster of j^ellow hairs,

three to five; femora and front

nearly hj-aline: halteres yellow.
Foiiale.

— Ditiers

from the male

as follows:

Vitta; of

mesonotum

brownish, the median vitta dilated posteriori}', wider than either of the
lateral ones; viewed from in front the mesonotum appears whitish
pruinose and with two velvet black vittge; abdomen on first five seg-

ments and sides of the sixth opaque, gray pruinose, and with a velvet
t)lack fascia at bases of three to six, broadly interrupted on six, the
middle of which and the portion of the abdomen beyond it is very
thinly pruinose and of a dark brown color.
Length, nearl}^ 3 mm. Two males and two females collected August
4 to 1-i by Mr. H. S. Barber.
JIalniat.
Las Vegas Hot Springs, New Mexico.

—

%^6>.— Cat. No.

U.S.N.M.

6183,

SIMULIUM GLAUCUM, new

—

species.

Mah:.
Head and ))ody black, face gray pruinose, thorax bluish
gray pruinose, mesonotum marked with a narrow median and slightly
wider lateral black vitta^ broad lateral margins when viewed from
behind silvery white, a pair of large, subquadrate silvery spots on the
front end separated b}' the median black vitta, which is here greatly
dilated; abdomen velvet black, sides of segments two and five to nine
silvery, middle of dorsum of four also silvery; venter almost wholly
silvery; femora and tibia; brown, bases of tibia; yellow, iuitcrior side
of front ones largely silvery; tarsi black, broad base of first joint of
the middle and hind ones whitish; wings h^'aline, veins along the costa
yellowish brown, the others nearly hyaline; halteres yellow; length,
2.5 mm.
A single specimen collected April 8, 1898,- b}^ Mr. C. F.

Adams.
IldljJtat.

— Kansas Citv,

Type— Qui.
Proc. N.

No.

M.

6184*,

vol.

Missouri.

U.S.N.M.
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xxv.

STRATIOMYID.E.

AOCHLETUS OBSCURUS,

new

species.

Black, a yellow interrupted fascia on upper part of face,
joints of antenna^

and a short

vitta

first two
above insertion of antennw reddish

brown, halteres yellow, base of first joint of each tarsus yellowish:
upper three-fourths of front somewhat opaque, densel}' punctured and
sparsel}' covered with short appressed whitish hairs, the lowest fourth
nearly wholly occupied b}- a transverse pair of highly polished g-ibbous spots; face and cheeks, except the narrow gray pruinose orbits,
somewhat polished and covered with appressed whitish hairs; antenna?
much shorter than the head, very robust, the complex third joint larger
than the remainder of the antenna?, composed of three annuli of which
the first two are broader than long, the third about one-third longer
than broad, tapering on its apical half, slightly longer than the apical
style which is composed of three joints of nearly an equal length;
thorax and scutellum nearly opaque, scabrous and sparsely covered
with short appressed yellowish hairs; abdomen somewhat opaque, its
hairs very short, black, those on sides of first segment and on hind
angles of the second, third, and fourth rather long and yellowish;

wings grayish hyaline, su})costal cell and apex of costal brown, stigma
and veins brown; length, 9 to 10 mm. Two female specimens.
Uah'dat.
Los Angeles County, California (D. W. Coquillett); and
Sulphur Spring Valley, Arizona (June 6, H. (t. Hu])bard).
7}//>..— Cat. No. 0185. U.S.N.M.

—

EUPARYPHUS TAHOENSIS,
Head

new

species.

black, lateral margins of occiput, a pair of oblique spots on

middle of front near the eyes and a pair of smaller ones on lower part
of face, vellow; very narrow orl)its of face and cheeks, and 1)road
sides of occiput on the lower half, white pruinose; antennie l)rown, the
second joint largely, ^^ellowish brown; thorax black, a yellow vitta on
either side of middle of mesonotum, a second near the lateral margin
liroadly interrupted behind the suture and greatly expanded at its
po.sterior end, also a j^ellow vitta extends from humerus to base of
wing, and one on upper part of the sternopleura; scutellum yellow,
the ba.sal two-fifths black, spines yellow, their apices brown; abdomen
black, the margin and an interrupted fascia on the posterior part of
the fourth segment, yellow; venter black, a large median yellowish
spot on the second and third segments; femora black, the apices, tibia^
and tarsi yellow, a brownish ring near middle of each hind tibia;
wings hyaline, veins yellowish, those i.ssuing from the di.scal cell
.

nearh^ colorless, third vein simple; halteres yellow; length,

A

female specimen collected by Mr. H. G. Hubbard.
Uahitaf.
Lake Tahoe, California.

—

ry^6^— Cat. No.

6186,

U.S.N.M.

mm.
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species.

yellow, centev of occiput, an ocellar dot, a transverse pair of

oval spots below middle of front and a vitta on each side of face, black;
a l)rownish spot near center of face; front with a paler 3^ellow spot
at the middle of the sides next the e3^es, another above the antennaj

and one back of the ocelli; head polished, the narrow or})its of the face
and cheeks and broad sides of occiput on the lower half white pruinose; antennae black, the first two joints j^ellow; thorax black, a 3^ellow
vitta each side of middle of mesonotum, a broader one extends from
humerus to the hind angle and incloses a black spot behind the suture,
another along- upper edge of pleura and a short one on upper part of
sternopleura; scutellum yellow, the narrow basal angles and tips of
spines brown; abdomen at extreme base yellow, followed by black,
which area is greatly narrowed on the posterior half of the second
segment and still more so on the anterior half of the third, ending at
the center of this segment, remainder of abdomen reddish yellow, the
margin pale yellow, a black dot in middle of front edge of the fourth
segment; venter yellow, the first segment black; legs yellow, joints
three and four of the tarsi brownish; wings hyaline, stigma and veins
yellowish brown, third vein forked; halteres yellow; length, T mm.
A female specimen collected by Mr. A. Koebele.
Ildhifat.
Siskiyou County, California.

—

7}//>c.— Cat. Nol 6187,

U.S.N.M.

EUPARYPHUS CRUCIGERUS,
Head

new

species.

black, the broad or])ital margins of occiput, vitta on each side

which the antennae are inserted and large spot
on each lower corner of face, connected along the eye with that on side
of front, 3'ellow; antenna brown, the second joint and base of third
yellowish; thorax black, a vitta on either side of middle of mesonotum,
a broader one extending from each humerus to the hind angle, interrupted behind the suture, another on upper edge of pleura in front
of wing, and one on upper part of sternopleura, also a dot above hind
of front, large spot on

coxa, yellow;

scutellum yellow, the extreme base black; abdomen
fii'st segment and an interrupted

black, the margin, a spot in middle of
fascia

on the posterior part of the third and fourth, 3^ellow; venter

yellow, the broad lateral margins and nearl3^ the whole of the

first

and fifth segments black; legs yellow, femora except the apices, and a
median ring on the hind tibite black; wings h3^aline, stigma and veins
yellow, veins issuing
])!(>;

from

discal cell nearl3" colorless, third vein sim-

halteres 3^ellow; length, 7 nun.

ILihifat.

— Colorado.

Type.— Cut. No.

01S8,

U.S.N.M.

Five females.
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EUPARYPHUS ATRIVENTRIS,

new

vol. xxv.

species.

Differs from 7i'. c/'ucigcj-us a.s follows: Aiiteiiiue not inserted on a
yellow spot, no 3^ellow spots at lower corners of face, hut the rather
broad orbital maroins yellow and covered with a whitish pruinosity,
a yellow fascia on lower edge of front connected with the yellow
vitta? on sides of front, no j^ellow spot in middle of first abdominal
segment, the ^^ellow fascia on the third segment three times interrupted, venter, except the margin, wholly black; length, 5 mm.
A
female specimen collected July 17, 1877.
Habitat.
Greeley, Colorado.
Type.— C?it. No. (3189. U.S.N.M.

—

EUPARYPHUS AMPLUS,
Head
vitt{\?

black, the frontal triangle.

near

3'ellow;

its

new

species.

l)road sides of face

and three

middle, also the lower portion of occipital orbits,

antennae brown, toward the base ^^ellowish.

mouth

parts

yellow; thorax black, a widely separated pair of dorsal vitta\ a vitta

extending from each humerus to slightly be^^ond the tran verse suture,
a large subtriangular spot on each posterior corner, a narrow vitta

on upper edge of pleura, expanding in a large spot in front of wing, a
sj^ot above front coxa, a vitta on upper part of sternopleura and one
or two small spots beyond

its

posterior end, yellow; scutellum yellow,

abdomen

black, a fascia on first segment, small,
rounded spot in outer hind angles of the second, outer margin of
remainder of abdomen and an oblique spot in each outer hind angle
of the third and fourth segments extending at least one-third of the
Avidth of the abdomen, yellow; venter yellow, the first segment,
lateral portions of the second and an interrupted fascia at bases of
the third and fourth, black; cox^b black, their apices yellow, femora
yellowish brown, their ends, the tibiiv and tarsi wholh' yellow; wings'
hyaline, the costa and veins on costal half yellow, the others nearly
h3'aline, third vein forked; halteres yellow: length. S.T) mm,
A male
specimen collected June 17, 1898, by ]\Ir. E. J. Oslar.

the basal third black;

IFahlfdt.

— Chimney Gulch, Colorado.

T>j2X'.—Cixi.

No. 0190, U.S.N.M.

Family

BOMBYLID.E.

BOMBYLIUS RECURVUS,
Male.

new

species.

— Head and l)ody black, front and face opaque, gray pruinose;

margin rather densely covered with pale yellow
mixed above with many brown ones, those on remainder of face
sparse, brown, hairs of first two joints of antenna^ and on the front
also brown: third joint of antenii;v o'.ily slightly dilated near the base;
face along the oral

hairs

NEW NORTH AMERICAN DIPTERA—COQUILLETT.
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about as long as the bod}- hairs of body pale yellow, a
brown ones at sides of third abdominal segment connected by a cross-band of short brown hairs which is prolonged alongmiddle of dorsum, terminating in a small cluster at tip of abdomen;
legs dark brown, under side of hind femora bearing several bristles;
wings smoky brown at base, gradually changing to hyaline at the
apex, second vein strongly recurved at its apex, its extreme apex
nearer base of wing than the preceding part of the recurved portion,
the marginal cell strongly widening from base to apex, penultimate
section of lower branch of third vein from one-fourth to one-half as
long as the last section, small crossvein slightly beyond middle of
]:)robo,scis

large cluster of

discal cell; halteres yellow.

— Like the male except that the hairs of the face are mostl}-

Female.

pale 3"ellow, the short hairs of the front also of this color, and there

are

many brown

hairs on the

mm.

mesonotum.

Two

males and two females.
Ilahitat.
San Bernardino County (April, A. Koebele), and San
Diego County (April, D. W. Coquillett), California.
%7e.— Cat. No. 6191, U.S.N.M.

Length, G to S

—

GERON SIGMA,
Male.

— Black, the

new

species.

halteres brown, the knobs partly or wholly pale

yellow; third joint of antennse less than twice as long as the

two,

first

elongate-ellipsoidal, about three times as long as its greatest width, a
distinct notch

on upper edge a short distance before the

tip; face

and

frontal triangle grayish pruinose; proboscis about twice as long as

length of head, palpi almost reaching its middle; upper side of body
opaque, velvety, a transverse pair of gvaj pruinose spots on front
end of thorax; wings hyaline, stigma pale brown, branches of third
vein as long as the preceding section, the upper branch, except at its
extreme l)ase, almost straight, in consequence of which the base of the
second submarginal cell is rather pointed, hind crossvein strongly
bent S -shaped, small crossvein near one-third length of discal cell.

—

Female. Same as the male, with these exceptions: Front on the
lower edge light gray pruinose, the remainder, like the mesonotum,
dark grayish black, no gray pruinose spots on the front end of the
latter, scutellum light grav pruinose, abdomen brownish, the narrow
hind margins of the segments light gray pruinose, stigma of wings
pale grayish.

mm.

Three males and seven females.
(C. F. Baker), North Carolina, and Colorado
(H. K. Morrison).
Three of the Alabama specimens were received
for naming from Mr. C. W. Johnson, of Philadelphia, and have been
Length, 2.5
Ilahitat.

— Alabama

returned to him again
Tijpe.—Q.^i. No. 6192, U.S.N.M.
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Family SCENOPINID.E.

PSEUDATRICHIA FLAVICEPS, new

species.

Head dark 3"ellow, the occiput except the sides and an emariiination
behind the ocelli, an ocellar spot, and spot in middle of lower hall' of
front, black; antennae and month parts black; thorax and sciitellum
polished, black, a large yellow spot at inner side of each humerus, an
interrupted white line below each wing, hairs of mesonotum short,
depressed, brassy yellow, arranged in stripes, those of pleura white;
abdomen polished, bronze black, hind margins of segments two to six,
white; legs black, the knees yellow, this color most extended on the
front pair; wings hyaline, veins brown, apex of second vein close to
tip of hrst, halteres pale brown, marked with a few white streaks and
mm. Two females collected July 15 by Mr. H. S.
dots; length,
Barber.
Williams, Arizona.
Habitat
Type.—OAi. No. <)193, U.S.N.M.
.

—

PSEUDATRICHIA PILOSA, new

species.

Black, polished, dorsum of al)domen bronze color, hind margins of
segments two to five white, halteres white, a l)lackish spot on upper
side of each knob; thorax and femora covered with rather long nearly
erect white hairs mixed with many black ones on the mesonotum;
wings hyaline, veins brown, second vein ending close to apex of the
first; length, 1 mm.- Two males collected by Mr. H. S. Barber.
Williams (July T) and Hot Springs (June 28), Arizona.
Ilahitat.

—

Type.— Cat. No.

6191,

U.S.N.M.
Family EMPID.F.

MYTHICOMYIA SCUTELLATA,

new

species.

Black, a spot above antenna^ the oral margin, corners of thorax and

two on each side, a vitta on lower part of pleura,
greater part of scutellum, venter, sides and hind margins of abdominal
segments, halteres and knees light yellow, tarsi and apical portion of
a vitta connecting the

tibiffi

men

brown; face opaque, gray pruinose, front, mesonotum and abdopolished; wings hyaline, the veins brown; third joint of antenni«

oval, less than twice as long as broad, slightly over twice as long as

the style;

hairs

Seven females
Ilahitat.

of

body very short and sparse; length,
June by Mr. H. S. Barber.

1.5

mm.

colle(;ted

— Williams,

Arizona.

Ti/jx^-Cat. No. 6195, U.S.N.M.

MYTHICOMYIA PICTIPES,
Differs

from

sciitcUdta as

former with a black

vitta

follows:

new

species.

Femora and

tibiic

yellow, the

on upper side, the latter with a brown vitta

No.ijso.

on

tlio

^-E]V

outer
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front and body opaque,

mesonotum denseh^
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third joint of antennte narrow and elongate, about four

pruino.se;

Two

times as long- as broad; lenuth, 2.5 nun.

females collected Maj'

29 by Mr. H. S. Barber.
Ilah'dat.

— Williams, Arizona.

Typ,'.—V.^i. No.

i\\9^^.

r.S.N.M.

RHAMPHOMYIA ALBATA,
Male.

new

species.

— Black, the knobs of hal teres, also the hairs and bristles, white;

antennal joint elongate lanceolate, nearly live
times as long as the style, proboscis slightly shorter than height of
head; mesonotum and abdomen polished, not pruinose, abdomen come3'es contio-uous, third

pressed,

hypopygium rather

small, central filament free except its

hypopygium rather short and
sparse; scutellum bearing four bristles; legs slender, nearh- bare, hind
tibia? bearing several short bristles on the outer side, first joint of hind
apex, not fractured nor flexuous, hairs of

considerably enlarged, over twice as thick as that of the front
and with several short bristles on the upper side; wings hyaline,
stigma gra3'ish brown, sixth vein obliterated before reaching the wingmargin.
Female.
With the exception of the sexual characters, like the male
except that the apical portion of the wings beyond middle of discal
cell is pale brown.
Length, 2.5 mm. Three males and five females collected May 29,
June 2, 12, and 13, by Mr. H. S. Barber.
tarsi

tarsi

—

Halntat.

— Williams, Arizona.

Type.—Q^i. No. 6198, U.S.N. M.

Family CESTRID.E.

CUTEREBRA HISTRIO,

new

species.

Black, the abdomen st(Hd-l)lue, apical portion of arista whitish; front
somewhat opaque, very thinly grayish pruinose, the ocellar triangle
and orbits polished, the latter marked with a gray pruinose spot near
the middle and another at lower angle of front, a smaller spot near

upper corner of facial depression, hairs of upper part of front chiefly
black, on remainder largel}" wdiite; face and cheeks densely gra}' pruinose, each side of face marked with four polished streaks, one of which
is in lower part of facial depression, the other three extend inward
from the e3'e, the upper one siibtriangular and almost reaching the
facial depression, the middle one almost reaching lower end of facial
depression, then curving downward and extending parallel with the
oral opening, reaching slightl}- farther backward than middle of cheek,
the lowest streak joins the second near lower corner of facial depres-

and a short distance from this junction it emits a broad but short
branch toward the under side of the head; a velvet l)lack streak on
sion,
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of middle of facial depression, hairs of face and of chi^eks

.side

white; niesonotuni and scutellum opaque, bluish gra}^ pruinose, the
hairs black, a stripe of white ones above each wing, those of the pleura
also white except a cluster of black ones near the

sum

of

first

upper edge; dor-

three abdominal segments polished, the sides, venter, and

fourth segment densely gray pruinose but leaving several,
mostly circular, polished spots; on l)ases of the second and third segments the gra}" pruinosity encroaches considerably on the dorsum,
entire

abdomen black; basal half of femora and tibiee largely, also
extreme apices of tibia^, grayish pruinose, hairs black, a few white
ones on upper side of middle femora and many on posterior side of
front ones; wings and calj'pteres dark brown; length, 18 mm.; width
of vertex, 3 mm.; width of head. 8 mm.
A female specimen collected
by Dr. A. Duges.
Habitat.
Guanajuato, Mexico.
Tyjje.—Cvit. No. 61l»9, U.S.N.M.^
hairs of

—

Family TACHINID.E.

MEIGENIELLA, new

genus.

Near Onjptomelgenla Init the first vein ])eyond apex of auxiliary is
and the vibrissaj are nearer to the anterior edge of

distinctly bristl}^

the oral margin.
Head at vibrisste much shorter than at base of
antenna\ ocellar bristles directed obliquely forward, frontals in a
single row each side, descending to base of third antennal joint, sides
of face each about one-third as wide as the median depression, bearing
a few short hairs, antenna^ four-lifths as long as the face, the third
joint nearly four times as long as the second, arista thickened on the
basal fourth, the penultimate joint slightly longer than broad, facial
ridges bristly on the lowest fourth, cheeks about one-fourth as wide
as the eye height, eyes bare, proboscis short and robust, palpi clavate,
well developed; first posterior cell open, ending at the wnng tip, l)end
of fourth vein rounded, without an appendage, hind crossvein much
nearer the bend than t6 the small crossvein, last section of tifth vein
less than one-third as long as the preceding section; hind tibia3 not
ciliate with bristles.
T^-pe, the following species:

MEIGENIELLA HINEL
Head yellow, occiput and

new

species.

sides of front black, l)luish

gray pruinose,
and base of

frontal vitta dark brown, face whitish pruinose, antenna?

Caterehra lepivora Coquillett.
Suspecting that the types of this species, a male and
a female, were injured by "greasing," they were immersed for twenty-four hours in
chloroform, and this had the effect of restoring most of the normal markings. The
head of the male, instead of being "destitute of light-colored pollen," as described,
has spots of this kind almost as in the male of C. americana, while the pollen of the
face and cheeks of the female is whitish instead of being brownish, as stated in the
'

original description.
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yellow, remainder of arista dark l^rown, vertex two-thirds as

wide as either eye, two pairs of procliiiate orbital

bristles, palpi yellow,

proboscis yellowish brown; thorax and scutelluni black, bluish gray
pruinose, the former w^ith four black vnttee, three pairs of postsutural
dorsocentral bristles and three sternopleurals, scutellum bearing- three
marginal pairs; abdomen yellow, a broad black dorsal vitta, nearly

wholly yellowish gray pruinose, tirst seg-ment with marg:inal, the two
following- with marg-inal and discal, the fourth nearly wholly but
sparsely covered with l)ristles; coxiB, femora, and tibia? yellow, tarsi
brown; wings hyaline, third vein bearing three bristles near the base,
A female
costal spine minute, calypteres whitish; length 7 mm.
specimen collected May 29. 1899. by Prof. J. S. Hine, for whom the
species

named.

is

—

Hanging Rock, Ohio.
Type.—Cat No. 6200, U.S.N.M.^

Habitat.

ADMONTIA LIMATA,

new

species.

Black, including the palpi; vertex four-tifths as wide as either eve,

outward, two pairs of
below base of antenna?,
sides of face bearing- many macrochtetii; and bristly hairs not arranged
in rows, face and sides of front whitish pruinose, two or three small
bristles above each vibrissa, antenna almost as long as the face, the
third joint four times as long as the second, its lower front angle
slightly produced in the form of a blunt tooth, arista rather long
pubescent, thickened on the basal third, cheeks one-third as broad as
the eye height; body polished, the humeri and bases of the second
and third abdominal segments whitish pruinose, three sternopleural
bristles, scutellum ))earing- four marginal pairs, the last pair cruciate,
abdomen with discal and marginal bristles on each segment; front
tarsi not dilated, their pulvilli elongated; wings subhyaline, second
l)asal and anal cells yellowish, costal and marginal cells smoky l)rown,
third vein bearing two bristles near the base; calypteres yellowish;
length 4. to 5 mm. Ten males, collected by Prof. J. M. Aldrich.

uppermost pair of frontal

bristles directed

orbital bristles, frontals descending slightly

.5

/A/?>//r//.— Moscow, Idaho.

Type.— Cat. No.
^

6202,

Alophora fenestrata Bigot.

referred to this species in

my

U.S.N.M.
The type was from Nevada, while the specimens
Revision of the Taciiinidpe, page 46, were from New-

Hampshire. A specimen from Moscow, Idaho, since received from Prof. J. M.
Aldrich, agrees better with Bigot's original description, and probably belongs to
the species he had before him; this specimen, however, belongs to the genus
Phorantha, and the wings have a much more vittate appearance than the New Hampshire specimens.
is

The

latter will therefore require a

proposed.

Type.— Cat. No.

6201,

U.S.N.M.

new name,

for

which splendida
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genus.

Near Admontia^ but the tirst vein bristly, tirst posterior cell closed
from the wing margin, etc. Head unusuall.v short, nearl}^ twice

far

as high as long, slightly shorter at vibrissas than at base of antennie,
ocellar bristles

proclinate,

frontals

descending to apex of second

antennal joint, sides of face each about one-sixth as wide as the
unusually large facial depression, bearing two row^s of macrochjvttv,
vi])riss{i?

widely separated, inserted on a level with anterior edge of
on lowest fourth, antennae of male as long-

oral margin, ridges bristly

as face, the third joint about eight times as long as the second, in the

female about two-thirds as long as the face, the third joint three times
male thickened on the basal
four-fifths, the penultimate joint twice as long as wide, in the female

as long as the second, arista bare, in the

thickened on the basal three-fifths; the penultimate joint one and onehalf times as long as wide, eyes sparsely hairy, cheeks as wide as the
eye height, proboscis short and rol)ust, palpi clavate; first vein bristly

on the basal half, the third bristly nearly to the small crossvein, third
vein ending close to the extreme tip of wing, first posterior cell closed,
its petiole three-fourths as long as the hind crossvein, the latter nearer
to small crossvein than to bend of fourth vein, this bend somewhat
angular and sometimes wdth a short stump of a vein. Type, the following species:

PARADMONTIA BREVIS,

new

species.

Black, the palpi yellow; vertex about twice as wide as either eye,

mesonotum light gray pruinose and
marked with four black vittte, three pairs of postsutural dorsocentral
bristles, two sternopleurals, scutellum bearing three marginal pairs,
the third pair diverging; abdomen very short and broad, bases of last
three pairs of orbital bristles;

three segments gray pruinose, the bristles very short, a marginal pair
on the second and third segments, the fourth almost wholly covered;

hind

tibia>

not

ciliate,

front pul villi of male rather short, front tarsi

of female dilated, the pulvilli very short; wings hyaline, calypteres
whitish; length, 3

mm.

A

specimen of each sex collected by Mrs.

Annie T. Slosson.
Ilahltat.

— Biscayne Bay, Florida.

Type.—Q^^i. No. 6203. U.S.N.M.

NE^RA

LONGICORNIS, new

species.

Black, the base of the third antennal joint and the palpi yellow;
vertex twice as wide as either eye, two pairs of orbital l^ristles, frontals descending to the arista, facial ridges only slightly arcuate, bristly
almost to the lowest frontals, facial depression excessively brjoad, sides
of face very narrow, antennae almost as long as face, the third joint six

I
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as the second, arista thiclvened on the basal four-fifths,

the penultimate joint nearly half as long as the last one; thorax gray

pruinose, three pairs of postsutural dorsocentral bristles, two sternopleurals, scutellum bearing four marginal pairs, the second

and fourth
narrow bases of last three segments
whitish pruinose, second segment bearing a discal pair and marginal
row of bristles, third with a discal and a marginal row, fourth with
three rows; tarsi not dilated; wings hyaline, the l)ase tinged with
^'ery small;

abdomen

polished,

yellow, third vein bearing a

bristle

near the base, hind crossvein

bend of fourth vein, calypteres
female specimen collected August 4, 1896,

slightly nearer small crossvein than

whitish; length,

-i

mm.

A

by Prof. C. A. Sheldon.
Hal) if it.
Oswego, New York.
Cat. No. 620-t, U.8.N.M.
7//yA.
This European genus has not heretofore been reported from

—

I

country; in the table of genera given in

my Revision of

it would fall in with ClausiceUa., from which
by the bristly facial ridges.

CH^TOPHLEPS

it

POLITA, new

will

this

the Tachinid^e

be distinguished

species.

Black, including the palpi; vertex three-fourths as wide as either
eye, no orbital bristles, frontals descending slightly below the arista,
facial ridges ciliate nearly to lowest frontals, face in profile

very con-

vex, the sides below very narrow, about one-eighth as wide as the very
large, subtriangular facial depression, antennte almost as long as the
face, the large third joint

about six times as long as the second, arista

thickened nearly to the middle, the penultimate joint slightly longer

than broad, sides of front and face grajash pruinose, proboscis short
and robust; mesonotum polished, three vittse in front of the suture
and the sides whitish pruinose, three pairs of postsutural dorsocentral
bristles, two sternopleurals, scutellum bearing three long marginal
pairs, the last pair diverging; abdomen polished, each segment bearing
marginal, the last three also with short discal macrochiette; front claws

and

pulvilli very short, hind tibiie not ciliate; wings hyaline, first vein
bearing three bristles on the apical third, the third bearing five near
base, extending halfway to the small crossvein, hind crossvein mid-

wa}" ])etween the small and the

calypteres whitish; length, 3.5
Prof. J.

bend of the fourth, the latter arcuated,
mm. A male specimen collected by

M. Aldrich.

—

Brookings, South Dakota.
Type.—Q^i. No. 6205, U.S.N.M.

Hcibltat.

PELATACHINA LIMATA,
Difiers

from

new

my description of />cV/^^r/V^(!^

species.

as follows:

gray pruinose, thorax marked with four black
^

Revision of the Tachinida',

ij.

65.

vittie,

Face yellowish

abdomen

pol-
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segments thinly whitish pruinose,
and along most of the yeins, third yein

ished, basal portions of last three

wings yellowish brown

at base

bearing three bristles near the base,

first

posterior cell closed slightly

before the wingmargin, costal spine yery large; length, 8
female specimen collected by Prof. J. M. Aldrich.
Ilahliat.

— Lewiston,

mm.

A

Idaho.

Tyjx'.—Cdii. No. 6200,

U.8.N.M.

PSEUDAPINOPS, new

genus.

Near Apinojys, but the palpi wanting. Head at yibrissa3 noticeabh^
shorter than at base of antenna?, vibriss* on a leyel with anterior edge
of oral margin, facial ridges bristly nearly to the middle, cheeks almost

one-third as broad as the eye height, sides of face bare, at narrowest

part about one-tenth as wide as the median depression, antennte of
male nearly as long as the face, the third joint three times as long as
the second, in the female two-thirds as long as face, the third joint
scarcely longer than the second, arista bare, thickened on the basal

penultimate joint slightly longer than broad, eyes bare, frontal
descending below middle of second antennal joint, ocellar
bristles directed obliquely forward and outward, proboscis short and
robust, third yein with a few bristles near the base, other yeins bare,
first posterior cell open, ending just before the wingtip, bend of fourth
yein arcuate, without an appendage, hind crossyein midway between
the small and the bend.
Type, the following species:
half, the

bristles

PSEUDAPINOPS NIGRA, new

species.

Black, the antennte and proboscis dark brown; yertex one and onethird times as wide as either eye, front not pruinose, face thinly whitish pruinose;

one pair of orbital bristles, uppermost pair of frontal
outward; body not pruinose, three pairs of post-

bristles directed

sutural dorsocentral bristles,

two or three sternopleurals. scutellum
pairs, no discal bristles; abdomen

bearing three long marginal

depressed, ellipsoidal, the hairs yery short and depressed, the bristles

none on dorsum of first two segments, a few marginal ones
on the third and seyeral on posterior half of the fourth; legs robust,
bristles few and short, claws and pulyilli short; wings nearly hyaline,
costal and marginal cells tinged with pale brown. cal3'pteres whitish;
length, 5 mm.
Fifteen males and two females collected by Prof. J. M.

also short,

Aldrich.

—

Moscow, Idaho.
Type.— C2it. No. 0207, U.S.N.M.

Ilahltat.

HYALOMYODES DORSALIS,
Male.

— Black, the mouth parts dark

new

species.

brown; eyes almost contiguous,
mesonotum and scu-

the frontal yitta obliterated for a short distance:
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tellum somewhat polished, not pruinose; abdomen gray pruinose, the
iirst segment, a streak in posterior corners of the second and thii-d, a

median spot on front end of the

hist

three segments and a dot at base

of each bristle and hair, polished black; wings h3^aline, calypteres
whitish; length, 3

Female.

mm.

— Vertex one and one-half times as wide as either eye;

bod}-

brownish median spot on the last three abdominal segments and a brownish streak in the hind angles of the second
and third, indistinct brownish dots at bases of the hairs and bristles;
length, 4 mm.
A specimen of each sex collected by Prof. J. M. Aldrich.

gra}' pruinose. a small

IIal)Hat.

— Moscow, Idaho.

7}/7>t.— Cat. No. 6208, U.S.-N.M.^

OESTROPHASIA CALVA, new

species.

Yellow, the thorax brownish yellow, a spot above the neck, and in
row of three spots beliind middle of mesonotum,
black; abdomen in the male with a median spot on each segment and
a streak at the hind angles of the last three, in the female with hind
the male a transverse

margins of

first

three segments and one to three spots on the fourth,

black; vertex in male as wide as distance between the
ocelli,

only one row of about

five. bristly

two posterior

hairs outside of the frontals;

in the female the vertex is slightly over twice as wide as either eye,
one row of bristly hairs outside of the frontals, and outside of this a
second row of four orliital bristles; thorax slightly, the abdomen
highly, polished, hairs of abdonien short, depressed, first two segments
with a marginal pair of bristles, third with a marginal row, the fourth
nearly wholly covered on the apical half; wings whitish hyaline, the
base to discal cell and in front of fourth vein to apex of first, yellowish
brown, a brown crossband begins in apex of marginal cell and extends,
greatly narrowed, over the hind crossvein where it turns basally along
fifth vein, covering slightly over the apical half of the discal section;
third vein bristly less than half wa}^ to small crossvein, first posterior
cell closed at the wingmargin; length, (5 mm.
One male and two
female specimens.
U(iUtat.—\\ WXmmr^. Arizona (July 17, H. S. Barber); and Ottawa,
Canada (W. H. Harrington).
7}/7><A— Cat. No. 6209, U.S.N.M.

Hyalomyodes tricmguUjera has not been described in the female sex; the vertex is
wide as either eye, the body opaque, gray pruinose, that on the first abdominal
sfirment very thin and not concealing the ground color, the hind margin of the second segment and a dot at base of each bristle and hair polished black.
Lencodoma neomexicana was not known to me in nature when the Revision of the
Tachinidae was published; on page 69 it was given as a synonym of senilis, but it is
evidently distinct, and will readily l)e recognized by the white pruinose last two
^

as

alxloniiual segments.
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OESTROPHASIA SETOSA, new
Female.

— Differs

from calva

as follows:

vol. xxv.

species.

Mesonotuni with a trans-

verse row of three black spots behind the middle, fourth abdominal
segment black on more than the apical half, base of first segment black
in the

middle of upper edge, a In-oad black dorsal

the broad Ijlack hind margins of the

vitta,

passing over

three segments; second
segment bearing a scattered median cluster of eight bristles which
first

extends nearh' to the middle of the length of the segment, third with
a cluster of eight in front of the marginal row, the fourth covered
except at the base; third vein bristly almost to the small crossvein;
length, 6

mm.

Ilabltat.

A

female specimen collected

b}^

H. K. Morrison.

— Colorado.

Type.—Q^i. No. 6210. U.S.N.M.

EXORISTOIDES HARRINGTONI, new

species.

Black, the face and apex of proboscis yellowish,

first

two

joints of

antennae and the palpi yellow; vertex one and one-half times as wide

and between each bristle and
an outwardly directed bristle, frontals descending to
the arista, the latter thickened on the basal half, the pemdtimate joint
shorter than broad, antenna? nearly as long as the face, the third joint
five times as long as the second, eyes sparsely hairy, cheeks one-third
as wide as the eye height; thorax grayish pruinose, the vitta? indisas either eye. one pair of orbital bristles

the frontals

tinct,

is

three pairs of postsutural dorsocentral bristles, three sterno-

pleurals, scutellum bearing four marginal pairs, the last pair cruciate;

abdomen

polished, the bases of the last three segments grayish ])rui-

nose, these segments bearing discal and marginal bristles; wings hyaline, a gray cloud at base of discal cell, a brown crossband extends from
apex of first vein to slightly below the small crossvein; first vein
wholly bristl3% the third from its base to beyond apex of discal cell,
first posterior cell closed and short petiolate, ending slightly before
apex of wing, bend of fourth vein rectangular and with a short stump,
hind crossvein nearer the small than to bend of fourth; calypteres
whitish length, 4 mm.
A female specimen collected by Mr. W. Hague
Harrington, for whom this fine species is named.
Ilahifat.
Ottawa, Canada.
7]/j>6.— Cat. No. 6211, U.S.N.M.
;

—

EXORISTA TRISETOSA, new

species.

Black, including the palpi; vertex of male one and one-half, of
female twice, width of either eye, two pairs of orbital bristles in
female, frontals descending to the arista, antenna^ slightly shorter than
the face, the third joint two and one-half times as long as the second,
arista thickened to the middle, facial ridges bristlj^ on the lower twofifths, cheeks one-fifth as wide as the eye height; proboscis rather

N.
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gray pruinose, marked with four

slender, the labella small; thorax

black vitti», three

Ill

postsutural dorsocentral bristles, three

pairs of

sternopleurals, scutellum bearing- four marginal pairs, the last pair

abdomen

directed backward;

polished, bases of last three segments
segment with marginal, the following two
also with discal, the last one nearly covered with rather long bristles;
middle tibia? each bearing two or three long bristles on the outeranterior side, hind tibia? somewhat unevenly ciliate on the outeranterior side, wings hyaline, third vein with three or four bristles near
Seven males and one
the base, calypteres white; length, 5 to 7 mm.
female collected August 26, 1895, by Prof. J. M. Aldrich.
Jlal)itat.
Moscow and Lewiston, Idaho.
Type.—Q-^L No. 6212, U.S.N.M.
thinly gray pruinose, lirst

—

NEMOR^A

SETIGERA, new

species.

Black, the face, palpi, and fourth abdominal segment yellow, apex
of proboscis dark

two pairs of orbital

brown; vertex slightly narrower than either eye,
bristles, frontals

descending to the

arista, sides of

front on lower part, face and cheeks golden yellow pruinose, a few

above each vibrissa, cheeks one-lifth as broad as the eye height,

))ristles

antennse slightly shorter than the face, the third joint very broad,

twice as long as the second, arista thickened to the middle, the penultimate joint slightlv longer than broad, proboscis rather slender,
labella narrow; body slender, thorax gray pruinose, marked with four
l)lack

vittffi,

three pairs of postsutural dorsocentral

liristles,

three

sternopleurals, scutellum ])earing four marginal pairs, the last one the
smallest, cruciate;

abdomen

thinly gray pruinose on the

segments, the second and third
l)ristles;

front tarsi

distinctly

l)earing basal, discal.
dilated,

middle

tibiffi

first

three

and marginal
bearing four

hind tibia? not ciliate; wings hyaline,
crossveins not clouded, third" vein bearing four bristles near the base,
first posterior cell closed in the margin, hind crossvein near the bend
of the fourth, the latter rectangular and with a long stump, calypteres
l)ristles

on the outer-anterior

white; length. 10
l)y

mm.

A

side,

feniale

specimen collected August

15, 1897,

Prof. J. S. Hine.

//(//>/V^//.— Medina.

Ohio.

Tijpe.—Ocxi. No. 6213.

U.S.N.M.

PHOROCERA STERNALIS,

new

species.

Black, the scutellum except at base, and a spot on sides of second
al)doniinal

segment of male, yellow; vertex of male nearly as wide

as,

female one and one-fourth times as wide as, either eye, two pairs
of orbitals in the female, frontals descending almost to the ai'ista, the
latter thickened on the basal half, the penultimate joint slightly longer
in the

than broad, antennge almost as long as the face, the third joint in the
male verv Vn'oad, four times as long as the second, in the female three
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times as long as the second, sides of front and face bluish gray pruinose, facial ridges bristly on the lower three-fourths, cheeks about
one-seventh as broad as the eye height, proboscis short and rather
robust; thorax grayish pruinose and

marked with four black

vittte,

four pairs of postsutural dorsocentral bristles, four sternopleurals,
scutellum bearing four marginal pairs, the last pair directed backward;
abdomen polished, the last three segments except the narrow hind
margins thinly grayish pruinose, all with marginal, the second and
third also with discal, the fourth wholly covered with bristles; hind
tibiffi

somewhat unevenly

ciliate

with bristles, middle

tibia?,

bearing-

three or four large ones on the outer-anterior side, front pulvilli of
male as long as the last tarsal joint; wings hyaline, third vein bearing-

two

bristles near the base, first posterior cell

broadly open, calypteres

mm. One male and two females.
IlaHfaf. — Franconia, New Hampshire (Mrs. A. T. Slosson); Edding-

white; length, T to 8

Maine (Dr. G. de N. Hough); and Moscow, Idaho
Type.— C'At. No. 0214, U.S.N.M.^

ton,

FRONTINA SETIPES,

new

(J.

M.

Aldrich).

species.

Black, the palpi yellow; vertex one and one-fourth times as wide as
either eye, frontal bristles descending slightly below the arista, the

two upper pairs

stout, reclinate, sides of front yellowish gray, the face

whitish gray pruinose, facial ridges bristly on the loAver two-thirds,
antemuv somewhat shorter than the face, the third joint three and onehalf times as long as the second, arista thickened on the basal third,

the penultimate joint slightl}^ longer than broad, cheeks one-fourth as
broad as the eye height, proboscis short and very robust; thorax
l)luish gray pruinose, marked with four black vittfe, three pairs of
postsutural dorsocentral bristles, three sternopleurals, scutellum bear-

ing four marginal pairs, the last one the smallest, cruciate, almost
vertical; abdomen on last three segments densely gray pruinose and
with darker reflecting spots, first segment and narrow hind margins of
all with marginal, the fourth also with
hind tibia? somewhat unevenly ciliate, middle til)iie
bearing two long and three short bristles on the outer-anterior side,
front pulvilli slightly longer than the last tarsal joint; wings hyaline,
third vein bearing four bristles near the base, calypteres white; length.

the others polished black,
discal

8

l)ristles;

mm. A male specimen collected by Prof.
Hah If at. — Brookings, South Dakota.
Type.

O^t. No. 6216,

J.

M.

Aldrich.

U.S.N.M.

Phorocera parva Bigot. The type has been studied by Dr. F. Braner, who says
that it belongs to the genus Paradoria. The form referred to this species in my
Revision of the Tachinida?, page 103, will therefore require a new name, for which
erecta is proposed; in this species the apical pair of scutellar bristles is directed almost
^

vertically.

Tupe.—Cat. No. 6215, U.S.N.M.

»

8
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species.

Black, the palpi vellovv; vortex slig-htly wider than either eye, the two

upper pairs of frontal

bristles reelinate,

much

lon^-er than the others,

sides of front oTa3dsh, the face whitish pruinose, frontals descending

nearly to apex of second antennal joint, vibrissa slightly above front
edge of oral margin, ridges bristly nearly to middle, antennte fivesixths as long as the face, the third joint tw^o and one-half times as
long as the second, narrow, arista thickened to middle, the penultimate
joint shorter than broad, cheeks one-fifth as broad as the eye height,
proboscis rather slender, laliella small; thorax gra}^ pruinose, marked
vittffi, four pairs of postsutural dorsocentral bristles,
four sternopleurals, scutellum bearing four marginal pairs, the last one
cruciate and nearly vertical; abdomen polished, the second segment
thinly gra}^ pruinose, the following ones except their bases velvety,

with four black

first three segments with marginal bristles, the fourth with a marginal
and submarginal row; hind tibiae rather evenly ciliate, middle tibite
liearing two bristles on the outer-anterior side, front pulvilli slightly
shorter than the last tarsal joint; wings hyaline, third vein bearing
four bristles near the base, fourth vein beyond the bend nearly

straight, calypteres white; length, 7 nmi.

IlahUat.

Two

males.

— Opeloiisas, Louisiana (April. 1897, G. R. Pilate), and Ohio.

Type.—C'At. No.

G-217,

U.s N.M.

STURMIA AUSTRINA, new

species.

Black, the palpi yellow; vertex of male one-half, of female nearly
as wide as either eye, frontals descending to the arista, two pairs of
orbitals

in

female, sides of front grayish, face whitish pruinose,

vibrissa on a level with front edge of oral margin, ridges bristly
nearly to middle, cheeks one-tenth the eye height, antennas almost as

long as the face, the third joint of male five, of female four times as
long as the second, arista slightly thickened on the basal third, the
penultimate joint scarcely longer than broad, proboscis short and
robust; thorax gray pruinose, four l)lack vittffi, four pairs of postsutural dorsocentral bristles, three sternopleurals, scutellum Ijearing four

marginal pairs, the last one very short and nearly horizontal; abdomen^
gray pruinose on broad bases of the last three segments, the second
and third with marginal, the fourth almost wholly covered with
bristles; hind tibife ciliate, middle tibia? bearing one bristle on the
outer-anterior side, front pulvilli of male slightly longer than the last
tarsal joint; wings hyaline, third vein bearing a single bristle near the
base, fourth vein beyond the curve nearly straight, calypteres white;
A specimen of each sex bred from a Pyralid
length, tt.T) to 5.5 nmi.

by Dr.

11.

G. Dyar.

Ilahttat.

— Nassau,

Bahama

Islands.

Ti/pe,— Cat. No. 6218, U.S. N.M.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxv—02—
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SrURMIA DISCALIS, new

vol.

xxv

species.

a.s wide as either e3'e,
descending to apex of second

Black, the palpi yellow, vertex nearly twice

two pairs of

or])ital bristles, frontals

antennal joint, antenna? nearly as long- as the face, the third joint about
five

times as long as the second, arista thickened on the basal fourth.

the peiniltiniate joint shorter than broad, cheeks one-fourth as wide as
the Qje height, vibrissa? on a level with front edge of oral margin,

on the lowest fourth, proboscis rather slender;
thorax gray pruinose, marked with four l)lack \'ittfe, three pairs of postsutural dorsocentral bristles, three sternopleurals, scutellum bearingthree pairs of large marginal bristles, the last pair diverging, directed
backwai'd; abdomen yellowish gra}' pruinose, the broad apices of the
last three segments polished, each segment bearing marginal, the last
three also with discal bristles, venter depressed, destitute of short,
backwardly curving spines in the middle; hind tibia? unevenly ciliate,
facial ridges bristl}^

middle

tibia^

bearing a single bristle near the middle of the outerbi-istles near the

anterior side; wings hyaline, third vein bearing two
base, calypteres Avhite: length. S

Habitat.

mm.

—W isconsin

Type.—C'At. No.

(i21<>.

A

female specimen.

U.S.N.M.

MASICERA POLITA, new
Differs

from Sturm ia

species.

discal /s as follows: Palpi black, ^^ertcx one-

third as wide as either eye, no orbitals, frontals descending nearh^ to

middle of third antennal joint, the latter three times as long as the
second, cheeks one-sixth the eye height, body polished, the mesonotum
and narrow bases of the last three abdominal segments thinly whitish
pruinose, middle tibia? bearing three bristles near the middle of the
outer-anterior side, hind tibiie not ciliate, third vein of wings ))earing
a single bristle near the base, front pulvilli elongate; length, 5

mm.

A

male specimen collected August 8 by Mr. C. H. T. Townsend; received
from Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell.
HaMtat. White Mountains, New Mexico (altitude about 8,000 feet).
Typ'-.—Odt. No. «i22(», U.S.N.M.

—

EUTHERA BICOLOR,

new

species.

Head yellow, occiput with a l)road ))lack streak extending from the
neck to each eye and bordered below by a whitish pruinose stripe
which extends downward along the orbit, sides of front and face
whitish pruinose, vertex four-fifths as wide as either eye. two pairs
of orbitals, frontals short and sparse, descending to base of antenna?,
cheeks one-sixth as wide as the eye height, antenni\? as long as the
face, the first

two

joints yellow, the

thud

black, slightly over twice as
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long as the second, arista j^ellow at base, thickened on the basal fourth,

mouth parts yellow; thorax and scutelluui blatk, thinly whitish pruinose, the mesonotum with three broad black vittffi, two sternopleural
bearing- three marginal pairs, the last one very

bristles, scutelluni

abdomen

small and diverging;

polished, reddish j^ellow, a dorsal sub-

triangular l)rownish spot extends over the first two segments, very

short marginal bristles on the last three segments; coxtB and femora

dark brown, tarsi black; wings from base to
and from slightly beyond humeral crossvein
obliquely almost to middle of discal section of fifth vein, yellow,
behind fifth vein and along the apex gray, remainder brown except an
oblique whitish hyaline fascia almost crossing the wing beyond the
reddish yellow,

apex

anal

of

tibife

cell,

hind crossvein; first posterior cell closed, its petiole less than half as
long as the hind crossvein; calypteres yellow; length, -1.5 mm. A
female specimen.Ilahltat. —Texas.

Type.—i^^i. No. 6321, U.S.N.M.^

MUSCOPTERYX

TIBIALIS, new

species.

Black, the palpi, tibi;v, and second antennal joint of female yellow,
cheeks and lower part of face reddish I)rown; vertex of male one-third,
in the

female as wide as either eye, sides of face bearing three or four

irregular rows of rather long bristly hairs of nearl}^ an equal length,

thorax subopaque, gray pruinose and with four black vittfe, scutellum
bearing three marginal pairs of bristles, the last one cruciate, only
slightly

shorter than the

first;

abdomen somewhat

polished, light

grayish praiiiose and with reflecting darker spots; wings hyaline,
tinged with brownish toward the base, third vein bearing two bristles

near the base, bend of fourth vein angular and with a short stump of
a vein, the vein strongly bent inward be3^ond the bend; calypteres

whitish; length, 7 to 9
23, 1898,

by Prof.

Habitat.

J.

mm.

M.

A

specimen of each sex collected April

Aldrich.

— Moscow and Julietta, Idaho.

7)/pe.— Cat. No. 6223, U.S.N.M.
'

Chsetolyga nigrifacies Bigot.

and reports that

it

Dr. F. Brauer has

examined the type

of this species

belongs to the genus Pelmaiomyia or Parexorisia.

The

species

my Revision of

the Tachinida?, page 125, will therefore require a new
name, for which antennalis is proposed; the specimen is a female, black, the sides of
the second abdominal segment, hind angles of the first and front angles of the third
referred to

it

in

yellow, antennae as long as the face, the third joint over three times as long as
the second, front tarsi noticeably dilated, third vein bearing a single bristle near tiie
base.
r///>t'.— Cat.

No. 6222, U.S.N.JVI.
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MUSCOPTERYX OBSCURA,
Differs

from the male

of

tibialis-

new

species.

as follows: Tibia?, cheeks,

black; vertex one-fourth as wide as either

e3^e,

short, mesonotum somewhat
abdomen thinly brownish pruinose, without

of face very

and face

bristh^ hairs on sides

not pruinose;

polished,

reflecting darker spots;

third vein bearing about four bristles near the base,

bend of fourth

rounded, without a stump, the vein almost straight beA^ond the bend;
Two males collected July 80 and
calypteres vellow; length. 7 mm.
24, 1897, by Prof. Trevor Kincaid.
Ilahitat.—St. Paul Island, Alaska.

August

Tt/j)e.— Cut. No. 6221,

C.S.N.M.

PHORICHiETA CINEROSA, new

species.

Black, the third antcnnal joint at base yellow, palpi at apex vellow,
changing to brown at the base; sides of front, face and cheeks opaque,
grayish pruinose, antenm^ three-fourths as long as the face, the third
joint l)lunt pointed at the apex, three times as long as the second;
thorax and scutellum somewhat polished, rather thinly gray pruinose;
abdomen highly polished, the second and third segments ])earing discal
and marginal l)ristles; wings hyaline, third vein bristly nearly to apex
One specimen collected July 5 b}" Mr.
of discal cell; length, 1 mm.

H.

S.

Barber.

—

Flagstaff', Arizona.
Tyjje.— Cat. No. 6225, U.S.N.M.

Habitat.

BRACHYCOMA PUBICORNIS,

new

species.

Black, including the palpi; vertex nearly half as wide as either eye,
frontal bristles in a single

row each

side,

descending slighth" below

base of second antennal joint, sides of face bearing a row of rather
long bristles on the lower half, on the upper half with one or two
irregular rows of very short bristly hairs, antennae three-fourths as

long as the face, the third joint nearly twice as long as the second,
brown, the middle yellowish, distinctly pubescent, the longest
slightly longer than greatest diameter of arista, the latter thickened
almost to the middle, vibrissas slightly" above front edge of oral mar-

arista

on lowest third, proboscis rather short and robust;
thorax grayish pruinose and with three black vittre, scutellum bearingthree pairs of marginal bristles, the last one cruciate and but slightly
shorter than the others; abdomen grayish pruinose and with darker
reflecting spots, rirst two segments without dorsal bristles, the last
two Avith marginal ones, .second segment of hypopygium polished;
hind tibite not ciliate; wings hyaline, brownish at base and along most
gin, ridges bristly

of the veins, third vein bristly nearly halfway to small crossvein. bend

of fourth rectangular and with a short stump, costal spine minute;

7

NO.
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cah^pteres whitish; leni>th, 11 nun.
Prof. J.

M.

],[((!> ! tat.

A

\

1

male specimen collected by

Aldrich.

—Harrison, Idaho.

7}/^>r.— Cat. No.

{\'l-l<d,

r.S.N.^M.

BRACHYCOMA SETOSA,
Di tiers from

2)"^''<'"'''>''^

either e3'e, sides of face

'^^

new

species.

follows: Vertex two-thirds as wide as

])earinj)-

two

irreg'nlar

rows of rather short

an eqnal length, antenme fonr-tifths as

bristles of nearly

face, arista bare, proboscis

somewhat elongate,

long- as the

rigid, slender, labella

very narrow, alidomen with a pair of marginal bristles on the second
segment, second segment of hjpopyginm somewhat opaque, thinly
pruinose, wings not brownish along the veins, costal spine nearly as
long as the small crossvein; length. 8.5 mm. A male specimen collected July 24 by Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell.
TLihitat.
Beulah. New Mexico.

—

Type.—Q^t. No.

62i>7,

T.S.N.M.

GiEDIOPSIS COCKERELLII, new

species.

Black, the face, cheeks, and apices of j)alpi yellow, scutellum reddish brown; vertex one and one-fourth times as wide as either eye,
sides of front thinly grayish pruinose, frontal bristles descending to

the arista, an irregular row of bristles outside of them, sides of face
on outer half covered with short bristly hairs, the inner half with a
row of bristles, sides of face and cheeks densely pale 3'ellowish pruinose, vibrisspe at a short distance above the oral margin, ridges bristh^
on the lower three-fourths, antennae four-fifths as long as the face, the
third joint two and one- half times as long as the second, arista thickened on the basal two-thirds, cheeks nearly half as wide as the eye
height; thorax thinly gray pruinose and marked with four black
vitta^; abdomen short and broad, somewhat opaque, not pruinose
except on under side of the fourth segment, dorsum densel}- covered
with rather long and nearly erect bristl}- hairs, the first three segments bearing marginal bristles; hind tibi® evenly ciliate on the
outer-anterior side and with a much longer bristle in the middle;
wings hyaline, the base brown, small crossvein clouded wdth ])rown,
third A'ein bearing two bristles near the base, calypteres brown; length,
11 mm.
A male specimen collected August 20 by Mr. C. H. T. Townsend, and received from Prof. T. D, A. Cockerell. for whom this fine
species IS named.
Ilahitat.
White Mountains, New Mexico (altitude about 8,200 feet).
Tyjje.— Cut No. 0228, U.S.N.M.

—

GiEDIOPSIS FACIALIS, new

species.

Black, the second antennal joint, palpi, apex of scutellum, a spot
on sides of second and the fourth abdominal segment yellow; vertex as
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wide as either eye. a row of stout bristles outside of the frontals,
and
cheeks whitish pruinose, sides of face bearing several short bristly
hairs on the lower portion, antennae nearly as long as the face, the third
joint almost six times as long as the second; thorax gray pruinose,
marked with four black vitta?, apical pair of scutellar bristles nearly
horizontal, abdomen gra3ash pruinose and with darker reflecting spots,
second and third segments bearing marginal bristles; hind tibia* on the
outer-anterior side evenl_v ciliate with short bristles and with a much
longer one at the middle; wings hyaline, third vein l)earing two
A male specil)ristles near the base, calypteres white; length. 9 mm.
men collected by Mr. H. K. Morrison.
ocellars present, large, sides of front 3^ellowish gray, the face

TIal>iUit.

— Georgia.

Tyjx^.—Cvit. No. 0230,

U.S.N.M.

GiEDIOPSIS OCELLARIS, new

species.

Differs iromf(/r/'if//'s as follow^s: Antennae and

abdomen

black, lower

portion of sides of front, the face and fourth abdominal

segment

densely golden yellow pruinose; sides of face bearing two irregular
rows of bristles, ocellar bristles wanting, a pair of marginal bristles

on the

lirst

abdominal segment; length.

June 18,
Ilah! tat. ^Oh\o.

collected

1891,

7}/7A^.— Cat. No. 0229,

by Prof. James

S.

nun.

A

male specimen

Hine.

U.S.N.M.

PARAPHYTO SARCOPHAGINA,

new

species.

Black, the antenna\ face, and cheeks reddish brown, palpi yellow;
vertex one- fourth as wide as either eye, sides of face bearing a few
short bristly hairs on the upper edge, antenna? ha'f as long as the
face, the third joint scarcely longer than the second, longest hairs of
arista slightly longer than greatest diameter of arista, vibrisste a
short distance above oral margin, cheeks nearly half as wide as the
eye height, head at vibrissa^ slightly shorter than at base of antenna,
proboscis slender, labella unusually slender; thorax gray pruinose

and marked with three black vittse, three pairs of postsutural dorsocentral bristles, two sternopieurals, scutellum bearing three marginal
pairs, the third pair cruciate; abdomen grayish pruinose and with
darker reflecting spots, hairs depressed, second and third segments
with marginal bristles, the fourth with a submarginal row of large
bristles and a marginal row of small ones; claws and pulvilli verjlong; wings hyaline, tinged with A^ellowish toward the base, third
vein bearing three bristles near the base, calypteres whitish; length,
male specimen collected liy Mr. Charles Robertson.
10 mm.

A

Ilahititt.

— Carlinville,

7]/7A'.— Cat. No. 0231,

Illinois.

U.S.N.M.
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MERIANIA CHALYBiEA, new
Head

l)lack,

facial

119

species.

depression yellowisli, bordered each side

reddish brown which, below the middle,

is

by
prolonged to the lower

end of the eye, frontal vntta of male almost obliterated for a short
distance, vertex of female one and one-fourth times as wide as either
eye, female with the ocellar bristles present and three pairs of orbitals,
wanting in the male, f rentals descending nearl}' to middle of second
antennal joint, sides of face covered on the triangular upper outer
half with rather long, l)lack bristly hairs, vibrissa^ far above the
oral margin, ridges ])ristly on the lowest fourth; antennie orange
yellow, scarce!}^ reaching below middle of face, the third joint only
slightly longer than the second, arista brown, thickened on the basal
thinl. the penultimate joint shorter than ]>road; proboscis black, palpi
yellow; thorax blackish steel blue, thinly whitish pruinose, and marked
with four black vitta?, four pairs of postsutural dorsocentral bristles,
three sternoplurals; scutellum reddish yellow, bearing live marginal
pairs of bristles, the last pair the shortest, cruciate;

abdomen

blue, polished, very thinly whitish pruinose, last three

segments with

steel

and marginal bristles; legs black, hind tibite not ciliate, front
male longer than last tarsal joint, last four joints of front
tarsi of female greatly dilated; wings hyaline, third vein bearing
three small bristles near the base, calypteres whitish, bordered with
brown; length, 8 to 11 mm. Two males and five females, collected by
discal

pulvilli of

Prof. J.

M. Aldrich.
Moscow^ Vollmer (May

Habitat.

—

80),

Julietta,

Grangeville, and

Craig Mountains, Idaho.
Tijjje.— Cut No. 6232, U.S.N.M.
This European genus has not heretofore been recorded from this
In the table of genera given in my Revision of the Tachinida^
country.
it would l)elong to couplet 43, and will be recognized by the absence
of ocellar bristles in the male and the greatly dilated front tarsi of the
female; the first posterior cell ends far liefore the wingtip.

AMOBIA AURATA,

new

species.

Black, including the palpi; sides of front, of face, and the cheeks
golden yellow pruinose; sides of face bearing two rows of rather short
bristly hairs; thorax gray pruinose, marked with three black vittte, a
black streak on pleura in front of wing; abdomen on first three seg-

ments bluish gray pruinose, the hind margin of each and three trianit across the segment, black; fourth segment and remainder of abdomen posterior to it golden yellow pruinose,
the former crossed longitudinally with three brownish spots; wings

gular spots extending from

two In'istles near the
Three female specimens.

hyaline, third vein bearing

length, 7

mm.

base, calypteres white;
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Halj'dat.
White Mountains, Xew Hampshire (H. K. Morrison);
Milwaukee. Wisconsin (Dr. S. Graenieker); and Harrison, Idaho
(J.

M.

Aldrich).

T]/^;^.— Cat. No. 6233,

U.S.N.M.^

GYMNOMMA QUADRISETOSA,
Head

new

species.

yellow, upper part of oeciput and sides of front black, yellow-

and cheeks Acllowish white, antenna?

ish gni}' pruinose, hairs of face

yellow, the third joint yellowish brown, sliohtly longer than the second,

convex on the upper

thorax black,
four pairs
of postsutural dorsocentral bristles, three sternopleurals, scutellum
3'ellowish brown, abdomen black, polished, second segment with a
marginal pair of bristles, the third with a marginal row, the fourth
covered except on the basal third, on either side of the iirst and second
segments are two or three stout bristles; legs black; wings grayish,
the base tinged with j^ellow, base of third vein l^earing six bristles,
calypteres yellowish smoky brown; leng-th. 12 mm.
Five females
collected July 15 by Mr. C." H. T. Townsend.
Ilabltat.
Sierra Madre, Mexico (altitude about 7,300 feet).
Type.— C^t. No. 6260, U.S.N.M.^
strong-ly

side, proboscis black:

densely yellowish g'ray pruinose and with four black

vitta?.

—

The type

^Fahricia infumata Bigot.

of this species has

been examined by Dr.

F.

who reports that it belongs to the genus Parafahrida. The form described
under this name in my Eevision of the Tachinidse, page 144, will therefore require a
new name, for which palpalis is proposed. The third antennal joint is nearly ellipBrauer,

soidal in outline, nearly twice as long as wide, as long as the second, arista thickened

on the basal

the last joint less than three times as long as the preceding,
on the triangular upjier-outer half covered with short yellow bristly

four-fifths,

sides of face

mesonotum bluish gray pruinose.
Type.—Cat. No. 6234, U.S.X.M.

hairs,

Jurinia metallica Desvoidy.

and reports that

it is

described as metallica, in
adasia,

'The

which

is

Dr. Brauer has also studied the type of this species,

evidently the same as Jurinia

my

Revision, page 147,

there given as a

species described in

synonym

my

liiKtricoicIes

may

Williston.

The species
name of

therefore take the

of the former.

synopsis of the Tachinidfe, page 145, as Epalpus

but will form a new genus differing from Epalpus by having only a median discal and marginal pair of bristles on the second abdominal segment

nigripilosa is not that species,

and only a

discal pair and marginal row on the third; from Gi/mnomma it differs in
that the ocellar bristles are wanting; third joint of antennae nearly twice as long as
the second, strongly convex on the upper side, black, the base and remainder of
antennjie yellow, arista black, its penultimate joint over twice as long as broad, palpi

wanting, eyes bare, thorax black, densely yellowish gray pruinose and with four
black vittie, scutellum j'ellow. The genus may be named Parepalpus, new genus,

and the

species j/avtda,

new

species.

NO.12S0.
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Family DEXIIXE.

MYOCERA BIVITTATA,

new

species.

Black, the sec-ond aiitiMinal joint, face, rboeks, and palpi yellow:
antennjv three-fourths as long as the face, the third joint nearly three

times as lono- as the second, arista rather l0n«' plumose, sides of face
on the upper part golden yellow pruinose, and with a few short hlack
bristly hairs,

on the lower portion and the cheeks

in certain lights

\ery

thinly whitish pruinose; cheeks two-thirds as broad as the eye height;

proboscis one and one-tifth times as long as height of head, slender,
rigid, labella small; bod}' rather slender, gray pruinose; mesonotum
with three, scutellum with one, first three segments of abdomen with
two l)lack vittai, the latter united on the first segment; also a ])lack
vitta on pleura in front of each wing; second and third abdominal segments bearing only marginal bristles: hind tibi* not ciliate, middle
tibiaj bearing a single bristle on the outer-anterior side, front pulvilli
greatly elongated: wings hyaline, gray at the base, veins bare, bend of
fourth roiuided and without an appendage, front calypter and base

of the other white, remainder of the hind one brown; length, 7

mm.

A

male specimen collected August IT by Mr. C. H. T. Townsend;
received from Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell.
Ilahitat.— White Mountains, New Mexico (altitude about 8,200 feet).
Type.— Cut. No. 6235, U.S.N.M.

MEGAPARIA FLAVEOLA,

new

species.

Yellow, the mesonotum except lateral margins, and a median vitta
on the abdomen black; base of scutellum brown: vertex one- third as
wide as either eye, sides of face bare, cheeks slightly less than half as
w4de as t .e e3"e height, antennae nearly half as long as the face, the
third joint slightly longer than the second; arista l)lack,
hairs only slightly longer than

its

its

longest

greatest diameter; proboscis and

mesonotum gray pruinose, marked
with three black vitta^; abdomen yellowish gray pruinose, the first
three segments with marginal bristles; hind tibia> not ciliate, claws
palpi unusually short and robust;

and

wings hyaline, third vein bristly halfway
rounded at the bend and without an
appendage, first posterior cell closed in the wingmargin, calypteres
whitish; length, 8 mm.
A male specimen.
pulvilli unusually long:

to small crossvein, fourth vein

—

Colorado.
7}//^^— Cat. No. 623(i, U.S.N.M.

Ilah'itat.

CHiETONA FLAVIPENNIS, new

species.

Black, theantennte and palpi yellow, frontal vitta, cheeks, and lower
part of sides of face, reddish l)rown; vertex of male one-sixth, in the
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female one and one-fourth times as wide as either e^^e, one pair of
orl)ita1 bristles in the female, frontals descending nearly to middle
of second antennal joint, sides of face covered with rather short ])ristl_v
hairs on the upper half, antennte from two-thirds to three-fourths as
long as the face, the third joint in the male nearly twice, in the female
one and one-half times as long as the second, longest hairs of arista
nearly three times as long as its greatest diameter, cheeks one-seventh
as wide as the eye height, proboscis very short and robust, labella very
large;

body densely yellowish

mesonotum with four
two
abdomen depressed, first

gra}' pruinose,

indistinct darker vitta^, three pairs of postsutural dorsocentrals,

sternopleurals. hairs of middle of

segment without dorsal

row

of

dorsum

bristles, the

of

following two with a marginal

rather short ones; hind tibia

not

ciliate,

pulvilli of

male

elongate; wings and veins yellowish, third vein bearing two bristles

near the base, fourth vein broadl}- arcuate at the bend, ending just
above the wingtip, hind crossvein nearly midwa}^ l^etween the small
and bend of fourth; calypteres yellow; length, 9 mm. A specimen of
each sex collected May 6, 1900, by Prof. James S. Hine,
llahitat.
Vinton, Ohio.
7}//>.-Cat. No. 6287, U.S.N.M.

—

Family

ANTHOMYID.E.

PHAONIA PALLIDULA, new

species.

—

Male. Head ])lack, face and frontal orbits whitish pruinose, ej^es
as widely separated as the posterior ocelli, frontal vitta obliterated
for a short distance, antenna three-fourths as long as the face, dark
first two joints and base of the third yellow, third joint
nearly twice as long as the second, longest hairs of arista three times
as long as greatest diameter of arista, hairs of eyes rather sparse,

brown, the

cheeks about one-tifth as broad as the eve-height, proboscis dark
brown, slender and rigid, labella small and very narrow, palpi yellow,

narrow; thorax

l)lack, bluish gra}"

pruinose,

marked with four

indis-

tinct blackish vittte, three pairs of postsutural dorsocentral bristles,

one or two pairs of acrostichals, none

in

front of the suture; sterno-

pleurals one and two; scutellum yellow, grayish pruinose, base of upper
side broadly blackish;

abdomen yellowish, varied with pale brownish,

the last two segments largely of this color, wholly gray pruinose,

viewed from behind discloses an interrupted bhickish dorsal vitta,
last two segments bearing a discal and a marginal row of bristles; venter yellow, an interrupted black vitta in the middle; legs

3

ellow, front

femora largel}' black, an interrupted pale brown band toward apices of
the other femora, tarsi browni; middle femora bearing a row of rather
long bristles on basal two-thirds of under side, the hind ones with
two rows of rather long ones extending nearly whole length of
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under side; front tibiae bearing a bristle near middle of posterior
side, middle tibitij with one above and one below the middle of the
posterior side, hind tibi® with two near middle of innor-antei-ior, two
near middle of outer-anterior, and one below middle of outer-posterior
side; front pulvilli as long as the last tarsal joint; wings h^'aline, costal spine minute, fourth vein diverging from the third; cal^^Dteres
A male spoeimon collected by
white, halteres yellow; length T mm.
Mr. 11. K. Morrison.
Habitat.
Southern Georgia.
%>6^.— Cat. No. 6288, U.S.N.M.

—

MYDiEA FLAVICORNIS, new

species.

Head ))lack, frontal orbits and face whitish pruinose, eyes of male
almost contiguous, the frontal vitta obliterated for a short distance;
antennte yellow,

arista

at base yellow,

the remainder

brown, the

longest hairs al)out twice as long as greatest diameter of arista, antenna^ slightly shorter

than the face, the third joint broad, nearly three

times as long as the second; cheeks about one-tenth as wide as height
of eyes, proboscis dark brown, short and robust, palpi slender, yellow:

thorax black, gray pruinose, and marked with four black

vittas,

four

pairs of postsutural dorsocentral bristles, sternopleurals one and two;

one pair of acrostichal bristles, hairs between dorsocentral bristles
arranged in about eight irregular rows; scutellum yellow, the base
usually brown, three pairs of marginal ])ristles, of which the basal pair
is about half as long as the others; abdomen black, gray pruinose, the
last two segments bearing discal and marginal bristles; femora, tibia%
and tarsi yellow, bristles on under side of middle and hind femora,
except on apical third of the latter, shorter than diameter of the
femora; front tibiae without bristles except at apex, middle tibia? each
bearing two near middle and three-fourths of the posterior side, hind
ones bearing two below middle of anterior-inner and two near middle
of anterior-outer side; wings h^'aline, veins yellow, bare, fourth vein
diverging from the third, hind crossvein nearly straight, small crossvein near two-thirds length of discal cell, costal spine wanting; calyptei'es yellowish white; length, nearly 5 nmi.
Two males and one
female.
nah!tat.—\lo\xy\\\Q County, Quebec, Canada

Chagnon), and

St.

Tyjje.—C^t. No.

023!l,

—Black,

24, 1900,

Mr. G.

U.S.N.M.

CHIROSIA CAPITO, new
Male.

(May

Louis, Missouri.

species.

the lower part of the front, extending along sides

of facial ridges nearly to their lower ends, the halteres and leases

of tibiie 3'ellow; face and frontal orbits whitish pruinose, front at nar-
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rowest point nearly as wide as either eye, frontal orbits unusually
wide, wider than frontal vitta at base, the latter strongly contracted
above, at its narrowest point about as wide as lowest ocellus, head
considerably' inflated, three pairs of frontal bristles, proboscis rather

antenna three-fourths as long as the

slender, rigid, with small labella;

face, the second joint three-fourths as long as the third, arista almost

bare, thickened on the basal fourth; ])ody densely light l^luish gray

pruinose, unmarked; three pairs of postsutural dorsocentral

])ristles.

sternopleurals one and two, scutellum bearing a sulilmsal and a subapical
pair;

abdomen depressed, narrow, hypopygium rather

small, with a

median line, no ventral lobes; middle femora
on basal half of under side, the hind ones on nearly their entire

tissure slightly to left of

bristly

length; front tibia? })earing a

))ristle

near two-thirds length of outer

and another below middle of inner-posterior side; middle tibiae
with one Ijelow middle of outer-anterior, one on outer-posterior, and
two on median third of inner-posterior side; hind tibia? ciliate, with
rather short bristles on nearly the entire length of the inner-anterior
and inner-posterior sides, and with about live larger bristles on the
outer-anterior and outer-posterior sides; front pul villi as long as the
last tarsal joint; wings whitish hyaline, costa not distinct!}^ spinose,
costal spine about as long as the small crossvein.
Female. Differs from the male as follows: Front twice as wide as
either eye, frontal vitta only slightly contracted above, two pairs of
orbital bristles and a cruciate pair of preocellars, second antennal
joint about half as long as the third, abdomen broad at base, tapering
to the tip; hind tibia? bearing onlj^ two bristles on the anterior-inner
side, none on the posterior-inner, front pulvilli al)out half as long as
the last tarsal joint, costa with rather long spines.
Length, -1.5 mm. A specimen of each sex received from ]\Ir. C. W.
side

—

Johnson.
Ilahltat.

— Manumuskin.

New

Jersey.

Ti/pe.^Cdt. No. 6197, IT.S.N.M.

Family

SCATOPHAGID.E.

PSELAPHEPHILA
Head

SIMILIS, new

species.

yellow, the occiput and three triangular spots on vertex black,

gray pruinose.

face,

except

its

extreme

sides,

white pruinose, frontal

orbits whitish pruinose. changing above to gra}" antenna? black, first

two joints and base of third yellow, palpi light yellow, proboscis l)laek;
body ))lack, thorax densely, the abdomen thinly bluish gray pruinose.
the abdomen somewhat polished; femora black, their broad apices and
the tibia? vellow, tarsi darker yellow; bristles of legs and body normal;
wings grayish hyaline, the veins brown; halteres yellow; length. 1mm.

One male and seven females

collected April 30, 1870;

May

8, 1809,

NEW NORTH AMERtCAN DIPTERA—COQUILLETT.
and June

1876, by Mr.

3,

collected Ma}" 12, IIHIO, in

for naming-

from Mr.

C.
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Edward Burgess. Also a female specimen
Chambly County, Quebec, Canada, received

W. Johnson,

of Philadelphia, to

whom

it

has

been returned.
Beverly, jMassachusetts.
Ilahltat.

—

Tijpe.—<CdX. No. 0210,

U.S.N.M.

Family MICROPP:ZID.E.

CALOBATA VITTIPENNIS,

new

species.

Head reddish brown, whitish pruinose, lower part of front Idack
and somewhat polished, followed by a velvet black fascia expanded in
the form of a tooth in the middle below and also above on either side
of the ocelli, vertex, except the ocellar triangle, steel-blue, polished;
one pair of postvertical bristles, two wideh' separated pairs of vertical
and one pair of orbital bristles; antenna reddish brown, the third
joint twice as long as wide, arista bare; clypeus and palpi reddish
i)rown, proboscis dark brown; body bluish 1)lack, grayish pruinose,
the humeri, propleura, and hypopygium reddish brown, two or three
bristles in front of each middle coxa; legs dark brown, extreme bases
of middle femora and two bands on their apical half yellowish, hind
femora yellow, a Ijroad median band and a narrower one midway
l)etween it and the apex brown, front tarsi except base of first joint
whitish, changing to yellow toward the apex; wings grayish hyaline,
slightly tinged w^ith yellow along the costa, tirst posterior cell brown,
this color encroaching on the submarginal cell at its apex and on the
middle and upper part of the apical half of the discal cell; apex of tirst
vein far before the small crossvein, last section of fourth vein one and
one-tifth times as long as distance between apices of second and third
veins, anal cell prolonged over halfway from the fifth vein to the wing
margin; length, 6 to \) mm. Four males and three females collected
April 2T to 29 by Mr. C. H. T. Townsend.
Habitat.
Frontera, Mexico.
Type.—OAi. No. 6261, U.S.N.M.

—

Family

TRYPETIDxF.

SPILOGRAPHA FRACTUKA, new

species.

Yellow, an ocellar dot and band beyond middle of hypopygium
black; face strongly retreating below, mesonotum subopaque, thinh'
gray pruinose, bristles of thorax and the four on scutellum black,
short hairs of

mesonotum

chiefly black,

black; wings hyaline, a black spot

abdomen

polished,

its

hairs

stigma and crosses marginal
cell, a ])lack band begins at first vein above forking of the second and
third and extends to apex of anal cell; a black cloud on small and
fills
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another on posterior cros.svein, a brown dot below middle of penultimate section of fifth vein, a black spot midwa}^ between apices of first
and second veins extendino- from costa to middle of submarginal cell,
apex of wing from before apex of second vein to beyond apex of fourth
broadh' bordered with lilack, the inner edge of this border concave;
small crossvein near two-thirds length of discal cell and noticeal)ly
beyond apex of first vein, third vein bristl}* nearly its entire length;

mm.

Five males and three females.
Mountains, New Mexico (8,000 feet elevation,
Townsend), and Colorado (Morrison).
7}/^>.— Cat. No. 6262, U.S.N.M.
length, 4 to 5

Habitat.

— White

W1LLL\M
PARAGUAY.

L18T OF BIRDS COLLECTED BY
IN

B}^

Hakky

C.

T.

FOSTER

Oberholser,

Assistant Orriitliohxjist, Depaiinieiit of Agriculture.

The

collection of Parao-iui}- birds .sent

the United States National
casual interest.

by Mr.

Museum, though

AVilliani T. Foster to

small,

is

of

more than

It consists of 78 specimens, representing 65 species

and subspecies, several of which appear to be heretofore unrecorded
from Paraguay; while BJac/cxs jjileatus^ Myiopagis caniceps^ Phylloiinjiax .s((l rtidorii, and (Ujanocordx hecJcelii are of sufficient rarity to
Further than this, there are seven
be w^orthy of special mention.
})irds (four species and three subspecies) that seem to be new to
science; and of these preliminary descriptions have already been
Matter between quotation marks in the following list is
published.^
from the notes of the collector.
Sapucay, Paragua}^, whence come these specimens, is situated a
short distance east of the cit}^ of Asuncion, thus somewhat south of the
central portion of the countr}'.

The subjoined

notes are presented at the instance of Mr. Ridgway,

curator of the division of

1)irds,

to

whom

and to Dr. Charles

W.

To the
indebted for man}^ kindnesses.
Richmond the writer
authorities of the American Museum of Natural History, for the loan
of specimens, due acknowledgment should here be made.
it5

Family

BUCCONID.E.

BUCCO CHACURU

Vieillot.

Bucco chacnrif Vieillot, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., Ill, 181H,

One

p. 239.

In this species there
seems to be much individual difference in the depth of the buffy tinge
on the lower surface and on the collar; in some specimens these parts
adult female.

'"Iris

brownish

white.''

are almost pure white, in others deep ochraceous.
iProc. Biol. Soc. Wash.,

Proceedings U.

S.

XIV,

1901, p. 187.

National Museum, Vol.

XXV— No.

1281.
127
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riClD.E.

VENILIORNIS SPILOGASTER
Picus spilutjaster

One
Buenos

Syst. Avium, 1(S27, Piciis,
Obkruolher, Proc. Acad. Nat.

adult female, seemingly

Ay res.

"Iris

browny

cirrdiiiK

Temmisvk, PL

Col., IV,

Temminck.

1825, pi. cccl.xxi,

the duller shade of back and scapulars.

Family

Sci. Phila., 1899, p. 205.

red."

One specimen, apparently immature, and
in

sp. 59, p. 33.

with a specimen taken at

identical

PICUMNUS CIRRATUS
Picumnas

(Wagler).

Wagler,

Veinliornis spilogaster

IlerpaUodiiinis

fig. 1.

differing-

from the adult

"Iris brown."

FORMICARIID.E.

HERPSILOCHMUS RUFIMARGINATUS
Mi/ullwra riifimitrylnaUi

vol. xxv.

Temmixck,

(Temminck).

PI. Col., II, 1822, pi.

riif()iii(ir<j!nafiif<C.\n.\'sis,

cxxxii,

Wieguianu'n Archiv

f.

figs.

1,2.

Naturg., 1847, Pt.

1,

p. 224.

One adult male, flune 27, lUUO. "'Iris brown.'' The back of this
specimen has considerable admixture of black. Temminck's original
description of Jfyothera nifimarglnata^ and Maximilian's Myiothera
seapnlmns'^ represent a bird without black on the back; while 31 i/iot/i era
varlcgata Maximilian^ is said to differ in haying black on some of the
Unless this be a difference due to age or indiyidual
dorsal feathers.
yariation apparently an unlikely hypothesis there are probably two
species now confused under the nauie JIerj)snoc/u/ius raji/ziarginatus,
one of which should stand as IlerpslloclimuH variegates (Maximilian).
Sufficient material to settle the question we haye not ayailal)le.

—

—

DYSITHAMNUS MENTALIS

(Temminck).

Mijiilluni iijeiildlisTEyimscK, PI. Col., II, 1823, pl. clx.xi.v, fig. 3.
D<iKi/lli(iiniiii..'^

One

nirnUdix Bckmeistek, Syst. Ueber. Vug. Bras., Ill, 1857, p. 82.

adult male, in perfect i)lumage and entireh' typical.

"Iris

brown."
has united under this
and DysUIuoKnus seiiucinei'em Sclater,'' following to ultimate end the doubt expressed by
Dr. Sclater regarding the distinctness of the last.' True Dydthamnus

In a comparatiyely recent paper Dr. Allen

species both TJianmoplulus olitnceus Tschudi

>P1. Col., II, 1822, pl.

cxxxn,

*

"'

figs. 1, 2.

^Beitr. Naturg. Bras., Ill, 1830, p. 1083.

'Idem,

!>.

1086 (Lichtenstein manuscript).

Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist, V, 1893,
^Faun. Per., Aves, 1845-46, p. 174, pi.

*Bull.

p.

118.

xi, tig. 1.

"Proc. Zool. Soc. Lend., 1855, y^. 90, 147,
'Cat. Birds. Brit. Mus., XV, 1890, p. 221.

pl. xcvii.
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mentalw, according toTeniniinck'.s orig-i rial plate and description, with
which the above mentioned Panigua^' specimen perfectly agr(H;.s, is
uniform dull gra3ash olive green on all the middle and posterior upper
parts, this color being trenchantly defined against the pliuiibeous of
head and cervix; the throat is grayish white, giving way rather
But
a))ruptly to the clear naples 3^ellow of breast and a})domen.
Di/xlf/tdinniis oUvaceus is apparent!}^ quite a distinct species, the male
differing from that of D. mentalw in being usually quite uniform
plumbeous above, and though sometimes appreciably tinged with olive,
principally on the rump, never olive green; the lower surface poste-

never clear yellow, but generally white medially,
gray laterally, and on flanks and crissum tinged
with pale brownish, ochraceous, or yellowish. The same large series
which Dr. Allen studied has ])een examined in the present connection;
and a considerable number of additional specimens in the United States
National Museum, principally from Colombia and Central America,
Two forms of
have thrown light upon the questions involved.
D. ollvacevs: are readily recognizable, D. oUvaceus olimccvs from Peru,
rior to the throat

much shaded with

is

slate

Bolivia and western Brazil, and D. olivaceus semicinerens from Colom-

While it is true that there are absolutely
bia and Central America.
no valid characters by which the males of these two forms can be
separated, there is no difficulty at all in distinguishing the females, for
those of semicinereus are very much darker both above and below,
specimens from Colombia (Bogota) being extreme in this particidar.
With regard to the proper names for these two forms there is, unforThe point to be determined is the
tunately, some room for question.
identity of Tschudi's name oUvaceus, which from plate and description
might apply to either the Brazilian or Central American bird. The
present separation of ol/'vaceus and senucinei'eus is based on comparison
from Matto Grosso, Brazil, which are considered to
represent oUvaceus, with examples from Bogota, the type locality of
semicinereus:, while none from Ecuador, Peru, or Bolivia have been
of specimens

available.

Should Peruvian specimens prove olivaceus identical with
of course, become a synonjnn, and

semicinereus, the latter would,

another subspecific name would be necessary for the bird of western Brazil, which undoubtedly would be affi/nis Pelzeln.^ Although
strongly inclined to the belief that this will some day have to be
done, we refrain from making such a change until absolute proof of
the necessity be ol)tained.

THAMNOPHILUS CiERULESCENS
TlKimuxiphilux

A

c:rrulesce)ij<

single adult

male in perfect plumage

is

'Orn. Bras., 1869, pp. 80, 149.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

9

Ill,

ISKi,

apparently typical.

br•own.

Proc. N.

Vieillot.

Vieillot, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat.,

j).

311.

"'Iris
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THAMNOPHILUS OCHRUS
Thamnophilioi

ocJiriis

Obekhol.sek,

True-.

vol. xxv.

Oberholser.

Biol. Hoc.

Washington, XIV,

1901, p.

188.

Char.s.

.sjj.

— Female

resemblino- that of Thamnoj)hUus cxrulescens,

but rather lighter, more grayish above; the lesser wing-coverts black
instead of olivaceous; the entire ventral surface decidedly paler, the
breast grayish buff, the central portion of abdomen bufty white.
Type, adult female. No. 173378, U.S.N.M, ; Sapucay,
Desct'ljption.

—

Paraguay, June 21, 1900; William T. Foster. Upper parts grayish
olive brown, more brownish on the scapulars and on the crown, the
fore part of which latter is lighter; the feathers of the center of the
back with large ill-concealed white spots usually in the form of broad
irregular bars, succeeded distally l\v a more or less evident suliterminal
mark of blackish; middle tail-feathers similar to the general tone of
the back, though rather darker, unmarked with white, the remaining
rectrices brownish black, margined with brownish slate, and tipped
with white, the outer pair with also a white bar about 7 millimeters
wide near the middle of the external web; wing-quills fuscous, edged
exteriorly with olive brown; all the superior coverts black tipped with
white, the greater series margined basally with grayish olive brown;
lores, cheeks, and e^-e ring grayish white, much mixed with grayish
olive; sides of neck and head l)ehind the eyes grayish olive, the auriculars rather darker with shaft lines of buffy white; chin and throat
grayish white mixed with dusky and very faintly washed with ochraceous; breast grayish buff or better, dull pule gray washed with
ochraceous buff'; sides, flanks, and crissum plain ochraceous, the center of abdomen and lower breast dull ])ufly white; under wing-coverts
and inner margins of wing-quills buffy white; axillars buffy ochraceous.
Bill brownish black, the base of mandible paler; "iris brown." Length
of wing, 70 mm. tail, 65 mm. exposed culmen, 12 mm. height of
bill at base, 5.5 mm.; tarsus, 23.5 mm., middle toe, 13 mm.
Only a single specimen, the female above described, was obtained
by Mr. Foster, but this apparently differs so greatly and in so many
respects from the same sex of all allied species that it seems undoubtIt seems to be nearest
edly to represent a form hitherto undescribed.
ThavivopkiJus exrulescens in size and proportions, and in these respects
scarcely exhibits material difference, though in color it is of quite other
appeai-ance, as above set forth.
The only other species with which it
seems to have at all close aflinity is Thanuiopli'dus asperslventer
d'Orbigny and Lafresnaye,^ from Yungas, Bolivia, but judging from
the various descriptions of this latter, the female of ThamnopTiilus
ochrus is very much paler below, having a broad buffy white area on

—

;

^Synopsis Avium,
1835-44, p. 171,

;

I,

1837, p. 10; d' Orbigny,

pi. IV, figs. 1

and

2.

;

Voyage Amer. Merid., IV,

Ois.,
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the lower breast and in the center of the abdomen, sharply contrasted
to the ochraceous of sides

smaller

and

flanks; also the bill of ochi'itx

is

of

size.

There are apparently no synonyms that apply
for Thamnopliil ux piJ ('(Aiu!< Swainson'

to this

new

clearly not the same,

species,

indeed
with certainty identifiable; and Thainnojjhihis ventralis Sclater^
is undoubtedl}^ the Tham7wphilus cyarulescens of Vieillot.
Furthermore the I'hamnojjhiJus cmratnn of Vieillot^ does not correspond with
the bird sent l)y Mr. Foster, and quite surely is the female of
is

if

at all

T. cxrulcsccns.

THAMNOPHILUS RADIATUS

Vieillot.

TlKimnophlln.s radiatnx Vieillot, Nouv. Diet, d' Hist. Nat., Ill, 1816, p. 315.

The

adult female

sini^le

is

apparently typical of this species.

''Iris

buff.''

HYPOEDALEUS GUTTATUS

(Vieillot).

ThamnojMlus guttalus YiEiLhOT, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat, III, 1816, p. 315.
Hypoedaleus guttatus Cabanis and Heine, Mus. Hein., II, 1859, p. 18.

One
in

.'tdult

male, seemingly indistinguishable from a specimen taken

''Iris brown."
Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.
This species differs so greatly in the shape of the

bill and length of
from the typical forms of Thavinophihis that there seems to be
excellent reason for the generic separation proposed hy Cabanis and
Heine,* and here adopted.
tail

Family

DEN DKOCOLAPTID.E.

PICOLAPTES TENUIROSTRIS APOTHETUS
I'lcolnptes tenuiroiytrU ajxilhehis

(

Oberholser.

)beuholsek, Proe. Biol. 8oc. Wayhington,

XIV,

1901, p. 188.

Cliars.

very

suhs2>.

much

— Similar

to

PJcoIaptes temiirostrU

temilr<>strl><^

but

smaller, and with the pale shaft streaks of the l)ack d(>cidedly

more narrow.
Description.— Tyx^a.'cxdwM male. No. 173385, U.S.N.M.; Sapucay,
Upper parts olive
Paraguay, June 16, 11»()(); William T. Foster.
brown, the back more reddish, the rump and upper tail-coverts chestnut; head thickly spotted with ochraceous, which markings become
l)road shaft-streaks on the cervix and dwindle to narrow shaft lines
on the inter.scapiilum; tail chestnut; wings fuscous, when closed the
exposed surface reddish olive brown, excepting the innermost secondaries which are entirely dark chestnut, and the inner margins
1

Zoological Journal, II, 1825, p. 91.

^Edinb. New. Philos. Journ., New Ser., I, 1855,
^Nouv. Diet, d' Hist. Nat., Ill, 1816, p. 312.

*Mus. Hein.,

II, 1859, p. 18.

p. 244.
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of the basal portions of the quills, which are fulvous; lores, cheeks,

and superciliary stripe pale buff, the tirst mixed, the rest finely squamate with olive l)r()wn; auriculars ochraceous buff", on lowej- half
mixed with olive brown, on upper portion dark brown mixed with
buffy; sides of neck ochraceous, with squamate markings of dark olive
brown; chin and throat deep buff", unmarked; rest of inferior surface
dull o-rayish olive brown, much paler than the upper parts, and broadly
streaked, particularlv on median portion, with dull ochraceous l)uff,
the crissum rather

"Iris brown.

The

more rufescent;

lining of

wing ochraceous

buff'.

""*

l)y the single specimen above
seems not to ])e attributable to sex or age,
but to indicate a geographical race worthy of recognition. The character of the dorsal markings is constant in the six Brazilian specimens
examined. Both of the synonyms of Pieolaptrs fent/iro.sfr/'.s DcndmC02:>H>< fuscufi Vieillot,^ and Pieolaptcs (juttata Lesson,^ refer without
doubt to the bird from Brazil, so that the Paraguay form is without
a name.
The size of both fcindrostrl-s and apothctus is shown in the following
table of millimeter measurements:

difference

described

is

in

size

so great that

exhibited

it

—

Name.

;
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De><c7'iption. — Type,

adult male, No. 173384, U.S.N, M.; Sai)ucay,
Upper surface almost
Paragua}', June 11, 1900; William T. Foster.
uniform dull, dark olive o^reen, many of the feathers with very narrow

dusky margins producing a slight squamate effect; tail bright chestnut,
unmarked; wings dark brown, the innermost secondaries, outer vanes
of primaries and exposed surface of all the superior wing-coverts
rufescent olive brown, the inner margins of all the quills deep
ochraceous; lores and superciliaiy stripe rich ochraceous, the former
mixed with olive, the latter somewhat paler posteriorly; sides of head
and neck dull olive green, much streaked with vellowish and ])uffy
white; chin and upper throat pale naples yellow, the feathers with
small terminal spots of olive; rest of lower surface dull olive green,
streaked with yellowish white, greenish white, and pale ochraceous,

most broadly along the median
where restricted to line shaft

line,

most narrowly on flanks and

lines, all this

sides

streaking distinct, as

in

Xenlcopsls oleaghieus; crissum with a rufous tinge; lining of wing
dark ochraceous. "Iris brown." Length of wing, 75 mm. tail. 7»') mm.
exposed culmen, 16 mm.; tarsus, 23 mm.; middle toe, 17 nun.
;

This new species, of which l)ut a single specimen is in the collection,
apparently most closely allied to Xenicopsis oleaglneux (Sclater),^
but compared with some of the original specimens of that species it
With X. rufosiqx'rcilicUiin (Laf resnaye) " it
differs as above stated.
can scarcely be confused, ])eing so very different in its dull olive green
is

instead of rufescent olive ]>rown, both al)Ove and below% and in the

very much more sharply defined markings of the ventral surface.
Reichenbach's Clchlocolaptes ochrohlejjharus^ and his Cichlocolaptes
adKjyersns^ belong undoubtedly under Xenicopsh rvfosiq^erciUattis, so
that the present bird appears never to have been described.
The type of the genus Anahme7wps is clearly Sitta fu)<ca Vieillot
for which this name should be used,
{ = Anabatoides fuscus Auct.)
leaving, as Dr. Sharpe has indicated,-^ Xeiricopsis Cabanis and Heine
for the

group commonly known

as A?i(ihaze?top.s.

PHILYDOR RUFUS

(Vieillot).

Dendrocopus rufus Y1EIL1.0T, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., XXVI, 1818,
P/aZ?/dor ru/n.s- Cabanis and Heine, Mus. Hein., II, 1859, p. 29.

One specimen, apparently

p. 119.

identical with a Brazilian example.

brown."
iProc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,
•^Mag.

de

^Handbuch der
*Idem,

188.3, p. 654.

Zool., 1882, Ois., pi. vii.

Spec. Orn., 1851,

p. 174,

i-l.

nwvii,

p. 174.

=^Hand-Li.«t

Gen. and Spec. Birds,

III, 1901, p. 70.

t\<s.

:5H88.

"

Iris
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ANUMBIUS ANNUMBI
Furnarin.'^ (UDunnhi Vieillot,

Nouv.

vol. xxv.

(Vieillot).

Diet. d'Hist. Nat.,

Antlms acidicaudatus Lesson, Traite d'Orn., 1831,

XII, 1S17,

p. 117.

p. 424.

The one adult male in the collection seems
mens from Buenos Ayres. ''Iris l)ro\vn.''

to

bo just like speci-

This well-known species, the Anumhttis aeutieaudatiis of authors,
should be called Anvmhiuft fmmimM, as above given, since this name
is bv several years the older, as well as of undoubted application.

SYNALLAXIS SPIXI
The

Sclater.

Sclatek, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1856,

Si/naild.ris spi.ri

single example, an adult male,

p. 98.

apparently indistinguishable
from the birds of Brazil which represent the typical form of the
is

"Iris brown."

species.

SYNALLAXIS RUFICAPILLA
Syrinlla.ris rufimpilla

One specimen,

Vieillot.

Vieillot, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat.,

XXXII,

1819, p.

.310.

" Iris l»rown.''

an adult female.

LOCHMIAS NEMATURA

(Lichtenstein).

Myiotheranematimi I^ichtenstein, \'erz. Doubl., 1823, j). 43.
Lochmins nematura Bo^.KPARTK, Oonsp. Avium, I, 1850, \>. 210.

The

single specimen

is

rather darker, duller, and less rufescent above

than one from Brazil, but otherwise does not

There

is

species,

diti'er.

"Iris In-own."

good deal of variation in color among e.xamples of
but it seems to ])e entirely individual, not geographical.
a

FURNARIUS RUFUS

iGmelin),

Merops rufus G.melin, Syst. Nat., I, 1788, p. 465.
Fiirncmns rufuff t>'Orbig'SY, Voyage Amer. Merid.,

One specimen;

this

Ois., 1835-44, p. 250.

apprecial)lv darker on the l)reast and upper parts

than examples from Buenos A3'res; but whether or not this difference
is geographical is inconclusively shown by the material at hand.
"Iris

brown."

Family C^OTINGID.l^:.

PACHYRHAMPHUS

VIRIDIS

(Vieillot).

TilyravlridlsYiEii.uyr, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., III. 1816, p. 348.
PdcJn/rhamphiiti riri(li>< Sclater, Proc. Zool. Soo. Lond., 1857, j). 75.

A

single adult male

The

is in

the collection.

''Iris l)rown."

was Azara's Paragua}- bird,
the present example coming thus from the type locality.
The bird
of eastern Brazil, however, is much smaller and slightly paler, ])eing
basis of Vieillot's

Tif///'t/

rtridix
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apparently separable as a geographical race. Five males from Bahia,
Brazil, average in measurement of wing, 72 mm., of tail, 56 mm.;
while the present Paraguay example has a wing of 78 mm., and a tail
The earliest name availaljle for the Brazilian race is
of 62 mm.
ciivlerU Swainson:^

and the proper comljination

PacJiyrhaiuphus

is

r!rld!s cHvieri!.

Family PIPRTDyF.

SCOTOTHORUS UNICOLOR
<SV'o?o</ioras

(Bonaparte).

Bonaparte, Consp. Av. Volucr. Anisod.,
unicoZor Oberholser, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Heteropelma

1S54, p. 4.

iniiciihn-

1899, p. 209.

Heteropelma virescens Auct.

One example, apparently

"

typical.

Iris

brown."

CHIROXIPHIA CAUDATA

(Shaw).

Pipraraiidata Shaw, Nat. Miscell., V, 1794, pi. cliii.
Chiro.viphia caudafa Cabanis, Wiegmann's Archiv f. Naturg., 1847,

I,

p. 235.

Three specimens. "Iris brown." One of these is an immature
male, and differs from the adult female as follows: Whole crown scarlet; throat, sides of head and neck mixed with blackish; under surface
tinged with

l)luish.

Family

TYRANNID.F.

MYIARCHUS FEROX
Mnscicapa

fero.r (rsiKiA's, Syst. Nat.,

I,

(Gmelin).

17SS, p.

9154.

Cabanis, Wiegmann's Archiv

Mi/iarch'us fero.r

f.

Naturg. (Ornith. Notiz.

),

I,

1847, p. 248.

One specimen,
in the

closely resembling })irds

more rufescent tinge

to the

upper

from Guiana,

more reddish edgings to the wing-coverts.
Judging from specimens in the United
collection, Myiarchiis

zelnl Berlepsch."^
paler,

ferox

The

is

lighter ashy on the

BLACICUS PILEATUS
KiDciWAY, Proc. U.

Blacicus pileatus Oberholser,

S.

it

prl-

much

(Ridgway).

1899, p.

p. 21.

3:57.

single adult male of this ver^^ distinct species

interest, since

breast,

bill.

Nat. Mas., VIII, 1885,

Auk, XVI,

Museum

My larch us

from

more grayish above, and has a decidedly paler

ContopM.5pi7eoh<.s

A

States National

entirely distinct

latter is

differing only

and in the darker,
"Iris brown."

tail-coverts,

is

of

particular

reveals for the ffrst time the region in which the bird

may

be found. The species was original!}^ described from a single
specimen without indicated localit}^ which Mr. Ridgway discovered
among the collections of the American Museum of Natural History in
^Psaris cuvierii, Zool. Illnst.,
2

Ibis, 1883, p. 139.

I,

1820-21,

pi.

xxxii.
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New York

Cit}-,

and which

until

now

has remained unique.

vol. xxv.

The

pres-

ent example has been carefully compared with the type, and there

is

no doubt of their identity; though the former is somewhat more ochraceouson the central portion of the abdomen, as well as darker, slightly
more greenish olive throughout, this difference, of course, to be
expected, for the type was for a long time mounted, and through
exposure to light has become somewhat faded. Our specimen measures: wing, 70 mm.; tail, G5 mm.; exposed culmen, 11 nun.: tar''Iris brown."
sus, 13.5 mm.; middle toe, 8 nun.

SIRYSTES SIBILATOR
Muscicdjvi

ffihilntor

Siri/sfes sibilator

One
this

female.

CABASifi and Heine, Muh. Hein.,

"Iris

example are

immaturity.

(Vieillot).

Vieillot, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat.,

brown."

entirel}'^

XXI,

181S, p. 457.

II, 1859, p. 75.

The edgings

of the wing-coverts in

ochraceous, apparently a lingering

The longer lower

tail

mark

of

and

-coverts are pale ochraceous,

the black upper tail-coverts are narrowly margined with chestnut.

RHYNCHOCYCLUS SULPHURESCENS
Pl(it>/r]iiiw'h>tss>(lpliiire>!criis

Rht/nchocydus

sulp}iure>fcen.'<

(Spix).

Spix, Av. Spec. Nov. Bras., II, 1S25, p. ]0, pi. xir,

C\B.\yi^ and Heine, Mus. Hein.,

fig. 1.

II, 1859, p. 56.

One adult female, Julv 21, 1!»00. "Iris light brown."
This species is quite certainly divisible into several geographical
races, but sufficient material is not at present accessible to render
Birds from Matto Grosso, Brazil, are
advisable any such attempt.
identical with the one here chronicled from Paraguay, and those from
Trinidad are not appreciably ditferent.

SUIRIRI SUIRIRI
Muscicapa

suiriri

Vieillot Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat.,

Suiriri suiriri o^ ORBiGfiY

One

(Vieillot).

adult female.

,

Voyage Amer. Merid.,

"Iris brown."

XXI,

ISIS, p. 487.

Ois., 1835-44, p. :>36.

This

is

a typical specimen, as

name was based on the "Suiriri ordinario" of Azara. The
bird described hy Gould as Pac/n/ramjjhus alhescens,^ from Buenos
Vieillot's

Ayres, good specimens of which are

Museum,

as Suiriri .Huiriri albescens.

rather

in the

United States National

represents a recognizable subspecies which should be
It differs

more grayish on the upper

from the true

known

st/iriri in

being

surface, but principally in having

the wing-bars and outer margins of the secondaries almost pure white
instead of dull olive gray.

The proper generic name for this group is Suiriri d'Orl)igny.^ as it
seems to be entirely pertinent, and of very nmch earlier date than
Empidagra Cabanis and Heine. ^
1

2

Voyage Beagle, III, 1841, p. 50, pi. xiv.
Voyage Amer. Merid., Ois., 18:55-44, p. 3:36.
Zool.

»Mus. Hein.,

II, 1859,

j).

59.

;
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MYIOPAGIS CANICEPS

(Swainson).

Tj/rannula caniceps Swainson, Birds Brazil, 1835 (?), pi. xlix.
^fl/lopaglf! caniceps Shxrpe, Hand-List Gen. Spec. Birds, III, 1!)()1,

A
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p.

117.

very rare and very distinct species is in the
some respects from typical members of the
u-enus }[i/ln2>a(j/K in its more slender 1)111 and greater relative length of
the two outer primaries, but is undoul)tedly much more satisfactorily
lino adult

collection.

It

male of
dili'er.';

this

in

placed here than in EJxn/a.

This specimen

may

be descril)ed as

follows:

Crow^n plumbeous, with slat}^ shaft streaks and washed with olive
l)asal portion of the crest feathers white, mixed with pale
sulphur yellow, forming a lengthened, almost concealed vertical spot;

green; the

remainder of upper surface rather paler than the crown, olive green,
brightest and clearest on rump, increasingly mingled with plumbeous
anteriorly until completely

merging into the color of the pileum;

tail

fuscous, bordered with olive green; wings sepia brown, the lesser

coverts and outer margins of primaries olive green, the outer edges of
secondaries, with tips of greater and lesser wing-coverts pale sulphur

yellow; the sides of head and neck plumbeous, mixed with greenish on
the latter, the auriculars with whitish shaft streaks, the eye ring and

suborbital region

mixed

svith

grayish white; lower surf ace dull white,

the breast and sides of throat shaded with plumbeous, the sides, flanks

and crissum tinged with sulphur yellow, this on the sides slightly
mingled with greenish; lining of wing pale sulphur yellow; inner margins of wing-quills butfy white.
''Iris bufiV
Length of wing, 59 mm.
tail, 5-1 mm.; exposed culmen, 1>.,5 nmi.; tarsus. 18 mm.; middle toe,
11. T)

mm.
EL.<ENIA

PAGANA PAGANA

(Lichtenstein).

Mnscicupa pjarjana Lichtenstein, Verz. Doul)l., 1823, p. 54.
Elaenea pagana Cabanis, in Schombnrgk's Reis. Guian., Ill, 184S,

One

female.

''Iris

i>.

701.

brown.''

PHYLLOMYIAS SALVADORII

(Dubois).

PJujUomytas berlepschi Salvadori, Boll. Mas. Torino, XII, 1897, No. 292,
(not Sclater).
PJiyUomyias hremrostrh var. mlradora Dubois, Synop. Avium, Ft.

A

single adult specimen belongs undoubtedh^ to this

4,

p. 13

1900, p. 238.

newly descri])ed

It measures as follows: Wing, 02.5 mm.; tail, 00 mm.;
exposed culmen, 8 mm.; tarsus, 18 mm.; middle toe, 10.5 mm.
"Iris brown."

species.
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LEPTOPOGON AMAUROCEPHALUS ICASTUS
Leptopogoii

XIV,
C/iars.

icustns

(tmaiiron-plialii.s

Oheuiioi.skk,

Vvov.

vol. xxv.

Oberholser.

Biol.

Soc.

Washington,

1901, p. 187.

sithsj).

— Similar

to

Leptopogon amaurocephalus trlsth^ but

crown more brownish, the anterior lower surface less purel}'
yellow, and the wing-bands pale ochraceous instead of pure yellow.
Type, adult male. No. 173405, IT.S.N.^VI.; Sapucay,
Description.
Crown and occiput
Paragua}', July 23, 1900; William T. Foster.
olive brown, but little darker than the pure olive green of the remainder
of the upper surface, and into which it almost insensibly passes on the
nape; upper tail-coverts slightly more brownish than the back; tail
fuscous, edged with olive green; wings sepia brown, the remiges marlarger,

—

gined externally with olive green, internally with buff, the lesser
coverts olive green, the others edged with the same, the median and
greater series with broad tips of pale ochraceous, forming two welldefined wing-bands; lores and orbital region broAvnish white, mixed
with olive brown; cheeks mingled greenish, brownish, and whitish;
auriculars anteriorly brownish white, posteriori}- deep olive brown,
this forming a conspicuous patch; sides of neck grayish olive green;
chin and upper throat grayish white, washed with olive yellow; rest
of ventral surface sulphur yellow, much shaded with olive green on

jugulum, breast, and sides; lining of wing sulphur yellow, the bend of
wing tinged with, ochraceous; bill brownish black, the basal half of
mandible dull white. "Iris brown." Length of wing, 69 mm.; tail,
63mm.; exposed culmen, 11 mm.; tarsus, 16 mm.; middle toe, 9 mm.
This apparently new form
ceplialus ammrrocephalus.,

what larger

size, less

is

perhaps nearest LrpfojxK/oii

from which, however,

it

(iinavro-

ditiers in its

some-

ochraceous wing-bands, and paler, nmch

less

brownish, less well-delined cap.
Dr. Allen ^ is seemingly quite right in asserting the close relationship of Leptopogon amaurocephalus, L. a. plleatus., and L. a. trlstli^,
and considering them simply as geographical forms of one wideranging species. Zeptopogo?) a. plleatus may easily be distinguished
from true aiuaurocrphaJus by its darker, more ochraceous lower surface,
more yellowish green upper parts, and warmer brown pileum.

ORCHILUS AURICULARIS
Platyrhynchos

single

Yikillot, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., XXVII,
Cabanis and Heine, Mus. Hein., II, 1859, p. 51.

(wriciilarifi

Ordiilus auricuhiris

A

(Vieillot).

example

is

like

one from Brazil, except for rather darker,

richer colors above as weix as on sides of head and neck.
however, may possibly be a female. ""'Iris brown.''
iBull.

1818, p. 16.

Amer. Mus. Nat.

Hist., IV, 1892, p. 334.

The

latter,

N...
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EUSCARTHMUS MARGARITACEIVENTER
TodI rostrum margarltiiciin

III,

I-

(D'Orbigny and Lafresnaye).

and

1)'( )Ki!i(i.\v

189

Lafj{ksnave, Synop. Aviuiii,

I,

1837, p. 46.
EusrartlDiiiis margaritdccirnitrix

Sclateh and Sai.vix, Proc Znol. Soc. Lond.,

ISTil,

p. 612.

One specimen in perfect plumage. "' Iris Imfi."
There are possibly two species at present united by authors under
The abov(^ (waniple agrees with the original
E. margavHacementer.
description of margaritaeeiventer in being distinctly, even conspicuousl}",

streaked on chin, throat, and breast.

Dr. Sclater, however,

describes this species as being without streaking on the lower surface,^

though he

not in correspondence with the
prove really to })e representatives
of two forms, the name for the nonstreaked species is probably
Eu8(Mrfhiiitis iriicfiereri Sclater and Salvin,'^ the diagnosis of which
seems to indicate such a difference from true /T. inargarltao'hnndei'.
fails to

note that this

is

If the birds

original description.

MACHETORNIS RIXOSUS

(Vieillot).

Tyrannits ru;osu« ViEiLLOT, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat.,
J/f/r'/^etorH/.s rM0.s?i.s

A

XXXV,

BuRMEisTEK, Syst. Ueber. Vog. Bras.,

1S19,

single female,' apparently identical with birds

85.

from Brazil and

"Iris brown."

Buenos Ayres.

COPURUS COLONUS

(Vieillot).

roUmus Vieillot, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., XXI, 1818,
(hjHirux roldiniK Cabanis and Heine, Mus. Hein., II, 1859, p. 41.

p. 448.

Miixintixt

One

\^.

II, 185(), p. 514.

adult male.

The head

'"Iris brown.""

is

rather more grayish

than in the adult specimens available for comparison, but whether this
is

due to age or to geographical variation

is

not evident from our

material.

LICHENOPS PERSPICILLATA
Motdvilla perApieUlaUi (tMELix, Syst. Nat.,
Liclienops perspicilkiiKs GoniA), Zool.

I,

(Gmelin).

1788, p. 969.

Yoy. Beagle,

III, 1841,

p".

51,

])!.

ix.

Two specimens. ''Iris buff' [young male]; iris yellow [adidt male]."
This immature male is quite similar to the adult female, but is darker
and is more broadly streaked on the upper parts, breast, and lower
tail-coverts.

KNIPOLEGUS CYANIROSTRIS
Miixncapa

ci/wilrostris

Cnipolegus cyanirostr is

Two
brown

(Vieillot).

yiEiLhor, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat.,

Boa AF ARTE, Consp. Avium,

specimens, apparently typical.

I,

XXI,

•Cat. Birds Brit. Mus.,

XIV,

ji.

447.

"Iris red [adult male];

[adult female]."

^

181S,

1850, p. 195.

1888, pp. 78, 80.

Nomenclator Avium Neotrop.,

1873, p. 158.

iris
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Family

v.

TROGLODYTID^E.

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS
Tr»<ih„}!iU'^ nnisrHliis

vol. a x

Naimaxn,

Naumann.

V;)g. Deutschl., Ill, 1828,

]..

724,

tu])lt'

(Licliten-

steiii inHnuscrii)t)

One speciiiion. "Iris l)ro\vn/* This bird belonj^'s apparently to the
dark race from southern Brazil, to which the name /tntsculus is applicable.
It is identical with another specimen from the Parana River,
and much darker, more rufescent both al)ove and below than the birds
from Buenos Ayres.
Family VTREONID.E.

CYCLARHIS VIRIDIS

(Vieillot).

Salhtlnr rlridis Vieillot, Encyc. Meth., II, 1823, p. 793.
Ci/c/orlii.^ riridix

One

Bi'RMEisTER, Syst. Ueber. Thiere Bras., Ill, 1856,

CYCLARHIS OCHROCEPHALA
('!/<inrhi)< or}irorf]th(il<i

One

p. 107.

"Iris orange."

adult male.

Thchvdi, WieKiiianii's Aniiiv

specimen, an adult female.

Tschudi.
f.

Natury.

.

I,

1845,

]>.

362.

"Iris lirowny red."

Family CORVID.E.

CYANOCORAX HECKELII
C,i„i,oc<>vax herh'ld

A

Pelzelx,

Pelzeln.

Sitz. k. Aka<l. \Vis><. Wieii,

XX,

1856,

]>.

163.

and very handsome
It is in excellent plumage and apparently
jay is in the collection.
Wing, 183 mm.: tail, 159 mm.; exposed cuhuen,
entirely typical.
28.5

single unsexed, undated specimen of this rare

mm.;

tarsus,

4-6

mm.
Family CCEREBID.E.

DACNIS CAYANA

(Linnaeus).

Motadlla cayana Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., I, 1766,
Dacnis cayana Strickland, Contr. Orn., 1851, p. 15.

p. 336.

Two specimens, both of which seem to be rather darker and duller
"Iris light brown [male];" "iris
above than ordinary examples.
brown

[female]."

ATELEODACNIS SPECIOSA
Sylria

sjH'c'ujxd

Maximilian,

Two specimens.
The male

is

(Maximilian.)

Beitr. Naturg. Bras., Ill, 1830, p. 708.

"Iris brown [male];" "iris light brown [female]."

not quite adult, having

still

a wash of yellowish olive on

the upper parts, most of the wing-quills with yellowish green outer
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and many pale buffy feathers on the under surface, where they

contrast plainly with the incoming feathers of the pale gray perfect

plumage.
Mr. Kidgway has directed our attention to the structural dili'crences
obtaining between the so-called '"''Dacnis^^ •'<j)ecfo.mnnd DacnLs cayana —
ditt'erences that
h'(>(h((')us

group

of this

obviousW necessitate generic separation, the nameyl?'^-

The other

Cassin^ being applicable to the former.

species

are:

Afrleodacnis leucogeni/s (Lafresnaye) (type of genus).
Afelcodacnis analis (d'Orbigny and Lafresnaye).

Ateleodacnis phtmbea (Latham).
(?)

Ateleodacnis sahnonl (Sclater).

Family MNIOTILTID.E.

BASILEUTERUS AURICAPILLUS
iSetojjhaga iniricapUla

(Swainson).

Swainson, Anim. in Menag., 1837,

Basileuterux auricapiUug Srarve, Cat. Birds Brit. Mus.,

j).

X,

2i)o.

1885, p. 393.

One specimen. "Iris brown." The birds from northern South
America are rather darker and decidedly more brownish above than
those from Brazil and Paraguay, and are worthy of subspecific
recognition.

This species

is

usually called Bas<7euterus'Dermivorus, but this name^

which is Ilelmlthems
and the designation above given is therefore the

refers primarily to Si/Ivia vennivora Latham,^
vi'rmh'oi'Hs (Gmelin);

proper one.

BASILEUTERUS LEUCOBLEPHARUS CALUS

Oberholser.

Basilevtcrns lucohlepJutrvs calus Oberholser, Proc. Biol. 8oc. Washington,

XIV,

1901, p. 188.

—

Similar to BasilcKterus leacohlepIiaraK: leucohlepharux,
Chars, stdhsjj.
but slate color of head and neck darker, less brownish; olive green of
back and rump less yellowish; breast much more heavily shaded with
slate gray; sides and tianks almost pure slate gray, instead of olive
green mixed with pale brownish gray; crissum yellowish white instead
of olive yellow; bill darker brown.
Description.
Type, adult male. No. 173448, U.S.N.M. Sapucay,
Paraguay, July 1, 1900; William T. Foster. Pileura and nape slate
color; a sharply defined line extending backw^ard from the base of
bill on each side of the crown, slate black; rest of upper surface plain
olive green; tail similar, with rather lighter edgings; remiges fuscous,

—

;

iProc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 270.
''Sylvia vermivora Vieillot,
3

Index Orn.,

Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., XI, 1817,

II, 1790, p. 544.

p. 278.
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all

the exposed portions of the wings (juite similar in color to the back;

supraloral area and eye ring white; lores slate color; no well-detined
superciliary stripe; cheeks, sides of throat and neck slate color,

the last

somewhat mixed with whitish; chin and center

all

but

of throat white,

sharply defined laterally and against the slate gray of the breast; center
of the breast heavily mottled with slate gray, the sides of the same,
together with sides of body and the flanks, deep slate gray, the latter
very slightl}' mingled with olive green; median portion of abdomen
white: under tail-coverts pale yellowish; bend of wing and axillars
Bill dark brownish slate; feet pale; ''iris brown."
lemon yellow.
Length of wing, 65.5 mm.; tail, 67 mm.; exposed culmen, 11 mm.;

14 mm.
any, difference in size between adns and
true leucohlejiharus, but if anything, the former is slightly smaller.
The only name which could by any possibilitv apply to this new form
is Trichas siq)erclUosus Swainson,^ and this appears to be undoubtedly

mm.; middle

tarsus, 25

There seems to be

a pure

synonym

toe,

little, if

of Basileuterus leucoblej^harus leucohlepharus.

GEOTHLYPIS ^QUINOCTIALIS VELATA
Sylvia velata Vieillot, Ois. Amer. Sept., II, 1807,
Geothlypis velata Cabanis, Mus. Hein., I, 1850, p.

One specimen

in perfect

"Iris light brown."

plumage,

Some specimens

(Vieillot).

p. 22, pi.

lxxiv.

16.

entirel}^ typical of

this form.

fi'om western Brazil apparently

indicate intergradation with auricula/'ls, while others

from the northThere are at

eastern part of this country approach sequinoctlalis.

good sulxspecies of Geoihlyph pequinoctialis, as follows:
mqui nod kills xqulnoctlalis (Gmelin). Northern South
America, from Trinidad and Guiana to Colombia, and probably northleast four

—

Geof/ilyjjf's

eastern Peru.
Geofhhjj^is a^qidnoctialis velata

(Vieillot).

— Eastern

and southern

Brazil to northern Argentine Republic, southeastern Peru, and possibly Chile.
Geothlyjjis seqitinoctialis auricularis (Salvin).

GeotJdypis sequinoctialis

chiriquensls

— Western Peru.
—Veragua, U.

(Salvin).

S.

Colombia.

Although Sylvia cKcuUata Latham^ antedates Sylvia wJata^ Vieillot
for this species, to which attention has been called by Dr. Richmond,^
the combination Geothlypis cueidlata can not be employed for this
it was long previously used as the original designation of a
Mexican bird described by Salvin and Godman.^

bird, since

Anim. in Menag., 1837, p. 295.
Index Orn., II, 1790, p. 528.
3 Ois. Amer. Sept., II, 1807, p. 22,
*Auk, XVII, 1900, p. 179.
'

2

5

pi.

lxxiv.

Ibis, 1889, p. 237.

i
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COMPSOTHLYPIS PITIAYUMI PITIAYUMI
SijIrUi pifmfiiniii

One

fspet'inien,

(Vieillot).

Vieillot, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., XI, 1S17,

<'oiit/ti<ofli/ifpl.'<pitioyumlCAKA^i)i,

Mus. Hein.,

I,

143

p. 27().

1850, p. 21.

belonging without doubt to the typical form, rather

than to the larger, darker and more richly colored race from northern
and western South America, C()mi>mthJyph jjUknjvini pacifim. "Iris
brown.''

Family ICTERID.E.

ICTERUS PYRRHOPTERUS

(Vieillot).

Agclaius pi/rrhopteriix Vieillot, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat.,
Icterus jii/rrJiopternx

One

XXXIV,

d'Orbigxy and Lafresnaye, Synop. Avium,

apparently identical with

adidt male,

1819, p. 543.

II,

1838, p.

6.

Bolivian specimens,

''Iris l)ro\vn.''

Family

TANAGKID.E.

TRICHOTHRAUPIS QUADRICOLOR

(Vieillot).

TachyphoniisquadricolorYiEiLun, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat.,
Trkhothraupis quadricolor Cabanis, Mus. Hein., I, 1850, p.

XXXII,

1819, p.

:)59.

23.

" Iris brown." The immature male of this species
from the adult in being darker, more brownish olive above,
and more deeply ochraceous beloAv
the yellow coronal patch is
wanting, but is indicated by the pale yellow bases of the feathers of
the vertex, the amount of this color increasing with age.

Two

specimens.

ditlers

;

PHCENICOTHRAUPIS RUBICA
Staltator [sic]

ruUrm

Phoenicothraupis ruMca Cabanis, Mus. Hein.,

One specimen, an

I,

XIV,

NEMOSIA GUIRA
Xemosia guira Bonaparte, Consp. Avium,

specimens, male and female.

1817, p. 107.

1850, p. 24.

adult male, apparently typical.

'"

Iris

brown."

(Linnaeus).

Motarilla giiira Lixx.eus, Syst. Nat., 12th ed.,

Two

(Vieillot).

Vieillot, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat.,

I,

I,

1766, p. 335.

1850, p. 236.

"Iris brown."

Birds from Paraguay and southwestern Brazil are uniformly of

from eastern South America

(Brazil to Venewhether or not this character is
sufficienth^ constant to warrant the recognition of two geographical
races the present material does not show.
There is no observable

large size, while those
zuela)

seem

to average smaller; but

difference in color.

EUPHONIA PECTORALIS

(Latham).

Pipra pector<dh'L\'ni\yi, Index Orn., Suppl., 1801, p. Ivii.
Euphonia jmioralis Bo'SAPAUTE, Consp. Avium, I, 1850, p. 233.

One

adult male.

"Iris brown."
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EUPHONIA VIOLACEA

voi. xxv.

(Linnaeus).

FrIiKjiUd viulacea Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., lOtli ed.,

I,

1758, p. 182.

I'JiiplioniaviolaceaM.AxnnLiAN, Beitr. Naturg. Bras., Ill, 1830,

}>.

439.

and female. " Iris brown.'"
While there seems to be no constant color ditierence Ijetween ))irds
from Guiana and those from southern Brazil and Paraguay, yet the
northern race is so much smaller that its recognition by name is well
Dr. Sclater considered^ the Guiana 1)ird to be the typical
deserved.

Two

.specimens, male

form; but Linnieus' description, in so far as it is possible to determine,
was based on the bird from Brazil, being, moreover, so considered by
Cabanis when he separated the race from Cayenne;^ and consequently
the latter is the one that should be called EupJwnia vlolacea lichtensfer?i/\ unless, indeed, Lichtenstein's prior name be considered tenable,^
in

which case

it

would stand

as Euplioti'xi riohicea minor.

CHLOROPHONIA CHLOROCAPILLA

(Shaw).

P,>n/ vhh,r„mp\Ua Shaw, Gen. Zool., XIII, Ft. 2, 1826, p. 255.
TnnagravlridhNi'E.WA.m, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., XXXII, 1819,
CMorophonia viridls Bonaparte, Eev. Zool., 1851, p. 137.

One specimen, an

p. 426.

adult male, of which the colors are very rich,

particularly the blue of the upper surface, this approaching indigo on

the back.

''

Iris

brown."

name tHridf'.s, connnonly employed for this species,
preoccupied by Tanagra viridis Miiller,* which has been considered
The proper name for ChloropJionia
a synonym of Calospiza tatm.
viridis Auct. is therefore as above given.
Vieillot's specific

is

Family FRINGILLID.E.

PYRRHOCOMA RUFICEPS

(Strickland).

Tachyplunms ruficepii Strickland, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., XIII, 1844,
Pyrrhocoma riificeps Cabanis, Mus. Hein., I, 1851, p. 138.

\^.

419.

Two specimens, male and female. *'Iris [of both] brown.'' The
male is of a rather clearer slate color, both above and below, than
examples from Brazil, and has a somewhat paler throat, though otherwise does not

differ.

CORYPHOSPINGUS CUCULLATUS
Fringilla mndlatft ^MIjller, Syst. Nat.,
Fringilla cristata Gmelin, Syst. Nat.,

I,

Anhang,

(Miiller).

1776, p. 166.

1788, p. 926.

Two specimens, male and female. The latter is darker throughout
than the three others of the same sex available for comparison. The
iris of both sexes is given as brown by the collector.
iCat. Birds Brit. Mus., XI, 1886, p. 74.
'^

^

Phonasca lichtensteini Cabanis, Journ. fiir Orn., 1860, p. 331.
Euphonia violacea var. minor Lichtenstein, Verz. Doubl. 1823,

•'Syst. Nat.,

,

Anhang,

1776, p. 158.

j).

29.

;

N(i.l28i.
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This species, the CorypJwsjji mj k.s crt.statii.s of authors, should l)e
CoryphoHplngns eucullatux^ as MiiUer's long-neg'lectcd name has
a imuiber of years priority.
called

ARREMON CALLISTUS

Oberholser.

Arremon. caUhtvx (jBERHOLfSER, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington,
Chavx.. Hp.

XIV,

1901, p. 188.

— Much like ArreiiKm jMjUonotus^ but upper parts darker;

black jugular band broader; wing without a yellowish olive green
humeral patch; bend of wing white; size slightl}^ larger.
Description.
Type, adult male, No. 173425, U.S.N.M. Sapucay,
Paraguay. July 22, 1900; William T, Foster. Pileum black, the occiput centrally' slate color; rest of upper surface slate color; tail slate
black, narrowly margined with slate; wings blackish slate, the quills
edged with the coloi- of the back, the exposed portions of secondary
coverts entirel}^ slate color, with a very slight yellowish olive wash on
the lesser series, the alula and primary coverts black, the edge of the
wing- at the wrist white with a faint tinge of yellowish; sides of head
black, a ])road white stripe leading from above the e3'e on each side to
the nape; sides of neck slate color; entire under surface white, the
jugulum with a rather (10 millimeters) wide black band, reaching
laterally halfway up the sides of the neck; sides of breast slate color;
sides of body, flanks and lining- of wing slate gra}", the last with also
some white and some slate color. Mandible and basal half of maxillar
tomia yellowish orange, remainder of maxilla black; "iris brown."
Length of wing, 80 mm.; tail. 73 mm.; exposed culmen, 12.5 nmi.
tarsus, 24 mm.; middle toe, 16.5 mm.
The above-described specimen, which is the only one sent by Mr.

—

Foster, differs so

notus with which

;

much from

all of*

a large series of

has been compared that

Arremon

poJio-

seems impossibly identifiable with that species.
The discrepancies are not such as can be
attributed to sex, age, or even to individual peculiarity; the bird is
undoubtedly an adult male, and as such has been treated. With species
other than pol!oiiotiis it needs no comparison.
it

it

EMBERIZOIDES MACROURUS HERBICOLA

(Vieillot).

Vieillot, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., XI, 1817, p. 192.
Eiaberizoides herbicola Sharpe, Cat. Birds Brit. Mus., XIII, 1888, p. 769.

Siilvia herbicola

One specimen, an adult female. ''Iris light brown." This form is
apparently well entitled to subspecific recognition, for though but little
different in

for

its

size, the

almost invariably unstreaked crissum serves

easy recognition.

EMBERNAGRA PLATENSIS

(Gmelin).

Emberiza plateiisis Gmei,in, Syst. Nat., I, 1788, p. 886.
Embernagra platensis D'OiiBKiNy, Voyage. Amer. M^rid.,

The

single specimen

Proc. N. M. vol.

is

Ois., 1835-44, p. 284.

rather more grayish above and less buff'y

xxv—02

10
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below than examples from Buenos Ayres, but
"Iris brown/'
its fresh plumag-e.

MYOSPIZA MANIMBE

(

this is

probably due to

Lichtenstein)

Fringllla manimbi' Lichtenstein, Verz. Doubl., 1823, p. 25.

One example, an

adult male in freshly molted plumage.
There seem to be absoluteh'^ no constant characters

brown."

"Iris
to sup-

port the separation of the birds of this region as a subspecies dorsalls.^

BRACHYSPIZA CAPENSIS CAPENSIS
MvLi^En, Syst. Nat., Anlumg, 177H,

Frliigillac((j/t'iisis

XV,

Brachyspiza caperms Ridgway, Auk,

One specimen, an

1898, p. 821.

"Iris light brown."

adult male.

SYCALIS PELZELNI
Si/calis pclzelni

SvhATKR, Ibi^, 1872,

One specimen

in

(Miiller).

p. 165.

Sclater.

p. 42.

fresh plumage.

The

flanks

and sides are

ver}^

obscurely streaked, and the dull pectoral band is conspicuous. The
"Iris
orange yellow of the forehead is much obscured by dusky.

brown."

SPOROPHILA ALBOGULARIS
8pix, Av. (ten.

Lo.rid. alhognhtrix
figs.

et.

Spec. Nov.

(Spix).

Bras?.,

II, 1824,

p.

pi.

4(),

i>x,

1,2.

Sporophila aUxigtdarls CwASii^, Mas. Ileiu.,

A single female

I,

1851, p. 149.

"

Spdi'ophjla l)elongs apparently to this species.

Iris

brown."

CYANOLOXIA GLAUCOCiERULEA
Pyrrhula glaucoimilea d'Orbigny, Voy. Anier.
Ci/anolo.ria glmicocaerulea

Two

Bonaparte,

Coiisp.

i

d'Orbigny).

]\leri(l., Ois^.,

Avium,

I,

1835-44,

pi.

fig. 2.

i>,

1850, \k 503.

"Iris brown." One of these is an inuuature male
assume the blue plumage of the adult, in which conThe other example is
paler below than the adult female.

specimens.

just l)eginning to

dition

it is

an adult female, but is darker, particularly above, than another of
the same sex, in this approaching Lhjdnoeoiiipsa sterea, though in other
respects remaining typical of C. (jJdncocd'i'ulea.

CYANOCOMPSA STEREA

Oberholser.

Clinnocotiipm Meiwa ()berhol!sek, Proe. Biol. Soc. Wasliiiigtun,

XIV,

— Similar to

1901,

j).

188.

Cyanocouqmi eyaned., but bill much smaller;
the blue of forehead and crown less purplish; the female much deeper,
less rufescent brown, particularly on the upper surface.
Cliai's. sj>.

Ridgway, Hist. N. Am. Land Birds,

I,

1874, p. 549.

I
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immature male, No. 173416, U.S.N.M.; Sapu-

Upper parts deep
umber brown, rather paler on nape and rump, more rufescent on the
latter; crown and forehead dull blue, the forehead lighter and more

cay, Paraguaj^, July 21, 1900; William T. Foster.

greeni,sh;

wings and

tail

sepia brown, the wing-coverts and outer mar-

gins of the wing-quills like the back, some blue like that of the head
showing on the bend of the wing; sides of the head and neck dull

deep brown, with some admixture of l)luish, the lores deep Inifl'; entire
under surface brown, much paler and more rufescent than that of the
upper parts, lightest on the chin and middle of the abdomen. Wing,
73 nun.; tail, 67 mm.; exposed culmen, 12mm,; depth of bill at base,
10.5 mm,; tarsus, 18 mm.; middle toe, 14.5 mm.
A female taken June 23, 1900, is quite similar to the immature male,
except for the lack of all bluish trace, and being of a noticeabl}^ more
Wing, 71 mm.; tail, 65 mm.; expo.sed culrufous hue throughout.
men, 12.5 mm.; depth of bill at base, 10 mm.; tarsus, 21 mm.; middle

mm.

toe, 15

of this new species have been carefully compared with a good series of ( 'yanoconipsa cyanea from various i)arts
Unfortunateh^ the male
of its range, and they are certainly distinct.
is not adult, but enough of blue shows on the head and bend of the

The two specimens

wing

much

Compared with

it has a very
though in other dimensions
be no material difference; what there is of blue color

Cyanocom2)>iCt glaucoccerulea

larger and differently shaped

there seems to
is

from Cyanocompsa

to indicate a color as well as a size difference

eycnwa.

bill,

darker, decidedlj^ less greenish; the female

colored throughout.
characters to

In fact this

new

is

species

also
is

much more deeply

in nearly all of its

some extent intermediate between Cyanocomjjsa cyanea

and Cyanoloxia glaucocmrulea.

THE

kp:ptiles

of the huachuca mountains,
ARIZONA.

B}^

Leonhard

Curator of the DlciKlon of

Ste.tneger,

Ilcptllex

and

Batracliians

Few

places in southern Arizona have been so well searched for repand by so many collectors as Fort Huachuca and the small mountain stock back of it, the Huachuca Mountains.
Man}" years ago Lieut. Harry C. Benson, then stationed at the fort,
sent the United States National Museum a small but yery interestingDr. Timothy E. Wilcox, the surgeon of the fort for
lot of specimens.
many years, has made yery exhaustive collections there, and some of
Dr. A. K.
the most interesting specimens were secured by him.
Fisher has added materially to jur knowledge of the herpetology of
that locality during his visit there in 1892.
I myself spent a few days
at Fort Huachuca during the early part of November, 18S9, but the
season was too far advanced for any successf id collecting.
In the following list I have incorporated the additional species collected by Mr. W. W. Price in the Huachuca Mountains during 1893
and 1894. His collection is now the property of Leland Stanford
Junior University, and has been most alily reported upon by Mr. John
van Denburgh.^
tiles

CHELOMA.

KINOSTERNON SONORIENSE
This

mud

turtle occurs in the first

Le Conte.

"cienega"

the fort, about 5,300 feet above the sea, whence
collected

in the

canyon above

we have six specimens

by Dr. Wilcox (Nos. 1T779-17781; 19680; 21120-21121).

Dr. Fisher has informed

me

that this species

is

common

in

Babaco-

mari Creek.
SAURIA.

CROTAPHYTUS BAILEYI

Stejneger.

One specimen from Lieutenant Benson (No. 14748), one from Mr.
Loring (No. 22208), and four from Dr. Wilcox (Nos. 19704-19707) tesiProc. Cal. Acad. Sci., (2) VI, August 18, 1896, pp. 338-349.

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXV— No.

1282.
149
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Fort Huachuca.
Fort Bowie (No. 22207).

tify to its occurrence at

at

Dr. Fisher also collected

HOLBROOKIA MACULATA APPROXIMANS
Collected at Fort Huachuca

it

Baird.

Wilcox (Nos. 177ST; 1970819722; 21118-21119), Dr. Mearns (No. 21012), and Dr. Fisher (Nos.
Dr.

l)y

22209-22211).

UTA SYMMETRICA

Baird.

Exceedingly numerous. Lieutenant Benson sent in two specimens
(Nos. 11750-11751); Dr. Wilcox fifteen (Nos. 1778G; 19690-19703); Dr.
Fisher twenty-five (Nos. 22236-22260); and I, myself, obtained two as
late as the beginning of November (Nos. 15760-15761).
They are
found from the Fort itself at least up to 6,700 feet altitude in the
mountains.
SCELOPORUS SCALARIS Wiegmann.
This species has been collected in the Huachuca Mountains only
Price.
Mr. van Denburgh writes:

b}'-

Mr.

Mr. Price's notes indicate that this is a rock-dwelling species, and that it occurs
The specimens collected furnish, I believe, the most northern
record of its range. They are quite typical, and were collected near the summit of
the Huachuca Mountains, May 22, 1894, in Morses Canyon, April 7, 1894, and at an
altitude of 9,500 feet in the Huachuca INIountains, July 22, 1893.'
at great altitudes.

SCELOPORUS CLARKII

Baird and Girard.

Apparently common, ])oth at the Fort and in the mountains. Dr.
Wilcox has sent six specimens (Nos. 17782; 19681-196S6; 21113-21111),
one of which was taken in a room in his house, while Dr. Fisher collected ten (Nos. 22218-22227),

The more specimens one

some

was ever confounded with
occur in the Huachucas.
that

as high

up

as 6,000 feet altitude.

more one wonders
The latter does not

sees of this species the

it

S. magister.

SCELOPORUS JARROVII
common

Cope.

Huachuca
by numerous specimens collected by Dr. Fisher
(Nos. 22228-22231), Dr." Wilcox (Nos. 19687-19689 and 21115-21117),
and myself (Nos. 15756-15759). It was also collected there by Mr.
This lizard

Mountains, as

Price.

is

one of the most

species in the

testified

^

found Yarrow's lizard among- exposed rocks at various places
between 5,700 feet and 6,700 feet altitude during the first days of
November, 1889. The nights were very cool and the lizards did not
come out from the cracks and crevices in the rocks until toward noon,
when they could be found sunning themselves on the whitish rock^,
I

iProc. Cal. Acad. Sci., (2) VI, p. 341.
2 Idem, (2) VI, p. 342.

I

.
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against which their dark bodies formed a violent contrast.

matter of

fact,

"dead" sooty
stripes.

when

alive or recently killed, they

black, without the slightest

When

picking-

up these black

I5l

As

a

were of a uniform

trace of the white collar

lizards

w

ith the

exceedingly

had before me
an undescribed species, remembering well that S. jarrovl! was originally characterized as having a very smooth pholidosis.
Great was
my amazement, however, on retuj'ning to my quarters and unpacking
my booty to tind that these dull black animals had changed in the bag
to a very gorgeous blue with a broad black collar most distinctl}' set
1 sup]iose the l^lackness was due to the cool
off b}^ white margins.
temperature and that the brilliant colors are chiefly in evidence during

rough and prickly

warm

scale covering I did not

doubt that

I

weather.

PHRYNOSOMA HERNANDESI

(

Girard)

This seems to be the conmionest species of horned-toad at Huachuca,
specimens having been sent in by Dr. Wilcox (Nos. 1TT83, 17784;
19681-19683) and four by Dr. Fisher (Nos. 22316, 22232-22234). It
five

was

also collected there

hy Mr.

Price.'

PHRYNOSOMA CORNUTUM
One specimen

(Harlan).

(No. 210U1) has been collected at Fort

Huachuca by

Dr. Wilcox.

Dr. Fisher has obtained another at Wilcox, Cochise
County, and Mr. Price a third at Fairbank.'

GERRHONOTUS

KINGII

Gray.

Mr. Price obtained three specimens of this species
Mountains during July and August, 1S93.'

CNEMIDOPHORUS GULARIS

in the

Huachuca

Baird and Girard.

Four specimens by Dr. Wilcox (Nos. 17785, 19723-19725) and two
by Dr. Fisher, from Fort Huachuca.

CNEMIDOPHORUS TIGRIS MELANOSTETHUS

(Cope).

According to van Denburgh this species was obtained
chuca Mountains by Mr. Price. ^

in the

Hua-

SERPENTES.

DIADOPHIS REGALIS

Baird and Girard.

A

specimen of this species, typical in every respect, was collected
by Mr. Holzner, at Fort Huachuca, October 11, 1893.
'

•'

Van Denburgh,
Idem, VI, 1896,

Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., (2) VI, 1896, p. 342.
p. 344.
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LAMPROPELTIS SPLENDIDA
Ophibolas

xple,uli<lu.^

Baird, U.

S.

(

Baird and Girard)

and Mex. Bound. Surv.,

II,

Rept.,

p.

20,

pi. XIV.

A

fine specimen of this beautiful snake was obtained by Dr. Fisher
Babacomari Creek, on May '22. It is typical in every respect, having
twenty-three scale rows and the very characteristic coloration of this
form. Specimens have been recorded from Tucson,' from Fort Buchanan,^ and from Fort Lowell.'' I have compared the above specimen with four specimens from southern New Mexico (U.S.N.M.
Nos. 22373-22374, collected by Mr. Lane in the Mesilla Valley,
and U.S.N.M. No. 1849, two specimens from Fort Filmore), and one
from northern Texas (U.S.N.M. No. 1709, collected by Dr. Kennedy
between the Pecos and the Rio Grande), and find them all alike and
typical, with twenty-three scale rows.
Neither can I discover any
essential differences in a specimen from San Diego, extreme southern
extension of Texas. This form, consequently, seems to skirt over
Mexican border pretty closely. It probably extends some distance
south into Mexico, how far we can only conjecture.
There seems to be no necessity, for the present at least, to burden
this form with a trinominal. It is true that Western examples of what
is usually called " OphilxAuH .wy/,"* especially those from Arkansas
and Indian Territory approach the color pattern of Z. sj)lendid(i, ])ut
in the first place it is only an " approach/' and in the second place
they retain the normal number of twenty-one scale rows characteristic
of the form which we have just named L. holhrool'!.

at

LAMPROPELTIS PYRRHOMELiENA

(Cope).

A

verv fine specimen collected ])y Dr. Fisher in the Huachuca
Mountains at an altitude of 6,000 feet, on May 18, belongs to the typical, white-snouted form of this species.
This form, which is characterized by having the entire snout anterior
to the frontal, including labials, pale yellow, by having the first black
'U. S. and Mex. Bound. Surv., II, Rept.,
2 Cope, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1860, p. 255.
='Van Denburgh, Proc. Cal. Acad.

Sci., (2)

p. 20.

VI, 1896, p. 847.

*A new name must be given to Holbrook's Coronella sayi, and I propose to call it
Lampropeltis holbrooU. The name was originally proposed by Holbrook under the
misapprehension that it was the species previously described by Schlegel as Coluber
sayi.
Holbrook (N. Am. Herpet., 2 ed.. Ill, p. 99) expressly calls the species
" Coronella sai/i Schlegel;" in the synonymy he quotes " Coluber saiji, Schlegel.
Phys. des Serp., torn. II, p. 157;" and at the end of the article (p. 101) he says:
Schlegel was the first naturalist who published a description of this beautiful animal,
in his excellent work entitled
Essai sur la Physionomie des Serpens.' " Schlegel's
Coluber snyi, however, is an entirely different snake, viz, Pituophis sayi, and Holbrook's misapplication of the name given by Schlegel is consequently inadmissible
for the present species.
This principle is recognized by all codes of nomenclature,
and I need not specifically quote the A. O. U. Code, Canon XXXIII.

—

'

'

'
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behind the parietals, and by having- a ^rcat
from 37 to 57 from head to anus),
has thus far been found in western and southern Arizona only.
In
California, from ''northern California," whence came the type of
Lockinoton's Bi-lloplil^ zonatns^ to San Diego, there occurs a different
form with fewer yellow bands (30 to 42 on the back, in our specimens),
and with the snout and labials black like the rest of the head. The
tirst l)lack cross bar is even a little closer to the parietals, sometimes
touching them. This form is clearly entitled to subspeciiic rank and
may l)e called Lamjpropeltlti pyrrhomeJsema myltJeincta (Yarrow).'
In New Mexico and eastern Arizona we have again another form.
In this the snout is black, as in the California subspecies, but the numl>er of yellow cross bands on the back is still smaller (less than 3(^; 23
in our specimens) and the first black cross band is farther back, being
removed from the parietals by three to tive scales. This form needs
a name and I propose for it Laiiipi'opelt'iH pyrrJionK-lpena <'<'hv)}<p.sr
It will be seen that I have ignored Blainville's name (nluhfr zonatux.^ which Boulenger, following Lockington's example, has recently
Blainville's description is very
revived for the present species.
incomplete and differs, especially in the coloration, so much from an}^
specimen I have seen that the identity of his snake with the present
species appears very improbable.
The tj^pe has been lost, as we are
informed 1)}^ Bocourt, and there seems no way of exactly determining
Under these circumstances T think
to which species the name belongs.
it better to drop it altogether as unidentitiable with any known snake,
especially since there is no proof that the type came from a locality in
which the species here treated of has been obtained by later collectors.
The character by which Boulenger^ separates the present species
from his C. micropliolls, viz, "first black band on nape only'' of the
former as against " first l)lack ])and forming a complete ring extending across the throat" of the latter,^ does not hold at all, since we
have in the collection at least two ('alifornia specimens in which the
(TOSS band one to

number

ring

is

scales

of yellow cross l)ars (varying

complete, extending across the throat.

PITUOPHIS CATENIFER DESERTICOLA
Three specimens collected by Dr. Wilcox, one

Stejneger.

in

the immediate

vicinity of the fort, another at an altitude of 5,300 feet (Nos. 17701,

19675, 21105).

There

is

also a specimen

from Lieutenant Benson (No.

11744).
^

Ophiholus geiuhis rnidtichirla><Ya.rroy,y, Proc. U.

'Ti/pe.—r.H.'NM. No. 22375;

S.

Nat. Mu8., V, 1882,

locality, Mesilla Valley,

New

p. 440.

Mexico, H. B. Lane,

coll.

"Cat. Snakes Brit. Mus., II, 1894, p. 190.

the synonymy of Coronella micropholis Boulenger curiously enough cites my
Lampropeliis annulatus (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIV, 1891, p. 503) as against Kennicott's L. annulata, which he places under C. genlilis, in spite of the fact that my
••In

remarks are based upon and chiefly refer to Kennicott's type specimens.
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SALVADORA HEXALEPIS

(Cope).

Three specimens from Fort Huachuca, two young ones by Dr.
Wilcox (Nos. 17792, 17793) from the immediate vicinity of the fort,
and one by Dr. Fisher (No. 22201), collected April 28, 1892.
None of these specimens possess the subocular which orave rise to
establishment of the name hexalepis^ and which has been variously considered as characteristic of a subspecific form inhabiting the more
western deserts.^ Mr. van Denlnirgh' has shown that this character is
not constant enough to warrant the I'ctention of a subspeciiic form
thus restricted.

The use

name

of the

Salvad<>r((

By

requires an explanation.

//^',w/,:^y->/.vfor

our specimens therefore

a careful examination of a large

number

of specimens from Texas on the one side, and from Arizona and farther
1 found that the former belong to the species called
by Jan, having all the essential characters of this
form, hitherto attributed to Mexico onh', remarking at the same time
that these differences are those of scutellation, not of color, which is
equally and similarly variable in both species.
It now turns out, how-

west on the other,
Salvador'^ haird!

ever, that Baird and Girard's type specimen of Salvadora graham'tm

belongs to the eastern species and that Jan's S. haird'i consequently is a
pure S3^nonym. The Arizona and California species therefore can not

remain under the old name

S. grahaiiil(V^

but S. hexalepU, being based

upon an Arizona specimen perfectly typical of the

species,

becomes

available.

The

S3

nonymy

of the

two species Avouid thus stand as follows:

SALVADORA GRAHAMIiE

Baird and Girard.

X^Z.—Salvadoragrahamiit' Baird and Girard, Serp. N. Am.. \<.
I860.— ,Sa7('ar?ora ban-f/i Jax, Icon. Gon. Ophiri., Pt. 1. pi. iii. %.

SALVADORA HEXALEPIS
I860.— .S'ateadora grahami Jan, Icon. G6n. Ophid.,

Pt.

101.
2.

(Cope).

1, pi.

in,

fig. 1

(not

iS.

i/rahamuv Baird and

Girard).

1866.— Phimothyra hexalepis Cope, Proc. Phila. Aead. Nat.

Sci., 1866, p. 304.

Most of the characters separating these twg species are very well
These differences are
shown in the two figures of Jan quoted above.
-^

as follows:

In S. grahamiw. the frontal is comparatively longer and narrower
behind; the parietals are also longer and comparatively narrower; the
frontal is less wide and its edges not raised so much from the nasals;
the first pair of infralabials is normal; and the second pair of chin
shields are in contact or separated

In S. hexalepis the frontal
^See
5

my

notes in N.

is

Am. Fauna, No.

Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. (2), V,

May

by

at

most one

scale.

shorter and broader; the parietals are
7,

1893, pp. 205-206.

28, 1895, pp. 146-147.

^Bocourt (Miss. Sc. Mex., Ill, Kept., pi. xliii, figs. 2 and 3) figures what he congrahamiw and hairdi, but both specimens figured evidently belong to the

siders

same

;S'.

species, viz,

K

grahamiie.

I
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very wide and its edj^es detached; first
pair of infralabials are elongated ver}^ much posteriorly, forming an
unusually long suture, while the mental is reduced to a minimum; the
second pair of chin shields ar(^ separated by one or two pairs of scales.
In the material I hav^^. been going over at present 1 tind no intergradation, and consequently adopt a binominal appellation for the two
forms.
As might be expected, one or the other of the characters
pointed out above may be less pronounced in some specimens than in
others, but they hold as well or better than in most other cases of
also shortened; the rostral

is

nearly related species of snakes.

BASCANION FLAGELLUM FRENATUM

Stejneger.

Four adult specimens perf ectl}' characteristic of this form are in the
collections from Fort Huachuca, two by Dr. Wilcox (Nos. 19676,
19677) and two by Dr. Fisher, May 27, 1892 (Nbs. 22197, 22198).

BASCANION SEMILINEATUM

Cope.

This species, which was only recently described, appears to be rather
connnon among the trees and bushes in the Huachuca Mountains.
Lieutenant Benson sent the Museum two very large specimens (Nos.
11715, 11716), Dr. Wilcox one (No. 19678), and Dr. Fisher one (No.
22200). Van Denburgh also records one specimen collected by Price
Dr. Fisher caught one
in the Huachuca Mountains, June 30, 1891.
(No. 22199) at Fort Bowie, Arizona, on May 21, 1891, swallowing a
young Woodhouse's jay in the nest.
This very distinct and readily recognized species is excellently figured by Giinther in the Reptile part of the BiologiaCentrali- Americana.^
^

all our specimens, how^ever, the posterior half of the frontal is much
narrower than in the outline drawing of the head on the plate just cited.

In

RHINOCHEILUS LECONTEI

Two

Baird and Girard.

specimens from Fort Huachuca, by Dr. Wilcox (Nos. 2110, 2111).

THAMNOPHIS CYRTOPSIS

Kennicott.

There are six specimens of this snake in the collection from Fort
Huachuca, viz: Four by Dr. Wilcox (Nos. 17791, 17795, 19679, 21112),
one by Dr. Mearns (No. 21060), and one by Dr. Fisher (No. 22205.)
Two of Dr. Wilcox's specimens are from ''the immediate vicinity of
the post."'
I have examined into the question of the alleged subspecies of the
present species with some care. In the first place, it turns out that
Cope's oceUata, from Helotes, Texas, is absolutely identical Avith Ken

nicott's

type of cyrtojms (U.

S. Nat.

Mus., No. 930, from Rinconada,

Coahuila, Mexico; not Durango, Mexico, as alleged by Cope.)'' These
specimens, it is true, differ from most other specimens in the colleciProc. Cal. Acad.
5 PI. XLVI, fig. A.

3Proc. U.

S.

Sci. (2),

Nat. Mus.,

VI, Aug.

XIV,

18, 1896, p. 347.

1891, p. 656.
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vol. xxv.

under the lateral lin(\ ])v a horseshoeshaped black mark on the sutures of the seventh supralal)ial and l)y the
dorsal line not reaching- the parietals, but there seem to he too many
exceptions to make it expedient to recognize a subspecies based on
Thus among the Huachuca specimens No. 22205
these characters.
has the spots below the lateral line as heavy as the type of cyrtojMis^
and the horseshoe mark is clearly indicated. Then, again, in the
Coahuila specimens without this mark and the spots the dorsal line
does not reach the parietals, while a specimen from San Antonio,
Texas (No. 22387), has heavy spots, but no horseshoe, and the dorsal
With the present material, therefore, lam
line reaches the parietals.
tion b}' larger spots on the sides

unable to recognize any subspecies of T.

cy7'topsis.

TANTILLA WILCOXI, new
DIfujnosis.

— Eye more than

species.

half as long as the snout; frontal less

than twice as broad as the posterior border of the supraocular; seven
upper labials; twopostoculars; frontal six-sided, anterior angle obtuse,
posterior acute; ventrals about 150; two pairs of chin-shields, anterior
pair longer than posterior; rostral much broader than deep; frontal

once and a half as long as broad, longer than interparietal suture; hrst
lower la))ials not in contact behind the mental; posterior nasal and
preocular large, broadly in contact; a white coUar two scales wide
just behind the parietals and taking in their extreme posterior angle,
followed b}^ a narrow dark band only one and a half scales wide.

—

Southern Arizona.
Ty2)e.—^o. 19674, U.S.N.M.; Fort Huachuca, Arizona; Dr. T. E.
Wilcox, coll.
Ilahitat.

—

Head broad, especially across the temples,
Description of the type.
neck; eye large, more than half as long as the

much wider than

snout, and nearly twice as large as
rostral

much wider than

its

distance from the conuuissure;

high, the portion visible from above equals

the internasal suture; internasals short, less than half as large as the
is wedged in between posterior

prefrontals, the lower border of which
nasal

and preocular. but not

in

contact with supralabials; frontal six-

sided, the anterior angle obtuse, the posterior acute, the lateral sides

converging backward, its width about two-thirds its length and less
than twice the width of the supraoculars, its length equaling the
interparietal suture, though slightly shorter than the parietals; supraoculars, rather larger, their width more than half that of the frontal;
parietals as long as their distance from tip of snout; nasals and preocular of about equal size, the latter broadly in contact with posterior
nasal; one prebcular; two postoculars; temporals 1+1, long and narrow; supralabials 7, seventh very high, third low, fourth nearly twice
wide as third, both entering eye; infralabials 7, four in contact with
anterior chin-shields, first pair not in contact with each other behind mental; anterior chin-shields very long, nuuli longer than second; 15 rows
as
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smooth scales; three pairs of scales between posterior chin-shields
and ventrals; ventrals 152; anal divided; 40 caudals (tail defective).
Color (in alcohol) very pale brownish gra}", without stripes, lighter
underneath; top of head dark brownish gray, the dark color barely
encircling the eyes and descending broadly to the connnissure at the
suture between the sixth and seventh supralabials; a white semicoliar
just behind the parietals taking in their extreme posterior angle, two
scales wide, followed ])y a dark-brownish grav band only one and a
of

half scales wide.

Total length 184

Remarls.

mm.;

tail

(defective) 40

—This new species, which

discoverer. Col.

1

mm.

take pleasure in naming for

Timothy E. Wilcox, surgeon, U.

S.

its

A., seems to be

more nearly

related to TantiUa melanocephala^ distributed in various
forms through Central and South America, than to any of the other
It has the same wide
species hitherto found in the United States.
head distinctly set off from the neck as well as the large eye, but the
frontal appears to be longer, and the first pair of infralabials are separated l)v the mental. The coloration of the head is also very different,
resembling as it does, superticially that of T. coronata. It is probabl}'
the same species to which Mr. van Denburgh refers under the name
of T. coronata^ a specimen collected by Mr. Price, also near Huachuca,^
but the true T. conmata has a differently shaped head, more compressed and tapering in front of the eyes and less wide across the
The coloration
temples, nuich smaller eyes and smaller supraoculars.
of the head is slightly different also, inasmuch as the dark collar is
wider in the latter and the supralabials are dark colored in front of

the eye. light behind.

Now

Mexican Ilomalocranion
seems probable that T. coronata does not
occur in Mexico at all. It would then be interesting to know what is
Garman's T. coronata, from San Luis Potosi.^
that Giinther has described Bocourt's

coronatiuii as II. hocourti;-

it

TRIMORPHODON LYROPHANES

Cope.

A single

specimen (No. 19673) was obtained at the fort by Dr. Wilcox
in 1892.
It has 22 scale rows and 9 supralabials.
This species has been taken in other places in southern Arizona, viz,
by Henshaw (No. 8760) in October, 1874, and ])y Dr. Irwin at Fort

Buchanan (No.

5283).

ELAPS EURYXANTHUS

Kennicott.

very interesting snake there is a specimen (No. 17790) from
the immediate vicinity of the fort at Huachuca, collected by Dr.
Wilcox, while Dr. Fisher's collection contains a specimen from Fort

Of

this

Bowie (No.

22194).
1

2

Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci. (2), VI, August 18, 1896, p. 346.
Biol. Centr.-Amer., Kept., p. 149.

'Bull. Ess. Inst,

XIX,

1887, p. 128.
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SISTRURUS CATENATUS EDWARDSII

vol. xxv.

(Baird and Girard).

A sing-le specimen of the Western massasaiiga. collected by Dr. Wilcox on the parade ground of Fort Huachuca (No. 17789), is the only
definite record of this species west of the Rio Grande, except a specimen collected by Henshavv in "southern Arizona" (No. 8109).
CROTALUS PRICEI Van

Denburgh.

This rattlesnake, so distinct from all the other species
within the United States, was described in'1895 b}^ Mr. van
from five specimens collected by Mr. W. W. Price in the
Mountains. Curiously enough, it has not been obtained hy
parties collecting for the United States National Museum.

CROTALUS MOLOSSUS

Two

occurring
Den])urgh

Huachuca
any of the

Baird and Girard.

highly colored specimens of this handsome rattler have been

sent in by Dr. Wilcox, viz, Nos. 17788 and 21107.

The

first-men-

tioned one was taken in the canyon above the fort at an altitude of

about 5,500

feet.

CROTALUS ATROX

Baird and Girard.

Four specimens from Fort Huachuca, viz, two by Lieutenant Benson
and two by Dr. Wilcox (Nos. 21108, 21109), demonstrate most convincingly the utter unreliability of the so-called
(Nos. 11712, 11713)

Benson's smaller specimen (No. 11712) has the scutelon the anterior portion of the head of the typical C. atro.f. No.
21109 has two enlarged scute-like scales between the anterior half of
the supraoculars, preceded and followed by small scales; No. 21108
has similarly enlarged scales, which, however, are preceded by a pair
just like them, and followed by another pair somewhat smaller; the
fourth, a very large specimen, is somewhat intermediate between the
three others, as it has two pairs of large scales between the supraoculars, separated on the median line, however, by a series of small
scales, while the median space in front of the interoculars is covered
with small scales.
This is a fair example of the status of this alleged species, not only
It is nothing but an indiin this locality but wherever it is found.
vidual variation, more common in the Rocky Mountain and Sierra
Madre region, perhaps, than elsewhere, but nowhere attaining such a
percentage of stabilit}' as to warrant its recognition even as a subspeC. scutulatnx.

lation

cies or race.

CROTALUS LEPIDUS

Kennicott.

Two

specimens from Fort Huachuca have been sent in by Dr. Wilcox (Nos. 19672, 21100), one without head. This rare snake seems
to be not uncommon in this region, as four specimens wei"e collected
by Mr. Price near Fort Lowell and in the Huachuca Mountains.^
1

Van Denburgh,

Proc. Cal. Acad. ScL, (2), VI, 189

6, p.

348,

I

CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARD A MONOGRAPH OF THE LP:PIDOPTEROUS FAMILY NOCTUID.E OF BOREAL NORTH
AMERICA.
:\I0TII8 REFERRED TO THE (iENUS LEUCANIA,
WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES

A REVISION OF THE

By John
0/ Butgers

As

it

stands in our

College,

lists at

B. Smith, Sc, D.,

Xew

more or

New

Jersey.

present the genus Leucania includes

those species with hair}' eyes and
is

Brunswick,

unarmed

legs in

less hairy, the colors pale 3'ellow

all

which the vestiture

or luteous tending to

more or less strigate; normal noctuid macuThe antenna? of the male are simple or nearly

reddish, and the markings
lation rarely complete.

so and the front of the head

is

without moditication.

Setting aside a small series of narrow- winged, long-bodied forms as

name Neleucania^ the remainder of the
somewhat robust body, moderate, not retracted
head, long and functional tongue.
The eyes are round, moderate in

generically distinct under the
species agree in the

size,

These palpi are stout,
is an exception,
usually quadrate, with collar and

and the palpi reach the middle of front.

hairy, the terminal joints short and obtuse.

the male.

The thorax

patagiffi fairly well

marked; but

chiefl}' in

clothed, with the parts indeiined.

is

Pilipaljns

some series it is quite loosely
The vestiture varies from thin hair,

in

through flattened hair to a mixture of long scales and hair; the latter
Behind the collar centrally there may be a small
ridge or crest, a small divided crest, or no obvious tufting at all.
The abdomen is untufted except at sides in the males. The vestiture
on the under side is loose and woolly, the males being apt to have the

an unusual feature.

legs sexually tufted.

The primaries vary somewhat in shape and may l)e quite stumpy or
marked or even acute apices.
The species occur throughout the United States and north as well as

trigonate with

southward, though on the whole the genus may be said to l)e Northern
rather than otherwise.
In the preparation of this paper my i-eliance has been first of all on
the material in my own hands, which was more complete than that of
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXV— No.

1283.
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any other sing'le collection. From the United States National Museum
type specimens. From Dr. Wil] had 100 examples, including all save
liam Barnes, of Decatur, Illinois, I had his entire material in the
genus, peculiarly rich in some local Western forms. From Mr.
W. D. Kearfott, of Montclair, New Jersey, I had a series of specimens
The collections of the American
illustrating a few special forms.
Museum of Natural History were carefully compared and some undetermined material was loaned. The collection of the Brooklyn Instiwas
tute of Arts and Sciences (Neumoegen and Graef collections)

compared and specimens were loaned from it. From the collection of
secured.
the American Entomological Society several specimens were
The Strecker material was carefully compared, and in addition, several
correspondents sent me examples that will be specitically acknowledged
later on.

genus proper the species range themselves
of small or larger groups, some Avell, some ill defined,
and in one or two cases not altogether easily separated on other than
It might be put in a somewhat different way as a
sexual characters.
of well-marked species, some of which remained true to type,

Within the

into a

limits of the

number

number

not yet
others of which diverged and gave rise to forms which are
marked.
well
altogether
somewhat well-defined series may be typified by tnupujida, in

A

promiis a sharp ridge or crest behind the collar, not very
addinent to be sure, but always recognizable in good examples. As
in which
tional characters we have the trigonate, pointed primaries
the
both the ordinary spots are at least traceal)le, and the character of

which there

male

genitalia.

The group consists of only two, very unlike species, one of which
is known in the female only.
Lnthw dirt'ers from all our other species in that it has both the ordiand
nary spots outlined by yellowish rings, the median lines complete,
In other words, the normal noctuid
the subterminal line obvious.
The only example known to me is from
is complete.

maculation

Florida and

is

a female.

Unqjuneta has the ordinary spots on the primaries paler, but not
median lines
ringed, so that they are obvious, but not defined. The
traceable.
are punctiform, and in some specimens both are completely
general
Usually, however, the transverse anterior line is lost in the
powdery character of the wing, and sometimes the transverse posterior
The general color is a variable shade of
line shares the same fate.
of
reddish or fawn gray or brown, sometimes with a little admixtui'e
oblique
dark
a
forming
l)lack,
with
speckled
is
surface
The
yellowish.
at the end
subapical shade and a dusky shading along the median vein,
of which

is

a single white dot.
of the male consist of moderate fringes on

The secondary characters
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the femora inferiorly, and with outward fringes of long hair on
tibiffi, forming no tufts in either case; but those on the middle

pair

more prominent than any

of the others.

In the antenna^ there

is

a longer bristle on each side of each joint.

The male genitalia are unique and rather simple. The harpes are
somewhat narrow at base and, at a little less than half their length,
divide into a broad inferior lobe and a narrow superior continuation,
which again enlarges into a broad rounded tip, the inner surface of
which is set with short, stiff, pointed spines. The clasper is a small,
curved claw or beak at the point where the harpes divide.
In all the other species there is either no obvious tufting of any
kind behind the collar or there is a small divided crest.
In the group pseudargyria we have two species with robust bodies
and comparatively short, obtuse primaries, in which both the ordinary"
spots are marked and the transverse posterior line is composed of a
double series of venular dots. Both are reddish luteous in color and
are more or less black powdered.
PHe\id(ii'(iyria has the abdomen conspicuously tufted in the male,
and the genitalia have dense hair and scale tuftings. The legs in the
same sex are very prominently tufted, the most conspicuous clothingbeing on the anterior pair. The coxa has a tuft of long, curly scales

on the outside.
orly, longest

The

femui- has a

toward the

tibia,

bunch of thick blackish hair

inferi-

capable of brush-like expansion.

The

has a dense covering of black hair capable of fan-like expansion
exteriorly altogether a verj- striking modification.
The middle leg
tibia

—

is

rather shorter and stouter than usual;

femur with a fringing of long

hair inferiorly; tibia set with long hair on all sides so as to form

a prominent loose brush, not capable of fan-like expansion.
posterior leg the femur

much

sides, not

The

In the

fringed with long- hair inferiorly, but not so
as on the others; the tibia with a clothing of thin hair on all
is

forming an obvious brush.

genitalia resemble those of the

group commoides.

are very broad at base and narrow only a

The harpes

little inferioi'ly

for nearly

two-thirds their length, then they are cut off abruptly from below to

form a narrow, oblong, obliquely rounded

tip.
This oblique tip is set
with long, rather stout bristles. At the point on the upper margin
where the oblong tip joins the broad body of the harpe there is a
curved elevated ridge with the margins turned in, forming a crater-

with the outline incomplete. The clasper is a moderatelj"
long and stout cylindrical hook, not much curved, arising from the
inner portion of the crater over a broad, irregular, corneous plate.
like cavity

The

species occurs east of the

Rocky Mountains throughout

the

greater portion of the United States and Canada.
PllqMljjis

is

obviousl}" related to the preceding in appearance, but

has a prominent diffusely margined l)lack shading from the reniform
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to the transverse posterior line.

Grote's type was a male.

I

vol. xxv.

have only a female at hand, but Mr.

He compares it with pseudargi/ria^

states that

does not have the exaggerated tufts on abdomen and tibiie, and adds
that it has "a curious fan-shaped tuft of spreading hair arising from
the upper surface of the second joint of the unusually prominent
it

palpi,"

This character

from

all

is

distinctive

and

others of our species.

will serve to differentiate the

The female

is

All the

the l)lackish shade already described.

male

readily recognizable

known specimens

by
are

from Florida.
Suhj)unctata stands by

itself,

but

in

man}^ points resembles uni-

decidedly smaller, has somewhat narrower primaries,
but of the same shape, and has the dark shading over the median vein,
relieved by a single white dot at the end of the cell.

pum'ta.

It

is

In other respects the type of maculation is the same, but the color
is darker and it is closely strlgate with bhickish on the
The secondaries are white at base, semiveins and in the interspaces.

in suhpimctata

translucent, with a smok}^ outer border.

Behind the

collar is a dis-

from
unipunda.
In the male the anterior legs have a fringe of black scaly hair on
the cox*; the femora have a dense fringe of shorter scales; the tibial
On the middle leg the
vestiture is short, dense, and not prominent.
femora have a moderate fringe of not very long hair; the tibial are set
with moderate hair on all sides, but it is neither very dense nor brushlike.
On the posterior leg the femora have a moderate fringe basally
and the tibiaj have thin, scant, longer hair.
The male genitalia are characteristic. The harpes are ver}^ broad
basally and beyond the middle narrow aljruptly and evenly from both
margins to about pne-fourth their previous width; beyond that they
broaden gradually to a slightly rounded tip which is furnished with a

tinct divided thoracic crest,

and

this separates the species sharplv

series of six long bristle-like hairs set in conspicuous pits.

The

clasper

an irregular corneous plate from which arises a short, cylindrical,
nearl}^ straight spur and two lower, somewhat curved, pointed processes; quite unique in the genus.
Dr. Strecker's species coinjylicata is a small example of this species,
whose home is in Texas and New Mexico.
is

Pollens
ture

is

is

typical of a rather well-deiined

group

in

which the

vesti-

thin and hairy, forming no obvious tufting on the thorax and

leaving the collar and patagia3 not or but feebly defined. There are
no lines or other marks on the collar and none on the thorax. The

primaries are normally trigonate, Avith marked but not acute apices,
without longitudinal dark lines or obvious discal spots, the median
vein whitish, rarel}^ well marked, and the transverse posterior line
The secondaries tend to
wanting or reduced to two black dots.
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In the male, the leg

tuftings are not prominent, the femora fringed inferiorly and one or
pairs of tibife with longer hair, forming no tufts.
The male

more

antenupe have single, slightly longer lateral bristles on each joint.
The male genitalia are quite characteristic, and all the species

resemble each other closely in this particular. The harpes are broad
and broaden to the middle, where they are suddenly narrowed
from below, the upper anargin being continuous. Beyond this the}^
broaden again into a rounded, lappet-like tip, the inner side of which
is closely set with pointed spines of moderate length.
The clasper
at base

two processes from the same base; one is cylindrical
curved upward, hook- like, with an obtuse tip; the other is bent outward and curved downward, rather beak- like in character, the tip

consists of

usually obtuse.

While the group itself is thus well delined and rather sharply separated from the others, the species within the group are verj^ closely
allied.

In the first place, comparing all accessible examples of the true
European pallens, I do not find any American examples that entirely
agree with any of them. The American examples, which 1 term hiteopaIJe7is,

are uniformly less strigate, uniformly brighter, and, on the

whole, with whiter secondaries.
in the genitalia,

comparing

There

is

five pairs of the

marked difl'erence
American with three pairs

quite a

of the European form.
In the latter the harpes are quite prominently
angulate on the superior margin and the upper angle of the tip is
quite obviously marked.
The spinulation of the inner side is also less

abundant and' shorter. The lower clasper is broader and more spatulate in form than any American specimen.
The alliance is close, but
as species go in this group luteopaUenH is not the same as pallens.
The femoral fringes of the male are ver}^ moderate and the hind
tibiffi only have a little longer hair fringing above the middle.
In this
respect jMflens agrees with JnteopaUens, which inhabits the Atlantic
coast region.

Minorata

is

smaller and darker throughout, the secondaries in par-

on the disk. The primaries have a broader, more
stump}^ appearance, due to the comparatively stouter body. In reality
ticular being blacker

minorata

much more

closely allied in appearance to ixdlens than is
and this is also marked in the male genitalia, which are
intermediate between those of pollens and luteojpallens^ while really
distinct from both.
The leg tuftings are much better developed, however, than in luteopallens, especially on the anterior and posterior
tibiae, which have an obvious fringing of long hair.
This species ranges along the Rocky Mountain region from New
Mexico northward into British America and to the Pacific coast at
Vancouver.
is

luteojxdlens;
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Oxygale is somewhat larger and broader winged than the previous
and has a grayish shading over the luteous base. The streakings are very fine and not contrasthig, giving the whole insect a very
even appearance. The secondaries are entirely blackish except along
the costa, or there is only a narrow whitish edging along the outer
margin.
The male genitalia are exactlv as in luteojxdlcns, but the leg tuftIn this species the
ings are even more marked than in tmnorata.
middle tibiae also are furnished with fringes outwardly, so that all
are now fringed.
The range of this species is from the middle Rockies
southward, west to the Pacific coast, and throughout California.
Ruhripallens difi^ers from all the other species in this group by the
This is given by the reddish
reddish shading over the primaries.
streakings over the yellow base, the paler veins being thereby more
than usually relieved. The secondaries have a 3^ellowish tinge and
vary from this to a transparent smoky, the disk being always more
or less blackish. The range of this species is from the middle Kockies
into Utah,
The genitalia of the male do not differ from those of I iiteojxillens
and the leg tuftings are very like those of oxygale.
Pertracta Morrison belongs in this series, but I doubt its being an
American insect. The type is in the Strecker collection, and, while
the wings are perfect, the body is crushed as though it might have
been papered. The locality given on the label is "Pennsylvania,"
and I have understood Dr. Strecker to say it came from a Philadelphia collector, whose name he did not give. 1 believe it to be an
unusually well-marked ixdlens.^ with a reddish tint, a little discolored
Mr. Morin the relaxing jar; in other words, a European specimen.
rison was in several cases misled as to the source of his specimens,
and I believe that in this case Dr. Strecker was also imposed upon.
I can scarcel}^ credit the occurrence near Philadelphia of a good
species so like pollens and so rare that in twenty-six 3^ears not a
specimen has been captured by any of the Philadelphia collectors.
In tabular form the species of this group may be sei3arated as
species,

follows:
Light creamy yellow, streakings not contrasting; secondaries with a small discal area
blackish
luteopallens.
Darker, with a luteous tinge; streakings more obvious and somewhat contrasting;
minorata.
secondaries with more of disk blackish
Pale grayish luteous; streakings not contrasting; secondaries all blackish except the
margins
oxygale.

Reddish

luteous, obviously streaky; secondaries

blackish shaded

The group

with a yellowish

tinge,

smoky

or

rnbripallens.

alhilhiea comprises another series of closely allied species
be separated out with a little care and a fair material to
work with. Superficially all the species agree in having the lower

which

rrnxj
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much

paler than the upper portion,
and, in good examples, white lines on the patagise.
The wings are

normally trigonate, of moderate length, the apices well marked, though
The median vein is white, and the white streak tends
scarceh^ acute.
to continue in the interspace between veins 3 and 4.
Below this white
shade is a more or less diffuse -red, smoky, or blackish shade which
extends to the end of the median vein.

Above

vein 4 from

its

incep-

tion a red, smok}^, or blackish triangular shade extends, starting as a

point and broadening outwardh^ until, on the outer margin, it fills the
space between vein 4 and ju.st below the apex, where it again ends in
a point.

These characters of maculation are quite oljvious and are easily
recognizable; but the male genitalic characters are equally strong and
equall}^ distinctive.
The harpes are moderately broad at base, ol^long

beyond the middle, and there abruptly narrowed from
The narrow extension from the upper margin is obtusely bent
downward and then suddenly enlarged into a hatchet-shaped tip; the
to a point well

below.

outer edge with a fringe of spinules directed inwardl3\ This is chargroup, and occurs nowhere else in the genus. The
clasper is usually divided into three processes, of which the lower is
acteristic of the

more or

less spatulate or ligulate; the upper flattened or round, shorter
and stouter; the median is a longer, more slender, usually pointed spur.
The upper and lower processes are from the same base, the central

structure arises separatel3\

As to leg structure, in the males the species as a whole agree in
having long, thin, hairy fringes on the under side of all the femora.
The anterior tibiae are variably fringed outwardly and the tufting is
The median tibi» are not obviously tufted. The posterior
obvious.
tibiae are varial)ly furnished with long thin hair, tending to real tufts.
Generally speaking, the northern forms are not so obviously tufted as
are the southern species.
The male antennae are barel}- ciliate and do not have longer lateral
bristles on the joints.
Ruhrvpennis dift'ers from all others in this series and in the genus
by having all the darker shadings bright, pinkish red. The male
genitalia while after the group type have the claspers quite different
from those of any other species. The lower process is long, C3dindrical, and pointed; the upper a broad, short beak.
The home of this species is in Texas, but it extends northward into
Missouri.

AJhiUnia has dark smoky or black secondaries in both sexes, which
a little lighter at the extreme base only.
It is on the whole a
small species, the primaries dark luteous in ground and the smoky
shades broad and difl'use. The discal dots may or m^j not be

may be

prominent.
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genitalia are of the characteristic form, with all the pro-

cesses well developed.

This form has a wide distribution, ranging in ni}" material from
southern Arizona to New Jerse}'.
Ohscurlor resembles the preceding in size and in the dark color of
the primaries; but the maculation is more even and the discal spots
are absent. The secondaries are whitish to the middle or ])eyond, the

margin

diffusely

smoky.

preceding and the form may be
comes from Manitoba, and I have found
this faunal region so well marked that I risk the name, based chiefly
on the more even color of the primaries and the partially white

The

genital structure

only a local

variet}'.

like the

is

But

it

secondaries.

Diffusa

is

a markedly lighter colored and larger species, the second-

aries white, with a diffuse smok}'^ outer

The dark

areas of the primaries are

margin varying

much

in width.

much

smaller and

better

become leaden gray. There
separating out this form from both of the

defined, the terminal space tending to
is

no

difficulty at all in

preceding.

The male

genitalia are distinctive chiefl}" b}^ having the superior

process short, blunt, and cylindrical, like a thumb, while the lower
process

is

quite flattened.

There are other differences

may be better understood by
This

is

which

coming
coming from

the most widely distributed form. Walker's tj^pe,

from Nova
near

in detail

a reference to the figures herewith given.

Scotia, while

Mr. Druce figures a specimen

as

e City of Mexico.

The other

species in this

group agree

in

having the secondaries

entirely white.

Liinitata is from Texas and has the brown shading to the white
median vein on both sides of it that is, there is a narrow brown
shading that begins near the base of the cell itself, margins the ^•ein
on each side, and, beyond it, continues into the brown subapical shade.
The male genitalia have the superior process flat and squarely
terminated, the inferior more obviously spoon-shaped than in the

—

other species.
Tetera differs from the preceding in that the median vein

is

not obvi-

no dusk}" shade above the median vein.
The dusky shadings are well marked, but a pinkish shading is introduced along the costa and in the submedian interspace. The discal
spot is marked in all the specimens, and is also present in the preceding
ously whitish, and there

is

species.

In the male genitalia the species

The upper process
is

of clasper

little

is

the most al)errant of the group.

altogether lacking; the lower process

and the middle hook
curved and pointed at tip. The

cylindrical, finger-like,

length, a

is

is

only moderate in

tip of the harpes is
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also quite different
itself

a

from the

allied forms,

good species without doubt.

It is
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and altogether

proves

this

from Arizona.

JVept/s resembles diffusa, but the secondaries are entirely white, the
dark shadings on the primaries are much reduced, much more even,
and the discal spot is absent in most cases.
The genitalia are practically like those of diffusa., but the lower
process of clasper is a little more scoop-shaped at tip, and the tip of
Otherwise in all
the harpe is somewhat more narrow and pointed.
All the specimens are from
respects the resemblance is very close.

Colorado.

Taken together the

species recognized here

make an unusually com-

pact group, from which rubripennis stands out at once by

its

red color.

Alhilinea and obscurior are small, very dark species in which the sec-

ondaries are

smoky

The

or pale only at base.

latter

may

easily

be a

local variety of the former.

Diffusa

is

larger and paler, with the secondaries white except for

varies greatly, and nejjtis may be a
which the smok}^ tinge disappears altogether.
Limitata is a good species with white secondaries, in which the
median vein is margined on the upper edge.
Tetera is well marked by genital structure and by the tendency to
pink tinging in the costal and submedian regions of the primary.
In tabular form the differences appear as follows:

the

smoky dusky margin, which

local variety in

1.

Primaries with the darker shadings pinkish red
Primaries with" the darker shading

2.

Secondaries white at base,

smoky

ruhripennis.

or blackish

smoky toward and

at outer

2

margin

3

Secondaries white

4

Secondaries black
3.

albilinea.

Size small, colors dark, secondaries translucent at base,

smoky margin

broad.
obscurior.

Size larger, colors

4.

5.

much

lighter; secondaries

white except for a smoky outer

margin, which is narrow or very narrow
Median vein white, with a brown margin on each side
Median vein not obviously white, without dusky margin above
Discal dot obvious; a pinkish shading on costa and in submedian interspace
Discal dot wanting or obscure; shadings reduced, even, not pinkish

The group

diffusa.

limilata.

5
..tetera.

neptis.

composed of three ver}^ closely allied species,
which agree in rather small size, somewhat frail body, close, somewhat scaly vestiture, and a slightly convex thorax, in which the collar
llgata

is

and patagifB are not well marked.

The

collar has a single transverse

line across the middle.

The primaries have the costa and inner margin convex, the outer
margin oblique and somewhat rounded.
A dusky median shade
extends from base to outer margin over the median vein, which is
partly white.
This, with the small size and rather slight form, makes
the characteristic feature in the species.

The transverse

posterior
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line is punctiforni and, in general, is
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complete or at least completel}^

traceable.

Ligata has a distinct pinkish shading, and the surface is obviousl}^
The markings are rather well defined and the trans-

black powdered.

verse posterior line

is

generally complete.

The

species

is

from the

South and Southwest.
Flnhilis is exactly like ligata except that the pinkish tinge is less
obyious and the punctate transverse posterior line is not quite so well
marked. It is from Long Island.
Rimosa is ligata with all the markings more obscure.
It is more than probable that all these are slight local varieties of
one species which is not uncommon southwardly, hwt ])ecomes very
rare as we go north.
Of rimosa^ Dr. Thaxter was good enough to

send me a male, which he compared with the type in his possession,
and besides these two examples I know of none in collections. Years
ago Mr. Tepper took two examples on Long Island, which formed the
types oiflahilis. One of these is now in the British Museum and one
I have an example comis at the agricultural college in Michigan.
pared with the British Museum type, and, by the courtesy of Prof.
K. W. Pettit, I was able to compare the other type as well. There
are no other specimens known to me Sisjlahilis in collections.
The male genitalia are exactly alike in all three forms. The harpes
consist of a broad, oblong basal piece from which a narrow oblongThe inferior angle of
process, rounded at tip, extends superiorly.
At the rounded
this broad basal piece is drawn out into a sharp point.
At
tip there are two long, spine-like hairs, but no other armature.
the extreme base of each harpe is a long, stout, somewhat curved,
and irregularly toothed chitinouy process. The clasper forms one
slender, cjiindrical superior finger and two stouter, more beak-like,
parallel, pointed processes.

The

leg tuftings in the male

show no

stronglj"

marked

characters,

being scarcely more obvious than
in the female.
The antennal ciliations, however, are well marked. It
is scarcely needful to attempt the separation of these forms by means
the femoral tuftings and

f ringings

of a table.

The group msueta is composed of species with short, stumpy wings,
robust bod}", the thorax quadrate, with a divided crest behind the collar, the latter being well marked and with transverse darker lines.
The
is

patagii© are also well defined and a little uplifted.

The

vestiture

coarse and the species have a roughly powdered appearance, due to

a speckling of black.

The ground

a tendency to reddish which

is

color

is

dominant

a dull grayish luteous with
in insueta.

The primaries

have a streaky appearance, the veins being usualh^ lighter than the
margins and in the interspaces a dusk}' streak is usually obvious. The
median vein is usually white or at least paler, but there is no well-
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There may be a darlv
or black basal streak, but this extends into the interspace and not
along the vein. There is no black discal dot, though in some examples
a few black scales help to define the white dot inwardly.
The punctiforni transverse posterior line is complete and sometimes tends to
become geminate.
The legs in the males of this group have the sexual tuftings best
developed in lieterodoxa. The anterior femora are fringed beneath
with long dense hair, about as long at base as at tip, and forming no
tufts; the tibias are not modified.
The middle femora are fringed for
their entire length, but the hair at base is very much longer than that
at tip; the tibite are outwardly clothed with very dense hair, thickest
at the middle, but forming no expansible tufts.
The posterior femora
have a thin, moderate fringing at base only; the tibia? have a small
defined

it

inf eriorly.

fringing of hair outwardly.
In dki the development
so well marked, and in

is

about the same; in uiHuda it
it is so reduced that there

megadia

is
is

not quite

not

much

difference between the sexes.

The genital structure is similar in type in all the species; but no
two are quite alike. The harpes at about the middle are suddenly
constricted from below and continued along the superior margin into
a more or less long-oval tip.
There may be one, two, or half a dozen
long bristle-like hairs at the edges of this tip. The clasper is made up
of two parts; a flat long plate, the margins rolled over on the upper
edge, and at tip the upper angle is drawn out into a sharp curved hook.

From

this plate arises a long, cylindrical finger-like process directed

upward and outward and extending well beyond the upper
margin of the harpes.
Onl}^ in dia are the lateral bristles of the male antenna? in the least
marked.
obliquely

Dla

is

the smallest of the species, the veins

all

obvious black markings anywhere in the wing.

white marked and no

The

species

is

from

California.

Megadia is somewhat larger, much better marked, the dark shadings obvious; a black or blackish curved basal streak extending into
the submedian interspace.
It extends along the mountain ranges from
Arizona into British America.
Heterodoxa is again larger, markings fully as obvious as in the preceding; but there is no curved basal dash and the punctiform transverse
posterior line is more obvious.
The male genitalia also show an
obvious difi'erence as compared with those of the preceding two forms
and resemble more nearly the following. It extends throughout the
northern United States to the Pacific coast.
Insueta is perhaps a little larger on an average than heterodoxa,, and
decidedly reddish in color, varying somewhat, however, on this point.
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more prominent than usual and, altogether, it has
more completely developed than
The black basal streak is obvious in this species.

the group characters better and

any other

species.

In tabular form the species separate readily, as follows:
Primaries without a basal black streak.
Size small, all the markings obscure; veins white, not ol)viously relieved by
darker streakings; secondaries whitish, even
dia
Size larger, all the

markings obvious; veins relieved by definite streakings;

ondaries outwardly blackish or smoky, not even

sec-

heterodoxa

Primaries with an obvious curved black or blackish basal streak.
Size small, primaries

more

obtuse; color luteous dull gray, rarely shaded with

megadia

red
Size large, primaries a little

more pointed;

color reddish gray, shading into brick

red

The

insueta

species extincta

is

entitled to rank as a

group by

itself

because

of its rather narrow primaries which are acute at the apex, a little
incurved below, and form an obvious obtuse angle below the middle

The thoracic vestiture is rather tine and thin, forming
no obvious tufts and relieving neither collar nor patagise; the collar is
crossed by two transverse lines.
The primaries are very obviously
streak}^, while the lines are not contrasting; there is a white point
relieved by a few black scales at the end of the median vein and the
transverse posterior line is bent very strongly inward below the
of the wing.

middle.

In some respects the species resembles the Ugata group, but the
wing form differs materiall}^ and the sexual characters are more nearly
like pliragm atidicola th rough j uncicola.
The leg tuftings in the male are not well developed. There is the
usual fringing on the femora,

much reduced and

a little thickening of

the vestiture on the middle tibia; nothing like a well-developed tuft.

The genitalia of the male consist of very broad, irregularly oval
harpes from the upper margin of which very narrow tips extend.
The end of each tip is somewhat rounded and set with long, slender,
from
come two curved corneous processes. One
of these is cylindrical, hook-like, and extends downward; the other is
beak-like and is directed upward, extending beyond the upper margin.
The male antenna3 have single longer bristles laterally on each joint.
The species is not easily mistaken and occurs along the Atlantic
bristle-like hair.

The

clasper consists of a broad chitinous plate

the upper angle of which

coast to Maine.

Leucania j uncicola also stands by

itself on genital characters, ))ut
resembles the gvo\x\) j^hragmaticlicola \Qvy closely. The
body is robust, thorax quadrate, collar and patagije well marked. The
collar has a series of transverse lines of different colors, culminating
in a broad purplish band below a narrow whitish tip; the band made
up of three narrow lines of black, blue, and brown. The little tuft

superficial!}^ it

i
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behind the collar is also purplish. Transverse posterior line punctiform usually reduced to two dots only; a black dot in the submedian
Secondaries more or less smoky.
interspace.
L. nniUilinea of the next groupresemblesjirmc^'ccZtt quite nearly, but
has white secondaries and a less prominently lined collar.
It also lacks
the black dot in the submedian interspace, hence the differentiation is

made when the two are at hand together. In the male the
prominent tuftings of muUiUnea are at once distinctive. All the
specimens oi June!cola seen are from Texas or Florida.
The leg tuftings of the male are not especially marked. The femoral
fringes are much as described for the group insueta, but are not so
long or so well developed. The tibial tuftings are obvious, but not
prominent; also like insueta in general t3'pe.
The male genitalia are unique. The harpes are very broad, almost
triangular in shape, the angles broadh" rounded, the upper outer margin prolonged into a narrow, parallel process, rounded at tip. At the
point of junction with the basal portion is an elevated slightly rounded
ridge, toothed at the edges.
The narrow process is closely set at tip
and along its inferior margin with long bristle-like hair arising from
definite pits.
The claspers arise from .he upper outer angle of a
broad chitinous plate; one of them is beak-like and curves down,
almost parallel with the edge of the plate; the other is a slender cylindrical process a little enlarged above the middle.
The male antennee are practically simple.
The group pJiragmatidicola consists of yellow or reddish luteous
species with moderately elongate trigonate primaries in which the
easily

marked

apices are at least well

if

not

pointed.

The

bod}-

is

quite

robust, collar and patagijB well marked, and in good specimen an obvilittle divided crest anteriorl3^
The collar has one, two, or even
three transverse lines, but these do not culminate in a purplish band.
In the type form the median vein is white, margined with a black or

ous

dusk}' shading; there

is

a triangular dusky shade based on vein four,

extending nearly to the apex, and this
forms.

is

traceable in

all

save the palest

The leg tuftings in the male are so variabl}^ developed
deemed best to refer to them under specific headings.
The primary sexual characters of the male are distinctive;
ilar for

that

it is

ver}- sim-

the species as a whole, yet with plenty of difference in detail,

easily determinable b}' a

The harpes are broad

comparison of the figures herewith given.
narrowing a little on the inferior mar-

at base,

gin until, at about two-thirds from base, the}- are abruptl}^ cut so as to

form a trigonate lappet, continuous on the upper margin. On the
lower margin and at tip are a series of long, stiff" hairs set into pits. At
the junction of this outer narrow process is a disk-like, semicircular
plate with incurved edges, which seems perforated with a varying num-
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ber of openings, no two species being quite alike. Then there is a
broad chitinous plate from the upper outer angle of which come two
processes.
One is long, curved, beak-like, pointed at tip, and extends
downward; the other is short, cylindrical, and extends upward over
the base of the

outer angle of

first.

Sometimes a third process comes from the lower

the plate and sometimes the inner inferior angle

the chitinous plate from the thickened upper margin, and this

may not be
The

is

In some species a flattened process extends over

obtusely extended.

may

or

perforated.

if both sexes
without difficulty at all times, and
a good female may be generally determined by the tables so nearl}^ as
to make identification easy from the descriptions.
Two main, though unequal, divisions may be based on maculation,
though they r.re not entirel}^ natural. In the majority of the species
the median vein on the primaries is white, in whole or in part, and
along this vein, above or below, or on both sides, is a black or
smoky line or shade extending to at least the end of the cell. While
this character is very unequally developed, it is at least obvious in
every reasonably good example, and separates the species possessing it
from the smaller series, in which, while the vein may be white, or at
Such species as lack the
least pale, there is no defining shade or line.
defining shade have no obvious maculation of any kind and are almost
uniform, except for the slight differences between the interspaceal

species of this series are not difhcult to separate

A male can be placed

are at hand.

streakings and the veins.

In the

first series

multilinea stands alone, because in the male the

anterior tibiae are most heavil}^ tufted with dense masses of discolored
hair and scales capable of expansion.

have longer

lateral cilias than in

The antenna

any other

species.

also, in this sex,

It is a

medium-

sized or small form, the primaries light yellow, prominent!}^ streaked
in the interspaces,

The secThe transverse

and the collar white, distinctly banded.

ondaries are white, scarcely soiled even in the female.

is usualh" reduced to two small black dots, and this, in
combination with the white secondaries, prominent streakings, and
small size, will differentiate the species even in the female.
In all the other species of this group, as well in the second as in the
first division, the middle leg is the one most obviously tufted in the
male.
But this character varies greatl3^ and in a few instances there is
only a marked thickening of the vestiture, rather than a l)rush or tuft.

posterior line

Commoides and phragrnatidicola have the sexual tuftings most
prominent, and, in addition to the dense mass of vestiture on the middle
tibia, that member is somewhat shortened and the outer spur is flattened
and curved, the tip acute.
Commoides is a ver}^ stout, reddish-streaked form, with smokybrown secondaries, and this differentiates the species at once from
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The streak margining- the

pale median vein
margin and outwardly,
and the streakings between the veins tend to become black. The
sexual tuftings tend to become discolored, and the harpes of the
genitalia are densel}^ clothed on the outside with long yellow hair
intermixed with broadly flattened scales. This prominent mass of
vestiture can be somewhat expanded, but seems to form no real tufts
or brushes of hair. There is at least one pair of longer pencils
between the claspers at the base of the uncus, and these are probably
capable of fan-like expansion. The species occurs throughout the
eastern United States and Canada to New Mexico.
Phragmatidicola is altogether different in appearance and varies
much more. It has a wide distribution and the variations are somewhat local. The primaries are narrower, more trigonate, and the
The ground color is pale luteous
apices more pointed than before.
and the streakings are reddish between the light or dark veins. The
dusky shading over the median vein may be smoky or blackish, and as
all
is

others in the series.

black, there are black streaks along the inner

The series of punctiform
marking the transverse posterior line is usuall}^ complete though
never very prominent, and there is usually a lighter shade through the
cell and obliquely to the apex.
The sexual tuftings are very much as in commoides but less discolored and somewhat less prominent. The secondaries are white, tending to become a little smoky on the veins and outwardly. The species
occurs from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from Canada to Florida.
a rule both sides of the vein are margined.
spots

In

all

the other species of this series the outer spur on the middle

tibia of the

male

is

cylindrical, straight, pointed at the tip

and either

short or very short.
Imj^erfecta stands by itself because of its dark smoky gray color,
which is neither powdery nor obviously strigate. It has somewhat
the appearance of an undersized, dark iini-pimcta with the powderings
out, and this is emphasized by the fact that the black or blackish
longitudinal shading covers the median vein almost to the end of the
cell; leaving onl}^ a short, white, angular spur to emphasize the

usual black point.

smoky margins.

The secondaries are whitish, with a tendenc}^ to
The sexual tuftings are not prominent and the

antennal ciliations are small, not longer toward the

The

species has been thus far received

tip.

from Arizona

only.

Anterodara resembles lyhragmatidicola in appearance very closely.
With males for comparison there can be no difficulty, of course; but
there is a real difference in superficial characters, though it is difficult
to locate in one word.
As a whole, the species is a little larger, a litIt is more
tle broader winged, with somewhat less pointed primaries.
yellow in color, less streaky in appearance, the black dot at the end
of the median vein often wanting, never prominent, transverse pos-
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two small interspaceal dots, and the upper
not in any way relieved. The

the pale median vein

smoky appearance, and

secondaries, especially in the female, have a

altogether this seems a duller,

more even

species than

its

ally.

Besides the difference in the tibial spurs, the sexual leg tuftings of the

male are much reduced in antet'odara and the anal tuftings are not at
all prominent.
The specimens are from Calgary, Vancouver, and the
Northwestern United States.
Calgariana is like phragmatidlcola in size and appearance, except
that the color is very decidedly reddish.
The white median vein
stands out in strong contrast, and in most of the specimens the black
margining shade is very distinct. From phragmatidkola the sexual
characters separate this species; from anterodara the narrower, more
pointed primaries and the color serve as distinctive characters. The
secondaries are white in both sexes, the female only with a little fuliginous shading and somewhat smoky veins.
Thus far the species has been received from Calgary- onh'.
Stolata

altogether different in appearance.

is

snowy white, opaque, and

The secondaries are
The white

the primaries are straw yellow.

median vein is well marked, as is the dark shading beneath and beyond
it between veins 4 and 5.
Only the female, from ''Arizona," is at hand at present.
Oregona is like a very snvdW. j)rag/natidicoIa, more grayish red in
color and with semitransparent white secondaries, in which the veins
are hardly darker, and there is only a narrow smoky border at the
base of the fringes.

reduced
Oregon.

The secondary sexual characters
The only locality, thus far, is

respects.

in all

are

much

Corvallis,

AVith roseola begins a small group of species in which the median
it ma}- be white or jxiler, is not margined or accompanied by any dusky shading. In fact, the wings are
practically uniform except for the slightly darker interspaceal streak-

vein of the primaries, though

The shadings, which are

ings which are characteristic of the genus.

so well defined in the t3^pical species of this series, are here reduced to

vague, dusky clouds, whose location must be understood that they
may be recognized. In all of them the secondaries are white, the
veins hardly darkened except in the female, in which, also, there may

be a slightly

dvisk}*^

with

all

tinge.

name implies,

is

reddish in

the contrasts out; but

is

somewhat larger and seems broader-

Roseola., as its

tint.

It is like calgariana

winged than that species. It was originalh' regarded as a color variety
and has all the characters, except color, of that species. It
seems to be not uncommon in the Northern Pacific States and in

oifarcta.,

British Columbia.

Farda

is

pale creamy yellow where the preceding

even larger in

size.

It is

anterodara with

all

is

reddish, and

is

the dark shadings out

:
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and the secondaries white. The sexual tuftings are very moderately
developed and nowhere prominent. All examples thus far seen are
from middle and southern California.
Palliseca is decidedly smaller, with narrower, more pointed wings,
the primaries having lost almost all trace of maculation.
The species
occurs in the mountains of Colorado and in southern California; probably in the intermediate region as well.

In tabular form the species
1.

2.

Median vein white or

ma}'^

be arranged as follows:

accompanied

I)}' a black or darker shade more or less
prominent, bnt always obvious
2
Median vein paler or concolorous, not margined by an obviously darker shade. 9
Male with the anterior legs most heavily tufted; tibia? wdth dense long hairy and
scaly vestiture capable of fan-like and brush-like expansion
3
-1
Male with anterior legs least modified the tibias not tufted
Male antennae lengthily ciliated; primaries creamy yellow with narrow dark
streaks in the interspaces; secondaries white in both sexes
muMlnmi.
^Middle tibife of the male heavily tufted, the outer terminal spur curved and flattened, pointed at the tip; lateral ciliations of the antennae prominent toward
tija; anal tufts very large
5
^liddle til)i;* of male tufted, but not prominently so; outer terminal spur short,
straight, cylindrical; an tennal ciliations not prominent and not longer toward

jiale,

;

3.

4.

anal tufts moderate

tip;
5.

Very

6

robust, wings shorter; primaries reddish, very streaky; secondaries fuscous

brown, even, leg tuftings of male discolorous
commoides.
Less robust, wings longer, more pointed; primaries with narrow reddish streakings over a pale luteous base; secondaries white with a smoky outer band and
veins
6.

_

pliragmatidicola.

Secondaries with veins and margins obviously smoky, the female darker than

the male

7

Secondaries white, the veins faintly or not at

all

marked

8

7.

smoky gray over reddish, not obviously strigate; the white shade on
the median vein obscured to near the end of cell
imperfecta.
'Primaries red over a luteous base, the black shade beneath the median vein very

8.

Primaries straw yellow, scarcely strigate, transverse posterior line wanting; secslolala.
ondaries snowy white, opaque

Primaries

prominent

calgariana.

Primaries reddish gray over yellowish; strigate; veins blackish lined; transverse
posterior line punctiform, complete; secondaries semitransparent
oregona.
9.

Primaries reddish, so narrowly strigate as to seem almost even; secondaries white
roseola.
with a yellowish tinge, the veins smoky
Primaries very pale luteous, strigate with darker luteous; size large; wings broad;
secondaries white with the veins yellowish
.farda.
Primaries as before, but with the markings hardly obvious; size smaller; i)rimaries
narrower, more trigonate, more pointed at apex; secondaries white . . .paUiseca.

Having given in a general way the essential characters of the groups
and of the species to be referred to them, it remains to differentiate
the groups before taking up the species individually.
1.

Thorax with a sharp ridge or

Thorax with a divided
kind

crest l)ehin(l the collar, ordinary spots present

Group

the primaries
crest

on

Unipuncla.

behind the collar or without obvious tufting of any
2
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Ordinary spots both obvious, transverse posterior line of primaries geminate.

Group Pseudargyria.
Orbicular always absent; reniform reduced to a black or white dot or altogether

wanting
3.

3

Collar without

marking

of

any kind

Collar white iuferiorly, or at least

much

paler than ujjper

Group Pallens.
half... Group Albilmcn.

Collar with transverse lines of different colors, culminating in a broad purplish

band below a whitish

Group Jundcola.

tip

Collar with one, two, or three transverse dusky lines
4.

no prominent maculation.
Group Extincta.
Primaries trigonate or obtuse, apex not acute, not subfalcate below
5
Median vein obscured by a dusky shade, marked by a white spot at its end.
Group Subpimctata.
Median vein white or at least concolorous, and not obscured by a dusky shade. 6
Rather slight, small species, vestiture with a scaly admixture; a dark shade extends
through the c!enter of the primaries from base to outer margin
Group Ligaia.
Robust, stout species, vestiture hair or flattened hair; no dark shade extending continuously from base to outer margin
7
Primaries obtuse, broader, very much rayed or streaky; median vein w^hite, not
obviously margined by a darker shade; no black discal dot; transverse posterior
line always complete
Group Insueta.
Primaries narrower, more trigonate, with marked apex; streaking not contrasting
and tends to disappear; median vein, if white, marked by an accompanying
dusky shade below it; if maculate at all, discal black dot is present; transverse
posterior line rarely complete and tends to disappear altogether.
2,

5.

6.

7.

4

Primaries narrow, elongate, apex acute, outer margin slightly excavated to vein

and there obtusely angulated;

jirimaries strigate,

.'

Group

LEUCANIA LUTINA, new
Leucania vdutina Smith, Proc. U.

Ground

S.

Nat. Mus.,

Phragmalidicola.

name.

XXII,

1900, p. 480.

color reddish luteous, washed with red brown, especially

beyond the middle of primaries.
disk carneous.

Thorax with a narrow, sharp

crest;

Palpi reddish gra}^ above, deep velvety brown at

Abdomen washed

with carmine red. Primaries with an
shade along the submedian vein. Basal
line vaguely indicated.
Transverse anterior line narrow, single, yellowish, a little oblique outwardly to the middle, and then with a small
angle a little oblique inwardly. Transverse posterior line forming an
acute angle just below the costa, then evenl}^ oblique to the hind
margin; narrow, pale, margined on each side by darker red brown.
Subterminal line narrow, yellowish, irregular, preceded b}^ a few
the sides.

irreg-ular,

diffuse, purplish

small, obscure dark spots, the terminal space a little paler than the

Fringes rust red. A vague dusky median shade
cell.
Orbicular moderate in size, a little
irregular, annulate with yellow.
Reniform of good size, oblique,
oblong, sides outlined in j^ellow, upper and lower margins obscure.
Secondaries semitransparent at base, blackish outwardly, with carmine interlined fringes and a carmine wash on the disk. Under side
rest of the wing.

line is

marked below the

—

—

—
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Primaries brown with a carmine wash,
with a blackish discal spot and a blackish outer line. Secondaries
with a carmine powdering- along costal margin, apex, and half of
outer margin; with a broken, dusky outer line and a narrow discal
of

body velvety dark brown.

spot.

— 1.56 inches (39 mm.).
— Biscayne Ba}", Florida (Mrs.

'Expanse.
Ilahitat.

Slosson).

The species has the wing form of unijpuncta and its general ]>ulld.
The markings are all very narrow, thread-like, perfectly distinct, and
3'et

In color and general appearance

not contrasting.

it

is

entirel}'-

unlike anj^ of our described forms, though like some of the southern

from which it seems to be also sufficientl}^ distinct.
The type and onh' specimen is a female, lacking antenna, but

species,

other-

wise in good condition.
I find that

in this genus, and am
have made as small a one

Guenee has used the name velutina

under the necessity of making a change.

I

as possible.

LEUCANIA UNIPUNCTA

Haworth.

Noclua unlpuncta'H.AVco^Tn, Lep. Britt., II, 1810, p. 177.
Leucania unijmncta Flint, in Harris Inj. Ins., 1862, p. 627, figs. 274, 275, 276.
Grote, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., Ill, 1864, p. 540.—Riley, 2d Kept. Ins. Mo.,
1870, p. 37, figs. 11, 14-16; 3d Kept. U. S. Ent. Coram., 1883, pp. 89-156.
Leucania exiranea Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., I, 1852, p. 77. Walker, C. B.,
Mus., Het., IX, 1856, j). 93. Grote and Robinson, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc,
II, 1869, p. 77, pr.

Ground

syn.

color of head, thorax, and primaries a reddish fawn gray,

Palpi a little
var3'ing toward graj', luteous, and clearer red brown.
darker at sides and head often a little darker in front. Collar with a
Thorax concolorous.
pale, surmounted b}^ a darker transverse, line.
Primaries more or less irrorate with dark or blackish scales, which
increase in number and tend to darken the outer parts of the wing.
Transverse anterior line not traceable or indicated b}^ venular points.
dark point indicates the claviform. Transverse posterior line well
removed outwardly, punctiform, variably evident, sometimes scarcely
Both ordinary
traceable, sometimes geminate, never very prominent.
Orbicular
spots are marked as lighter shadings, but are not outlined.
Reniform irregular, marked inferiorl}' by a white
oval, decumbent.

A

A

blackish
dot at the end of the median vein, which is dusky shaded.
oblique shade line extends from the transverse posterior line on vein
Fringes short, concolorous.
5 to the outer margin at the apex.

smoky brown, tending to become whitish or partly transveins marked and discal lunule evident in the
paler examples; fringes whitish or yellowish, somewhat contrasting.
Beneath whitish, powdery, primaries with disk smoky and with a smoky
Secondaries

lucent toward base;

Secondaries with costal and outer margins
costal spot toward apex.
powdery, darker, and with a small black discal lunule.
Proc. N.

M.
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Expanse.— lAO

to 1.75 iuches (35 to 41

— Canada

vol. xxv.

mm).

Rocky Mountains;
Mexico; Fort Collins, Colorado; Cartwright, Manitoba.
This is the most common of the species and the most widely disIt extends into Mexico and South America, and in our own
tributed.
country is of economic importance. The larva is the Army worm,
and the literature is extensive. In the third Report of the Entomological Commission, above cited, the bibliography is fully given to its
Since then it has been written about in almost every State in
date.
Habitat.

to Florida, to Texas, to the

New

which

The
and

it

great

— chiefly a matter of lighter or darker.

The
in

occurs.
structural characters of the species are elsewhere referred to,
remains only to be said that the actual range of variation is not
it

species occurs throughout the year, but becomes most abundant
it often drives ofl' every other species from sugar.

September, when

LEUCANIA PSEUDARGYRIA

Guenee.

Leucania pseudargyria Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., I, 1852, p. 74. Caulfield,
Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 132, larva.—Speyer, Stett. Ent. Zeit., XXXVI, 1875,
p. 113.— French, Can. Ent., XIII, 1881, p. 24, larva.
Mythimna pseudargyria Walker, C. B., Mus., Het., IX, 1856, p. 77.
Leucania pseudargyria, var. callida Grote, New List, 1882, p. 30, note.

Ground color grayish luteous, tending to reddish. Head sometimes
rusty brown in front and occasionally the inferior half of the collar is
The little tuft behind the
also rusty; but usually it is concolorous.
Primaries
collar is sometimes rusty, but more usually concolorous.
Transverse

very finely speckled with smoky, blackish, or reddish.

anterior line often reduced to black points on the veins or black lunules
in the interspaces; when best defined the venular dots are obvious

and the outcurves in the interspaces are wide. Transverse posterior
line is usually a very even series of venular dots, almost rigidly parallel
with the outer margin; sometimes the line is geminate and an inner
line of dots parallels that already

rarely complete and tends to

mentioned; but this inner line

become

irregular.

There

is

is

a series of

The ordinary spots are both
small terminal dots in the interspaces.
Orbicular
obvious, paler than the rest of the wing, not outlined.
round or nearly so, varying in size. Reniform moderate or rather
vagu» kidney shaped with a small black dot at the end of the
The terminal area is slightly darker in most examples. Secondfrom pale smoky to black, the fringes lighter, else nearly uni-

small,
cell.

aries

Beneath obscure smoky, yellowish, the primaries darker on
the disk, with a blackish costal spot from which a punctiform line
form.

sometimes crosses the wing. Secondaries paler, sometimes immaculate, sometimes with a discal dot, and sometimes with a series of venular dots forming an exterior line.

'
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Expa^ise.'—l.^Q to 1.85 inches (33-46 mm.).
Habitat.

— Canada,

Jersey, April,
land, Ohio, in

July and August;

New

Hampshire, July; Now
to August; Cleve-

May, June, July; New York, Ma}^
June; Glenwood Springs, Colorado,

common

in April.

Rocky Mountains
and does not seem to extend into the Southern States. The sexual
The males are unistructures have been sufficiently noted elsewhere.
formly larger than the females and sometimes the disproportion is
very striking.

As

a whole this

Besides this variation

species occurs east of the

in size

there

is

a difference in color, the tend-

ency being to a reddish tint. The distinctly red form Mr. Grote
named callida^ and comparing it with Guenee's ohast-a, in the British
Museum, I concluded that the two were identical. The species was
described as from America, and Walker credits it to the United States,
from Doubleday. Mr. Grote, in 1882, referred it somewhat doubtfully as a synonym of pseudargyria, and I saw no reason to differ with
him. Now Sir George Hampson declares that Guenee's species is
from Tasmania; hence should not be associated with the American
form. I therefore restore Mr. Grote's term callida to indicate the red

form of jjneadargyria.

LEUCANIA PILIPALPIS

Grote.

Hclioph i la pllipalpis GnoTE, Proc. Bost. 8of. Nat. Hist, XVIII, 1875,

p. 415.

"A male specimen

having the facies and ornamentation ot j)seudargyria Guen., but
without the exaggerated tufting of abdomen and tibife. Stout, with hairy eyes and
smooth front, and with a curious fan-shaped tuft of spreading hair arising from the
upper surface of the second joint of the unusually prominent palpi. Head, thorax,
and anterior wings concolorous, fawn gray, like pale specimens of its ally. Forewings sparsely speckled with black. Median lines fragmentary, composed of black
marks; transverse anterior line outwardly oblique, subobsolete. Cell shaded with
black.
Orbicular spot wanting.
Reniform, narrow, pale, S-shaped, intersecting
inferiorly the black discal shade.
Transverse posterior line formed of double dots,
connected as in pseudargyria, but the line is more oblique and inwardly removed.
Fringes pinkish, as is the internal margin, the latter showing an accumulation of the
black irrorations. Hind wings whitish, with a smoky clouding outwardly above
vein 2. Beneath whitish, without markings, with the fringes on fore wings pink,
and the black transverse line visible on costa.
'

Expmnae.
Ilahitat.

— 1.72 inches (43 mm.).

—Appalachicola, Florida (Thaxter).

Since seeing the original tj'pe of this species I have seen only one
other example of this species, a female, which, through the courtesy
of Mr. Schaus, is now before me.
It is in poor condition, but
undou])tedly this species.

Compared with

the transverse anterior line

is

less

the description of the male,

obvious and the reniform

is

not

Otherwise the agreement is close.
The palpi in the female are unusually long and slender for a meml)cr
of this genus, are closely clothed, and without special modification.

S-shaped.
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Harvey.

HcHnplnht snhi,unrtaln Harvey, Bull. Buff. Soc. Nat. Sci., Ill, 1875, p. 8.
Lcunnnn .ynhiinurhtta Smith, Bull. 44, U. S. NatMus., 1893, p. 189.
Leuantki aMiqdimta Strecker, Lep. Rhop. and Het., Suppl., I, 1898, p. 9.

Color a dull, grayish red-])rown over a yellowish base. Head with
Collar with three lighter and
lines on front.

two darker transverse

smoky

three

lines

The

alternating.

patagiaj are

much powdered

Primaries with a dark smoky or blackish shade over
the median vein, relieving a white dot at its end and extending beyond
In the costal region the
it nearly to the transverse posterior line.
with

l)lackish.

Along the
veins are whitish, the interspaces streaked with blackish.
inner margin is a paler, more yellowish area in which the streakings

The terminal area is dark, limited above by a somewhat
yellowish oblique subapical shade. Transverse posterior line punctiform, complete. Secondaries white, somewhat translucent, veins and
Beneath, primaries smoky with a reddish tinge;
outer border smoky.

are lighter.

a black spot on costa toward apex from which a smoky line may
extend across the wing. Secondaries whitish, with the costal and

outer margins more or less obvioush' reddish gray, powdery.
Mepanse. 1.35 to 1.52 inches (34 to 38 mm.).
Tlalntiit.

—
— Agricultural

County and elsewhere

in

College,

Texas

in

Mississippi,

March;

New

in

Harris

Octol)er;

Mexico, near

its

south-

ern border.
This seems to be locally

common in Texas; but it was many years
before I had an example in my collection. At present 1 have eleven
specimens, representing both sexes, and except for size and for a little
lighter or a little darker general effect there is no variation.
The

structural features and other distinctive characters are else-

where referred

to.

Complicata Strecker was described from a rather small New Mexican specimen before the species had turned up in large numbers in
Texas.

LEUCANIA LUTEOPALLENS, new
Leucanin paJlens Speyek, Stett. Ent.
can authors generally.

Ground

Zeit.,

XXXVI,

species.

1875, p. 112,

and

of

Ameri-

creamy yellowy the primaries with the veins paler,
more luteous streakings. Head, collar,
and thorax immaculate. The median vein and its lower branches at
the end of the cell tend to paler, and a slightly darkej- shade is usually
color a

the interspaces with somewhat

noticeable below the median. A black discal dot at the end of the cell.
Transverse posterior line reduced to tSvo black dots. Secondaries
white, the veins on disk and a small area of the disk itself tinged with
Beneath yellowish white; primaries with a blackish streakblackish.
ing at the end of the cell and an outer dusky venular band; secondaries
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with a tendency to a dotted outer line, which is rarely complete and
may be entirely wanting.
Expanse.— 1.'2{) to 1.36 inches (30 to 34 mm.).
TIahitat.—C?i\\^d'A to Florida; Elizabeth, New Jersey, May and June;
Ang-lesea,

New

Jersey, in April; Archer, Florida, in March.

Twenty or more examples are before me from almost every North
and Middle Atlantic State, but only on a few are there dates of
capture.

The sexual and other distinctive characters have been already
pointed out, and the range of variation is not great. There is a little
difference in depth of ground color, in the relative distinctness of the
strigation, and in the amount of black on the disk of the secondaries;
otherwise the specimens run very even.
It is probable that the species extends to the Mississippi Valley, and
perhaps to the elevated plains beyond.
2}/7>.'.— No. 6244,

U.S.N.M.

LEUCANIA MINORATA
Leucania minorata Smith, Trans.

Am.

Ent. Soc,

Smith.

XXI,

1894, p. 75, pi. v,

fig. 11.

Ground color grayish luteous, head and collar sometimes obscurely
Primaries quite obviously strigate, the veins
darker, immaculate.
striga
jjaler, the interspaces with one or two or three decidedly darker
in the interspaces. There is always an obvious though not contrasting
shade beneath the median vein, usually a smoky, curved shade on the
inner margin near base, and quite frequently a decidedly blackish line
black dot at the end of the discal vein.
between veins 5 and 6.

A

represent the remnants of the transverse posterior line.
There is a series of minute lilack terminal dots, which may be obsolete.
Secondaries with disk smoky, the margins whitish. Beneath, primaries with a larger or smaller part of the disk smoky, a more obviously
Sometimes with an indicated
blackish shading at the end of the cell.

Two black dots

punctiform outer

line.

Secondaries white with a small black discal dot.

Eicpatise.— 1.20 to 1.35 inches (30 to 34 mm.).
Habitat.— San Francisco, California; Corvallis, Oregon, May 20,
June 12, August 24, September 17; Cortield and Livingston, Vancouver, throughout July to August 12; Calgary, Alberta, June 24 to

July 30.
Eighteen examples are under examination. The term minorata
but
is a misnomer, if this species is to be compared with luteoj)aIlen.%
I considered it nearer to oxygale in the original description.

As a

between oxygale and the European 2)(Mem,
being really the American representative of the latter species.
The range of variation, except in size, is small. It is a matter of
and darker
little more contrast on the primaries between the lighter
streakings; a little more or a little less blackish on the secondaries.
matter of

fact, it stands
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On

the under side the range of variation is greatei, no two examples
being quite alike in the amount of black on primaries. In this point
also the species agrees well y^iih. jmUens rather than luteojKillens.

LEUCANIA OXYGALE

Grote.

Heliophila oxygale Grote, Can. Ent., XIII, 1881, p. 14.

Leucania oxygale Smith, Bull.

Ground

44,

U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1893, p. 185.

color a very pale creamy, overlaid with gray, giving the

impression of a pale luteous gray or dirty pale clay yellow. Head
and thorax immaculate. Primaries with the veins paler and the usual
dark strigations in the interspaces, but so little contrasting that the
wings seem almost immaculate. The median vein is only a little paler
and the dot at the end of the cell is very small or altogether wanting.
So the transverse posterior line consists at most of two black venular
Secondaries either uniformly
points, and may be altogether wanting.
smoky, or the margins may be paler and the veins darker; alwa3^s with

Beneath, white, more or less black
powxlered or with smoky suffusion. The primaries ma}^ be blackish,
except at the margins, and they ma}^ be black shaded only over the
Secondaries usually with only a light
discal area at the end of the cell.
powdering of blackish scales, a small black discal dot, and a narrow,
yellowish-tinted marginal area; rarely a large part of the discal area
a large area of the disk blackish.

is

blackish.

Expanse.— \.'2h to l.-iO inches (31 to 35 mm.).
Alameda County, California, in June (Koebele); Los AnIlaVdat.

—

geles, California,

May

15 (Smith); Palo Alto, California, April 30,

Middle California (Barnes); Sierra Nevada, California (Hy. Edwards);
Beulah, New Mexico, July 11, 18 (Cockerell); Salt Lake Utah (Hy.
Edwards); Denver and Glenwood Springs, July 1 to 7, Colorado
(Barnes).

Fourteen examples are under examination.

It

the least con-

is

trasting of the species in this group, and the least variable in conse-

quence. The black dots on the primary are never very strongly
marked, but any one or all of them may be absent. Some specimens
have quite a clear creamy-yellow tint, but the majority has a dirty
gray addition that dulls the color.
While the range in size brings this species only a little above
minorata, yet, as a matter of fact, most of the specimens exceed 1.30
inches and nearly or quite reach 1.35 inches, while in minorata the
smaller num'oer reach 1.30 inches, and very few indeed exceed it.

LEUCANIA RUBRIPALLENS, new

species.

Ground color dull reddish luteous. Head and thorax immaculate.
Primaries with the streakings well marked, though not much contrastDising; median vein usually relieved by a darker shade l)eneath it.
cal black dot

very small or entirely absent.

The two

dots indicating

—
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the transverse posterior line are usually traceable, never prominent,
and often entirely absent. Secondaries yellowish in tinge, ranging to

a transparent smoky, the disk being always a

little

Beneath

darker.

much

paler than above; primaries with the disk variably blackish,
ranging from a little shading over the cell to nearly the entire surface.

Secondaries more or less powdery along the costa, and a little on the
outer margin, with a small discal dot on a majority of the specimens
before me.
Exjpanse.

Habitat.

— 1.25 to 1.40 inches (31 to 35 mm.).

— Sierra

Nevada, California (Hy. Edwards); Salt Lake,

Utah (Hy. Edwards); Utah in July (Poling); Denver, Colorado, June
10 (Oslar); Glenwood Springs, Colorado, June 2-1:, July 10, 16, and
August 24 (Barnes).
Eleven examples are before me, and they vary little except in the
depth of the red tinge and in the amount of black on the secondaries.
On the underside there is the usual range of variation as to area
covered by black shadings and powderings, but nothing else.
The average size of the specimens is 1.30 inches, three examples
females exceeding that materially, while only tw^o fall much below it.

—

Typv.—^o. 6246, U.S.N.M.

LEUCANIA PERTRACTA

Morrison.

HeliopUla pertrada Morrison, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., XVIII, 1875,
Leucania pertracta Smith, Bull. 44, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1893, p. 186.

p. 120.

" Eyes hairy. Head and thorax concolorous with the anterior wings.
latter are uniform 3^ellowish salmon color, interrupted only by
the median vein, which is white, as well as its second and third
branches; the apical costal branches are also whitish. Posterior wings
and under surface white, immaculate."
Expanse. 34 mm. Length of body, 16 mm.

The

—

.Z?«!J/te^.—Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

I have already recorded

my

convictions as to this species; but give

the above copy of the original description, since, after

may be American, though

not, I

am

all,

the insect

convinced, a native of Pennsyl-

vania.
It

is

obviously a

member

of this

of variation for luteopallens.

group and quite out of the range

The primaries

the white secondaries and underside bar

are like ruhripallens, but

it.

If the

same form does

ever again turn up, there will be no difficulty in recognizing

LEUCANIA RUBRIPENNIS

Grote and Robinson.

Leucania rnbripennis Grote and Robinson, Trans.
179, pi.

Ground

II,

it.

Am.

Ent. Soc, III, 1870,

p.

fig. 77.

color a creamj^, varying to pale lemon yellow, shaded with

pinkish carmine, varying in depth.

The carmine shading on primaries

begins on the costal region before the middle,

is

very slight to apical
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narrows again so as to leave the apex clear.
which is paler and may be white, the carmine
fills half the submedian interspace to vein 2, and all the space between
veins 2 and 3.
Veins 3 and 4 are pale, and the space between them is
usuall}" more or less completely pale; but it may be entirely reddish.
Above vein 4 a carmine shade begins at the end, of the cell as a point
and broadens out so as to reach the outer margin below the apex. No
black points or dots on any of the specimens before me. Secondaries
white, sometimes with the margins a little soiled.
Beneath white,
third, broadens there, but

Below the median

vein,

primaries with a pinkish or yellowish shade.
Head with a rusty yellow
shading in front and sometimes with a rusty line above the antennae.
Collar of the palest ground color iuferiorly, rusty above and on the
disk behind the collar. The front of the breast is also rust}" or reddish.
Expanse. 1.34 to 1.50 inches (34 to 38 mm.).
Habitat.
Texas in August; Kansas City, Missouri, in August (Hall).
Six examples are under examination, and I have seen others. The
species must be locally and seasonally common, for Belfrage seemed
to have taken it in numbers; but since his time very few examples
have found their way into collections. In 1898 Mr. F. J. Hall, by
taking the species near Kansas City, Missouri, extended its known
distribution materially; but I have no data as to how frequently it is
captured there.
There is little observed variation, and the insect is altogether so
well marked that no difficulty will be found in identifying it.

—
—

LEUCANIA ALBILINEA

Hiibner.

Leucania albilinea Hubner, Zutraege, Ex. Schmett, 1816, p. 25, No. 169, figs. 337,
338; Verzeichuiss, 1816, p. 241.— Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., I, 1852, p. 89.—
Walker, C. B., Mus., Het., IX, 1856, p. 99.— Riley, 9th Eept. Ins. Mo.,
1877, p. 50, figs. 14, 15, all stages.— rote, Can. Ent., XII, 1880, p. 116.
Leucania Jiar veyi Grote, Bull. Buff. Soc. Nat. Sci., I, 1873, p. 9, pi. i, fig. 14.

Harvey,

Bull. Buff. Soc. Nat. Sci.,

1880, p. 116,

an

sp.

HI,

1876, p.

dist.— Smith, Bull. 44, U.

S.

8.— Grote, Can.

Ent., XII,

Nat. Mus., 1893, p. 186, pr.

syn.

Ground color a dirty luteous, more or less smoky, varying in depth
The head tends to become rusty yellow in front. Collar whitish inferiorily, the paler shade crossed by a narrow brown line.
A black or
brown line surmounts the whitish area and shades into the ground
color at tip.
Patagi« with a more or less obvious white line and the
disk behind the collar a
pale color extending

little

white.

Primaries with the brightest

from base through the

cell to

the apex.

A

simi-

more irregular area of bright shade extends along the inner
margin. Costal area from base nearl}" to apex gray, or brown streaked,
lar,

not contrasting, but in contrast to the even lighter shade below

it.

Median vein white or at least pale, the light shade continued on veins
3 and 4 to the margin; not unusually the interspace between these
veins is paler than the area above or below.
A brown shading below
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its end and usually to the outer
margin; often the vein is inferiorl}' edged with bla(;k. A black narrow line extends from base into the submedian interspace and forms
Above
a loop near the middle of the wing, suggesting a claviform.
vein 4 there is a triangular dusk}^ area which, on the outer margin,
The terminal space ma}^ be leaden gray
reaches almost to the apex.
or concolorous, or there may be a series of black marks indicating the
subterminal line. There may be a small or a large black discal dot or
none at all. It may break up into two of equal or unequal size or
even into three, and these indicate the reniform. Fringes usually

the median vein extends at least to

Secondaries smoky brown or blackeven or only a little paler at the base; fringes white. Beneath,
powdery gray over dirty white, the secondaries paler; the dark shading variable, forming no obvious markings.
IJxpanse. —1.12 to 1.32 inches (28 to 33 mm.).
darker, with a pale line at base.

ish,

Ilahitat.—AnglGaea,

May

Ohio,

5,

New Jersey, June

(Kearfott);

9

10,

September

3;

Cleveland,

Glenwood Springs, Colorado, June

5

(Barnes); southern Arizona (Barnes).

The above are

now

specific localities referring to the fourteen

examples

probable that the species occurs throughout the
Eastern United States and extends into Canada, It is not impossible
The
that the south Arizona example may represent a good species.
before me.

It is

The majorit}" of
is only enough to create a doubt.
specimens expand about 1.20 inches.
I have carefully compared Hiibner's figure and have matched it perI have little doubt that it is this species
f ecth" in the series before me,
Hiibreally, though the type was said to come from Buenos Ayres.
ner's description does not help much; he says it is a nocfua genulna
and IMiophila pallida. To Leucania l-alhum it is rather similar, but
single specimen

has an entirely unique middle marking besides other variations.
On the other hand there is no doubt but that Mr. Grote intended the
form here treated when he described his liarveyl. The description
perfecth^ and

fits it

fits

no other.

The range
tion;

it is

of variation has been partially indicated in the descripnot really great and yet there is enough to make quite a

In the one extreme there are no black
streaking and no discal dots; in the other there is black everywhere,
below the cell, even in the cell; the discal spot breaks up and in every
little

difterence in appearance.

interspace along the subterminal line

The

is

a black

mark or

streak.

species has a large economic bibliography which

referred

to.

The

larva

is

known

as the

is

not here

wheat-head army worm,

LEUCANIA OBSCURIOR, new

species.

Resembles aWd'mea in general type of maculation, but is somewhat
darker on the whole, with less contrast, the ornamentation much more
even.
The median vein is white, the shading below it does not usually
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very greatly from that along the inner margin; l)ut on the other
hand there is a shading above the vein, continuous with the trigonate
shading above vein 4. In only one example is a discal dot observadiffer

Secondaries white at base with a smoky tinge outwardly.
Beneath whitish, with a distinct yellow tinge over the costal region.
Expanse. 1.20 inches (30 mm.).
Cartwright, Manitoba (Heath).
Habitat.
Two males and two females only, all very much alike and all more
ble.

—
—

or less imperfect.

The material

is

scant to authorize a

new

species

group; but the combination of dark primaries, like those in
alhilinea with pale secondaries, leads to the belief that with more
material additional points of difference will be brought out. Meanwhile it is at least a well-marked local form.
in this

Tyjye.—^o. 6216, U.S.N.M.

LEUCANIA DIFFUSA

Walker.

Leucania diffusa Walker, C. B., Mus., Het. IX, 1856,

Am., Het.,

I,

1889, p. 262, pi. xxvi,

Leucania alhilinea Grote,

111.

p.

94.— Deuce,

Biol. Cent.

fig. 10.

Essay, 1882, p.

42.— Smith,

Bull. 44,U. S. Nat. Mus.,

1893, p. 186.

Leucania moderata Walker, C. B., Mus., Het., IX, 1856,
U.S.Nat. Mus., 1896, p. 186, pr. syn.

Ground color a very pale luteous, tending to
more or less obvious rusty tinge. Pale portion

p.

114.— S.mith,

whitish.

Bull. 44,

Head with a
brown

of collar with a

or blackish transverse line, the tip rusty over a black line. Patagige
with a white line on disk and on the thorax a white line behind the
Primaries as a whole have the region along the inner margin
collar.

broadly pale; in the male the costal region is usually as light; in the
female it is gray with a pinkish tinge. A loop-like claviform is more
or less completely indicated in ever}^ specimen, and is attached to a
narrow black basal streak. The white median vein is usually black
margined beneath, and below this is a gray or brown shading.
black discal spot is present in all the specimens, and often there are

A

The terminal space is usually gray or brown, and the usual triangular shading above vein 1 is well marked, though not so broad as
The fringes are of the pale ground and usually have a
in alhilinea.
Secondaries white, becoming smok}'^ at the
still paler line at base.
outer margin, varying in this particular. Beneath white, more or less
powdery; primaries with the costa broadly yellowish or creamy, the

two.

disk tending to blackish.

Expanse.— 1.15 to 1.38 inches (29 to 35 mm.).
Nova Scotia (Walker); New Hampshire; Newton, MassaHabitat.
chusetts; Torrington, Connecticut; Newark, May 5, August 17, and
Montclair, New Jersey, August 1 (Kearfott); Anglesea, New Jersey,
A^ugust 21 (J. B. S.); Iowa City, Iowa, July 29 (Wickham); Mesilla

—
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Mexico, April 4 (Coekerell); Shovel Mountain, Texas

(Barnes); City of

Specimens from

Mexico (Druce).
all

save the

first

and

last of the

above-cited localities

are at hand, with a few others that have State labels only.

The range

extends, therefore, from the boreal area to the Tropics, though probably not to the real tropical fauna.

In the comments on alhlUnea I referred to the fact that a large
economic literature exists for that species. It is not improbable that
in great part the species now under consideration is really intended,
hence citations must be cautiously made. It is also highly desirable
that systematic breeding be done to discover the range of variation
and what, if any, differences are discoverable in the larva.
L. moderata Walker, was described from "localitj^ unknown;" but
the type in the British Museum seemed to me American and like diffusa;
so the reference was made.
The range of variation is very like that in alh'dinea., but not so great
In every respect the insect looks and is paler. When
in contrast.
once the attempt is made to separate out, there is no difficulty in
arranging the series.

LEUCANIA LIMITATA, new
Very pale creamy yellow.

Head

a

little

species.

rusty in front.

Collar

by a white, surmounted by
a black line.
Primaries without costal darker shading. Median vein
white, margined above by a smok}^ brown line which beyond the cell
enlarges into the usual trigonate shading.
Below the median vein is
a narrow yellow brown shade, the vein itself black edged near the end.
A small black basal streak with a very narrow loop-like claviform.

gra}^ rather than white inferiorly, limited

Terminal space a little darker.
Secondaries white, immaculate.
Beneath white or a very little yellowish, the costal region a little
darker.

— 1.32 inches (33 mm.).
—Texas, in June (Hulst

Expanse.
Habitat.

Only a

coll.).

single male in fair condition.

It is

unfortunate that no greater

material of this species should be available to bring out

what differences

more clearly

exist.

LEUCANIA TETERA,

new

species.

creamy yellow. Head dull luteous. The white
portion of collar crossed by a narrow luteous line; no defining line
between the pale lower and darker upper portion. Thorax dull
luteous.
On the primaries the costal region becomes shaded with pink
toward the apex. A small black discal dot. The usual dusky shade
above vein 4, but interrupted by two white, black-edged dotlets in the
Median vein concolorous
interspaces, marking the subterminal line.

Ground

color a pale
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until near its tip, then whitish and opening into the 3-4 interspace.
Below the median vein is a dusky shading, blackish at base and end of
median vein, gray and reddish luteous beyond and below\ The claviform barely traceable. Terminal space leaden gray except at apex.
Subterminal line marked by black scales or by paler, black-margined

A

Fringes white, with a yellow line
Secondaries white, pearly,
semitransparent.
Beneath, primaries pale creamy, tending to pinkish
along the costa; secondaries pearh^ white, tending to creamy along the
points.

at base

small black discal dot.

and two narrow bhickish

costa.

interlines.

— 1.16 to 1.28 inches (29 to 32 mm.).
—Wilgus, Cochise County, and southern Arizona (Barnes).

Expanse.
Hahitat.

Three male examples, two of them in fair condition. They are very
alike and there is no doubt as to the distinctness of the species.
The genitalic differences have been already referred to, as have the
The anterior femur has larger tufts than
superlicial color characters.
On the
usual in this group and the fore tibia is also well tufted.
middle and hind legs the tuftings, while well developed, are not

much

especially prominent.

Type.—^o. 6247, U.S.N.M.

LEUCANIA NEPTIS, new
Ground

species.

color a dull, lifeless, very pale yellow; the dark shadings on

the primaries are an equall}^ lifeless yellow or

smoky brown.

Head

tending to rusty brown. Thorax dull luteous; a white line separating
the pale from the dark portion of the collar. Primaries with all
save internal and median veins dusky; breaking up what in other
species

is

the clear sweep of the paler shade to the apex.

The usual

The dusky shade below

the median

trigonate shade above vein 4.

shade merges gradually into the paler ground.

A

small black basal

dash; but in few instances can the claviform be traced.

space dusky.

Discal dot absent or reduced to a

mere

point.

Terminal
Fringes

whitish with two dusky interlines.

Secondaries white with a faint
Beneath very pale yellowish; primaries deeper tinted
and more yellowish along the costal region.
Expanse. 1.20 to 1,40 inches (30 to 35 mm).
Colorado (Neumoegen); Fort Collins, Colorado, August
Hahitat.
yellowish

tint.

—
—

13 (Kearfott).

Nine examples are before me, eight of them from badly papered
One perfect example from the Neumoegen collection.
There is an undescribable lifeless shade to all these examples, giving
no contrast, no defined impression all one dull sameness.
The leg tuftings in the male are better developed than in other
species of the group save tetera.
In nejytis the anterior leg is not
materially more prominent than the others.
specimens.

—
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specific standing of this form.

Type.—^o. 6248, U.S.N.M.

LEUCANIA LIGATA

Grote.

Am. Ent. Soc, V, 1875, p. 115.
Streckkr, Eept. Chief Eng., 1878-79, V, 1879, p. 1862.

Heliophila ligaia Grote, Trans.

Lmcanla

ligata

This slender species has pure white secondaries and fringes
female, while in the opposite sex these are slightly soiled.

in the

Forewings

whitish ocher gray, faintly purple tinged, with the veins obsoletel}^
white marked and accompanied b}^ longitudinal blackish shades.
Median nervure covered b}^ a whitish streak, culminating in a white
spot relieving a single inferior black dot and accompanied by a black
shading which continues diffusedly to external margin, and leaves a
clear ochery space above it on the cell, reaching ])eyond the dotted
transverse line. Transverse posterior line indicated b}^ a series of
black venular points. Very minute marginal black points; fringes a
little paler than the wing.
Thorax and head like primaries. Beneath,
without discal dots or common lines; a terminal dotted line on both
wings; primaries and costal region of secondaries somewhat rosy gra}^,

Under surface of body
and legs of a slightly rosy gray. Collar faintly lined.
i:xpanse.— 1.10 to 1.22 inches (27.5 to 30.5 mm.).
Uahitat. —Texiis, March to November; Florida in March; Colorado,
July 31.
Twelve examples are before me, mostl}^ from Texas; Shovel Mountain and Harris County being the only specific localities.
The above
is practically Mr. Grote's description, not in quotation marks, because
else the secondaries are whitish, subpellucid.

not literally transcribed.
In general, there is a decided reddish gray tinge, a coarse black
powdering, an obvious dotted transverse posterior line, and a longitudinal dark streak which extends over the white marked median vein

from

base, be3^ond

margin.

it

to the transverse posterior line or even the outer

The secondaries are

extensive in any case seen

may be so in
smoky outer margin very

rarely immaculate, but

either sex; nor, on the other hand,

by me.

is

the

The

species does not

seem

to be

rare in Texas and tends to lose the reddish or purplish tinge.

LEUCANIA FLABILIS
Heliophila flab His Grote, Can. Ent.,

XIH,

Leucania flabilis Smith, Bull. 44, U.

S.

Grote.

1881, p. 15.

Nat. Mus., 1893, p. 189.

Ver}" pale ochery or straw color, shaded with fuscous.

The pale

longitudinal shades extend along the cell over the interspaces between

A short pale shade on the inter6, nearly to the margin.
space above and extending nearer the margin. From the base a wide

veins 5 and
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black dot marks
submedial shade extends outwardly to the margin. A
on the nerdots
of
row
extra-mesial
an
vein;
median
the reniform at
The veins are indistinctly paler. The darkest
vules, not prominent.
a fine black streak
portion of the wing is along the median vein, and
Hind wings whitish,
runs along the interspace between veins 4 and 5.
concolorous with
vaguely soiled with fuscous exteriorly. Thorax
on the collar. Beneath without marks. This

primaries; no lines
more diffusely shaded,
species recalls in maculation lajndarla, but is
hind wings darker, the
the spots of the outer line more numerc^us, the

body more

slender.

Eoc2Mnse.—l.^'2 inches (33 mm.).
Ilahltat.— hong Island, near the seashore, in

The
this is

May.
was taken l^y Mr. Fred. Tepper who had a cotype, and
American colthe only example of Jfahilis known to me in any
and that may
local
very
is
insect
the
that
probable
It is
species

lection.

I have already stated that I can
its absence in cabinets.
except that the latter lacks
avAflahills
ligata
between
difference
see no
But the Tepper specimen has a purplish tinge,
the purplish shading.
expanse of 33 mm.
and I have a Texas example that has as little. An

account for

is

Ugata known to me.
too great for the cotype and too great for any
Mr. Grote.
is essentially that originally given by

Theliiescription

LEUCANIA RIMOSA

Grote.

216.
HeliopMla rimosa Grote, Can. Ent., XIV, 1882, p.
LeucaniarimosaSmrn, Bull. 44, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1893,

p. 189.

irrorate with
Fore wings hoary gray, something like .7/r/r/?'« in color;
a little of
one
reminding
shade,
warm
faint
a
with
dark speckfes and
no lines or spots
un'qninda in these respects. Allied to commoldes;
of excessively minute subvisible except that there is continuous series
marked with white and
faintly
is
vein
median
terminal dots, and the
base of third and
edged with black; the white color accentuated at
veins soiled.
whitish,
gray,
pale
wings
Hind
nervules.
fourth median
subterminal Ime
Beneath a blackish shade marks the inception of the
Hind
nervules.
on costa, and the median vein is shaded at base of
little
a
pectus
and
Face
spots.
or
lines
no
wings with costa darker;
abdomen paler.
smoky; fore tibiw pale outwardly. Thorax gray;
E:qxin!<e.—1.M inches (34 mm.).

lIah!tat.—K\itQvy Point, Maine.
No one has taken this species save Dr. Thaxter, so far as I am aware,
which he kindly
and the original type is with him. A second specimen
shading through
sent me is smaller-only 31 mm.— and the longitudinal
conspicuous. I
of the wing is quite obvious though not
the center

can not find anything to suggest eommoides.
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LEUCANIA DIA
Heliophila dia Grote, Cun. Eiit., XI,
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Grote.

187i», p. 29;

111.

Essav, 1882, p. 56,

pi. ii,

fig. 19.

Leucania dia SuiTn, Bull.

Ground
tinged.

-44,

U.

S.

Nat. Mus^., 1893, p. 187.

color a pale reddi.sh gray.

Collar

Head and

with a .somewhat darker

line

fore

smok}-

l)rca.st

across the

middle.

Thorax concolorous.

Primaries without strong contrasts.
Veins
white-marked or at least paler, the costal region gra}^ or whitish.
Interspaceal rays not prominent or contrasting.
Transverse posterior
line punctiform.
series of very small terminal, interspaceal dots
which may be wanting. A narrow pale line at the base of the fringes.
Secondaries dirty whitish, almost uniform, veins a little darker.
Beneath, primaries pale reddish gray, costal region whitish to a dusky
blotch about one-fourth from apex.
Secondaries whitish, powdery, a
little darker and more powdery over the costal area.
Expanse. 1.16 to 1.21: inches (29 to 31 mm.).
Ilalntat.
California; Oregon,
Three males and one female are before me. One of these agrees
perfectly with Mr. Grote's description.
The second is more reddish
and a little larger and agrees better with the picture in the "Illustrated Essay." The others, from "Middle California," are somewhat
darker and have the interspaceal streaking much better marked. The
character emphasized by Mr. Grote in his description, i. e., the
absence of a dusky shading along the median vein, loses force here,
because, while it is by no means prominent, there is undoubtedly a
smoky line on each side of the vein. The triangular dusky shading

A

—
—

in the

terminal area of the wing

The heavily clothed

is

also well indicated here.

cjuadrate thorax, as against the short, obtuse

wings, gives the insect a peculiarl}^ stumpy appearance.

LEUCANIA MEGADIA, new
Ground

species.

color a dirty reddish gray, tending to smoky.

Head

varies

smoky, as does the forebreast. Collar with a blackish
central line.
Thorax concolorous. Primaries with veins white, interspaceal streaks obvious and tending to become black beyond the transverse posterior line. The latter is punctiform and well marked.
Median vein margined by smoky shadings above and below, forming
a more conspicuous white dot at its end and usually emphasized there
by black scales, A distinct black or blackish basal streak in the submedian interspace. The costal region is usually paler gray. In the
terminal area of the wings the dusky shadings are so disposed as to
form a more or less obvious dark area over the internal angle and a
trigonate shading below the apex.
Secondaries smoky yellowish,
to rusty or

nearly uniform.

Beneath, primaries

smoky reddish gray,

disk darker
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marked dusky costal spot; secondaries
powdered.
Expanse.— 1.V2 to 1.36 inches (28 to 31 mm.).

and

at outer fourth a variably

paler, the costal region black

Ilahitat.

— C'dXg^vy

.,

Alberta, June 15 to Jul}^ 20; Oregon (Koebele);

Pullman, Washington, May 25 (Piper); Nevada County, California
(Koebele); Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, July 10; Denver, Colorado,
June 30; Chiricahua Mountains, Arizona, July 1 (?).
This species has the body less robust and the wings broader than in
dia., hence it looks decidedly larger, an appearance which was not
borne out on actual measurement in all cases. The average runs
or 2 millimeters larger.
Sixteen examples, varying in distinctness; the Calgar}- specimens
are probal)ly all from Mr. Dod, the Yellowstone example is from Dr.
onl}' 1

Barnes. One example from Calgary is almost as even in color as dia.,
but has the black basal streak obvious. This latter feature will serve
to distinguish the two small species in the group without difficulty.
There is a decided tendency to a red shading and one specimen is as
red as any insueta I have ever seen, the costa in this case being
almost white. The single example from the Chiricahua Mountains
is a female and in such condition that the reference is not positively
made.
Tijpe.—'^o. 6219,

U.S.N.M.

LEUCANIA HETERODOXA
Leucania heterodo.ra Smith, Trans.

Am.

Ent. Soc,

Smith.

XXI,

1894, p. 75, pi. v,

fig. 7.

Ground color a dirty luteous gray with a varying reddish tinge.
The head may be either a little lighter or a little darker than the
ground color. The tuftings of the front legs in the male are conspicdusky or black median line either
above and below, or with a second, less conspicuous line just below tip. Disk of thorax and patagifc powdery,
Primaries obviously and often
the latter tending to a marginal line.
conspicuously streaked in the interspaces; the veins white or whitish.
Median vein white, forming a white spot at its end, margined by a
darker shading. The costal region is paler, sometimes a little conuously darker.
relieved

bv paler

Collar with a
lines

trasting, until just before the apex.

The transverse

posterior line

is

a series of black venular dots, evenl}" curved and nearly parallel with
the outer margin.

The dark shadings

in the

wing are above the anal

angle and from the transverse posterior line on vein 2 or
to the apex.

and

in

some

In some examples there
cases the apex

is

dusky.

is

3,

obliquely

a costal shade before the apex

There

is

a series of small termi-

The fringes are dusky and have a pale line at base.
Secondaries smoky or fuscous, fringes paler. Beneath powdery, varying in tint.
Primaries are from reddish gra}" to smoky and have a

nal black dots.

blackish costal spot toward apex.

more powdery and more reddish

Secondaries are whitish, becoming
in the costal region.

—

—
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.— 1.28

—

to 1.40 inches (32 to 35
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mm.).

Pullman, Washinj^-ton, May 25, June 10 (Piper); CorvalOregon, May 1 to June 6 (Cordley); Corfield, Vancouver; Nevada
County, California (red number 3-12 Koebele); Denver, Colorado,
Ilahitat.

lis,

August 10; St. Anthony Park, MinneJune 25 (Lugger); Sierra Nevada, California; Laggan, British

fJune 30; Boulder, Colorado,
sota,

Columbia, 5,000 feet, July 2.
A long series of examples is before me from all save the last two
mentioned of the above localities. It establishes the species and illustrates its range of variation, which is narrow.
There is a very slight
tendency to a reddish tinge, but nothing to cause confusion with
iii,s)(<'f(u from which this species is also well separated b}^ the absence
of a black basal streak.
In some examples the indications of such a
streak may be made out b}' close scrutiny, but I have never found a
case where there was enough to give any reason for hesitation.
Aside from this it is a mere matter of lighter or darker, or more or
less contrast, and this seems to depend somewhat on the age of the
specimen.
The sexual and other structural characters have been elsewhere
defined.

LEUCANIA INSUETA

Guenee.

Leucania imuda Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., I, 1852, ]^. 81. Walker, C. B.,
Mus., Het., IX, 1856, p. 95.— Smith, Bull. 44, U. S. Nat. Mas., 1893, p. 188.
Leucania commoides Grote, Can. Ent., IX, 1877, p. 28.
Smith,
Heliophila adonea Grote, Bull. Buff. Soc. Nat. Sci., II, 1874, p. 159.
Bull. 44, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1893, p. 188, pr. syn.

Leucania mimica Strecker, Lep. Rhop.

Ground

et.

Het., Supp. II, 1899, p.

6.

Head a little lighter or a little
Collar with a smoky or blackish central

color a pale reddish luteous.

darker, but always uniform.

Thorax more reddish gray, speckled lightly with black. Primaries streaked and shaded with ))rick red or even darker red brown.
Veins white, or at
Costal region always paler and sometimes white.
lino.

least paler.
Median vein white, enlarging into a little spot at its end,
shaded on each side so as to darken the center of the wing. A short
t)lack ])asal streak in the submedian interspace.
A shorter dark
t)rown or blackish streak on the hind margin near base. Transverse

posterior line black, punctiform, evenly curved.
An oblique brown
shade over the anal angle and a second from vein 2 at the transverse
posterior line to outer margin below apex.
The white veins are often a
little

expanded

at the base of the fringes.

Sometimes a

series of small

terminal black dots, rarely an almost continuous brown line; often

Secondaries whitish or yellowish at base, darkening outwardly to smoky or blackish; fringes with a yellow line at base.
Beneath, primaries reddish gray, powdery, with a smoky costal dot
from which starts a variably complete punctiform extra median line;

neither.

Proc. N.
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secortdaries whitish, except in apical
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and costal region, with a more or

complete, punctiform extra median line.
1.24 to 1.44 inches (31 to 36 mm.).
Expanse.
Habitat.— l^o\^ Scotia; Canada in July; New York, June to August;
Newton, Massachusetts; Missouri; Glen wood Springs. Colorado,

less

—

September

1 (Barnes).

common species, hence my material is not especially good
There are twenty or more specimens, but not well distributed as to
It is probable that the species
locality and few of them dated.
occurs throughout the Eastern United States, but may not extend far
This

is

a

southward.

The

rang-e of variation

is

much

clear yellow

and on

this a

In others everything-

is

like that

given for heterodoxa and

In some examples the base

chiefly a matter of contrast.

deep rich red makes a

dull, or there

is

striking-

a g-rayish tinge.

is

is

quite a

specimen.
This is the

only species in which an obvious outer line is usual on the under side.
Mr. Strecker's tvpe is the usual Colorado form, in which the contrasts are not quite so great.

error had he not placed

From

that species

it is,

it

Yet he would hardly have made the

at once with roiiunoldcs as the closest ally.

of course, easily distinguished.

LEUCANIA EXTINCTA

Guenee.

Leucania extincta Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noet., I, 1852, p. 79. Walker, C. B.,
Mus., Het, IX, 1856, p. 94.
Leucania liniia Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., I, 1852, p. 81. Walker, C. B., Mus.,
Het., IX, 1856, p. 95.— Smith, List Lepidoptera, 1891, p. 46, pr. syn.
Leucania scirpicola Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., I, 1854, p. 84. Walker, C. B.,
Mus., Het., IX, 1856, p. 96.— Smith, List Lepidoptera, 1891, p. 46, pr. syn.
SMrrn, Bull. 44,
Heliophila amygdalina. Harvey, Can. Ent., X, 1878, p. 57.

—

V. S.Nat. Mus., 1893,

Ground

p. 187, pr.

syn.

color a very pale creamy yellow, primaries streaked with

blackish and silver grav, tending to a faint reddish.

Head with

a

admixture of brow^n scales in front. Collar with two dark gray
transverse lines.
Thorax immaculate. Primaries with all the veins
narrowly white. A whitish dot marked by black scales at the end of
the median.
A series of black dots forming the transverse posterior
line and this line is abruptly bent inward on vein 4.
Secondaries
slight

white, semitransparent, with a

primaries a
secondaries a

little

little

smoky on

somewhat yellowish

disk,

tint.

Beneath,

and with a blackish costal SDot;

yellowish and powdery along the costa.

— 1.30 to 1.44 inches (33 to 36 mm.).
ILihitat. — Maine; New Y'ork; Florida; Newark, New Jersey, May 12,
Ex/)a.ii>ie.

July 25 (Buchholz, Weidt); P:iiza])eth, August 4 (Kemp).
Five examples, all of them from Newark and Elizabeth, New Jersey, are before me.
The species is not represented in any of the large
collections, and yet it has a considerable range.
Druce records it from
16,

i

—
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Mexico and adds inf<veta Guenee and (uitica Walker to the synon^ymy
above given. A« to the latter, he maybe right; the description being
of a South American species did not require me to identify it.
As to
hisiieta he is surely in error, for I compared the examples in tiie Brit-

Museum,

and,

Guenee. who

in all

ish

in

addition, the d(^scription does not

tit

at

all.

the other descriptions mentions the pointed apex

of primaries and the very o))lique hind angle, expressh^ states for
iiisueta that

pares

they are

less

sharp than

In addition, mention

it.

is

in conqjleta^

made of

with which he com-

the black basal streak, obvi-

and al)S()lutely wanting in extlnctii.
good example^ at hand it is simply impossible to mistake the
species from its wing form and the gray strigation.
But when the
ous in

inxiicfa

With

a

insect is a little rubbed, matters are not so easy.
The characteristic
wing form is destroyed by rubbed fringes; the gray interspacial lines
are easily marred and there remains an almost characterless individual.
It is in this way that M. Guenee fell in error.
Enough has been said under the group heading to place the species

on structural characters.

LEUCANIA JUNCICOLA
LeumiiUi jitncicola Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct.,

1,

Guenee.

1852,

\}.

Walker, C.

83.

B., Mus.,

Het., IX, 1856, p. 96.
Heliophila adjuta Grote, Bull. Buff. Soc. Nat. 8ci., II, 1874, ]k 15S; Bull. Buff.
Soc. Nat. Sci., Ill, 1875, p.

8.— Smith,

Bull. 44, U. S. Nat.

Mm.,

1893, p.

188, pr. s?yn.

Ground

color a rather bright cream}" yellow, strigation of the pri-

Head with

maries luteous.

a frontal

and interantennal purplish

line.

Collar crossed bv two dusky lines near the middle, and at the tip a
series of four contiguous lines of different colors gives the impression

of a reddish or purplish band.

purplish markings.

The

little

anterior crest has the same

Primaries with the veins whitish; the interspaces

with at least two narrow, luteous

lines.

Median vein a little more
The transverse

})roadly pale, inclosing a small black dot at its tip.

posterior line
))e

is

A

complete.

usually indicated by two venular dots only, but

black dot

is in

may

the submedian interspace about one-

There are no strongly marked shadings, but it is
somewhat darker shade extends l)elow the median
to its end, broadens out a little and continues to the outer margin,
extending from vein i and to the apex. Another shading extends
over the subcostal and, broadening out somewhat, reaches the costa
third from base.

readih' seen that a

A

concolorous.

Fringes
series of very small, black terminal dots.
Secondaries somewhat pearly white at base, semitrans-

]mrent. with a

smoky outer border and yellowish

before the apex.

fringes.

B(Mieath,

pi'imaries with an obvious pinkish tinge, the disk tending to l)lackish.
S(H'()ndaries

with the costa 3'ellowish, powdery, and

terminal spots in the interspaces.

a series of Idack

vm. xxv.
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^r/>«7/.sr.— 1.30 to 1.4:5 inches (32 to 36 nun,).

—

Texas in March; Florida; Alabama.
Eight examples are at hand just now, all very much alike. P^xcept
for two examples from San Antonio, they have State labels only, and
not one has a date of capture. One female has a marked reddish tinge
The
in the ground and the secondaries are almost uniformly smoky.
Florida example is more obviously streaked than the others, but ditt'ers
Hahltat.

in

no further point.

The ornamentation

of the collar

is

the most characteristic feature

of the species, and this tends to getting in red or scarlet in addition to

or place of the black.

LEUCANIA MULTILINEA

Walker.

Lemanla mulHUnea Walker,

C. B., Mus., Het., IX, 1856, p. 97.
Leucania cominoides Grotk, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1875, p. 419.
Heliophila Inpidaria Grote, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1875, p. 419.— Smith, Bull.
44, U. S. Nat.

Ground

Mus., 1893,

color creamy

p. 187, pr.

yellow.

syn.

Head immaculate.

Thorax with

three gray or blackish transverse lines, the upper one broadest.
of thorax and patagise a

little

Disk

Primaries with veins
the interspaces dark and well

black speckled.

white or whitish, the strigations in
marked. Median vein white, inferiorly margined by black or brown
to the end.
A black dot in the white area at end of vein. A smoky
shade bases on ^'ein 4: and broadens toward the apex, which it reaches
on outer margin. A dusky shading over the subcostal region and
another parallel with and close to inner margin. Transverse posterior
A series of small black terminal dots.
line reduced to two dots.
Beneath, primaSecondaries white, with small black terminal dots.
ries faintly yellowish, the disk more or less blackish, veins more or less
black marked; secondaries
costa.

— to 1.40 inches (32 to 35 mm.).
— Miami, Palm Beach, Florida (Dyar);

Ex'pami'.
Ilahltat.

somewhat yellowish and powdery along the

1.3(1

Harris County,

Texas, August 10 (Barnes); Kansas (tSnow); Albany,
and July; Winnipeg, Manitoba (Haiiham).

New

York, June

A series of thirteen

examples shows little variation, and among the
winged forms the pure white secondaries of
both sexes make this easily separable. The onlv species with which
it is likely to be confounded is jmiclcola. and that can be very easily
determined if the material is at all good.
strigate rather obtuse^

LEUCANIA COMMOIDES
Li'Hcdiiia ronuDoide.s
]\lu8.,

Ground
or brown.

Gcenee, Spec. Geu., Noct.,

Het., IX, 1856, p.

96.— Spever,

color dull grayish luteous,

Head tends

Guenee.
I,

1852,

ji.

Stett. Ent. Zeit.,

W.-vlker, C. B.,
1875, p.

ll."?.

brightened by red
Collar with three leaden

more or

to rusty brown.

8(1.

XXXVI,

less

—
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gray transverse lines. Thorax a little black powdered. Primaries
more or less shaded with red l)rown and streaked with l)lack. A
prominent blaek .streak below the broadly white median vein. A
black dot at the l)ranching of the median vein.
Veiiis narrowly white,
and hence the costal region is a little paler. A black mark is on the
inner margin near the base; another is in the submedian interspace
Other black streaks are in the interspaces
toward the anal angle.
above vein o, forming the base of a triangular dusky shade. Transverse posterior line punctiform, not well marked.
A series of black
Secondaries dirty fuscous, with pale yellowish fringes.
Beneath, the sexual tuftings are discoloi'ed, brown. Primaries redSecondaries whitish,
dish gray, powdery, a little darker on the disk.
terminal dots.

with the costal area powdery, yellowish.

— 1.40 to 1.50 inches (35 to
mm).
— Nova Scotia; Canada; Winnipeg, Manitoba, July 2 (Han-

Krjxmxc.
Jliihltdf.

137.5

ham); Maine (Fei'uald); Massachusetts; Albany, New York, June 22
(Bailey); New York, June to August; Wisconsin; Minnesota; Illinois;
New Mexico (Snow); Colorado; Florida in March.
The species has a wide distribution, is not at all rare, and is easily
The prominent black streak beneath the white median
recognized.
Add to
vein and the dark red color are distinctive characteristics.
this the prominent abdominal and leg tuftings of the male and the
species becomes unmistakable.
The leg tuftings are as follows: Anterior femora with a continuous
fringing of hairy scales beneath, making a thick mass, but no tuft.
Tibia with a thick outward scaling, but no tuftings or longer hair.
Middle leg somewhat shortened, tibial spurs long, the inner curved
and somewhat flattened. Femora with continuous dense fringing of
Tibiii? with long hair tufts in
long hair and scales, longer at base.
front and at sides, capable of brush-like expansion; one at the side
may be also capable of fan-like expansion. Posterior femora with
long hair fringe basally. Tibia^ with longtn- hair outwardly toward
base, ])ut no brush.

The harpes of the genitalia are densely clothed outwardly with longyellow hair, intermixed with broadly flattened scales, forming a mass
that can l)e fluffily expanded, making neither a deflnits brush nor fanlike expansion.

LEUCANIA PHRAGMATIDICOLA
Leiicania pjiritf/maliilicola

Gtenee, Spec,

C. B.,Mus., Het., IX, 1856,
ILIiojiliilii

plinujtnutidicola

\SiV.

\).

(ieii.,

Guenee.

Noct.,

I,

1S52, p.

Si).

Walker,

97.

texmia Morhisox, Proc.

BofJt. Soc.

N. H.,

XVII,

1874, p. 211.

Ground color a very pale luteous, varying to grayish or i-eddish,
sometimes reaching a decided warm fawn brown. Head and thorax
concolorous.
Collar with three darker transverse lines, which tend
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,

to obsolescence, that just

below the

tip being- broadest.

AnttM-ior crest

Primaspeckled with blackish scales.
ries more or less obviously strigate, the veins white or whitish, interspacial narrow lines ranging from dull luteous to smoky or even

and

patag-ijie

sometimes a

little

Median vein obviously white, bordered on each side by a
})lackish.
smok}' or blackish shading, that lieneath being the more prominent.
At the end of the vein the white enlarges as it includes the base of the
branches and here a ])lack dot precedes and a l^lackish or smoky shade
follows the branching, thus extending- for a little distance the dark
vague triangular cloud is on the
shading below the median vein,

A

outer margin above vein 4, extending to the apex, and a somewhat
lighter shading extends from base through the cell, obliquely to the
apex itself. A series of small black terminal dots is obvious in most

Secondaries white or whitish, sometimes with a yellowish
narrow smoky outer border and a series of terminal

specimens.

tinge, with a

black dots, which, as a rule, are best
is ))est.

smoky
where

marked where

the

smoky

shading-

Beneath, primaries creamy or reddi.sh, powdery, tending to
on the disk; secondaries white except over the costal region,
it is

creamy and somewhat powdery.

— 1.28 to 1.52 inches (32 to 37 mm.).
irabitat. — Canada to Florida, to Texas, to California;
Escpanse.

nesota; Illinois.

The

dates cover

everj"^

Iowa; Minmonth from March to October,

inclusive.

one of the most widely distributed, and, in a certain way,
There are, obviously, two broods in
the Middle Atlantic States, adults appearing- in May and June and
New Jersey specimens are before
again in August and September.
me for every month from May to October. In Florida and Texas the
Los Angeles, California, specimens are
early dates are in March.
This

is

the most varia])le of the species.

dated April.
fort}^ examples are under inspection and in such variety that
would seem certain that they could be arranged in series of distinct
forms, but I have failed on all bases tried.
Some specimens are almost creamy yellow, without contrasts, the
median vein hardly white, its blackish border hardly traceable. The
primaries seem broader, the margins subparallel. Another series is

Nearly

it

obviously gray, with or without a reddish shade, the strigation obvious,
Here the wings seem
the markings over the median vein conspicuous.
more trigonate and the apices more pointed. Then comes a series in

which the primaries seem longer and narrower, the body slighter, color
decidedly reddish fawn, the median dusky streak unusually prominent,
and extending almost to the transverse posterior line; but when these
extremes are carefully separated out, the remaining forms block out
every gap and leave us with one series only. The differential points
have been elsewhere brought out.
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have nothino- so small

expanse, and nothino- in which the lines on- the collar ai-e
The essential differences as pointed out by Mr.
Morrison are: "They expand only 2!t mm.; the collar lacks the bhick

as

:^!t

in

not at least traceable.

line of the typical

trans\'(>rse

form; the oround color

is

clear

and

whitish, not becoming- suffused with reddish or dark ochreous before

the terminal space.''

Mr. Grote in describing- ll<jat<( refers to this variety as if he thought
Mr. Morrison might have had such a form as his new species before
him, but this seems hardly credible.

LEUCANIA IMPERFECTA
Leucania imperfecta

Ground

S.mitii,

Trans.

Am.

Eiit.

Smith.

Soc, XXI, 1894,

p. 76.

smoky or blackish.
the smoky tint.
Collar with

color a dull luteous, shaded with

may

The

be of the pale ground or of
three
purplish black transverse lines; patagia? blackish at base of primaries,
tending to the pale ground on the disk.
Primaries darker over the
costa, through the middle of the wing, along the inner margin, and in
the terminal space before the apex.
This leaves the pale ground as a
long shade through the cell from base to apex and through the submedian interspace from base to the transverse posterior line. The
shadings are all quite even and not obviously strigate.
Median vein

head

accompanied

b}^

a blackish streak which

may

or

may

not darken

it

to

At the branching there is always the angular white spot,
emphasized by a preceding black dot. In one specimen the vein is
narrowly white throughout. The other veins may or may not be
partly white marked.
There may be a series of small black terminal
the end.

dots and a yellowish line at the base of the fringes.

somewhat pearly white at base, the veins
somewhat diffuse, smoky margin, variable in

Secondaries, transparent,

smoky or

blackish;

a

width.
Fringes with a yellowish line at base. Beneath, primaries
gray, powdery, the disk tending to and sometimes all blackish.
Secondaries white, powder}" over the costal and apical area.
Ki-jMuse.
llahltdt.

— 1.28 to 1.52 inches (32 to 38 mm.),

— Santa Rita Mountains, Arizona, June 19 (Schwarz);

Chiri-

cahua Mountains, Arizona, June 26 (Hubbard); Wilgus, Cochise
County, Huachuca Mountains, and southern Arizona (Barnes).
Seven examples from so many localities in Arizona indicate that it
is not really a rare species.
There seems to be little variation except
in size, and that is not sexual, since the largest and smallest examples
are both males.
In the uiale the sexual tuftings are not very prominent.
On the
anterior legs thefenjora have a moderate scale fringing at base, becoming shorter toward tip; the tibia is a little scale thickened outwardly.
On the middle leg the femoral fringe is a little longer, the tibia is
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decidedly thickened with long- hair outwardly, not forming ol)vious
tufts.
On the posterior legs the femoral fringe is much longer and
reaches almost to base; the

form

tufts.

The

anal

tibite

have long thin hair which does not
not very dense exteriorly, but

tuftings are

there are two pencils of yellow hair within the genital cavity.

LEUCANIA ANTEROCLARA, new
Ground

species.

color a very pale luteous, almost whitish or creamy.

more or

C'ollar

obvious transverse bands which tend to
and sometimes are purplish. Primaries obviously streaky but varying in the amount of contrast.
Veins paler, the median whitisli. as a
rule, and 3 and 4 may be whitish for a part or all their course.
A
smok}' or olivaceous luteous shading below the median vein.
Discal
dot a mere point which may be altogether absent. Transverse pospaler with three

tei'ior line
is

less

usually reduced to two l>lack points, never complete.

a very well-marked tendency to darker streaks above vein

phasizing the triangular dusky subapical shade.
a series of small black terminal dots

There
em-

4,

In some specimens

Secondaries white,
with a pearly luster or ^^ellowish tinge in the male, with a vague dusky
outer shading, the veins dusky; in the female with a broader, smoky
border and the entire wings tending to dusky.
Beneath, i)rimaries

creamy

is

o))vious.

more or less powdery, the disk more or less
Secondaries white, the costal margin creamy, powdery.

to reddish,

blackish.

— 1.40 to 1.56 inches (85 to 39 mm.).
— Calgary, Alberta, June 25, July

Expanse.
Ilahitat.

10,

August 13 (Dod);

Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August, (Barnes); Corvallis, Oregon,
July 6 (Cordley); (rlenwood Springs, Colorado, June 10 (Barnes).
Twenty-one specimens are under examination; all the females a little
darker and more streaky than the males.

The

differences

between

already discussed.

this species d^w^ pliragraatidicola

Comparing two

series their distinctness

have been
is

obvious;

comparing selected individuals of each series the sexual characters
might have to be resorted to. It is suggestive of a local form that I
have no itJiragiiiatidieola from the range given for this species, nor any
example of this species within the range given ioY phragmat 1 dleola.
In the male the anterior femora have long, scaly fringes more than
half the distance from base; the tibiw are thickened with scah' vestiture outwardly.
Middle legs with equal femoral fringes for their
TiV)i{e with long hair, capable of partly fan-lik(> expansion in front and at the sides; the outer spurs short and cylindrical.
Posterior femora fringed their full length, the fringe longer at l)ase;

entire length.

tibia? with somewhat longer thin hair outw^ardly.
The harpes are
clothed outwardly with dense hair and scales but these do not form

prominent tuftings.

Altogether the characters.

as in phragiiiatidicohi., are very

Type.—^o. 6250, U.S.N.M.'

much

reduced.

Avhile of the

same type
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new
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species.

color

ji pale luteoiis, overlaid, streaked
or washed with red.
Collar almost whitish, quite contrastiiio-, crossed hy three dark gray

Primaries obviously strigate.
Median \-ein (•ons|)icbranches (three and four) also white as a rule and, in
addition, most of the other veins are more or less whitish.
A bhickish
or at least darker shade ])elovv the median vein and extending vaouelv
transverse lines.

uously white;

beyond

to

it

its

form the usual

trio-onate subapical cloud.

Discal black

Transverse posterior lino reduced to two dotlets
or altogether wanting.
Secondaries white or slightly yellowish, with
a more or less obvious smoky margin.
Beneath, primaries reddish
gray, powdery, tending to a blackish disk.
Secondaries white, costal
region reddish, powder3^
E,i'paii.s(\
l.-iS to 1.56 inches (37 to ;V.» mm.).
//r//>/V<//.— Calgary, Alberta, June 20 to July 28 (F. H. Wolley Dod).
Ten examples, all from Mr. Dod and all in good condition.
This species is conspicuously dift'erent in color from the others of
this series and is also the largest in average expanse.
It is most nearly
allied to anterocl<tra and is that species suffused with red.
Whether it
is merely a color variety or not 1 can not now say.
Nothing like it
has come from other localities.
Mi'. Dod has sent me about twenty
examples of both forms and there is no dithculty whatever in separating the two.
1 prefer, under the circumstances, to risk the specific
name until a careful study of the early stages determines the status of
dot small

oi-

wanting.

—

forms.

Tyjx^.-^o. 0243, U.S.N. M.

LEUCANIA STOLATA
Lencanid

Ground

sfolata

Smith, Trans.

Am.

color a pale straw

Ent. Soc,

yellow.

Smith.

XXI,

1894, p. 76, pi. v,

fig. 8.

Collar with two transverse

dark hues. Patagiaj with a dusky powdering near the margin. Priniaries with the median vein white, a short spur marking the inception
of vein 2, wdiile veins 3 and 4 are w^hite a little distance from their
point of inception.
A smoky ])rown shade accompanies this line
inferiorily, and extends beyond the cell as an elongate dusky triangle
between veins 4 and (>, fading out before the margin is reached. A
less distinct brownish shade extends along the inner margin, and a
vague smoky tinge is apparent over the costal and apical region.
Between the veins, beyond the cell, are faint darker longitudinal brown
lines, giving the wing there a feebly strigate appearance.
A series of
small black terminal dots and a HmaU dot at the end of the median
vein.
Beneath white, feebly irrorate, primaries
Secondaries white.
'

with a somewhat yellowish tinge.
EvpatiKe.

— 1.28 inches

,(32

mm.).
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— Arizona.

have seen nothini^
lished; hence the type
I

like thi.s sinee the original det^eription
is

was pub-

yet unique.

LEUCANIA OREGONA, new

species.

Grround color pale fawn or reddish gray. Collar with two darker
Disk of thoi'ax a little powdery. Primaries obviously strigate. A^eins white or nearly so, the end of the median formA
ing an obvious white mark emphasized by a preceding black dot.
smoky line below the median vein, extending beyond it above vein 4
Transverse posterior line
to form the usual subapical dusky cloud.
punctiform. complete. Terminal space and fringes smoky. SecondaBeneath reddish
ries white, with a scries of black terminal marks.
gra}', powdery, secondaries white, costal region pow^dery reddish gray.
transverse lines.

— 1.20 inches (30 mm.).
— Corvallis, Oregon, at light, April 11 (Cordley).

E.qxinse.
Ilahlfat.

One male in very fair condition. The species resembles a pale,
much reduced kkIpunctata^ and is altogether different from anything
else in this

group.

fringings are present in a reduced form in this species,
and all the tibia? have long, thin, hairy clothing, but not any of them
have it to form tufts of any kind.

The femoral

LEUCANIA ROSEOLA
LeacanUi rowuhi Smith, Trans.

Am.

Ent. Hoc,

Smith.

XXI,

1S94, p. 75, \A. v,

fig.

!).

Ground color very pale yellow, suffused Avith red of varying shade,
tending to light brick red. Collar with three somewhat darker transPrimaries with veins paler, the intervals so closely
verse lines.
strigate that the impression is given of an almost even color. Median
vein not contrasting, only a little paler at tips. No obvious discal dot,
but a slightly dusky shading beyond the forking. Transverse posterior line a complete series of smoky dots or absent altogether, with all
the intermediate forms and everything in favor of the obsolescence of

Beneath reddish gra3% the primaries
Secondaries white.
with an irregular outer venular band. Secondaries white, except on
the dots.

the costal area.
Ed-pause.
Ilahltat.

—I.-IO to 1.56

inches (36 to 39 mm.).

—Pullman, AVashington,

June 12

gon, June 20 (Cordley); British Columbia

(Piper); Corvallis, Ore-

in .luly;

Livingston, Van-

couver, July 11

Eight examples are at hand just now and 1 have seen others. The
almost uniform red color of the Aving without any contrasts identities
this

form

as

compared

^'\th.

farchi.

BEVISION OF SOME NOCTUID MOTHS—SMITH.

LEUCANIA FARCTA,

Grote.

Heliophila farcla (jROTK, Van. Ent., XIJl, 1881, p. 15.
Leucania farcta Smith, Bull. 44, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1893,

Ground

color a pale

creamy yellow.

203

p. 188.

Collar with three

somewhat

Primaries strigate, but without contrasts.
The median vein is white or whitish, without contrast or obvious
margins. A black dot at the end of the cell. Transverse posterior
A faint triangular cloud below
line reduced to two black points.
apex.
A series of black terminal dots. Secondaries white. Beneath,
primaries yellowish, only a little powdered on the disk; secondaries
with powder}' costa and some black dots on the outer margin.
purplish transverse lines.

—1.46 to 1.56 inches (36.5 to 39 nmi.).
—Los Angeles, California, April 16 (Howard); Los Ang-eles

Exijanse.
TIahitat.

County,

in

April (Koebele); Fresno,

all

an easily recognizable one with
simple, obscure maculation.
species

is

LEUCANIA PALLISECA,
Ground

(Schwarz); Sierra

California

Nevada (Henry Edwards).
Five examples are under examination;

very much alike. The
very pale colors and

its

new

species.

Collar with three dusky

color a ver}' pale whitish yellow.

Primaries feebly and not contrastingly strigate,
Median vein
all ordinary markings reduced to the vanishing point.
TransDiscal dot minute or wanting.
scarcely defined in any way.
verse posterior line consists of very small black dots and is never
transverse bands.

complete; sometimes wanting.

A

series of

minute terminal

dots.

Beneath, white; primaries with
tendency to darken on the disk; secondaries

Secondaries pure white, immaculate.
a creamy tint and a
a little

little

powdery over the

costal region.

— 1.25 to 1.45 inches (31 to 36 mm.).
Ilahitai. — Los Angeles County, California,
Expanse.

in

July (LT.S.N.M.);

Fresno, California (Schwarz); Denver. Colorado, May and October.
Seven examples are at hand and are about as nearly immaculate as
Oddly enough, all the specimens
a species in this series can well be.
are females, and I

was at

but I have that sex

full}^

first

inclined to consider

them

iQ\\yA\Q

foreta;

agreeing with the male, and therefore prefer

good species.
Type.—^o. 6251, U.S.N.M.

to consider this a

NELEUCANIA, new
Eyes hairy, without bristly
Head as a whole moderate in
l)ut

not strongly defined

rather than prominent.
way, vestiture loose, fine hair, giving a
Palpi moderate or rather short, oblique,

eithcM-

smooth woolly appearance.

genus.

lashes, round, convex, not prominent.
size, retracted
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middle of front, rather slender,
loni^-, obliijue or even droopAntennse in the male feebly ciliated. Thorax
ing, vestitur^ loose.
moderately dev^eloped, with loose, long, thin vestiture forming no
Abdomen reaching to
tufts and leaving collar and patagia? undefined.
or exceeding the hind angle of secondaries, more often longer and
somewhat disproportionately slight. Legs unarmed except for the
usual tibial spurs, in the male with more or less well-marked sexual
Primaries
tuftings, which aie most obvious on the middle tibiae
reaching- to and

sometimes

exceediiii:^

the terminal joint proportionately ratluM-

rather narrow, elongate, the costa a
pointed, outer margin a

little

little

depressed, apices a

little

arcuate or entirely rigid, oblique.

same type in all, and very nuich alike:
oblong harpes, roiuided at the tip, broadly or nar
rowly as the case may be, not modified or spined in any way, and on
each a single curved corneous clasper. varying somewhat in the species.
The genus ditiers from Lcucaula chietiy in the narrow subequal
primaries, having the costa depressed, the outer luargin rather rigidly
The loose, hairy vestiture, forming
cut off', and in the long abdomen.
no tufts and leaving the thoracic parts imdetined, adds to the distinctive

The male

there

is

genitalia are of the

a pair of

appearance.

As a whole the species resemble each other closely. The primaries
range from pale creamy yellow to reddish, the costal edge white in
the species known to me, tuedian vein usually white and usually a
dusky longitudinal shade through the middle.
Nlve'icosta is the best marked and a little the luore robust of the
species, the body parts being stouter in proportion than in any of the
others.
The primaries are reddish luteous, the costa narrowly yet
The median vein is also white, though not promidistinctly white.
nently so, and it is usually accompanied b}" a well-marked dusky shading which may reach ver}' close to the outer margin. The transverse
posterior line is punctiform and completely traceable in all the specimens. The secondaries are slightly smoky, with a faint reddish or
3^ellowish tinge.
The male has a fringing of thin hair on the under
side of the anterior and posterior femora, and on the middle femur
The anterior and postethere is an expansile tuft of hair at the l^ase.
rior til)iie ai"e hairy, but not really tufted; the middle tibia has a dense
brush or tuft of hair extending all the wa}^ down the outer side, and
All the specimens are from
this is capable of fan-like expansion.
Colorado.
Bicohnuiia has the primaries a very pale yellow and the secondaries
in some specimens the wings are i)ractically inunaculate,
and of this form was the type of the species. In most good examples,
however, the white costa and median vein are obvious, and in one
specimen the punctiform transverse posterior line is almost complete
The body is smaller and the a})domen in ))oth sexes is much longer
than in the preceding species.

reddish,
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The .sexual tufting.s are as in the preceding species, l)ut all very
much exaoo-e rated. The middle tibia is somewhat abbreviated and the
tufting's when expanded form an almost complete circle.
The posterior
femur and

tibia have each a tuft at base, in the former extending
beyond, in the latter to the middle of the respective parts.
This species seems to have a wider distribution, extending from
Colorado into Arizona and New Mexico.

decidedly smaller than the preceding two species.
pale luteous, with a vague smok}^ tinge, and the
secondaries are decidedh' smoky in both sexes. The primaries have
Citronella

is

The primaries are

the costal edge white, and in all of them the smoky shade along the
median vein and extending nearly to the outer margin is well marked;
l)ut the white along the median vein itself may be entirely wanting.
The transverse posterior line is punctiform, complete, and well marked

The sexual characters are in essentials like those
but not nearly so prominent. All the examples are
from Colorado.
in all

the specimens.

of hieolorata^

The three

species above defined are closely allied,

With

but, I think,

good series, such as 1 have had under examthe ditferences become clear, and with any good .specimens

really distinct.

ination,

a

under examination there should be no

difficult}' in

placing even single

examples.
Pati'tcid is entirc>ly diti'erent.
The primaries are vevy pale creanw
yellow or almost Avhite, with an obvious smoky or blackish .streak
through the middle from base to the outer margin. The secondaries

smoky

are

white, and as a whole the species looks white.

the size of

cifr<>ii<ll(i^

sexual tuftings

in

the

but looks smallei' and
iiiah^

It is

about

reall}^ is slighter.

The

are so reduced as to be .scarcely noticeable

The

excej)t on close inspection.

s])ecies

occurs

in

Colorado and

New

Mexico.

late.

a very slight species, yellow white

is

it

1

Mr. Grote .says
and absolutely immacu-

belongs here Avithout nuich doubt.

/'/vrv/v/r/V/.s-

that

have not seen

it.

The type
known

In tabular form the species
rrimarii's icddisli

liitt'otis,

is

from Idaho.

to

me may

be arranged as follows:

with a punctiform transverse posterior

secondaries

line;

whitisli nr .^luoky

Primaries
Primaries

liirlit

nircicoMn.

immaculate; secondaries reddish
yellow, with a punctiform transverse posterior

y.'iiow,

ii<,dit

hicolornUi.

secondaries

line;

white or smoky, size smaller
Primaries pale cTeamy, with a central smoky stripe; secondaries smoky

cllroiirlhi.

wiiite, size

small

jxilricid.

Primaries yellow white, al)so]utely immaculate; very slight

NELEUCANIA NIVEICOSTA,
Ground

new

species.

color I'eddish luteous, verging to brick

collar darker,

more red-brown.

pntgrcfcilix.

red.

Head and

Thoracic disc of the ground

coloi'.
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without contrasts of any kind. Costa narrowly but disMedian vein white, not broadly or prominently so, in
some cases with a short white extension on the branches. There is a
vague darkening- through the middle of the wing, but not a real shade.
Transverse posterior line indicated by a more or less complete series of
venular black dots. It is not complete in any example before me; but
A series
in no case is there any doubt of its presence in great part.
Priniiiries

tinctly white.

Secondaries whitish to smoky, even.
Beneath white, ranging from almost immaculate to densely powdered.
Primaries tending to a pinkish suffusion and sometimes to a black
of minute black terminal dots.

disk.

Expanse.— l.li) to 1.25 inches (^7.5 to 31 mm.).
Glenwood Springs, Colorado, June, July, August, and
ffdbitat.

—

September.
Five examples,

all from Dr. William Barnes, and all save one in
good condition. There is very little variation, and except in the somewhat lighter or deeper tint of the primaries and a little difference in
the niunber of spots composing the transverse Posterior line the speci-

mens are the same.
Type.—^o. 6252, U.S.N.M.

NELEUCANIA BICOLORATA
Heliophila hicoltmita (thote, Papilio,

Leucania himhn-ntfi Smith, Bull.

45,

I,

U.

Grote.

1881, p. 154.
S.

Nat.

Mm.,

1893, p. 185.

"Male, eyes hairy; thorax untufted; tibia? unarmed. Fore wings
and thorax light straw color, immaculate, concolorous. Hind wings
and a))domen pale reddish. Beneath the wings are shaded with redThere are no markings whatever.''
dish, like secondaries above.
Fxpanse.— 1.12 to 1.25 inches (28 to 31 nun.).
Habitat.
Colorado (Bruce); Glenwood Spring, Colorado, August
25 (Barnes); Merino Valley, New Mexico, June 2() (Wheeler Exp.);

—

Mountains, Arizona, flune 26 (Hu])bard); Tucson, Arizona.
all agreeing in a general way with the
above description, which is copied from Mr. Grote\s original characterization.
In most of them, however, the costa and median vein are
obviously whitish, and in three specimens a few minute black dots
(/hirit-ahua

Six specimens are at hand,

indicate the transvei-se posterior line.

NELEUCANIA CITRONELLA,

new

species.

Ground color a dirty pale lemon yellow with a smoky tinge. Head
and collar darker, more decidedly smoky. Primaries with the costa
narrowly white, the median vein at least partly white marked.
Transverse postei'ior hne punctiform, complete in the specimens
before me.
A black dot on internal vein indicates the location of the
transverse anterior

line.

A

series of small black terminal dots.

The
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.secondaries range
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smoky.

Beneath, rangino; from
ahnost immacidate whitish to dirty fuscous or yellowish; sometimes
with only the disk of primaries blackish.
to

— 1.08 to 1.15 inches (27 to
— Denver, Colorado, July

Ex])ant<e.

Jlahlfat.

2!»
1.5

mm.).
(Bruce, Oslar);

(TJeinvood

Springs, Colorado, July lO-Aug-ust 16.

very much alike above and no two alike beneath.
the color of the secondaries than in the
primaries, and on the whole not enough anywhere to cause doul)t.
Six examples

There

is

more

all

ditfei-ence in

Type.—^o. 6253, U.S.N.M.

NELEUCANIA PATRICIA

Grote.

Grote, Bull. Bkln. Ent. Soc, III, ISSO,
Smith, Bull. 44, IT. 8. Nat. .AIus., 1893, p.

IMio}>lii/a p'ttricia

Leucanin

jxilricia

p. 46.

ISH.

"Fore wings ^-ellowish buff. A silvery-white stripe on the median
Above this a dusky stripe, from the base
vein, extending on vein -t.
outwardly to near the margin. Veins and costal edge whitish. Thorax
buff'.
Hind wings white. Beneath whitish."
Expanse. 1.05 to 1.12 inches (26 to 28 mm.),
Hahitat.—i^oXovA^o (Bruce); Las Vegas, New Mexico; Hot Springs,
New Mexico, 7,000 feet (Hulst).
Only three examples arc before me at present; but I have seen others
and noted no essential differences. The species is so unlike anj^ other

—

as to be recognizable at a glance.

NELEUCANIA PR^GRACILIS

Grote.

Heliophila pnegracilis Grotk, Bull. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877,

Leucania priegracilis Smith, Bull.

44,

U.

S.

p. 119.

Nat. Mus., 189:5,

p.

185.

" The most slender species of the genus. Eyes hairy. Smaller and
Yellow white, not buff' as in jta/fr/hs, absolutely
slighter than pa Hens.
immaculate. Head and thorax more yellowish. Length of primary
12 mil.
One specimen, Idaho, July 6. This .species seems slighter
than Senta defecta Grt."

The above is Mr. Grote's description, and 1 can add nothing to it
from personal knowledge. Colorado and New Mexico are cited as
additional localities in

my

catalogue, but 1 can not

now rememl)er on

what authority.

me in 189,3 and not elsewhere referred
Leucania riifostriga is a Caradrina and probaljly the
Dr. Packard's type is in
.species described by me as C. pyunctivena.
the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, and Mr. Henshaw
very kindly compared with it a Labrador example which Dr. Dyar
suggested might have been intended. The suggestion proved accurate
and I believe that the differences between this example and the BritishOf

the species catalogued by

to in this paper,

American specimens are not

sutticient to hold

my species.
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Leticania ebriom (nR'neo

son declares, and 1

"Am.

am

is

a Tasniiinian

form, Sir George F. HampI doubted the

quite ready to believe him,

when I saw the insect in 1892.
Guenee is also said to be Tasmanian; but

Sept." habitat

Leucania

ohiista

elsewhere referred to.
Of all the species described from our fauna there
ha\^e not seen.

this sub-

ject is

LIST OF

THE

extranca Gueii^e.

pseiulargyria Guenee.
var. adlida Grote.

piUpalpis Grote.

subpunctata Harvey.
eompliatta Strecker.

Leucania Ochs Continued,
heterodoxa Smith,
insueta Guenee.
adonea Grote.
mimica Strecker.
extincta Guenee.
linita Guenee.
scirpicola Guenee.
amygdalhid Harvey,
juncicola Guenee.
adjida Grote.

multilinea Walker.

Amer.

minorata Smith,
oxygale Grote.
rubripallens Smith,

lapidaria Grote.

commoides Guenee.
})hragmatidicola Guenre.
var. te.raria Morrison,

pertracta INIorrisou.

rubripennis Grote and Robinson,

imperfecta Smith,

albihnea Hubner.

anteroclara Smith,
calgariana Smith,

henrici Grote.

obseurior Smith,

stolata Smith,

diffusa Walker.

oregona Smith,
roseola Smith,

moderaln Walker,
limitata Smith.

farcta Grote.

tetera Smith,

palliseca Smith.

Neleucania Smith,
niveicosta Smith.

neptis Smith,
ligata Grote.

Grote.

l)icolorata Grote.

rimosa Grote.

citronella Smith,

dia Grote.

patricia Grote.

megadia Smith.

pr?egracilis (irote.

EXPLANATION OF
Platk
1.

3.

4.

6.
6.
7.
8.

9.

1

SPECIES.

hiteopallens Smith.

flabilis

one onh' that

—

Leucania Ochs.
lutina Smith.
vdutina Smith.
unipuncta Harvey.

jndlcns Auct.

is

PL.\TES.

v.

Harpe and clasper of male Leucania unipuncla.
Harj>e and clasper of male Leucania subpunctata.
Harpe and clasper of male Leucania hdeopallens.
The structures in Leucania oxygale and L^eucania riilirijidl/ensare practii'ally
Harpe and clasper of male Leucania. minorata..
Harpe and clasper of male Leucania pcdlenn (European).
Harpe and clasper of male Leucania rubripennis.
Harpe and I'lasper of male Leucania albilinea.
The characters of Leucania ohscurior are i)ractically identic-al.
Harpe and clasper of male Leucania diffusa.

iilentical.

i

NO.

REVISION OF SOME NOVTUID MOTHS— SMITH.

i2,s3.

Uarpe and clasper of male Leucania limitata.
11. Harpe and clasper of male Leucania tetera.
\'l.
Harpe and clasper of ina\e Leucania iieptis.
18. Harpe and clasper of male Leucania ligata.
The characters of Ijcucania Jiahilk and Leacania riinum are
14. Harpe and clasper of male Leucania dia.
15. Hari)e and clasper of male Leucania me(jadia.
16. Har[)e and clasper of male Leucania Jielef-odoxa.
17. Harpe and clasper of male Leucania i7isueta.
18. Harpe and clasper of male Leucmiin extincta.

201)

10.

PlATK

VI.

and clasper of male Leucania j»:eudttri/yria.
and clasper of male Leucania Jimcicola.
20.
and clasper of male L<-uc(tiiia inuKllinea.
21.
and clasper of male Leucauin ciinnuoldes.
22. Harjie and clasper of male Leia'ania /)lir<i</iiialiilirol((.
The characters of Leucania anterodara arc practically like
2o. Harpe and clasper of male Leucania c<dgariarut.
24. Harpe and clasper of male Leucania oregona.
2.

19.

identii'al.

Harpe
Harpe
Harpe
Harpe

tliis.

The characters of Leuccmia imperfecta are practically the same.
Harpe and clasper of male Leucania roseola.
26. Harpe and clasper of male Leucania farcta.
27. Harpe and clasper of male Neleucania bicolejraia.
The characters of Neleucania niveicosta and Neleucania citronella

25.

28.

Harpe and clasper
Proc. N.

M.

of

male Neleucania pcdricia.

vol.

XXV— 02

14

are very similar.

U. S.
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Genitalia of Leucania.
For explanation of plate see page
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A LIST OF SPIDERS COLLECTED IN ARIZONA BY MESSRS.
SCHWARZ AND BARBER DURING THE SUMMER OF
1901.

By Nathan Banks,
CHstO(li((H, Svrfi,,ll nf Anirhlliihl

Duriiio- the siunnier of 1001,

Mr. E. A. Schwarz

uiid

Mr. H. Barber

collected extensively in parts of Arizona, especially in the vicinity of
is a list of the Arachnida that the}^
have reported on a collection made
by Mr. Schwarz in southern Arizona. There is, however, veiy little
similaritv in these two collections.
The one made during the past
summer contains a great man}' northern species; in fact, a large majority of them occur in Colorado.
In this list there are recorded til spiders and 13 other arachnids, a
total of 77 species.
In the previous article there were 5.5 species, 87
of which are not found in this list; this makes the total number of
arachnids recorded from Arizona 114.
Of the spiders in this list the Attidte are represented by 13 species,
the Thomisiidie by 12 species; none of the other families have more
than 8 species. Three species are described as new.
This material forms part of the collections of the United States

Williams.

In the following pages

collected.

In a previous paper^ I

National

Museum.

Order

ARANEIDA.

Family THERAPHOSID.F.
EURYPELMA RUSTICUM Simon.
Enrypelma rusticmn Simox, Act. Soc. Linn. Bord., XLIV,

One

female, not quite mature, from Williams,

1892, p.

June

.32.S.

2.

Family FILISTATID.E.

FILISTATA HIBERNALIS
Filisiata hihernalis

A

Hentz, Journ. Bost. Soc. Nat.

Hentz.

Hist., IV, 1S42, p. 227.

few specimens from Williams, June 10 and July
'Proc. U.S. Nat.

Proceedings U.

S.

M us., XXIH,

1.

1901, pp. 581-590.

National Museum, Vol.

XXV-No.

1284.
211
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Family

PHOLCID.E.

PSILOCHORUS PULLULUS

Hentz.

Pfiolcm pnllulm Hentz, Journ. Bost. 8oe. Nat. Hist., VI, 1850,

Several

June

14,

vol xxv.

p. 282.

from Williams, Jul}' 4, 9-15, and lit. A specimen,
has an egg mass of about 25 eggs, rather Ibosely attached
tfpecinien.s

together.

Family DRASSID.F..

DRASSUS COLORADENSIS
Drofisus rolonuhnsis
1).

Emerton,

Bull. U.

!>.

(ieol.

Emerton.
Surv. Terr.,

HI.

Pt.

2,

1877,

528.

One female specimen, which I think ])eIongs to this species, from
Williams, June 9-15. A tigure is given of the vulva.

DRASSODES.

An immature

sp.

specimen from Williams, Jime 9-15.

HERPYLLUS ECCLESIASTICUS

Hentz.

Herpyllus rrdeftiasticus Hentz, Journ. Best. 8oc. Nat Hint., V, 1847, p. 455.

A

few females from Williams, June 9-15 and

PROSTHESIMA BARBERl, new

May

25.

species.

Cephalothorax and sternum pale browmish, or ratlier reddish yellow,
darker in front; mandibles red-l)row^n; legs somewhat paler than the
cephalothorax; abdomen nearly uniform gray above and below; region
Cephalothorax not very long but much
of epigynum reddish brown.
narrowed in front; mandibles rather prominent; legs somewhat shorter
than usual; sternum one and one-fourth longer than broad, broadest
at middle, pointed behind; abdomen depressed, truncate at base, with
tufts of hairs, one and two-thirds as long as })road, pointed behind;
Posterior e^^e-row nearly straight, but little
spinnerets prominent.
longer than anterior row; posterior middle eves oval, less than onehalf their diameter apart, fully diameter

from rather larger posterior

side eyes; anterior middle e3"es smaller, about diameter apart, not so

from the large anterior side eyes, which are about their diameter
from the equal posterior side eyes; quadrangle of middle e3^es higher
far

than broad and broader behind than in front; no spurs under
and II, a pair toward ))ase on these metatarsi.

Length, 6

tibiae I

mm.

May and June, and Winslow, July
an egg-cocoon, w^hich is of the usual shape,
with a plain covering, devoid of any foreign substance, and contains
about 80 eggs.
Several specimens, Williams, in

21.

One,

May

29, has
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PCECILOCHROA MONTANA
P(£ci.lucliro<i

Emerton.

montanuKMKKTO's, Trans. C'onn. Acad.,

One female from

Brig-ht Angel.

August

8.

N'lII, ISltO,

II.

\>.

1(».

GRAPHOSA CONSPERSA
Orapliom romperKu Thokeij,, Bull. V.

213

Thorell.

Geol. Surv. Terr., Ill, Ft.

2,

1S77, p.

4S9.

One immature specimen fi'om Williams, July
common northern species.

!^;>,

evidently l)el()ngs

to this

MICARIA.

An immature

sp.

specimen from Winslow. July 81.

possibly an

is ([uite

undescril)ed species.

Family CLUBlONID.l^:.

CHIRACANTHIUM INCLUSUM

Hentz.

Cluhionnindusd Hentz, Journ. Bost. 8oc. Nat. Hist., V, 1847,

p. 451.

Specimens come from Bright Angel, July 18 (Colorado Canyon,
3,500 feet), and Prescott, June 20.

CLUBIONA,

sp.

Immature specimens from Williams, June 9-15.
Family DICTYNID.E.

DICTYNA SUBLATA
Tlicriillnm snhlalnni

A

Hentz,

Joiirii. Bost.

Hentz.

Soc. Nat. Hist., VI, 1850,

few specimens from Williams, June

LETHIA TRIVITTATA
lA'thia Iririttula

A

Banks, Prof. Arad. Nat.

female from Williams,

iiiiirrlcariK

276.

Banks.

8ci. Phila., 1901, p. 577.

.luly.

TITANCECA AMERICANA
Tilanacd

i*.

5,

Emerton.

Emerton, Trans. C'onn. Acad., Vll,

18SS,

ji.

453.

Specimens from William.s, June 5. It is a northern species, Imt
have seen si)ecim»'ns fi-om near Las Vegas, New Mexico.
P^amily

ACIALENID^E.

AGALENA NJENIA

Hentz.

Agalcvn mvvin Hentz, Jourii. Bost. Soc Nat. Hist., V, 1847,

A

I

]..

4()5.

few examples from Williams, June 9-15, and July
not differ from many iCastcrn specimens.

1.

They do
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HAHNIA,

sp.

One female from Williams, June 5.
dark abdomen marked above with four

It

a small species, with a

is

})rominent transverse spots,

the anterior one interrupted in the middle.

Family THEKIDIID.?^:.

LATHRODECTES MACTANS

Fabricius.

Araricd viartaiis Fahkriis, Entoni. Syst., II, 1775,

A

p. 410.

youno- specimen from Brig-ht Anyid. Auuiist 10.

THERIDIUM MURARIUM

Emerton.

Tlwridiinn iininiriiiin K.MEim.N, Tran8. Conn. Acad., VI, 1882, p. 11.

Various specimens from Williams, June
Angel, August 10.

July 20-27: and Briofht

l»-ir).

LITHYPHANTES COROLLATUS
Aranea

rorolbiUt LiNN.F.rs, Syst.

Nat, X, 1758,

Linnaeus.

p. 621.

Several specimens fi-om Williams, June 9-15, July 19.

LITHYPHANTES MEDIALIS
Lithypltanles mf<li(ilis

Banks, Pror.

Cal.

Acad.

Banks.

Sci., (3),

ZooL,

I,

1898, p. 240.

A specimen from Pnvscott, June 20. This species was described
from Mexico, and this is the first record of its occurrence in the
United States.

STEATODA GRANDIS

Banks.

Stmtuihi </randis Banks, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pliila., PJOl,

Specimens from Williams, June S-15 and July

DIPCENA NIGRA

p.

578

1.

Emerton.

Slealodn 7iigra Emerton, Trans. Conn. Acad., VI, 1882, p. 21.

A

female from Williams, July 27.

EURYOPIS FUNEBRIS

Hentz.

Tlieridlnm JiiNi'hr Hentz, Journ. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., VI, 1850, p. 276.

Various specimens from Williams,
17,

and

May

25,

June 9-15, and July

4,

19.

ERIGONE,

sp.

One female from Williams, May 25. It is pale yellowi.sh, with a
gray abdomen, marked behind by pale chevrons.
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Family KPEIRID.K.

EPEIRA

GEMMA

Epei ra i/envtm McCoi)K, Pmc. Acad. Nat.

Sevonil femalos from

McCook.
Phila., 18.SS, p.

Sl-i.

May

W'illiiiins,

!^5,

EPEIRA CONCHLEA
Epeira conchlca McCook, Proe. Acad. Nat.

19.S.

Juiip i»-15, and July 27.

McCook.

Sci. Phila., 1888, p. li)9.

One female from Hot Spring.s, June 21-28; another from Brioht
Angel. July 10.
EPEIRA DISPLICATA
Epeira dhpliculd Hentz, Journ.

A

Bo.st.

Hentz.

Soc. Nat. Hi^t., V, 1847, p.

47(5.

female from William.s, July 20-27.

TETRAGNATHA EXTENSA
Arauea cxlenxd Liss.tah, 8yst. Nat., XII,

Linnaeus.

17(>7, p. 621.

Several .specimens from Colorado Canyon, Jul}^ 18, and Williams,

June

9-15.

Family 'rHOMISIID.E.

XYSTICUS FORMOSUS
Xystiaj,s

formoKus BANKii, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Specimens from Williams,

May

Banks.

8fi. Phila., 1892,

29,

June

5,

rtti.

j).

July

and Bright

1,

Angel, August 10.

XYSTICUS DISCURSANS

Keyserling.

XysticHS discursdiis Kevseuijnc, Die Spinn. Amer.,

One specimen from Williams, July

XYSTICUS BENEFACTOR

pair

from Williams, June

.>

Latr., 1880, p. 20.

Keyserling.

Xysticus benefactor Keysekijno, Die Spinn. Amer.,

One

I,

1-4.

and July

XYSTICUS LOCUPLES

1,

Latr., 1880, p. 22.

20.

Keyserling.

Xysticus locuples Keysekijni;, Die Spinn. Amer.,

I,

Latr., 1880,

Man}' specimens from Williams. June 9-15, July
Angel, Jul}^ 10.

MISUMENA DIEGOI
Misumena

Many
also

dierjoi

ji.

5,

24.

and Bright

Keyserling.

Keyseui.inc;, Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. VVien, 1887, p. 481.

specimens from Williams, June 9-15,

from Hot Springs, June 21-28.

May

25,

and July 28;
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MISUMENA GEORGIANA
Misumcnii

</,(ir(/i(ni(i

Kevsekling, Die

Si.iiin.

CORIARACHNE VERSICOLOR
few specimens from Williams, June

Keyserling.

nnuhifiis

Latr., 1880, p.

I,

5:5.

July 1-4. and July

5.

TMARUS CAUDATUS
T/kwn',s7(.s-

Latr., 1880, p. 86.

I,

:i7.

Coriardclnie n'r>iicolor Keyseri.ixc, Die Spinn. Ainer.,

A

xxv.

Keyserling.

Aimlt.,

Several specimens from Williams. .July

voi.

27.

Hentz.
Hi^t., V, 1847, p. 447.

Hentz, Journ. Best. Soc. Nat.

Various specimens from AMlliams, June

5,

July

and

1

1: also

from

Prescott, flunc 20.

TIBELLUS DUTTONI

Hentz.

Thomi.va^ duttoni Hentz, Journ. Boyt. Soc. Nat. Hist., V, 1847, p. 448.

A

few specimens from Colorado Canyon, July

THANATUS COLORADENSIS
Tli(ni<int>; <;./(,r<idniKi.«

13.

Keyserling.

KEYi^ERiAsa, Die Spinn. Anier.,

Latr., ISSO, p.

I,

20().

Several examples from Williams, June 9-15, and Hrioht Angel,

August

1<».

PHILODROMUS PRiELUSTRIS
Philo(ln»iiHispr;ihii^tri.s

Keyserling.

Keysermnc;, Die Spinn. Anier.,

Many specimens from Williams. .lune
June 21-28, and Bright Angel. August K*.

PHILODROMUS RUFUS

I,

Latr., 1880, p. 209.

July

5.

i;»;

Hot Springs,

Walckenaer.

Philodromus rufns \Valcken.\er, Faune de France, Arach., 1825,

A few specimens

from Williams.

May

2.")

and June

p. 91.

9-15.

Family SPARASSIlhF].

OLIOS FASCICULATUS

Simon.

Olios fii.sciculalns^[Mo^, Act. Soc. Linn. Bord., 1880,

\^.

87.

One specimen from Hot Springs. June 21-24.

Previously

known

only from the Pacific coast.

Family LYCOSH^.E.

DOLOMEDES SCRIPTUS
Dolomedeft

tier i jit IIS

One female and

common

Hentz, Journ. Bost. Soc. Nat.

a

Hentz.
Hist., V, 1847, p. 189.

young specimen from Hot Springs, June

P^astern species.

27.

A
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TROCHOSA CINEREA
Aninea

ciiu'i-cd

Fabkiciis,

Eiitoiii. Syst., II,

One specimen from Hot

Fabricius.

17!i;!,

June

Spriuiis.

\k

42.'5.

iJl-i^S.

TROCHOSA PARVA
Trnchom purrn Banks, Journ. N. Y. Knt.

Banks.

Sur.,

I.s«t4,

|>.

52.

Several specimens from Colorado Canyon. -Inly

LYCOSA SCALARIS
TarmtuhixcdlarwT^ORKXA., Bull. U.

Ueog.

S.

i;^.

Thorell.
8iirv. Ti-rr., Ill, Pt. 2, 1877, p. 520.

A
in

couple of specimens from Williams. June H-15.
Colorado and the Northwest.

LYCOSA,

Two

217

Very common

sp.

females of a large species, without very distinctive characters,

from Williams, May 25 and July 20.
may be only a form of that species.

It is allied to

PARDOSA STERNALIS
Lycusa dcrnalis Thokem., Bull. V.

S.

Z.

t'ljxiria,

Thorell.

Geog. 8urv. Terr.,

Ill, Pt. 2, lcS77, p. 504.

A

few specimens from ^\'illiams, June 9-15; Prescott, flune
Flagstaff, July 5.
A ct)mmon species in Colorado.

PARDOSA,

A

female from

Williams, July.

and

20,

and

sp.

Ap})arently of an undescribed

specie

Family

OXYOPID.E.

OXYOPES COMPACTA
O.vyopes compacln

Basks,

Tranis. Amt'r. Ent.

Banks.

Soc, XXIII,

ISiMt, p. 72.

Various specimens from Williams, June 5; Bright Angel, August
10. and Prescott, June 2(».
Known i)r('viously only from Coloi'ado.

HAMALATIWA GRISEA
Ilamalaliirii (jrlsni Kkvskki.inm;, N'crli.

Specimens from Hot

Keyserling.

z(.(il.-l)ot.

(ies. Wit'ii, 1S87,

]^.

457.

Widely distributed

Si)rings, Jiuic 'Jl-28.

in

the South.

Family ATTID.E.

PHIDIPPUS BICOLOR

Keyserling.

Phklip}>nx hlcolor Kky.seklin(;, Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wieii, 1SS4,

One

pair fi'om Williams, July 20 and 26.

arid reo-ion of the West.

A

p. 496.

eonmion species

in

the
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PHIDIPPUS,

A

vol..

xxv.

sp.

mature female from Williams, July 19, catching a Pleru; a
specimen from Prescott. A very handsome species which, I

yoiiiio-

think,

is

as yet undescribed,

COLONUS RETARIUS

Hentz.

AUm reiarius Hentz, Journ. Best. t^oc. Nat. Hist., VI, 1850, p. 288.
One young specimen from Hot Springs, January i^l-28.

DENDRYPHANTES OCTAVUS
Aitus oridniK Hentz, Journ. Boat. 8of. Nat.

Hentz.

Hist., V, 1847, p. 365.

.

Several specimen.s from Williams, June 9-15, July 21, and
also from Prescott, June 20, and Hot Springs, June 21-28.

DENDRYPHANTES,

A

few females from Williams. July

May

25;

sp.

It-IT).

ASTIA MOROSA Peckham.
AMia

iivmixd VvxK.n\y\., Trans. Wise. Acad. Sciences,

One female from Williams, July.
yet known only from the female.

ERGANE BOREALIS
Saltirus horcalis

VH,

1888, p. 71.

An luicommon
Blackwell.

Bi.ackwell, Ann. Maif. Nat. Hist., XVII, 1846,

One female from Williams. July

and as

species,

p. 35.

1-4; a pale specimen,

PELLENES ELEGANS

Peckham.

Pellenes ehrjans TECKUA^i, Bull. Wise. Nat. Hist. Soc., Oct., 1900, p. 220.
Pellenefi

doloms Peckham, Bull. Wise. Nat. Hist. Soc, Oct., 1900,

Specimens from

August

Hot Springs, June

21-28,

p. 222.

and Bright Angel,

10.

ICIUS SIMILIS Banks.
/c/?(.s,s/w(7;.s

A

Banks, Can. Entom.,

young specimen from

1895, p. 100.

Prescott,

ICIUS,

An immature

June

20.

sp.

specimen, of a species unknown to me, from Colorado

Canj^on, Jul}^ 13.

MARPISSA CALIFORNICA
Marptum

mlifoni'icii

Peckham.

rECKHAM, Trans. Wise. Acad.

One female from Hot

Springs, June 21-28.

Sciences, VII, 1888,

j).

81.
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MARPISSA ALBOPILOSA, new

species.

in
Cephalothorax l)lack, with a broad area of white hairs, narrowed
passes down on the
front between the anterior middle eyes, where it
sternmii and eoxffi redelypeus; a white stripe on the side margins;
above with many white
black,
Abdomen
hair.
white
dish, with long
venter more gray, with
it a mottled gray appearance;

hairs, giving

hair beneath
white'^hairs; legs with black hair above, long white
hair above
scale-like
elongate,
adpressed,
shorter,
"on outer side,
Cephalothorax long
on sides, scattered among the other hairs.

many
and
and
and

fiat,

long and
broadest in the middle, tapering each way; abdomen

corneus, and rugose,
slender, depressed; region of epigynum elevated,
Legs short and
displaying two large cavities in the anterior portion.
few and
spines
the
thickened,
especially
pair
anterior
the
stout,"

tip, two pairs
reduced in size; under til)ia I there is but one spine toward
on hind legs
under or rather on the lower sides of metatarsus 1; spines
by
separated
coxa^
anterior
the
narrow,
sternum
few, but more slender;
less than the width of lip.

Length, 6.5 mm.
specimens from Williams,

Two

A

in July.

very interesting species

of a hoary appearance.

SYNAGELES SCORPIONA
Synemosyna

Two

scorpioiui

Hentz.

Hentz, Jouni. Boat. Soc. Nat. Hist., V,

Order

PHALANGIDA.

Family

FHALANGID.F:.

PROTOLOPHUS TUBERCULATUS

Banks.

1893, p. 206.

Protolophm tahermlalm Banks, Can. Entom.,

A

1K47, p. 309.

specimens from Williams, July 1-4.

few specimens from Williams, June.

LIOBUNUM TOWNSENDl
Liohnnnm

Many
August

toinii^eiuU

Wekd, Amer.

Weed.

Nat., 1893, p. 295.

specimens from Williams, July 17,

18, 21; also

Bright Angel,

10.

Order

SCORPIONIDA.

Family VEJOVIID.E.

VEJOVIS BOREUS
Scorpio horeus Girard, Marcy's Kept. Expl.

Girard.

Red

River, 1854,

p. 2:^8.

25, July 9-15; Bright Angel,

Several specimens from Williams, May
August, 10; Winslow, July 31, and Prescott, June 20.
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Order

PSEUDOSCORPION ID A.
Family

CHKLIFKKID.E.

CHELIFER SCABRISCULIS
<

'hrlih-r scdhrisrulix

^iMO};,

Ann. Soc Ent. France,

^lany sijeciincns from Willium.s,

May

Banks, Can. Entoni.,

189:],

Simon.
1S7S,

]>.

25, ,Iune

ti.

CHELANOPS GROSSUS
C/*rr/*r.s' //ros.sN.s

vol. xxv.

j).

In4.

Banks.

(Sr).

Many

specimens from Williams, June 9-15, July 7. Some speciin June ])ear the egg-mass, consisting of about twenty
eggs tightly hound together and forming a flattened hemisphere. Two
specimens were found under the elytra of a beetle, Argates spicidatus,
taken July 17 at Williams.

mens taken

OLPIUM,

One specimen,

sp.

of an oliscure species; Williams. Jul3\

Order

SOLPUGIDA.

Family EREMOBATID.F:.

EREMOBATES SULFUREUS
Datames

sulfercus SniON,

Ann.

Soc. Ent.

Several specimens from Williams,

August

10, jind Flagstaff.

July

Order
Family

France

May

Simon.

(5),

25,

IX, 1879,

June

Sevei'al

p. 142.

Bright Angel,

5.

ACARINA.

RHYNCHOLOPMID.E.

RHYNCHOLOPHUS ROBUSTUS
Rhynrliolnplnix ro}>vMui<

10;

Banks.

Banks, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Science, VIII,

specimens from Williams, June

!»-15; also

189ri, p. 482.

a

number

of

their eggs.

RHYNCHOLOPHUS MACULATUS
Rhinichnlnpliiix ,naai/(t()(s

A

Banks, Trans. Anier. Ent. Soc, 1S94,

i..

217.

few specimens from Williams, June.

RHYNCHOLOPHUS,
One specimen
July

Banks.

21.

sp.

of a broad, pale yellowish species,

from Winslow,

N='-
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Family

GAMASID.E.

GAMASUS,

A

few

speciiiioiis takiMi at

Williams,

sp.

May

23, in a nost of a Laslus.

-DISCOPOMA HIRSUTA, new
l^ale 3'ellowish

Body

throughout.

221

a

little^

species.

broader than

con-

long-;

vex above; rather liroader in front, and slightly i)ointed behind; its
sides almost parallel.
Dorsum smooth, quite thickly covered with
long, slender,
front,

its

Sternum nearlv

erect hairs.

as

wide behind as

surface, as well as that of the ventral plate, very

in

finely

Legs short and stout, of usual shape, provided with a
few hairs.
Length, 0.02 mm.
Taken at Williams June 1, with a species of Laslus. It.differs from
oui- other species of DiHcopoma {D. clrctilaris) in the clothing of long
granulate.

hairs, in its larger size, diflerent

shape of the sternum,

DISCOPOMA,

One specimen from
is

sp.

Flagstaff, July 4, with a species of Laslvs.

dark-colored, plainly longer than ))road, and with

in front,

EXPLANATION OF PLATE
Fu;.

\.

ProtolopJius tuberculatus, palpus of female.

2.

Marpma

o.
4.
5.
6.

etc,

albopilosa, dorsal view,

Marpissa albopilosa, vulva.
Drassus colorad&isis, vulva.

Oxyopes compada, palpus.
Oxyopes compada, vuh'a.

7.

Prosthesima barberi, vulva of small specimen.

8.

Discopoma

9.

10.

Marpissa albopilosa, leg
Trochosa parva, vulva.

11.

Prosthesima barberi, vulva of

hirsuta, ventral view.
I.

lui'L^e

specimen.

VII.

some short

It

hairs

U. S.

NATIONAL MUSEUM
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For ExpLANATio^ of plate see page 221.

PL. VII

OBSERVATIONS ON THE CRUSTACEAN FAUNA OF THE
REGION ABOUT MAM.MOTH CAVE, KENTUCKY.
By William Perky Hay,
Howard

Inirerxiti/,

Washington

City.

During- the month of August, 1901, the writer spent a weelc at the
of Kentucky and, through the courtesy of Mr. H. C.

Mammoth Cave

Ganter, the manager of the estate, was able to make fairly complete
collections of the invertebrates, both within the cave and in various

neighboring springs and streams.

As

the object of the visit was to

obtain extensive series of the crustaceans of the region, and to record
observations on their habits, very little attention was paid to other

groups, and aside from the crustaceans the collections were very meager.
A few specimens of an earthworm resembling L>n/thricits, a (juantity of fresh-water sponge taken from the rocks well within the exit of

Echo River, and one or two specimens

of Cottus sp. {rlcjKirdKoiu! f)

taken in Roaring River are the only ones worthy of note.
As is well known, the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky has been the sub-

many articles long and short, or volumes, which have appeared
from time to time. Its fauna has been studied more carefully and
by more naturalists than that of any other American cavern, as numerous lists and papers will testify.
•The localities given in the present paper are often those within the
cave, but the name by which the particular spot is known is usually
given for the sake of accuracy. Richardson's Spring is a small pool
of clear water supplied b}^ a very small trickling stream and is about
Roaring River, a passage which is never
1 mile from the entrance.
visited except b}- the collector, is reached by a low and very nmddy
and difficult passage which turns off from the main route a short disThe mouth of the passage is said to be 2
tance l)e3"ond Echo River.
At times of high water the
miles from the entrance of the cave.
entire passage, as well as contiguous portions of the main cave, are
ject of

flooded, but usually the water

among

the rocks and

at the end.

mud

Roaring River
Proceedings

U. S.

is

confined to a series of small pools

of the floor of the passage and the stream
itself is a

stream some 15 or 20 feet wide.

National Museum, Vol.

XXV-No.

1285.
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vol. xxv..

and an av^erage depth of 1 foot. It flow.s with a .stead}' current and is
known to be a part of Echo River.
All the specimens upon which this paper is based have been deposited in the United States National Museum.
Suborder

Family

AMPHIPODA.

GAMMA RID.E.

GAMMARUS PROPINQUUS,
25545,

fyjj^^—]^o.
28, 1901,

from a

U.S.N.M.

spring-

new

Collected by

species.

W.

P.

Hay, August

about 2 miles north of Manunoth Cave, Ken-

tucky,
DeHi-rlptJtm.

— Similar

to Gaiiuiiai'ux

fa.sciati(-'<

Say. but

with the

following- characters

First pair of antennae less than half as long as the body, the Hagellum
with about twenty-live segments, the accessory branch nmch shorter
than either segment of the peduncle and composed of but two or three

segments.

Second antennte from half to three-fourths as long as the first; the
second and third basal segments of about equal length; the Hagellum
slightly longer than either segment and composed of twelve articles.
First pair of gnathopoda with the inferior margin of the carpus and
hand rather densely fringed with hairs, the longest of which are equal
width of the carpus; hand with the palmar surface very oblique,
hardly distinguished from the inferior surface, armed with a few long
bristles and short teeth; dactyl much curved.
Second pair of gnathopoda larger, stronger, the palmar surface less
to the

oblique, being at an angle of about 50 degrees with the inferior surface;

carpus and hand fringed with hairs as in the preceding appendage;
dactyl stronger and straight.

Basal segments of the last three pairs of pereiopoda lamellar as usual,
but with the posterior margin entire and almost unarmed; the succeeding segments more or less armed with hairs and short spines, but nowhere
excessivel}'.

Eye

elongate, reniform.
Fifth and sixth abdominal segments with median and lateral groups
of spines on their posterior margins.

Seventh segment with a few

scattered spines, apparently not arranged in groups, along the posterior

margin.
Telson cleft to its base; each division with the distal extremity armed
with a tran verse row of slender spines; outer margin with two rather
slender spines.

—This

which appears to be distinct from any
numbers in several localities in
The best specimens were obtained
the region about Mammoth Cave.
Rentarl'ti.

species,

hitherto described, was found in small

FA UNA OF

NO. 12«5.

MAMMOTH

CA VE—HA Y.
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from the type locality and a few good ones were taken at the outlet of
Echo Kiver. In color they were a purplish gray. They were hiding
under flat rocks in the cold spring water.

CRANGONYX VITREUS

Cope.

This species was observed in considerable

numbers

in

Mannnoth

Cave, both in its type locality, Richardson's Spring, and in the RoarWhen undisturbed it was most often
ing River district in small pools.
seen resting quietly or walking slowl}^ through the nmd on the bottom with the bod}^ vertical and half buried in the soft ooze of the surface.

As

a result of these

movements there were innumerable

trails

but never of a great length, as if the animal,
tiring of walking through the mud, had decided to swim to some more
When once disturbed they swam raprenuuierative feeding ground.

running

in all directions,

idly about, either

on their sides or with the back uppermost, or sought
some projecting pebble or mass of

safety l)y lying quietly behind
earth.

It

was observed that when concealing themselves the}^ usually
Owing to their exceedingly smooth covering and
they were ver}^ difficult to catch.

lay on one side.

small size

Suborder ISOPODA.

Family ASELLID^E.

MANCASELLUS MACRURUS

Harger.

This species was observed in two or three localities. A few speciin a spring some 2 miles northeast of the hotel. They
seemed to be all very small and immature, but on careful examination

mens were taken

them could be seen carrying eggs.
Echo River, a series of three large
springs at the foot of the hill in which the entrance to Mammoth
Cave is found, If. iiiacrurm was collected in abundance. They were

several of

At

the so-called mouths of

of rather small size but decidedly larger than the specimens taken

from the spring mentioned above.
They were usually found clinging to the under side of Hat rocks,
which lay in shallow water, and until a large number was disturbed
by turning over rocks I was not able to observe any of them crawling
They were living at this place in company with about equal
al)out.
numbers of Aselhis styglas (Packard). The association seemed indiscriminate, for I could not see that either species was partial to any
particular location or condition in the spring.

C^CIDOTEA STYGIA

Packard.

This well-known species was taken in considerable numbers from a
small stream in one of the upper levels of Mammoth Cave and was
found in smaller numbers in small pools in other parts of the cavern.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

15
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It
it

was
was

also

found

livino-

in

abundance

in conipan}'

with

at the

mouth

3L macrurus

of

Echo River, where
They were

Harg-er.

usually found clinoino- to the stone walls of the pool in which they
were living- or could ])e seen slowly walking- over the bottom. When
disturbed their -movements were considei-u])ly (luickened, but they

were unable to move with any great rapidity. If when disturbed
they were clinging to the sides of their pool their first effort to
escape was by letting go and falling to the bottom; in case the pool
was deep this method was quite effectual. When removed from the
water they seemed almost absolutely helpless, the weak legs being
quite inadequate to the task of dragging along the heavy body.
Suborder

MACRURA.

Family ATYID.E.

PAL/EMONIAS GANTERI

Hay.

Tyjye.—^o. 27000, U.S.N.M.
in the Roaring River passage at Mammoth
Cave was a small eyeless shrimp, which proves to be a representative
of a family hitherto unrecorded from the North American continent.
The discovery was made one morning when I had gone alone into

A most unexpected find

this passage

with the intention of collecting as perfect a series as posA number of large C. j^ellucidus had been

sible of the blind crayfish.

To this
secured, and I was endeavoring to find others of smaller size.
end the bottoms and the water of the clear pools were being examined
While thus engaged, an ol)ject which seemed to be
carefully.
a very small eyeless fish, appeared swimming slowly along near the
From the way it moved in attempting to escape capture it
surface.
became evident that it could not be a fish, and a determined effort was
most

After a most exasperating chase, during which my
to secure it.
specimen seemed more than once to have eluded me, it was captured,
and I saw immediately that another animal had been added to the
1 then set about finding others, and, knowing
fauna of the cave.
what to look for, they were found quite easily. When first seen they
were usually resting quietly or were slowly walking on the bottom of

made

the pool, and were as insensible to the glare of my lantern as were the
They were so transparent that several times they were
crayfish.
detected only by their shadows, and even when moving near the sur-

When disturbed they at once left
face they were almost invisible.
the bottom, and by the rapid strokes of their subal)dominal appendages came to the surface, where they remained for some time before
sinking again to the bottom. All their movements were unmistakably
shrimp-like and very different from those of any of the other crustaceans in the cave. They were very easily captured, either in the net
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swam

slowly on
nearly every case.

the surface; in fact, the latter method Avas' used in
Twelve specimens were put with a live e3^eless fish into a 8-ounce
bottle, tightly corked, and without a change of water carried al)out in
the cave for over four hours; on reaching the hotel most of them
were still alive, and the few that were dead seemed to have been killed
by the slime from the fish. Five of them lived for over two da3's in
a tumbler of water on the table in ni}^ room, Avhere the temperature

stood at times as high as 85 degrees.

On reaching Washington a specimen was at once stained, dissected,
and mounted, and I found that my shrimp was not onl}^ a new species
but must stand as a representative of a new genus, to which the name
Palxmonias was given, with the specific name of ganteri in honor of
the manager of the cave, Mr. H. C. Ganter, who aft'orded me the
^

facilities for

making-

my

collection.

As

the description mentioned was quite brief and unaccompanied by
figures and regarded as only a preliminary notice, it seems advisable to

introduce here a more detailed account of the characters of this somewhat remarkable species.
The carapace is veiy thin, delicate, and transparent, in form cylindrical or slightly compressed; the greatest depth is near the posterior
is produced into two spiniupper of .which is the larger; the rostrum is slender
and slighth" wider near the middle than at the base, the lower margin
bears from one to three minute teeth, while on the upper margin there
are about thirteen, of which the first two or three are at the veiy base,
almost on the carapace, and are separated bj quite an interval from a
group of eight or nine near the middle of the rostrum, which in turn
are separated by a second small interval from the group near the distal

end; the anterior border, below the eye,

form

points, the

extremit3\

TheaV)domen

compressed, rounded above, and exceeds the cephaloThe sixth segment is as long as the fourth and fifth
coml)ined. The swimmeretts of the first segments are large and thickly
fringed with setffi.
thorax

is

in length.

U'roc. Biol. Soc. Washington,

XIV,

pp. 179-180, Sept. 25, 1901.

PAL^^MONIAS, new

genus.

Similar to PaUemoneten in fonn and in the absence of a mandibular palpus. Ciills
four and a rudiment on each side.
Rostrum long, slender, and serrate above and
Antero-lateral margin of carapace with two spines.
First two pairs of
ambulatory appendages subequal in size and similar in form, chelate and with large
bunches of pectinate bristles on tlie tips of the fingers.' The articulation of the hand
with the carpal segment is at a point on the lower surface of the hand some distance from the proximal end, and the prominent knob-like extremity fits when the
limt) is fully extended, into a broad sinus formed by the margin of a plate-like
expansion of the carpus.

below.
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The

telson

is

The

margin.

elongate, slightly angulate and bispinose on the outer

extremit}^

The outer blades

of the

line hairs; the external

is

arcuate and bears nine or ten slender spines.

tail fin

one

is

are narrow and densely fringed with

indistinctly divided near the distal

end

by a sinuous transverse line, at the outer end of which there is a small
spine and at the inner a projecting angle.
The eyestalks ai'(^ rudimentary, but seem to be considerably more
prominent than in such an analogous a form as Camharus 2>elhicidus.
They arc ([uite short when compared with the rostrum, but are not
hidden bv it. The distal extremity is without a trace of pigment or
of facets and is bluntlv conical.

im HAY.
a Right lateral view of tyiie siiecii
h Left lateral view nf caiaiiace.
c Mandible.
d Basal segments of first antenna,
e Basal segments of second antcni

The antennules

/ Third maxilliped.
;/
/(

(

Second chelate thoracic appendage.
Fifth thoracic appendage.
Appendage of sixth abdominal appei

k Telson.

are bitlagellate, the iiagellre ])eing of nearly cijual

length and about as long as the antennte.

The

basal

segment of the

antennule is expanded somewhat so as to present toward the median
line a nearly horizontal blade, which at about its middle is extended
into a large, strong spine directed in the same line as the remainder of
the appendage.

The antennie
its

trum,
its

The

is

it

by about

half

nearly as long as the ros-

outer margin concave and terminating in a small spine some
from the rounded extremity; the second basal segment )>ears

its

distance

on

are longer than the body, exceeding

length; they are verv slender; the scale

outer distal angle a minute slender spine.
third maxillipeds are pediform and in

and

all

but size quite similar

walking legs. All these appendages of
the thorax bear a hliform exopidite, which is usually at least as long
as the combined lengths of the four basal segments of the appendages.
The first and second pairs of pereiopods are so nearly equal in size
that it is with great doubt that I venture the statement that the second
to the third, fourtli,

fifth

FA rXA OF
pair

is

MAMMOTH

They are probably

the larger.
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longer but more slen-

half of the limb presents no unusual charaeters,
The
to the Atyida\
])ut the distal half has the characters peculiar
proximal end of the carpus is slender and subcylindrical, but toward

der.

The proximal

thin plate or
the distal end on the superior surface there appears a
short of the
ridge which gradually increases in height to a point just
so
as to preexcavated
abruptly
is
it
Here
segment.
the
of
end
distill
of the
sent a broad sinus for the reception of the knob-like extremity
Below this sinus the carpus extends forward a short distance
hand.
and not its
so as to articulate with the ventral surface of the hand

proximal end. The hand is subcylindrical, the postarticular portion
fit closely into the sinus
is rounded, and, as stated above, is intended to
The fingers are so curved as to meet only at
in the carpal expansion.
They are apparently quite cylindrij,al and unarmed except
their tips.
where they bear each a dense pencil of rather long,
tips,
at their
The hands and carpal segments are
stiff, pluiuose or pectinate hairs.

downward and l)ackward so as to In-ing the ventral
side, and the degree of motion between the hand
lower
finger to the
and the carpus seems to be very great.
The dactyls of the last three pairs of pereiopods are minutely sersegment.
rate, as are the distal extremities of the antepenultimate
usually directed

seem to be only four in number, on each side attached to
pereiopods, but there may be a rudiment on the fifth.
four
the first
Twelve specimens w-ere secured, varying in length from 14 to 28
mm. from the tips of the rostrum to the end of the telson. In life
they were colorless, but in alcohol they are milk white.
When I first described this genus and species 1 was of the opinion
PaJsenionetes,
that its affinities were with the Pala?monid{e and the genus
I
and the name Palse/monias was given to call attention to the fact.

The

gills

had noticed the striking resemblance of the hand and carpal segment
of certain of
of the first two pairs of pereiopods to the similar parts
weight to
the Atyidw, but did not consider this a character of sufficient
in
overbalance the striking resemblance to certain of the Pala3nionid{e
Dr.
from
letter
a
received
recently
have
I
every other character.
to other
A. E. Ortman, of Princeton Univei-sity, calling my attention
the descripcharacters, and, furthermore, I have been able to secure
been forced
tion of Troglocarlsschinklt! Dormitzer,^ and have thereby

to reverse

my

opinion.

Paimtionim should certainly be placed in the family Atyidje, and is
it seems
a very close relative of the genus Xlphocarh, from which
excavation
to differ by only one character, namely, the pronounced
I would not be willing to accept as a good
of the carpal segments.
in this
generic character that of rudimentary eyes, as has l)een don(>

family for the genus Troglocaris.
1

Lotos, 3d year, 1853, p. 85, pi.

iii, fig.

1-5.

"

.
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figure of Olophonis americanus Saussure/ however,

rather deep excavation of the carpal seg-ments, and

if

shows a

Dr. Ortman

is

same as Xlphocarls elongata., the differences l)etween Palxiuonlaa and Xi^lMcarls are very slight indeed.
This species is of especial interest, since it has been shown by Dr.
correct" in regarding this the

Ortman that the Atyidre are extremely archaic fresh-water crustaceans,
and that of them the genus Xiphocaris is the most primitive. In
former times the distribution of Xlj^hoearlft was probably far more
To-dav but three surviving speextensive than it is at the present.
cies are known to science, ''one from the fresh waters of the West
Indies, another from streams and pools in Indo-Malaysia, and a third
from the streams of New Zealand. " ^ The isolated species, Palxmonias
ganteri and Trogolocaris f<chm!df!^ which, as has been pointed out, may
prove to lie congeneric with Xip/ioearis, are species which have been
left behind in the limestone caverns when the main bod}" of their relatives was swept to the south.
It offers also

another proof of the fact that we

may

look to the

limestone caverns of the world for man}' of the most valuable clues

our present surface fauna. There are doubtman}" cases in which the extension of habitat to the sul)terranean

to the relationships of
less

retreats has been quite recent; l)ut, in the main, cave-inhabiting animals

are of archaic types and date from a time

when

conditions were

more

uniform, and consequently faunal differentiations were less marked
than at the present day. In support of this sttitement it will be sufficient to

mention the occurrence

in Carniola of a

subterranean species

of crayfish very similar to those occurring to-day in North America,

and quite different from those of Europe, and the more recent discovery in Texas of Ti/p/ih/nolge, a genus of blind, cave-inhabiting
salamanders, which, so far as it is known, finds its nearest relatives in
Proteu-^ of Carniola.

Family ASTACIDyE.

CAMBARUS PELLUCIDUS
The "blind

crayfish of

Maumioth

(

Tellkampf)

(^ave,"

which

is

now known

to

inhabit the subterranean water courses of a considerable portion of

Kentucky and Indiana, was

and observed frequently wherever
the "River Styx
and the small pools in the passage to Koaring River afforded me abundant opportunities to study this interesting species. It was no uncommon thing to have several under observation at one time.
When first oliserved they were usually on the bottom, resting
quietly with their legs and antennae fully extended.
Unless they were
conditions were favorable.

^Mem.

collected

The shallow margins of

Soc. Phys. Hist. Nat. Geneve,

XIV,

^Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1894, p. 400.

^Idem,

p. 400.

Pt. 2, 1858, p. 472, pi. iv, iig. 31.
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minutes, and
disturbed they would remain in this position for several
to another
move
gait,
rapid
at
a
off
start
reason
apparent
then with no
While thus resting, the only
spot, and take up the same position.
ol)serva])le was a slight waving to and fro of the antenna.

movement

resting
Sometimes an individual was seen on a submerged rock mass
to have no difficulty in
in the same way; such individuals appeared
in any way,
running rapidly over the rough surfaces. When alarmed
uneasiness by moving
the crayfish would begin to show signs of
away, propelled l)y
slightly about in various directions, and then dart
to be no al)ility on,
seemed
There
fin.
tail
its
of
strokes
the vigorous
refuge from a distance,
the part of the animal to select a safe haven of
the course was
for the fiight for safety was apt to end anywhere;
of the pool was
wall
the
or
rock
if
a
but
water,
deeper
usually laid for
the crayfish would quickly conceal itself in a crevice and

encountered

Several individuals, when repeatedly
retreat l)eyond reach of danger.
or too enraged
chased across a small pool, became either too exhausted
rising high on the front
to retreat and showed a readiness to fight by
of the danwalking legs and waving their chelre about in the direction
than
Their movements were very quick, probably more rapid
ger.
touch their antennie
those of outside species, and it was difficult to

and escape a nip from their chelre.
the pools were
Several specimens were obtained from places where
in such places the
that
observed
was
it
and
up,
dried
quite
or
nearly
under a stone and
crayfish had dug for itself a hole or had crawled
in a semiwas making preparations to remain. They were already
The
died.
have
doubtless
would
days
few
in
a
and
dormant condition
him, and the remains
tracks of a cave rat, several excavations made by
of their subterranean
of a crayfish showed that even in the fastnesses
victims.
home the crayfishes have enemies to which they sometimes fall
disturbing the surface of the
It has frequently been stated that
find this to be the
water is sufficient to frighten the crayfish. I did not
to affect not only the
case unless the disturl)ance was great enough
Indeed I have often passed
surface but the depths of the pool as well.
ready and alert, and have
all
individual,
an
around
my hand completely

my fingers within half an inch of its body without causing it
either on
show further alarm. The instant it was actually touched
it would dart
body
its
of
portion
any
on
or
its long, waving antenna^

brought
to

awav.

m

•

•

I

this
the evidence which could be gathered it seems that
disappeared.
creature the senses of sight and hearing have entirely
Prentiss/
At the time of these investigations the interesting article ])y
I was not led
and
me
to
unknown
was
crustacea
the
of
on the otocysts
So far as I am able
to repeat his experiments on the blind crayfish.
otocyst^f
determine without careful microscopic examination the

From

all

to

iC.

W.

Prentiss.

and Functions.

The Octocyst of Decapod

Bull.

Mus. Conip.

Zo.",].,

Crustacea; Its Structure, Development,
No. 7. July, IWl.
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O.

peUacldus

is

perf ectl}^ normal, but

cidus are in no

way

it

can not

The powers

functional organ of hearing-.

claimed that

1)0

it is

a

of equilibration in C. fellu-

inferior to those of the terranean species with

well-developed eyes. It seems to me that the removal of the otocysts
in such a blind species and the careful study of the animal's powers
thereafter would give a basis for very definite conclusions as to their
functions.

In a series of twent}' specimens collected in the Roaring River

passage ten were females, five were males of Form I, and five were
males of Form 11. One of the males of Form I is quite soft, and I
therefo]-e infer that ecydysis occurs in this species at

about the same

season as in surface-inhabiting species and that copulation takes place
early in the

fall.

Eggs are

said to be laid during the Avinter, l)ut the

guides were rather indefinite as to the exact time.

The

smallest specimen collected, a female,

is

21 nun. in length;

it,

as

well as the next larger one (26 mm.), differs from the adults in having

but one lateral thoracic spine.

In a specimen 41

mm.

in length all the

spines above and in front of the lateral spine are developed.

In a

specimen 36 mm. long, from Echo River, one accessory spine is present
just above the lateral spines, and a few minute granules on the sides of
the head, in front of the cervical groove, indicate the patch of spines
which is to l)e found in the adult.

CAMBARUS BARTONI TENEBROSUS,
7)/7>r.— No. 2231<;.

r.S.N.M.

Mammoth

new

subspecies.

Cave, Kentuckv.

R. E.

Call.

— Known only from the type locality.
—Compared with the typical
harton!

Dldrihiifion.

Description.

neighborhood of Philadelphia, the carapace

more

C.

from the

is less

depressed and with

parallel sides, the areola is longer, the cephalic portion of the

more robust, and the sides of the rostrum are more conThe antennas are slender and in length exceed the ])od3'.
The eyes are reduced in size and the spine armature is much more
carapace

is

vergent.

strongh' developed.

There

is

alwaj^s a small but acute spine on the

side of the carapace just behind the cervical groove; the

two spines

on the upper surface of the distal end of the meros are usually well
developed, and the median internal spine of the carpus is large and
strong.

In addition to these there usually are, in small individuals,
well-developed spines at the anterior end of the pbstor])ital ridge and
an acute branchiostegian spine. Throughout the entire series exam-

ined there

is great uniformity in these characters and thev contrast
with another small series collected from small surface streams
in the neighborhood of the cave.
In these the antennas are shorter
than the bod}'; the lateral spine of the carapace, even in small individuals, is reduced to a ver}' weak and slender point; the spines on

nicel}^
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the upper distal portion of the raeros are obsolete, and the eyes are

normally developed.

The individuals from the cave range in length from 1U8 mm. to 35
mm., while those from the surface range from 60 nun. to 10 mm.
Bemarl's. ^This form of C. hartoni^ which appears to ])e well
marked, was found in considerable abundance in Echo River and the
River Styx. Ten specimens were collected; one male. Form II, and
In addition to these I have
nine females, two of which carried eggs.
examined a number of specimens from the same localities collected l)y

—

Dr. R. E. Call and others.
in

The fact of the existence of cra3"tish with eyes in Mammoth Cave
company with the eyeless C. jf>'(3/ZwY'/V///.s' has frequently been men-

tioned by writers on the cave and its fauna but the eyed species has
always l)een regarded as a transient or accidental form. It has even
been supposed that the eyed and eyeless species interbreed so that
"the blind form is continually reinforced by new blood from outside
the cave."" Dr. Walter Faxon, in speaking of this theory," gives a
number of reasons for discarding it, but later in a paragraph on C
l^enueidxm testi Hay, which in its appearance is much more like C. hnrton'i than is C. i^elluddm, he seems to think that after all such a thing
might be possible.^
During the course of some carcinological work the writer had occasion to review the variations of C. haHoni and spent over a month in
the examination of several hundred specimens and considerable addi'

The trip to Manmioth Cave was made largely for the purpose of stud3dng the relationship of the cave-inhabiting individuals to
tional data.

individuals living on the surface.

As is Avell known Cambaras harton! Fabricius is a species with a
very extensive range and therefore is subject to much variation. Its
habits throughout the range are, so far as I know, practicalh* uniform
unless conditions are such as to preclude the possibility of following
the customary mode of living.
It is a frequenter of cool streams
where it lives under the flat rocks or in holes which it excavates among
the pebbles.
It is rarely found in warm streams or ponds, and when
it does occur in such situations is extremely apt to show that this
unusual habitat has had eft'ect on its structural character. In its eff'ort
to secure its favorite conditions of water, temperature, etc., it is led
to ascend the streams, and although this ascent is doubtless made slowly
and the attempts at ascent are often stopped or seriousl}' checked by
extensive rapids or heav^^ floods, it is nevertheless almost a certainty
that through this habit the animal has gone to the very headwaters of
many a mountain stream and in favorable seasons has crossed the
iShaler, Mem. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., II, 1875, pp.
^Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., X, No. 4, 18S5, p. 41.
•'Proc.

U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XX,

1898, p. 047.

862, 363.
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As in
many of
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divide and reached the source of some other streams.

Viroinia,

West

the small

Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Indiana

streams have their sources in cave streams it is easy to understand that
hartoni is of common occurrence in the caverns of the region.
I
have observed and collected the species in several caves in Indiana and
Kentucky in company with C. pellucidus and have found it abundant
in several caves in Virginia and West Virginia where C. 2>dh(cidu>< is
unknown. In one of the latter caves I collected an albinistic specimen

C

which

now

is

quite indistinguishable

mens

in localities

A review
that

from others from the same

locality

that the alcohol has bleached them, and I have seen similar speci-

name

where there were no

caves.

by
form may be distinguished, shows that

of the characters peculiar to C. hartoni tenebrosns, for

the cave-dwelling

them

to approach the characteristics of 0. pelluseems as if this might be due to interbreeding, but there are some difficulties in the way of such an explanation.
In the tirst place the species exist in the Mammoth Cave in nearly
equal numl)er, and the females of both have been collected while in the
egg-bearing state. The ova of C. hartoni are large, those of C. 2)eUiicidus are small, and no \ ariation in the size of the eggs such as would
probably result from crossing has been observed. The females of C.
hartoni., and the males as well, will average much larger than C. jpellucidus and are reported by the guides to kill and eat the blind species,
a habit that, to say the least, would hardly be conducive to extensive
crossing of the two species.
CkiynharuH hartoni and C. ^^Mveidus are
perfectly distinct species and could, without much straining of facts,
be regarded as generically distinct. The greatest diti'erences are found
in the structure of the sexual organs, and in a group which exhilnts
such marked specific variation in these organs it seems extremely
proba})lc that there is a reason for such differences, and that between
species so unlike interbreeding would be extremely difficult if not
impossi))le.
There are known in the United States three other species
of blind cave-inha])iting crayfishes and, while they undoubtedly have
acquired their characters independently, they all resemble C. ]}elhicidus
(juite closely.
Slenderness of body and appendages, and length of
antennii? are as characteristic of them as is the loss of eyes and color.
They are conditions brought about by their environment. C. lyellucidus alone is characterized by excessive spininess, which evidently is
either a condition inherited from its ancestors or one which has been
developed in response to the peculiar conditions obtaining within its
habitat.
It will be seen, therefore, that C. hartoni tenehroHUH resembles
all the blind species in the reduction in size of the eyes, and the increase
in size of the antennas and the form of the body, moreover there is
indication (as shown by its spininess) of its having responded to the

there

cidus.

is

a tendency in

At

tirst

thought

peculiar conditions of

it

Mammoth Cave

just as C. pellucid as has.
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These conditions point to the conclusions: First, that O. hartoiil tenepermanent resident of Mammoth Cave; second, that it has
lived there long- cnoug'h to have diverged markedly from its relations
on the surface; third, that it has been affected not only by the general
spelean conditions, but those peculiar special conditions of Mammoth
Cave; fourth, that it is not the ancestral type from which C. i-xjlluci(his has sprung; fifth, that the two species are proba})Iy to a great
degree inimical to each other, and, sixth, that the idea that the two
hi'osus is a

species interbreed

is

an erroneous one.

That specimens have been taken, as
were quite white but otherwise like
doubt, but

I

I
C.

was

told at the cave,

which

hartoni fenehrosus, I do not

regard such individuals as albinos.

Kegarding the relationship of

Hay, I will say
found in a very small area
in Indiana at the very northern limits of the range of 0. •pelhicidtis.
C. hartoni occurs in the same cave, but it does not resemble the blind
species in any wa}', and has not even characters b}^ which we can mark
it as a permanent resident.
Were the conditions reversed and C.
hartoni tenelyro-ms found anywhere in company with C. pellucidus
testi there might be some grounds for regarding them both as possible intermediates between C. pellucidus and C. hartoni^ but under
conditions as they exist such a view is untenable.
The surface inhabiting individuals of C. hartoni from the neighborhood of Mammoth Cave are plainly the stock from which the caveinhabiting individuals have descended.
In proportions of the body,
outline, etc., they agree with the cave variety and differ very markedly from the varieties of C. hartoni found in Indiana and Tennessee.
that so far as

is

known

O. pellncidus testi

this subspecies is

CAMBARUS DIOGENES

Girard.

In a collection received from Mr. Edward Hawkins, one of the
guides at the cave, there were eight specimens of this species, including females and males of both forms. They agree in shape of rostrum

and form of chelipeds Avith specimens from Indiana, the former having
thickened and quite strongly converging margins; the chehe are short
and broad and the movable finger is rather deepl}^ excavated at the
base.

CAMBARUS PROPINQUUS

Girard.

A

few small specimens which appear to l)elong to this species were
obtained from pools and shallow chaiuiek along Green River.

CAMBARUS RUSTICUS

A large
in
all

C.

number

Girard.

of small individuals of this species were collected

Green River l)etween Manmioth Cave and Ganters Cave. Almost
the males were in the second form.
They differ from the typical
rasticas slightly in the g-reater development of spines, those of the

rnncEEDixas of the national
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postorbital ridges and sides of the carapace, as well as the lateral

spines of the rostrum, being strong and prominent, the branchiostegian

spine

is

small but quite evident, and the tip of the rostrum is not
In one male (Form I) the anterior segment of the telson is

upturned.

trispinose on each side.

The excessive

spininess

is

doubtless due to

the immaturity of the specimens.

CAMBARUS PUTNAMI

Faxon.

This species was found in abundance in the shallow side channels of
Green River in company with 61 rusticus. Only second-form males
and females were collected. In the series quite a variation in the form
of the ro.strum is observable; the margins in some cases being rather
strongly convergent, in others nearly parallel. In almost every case
the chelie of the luale have the lingers slightly gaping at the base.

THE OCELOT

CATS.

By Edgar A. Mearns,
Major and Surgeon, United

States

Army.

My

thanks are duo to the authorities of the United States National
for collecting and placing- at ni}^ disposal as many specimens
In addition, through the United States
of Ocelots as were obtainable.
National Museum and the kind offices of Mr. Witmer Stone and the
authorities of the Philadelphia Academj^ of Natural Sciences, and
through Dr. J. A. Allen, I have had the Ocelots belonging to the collections of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, and the

Museum

American Museum of Natural History, New York; and, through Dr.
C. Hart Merriam, the specimens of I^elis limiUs in the collection of
the Biological Survey of the United States Department of Agriculture
have

])een placed in

my hands. From

this material it has been possi])le
forms of the Ocelot, unconnected by
These forms may
the materials examined.

to differentiate five vcr}^ distinct

intermediate individuals in

be identified by means of the following
KEY TO THE AMERICAN OCELOTS.
a.

Black markings

Color decidedly grayish.

Total length less than 1,100

I>.

mm.

restricted.

Hize small

Skull less than 115

mm.

or

medium.

in basilar length.

Tail plainly ringed with black above, except at base; subterminal black rings

about

8.

Ground-color uniformly grayish.

Audital bulUe short and inflated.

Inhabits the valley of the Rio Grande of Texas and Mexico.
Felis liinitis
hh.

Total length

more than

1,100

mm.

Skull

more than 115 mm.

Mearns.

in basilar length.

Tail irregularly spotted with black above; subterminal black rings about

3.

Color grayish, decidedly tinged with tawny on head and neck. Audita!
buUte elongate. Inhabits Brazil and the northeastern portion of Soutli
ritlith.
Fdis chibigouazon
America
( i

Black markings extended. Size large.
Ground-color above, uniformly tawny, tinged with rufous.

aa. Color decidedly
c.

tawny.

portion of body

all

black, not inclosing light areas.

Spots of ui)per

Postorbital ])readth of

skull greater than the length of the nasal bones.
Felis xquatorialis,
cc.

new

species.

Ground-color above, tawny anteriorly, becoming grayish or paler posteriorly.

Spots of dorsal region black, inclosing, or partially inclosing, light

areas.

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXV— No.

1286.
237
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Smaller; basilar length of

iL

.skull of

VOL. XXV.

male measuring 120 mm., female 105 mm.

(Iround-color of upper parts, tawny anteriorly, varying from

wood brown

Black markings moderately intense. Inhabits
Felts parduUs Linnteus.
southern iNIexico
Larger; basilar length of skull of male measuring 130 mm., female 115 mm.
Ground-color russet anteriorly, varying from tawny-olive to cream-buff
Black markings very intense. Inhabits Central America._
posteriorly.
FeU^ cosiartccnsis, new species.
to clay color posteriorly.

4(1.

probable that .some of the above forms intororade, and it i.s cerremain to be described. The diversit}' and close
interrelationship of the species and regional forms of Ocelots, together
It is

tain tliat other f orm.s

with the lack of adequate material in the hands of any investigator,
rise to the multiplication of synonjnus and misapplication
of names to such a degree that the group is now in a state of nomen-

have given

The

clatorial confusion.

earlier descriptions

were incomplete, espe-

with regard to the cranial and dental characters, and were
frequently based on young individuals, sometimes living ones, and
specimens from unknown localities, or of which the sex was unknown.
I have little expectation that my eiforts to disentangle the intricately
cially

involved

At

ful.

synonymy

of the

a later day,

when

American Ocelots

will be entirely success-

the existing forms shall have been charac-

museums of the Old \Yorld,
carrying with him the necessary materials for comparison with such
types as remain, it may become possible to establish more of the early
names than I have been able to do. Those which have received attenterized and the investigator can visit the

tion

from me are the following:
Linn.eu.s,

Pardalis (Felis).
.

1766.

Syst. Nat.,

12th ed.,

I,

p. 62,

sp. 5

(based

primarily on the Cato-pardus mexicanus of Hernandez).

This, the earliest available

name for an

Ocelot, pertains to the species

of east-central Mexico.
Mexicana

(P[aiitliera]).

Oken, 1816.

Lehrbuch der Naturgeschichte,

p. 1054.

an Ocelot from Mexico is described which is
The name is prepro))al)ly a .synonym of J^elis pardalis Linnjeus.
occupied by Fells niexlcana Desmarest, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., VI,
1810, p. 112, applied to the Yagiiarundi Cat.^

Under the genus

Ocelot (Felis).

F'elis^

.Smith,

1827.

(iritfith's

Animal Kingdom,

II, p.

475.

(South

America and ^Mexico.)

Maj. Charles Hamilton Smith descril)ed and ligured four forms of
1, 2, 3, and!, including the Fd!^ pardaUxoi Linnivus,

the Ocelot: Nos.

which

latter Griffith in

the tifth

with the Ocelot No. 1 of Smith.

new name
^

Felis

cliihigouazou to Smith's Ocelot No. 1, thus restricting, ccc/oi!

mexicana Saussure, 1860,

icana Fitzinger, Sitzungsber.

No.

1 of

volume of the same work identities
Griffith (Vol. V, p. 167) gives the

Major Smith.

,

p. 1, is

the Tiger-Cat of Mexico; and Panthera mex1869, p. 1260, is the Ocelot

Akad. Wiss. Wien, LIX,

.
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came from South America and No. 8
named the Mexican "Ocelot No. 3"
Fells ciwesoeris, which finally restricted the name ocdot to Smith's
"Ocelot No. 2." As numerous names have been applied to the four
forms which Major Smith tio-uredas Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, and described,
to Nos. 2

3,

of which No. 2

In 1838 Swainson

successively, under the

available

name

for each

name
is

Felts ocelot^ a statement of the earliest

yiven, as follows:
No.

r

rOcelot No.

1

Ocelot No. 2.
Felis ocelot

ddbigouazou

Felis

1.

(xriffith, 1827.

From South America.

I

No.

Felis

2.

Smitli,

ocelot

I

1827.
[

Smith

No.
Ocelot No. 3.

3.

Felis canescens

Swain-

I

From Mexico

son, 1838.

I

,

No.

Ocelot No. 4.

Felis

4.

purdalis Lin-

lueus, 1766.

The name Felis ocelot is thus restricted by elimination to the form
"Ocelot No. 2." If identical with the Chibic^ouazou of Azara, from
Paraguay, as surmised by Major Smith, it belonos to a form not represented in the collections which I have examined, and is probably
entitled to recognition, as Smith's figure of his Ocelot No. 2

is

unlike

the Brazilian specimens seen by me.
Smith, 1827.

Catenata (Felis).

Griffith's

Animal Kingdom,

II, p. 478, pi.

The author (Smith) had seen two specimens. This Ocelot was supposed by some writers to have come from Mexico, although Swainson
gives the following:

^

Major Smith was the lirst naturalist who made us acquainted with this very elegant ocelot, which had probably been in some of our menageries unknown to science,
and subsequently found its way into Bullock's INIuseum, where this acute observer
detected

known
I

it.

He

also

met with another specimen

in the Berlin

Museum, and made

it

to the Prussian professors.

am

unable to identify this animal.

It

may have been

the 3"oung

of Felis pardalis Linna?us, although the describer states that the teeth

showed

it

to be adult.

Chibigouazou (Felis).

This

is

Griffith, 1827.

the "Felis Ocelot No.

It is the etirliest available

from Chapada,

1"

Animal Kingdom, V,

167, No. 431.

of Maj. Charles Hamilton Smith.

name

Brazil, with

for the Ocelot w'nch I have redescribed
which Smith's plate figure and description

closely agree.
Brasiliensis (Felis).

Fr. Ccvier, 1828.

Nat. Hist.

Mamm.,

July, 1S28,

pi. lviii.

Described from a caged specimen from the island of Cuba, supposed
to have been brought there on shipboard from Brazil.
Probably
identical with Felis chihigouazou Griffith.
Name preoccupied by Felis
brasiliensis Schfnz, Thierreich, 1821, applied to the Black Jaguar.
Animals

in Menageries, 1838, p. 125,

fig. 19.
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Fk. Cuviek, 1832.

Armillata (Felis).

Hist. Nat.

Mamm.,

J I,

vol. xxv.

January, lSo2,

pi.

CXXXII.

The figure resembles the Brazilian Ocelot, but no locality is given.
The specimen was living in the menagerie of the Jardin des Plantes.
Swainson, 1838.

Canescens (Felis).

Animals in Menageries,

p. 118, tig. 16.

Ocelot No. 8 of Maj. Charles Hamilton Smith, who observes:
"A young female of this is now in Mr. Bullock's Mexican collection.
It came from Mexico.
1 have examined live or six specimens, and

This

is

have sufficient grounds for considering the diflerences
and the preceding [Ocelot No, 2, from ''South America"]
not to arise from nonage," Probably composite. If from Mexico,
perhaps Felis jxirdalis Linngeus.
believe

1

between

this

Animals in Menageries,

Swaixsox, 1838.

Smitliii (Felis).

p. 120, fig. 17.

Ocelot No. 2 of Maj. Charles Hamilton Smith. In applying
the name FcIis canescens to Smith's Ocelot No. 3, Swainson had
Felis smith il therefore
restricted Smith's Felis ocelot to No. 2.

This

is

became

at once a

Maracaya

synonym

of Felis ocelot Smith.

Wagner,

(Felis).

1841.

Supplement

to Schreber's Saugthiere, II,

(South America.)

p. 492.

Wied, Beitrage zur Naturgesch^ Bras., II,
Perhaps identical with Azara's Chibi-

It is the Felis imrdalis of

Brazil and Paraguay.

p. 361.

gouazou.
Pictus (Leopardus).

A
tral

of

J. E.

Ann.

Gray, 1842.

ISIag.

Nat. Hist., X, p. 260.

very strongly colored Ocelot which I have not seen; from ''CenAmerica." The de.scription, given more in detail in Gray's List

Mammals

Museum,

in the British

1843, p. 43, and especially in the

Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London for the year 1867,
p. 271, does not agree with the Ocelot which I have named Felis
costaricensis.

Gray, 1842. Ann. IMag. Nat. Hist., X,
Both varieties in Brit. Mus.")

1842, p. 260

I am
it came from Guatemala.
any of the forms which I have examined.

unal)le to

Griseus (Leopardus).

J.

E.

("Hal>. Central America.

Later,
identify

Gray

stated that

it Avith

Pseudopardalis (Felis).

Boitard, 1842.

moeurs des Mammiferes,

Supposed
a

synonym
Melannra

to inhabit

Le Jardine des Plantes description

et

etc., p. 187.

Mexico and the

Ba}' of

Campeche,

Apparently

of Felis jxwdalis Linnaeus,
(Felis).

Ball, 1844.

Proc. Zool. Soc, p. 128.

Undeterminable; described from a living .spocimon from an unknown
localit}.
Albescens
VIII,

(Fells',

Pucherax. 1855.

Voyage Venus,

Zool., text p. 137, atlas pi.

)
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translation contains the following-:

As to the individual which we have de><crihed, it waw a male, from the State of
Arkansaw, in Louisiana, which had been given to our menagerie by M. Trudau.
Nothing proves to us that this species inha))its Brazil, and as the application of the
name cited above \_Felh (irdsiliensin Fr. Cuvier] carries with it an error, we think it
legitimate, until we have further information, to substitute for it the denomination
Albescent Cat {Felis albe.'<cc'ii.'<), a name which recalls to memory the whitish tint of
the pelage.

became

It thus

Minimus

a .synon}^!! of 7^V/.y hraslllensis Fr. C'lnior, 1S2S.

Wilson, 1860.

(Felis pardalis).

Unidentifiable.

''•It

month of December,

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 82.

was obtained

At

1858.

Nicaragua, in the

Realejo,

in

that tinie

it

w^as too j'oung to eat

any-

thing except milk.''
Pardoides (Felis).

E.

J.

Cam. Mamm.,

Gray, 1867.

1869, p. 20,

Proc. Zool.

Soc.

London,

p. 403; Cat.

(Tropical America.)

5.

s]>.

Unidentifiable.
Ludoviciana

LIX,

An

(Panthera).

Fitzingek,

Sitzungsber.

1869.

Akad.

Wien,

Wiss.

p. 258.

unidentifiable composite, based on a miscellaneous compilation.^
Fitzingek, 1869.

Jardinii (Panthera).

Sitzungsber.

Akad.

AViss.

Wien, LIX,

p. 263.

This

the Felis jxirdalls of Jardine,'"^ which can not be positively

is

identified.
Sitzungsber. Akad. Wies. Wien,

Fitzingek, 1869.

Hamiltonii (Panthera).

LIX,

p. 265.

This

dom,

is

the Ocelot No. 2 of Major Smith, in Griffith's Animal King-

II, 1827, p. 476,

Griffithii

from South America.
Fitzingek, 1869.

(Panthera).

Sitzungsber. Akad. Wiss. Wien,

'

LIX,

p. 266.

This is Major Smith's Ocelot No.
with Felis jxtrdal Is Linnwus.

8,

from Mexico.

Perhaps iden-

tical

Limitis (Felis).

Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington,

Me.\rns, 1901.
(Brownsville,

1901, p. 146.

Cameron County,

XIV, Aug.

9,

Texas.).

See below.

The

species

which

1

am

able to recognize, at present, are descrilied

as follows:

FELIS LIMITIS
RIO
1855.

Mearns.

GRANDE OCELOT.

Fdis albescens Pucheran, Voyage Venus, Zool., text

viii

{

= Ferts

brasiliensls Fr.

p.

137; atlas,

])1.

(Perhaps in part, as to menagerie

Cuvier).

specimen from M. Trudau.
1901.

Felis Uinilis

Mearns, Proc.

Biol. Soc.

Washington, XIV,

p. 146,

1901.
'

See Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington,

^Mammal.,

Proc.

N M.

XIV, Aug.

II, pp. 206, 211, 268, pi. xvi.

vol.

XXV— 02

16

9,

1901, p. 145.

Aug.

9,
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Type locality.— Brownsville, Cameron Count}', Texas.
Geographic distrihut ion.— Rio Grande Valley of Mexico and the
United States; formerl}^ rang-ing- north to "Arkansaw" and ^' Louisiana" of the old geographies, but probably not north of Texas and
New Mexico at the present time.
General charactet^s.SnvAMev and grayer than Felis imrdaliji Linwith markings less intense, and without strong contrast of |,-oloration between the ground-color inside and outside of the black
rings.
Skull relatively broad; dentition weaker; interpterygoid fossa wider
a*iid
nsfius,

more quadrate;

audital

bulla?

wider and more inflated; postorbital

process more flattened and less depressed.
6Ww.— Upper parts exquisitely lined and spotted with black on a
drab-gray ground. The ground-color varies from whitish drab-gray
on the uninclosed areas to pale broccoli brown on those that
are
inclosed or margined with black.
The pattern is never exactly the
same on any two specimens, although the general efi'ect is similar.
There is a distinct vertebral area marked with black, usually
appearing as a more or less broken or irregular line of black on the
posterior
three-fifths,

breaking up into parallel or divergent lines or spots ante-

riorly; it is usually apparent

from the occiput to the root of the tail,
though always an interrupted line. In places, especially on the
rump,'
it often becomes a single or double row of
))lack spots, while anteriorly it may change to parallel lines or elongated inclosures.
On each
•side of

ally)

the vertebral line

is

a parallel series of inclosed or (occasion-

solid black elongate areas,

sometimes containing black spots.
completely inclosed spots or irregular bands of drab-gray
ha\'ing a trend
downward and backward, and separated from one another by grayish
white areas, an especially broad transverse one usually
appearing
behind the shoulder. Upper side of neck with longitudinal
black
stripes inclosing dral)-gray areas anteriorly and usually
open posteriorly.
Upper side of head with a broad black, usually interrupted
line arising about 10 nmi. above the middle of
the orbital ring and
extending backward on either side to opposite the middle of
the ear;
between these lateral bands are several interrupted lines of
spots,
larger behind and breaking up into small spots
anteriorly.
Eyelids
blackish, bordered above and below by whitish
bands, succeeded by
drab-gray.
Side of head with two conspicuous black longitudinal
stripes, the upper one beginning as a black spot
behind nostril, another
m front of inner canthus and involving upper and lower eyelids,
extending thence to a point about 30 mm. below and l)ehind
the posterior root of the ear; lower stripe, beginning
behind whiskers and
below middle of orbit, extends backward to behind ear, then
transversely across under side of head, almost joining the
corresponding
stripe of the opposite side.
The space between these black lines is
Succeeding these,

laterally, are series of elongate, partially or
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white except anteriorly; that ])etween the upper one and the Literal
stripe forms a large drab-gra}^ triangle between the eye and
Muzzle, above plain
ear, in which there are but few small black spots.
drab-gray, lined on sides with spots of black edged with drab, and

crown

plain

grayish white

Whiskers mostly white, some
Ear with concavity well coated

posteriorly.
at base.

becoming brownish black

with whitish butf hairs; convexity black anteriorly, grayish white
posteriorly, the latter encroaching on the middle of the black area,
forming a rounded spot, which, in one individual, is narrowly eiu'ircled by black posteriorly, cutting it off from the whitish posterior third
Outer surface of limbs transversely spotted with l)lack,
of the ear.
the spots decreasing in size from within outward, becoming obsolete
Under parts white, very slightly tinged with ochraceous,
toes.
the pelage dralj-gray at Ijase; chin and throat, middle of neck, and

on the

Under side of neck with two transbelly between thighs unspotted.
verse bands of black slightly mixed with fulvous, interrupted at
median line. Hinder part of neck finely spotted with black; chest
and belly coarsely spotted, the black spots rounded on chest and transversely elongated on abdomen.

Inner surface of limbs whitish, trans-

Under side of feet hair brown, sometimes
versely spotted with black.
mixed with hoary. Tail, whitish gray, speckled with black Ijelow;
upper surface irregularly barred with light and dark bands, the
former grayish white, the

latter

drab gray, edged with black, and

somewhat grizzled; light rings, averaging about ten.
Shdl and teeth.— Com^^vedi with Felia -pardcdk Linmeus the

skull

smaller, relatively short and broad, the interpterygoid fossa averagThe audital bulUe are
ing considerably wider and more quadrate.
is

relatively short,

and more

postorbital processes are
tition is relativeh"

inflated than in

more

flattened

and

any other form; and the
less depressed.

The den-

weak.

Measuninent^.—K^vXlwrA^: Length, 1,080 mm.; tail vertebra^ 330;
Adult female: Length,
length of hind foot, 160; ear above crown, 50.
950; tail vertebra, 300; hind foot, 115; ear above crown, 50. Skulls:
Greatest diameters of largest male, 140 by 93 (basilar length of Hensel,

114); largest female, Vl'o

by

87.

(See table of cranial measure-

ments, p. 249.)

—

Reinam^. It is uncertain whether the Ocelot referred to by Dr.
Richard Harlan and other early writers as occurring in Arkansas and
Harlan^
Louisiana was precisely the same as the present form.
observes as follows: ^'Inhabits Mexico, and the south-western parts of
the United States, particularly Louisiana; also observed by Mr. Nuttall
in the Arkansa territory; vid. Travels into the Arkansa territory, page
118.

Not known

^Description of
p. 98.

to exist east of the Mississippi."

Pucheran's colored

the ^lammiferous Animals Inhabiting North America, 1825,
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from the State of Arkansaw, in Louisiana, which
had been given to our menagerie [in Pari.s] })}' M, Trudau," .show.s
the o-round clay color above, which agrees with I'^elix pardidis l)ut not
with F. lunitis.

plate of ''a male

FELIS PARDALIS

Linnaeus.

MEXICAN OCELOT.
1766. Felispardalis Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 12th ed.,

I, p. 62, sp. 5.

mexicana Oken, Lehrbuch der Naturgeschichte, p. 1054.
1827. ? Felis catenata Smith, Cxriffith's Animal Kingdom, II, p. 47S, pi.
1838. 1 Felis canescens Swainson, Animals in Menageries, p. 120, tig. 7.
1842. 1 Felis pseudopardalis Boitard, Le Jardine des Plantes description et moeurs
1816. Felis

1

des Mammiferes,

etc., p. 187.

1869. ?PantJu'raj<(f<liu!i Fitzixger, Sitzungsber.
1869. 'Wunthera

Ti/pe locality.

(/rillilliii

Akad.

Fitzinger, Sitznngsber. Akad.

— Mexico.

Geocjriiphlc distrihiction.

— Southern

Wis^s.
AN'iss.

Wien, LIX,
Wien, LIX,

and eastern Mexico.

p. 263.
p. 266.

(It

is

uncertain whether this form occurs in northwestern Mexico.)
General characters. Decidedly larger than Fells I hit It Is.

—

Ears
Black markings extended. The ground-color within the black
circles contrasts strongly with that outside of them; and the chains
of black-bordered inclosures are broken up into patches, which commonly contain black spots. The skull is relatively narrow; dentition
large.

heavA".

—

black markings, groundC'o/oT.— There are three principal colors
The
color outside the black circles, and color within the circles.
general ground is pale grayish bull'; within the black rings, dark clay
color.

The pattern

of the black markings

into shorter patches,

is

simihir to Fells ll/nltls,

black-edged inclosures broken up

differing in having the chains of

and the longitudinal

l)lack neck-stripes

more

fre-

quently double, inclosing clay-colored stripes. On the fore limbs the
black markings are disposed in irregular rosettes or rounded spots,
while in F. limitls they tend to form transverse bands. The tail-rings
The gray ear spot is small, and
contain irregular areas of russet.
barely reaches the edge of the ear; and there is no distinctly grayish
area l)ordering the posterior margin of the ear, as there is in limit is.

The

coloration as a Avhole

is

more

intense.

— See measurements.
Meaxurrments. — have no reliable external
Sh/ll

and

teeth.

I

Skulls

specimens.

matic breadth, 91.
breadth, 87.
RemnrlxS.

—

— Largest male:

measurements of fresh

Basilar length (Hensel),12;2; zygo-

Largest female: Basilar length, 102; zvgomatic

(Sec table of cranial measurements, p. 249.)
Skins, unaccompanied by skulls, in the collection of the

—

American Museum of Natural History in New York one from Arizona, one from Sonora, and two from the State of Colima, Mexico (the
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by Dr. Buller)— are of a peculiar pattern and o-rayish
different from either ////^^:f^6• or i^ar^ZaZ/s; l.ut, in the
the form can not l)e differentiated.
skulls,
of
absence

latter collected

coloration,

(iviite

FELIS COSTARICENSIS, new

species.

COSTA KICAN OCPXOT.

.

U.S.N. M. Adult male from Talamanca,
7^,/^,,, —Skull No. 14180,
(The skin. No. 121S0,
Costa lii<-a; collected by William M. Gabb.
U.S.N.M., seems to have been destroyed.)
decidedly tawn}'.
General eharacfer.<i.— Size very large. Ground-color
smaller than in Felis
Black markings extended and very intense. Ear
Skull narrow, osseous, with a heavy dental armature.
Iknitis.
Umitis.
^,^/,,^.,_Pattern similar to that of Felis 2)ardalh and F.
markings increased
Coloration like that of F. pardaUs. but with black
Neck with median pair of black stripes conin area and intensity.
on upper side of
solidated, so there are but five longitudinal stripes
measEars black, with the gray patch extending to margin and
neck.
becoming
russet,
ground-color
with
parts
Upper
uring 8 by 25 mm.
on the inclosed areas of the spots, and cream-buff between
^

tawn^'y-olive

heavy black stripe, 2.50 mm. in
the chains of spots on the sides.
of spots on either side
length, occupies the median dorsal area, the row
The
l)y 20 mm.
])eing solidly black, elliptical, measuring about 15
except
tawny-olive,
of
areas
inclose
heavily
all
spots
lateral-dorsal

A

where they are sometimes open (c-shaped), the spots
in size and
being 2o" to 40 mm. in length and half as wide, varying
light; about
shape within the usual limits. Tail with more black than
crossbars of black, encircling the tail more narrowly below

anteriorly,

eleven

side of the
than above. A broad collar of black crosses the under
continuous.
head behind the throat, and the pectoral collar is likewise
the
The under parts are cream-buff, with the usual black spotting,
diameter.
greatest
in
mm.
25
measuring
chest
the
largest ])lotches on

posterrusset ground-color of the upper parts becomes less intense
much less markedly so than in the Brazilian Ocelot, which
or < -shaped, open
also differs in having most of the lateral spots c-

The

iorly, l)ut

"^

anteriorly.

Sl'uU
crests

l)ut heavily ossified, with prominent
depressed postorbital processes. The

and teeth.— SU\\\ narrow,

and

terete,

elongate,

is narrow; dentition heavy.
Measwrenie}ds (adult female. No. iH^f, U.S.N.M., from Talamanca,
collecCosta Rica, collected by William M. Gabb; now No. 2853 in the
on which the
tion of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences,
mm.;
above description of the color is based).— Length (of skin), 1,050
Skull (largest male) Basilar length (Hensel),
tail, 280; hind foot, 162.

braincase

:

134; zygomatic breadth, 108.

zygomatic breadth,

92.

Largest female: Basilar length, 112;
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Remarl'>^.—T\ns

is

the largest North American Ocelot.

Quite singuJaguars {Fells centraHs) occurs in the same
region^.
Alston observes:' "'In Costa Rica, where it is called Manig-orda (literally, fat paivs), Dr. v. Frantzius says that, in spite of its
smaller size, it is as much dreaded as the Jaguar."
larly, the smallest of the

FELIS CHIBIGOUAZOU

Griffith.

BRAZILIAN OCELOT.
1827.

Smith,

Felis ocelot.

Ocelot No.

Animal Kingdom,

Griffitli's

II,

p.

475.

(Part; as to

L)

1827. Felis chibigouazou Griffith,

Animal Kingdom, V,

1828. Felis hrasiliensisi Fr. Cuvier, Hist. Nat.

Mamm.,

p. 167,

No. 431.

July, 1828, pi. lyiii (not

Felis brasiliensis Schinz, 1821).

1832. Felis armillahis Fr. Cuvier, Hist. Nat. Manini., II, January, 1832, pi. cxxxii.

—

Type

locality.
South America.
Geographic distrihution. Brazil and northeastern South America.
General characters. Size medium. Coloration pale; ground-color

—

—

fulvous anteriorly, grayish posteriorly.
that of Fells par dcills Linn^us.

6^>/w.— Pattern as
markings everywhere

in the

The

skull

most resembles

preceding species, but with the black
Ground-color tawny anteriorly, fad-

restricted.

ing to grayish posteriorly, or light clay color in the black-bordered
which are usually open anteriorly. The ground-color within
the black-bordered chains of spots is decidedly darker than that between
spots,

them; and a similar contrast is aflorded by the coloration of the anterior and posterior portions of the upper parts of the animal.
The
tail is very irregularly spotted with black above, with only about
three distinct subterminal rings..

Skidland

teeth.

and the audital

—The skull and braincase are narrow, the teeth large,

bulla? elongate.

Measurements.— KA\\\t male

(See table of cranial measurements.)

Length, 1,150 mm.; tail vertelength of hind foot, 160; ear above crown, 50.
Skull
(adult male): Basilar length, 125; zygomatic breadth, 100.
Largest
female: Basilar length, 105; zygomatic breadth, 93.
bra',

(skin):

31:0;

B>'i)iarl's.—1\\ the South American Ocelots the gray patch on the
back of the ear is usually surrounded by black, narrowly at edge of
ear; Imt in North American Ocelots the gray spot usually extends to
the margin of the ear, in F. limit Is often cutting off the posterior
horn of the black crescent.

FELIS .EQUATORIALIS, new

species.

ECUADOR OCELOT; TIGRILLO.
Type.—^o. 113267, U.S.N.M.
northern Ecuador (altitude 3,500
ming.
(Original number, 22.)

Adult
feet),

iBiologia Centrali- Americana,

femi^le, collected at

November

2,

Paramba,

1899, by G. Flem-

Mammalia, 1879-1882,

p. 60.
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General cJmracters^.--B\zG xevy large. Ground-color tawny-rufous.
Spots of upper parts all black, not inclosing lighter areas. Postorbital
breadth of skull greater than length of nasals.
The type (November) is heavily marked with l)lack on a
Color.
ground of tawny a))ove and smoke gray l)elow. Upper parts tawny,
Black pattern similar
tinged with rufous, of almost uniform intensity.
to that of Fills pardalU Linn^us, except for its greater intensity.

—

The black markings only inclose light areas upon the sides, where the
inclosed areas are much smaller and very much less elongated, bearing,
Upper side
in fact, a close resemblance to the pattern of FelU onga.
of neck with six longitudinal stripes, beginning ])etween the ears and
ending in front of the shoulders. The stripes forming the middle pair
are nearly parallel, about 4 mm. wide and 5 to 10 mm. apart; those of

the next pair begin 20 nuu. apart and (in the skin) end 55 mm. apart,
having a width of 5 mm. anteriorly and about 15 posteriorly. The
outer stripes begin 10 mm. internal to the ear, pass downward and outto the median outer side of the neck, having a pretty uniform
width of about 5 mm., except where narrowly bifurcating posteriorly.
Four irregular rows of solid, glossy-black spots extend from the
shoulders to the hips; these are mostly elongate, from 5 to 15 nun. in
width and 10 to 60 mm. in length. The oblique area of light bordered

ward

with black between hips and shoulders, and the transverse black stripes
at the shoulders (characteristic of Fells iMrdaUs) are not plainly indicated, but, instead, are broken up into spots which even form rosettes.

On

the outer faces of the fore and hind limbs the tawny color becomes
and grayish on the feet. On the fore limbs the black

slightly paler,

from above downward, ranging from
same being the case on the hind limbs,
The tail is redto 25 mm, in diameter.

spots are rounded, and decrease

3 to 18

mm.

in diameter; the

where the spots vary from 3
tawny above, irregularly spotted with black on basal three-tifths,
with five transverse subterminal black bands on last two-fifths, the
The widest taillast three forming continuous .rings around the tail.
Inner surface of ear light tawny; outer
ring is 40 mm. in width.
surface black, inclosing a rectangular gray spot measuring 13 by

dish

two parallel, black, longitudinal stripes,
and 40 mm. apart, extending from above the
Space
inner canthus of the eye to opposite the front of the ears.
Ijctween the stripes, and between the ears, spotted with black; in all
about forty spots, varying from 3 to 10 mm. in greatest diameter.
Side of head with two heavy black stripes, each about 7 mm. in width,
the upper beginning at the outer canthus of the eye, the inner midway
between the last point and the margin of the upper lip. these two end-

18

mm.

Top

of head with

aljout 5 nuu. in width

ing separately at side of neck below and behind ear. The large triangular space between the lilack crown-stripe and the upper lateral stripe
On either side of underpart of the neck is a black spot,
IS un;-spotted.
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shaped like a riding- boot with the heel pointed toward the end of the
lower jaw, the toes separated M' a space of 30 mm. in the median line.
Chin and throat butiy-white. Side of neck with a long-itudinal black
Under surfaces and
stripe TO mm. in leng-th and 10 nnn. in width.
There is a ver}' faint liuffj^-gray
inner sides of limbs smoke g'ray.
Underpectoral collar, interrupted!}' bordered with black anteriorly.
parts spotted with black, sparingly on neck, axillte, and hollows of
thighs; most thickl}- and heavily l)lotched with black on chest, where
the spots vary in size from small dots to blotches 40 mm. in diameter.
Underside of tail grayish l)uff', irregularly cross-banded with black;
Eve-ring and crescentric area at either side
tipped slightly with gray.
Whiskers mixed black and white. Five transverse
of nose, black.
lines of black spots border the lip on each side of the nasal pad.
Muzzle above, plain tawny.
Shdl and teeth. This species and Felis Jimitis have the })raincase
unusually broad.
Limitis is at once distinguished l)y small size (less
than 115 mm. in basilar length). The measurements of the type and
onl}^ specimen are given in the appended table of cranial measurements.
Ifeaxurements <>f type (aduh female). Head and ))ody, 725 mm.;
Skull: ])asilar length,
tail, 36(5; hind foot, 150; ear from crown, 55.^
113; zygomatic breadth, 95.
Bemarhs. The coat is fuller and softer than that of Fells pardal/'s
or F. limitis; and it also diti'ers from them in lacking a complete
black pectoral collar and transverse black band back of the throat.

—

—

—

—

In conclusion I must express my obligation to ISIr. Outram
JVote.
Bangs, curator of mammals at the INIuseum of Comparative Zoology
at Cambridge, Mass., for the generous ofier of the Ocelots at his disposal, including a number collected at his personal expense in Central
and South America. Unfortunateh' this highly important material
was not availa])le until the assembled specimens had been returned to
the several museums, and I was preparing for a new military station
in the West.
^

The preceding measurements were taken

fresh

by

tiie collector.
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A REVIEW OE THE TRIGGER-FISHES, FILE-FISHES, AND
TRUNK-FISHES OF JAPAN.

Starr Jordan and Henry W. Fowler,

B}^ DA^'ID

Oftlic

Lehmd

Stanford Junior Univermty.

In the present paper i,s given an account of the Plectognathous
found in Japan, belonging to the suborders of Sclerodermi and

fishes,

is based on the collections made by Jordan
and on the material contained in the United States
National Museum, and collections made by the United States Fish Commission steamer Alhatrcm.

The paper

Ostracodernii.

and Snj^der

in 1900,

SCLERODERMI.
Sclerodermi
dorsal
bod}"

may

be defined as Plectognathous fishes with a spinous

composed of one or more spines inserted just behind the cranium;
of the normal fish -like shape; scales rough, or spinigerous, of

regular form; jaws with distinct teeth, conical or incisor-like.
(ffK\j/p6g^ hard; Sip/xa^ skin.)

ANALYSIS OF FAMILIES.
Ventral fins represented each by a large spine, normally articulating with the
pelvic bones; scales rounded, more or less spinigerous; dorsal fin of 3 to 6
Teiacanthid.e, I.
spines vertebr;e about 19
(Kt. Ventral fins obsolete, or the pair represented by a single spine at the end of the
long pelvic bone; scales rough, rhombic, or spiniform.
h. Vertebrae in small number, 17 to 21; no barbel at chin; gill opening not before
(/.

;

the eyes.
c.

composed of 3, rarely 2, spines; the first spine very large, the
second locking it in erection; scales comparatively large, bony, rough,
Balistid^, II.
forming a coat of mail vertebrae, 17
First dorsal of a single spine, with a rudiment at its base; scales minute, not
bony, the edges spinescent, so that the surface of the body is rough velvety;

First dorsal

;

cc.

Monacanthid-k,

'.

vertebrae, 18 to 21

Family

I.

III.

TRIACANTHID^.

Bod}" compressed, covered with small or minute rounded scales more
or less spinigerous.

Mouth

conical or incisor-like.
Proceedings U.

small; teeth in 1 or 2 series in each jaw,

First dorsal
S.

fin

of 3 to 6 strong spines, the
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one largest; soft dorsal rather long and low, similar to anal; venbone; vertebra^ (in
Triacantkus) 9+10=19. Three genera and about 5 species; tropical
shore fishes, chiefly East Indian, one of them American.
first

tral fins each a strong spine attached to the pelvic

a.

Trlacanthodimv: Teeth small, close-set, conical, not incisor-like; caudal peduncle
short; dorsal spines strong, not very unequal.

Teeth in two rows in each jaw, the upper jaw with about 14 teeth in the outer
Tnacanthodef, 1.
row, the lower with 22; inner series with about 2 teeth
aa. Triaeanfhin.r: Teeth incisor-like, in two series in each jaw, those of the outer
row prolonged, about 10 in number, the inner series with 2 or 4; caudal
peduncle produced, slender; first dorsal with 3 or 4 small spines behind a very
h.

large one

Triacanthus,

-

TRIACANTHODES

1.

Triacanthodes Bleeker,

Act. Soc. Sci.

2.

Bleeker.

Indo. Nederl., Ill, 1857, Japan, IV,

p.

37

{nnomaJns.)

Body

short, compressed, with short tail, covered with small spiny

scales; teeth small, conical, close set, in

small teeth in the inner series.

two

.series,

about 11 to 22, two
Dorsal

Lateral line inconspicuous.

5, strong, not very unequal, rough on their basal halves.
Ventrals each a strong spine attached to the pelvic bone, besides two
Soft dorsal of al)out 15 rays; anal of about 12.
slender soft rays.
{triacanthufi: eiSog, resemldance.)

spines about

I.

TRIACANTHODES ANOMALUS

(Schlegel).

BENI KAWAMT'KI (RED FILE FISH).
Fauna Japonica Poiss. 1846, p. 295, pi. cxxix,
Nagasaki.— Nystrom, Svensk. Vet. Ak., 1887, p. 47; Nagasaki.
Triacanthodes anomalus Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Indo. Nederl., Ill, 1857, Japan,
IV, p. 37; Nagasaki.— GtrNTHER, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 208; Japan.
Triacanthus anomalns Schlegel,

,

fig. 3;

Depth 2i; head
A. 12 to 13; V. I,
from 18

little
2.

over 3

to 20 small teeth,

(1 in total);

D.

IV

to VI, 11 to 16;

Jaws with a single series of
pointed, somewhat conical and curved.

Snout 2i

in head.

Body compressed and roughened.

Pectorals rounded, If in head.
Dorsal and ventral

First dorsal spine almost as long as the head.

Ventral spines roughened
and as long as the first dorsal spine. Anal beginning a little behind
anus and its height equal to a fifth of the depth of the body. Second
dorsal larger than anal and its height 3 in the depth of the body.
Caudal rounded and equal to the snout with eye. Color reddish,
Length 3 to 4^ inches. (Schlegel,
brighter above and whitish below.
spines strong, rough on their basal halves.

Bleeker, Giinther.)

This little fish, which reaches a length of 1 or 5 inches, is recorded
Schlegel as taken only in May a])out the rocks at the mouth of the

b}'

—

—

—

)
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valued as a food fisii and is eaten raw
rice brandy.
No specimens were taken by

iimcii

{anoinalus^ anomalous.

TRIACANTHUS

2.
Triacanthns Cvxi-EK,

more or

Eegne Animal, Isted.,

Cuvier.

1817, p. 152 {hiaculealus).

compressed, covered with minute rough
scales; tail slender, prolonged; teeth in two series in each jaw; those
of the outer row incisor-like, ten in number, those of the inner row
more rounded, two or four in number. First dorsal of one ver}?^
strong rough spine and several short ones. Ventral tins each of a
strong spine attached to the pubic bone; soft dorsal of about i24 rays,
Bod}'

less elongate,

anal of about 19; lateral line conspicuous.
(rpezs",

three; (XKavOa^ spine.)
2.

TRIACANTHUS BREVIROSTRIS
GIN-KAWAMUKI (SILVERY

Fauna Japonica,
Hollaed, Ann. Sci. Nat.,

TriacantJms brevirostris Schlegel,
fig. 2;

Nagasaki.

Bleeker,

i\.tlas

Ichth. Balist. 1865-69,
,

Poiss., 1846, p. 294, pi.
I,

1854, p. 45, pi.

pi. xvii, fig. 3;

ii,

cxxix,

fig. 1.

Java, Madura, Sumatra,

—

Amboyna, etc. GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., VIII,
Japan, Formosa, Amboyna, Madras, China. Ishikawa, Prel.

Singapore, Borneo, Celebes,
p. 209;

Schlegel.

FILEFISH).

1S70,
Cat.,

Kagoshima, Suruga.
Triacanthus rJiodopterus Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXII, 1849, p. 25, pi. iv, fig. 8.
Tnacanthiis rasselli Bleeker, A^erli. Bat. (iien., XXII, 1849, p. 25; Coromandel
1897, p. 4;

(after Patrick Russell).

Triacanthus brachysoma Bleeker, Nat. Tyds. Ned. Ind., IV, 1853, p. 128.
Balistes bipes

Gronow,

Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray, 1854,

Head about 4; depth

p.-

37;

East Indies.

2 to2t; snout li, and eye 3 to 4 in head; D. V,

22 to 25; A. 17 to 20. Maxillary 10 in external series, incised or
cuneiform, and inner series obtusely rotundate.
Snout not produced,
with the upper profile nearly straight. Pectorals rounded, short.
First dorsal spine strong, covered with asperities; ventral spines long.

Second dorsal a

little

lower than the longest anal ray.

Color above

greenish or bluish gray, below silvery or j^ellowish; head above,
greenish; spinous dorsal with a black l)lotch.

Length, 11 inches.

(Schlegel, Bleeker, Gunther.)

Bleeker regards TruicantJius nieuhoji with a depth of 2 to 3 (total
from Triacanthus hrevirostris, which has a depth of

length) as distinct

3 to 3i (total length).

This species, common in the East Indies, is rare in Japan, being
recorded from the southern region only. In the Imperial Museum are
specimens of this species from Suruga Bay and from Kagoshima. No

specimens taken by Jordan and Snyder.
{brevis, short; rostru/n, snout.)
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BALISTID^.

TRIGGER FISHES.
Bod}^ oblong, or ovate, moderately compressed, covered with rather
large rough scales or scutes of varj'ing form, the scutes not forming

an immovable carapace. Lateral line ol)scure or wanting. jNIouth
small, terminal, low; Jaws short, each with a))out 1 series of separate
incisor-like teeth; eye near occiput; preorbital ver}^ deep.
Chin withGill openings small, slit-like, above or in front of pectoout barbel.
Dorsal fins 2, the anterior of 2 or 3
ral fins, and not before eyes.
spines, the first spine highest, very strong, the second locking it in
erection; second dorsal remote

from the

first,

of

many

soft rays; cau-

dal fin rounded or forked; ventral fins wantin^g, their place occupied

by a single stout, thick spine at the end of the very long, usually
movable pubic bone. Post-temporal short, simple, the forks obliterVerated, the bone grown solidly to the skull, and with no foramen.
tebra? in reduced

number

Shore

(17).

fishes of the tropical seas, of

rather large size, carnivorous, or partly herbiverous, ver}'

rarely

used as food, man}^ of them reputed to be poisonous,
a.

Caudal peduncle compressed.
Teeth white or pale, not red.
r. Teeth unequal, oblique, each one deeply notched.
d. Gill opening with a number of enlarged bony plates or scutes behind it;
ventral flap movable, supported by a series of spines, more or less free at
tip, and resembling fin rays.

h.

Dorsal and anal fins low and rounded, their angles and those of caudal

e.

with a trace at the shoulder; scales
narrow,
supporting spines stout and thick in the adult; third dorsal spine

not produced

;

lateral line obsolete or

of posterior parts
its

each with a

l)lunt spine or tubercU;; ventral flap

small.

Eye with a naked groove before

/.

it.

Pachynathuif,
Cheeks with small scales closely set; snout scaly
gg. Cheeks with large scales loosely set; snout nak^ed. .PseiidohidiMit^,
(J.

ff.

Eye without preocular groove

BalisUtpm,

dd. Gill opening Avith only ordinary scales
scutes;

behind

ventral flap scarcely movable,

its

it;

no enlarged

surface scaled;

3.
4.

5.

plates or

lateral line

obsolete; third dorsal spine small or wanting; vertical fins in adult

more

or less angulate or falcate.
h.

Chin not projecting; cheeks
of posterior parts

3.

unarmed

closely scaled; dorsal spine 3; scales

or keeled

PACHYNATHUS

Canthidermis,

6.

Swainson.

Pachynathw^ Swainson, Classn. Fishes, II, 1839, p. 326 {triangidaris=capistratus;
the name evidently an error for Pachygnathus, but not so spelled; not
Pachygnathus, an earlier name of a genus of spiders.)

from Balistes in the rounded outlines of the verthe possession of small spines or tubercles on the
Ventral fiap somewhat movable, its supscales of the caudal region.
This genus

tical fins

and

difi'ers

in

)

—

)
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and very thick.
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Lateral line reduced to a trace

Species few, inhabiting the Pacific, intermediate
))etween Batistes and Battstajms.
The name Pacht/n^d/iusis, perhaps,

at the shoulder.

ineligible, as if spelled correctly

it is

preoccupied.

(TTaxvs, thick; yvaftog, jaw.)
Co\oY olivaceous, with a pale ring about the mouth and usually a pale line behind
it; caudal double truncate; D. Ill, 29; A. 28; scales 50
capistratum, 3.
aa. Color dusky with a green area marked by dark spots above; lower parts with
large round blotches of dull red; a blue ring about snout; caudal rounded.
I). Ill, 25, A.
21 scales 40
conspicillum, 4.
a.

;

3.

Le

Baliste bride

PACHYNATHUS CAPISTRATUM
Lacepede, Hist. Nat.

Poiss.,

I,

(Shaw).

1798, p. 335; without locality;

on

a drawing by Commerson.
Balistes cajnstratus SHA^\, Genl. Zool., V, 1804, p. 417 (after Lacepede; not Pachijnathus capistratus Jordan and Evermann, which is a distinct species, with
smaller scales, =Pac}n/gnat]a(S verves Gilbert and Starks.
Balistes iidtis

Bennett, Proc.

Comm.

GtJNTHER, Cat., VIII, 1870,

Zool. Soc,

I,

1831, p.

169; East Indies.

p. 218.

Gray, Hardwicke, Illus. Indian Zool., 1834; Amboyna.
Packynathus triangularis Swainson, Classn. Fishes, II, 1839, p. 326 (Vizagapatam, after Russell, pi. xx.
Balistes hikpe Eichardson, Voy. Sulphur, Fishes, 1843, p. 127; East Indies.
Balistes frenafus Eichardson, Voy. Sulphur, Fishes, 1843, p. 129; East Indies.
Balistes amboinensis

Bleeker, Atlas Ichth., 1865-69, pi. cccxxiii.
Verb. Bat. Gen., XXIV, 1852,

Balistes srhmltf a BLF.EKER,

Head 2|; depth 2; D. HI, 28 to 30; A.
Body rather oblong, a groove before the eye.

p. 37;

Sumatra.

25 to 27; scales 5U.
Each scale for about

9 rows on the tail and posterior part of sides, with a small, smooth,

inconspicuous tubercle; about 34 scales in several parallel horizontal
streaks in front of pectoral, a transverse series
vent; a few

bony scutes behind the

gill

opening,

from
1

soft dorsal to

of these consider-

Lateral line o])solete, reduced to a few scales behind
Dorsal and anal fins rather low, with outlines rounded or slighth'

ably enlarged.
e3'e.

angular in front, the
rough,

vays not produced; the caudal double trunproduced.
First dorsal spine strong, very
especially above.
Ventral flap small, movable, supported by

several

short, thick spines.

first

cate, the angles scarcely

Uniform blackish brown;

a 3^ellowish

ring from middle of upper lip around the lower jaw, a straight 3'ellow

from

this ring toward the pectoral, not reaching the gill opensometimes absent or indistinct. Pacific Ocean; widely distri])uted through the East Indies and on the coast of China.
Here
described from an adult example from Wakanoura.
This species is very abundant in the East Indies and westward to
Honolulu. One specimen secured at Wakanoura, and another was
ol)tained for us by Yonekichi Koneyama, who caught it at Nafa in
Okinawa. There are no other records from Japan, but we have many
examples from Hawaii.

stripe

ing; this

—

— —

—
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The American species, heretofore called Pachi/nathus e(q)t stratum^
different from Japanese or Hawaiian specimens, having larger
scales.
It has been named Ballstes verres by Gil])ert and Starks.
is

{caplstratus

4.

l)ridled.)

PACHYNATHUS CONSPICILLUM

MONGARA KAWAHAGI

(Bloch and Schneider).

(8P0TTP:D SKIN PEELER),
(BLOTCHED FISH).

KOMONIUWO

Bloch and Schneider, Syst. Ichth. Bloch, 1801, p. 474;
Indian Seas (after Guaperva tachete of Sonnerat). Schleoel, Fauna JaponBleekek, Atlas Ichth. Balist.,
ica, 1846, p. 289, pi. cxxix, fig. 1; Nagasaki.
1865-69, p. 116, pi. VII, fig. 2.— GtTNTHER, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 220; Japan,
Formosa. Namiye, Cat. Spec. Vert., 1881, p. 113, Kishin. Isiiikawa, Prel.

Balidi's cotupiclUuiii

Kagoshima.
Shaw, Gen. Zool., V,

Cat., 1897, p. 4,
Bnlixtex hirnlnr

1804, p. 407, pi.

11.

D. HI, 25 to 26; A. 21 to 22; scales in lateral line 46, or about 50
Eye -i to 6 in head,
55 from gill opening to middle part of caudal.
Head higher than long; lips broad and flesh}'; patch
to 4 in snout.
enlarged scales 3 or 4 in number behind the gill opening; about
scales in a transverse section

from the origin of the

to

2^
of

29

dor.sal to the vent;

dorsal and anal rather low; caudal subtruncate; ventral spine very

short and movable; two and a half series of tubercles on caudal

peduncle; caudal rounded, the angles not produced; lateral line not
conspicuous.
Color brownish or black, with very large, round, yellow
spots on the lower part of the body in 4 longitudinal series.

Back

between dorsals of a lighter coloration. The center of each scale
brown and the edges yellowish; a yellowish band across the snout from
one eya to the other; extremity of the snout orange and with a narrow
orange ring; pectorals with yellow ororange rays; spinous dorsal brown
or ])lackish; soft dorsal and anal gravish blue and with orange bases;
caudal black at liase, medianly clear yellow, Avith a marginal black
(Schlegel, Bleeker. Giinther; the color
Length 13 inches.
band.
after Schlegel.)

This species

is

occasionally taken in the

Kuro Shiwo,

off*

the coast of

Japan and southward. It is recorded from Nagasaki and Kagoshima,
and we have examined a specimen from Urakawa, in Hokkaido, preserved in the museum at Hakodate. This has: D. Ill, 24; scales 44.
A specimen from Kii is in the Imperial University.
{consplclUuiii, a pair of spectacles, in allusion to the round spots.)
4.

PSEUDOBALISTES

PseudohaUates^AM^Kmi, Atlas Ichth.

Bleeker.

Balist., Ill, 1865-69, p.

113 {flavimarginatr(s)

This genus differs from PachyiiatJiu>< in the large size of the scales
on the cheek, which do not cover the whole surface, though not leavSnout naked. Caudal
ing the naked stripes seen in Parahalistes.

—
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lunate, but not deeply forked.

Dorsal and anal low, as in Ba/fWaj^m.
Scales of the tail with tubercles.
Pacific Ocean.
{ipsvdjjg^ false; Balistes^ from ^aXiarr/z, shooter, which is from
fiaXkco^ to shoot with a crossbow; in allusion to the trigger-like third

which

spine,

5.

sets or releases the first spine, as in a crossbow.)

PSEUDOBALISTES FLAVIMARGINATUS

(Riippell).

SLTRUMIOHI.
Bdlistesjtavimarginatus Ruppell, Atlas Fische, 1828; p. o3;

Red

Sea.

Blebkek,

Atlas Ichth. Bal., 1865-69, p. 113, pi. iv, fig. 3; pi. x, fig. 3.— GtJNTHER, Gat.
Fish., YIII, 1870, p. 223; Red .Sea, Amboyna.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897,
p. 4;

Riukiu Islands.
Bleeker, Act. Soc.

Balistes beer I

Sci.

Indo-Neerl., V. 1856, Celebes, p. 53; Celebes.

26 to 27; A. 23 to 25; scales in lateral line 35 to 36.
Eye 3 to 5 in head, 1^ to 4 in snout. Lips broad and fieshy; snout
partly naked; interorbital space strongly convex; 3 or 4 osseous scutes

D.

111.

behind the

gill

opening; about 20 scales in a transverse series from

the origin of the dorsal to the vent; soft dorsal and anal

somewhat

elevated; caudal rounded in very 3'oung, truncate in half -grown

and

deeply emarginate, with produced lobes in adult examples; ventral
spine short, movable; on the caudal peduncle 4 to 6 series of rather
small recurved spines.

Color of adult, yellowish or violet green,
without conspicuous spots, nearly uniform; fins except spinous dorsal
l)lackish violet on the basal part, the outer extremities yellowish,
crossed by a longitudinal blackish-violet bar; spinous dorsal reddish,
margin black, in half -grown examples yellowish or brownish orange;
numerous blackish or ])rownish spots on trunk; posterior fins olivebrown, margined with yellow; 3^oung, brownish above, below pale
yellow; spotted on the sides; base of spinous dorsal blackish; the fins
yellow.
Length, 28 inches. (Bleeker, Giinther.)

Of this species, common in the East Indies, we have one small
specimen, 1^ inches long, from Wakanoura.
Head 2^ in length;
depth If; eye large, If in snout; edges of snout without scales; cheeks
less closely scaled than the rest of the head; pectorals ohort; ventral
spine very rough; caudal rounded; upper surface of the head, basal
dorsal spines and back blackish; several dark bars at base of caudal;
sides of the bod}^ spotted with blackish.
{flavus, yellow;

marg hiatus, edged.)
5.

Balistapus Tilesius,

BALISTAPUS

M6m.

Ac. Nat.

Tilesius.

Sci., Petersb.,

Shaw, undulatus).
Rhinccanthus Swainson Classn. Anim., II, 1839,
tral'us

about 1812, YII,

p. 301

(rapis-

of Tilesius, not of

p.

325 {ornatissimns=amleattis).

This genus has the head and body closely scaled, the scales of the
posterior parts more or less spinous; enlarged scales behind the gill
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

17

—
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opening, the lateral line obsolete and no groove before the eye. The
They are small and rather
species are numerous in the Indian seas.
brightly colored.
(balistes, (XTtovs, footless.)
a.

Body covered from snout

to tail

with

many

oblique

wavy reddish

lines; D. Ill,

muluhdm, 6.
on tail in a black patch
Body greenish above, brownish or whitish below; 4 or 5 oblique stripes on sides
posteriorly; 3 blue stripes vertically from eye; the colors anteriorly separated
by a blue line; 3 blue stripes vertically from eye; a pale patch under caudal
25, A. 24; scales 50; spines

aa.

aculcatus,

spines

6.

BALISTAPUS UNDULATUS

7.

(Park).

TOKUSA ZAME (SCOURIN(t RUSH SHARK).
Balistes imdiUatiis

Mungo Park,

Cat. Fish., VIII,

1870, p.

Trans. Linn. Soc, III, 1797, p. 37.— Guntiiek,
Red Sea, Zanzibar, Moluccas, Sumatra,

226;

Amboyna, Ceram, Cebu, Louisiades, China, Japan.
Bloch and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801,

Balwtes lineatus

p. 466, pi.

lxxxvii.

Bleeker, Atlas Ichth., 1865-69, p. 118, pi. xv, fig. 2.
aculeatus viridis Bennett, Fish, Ceylon, 1830, pi. x; Ceylon.
lamouroiixi Quoy and Gaimard, Yoy. Uranie Zool., 1824, p. 208,

Coromandel.
Balistes

Balistes

XLVII,

pi.

fig. 1.

Balistes sesquilineatus

Bennett, Beechey's Yoy., 1839, p. 69, pi. xxi, fig.
Ed. Gray, 1854, p. 32; Indian seas.

3; Tahiti.

Batistes porcatus Grot^ov:, Syst.,

Head

depth 1^; D. III., 2.5 to 27; A. 22 to 24; scales in lateral
about 50 from gill opening to under part of caudal; no
groove before eye; eye 3^ to .5^ in head, 2 to 4 in snout. Head higher
than long, slightly concave above; lips broad and fleshy; jaws equal;
transverse series of
patch of 4 enlarged scales behind gill opening.
24 scales running from the origin of the dorsal fln to the vent; dorsal
and anal tins rather low, with rounded profile; caudal fin subtruncate;
pectoral obtusely rounded; ventral toothed; double series of lateral
Color bluish- violet,
spines, 4 to 8 in number, on the caudal peduncle.
fin rays yellow or golden-rose; membranes hyaline-blue or violet; head
and body with numerous oblique and somewhat undulated reddish or
yellowish stripes, two broader than the others, proceed from the lips
and are confluent posteriorly; spinous dorsal reddish with brownish
yellow and black margins; the spines on each side of the tail in a black
3;

line 41, or

A

patch; base of caudal washed with blackish.

(Bleeker, Giinther.)

specimen from Japan,
probably from the Riukiu Islands. Another from unknown locality
It is common in the East Indies.
is in the Imperial Museum at Tokio.
{undulatus, waved.)

Of

this species Giinther records a stufl'ed

—
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BALISTAPUS ACULEATUS

(Linnaeus).

Bleeker,

Balhtes aciileatus Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10th ad., 1758, p. 328; India.
Atl. Ichth. Balist., 1865-69, p. 120, 1866, pi.

islands (and of all writers)

.— Gunther,

France, Johanna, Zanzibar, Moluccas,

259

11,

fig. 3;

East Indies, on

Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 223;

Amboyna, China,

Fiji,

all

He de

Seychelles,

Mauritius.
Balistes ornaUssinus Lesson,

Voy. Coquille,

I,

1824, p. 119, pi. x,

armaius Cuvier, Regne Anim. Illust., pi. cxii, fig. 2.
Balistes striatus Gronow, Syst., Ed. Gray, 1854, p. 32; American

fig. 1.

Balistes

seas.

U

in the lateral line.
A. 22; scales
Head 2f,
Body oblong, elliptical, no groove before the eye. On the sides of the
caudal peduncle are 3 rows of strong spines, directed forward, conHead long, angular, and deeper
sisting of 11, 9, and 5, respectively.
than long; the snout very long, nearl}^ as long as the head, slightly
convex; eye small and high up, 6i in head, 5f in snout, and If in
interorbital space; interorbital space moderately convex; lips broad,
thick, and fleshy; corners of mouth fleshy for some distance backward;
snout not scaled; teeth large and strong, the middle the larger, then
diminishing toward either end, wedge shape, the ends wider than the
bases, the cutting edges notched, and in the upper jaw 8 in the outer
and 6 in the inner series, the latter with their edges rounded; in the
lower jaw 8 in a single series; the upper jaw closes outside the lower;
gill opening equal to interorbital space, and with 4 enlarged bony

depth 2i, D.

III. 25;

scales behind; scales 29 in a transverse series

from spinous dorsal

to

anal; pectoral one-fourth longer than gill opening; first dorsal spine

very robust, larger than pectoral; dorsal and anal highest anteriorly,
rounded; caudal subtruncate; ventral movable, very rough and with
several strong spines behind; ridge of bell}^ before ventral also very
rough; caudal peduncle deeper than broad and a little less than the
interorbital space; body not very rough; the scales largest on the
trunk.

Color

in .spirits pale ])rownish above, lighter

below; spinous dorsal,

large patch on sides behind gill opening sending a line to .space between
the dor.sals and another bi'oader track to posterior half of soft dorsal,

dark ])rown; broad band across interorbital space grayish brown with 3
dark-])rown bars across from one eye to the other, the narrower interspaces bluish, a brown band from eye to base of pectoral edged narrowly with grayish and a narrow gray or bluish line from eye running
convexl}^ to lower base of pectoral, a l)rownish bar from naked region

mouth nearly to pectoral, with a wash of grayish white
below; sides of belly from behind and below enlarged scales behind
gill opening to vent, together with 4 posterior oblique bars running in
the same direction and patch on caudal peduncle in which spines are.
placed, white; some black about the bases of the caudal spines; vent

at corner of

and narrow" stripe

at base of pectoral in front blackish

brown;

fins

—
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Total length 9| inches.

vol. xxv.

Here described from a specimen

from Okinawa.
This species

is

very

common throughout

the East Indies and the

equatorial islands of Polynesia as far as Hawaii.

It is

represented in

our collection l)y one large example from Nafa, in Okinawa, collected
There is no other record from Japan.
b}' y. Koneyama.
{(ictdeatus:^ bearing spines or needles.)
6.

CANTHIDERMIS

^wxis^os, Claisn. Anini., ISoU,

Cuiilhideiinin

Swainson.
II, p.

325 {(m(/uloim!<=)n(icakdus).

from Bid/strx

This genus differs
chiefly in having the gill opening
surrounded by ordinary scales, there being no developed bony scutes
behind it. Body much more elongate than m BaJlstcs ; dorsal spines
3; dorsal and anal elevated in front; caudal with its angles acute; scales
moderate, not very rough; scales of caudal peduncle unarmed, or with
a medium spine; cheeks completely scaled; a naked groove before aya.
Species inhabiting l)oth Indies.
[aKixvOa^ spine; Sepjua, skin, the word, as usual, misspelled by

Swainson.)
8.

CANTHIDERMIS ROTUNDATUS

(Proce).

rotundatm Troce, Bull. Soc. Pliilom., 1822, p. 130; Manila ("D. III. 26,
A. 21. Scales equal; tiiil unarmed, brown with black spots.")
Ballstr.^ a:inriis Lessox, Voy. Coquille, II, 1824, p. 121, pi. x, fig. 2.
? Bdl isles (iiKjiiJoms QuoY and Gaimard, Voy. Uranie, Zool., 1824, p. 210.
Bulistes ucidfttus Gray, Hardwicke's Illustr. Ind. Zool. Fish., 1832, pi. viii, fig. 1;
India.— Bleeker, Atlas Ichth. Balist, 1865-69, p. 121, pi. iv, fig. 2.
?? Balisies adspcrsus TscHuni, Fauna Peruana, 1846, p. 31; Peru.
Balistes scnticosns Richardson, Voy. Saraarang, Fish., 1850, p. 23, pi. ix, figs. 5-8;
Batistes

China Sea.
maculatm Gunther, Cat. Fish., 1870, VIII, p. 214; Cape of Good Hope,
Pinang, Borneo, Sandalwood Island, China, Japan (in part, not of Bloch,
whose type came from the West Indies). Day, Fish, India, p. 687, 1878, pi.

Balistes

CLXxxvi,

fig. 3;

Madras.

D. HI., 26 or 27; P. 15; A. 24 or 25; C. 12; scales 46 to 55;
L. tr. 28; length of head 3| to -l; of caudal fin 6^ to 7, height of body
2i to 3 in total length; eye 2 to 2^ diameters from end of snout and 2
apart.
A groove in front of eye. Teeth uneven, notched. First
dorsal fin commences above gill opening, its anterior spine strong and
nearlj' i as long as head; ventral spine usually movable; posterior edge
of caudal convex or undulated second dorsal and anal high anteriorly,
especially in adults.
Cheeks entirely scaled; no osseous scutes behind
gill opening.
Scales rough and granulated, but without spines or
prominent tubercles, except in the immature. Bluish black young
examples are covered with numerous light blotches, more especially
on lower half of bod}", these spots are less numerous and larger in
Indian and Pacific oceans.
adults; dorsal spines black; eyes hazel.
It is verj" common at Madras, attaining at least 16 inches in length.
B. IV.

;

)
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This species is common in the East Indies, and one (Day) youngexample has been recorded by Dr. Giinther from Japan, prol)ably from
the Riukiu Islands. The proper specific name is uncertain, as the oldest
specific name in this group, Cantkidermis Tnaculatus^ belongs to an
American species. The earliest name applicable seems to be rotunihdm
applied by Manon de Proce to a specimen from Manila. The species
must ))e rare or casual in Japan. No examples were taken.

{rotundatm^ rounded.

Family

III.

MONACANTHID^.

FILE FISHES.

Body much compressed, covered with very small rough scales, forming a rough or velvety covering; males sometimes with spines on the
caudal peduncle; these either robust or needle-like.
Upper jaw with
a double series of incisor-like teeth, 6 in the outer and 4 in the inner
series; lower jaw with 6 similar teeth in a single series; first dorsal
with a single strong spine and generally a rudimentary one behind it;
second dorsal long, similar to anal; ventral fins reduced to a single
osseous, fixed or movable, small appendage at the end of the long
pelvic bone; this appendage often rudimentary or entirely absent; no
))arbel; vertebrte 7-[-ll to 14 = 18 to 21.
Herbivorous shore fishes of

the

warm

seas, closely allied to the Ballstidse^ difi'ering chiefly in hav-

dorsal represented by a single spine, behind which is
sometimes a rudiment; scales small, spinigerous, the skin mostly rough
velvety.
The species are mostly small in size and are not used for
food, having little flesh and that of a bitterish taste, containing poisonous alkaloids producing the disease known as Ciguatera.

ing the

a.

first

Pubic bone with a small spine at its end; gill opening short, nearly vertical; dorsal and anal moderate, each of less than 40 rays.
h. Pelvic spine movable, dorsal spine with two series of retrorse barbs, the posterior
pointing downward and backward.
c. Abdominal flap developed into a l)road fan supported by branched rays and
extending far beyond the pelvic spine
MonacanUuis, 7.
cc. Abdominal flap little developed, extending little beyond the pelvic spine,
and with inconspicuous rays
Stephanoleph, 8.
hh. Pelvic spine fixed; dorsal: spine with strong l)arl)s ))ehind, with usually smaller
barbs in front.
d. Body oblong and elliptical; depth of body less than half length to base of
caudal; dorsal and anal usually with more than .SO rays each.
Pseudomonacanlhus, 9.
dd. Body short and deep; depth of body more than half length to base of
caudal

aa.

;

dorsal

and anal

Pelvic bone without spine at
e.

its

relatively short

Ei(d(irii(s,

10.

end.

Dorsal and anal short, each of less than 30 rays, l)ody rather plump.
Body subcircular; dorsal spine rough, without barbs, inserted over the
eye . . . r
Brach<diderr>i, 11.

/.

//".

Body oblong;

dorsal spine smooth, envelo[)ed in skin, adnate to the

back, and inserted behind eye

PamhUereii,

12.

—

—

—
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Dorsal and anal very long, each of 36 to 50 rays; body lean and strongly
compressed; dorsal spine without barbs; gill opening long, oblique.
Dorsal spine feeble, inserted over the eye; dorsal rays about 45.

g.

/t.

Caudal fin short, subtruncate, anterior profile convex ..Alutera, 13.
Caudal fin elongate, rounded, or lanceolate; anterior profile conOsbeckin, 14.
cave, the snout very long
Doral spine straight, inserted well in advance of eye; dorsal rays
Paeudaluteri'H, 15.
about 43

hh.

gg.

7.

MONACANTHUS

Mo7iacanthuK Cuvier, Regne Animal,

Cuvier.

1st ed., 1817, p. 152 {chineiisis.)

Body short and deep, very strongly compressed, covered with minute,
Mouth very
scales, the anterior profile more or less concave.

rough
small;

upper jaw with a double

series of incisor-like teeth, usually 6 in

the outer and 4 in the inner series; lower jaw with about 6 incisors in

opening a small slit,
Dorsal
spine large, armed with 2 series of retrorse l)arbs, and no conspicuous
filaments; second dorsal and anal fins similar to each other, of about 25
to 35 raA's each; caudal fin moderate, rounded pelvic bone with a blunt,
movable spine, the bone connected to the abdomen by a mova])le flap,
or dewlap, of very great size, extending far Ijeyond the body, like a fin,
and supported by branched flexible rays, resembling fin rays; side of
Vertebrae
tail often with a patch of spines, especially in the males.
a

sing-le

series; teeth connivent, unequal; gill

shorter than the eye, and just in front of upper edge of pectoral.

;

7

+

11 to

1-1

=

IS to 21.

Species few, in

warm

seas,

reaching a mod-

All are lean fishes, with leathery skin, and bitter flesh

erate size.

unsuitable for flood.
{fAovog, one:

aKtxvBa, spine.)
9.

Balistes

MONACANTHUS CHINENSIS

cMnemiR Osbeck, Iter Chinensis,

(Osbeck).

1757, p. 147; China.

II, 1787, p. 29, in later editions pi. lii, fig. 1;

Bloch, Ichthyol.,

China.

Monacanihus chinensis, Cuvier, Regne Animal, 1st ed., p. 152, 1817 (name only).
Bleeker, Atlas Ichth., V, 18H5-69, p. 125, pi. ccxxii, fig. 2.— Gunther, Cat.
Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 236; China, Pinang, Singapore, Shanghai.
Balistes sinensis Gmelin, Syst. Ichth., I, 1788, p. 1470 (after Bloch).
Monacantlms geographicus ("Peron"), Cuvier, Regne Animal, 2d ed., 1829, p.
Cantor, Malayan Fishes, 1850, p. 347; Pinang, Singapore.
373; Pinang.
Monacanihus cantoris Bleeker, Nat. Tyds. Ned. Ind., Ill, 1852, p. 80 (after Cantor).
Balistes granulosus Gronow, Syst., Ed. Gray, 1854, p. 34; Indian Seas.

Head 3f depth
;

2 at origin of dorsal.

D.

I.

32;

A.

31.

pressed, deep, and covered with small scales; very rough.

Body comHead deep,

the upper profile concave; snout produced upward, li in head; eye
high, small, i^ in head, 3^ in snout, li in interorbital space, equal to

space between its lower margin and upper edge of gill opening, and
li in the gill opening; mouth small, high, and level with the upper
part of the gill opening; lips smooth, thick, and fleshy; teeth strong
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and very slightl}^ emarginate; jaws subequal; interorbital space very
high and rounded; gill opening below eye oblique, its lower end in
advance of the base of the pectoral and with a narrow fleshy flap.
Spinous dorsal over the eye and posterior, rough, moderately thick,
and with a series of large antrorse spines on each side; its origin
nearer the tip of the snout than the origin of the soft dorsal; back
with a triangular elevation, the apex the origin of the soft dorsal, and
the origin of the anal falls a

little l)ehind this

and below; dorsal and

anal with their middle rays elevated; caudal deep, the middle rays

long and the edge rounded; pectoral short and bluntly rounded, and
equal to space between the lower margin of the eye and the lower
edge of gill opening; ventral spine rough, a small spine on each side
at base,

movable, and a

ventral spine, between

little

longer than the eyes; abdomen behind

and anus, developed into a long

flap extending out from the body, beyond the ventral spine as far as the anal
rays do themselves, and supported by very numerous, long, slender,
it

cartilaginous stays resembling fin rays.

Lower

ventral region ver}^

roughly striated toward the ventral fin on each side; caudal peduncle
very rough, the tubercles enlarged and less numerous posteriorly,
where there are two series of large spines curved outward and forward with 3 in each series.
Color of the body brown; 4 dark bars across the dorsal spine; soft
dorsal with several narrow, wavy, longitudinal, blackish bars, the
marginal portion with many small round light spots; anal with series
of narrow, wavy, longitudinal, blackish liars, forming a network on
the outer portion of the fin; caudal with many narrow blackish vertical
bars over 3 dark bars, the outermost the darkest; pectoral plain; sides
at the ventral region and at the base of the a entral fin blackish, the
flap itself marked with narrow, wavy, blackish, netted bars.
Total
length lOj^r inches.
Our description is from a specimen obtained for
us at Hongkong by Capt. William Finch, of the steamer GaeUc.
This species, very conmion on the coast of China from north China
to Singapore, occurs in the Riukiu Islands and perhaps also in .Japan.
It

is

well figured in Bleeker's Atlas.
8.

STEPHANOLEPIS

Gill.

Stephanolepis GiLh, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 78

{f<etife7').

This genus, which includes the larger number of species of Monacanthidfe,

differs

from Monacantlms

in

the

little

extension of the

ventral flap, which does not form a dewlap and extends

the ventral spine even in the adult.

The surface

little

beyond

rough,
with modified scales, but internal rays do not appear without dissection.
Caudal peduncle usually without spines. The species are found
in the

warmer waters

{GTf:(})avog^

crown;

of l)oth Asia and America.
Af;r/s', scale.)

of the flap

is

—
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Body comparatively

a.

deep, the deptli in the adult about 1| in the length.
Dorsal and anal rays about 34; dorsal fin in adult with the second soft ray
much produced; none of the caudal rays produced; sides with several rather
faint horizontal interrupted dark bars
cirrhifer, 10.

b.

bb.

act.

Dorsal rays 27 or 28; depth If in length; scales very rough; no
color, clouded brown

Body

elongate, the depth about 2\ in the length; soft dorsal

cirri

on the

fins;

japonicus, 11.

and anal high,

of

about 26 rays; one or more of the caudal rays produced in long filaments;
color, mottled brown
obhngus, 12.
lo.

KAWAHAGI

STEPHANOLEPIS CIRRHIFER

(Schlegel).

(SKIN SCRAPER), MAHAGI (TRUE SCRAPER),
(SKIN PEELER); TOKOSE; CHUKO; TSANOKE.

KAWAMUKI

Monacanthus setifer Bennett, Proc. Comm. Zool. Soc, 1830, p. 112.
Monacanthus setifer GOnther, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 239; in part Japan,
China, Zanzibar.—Nystrom, Sven. Vet. Handl., 1887, p. 47; Nagasaki.
IsHiKAWA, Prel. (M., 1897, p. 3; Boshu, Misaki; not of Bennett.
Monacanthus cirrhifer Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, 1846, p. 290, pi. cxxx, fig.
1; Nagasaki.— Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Indo-Nederl., Ill, 1857, Japan, IV, p.
31.— Steindachner, Reise Aurora, 1898, p. 223; Kobe.— Jordan and Snyder,

? ?

Check List. 1901, p. 93; Yokohama.
Monacanthm komuki Bi,eeker, Verb. Ak. Wet., I, 1853, p. 13, fig. 1; Kaminoseki,
D. I. 32; A. 31.— Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Indo-Nederl., Ill, 1857, Japan,
IV,

Head

p. 31;

compressed.

upper

Kaminoseki.

3|; depth If to If; D.

I.

34; A.

Head mitch deeper than

protile. line

33.

Body

deep, .strongly

long; snout produced, and the

concave; lips thick and fleshy; edg-es of snout smooth;

teeth powerful, the edges emarginate;

upper jaw projecting when the
between its lower
margin and gill opening, 3 in snout and 4 in interorbital space; gill
opening as long as its distance from eye above, and with a fleshy flap;
spinous dorsal directly behind eye, and much nearer soft dorsal than
tip of snout; spine roughened on front, not thick, and with a series of
antrorse barbs along the sides; its length varying from one-half to twothirds the space between its base and first soft dorsal ray. Soft dorsal
higher than anal and caudal peduncle, and with its anterior rays the
highest; caudal rays strong, the edge of fin convex but exceeding the
caudal peduncle.
Ventral spine small, roughened, and movable.
Body smooth, but roughened l)etween the ventral spine and the anus.
Color in spirits ])rownish; dorsal spine with four dark-brown l)ars;
bases of soft dorsal and anal dark brown; the edges of the tins paler;
caudal pale brown, with a terminal and median dark-brown bars; on
sides many indistinct longitudinal bars of dark blown and on head
and belly numerous small, indistinct brownish spots. Here described
from specimens from Nagasaki, the largest reaching lOi inches.
In young examples the markings on the sides are more distinct;
and a dark spot is mostly evident on the upper side of the ])ack; the
gill opening shorter than the eye; dorsal spine robust.
In only 3

mouth

is

closed; eye high up, 4 in head, 1 in space
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is the .second dorsal prolonged into a liUuuent, 2 of them
from Misaki, the other from Hakata.
This tish is very common in shallow sandy bays in southern Japan.
In color and form it approaches very closely to the Atlantic species,
Steplianolepls hkpidm^ which Dr. Giinther considers a " variety " of
the same species.
Steindachner claims that the Japanese species,
Monacanthxis cirrhifei\ is distinct from the East Indian, Monacantlais
The upper line of the head (in JSL eirrldfer) is steeper,
setifer Bennett.
and the snout less projecting, and the dorsal spine shorter than in M.
Our many specimens are from Tokyo, Misaki, Totomi Bay,
setifer.
Onomichi, Wakanoura, Kobe, Tsuruga, Hakata, and Nagasaki.
The species has many names in Japan, the commonest, Kawahagi
and Kawamuki (wronglv spelled Komuki b}^ Bleeker), meaning a tish
which must have its skin peeled or scraped off before eating. Most of
these names are also loosely applied to other Monacantlddix Balhtld»^
and Aeanthuridse. The present one is called Mahagi, the true skin-

specimens
being-

.,

sci'aper.
{cirrJu'ft'i\

bearing fringes of hair.)

STEPHANOLEPIS JAPONICUS

II.

(Tilesius).

YOSOGI.
ilonacantlius japonicus^ Tilesius, Mt5m. Soc. Moscou, II, 1801, pi. xiii;

(D.

I.

24,

VI,

Head, 2

p. 70;
J.

Nagasaki.— GtJNTHER,

to 2i; depth, 1|; D.

Sci.

Indo-Neerl., VIII, 1860; Japan,

Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 229.
I.

27 and 28; A. 28.

Body oblong,

deep, compressed, covered with rather large asperities, so that
ver}^

rough

Japan

A. 24).

MouaeanOins iracliyderma Bleeker, Act. Soc.

to the touch.

nearl}" straight or

very

Head deeper than

little

it

is

long, the upper profile

concave; snout slightly produced; teeth

strong, emarginate; lips rather thin, fleshy, and smooth; eye high in

head, 2| in snout and 3i in head; interorbital space strongly convex.
Gill opening below the posterior part of eye, a little longer than the
its own upper extremspinous dorsal over posterior part of
eye and midway between tip of snout and origin of soft dorsal; dorsal
s])ine rather rough, and small antrorse spines in a single series laterally

space between the lower margin of the eye and
ity,

with a narrow fleshy

flap;

and posteriorly; origin of soft dorsal over that of
'

We are indebted

anal,

both of about

to Mr. Garnian for the following copy of Tilesius's account of

Batistes japonicus:

"Balistesjap., totus scaber, radio dorsal i hispido postice aculeis recurvatis serrate,
pinnis ventralis in unicani coalitis, hispidis coriaceis nionacanthis, oculis inaximis

membrana nictitante tectis, apertura branchial simplici,
maxilla superiore prominente pinna caudali ad latera inermi."
P. 10, V. xV, A. 24, C. 20, B.r^j.
The figure shows a small ventral fiap. Ventral
spine apparently immovable. Sides with cloudings and streaks.
Body deep, twoargenteo viridiscentibus,

fifths or

more

ol total length.

i

.
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mys the longest and the margins of the
obtusely rounded; caudal convex, the edges blunt; pectoral equal to
the rather thick caudal peduncle; ventral spine produced and movable.
Color in alcohol dull brown with darker mottlings; spinous dorsal
equal height, with their anterior

fins

crossed by three dark brownish bands, another before its base, and
still another from eye to eye; on the trunk are dark blotches, one at
the origin of dorsal, two along the base of the anal; wnth the exception

mentioned,

all

the tins are plain except the caudal, which has three

Fiu. 1.—Stephanolepis japonicus.

broad dark bars, a brown ring around the snout, a bar
The
across the throat below, and still another much farther below\
two specimens from which this description is taken w-ere secured at
Nagasaki, and measure 3y| and -iyg- inches.
This species is known to us from two fine specimens taken at Nagaindistinct,

saki.

It is well separated

number of
common.

rays,

fin

12.

and

from StephanoJepls eirrhifer by the smaller
liy

the rougher scales.

STEPHANOLEPIS OBLONGUS

It is

probably not

(Schlegel).

UMAZURAHAGI (HORSE-FACE SCRAPER).
Monacantlms oblongiis Schl,egel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1846, p. 291, i>\. cxxx,
lig. 2; Nagasaki (in part, figure and description of the young; two caudal
filaments figured). ? Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Indo-Nederl., Ill, 1857, Japan,
IV, p. 34, pi. Ill, fig. 1; Nagasaki (caudal figured with 4 upper, 4 median, and
2 lower filaments, 10 in all).— GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., IV, 1862, p. 241; Japan,
Zanzibar (?).
Monacanthus hroehi Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Indo-Nederl., Ill, 1857, Japan, IV,
p. 35, fig. 2; Nagasaki (caudal figured with 1 upper and 1 median filament;
eye 2i in the long snout; dorsal spine short)
? Monacanthus frenatus Peters, Monatsb. Ak. Wiss., Berlin, 1855, p. 464.

—

i
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depth 2i; D.

I.

36; A. 27.
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Bod}' oblong-, compressed, and

Head deeper than
deepest anteriorly; skin tine velvety to the touch.
long with the upper profile straight; snout not produced, blunt; eye
high, 3 in snout, 1 in interorbital space, and 4 in head; interorbital
space strongly convex; gill opening below the posterior part of the
eye, level with the mouth, and greater than the space between its upper

extremity and lower margin of eye; dorsal spine over the posterior
part of the eve, finely striated, the sides with small antrorse spines
))ehind. and its origin nearer the origin of the soft dorsal than thi^ tip
of the snout; soft dorsal and anal with their anterior rays very high,
then rapidly diminishing in length till the last, which are very short,
the lobe thus produced very blunt; caudal strong, its median rays the
longest and forming a point, three of

Fir;.

them ending

in tilaments, so that

2.—Stephanolepis oblongus.

the upper and lower rays are the shortest; pectoral short, about equal
to the deep, compressed caudal peduncle; ventral spine movable.

Color in alcohol l)rown marked with darker; a light streak from eye
over gill opening on to the sides; several dark bars across dorsal spine,
1 at its base in front, and 1 from one eye to the other; traces of several
dark bands across the throat; ventral region dark; 2 Idack spots on
the back at the base of the dorsal, and 2 similar spots on the abdomen
at the base of the anal; caudal })rownish, with 3 indistinct cross-bars;
membrane of spinous dorsal blackish; pectoral, ventral, and anal tins

mostly plain; traces of several brownish bars across the throat. Here
descril)ed from an example (with three caudal tilaments) 4^ inches long,

from Nagasaki.
This species is easily distinguished by its oblong form, tilanientous
caudal and high soft dorsal in connection with the movable ventral
have a single
spine.
It has been rarely taken a])out Nagasaki.

We

)

.

.
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specimen from that locality. This species is correctly described and
roughly tigured ])y Schlegel, who refers to it as the 3^oung of Monacavfhus ohlongits^ regarding Pseiidoiuonacantkus modestus as the adult
Schlegel's count of 5 rays (D-38; A-33) is eviof the same species.
In the plates a
dently drawn from Pseudomonacanthus modestus.
much smaller number is shown. Our specimen corresponds to Schlegel's figure of Monacanthus ohhmgus.^ and to the account of MonacanBleeker's oblongu^, with 10 caudal
thiis hroekl given by Bleeker.
filaments, higher dorsal spine, and shorter snout may be a different
species, but it is probable that the difi'erence is one of age or sex.
No two of the recorded specimens agree as to the number of caudal
filaments.
{ohlongus, oblong.)

PSEUDOMONACANTHUS

9.

Pseudomonacanthm Bleeker, Xedrl. Tydskr. Dierk.,
AcnnthalutereH

'B'LE.^ViKR,

Bleeker.
III.

1866, p. 11 {macrurus)

Atlas Ichth. Balist., 1865-69, p. 100

(

paragoudatus).

This genus difl'ers from MotiacanthuK chiefly in having the ventral
The body is oblong,
spine immova1)ly attached to the pelvic ])one.
covered with velvety scales, the depth being not more than half the
length.
The dorsal spine has a row of retrorse barbs on each lateral
edge, and usually a pair of rows of smaller barbs in front, the latter
almost obsolete in old specimens.
form. Chiefly East Indian.
[il^evd?/?^ false;
13.

The

species vary considera])ly in

Monardntlnis).

PSEUDOMONACANTHUS MODESTUS
CIIACIIE;

(Giinther).

KUROHAGI (BLACK SCRAPER).

Monacanlhm uhlongm Schlegel, Fauna Japonica,

Poiss., 1846, p. 291;

Nagasaki

(in part, description of adults, not figures).

Monacanthus modestus GUnther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1877,
of

Japan

}).

446; Inland Sea

(D. IT, 36; A., 34; depth, 2| in length; dorsal spine broken, see

Boulenger).
Pseudomonacanthus modestus Jordan and Snyder, C'heck List, 1901, ]>. 93; Yokohama, Hakodate.
Monacanthus poljakoui Herzenstein, Ann. Mus. Zool. Ac. St. Petersburg, 1896,
(Length 287 mm., depth 2| in
p. 98; Yokohama, Coll. 1. S. Poljakow.
length; D,. II, 37; A., 35; adult specimen; profile convex.
Monacanthus maximomiczii Herzenstein, Annuaire Mus. Zool. Ac. St. Peters(Length 144 nmi., depth
burg, 1896, p. 9; Hakodate, Coll. Maximowicz.
2i in length; D: II, 37; A., 35; young example; profile concave).
Monacanthus f atjraudl Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 3; Boshu (not of Quoy and
-

Gaimard

)

Body
3| to 3|; depth 2i to 2i; D. I. 30 to 38; A. 34 to 30.
Head deeper than long; snout not
elongate, strongly compressed.

Head

produced much; upper profile mostl}- convex; lips not very thick and
fleshy; median teeth of the mandible the largest and most powerful,
and all with notched edges; jaws almost equal; eye high in head, 4 in
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snout, and 5 in head, greater than the space between

its
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lower margin

opening and a little less than li in interorbital space; nosopening f the pectoral or equal to the convex interorbital space; with fleshy flap; spinous dorsal over posterior part of
and the

gill

trils small, gill

e3'e; its origiii from midwav to a point a little nearer the tip of the
snout than the origin of the soft dorsal: rather slender spine, little
roughed on front, and with 2 median series of very small tul)ercles,
and a single series of antrorse })arbs on each side. Soft dorsal and anal

w4th the anterior rays

more than

half of

much

the longest, those of the former often

the head; caudal rays strong, the edge convex;

body smooth.
brown, nearly uniform; the

ventral spine small and rough;

Color in

spirits, pale

blue, especiall}^ in the adult, outer portion of dorsal

than the base of the

fln;

deep vitriol
and anal darker

flns,

caudal dark with the outer rays light.

Here

PSEUDOMONACANTHUS MODESTUS.

described from specimens from Kobe, the largest Hi inches long. In
young specimens the color in spirits is pale brown, darker above, the
sides with 5

dark brownish series of spots or blotches, and the caudal

blackish on the outer portion with the outer rays light.

This species is very abundant on the coasts of Japan, reaching the
length of a foot, and often coming into the markets when its flesh is
regarded as wholesome. It is, in fact, the commonest and most widely
diffused of all the Japanese fllefishes, extending its range to the far

north.
it.

The

In

life

the vitriol blue color of the fish serves to distinguish
is smoother and much more flattened in the adult

dorsal spine

than in the young, and there is considerable variation in depth of
body with age or sex. Our many specimens are from Otaru, Hakodate, Aomori, Tokio, Misaki, Tsuruga, Kobe, Onomichi, Hiroshima,
Hakata, and Nagasaki.
{modestus, modest.)
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lO.

RUDARIUS

Jordan and Fowler.

Rudarius Jordan and Fowlek, new genus

(errodes).

This genus has the immovable ventral spine of Pseudomonacanthus,
with a short deep l^ody. approaching that of Brachaluteres.
{rudis, rough).
14.

RUDARIUS ERCODES

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

Pseudomonacanthm tnichydcnna Jordan and 8nyder, Check

Yokohama

1901, p. 93;

Body
3 to 3f depth li to H; D. I. 25 or 26; A. 24 or 25.
deep and compressed; rather rough; the caudle peduncle some-

Head
short,

list,

(not of Bleeker).
;

Rius ?:rcodes.

Head deep, its length about
times with many slender curved spines.
in snout, 2|
two-thirds its depth; eye rather large, superior, If
margin of gill
head, equal to space between its lower margin and lower
greater
convex,
space
interorbital
peduncle;
opening; equal to caudal
in the lower
than eye; upper profile concave; teeth emarginate, those

m

lips modgill opening small, with narrow lieshy flap;
part of eye,
erately thick; jaws equal; spinous dorsal over posterior
spines on each
convex, roughened in front; a single series of antrorse
snout than
the
of
tip
the
nearer
little
or
a
midway
base
and its

jaw the larger;

side,

anal of nearly equal
the origin of the soft dorsal; soft dorsal and
under the origin
height; the origin of the latter a little in advance or
rigid; pectoral
and
short
spine
ventral
rounded;
caudal
of The former;
peduncle.
equal or longer than the least depth of the caudal
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Color in alcohol brownish; the lower part of the head and abdomen
membrane of spinous dorsal pale like those of the soft
dorsal and anal, but marked with one or more blackish blotches; pectoral pale; caudal pale, base frequently darker and marked with a1)out
lighter; the

6 narrow wavy blackish bars; often several ill-defined ])lackish patches
on the sides of the body, 2 at the base of the soft dorsal, 2 above the
base of the anal, and 1 above the anal spine; brown lines, darker than
the o-round-color, forming round light spots everywhere on the trunk,
though varying in some examples; chin with black band from each
corner of the mouth, extended downward in the middle; a dark stripe
from chin to eye, then another a little below this, and finally still
another further below; here described from specimen from Misaki;
length 2i inches. Little variation, except in depth of color, is to be
found in our large series. T3^pe No. 7127. Leland Stanford Junior
University Museum.
This little fish, very different in appearance from Pseudomon acanthus modestus^ may be recognized at once by its immovable ventral
spine and its reticulated coloration.
It is very common in the shallow
bays of southern Japan. Our many specimens are from Tokio, Yokohama, Misaki, Tsuruga, Wakanoura. Onomichi, and Nagasaki.
(fp/cos",

a net; eidcog^ resemblance.)
11.

BRACHALUTERES

Bleeker.

Bradialuten's Bleeker, Ned. Tyds. Dierk., Ill, 1866, p.

Body very

deep, almost circular,

V.i

{Irossuluf^).

compressed, covered with
soft, velvety skin; no ventral spine; dorsal spine inserted above the
eye; its surface rough with granules or bristles, but without barbs; fins
short and low.
Small fishes of the Australian and Japanese seas.
{ft

pa XV 5^

15.

Head

short;

AI uteres.)

BRACHALUTERES ULVARIJM
31 to 3f

compressed, and

upper

little

;

depth If to

fine velvety.

U;

D.

Jordan and Snyder,
I.

27; A. 25.

new

species.

Body very

Greatest depth of head twice

its

deep,

length;

profile of the head slightly concave, the snout protruding a
eye rather high in head, 2 in snout, 2| in head and distant from
the lower edge of gill opening about twice its own diameter; interorbital space convex; mouth small, high in head, lips not ver}' thick;
teeth emarginate and pointed; the jaws subequal; pelvic profile very
round and convex; gill opening small, half the diameter of the eye,
nearly vertical, below the posterior part of the eye and entirely above
the pectoral, and with narrow fleshy flap; base of spinous dorsal nearer
the origin of the soft dorsal than the tip of the snout; spine short,
moderately thick, and finely roughened in front; soft dorsal and anal
low, and the origin of the latter a little behind or under that of the
former; caudal equal to the head or a little shorter, and its margin

little;

.
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rounded, and 1^ in snout; caudal peduncle
its sides in the larger examples
covered with numerous tine slightly recurved bristle-like spines.
Color plain brownish, 2 narrow dark bar^? across forehead from one
convex; pectoral

.short,

rather thick and deep, 1| to 2i in head;

eye to the other; fins all plain except the dark l)lotch on the membrane of the spinous dorsal above, and the caudal, which is washed
with darker at the base, and with about 12 blackish wavy bars, Inroad
basally; on the sides of the body are a number of fine narrow dark
bars running longitudinally; indistinct traces of 2 dark ])lotches along
base of soft dorsal and base of anal on the bod}'; a narrow dark stripe

^

Fig. 5.— Bkacualutekos

ulvaruj

from eye down the

sides of the snout, and another from the e^'e below
convexly to the base of the pectoral. Here described from 2 examples
from Misaki, 2f and 2|- inches long. These are No. 7128. Leland
Stanford Junior University Museum.
The species has been seen only in the bays around Misaki on the
bottom of green sea weeds, where numerous specimens were taken.
holva^ sea lettuce).
12.

PARALUTERES

Bleeker.

ParaZuteres Bleeker, Atlas Ichth., V. 1865-69, p. 138 {prioimrus)

Bod}^ considerably longer than deep, not greatly compressed, covered with finely granular skin; sides of tail with tine bristles and two
pairs of spines pointing forward; no ventral spine; dorsal spine

mod-

covered with smooth skin, inserted behind the eye and
bound down by the integument so as not to be fully erectile.
One species, small in size and handsomely colored.
erate, curved,

{rrapd^ near; Aluteres).
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i6.

PARALUTERES PRIONURUS

Bleeker.

AlutariuK prionurux Bleekei;, Verh. Bat. Gen., Balist.,
fig. 6;

and

East Indies.— Hollard, Ann.

Hc\. Nat.,
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XXIV,

II,

1S52, p. 20, pi.

iii,

pi.

xiv,

10,

i;>8,

})1.

1854,

fig.

1855, p. 21.

Paraluteres
fig. 1

;

prionums Bleeker, Atlas
East Indies,

New

Ichtii.,

V, 1865-69, p.

ccxxvii,

Guinea.

Monacantfuis prionurus GiJwmER, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 234 (copied).

Head

I. 26; A. 24.
Body somewhat thick, comHead deep, the snout not protruding much, so that

3i; depth If; D.

pressed and smooth.

the upper profile line

is

almost straight to the dorsal; eye high, 2 in

snout, 3 in head, and 1^ in interorbital space; jaws equal; teeth pointed;
lips rather thin

and fleshy; interorbital space

flat;

gill

opening 2

in

interorbital space, nearly vertical; not far behind eye, and its distance

Fig. 6.— Paraluteres prionurus.

from the same much

less its length; dorsal spine a trifle shorter

snout, covered with the skin of the back almost to

much

its tip, its

than

origin

nearer that of the soft dorsal than the tip of the snout, and
the eye; origin of soft dorsal a
before that of the anal, and the anterior rays of both tins the

falling over the posterior part of
little

longer; longest dorsal rays longer than longest anal rays, and equal to
the interorbital space; caudal rounded, the edges obtusely rounded;
pectoral short, below the gill opening, and equal to the interorbital
space.
Caudal peduncle deeper than the length of the pectoral 1)ut

not equal to the snout; posteriorly and on the sides a bare area in

which 4 curved spines are placed

in

two

series.

Cvolor in spirits pale brownish, a ])and across base of spinous dorsal

from eye to eye; 2 broader ])ands, both narrow, on the sides of the
body until level with the eye, when they become broad, extend over
the back, the first including the upper half of the spinous dorsal and
Proc. N.

M.

vol.
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region between the two dor.saL, and the other not extending- on the
soft dorsal at

all,

blackish brown; back blackish

brown behind second

dorsal l)and to the base of the upper caudal ray; on the throat a round

black spot on each side; head and lower surface of the body marked

with various brownish spots and blotches becoming- large and few in
number on the posterior sides of body; soft dorsal, anal, and pectoral
fins plain; caudal plain except indistinct blackish lunate bar from base
of upper ra3^s to ])ase of lower and marked w^ith small whitish spots;
length 2j^jr inches.
Here described from Wakanoura, from the only

specimen of

and interesting little fish taken by us. It diffrom Bleeker's figure, but it is probably the same

this pretty

fers a little in coloispecies.
{TtpioDv^

saw; ovpa,

tail.)

13.

ALUTERA

Cuvier.

Lcs Ahiieres Cuviek, Regne Anim., 1st eil., 1817, p. 153 {monoreros).
Alutera Agassiz, Spix, Pise. Brasil, 1829, p. 137 {monoreros).
Aluteria, Aluterms, etc., corrected spelling.

Body

elongate, strongly compressed, covered with minute scales;
snout short, the anterior profile convex; mouth and teeth essentially
as in llonacanthus, but the lower jaw more projecting, so that the

lower teeth are directed obliquely upward and backward. Gill opening an oblique slit, longer than eye, situated below and in advance
of eye, its posterior end behind base of pectorals; pelvic bone long,
falcate, movable under the skin, without spine at its extremity; dorsal
spine small, inserted over the eye, rough, but without barbs; soft
dorsal long and anal long, each of 45 to 50 rays; caudal fin short,
shorter than head, almost truncate, the middle rays little produced;
pectorals small.
(tv,

pri Amative;

Size, large.
XvT?'/fj^

a deliverer; or (according to Dumeril), cxXovrog,

unwashed, sordid.)
17.

Capriscus

murium

ALUTERA MONOCEROS
(k)itibus ^nimUis

(Osbeck).

Klein, Ichth. Missus,

III, p. 25, 1742, pi.

iii,

very bad, no locality.
Balistes monoceros Osbeck, Iter Chinensis, 1757, p. 110; China.
Linn.eus, Syst.
Nat, 10th ed., I, 1758, p. 327 (after Osbeck).
Balistes ohlongiusculus, etc., Gronow, Zoophyl., 1765, No. 193; Indian seas.
"iLija barbuda Parra, Dis. Piezas Hist. Nat., 1787, p. 48, pi. xxii, fig. 2; Habana.
Balistes kleinii Gmelin, Syst. Nat., 1788; Indian seas (after Gronow and Klein).
Balistes barbatus Walbaum, Artedi Piscium, III, 1792, p. 464 (after Klein).
Balistes monoceros var. unicolor Bloch and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 463
(after Gmelin).
Balistes serraticornis Fremixville, Nouv. Bull. So. Soc. Philom., No. 67, 1813,
fig. 9;

p. 249, pi. IV, fig. 1.
Aluter.es berardi

Lesson, Voyage Coquille, Zool., 1828, p. 108, pi. vii; New Guinea.
Fauna Japon., Poiss., 1846, p. 292, pi. cxxxi, fig. 1;

Alutera einerea Schlegel,

Nagasaki.
Alutarius amphacuntlius Bleeker, Yerh. Bat. Gen., Balist.,
fig. 5;

East Indies.

XXIV,

p. 23, pi.

11,

—
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Alutarius oblUeratus Cantor,

Malayan

Ed. Gray, 1854,

Balistes linguatula Grotsiow, Cat.,
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Fishes, 1850, p. 353; Pinaii^'.
p. 35;

Indian seas (after

Bdlistes

Gronow).
Aluicrtis anginosus Hollard, Ann. Sci. Nat., IV, 1855, p. 11; East Indies.
Balistes unicornu-s Basilewsky, Nouv. Mem. Soc. Nat. Moscou, X, 1855, p. 263;
North China.
Alutarins macracanthus Bleekek, Verh. Bat. Gen., XXIV, 1852, Balist., p. 22,
oblonffiusculus, etc., of

pi. Ill, tig. 6; East Indies.
?AhUera guntheriana VoEY, Proi'. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, p. 184; Hal)ana.
Monocnnthus nionoceros GIinther, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 251 Zanzibar, Pinang,
Amboyna, China, Japan. Nystrom, Svensk. Vet. Handl., 1887, p. 47; Naga;

saki.

Alutera monoceros

Jordan and Evermann,

Fish. N.

and M. Amer.,

II, 1898, p.

1720.

Head

3|; depth

2f; D.

I.

-i!!;

A.

51,

Body oblong, much comHead very deep, convex

pressed, and skin with a lino velvety touch.

both above and below; snout slightl}^ produced upward; eye small,
not much above the mouth, 5 in snout, 5| in head, If in space between
its upper margin and origin of spinous dorsal, and 1 in space between
its lower margin and upper margin of gill opening; teeth broad, emarginate, the middle mandibular pair pointed; lips thin and narrow,
smooth; nostrils small, in front of upper part of eye; gill opening
rather long, oblique forward

till a little anterior to the nostrils, 2f in
snout and equal to pectoral; origin of spinous dorsal over the anterior
edge of eye, and midway })etween the tip of the snout and the origin
of the soft dorsal; soft dorsal and anal with the anterior rays the

longer, the longest in both of the lins equal; caudal

inserted below the

mouth and

a

little

caudal peduncle compressed, equal

damaged; pectoral

behind the middle of the eye;
to one-third the distance

from

posterior margin of eye to tip of snout.

Color, in alcohol, uniform brown, mottled with darker, and the lins
Here described from a specimen lOi inches
plain-colored and pale.

all

by Professor Otaki in the market at Toln-o. Tropical
ranging widely, recorded from Cape Cod, throughout the East
and West Indies, and from Nagasaki in Japan, where it must be rare.
The original Alutera monoceros came from China. The American
species, Alutera guntheriana Poey, will ver}^ likely prove different.
{inonoceros^ the unicorn; fxovoz^ one; Kepag^ horn.)
long, obtained
seas,

14.

OSBECKIA

Jordan and Evermann.

OshecUa Jordan and Evermann, Check List Fishes N. A., 1896,

p.

424 (scrlpla).

very close to Alutera, differing in the longer snout,
concave anterior profile, and very long caudal fin, in which the outer
This genus

rays are

is

much

shortened.

Size large.

Ceratacanthtis, a very near relative,

From

OshecMa

the American genus,
difi'ers

in the longer

dorsal and anal fins, there being about 36 rays in Ceratacanthus.

(Named
ralist,

for Per Osbeck, a pupil of Linnseus and an excellent natu-

who explored

the coasts of China about 1750.)
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OSBECKIA SCRIPTA

i8.

Unicornu pisces baliainnms (the Uuicuru

XIX Bahamas.
Osbeck, Iter Chin.,

II, 1737, pi.

Balistes scy^ijjtus

(Osbeck).

Catesby, Hist. Nat. Carolina,

etc.,

;

Balistes monoceros, var. scriptus

MonacantMs

li^ili)

vol. xxv.

I,

1757,

j).

144; China.

Gmelin, Sys. Nat., 1788,

p. 14(53 (after

Osbeck).

scriptus GtJNTHER, Cat., VIII, 1870, p. 252.

Alutera scripta

Jordan and EveRxMANn,

Fish. N.

and M.

Anier., Ill, 1S98, p.

1719.

?Lija trompa Parra, Dis. Piezas Hist. Nat., 1787,
Balistes loevis

Block, Ichthyol., IX, 1795,

p.

82,

p. 46, pi. xxii, fig. 1;
pi.

Habana.

ccccxiv; Morocco,

Tran-

quebar.
Balistes ornatus

Marion de Proce,

Bull. See. Philom., 1822, p. 131; East Indies.

Voy. Coquille, Zo51., 1824, p. 106; East Indies.
1 Moiiacanthus j)robosddeus Ra^^zani, Nov. Coinm. Ac. Sc. Inst. Bonon., 1842,
Aluteres

par era

'Lessor,

\k 8;

Brazil.

Aluterus venosus

New
'!

Hollard, Ann.

Sc.

Nat., 4th ser., IV, 1855,

Ireland, Bismarck Archipelago.

Alutera picturataFoBY, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

ji.

14, pi.

i,

fig. 3;

Lesson and Garnot.
Phila, 1863, p. 183, Cuba.

Coll.

Head

3; depth 8^; D. I. 44 to 46; A. 46 to 48. Body oblong, greatly
compressed, the depth a little greater than the space between the tip
Head long, its
of the snout and the posterior margin of the eye.
depth equal to space from tip of snout to posterior margin of eye;
snout produced upward, the upper profile concave; eye rather small,
3i to 4i in snout, 4 to 5i in head, f equal to its diameter to 1 in the
space between the upper end of the gill opening and its lower margin,
and equal to interorbital space; mouth small; jaws subequal; teeth
pointed; lips thin and rather narrow; gill opening beginning before
the eye, but not as far forward as the nostril, runs obliquely upward
Spinous dorsal over
until below the origin of the spinous dorsal.
back part of the eye and nearer the tip of snout than the origin of the
soft dorsal or else midwav l)etween; pectoral inserted level with the

anterior margin of the

e3'e, or a little in front of its center, and in the
middle of the space between its lower margin and the lower edge of
the bod}'; dorsal and anal fins low, the anterior rays of both a little
longer than the other.s, and their origins opposite; caudal long, very
long in 3'oung, in which it is 2i in body, and with the median rays
much longer than the others; caudal peduncle 2 or a trifle over in head.
Color of 3'oung in spirits uniform brownish, many light-bluish
curved streaks and spots, some nearh" as large as the pupil of the eye;
fins, except the caudal, all plain-colored, caudal fin barred with broad,
irregular dark-brownish stripes on its basal portion, and with its outer
part dark-brownish.
Skin fine velvety. Tropical seas, common in
East and West Indies alike, occasionally met with on the west coast of
Mexico, rare northward. We have received a single small specimen,
5f inches long, from Kiusiu from Professor Mitsukuri, and a stufled
one, 13f inches long, from Nagasaki from a local collector.
The above

description

is

from these two specimens.

JA PANESE

Alutera scripta
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is

proljably rare in Japan.

came from China; the American

The
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original sclpfa

species, Osheckla proho.seldea Ranzani,

ma}^ very likely prove to be different.
{sanptit.^, written, from the form of the marking-s.)
IS.
P.s,'H<la}nt,'n:'<

PSEUDALUTERES

Blkeker, Ned. Tydn. Dierk.,

Bleaker.

Ill, 1865, p. 28 (iHisicornis).

This genus differs from Osbeckia in the small size and anterior
insertion of the dorsal spine, which is weak and placed in advance of
the orbit.
(tp£vdrj5^ false; Alutera).

ig.

PSEUDALUTERES NASICORNIS

(Schlegel).

Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Pois8., 1846, p. 228, j)!. cxxxi,
Nagasaki.— Bleeker, Nat. Tyds. Ned. Ind., V, 1853, p. 352.
Psmdohderes nasicornis Bleeker, Ned. Tyds. Dierk., Ill, 1865, p. 28.— Bleeker,

Alntem

%.

nasicornis

2;

Atlas Ichth., V, 1865-69, p. 139, pi. ccxxi, tig. 1; pi. ccxxiv, fig. 2.
Monacanthus ntuicorms Gunther, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 254; Zanziljar,

Amboina.
Aluterusrhinocerus Uoi.hARD, Ann.

Sci.,

IV, 1855,

p. 19, pi.

i,

fig. 5.

Body oblong,
in length; D. 11. 43 to 49; A. 41 to 40.
covered with minute rough scales. Snout convex in young males and
very convex in adult males; eye 3f to 4 in head, and 2i in snout;
Depth 3

arising
teeth sharply compressed; the lower emarginate; gill opening
before the middle of the liase of the pectoral, and below the posterior

part of the orbit; spinous dorsal before the eye and nostrils, nearly
and anal
as long as the head, straight and without barbs; soft dorsal
of the
low, obtusely rounded, with the origin of the former in advance
pectorals
latter; caudal shortly rounded but with the angles acute;

obtusely rounded.

Color yellowish or reddish l)rown; a broad stripe

to caudal, like the back, olive or brownish violet; rays of
or golden, the membranes clear bluish; middle of caudal
yellow
fins
purplish-blue or brown; eyes yellow; males with 2 narrow bluish bars

from eye

upper through the eye and parallel with the dorsal outback to the base of the last dorsal ray, and the lower from
along the abdominal region; body everywhere with small red spots,
which run in a series along the bases of soft dorsal and anal. Length

on

sides, the

line of the

(Schlegel, Blocker, Giinther.)
5i inches.
This little fish, not rare in the East Indies, has l)een but once recorded
from Japan. It was not taken by us.
{uasii.s,

nose; cor/ia, horn.)
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Suborder OSTRACODERMI.'

This group iiu-lndes those Plectognaths which are without spinous
dorsal and which have the body inclosed in a S-ang-led, l-angled, or 5angled box or carapace, formed l)y pol3"gonal, houy scutes, firml}"
joined at their edges, and with distinct teeth in the jaws.
There is but
one family, the fMraeiida^^ a singular offshoot from the Sclerodermi.
[oGTpaKov. a hard shell, like that of an oyster; depfAa^ skin.)

Family IV. OSTRACIID.E.

TRUNK

FISHES.

Bod}^ short, cuboid, triquetrous or pentagonal, covered by a carapace formed of tirmh" united polygonal bony plates, the jaws, bases
of the fins, and caudal peduncle free and covered l)y smooth skin.
Mouth small; each jaw with a single series of long, narrow teeth.
Maxillaries and premaxillaries firmly united.
Gill opening a nearly
vertical

slit,

below and behind the eye.

Dorsal

fin single, short,

with-

out spine; anal short, similar to dorsal; caudal rounded; no ventral
fins; vertebrffi 14, the anterior 9 elongate, the last 5 extremeh' short;

no

All are species of the tropical seas, living near the bottom

ribs.

The

group are so singular

in

appearance and so easily preserved that they have been common
collections ever since the gathering of tropical curiosities began.

in

in shallow waters.

species of this

Carapace forming a continuous bridge behind the anal fin; ventral surface not
carinate; caudal rays 10.
h. Body 4-angled, sometimes with an additional median dorsal spine.. Os/rado??, 16
act. Carapace open below, behind the anal fin; carapace 6-ridged, a ridge along the
middle of each side
Aracana, 17

a.

16.

OSTRACION

Linnseus.

Ostracion Linn^us, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758; p. 330

by Swainson

to 4-angled forms, eubicus

(many

species; first restricted

taken as type).

Teirosomws SwAiNSON, Classn. Fish., II, 1839, p. 323 {lurritus).
Cibotion Kaup, Wiegmann's Archiv. Natur., 1855, p. 214 (eubicus).

Ladoria Jordan and Fowler, new subgenus

Trunk

{cornvlKfi).

with the carapace closed behind the anal fin; carapace
with or without frontal and abdominal spines; dorsal rays 9 or 10;
caudal rays always 10; lateral ridges developed; median dorsal ridge
undeveloped or else raised with a sharp spine, and the body is therefishes

Although this character is a striking one,
not one of high structural importance. Hollard and Bleeker have
discarded it as being of no real systematic value.
We think, with
fore l-angled or 5-angled.
it is

Dr. Goode, that the shape of the carapace affords "the most reliable
This

name should be used

for the

trunk

extinct mailed allies of Pterlchlhyx, for

which

^

and not for the OMracophon or
has been so frequently taken.

fishes,
it
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guide in the arrangement of the species of the genus," and we find it
diflicult to define more than two genera in the family, unless we assign
generic rank to each of the leading sections. In Japan three of these
The
sections are represented, Tetrosomus, Lactmna^ and Ostracion.
remaining four, Rhinemmus, Chapinm, Laeto2jhryi<, and Aeauthostraclon, are all based on the 3-angled species, a type contined to the AVest
Indian Region, and by Jordan and Evermann taken as a distinct
genus, Lacto2>hrys. This division into 3-angled American species,
Lactoi}Ju'i/!<. and 4-angled Asiatic species O drachm, is here accepted.
Tetrosomus.

a.

Carapace 5-angled, the dorsal ridge surmounted by a very high spine;

plates of sides with dark spots
Carapace 4-angled; the back witliout conspicuous central ridge

(((/.

gibbosum, 20

and with a small

spine or none, carapace closed behind the dorsal fin.
Carapace without spines anywhere; plates of sides with blue spots.
iminaculatiuu 21

Ostraciov.

h.

,

Carapace with spines, one before each eye being conspicuous.
spine, a small spine
c. Frontal spines, short, divergent; center of back with a
opposite it on each lateral ridge; ventral ridge with a spine behind and
usually two smaller ones before it; caudal fin moderate; plates somewhat transdiaphanum, 22
lucent
<-r.
Frontal spines very long, directed forwards; ventral ridge with a long spine
l)ehind; a low, blunt spine on back; caudal fin very long in the adult, with

bb.

Lactorla.

black spots

comutwn, 23

-

20.

OSTRACION GIBBOSUM

Linnaeus.

Ostracion gibbosus Li^tsmvh, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 331; India (after Ostrackm qiutdrangulus gibbosns of Artedi).— GCnther, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870,
p. 258; Zanzibar, Persian Gulf, Borneo, India.
Ostradun turritus FoeskAl, Descr. Anim., 1775, p. 75; Red Sea.— Bleeker, Verb.
Ak. Wet. I, 1853, p. 15; Kaminoseki, Inland Sea of Japan.—Bleeker, Atlas
Ichth., V, 1865-69, p. 31, pi. iii, fig. 3; Java, Celebes, Buro, Amboina,

Ceram.— Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879, p. 21, and of most authors.
Loctophrys camelinus Dekav, New York, Fauna, Fishes, 1842, p. 341, pi. lviii,
fig. 190 (recorded by error from Long Island).
3; depth If; D. 9; A. 9; P. 10; scales 9 from gill opening
end of carapace, 11 across widest part of carapace below, and 8
between spine on the back and outermost lateral spine. Eye 2 in
head and 1^' in snout; snout obtuse, inferior, very little depressed

Head

to

above; interorbital space concave; mouth small, lips rather thick;
teeth small and pointed; nostrils small and directly in front of eye;
Carapace Avith 4
supraorbital ridge with a well-developed spine.
ridges, the upper 2 much closer together than the lower ones, along
which are 2 low postocular and 1 low posterior spines on each side;

median ridge of the back forming a large, compressed, elevated, and
triangular spine curving backward; ventral ridges furnished with 5
spines on each side curving l)ackward, the iirst one of which is small;
gill

slit

short,

directly

))ehind

the

eye;

dorsal

small,

entirely

in

—
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advance of the anal, and behind the large spine on the back; caudal,
3i in the length of the carapace; pectoral large, equal to the snout,
is twice as long as the depth of the caudal peduncle.

which

Color in alcohol dull brownish, under surface of the carapace plain;
body with blackish blotches forming 5 indistinct bars obliquely
directed backward; a ])lackish spot on spine of the back, l>ase of dorsal, caudal peduncle, base of anal; and 2 blackish bars across caudal fin;
interorbital region and tip of the snout dark.
Length, l^^^g inches.
Here described from an example from Cavite, Philippine Islands.
This common East Indian species has been once recorded by Bleeker
from Kaminoseki in the Inland Sea of Japan. It may be known at
once by the hump-like spine on the back. It was not seen by us in
Japan.
sides of

{gthhosus, gil)ljous.

OSTRACION IMMACULATUM

21.

Schlegel.

GINHAGI (SILVEE SCRAPER); HAKO FUGU (BOX PUFFER).
Ostracionimmaculafiix Schlegel, Fauna.Japonica, Poiss., 1846, p. 296;
Bleeker, Nalez, Ichth. Japan, 185.S, p. 55; Nagasaki. Brevoort, Exped.

Japan, 1856,

p. 284;

Shimoda.

Ostracion cubicas Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 3; Misaki.

Head 4; depth 2f D. 9; A. 9; scales 11 from gill opening to end
of carapace, 9 across widest part of ventral region, 7 across widest
;

part of dorsal region, and 7 across widest part of lateral region.

Head small;
mouth low,

profile in front steep; snout protruding,

level with base of pectoral, subinferior;

concave above;
eye high, 3 in

head, 2 in snout, and 2 in interorbital space; lips thick and fieshy;
teeth rather small

and pointed; interorbital space concave;

nostrils

behind eye, in front of pectoral, obliquely vertical,
about 2 in head, and with narrow fleshy flap; carapace -l-angled,
the edges rounded, and without any spines.
Dorsal altogether in
advance of the anal, and a trifle higher; caudal long, obtusel}" convex,
about 1 in carapace; pectorals long, equal to dorsal and inferior in
position; scales of carapace mostly hexagonal on sides; caudal peduncle rather thick, about equal to eye and gill opening.
Color in alcohol brownish, pale below and dark above, where most
of the scales together with those of the sides show traces of a dark spot
nearly as large as the pupil; snout dark; fins all plain, with their outermost portion dark; caudal peduncle brownish, darker above, and with
traces of dark spots.
In life olive with sky-blue spots on the scales
of the side.
Length of longest example, 7i\ inches. Here described
from specimens from Hakata, and one from Nagasaki. The largest
specmien we have of this species is from Wakanoura, and is Sf inches
small.

Gill-slit

long.

This trunkfish

is

connnon

in tiie

bavs Avashed bv the KuroShiwo from

—

.
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are from Tokyo, Misaki,

Aburatsul)o (8aoami), Eiiosliima, Wakanoura, Hakata, and Nat^asaki.
It is pro])ab]y a subspecies of Ostraclon tiibei'culatuni^ (cubieum), as
Bleeker has indicated, or even it may be the same species with it, as
it.
We give it provisional rank as a distinct species
our specimens are deeper in body than O. tuherculatam'
none of them show any of the black spots characteristic of that species,
and in our experience very few of the fishes permanentl}' resident along
the coast of Japan are exactly identical with the cognate species of the
East Indies. The absence of frontal and dorsal spines at once distinguishes this from the other Japanese trunk-fishes.

Giinther regards

because

all

{Imviacidatax^ unspotted.)

OSTRACION DIAPHANUM

22.

Bloch and Schneider.

T^MITSUZUME (Bid SEA SWALLOW); SUZUMKFnU' (SWALLOW

().

PUFFER).
Syst. lehth., 1801, p. 501; no
Bleekek, Act. Soc. Sci. Indo-Nederl., Ill, 1857, Japan, IV, p. 38.—
HoLLARD, Ann. Sci. Nat, 1857, VIII, p. 157.— GtJNTHER, Cat. Fisli., VIII,
1870, p. 264; Cape of Good Hope, Japan.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. .3;
Kagoshma, Sagami (one specimen wrongly called 0. fornasini).
Poiss., 1846, p. 297, pi. cxxx,
0.s7 /7/CTOJi ?>r"raconjis Schlegel, Fauna Ja})onica,

Oxt radon

diaplianns

Bloch and Schneider,

locality.

fig. 3;

Nagasaki.

Hntcion undechnaculeatux f^MiTii 111. Zool. S. Afr., 1838-42, pi. xvii; Cape of Good
Hope.
(M radon pentacornis BsyiNETT, Whaling Voyage, 1839, p. 266.
Ostracion cornutm Bleeker, Atlas Ichth., V, 1865-69, p. 33, pi. n, fig. 2; j)]. iv,
fig. 3, Amboyna, Nagasaki (not of Linnaeus, according to Peters, Berlin,
Monat. Ak. Wiss. Berlin, 1868, p. 461).
(

,

Head

-i;

depth 2f; D.

9;

A.

9; scales

10 from

opening to end of

gill

carapace, 12 across greatest ventral width, and 8 in a series from dor-

Body moderately long, heavy forward,
spine to ventral keel.
broader than deep, and convex below. Carapace with 4 ridges, the

sal

'The following are the chief synonyms

(Mradon

of Ostracion tuberculatum:

Linn^us, Mus. Adolph-Frederik, 1759, p. 59; India (date
prior to 1758, the recognized beginning of binominal nomenclature).
(Mradon tuherculatus Linn^us, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 331; India (after
Artedi, p. 84; no species; back with 4 tubercles).
(Mradon cuhicus Linn^us, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 331; India (after Ostradon
tetragonus Giinther, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 260, and of authors generally).
(Mradon Mtuberculatus Bloch and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 501; Pacific
Ocean (after Lac^pede)
tetragonus

(Mradon argus RtJppELL, Atlas Fische, 1828, p. 4, pi.
(Mradon cyanurus Ruppell, Atlas Fische, 1828, p. 4,
Ostradon

tesserula

Bleeker, Nat. Tyds. Ned. Ind.,

i,

fig. 2;

pi.

i,

Red Sea.
Red Sea.

fig. 2;

Ill, 1852, p. 305;

Molucca (not

of Cantor).

(Mradon

tetragonus

Bleeker, Atlas Ichth., V, 1865,

Sumatra, Singapore, Celebes, Amboyna,

etc.

p.

.'59,

]>1.

iii,

fig. 2;

Java,

—

—
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equal to one-fourth the length of the

carapace; a supraocular spine pointing forward and a small spine in
the middle of the dorsal ridge on each side, and at the

the latter a large spine

somewhat curved backward

same point as

in the

middle of

the back; ventral ridges terminating in a strong spine, and on each
side

between

base and the

its

at equal distances.

snout projecting;

liase

of the pectoral

fin

are 2 small spines

Head deep, profile above steep, convex, and with
mouth below gill opening small, with small pointed

and fleshy; eye high, 2 in snout, 2| in head, and If
opening short,
one-half in eye and posterior to it; base of the dorsal at the last fourth
of the carapace higher than anal; origin of anal midway between base
of last dorsal ray and end of carapace; caudal equal to space from
origin of dorsal to end of carapace, the lower raj^s the longer, and its
edge oblique; pectoral with upper raj's the longest and equal to snout;
caudal peduncle rather thick, 2 in snout.
Color in alcohol brownish, lighter below, and with many l)lack spots
all over the upper surface, small on the back and large on the posterior and lateral parts; some few dark spots at the margins of the ventral ridges; fins pale; caudal peduncle dark above, with several dark
spots; a dark spot at base of pectoral and one on caudal peduncle l)elow
at base of lower caudal ray.
Length -ij-g inches. In a small specimen,
If inches in length, the spines are much longer and stronger, though
absent from the ventral ridges, except the last one on each side; snout
projecting considerably; gill opening very small, color with spots
mostly replaced by narrow, dark, curved lines. Here described from
.Misaki specimens.
It was not taken elsewhere by us.
This species, common throughout the East Indies, ranges occasionally northward in the Kuro Shiwo to Japan.
We have a single large
example from Misaki, and Bleeker records this fish from Nagasaki.
The species is readily known by its short frontal spines and the transteeth; lips thick

in interor])ital space; interorbital space concave; gill

1

lucent carapace.
{d!aj)Jt(in us^

translucent.)
23.

OSTRACION CORNUTUM

Linnaeus.

KONGOFUGU (ADAMANT-PUFFER)
OstrarJon

coniutux Linx.eus,

Syst.

Nat.,

10th ed.,

17-58,

I,

p.

"31;

India.

ScHLEGEL, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1846, p. 299, pi. cxxxi, Hg. 4; Nagasaki.
GuNTHER, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 265; Natal, Zanzibar, Seychelles, Pinaug,
Siam, India, China, Fiji, New Guinea. Nystrom, Svensk. Vet. Handl.,
1887, p. 47; Nagasaki.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 3; Misaki.
Ostracion areas Bloch and Schneider, Syst. Ichth, 1801, p. 502 (after Otitrucion
quadrangukttns of Seba). Bleeker, Atlas Ichth., V, 1865-69, p. 35, pi. 11, tig. 3;
Goode,
pi. IV, fig. 2; Java Cocos, Sumatra, Celebes, Terrate, Ceram, etc.
I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879, p. 282.
Ostntcioii vdlentiiii, Bleeker, Journ. Ind. Archip., 1848 (vei'v yomig).

J
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Head 3ii to 4; depth 2i to 2f D. 9; A. 9; scales on side of carapace 9 or 10; across widest part of ventral surface 7; and from ventral keel to middle of back 7 or S,
Head deep, the protile in front
;

very steep, nearly vertical; snout projecting' li in head and 1^ across
forehead; eye high, 1^ in head and li across forehead; interorbital
deeply concave; eye about equal to its distance from gill slit in small

examples and g-reater

in large ones;

mouth

small, inferior; lips ver}'

thick and fleshy; teeth small, narrow, and pointed; carapace i-angled,

and

in the

middle of the back an inconspicuous median keel; a pair of

sharp, pointed, anterior, supra-orl)ital spines; in the small specimens

very long and the adults shorter, pointing out forward; dorsal ridges
not conspicuously marked except about the low, blunt, median spine,
on each side before the dorsal fin; a similar spine to the lateral dorsal

and between them on the back; ventral ridges plain, and terminating in a strong spine proiecting backward, which is very much
longer in 3"oung specimens; dorsal fin considerably in advance of anal
and higher; anal lieginning about midway between origin of dorsal
and base of caudal; caudal very long, 1| to 2i in body, the edge convex and distallv expanded; pectoral short, about equal to snout, and
the upper rays the longest.
Gill slit small, much less than eye.
Color in spirits brownish; almost all the scales above and on sides
marked with dark brownish spots above and on sides; caudal peduncle
al)ove with round, dark-brown spots; above caudal with several round,
large ])lackish-brown spots, the upper and lower parts of the fin darker
than the center; dorsal, anal, and pectoral plain; snout dark, blackishbrown; lips pale. Largest specimen, 7] 9 inches. Two very small
specimens have the dorsal and ventral ridges very pronounced, a deep,
short body, the sides and upper surface strongly striated, and the caudal short, and its base rather high.
Here described from Misaki specimens.
It Avas not taken by us elsewhere in Japan.
It is common in
the East Indies, and we have numerous examples from Manila.
spines,

{corn at u)^, horned.)
17.

ARACANA

Gray.

Aracana Gray Ann. Nat. His., I, 1838, p. 110 [aurilus).
Areraud Kaup, Wiegmann's Archiv., 1855, p. 219 (same type?).
Capropygla Kaup, Wiegmann's Archiv., 1855, p. 220 {unistriata)
Kentocapros Kaup, Wiegmann's Archiv., 1855, p. 220.
Anoplocapros Kaup, Wiegmann's Archiv., 1855, p. 221 (grai/i).
,

This genus differs from Ostraclon in having the cai'apace open
behind the anal fin. The species vary in form almost as much as
do those of Ostracion. The single Japanese species belongs to the
subgenus Capropygia^ having spines on the ridges but none above
the eye.
In Aracana proper there are spines over the eye, and the
alidomen is crested, while in Apojdocapros the back and belly are
crested, but no spines are present anywhere.
{aracana^ a meaningless name.)

—
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ARCANA ACULEATA (Houttuyn).
ITOMAKT FUGU (REAL PUFFER).

24.

Odracion aculenius Houttuyn, Verb. Holl. Maats. Wet. Haarlem, XX, Pt.
p. 346; Nagasaki.— IsHiK.\wA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 3; Sagami.
Arucana aaUeata Gv^THER, Cat. Fish., VHI, 1870, p. 266; Japan.
Ostracion he.ragoniis

Japan

(

2,

1782,

Thunberg, Vet. Ac. Nya Hyndl., XI, 1790, p. 107, j)!. 11;
Bloch and Schneider,

" Veneni suspectus et in cibo daninatiis").

Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 502 (copied).

Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1846, p. 297,
Nagasaki.— Bleeker, Verb. Ak. Wet., I, 1853, Japan, p.
saki.— Nystrom, Svensk. Vet. Handl., 1887, p. 48; Nagasaki.

Ostracion stictonotus Schlegel,
fig. 3;

Head 3i
series

pi.

15;

cxxxi,

Naga-

to 3f ; depth 2 to 2i; D. 10 to 11; A. 10; scales 8 or 1) in a
gill opening- to end of carapace, 8 across widest part of

from

ventral surface, and 8 or 9 from middle of back to ventral ridge; scales
roughly striated; carapace strong, with 6 ridges; the dorsal iin with

all

a broad, strong, compressed spine about halfway between the posterior
margin of eye and origin of dorsal; the lateral ridges a little superior
and on the posterior half of the carapace, and 2 broad, flattened spines

on each side under the dorsal; ventral ridges each with a median,
broad, flattened spine, posterior to the dorsal spine, and terminated
The head is very
finally in a more rounded posteriorly directed spine.
deep, profile obliquely straight above to the tip of the snout; snout
inferior, protruding little; mouth small; teeth small, narrow, and
pointed; jaws subequal, lips very thick, fleshy, and papilose; eye high,
large. If in snout, 2i in head, 1^ in forehead between eyes; nostrils
small in front of eye; gill opening below the middle of the eye, from
one-half to two-thirds the diameter of the eye, and greater than the
space between the lower margin of the eye to its upper end; origin of
dorsal only a short distance in advance of that of the anal, and also
higher than the same; caudal broad and slightly convex, the edges
sharp; pectoral equal to snout, the outer ray the longest, the others
graduated to the innermost, which is one-half the length of the outer;

caudal peduncle rather thick,

its least

depth from one-half to two-

thirds the length of the eye.

Color of the body brown, darker above, and on the back and upper
many blackish-brown spots nearly as large as
the pupil; fins all plain; snout brownish above. Length of largest
specimen 5i inches. Here described from Nos. 2372, 23T7, 23T8, and
2382, dredged by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhatnm in

parts of the sides with

Sagami Bay.
This little trunk fish is rather common at moderate depths in the
waters of southern Japan, not having yet been seen elsewhere. Our
specimens are from Misaki and from Sagami and Suruga bays, where
they were dredged by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhatrunis.
{aculeatus^ with needle-like spines).
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SUMMARY.
SCLERODERIMI.
Family

1.

atioinalas (Schlegel).

2.

brevirostris Schlegel.

Triaranthus Cuvier.

2.

Family

4.

II. Balistid.e.

Fachynathus Swainson.

3.

3.

Triacanthid.e.

I.

Triacanlhodes Bleeker.

1.

Wakanoura, Okinawa.
consp iciWum (Bloch and Schneider); Urakawa.
capistraium (Shaw)

;

Pseudohalistes Bleeker,

4.

5.

flnvhnarginatus (Riippell); Wakanoura.

6.

niididalKs (Park).

7.

(tadcaius (Linnseus);

Balidajms Tilesius.

5.

Okinawa.
CanOnder7nis Swainson.

6.
8.

roitmdaius (Proce).

Family

9.

chine7isis

Monacanthid.e.

(Osbeck).
Slephanolepis Gill.

8.

10.

III.

Monacantlius Cuvier.

7.

cirrhifer (Schlegel)

Tokyo, Misaki, Totomi Bay, Onomichi, Wakanoura, Kobe,

;

Tsuruga, Hakata, Nagasaki.
11.

japonicus (Tilesiu.s); Nagasaki.

12.

oblongus (Schlegel); Nagasaki.

13.

modesfus (Giinther); Otaru, Hakodate, Aomori, Tokyo, Misaki, Tsuruga, Kobe,
Onomichi, Hiroshima, Hakata, Nagasaki.

14.

ercodes

15.

ulvarum Jordan and Snyder; Misaki.

16.

prionurus Bleeker; Wakanoura.

17.

monoceros (Osbeck); Tokyo.

18.

scripta

19.

nasicornis (Schlegel).

9.

10.

Pseudoinonficanthus Bleeker.

Rudarim Jordan and Fowler.

Jordan and Fowler; Tokyo, Yokohama, Misaki, Tsuruga, Wakanoura,
Onomichi, Nagasaki.
Brachaluteres Bleeker.

11.

12.

FaraluUreti Bleeker.

13.

14.

Aiutera Cuvier.

Osbeckia Jordan

and Evermann.

(Osbeck); Kiusiu, Nagasaki.
15.

Pseudaluteres Bleeker.
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Family
16.

20.

gibbosum Linnaeus.

21.

III.

Ostraciid^.

Ostracion Linnaeus.

22.

immaculatum Schlegel; Tokyo, Misaki, Aburatsubo, Enoshinia, Wakanour
Hakata, Nagasaki.
diaphanmn Bloch and Sclineider; Misaki.

23.

cornutum Linnaeus; Misaki.

24.

(irvlrata

17.

Aracuna Gray.

(Houttuyn); Misaki, Saganii Bay, Suruga Bay.

i

L. ABBOTT AND MR. C.
KLOSS IN THE ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS.

BIRDS COLLECTED BY DR. W.

B.

By Charles W. Richmond,
Assistant Curator, Division of Birds.

The

based on a collection nunil)ering- about 520 spectlie Andaman and Nicobar islands
by Dr. W. L. A])bott and Mr. C. B. Kloss, during the months of January, Februar}', and March, 1901.
Most of this time was devoted to
the less-known islands of the last-named group, particularly Great and
Little Nicobar, as the Andamans have recently been more or less
thoroughly explored by Mr. A. L. Butler, who has published the
followiug"

li.st is

imens, obtained at various points in

work^ in a journal inaccessible to me.
The collection forwarded to the United States National Museum by
Dr. Abbott contains nearly 100 species, of which 9 appear to be new,

results of his

namel}^: Zosterops ventialis^ Sturnia erytkropygia JcatchaJens/'s^ Rhinomyias nicobarica^ Arachnechthra Mossi, Pitta abhotti^ Sjjilornis
Moss% Astur obsoletus^ Osmotreron chloroptera andamanica^ and Excalfactoria.trinhutensis.

All of the specimens are supplied with accurate data, in addition to
which the collector has sent notes, in some cases quite extensive, on
the habits and distribution of the various species.
Hume's elaborate paper on the liirds of these islands'^ gives in detail
the topography and phj^sical characteristics of the two groups, and it
is unnecessary here to more than mention the localities visited by
Messrs. Abbott and Kloss. ^
These are as follows: Barren Island, Januar}^ 6 and 7; Henry Lawrence Island (anchored in Kwantung Strait), January 8 to 11; MacPherson Strait, between South Andaman and Rutland islands (including adjacent mainland), January l-l to 17; North Cinque Island, January 18; Little Andaman (Bumila Creek, at the north end of the island),
^Journal of the
2

Stray Feathers,

Bombay

Natural History Society, XII, 1899.

II, 1874, pp. 1-324,

with map.

^See also a paper by Mr. G. S. Miller, jr., on the mammals collected
in these Proceedings, XXIV, 1902, pp. 751-795, with map.

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol,

XXV— No,

l)y

Dr. Abbott,

1288.
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In the Nicobars, Car Nicobar (Mus, a village on
i.sland), January 21 to 27; Tillanchong

the northei-n peninsula of the

on the west side, at foot of Maharani Peak), January 29 to FebTrinkut (in Beresford Channel, at southwest corner of the
island), February 1 to 5; Nankauri and Kaniorta (Nankauri Harbor and
neighborhood), February 5 to 11; Kamorta (Dring Har])or, west coast),
February 11 to 15; Katchal (West Bay), February 1(5 to 24; Little Nicobar (anchorage back of Pulo Milu), February 25 to March 4; Great
Nicobar (bay southeast of Pulo Kondul, March 5 to 10; Ganges Harbor,
March 10 to 10; Pulo Kunyi, March 17 to 21; Pulo Nyer, March 21
to 21; Pulo Rotan, March 24 to 26; Galathea Bay, March 27 to 30),
(a ba}^

ruary

1;

March 5 to 30.
The sequence of species followed in the present
"Fauna of British India" (Blanford and Oates).
Measurements are given

in millimeters,

list

is

that of the

and have been taken from

the dried specimens, except that of total length, which in

all

cases has

been supplied by the collector from the fresh bird.

Family

CORVID.E.

CORVUS MACRORHYNCHOS
C'[orms]

iiittcrorhyndiu.'^

Wagler,

Syst. Aviuiii.,

J,

Wagler.
1827

[p.

313]

(Sumatra and

Java).

"Pretty common at Lawrence Island and South Andaman." Three
specimens were obtained on the first named island. The total length,
as given on the labels, varies from 482.5 mm. to 508 mm.^

Family

ZOSTEROPID.E.

ZOSTEROPS PALPEBROSA NICOBARICUS
Z[oste)'opK] nicoharicns

(Blyth).

Blyth, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, XIV,

Pt. 2, 1845, p. 563

(Nicobars)

"Common

less so in Trinkut, Kamorta, and Katchal.
southern islands (Great and Little Nicobar)."' In
the Andamans it was found to be "common on Nortjb Cinque," and
on Barren Island it was "the conunonest bird."
This form is readily distinguished from Z. jH(Ij)eh?'osa by its longer
The totai length
])ill, shorter tail, and generally lighter color above."
ranges from 108 mm. to 120.5 mm., the smallest examples being from
in

Not observed

Car Nicobar,

in the

Car Nicobar. and the largest from the Cinque

Islands.

ZOSTEROPS VENTRALIS, new
Ti/pe.

24, 1901; Dr.

^The
*

species.

—Adult female. No.
W.

collector's

See also

Hume,

178798 U.S.N.M.; Car Nicobar, January
L. Abbott.
Entire upper parts, including sides of

measurements have been reduced from inches
Stray Feathers,

II, 1874, p. 242.

to millimeters.

No.iiSH.
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and neck, and edges of wing feathers, olive green, the outer
we})s of basal half of tail feathers edged with the same color; tail and
wing feathers clove ])rown; cheeks and throat olive yellow; breast,
sides of body, thighs, and flanks, pale smoke gray; center of abdomen
and under tail-coverts, canary 3'ellow; lores and feathers under e^^e
black; a narrow ring of feathers round the eye, white; under wingcoverts and axillaries, white; inner webs of wing feathers white on
under surface.
hetid

Length

(of fresh specimen), 111 nun.;

culmen, 11.5
plumbeous."

from gape,

(bill

15;

15)

wing, 53;

"

mm.

Iris

tail,

brown,

37.5; tarsus,
bill

and feet

The single individual obtained dili'crs from Z. anrelventrU in its
darker yellow throat, darker sides and upper parts, and uniformly
darker plumage.
Family

PYCNONOTID^E.

IRENA PUELLA
[Cuvdrlax'] imella

One specimen

Latham, Index Urn.,

only, a male

of the fresh bird, 254

mm.

I,

(Latham).

1790, p. 171 (India).

from .Henry Lawrence
""Iris red."

It

Island.

Length

was also observed on

South Andaman.

OTOCOMPSA EMERIA

(Linnaeus).

[Motdcilkt] cmeria Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed.,
''

I,

1758, p. 187 (Benghala).

Common

about the old convict settlement on
Kamorta; a few seen at Dring Harbor, same island." Two skins are
in tlie collection from this island, and a third from Nankauri.
At the
Andamans it was "common on South and Little Andaman." Nine
specimens were collected, of which live are from the Cinque Islands.
In plumage the birds from the Andamans and Nicobars are alike,
but differ from Indian and Mala}^ peninsula examples in being rather
darker and browner al)ove, with more extensive white tips on the
rectrices.
The Andaman birds have somewhat larger bills than those
from other localities. The total length of birds in the flesh varies
from ITS nun. to 203 mm.
Introduced.

lOLE NICOBARIENSIS
Hyjhvjictfx nicohariensis

India Co.,

I,

(Moore).

Mookb, in Horsfield and Moore,

Catal. Birds

Mns. East

1854, p. 257 (Nicobars).

"Common in the central group of islands, Tillanchong, Trinkut,
Nankauri, Kamorta, and Katchal. Not seen elsewhere. It occiisionalh' congregates in assemljliesof 50 or more, in some large tree, where
they make a great chattering and uproar."
Thirteen specimens.
Proc. N. M.-vol.

XXV— 02

19

"
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The

ranges from

total length, in the tlcsh,

""Iris,

brown;

greenish brown;

feet,

bill,

2lf)

vol. xxv.

nun. to 22S.5

mm.

olive green, with 3^ellow

edges."

MICROTARSUS FUSCOFLAVESCENS
BrarJii/jiodliisfusmfiaresn-iis

One

Hume, Stray Feathers,

adult male, from South

Andaman.

I,

DISSEMUROIDES ANDAMANENSIS
"Tytler," Beavan,

"Counuon on South and

Little

{iiial<(harica)

Scopoli,

323 (Andanians).

Andaman."

DISSEMURUS MALABARICUS
Muitrir<i]}ii

mm.

(Beavan).

Ibis, 1867, p.

Length ranges from 292 mm.

Six specimens.

Length, 178

DICRURID.E.

Family

imdtnii<ine)isi>-'

Andaman).

"Iris, blue; feet, leaden

Several seen."

blue; bill leaden, blackish at tip.

BIcniruK

(Hume).

1H73, p. L'»7 (S.

Del.

Flor.

to 343 nun.

(Scopoli).

Faun.

Insub.,

II,

1786,

p.

96

("China").

"Common

in

seen elsewhere.

Great and Little Nicoltar,
Frequents lieavv forest, and

Seven specimens, from the al)ove-mentioned

Hume

Katchal; none
very easily ' called up."

less so in
is

islands.

has alread}^ referred' to the large crests of the Nicobar birds

(which are almost identical with examples from the Mergui archipel-

compared with those of the Anclamans. This feature is so
prominent that 1 do not hesitate to keep the two forms apart, but as
to the right of the Nicobar l)ird to l)ear the name mahi^xd-icii-s I am
ago), as

not so certain.
The above specimens

A^ar}'

from 428.5 unu.

to 558.5 nmi. in total

length.

DISSEMURUS MALABARICUS OTIOSUS, new name.
"Observed on Lawrence Island and Little Andaman."
Four skins, representing the above localities; those from Little
Andaman are intermediate between this form and D. malahariciis^ but]
are

nmch

nearer the former.

Total length of birds in the

flesh,

form, originally called Edollus
there is an earlier E. affinis.^
1

Stray Feathers,

2

Beavan,

ranges from 480 to 527 mm. This
will require a new name, as

ajjinls^'^

II, 1874, p. 213.

Ibis, 1867, p. 323.

=*Blyth, Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, XI, 1842, p. 174.

NO. Jjss.

AXl}A3LiX AXJ> NICOJlAJi ISLAND BJIU>,S—}U( JIMONJ).

2\)1

Family SYLVIID.!^].

LOCUSTELLA CERTHIOL.i
Mutdcilla cerfliinht Fai.las,

beyond

One
leo's,

liike

Zoo.-iT.

Rosso-Asiat.,

(Pallas).

I,

1811 (1S2(;),

p.

509 (rc«,non

]'>aikal):

male, from Kamorta, colleoted February

fle^h-colored; feet

1".

"Iris, l)ro\vn;

and claws, pale brownish olive."

Apparently no previous record for the Nicobars.

CISTICOLA CISTICOLA (Temminck).
Sylvia cisticola

Temmisck, Manuel d'Orn., 2d

Four specimens, all from Trinkut.
of Trinkut, Kamorta, and Nankauri.''
CISTICOLA,

ed.,

LS20, p. 228 (Portugal).

1.

"Common

in the grassy lands

species.

On Great Nicobar a small bird, supposed to be a species of Oisficola^
was found to frequent the grassy plains in the southern part of the
island, along the upper Galathea Kiver, but Messrs. Ab])ott and Kloss
were so hurried in their trip up this river that no specimens were
obtained.

ACANTHOPNEUSTE BOREALIS
Phyllopneuste borealis H. Blasiuh,

One

adult,

from

Little

Naumannia,

(Blasius).

1858, p. 313 (Helgoland).

Andaman.

ACANTHOPNEUSTE TENELLIPES
Phylloscopus

A

tcnellijie!^

Swinhoe,

ll)i!~,

18t)0, p.

(Swinhoe).

53 (Amoy, China).

was captured at sea about 10 miles east of
on board the vessel, April 1.
This species appears not to have been hitherto recorded from the
single adult male

Great Nicobar.

It tlew

Nicobars.

ACANTHOPNEUSTE LUGUBRIS
I'liyllopiwuxte layuhriv

Blytu, Ann. Mag. Nat.

lliHt.,

(Blyth).

XII, 1843,

p.

98 (near Cal-

cutta).

Two specimens from Henry Lawrence Island, and one from MacPherson Strait, South Andaman.
Family LANIID.E.

LANIUS LUCIONENSIS

(Linnseus).

[Lanim'] lucionensis Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 12th ed.,

A

male was shot at MacPherson
female was obtained at Car Nicobar.

Strait,

I,

1766, p. 135 (Luzon).

South Andaman, and a
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Family

CAMPEPHAGID^E.

PERICROCOTUS ANDAMANENSIS
"Tytler," Beavan,

rericrucutus andamanensis

vol. xxv.

Beavan.

Ibis, 1867, p.

322 (Audamans).

One specimen eacli from South Andaman and Henry Lawrence
Island,
"Shot in thick forest."

GRAUCALUS DOBSONI
Graucalus dobsoni Ball, Jouni. As. Soc. Bengal,
mans).

Two

Ball.

XLV,

Pt. 2, 1872, p. 281

(Auda-

specimens, male and female, are in the collection, from South
The iris is noted as dark
of others were seen.

Andaman, and a number

Length of the female, 305 mm.

brown.

mm.;

in the female, 172.5

The wing

in the

male

is

170

mm.

Family ORIOLID.E.

ORIOLUS MACROURUS
0[ri(jlm] macronra-^

Blytu,

Blyth.

.Journ. As. Sue. Bengal,

XV,

184(i, p.

46 (Nicobars,

central group).

Fourteen specimens, from Trinkut, Kamorta, and Great and Car
Nicobar.

"Common

in all the islands visited."

ORIOLUS ANDAMANENSIS
Orlolus aiidamdneiisis

"Tytler," Beavan,

Beavan.

Ibis, 1867, p.

326 (Andamans).

Eleven specimens, collected in South Andaman, Henry Lawrence,
Cinque Islands, and Little Andaman. It was reported to be "common
at all collecting places."

Family

EULABETID.E.

EULABES ANDAMANENSIS

Beavan.

Eulabes nndamancnsk "Tytlek," Beavan, Ibis, 1867, p. 331 (Andamans).

"Common in Great and Little Nicobar, also seen in Katchal, and a
few in Kamorta." It was observed on South Andaman, and a female
was obtained on Rutland Island. The latter measures: Total length,
305

mm.; wing, 165 mm.

"Bill and wattles reddish orange; feet

yellow."

A male
183

mm.

from

Little Nicobar measures, in the flesh, 32-1

"Iris,

brown;

feet,

mm.; wing,

Indian yellow; wattles, bright yellow;

orange red, with yellow tip."
Males from Katchal have Avings varying from 170.5 mm. to 177.5 mm.

bill,

.
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CALORNIS TYTLERI Hume.
Calornis

tytleri

Hume, Stray

Feathei's,

I,

lS7r>,

p.

4S0

(Port Mouat,

South

Andaman)

Twenty specimens from various islands in the Nicobar group. In
examples var}^ from ;^(»3 mm. to 228. 5 mm.
'''Found in all the islands visited.
The color of the iris varied; all

total length these

Car Nicobar had })rown

and all shot in the
was certainly not
the result of age or sex." The birds from Great and Little Nicobar
are also marked as having white irides.
(On this point see Ilume^).
of those shot in

irides,

central group, Trinkut, etc., had white irides.

It

Family STURNID.F.

STURNIA ANDAMANENSIS

(Beavan).

Tenienudius andamatu'iisis "Tytler," Beavan, Ibip, 1867,

p.

329 (Andamans).

South Andaman and North Cinque.'"
Six examples from the above localities are in the collection.
Length in fresh birds varies from 222 to 228.5 nmi. Apparently

""Common

at

not seen in the Nicobars.

STURNIA ERYTHROPYGIA
Stumla erythropygia Blyth, Journ. As.
'•'

Common

Soc. Bengal,

Blyth.

XV,

1846, p. 84 (Nicobars).

Car Nicobar, going about in Hocks with Calornis
Especial!}^ fre(iuents the cocoanuts and casuarinas.
Not seen

tytleri.

in

elsewhere."

Seventeen specimens of this rare species were obtained, all from
Car Nicobar. Males measure 228.5 to 237 mm. in total length; females,
from 222 to 251 mm.
Colors of fading parts, as mentioned on the labels, are: Iris, pale
l)lue to china white; bill greenish yellow, base chalky cobalt; feet dull
yellow to ochraceous; claws pale horny yellow.

STURNIA ERYTHROPYGIA KATCHALENSIS, new

subspecies.

Stttmia a^ythrojyygia appears to be confined to the island of Car
The Hume party found it only on that island, and Dr. Abbott
did not meet with it elsewhere.
^. andamanensis, according to both
Hume and Davison, was found on the Nicobars only at Kamorta, but
Dr. Abbott does not mention it from this group in his notes on the
birds observed there.
Hume, in referring to the occurrence of
S. andamcmensis in the Nicobars, says:^
Nicobar.

I cannot feel at all certain that this species is indigenous in the Nicobars.
We
never saw it anywhere except in the immediate neighborhood of the settlement at
Kamorta, at which station I understand that some twenty were let loose many years

ago,

havmg been brought

Kamorta
'

it is

far

from

ilown from Port Blair, where this species swarms. Even at
and it does not seem at present to extend to any of

plentiful,

Stray Feathers,

I,

1873, p. 480.

^

Stray Feathers,

II, 1874, p. 249.
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the closely adjacent islands of Nankanri, Katchal, or Trinkut, all of wliich Davison
very thorouglily worked, or, indeed, even to the northernmost portion of Kamorta
itself.

At the present

daj^,

not thirty years after Hume's notable trip, there

on the island of Katchal a form of Sturnin which combines the
characters of both S. midamfuiensis and S. €ri/thro2)ygia; whether
this is a descendant of the birds liberated on Kamorta 3^ears ag-o, and
orig-inally from the Andamans, or a form long resident on Katchal
and overlooked by previous collectors, is more than 1 am at present
a])le to explain.
It seems more probable, however, that the Katchal
bird has lieen derived from the Kamorta stock and has ])ecome fairly
numerous within recent years. It is not likely that Hume or Davison would have overlooked a bird of this character had it existed on
As to the bird of Kamorta, does it now occur there,
the island in 1873.
and is it still andamaneiuisf Hume w^ould have called attention to it
had it differed from true andamanensu at the time of his visit. Dr.
Abbott did not see any traces of it there during his recent trip.
exists

The new form may be described

as follows:

r^j^t^— Adult male, No. 178629, U.S.N.M.; Katchal, Nicoliars, FebruWhole head, neck, breast, sides, and
ary 20, 1901; Dr. W. L. Abbott.
upper al)domen white, with a slight grayish wash on crown; back, pale
smoke gray, somewhat lighter on scapularsand passing- into wood brown
on the rump and upper tail-coverts; lower abdomen, under tail-coverts

and Hanks russet; thighs wood brown anteriorly, smoke gra}^ behind.
Wings, black, with metallic green reflections, most pronounced on
coverts and secondaries; under wing-coverts and axillaries pure white;
concealed bases of outer primaries and basal third of quill of second
primary, white. Tail, black above, with metallic reflections as on wings;
outermost pair of feathers russet on exposed portion of outer webs
and for about 20. 5 mm. on inner webs; the other rectrices tipped with
russet, the tips l^ecoming narrower toward the middle pair, which are
merely edged with this color. Length, 219 mm.; wing, 106; tail, 71;
" Iris pale blue; bill yellow, base blue; feet
tarsus, 25.5; culmen, 21.5.
ochraceous." Two females measure 209.5 mm. in total length.
erythropygia in having
The six skins of this form all differ from
the pale rump and upper tail-coverts of S. andamcmensls., with the
smaller dimensions of the latter.
*S'.

ACRIDOTHERES TRISTIS
{^Pamdism'X

One

trisiis

(Linnaeus).

Linn.eus,. Syst. Nat., 12th ed.,

I,

1766,

]>.

167

(

"Philippinis").

adult female, from Kamorta.

" Introduced. Only met with al)Out the abandoned settlement at
Nankauri Harbor, where they were pretty niunerous."
Evidenth' of recent appearance in this localit}', as Oates says^ that
it "does not extend to the Nicobars."
'Fauna

Brit.

India (Birds),

I,

188!), p. 537.

ANDAMAN AND NWOBAll ISLAND BIRDS-RWHMOND.
Family

2^)5

MUSCICAPID^E.

MUSCITREA GRISOLA

(Blyth).

Bengal,
Tin,hrudorrm-\ grisola Bi.vt.i. Journ. A.. Soc.

XII,

Pt.

1,

1843, p. 180*

(near Calcutta).

Six specimens, from Henry Lawrence
Andaman, and Cintiue Islands.

Island, Barren Island. South

ALSEONAX LATIROSTRIS

(Raffles).

Lend., XIII, Pt.
Mu^clcapa latiro^tris Kaffles, Trann. Linn. 8oc.
(Sumatra).

2,

1822, p. :!12

Rutland, and Cin<iue
Five specimens, from South Andaman, Barren,
islands.

TCHITREA NICOBARICA

Tcrpsiphone nwobarica Gates,
mans and Nicobars).

-Not met with
in all

in

Fauna

(Dates).

Brit. In<:ia (P.inls), 11, 1890, p.

48 (Anda-

Car Nicobar or Tillanchono-, but fairly connnon
Adult males, white ones, seen only in (Ireat

the other islands.

and Little Nicobar.''
specimen each from
Eleven specimens, mainlv from Katchal; one
in white plumage
males
two
and
1^-inkut,
and
Nankauri,
Kamorta
corresponding phase
from Great Nicobar. The latter dititer from the
much broader
only in the central tail feathers, which are
of T. affini^

the female, lacking the
near the tips. The young males resem])le
older birdt^.
glossy blue-black throat and sides of head of
451 nun. in total
measure
each
Nicol)ar
Great
from
males
white
The
''Iris, dark
are:
labels,
the
on
stated
as
leno-th; the fresh wlors,

brown: orbital

skin, blue; bill, blue, tip

leaden blue."
Katchal female has a total length of
same island measures 186.5 mm.

A

and commissure, black;
.

^m

mm.; another from

RHINOMYIAS NICOBARICA, new
2^..,.._A<lult male. No.

Nicobar,

March

20,

1T8T1<»,

1901; Dr.

W.

„

feet,
,.

the

species.

U.S.N.M.; Pulo Kunyi, Great
L. Abbott.

Top

of head, l>ack,

brightest
rump, brown (between liister and raw umber),
wings dark
umber;
burnt
tail
and
tail-coverts
„n the back; upper
back, lighter on the
brown, the feathers edged with the color of the
Lores, and feathers
secondaries.
the
on
umber
burnt
and
primaries
neck similar to the
of
sides
and
ear-coverts
about eyes, buti'; cheeks,

scapulars, and

shaft streaks; throat
crown "but lighter, the ear-coverts with light
of wood brown
band
narrow
a
with
breast
white;
and abdomeiC
brown); sides
wood
with
edged
(feathers of the breast l)uffy white,
tail-coverts, axdlars
and Hanks wood brown, the thighs drab; under
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and under wing-ooverts deep buflf, the latter darker along edge of
wing; inner webs of wing feathers with light buffy edges. Wing,
7Y.5 mm.; tail, 61; tarsus, 18; cillmen, 14 (bill, from gape, 22).
Length, 165 mm. "Iris, dark ])rown; feet, pale brownish fleshly;
upper mandible dark horn brown, lower mandible pale fleshy.''
There is some variation in a series of eleven specimens; in one the
band across the breast is dee]) buff, with almost obsolete darker edges
to the feathers; in several examples the under tail-coverts are dull
white; some have the top of the head and Ijack of the same shade of
brown. In an inmiature specimen the middle and greater wing-coverts
and feathers behind the eye have cinnamon spots, narrowly edged
with ])lack; the tertiaries are tipped with pale cinnamon; the throat is
white, with the feathers indistinctl}" edged with dusk3^
This species appears to be most nearly related to Ji. pectoralis, from
the Malay Peninsula and Sumatra, but differs from it in having no
whitish spots on the lores; the under wing-coverts, axillars, and under
tail-coverts are not white; the white on the under surface is not so
pure, and the upper parts are of a somewhat different shade of 1)rown.
The genus Ridnomyiax. has not previously been recorded from the
Nicobars.

"Common

in

on low l)ushes

Great and Little Nicobar. Keeps close to the ground,
heavy forest. Has a rather sweet song."

in

HYPOTHYMIS AZUREA
ifM.sr/cfl^yxf r/swrcrf

BoDDAERT, Tabl.

(Boddaert).

PI. P]nl., 1783, p. 41

("Philippines").

Fifteen specimens, from Nankauri, Trinkut, Tillanchong, Kamorta,

Great and Car Nico))ar.

"Conmion

\w all the islands,

frequenting dense jungle.'"

HYPOTHYMIS TYTLERI
My'mgra

ti/tleri

Beavan,

Ibis, 1867,

]>.

(Beavan).

324 (Aiulanians).

Three specuuens, from Henry Lawrence Island,

Little

and South

Andaman.
Family TLTRDID^E.

GEOCICHLA ALBOGULARIS
Geodchla

albogularif!

Blyth,

Joiirn.

Asiat.

Soc.

Blyth.

Bengal,

XVI,

1847,

p.

146

(Nicobars).

Eight specimens, from Trinkut, Kamorta, and Katchal. Length,
to 203 mm.
"Iris dark brown; orbital skin olive; bill
black, pale leaden beneath, at base; feet pale brownish fleshy; claws
pale horn brown.
Common in the central group, i. e., Trinkut, Nankauri, Kamorta, and Katchal.
Frequents the darkest parts of the
jungle, keeping close to the ground."

from 190.5

)

NO. 1288.
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MUNIA SEMISTRIATA
[J/m»/V<] semhiruiUi

Hume, Stray

297

Hume.

Featliers, II, 1874,

257 (Kaiuorta, Nicobars).

j).

Seven .specimens, representing Kamorta, Trinkut, Tillanchong-, and
Car Nicohar.
"Common in the islands with open grass lands. Not met with on
the southern islands, which are covered with dense forest.
Goes
about in small flocks of six to ten."

Family

MOTACILLID^E.

BUDYTES FLAVA

(Linnaeus.)

[MotaciUa] flam Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., Pt.

1758, p. 185 (Europe).

1,

Three specimens, all from Trinkut.
"Common on Trinkut and Kamorta, frequenting the open grass
lands and the shore."

ANTHUS,

species.

"Kloss shot one on Kamorta." No specimens were
ce/'/u'nuj^ from this island.

sent,

Hume

records AntJiKs

Family

NECTARINIID^.

^THOPYGA NICOBARICA
jEihopyga nicohar lea Hume, Stray Feathers,
south Nicobars.

at

1,

Hume.

187:-),

]>.

41L'

"Only met with on Great and Little Nicobar.
Pulo Kunyi and other places on the west coast

(Kondul and Meroe,
It

was commonest

of Great Nicobar.'"'

appears to be confined to the southern islands of the group; Hume
it only on Kondul and Meroe.
The female is without a ti'ace
of red on the throat, as Gates has predicted.^ Females have a total
It

met with

mm. males are slightly larger, measuring
from 116 to 122 mm. "Feet dark fleshy brown; ])ill dark horn
brown above, pale horny brown beneath." A series of ten skins, from
Great and Little Nicobar.
length (in the flesh) of 111

;

ARACHNECHTHRA

KLOSSI, new

species.

Tijpe.—KdiwM male, No. 17878T, U.S.N.M.; Great Nico])ar, March
Upper parts (except forehead and ante9, 1901; Dr. W. L. Abbott.
rior part of crown), including sides of neck, ear-coverts, and lesser
wing-coverts, olive green, darker on the upper tail-coverts; wings,
clove brown, most of the feathers (except those of primary' coverts)
edged with olive green; tail, black, the middle feathers narrowh^ edged
1

Fauna

Brit.

India (Birds),

II, 1890, p. ;550.
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with metallic o-reen, tho three outer pairs with white tip.s, the outermost
with white e-xtending- along- outer wel) for a])Out 14 nun. the next two
pairs very narrowly tipped (about 1 nmi. only).
Forehead, fore part
;

crown and

of

throat, metallic purple, boixlered on sides (including

cheeks) and chest with metallic blue; just below the blue of chest,

lat-

few burnt umber feathers. Breast, abdomen, sides of
bod}", and under tail-coverts, lemon yellow; flanks, pale olive green;
thighs, dusky brown, yellowish on inner aspect; axillars, cadmium
yellow; longest under wing-coverts, white; lesser feathers, pale ja^low;
feathers of outer edge of under win^-coverts dusk}", with yellowish
tips.
Length (fresh), 11-i mm.; wing, 51; tail, 33; tarsus, 15; culmen, 18.5 (bill, from gape, 23). Other males have a wing- measurement of 52 to 53 mm., and a total length of 108 to 117.5 mm.
This species ditlers trora A. pectorali^ m being slightly larger; there
is less white on the outer tail feathers, and the. lower part of the throat
and chest is metallic blue instead of purple. The upper surface is
somewhat darker than in A. iJectorali><. "Common on all the islands
visited.
Breeding in February and March; we found the nests on
Katchal, Great and Little Nicobar, generally in mangroves overhanging
erally, are a

the creeks.'"

Seventeen specimens from the following islands:
Trinkut. Tillanchong, Great and Little Nicobar.

ARACHNECHTHRA ANDAMANICA
Amchnrfhihra andamanica Hume, Stray Feathers,

"Common

I,

Car Mcobar,

Hume.

1878, p. 404

(Andamans).

South Andaman and Cinque."
Eight specimens from the above islands. Length of males
at

individuals) in the flesh, 114 to 118

(six

mm.

Family PITTID.E.

PITTA ABBOTTI, new

species.

No. 1T8506, U.S.N.M. Great Nicobar, March 30,
lUOl; Dr. W. L. Abbott.
Closely related to P. ciicullata,^ but darker
above and below, with lighter blue upper tail- and wing-coverts; a
dark median line on crown; white patch on primaries much smaller
7]/7>6'.—Adult male,

;

and confined to six feathers instead of seven, P. ahhotfi is also smaller.
Length, 184 mm.; wing, 110; tail, 39; tarsus, 39.5; culmen, 22 (bill,
from gape 27). Other males have a wing measurement of from 103
to 105

mm.

"Iris dark brown;
fleshy."

Hume^ saw

bill

black, gape pale orange; feet pale brownish

several

Pittas

on Great Nicobar, which he

For permission to examine two Malacca specimens of P. cucuUatn. in the Elliot
collection I am indebted to the authorities of the American Museum of Natural
^

History.

'Stray Feathers,

II, 1874, p. 220.

.
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Dr. Abbott has now obtained seven
lliought to be P. induecenf<!s.
specimens, two of which were caug-ht in traps set for small mammals.

"Common

in

Great and Little Nico])ar. Like most Pittas it
I caught two in rat trai)s.
Am not sure

rather difficult to obtain.
is

is
it

identical with the typical P. eiieuUatd.'''

Family PICID.E.

DRYOBATES ANDAMANENSIS

(Blyth).

XXIX,

Picus andamanensis Blyth, Journ. Asiat, Soc. Bengal,

1S59,

}>.

412, note

(Port Blair, Rontli Andaman).

One adult female, from Bumila Creek, Little Andaman.
" Upper mandible dark horn brown, lower mandible leaden.

Also

Lawrence Island and South Andaman.''
Length in the flesh, 190.5 mm.

seen at

THRIPONAX HODGEI

(Blyth).

Manlier ipicus'] ho(Jgei'BhYTU,Jouru. Asiat. Soc. Beniiul,
Blair,

A

pair

from Henry Lawrence

" Heard at South Andaman.

Length of male,

-iOO

mm.:

105 (Port

j).

Island.

mm.

of female, 38-t

Family

CORACHD.E.

[Corarias} orientalh Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 12th ed.,

One female from South Andaman.
Iris

LSGU,

Iris yellow.''

EURYSTOMUS ORIENTALIS

''

XXIX,

South Andaman).

dark brown.

No

(Linnaeus).
I,

ITGd, p. 159 (India orientali).

Length,

8(»1.5

nmi.

others were seen."

Family MEROPID^I^.

MEROPS PHILIPPINUS
\_Mi'rops] philip2))nns
(

Linnaeus.

Linnaeus, Syst. Xat., 12th ed.,

I't.

1,

ITfiO, p. 18:1,

[cM-rata]

Philippines )

"Common

in the

open lands and

scrul* jungle

on Kanutrta."

Three

males were obtained on this island.

A
lost

bird identified l)y Dr. Abbott as a species of
on South Andaman.

Family

I.s i tt

GuKLi^,

was shot but

ALCEDINID.E.

ALCEDO ISPIDA BENGALENSIS
[AlraJol hmija In

J/r/v>/>.s-

Syst. Nat.,

I,

1788,

i>.

(Gmelin).

450

"Met with on all the islands [NicobarsJ except
erally common among- the mangroves."

(Ben.irai).

C^ar Nicohar,

and gen-

.
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spec mens, are included in the collection, from Tillanchong,
i

The

(xrefit iind Little Nicobiir.

not very plainly shown

differences mentioned l)y

CEYX TRIDACTYLA
Ahrdo

tridaeti/Ja

Hume^

are

in this series.

Pallas, Spic. ZooL, Pt.

0,

(Pallas).

1769, p. 10,

i)l.

ii,

fip;.

1.

Great and Little Nicobar, not met with elsewhere.
Frequents the heav}^ forest, often at a distance from water, but is
'"'"Conmion in

commonest along small streams."
Ten examples, all from Great Nicobar. In color the}^ resem))le liirds
from the Merg'ui Archipelago, but are of somewhat greater dimensions
(wing from 57 to 02 mm.).

PELARGOPSIS INTERMEDIA Hume.
hitennediux

[Pelargopsis']

Nicobars

"

Common among

Stray Feathers,

II,

1874,

\).

106

(Kondnl,

the mangrove^; and along the seashore in Great

Do

and Little Nicobar.

we searched

Hitme,

)

carefully for

it is found in the other islands, as
and did not meet with it, although it is a

not think
it

veiy conspicuous and nois}' bird.""
Five specimens, all females, from the two islands above mentioned.
" Iris, dark brown; e^^elids and feet red.''
The total length, in fresh birds, varies from 36iJ to 387 mm.

HALCYON SATURATIOR
[Ilalnjin,']

Mlnraliur

Aiidanian

HuME, Stray Feathers,

Hume.

II, 1874, p. 168.

(Port Blair, South

).

Four specimens, all from South Andaman, where it is reported to
be " comnK^n.'' In two of the specimens the stomachs were found to
contain the remains of small fish.
"Bill red, blackish at base above; eyelids, red; iris, brown; toes,
red, front of tarsi and top of toes blackish.'"'
Individuals vary in length from 2t>'J to 305 mm.

HALCYON PILEATUS

(Boddaert).

Alccdn jVilmia BonnAERT, Tabl. PI. Enl., 1783, p. 41 (China).

''Met with on all of the islands [Nicobars], but apparentl}^ not ver}^
common, except in Great Nicobar, where it was numerous along the
Galathea Kiver."
A single individual was reported as seen on Barren Island,

Andamans.
Tavo specimens were preserved.
1

Stray Feathers,

II, 1874, p. 173.

.

No.ijss.
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Shakpe, Cat. Birds

Ilalri/on darisoui

Sharpe.

Mas., X\'I1, 1892,

Brit.

301

p.

282

(

Andaiiian,s)

South Andaman and Lawrence Island."
Six specimens, from Cinque Islands and South Andaman.
The females have no buif on the under parts; an immature male,
hoAvever, has a butfy wash on the flanks.
Two of the specimens had in their stomachs the remains of small
lish and crabs.

••Common

at

HALCYON OCCIPITALIS

(Blyth).

Todiramplius occipitalis Blyth, Jourii. Asiat. Soc. Bengal,

XV,

1846, p. 2o, note

(Nieol)ars).

" Found

in all

the islands visited,

commonest

in the

central groups, less plentiful in Great and Little Nicobar.

northern and
It f recjuents

and cocoanuts indiscriminately, and often found far

forest, clearings,

from water."
Eighteen examples from various

islands of the Nico])ar group.

All

of the females (seven skins) in this series are white below, having a

small patch of buff on the flanks only.

The
""Iris

total length, as noted on the labels, varies from 241 to 273 nun.
brown; upper mandible black, lower white; feet greenish mauve,

claws black" (female).

Family
"Swift.

A

MICROPODID.E.

large flock of swifts seen on Barren Island."

Genus

SALANGANA

Isid.

Geoffrey St.-Hilaire.

du

Salaiiyatm Geoffr. St.-Hilaire, L'P'.cho

]M()nde Savant, III, 1837,

i>.

74.

Type, Hirundo escalenta Linnaeus.
CoUocalia G. R. Gray, List Genera of Birds, 1840, p.

8.

Type, Ilirundo esculodn Linnteus.

SALANGANA INEXPECTATA
\_CoUofnlia']

iiie.ij>ectata

Hume, Stray Feathery,

I,

Hume.

187:!,

p.

29(>

(Bntton Island,

Andmnans).

"Shot at Kamorta, seen occasionally on the other islands." Three
specimens are in the collection, all from Kamorta.
"'Iris brown; feet
brownish pink, claws black." Length. 120.5 mm.

SALANGANA LINCHI
('ulh)Cfili<i liiichi

Hor>sfiell)

and Moore,

(

Horsfield and Moore).
Cat. Birds

Mas. East India Co.,

I,

1854,

p. 100.

Six examples,
" Met with on

all

females, from Little Nicobar.

all

of the islands [Nicobars],

the anchorage and water hole back of Pido

On

Little Nicobar. near

Milu, are some small
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These are inhabited by vast numbers of
The largest cave was GO feet
long by 5 feet broad and 7 to 10 high. The floor was deeply covered with guano. The nests were at the farther end, thickly clustered
upon the roof and upper parts of the walls. The nests were often so
close to one another that the edges were adherent three or four nests
being stuck together in one mass."
caves close to the seashore.

bats and a hxrg-e colony of this swift.

—

Family CLTCULID.E.
?

SURNICULUS LUGUBRIS

(Horsfield).

Cuculus luguhris Horsfield, Trans. Linn. Sue. Lend., XIII, Pt.
p.

"A

1,

May,

1821,

179 (Java).

bird apparently of this species was shot in Katchal, but lost in

the dense jungle."
?

EUDYNAMIS HONORATA

[Ohcu?m.s-] honvratusLiNNJEVti, Syst. Nat.,

12th

(Linnaeus).

etl., I't.

1,

1766, p. 1(59 (Malabaria).

Six specimens, from Car Nicobar and Barren Island. At the lastnamed locality it is "very common and feeds on fruit." In three
females the wings var}- from 11)8 to 208 mm. in the same numl^er of
males from 198 to i209.5 mm.
The males have a greenish gloss and the females are dark colored.
;

?

EUDYNAMIS HONORATA MALAYANA

Cabanis and Heine.

Eludynamis'] malayana Cabanis and Heine, Mus. Hein., IX, Ft.
(Sunda Islands and Sumatra).

1,

1862, p. 52

Five specimens, from Great and Little Nicoliar.
"Common in all islands visited [both forms included]. Most probably lay their eggs in grackles {Eulabes) holes, as it was a very common
sight to see a female koel pursued b}^ agrackte, both in a greatly excited
They are generallj^ detested
state, shrieking and screaming with rage.
I think the}^ also lay in nests of Carpo2>haga, as one
b}!^ other birds.
could often call them up by imitating the deep hoarse coo of the fruit
pigeon."
Two males from this series have wing measurements of 220.5 and
227.5 mm.; they are large and bhiish compared with specimens from
Barren Island and Car Nicobar, and the females are pale-colored. One
male from Little Nicobar is greenish in color, as in the individuals
referred above to
honorata; it has a wing only 198 mm. in length.
There appear to be two forms represented in the Andamans and
Nicobars, ))ut our material is far too meager to allow of a satisfactory
disposition of the case, and I keep the birds apart here to direct atten-

K

tion to the matttii'.

.
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Family PSITTACID.E.

PALiEORNIS MAGNIROSTRIS
I\(il:i'<ir)nx'\
(

)nn(inin>stri>f

Ball.

Ball, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, XLl,

I't.

'1,

1S71^,

L'7S

j).

Andamans)

"Common at Lawrence Island and South Andaman. Heard at
At the first-named

Andaman,"

localit}"

was numerous,

it

Little

''llAin^

a])out in flocks of three or four to a dozen."

"Iris pale lemon;

Five specimens.

bill

red, tips of mandibles yel-

Length

low; feet yellow to orang-e; eyelids orange.'"

from 501.5

mm.;

to 571.5

PAL^ORNIS FASCIATUS
Muller, Natursyst., Snppl.,

Psittacus fascintus

"Common

of males varies

a female measures 458 nun.
(Miiller).

1776, p. 74 (Poiidicherry).

[Andamans]. Visits the cultivated
Port Blair in large flocks, causing- great damage to the
ripening paddy; large numbers are therefore killed amuially."
Several specimens, from Henry Lawrence Island, and South Andaman.
at all places visited

district alK)ut

PAL^ORNIS CANICEPS
Flaliiuniis'] cari'KX'ps

Blyth.

Blyth, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal,

XV,

lS4(j,

p.

21!,

note

(Nicobars).

"Common

on Great and Little Nicobar.

flocks than the smaller species, generall}^
trees,

and

together.

is

harder to get.

They are

Usually there are only two or three
'"

ver}' noisy.

Ten specimens, varying in length from
•144.5 to 533.5

mm.

It goes about in smaller
keeping higher up in the

5-10 to

OOinun.

in mali\^,

and

in females.

"Iris orange red; cere and lower ujandible black; upper mandible
red; tip

horny yellow;

feet dull greenish leaden."

PALiEORNIS NICOBARICA

Gould.

Palicurnw nicobaricus Gould, Birds of Asia, VI, 1857,

in

"This parrot was common upon
flocks, sometimes of twenty or

fruit of the casuarina.

all

pi. vi

(Nicobars).

the islands [Nicobars], generally

thirt}' individuals.

Very fond

of

Native name, Talleh.''

Twenty-six specimens, from Great, Little, and Cav Nico])ar. Katand Tillanchong. The males in this series vary from
431.5 to 480 mm. the females from 368 to 450.5 mm.
The iris is said to have an inner green circle and an outer yellow
one; in some specimens it is noted as greenish white, yellowish white,
chal, Trinkut,

;

or pale yellow.
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PAL.EORNIS TYTLERI Hume.
Plalxorms}

tytleri

Hume, Stray Feathers,

II, 1874, p.

454 (Andamans).

on Lawrence Island and South Andaman."
Three specimens from the above islands. Two females measured
301). 5 and 343 mm. in the Hesh; a male, 406.5 mm.
"Iris: Inner circle green, outer circle yellow; feet green; cere green;
upper mandible red, lower black."

"Common

LORICULUS VERNALIS
Ps;7/ac».s rt'cnfflfe

''None shot.

Spakrman, Mus.

(Sparrman).

Carls., Pt. 2, 1787,

No.

XXIX.

Seen and heard everywhere in the Nicobors."

BUBONID^.

Family

NINOX SCUTULATA
Slrix scnluldla Raffles,

Trans.

(Raffles).

Linn. Soc. Loud., XIII,

Pt.

2,

1822, p. 280

(Sumatra).

Three specimens.
A male from Car Nicobar measures 379.5 mm. It has a wing 206
mm. in length. Hume records a male from the same island with a
wing measurement of 213.5 mm., and a total length of 286 nun.
From Katchal we have a female measuring 286 mm., with a wingBoth of the above birds resemble in color those of
barely 203 nun.
India.

A male

not only smaller, but differs very
is a fulvous suffusion of the
lower surface, the white bars of the sides and abdomen and the white
The under tailstreaks on the breast being almost entirely obscured.
In total length
coverts are white, spotted, and barred with brown.

much

from Little Nicobar
from the others.

in color

is

There

specimen measures 273 mm.; the other dimensions are: Wing,
In this individual the iris
tail, 118; tarsus, 30; culmen, 20 mm.
was deep yellow feet pale yellow.
The stomachs of two of the specimens contained beetles.

this

198;

;

Family

FALCONID.E.

SPILORNIS KLOSSI, new

'

species.

7}//>.'.— Adult male. No. 178429, U.S.N.M.; Pulo Kunyi, Great
Nicobar, March 20, 1901; Dr. W. L. Abbott. General color above,
including greater wing-coverts, secondaries, and tertiaries, drab,^ with
a slight coppery sheen in certain lights, some of the feathers (especially of the secondaries, tertiaries, and greater wing-coverts) with nar-

row white

tips;

nape and sides of neck Isabella

^Kidgway's Nomenclature

of Colors, pi.

iir.

color;"

^Idem,

top of head,

pi. iii.

NO. 1288.
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including- long occipital feathers, black, the long-er feathers with nar-

row tips of Isabella color; ear-coverts, cheeks, and malar region clear
smoke gray;' throat buffy white, with an indistinct median stripe of
smoke gra}^; breast buffy wood brown, becoming much paler on the
abdomen, sides, thighs, and under tail-coverts; lesser and middle wingcoverts dark drab, prominently edged with white; axillaries and under
wing-coverts like the abdomen, the outer portion of the under wingPrimaries ])lack at the ends, some of the
coverts pale buffy white.
inner ones with narrow white tips; base of the wings (from below)
white, the feathers with two dusky bars (onl}^ one bar on the outermost primaries). Tail light drab, with a broad black subterminal
band, and a second narrower one near the middle, less distinct on the
two inner pairs of feathers. Wing, 257 mm.; tail, 165; tarsus, Yo;
culmen, 33. '' Length, 431.5. Iris yellow; cere, base of bill, and naked
Bill, tip black, middle bluish.''
This is
skin on side of head, yellow.
It is
a ver}^ distinct species, and one of the smallest of the genus.
easily recognized by its unspotted underparts, gray patch on side of
head, and very small size.
Ten of the eleven specimens sent by Dr.
Abbott are adult, and show the characters given in the above description.
Some of them are a little darker below than the type, and in
In one female, doubtless a
several the throat is more or less gniy.
very old bird, the underparts are consideral)ly darker than
type, and the lower breast and sides are faintly spotted with

in

the

buff";

the

lower sides and thighs are also narrowly barred with buffy wood
brown.
The immature bird differs from the adults in having buffy tips to
the feathers of the back, wing-coverts, top of head, and to the upper
tail-coverts; the wing feathers are tipped with white, the tail is less
prominently barred, and has three narrow bars instead of two. In
this specimen the iris was "brownish gra}"; feet, dirty yellow; cere
and orbital skin, 3^ellow, with a greenish tinge."
The males measure (in the flesh) 419 to 431.5 mm.; Iavo females
are 457 mm.
The stomachs of those shot contained the remains of

and a pigeon {Chalcophaps indlca).
This species is named in honoi- of Mr. C. Boden Kloss, who accompanied Dr. Abbott on his Nicobar and Andaman trip, and prepared
many of the specimens of the present (jollection. S. Mossi was found
only on Great Nicobar, where it was common and quite tame.
lizards, rats, a small bird,

SPILORNIS MINIMUS Hume.
Spilornis

iiilitiimis

Hume, Htniy Feathers,

I,

1S7:^, p. 46-1

"One wounded

(Kamorta, Xicobars).

but lost upon Trinkut, a pair shot on Kamorta, and
half a dozen shot on Katchal, where they were common.
On Little
Nicobar we failed to secure any, although we saw several."
^Ridgway,

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

pi.

ii.

20

No.

12.
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The stomachs of three specimens contained the remains of lizards,
another had portions of a fowl, and one a small crab. The males
measure (in the liesh) 447.6 to 463.5 mm.; the females 457 and i70
mm. The Kamorta specimens are: Male, 470 mm.; female, 482.5
mm. The wings of the females measure 288 to 202 mm. the males,
;

2511.5 to

Most

284.5

mm.

of the specimens were shot in dense nmgle.

SPILORNIS,

species.

None

"Heard on South Andaman.

shot."

HALI^ETUS LEUCOGASTER
[Faico] lenco(jaxter C4melin, Syst. Nat.,

''Common along the
mens were preserved.

sea-coast

I,

(Gmelin),

V\. 1, 1788, p. 257.

everywhere [Nicobars]."

ASTUR BUTLERI

No

speci-

Gurney.

Astnr hutleri Gxtrney, Bull. Brit. Oni. Cluli, Vll, 1898, p. xxvii (Car Nicobar).

Length, 286

Adult male.
claws black.

mm.

*'

Iris

orange yellow; feet yellow,

Stomach contained

Bill leaden, cere greenish.

lizards."

Length, 817.5 mm. "Iris orange 3"ellow; cere black,
Shot in
bill black, leaden beneath at base; feet yellow, claws black.
heavy forest, where it appears to be common." This species was
found only on Car Nicobar, "where it appeared to be pretty counuon
in a patch of heavy forest; not met with in the open ground or in the
scrub jungle. The place was a long way from the anchorage, and we
onh' visited it twice." The male is very indistinctl}' barred below, and
the middle and outermost pairs of tail feathers are entirely unbarred;
the three pairs of rectrices next to the central ones have three l)ars.
The female is much more prominently marked below, and the middle
pair of rectrices has a subterminal black bar; the next three pairs have
four bars.
ASTUR OBSOLETUS, new species.

Adult female.

.Typc.—Ai\n\t female. No.
Nicobars, February IS, 1901;

17S448,

Dr.

W.

U.S.N.M.; Katchal
L. Abbott.

Island,

General cofor of

upper parts (including middle and greater wing-coverts, secondaries,
and upper tail-coverts) gray\ paler ^ on crown, nape, sides of neck,
cheeks, and ear-coverts; lesser wing-coverts slate gray, becomwig
darker (slate color) on primary coverts and primaries, the latter being
black on the inner webs at the tips. Lores, an ill-defined stripe over
the eyes, throat, malar apex, thighs, abdomen, under wing- and tailcoverts, and axillaries white; breast and sides white, with obsolete
bars of pale fawn color. Tail gray, narrowly tipped with white, the
middle and outer pairs of feathers without bands, the others with five
^Hidgway'a Nomenclature

of Colors, pi.

ii,

No.

8.

^Idem, No.

10.
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Inner webs of

primaries and secondaries (except at tips) white, obscurely mottled
with dusky. Wing, 192 nmi.; tail, 157 mm.; tarsus, 52 nun.; culmen,
'""Iris dark crimson; feet yellow; bill
21.5 mm.; length, 330 mm.
blackish at tip, horn blue at base; cere greenish; eyelids greenish.
Stomach contained lizards." A second female measured 343 mm.
Stomach contained insects. Shot in dense jungle."
'' Iris crimson!!

A

third individual, also a female, has a total length of

3-1:3

nmi.

Stomach contained lizards." This specimen has traces of
imuiaturity in some ))lack-tipped ferruginous feathers on sides of neck
and on the scapulars.
''Iris red.

This interesting hawk closely resembles
paler on the nape and sides of head;

it

hatler!

^1.

above,

])ut

is

differs also in the indistinct

white superciliary line and white lores and throat. Below it resem))les A. hnflerl in pattern, l)ut with the reddish color on breast almost
entirely absent.
In ^1. oh'<ofdii.s the irides are crimson; in ^1. hidhrl

and

allies they are orange or yellow.
Dr. Abbott saw five or six others on Katchal, but did not obtain them.
"The bird called up easily, but generally lit so close to one that it was
not desirable to shoot, and at the slightest movement they were off,

and all were in dense jungle. In Kamorta I saw a small hawk which
seemed like A. hutlerl^ but failed to secure it."
This Kamorta hawk w^ll dou])tless prove to be A. obwletut^.

ASTUR SOLOENSIS
Falco

solo'eni^ia

p.

Hoksfield, Trans.

Liiui.

(Horsfield).

Sue.

Load., XIII,

Pt.

1,

May,

1821,

137 (Java).

specimens, from Katchal, Great and Little Nicol)ar. The
noted as 273 to 298.5 mm. The iris is
stated to be "])rown" or ''dark brown" in the males, and "-lemon yellow" to "'orange" in the females; those in an immature male were

Twehe

total length, in fresh birds, is

"brownish orange."

The individuals of this series vaiy greatly in the amount of ferruginous on the breast, but several of them are identical with a specimen
from Korea.
"A small hawk, which may be this species, was tirst obtained in
Katchal in dense forest. AVe afterwards found it common in Great
They 'called up' easily."
and Little Nicobar.

Von Pelzeln records a hawk under this name from Car
which may possibly have been A. Imtlrl

FALCO PEREGRINUS

Tunstall.

[Falco] peregrinm TvsaTAhi., Oru. Britannica, 1771, p.

One
''

IS'icoljar,

1

(Great Britain).

adult male, from Kamorta.

Shot near a small jheel, where it had just made a dash at a flock of
javamca\. Iris dark brown." Length, ilO mm.

teal \I)cndtocy(j)M
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Family

TRERONIDJ^.

OSMOTRERON CHLOROPTERA
Tr\_er<in']

p.

chloroptera

Blyth, Joun

Asiat.

(Blyth)

Bengal,

XIV,

Pt. 2, 1845 (1846),

852 (Nicobars).

"Common on all of the islands visited,"
There are eight specimens in the collection, from Trinkut, Nankauri,
Tillanchong-, Little and Great Nicobar.
Length varies from 317.5 to 333 mm. in males, and 305 to 32-1: mm.
"Feet dull purple; bill pale leaden, greenish at base and
in females.
on cere; iris, inner circle blue, outer one pink."
OSMOTRERON CHLOROPTERA ANDAMANICA,

new

subspecies.

TyjH. —K&ViM female, No. 178813, U.S.N.M.; Macpherson Strait,
South Andaman, January 15, 1901 Dr. W. L. Abbott. Similar to O.
chloro2)tera (Blyth), from the Nicobars, but rather smaller, colors
somewhat darker above and below; breast and sides deeper yellowish
green, and under tail-coverts more yellowish; the throat is yellower
Wing, 165 mm.; tail, 91; tarsus, 26; culmen,
than in O. cJiloroptera.
Length, 292 mm. "Bill leaden, cere and base of bill greenish."
20.
Another female measures: AVing, 168 mm.; tail, 98; tarsus, 26.5;
;

Length, 317.5 nun.
20.
Three females of O. eldoroptent measure:

culmen,

Wing.

.

NO. 1288.

"
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Males vary in length from 4:25.5 to -±70 mm.; females measure 4:^)1.5
The weight of a male is noted as li pounds. Thirty -four
to 457 mm.
specimens were collected.
Blyth's

name

insularix as usually quoted

is

nomen nudum, but

a

I

am

unable to give a more satisfactory reference. Von Pelzoln's
term n icolxirlca ^ may have to be used for this species, but for the present
I prefer to retain insularh, as Blyth had a very careless way of instituting new names and it is not improbable that an earlier reference will

at present

be found.

He was aware

of a Nicobar

form

MYRISTICIVORA BICOLOR
Columba {hicolor)
Guiana").

Scopoli,

Del.

Flor.

Faun.

as early as 1849.^
(Scopoli).
II,

InsuV).,

One specimen each from Kamorta, Trinkut,

Little

1786,

p.

94 ("nova

and Car Nicobar.

''Less connnon than the last in the northern islands, but very
At Little Nicobar large numbers used to
plentiful in the southern.
roost on the islets of Trak and Treis, six or seven miles distant, and

over every morning to Little Nicobar."
Also reported as seen at Barren Island, in the Andamans.

tiy

CALCENAS NICOBARICA
[Columba] vicohcmai Linn^.us, Syst. Nat., 10th

"

Met with on all

(Linnaeus).
ed., Pt.

1,

1758, p. 164 (Nicobars).

the islands [Nicobar group], but by far most plenti-

upon Great Nicolwr.
Nine specimens, from Katchal. (Ireat and Little Nicobar. The
females range from 355.5 to 308.5 nmi. in total length; the males,

ful

381

mm.

CHALCOPHAPS INDICA

(Linnaeus).

\_Columhci] indica Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., Pt.

1,

1758, p. 164 (India orien-

tali).

"Not seen on Car Nicobar, but common elsewhere."
Four specimens from Tillanchong, Katchal, Trinkut, and Great
Nicobar. These measure, in the flesh, from 260 to 273 nun.

ALSOCOMUS PALUMBOIDES
Carpophaya pahnrihoi(J,s Hume, Stray Feathers,
South Andaman)

No specimens were

I,

(Hume).
1873, p. 302 (Port Mouat,

obtained, hut Mr. Kloss had a shot at one in the

Nicobars.

MACROPYGIA RUFIPENNIS

Blyth.

Macropjiyln nijlpcunl^ Blytii, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal,

XV,

1846, p.

:!71

(Soutli-

ern Nicobars).

''Not met with at Car Nicobar, but found on all the other islands.
Most common on Katchal, where all those we shot had been feeding
'Novara exped., Yogel, 1865,

p. 105.

'See Cat. Birds Mus. Asiat. Soc,

p. 231.
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upon chillies (small red peppers) that had escaped from cultivation.
Did not see many on Great Nico])ar. Those in Katchal were mosth"
about the open ground and in the cocoanuts. The iris is composed of
two rings, the inner one white or blue, the outer one crimson; the
or})ital skin is blue; feet dull red; ])ill dark horn brown, cere paler.""
Plight specimens, from Kamorta, Katchal, Tillanchong, and Great
Nicobar.

Males have a total length of 304 to 425.5 mm.; females, 390.5

mm.

Family PHASIANID^E.

EXCALFACTORIA TRINKUTENSIS, new

species.

U.S.N.M.; Trinkut

7y/^.'.—Adult female, No. 17S5T5,

Island, Nico-

Similar to the female of
1001; Dr. W. L. Abbott.
E. c/mienms^ but general coloration darker and richer; ground color

bars,

February

4,

of feathers of the back, scapulars, and sides of neck grayish, instead
of brown; forehead, a broad superciliary band, cheeks and throat,
color,^ paler

on chin; entire underparts, except throat, barred.

female of E. chinensis the abdomen

is

buffy white, unmarked; with

this exception the pattern of coloration in the

Wing, 65 mm.,
"Feet yellow.''

tail,

One specimen only was

two forms

tarsus, 24.5, culmen, 10.

22,

fawn

In the

is the same.
Length, 133.5.

collected, although reported as

"common

in

the open grass lands of Trinkut and Kamorta."

Family MEGAFODID.F].

MEGAPODIUS NICOBARIENSIS

Blyth.

Megapodius niculxtrkndx Blyth, Jouni. Asiat. Soc. Bengal,

XY,

1846,

]>.

52

(Nicobars).

"Common in all the islands except Car Nicobar; whether it exists
here we could not find out. We did not see any, but Solomans, the
Madrasee catechist, said he had seen some in the heavy forest north of
Kemios, and near the middle of the island. The natives gave contradictory accounts.
We first met with them at Tillanchong, where
at first

we thought

mon.

Many

proved to be very comby the sea
The largest mound was 30 feet in diameter and 8 feet high,
shore.
composed almost entirely of sand, with very few dead leaves. The
temperature in the interior is much raised and feels hot to the hand,
when one is engaged in digging out the eggs. This was an exceptionally large mound, and, having seen hundreds of mounds since that,
should say the average diameter is 10 to 15 feet and 4 feet high.
The megapodes are not exactly shy, but they are diflicult to shoot,
the}^

were

of their nest

scarce, but they

mounds

^Eidgway's Nomenclature

Avere on a sandy strip

of Colors, pi.

iii,

uo. 22.
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most places, as the jungle is so dense. Afterwards, in the dense
where the jungle is
forest in Katchal and in Great and Little Nicobar
ill

more open, we easilj^ obtained all we wanted.
At lirst we thought Megapodes delicious eating, but we soon got
Their excrement is very foul, owing to their animal
tired of them.
The eggs are excellent when fresh.
(insect and land shell) diet.
Gazette (of Port Blair) speaks of the
Government
the
in
writer
A
impending extermination of the Megapodes from the practice of the
There iy not the slightest danger
natives rol)bing the nest mounds.
ungles. The natives
impenetrable
in
are
mounds
the
of
of this. Many
j

and middle groups.
are but few and dying out rapidly in the southern
Nicobar.
The coast people are well-nigh extinct in Great and Little
and
Even where the mounds are visited, all the eggs are not found,
Even on Pilu Milu, a very small island
the mounds exist in hundreds.
there are plenty of Megapodes and mounds, and the
off Littl(> Nic<)})ar,

IS and has always been inhabited."
variation,
Twenty-five specimens, from various islands, show little
371.5
from
females
mm.;
to
400
381
from
vary
males
in total length,
to 2i pounds (the latter
to 109.5 mm.' Females weighed 30 ounces

island

one 109.5 mm. in length).
sides of head
fresh colors are noted as follows: "Eyelids red;
brown; liill
vermilion; skin of throat pale mauve pink; iris clear
soles dull ochrafront;
in
brown
reddish,
dull
legs
horn;
greenish

lieing the

The

ceous, claws black."
hole
female obtained on Tillanchong was "shot while digging a
within
just
situated
was
mound
The
mound.
nest
in the

A
for

its

Qgg

several small cocoanut
the edge of the jungle by the seashore, and had
The dimensions of the mound were 8 feet
trees growing upon it.
entirely of
high and 30 feet in diameter. It was composed almost
This bird's mate»was shot a few moments
sand, few leaves apparently.

previously on top of the same mound. "

pode

is

The

native

name

of the

Mega-

"Konguh."

sent over 30
In addition to a good series of the birds, Dr. Al)))ott
eggs.

Family TURNICID.E.

TURNIX ALBIVENTRIS Hume.
T^urvu--]

alhl renins

Himk,

Stray

Feathers,

I,

1S7;^,,

p.

310

(Port

:srouat,

South Amlaiium).

"

in Kamorta, in the open grass."
" Feet pale yellow lirown;
adult male, from the above island.
Length, 158.5 mm.
beneath."
base
at
dark horn brown, vellow

Common

One
bill

312
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Family RALLID.E.

HYPOT^NIDIA OBSCURIOR
[HypotirnkUn-] ohsruriora

Hume, Stray

Hume.

Featliers, II, 1874, p. 302

(Andamans).

Two were

" seen, and one shot on a patch of coarse ^rass
by the seashore on South Andaman.
One was seen on Little Andaman. '' Lenoth
of an adult female, 260.5 mm.

A dark-colored
thought

rail was seen on Kamorta, in the Nicobar group,
and
Dr. Abbott to be of this or a closely related species.

])y

AMAURORNIS INSULARIS
Amaurornis insularis Sharpe,

C!at.

mans and Nicobars).

Sharpe.

Birds Brit. Muh., XXIII, 1S94, p. 162 (Anda-

An

adult male, " shot at the hot spring ^^ in Barren Island,
measures
326.5 mm.
"Iris umber; bill pale green, base of upper mandible

orange brown."
In the Nicobars it is reported to be ''common on all
the islands, in
^iT ji"ig'le as well as in swampy ground."
Specimens were sent from Great Nicobar, Trinkut, Katchal,
and

An adult from the last-named island measures 343
reddish brown; feet yellow; bill greenish yellow,
part

Tillanchong.
''Iris

mm.

between

the eyes and nostrils orange-vermilion.'"

CEDICNEMID^E.

Family

ORTHORHAMPHUS MAGNIROSTRIS
(Edkmmm

"A

iiwgnlrostris Vieillot,

Nouv.

(Vieillot)

Diet, d'llist. Nat.,

.

XXIII,

1S18, p. 231.

single pair seen at

North Cinque."
One female, from the above island. This measures 520.5
mm.
" Iris yelloAv; feet pale yellowish, claws
dark horn brown."
^

Family

DROMADID^E.

DROMAS ARDEOLA

Paykull.

Dromas

ardeola Paykull, K. Vet.-Akad. Handl.,
(East Indies?).

No specimens

collected.

"Two

were seen

XXVI,
in

1805 p 188 pi

vm

Katchal, and twice

large Hocks were seen in Great Nicobar."

Family

SCOLOPACIDiE.

NUMENIUS ARQUATUS
iScolopo.x-\

arquata Linn.kus, Syst.

No specimens
Nicobar."

preserved.

xVat.,

Noted

(Linnaeus).

10th ed., Pt.

as

"seen

in

1,

1758, p. 145 (Europe).

Katchal and Great

5
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(Linnaeus).

1, 175S, ].. 146 (Knrcpe).
[Scolopaaf\ phxopm
Five skins; three from Nankauri and two from Kamorta. The
leng-th, in fresh birds, ranges from 438 to 444.5 mm.

Linn^kus, Syst. Nat., lOtli ed., Pt.

amono- the mangroves in

"Common

all

of the islands;

many

seen at

West Bay, Katchal."
It

was

also observed at

South Andaman.

ACTITIS HYPOLEUCOS

(Linnaeus).

ed.,Pt.
[Tringa-] hypoleucos Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10th

One

male, collected at

"common

reported as

MaePherson

strait,

along the seashore"

1,

175H, p. 149 (Europe).

South Andaman.

in l)oth the

It is

Andamans and

Nicobars.

TOTANUS TOTANUS EURHINUS
Totanus totanus enrhinm OBF^Rnohi^KR,

Pmc. U.

S.

Oberholser.

Nat. Uns.,

XXII,

19(X),

]..

207

(Lake Tsomoriri, Ladak).

Two

males, from

Total length, 263..

Kamorta and Car Nicobar.

and 279.5 mm.
"Generally distributed."

GALLINAGO,
"

We

several times flushed snipe on

species.

Trinkut— none

shot."

Family ARDEID.F.
?

Ardea purpurea

ARDEA MANILLENSIS

var.

(Meyen).

mamUensi^ Meyen, Acta Acad. Leop.-CaroL, XVI, suppl.,

p. 102.

"A

smaller heron [than A.

eral times seen

mmatrana] with

a

rufous neck was sev-

on Great Nicobar."

ARDEA SUMATRANA
Ardea mimatrana Raffles, Trans. Linn.

Raffles.

Soc. Lond., XIII, Pt.

2,

1822,

\).

325

(Sumatra).

None

obtained.

"One

flushed in a jheel in Trinkut; also seen in Katchal and Great

Nicobar."

BUBULCUS COROMANDUS
Canrromacnrom<mdaV><.nm\v.RT,

An

(Boddaert).

Tal.l. PI. Enl., 1783, p.

54 (Coromandel).

adult from Tillanchong.

DEMIGRETTA SACRA
[Ardeit:]

"Seen

xmra

at

(tMELIN, Syst. Nat.,

I,

(Gmelin).

Pt. 2, 1788, p. (140 (Tahiti).

South Andaman," but no specimens were obtained.
it was "generallv to l)e seen along the seashore."

the Nicobars

On
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BUTORIDES SPODIOGASTER
Bvioi'ides spodiogaster

Sharpe, Bull.

Brit.

(>ni.

Sharpe.

Cliil),

III, 1894, p. xvii (Aiula-

raans and Nicobars).

"Common in the mangroves everywhere" throug-hout the Nicol)ars.
An immature female was collected on Little Nicobar. This individual,
which

is full

grown, measured 450.5 nuu.

ARDETTA SINENSIS
[Ardea]

An

.s/nfns/.';

Gmelin,

adult female

Syst. Nat.,

I,

in the flesh,

(Gmelin).

Ft. 2, 1788,

"Iris, yellow;" length, 381

One

642 (China),

mm.

ARDETTA CINNAMOMEA
[AiyJca]

j).

from Trinkut,

ci n ))(imomea

GMEhis, Syst. Nat.,

1,

I't.

2,

(Gmelin).
1788,

]>.

643 (China).

adult female, obtained in Kamoi'ta.

"Iris, yellow;" length, 387

mm.

Family

ANATID.E,

DENDROCYGNA JAVANICA
Anas javanicd Horsfield, Trans. Linn.

(Horsfield).

Soc. Lond., XIII, Pt. 1,

May,

1821, p.

199 (Java).

A pair obtained
"Iris, dark

in Kamorta, where they were found
brown; ej^elids, yellow."

in a small jheel.

NOTES ON A COLLF.CT10N OF FISHES FR0:M THE ISLAND
OF FORMOSA.
By David Starr Jordan,
President of Lehiiul Slanfnr>l Jnnior Viiiveryitu,

iind

Barton Warrkn P^vermann.
lehOninlnqht of the Unlled Slales

Fisji

Commission

Beyond
is now part of the Japanese Empire.
fauna must lie similar to that of the neighborknown of
ing coasts of China and the Philippines, scarcely anything is
In the present paper is given the record of two collections
its fishes.
made under Japanese auspices. The first was obtained by Mr. TsunaImperial
suke Tada, teacher in the Middle School at Osaka, for the
naval
Japanese
by
obtained
was
second
The
Tokyo.
of
University
has been deposofficers and others for a fisheries exhibit in Tokyo, and

The

island of

Formosa

the o-eneral fact that

its

Fisheries of Tokyo.
ited in the Imperial Fisheries Institute or School of
The latter collection was placed in our hands by Dr. Shinnosuke Mat-

These specimens are withsubara, director of the Fisheries Institute.
of the
out other locality than "Taiwan," and are apparently a series
conunon market fishes of the port of Keerun (Keelung), the chief port
This collection contains but few duplicates. The collecwas made in six localities: Keerun, Taihoku, Giran,
Tada
tion of Mr.
Taihoku is the capToil, Suwata (Suwo Bay), Kotosho, and Hokoto.
Keerun (Keelung)
ital of Formosa on the Tan Sin (fresh water) river.

of Formosa.

Giran is a neighboring
seaport at the north end of the island.
Giran.
seaport to the eastward of Keerun. Toil and Suwata are near
Hokoto, or Pescadores, is a large group of islands to the westward of
Formosa; Kotosho a smaller group to the southeastward. Giran is
about 50 miles to the westward of Ishigaki, in the Riukiu group.
them are
collection is made up chiefly of small fishes, but among

is its

This

numerous

duplicates, of

States National

which specimens have been placed

Museum and

Proceedings

L).

S.

in the

Museum

in the

United

of Stanford University.

National Museum, Vol.

XXV-No.

1289.
315

;
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Mr. Edmund Heller for a preliminary
work which other
duties have prevented him from completing.
Important aid has also
been given by Mr, Michitaro Sindo,
In the following- list the specimens received from the Fisheries
Institute without other locality than Taiwan (Formosa) and returned
The specimens have mostly
to that institution are marked F. I,
Japanese collectors' numbers, 1 x, 2 x, etc. those not so provided
were given numbers by us. These imm-bers, remaining attached to

The authors are indebted

to

identitication of part of the collection, a piece of

;

the specimens for purposes of identitication,

ence to future students in Japan,

seem

to be

new

Zacco,

may

serve as a conveni-

The following genera and

species

to science:

new

genus.

Zaeco cvolans, Taihoku.

AcheUognathus meserahrirmm, Kotogho.
Angu'dla remifera, Formosa (Keerun?).
(1 ipnnothorax

Evenchelys

pescadoris,

Hokoto.

(new genus), Kotosho.

Ophicephalus tadianus, Foruiosa (Tan Sin R.

?).

Channa formosana, Suwata.
Bleekeria mitsukurii, Giran.

Pempherw

Hokoto.

nyctereutes,

Ncmipterns mat.mhar.r, Giran.
J'li'doryiirhus oajurus,
I'oli/ddcti/liix rJiiidinns,
('Ii(ir(iji.-<

injiiniihliiiia,

Formosa.
Formosa.

Formosa (Keenm?).

Keerun.
Keerun.
Salarias namiyei, Hokoto.
Brotula formosx, Formosa.
JlemiptfroiKiliis /rrrcns,

Sillago wolus,

Cynoglossus diplasios,

Formosa (Keerun?).

Family
I.

HEMISCYLLIID^].

CHILOSCYLLIUM INDICUM

(Gmelin).

We refer our specimen to Ohilosc'i/lUwm iiid/cinn, although the dorsal
fins

are

somewhat farther apart than

is

shown

in Dr.

Dav's figures of

that species, separated by an interspace equal to the distance

snout to base of pectorals.

The snout

is

a

little

from the

shorter than in C.

indicum, 2,1 in head.
Description of specimen No. 1638, F. I., Formosa: Length, 685 mm.
head and body (snout to anus) 3 in length; head 2.5 in head and body;
snout 5 in head and body; snout to mouth 4.5 in head and ))ody; pectoral 3 in head and body; ventrals 4 in head and body; height first
dorsal 1.4 times the base; interspace of dorsals 2.75 base of hrst dorsal.
Head flat above, the interorbital portion slightly concave; back with
a low median ridge extending from above pectorals nearly to first
dorsal, another between the dorsals, and one posterior to second dorsal.

'

NO. 1289.
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Pectoral wide, rounded, beginning between second and third gillslits; first dorsal slightly higher than second, truncated and beginning
slightly posterior to posterior base of ventrals, separated

from second

dorsal by an interspace equal to length of pectoral; second dor.sal

similar in shape and size to first dorsal, situated considerably in advance
of anal, from which it is separated by an interspace nearly ('(jual to

base of anal; anal low, rounded anteriorly and separated l)y a deep
notch from the caudal; caudal long and low, length more than onehalf head and body, truncated posteriorly and deeply notched below
near the ti}).
Mouth wide, width equal distance of spiracle from first
gill-slit;

distance

from

tip of snout slightly less than one-half snout;

inferior labial fold continuous; angle of

mouth somewhat nearer eye

('HILOSCYLI.IU^r INDICUM.

than tip of snout; nasal tentacles slender, ta])ering, length ecjual to
diameter of eye; teeth triangular, with a pair of small lateral cusjjs
at the base of

medium

size.

marked with about
l)road transverse
bands of lu'ownish inclosing light spots; pectorals, dorsals and caudal
si)otted like the back; l)elow light grayish or yellowish-gray, unspotted.
Onl}' one specimen in the collection which has 1)een returned to the
Coloration, above grayish,

!)

Fisheries Institute.
Mca»
Length, 685

mm.

Snout to anus, 236 mm.
Head, 41 (hundredths of length
Snout, 19.
Interorljital, 12.

Snout to mouth,

9.

Pectoral, length, 35.
Ventral, length, 26.

to anus).

First dorsal, height, 27.
First dorsal, base, 20.
doisal, height, 26.
Interspace of dorsals, 36.
Caudal, len-th, 55.
Base of anal, 25.
Second dorsal to anal, 23.

Second

Dr. Giinther records Cliilomyllvmn indiciuii from Formosa
it from Nagasaki.

Nystrom records

^Cat. Fish., VIII, p. 412,

and
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Family
2.

vol. xxv.

GALEORHINID.E.

TRIAKIS SCYLLIUM

Miiller

and Henle.

Three .sinall .specimens in the eoUection, till unspotted: No. GKIO,
Formosa, F. I., 6173 (Tlx), Formosa, F. I., Olll (T2x), Formosa, F. I.
A larger one. No. 12250, Formosa, F. 1., is spotted and Imnded as in
Japanese specimens.
3.

One
F.

GALEORHINUS JAPONICUS

rather small specimen. oTo

mm.

and Henle).

(Miiller

in length,

No. OKKS, Formosa,

I.
4.

A

sino-le

SCOLIODON WALBEEHMI

specimen, 525

mm.

from descriptions of

in length, differs

this species only in the slightly shorter

snout and interspace between

No. 6166, Formosa. F.

anal and ventrals.

(Bleeker).

I.

Family SPHYKNID.F:.
5.

SPHYRNA ZYGvENA

One small specimen

in the collection.

Family
6.

(Linnaeus).

No. T3x = 6165, Formosa, F.

1.

SQUALID.F.

SQUALUS,

species.

Two fcetuses. One of these has been compared with a ftetus of
Squalus mitsuhirU^ from Misaki. The Formosa specimen has the dorIt may ]>elong to
sal spines considerably lower and the snout shorter.
some different species. Dorsals and pectoral largely black, with white
edgings in both. No. 6169. Formosa, F. I.
Family
7.

KHINOBATID.F.

RHINOBATUS SCHLEGELI

Oui- specimen, which

is

the median line of })ack.

190 nun. in length,

and Henle.

is

No. 6170, Formosa, F.

Family
8.

Miiller

without tubercles on
I.

=

70xx.

DASYATID.E.

DASYATIS AKAJEI

(Schlegel).

Length
Description of specimen No. 6115 = 77x. Formosa, F. I.
of di.sc, 210 mm.; Avidth 1| length; snout 1 times in length of di.sc;
interorbital width twice snout; tail 2 times length of disc; disc somewhat broader than long and rounded at the pectoral angles; snout
slightly

produced beyond the oblique anterior edges of the

orbital space with a large triangular depressed area;

disc; inter-

snout with a

FISHES FROM FORMOSA—JORDAN

AND EVERMANN.

ni9

shallow median groove; eyes smaller than the large spiraeles; ridge
of back with a series of blunt spines, the intersoapuhir one hirgest; a

short series of three or four spines on the scapular region runningparallel to the

of

median

mouth with three

series; dental

lamina' slightly undulated; Hooi-

tentacles.

Cutaneous fold along inferior surface of tail distinct, height about
i:)upil, beginning below caudal spine and extending to middle
of tail; a much shorter and somewhat lower fold on superior surface
of tail situated a considerable distance behind the spine; l)ase of tail
arnu'd above with a median series of five stout spines situated some
one-half

distance anterior to the caudal spine, which

distance

from origin of

at tip, the basal portion

tail;

is

placed about one-fourth

caudal spine of our specimen broken

without serrations.

Coloration above, purplish brown, becoming lighter toward edges

and posteriorly;

of disc

This specimen
the

young

ditl'ers

back; below uniform whitish.
from Dasyatis akajel, but is probably

tail like

a little

of that species.
Moixiin ntrnix

L.-nnrth

Width
Tail,

(if (li^r,

of

420

(li8c,

210 nun.
235 luni.

iiuii.

(,/

.specimen No. 77. r.

I

Snout, 0.26.
Interorbital width,
Ventrals, 0.20.

The proportional measurements are
unit of comparison.

l)ased

0.1."

on length of disc as the
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Family 8ILURID.E.
9.

Anal

tin

Head

5;

united to

GLANIS ASOTUS

(Linnaeus).

tlie ciuidul.

depth 5.25; snout 3.3 in head; eye 3 in .snout; interorbital 2.5
Body spindle-shaped,
D. 4; A. 81; P. 1, 12; V. 11; C. 16.
anteriorly depressed and posteriorly compressed; body deepest a little
posterior to dorsal, from which point it slopes obliquely down to the
in head.

broad depressed snout; mandible depressed like the snout, projecting;
body posteriorly depressed and tapering gradually to the tail; interorbital space flat; a well-marked median dorsal groove from occiput to
middle of anal.
Teeth in broad A'illiform bands in both jaws and in a broad continuous band on vomer; maxillary barbels long, reaching past end of ventral spine; mandibidar tentacles short, equaling interorl)ital width;
eye small, diameter -1 times in interorbital width; snout short, rounded,
3.3 in head; lateral line following outline of back, continuous from
above oi)ercle to base of caudal.

Fig.

3.—Glanis asotus.

Dorsal short, of 4 rnj^, placed about

midway

])etween insertion of

pectorals and ventrals, height aliout 3 in head; pectoral inserted below

angle of opercle, the longest rays reaching slightly past vertical from
(lor.sal; pectoral spine strong, serrated on outer edge, length equal to
height of dorsal; ventrals situated before anus, obtusely pointed, long-

exceeding pectoral spine; anal long, beginning at anus and
extending to the caudal to which it is united, height equal to that of
est rays

dor.sal;

caudal 2 in head, truncate.

Coloration above, brownish-olive;

tins,

the same; below, yellowish-

white, the mandible, sides below pectoral, and breast along gill-openings tinely brown-.spotted.

One specimen,

12 inches long, from Formosa, without indication of
but doubtless from the Tan Sin River at the capital, Taihoku.
The generic name GJcmis Agassiz is equivalent to l\irasilurus Bleeker.
locality,

10.

PLOTOSUS ANGUILLARIS

One specimen, No.

12U71, from Giran.

(Bloch).

FISHES FROM FORMOSA—JORDAN AND EVER.UANN

NO. 1289.

CHLARIAS FUSCUS

II.

Two

specimens, Nos.

Thclirst has P.

F. I

12.

(j44f),

I., 9;

No.

same

palatine patches of teeth

figures, otherwise

the pu])lished

12075, Suwata,

Lacepede.

OlTl, F. L, with the dorsal and pectoral spines

somewhat shorter and the
in

(Lacepede).

from Taihoku, and 5U6U from Formosa,
A. 48.

TACHYSURUS SINENSIS

One specimen, No.

321

is

more rounded than

A

agreeing.

.young example,

an immature representative probably of the

species.

TACHYSURUS FALCARIUS

13.

One specimen, No.

(JlTl;

Richardson.

Suwata.

Family COBrTID.E.
14.

Two

MISGURNUS ANGUILLICAUDATUS

Family
15.

One

Cantor.

specimens, No. 5065, fi'om Taihoku; one 57x, Formosa, F.

CYPRINID^.

CYPRINUS CARPIO

Linnaeus.

specimen, No. 875 = 53x, Formosa, F.
16.

1.

I.

CARASSIUS AURATUS

(Linnaeus).

Giran; Taihoku. Xo. oS^U, Formosa, F. L; No. 866 = 57x, Formosa
F.

I.
17.

ROHITA DECORA

One specimen. No. 3837 = 57x, Formosa,
D. 16,

its first

rays unbranched; A.

(Peters),

F.

I.,

9, its first

162

7 posterior rays ])ranched; P. 19; C. 20; scales 40;

head 5.5

5-1. 2;

in length;

depth 3.2; eye 3.3

mm.

long.

rays very small, the

pharyngeal teeth
no maxillary

in iiead:

bar])els.

The generic name Rohita should take the
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

21

])lace of Ljilxn

whidi

is
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preoccupied in Sparidse, by Laheo Bowdich, lS%h= Boops Cuvier, 1817.
Laheo qMroides Bowdich, Exc. Madeira, 1825, p. 122, fig. 59, is identical
with Boops })<>ops (Linnteuis).
i8.

CTENOPHARYNGODON IDELLUS

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

One large specimen, 355 mm. long, agreeing fairW with Giinther's
Head 4.3; depth 3.3; pharyngeal teeth 2, 5-4, 2; D. 10;
description.
A. 11; V. 10; P. 20; scale «!-41-4 (to A-entrals); depth 3.8 in length;
head 4.4.
No. 56x = 5061, from Formosa, F. L, doubtless from Taihoku.
19.

Head

HEMIBARBUS BARBUS

3.5 in length;

Ill, T;

1).

A.

(Schlegel).

scales 47.

i>;

No. 57x = 867, Formosa, F. I,
Also recorded from Formosa by Giinther. It is similar to specimens from Osaka, except that the snout is a little longer and the
dorsal spine stouter.
20.

Head

CULTER BREVICAUDA

Giinther.

4.25; depth 3.25; D. II. 7; A. 28; scales 67; teeth 5, 4, 1-4. 4,

No. 55x=865, F.

1.

The

species

2.

was originally described from

Formosa.
21.

CIRRHINA,

species.

Closely allied to ('IrrJuva chhien.sis Giinther.
37; teeth 5, 4,

D. 15; A.

7; scales

2.

No. 837, Formosa. F.
22.

I.

ZACCO PACHYCEPHALUS

(Giinther).

D. 9; A. 12; scales 53; Head 3.25; depth 3.5; pharyngeal teeth 5, 3, 1;
four scales between lateral line and ventrals.
No. 12076, Suwata; 12232, Taihoku. The species was originally
described from Formosa, collection of Consul Swinhoc.

The new generic name Zacco Jordan and P^vermann {Zalxh^ a minin Japanese) may be applied to the group of ^s\\\{^\\phdiipiis is the
It diflers from Opanruclithya in lacking the peculiar notched
type.
jaws of the t3^pe {uncirostrls) of that genus. The anal fin in Zacco is
much elev^ated in the males, which are also highly colored (blue and
now,

crimson) in the breeding season, the head covered with warts.
23.

ZACCO EVOLANS

Jordan and Evermann, new species.

Two specunens, No. 877, F. I., and 12231, Taihoku, agree fairly with
ordinary Japanese specimens except in the much greater length of the
pectorals.

Scales 45; pectorals reaching ventrals; anal lobe past front

of caudal.

Body with about twehe dark

cross-bars.
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Head
11;

4.25; depth 4.25; eye 3.2; snout 4; interorbital 3; D.

scales 9-47—1.

Body

328
!>;

A.

short and xQvy greatly compressed; back

somewhat arched; head moderate, mouth rather large,

slightly oblique,

the jaws sube(iual, the snout rather pointed; scales very thin, cycloid,

running very low; jaws and cheek with a number of phosphorescent spots; origin of dorsal nearer tip of snout than })ase of
caudal, the tin \'ery high, its rays greater than length of head; caudal
forked; anal tin very lai'ge, the rays nearly twice the length of head;
lateral line

ventrals short, reaching origin of anal; pectoral long and falcate, half

longer than head, reaching middle of ventrals.

Color

in alcohol, silvery-olivaceous

above, the side with about eleven

broad, dark, plumbeous cross-bars, suggesting the parr marks in a

young

trout;

center of
Type.
is

fin;

— No.

membranes
membranes

of dorsal
of anal

tin

fin

dark brown or almost black near

dark; other

fins pale.

12230, a specimen 3.5 inches long, froniTaihoku.

This

numbered 7129 Stanford Universitv Museum.
24.

ACHEILOGNATHUS MESEMBRINUM
new

Head

4;

Jordan and Evermann,

species.

depth 2.S; ey€ 3.5; snout 4; maxillary

3;

mandible

2.5;

interorbital 2.5; D. 8; A. 15; scales S-38-5.

Body

and very greatly compressed, hcaiing some resemspecies called CyprhicUn; head small and
pointed; mouth moderate, somewhat oblique, the jaws subequal, maxillary reaching anterior edge of orbit; scales large and well imbricated;
lateral line running low, genth' decurved under front of dorsal, and
short, deep,

blance to the American
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passing- along lower third of caudal peduncle; origin of dorsal slightly

nearer tip of snout than tip of caudal

tin;

the

tin

high,

its

anterior rays

nearly equaling head in length; base of anal oblique, the free edge

somewhat concave, the longest rays

1.3 in head;

caudal

tin

lunate;

ventrals and pectorals moderate, the latter falcate.

III'.S

MESEMBRINIM.

Color in alcohol, 3'ellowish-silvery, without markings anywhere.
Two other specimens, Nos. 12072 and 12078, from Kotosho.
Tyj)e.

— No.

12235, a specimen 3.5 inches long, from Kotosho, For-

mosa =71 30 Stanford University Museum.
25.

DILLONIA,

species.

Allied to Dillonia aculata Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Head shaped

Mandible with barbels; D. 10; A. 11; scales 39.
The specimen of this species from Formosa has been mislaid, and

as in Scd'pModon.

nothing more can be said of

Family
26.

Head

it

at present.

MONOPTERID^.

MONOPTERUS ALBUS

10.5; tail 3.5 in rest of body; No. 12066, F.

In another specimen, perhaps not the

the

tail

(Zuiew).

is

head 11.5

a

little

I.

same species (No.

'6-\i\:6^

in length.

Hokoto),

more than one-third rest of body, and the
Much more material is necessar}- to ascertain

longer,

whether more than one valid species of MonojAerus

exists.

).
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Fiunily
27.

One

.speoiiiien.

AN(;riLLllLi:.

ANGUILLA MANILENSIS

No.

lotHJ,

325

fioiu Koto.sho.

(Bleeker).

^Nluxillarv teeth in

two

by a longitudinal division, as in A. he^igalensis,'
eye large, the cleft of the mouth extending to just below posterior
edge of pupil; head somewhat less than distance between front of
dorsal and anal; pectoral broad, dark; coloration mottled.
This specimen agrees fairly with Bleeker's figure of MnnviKi nunuh-jts/s.
bands, separated

28.

ANGUILLA MAURITIANA

Bennett.

Distance from front of anal to front of dorsal

much

greater than

head; pectoral 2.7 in head; head short, about equal to distance from
tin; eye small, cleft of mouth extending to
very thick; anterior nasal tubes prominent; body much
mottled with black.
A large specimen. No. 12<»TH, from Kotosho.

gill-opening to dorsal

beyond

it;

lips

29.

ANGUILLA SINENSIS

McClelland.

A small specimen. No. 6447, from Taihoku. It agrees with Giinther's
account of A. latirostris^ but that species was originally described from
Nice.
The long head, greater than the distance from front of dorsal
to front of anal,
30.

is

characteristic of this species.

ANGUILLA REMIFERA

Jordan and Evermann, new species.

Near Anguillajaponica Schlegel, but the pectoral much longer, 2.17
in head and rather pointed.
Distance from front of dorsal to front of
anal slightly more than length of head.

One specimen. No. 120G-1: (70), 18.5 inches
Formosa, returned to the Imperial I'niversity.

lo

',

from Hokoto,
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Heady; depth
of dor.sal

le.ss

total length

18; eye 10.5; .snout

Distance from .snout to origin

(>.

than one-third total length; anal origin about two-tifths

from

tip of .snout; dorsal

and anal confluent around caudal;

pectoral 2 in head; gill-opening .small; lower jaw .slightly projecting;
teeth -strong.

Body long and

.slender, little compressed, except po.steriorly; head
Color in alcohol, grayi.sh-olive, paler below; caudal
and po.sterior portions of dor.sal and anal edged with ])lack.

long, pointed.

Fiimily
31.

One ribbon-shaped
Congei'^

I.EPTOCEPHALID.E.

LEPTOCEPHALUS,
larva of

some

eel

species.

or eel-like

fish,

probably a

but not certainl}" identifiable.

Family
32.

OPHICHTHYID^:.

PISOODONOPHIS BORO

No. 1591, Toil, and No.
33.

ll^OOo,

(Hamilton-Buchanan).

Formosa. F.

1.

OPHICHTHUS CEPHALOZONA

Bleeker.

A small

specimen agreeing with (>. cephalozona in most regards, but
the dorsal is lower and the pectoral shorter, 4.7 in head.
The coloration is obscure, the body being crossed b}- obscure paler Ijands; the
markings on the head as figured in O. cepJudozonu. Apparently these
variations are due to the immature condition of the specimen.
No. 6149, Hokoto.

Family
34.

MUK.FNID.E.

GYMNOTHORAX PESCADORIS

Jordan and Evermann, new species.

Teeth uniserial on s'kk' of each jaw; two large, sharp, movable teeth
on median line of roof of moutli; eye 2.25 in snout, m anterior half
of gape; tail slightly shoitei- than rest of body.
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Color ill alcohol, dark olive-brown, covered profuselv everywhere
with large, roundish, jet-black spots, these largest and most numerous
on back and sides, more sparse on belly; spots of jaws and head less
regular in shape and very numerous, the interspaces being more nearly
white.

—

Ti/jye.
No. 6450, -40 inches long, from Hokoto
No. T131, Stanford University Museum.

35.

EVENCHELYS MACRURUS

oi-

Pescadores Islands,

(Bleeker).

Second series of mandibular teeth fewer than as described; posterior
vomerine teeth fewer.
A fine specimen, 6.25 feet in length, No. 12063, from Kotosho.
The new genus Evenchelyi^ Jordan and Evermann (type, maerurus)
differs from Gymnothorax in the excessively long tail, which is nearly
twice the length of the rest of the body.

Family
36.

D. 14; A.
Several
F.

9; scales

12083, F.

(Forskai).

i>2.

young examples, Nos. 12067

and 876 F.
One specimen from Toil.
I.,

CHANID^E.

CHANOS CHANOS

1.,

(Giran), 12238 (Taihoku), 11135,

1.

Family ELOPID^l^.
37.

ELOPS MACHNATA

Riippell.

D. 20; A. 11; V. 11; Nos. 12236, Formosa, F.
Suwata.
38.

D.

I, 8;

Head 4

MEGALOPS CYPRINOIDES

A. 24; scales 39.
depth 3.5.

in length;

(

I.,

and 12237, from

Broussonet).

Nos. 871 (Formosa), F. L, and 12069

(Giran).

Family
39.

Head

CHIROCENTRID^E.

CHIROCENTRUS DORAB

6.5 in length; depth 7; eye 4.5 in head: D. 17; A. 30.

specimen, No. 87 x

=

868 (Formosa), F.

Family
40.

Head

(ForskMl).

A large

1.

DOROSOMID.E.

CLUPANODON MACULATUS

3.7 in length: depth 2.75;

(Richardson).

D. 16; A. 25; scales 48.
Dorsal
not inserted much before ventrals; no black spot on shoulder.
No.
12068 (Giran). Recorded by Giinther from Formosa.

)
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CLUPANODON NASUS

41.
1).

1207-1:

17;

A. HO;

sciiles 4J>.

Nos.

(Bloch).

878=77 x (Formosa),

S7<>,

F.

1.,

(Ginin), unci 12084 (Kotosho).

Family CLUPEID.^^I
42.

D. 18; A.

SARDINELLA TOLI

43.

Head

3.7:

Head

4.3;

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

Nos. 12077, and 12085 (Kotosho).

2(».

ILISHA

ELONGATA

(Bennett).

depth 8,3; D. 16; A. 44; V. 5; scales 50,-13; 24 scutes
No. 872 (Formosa), F. J., a very large
before vent, 12 l)ehind.
example.
44.

DUSSUMIERIA ELOPSOIDES

Bleeker.

D. 19; A. 10; P. 15.
No. 11343 (Kotosho), in bad condition.

depth

6;

F^amily
45.

ANCHOVIA INDICA Van
(

(

Head

Two

4.5;

ENGRAULID.E.

Engraulis

russelli

Hasselt

).

Bleeker.

depth 5.75; D. 16; A. 20; P. 13.
I., and 12234 (Suwata).

specimens. Nos. 12233, F.

Family SALMONlD.^^l
46.

Head

PLECOGLOSSUS ALTIVELIS

Schlegel.

4.75; depth 4.75; D. 11; A. 17: V. 8: scales al)f>ut 133.

Nos. 3S32, 3833, and 3834. Taihoku.

PLECOGLOSSI'S

AI.TIVF.I.I!

These specimens agree with those of the common Ayu of Japan,
except that the anal tin is slightly longer, its length being 1,17 in head,
nearly twice its longest ray. This difference is doubtless due to their
large size, and probably has no taxonomic yalue.

.
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SYNODONTID.E.

SAURIDA ARGYROPHANES

(Richardson).

D. 12; A. 11; .scales 52 to 54.
Nos. 11326 and 3830 (Formosa), F. I.
This species is quite diti'erent from the Japanese Satrrida jajmik-a,
having the eyes scarcely veiled )>y the very narrow or adipose eyelid, and the pectoral fin much longer, 1.6 in head, reaching to or beyond
Saurida japonica (Wakanoura, Japan) has the
front of pectoral.
pectoral 1.6 in head, not reaching vcntrals and reaching about to the
eighth scale of lateral line.
phancx; about 5 in Saurida
48.

Head

San /•/(/(/

in length in

-1.5

(/n/t/ro-

japo/ii<y/.

TRACHINOCEPHALUS TRACHINUS

(Schlegel).

One specimen from Keerun.
Family
49.

BELONID.E.

TYLOSURUS LEIURUS

(Bleeker).

Head 3.25 in length; depth 17; D. 19; A. 24; eye 2.5 in postorbital
part of head. Length of pectorals much greater than depth of body,
equal to postorbital part of head; no gillrakers.
No. 5059 = 62x (Formosa), F. 1.
50.

Head

TYLOSURUS MELANOSTIGMA

(Cuvier and Valenciennes)

3.75 in length; depth 14; D. 25; A. 27; eye 2.25 in po.stoi'bital

part of head; no dai'k l)lotches on sides.

No. 3835 (Formosa). F.

1.

Family
51.

NEM1RAMPHH).F:.

HEMIRAMPHUS FAR

(Forskal).

{Hemiramphus couimersoni Cuvier).

Head 4.5 in length; depth 5.75; D. 13; A. 11; side with a silvery
hand and 4 dark spots.
Nos. 11329. 11330, 11436 (Formosa), F. I.
52.

Head

HEMIRAMPHUS GEORGH

Cuvier and Valenciennes

4.5 in length; depth 7.5; eye 1.75 in postor])ital region; D. 14;

A. 13; scales 50.
Nos. 875 and 879==54x.
53.

One

EULEPTORAMPHUS LONGIROSTRIS

large specimen. No. 3835

= 17

x (Formosa), i\

'

uvier.
1.
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Family
54.

voi. xxv.

EXOCKETID.FI

CYPSILURUS SPILONOTOPTERUS

(Bleeker).

Head 4.75 in length; depth 5.5; D. 14; A. 10; scales 50. Pectorals
black within; dorsal with a black blotch; second pectoral raA' divided;
ventrals white.

No. 3838= 14x (Formo.sa), F.

1.

Family FISTULARIID^F:.
55.

FISTULARIA PETIMBA

Head 2.75; snout 3.75; D. 16; A. 12.
One large example. No. 11437 (Formosa),
Family
56.

(Lacepede).

F.

I.

OPHICEPHALID.E.

OPHICEPHALUS MACULATUS

One specimen, No. 38x (Formosa),

F.

(Lacepede).

I.

A. 26; scales 53.
One specimen, No. 5096, from Giran.
57.

OPHICEPHALUS TADIANUS

Head

3;

Jordan and Evermann,

new

species.

depth 4.75; qyq 8.6; snout 6.2; maxillary 2.65: mandible
D. 42; longest dorsal ray 3; A. 26; longest anal

2.3; interorbital 5.3;

ray 2.7: ventrals 3.5; pectoral 2.3; scales 6-57-11. Body spindleshaped, compressed posteriorly, caudal peduncle short, deep and
greatly compressed; head long and snake-like, covei-ed with plate-like

eye small, anterior; nostrils wide apart, the anterior in a small
tube on upper edge of maxillary; mouth oblique, large, the maxillary
reaching past orbit; a l)and of small teeth on outer edge of jaws, a
band of large, wide-set, canine teeth on palatines and inner side of
scales;

lower jaw; upper jaw protractile; dorsal long, of numerous spinelike rays, low anteriorly, gradually lengthening posteriorly; caudal
rounded; anal similar to dorsal, but not so long; ventrals very small
and short, not reaching vent; pectoral short and rounded; lateral line
broken anteriorly", running along center of bod\' from base of caudal
to just over second anal ray, thence upward for 2 rows of scales, then
forward for 15 rows of scales, thence downward for 1 row, then forto upper edge of gill-opening, where it ends.
General color in alcohol, olivaceous-brown above, lighter below;
belly white, with some yellowish markings; a row of 12 dark olivaceous blotches along base of dorsal, partly on fin and partly on body;
below these but above lateral line another row of 8 or 9 similar but
larger blotches, extending anteriorly to the middle of upward curve
in lateral line; below this another line of about 13 lighter colored and

ward
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very irregular blotches, extending- fi'om base of pectoral posteriorly
along lower edge of lateral line to base of caudal: below this another
line of scattered

and faint blotches from lower edge of pectoral to

posterior end of anal; head color of upper part of body, but streaked

with irregular lines of black above; a line of light dusky, as wide as
becoming nearly as broad as eye at edge of opercle, running
from post(n-ior edge of eye to base of pectoral, its low^er edge just
below upper base of pectoral; below this an irregular line of light

pupil, but

brown-olivaceous slightly wider than pupil, running to middle of
l)el()w this pale; dorsal with 2 l)roken stripes
of brown-olivaceous about as wide as pupil; caudal membranes dark,
rays pale brown-olivaceous, anal with indications of 4 or 5 dark
base of pectoral; head

)l'l[10CEPirAHIS TADIANUS.

blotches at the base of posterior half, rest of

tin

pale at base,

becommg

darker, almost brown-olivaceous toward tips; ventrals pale, dusky;
pectoral slightly darker than ^'entrals.
Tyjje.

— No. 3xx, a specimen 9.5 inches long, from Formosa, returned

to the Imperial Fisheries Institute.
58.

Head

CHANNA FORMOSANA

Jordan and Evermann, new species.

depth 5.75; eye 5.75; snout 5.25; maxillary 2.5; mandible 2.25; interorbital 3.5- D. 44; A. 28; scales 4-54-13.
Body
moderateh" long and slender, much compressed posteriorly; head large,
broad, depressed and snake-like; mouth large, oblique, the lower jaw
slightly projecting, the maxillary reaching posterior edge of orbit;
teeth cardiform, in both jaws and on vomer; eye moderate; caudal
peduncle short, very deep and very nmch compressed. Scales large,
plate-like, each with strong concentric strife; lateral line very irregular, beginning above opercular opening, extending backward on 7
scales, then running for 8 scales on next row above, then dropping
irregularly for 3 or 4 rows over origin of anal, thence continued alongmedian line of side to base of caudal tin. Dorsal tin long, begimiing
over base of pectoral, the rays quite uniform in length, the last beingsomewhat longest, being about 2.5 in head; anal similar to dorsal, but
shorter, beginning under about the twelfth dorsal ray and ceasing
3.6;

)
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under tho

lii.st

dorsal ray but two; rays of dorsal and anal

braiK-hed, but articulated; pectoral short

and

vol xxv.

all

un-

l)road, its tip reachinjj^

vent; ventrals absent; caudal broad and rounded.
Color in alcohol, yellowish-brown, the side with about 8 V-shaped

imbricated dark crossbars, the apex pointing- forward; these crossbars
plainest posteriorly, more or less ])roken and irregular in front; a large,
round, black ocellus on caudal peduncle at base of caudal tin as larg-e
as eye, bordered by white; side of head with two broad, dark ])ars

from eye to posterior edge of opercle; dorsal tin punctulate
but with about 2 series of rather distinct white spots on the membrane,
extending nearly full length of tin; anal tin plain, somewhat dusky at

extending-

edge; caudal and pectoral pale, slightly pun(;tulate.

—

No. 5075, a specimen 5.25 inches long, from Sowo or Suwata,
Ty2ye.
Formosa, now numbered 7132 Stanford University Museum; others,
No. 26H, ar(» from Suwata.

Family
59.

(

MUdlLID.F.

MUGIL OEUR

Forskil.

Mngil cep}ialoius Ouvier and Valenciennes.

Several specimens, Nos. 5061, 5062 from Giran, 15SH from Keerun,
5067 from Taihoku, 377, 1064 (F. I.) from Formosa.
D. lV-1, 8; A. Ill, 8: scales 40,-12.
Dai'k streaks along scales more or less distinct.
6o.

LIZA TROSCHELI

(Bleeker.)

Head 4.1; depth 3.8; eye 3.75; snout 4.5; interorbital 2; D. IV-I,
8; A. II, 10; scales 30,-10; body rather short and stout, the back
gently and regularly arched from tip of snout to origin of spinous
dorsal; head small, triangular, the interorbital broad and flat; eye
rather large, snout short, the adipose eyelid small; teeth small but
visible to the naked eye; sides of lower jaw meeting in a broad angle;
lips thin; bare space between dentary bones club-shaped, broadest
anteriorly, the subopercles overlapping below; pectoral broad and
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short, 1.5 in head; ventvals shorter than the pectoral, their length 2.5

times in distance from their base to origin of anal;
1.75 in head; soft dorsal low.

its

lirst

dorsal spine

longest ray 2 in head; origin of

spinous dorsal slightly nearer base of caudal than tip of snout, or over
tips of ventrals; caudal moderately forked, the lobes equal, their
length equal to that of head; anal origin in front of soft dorsal,

its

free

edge concave, its longest rays 1.75 in head.
Color in alcohol, grayish-silvery on side, dark olive on back and top
of head; lower parts silvery- whitish; tins dusk}', tips of middle caudal rays blackish.

One specimen. No. 5068, U inches in total length, from Hokoto,
Formosa.
This specimen agrees with Mu(j'd troschell from the East Indies
except that the head is wider, the interorbital space twice the eye, and
the body deeper 3.75 to 3.8 in length, equal to length of head.
These
discrepancies are probablv due to individual variations or to the
immaturity of the original type.
Family 8PHYR.EN1D.F.
6i.

SPHYRiENA JELLO

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

D. V-I, 9; A. I, 10; scales 17-135-23.
This is doubtless identical with Sphyraina
siualler, more than 125 in lateral line.

No. 11328 (Formosa), F.
62.

but the scales seem

I.

SPHYRiENA JAPONICA

D. V-I, 9; A. I, 9; scales 11-87-14.
Nos. 3831; 3839 = 33x (Formosa). F.
63.

jello,

SPHYRiENA FORSTERI

Schlegel.

I.

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

Scales 110,-16.

Nos. 3831, 880 (34x), Formosa, F.

I.

These specimens agree fairly with Giinther's account of
but the species of this genus need comparative study.

Family
64.

this species,

AMMODYTID.E.

BLEEKERIA MITSUKURII

Jordan and Evermann, new species.

Two

specimens, Nos. 11340 and 11342, from Giran.
Near to Bleeheria haUolepis and B. gilll, but with smaller scales than
either.
It is not easy to see why Dr. Day^ should reject the genus
BJerl-ei'la, placing its species in Animodytes.
Bleekeria has well-

formed and

tinely sculptured scales, as well as small teeth in th(^ jaws.
'

Fishes of India.
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Ammodytes there

are no teeth and the scales are almost ol)solete,
body being crossed by folds of skin. Am?nodi/tes is subarctic in
distribution, Bleehrhi is tropical.
Ainmodi/tes has a much larger
number of fin rays and doubtless of vertebra? also.
In

the

Head

4.6;

depth

eye

8.5;

,5.2;

snout 3.8; D. 42; A.

somewhat compressed; head

long, slender, and

ver}'

15.

long;

Body
mouth

rather large, the lower jaw much projecting, a prominent point below;
maxillary thin, slipping under the preorbital, reaching orbit.
Scales
small and firm; lateral line rumiing high, aljout two S(^ales below dorsal,

on caudal peduncle suddenly dropping to middle of caudal tin; dorsal
tin long and low, depressible in a groove, its origin over base of pectoral; anal short, terminating under last dorsal ray; pectorals short

Flfi.

12.— BLEEKERIA MITSl'KURII.

and pointed; ventrals very minute, slightly in front of pectoral; opercular bones very thin and papery; teeth on front of jaws weak, apparently in villiform patches.

Color in alcohol, plain straw-yellow.
No. 11340. a specimen 4.25 inches long, from Giran, now
Type.
No. 7133, Stanford Universit}^ Museum.

—

Family HOLOC^ENTRID.E.
•

A

65.

OSTICHTHYS JAPONICUS

large specimen,

1

x.

Formosa, F.

(Cuviei and Valenciennes).
I.

The genus OstlchtJiys differs from Myriprlstis in the very rough
scales and from HolotrachyH in their very large size, larger than in
any species of Mypiju'Utls.
Family
66.

One specimen. No.
doi'sal;

MULLID.E.

UPENEUS INDICUS
1592,

golden area under

from Keerun.
first

302.

Two

dark streaks on second

dorsal and dark blotch on caudal pedun-

cle distinct.

One specimen. No.

(Shaw).

from

(liran.

)
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67.

(

Ujiciiciis liitcuK

One specimen. No.
ther's account of

in
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(Lacepede).

Curvier and A'alenciennes; Day.

from Keerun. It agrees fairly with Giinand with Day's figure of U. lufei(>:
to the synonym}" of this species, Ave follow
with Lacepede's MuJhis eijcJostoiiiKx.

273,

U. eyvlostomus

In view of the doul)t as

Giinther

AND EVERMANN.

identifying

it

UPENEOIDES VITTATUS

68.

(Forskal).

One specimen. No. I75t), from Keerun. Posterior hlack band on
lower lobe of caudal very broad and black, the coloration unlike that
of Hawaiian examples, supposed to be this species, the posterior band
broader than in Day's figure.'
69.

UPENEOIDES BENSASI

One specimen, No.

275, from Keerun.

(Schlegel).

Color, plain except for a

dark tip to each dorsal, the color probably faded. Side with dark
rivulate markings under each scale.
Teeth all small, on jaws, vomer,
and palatines. We identify this species with Upeneoideii henstm on the
supposition that the color is faded.
Such faded examples correspond
to TJpeneua suhvUtatus of Richardson.'^
Probably the original suhvUtatus of Schlegel also is the same species.
The latter has a banded
caudal, as in Upeneoidea hensasL
Two small specimens, No. Sl-t, from Kotosho are colored as in
Japanese specimens of U. hensas!. Caudal Avith four dark bands on
the upper lobe, the lower dusky with a whitish edge: first dorsal
with three dark cross-bands, the second dusky at tip.
70.

Two

UPENEOIDES TRAGULA

(Richardson).

specimens, Nos. 1755 and 35S, from Keerun, agreeing with Da3''s

figure."

Two

specimens, Nos. 303 and

30-1:,

from Giran.

One specimen. No. 339, from Formosa,
One specimen, No. 281, from Hokoto.
Head 3.75; depth 4.2; eye 4; D. VIII-I,

F.

I,

S;

A.

I, 6;

P. 13; scales 32.

Family TRICHIURID.F.
71.

TRICHIURUS JAPONICUS

Schlegel.

One specimen. No. 50(5-1:, from Hokoto.
One large specimen, No. 17 x, from Formosa,
'

Fishes of India,

Mcth. Cliina,

p.

xxx, fig. 2.
219, from Canton.
pi.

F.

I.

^Fishes of India,

j)!.

xxx,

fig. 4.

.

)
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Fiunily
72.

vol. xxv.

SCOMBRID.E.

SCOMBER JAPONICUS

Houttuyn.

No. 27 x, from Formosa, F. I., of some
It ma}' be
mackerel, with low suborbital and rather elongate body.
Scomher janesaha Bleeker, but until these various Asiatic mackerel
with air-bladders have been fully compared, we are not certain that
any of them is separable from ScoiiJ>«'r japvulcux.

One

small specimen,

73.

A

SCOMBER KANAGURTA

Russell.

small mackerel. No. 23 x, from Formosa, F. L, the body and

especially the head deeper than

more

distinct,

S. japonlcris;

in

the scales

dark markings

the color silvery, the

less

much

distinct.

This corresponds fairly with Day's figure of the species he calls
Scmnber inicTolepidofnx. This seems to l)e different from Scomber
'

japonicim.
74.

GYMNOSARDA ALLETERATA

One specimen. No.

2»)

x,

from Formosa, F.

The

the spots behind pectoral o])solete.
Atlantic species is questionable.
75.

One

fine

(Rafinesque).

SCOMBEROMORUS KUHLII

(

I.,

bad condition,

in

identity of this with the

Cuvicr and Valenciennes).

specimen, No. 21 x = 357, from Formosa, F.

1.

Body

with-

out streaks or spots.

Family
76.

CARANGID.F.

SCOMBEROIDES ORIENTALIS

One specimen, No.

(

Schlegel)

from Giran.

This species seems to differ
from Scomheroldes toloo { — S. mntil-petri) in the elongate body, the
depth being about 4 in length to base of caudal. The maxillary
extends not quite to posterior margin of eye.
77.

327,

MEGALASPIS CORDYLA
(Scomher

A

rottli'ri

(Linnsus).

Blocli.

very large specimen, No. 18 x, from Formosa, F.

I.

plates extremely large, covering the posterior part of the

a coat of mail,

A

fine large

much larger than in any species of Carangus.
specimen. No. 370, from Formosa, F. I.
78.

DECAPTERUS MUROADSI

One specimen, No. 22

x,

from Formosa, F.

Fishes of India,

(Schlegel).
I.

pi. liv, fig. 4,

Lateral

body with
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79.

DECAPTERUS MACROSOMUS

One specimen, No.
tinguished

837,

the large

]\y

development of the

from Formosa,

number

of dorsal

F.

(Bleeker).

I.

This species

is

dis-

and anal rays, and the great

+ 38,

lateral plates, 49

337

the latter

number being

There is a peculiar
angulation of the lower part of the shoulder girdle approaching that
that of the keeled plates on the straight part.

in

Trachurops.

A

specimen of this species ivoxn Kagoshima, Japan,
Museum at Tokyo.
One specimen. No. 24 x, from Formosa, F. I.

is

in the

Imperial

TRACHUROPS TORVA

80.

(Jenyns).

One specimen,

No. 352, from Formosa, F. 1.; one spiH-imen. No.
from Formosa, F. I.; one specimen, No. 325, from Giran;
and one. No. 2n7o. from Giran.

371

= 23

X,

81.

CARANGUS LEPTOLEPIS

(

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

Two
tinct,

specimens. No. 2!»7, from Keeruii.
encroaching on the shoulder.
82.

Opercular spot very

CARANGUS MALABARICUS

dis-

(Schneider).

One specimen. No. 272, from Keerun. Dorsal lobe 1.4 in head;
depth 2.12 in length (without caudal). Otherwise agreeing with Day's
figure and Gunther's description.

CARANGUS JARRA

83.

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

One specimen. No. 274, from Keerun, referred with doubt to this
The depth is 2.2 in length, the soft dorsal lobe 1.2 in head;

species.

D. VIII-I. 22. Lateral shields large, a))out 35 developed; breast
naked; lateral line scarcely wavy.

CARANGUS SEXFASCIATUS

84.

One young example from Keerun.
with CaraiKjus

(

Quoy andGaimard).

agrees

]atui<

first

of the Atlantic.

dorsal and tip of second blackish; anal pale.

agrees in general with Giinther\s account of
true lilppoH

respects

in essential

D. VIII-I, 20; plates 2S to 30;
no distinct opercular spots; body with six broad faint

l)reast seal}";

cross-bands;

It

is

an American species,

C<n-<in<j>ix

li!j>j)(is,

(juite distinct (('(ir((,t<jux

It

but the

at/unyus

of Giinther).
85.

CARANGUS,

species.

A small specimen from Kotosho resembling ('<ir<in</nsj(in'<i(V\\\unand Valenciennes).
D. Vlll-I, 23; scales about 30; 110 spots.
Proc. N. :M.

vol.
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A

CARANGUS ARMATUS

(Forskai).

large .specimen, No. 17 x, from Formosa, F.

spot and

high lobes to dorsal and anal tins.
One specimen, No. ^1 x, from Formosa, F.
present; lobes of dorsal and anal very low.

Avith oporeula^-

I.,

A^er}"

Opercular spot

I.

One specimen, No. 20 x, from Formosa, F. I. No opercular spot;
produced anal ray as long as base of fin; ventrals pale.
This specimen corresponds to Cuvier and Valenciennes's figure of
Carmigus cirr'hosus^ l)ut not to OliMus Dialaharlcim^ regarded Iw Giinther as a synonym.
One large specimen. No. 349, from Formosa, F. I. Dorsal and anal
lobes not extending much be^^ond middle of fin; opercular spot present.
87.

ALECTIS CILIARIS

One specimen from Formosa.

F.

I.,

(Bloch).

and two specimens from Kee-

run.

Family
88.

Head

Two

LFIOGNATHID^F.

LEIOGNATHUS EDENTULUM

(Bloch).

8.3 in length; depth 1.7; second dorsal spine 1.3 in head.

specimens, Nos. 279 and 297, from Formosa, F.
89.

LEIOGNATHUS SPLENDENS

One specimen from Keerun and one
Hokoto.
90.

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).
tine

GAZZA EQUULiEFORMIS

One specimen. No.

I.

specimen, No. 329, from
(Riippell).

from Kotosho. Depth 2.5 in length to base
Second dorsal spine about 2.7 in depth as in G. equulseof caudal.
Axil black; spinous dorsal dusky anteriorh^; some vague
form/is.
dark spots along

317,

lateral line.

One specimen. No.

328,

from Hokoto.

Family 8TKO:\IATElD.E.
91.

A

APOLECTUS NIGER

large specimen. No. 27 x,

(Bloch).

from Formosa, F.

I.

No

ventral fins;

with a strong keel, suggesting that of Carangus^ the scales
on the keel thickened but without spines; color, pale grayish; gill
openings very broad, the membranes not attached to the isthnms.
Head 3.8; depth 2.1; eye 5.6; snout 3.25; maxillary 3.1; mandible
3; interorbital 2.75; preorbital 10; D. 10; highest dorsal ray 1.1; A.
37; longest anal ra}^ 1.3; scales about 27-97-50, rubbed ofi' and diffiBody
cult to count; pectoral very long and narrow, 1.3 times the head.
caudal

fin

oblong-rhombic, greatly compressed, dorsal and ventral outlines con-
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siderably arched; dorsal profile from snout to origin of dorsal tin regularly curved; head moderate, the snout rather blunt; mouth moderate,

somewhat

oblique, the jaws sube(|ual:

maxilUuy broad, reaching

front of orbit, slipping- under prcor))ital for
setiform, slender, and very

weak

in each jaw;

nostrils oblong, very close together;

its

entire length; teeth

top of head trenchant;

eye moderate, partially covered

adipose membrane, slightly above level of upper lip; preorbital
narrow. Cheek deep; edges of opercular bones membranaceous, the
])y

opercle ver}^ thin and flexible; caudal peduncle depressed, and strongly
keeled.

Scales small, cycloid,

and opercles with
C3XS

t<\

occiput;

fine scales;

somewhat irregularly placed; cheeks
from snout between

a large naked area

dorsal and anal densely covered with thin scales;

^
caudal with

^

complete scjuamation; dorsal fln elevated in front,
from snout l.-i in its base; anal similar to dorsal,
its origin more posterior; caudal widely forked.
Color in alcohol, dirty yellowish-white, without markings, except a
narrow ))lack blotch on edge of opercle.
distance of

less

its

origin

Family
92.

A

single large specimen

lein's

PEMPHERID.E.

PEMPHERIS NYCTEREUTES

new

Jordan and Evermann,

from Hokoto.

It does not

tit

description of Fcmpherix japonicu^ very well, and

of the scales separates

it still

fni'thcr

species.

Dr. Doder-

tlu^

small size

from the others described.
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Head

eye 2.5; snout 5.5; maxillary 2; mandible
longest dorsal ray 1.5; A. Ill, 44;
D. V,
longest anal spine 3.6, ray 2.8; scales 80 in lateral line; those above
and below are rubbed off and not to be counted accurately. Body
oblong, compressed; long base of anal very oblique; lateral line concurrent with the dorsal outline and extending to tip of tail; head compressed; eye large; snout very short, blunt; mouth large, very oblique;
villiform teeth on vomer, palatines, and jaws; maxillary extending to
below middle of eye; dorsal short, slightly behind ventral; anal very
long, low and densely scaled at base; ventral spine as long as rays; pec1.75;

B.-i;

depth

2.4;

iuterorbital 4;

*.>;

toral broad, falcate. 1.2 in head; scales deciduous, those of lateral line

most persistent.

Fl<i.

General color

1 I.

— PEMPHEKIS

NYCTEKEI'TES.

olivaceous brown; i)ectoral and ventrals
dusky brownr. throat and under parts of head rusty

in alcohol,

pale; base of anal

l)rown.

—

No. 286, a specimen 8 inches long from Hokoto, Formosa,
Type.
returned to the Imj)erial University.

Family
93-

KUHLIID.E.

KUHLIA MARGINATA

One specimen. No.

oil*,

(

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

from Kotosho. agreeing

fairly with Boulen-

ger's description.

Family SERRANID.F:.
94.

One

PSAMMOPERCA WAIGENSIS

rinc

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

specimen. No. 840. from Formosa. F.

1.

.
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95.

LATEOLABRAX JAPONICUS

One specimen. No. x

z.

(

AND EYERMANN.
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Cuvier and Valenciennes)

from Foniiosu. F. L. and one specimen from

Keorun.
96.

EPINEPHELUS TAUVINA
[Scrramin

xali)io!<h:i

(Forskal).

Day.)

Three specimens from Keerun, agreeing with Boiilenger's description.
Other specimens from Formosa are in the British Museum,
One specimen, No. 376, Avith faint spots and with a l)road black streak
above maxillary,
97,

EPINEPHELUS MERRA

One specimen from Keerun.
in

Roulenger's Catalogue
98.

(T. p.

Bloch.

It belongs to the typical variety vierra
i}42).

EPINEPHELUS FUSCOGUTTATUS

One specimen. No.
99.

8 x. fi-om Foiinosa, F.

(Forskal).

I.

EPINEPHELUS EPISTICTUS

(Schlegel).

One specimen, No.

'2^i), from Cliran, identical with one taken by us
This species is near to ^. latifasciatus, hut is marked
I)}' spots only, not bands or stripes.
series of round T)lackish spots
runs from the eye to the base of caudal. The spines on angle of preopercle are well developed.

at Nagasaki.

A

One large specimen. No. x 7, from Formosa, F. I. Back sparsely
covered with small round dark spots, no trace of dark lines; otherwise
very near to ICprnep/t/'hf.s JatifasciaUm^ of which it may prove a color
variation.
100.

EPINEPHELUS CHLOROSTIGMA

One specimen, No.

345,

numerous than are shown

(

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

from Formosa, F.
in the figures of

1.

The

Day and

spots are less

Bleeker, 1)ut the

general characters agree with Boulenger's description.

One large specimen, No.

363,

Formosa, F.

I.,

corresponding to Day's

figure of Sn-ranKs avcolatns.
loi.

One

EPINEPHELUS DIACANTHUS

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

small specimen, the dark cross-bands scarcely traceable; a dark

streak aljove maxillary.

A fine specimen. No. 374. from Formosa, F. I. Angle of opercle
with two rather strong spines.
One small specimen, No. 355, Formosa, Y. I., referred with doubt
There are no dark cross-bands; body with darker
which form reticulations, some of them more or less longitudinal; fins unspottt^d, dark(M- lu^ar the edge; a dark sti-eak above
to this species.

spots,

maxillary.
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I02.

EPINEPHELUS HCEDTI

One specimen, No.

MIJRKJ'M.

(Bieeker).

from Formosa, F. I.
Head and body
closely dotted with darker: caudal and anal broadly- edged with l^lack;
A'entrals chiefly black: dorsal with a brownish edge: pectoral plain
-t

x,

yellow.
It

is

possil)le that

Boulenger

is

correct in referring this species to

the synonjaiiy of EpiiKpliehix Jlavoceerideus (Lacepede), a species

having the body

])lain ])liu'

103.

or ])urpie, the fins bright yellow.

PROMICROPS LANCEOLATA
(I'liri/notit'iii (jigax

One young example. No.

5 x,

Family
104.

One
mosa.

(Bloch).

Giinther.)

from Formosa, F.

I.

LUTTANID.F.

GLAUCOSOMA BURGERI

Richardson.

large specimen. No. 304, 17 inc^hes long, from Keeran, For-

Inside of

mouth

black: ])eritoneuml)lack.

This species seems

from Glaucosoma helrraicuin Richardson. The genus belongs
apparently to the Lutkinidse, although the extension of the lateral
line on the caudal fin suggests relationship to Late-s and Pmininoperca.
The caudal fin is ver}^ slightly lunulate.
Head 2.75; depth 2.4; eye 3.8; snout 3.8; maxillary 1.05; mandible
distinct

1.6: interorbital 5; preorbital 7.3: D. VIII, 12; longest dorsal spine
3.5, ray 1.9;

A. Ill, 10; longest anal spine

4, ra}' 2;

ventral 2; pecto-

)
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ral 1.9; scales

Body

12-52-20.
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rather short and deep, compressed;

caudal peduncle compressed and deep,

its least

width 1.65 in eye,

its

head; back g^ently and regularly arched from snout
to caudal peduncle, somewhat depressed in front of eyes; head large
and deep; mouth ver}^ large, somewhat oblique, jaws subequal; maxilleast

depth 2.5

in

lary very broad at tip, scarcely slipping under preorbital; teeth in a

strong villiform band on upper jaw composed of two rows, the outer
in front canine-like; those of lower jaw in one series, except in front,
where they are somewhat irregular; a large patch of villiform teeth

on tongue and hyoid bone; a narrow V-shaped patch on vomer, apparently none on palatines; eye very large, rather high; nostrils close
Scales moderate, weakly ctenoid,
together, the posterior the larger.
covering entire head, body and bases of dorsal, caudal and anal; maxillary densely scaled; base of pectoral scaled; preopercle at the angle
with blunt coarse teeth. Fins moderate; dorsal spines rather short
Ijut

strong, the soft part of dorsal

somewhat

elevated; anal similar to

the third spine considerabh^ longest; caudal moderate,

soft dorsal,

shallowl}^ lunate, the lobes rounded; pectoral short
trals scarcely

and

l)road; ven-

reaching vent.

Color in alcohol, rusty silver}^; head darker, somewhat purplish;
edges of scales on side darkish, the bases brassy; dorsal, anal and
caudal dusky; pectoral and ventral pale; a large brownish blotch on

membrane below

preorbital.

105.

LUTIANUS FULVIFLAMMA
{'ILnt'tKuH.'^ Iioteen

A single specimen, badly

Forskal.

Richardson.

faded. No. 332,

from Keerun,

It is iden-

with another received from Okinawa, and probably belongs to
Lutianus hoteen^ which Giinther identifies with L. fmcescens from

tical

Celebes.

In

its

dull olive coloration

it

approaches Z, hoteen rather

than L. fulviflamma Richardson, with which
tinctly notched preopercle.
It is not unlikely,

figured

by Dr. Day

however, that

as the typical

it

agrees in the indis-

this is identical with the species
Lutianus fuhriflamma us distinct

from the golden-streaked Lutian
russeUL
Two specimens from Keerun. One large specimen. No.
Formosa, F. I.
t/.s

106.

LUTIANUS ANNULARIS

One specimen, No.

311,

from

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

from Formosa, F.

Black

l)lotch

on

caudal peduncle above very distinct, l)ordered before and l)ehind

b}'

291,

I,

white; faint dark streaks along the rows of scales, those above oblique,

those below horizontal, no trace of streak from
eye.

D. XI, 13; A. Ill,

S; scales 53.

first

dorsal spine to
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107.

LUTIANUS ARGENTIMACULATUS
(Mesoj>ri<>n. (jnnhni (iiiiither.

Ono specimen from Keerun.

vol..

XXV.

(Forskal).

)

This species has

much

in

common

with Lid Janus argentiventrls and other American species. The parietal crest extends nearly to the point of junction of the supraoccipital
crest and orlntal rim, indicating- that the g-enus Kronurnis will be

found nntenal)le.
108.

LUTIANUS VITTA

(

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

One specimen from Keerun.
109.

PLATYINIUS SPARUS

(Schlegel).

{Mcnujrridii .yiariix Sclilegel.

)

snout 3.5; maxillary 2.2.5; mandible
l.i>; interorbital 4; preorbital 6.25; D. X, 11; longest dorsal spine
2.75 in head; ray 2.75; A. HI, 8; pectoral 1.25; ventral 1.7; scales

Head

3;

10-50-15.

depth

2.i>;

e3^e

Body rather

3.2;

short,

deep and

compressed; dorsal and

ventral outlines gently arched, occipital region slightl}' depressed;

head large; mouth large, somewhat oblique, the lower jaw slightly
the longer; maxillary broad, slipping for its entire length under the
broad preorbital; eye large; nostrils very small; preopercle strongly
Scales small, nearly cycloid; cheek and opercle
at angle.
Fins moderate, last rav of anal
scaled, caudal fin scaled at base.
serrate

considerably produced.

One

specimen, No. 867, 6.25 inches long, from Formosa, F.

scales at base of dorsal or anal fins;

separated from those behind

it;

1.

No

})and of scales at the temples

scales a])ove

lateral

line

in

series

FISHES FROM FORMOSA— JOED AX AND EVERMANN.
parallel with lateral line:
I)e,side,s

two

stronii- caiiiue teeth in

smaller lateral canines;

te(>th

on

\'oniei'

in

845

front of each jaw,
a small V-sl)a})e(i

no teeth on tongue; last ray of dorsal and anal produeiKl;
caudal deeph' forked; gillrakers long, rather few in number, about
12 below angle; 6 rows of scales on cheek; preopercle scarcely
notched, with tine long cirri; preorbital not so broad as e3^e.
Color, api)arently l)right red. now faded to silvery; cheeks ))right
patch;

silvery.

Platyinivs sjxt/'i/s has the skull of Eteliii and Aprion, the compressed form of Hatyin/hm^ and the strong canines of Lut'umam. Its
nearest ally is doubtless Platyinius rnaa'ophthalmm, but it should be
placed in a genus distinct from Aprion, characterized

b}^

the robust

anterior canines.

DENTEX HYPSELOSOMUS
Head
ble 2.5:

2.75;

depth 2.2; eye :1S;

int(M'()i'l)ital

H.75: preor])it;

Bleeker.

iiout 2.4:

maxillary 2.6; mandi-

8.75; D.

XIT. lO; longest dorsal

spine 2.5; ray 8.2; A. Ill, S; longest anal spine 8; ray 8.2; ventrals
Body short, deep, and compressed,
1.8; pectoral 1.2; scales 6-50-18.

and trenchant; the anterior protile concaxe
eyes and with a liump above; caudal peduncle moderately
compressed, its least width 2 in eye, its least depth slightly greater
l)ack considerabh' elevated

in front of

than eye: head large and deep, mouth large, somewhat oblique, the
jaws equal: maxillary heavy, slipping for most its length under the
broad, thin preorbital: premaxillaries considerably ])rotiactile: teeth
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jaws in an irregular sparse row, broadened into a patch anteriorly;
jaw with 4 large, stout, recurved canines, behind which are
the smaller, blunter teeth; no teeth on vomer, palatines, or tongue; eye
large, rather high, entirely above upper lip; nostrils remote, the
anterior small and round, the posterior larger and ovoid; preorbital
in

tip of each

very deep; edge of preopercle crenulate; opercle ending in a l)road,
Hat point.
Scales large, cycloid, firm, the exposed part much deeper
than long; forehead, snout, and preorl)ital naked; posterior part of cheek
and opercles with large scales; nape witii smaller scales; a few scales
on base of pectoral, and many line scales on caudal. Fins moderate,
the dorsal and anal each folding down into a scaly sheath at base; dorsal
spines rather long and slender; anal spines heteracanthous, the second
much broader than the others; ventrals not reaching vent; pectoral
longer, reaching origin of anal.
No. XX, a specimen 11 inches long, from Formosa, and No. 366
from Formosa.
Forward very gibbous, with a slight concavity above the projecting
snout; canines very strong; lateral teeth small, two-rowed, slightly
bluntish, not molar-like.
in spirits, doul)tless
III.

Pectoral 3.3 in length; canines

crimson

in life,

NEMIPTERUS VIRGATUS

Silvery

(Houttuyn).

{Synagris sinensis (Lacepede) CTiinther; Dentex setigerus Cnvkn-

One specimen. No.
One specimen. No.

|.

the space between the eyefi paler.

and Valenciennes.)

from Formosa, F. I.
The depth of l)ody is 3.5 in
333, from Keerun.
length (without caudal) in this common Japanese species, not -i, as
stated by Giinther.
112.

ix,

NEMIPTERUS MATSUBAR^E

Head

3.5;

depth 3.5; eye

1;

Jordan and Evermann, new species.

snout

interorlntal 6; preorbital 1.2; D.

X,

3;

maxillary 2.5; mandible 2.2;
ray

9; longest dorsal spine 2.5;

1.75; A. Ill, 8; longest anal spine 3, ray 1.9; ventral 1, reaching origin

of anal; pectoral 1.2; scales 1—18-9; scales on cheek in 3 rows.

Body

oblong, compressed, deepest through base of ventral; caudal deeph^
forked; head su))Conic; preorljital almost as deep as eye; mouth low,
anterior profile in a long, gentle curve; eye moderate; maxillary reach-

ing anterior edge of pupil; mouth moderate, horizontal; no teeth on
vomer, palatines, or tongue, a single row of small cardiform teeth on
sides of each jaw, in lower jaw this row widens into a band of villiform teeth, anteriorly, those in front slightly larger; lower jaw without canines; front of upper jaw with about 8 large, curved canine
teeth; dorsal outline a straight Ime to base of caudal; soft dorsal
slightly higher than spinous portion; first anal spine shortest, fin
gradually lengthening to last ray; ventral and pectoral long and
narrow; no filaments on the fins.
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No. 5071, speciiuen lO.O inches long, from
Tyj^e.
icturned to the Imperial University of Tok3^o.

Head
2;

(Jiriin,

347

Formosa,

2.5 (2.0 without flaps); depth 3.2; eye 5; snout 4.5; maxillary

mandible

1.7; interorhital 7.75; suborbital 12;

scales 22-110—10.

mouth very

Body

D. XI, 13; A.

Ill, 8;

short and (X)mpressed; head large, pointed;

large, oblique,

tlu^

jaw slightly projecting; maxil-

jowin-

lary long, reaching posterior edge of orbit; teeth strong, canine-like
in

jaws,

the

band broadening

I'ather large;

in

front where the outer teeth are

vomer and

palatines, none on tongue; eye
preopercle serrate, with 3 strong spines at the angle;

enlarged; patch of teeth on

opercle with 3

flat

spines, the middle one strongest; nostrils small, in

front of dorsal third of eye;

nmch compressed,

its least

small, covering bod}^

interorhital narrow;

depth 3.75

and entire head;

in head,

with

caudal peduncle

flap.

Scales ver}'

lateral line slightly

arched above

^•^^^^^

Fig. 18.— Nemipterl's matsubar.k.

Fins rather high; origin of dorsal over opercular spines;
origin of anal under first dorsal ray; pectoral rather long and broad,
reaching vent; ventrals scarcely reaching vent.
Color in alcohol, light brown; upper two-thirds of body, ()i)ercle,
the pectoral.

and nape with sparse, small roundish dark brown spots; dorsal, caudal,
and anal with similar spots, fewest on anal.
One specimen S inches long, from Giran, Formosa.
General color in alcohol, pale dusky gray with silvery reflections,
and some slight indications of dark in narrow lines on edge of scales
along lateral line, and over body posterior to front of anal; dor,sal
and anal dark at base, this dark being in cresent spots as large as pupil
on anterior base of membrane, rest of fin pale; caudal and pectoral
pale; ventrals pale, except the third ray, which is yellow; this A^ellow
extends on to the posterior base of the first and second ra3^s; dorsal
with a light yellow edge, anal with a 3^ellow median stripe and a yel lowed o-e.
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Family
113.

Ono

.}fUS>EUM.

ILEMULID.E.

THERAPON THERAPS

(

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

spociuuMi from Keeruii.
114.

THERAPON CANCELLATUS
from Kotosho,

Olio sp(M-im(Mi
115.

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

agrcoiiio- fairly

with

THERAPON QUADRILINEATUS

(Bloch).

One specimen, No. 28i, from Giran, aoreeing with
by Dr. (lunther. One specimen from Keerun.
116.

THERAPON JARBUA

{TJifrdpon

One specimen. No.
117.

.svrr((.s

Cuvier and

Viili'iiciriincs.)
1.

Jordan and Evermann, new species.

3.75; depth 3; eye 3.5; snout 3.5; maxillary

interorbital
3;

the account given

(Forskal).

from Formosa, F.

PLECTORHYNCHUS OCYURUS

Head
ray

T x.

P>lo('kcr's ti»^uro.

-t;

A. HI,

3.

'2;

mandible

3;

18; longest dorsal spine 2.3,
pectortd
8; longest anal spine 2.5, ray 2.5; ventral 1.5;

preorbital 9.5; D.

XIV,

^'

V\ii. 19.-

Body rather long and compressed, the dorsal
trenchant;
and ventral outlines about equally arched; nape rather
tip, slipping
at
broad
maxillary
equal;
jaws
pointed,
head moderate,
moderately
under preorbital for its entire length; teeth on jaws in a
in
broad band, the outer in front enlarged and canine-like, especially
upper jaw; no teeth on vomer, palatines, or tongue; eye very large,
on level of
on level of upper lip; nostrils small, close together, oval,
slender
strong,
rather
numerous
with
preopercle
orbit;
of
upper edge

1.2; scales 19-115-21.
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Scales small, ctenoid, densely covering entire head and body

teeth.

and extending- considerably upon caudal fin; a scaly sheath at l)as(' of
anal and dorsal; lateral line nearly straight, an occasional scale without a pore.
Fins rather high; the dorsal spines long, sharp, and slender; second anal spine strong; caudal somewhat lunate; the pectoral
long and somewhat falcate, reaching- tips of ventrals.
Color in alcohol, yellowish-olive, somewhat rusty on head; membrane of spinous dorsal edged with black; a faint dark line through
middle of soft dorsal; anal dusky, pale at tip.
T)/2>c. "No. 347, a specimen 12..5 inches long, from Formosa, returned
to the Imperial Fisheries Institute.
ii8.

PLECTORHYNCHUS RADJABAN

(Lacepede).

( Diaijnninna puuctatuiii Cuvier and Valeiicieimct^.

A

)

specimen. No. 372, from Formosa, F. I.
Body unspotted;
dorsal and caudal with ])lack spots, thus corresponding to Dia<jram.tiKi
hirg-e

clnerasceihs

Cuvier and Valenciennes. D. X, 21.
?Ai\, from Formosa, F. I.

One specimen. No.
iig.

PLECTORHYNCHUS PCECILOPTERUS

One specimen.

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

One specimen, No.

No. 27o, from Kecrun.

305.

from Giran.

POMADASIS HASTA

I20.

Two

specimens from Keerun.

(Bloch).

Spots on back obscure; on spinous

dorsal ver}' distinct.

One

large specimen, No. 353, from Formosa, F.
121.

POMADASIS MACULATUS

One specimen from Keerun.
Day's figure.
122.

The snout

One specimen, No.

a little

SCOLOPSIS VOSMERI

{Scolopsix japonictis Bloch; Scolopsit< turquatug

I.

(Bloch).

more blunt than

in

(Bloch).

Cuvier and Valenciennes.)

from Keerun.

White nuchal band very
conspicuous; each scale with a dark blotch surrounded by pearly ])lue.
The name vosmeri (1790) has priority over that of (niraftis (1797).
331,

According to Dr. Day, Seolopsls torquafus, which our specimen represents,

is

123.

the 3'oung of S. vosmeri.

SCOLOPSIS

MONOGRAMMA

One specimen from Giran, No.

(Kuhl and Van Hasselt).

287, agreeing with the account given

by Cuvier and Valenciennes.
A rather broad dark band extends
below the lateral line from the head to base of caudal, broader m(>si:iilv
and l)ordered al)o\(' and below l)y pale.
One specimen, No. 306, from Keerun.

)

.
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124.

CiESIO

CHRYSOZONA

(

vol. xxv.

Kuhl and Van Hasselt)

One specimen from Koerun.
CiESIO TILE

125.

A

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

small specimen in poor condition from Keerun, the dusky lateral

band almost obliterated, probably belongs to this species. Axillary
spot distinct; each caudal lobe with a broad dusky lengthwise band;
side of body apparently Avith a ])road dark longitudinal liand.
D. X, 16.
Family SPARID^E.
126.

LETHRINUS LEUTJANUS

(Bloch).

One large specimen, No. 834, from Formosa, F. I.
One specimen, No. 310, from Giran. The pearl-colored
the scales arc

still

127.

LETHRINUS RICHARDSONI

One specimen corresponding very

A

Giinther.

closely to Richardson's figure.^

PAGRUS MAJOR

128.

One

(Schlegeli.

from Formosa, F.
large specimen, No. 373, from Formosa. F. I.
large specimen. No. xii,

PAGRUS CARDINALIS

129.

One specimen. No. 13
130.

spots on

yery distinct.

x,

from Formosa,

ARGYROPS LONGIFILIS

One specimen. No.

318,

(

1.

(Schlegel).

F.

I.

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

from Kotosho.

This species seems to be
is a little deeper depth
and sixth spines have lleshy-like fila-

distmct iroxn Argyrops Hplnlfera; the body

and the third, fourth, fifth,
ments reaching almost to end of caudal.
The genus Arc/i/rojhs of
Swainson differs from Prt
in its filamentous dorsal, a character of
1.9),

<//'((.<<

doubtful value.
131.

SPARUS BERDA

Forskal.

One specimen, No. 10 x, from Formosa, F. I.
It agrees with
Chrysophrys datnia of Day in the anal spines and with C. herda in the
width of the preorbital. It is not unlikely that Gunther and Steindachner are right in referring all of these to one species.
132.

SPARUS LATUS
{Cliriisopliri/s

One specimen. No.

fn-/V.s'

HouUuyn.

Sehlejiel.

5072, from Giran.
^Voy. Sulphur,

pi. LXiv, tig. 1.

.
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Family SCI.ENID.F.
133.

CORVULA ARGENTATA

Houttuyn.

One specimen, No. x 71, from Formosa, F. 1. It sccm.s to a^-ree
with Cormila argentata {= Scipena schlegell Bleeker) from Japan, but
tlio soft dorsal rays are fewer (I, 23), the teeth are rather stronger
than usual, and the black markings on first dorsal more distinct.

PENTACEROTID.F.

Family

ANOPLOS BANJOS

134.

One specimen. No.

28.5,

Bleeker.

from Formosa, F.

1.,

similar to Japanese

examples.

Family
135.

A

POLYNEMID.F.

POLYDACTYLUS PLEBEIUS

Broussonnet)

small specimen, No. 324, from Kotosho.

toral filaments 5, the longest reaching
is in

(

bad order and the

136.

Scales about 50; pecventrals.

The specimen

identification not quite certain.

POLYDACTYLUS RHADINUS

Head

beyond

Jordan and Evermann, new species.

depth 4.6; eye 4.5; snout 1>; maxillary 1.7; interorbital 5;
D. VII-I, 15: A. Ill, 16; scales 10-89-12; pectoral 1.4; ventrals 2.5.
Body long and slender, compressed, the back not much elevated; head
3.6;

\
Fifi.

'20.

— POLYDACTYLUS

long, pointed, the snout blunt;

the lower jaw

much

lary very long

RHADINUS.

mouth very

large, nearly horizontal,

the shorter, the snout greatl}' projecting; maxil-

and slender, projecting far behind the eye: teeth

in

jaws in broad setiform bands, covering the jaws not only on top but
extending far down both sides; pi'eorbital ver}"^ narrow: eye covered
largely

Dorsal

by adipose membrane;
tins

caudal peduncle long and shMider.

two' remote, the anterior of slender spines

onl}',

inserted

352
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second dorsal high, the free margin concaA'e,
more produced: caudal ray

anal similar to soft dorsal, the last ra}"

much

deepl}' lunate, the lobes

somewhat

])roduced and falcate; pectoral mod-

falcate, foui' filamentous raj's

widely detached and

nearly equal to head in length; ventrals short.

Scales rather small,

erate,

smooth, thin, and deciduous; lateral line extending upon lower lobe
of caudal which is scaled at base.
Color in alcohol, silvery, the spinous dorsal and pectoral tins dark,
anterior edge of second dorsal also dark; detached pectoral rays white.
No. 17 X, a specimen 10.75 inches long, from Formosa, F. I.,
Tyix'.
returned to the Imperial Fishtn-ies Institute.

—

Family
137.

One specimen. No.

823,

in

(

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

from Koto.sho.

Dorsal filament broken.

shown

GERRID.E.

XYSTiEMA FILAMENTOSUM

Faint, roundish, ))rovvnish spots present as

Bleeker's figure, these arranged

in vertical

dark spots at base of dorsal rays. Depth 2.-1:
One tine specimen. No. 40 x, from Formosa, F.

lete

Family
138.

in

cross rows; obso-

length; scales 46.

1.

POMACENTRID.F.

GLYPHISODON SAXATILIS

(Linnaeus).

Head 2.5 in length; depth 2; D. XIII, 13; A. II, 12; scales 5-30-12.
Dark bands 5, about as broad as the interspaces, the first from the
nape to the

axil

forming a black spot on the pectoral; two below the

spinous dorsal, the fourth under front of soft dorsal, the last under
caudal peduncle; spinous dorsal dusky; soft dorsal and anal dusky at
y:)lain, without dark margin above or below.
This is Glyphlxodon co'lesthius (the variety with plain caudal) of
Giinther and Bleeker, and corresponds fairly to Bleeker's fig. 5 in PI.
IX, in Bleeker's Atlas of the Pomacentrida?. But the true (rhjphi'
sodon c<vle.Ht)))v>i has the caudal edged above and below with blackish.
Whether this character is of distinctive value we have not the material

base and tip; caudal

to decide.

The names Vhietodon saxatUls and CJrModon rotundus of Linnaeus
seem to belong to the present species. The American species, heretofore called (TJy2)Ji!s()doi) xa.ndHis. is adifi'erent species, having six l)lack
bands, the body deeper and the l)ands narrower. This ma}' stand as
Glyphisodon inarghudux (Bloch). The Hawaiian species Glyphlsodon
(ihdoml nails (Cuvier and Valenciennes), with deeper body and very
narrow crossbaiids. is also different, although more like G. nunuj/iKifus.
It is not ccrlain whether this s])ecies or G. ((vhxfl)nif< is the original of
Ghivtodoii sd.nitdl.s, or indeed that th(> two forms ai"e really distinct,
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name may be applied provisionally to the present form. We
have numerous young- examples of Gh/phisodon saxatiUs from Misaki.
but the

Sjxiru^'i fasciafus Gronow and Lahnix sexfasciatits Lacepede are
probably referal)le to this species or to G. coelestinus.
Ch^todon.
tyrirhittl seems to be G. cmlestinu)^.
Glyphiaodon rahtl Cuvier and
Valenciennes, from the Red Sea and elsewhere, is said to have the
fourth band under the second half of the spinous dorsal.
It is, however, doubtless identical with G. saxatiUs.
No. 294, Formosa, F. I.
139.

GLYPHISODON SORDIDUS

One specimen from Kotosho

(Forskal).

similar to others from

Hawaii and

Misaki.

Family LABRID.F.
140.

CHCEROPS AZURIO Jordan

{Cho;rops japo)uriis (Cuvier

One specimen from
141.

ami

Valeiu-it'iines

;

nut

and Snyder.

Lithni-'^

japonic xs Hoiittuyn.)

Koeruii.

CHCEROPS NYCTEMBLEMA'

A large

)

specimen, 18 inches

long-.

Jordan and Evermann, new species.

No. 356, Formosa, F.

1.,

returned

to the Imperial Fisheries Institute.

CHffiROPS

In the

mouth

is

NYCTEMBLEMA.

a card with these notes in Japanese:

"Body

with

rows of purplish spots. Iris and chin blue."
Head 3.5; depth 2.7; eye 6.8; snout 2.2; interorbital 3.8; preorbital 2.7; D. XIII, 7; longest dorsal spine 3.5, ray 2.1; A. HI, 10;
longest anal spine I, ray 2; ventral 1.5; pectoral 1.2; scales 5-30-1).
^The name kvc, night,

ep/3Xrfjiia,

banner, refers to the black

Formot^a.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

23

flag,

the

emblem

of
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Body

short, stout and compressed; anterior profile very steep, in a
strong curve from tip of snout to origin of dorsal fin; head large;
mouth large, the gape reaching middle of eye; jaws armed each
with about four large, strong canines in front, with short, blunt,

coalesced teeth on sides; three

somewhat stronger

close-set canines at

base of upper jaw; eye moderate, high up; caudal peduncle deep and
much compressed. Scales very large, thin, and adherent, those on

cheek much reduced. Dorsal fin long, moderateh^ high, and beginning
over base of pectoral; anal beginning under twelfth dorsal spine, the
last ra3^s somewhat produced; caudal squarely truncate; pectoral
broad, fan-shaped, the upper rays the longer; ventrals long and
pointed, reaching vent, coterminous with the pectoral.
Color in alcohol, dirty olive-brown, scales of side and breast
broadly edged with black or dark brown, irregular hair-like lines of
dark over rest of scale; lateral line dark; base of pectoral dark, with
abroad blue line through it; upper edge of pectoral with dark blotches;
caudal peduncle with about G longitudinal series of oblong bright blue
spots: tins ;dl dusky and yellowish.

DUYM/ERIA FLAGELLIFERA

142.

{Cienolabrus aurigaria

and

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

C. ruhdlio Richardson).

One specimen, from Keerun.
This species

mmria

is

probably identical with the Japanese species, Duy-

llageUlfera Cuvier and Valenciennes, of which

Bleeker is a synonym.
maeria spilogaster Bleeker,
ica

143.

One
144.

fine

Duy inxria jajxm-

The equally common Japanese form, Duyis the female of D. jiageUifera.

ANAMPSES C^RULEOPUNCTATUS

specimen. No, 343, from Formosa, F.

HEMIPTERONOTUS VERRENS Jordan

(Riippell).

I.

and Evermann, new species.

One specimen from Keerun, distinguished by the very long ventrals.
Head 3.5; depth 2.9; eye 4.3; snout 2.4; interorbital 2 in snout;
D. II-VIII, 12; A. Ill, 12; scales 3-29-7. Body short, deep, and
very greatly compressed; head very short, the anterior profile nearly
body highest at base of pectoral, thence tapering evenly on
dorsal and ventral profiles to caudal; nape trenchant; eye high up;
mouth small and low; teeth on jaws in a single close-set row, two outwardly directed strong canmes in front in each jaw. Scales very thin;
cheek with smaller scales; rest of head naked; lateral line running
Dorsal
high, until near end of soft dorsal, where it drops 3 scales.
fin beginning on nape above posterior edge of orbit, the first 2 spines
vertical;

)
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detached and ,some>N'hat longer; anal beginning- under first soft dorsal
ray; caudal somewhat pointed or rounded; pectoral long and slightly
falcate; ventral with the outer ray produced, reaching past fi'ont of
anal.

Color in alcohol, pale yellowish, somewhat

on opercle; poste-

ros}^

rior part of side with indications of indistinct longitudinal lines; doubtless

red in

Ti/jh'.

life.

— A specimen 4.5 inches

long, No. 713-i, Stanford University

Museum.

Fig. 22.— Hemipteronotus verrens.

145.

GUNTHERIA CENTIQUADRA
(

hurtalunus (.!uvier

.laliii

Coloration as described

by Dr. Giinther, except

appeal' at base of caudal above; caudal
|.

the pair of small teeth next

much

canine inconspicuous,

(Lacepede).

and Valenciennes.
that no dark spots

and anal nearly

plain.

Canines

them somewhat enlarged; posterior

smaller than figured in G. centiquadra.

One specimen from
Kotos ho.
The genus Guntheria (including Hemltautoga) may be retained for
those species of -HaUchonres which have the upper part of the cheek
covered with small scales, the cheek in irallchares being naked.

It is

probably, however, not a distinct species.

146.

One specimen. No.

CHEILO INERMIS

Ili8-i,

(Forskal).

from Formosa, F.

I.

)

)
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Family SCARID.E.

SCARUS LACERTA

147.

{Scams

A

Bleeker, Uiuither,

<iTagi)u)xi(s

Day

(

;

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

prol)ably not of Cuvier

fine specimen, No. 37 x, Formosa, F.

and Valenciennes.

I.

No posterior canine; upper lip covering- more than half of upper
jaw; two rows of scales on check, with one or two below on opercular
limb; caudal short, lunate; three pale streaks on side of belly; dorsal
edged with dusky; caudal rather dark, the color otherwise lost.
The species called Scarus xruginosus from the Red Sea, uniform
In any case
green, with green jaws, is apparently some other fish.
the

name Scarus

lacerta has priority.

Family ILARCHID.E.

ILARCHES ORBIS

148.

One specimen. No.

351, Formosa, F.

(Bloch).

I.

Family EPHIPPID.E.
149.

One
One

EPHIPPUS ARGUSi

(Gmelin).

specimen. No. 5073, f rom Suwata.
specimen. No. 309, from Giran.

Family
150.

PLATACID.E.

PLAT AX TEIRA

(Forskal).

One specimen, No. ^98, from Hokoto, agreeing with a Japanese
specimen from the coast of Rikuzen.
D. V, 33; scales 60.
One specimen. No. 341, Formosa, F. I.
Family CH.F7rOI)ONTID^.
151.

CHiETODON

PR.ffiiTEXTATUS

(? Chictodo7i reticulatus

Cantor.

Cuvier and Valeneiennen.

{CJaetodon collaris Bleeker; not of Blooh.)

Two

A

specimens, Nos. 12 x and 296, Formosa, F.
specimen. No. 365, from Formosa, F. I.

I.

from a Japanese specimen (from Satsuma) of ChModon
= Chxtodon auripes Jordan
and Snyder), in not having any of the dark streaks branched or forked
These

difler

e(MarlH Bloch

^

This species

(= Chsetodon aureus Schlegel

is

the original type of Cuvier's genus Ephippus.

replace Scutophagus and Cacodoxus.

Epldppns should

7

)
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behind, as

the case in

is

AND

E] 'ERMA NN.

the Japanese specimen and as

iig-iired

Formosa

before the eye ceases at the level of the eyes, while in the
it

extends above

it.

The Formosan specimens belong

collarix Bleeker, not Bloch,

(lon

by

In the Japanese species the white band

8('hh'oel {('Jnrfodnn (iKrcH.s).

species

85

but

we

to Chseto-

are not quite sure of their

identity with C. lu^f/ciihifus.

CH^TODON FASCIATUS

152.

{Ch:i1<)(Ioii luinihi

One

ForskSl.

Lacepeile.

specinKMi from Kotosho identical with othei-s from Honoluhi.
153.

CH^TODON LINEOLATUS

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Nos. 299 and 301, from Hokoto (Pescadores Islands).
Cliivtodoii fieiiiilanxitas, described as having 12 vertical cross-streaks
of orange, can not be this species, as this one has about 10 cross-streaks.
154.

CH^TODON CITRINELLUS

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

XIV, 21; A. Ill,
scales 30.
Dark spots along the rows of scales very
D.

It;;

distinct, as is also the

3'e]-

above the liroad l)lack edge of the anal; dorsal with a very
narrow dark edge. This species is wrongty identified by Bleeker with
ClrModon iniliaru.
One specimen from Kotosho.

l()\v

stripe

MICROCANTHUS STRIGATUS

155.

One specimen. No.

311, of this

Family
156.

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

common Japanese

species.

ACANTHURID.F].

TEUTHIS TRIOSTEGUS

(Linnaeus).

One specimen. No.

320, from Kotosho.
Belly abruptly white, below a wavy bounding

line; two black spots
one at upper, the other at lower edge; a black bar
below eye; four black bars below dorsal tin; four black spots about

at base of caudal,

l)ase

of pectoral; lips black.

This species, which
the species called

The

of Mexico.

synomymy,

if

157.

A large

is

from
Hawaii and on the off-shore ishmds

prol)a])ly the original triostegus^ differs

by that name

in

latter is Teuthis smuhoicJiensis (Streets), its earlier

any

exists, ])eing

confused with that of T.

TEUTHIS DUSSUMIERI

tr!(>st,^gus.

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

specimen. No. 335, Formosa, F, I.
D. IX, 20. Dark spots on caudal very distinct; traces of narrow
wavy blue stripes on head, and faint traces of the same on bod}'; a
pale area about eyes; tins oljscurel}' luarked.
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from Hokoto.

Allied to Teidhh argenteux{ — mat<>idi'><) and related species, hut dis-

tinguished by the spotted caudal
158.

{Acmdliuriis

Two

fin.

TEUTHIS BIPUNCTATUS

iil(/ros

Gunther; not

.1. tiicjnjri.-^

(Gunther).

Cuvicr and Valenciennes.)

specimens, No. 322, from Kotosho.
of this species is rather uncertain.

The synonymy

Our specimens

are characterized by the plain dark-brown coloration, with ink-like
spots in axil of dorsal and anal; lips black.

the upper

lol)e th(^

longer.

159.

I).

Caudal deepl}' lunate,
IX, 25; depth 2.17 in length.

TEUTHIS OLIVACEUS

Solander.

A fine

specimen, 13 inches long, No. 302, from Formosa, F. I.
This species is apparently the original Teuthix. oHvaceus^ although
D. IX, 2-1.
ditierent f rom the Polynesian species called by that name.
Caudal l()l)es greatl}' produced. Orange band on shoulder extending

end of pectoral.
-1; depth 2.2; eye 4.75; snout 1.3; interor])ital 2.75; 1). IX,
2-1; longest dorsal spine 2.5, ray 1.6; A. pr<)ha))ly about III, 27, the
fin broken and hard to count accuratel}^; ventrals L.3; pectoral 1.2;
to

Head

Body oblong, compressed;

dorsal and ventral outhead strongly arched, the outline
almost vertical anteriorly; head rather short, the snout blunt; mouth
very small, jaws equal; teeth broad, flat incisors, the tips and sides
strongly denticulate; preopercular margin very oblique; branchiostegal membranes forming a fold across chin; eye small; nostrils close
scales about 140.

lines similarly arched; profile of

together in front of eye, the anterior somewhat the larger; caudal
Scales very small, strongly ctenoid,
spine strong, somewhat keeled.

.
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denseh^ covering entire body and head; a few scales on soft dorsal and
anal; caudal lin densely scaled; dorsal fin beginning-

somewhat depressible

of eye, the spines

on nape just back

in a groove, the last soft rays

produced; anal similar to soft dorsal but the base longer; caudal
lunate, the upper and lower lobes greatly produced; ventrals rather
short, reaching origin of anal; pectoral short and. broad,

somewhat

falcate.

Color in alcohol, dark lirown, almost black; a long creamy white
on side from upper end of opercle to vertical at tip of pectoral,
this bounded 1)y jet black; fins all blue-black, except caudal which has
l)lotch

a broad, subterminal, white bar on the middle rays, a narrow lilack
border on tips of rays; pectoral black, the outer fifth 3'ellowish white.

Family SIGANID.^^].
160.

SIGANUS VERMICULATUS

(Kuhl and Van Hasselt)

5074, from Suwata.
Similar to Slganus vermiculatus^ but with the ])ody nuich more
This difi'crence is perelongate; depth 2.5 in length, without caudal.

One specimen, No.

haps due to the immaturity of the specimen.
161.

SIGANUS FUSCESCENS

(HouUuyn).

{Sigarnis (illiopimctdtns (Schlegel).)

One specimen. No. 200, from Formosa, F. 1. It is covered with
small rounded bluish white spots, as usual in Japanese examples.
Two large specimens from 'Keerun; one specimen. No. lix, from
F^ormosa, F,

I.

Family
162.

MONACANTHID^..

STEPHANOLEPIS SULCATUS

(Hollard).

small specimen. No. 276, from Keerun.
Depth about half length; dorsal spine 1.7 in head;
Body covered with fine longitudinal stria?, the raised

One

rows of

anal rays 32.

keels of

the

scales.

Family
163.

TETRAODONTID^.

SPHEROIDES OCELLATUS

One specimen. No. 330, from Hokoto.
Dark blotches behind pectorals forming
164.

(Osbeck).

a bar across the back.

SPHEROIDES SCELERATUS

(Forster).

One specimen. No. 283, from Hokoto, agreeing with the description
The back is dark brown, covered
given by Giinther (VIII, 276).
with darker spots of various sizes; the sides very abruptly silvery.
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DTODONTID.E.

Family

DIODON HOLACANTHUS

165.

One specimen from Hokoto, No.

Linnaeus.

277, f^imilar to Japanese examples.

Family SILLACHNID.F.
166.

One specimen. No.

Head

3.4;

depth

5.0;

(Forsk^l).

from Formosa, F.

SILLAGO iEOLUS

167.

19; A. II,

SILLAGO SIHAMA

2!tli,

Jordan and Evermann, new species.

Q\e 3.6; snout

Body

17; scales 5-76-8.

I.

2.5; interorbital 5.5;

D. XI-I,

long, slender, and compressed;

anterior profile gently arched from tip of snout to origin of spinous
dorsal; ventral outline. nearh^ straight; head long, the snout pointed;

mouth

small, low,

somewhat

obli(|uc, the

lower jaw included; teeth

in

0j

(//'

\\\V«

broad villiform l)ands on each jaw and on vomer; hea4 ver^' rugose, the
muciferous structure strongly marked; eye large, lateral; snout long
and pointed; caudal peduncle moderate, compressed, its least depth a
little

more than one-half snout.

Scales rather thin,

somewhat irregular,

weakl}" ctenoid; lateral line complete, slightly arched al)Ove the pectoral;

nape scaled, head naked, except on cheek,' where there arc about two
rows of large scales. Dorsal fins two, the first of long, slender spines,
its origin alwve middle of pectoral; interspace between fins short;
anal similar to soft dorsal,

its

origin

somewhat more posterior; pec-

and ventrals moderate; caudal slightly forked.
Color in alcohol, pale straw-color; middle of side with two series of
large, oblong, blackish blotches, about six or seven in each series; a
plumbeous silvery band along middle of side below lateral line, most

toral

distinct posteriorly

—A

;

fins all

somewhat punctulate.

specimen 5.25 inches long from Keerun, Formosa, No.
7135, Stanford Universit}^ Museum.
Type.

)
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Family LATirJD.F.
i68.
(Liitilui^ Mlnen.tix

LATILUS JAPONICUS

(Lai'eiK-df);

Ono specimen, No.

o<»x,

from Formosa.

I.:

HfJS,

F.

(

Houttuyn)

Cnvier ami

from, Formosa, F.
one specimen. No.

PLATYCEPHALUS INERMIS

(Pl(iti/rej>Ji(i/iif!

A'alfiicicniu's.

1.; one specimen. No.
5()T<», from (xiran.

PLATYCFPIIALID.F.

Family
i6g.

Lati/Kx inyciilntiis

crDCDiUlHii TiU'sins;

Houttuyn

(

J'/(tti/cep]i(il((>< </utt(i1iis

I.

Sclile«;el.)

One specimen from Keernn. apparently identical with others from
Hiroshima.
170.

PLATYCEPHALUS INDICUS
(

Pl(iliir('/)}i((lii!^

liinldidlor

(Linnaeus).

Forskal.

One large specimen. No. ?A'2, from Formosa. F.
men. No. 31 x = 361, from Formosa. F. 1.

I.

One

laro^e speci-

Family TRIGLID.F.
171.

LEPIDOTRIGLA ALATA

(Houttuyn).

(Lc/>l<hdriijh( hurgeri Sehlegel.)

One

fine

specimen. No.

::^8S,

from Hokoto (Pescadore

CEPH ALACANTHID.F.

Fami ly

CEPHALACANTHUS JAPONICUS

172.

Islands).

(Bleeker).

One small example. No. 280, from Giran, apparently similar to the
Japanese species, the proper name of which is still uncertain.
Family GOBIID.F.
173.

One specimen, No.

ELEOTRIS FUSCA
5076,

(Schneider).

from Suwata.

wise essentially like Ha^vaiian specimens.
s]jecimens will

l)e

174.

Scales about 55.

A

Othercomparison of many

necessary to show the value of this character.

GLOSSOGOBIUS BRUNNEUS

(Sehlegel).

One specimen from Kotosho, apparently exactly like others from
Nagasaki; the characteristic cross-lines of dark spots at the nape
present.

One ver}' large specimen from Keerun.
The types of Glossogohiu>< Gill, from Hongkong, referred to Goh!ii><
j>hitycephalus, must have belonged to this species, having the peculiar
notched tongue.
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CTENOGOBIUS PLATYCEPHALUS

vol. xxv.

(Richardson).

Five spet'inien.s from Kotosho; oik^ from Taihoku; one larg-er one,
No. 348, from Formosa, F. I.
This species much resembles Cte/ioyohius ghiris, but the scales
It is allied to Glossogobms hriinbefore the dorsal are much larger.
neus, but differs in the characters called generic in Glossogohius, haxing the tongue not emarginate, and the isthmus broad. The name
Glossogohliis refers to the emarginate tongue.
We identif}' our specimens with Kichai'dson's description of G<)h!}i)<
phdyceplMlns with some doubt, as the original account is very incomplete.
So far as it goes, however, it agrees with our specimens.
Ricliardsoirs type came from Macao

Family BLENNTID^E.
176.

SALARIAS NAMIYEI'

Jordan and Evermann, new species.

depth 4.5; eye 2.75; D. XXXII; A. XXIII; P. 18;
V. 2. Body short and compressed; head .short and very blunt, the
profile from upper lip to top of e^^e vertical; mouth rather large, low,

Head

4.5;

Fig. 2.').— Salarias namiyei.

nearly horizontal, the lower jaw somewhat the shorter; teeth in a very

comb-like band on each jaw; eye large, high up, entering the procaudal peduncle deep and very thin.
Body entirehMiaked. Dorsal tin very long, beginning on nape, composed entirely of soft flexible
tine

file;

spines; anal similar, but beginning under about the thirteenth doi'sal

two fins coterminous; caudal truncate; pex-toral broad and
rounded; ventral of two slender rays and a concealed spine; a pair of
spine, the

short tentacles in front of eye.
^ Named for Motokiche Namiye, curator in the Museum of the University of Tokyo,
author of the earhest systematic account by a native author of the vertebrate animals of Japan. It is entitled Classified Catalogue of the Specimens of Vertebrates
in the Collections of the Kiyoiku Hakubutsu Kwan (Educational Museum), Tokyo,

1881.
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Color

in alcohol,

purplish rod, paler posteriorly; dorsal
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fin

with

narrow oblique darker markings; anal darker along- the niaroin, and
^vith a similar median band.
No canines; no tentacles; dorsal not notched, not connected with the
caudal; no sharp color markings.
Tyjje.

— No. 278, specimen 2.5 inches long from Hokoto, or Pescadores

Islands; returned to the Imperial University of Tok}^).

177.

Family CKPOLID.E.
ACANTHOCEPOLA MESOPRION

Bleeker.

specimen 13 inches long from Giran.
Head 12; depth 13; eye 2.75; snout 5.5; interorbital 4.5; maxillary 2;
mandible 1.8: D. lOl; A. 105; pectoral 1.75; ventral 2; scales about 300.
Bod}^ ver}^ long, slender, verv greatly compressed, tapering gradually from the head, where it is deepest, to the very slender tail, the
No.

.5063, a

Fir:. '2(1.—

ACANTHOCEPOLA MESOPKION.

shape resembling that of the scabl^ard-fish {TrlehJurus Icjyfurns); eye
very large, high up, entering the dorsal profile; snout very short;
inoulli ver}' large, nearly vertical; maxillary broad at tip, reaching
past pupil; teeth in a single wide-set

row

in each jaw, long, recurved,

and canine-like; opercle and preopercle very deep, the

latter with about
and smooth, covering sides of head and entire bod} top of head, maxillar}-, and lower
jaw naked; no lateral line. Dorsal and anal fins very long, each of
about 105 soft ra3^s; the dorsal beginning at nape, the third ra}^ over
opercular opening, the rays all of about equal length, about 1.75 in
head; anal ])eginning under last third of pectoral, continuous with the
caudal, as is the dorsal, the rays quite uniform in Icngtli. the longc^st

6 short sharp teeth at the angle; scales ver}^ small
;
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head; caudal with about 9 rays, the middle ones very

long, ni'arly twice length of head; pectoral short and broad, ventral
4, short,

I,

the spine long and slender, H in head; vent under nearly

middle of pectoral.
Color in alcohol, dirty silvery, the head and })ody without markings;
fins all i)lain except a large black blotch on membrane V)etween the
eighth and eleventh dorsal rays; other fins vumiarked.
Dorsal with a large l)lack spot in front; anal with a brown margin;
scales extremely small; pi'copercle with 7 or S spinous teeth.
This species is certainly different from the Japanese Acantliocep<>J(t
I'ni.sriisicnii, having minute scales, doubtless over 300 in the latIt may be identical with the
eral line, and a more elongate body.
scantily described Cejxtla Jhnhda or Cepola maiuj'inata of Cuvier and
Valenciennes.

Family BROTULTD.F:.
178.

BROTULA FORMOSiE

Jordan and Evermann, new species.

depth 4.5; D. 115; caudal 8; A. 83; P. 24; V. 2; about 158
between gill-opening and base of caudal; width
of head 2 in its length; snout 4.5 in head; eye 4.7; interorl)ital space 6;
maxillary 2 in head; pectoral a little over 2 in head; ventrals about

Head

5;

scales in a lateral series

equal to pectoral.

•

Fig. 27.— Brotula formos;e.

Body elongate, compressed, and the tail tapering to a point; head
oblong, compres.sed; snout blunt, rounded, and rather short; eye rather
small, anterior and .superior; mouth large, the maxillary reaching far
behind the eye, and the distal expanded extremity of maxillary about
equal to the diameter of the eye; 6 .superior barbels, as 2 na.sals and
4 labials, and 6 inferior barbels, 3 on each ramus; lip.s thick and tough;
teeth in jaws, on vomer and palatines, in broad, villose bands; nostrils
in 2 small tubes, separated l)y a little space, and upon the sides of the
snout; 2 very short rudimentary barbels between each pair of upper
labial barbels; intororl)ital space about f the eye, and convex; maxillary fitting under suborbital flap for nearly its whole distance^ opercles with a spine above; tongue pointed, smooth, and free in front;

NO. 1289.
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AND EVERMANN.

3f)5

membrane narrowly

free over
developed on the
upper part of the ceratobranchial, all the others very short, rounded,
and finely villous; pseudobranchi.t^ well developed; branohiostegals
gill-opening- large, the branchiostegal

the isthmus;

gillrakers 1

+ 18,

3

of which

are

rather large, 8 in number; intestine short, of several turns; pyloric
peritoneum pale or silvery. Scales small, thin, elongate

caH^a 3, short;

very small upon the vertical fins, and upon the pectoral,
Origin of the dorsal before that of the
pectoral, the fin of uniform height and confiuent with the caudal, which
is pointed; origin of the anal nuich nearer the tip of the snout than
base of caudal and similar to dorsal; pectorals broad, rounded, and a

and

c3'cloid,

the latter completely covered.

little less than halfway to origin of anal; ventrals of two filaments,
one much longer than the other and ensheathed in a mem])rane for
half the length of the longer; ventrals inserted slightly nearer posterior
margin of eyo, than edge of opercle; lateral line superior and not

particularly distinct.

Color

in

vertical fins

alcohol,

more or

less

uniform ])rown, the edges of the

and pectorals blackish.

Length 10

inches.

This description from a female from Formosa, No. 359, F.
returned to the Imperial Fisheries Institute.

Family
179.

I.,

PLELTRONECTID^.

PSEUDORHOMBUS OLIGODON

(Bleeker).

This specjes difi'ers from Parol ichtkys arsins ( = /'*. russelll) in having the scales on the blind side ctenoid, like those on the left side.
The genus Pseudorhomhus {malayanus; russelU) may be recognized
as distinct

from Pared ichthys^ being characterized by the presence of an

accessory branch to the lateral line running from the upper edge of
The American species and the Japathe gill-opening to the nape.
nese species oZivacv^^s' belong to Paralicldliys.
all

seem

The East Indian

.species

to belong to Pseudorhomhus.

The species of this type, described by Richardson from drawings
made at Canton, are probably unrecognizable from the descriptions.
One .specimen, No. 350, Formosa, F. I.
One specimen. No. 42 x, Formosa, F, I. Gillrakers short, x + ll,
^

about one-third diameter of eye. A. 57; scales 78. A dark blotch at
angle of lateral line, and another behind; body and fins with dark
blotches.
i8o.

PLATOPHRYS MYRIASTER

One specimen from Keerun.

(Schlegel).

A. 69; scales about 115. Surface
covered with small blue spots; two dark spots on lateral line.
Two specimens, Nos. 41 x and 47 x, from Formosa, F. I.
1

Ichth. China, p. 278.

)
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Family SOLEID.E.
i8i.

A

fine

LIACHIRUS NITIDUS

.specimen, 4 inches \o\\^ (No.

Giinther.

287),

from Giran,

aj^-reeing-

with Giinther s description.
Head 4.5; depth 2.5; snout 3.2; D. 63; A. 48; V. 5; scales about
Body dextral, the color and eyes
25-92-35, small and hard to count.
being on the right side; body oblong elliptical; snout bluntly rounded;

mouth rather

large, the

gape reaching eyes;

ej^es

close together,

small; scales very small, smooth, and rather loosely attached; lateral
line extending from near upper eye nearly straight to middle of

caudal; dorsal and anal fins rather high, about 1.8 in head.

Fig. -'8.— LiACHiRis nitidis.

Color in alcohol, yellowish-gra}^, the body and head sparsely cov
ered with small, roundish, black spots, a few of these upon dorsal
and anal fins; dorsal and anal rays dark edged; caudal with a few

dark specks.
182.

SYNAPTURA ORIENTALIS

(Schneider).

{Sjjnaplura foliacca Riciiardson.

One specimen. No. 369, from Formosa, F. I.
The nostrils in this species are similar to those of Synaptura pcm.
The genus Eunjc/Iosm, based on their supposed peculiarities, is Avithout
foundation.
183.

One

USINOSITA JAPONICA

(Schlegel).

small example from Keerun, similar to examples from Kobe.
184.

PARAPLAGUSIA BILINEATA

One specimen, No.
Keerun.

45x, from Formosa, F.

1.

(Bloch).
;

one specimen

f

rom
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CYNOGLOSSUS DIPLASIOS

185.

One

Jordan and Evermann,

new

367

speciec.

large specinieii (No. 43) 10.5 inches long-, from Formosa, F.

I.,

returned to the Imperial Fisheries Institute.

This species is well distinguished by the presence of two complete and well developed Literal
lines on either side.
Head 5 in total length; depth 4; eye 10; snout 2.0; D. 112; A. 95;
scales about 1(M»,-1(); .scaU's on upper part of head and along base of
dorsal tin very strongly ctenoid, elsewhere scarcely or not at all ctenoid; scales on head very much reduced in size; mouth large, fully
protected by the upper lip.
Body sinistral, that is, the eyes and color

\.;':v%->^"<^"

Fig. 29.— CYNOGLOSSUS diplasios.

on the
tril

more smooth than elsewhere; nosupper eye slightly in advance of
dorsal beginning on snout in front of eyes; pec-

left side; scales of blind side

small, tu])ular, close to eyes;

lower, equal in size;
torals obsolete.

Color in alcohol, pale dirty -j^ellowish, the head somewhat darker;
no distinct markings anywhere.
186.

One specimen. No.

fewer

(Bloch).

from Formosa, F. 1., corresponding to
The figure given by Da}^^ seems to
with the cross-bands not in pairs, and with

Irlx,

Giinther's description.

represent some other

ZEBRIAS ZEBRA
D. SO.

iish,

tin vajn.

GENERALIZATIONS.
It is

evident that these collections comprise but a small part of the

fauna of Formosa, being in fact chie% made up of the common
fishes.
The gobies and blennies, especially abundant in this
region, are almost unrepresented, while the equally abundant Calliomjmidse are wanting altogether. The scant representation of Labridse^
Ilolocentridai and Scorpsenldx shows that no effort was made to secure
fish

market

the fishes of the coral reefs, and doubtless
species

were overlooked or rejected by the
^Fishes of India,

many

pi. xciv, fig. 3.

commonest
Yet with all

of the

collectors.
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the collections give a fair understanding of the fishes of Formosa.
marine species are essentially

It is evident in the first place that the

those of that part of the coast of China having similar physical conThe freshwater fishes are derived from China, but are largely
ditions.
distinct as to species.

Compared with Japan and

India, the following statistics

may be

interesting:
Species.

Common
Common
Common

to
to
to

Formosa and Kiusiu
Formosa and Hindostan
Formosa, Kiusiu, and Hindostan

30
77

37

It is evident that the faunal i-elations of Formosa are closer with
those of Hindostan than with even the southernmost of the Japanese
As for the main island of Japan (Hondo), fcAV of its
islands, Kiusiu.
'

characteristic species extend their range south of the Tropic of Cancer;

and few of them reach even to the Kiukiu Archipelago.

LARV.l^: OF SOME MOTHS FROM
COLORADO.

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE

By Hakrison

G. Dyar,

Custodian of Lepidoptera.

With

the sanction of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution,

months in Colorado in the wuimner of 1901, to investigate
some of the moths of that region. As Colorado
embraces several different faunal regions, and as the arid condition of
the countr}' renders the fauna very sparse and sporadic, different conditions are found to obtain there than in the Atlantic region in the
matter of collecting. It was found impossible to move about so as to
I spent three

the life histories of

cover various faunal reg-ions without losing the larva? already collected
in one place, owing to the impracticability of keeping a fresh supply of
food plants. 1 located in Denver and collected mainly on the prairies
foothills within 20 miles of that place.
Mr. A. N. Caudell, of the
Department of Agriculture, accompanied me, and was allowed to assist

and

me

b\"

The

the permission of the entomologist of that Department.
species of Lepidoptera occurring- in Colorado indicate four

faunal regions in the State.

(1)

The

prairie fauna occupies all the flat

land from the bases of the foothills eastward, probably including- the
eastern third of the State and reaching to Texas.
largely of species peculiar to the region.
this land

The

It is

composed

ver}' dr}^ condition of

and the sparse vegetation, mostly disappearing early

in the

season, with the absence of trees, renders this condition necessary.
(2)

The fauna

of the foothills occupies the hilly and uneven land

the bases of the mountains

between
hills rise

this

up

to timber line.

fauna and that of the prairie

is

The

from

line of division

very marked.

The

foot-

quite sharply from the plains, and within a few paces, almost,

The foothills have a few trees,
is observable.
and other evergreens, with a dwarf oak, all sparsel}^ distributed;
a hard}^ bush, Cerocarpus pannfoUm, seems to prefer the most unfavorable hill tops. In the bottoms of the canyons, where water persists,
Cottonwood, willow, and other trees occur, often densely, which perthe change in the fauna
pine,

mits the occurrence of

many

Proceedings U.

Proc. N.

j\I.

vol.

S.

species belonging to the Atlantic region

National Museum, Vol.

XXV— 02

24

XXV— No.

1290.
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that are absent
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from the other faunal regions of Colorado.

I did

not notice any essential change in the fauna with altitude, from the
base of the foothills (5,000 feet) to timber line (12,000 feet). Naturally' the individuals were later to emerge in the higher altitudes, but

on the whole they were the same species.
occurs on the high peaks above timber line.

(3)

The Alpine fauna

It is a small fauna,

but

from the others. It is essentially that of all mountain peaks, being comparable with the mountain summits of New
Hampshire and with Labrador. (4) The fauna of western Colorado
occupies the valleys west of the continental divide and doubtless extends
It was impossible
to the Sierra Nevada of California and to Mexico.
Efforts
to obtain any larva? from this region, much to my regret.
were made to do so, but proved ineffectual without sacrificing the larvre
It is of these latter,
that had been collected in the eastern foothills.
with a few from the prairie region, that I have made note.
The following is onl}^ a partial list of species observed. Those of
which the larvae did not come under observation, even though the
moths were collected, are not mentioned. Besides the 69 species here
entirely distinct

noted, I have given full life histories of 10 species of Geometrida? in

"Psj^che," descriptions of the larvsB of 3 species of Dejjressaria

Mr. Aug. Busck's paper on that genus, 5 species of Gelechio in Mr.
Busck's article on the Gelechiidfe, and of Trijyrocris smithmnianux

in

Proceedings of the Entomological Society of Washington. A
of species were noted but not bred, and there remain several
not yet satisfactorily determined, to which I shall revert when the
opportunity offers.
in the

number

LIST OF SPECIES.
Henry Edwards.

Ilemilencn main Dniry.

Sytieda hastlngsii

HemUcnni innidnish

Aljipia maccidlnchii Kirby.

Stretch.

Apantem figurata Drury

Malacosoma tigris Dyar.
Eudule unicolor Eobinson.
Ilydriomene trifasciata Borkhausen.

Leptarctia californix Walker.

Sciagraphia pervolata Hulst.

Pseu(hilia:is

Apanttxia

xli)isl<i('ii.sis

I>ehrens.

.'injxrba Stretch.

Packard.

Leucarctia acrxa Drury.

Diastictis occiduaria

Eubaphe aurantiaca Huebner.
HalmdoUi maculata Harris.
var. aliii Henry Edwards.

Aids haydenata Packard.
Enemera juturnaria Guence.

Heliotli isj/lilni/iijihagn.'^ ( {roteand

CanulriiKi

c.iiiiDid

Robinson.

Walker.

Leucania Jarcia Grote.
Stretchia plusiiformis

Henry Edwards.

Xylina torrida Smith.
Xylomiges simplex Walker.
Thyreion rosea Smith.
Cucullia

Icetifica

Lintner.

Ipimorpha pleonectiisa Grote.
Hssura valens Henry Edwards.
Syneda howlandii Grote.

Epiplatymetra coloradaria (jrote and Robinson.

Odontosia elegans Strecker.

Pheosin dimidiatu Herrich-Schaeffer.
Tortricidia testaceu Packard,
var. crypta Dyar.

Melitara jundolmeella Hulst.

Acrohasis betulella Hulst.

Pionea

belialis

Druce.

O.ryptilus delawarictis Zeller.

Pfrrophoriis rndphureodaclylas Packard.
Platyptilia cosmodactyla

Huebner.
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Alucita cinerascens Walsinghani.

Terasfoliana Walsingham.

Walker,

Gelechia uncteUa Zeller.

var. vividana Dyar.

Gelechia pravinominella

Cacoscia argyrospila

Caccecia semiferana

Caavriti luy/iiiidaiHi
Cac(ici<i

Cacacid

Walker.
Dyar.

Gelechia anarsiella

r<j.s<(cc<iiia

Chambers.
Chambers.

Gehrhhi irrsnldln Zeller.
Gelfclna

rn.^:r<irana Fitch.

c,
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Nealyda Mjidella Dietz.
Gekchia ribesella Chambers.

<,<rll,ll,t

Chambers.

GracUtirla pnusinodieUa Busck.

Harris.

Gracdaria thermopseUn Chambers.

Lophodcrua coloradana Fernald.
Cenopls directnna Walker.

LeucojJtcra alhella

Platynota labiosana Zeller.

Lithariapteryx abronUveUa Chambers.

Orchemia diana Huebner.

LithocoUetis cincinatidla

var. bettdiperdn Dyar.
Ci'ro.'<toma ridjrella

Chambers.

LithocoUetis basistrigella Clemens.

Clemens.
Clemens.
Tisheria cinctipenneUa Clemens.

Dyar.

LithocoUetis fitchella

Gnorivioschema coquiUettella Busck.

Anacampsis innocueUa

Chambers.

LithocoUetis salicifolieUa

Zeller.

Family SATURNIID.E.

HEMILEUCA MAIA

Drury.

—

Larva. Head and feet dark mahooany red in the latst stage, black
before that; width 4.5 mm. Body l)laek, thickly covered with secondary yellow dots centered by black hair tubercles; subdorsal, lateral, and
waved substigmatal lines yellow, broken; incisures reddish. Spines
long,

all

them on

some

sette

joints 5

This larva

is

white; spiracles black, the elevated spots behind

and 11 reddish.

well

known

in the Atlantic coast

region from Massa-

The .voung

chusetts to Florida and has been often desci'ibed.

larvte

were found gregariousl}^ on the oak on May 20, in a gulch leading up
from the Platte Canyon. They were matured about the 1st of July.
No moths were bred, but I can not doubt the identification, as the larva
is very familiar to me.

HEMILEUCA NEVADENSIS
Za/'ri/.

— Head, plates, and

feet very bright mahQg"aiiy red; width

mm.

Body with the yellow spots
and lateral spaces, making the ground

4.5

subdorsally and v(mtrally.

Stretch.

confluent

all ovei"

the dorsal

color yellow except narrowl}^

Spines of the upper row

all

bright brown,

the long ones with black shafts.

known

and through the
Several were
found on willow near Denver by a water course in the prairie, and
were matured about the 1st of July, A moth emerged in Septeni1)cr.
The occurrence of these two species within a few miles of each other,
This larva

is

well

in the Pacific coast region

arid West, and has been described in all its stages.

but in different fauna! regions,

is

interesting, both as illustrating that

though so similar, and how the Atlantic
coast fauna is interpolated in the middle of the Western one along the
foothills of the Rocky Mountains.

the}" are

different species
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PSEUDOHAZIS SHASTAENSIS

vol. xxv.

Behrens.

—

Larva. Head high, tapering conically, clj^peus low, sutures
Body purplish
impressed, erect, free, shining black; width 4.5 mm.
black witji faint traces of white lines, the subventral the most distinct;
Upper row
secondary hairs tine, pale, with imperceptible tubercles.
of spines shoilened on joints 5 to 12, most of the spinules buU' yellow;
some buff ones also on the not shortened upper spines of joint 4; other
spines black; no white dots on the body.
The larvffi were found, gregarious when young, on rose and wild
cherry on the foothills back of Golden. They were matured about
Pmudohazls occurs all through the West, but
the middle of July.
there are three forms or species. The one occurring on the eastern
foothills is the one with pink ground color in the fore wings that I
Q.i^shastaeiuU., as proved l)y examples in Prof. C. F. Gillette's collection.

Family ARCTIID.F.

APANTESIS SUPERBA
Larva.

— Head shining black,

ish at l)ase;

width 3.3

mm.

inal ones pinkish, pale.

shining bases,

i

Stretch.

lalu'um yellowish, antenna^ pale, pink-

Body black, thoracic feet black, the abdomWarts large, normal, arcfciiform, and ii with
i

over half as large as

ii,

which

is

elongate.

Hair

al)un-

dant, bristly, sparsely barbuled, rather short before, long on joints 12

and 13; most of the hair from wart i and a few on the sides of ii are
yellow, below this jet black mixed with white, mostly white from

Warts iii orange, the rest black. A light yellow dorbroken into three spots on each segment, distinct, most of
them lanceolate; a line on joints 2 and 3, no shields; joint 2 with litwarts

iv to vi.

sal line,

tle

warts, normal.

A

-

had the dorsal line nearly o))solete, composed of a few
Hairs nearly all yellow, only a
dots; wart iii black like the others.
few ))lack ones mixed; some longer Avhite ones posteriorly.
Found at Boulder and Golden in the foothills on theground or feeding on low plants, Astragalus and Luj)i?u/s. The larva3 were very lively
and would run for shelter when discovered. They became matured in
June, apparently from hibernated larvae. Moth, July 13. Though
not uncommon they were bard to rear, and only one female was
obtained.
I think, however, that this is the larva of A. l7icorrujjta, of
which 1 have only males.
A parasite, Tachina inella Walker, was ))red from one larva.
Viiriety

APANTESIS FIGURATA

— Head

Larva.
width 2.7

A broad,

mm.

Drury.

shining black, epistoma and bases of antennae pale;

Body brown-black,

distinct,

sharp dorsal

line,

the abdominal feet pale reddish.

narrowed between warts

i,

cream
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white, pinkish shaded in the incisures.
sparse!}' barbiiled;
ii

One
on

black, hair bristlj^,

small, less than one-third the size of

1

with large shining base, normal.
ventral, longer on joints 12 and 13.
small,

Warts

873

Hair

all

ii,

i

with

black, even the sub-

larva found by Mr. E. J. Oslar on the foothills, Ma}' 12; it fed
The moth that emerged was of the form f-jMllida

alfalfa.

Strecker.

LEPTARCTIA CALIFORNIA
7i(/(/.

Walker.

— Low conoidal, practically two-thirds spherical, shining pearly

flesh color; rather coarsely reticularly

shagreened, almost definitely
and confused; diameter 1

reticuhite at the vertex, but the lines broad

mm., height
SfH{/f'

0.7

mm.

L — Head

Body

bilobed, erect, shining black.

translucent,

and shields dark brown, thoracic feet black;
slight reddish-brown shading about the warts.
On thorax warts ia and
ib united on a single large plate, single haired; iib small, shortly separated from iia; iv single, vi double, no subprimaries.
On alxlomen i
small, ii on a large plate, iii with two hairs, iv and v single, iv well
behind the spiracle, vi absent, but a small, elongate, hairless shield in
its place; vii forming a well-developed shield on the leg.
Cervical
shield with four hairs on each side, three of them black; two other
hairs detached on a tiny wart.
Joint 13 anteriorly has one wart with
four hairs and one with two. The rudimentary tuliercle vi is present
on joints 5 to 12. Hairs long and tine.
The remaining stages have been full}' described by Prof. G. H.
French.' He found iive stages, which my observations do not contradict.
Mr. Oslar secured me some eggs, and I obtained others from
moths taken on the foothills behind Golden, and later I found some
larvai there on the ground or feeding on low plants.
The species is
not uncommon in the foothills and canyons; I remember it to have been
abundant in Williams Canyon near Manitou in 1801.
faintly yellowish, warts

LEUCARCTIA ACRAEA

Drury.

This ul)iquitous larva occurred on the prairie and on the footh'lls as
high as Salida, where Mi's. A. N. Caudell collected one. The spcc'cs

seems to despise

all

natural boundaries and

l)e

at

home

in all faur''

regions.

EUBAPHE AURANTIACA

Huebner.

—

E<jgs.
Rather low, roundedly conoidal, the base fiat and slightly
rimmed; shining pale yellow. Reticulations narrowly linear, irregu-

larly hexagonal, not raised, faint.

Diameter, 0.6

mm.

Turned

dull

pink.

Stage

I.

—Head

rounded, cordate, pale luteous, shining, broadly
iCan. Ent.,

XXI,

1889, p. 210.
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gray shaded over the vertex; e3^e black. Body normal, arctiiforin,
pale luteous, warts and shields smoky; hairs dark, long-, especially
long from joints 5, 6, and 12.
Warts i conjoined on the dorsal line
into a single pentagonal shield on joints 5 to 11, two separate, elongate,
parallel .shields on joint 12, single haired; ii single haired, produced
forward and downward; iii to v single, normal; vi absent. On the
thorax tubercles ia+ib, iia, and iib separate, iib posterior, iv large,
Warts of joint 13 consolidated. Hairs
vi moderate; no subprimaries.
i to iii black, the rest white, spinulosc.
Cervical shield not converted
Feet colorless, long and slender,
into warts, divided, notched behind.
especially the abdominal ones.
Stage IT. Head bilobed, shining dusky. Body greenish from the

—

Warts small with numerous stiff hairs;
rudimentary, hairless.
Hairs dark, spinulose.
Stage III. Head shining l)lack, bilol)ed; width al)out OA mm.
Body shining dusk}^ luteous, warts black; i small, paired. Hairs
black, moderate, of various lengths, barbuled.
Stages IV and V were not descri})ed; there was no marked change.
Stage VL Head bilobed, arctiiform, 1)hick; width 1.4 mm. Body
brown, not dark, rather sordid and pale, the lighter-colored warts iii
and V orange tinted; a straight dull-orange dorsal line. Warts black;
hair black dorsally, pale subventrally, rather bristly, sparse, longer
posteriorl3\
Warts well elevated, round, i small, iv absent, the rest
large.
All have black hairs at the summit, white ones at the base,
but there are more black ones dorsally.
food, transparent, shining.
i

—

—

Cocoon a

web

delicate

of silk.

Moths emerged August

eggs o])tained from moths flying in the foothills June

HALESIDOTA MACULATA

Harris, variety

This species occurs in three forms

in

ALNI Henry

Edwards.

the United States.

inhabiting the northern Atlantic region and

the

from

8,

27.

Those

northern Pacitic

moth state, though
have several times received II. maculata from
Colorado, but never knew to which race to refer the specimens. Mr.
Caudell took a larva near Salida and Professor Gillette has in his
collection some cast skins.
Both show the red dorsal hairs of ahti,
proving the Coloradan form the same as the northern Pacitic coast one.
region, respectivel.y, are indistinguishable in the
different as larvaj.

I

Family

NOCTUID.E.

HELIOTHIS PHLOGOPHAGUS

Grote and Robinson.

—

Stage Y. Head round, bilobed, black, polished, the vertex under
Body
joint 2: epistoma and antennro white; width about 1.6 mm.
Tubercylindrical, normal, joint 12 not enlarged but a little angled.
cles large, conic, polished black,

prominent.

Skin spinulose;

set^e
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broken puli
and ii,
similar, a little less broken; lateral line broader, broken on the annulet incisures; traces of a line along tubercle iii; stigmatal band broad,
including the spiracles and tubercle iv, sharp edged, luteous cenBlack with yellow dorsal

large, pale, curved.

line, fine,

verulent; subdorsal line double, running along tubercles

Shields uncornified concolorous, their tubercles

Feet black.

tered.

black.

Stage

VI.

— Head

green, lirownish freckled on the vertex, ocelli

mm. Body cylindrical, normal,
Skin white, granular, spinulose; tubercle iv at
Green, traces of a whitish dorsal and
center of spiracle or above.
subdorsal line; stigmatal ))and broad, whitish green, white edged
below; dorsal line obscure, geminate, blackish filled. Tubercles raised,
Feet equal, green. Subdorsal
conic, small, black, white ringed.
Spiracles l)lack rimmed, pale bordered.
line cuts the cervical shield.
Food plant Grlndelia squarrosa. Found in the Platte Canyon Maj^
30 and collected by Mr. E. J. Oslar at Manitou.
black, cpistoma whitish; width 2.T

shields not cornitied.

CARADRINA EXTIMIA

Walker.

—

Spheroidal, flattened at base, about 40-ribbed, the number
Egg-^.
diminishing toward the vertex; ribs sharp, narrow, the apices concave, with distinct, curved cross-striae about as distinct as the lines on
Vertex hollowed reticulate; yellowish white, stained with
the ribs.
an irregular brown ring; diameter, 0.6 mm.; height, 0.4 mm.
Stage L
Head round, vertex under joint 2, sordid luteous, ej^e
Body cylindrical, thick, joint 12 large dorl)hick; width, 0.3 mm.
sally; sordid whitish, the food faintly green; tubercles large, round,

—

black, distinct, normal; ia to iib

the

abdomen

on the thorax separate, equal, iv on
Shields and leg plates blackish

l)ehind the spiracle.

luteous, normal; setee pale.

Stage II.

—Head

lucent, green

rounded, blackish; width, 0.5 nmi.

from food;

large tubercles black.

cervical shield, ana.1 plate,

Body

trans-

and the rather

Traces of white dorsal and subdorsal lines;
and 8 a little shorter than the others;

feet pale, those of joints 7

shields blackish, setjB pale.

Stage IV.

— Head dark smoky brown, blackish over the lobes, round,

scarcely bilobed, apex slightly under joint 2, but held erect; width,
0.9

mm.

Body

thick, robust, cylindrical,

gray brown to spiracles, faintly mottled

no enlargements. Dorsum
forming traces of the

in pale,

lines.
Below the spiracles sharply paler, slighth^ pinkish.
Tubercles rounded, elevated, blackish, normal, iv at the top of the
spiracle.
Feet and leg shields smoky blackish. Setaj rather long,

usual

pale, curved.

Stage V.

—Head

dark smoky brown, clypeus paler, sordid; held
mm. Body sordid brown, mot-

erect, slightly retracted; width, 1.2
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obscurely pale. Color paling venbut not sharply. Tubercles black. Very obscureh' colored and
without defined marks.
Stage VI. The same, pale, obscurely marked. Dorsal space
broadly paler mottled, all sordid brown. I have previously described
Width of head 1.8 mm.
this stage. ^
Eggs from a female moth taken at Denver, June 23. Moths issued
from these larvae August 13. The larvfe fed readily on Polygoniun;
probably they would eat any low plants.
tied, subdorsal line diffuse above,

trally

—

LEUCANIA FARCTA
Eggs.

Grote.

— Spheroidal, distinctly flattened al)ove and below, about alike
somewhat irregularly shaped from pressure

as they were
gkied to both sides but weakly. Shining pale yellow.
Reticulations finely linear on a smooth surface, irregularh^ 4 to 6
Flattened sides smooth, somewhat plainly
sided; no trace of ribs.
rimmed; diameter 0.6 mm.
Stage I. Head round, luteous, ocelli large, black; width 0.3 mm.
Bod}^ cylindrical, joint 12 enlarged dorsally, joints 5 and 6 enlarged;
semilooping, but the feet of joints 7 and 8 only a little smaller than
the others; segments rather roughly 3 to 4 annulate, especially on
thorax.
Whitish translucent; cervical shield small, brownish; food
faintly yellowish, no marks.
Tubercles and seta? obsolescent and
Thoracic feet brownish at tip; no leg shields nor
scarcely visible.

at the ends,

laid in a crevice,

—

anal plate; setoe pale.

Stage II.

— Head

rounded, slightly bilobed, erect, antennas rather

large; translucent testaceous, dark on the vertex

black,

mouth brown; width

0.5

mm.

Body

from within,

ocelli

cylindrical, rather larger

behind the thorax and at joint 12. Dull gray-green dorsally, Avhitish
ventrally with narrow whitish dorsal, sul)dorsal and lateral lines; the
division between the dorsal and ventral colors is sharp.
No shields;
tubercles small, vi present.
Feet pale, normal, practically equal.
Stage III. Head rounded, bilobed, apex in joint 2; dull luteous;
width 0.8 mm.
Bod}^ smaller behind but subequal, scarcely any
enlargements. Finelv striped in brown and olivaceous yellowish.
Ground pale olivaceous; dorsal line whitish, brown edged; subdorsal
line whiter, brown edged, verj^ distinctly so below; below this a yellowish white line; lateral line 3'ellowish white, brown edged; stigmatal
band white, brown edged, heavily so above; three broken sub ventral
lines; feet and venter pale, scarcely marked.
No shields.
Stage IV. Head held flatly but free from joint 2, luteous, brown
reticulate; width 1.4 mm.
Body striped in olivaceous 3"ellow and
brown. Geminate dorsal, addorsal, broad subgeminate subdorsal lines

—

—

iProc. Ent. Soc. Wash., IV, 1899, p. 322.
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broad dark lower

lateral

and suprastigmatal; substigmatal broad, pale yellow, red tilled, folded
Two weak lines subventrally and faint traces of \entral

.sut)VM^ntrally.

Feet pale, dusky shaded, equal.
the same, the reticulations heaviest in a line each
Lines as before,
side of clvpeus and in middle of lobe; width 2 mm.
])ut the lateral is not discolorously filled; all lines red-brown except
the broad lower lateral and suprastigmatal which are olivaceous brown.
Stage VI. Head rounded, scarceh" bilobed, erect, free; testaceous,
shining, reticulate with dark brown, forming a narrow shaded l)and
edging the paraclypeal pieces, divergent again at the vertex; a -less
distinct dark line up from the eye; clypeus and median suture broadly
Body cylindrical, normal, not
pale; tubercles brown; width 3.2 mm.
Testaceous, finely
tapering, no enlargements; feet normal, equal.
Dorsal line narrow, pale; a faint, similar
strigose lined in red-brown.
line between tubercles i and ii; subdorsal band broad, gra3'-brown
strigose, pale edged above and below, straight; space below red-brown,
strigose.
Lateral and stigmatal bands broad, gray-brown strigose,
contiguous, separated only by the narrow pale edging, the lateral band
also edged above in pale, the stigmatal below, this edge being the
upper border of the substigmatal band, which is l)road, straight, redbrown strigose filled, except at its pale edges. Venter, mottled
Tubercles small, black;
strigose.
Shields undeveloped, concolorous.
Thoracic
Spiracles black.
iv at the upper corner of the spiracle.
feet pale, l)rown tipped; abdominal ones of joints 7 to 10 with smoky
dark

lines.

Stage V.

—Head
—

blackish shields, excav^ate above; anal feet reticularly lined.

The moth approaches

closely to Z. junclcola Boisduval and L. ntaltlhave the larva? of neither to compare. From L.
j>Jiragiiiati(l!n)Ia they difier in the color being lighter throughout, the
ground testaceous rathei- than pale brown; the markings are identical
t'niea

in

Walker, but

I

both.

STRETCHIA PLUSIIFORMIS
Eggx.

— Ellipsoidal, scarcely more
by

fiat at

Henry Edwards.
base than at vertex; neatly

few toward vertex, the

ribs gently waved;
on the sloping sides of the ri))s, the
vertical reticulation lines on the summits of the ribs not more distinct
than the cross-stria?.
Micropylar area broadly smooth, finely reticulate.
The sculpture reaches a little beyond the lower third of the
Diameter 0. 9 mm. height
Q^g, which is perfectly smooth and shining.
0.6 mm.
Later there appeared a red ring and spot at the summit.
Stage L
Head rounded, faintly bilobed, full, broad, pale luteous
with })lack ocelli, erect; clypeus narrow, sutures grooved; width about
0.4 nun.
Body slender, submoniliform, flattened; feet normal, the
two anterior abdominal pair somewhat shortened; joint 12 slightl}'
enlarged.
Whitish colorless, translucent, the alimentary canal appear-

30-ribbed, diminishing

a

cross-stria? fine, indistinctly seen

,

—
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ing sordid reddi.sh; shields concolorous, pale luteous, not large.
black, distinct, normal;

cles small,

The

larvie

setie short,

pale;

were quiet and sluggish, remaining hidden

Tuber-

feet colorless.
all

da3^

—Head

rounded, slightly bilobed, larger than joint 2, the
lobes full; held obliquely; pale luteous with minute brown dots on the
tubercles and a patch on each side of the median suture; antenna? and
labrum partly pale; width 0.») mm. Body cylindrical, normal, joint
12 slightly enlarged; feet normal, but those of joints 7 and 8 slightly
Stage II.

reduced.

Sordid whitish, shields concolorous, scarcely cornitied; nar-

row white

dorsal and subdorsal lines, a broader stigmatal one, irregular

and blotched.
Stage III

Tubercles neatly black; feet pale;

seta?

moderate.

—Head rounded, polished orange, the clypeus and sutures

more yellowish, mouth brown,

ocelli black;

width

1

mm.

Bod}"

i^\\-

indrical, noctuiform, joint 12 enlarged, joints 3 to 6 arched in rest.

Green, sordid, subtranslucent; neat, narrow, white dorsal and subdorsal lines; a broad white substigmatal band inclosing tubercles iv

and Y

a,nd the spiracle.

Tubercles neat, round,

Feet normal, equal.

moderate, with the spiracles black, the latter narrowly ringed. Shields
Feet all pale, the abdominal
concolorous, the cervical shield polished.
A brown form of the larva also
ones with the tul)ercles vii black.
All shaded with dilute black between the lines; stigmatal
occurred.
band slightly yellowish; feet pale but sordid tinted; head as in the

green form.
Stage IV.
Head rounded, the vertex slightly under joint 2, shining
brown, mottled Avith darker; width 1.5 nmi. Body thickly mottled
with chocolate brown on a Avhitish ground, the dorsal space lighter by
Fine dorsal and subdorsal white
the ground showing more distinctly.
lines somewhat dotted and broken; stigmatal line broad, sharph^ edged,
narrowed in the incisures, white edged, broadly dull red and luteous
filled, including tubercles iv and v and the spiracles which are white,
narrowly black rimmed. Tubercle iv at center of spiracle, or al)ove
on joints 9 and 10. Venter paler; feet pale; tubercles in rather large

—

black spots.

Shields concolorons.

—

Stage V. (Interpolated). One larva had this stage with mai-kings as
Width of head 1.8 mm.
in the previous one.
Head rounded, .the apex under joint 2, shinStage VI. (Normal V).
ing pale brown, reticulated with dark, a dark patch on each side of the
clypeus; width 2.3 mm. Cervical shield shining brown, a darker spot

—

before and on the anterior angle, produced backward into a lateral
))order; dorsal

and subdorsal

enlarged, joint 13

under the

Brown

hump

lines faint, pale.

somewhat perpendicularly

Body

truncate,

robust, joint 12
its

foot nearly

of joint 12; thorax a little smaller than abdomen.

Dorsal line of
edged by a dark cloud;
subdorsal line similar, more continuous; lateral space heavil}" dark
mottled, chocolate on a light ja^llowish ground.

few white dots

in the center of the segments,
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with light
brown and reddish mottlings, not contrasted; subventral space but a
shade darker, mottled. Tubercles in small brown spots; feet pale.
Tubercle iv above the center of the spiracle on joints 9 and 10. Posterior parts of subdorsal space segmentaril}^ paler, forming a transverse
band of pale on the hump on joint 12. Spiracles black ringed.
Eggs from a moth captured in Denver. The food ])lant is th(^ wild
currant.

The

Eggs May 12, mature larva; June 24.
somewhat striking moth proves

larva of this

filled

to be a

very plainly

colored, da}' hiding Noctuid.

XYLINA TORRIDA

Smith.

—

Larva. Head rounded, not })ilobed, erect, green, epistoma and bases
of antenna; white; width 3 mm.
Bod}^ normal, joint 12 not enlarged,
joint lo tapering; robust, cj^lindrical.
Clear green; a straight, white
dorsal line on joints 3 to 13, granular shagreened; tubercles small,
white; skin minutely white peppered.

Subdorsal line narrow, broken,

granular, white; traces of a similar lateral line; substigmatal line nar-

row, granular, pale j'ellow, from joint 2 to the anal plate.

Feet green;
rimmed. Tubercle iv at the lower corner
of the spiracle.
Cervical shield green anal feet shortly extended )ackward, white lined.
Later there is a white dorsal shade, the stigmatal
line is yellow, the subdorsal one obscure.
Pupation in the ground. Larva found on wild cherry in the Platte
Canyon May 21; imago emerged September 25.

spiracles white, finely black

;

1

XYLOMIGES SIMPLEX
StcK/c

///.—Head rounded,

Walker.

black; width 0.9

mm.

Cervical shield

quadrate, black; body rather thick, cylindrical, noctuiform, joint 12
scarcely enlarged, very sordid whitish, almost gray, with

narrow white

dorsal and subdorsal lines, the latter edging the cervical shield; fainter
lines

along tubercles iv and v. Tubercles round, slightly elevated,
normal. Leg plates and anal plate black; feet black;

])lack, distinct,

setae duskj^, short; tubercles faintly

pale ringed.

—

Stage IV. Head shining black, epistoma and bases of antennie
sordid white; width 1.0 mm.
Cervical shield black, trisected in white
narrowly. Body purplish black, pale mottled; dorsal and subdorsal

broken; stigmatal band yellowish, luteous cenand reaching to tubercle v, sharp edged.
Seta; rather long, pale.
Tubercles black, rounded, elevated, polished.
Venter sordid greenish, purplish shadowed.
In stages V and VI the head became red l)rowu, but as I have already
described these stages^ 1 will not transcribe my notes. The larvse
occurred hiding in spun leaves on wild plum in the Platte Canyon and
lines white, discreet,

tered, including the spiracle

iCan. Eut.,

XXVI,

1894, p. 21.
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No moths were bred, but the larvre are
obviously the same as those formerly bred by me, and Xylcnn'ujea simplex is native to the region, for I took it aljundantly at Manitou in
on various plants at Sedalia.

May,

1891.

THYREION ROSEA

Smith.

—

Eggs. Hemispherical, the base flat, about 28 vertical ribs, low,
rounded, diminishing regularly by alternation at the upper threefourths and ending at the micropyle, forming a slightl}' depressed ring;
vertex again a little elevated, reticulate. Cross-stria? faint, but the cell
areas slightly hollowed, a row on each side of each ridge, the joinings
in the hollows and on vertices of ridges which appear somewhat beaded;
color pearly white; diameter 0.8, height 0.4 mm.

—

Stage I. Head rounded bilobed, mouth pointed, shilling l)lack;
width 0.4 mm. Cervical shield black, excised at the posterior angles
and a little so on the dorsal line posteriorly; anal plate faintly dark
tinted.
Body normal, white, no marks. Tubercles very small,, with
moderate, pointed seta?, black. Thoracic feet blackish ringed, abdominal ones normal, equal, pale.
On hatching the larva? entered completely within the leaves of the food plant, where they burrowed
between the epidemics.
Stage 11. Head rounded, brown black; width O.G mm. Cervical
shield and plates dark l)rown; body all white, inunaculate, the small

—

tubercles dark.

Stage III.

— Head

pale ^^ellowish luteous, sutures, area about eyes

and jaws broadly brown; width 0,9 mm. Body all whitish, cervical
shield a little shining and a shade yellower, but practically concolorous.
Tubercles minute, seta? moderate, dark. Feet normal; spiracles ])lack
ringed, rather round.

Stage IV.

— Head round, bilobed, compact, and smooth, vertex

level,

reaching the membranous triangle, showingdark brown; sutures and rims of lobes posteriorly blackish; width 1.2
mm. Cervical shield large, the posterior angles rounded, scarcely
clypeus rather high,

nearl}'

notched behind, shining light brown, with two detached setfe on the
lower side not on a shield. Anal plate shining brown, with dark
tubercles.
Body all opaquely white, the tubercles small, brown, with
Feet normal, the
short, stifi', dark seta?.
Spiracles brown rimmed.
crochets in a neat half circle on the inner side of the planta.

lower corner of spiracle.
Stages V and VI were not obtained.

Tul)ercle

iv at

nall}^ in

The

larva? feed at first inter-

the leaves of the wild onion, Allhwi sp.

that he has seen

them devour the whole

;

Mr, Oslar

plant, eating

down

tells

me

into the

bulb.
The moth flies at the time the plants are in blossom and rests
on the flowers, where it is inconspicuous, its pink and whitish colors
harmonizing with those of the blossoms. Found on the prairie near
Denver, May 29.
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Lintner.

— Head

rounded, bilobed, erect, free; white, .sutures of v\ypeus, a broad band from antenna to above clj'peus joined by dotting-s
to another band covering the backs of the lobes and sides black; width
3.2 mm. Body greenish white with diffuse, clouded, dorsal, subdorsal
(fainter), and stigmatal yellowish bands; curiously black banded.
Three irregular transverse bands on each segment; one across tuberLarra.

cles

i

and

ii,

widened there, joined by an anteriorly situated dorsal
band and a

bar, rounded furcate laterally; an irregular dark anterioi

broken posterior one, enkxrged into a subdorsal spot. Irregular black
markings subventrall}^ and on the feet; tubercle vi in a white space.
Feet normal, equal; thoracic ones black marked; tubercle iv at the
lower corner of spiracle or below. In some examples the ])lack is
joined in a subdorsal line.

Larvae at Golden and Sedalia on the prairie near the base of the footon a low tufted species of Chrysothamnus. Found early in June

hills

in the last four larval stages, no marked difference except in size.
These handsome larva? resemble those of a Papil'w of the ((stcrias
group to a remarkable degree. Pupation in the earth in a rather firm
First imagos July 5.
cell of considerable size, lined with silk.

IPIMORPHA PLEONECTUSA

—

Grote.

before, white with a
Larva. Head
broad black band on the angle on each side, irregularly edged, meeting vertically except for the suture; epistoma surrounded by brown;
width about 3 mm. Body light green, translucent, densely minutely
A white dorsal stripe and a narrower broken subclear granular.
dorsal one; substigmatal line white, narrow; all the lines reaching
from joint 2 to the anal feet, but the green shield onl}^ faintly white

broad, slightly bilobed,

fiat

and ii white, the rest green, obscure; spiracles
i
dark rimmed; elaspers whitish.
The larva was found hiding in a folded leaf made by a Tineid on the
Cottonwood in Denver. It hid most persistently, and was disturbed
on l)eing forcibly exposed. Mature larva early in June imago July 10.
lined.

Tubercles

flesh colored,

;

CISSURA VALENS Henry

Edwards.

—

Stage IV. Head round, full above, oblique, the apex almost under
dark gray, heavily mottled reticulate with black on a white
ground, leaving a conspicuous white speck on the face of each lobe;
width 1.5 mm. Body slender, elongate, the feet on joints T and 8
joint 2,

much smaller than the others. Whitish gra}^, silky, shining; dorsal
and addorsal lines gray, dotted powdery; addorsal line straight,
widened centrally on the segments; subdorsal line black, waved, bending upward in the incisures.
Latei-al, suprastigmatal and two subThoracic feet
ventral lines gray, dotted, confused, subgeminate.
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black tipped, abdominal ones gray dotted.
spots, ii of joints 12 and 13 larger.

Stage

V.

vol. xxv.

Tuljercles in small })lack

— As before, but the ground color pale brown, the recticu-

the conspicuous tleck white; width 2.8 to 3.1 mm.
Dorsal space bordered b}' the nearly black waved subdorsal band, the
gray area above it segmentarily divided, tilled centrally with dark
Sides pale gray dotted, a
dotted mottlings on a pale gray ground.
dark b;ind over the spiracles, and subventrally formed by the dottings
being darker. Seta? long, pale; spiracles dark. The shape is slender,
narrowing a little on joints 10 to 13; anal feet rather large, the rest
moderate, those of T and 8 smaller. Joint 12 verv little enlarged.
black,

lations

Shields concolorous.

TT.— Head rounded,

Stage

bilohod, the apex under joint 2; lu-own,

heavily reticulate with black especially in a long transverse })atch

over the eye; epistoma and basal antennal joint wax white; width 3.7

mm.

Body

elongate, joint 13 tapering, cylindrical; feet short, pale.

Brown, shaded with gray and

Dorsal space waved, narrowed
band and a distinct subdorsal
composed of ])lack mottlings on gray,

black.

in the incisures; a broken, mottled, dorsal

one, irregidar ai)out tubercle

i,

between with red dotting on white. A l)road, pale lateral space
like the dorsal one, narrowly centered with blacker dottings.
A black
stigmatal band like the sulxlorsal one, diluted centrally; substigmatal
band again pale like the dorsal filling, the subventral area dark, but
not so dark as the dorsal marks. Tubercles, to iv obscure, iv at the
upper angle of the spiracle; v and vi large, black. Leg shields whitThe subdorsal and
ish, spiracles black; setie rather long and pale.
lateral black ))ands join posteriorly on joints 12-13, making the anal
On joint 11 a little white dash at tubercle ii and before
flap all black.
filled

i

spiracle.

Pupation
the foot

in

hills,

Food plant

the ground.

June

Larvie from Platte Canyon and Sedalia in
imago the following March.

to 20, the

1

—Oak, young leaves.
SYNEDA HOWLANDII

Eggs.

— Spheroidal,

Grote.

the base slightly flattened,

all

slightly shining

yellowish white, subtranslucent; coarseh^ pitted, the pits in vertical
lines

becoming

less in

number

vertically

by confluence, rounded, sub-

angular, well defined; the spaces between are broad and too

rounded to look like

reticulations.

No

much

ribs, the cross ridges as dis-

as the vertical ones and like them; irregularly hexagonal.
Diameter, 0.9 mm.
Stage I. Head rounded, oblique, pale brow^nish with black ocelli
and brownish line from them backward; width O.-l mm. Body sordid
whitish, the food green; a diffuse brown lateral band between warts
ii and iv
indistinctly composed of three lines.
Shape elongate,
i
tinct

—

—
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slender, feet on joints 9, 10,

and

13, those of 9
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and 10 approximate.

Tubercles small, black; set® pointed. Cervical shield concolorous
with head; thoracic feet brownish, abdominal ones with dusky plates.

After eating, the marks became faint and the larva looked sordid g-reen.
Head rounded, oblique, the lobes bulging; whitish, with
Stage II.
three brown bands on each lobe, the upper obliquely clouded, the
lower, behind the black ocellus, narrow; with 0.6 mm.
Body slender,
feet on joints 9 and 10 (approximate) and 13, with minute stubs of feet
on joints 7 and 8. Dorsal space greenish white, slightly streaked with
traces of dorsal and addorsal lines.
Subdorsal, lateral and broad
suprastigmatal brown lines on a whitish ground; substigmatal l)and
whitish; two subv^entral brown bands.
Seta3 stiff, dark, rather long
f rou] very small black tubercles.
Thoracic feet black; abdominal ones
brown lined. Joint 12 very little humped.
SiUige III.
Head white with three geminate lines on each lobe,
parallel to those of the body, the upper one abbreviated; width 1 mm.
Bod}^ slender as before, whitish, subdorsal line double, fine, purplish
black, the upper part narrow, waved; three fine lines above the white
substigmatal band; three partly confluent and irregular reddish subventral lines and a dotted ventral one.
Sette distinct, dark, but

—

—

tubercles obsolescent.

Stage
1.3

IV (Interpolated). — As

mm.

IV

in

the

next stage; width of

head

—

(Normal).
Head white with three geminate, purplish
Stage
black crinkly bands, reaching from the back of the lobe to the clypeus,
pointed at the lower end; an erect mark over epistoma to apex of
clypeus; sutures narrowly dark.
Shape round, full above, slightly
bilobed, larger than joint 2 but the

apex a

pointed at the mouth; setie dark; width
slender, the feet of joints T

little

1.5

covered by

mm.

it,

rather

Body uniform,

and 8 very small rudiments, those of

10 distinct, approximate, of 13 stretched posteriorly.

9

and

Graj'-white,

traces of a dark dorsal line; subdorsal line double, the

upper part
waved, the lower crossing tubercles i and ii, linear, purple black; a
faint single lateral line; suprastigmatal line double like the subdorsal
one but straight, the upper part crossing tubercle iii, the lower iv;
stigmatal band slightly more white than the ground; three subventral
lines a little crinkled and irregular, especially the central one; venter
gray- white, a half shade lighter than the dorsum. Feet pale, brown
marked. Segments slightl}^ wrinkly annulate epecially posteriorly.
Tubercles small, black; seta? black, distinct posteriorly.
Stage V. Head rounded, scarcely bilobed, oblique, large at vertex,
higher and wider than joint 2 but the apex retracted; whitish, three
geminate gray brown dotted filled bands on each lobe and an erect

—

mark in
Dorsum

the ch'peus; Avidth
broAvnish dotted

mm. Bod}^ gray, dotted l)anded.
spaced by pale from the })r()ad l)lack

2.3

filled,
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dotted,

waved subdorsal band;

suprastigniatal band geminate,

band white, :^hrunken by the

vol. xxv.

sides very pale dotted tilled, pale spaced;

nearW

black, dotted tilled; substigmatal

fold, reddish tilled.

Below

it

a gemi-

nate, sparsely dotted tilled reddish line, single subventral line

the pale venter sparsely

The

dotted.

Tubercles a

teriorly, joint 13 being the smallest; slender, uniform.
little

and

larva gradually tapers pos-

elevated, white, black marked, iv at the middle of the spiracle.

Central segments elongated; feet as before.
Stage VI. Head large, round and full, wider and higher than joint

—

2 yet the apex retracted in the expanded end of the prothorax; median
suture a little depressed, clypeus small. White, mouth a little luteous;

an erect black dash in clypeus; three l)road bands on each lolje from
the occiput converging to the clypeus, black edged, tilled with black
and brown dots; width over 3 mm. Body slender, cylindrical, elongate; feet on joints 9, 10, and 13, with little rudiments on joints 7 and 8.
Broad gray black subdorsal and stigmatal bands, sharply edged, black
Dorsal space brown, thickly dotted on an ashy ground;
dotted tilled.
a white speck at tubercle ii before, w^hile the blackish subdorsal
band is diluted with brown: lateral space pale ashen, tinely dotted in
dull red; a pale speck at tubercle iv; substigmatal

band

like the lateral

space; venter sparsely dotted in blackish,' illy detining a subventral
band, colored like the substigmatal one. Tubercles; dark gray, setti?

Tubercle

small, dark.

Eggs from
larvae fed

a

moth

iv at

the lower edge of the spiracle.

tlying over the foothills at Platte Canyon.

SYNEDA HASTINGSII
Eggs.

— Nearly spherical, a

conoidal.
tint.

No
I.

little

Henry Edwards.

iiattened on the base, very slightly

Smooth, shining, dull yellow^ with a greenish olivaceous
reticulations or ribs, the surface covered with slight, shallow

depressions, their edges

Stage

The

on Er!o(j<»iHin.

ill}^

detined; diameter 0.8

mm.

—Head rounded, oblique, luteous, diffusely brown streaked,

scarcely bilobed;

Body long and

clypeus high, ocelli small, black; width

O.-l

mm.

slender, motion semilooping, the LirMv thrashing about

Slender, uniform, feet on joints 9, 10,
and well developed. Whitish, green from the
Tubercles ver}^
food, a faint broad and clouded lateral vinous band.
violently before progressing.

and

13, rather long

small, black, obscure.

Cervical shield brownish, not cornitied; feet,
Later the lateral shade resolves itself into

except the anal ones, black.
three distinct lines
is

— subdorsal,

lateral,

a white substigmatal band and faint

and suprastigmatal.

brown

There

line subveutrally; dorsal

space whitish.

Stage //.—Head rounded, oblique, the apex under joint 2, full and
smooth, the sutures not depressed, clypeus small; whitish, three dotted
brown bands on each lobe and a faint linear streak dividing the clypeus

L
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and epistoma. Bod\- long, slender, feet on joints 9, 10, and 13, those of
9 smaller and approximate to 10, a pair of minute stubs on joints 7 and
Greenish white, a luteous streak dorsally, divided into segmental
8.
dashes swollen centrally; subdorsal line brown, diffuse, black dotted
by tubercles i and ii; lateral, suprastigmatal, and two su))ventral brown
Thoracic feet black, the abdominal
lines, not very sharply defined.
ones dusky. Tubercles round, dark brown, seta? short, stiff', pointed,
black.
Central segments drawn out, the end ones contracted.
Head as before, the three dotted Imnds geminate, yelStage II
lowish white filled; erect brown mark over epistoma does not reach

—

Body slender; dorsal line greenish white,
top of ch' pens; width 1 mm.
widened segmentarily, black dotted edged, centered b}^ a black dotted
line broken in the incisures; space to the narrow brown subdorsal (i-ii)
line gray; a single lateral,

double gray -filled suprastigmatal and sub-

stigmatal (between iv and v) lines, the latter white; double subventral
and single, somewhat shaded ventral brown lines. Thoracic feet black:

abdominal ones brown lined.
Stage IV. Head shaped as

—

in

Syneda hoidandli., white, striped the

same, the three dotted irregular bands on each lobe reddish brown;
Body slender, whitish, gray
erect mark in clj^peus; width l.-l mm.
Dorsal line single reddish; subdorsal line geminate, purplish
tinted.
brown, dotted, irregular, waved, dark gray shaded segmentarily behind
tubercle ii; two lateral and stigmatal dark dotted lines; three fainter
subventral ones leaving the substigmatal band a little paler than the

ground

Tul)ercles in black spots, sette black.

color.

— Head

and wider than joint 2,
apex retracted; white, three dotted geminate
black bands on each lobe narrowed before; an erect mark in clypeus
blackish.
Gray white, the single dorsal line reddish and widened on
joints anteriorly; subdorsal line double, dotted filled, gray shaded
Stage Y.

large, full above, higher

slightly oblique, the

behind tubercle ii; lateral line single, suprastigmatal double, obscurely
dotted filled; substigmatal band whiter than the ground color; three
or four fainter dotted dark lines subventrally, reddish brown. Feet
brovfn dotted, the shape as before.
Stage TY.— The same, but the lines more dotted filled; also the
spaces filled in more with reddish dots; width of head 2.3 mm.
1 am not sure that this larva is different from that of Syneda hmolandU. I have given the notes on both somew^hat at length, but the

same and the apparent differences may be due

lines are all the

to dif-

ferent wording and to slight variations in the larva? under observation.

The larva of

*S'.

hastlngsll did not

grow vigorously

in the latter stages,

head show, and was somewhat undersized, possibly
with the markings a little undeveloped. It fed on the same species of
Eriogonum as the other larva.
Eggs from several moths caught flying at Denver and in the foothills.

as the w^idths of

Proc. N.
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Family

AGARISTID.E.

ALYPIA MACCULLOCHII
Larva.

VOL. XXV.

Kirby.

—Head rounded, bilobed, erect, white, thickly

covered with

rather large black spots and a few small ones; a 5^ellow shade over
Body cylindrical, normal,
vertices of lobes and at bases of antennre.

noctuiform, joint 12 slightly enlarged dorsally. White with broad
3^ellow shades subdorsally (tubercle ii) and substigmatally
(tubercle v), the former becoming deep orange on the hump on joint

diffuse

Tubercles large, black, but round and low, not elevated into
Many irregular, confused, crinkled black marks. No white
subventral spots whatevei-, the black markings heavy subventrally;
venter less heavily marked. Abdominal feet black at the base, flesh
12.

cones.

colored outwardly; thoracic feet black.

Setie long, white.

The black

markings form a series of broken lines and dots, a heav}", geminate,
dorsal line, widened a little posteriorly on the segments and with a
narrow median spur projecting lateral!}', more sparsely lined where
the yellow color is; sides quite heavily marked; subventral reo'ion
strongl}^ marked, especially above the feet.
Larvae on Cha/nsenerlon angustifolium resting on the backs of the
Found at the Half- Way House above Manltou, July 21. The
leaves.
larvfB entered the earth to pupate in a few days and the lirst imago
emerged May 4 the following season.

Family

LASIOCAMPID^.

MALACOSOMA TIGRIS

Dyar.i

—

Egg.s.
Laid in a patch half as long as wide reaching halfway or all
around a small twig. Elliptical, flattened on two sides, the larger end
squarely truncate, rimmed, the nearly circular center raised; small
end rounded. Laid erect on the small end. fastened together by gum,
but the exposed ends clear of an}- varnish; the mass looks white
Sordid white, a dark
and the spaces between the eggs are visible.
micropylar dot. Surface smooth, slightly shining, scarcely shagreened.
Size 1 by 0.6 by 0.5 mm.
The Qgg masses were found on the lower twigs of the food plant,
often very near the ground.
Exactly similar e,g^ masses were sent to
the Department of Agriculture from Jonesboro, Coryell County, Texas,
which hatched on April 5. 2L tigris was then undiscovered and 1
could not imagine what these eggs were.
A memorandum of the food
plant was not sent me and the larvae refused the plants that I offered
them. This localit}^ is somewhat distant from the place where I discovered the species; how^ever, I insert my notes on the first stage of
the Texan larvae, as I believe that they are of the same species.
iProc. Ent. Soc. Wash., V, Mar., 1902, p. 38.

:
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Head rounded elliptical, higher than wide, black, epistoma
Stage
Body norwhite; setse long-, pale, secondary; width about 0.35 mm.
mal, black, the anterior edge.s of the joints pale; a pale-orange subdorsal band on joints 5 to 11, fading out at the ends, sharp above,

below and spreading

diffuse

lateral!}'

on the anterior and posterior
Subventral fold white.

parts of the segments, most so posteriorly.

Warts small but

elevated, l)lack with small tufts of pale, rather

stiff'

hairs.

Stage

II

The following stages are from the Colorado

not seen.

larva?

—As in
IV. — Head

Stage ill.

the next stage, but the bands

paler colored; no blue markings.

Width

more difuse and

of head 0.7

mm.

round, black, with pale secondary hairs; width
Bod}' normal for Malaco8oma\ a broad, geminate dorsal
1.2 mm.
band, orange red, widened three times on each segment, most so posteriorly, extending on ]omts i to 11, faintly also on joint 3, suddenly

Stage

absent on joint 12; a narrow, waved, cream-colored subdorsal line,
absent at the ends; more Oiange markings laterally with traces of blue
dottings between these; a blotched pale orange stigmatal band; subventral folds grayish.

Ground

color black, velvety on joint 12 and in

the incisures of joints 2-3 and 3-4.

Hairs rather sparse, of various

lengths, faintly reddish, alike.

—W^idth of head 1.8 nun.

Much as before, but the lateral
and broken and the subventral ones practically obsolete.
There is more blue; a dot posteriorly above the subdorsal line, a large
patch between that and the lateral line, subventral region blue-gray
Hair reddish dorsally, pale
shaded, joints 12 and 13 blue streaked.
Subdorsal line forming a dot on the posterior
reddish subventrally.
edges of the segments. Posterior edges of segments yellowish.
Stage Y.

stripe

is fine

Stage YI.

— Head rounded, erect, the clypeus small, the paraclypeal

pieces forming a shield-shaped area above the clypeus; velvety black,

blue powdered, especially along the sutures;
width, 3.7

mm.

Body

many secondary

hairs;

cylindrical, normal, joint 13 smaller; flaccid;

warts obsolete, the hair subtuf ted dorsally and subventrally anteriorly
on the segments, short, rather scant.
Velvety black; dorsal line
geminate, irregular, mottled, orange, inclosing reddish dorsal hair,
widening and divergent posteriorly on the segments, moderately distinct, especially on joint 11, absent on joint 12.
Subdorsal line distinct,
irregular, broken in the segmental incisures, orange, absent on joints
12 and 13; traces of a lateral and a substigmatal line, orange, the
lateral fairly distinct and followed below by orange tinted, white, subventral spots; joint 2 nearly all black.
Blue transverse dashes in the
subdorsal space, a short anterior and long posterior dash in the lateral
space, the latter cutting the latei-al line and reaching to the su])ventral
On joints 3 and 4 this dash is very marked, curved, edging a
space.
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deep black .space. Pale reddish or flesh}' mottling's posteriorly on the
segments in the incisures. The slight subdorsal warts on joint 2 black.
A few black hairs dorsall}" from the obsolete warts i. Traces of a
white dorsal line on joints 3 and 4.
Larva? first seen in Mill
C'ocoon, as usual, of pale-j^ellow silk.
Gulch, leading- out from the Platte Canyon, later farther down the
canyon, but not common. At Sedalia, however, they occurred numerFeeding on the
ously, and had defoliated acres of their food plant.
oak, a dwarf tree in this vicinity, but only on the young leaves.
Gregarious at first, as usual, but later wandering widely as the young
tender leaves become scarce. The larva? form no tent, but spin a
slight web over the branches, which becomes a rather distinct mat at
the times of moulting.

This species

is

nearest to the Californian

M.

ccmstrlcta Stretch, ])ut

quite distinct in the character of the Qgg covering, which, in that
species, consists of a great mass of white, frothy varnish.

Family

GEOMETRID.E.

EUDULE UNICOLOR
E(j(f><.

— PwUiptical,

Robinson.

evenly rounded, one diameter

less

than the other,

but no tiattenings nor truncation; neither end perceptibl}' depressed.
Pale ochraceous, the surface faintly reticulate in whitish, the lines
broad, rounded, rather regular, a color, and not an}' perceptible strucSkin
ture; surface ver}^ finely and uniformly granularly shagreened.
very delicate, dents in when breathed upon and then flattens out
Laid adherent, without threads.
again.
Size 0.8 by 0.7 b}^ 0.6 mm.
The eggs vary in size, some being but half the bulk of others though
Later the eggs turned orange color.
laid by the same female.
Head rounded bilobed, flat before and rather thin, erect,
Stage L
Body slender, greatly elongated, the segments slightly swollen
black.
Thoracic feet distinct, approximate; abdominal ones
subventrally.

—

small, normal, situated on joints 10

and

13.

All pale yellowish, the

thoracic feet gray tinted; faint subventral brownish segmentary spots.

Tubercles small, black;

Anal

shields on the anal flap.
sally

setre short,

feet with oval blackish shields

on joint

A

dusky, slighth' enlarged at

faint, subquadrate, luteous shield subdor-

Seta? of joints 6 to 13 directed obliquely

2.

those of joints 2 to

5,

tip.

and a pair of similar convergent
backward,

obliquely forward.

—

Head rounded, bilobed, erect, free; dull ])rown, blotched
Stage II.
with darker in the sutures and sides of lobes; width about 0.5 mm.
Body slender, elongate, feet normal, approximate at its extremities.
Pale brownish, greenish from the food; a broad blotched, partly faint
subdorsal l)rown band; a round dark-brown blotch on tubercle iv on
joints

5

to

9

and more faintly on joint 10; tracheal

line whitish.
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finely

obscurely annulate;

short,

setse
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stiff,

black;

no

shields.

The larvre were not carried to maturity. The eggs came from a
female taken in the mouth of Platte Canyon in the foothills, and their

made out so late that they had been four days without
food and were so weakened that they died in the second stage. The
food plant is vnolet, but it was only after repeated efforts that this
food plant was

was discovered and a whole da}^ spent
where the moth had l)een caught.

in a special journe}- to the spot

HYDRIOMENE TRIFASCIATA

Borkhausen.

—

Larva. Head rounded, free, light brown, sparsely mottled, dotted
with dark; tubercles darker, as are the sutures and eyes; width about
2 nun.

Body

Whitish
and Pyralids, more yellowish white on
dorsum somewhat streaked on the annulets. A sordid

robust, flattened cylindrical, normal, smooth.

like the oak-feeding Tortricids

the ventral half,

blackish-green dorsal vascular stripe; an olivaceous luteous, rather

broad, stigmatal stripe, red-brown at the spiracles.
did, blackish, moderate.

Tubercles sorFeet pale, shields concolorous, uncornified;

tubercle iv substigmatal, posterior, faintly broadl}^ whitish ringed.

The

larva?

occurred on the oak, hiding between leaves and with the

They were found
Cheyenne Canyon, near Colorado Springs.

aspect of Pyralids. but true Geometrids in structure.

by Mr. E.

J. Oslar, at

SCIAGRAPHIA PERVOLATA
Larva.
a

little

— Head

rounded

Hulst.

bilolied, the lobes squarish, erect, flattened

before; gray white, a broad black band over the vertices of

the lobes and another across from eyes, but leaving the epistoma pale;

black dots between the bands; width 1.8

mm.

Body normal, not

greatly elongate; tubercles elevated; setfe coarse and black.

gray; ground color whitish dorsally, but gray between tubercles
ii;

a reddish subdorsal band broken into spots below tubercles

the rest whitish.

i

Bark
i and

andii,

Lateral area gra}^ mottled, the substigmatical fold

white anteriorly on the segments; venter marked and dotted with grayish black.
Tubercle vi double, or of two separate tu])er('les; i and ii
nearly in line, the rest as usual; the tubercles of vii moderately separated.
Plates spotted like the body, uncornified.
Found on wild gooseberry in the Platte Canyon, May 18; imago
June 12. I am not sure that the moth is correctly naiued. I could
not find any description to exactly fit the specimens; that of S. pervolata seems the nearest.

brown

The moths have the wings whitish gray,

and posterior lines
represented by diffuse clouds, the latter bent outward opposite the
cell.
A black patch at costa and at middle of wing occur just beyond
rather coarsely

strigose; transverse anterior

the transverse posterior line and adjoin a broad, pale,

ill-

defined sub
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terminal band; a terminal broken black
gose, the margin

wavy with brown

line.

discal dot

vol. xxv.

Hind wings finel^y striand a shadow of a median

line.

DIASTICTIS OCCIDUARIA

Packard.

—

Larva. Head rounded, erect, squarish, clypeus rather high; whitish,
a large l)lack patch covering vertex of each lobe and extending half
way down the sides and front, leaving the median suture broadly

and one on lower part of clypeus,

pale; an angled patch over ocelli

pointed a))ove; epistoma pale, mouth black; width l.G mm. Body
cylindrical, normal, the segments not elongated; feet rather small.
Ground sordid white, with many black marks and two brick-red bands.
Dorsal and stigmatal bands diffuse, red, the latter broken at the spira-

by the white ground color. Largo black spots about tubercles i, ii,
iii, with numerous smaller dots between; iv and v black, v small;
a continuous black sub ventral band, covering tubercle vi, below which
the venter is pale gra}', dotted by the scattered black tubercles vii and
Thoracic feet and
viii, sparsely mottled, becoming pinkish medialh.
cles

and

black,

spiracles

tubercles.

colorous.

No

abdominal feet gray, like the venter, with black
and 13 white and black spotted, con-

shields; joints 2

SetjB black, short,

stiff'.

Found by Mr. Oslar on the ground under willows near Denver.
They did not feed, being matured. Moth, Ma}" 30.
ALCIS

HAYDENATA

Packard.

—

Eggs. Shortly elliptical, nearly spherical, one diameter a little less
but no flattening or truncation; about 14 longitudinal ribs, low, dis-

running to the antemicropylar end w^here the}' meet in a slightly
confused reticulation. At the other end they stop abruptly at a ridge
which represents the edge of the obsolete truncation; end reticulate.
Ribs nearly straight, dotted faintly with two rows of pores; cross
Pale green; diameter
striae line, parallel, not raised, not very distinct.
0.9 mm., the difference between the two diameters scarcely measurable.
tinct,

Laid

loose, rolling

Stage

I.

about in the

jar.

— Head rounded, mouth rather

flatly truncate;

dark brown,

labrumandantennw whitish; width0.35mm. Body cjdindrical, normal;
moderately elongate. White; joints 2—1 and 10-13 look a little swollen
and are honey yellowish; six red-brown tran verse bands on the posterior halves of the segments 1 to 9, joined by a subdorsal line that is
wide next to the posterior band, and nearly detached on the anterior
rim of the segment; a lateral, more regular line, reaching nearly the
whole length; bands broadly blotched on the venter and joined by a
Joints 2—1 and 10-13 marked over the yellowish
fine adventral line.
with clouded dorsal and subdorsal purple-brown lines. Cervical shield
and anal plate darkly sordid shaded. Feet dark, nearly black; the
thorax and head held so as to look like a single black knot. Feet of
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Tubercles and

joint 10 paler, especially outwardly.

setae
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obscure, con-

colorous and pale.

Stage II.

— Head

round, bilobed, erect,

liattish

over the moderate

clypeus; dark brown, a disjointed, submaculatc, white band over the
loljes to

the el3^peus, a large spot in clypeus. epistoma diffusely whitish,

seta^ pale;

width

O.li

mm.

Body

cylindrical, moderate, normal.

terior three-fifths of segments 5 to 9

banded

in

Pospurplish brown, joined

band in the centers of
wholly brown, only
slightly streaked in whitish.
Anterior two-fifths of segments white,
annulate and slightly lump}", cut into dorsal and lateral patches by the
Joints 2 to 1 with the white predominating;
distinct subdorsal line.
dorsal and subdorsal lines uniform, subventral region brown, annulet
Joints 10 to 13 mostly brown, the "dorsum luteous
incisures sordid.
diluted; subdorsal, lateral and stigmatal white bands, submaculate, a
little lumpy elevated.
Feet brown, the abdominal ones white dotted.
Stage TIL Head rounded, flattened before, slightly bilobed, erect;
dark brown, a white dotted edged band over the vertex of each lobe to
the clypeus which contains some white dots; base of antennae and motBod}^ moderate, cylindrical,
tlings on sides below pale; width 0.9 mm.
normal. Segments finely irregularly annulate, not greatly elongate.
Dorsal band white, widened segmentarih", sordid shaded; subdorsal
dark brown, on joints 5 to 9 composed of intersegmental ellipses, narrowh' joined and covering all of the lateral space, narrow on the
thorax, confused and pale on joints 10-13.
Lateral space white on
the segments, narrowed to obsolescence in the incisures.
Venter
broadly dark brown, finely obscurely lined in pale. Feet brown, the
abdominal ones whitish lined outwardly. Joint 2 dorsally dark brown
as also the tip of the anal flap.
White marks slightly mottled and cut
by the annulet incisures, also slightly lumpy and folded on the sides.
Tubercles and setae obscure.
Stage IV. Head rounded, scarcely bilobed, erect; brown-black,
white dotted; a broad, short, pulverulently edged, white band on vertex of each lobe, cut ofl' before into a dot; bases of antennse and epistoma white; width, 1.3 mm. Body as before, black-brown with dorsal and stigmatal, continuous, segraentarily widened, white bands,
nearly pure, cut by the fine annulets, containing black dots at tuberDorsal band broad on joints 2 to 4, double
cles i and iii, respectively.
on joint 2 with triplicate brown center, broadly blurred on joints 3
and 4, brown dotted; powdered and confused with dots on joints 10-

by a subdorsal

line,

the segments.

A

widened where

it

joins the

tinely linear dorsal line; venter

—

—

12; joint 13 white dotted.

Lateral band uniform on joints 2 to 13,

the feet of 10 and 13 narrowly white lined without, otherwise dark.
finely, faintly lined. Faint orange blotches behind the spiracles.
Head squarish, rounded, thick, flattish before, vertex
Stage V.
slightly notched; black, tinely white dotted; abroad, rectangular band

Venter

—
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on the vertex of each lobe, white, containing two black dots; epistoma
Dots small, niostl}^ uniform, a little strigose and waved, espewhite.
Body norm.al, rather robust;
cially in the clypeus: width 1.7 mm.
brown-black; a broad distinct, sharply edged, white band, narrowed
at the segmental incisures, a similar stigmatal one faintl}" orange
Subdorsal space velvety,
blotched boluw and between the spiracles.
finely

white dotted like the head; venter finely lined in whitish, pul-

On
verulently; medio- ventral band rather broad, cloudy triplicate.
thorax the dorsal band replaced by a pair of subdorsal bands, creamy
orange tinted, irregular, subconfiuent. On 10-13 dorsal band widened,
irregular and containing black dots; tubercle ii of 12 enlarged,
white; anal flap black-brown, white dotted; a white bar from the stigmatal line on the upper halves of the feet of joints 10 and 13. Feet
Segand spiracles black; tubercles small; seta^ fine, short, dark.
ments finely and rather numerously annulate, finelv so anteriorly and

more

posteriorly.

Eggs from a female taken at Pine Grove, July 19. The larva
reached the stage last described September 21) and began to hibernate,
but had not enough vitality to survive the winter. It was apparently
It fed on wild cherry and Pf/f/r/on >///>.
not mature.

ENEMERA JUTURNARIA

Guene'e.

—

Elliptical, one diameter much less than the other but not
£^gg.
sharply flattened, not depressed at either end; micropylar end roundly
truncate, the other abruptlv rounded, both about alike but dift'erentiated by the sculpturing; truncation slightly oblique. The two sides are

not symmetrical.

The eg^
same

is laid

loose, rolling about,

and

if

rolled,

This side has a single median
impressed groove; the lower side two such grooves. Twelve broad,
longitudinal, raised ridges join a similar ridge about the rim of the
truncation, ])roadly waved, rounded, beaded with a double row of

alwa3^s stops with the

side up.

minute pores, joined by difiuse transverse ridges to form squares and
also by numerous fine, obscure, transverse lines, about eight to the
Beginning one square from each end the two central ridges
square.
are approximated, the space between depressed as a deep, smooth
groove. On the other side the two median hollows are depressed,
their bordering ridges less shai*ply approximate, the grooves crossed
by strife. In one egg the double grooves began, one of them at one
square, the other at two squares from the truncation, but both ended
sharply and evenh^ at one square from the other end. In another egg
In still another there was but a single groove, but
this was reversed.
it was not central and was less deeplj^ marked than the dorsal one.
Micropylar end coarsely reticulate, the upper end lumpy from the
confused ridges. Color green, turning dull pink, with the ridges paler.
Eggs from three females examined, alike
Size, 0.9 by 0.7 b}' 0.5 mm.
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The ridges overhang the dorsal groove,
projecting as white riras, serrated by the projected pores, which appear
Ventral grooves more variable, not overhung
as little brown teeth.
with the variation indicated.

by the ridges.
The eggs were

ol)tained in July, but did uot hatch

till

the follow-

They are evidently scattered over the ground hy the
moths, where they lie all the autumn and winter. The dry climate
ing April.

doubtless favors their preservation, while their peculiar ri})bed struc-

may serve as a safeguard against too much dryness.
have described the larva previously.^

ture
1

EPIPLATYMETRA COLORADARIA

Grote and Robinson.

—

Laid adherent; elliptical, one diameter considerably less,
Eggs.
rounded, rather squarely; both ends abruptly rounded, about alike,
not reall}^ truncate; center a little constricted and one end a little
About 14 low raised ridges, longitudinal, parallel, stopdepressed.
pijig at the rim at the micropylar end, reaching the other end confused
into reticulations.
The}^ carry a double row of pores but obscure,
rounded; cross stri^ fine, obscure, parallel, not raised.
Color pale
Size 1.1 by 0.8 by 0.6 mm.
The rim about the microwhitish green.
pylar flattening is more distinct than the ribs; the end is nearly
smooth, slightly radially reticulate near the rim.
Stage I. Head rounded, very slightly bilobed, olilique; very pale

—

brown, a

little

vertically streaked.

Body moderate, normal,

whitish,

a broad, straight, distinct, pale purple-brown band subdorsallv on
joints 2 to 13, not quite reaching the end, the pair separate,

only
touching at the middle of joint 13, where they terminate. A similar
Feet pale, ocelli black, sutures of
broad, pale-brown ventral band.
the moderate clypeus brown.
The eggs were obtained from a female moth at Pine Grove, Colorado, in the foothills at an altitude of 8,000 feet, but no suitable plant
could be found for the young larvae when they hatched.

Family

NOTODONTIDvE.

ODONTOSIA ELEGANS

Strecker.

—

Egg. Hemispherical, the base flat; opaquely white, not shining;
and densely cov^ered with small, white granulations, arranged
oV)scurely in vertical lines, a little denser about the vertex, which is
narrowly clear with a small central white space. Diameter 1.4 mm.
Stage I.
Head bilobed, free, shining black, the sutures broadly
and lower parts of lobes diluted brown; width 0.65 mm. Body cylindrical, normal, anal feet elevated, segments subannulate.
White,
shining, the quadrate cervical shield, anal plate, leg plates, thoracic

finely

—

lEntoni. News, V, 1895, p. 63.
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and tubercles shining black. A faint vinous shading dorsally on
and 12, and distinct subventral sordid vinous blotches
the whole length. Tubercles normal, ib and iii, especially iii, larger,
Tuberia and ib separate, iv behind the spiracle; no subprimaries.
Joint 12
cles distinct, polished, black, the seta3 pale and obscure.
slightl}" enlarged, tubercles i and ii of joint 13 anteriorly in a square;
The larva ate patches halfway through the
joint 11 rather weak.
leaf on the upper surface and rested beside them.
Head erect, high, narrowing above, a low vertical notch,
/Stage 11.
feet,

joints 4, 5, 6,

—

flattish before; pale luteous,

the vertices of lobes narrowl}^ tipped in

width 1.2 mm. Body cylindrical, joint 12
Whitish
slightly enlarged, anal feet weak, approximate, but used.
green, smooth, a white subdorsal line; subventer and feet broadly
dark vinous, the anal ones only narrowly lined with this color;
Tubercles large, a little elevated, but whitish,
thoracic feet black.
almost concolorous with the body, inconspicuous. Segments irregularlj^ annulate; no shields.
Stage III. Head pale greenish luteous, punctate dotted in darker,
the sutures of mouth brown, sutures of clypeus and a central line also
Body cylindrical, normal, joint
dark; ocelli blackish; width 1.6 mm.
12 with a small, sharp, dorsal hump. Green, yellowish shaded on the
thorax and along stigmatal line, subventer blotched with vinous, running down on the outer sides of the feet. Anal feet small, vinous

smoky brown,

ocelli dark;

—

Spiracles small, black ringed.

lined, used.

Segments subannulate,

slightly shining, joint 6 with a very slight annular swelling.

—

Stage IV. Head high, flattened before and at the sides, vertex
notched; pale green, blotched with dull red on the sides below
and about the mouth, shading upward; width 2.5 mm. Body cylindrical, joint 6 with a central, slight, collared elevation, 12 with a
slightl}^

Green, the space between the spiracles and the
upward toward
the dorsum, more distinctly on the hump and quite darkly on the
annular elevation of joint 6. Thoracic feet and abdominal ones outwardly dark purple brown; spiracles black ringed. Tubercles slightly
Venter broadly pale green.
elevated, green; anal feet small, used.
The transverse purple lines of joints 6 and 12 become more distinct
with growth. Later the dull vinous color shades nearly up to the
dorsal line, the purple dorsal ridges of joints 6 and 12 are slightly

broad, low hump.

feet broadly shaded in purple brown, slightly shading

relieved

by

whitish.

—

Stage V. Head higher and wider than joint 2, rounded, flattened
on the front and sides, narrowed a little above and slightly bilobed;
shining, smooth, yellowish green from the clypeus to vertex centrally,
the clypeus and sides shade in dark brownish red: mouth dark red;
surface shagreened slightl}^, making the red shade mottled-reticulate
in greenish; width, 3.5

mm.

Body

cylindrical, joints 6

and 12 with
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humps; anal plate rounded, smooth, small; no
Feet moderate, equal, the anal pair a little smaller, but used
in walking-.
Dorsum shaded in vinous brown mixed with gra^yish,
only a trace of g-reen in the incisures dorsally venter narrowly g-reen.
Thoracic feet red-brown, the foot of joint 7 and the others in a less
degree with a purple brown streak outwardly.
Humps nai-rowly pale
gray, spotted and streaked in purplish black. Tubercles whitish with
black hair dots, a little deviated, distinct, normal.
Spiracles large,
white, black rimmed.
The dark mark on the hump of joint 6 is an
irregular black band from behind the spiracle over the dorsum and an
elongate spot between tubercles i and iii. Joints 2 to 5 are more reddish than 6 to 13, having no gray; the hump of joint 12 is reddish and
the gray consists of traces of the collar markings of joints 7 to 11,
most distinct at the spiracles. Later joints 2 to 6 are a little smaller
in diameter than the rest of the body, joint 2 slightly widened and
pale on the sides.
The body becomes all lilaceous except narrowly
ventrally with the same marks, but no distinctly different reddish
tints.
Anal plate with a narrow red rim.
Larv» found on aspen at Bailey's in the Platte Canyon, mixed with
P/ieosi'a dmiuliata, which they greatly resembled in the egg stage.
A
larva entered the earth to pupate July ol, and the moth emerged
May 6 the following season.
In the last stage the larva rests on the twigs of its food plant, which
it closely mimics in shape and color.
low, collared, dorsal

shields.

;

Family

COCHLIDIID^.

TORTRICIDIA TESTACEA

Packard, variety

CRYPTA

Dyar.

had no expectation of finding a slug caterpillar in Colorado, as the
However, Mr. Caudell netted a female moth
in a narrow, wooded gulch leading ofi' from the Platte Canyon, not far
below Bear Gulch. The moth differs only slightly from the Eastern
Tortricidia testacea^ being paler and less strongly dark shaded, but the
larva shows some rather unexpected differences, showing it to be a
distinct local variety of that species.
The pattern of markings is more
I

climate seems too dry.

generalized in the
J^^ggs.

Rocky Mountain

— Elliptical,

flat,

race.

but rather thick and arched, translucent,

slightly yellowish, the reticulations obscure;

size, 0.8

by

0.5

mm.,

all

as usual in the family.

Stage

/.

— As

in

the Eastern species, the subdorsal spines Y-shaped,

the anterior prong shortened on the hinder segments, especially on
joint 11; not strongly alternating, yet perceptibly so; greenish trans-

lucent, the ridges whitish; head green, eye black,

smooth.

All normal, no markings.

mouth brown; skin
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—

Elliptical, joint 13 quadrate, normal, narrowed behind.
Sta^e II.
Depressed spaces large and deep, all present; ridges and latticed elevations between the depressed spaces densely papillose granular,
especially around the margin; sett« distinct, short, dark, pointed,
normal. All faintly whitish; latticed ridges of dorsal space 1 granule

wide.

—

Stage III. Elliptical, normal. Green, a yellow subdorsal line cenreaching farther posteriorly than anteriorly; a round, red spot
crossing the subdorsal lines, but yellow edged and paler centered, sittrally,

uated on joints 7 and 8.
Stage IV. The purplish-red spot is rounded, a little larger th^n
The
before; yellow subdorsal line not quite reaching the extremities.

—

larya

now

Stage Y.

eats the

—The

whole

patch

third of the dorsum;

leaf.

is

it

irregularly triangular, occupying about a

covers depressed spaces

reaches the middle of the side; a red dash on joint

(1)

of tiye joints and

3.

The yellow

lines

reach to the anal end, but not to the head.

—

StageVI. The patch reaches the anterior and posterior extremities
narrowly, on the sides to the depressed space (4) of joints 7 and 8,
with a little point toward (4) of joints 6 and 9. It is as in the normal
T. testacea., except that the patch did not reach below the middle of
the side, being exactly as in some fully marked examples of T. csesonia.

The larya had but six stages.
Eggs June 1, mature larya

Jul}^ 14.

Family

PYRALID^.

MELITARA JUNCTOLINgELLA

Hulst.

—

Larva. Head rounded, slightly bilobed, held flatly; clypeus nearlj^
reaching vertex, the sutures depressed; bright red-brown, epistoma
paler, ocelli black; width 2. 1 mm.
Body slightly flattened, the segments
strongl3^2-annulate; cervical shield large but rather narrow, transverse,
l)lack.
Tubercles small, black,
Feet with the crochets in an ellipse.
Dark purplish, nearly black; skin coarsely wrinkly shagreened; spiracles rounded, black.
Thoracic feet brown; seta? flne, brown, rather
long.
On the thorax ia -\- ib, iia -(- iib; on joint 13 anteriorly a mediodorsal shield and on joint 2 a small crescent before the spiracle, not

shining black; anal plate very large,
i

and

ii

in line, iv

+

v,

normal.

contrasted.

Larvae feeding gregariously within the leaves of the prickly pear
cactus were found on the prairie near Denver,

May

11.

The}^ had

obviously passed the winter as half -grown larvse in this situation and

were feeding rapidly. However, it proved impossible to breed them,
and the above supposition as to their identity was gained from the capture of a female moth on the prairie near Golden, June 5.
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Hulst.

—

Head round, black, coarsel}' shagreened, epistoma sordid
Body purplinh black, the segments coarsely 3-annulate, not

Larva.
white.

Tubercles small, black, corrugated radially, iv and v closi^ly
in line.
Anal plate black; feet normal, setge rather long,

shining-.

approximate,
fine.

Spinning a web among the leaves of birch and living
Platte Canyon; imago July

of frass united Avith silk.

PIONEA BELIALIS
Larva.

— Head small,

flat,

in a

cone made

1.

Druce.

half retracted in joint 2, black, the sutures

Cervical shield bisected into two quadrangular halves, distinctly

pale.

Bod}^ nearly cylindrical, uniform, robust, incisures onl}'

separate.
slightly

marked; anal plate brownish, feet normal.

Pale yellow with

large, conspicuous, round, black tubercles; ia+ib, iia+iib,

iv+v,

iiia

present, large, situated above and before the spiracle, vii a single

brown-black tubercle, viii distinct on the legless segments. Crochets
of abdominal feet in a broad ellipse, narrowly broken outwardl3\
Spiracles
Thoracic feet black, the abdominal ones like the body.
small, black-rimmed.
The larvse are leaf miners in an herbaceous, aromatic plant, Coleosa)ith(is grandifimxi, growing in bunches in moist spots in the foothills.
The
1 found them in a gulch near the mouth of the Platte Canyon.
mine forms a large brown blotch extending through to both epidermes
at the terminal part of a leaf, occupying three-fourths or more of the
At maturity, the larva emerges and spins up a three-cornered
surface.
box in one of the soft, young leaves at the end of the shoot where it
pupates. This leaf becomes wrinkled with growth.
Larva? found matured July 11, at which time there were only a few
The moths began to emerge at once.
left, most having pupated.

A

Tachinid parasite, Isoglossa hastata Coquillet, was raised from the

larva?.

A
it

specimen of the moth was sent to Prof. C. H. Fernald, who
He adds that
it should be referred to the genus Cyhalomia.
reminds him in appearance of Titanlo JieUanthiales Murtfeldt, which

is

also a leaf

says that

miner

in the larval state.

Family

PTEROPHORTD.E.

OXYPTILUS DELAWARICUS

—

Zeller.

Larva. Head rounded, whitish. Body light green with a rather
broad white subdorsal stripe, containing a round creamy patch on
Tubercles i and ii united, single
joints 6 and 7; feet normal, slender.
haired, the hair of i leaning forward, ii backward; tubercle iii single
haired, leaning forward, iv and v united, not strongly oblique; vi
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single haired, directed backward; vii with three hairs on the leg base,

one stronger than the others; no secondar}^ hairs, the skin finely
granular. On the thorax tubercles ia and ib united, iia+iib, iii + iv+v,
No shield, but six setse in two rows, three on the prespivi double.
racular wart and two on the subventral.

The pupa

is

winged

as in O. j^erisdidactylus Fitch.

on the wild grape in the Platte Canyon, June 1, moth out
June 11. The larvte were mature when found and readj^ to pupate,
but there was no sign on the plants of spun up leaves, such as the
allied species makes.
The specimens were at first determined as 0. feriscelidactylus^ as
the}' agree with a moth so labeled by Professor Fernald, bred at the
Department of Agriculture on- grape (No. M40). The wide dissimilarity of the larvfe ( O. periscelidactylus has warts and secondary hairs)
0. delmvarieus is extremely similar
led me to reexamine the moths.
to O. periscelidactylus, much more so than the descriptions by WalsLarvjfi

ingham and Fernald would imply.

It is smaller,

the palpi are shorter,

the antenna^ completely white ringed, and the space between the white
lines on the feathers of the fore wing is dark brown, contrasting with

Otherwise I see no differential characters.
the rest of the wing.
The following are the notes made at the Department of Agriculture

on the number 4440, above referred

to:

J. B. Schfeffer, Deward, Pennsylvania.
Larvfe uniformly greenish yellow with darker median line and somewhat paler head.
The hairs arising from the warts are long, rather coarse, and colorless. * * *

May

29,

1889.

They remind one

Tortricid?

of Nola.

on grape from

Moths

issued

June

9-11.

PTEROPHORUS SULPHUREODACTYLUS

Packard.

—

Larva. Thick, flattened, tapering at the ends; feet normal, slender.
mouth projecting;
Head rounded, bilobed, the apex under joint
width about 1.2 mm.; black, the sutures broadly brown. Body with!:i,

out secondary hairs, the warts low and ditiuse; i with three or four,
ii with one hair, these warts somewhat approximate; iii with several
hairs; a group of six hairs on the subventral fold without wart and a
hair posteriorly in line, absent on some segments; several hairs for
Olivaceous green, a broken, broad, sordid white subtubercle vi.
dorsal line along warts i and ii with four black dots on each segment
between in a square, becoming black blotches on the posterior segWart iii pale; spiracles black; skin finely dark granular;
ments.
cervical shield l)lackish, hairy; thoracic feet black, the abdominal ones
Hair white, minutel}^ glandular tipped; segments obscurely
pale.
2-annulate; a black impressed lateral dot in the middle of the segment.
The larvte were found webbing up the young heads of a wild sunThey
flower, Ilelianthvs 2:>aniilus, and feeding within the spun mass.
occurred on the foothills near Boulder Creek Canyon. Spun among

dead leaves; emerged June

10.
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PLATYPTILIA COSMODACTYLA
Larva.

Body

—Head round,
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Huebner.

verticall}' bilobed posteriorly, pale testaceous.

cylindrical, normal,

green, a dull crimson dorsal line with a

small oblique subdorsal dash on joint 6 and a dash on joints 5 to 12;
a white subdorsal line from joint 2 posteriorly to 13 anteriorly and

a broken subdorsal one the larger anterior part on each segment
Tubercles small, hairs single, i and ii separate, iv and v
o1)]ique.

approximate, v anterior and dorsal to iv. On thorax ia-fib, iia+iib,
iv+v, numerous fine, short, secondary hairs, shorter and easily difHairs all white,
ferentiated from the primaiy ones, bulbous tipped.
not long, inconspicuous.

The larva was found resting on the red fruit bract of Lonlcera
was ^ot observed to feed, being matured and pupating
immediately. Apparent!}" the larvte do not eat the leaves, but more
probably the flowers. Found at Pine Grove, Platte Canyon, altitude

involucrata. and

about 7,000

feet.

ALUCITA CINERASCENS
Larva.

Body

— Head long, the mouth pointed, apex under joint

flattened,

narrow, not tapering.

Tubercles

with one long and several short hairs,

iv+v

haired,

Walsingham.

large,

many

iii

i

and

ii

2;

whitish.

approximate

singled haired,

iiib

several

haired, the others retracted subventrally.

Translucent green, with obscure, straight, subdorsal and broken lateral
Warts black, i+ii largely so, and
lines, the latter above tubercle iii.
forming a double row of distinct spots separated by a straight line of
the ground color.

Anterior edge of joint

2,

posterior rim of reduced

cervical shield and warts of anal flap also black marked.

spinulose; none secondary.

Pupa

Hairs white,

free, not in a cocoon.

Larvffi in the heads of LTelianthus pumilus^ near Boulder Creek
Canyon, May 23; moths issued June 12. Eggs were obtained from
these which passed the winter without hatching, showing the species
to be single brooded with hibernation in the ^g^ state.
Egg. Oviform, elliptical, one end more pointed than the other,
both slightly truncate at the extreme tips, strongly and sharply flattened on two sides, like cakes cut out of dough; pale yellow, opaque,

—

not shining, the surface slightl}' shagreened, not sculptured.
0.55

by

Size,

by 0.15 mm.

0.4

Family

TORTRICID^.

TERAS FOLIANA

Walsingham.

—

Larva. Head rounded, the apex under joint 2, paraclypoal pieces
reaching vertex; red brown, shaded sordid at the mouth, ocelli ])lack;

width 1.2

mm.

Body

transhicent, soft green, not shining; cervical
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Tubercles large,

Male glands

large, dark
Feet and setge
Abundant on the Cerocarpus imrv^follw^^ folding the leaves and livSome of the
ing within the houses so formed; pupa in a folded leaf.
bushes suffered severe]}^ from these larvw. The moths were common
flying over the dry foothills in July among the Cerocarpiis bushes at
Platte Canyon and Manitou; doubtless also throughout the range.

normal, iv+v.
pale, no marks.

colorless, a little elevated,

purple.

CACOECIA ARGYROSPILA
Larva.

Walker.

—Head pale luteous brown, a black line

black, jaws brown.

Body green,

cervical shield

ent, tubercles pale, a little elevated,

on sides and
all

ocelli

green, transclu-

normal; no marks.

Another larva had the head pale brown with a dai'ker line along the
Cervical shield all transclucent green with a
side on ocelli and jaws.
Body all green; first pair of thotrace of brown tint, unbordered.
racic feet lilack, the rest green.

Dorsal vessel dark.

Another larva had the head black, diluted with whitish irregularly
on the face; thoracic feet black ringed, those of joint 4 less strongly
so.

Cervical shield black edged, luteous centrally, shading to whitish

transcluent in front.

Body

all

green.

Another larva had the head greenish testaceous, black below at

mouth but epistoma

pale; width 1.5 nmi.

Cervical shield translucent

greenish testaceous, shading to brown-black at the edges. Body translucent sordid green, slightly olivaceous dorsally, tubercles broadly

segments coarsely 2-annulate dorsally;
male glands faintly yellow. Setse long, pale, normal; ia+ib, iia+iib,
First two pairs of thoracic feet blackish
iv+v. No anal plate.
marked, the last pair brownish.

paler, elevated, rather large;

these several descriptions to illustrate the variability of

I give
this larva.

It is especially unfortunate, as the larvae of several other

Tortricids are closely similar to this and hard enough to distinguish

anyway.

The

species occurred on oak, willow, ash, and

box

elder,

generally distributed but not locally very abundant.

CACOECIA VIVIDANA
Larva.

— Head

slightly bilobed,

flat,

Dyar.

jet-black or partly diluted on

Body
the face; cervical shield luteous except for dots at the borders.
slender, cylindrical, the feet short, segments irregularly 3-annulate.
Sordid transcluent green, a clearer dorsal and subdorsal line; tuberSpiracles
cles round, white, distinct, with coarse white sets; iv+v.
black ringed; thoracic feet black with paler joints, abdominal ones
Dorsum faintly olivaceous shaded. Male glands in joint 9
pale.

showing as an ochraceovis shade.
"Webbing up the leaves of Biibus

deliciosus in the Platte

Canyon,

LARV.1£ OF MUTIIS

No.i2'jo.

May

25.

which

I
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Others from wild cherry mixed with Genopis directana, from
do not know how to distinguish them. This is not more than

a variety of

Cacoecla argyrosjJtla;

brown on

bright red

it

has the same markino-s, hut
All the specimens are

a pale yellow ground.

from Colorado, while (J. argyroaptla is widely distributed.
1 have
thought best to give it a distinctive name. It has been bred at the
Department of Agriculture under the No. 4464.

CACOECIA SEMIFERANA

— Head

Larva.

Walker.

black, diluted whitish on the face; cervical shield

greenish, black on the edges.

Male glands

Body

translucent green, blackish from

somewhat opaque.
Feet pale, those of joint 2 black.
Webbing the leaves of oak and apparently confined to this tree. A
number of very young ones were collected iu the Platte Canyon May
18, mixed with other Micro larvse on the young oak leaves.
Imago,
the food.

June

3"ellowish, subventral fold

11.

CACOECIA NUGUNDANA

Dyar.

—

Larva. Head rounded, obliquely extended, pale green, ocelli black,
jaws brown. Body tortriciform, slender, normal, rapidly moving. All
translucent pale green, tubercles inconspicuous, concolorous, sette pale

and rather long; dorsal vessel dark. Male glands light yellow, distinct.
Feet green no marks.
Spinning up the leaves of the box elder, defoliating the trees in
Denver and Golden, not seen on any of the trees in the Platte Canyon.
The moth is very like C. semiferana., but is very markedly paler; I
think it a distinct species. The larva is always entirely green in all
stages while the other larva has a black head, onh^ becoming whitish
on the face in the last stage. The food plants seem constant foi" both.
Professor Fei'nald tells me that Prof cssor Riley had named this moth
after its food plant as 1 have done, but 1 am not aware of any published
description nor was he.
;

CACOECIA CERASIVORANA

Fitch.

These well-known larvte wore found in the Platte Canyon, webbing
up amass of leaves of the wild cherry into a head, within which a large
number of them were found. Head, shields, and tubercles are black,
the body shaded blackish all over. Male glands yellowish. Imago,
June 24.

CACOECIA ROSACEANA
Larva.
2.

— Head brownish

Body

all

Harris.

luteous, epistoma white,

apex under

joint

green, slightly shining, no marks; cervical shield large,

green, narrowly black i-immed at the sides and behind continuously.

Tubercles small, slightly elevated. Thoracic feet pale, the anterior
ones dark brown; crochets of abdominal feet in an ellipse.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02
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had the head black or partly brown over the vertex;
brown centrally. Body all green without dorsal shade, the feet of joint 2 black. These were bred from a
large patch of eggs laid in a flat mass overlapping like shingles. The
eggs were on a woodbine leaf, but the larva3 did not like this plant. 1
bred them on wild cherry. Other larvae taken on plum, wild cherry,
and oak. In stage I the head was .shining black, mouth paler; bilobed,
Body slender, submoniliform: all pale yellow withheld obliquely.

Other

larvtB

shield diluted green in front,

out shields or plates.

Tubercles

In stage II

ob.solete, setffi obscure.

the head was pale luteous, the body greenish, transparent, no marks.
After that the head and cervical shield were black till the last stage,

when

more or

the black was

issued

August

less replaced

by luteous brown.

LOPHODERUS COLORADANA
Larva.

Moths

'.>.

Fernald.

— Head whitish, bilobed, partly under joint

2.

Body

slender,

pale green, translucent; segments 3-annulate; tubercles whitish, a
little elevated, under lens concolorous, colorless, elevated, and modall

Feet norShield all concolorous, no marks.
mal, crochets in a complete ellipse of several rows.
Spinning a somewhat tube-like web in the seed heads of Pulsatilla
erateh^ large; iv-fv.

hirsuthuiiii high

on the foothills back of Golden.

CENOPIS DIRECTANA

Walker.

Larva. — Head

and shield black; width 1.5 mm. Body green,
broadly olivaceous shaded dorsallN', leaving the tubercles pale, joint
13 green. Thoracic feet black, abdominal ones short, normal. Other
larva? had the head mahogany red, the sutures black; cervical shield
partly brown-red in front.
The larvae occurred on wild cherry in the Platte Canyon in Mav.
The moth is very variable, but a distinct species, I think. Professor
Fernald makes it a synonym of C. ret'wulatana.^ but it ma}^ be separated
from Northern specimens that I have under that name. Lord Walsingham's figure"^ can be closely matched b}^ some of my specimens.
Others are much suffused with brown.

PLATYNOTA LABIOSANA

Zeller.

—

Larva. Head flat, the apex under joint 2; shining black, the epistoma and bases of antennse white; width about 1.2 mm. Body slender,
flexible, tapering a little at the ends, .scarceh^ flattened; segments
Cervical shield large,
strongly 3-annulate, creased in the incisures.
black, narrowly bisected by pale; prespiracular and subventral tubercles large, black; thoracic feet shining black,
1

Trans.

*I11.

Am.

abdominal ones short,

Ent. Soc, X, 1882, p. 20.

Lep. Het. Brit. Mus., IV, 1879,

pi.

lxiv,

fig. 4.
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normal, green, slightly dark shaded; anal pair dull black. Body
olivaceous green, dorsal vessel narrowly

slightly translucent sordid

dark; the subventral fold looks lighter when well folded; no marks.
Tubercles rounded, rather small, slightly elevated, with black hairtubercles, but the plate concolorous with the skin; iv+v, ia+ib,
Spiracles black with pale centers. Setae
iia+iib, one above the other.
rather long, dusk3^
Webbing up the leaves and stem of Argemone mexicami. th(^ pupa
Often injurious to the plant,
in a folded leaf with the end bitten off.
Also found on
as they eat the growing stem, distorting the plant.
Found at Golden and
a species of GUia, but perhaps as an accident.

;

Boulder, near or on the prairie.
The United States National Museum has fragments of two specimens, one labeled in Zeller's handw riting, the other taken by Belfrage

i

in

Texas, July

2.

Mr. Busck thinks that they ma}' have been part of

Zeller\s types; they certainly agree with his description.

My

speci-

though some are of the same size, and the banding
on the fore wings is heavier, not being so much confined to the costal
edge as in Zeller's specimens. But the sexes are marked alike, which
confirms me in the determination, as it is an unusual chararter in this

mens run

larger,

genus.

Family

YPONOMEUTID^E.

ORCHEMIA DIANA
Larm. — Head rounded,

bilo})ed,

Huebner.i

sutures depressed, pale reddish,

whitish on the paraclypeal pieces and mouth, a black line on the posBody slender, tapering a little at the ends; transterior side of lobes.
lucent greenish yellow, scarcely distinctly colored; a dull white dorsal

band of pigment, somewhat cut by the annulets, touching tubercle i,
well defined.
Tubercles large, black, round, a little elevated; iv+v,

A

normal.
pale.

diffuse yellowish white stigmatal band.

The food shows dark green or

Seta? moderate,

sordid, being especially visible

subdorsally.
large, a broad sheet of white silk, under which the true
formed, tube like, enlarged in the middle.
The larvse were very common on the birch in the Platte Canyon,
more especially higher up, at an altitude of 7,000 feet; also on the foothills back of Golden at a similar altitude.
The birches were often
completely defoliated b}' the larvffi, except for the leaves which served
to support the cocoons, though these were often distributed over

Cocoon

cocoon

is

' Professor Fernald identifies this species with the
European 0. diana. I have seen
but two specimens of this rare species, and both differ from the American form, of
which I possess now a large series. Our moths are very dark, with no trace of the
greenish overlying scales of the European ones. They may, perhaps, be separated
under the varietal name hetuliperda.
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House on the Pikes Peak

Railroad, at a similar altitude to the places where this species occurred
so abundantly farther

up the range, no specimens were seen and the
The species, therefore, seems to be local in

birches were uninjured.

Prof. C. P. Gillette spoke to me of this species as
its appearance.
one that he had long observed to be destructive to the birch.
The larva lives under a delicate web which it spins over the surface
of a leaf, Keld above the surface by the curl of the leaf.
It eats the
parenchyma on the upper side, skeletonizing the leaves, which become
brown and dry.

CEROSTOMA RUBRELLA

Dyar.

—

Larva. Flattened, the dorsal section rounded triangular, strongly
tapering at both ends.
Head small, elongate, held nearly flat, with
broad high clypeus, vertex under joint 2; pinkish, mottled over the

brown spots; clypeus and epistoma, withantenine
and anterior thoracic feet whitish, somewhat mottled; ocelli and tips
of antenna dark; width 1 mm.
Body thickest at joints 5 and 6; shields
lobes with large, pale

nearly concolorous, not contrasted.

Slate gray, dorsal line 3^ellowish

brown, pale yellow edged, a little irregular and clouded, faintly cutting
the cervical shield, which is pinkish graj", edged with neat black tubercles; stigmatal fold obscure, faintly shaded in yellowish and brown.
Feet normal, pale. Tubercles small, black, distinct, whitish ringed;
iv and v separate, iv a little dorsad; on joint 3 ia and ib approximate,
separate on joint 4; iia + lib, iv + v.
Set« distinct, brownish. A few
white lateral dots and some stigmatall}'; segments obscurely about
6-annulate.

Solitary on the backs of the leaves, perfectly exposed and spinning
no web; on Berber is reiyens^ Boulder Creek Canyon; also in other canyons, but less commonly.
Larva? active, jumping oti' the leaves when
disturbed.

The moths resemble the European Cerostonui radlatella Donovan,
which has been recorded also from America. They are similar in
shape and size, and are like one form of that variable species in coloration.
But they are not variable, my 12 specimens being absolutely
uniform, besides which the larva and food plant are difl'erent. I have,
therefore, thought them deserving of a distinct name.
Palpi clothed with black and a few white scales, longer at the end of
the second joint; face black and white scaled; vertex with long red
brown vestiture, basal joint of antenna? and neck narrowly white;
antennte white and black banded below. Thorax and fore wings above
smooth red brown with bronze reflection, an obscure lighter ray from
the base along the submedian vein, distantl}' edged above with a few
black scales which are more distinct on the outer half of the wing.
Abdomen and hind wings silky blackish, as arc all the wings below,
the costa of fore wings only narrowly pale.
Legs and abdomen below
pale gray, shining.

Expanjsc, 14

mm.
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GELECHIID^.

GNORIMOCHEMA COQUILLETTELLA

Busck.

Zarva.—nead rounded, elongate, vertex under joint

i>,

clypeu.s tri-

brown; width
angular, high, not reaching vertex; ocelli black, jaws
Body somewhat flattened, incisures distinct, segments faintly
0. S mm.
membranous; anal
3-annulate; cervical shield reduced, the front part
Tubercles moderwrinkled.
transversely
Skin
shining.
plate large,
ate, shining,

but weakly cornifled,

ib nearly separate,

and

iia

i

+ v.

+ v;

ia

and

On abdomen

the

slightly dorsad to

lib confluent, iv

ii,

iv

Feet normal, short, the
Seta; moderate, pale.
crochets in a small, complete circle, all pale.
sutures brown,
testaceous,
pale
head
whitish,
or
yellowish
sordid
Color

upper seta of

iv

+v

is

anterior and smaller.

ocelli black.

The

on the terminal twigs of Blgehw/a. The
tip become united into a fusiform
enlargement, forming a tight box. Every leaf or part of one

larva^

form

false galls

terminal leaves of a
gall-like

young growing

swollen in that part
that touches the inside of the cavity of the box is
and the leaves adhere
of its surface; the swollen parts become yellowish
The tip of the stem
together, forming the four or Ave sided box.
destroying the
hollow,
the
within
Larva
recurved.
is
box
bearing the

These curious formations, looking
tip.
were found commonly in a few places in the
When occurring at
Platte Canyon and on the prairie near Denver.
They were not found, however,
all, they were generally abundant.
Still,
the moths.
until too late in the season to be successful in rearing
described by Mr.
they seem obviously to be the same as the species

Inid.

Frass in the pointed

like large flower buds,

Busck
As Mr. Busck's paper on the Gelechiida?, in which his description
the
would naturally appear, is delayed, I have asked him to furnish
1 append it.
description in advance, which he has kindly done.
.

GNORIMOSCHEMA COQUILLETTELLA

.

Busck, new species.

silvery wliite annulation^^.

Labial palpi of

Antenna- dark brown with narrow
scales and
Gnonmoschema form; second joint whitish sprinkled with brown
a white annulation around
with a black bar on the outside; terminal joint black with
heavily overlaid with dark
the middle. Face whitish; head and thorax whitish,
brown, which color is continued
fuscous. Forewings with basal fifth light yellowish
dorsal edge to beyond
outward and downward in a tapering curved streak along
is pale bluish white
middle of the wing. The ground color in the rest of the wing
fawn-colored area is a semiwith each scale tipped with black. Adjoining the basal
overlaid with dark fuscous, and outside this is another

typical

ircular costal region, heavily
In the first of these dark semicircles,
similar costal dark area not so well defined.
by a few fawnon the middle of the ceil, is a dark reddish-brown dot, surrounded
•

the end of the cell, is
colored scales, and below the second costal .semicircle, at
sprinkled irregularly
another similarly edged spot, A few dark fuscous scales are
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over the apical part of the wing, and the extreme apex is dark fuscous. Hind
wings silvery fuscous, darkest along costa and toward the tip; cilia yellowish. Abdomen dark silvery fuscous; legs whitish, shaded with dark fuscous.

Alar expanse 11.5 to 14
Habitat.

mm.

—California.
— Applopappus plnifoUus.

Food j)lant.
Type.—^o. 6288, U.S.N.M.
Described from many specimens bred by Mr. D. W. Coquillet and Mr. A. Koebele,
from thin-walled oblong galls, formed by the undeveloped bud of Applopappus pinifoUu.'i near Los Angeles, California.

ANACAMPSIS INNOCUELLA

Zeller.

—

Larva. Head rounded, flatly outstretched, vertex under joint 2;
Body normal, scarcely flattened,
black or brown with black sutures.
Cervical shield slightly rugose, brown
a little smaller at the ends.

and black behind and at the sides, shading to whitish before. Skin
transparent, appearing white from the fat, food obscurely green;
Tubercules moderate, rounded, black, ia+ib,
dorsal vessel dark.
Thoracic feet black; abdominal ones normal, short;
iia+iib, iv+v.
no anal plate.
The larvae occurred as leaf rollers on the broad-leaved cottonwood
{Populus fremontii wislezeni) at Denver, The leaf is neatly rolled to
several turns, forming a remote spiral, held with cross bands of silk
throughout. The end is open, and the larva can be seen in the center.
Sometimes several leaves are involved.

NEALYDA BIFIDELLA
Larva.

— Head small,

flat,

Dietz.

clypeus rounded triangular, reaching the

broad, membraneous, vertical triangle,

mouth

sutures of clypeus brown, ocelli small, black.

small;

pale luteous,

Body moderate,

flat-

4 and 5 equal, then slightly enlarged
Segments
to the middle of abdomen and a little tapering to end.
angularly projecting laterally posteriorly; joint 13 small, divided, the
When retracted the segments are
posterior half abruptly smaller.
Thoracic feet small, slender, wide apart;
flattened moniliform.
abdominal ones on joints 7 to 10 like slender papillae, with a spoonshaped enlargement at tip, in shape much like the thoracic feet,
without hooks; no feet on joint 13. Translucent pale yellow, whitish
pedal ly; joint 2 dor.sally and ventrally shagreened; no shields.
Setaj
iv and v distinct, remote, in line, v smaller and just below the spiracle,
iv posterior; vi rather distinct, but dor.sal setpe obsolete.
Living in blotch mines under the upper epidermis of the leaves of
Allionia nyctaglnea., the mine near!}- reaching through to the under
surface; small for the size of the larva, the frass gathered in a bunch
Found at Salida July 25; moth August 8.
at the end.
tened, joint 2 smaller than

8,
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R.

Chambers.

projectinu-, clypeus hioh;
an
greenish luteous, shining, faintly brownish mottled, ocelli black in
aggregated patch. Body cylindrical, normal, segments 3-annulate;

Xay,y,a.— Head rounded,

mouth

large,

large, faintly
green, a not very bright, white, subdorsal line: shield
Tubercles small, without plates, black; ia and ib separate,
luteous.

On abdomen iv+v,

iia+iib, iv+v.
iii

are distinct,

showing as black

common

but not on a
dots,

the

rest

shield;

smaller.

i

to

Setffi

moderate, l)rownish. Feet all pale.
Canyon. July
In spun-up leaves on Rihes c-riuiit at Bailey's, in Platte
13; imago July 18.

GELECHIA UNCTELLA
Xarwa.— Head rounded, vertex under

Zeller.

joint 2; pale luteous, ocelli

Body slender, tortriciCervical shield whitish, inmiaculate.
spaces
form, whitish with even purplish-]>rown bands as wide as the
between; sul)dorsal, lateral, substigmatal with a faint cloud subvenFeet all pale. Tubercles minute, set^e line; spiracles dark.
black.

trally.

broken, medio-ventral dark band. Anal plate small, pale.
Tubercles iv and v approximate, v dorsad. Tubercles dark, without

A

faint,

plates.

Webbing up the leaves, often gregarious, forming a large mass
web and leaves in a ball; on Lnplnus and Thermopsu montana

of
at

Boulder Creek Canyon and foothills back of Golden.

GELECHIA PRAVINOMINELLA

Chambers.

with red2<7r'y«.— Head pale luteous, shaded over vertices of lobes
luteous
translucent,
pale,
plate
anal
and
Shields
black.
ocelli
dish;
Body opaquely whitish; subdorsal, lateral and suprastigmatinted.
bands, leaving the small
tal, blotched,' irregularly edged, dull purple
separate, iia
black tubercles in the pale parts. Tubercles ia and ib
A trace of subventral
and lib approximate, iv+v, v very small.
Feet normal, short, green.
Sette moderate, pale.
purplish shadings.
The larva folds a young leaf of the aspen with web which reaches

and stem, broad, band-like, and cobwebby. It
Found at Pine Grove in the
forms
Moth emerged July 22.
Platte Canyon July 9.

down

to the petiole

a tube within the folded leaf.

GELECHIA ANARSIELLA
Zrt/'vv/.

—

Head rounded, apex

epistoma pale.

Body

rather

Chambers.

in joint 2, shining ))lack, labium and
Cervical shield
thick but flattened.

except in front
large, black, all of joint 2 black, joint 3 vinous black
collared
whTch, with joint 4 in front, is narrowly but conspicuously
Rest of body green, faintly brownish shaded to the
in bright white.
spiracles,

line
then clear green; a faint, broad, whitish subdorsal
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Thoracic feet black; a faint whitish dorsal
line; anal flap whitish, dark punctate before.
Feet normal, green.
Tubercles black, white, ringed; ia and ib separate, iia+iib, iv+v, v
along- tubercles

i

ii.

small.

Larva3 on Ceanothus, spinning a delicate web over the leaf it is feeding on, hiding in a silken tube in a folded leaf or between leaves.
Found at top of Chimney Gulch, Golden, July 9; imago July 20.

GELECHIA VERSUTELLA
Larva.

— Head

Zeller.

pale testaceous, sutures about clypeus, paraclypeal

pieces and bases of lobes

more or

less black shaded.

Body moderate,
somewhat

tortriciform, green, with a distinct pale subdorsal line; sides

Tubercles minute, sette moderate, white, iv and v united. Feet
normal, short; head setse long, white. When mature the larva becomes

fluted.

shaded with pink and enters a place of concealment to transform.
Found in folded leaves on the cotton wood at Denver, May
Moths out June 26.

GELECHIA OCELLELLA

31.

Chambers.

— Head

rounded, bilobed, oblique, apex under joint 2 when
retraced; luteous brownish mottled, sutures nai'rowly nearly black, or
the head all shining black; epistoma scarcely paler.
Cervical shield
black with a pale dividing line and luteous patch in each half, or the
patch merely a narrow, somewhat impressed dash. Green, dorsum

Larva.

shaded in purplish; narrow dorsal, broader subdorsal, fainter and
broken lateral and stigmatal whitish bands; joints 3 and 4 green
dorsally in the incisures.
Tubercles pale, concolorous, hair tubercles
black; normal, iv+v, ia and il) separate, iia+iib.
Body normal, the
incisures depressed.
Feet of joints 2 and 3 black, or pale, black
all

slightly

Abdominal

tipped.

Found

{Rhm

feet green.

in folded or cut leaves, slightly

toxicodendron), in the Platte

webbed, on the poison ivy
3; imago July 19

Canyon July

Family TTNEID.F.

GRACILARIA PNOSMODIELLA

—

Busck.

Larva. Head moderately flattened, l)ilobed, clypeus band-shaped
but narrowed to a rounded point at the vertical triangle; pale luteous;
mouth and sutures brown. Body nearly cylindrical, segments angularly moniliform, no shields.
Tubercles and setw both pale, .somewhat developed, several visible even dorsally. Thoracic feet short,
obliquely extended; abdominal on joints 7 to 9 and 13, sessile, with
a little bunch of hooks.
Dorsum and venter of joint 2 shagreened.
All pale yellowish, no marks.
Segments subequal, the center of the

abdomen

a little enlarged.
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Mining' in the leaves oi Pnox/nodium carolmiamim on the prairie at
Golden near the foothills. A large blotch mine under the lower epiFinally the leaf
dermis, the upper side a little swollen and yellow.
becomes brown and dead on both sides. Imago July 26. The moths
proved to belong to an undeseribed species, but Mr. Busck has prepared the following description which is submitted in conjunction with
my note on the larva:

GRACILARIA (DIALECTICA) PNOSMODIELLA

Busck, new species.

Antenna^ as long as fore wings, simple, dark bronzy with indistinct, narrow, white
annulations; basal joint without pecten, whitish.
Labial palpi silvery white, somewhat loosely scaled beneath toward apex. Maxillary palpi distinct, porrected,
Fore wings shining coppery golden with silvery white markings
silvery white.
edged with black. At basal third is an oblique white costal streak reaching down to
the fold, where it bends outward and is prolonged somewhat along the fold; between
this and the apex are three equidistant triangular, white, costal spots; the first at
middle of wing, the second at the beginning of the costal cilia, and the third in this
cilia.
Opposite the intervals between these three costal spots are two dorsal, white,
triangular spots, and the base of the dorsal edge is white.
All these white markings
are sharply edged by thin black lines. Dorsal cilia golden, apical cilia white, a short,
perpendicular black cross line. Underside of thorax silvery white; legs white with
broad black annulations; spurs white; posterior tibire pectinated above. Abdomen
shining dark purple, with broad white transverse bands on the under side; anal tuft
white.

Alar expanse 8 to 9.5 mm.
Habitat.
Colorado (Dyar).
Food plant. Pnosmodium carolimamim.

—

—

Ti/pe.—'No. 6267,

U.S.N.M.

This beautiful and singularly marked species may fall in Lord Walsingham's
genus Dialectica ^ when the group to which it belongs has been critically worked up.
Dialectica

is

distinguished from Gracilaria

and very similar

by the pectinated

posterior

tibia?.

It is

ornamentation to Coriscium alhinatella Chambers,^ but is
easily separated by the pure white palpi, l)y the first costal streak which does not
reach down to the white basal part of the dorsal edge, and by several smaller differences in ornamentation.
nearest

in

GRACILARIA THERMOPSELLA
Larva.

—Head

flat,

triangular, reaching the vertical triangle;
ocelli black; half retracted in joint 2.

smoky

little

smaller, tapering a

little

luteous, translucent,

Joint 2 flattened dorsally, pro-

jecting at the sides, without distinct shield.

4 and 5 a

Chambers.

rounded, broadly bilobed at vertex, clypeus

Seg-ments nearly equal,

behind, 13 suddenly smaller,

Body behind joint 2 nearly cylindrical, submoniliform, segments dented subannulate; shining, pale greenish 3'ellow
without marks. Seta? nearly o])solete, a few pale ones on the sides.
Feet on joints T to 9 and 13 with a bundle of hooks directed backward,
not in a definite ellipse. Thoracic feet moderate, directed downward.
Leaf miners in Ther7aop.us montana under the upper surface, the
slender, divided.

'Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1897, p. 150.

^Can. Ent., IV, 1872,

p. 25.
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pushed out through a hole below. The larvje readily emerge
from the mine and start a new one in another leaf, entering by a slit
which they make on the underside. The mature mine is a large, lobed
hollow under the upper epidermis. The ,young mines are long and
frass

toruotus, on the under side, not widening.
Platte Can3'on July 13.

Found

at Baileys in the

First imago July 25,

LEUCOPTERA ALBELLA

Chambers.

—

Larva. Head flat, rounded, a band-shaped cl3'peus, narrowed a little
above; whitish, two black ocelli visible on the upper aspect, three on
the lower;

Body

mouth small pointed, the brown mandibles

small, normal.

slender, flattened, laterally moniliform; joints 2 and 3 larger

than 1 and 5, 6 to 10 again a little larger, subequal, 11-12 and 13
tapering, 13 divided, but the segments of equal width.
Cervical shield
present as a slightly wrinkly area but perfectly concolorous, Avhitish.
Male glands large, flUing the whole dorsum of joints 9 and 10, yellowish
Thoracic feet very short, appressed, projected
faintly, segmented.
Abdominal feet
laterally but not exceeding the edge of the body.
sessile

on joints 7 to 10, those on joint 13 a

little

joint 2 subcornifled, the feet almost rudimentary.

Venter of
White, no marks,

larger.

no visible seta?.
Leaf miners in the narrow-leav^ed cottonwood at Morrison and on the
foothills back of Golden.
A large, black, blotch mine under the upper
epidermis, eaten through continuously to the lower epidermis, making
Several larvfe in each mine, feeding
a large dead area in the leaf.
side by side.
Frass contained. The larvae were very abundant where
they occurred, nearly destroying all the leaves on large trees, though
the individual larva is so minute.
When they spun, the remaining
leaves of the tree and adjoining foliage were spotted with their white
First found June 28,
cocoons, covered over by cross bands of silk.
by Mr. Caudell.

LITHARIAPTERYX ABRONIiEELLA

Chambers.

—

Larva. Head small, the apex in joint 2, rounded, clvpeus triangular, touching the vertical triangle; sordid luteus, mouth brown,
Cervical
sutures of clypeus brownish, ocelli black; labium large.
shield brown, bisected into two triangles, the edge dotted by black
Body slender, cylindrical, segments submoniliform and
tubercles.
almost equal, slightly tapering at the ends. Not shining, rather
opaque pale green; tubercles small, l)lack; ia+ib, iia+iib, iv+v on
thorax; on abdomen,
dorsad, vi normal.

No marks.

prominent.

The pupa
It is

i dorsad to ii,
iv and \ remote, iv percoptibl}^
Segments biauuulate, the subventral fold rounded,

is

green at

resembling a seed with a wing-like margin.
but soon turns brown. The larvie form variously

flattened,
first,

LARVJ^.

NO. 1290.

shaped blotch

inine.s,

OF MOTHS FROM COLORADO— DYAR.
with a

hole hy which the

frass

is
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extruded; they

also spin among- the terminal leaves or flower bracts Avith a delicate

wel) in

which the frass is contained. The food plant is Allionla nycFirst imag-o August 4.
Larvae from Salida July 25.

taghwa.

LITHOCOLLETIS CINCINATIELLA

— Strongly flattened, the segments

Chambers.

projecting roundedly

lat-

erally; joint 2 large, 8 smaller, then gently enlarged to the center

and

Larva.

tapering to end.

Dorsal and ventral plates the whole length, subcor-

neous, nearly colorless.

No

and dark scars on joints

feet,

feet; black spots in place of the thoracic

7 to

!>

13.

Dorsal marks on joints 2

Head

triangular, very pointed,

and

to 4 just like the ventral foot scars.

mouth widened by the transverse, projecting labrum; ocelli black,
one remote above the others; palpi projecting nearly at right angles;
clypeus band shaped, broadened above, edged by the parallel paraBody whitish,
clypeal pieces; pale luteus, sutures and mouth black.
purple dotted on the sides of the segments, dark orange on the sides
A dorsal and ventral difl'use
of joint 2 and anterior half of joint 3.
purplish shade, not quite reaching the ends.
the

The mine

is

large, 30

several larvae in a mine.

mm.

or more in length, flat, slightly ribbed;
Found on oak at Manitou. Usually the oaks

were not infested with leaf minei's, but this place proved an exception.
species were, however, members of the Atlantic Coast fauna.
Lithocolletis 'basistrigella Clemens, L. Jitchella Clemens, and Tinheria
clnctipenneUa Clemens were the other species occurring on the oaks
at Manitou.

The

LITHOCOLLETIS SALICIFOLIELLA
Larvte in

elliptical

finally eating

Clemens.

blotch mines under the lower epidermis, white,

through to the upper epidermis

in dots

down

and patches,

by 9 mm.; a
two on a leaf.

usually mostly so about the edges; mine about 17

slight

Singly or, rarel}^,
Larva. Head cordate but only very slightly lobed, clypeus high,
band shaped, but narrowed to a point where it touches the vertical triangle, whitish, the sutures and a difl'use shade on lateral margin brown;
a black speck with a smaller one within on the face of each lobe; several black specks on the ventral aspect of lobe; antenna' small but disfold

the long diameter.

—

Bod}" arched above, gently flattened below, moniliform, joints
and 4 larger than 2, 5 small, then gradualh^ larger to H and gradually smaller to 13, which is scarcely divided and not sharply smaller.
Joints 2 to 6 white, 7 to 12 yelCervical shield weak, concolorous.
low, with large, rounded, brown-black dorsal spots, flattened posteriorl}"; dark ventral spots on joints 6 to 12 and a faint one on joint 5;
Thoracic
joint 13 somewhat translucent, luteous above and below.
feet large, projected laterally, exceeding the bod}-, well jointed;
tinct.

3
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on joints 7 to 9 by a })unch of
planta; on 13 a more distinct foot, with double row of crochets broken on the inside and outNo feet on joint 10. Setie long, brownish, from small, distinct
side.
tubercles; ia and lb in a group; ib larger; iia and iib somewhat anteOn abdomen and ii nearly
riorly placed, iib large; iv and vipresent.
line, ii larg(;r; lii above and a little })ehind the small, anteriorly
ill
Su>)situated sijiracle; iv below and well behind; v and vi obsolete.
primary tulx^rcles all absent, apparently l)y reduction. No ventral
Skin finely granular, shagreened, not distinctly so.
seta".
Younger larvae were all colorless, th(» head the same but with black
Anal end well rounded, the segments sut)equal
ocelli at the edge.
throughout. Seta' apparently the same.
The cocoon is elliptical, 7. by 4 mm., formed in the center of the
Imago
mine.
Mines in the broji(l-lea\ed cottonwood in Denver.

a>)dominiil ono.s sessile, represented

crochets Ix'hind and a single

row before each

i

.5

Julv

2.

A REVIEW OF THE CLING-FISHES (OOBTESOCID^?^) OF
THE WATERS OF JAPAM.
By David Stark Jordan and Henry W. Fowler,
Of

the

Leland Stanford Junior

University.

In thi.s paper is o-iv^cn an account of the ^rrMesoeidrV,, two in nunil)er,
ivnown to inhabit the waters of Japan.

Family

GOBIES. )CID^1^.

CLING-FISHE8.
Bod}^ rather elongate, tadpole-shaped, bro id and depressed in front,
covered by smooth, naked skin; mouth moderate; upper jaw proti-acteeth various, sometimes villiform, sometimes incisor-like, and
posterior canines sometimes present; suborbital ring wanting; no bony

tile;

stay

from suborbital across cheek; opercle reduced

to a spine- ike pro1

jection concealed in the skin; behind the angle of the large prcopercle
this spine

sometimes obsolete; palatine arch considerably modified;

pseudobranchiffi small or wanting; gills 3 or 2^; gill-mem})ranes broadly
united, free, or united to the isthmus; dorsal fin on the posterior part

of the body, opposite to the anal and similar to

it,

both

fins Avithout

spines; ventral fins wide apart, each with 1 concealed spine and 4 or 5
soft rays.

Between and behind the vcntrals

the ventrals usually forming ])art of
short, pyloric ca^ca
to 22

= 26

is

No

a large sucking disk,
air-bladd(>r; intestines

none^; skeleton firm; vertel)riv

i;>

or

14+13

to 36.

Carnivorous

among

few or

it.

fishes of small size, chiefly of

loose stones between the tide

warm

seas, usually living

marks and clinging

to

them lirmly

by meatis of the adhesive disk. Their relations are obscure, ))ut they
are pi-obably descended from allies or ancestors of the Trachinida' or
Batrachoidida?.
(I.

b.

Gill-meinbrane attached to tlie isthinns; jtosti'i-ior part of the
sucking disk with a free anterior margin.
(Jills 3^; each jaw with one row of conical teeth; dorsal and anal with very
Aspasma.
short, well-developed rays
LepadogoHterinsc.

Proceedings U.
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ASPASMA
Af!]^<if!>ii<(

Body

Jordan

an<l

nioderatel}'

Jordan and

vol. xxv.

Fo^^^le^.

Fowler, new jienus (minimds).

broad, depressed anteriorly;

depressed, suggesting the

bill

snout prominent,

of a duck; jaws with rather strong,

conical teeth in one series in each jaw; gills 3^; pseudobranchiie rudimentary; branchiostigals 5; gill -membranes attached to the isthmus;

anterior margin of sucking disk free, the posterior part attached to

the shoulder girdle; dorsal and anal short, with well-developed
both lins well separated from the caudal; no scales.

Small

fishes of the

warm

raj's,

seas of Japan, apparently closely allied to

the Zepadof/aster^ of the Mediterranean, but the latter has longer

fins

(D. 15 to 18; A. 8 to 14) and a 'difierent dentition, the very small

teeth being in a patch in each jaw, and one

row on

the scales.

In

Mii'helia himaculata^ Avhich has also very short fins, the teeth are in a

villiform patch anteriorly, as in LejMdogaster.

was originally proposed for those species of
the caudal free from the dorsal and anal.
{dff7Taffi.ia,

The genus

Le]^)adog aster'

M'trhelia

which have

an embrace.)

anal rays 5; depth 7 in length; last ray of dorsal and anal not
adnate to caudal peduncle
minuna, 1
aa. Dorsal rays 10 to 12; anal rays 9; depth 5| in length; last ray of dorsal and anal
a.

Dorsal rays

6;

adnate to caudal peduncle

I.

ciconiie, 2.

ASPASMA MINIMA

(Doderlein).

Lepadogaster minimus Doderlein, in Steindachner, Fische Jajmns, IV, 1887, p. 270;
Sagami Bay in 100 to 150 fathoms.

Head

7.
D. 6; A. 5. Bod}-, elongate, iimch compressed
and the laterally compressed posteriorly. Head rather
long, broad, compressed, and its breadth If in its length; snout
depressed, rather pointed, about 4 in the head, and 1 in the interorbital space; ej^es small, lateral, 4 in the head and about equal to the
snout; interorbital space, together with the upper part of the head,
})road and flat; mouth with the jaws about equal and th(^ maxillary

below

3^; depth

in front,

reaching the eye.
toral,

Gill-openings lateral, directly in front of the pec-

and the isthmus very broad across; origin of the dorsal nearer

the base of the caudal than the tip of the pectoral; anal ver}- slightly

behind the origin of the dorsal, the posterior edges of both fins nearh^^
even, leaving a free caudal peduncle; pectorals very broad, short,
rounded, and nearly If in the head; disk rounded, its edge entire and
about liT in the head; caudal short, rounded, and nearh' If in the
head: caudal peduncle free, strongh- compressed, and its depth equal
to the interorbital space.
^Gouan, Hist. Pise, 1770,

p. 177, roslratus.

JA FA NJiJSE VLINU-FISHES—JORDAN A Nl) FO
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Color in alcohol uniform lemon-yellow
Described from a .specimen
from Misaivi about lyV inches long-.
This little tish is known to us from two examples from tide pools at
Misaki near the original locality from which the species was described.
{//i/7unius, smallest.)

2.

ASPASMA CICONI^

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

Head 2f to 3; depth 5i to .51; D. 11 or 12; A. !); P.
Bod}^ elongate, much compressed anteriorly below so that
or less flattened; back convex.

Head

ratljer broad,

its

2(»;
it is

V.

4.

more

breadth about

length; snout depressed, rather pointed, about l^ in the head,
flattened, and its length three-fourths its breadth; eyes small, lateral,

1^ in

its

about 5 in the head. If in the interorbital space, and If in the snout;
interorbital space broad and flat; mouth broad, the maxillar}^ reaching
the eye; lips rather thin and broad; teeth sharp and in a single series
in

each jaw; gill-openings lateral, directly in front of the pectoral, and

ASPASMA

CICONIJi:.

the isthmus very broad across.

Origin of the dorsal nearer the tip of
its last ray united to the
caudal peduncle by a membrane; anal beginning- behind the origin of
the dorsal, its last ray even with the last dorsal ray and also adnate
to the caudal peduncle by a membrane; pectorals broad, rounded, and
short; disk rounded, its edge fringed, about li in the length of the
head; caudal short, rounded, and a little greater than the pectoral;
the pectoral than the base of the caudal, and

posterior portion of the body compressed laterally so that the depth
of the caudal peduncle

is

equal to the interorbital space.

Color in alcohol uniform pale ])rown with a red tint behind the eyes
and on the caudal. This description from two examples from Wakanoura, measuring 2f and 2f inches respectiveh^
This species is distinguished from Asjxirma lainima by the ends of
the dorsal and anal reaching the caudal and thus their bases are upon
the caudal peduncle;

it

Our specimens from

number of fin rays.
Wakanoura, No. 7136,

also differs in the larger

the tide pools, near

Leland Stanford Junior Universit}^ museum.
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of the Stork, in allusion to the bird for which thi« pictur-

esque " Bay of Romantic Song" was once famous. The poem "Over
Waka-no-uru' the storks fly a crying," etc., is well known in Japan.)
^

Waka-no-ura

ni

Shio michi kureba

Kara wo nanii
Ashebe wo sashite
Tazu naki-watara.
Translated literally:
the shores of Waka
the tide flows in,
Dry land being none,
Toward the place of reeds

On

When
The

storks fly crying.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE CRUSTACEAN FAUNA OF
NICKAJACK CAVE, TENNESSEE, AND VICINITY.

By William Perry Hay,
Of Howard

University,

Washington

City,

I.— INTRODUCTION.
During- the summer of 1901 the writer was able to visit Chattanooga,
Tennessee, for the purpose of examining certain caverns in that region
and making collections of the crustacean fauna. Like most other parts
of the country in which limestone abounds, the region is full of caves,

Of these
ten or more being easily accessible from Chattanooga.
only a few have been visited by collectors. Owing to lack of time the
writer was forced to pay attention only to the better-known caves, a

some

brief description of which follows.

Nickajack Cave is situated near Shellmound, Tennessee, a small staon the Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railroad, about 20
miles southwest of Chattanooga; it may also be located about onefourth of a mile north of the point where the south line of Tennessee
Here
is joined by the boundary line between Georgia and Alabama.
is also the end of Sand or Raccoon Mountain, a long ridge, which for
man}^ miles separates the drainage basin of the Tennessee River from
that of the streams which flow into the Gulf of Mexico, a broad, flattopped ridge with a foundation of limestone and a superstructure of
tion

the sandstone.

It rises rather

abruptly from the narrow river valley

to a height of over 1,700 feet.

The mouth of the cave, which by the removal of a few trees has been
made easily visible from the railroad, lies at the base of the north point
and the passage seems to extend straight back along
In size and impressiveness the entrance far surpasses that of any other American cavern, and alone should make Nickajack a point of interest. It is about 200 feet wide and 75 feet high from
About half the width is
the surface of the cave stream to the ceiling.
taken up by the gorge through which the stream flows; the remainder
of

Sand

INIountain,

the axis of the ridge.
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filled to a

height of probably 50 feet with a mass of clay and rocks.

The mouth of the stream is obstructed with great masses of rock,
Avhich make entrance at that point almost impossible.
Taking the
path on the left-hand side of the entrance, the visitor follows close
to the wall for a distance of about 100
yards to the brink of a steep hill. Here
the path divides, one branch leading

down

the hill to a flat floor only a few
above the stream; the other still
follows the wall and soon enters a

feet

crevice, which, in turn, leads to alab}"-

From

rinth of low, tortuous passages.

the labyrinth one

may

return to the

main cave again by a rough climb over
a great heap of fallen stone, the exit

being into an enormous room 100 feet
wide and long, and (10 feet high, in
which hundreds of ])ats have congregated.

down

From

this

room the path

the side of the rocky

leads

hill to

the

water's edge and joins the other branch
of the original path, which Avas left on

the right on entering the labyrinth.

From here on the

cave

is

much

smaller,

the Avidth has decreased to about 80 feet

and the ceiling

is little, if an}-,

over 20

The cave stream so nearly
covers the floor that one must walk
close to the Avail and from time to time
feet high.

cross the stream to find a path on the

Sketch
a AVagon road
()

c

d
e

/
(/

h

crossiiig

cave

Pool in front of cave.
Entrance.
Large stalagmite.
Valley in which are two stalagmites.
Labyrinth of small passages.
Bank of large Mocks of rock.
Side pa.'^sage with Ijranches parallel

main

Avhich border

it first

and then on the other.
does not object to getting wet it
side

on one
one

If
is

thus

possible to penetrate probably over half
a mile into the recesses of the cave to a

great room, 80 to 100 feet in diameter

cave.

Side passage abont 25 feet aliove level
stream.
Wall of rock apparently ready ti) fall.
k Mass of rocks obstructing cave stream
Pool at limit of exploration.
I
m Possible continuation of i)assage.
(

7

mud banks,

and
the

Avith a ceiling

60 or 70 feet above

The stream here runs
gorge made still more narrow

Avater.

through a
by the fallen stone, Avhich lies as if
thrown down 1)V some great convulsion
of nature and seems ready to take another tumble if distur])ed to the
slightest degree. At one place the rock masses have )locked the stream
so ertectually that it is impossible to get a ])oat around them, and beyond
This room is ])racticallj
is a large pool too deep to cross l»y wading.
1

NO. V29-.

(
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the limit of exploration; but that the cave, probably as a large and
easily traveled passage, goes

There

now

is

in its

much farther

there can be but little doubt.

evidence on every hand that the cave is very old, and is
period of decline. There are no stalactitic formations of

importance except at a point a))out 100 yards from the entrance where
there is a large mound-like stalagmitic growth 6 or 8 feet high and
In a series of pockets or basins on this
l)erhaps 20 feet in diameter.
stalagmite were found large (juantities of "cave pearls,'' rounded concretionar}' masses of lime which had formed in the disturbed water
without becoming attached to the sides or bottom. In several places
in the cave there are inmiense heaps of loose rock piled from the
floor to the ceiling, and in some cases large blocks seem to have fallen
quite recently.

The cave stream,

wliicli

has been already mentioned. Hows through

it is known, and is of practiand depth throughout. It receives no tributaries,
but makes its appearance in the large pool at the end of the cave,
apparently boiling up from T)eneath the rock wall, and flows toward
It is bordered flrst on
the mouth of the cave with a good c-urrent.
one side and then on the other by nmd Ixmks, the side next to the ))ank
being shallow, while the side next to the rock wall will average B or 4
The large pool just mentioned seems to be quite deep,
feet in depth.
but as it was not possible to launch a ])oat upon it it was also impossil)le
to sound it.
Two visits were paid to the cave, each extending o\er several days.
At the time of the flrst visit, heav}" rains having recently fallen, the
water in the cave was so high as to preclude the possibility of collecting.
The net result of six days work was a single pair of 1)11 nd crayflsh.
The second visit, some ten days later, was more successful, as,
the water having subsided, it was possible to get from one part of the
cave t(j another and to work in the stream itself.'
Less famous than Kickajack Cave, but at the same time widely
known, is a rather small cavern known as Lookout Cave, which runs
The entrance is
for some distance back under Lookout Mountain.
reached from the Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railroad tracks
The passage a short distance from
not over a mile from Chattanooga.
the entrance becomes quite narrow, but a little farther on widens and
becomes higher so that it is quite connnodious. The route gradually
descends to the le^•el of the river outside and fit last meets a small
subterranean stream along which oik^ can wade for some distance in
1 was able to visit this place but once and then found
either direction.
In one deep hole, howthe water too nuiddy for successful collecting.
It
ever, I saw a very pale-colored salamander about 15cm in length.
may have been a larval form of some out-of-door species. ])ut it looked

the entire length of
cally

'

(

uniform

(111.'

cave, so far as

size

anil l'iu;kard.

1881, p. 88U.

th(»,

The Famui

of tlie

Nickajaek Cave, American Naturalist,
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quite unlike snvy with which
rapiditj^

when

I

jini

familiar.

I attempted to secure

it

that

vol. xxv.

swani awa}' with such
soon disappeared in the

It
it

mudd}" water.

At

Rossville, Georgia,

I

was able

to penetrate a

few feet

into a small

"John Ross Spring." At Shellmound 1 paid two visits to
known as the Wine-house Cave, a treacherous hole of 85 feet

cave at the

what

is

almost perpendicular depth, filled with loose rock masses of all sizes.
The passage at the bottom of the cave is very short, but contains several pools of water which will probably be found to contain al>out the
same fauna as the stream in Nickajack Cave.

During the

interval

at Rossville, Georgia,

The

results of that

between the two visits some collecting was done
and in the inunediate vicinit}" of Chattanooga.

work

II.— REMARKS

are included in this report.

ON ANIMALS, OTHER THAN CRUSTACEA.

In addition to the light-colored salamander mentioned a])()ve I
observed several other animals, which may lie referred to here, as they
will not find a proper place in the body of the paper.
In the Wine House Cave I saw a small white fish which, from its
actions, I took to be a blind species, but it was quite unlike AinhJijHere also I secured
ojjsis and may belong to some unknown spfecies.
one specimen of the cave salamander, Spelerpes inacuUcauda.
In Nickajack Cave there were hundreds of bats, and in their dung,
which covei'ed the floor and rocks in some places to a depth of several
inches, I found numerous small Lepidopterous insects in appearance
\QYy like the ordinary clothes moth. Cave crickets {Ilademmtis sahIn the
terivMieus Scudder) were common, but nowhere abundant.
stream I noticed a few small minnows and many blobs ( 6'o?'i5?^6' sp.).
Here I also found a good-sized water snake {N^at7'ix sp.) swimming
about in a most confused manner. A day or two later I found a butterfly Neonymplia (jemma perched upon the wall of a narrow and totally
dark side passage. The snake and butterfly were undoubtedly acciThe others, with perhaps the exception
dental visitors to the cave.
of the blobs and minnows, were permanent inhabitants.
III.— CRUSTACEA.
Suborder ISOPODA.

Family ASELLID.E.

Genera

While

MANCASELLUS Hargerand Cv^CIDOTEA Packard.
C^CIDOTEA Packard.
in this

CoBcidotea
'

for

paper and a preceding one^

the eyeless

1

have used the name
1 have done so

subterranean Asellida?,

Observations on the Crustacean fauna of the region about Manniioth Cave, Ken-

tucky.

This volume,

p. 223.

NO

i'292.

uinvillino-ly,

CRUSTACEAXSOFNirKAJACKCAVE—HAY.
more out
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of (loforenco to coinnion usage than out of con-

The ease has been several times
view of the fact that in this paper
several new facts regarding- the species are brought forward 1 feel
warranted in presenting a complete digest of all that has been said and
adding thereto such remarks as my experience dictates.
The genus 0^c/'<I»fra was erected in 1871 by Dr. Packard for the
reception of the peculiar eyeless Isopod from the cave region of KenThe original diagnosis was based on imperfect specimens
tucky.
which lacked the uropods and second antenna?, and the name Cs&cidotea
was intended to call attention to its affinity to the marine genus Idotea.
However, a careful comparison of the structural details with this
tidence in the validity of the ocmius.

reviewed by various writers,

i)ut in

genus and with AseJhm coimrmnU showed that these first ideas Vv^erc
erroneous and that the affinity lay with Asellus rather than Idotea. As
the genus Asellns is a characteristic fresh-Avater form distributed, in
North America, very generally throughout the fresh-water surface
streams and ponds of the cave region, the probable very close relationship of the two o-enera Caecidotea and Asellus and the probable
descent of the blind form from the other became apparent. In 1876
Dr. S. A. Forbes^ united it with Asellus, and in describing his investigations said ''A detailed comparison of this species with undoubted
Asellus^ espec-ialh" with the admirable plates of ^4. aquaticns in the
'

Crustaces d'eau douce de Norvege,' has failed to reveal any structural
which could positively serve as the characters of a distinct

peculiarities

genus." In 1881 Dr. Packard described a second species of this genus
from Nickajack Cave, near Chattanooga, Tennessee, calling it Csecldotea
At the same time he stated his opinion that the two
itickajachmsis.
species of Cceeldotea had

sprung from two

distinct species of AKellus.

Y'we years later the same author, in his monograph of the Cave Fauna
of North America,^ defends his genus,- and this defense has apparentlv
been sufficient to cause all subsequent writers to accept it. He says:
remains to be seen, however, wliether ]Mr. Forl)es has not somewhat overstated
and whether there are not a nnniber of structural peculiarities whicli forbid
our placing the two known species in the genus Asellus. It should be observed that
not only are Cxcidotea dygla and Ciccidotca nickajaekensis without eyes, but that the
body and appendages also differ a good deal from any of the known species of Asellus.
The genus seems as well founded as many others in the Isopods and other groups of
It

tlie

ease

We have little doubt but that Ciccidotea has by modification and heredity
Crustacea.
been derived from Asellus, but because this is most probable it is no reason why, from
a systematic point of view, we should disregard its evident generic characters; for it
is now generally believed that somehow all the genera of Isopoda have descended
from some jjrimitive form or genus. Because, then, we do not know with some
degree of certainty that Qeddutea has recently diverged from .isellm, and can see
that the generic characters it possesses have been the result of its underground life,
we should yet, from a purely taxonomical point of view, regard it as a good genus.
Of the genus Crangonyx some species are blind and others are not, but the blind speIt is so with the species of Phalancies do not present other important differences.
iBuli. Illinois Mus. Nat. Hist.,

I,

1876, p. 11.

^Mem.

Nat. Acad.

Sci.,

IV., p. 30.
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where the loss of eyes is not always ai-companieil l)y other change-'^ in funii
and so with other cases.
If we turn to the European Asellus forrlil Blanc, a l)lin(l species from tlie al)ysses
of Lake Leman, we see that it does not belong to our genus Cu-cidolcii, although it has
been referred to Circidoteu ])y Fuchs in his i>aper f)n tlie fauna of the deep sea.
Asellus forelii, compared with s]K'ciniens of Axellux ikjhiiUciis from Belgium, is about
half as long and broad as .1. iK/ddlirnn; the body lias retained about the same proportions; the telson (abdomen) is little, if any, narrower or elongated.
Both
branches of the caudal stylets are of about the same lengtli as in .1. miKiilicus. Aselgodes,

and

structure,

liiK forelii,

then, appears to us to be evidently a depau])erated species, closely allied

which has lost its eyes by its life in supposed i)erpetual darkness at
near the l)ottoni of Lake Geneva. Its generic characters are identical with those
of its parent form, A. (KjKdficm^.
So also are those of .1. fdraticus SchiixUe, found in
wells in Germany, and which closely resembles A. J'on'/ti, only differing in slight
specific I'haracters.
It is evident that these two blind species were originally derived
from A. aquatlcus, and hence have retained the generic characters and specific marks
of that European species as compared with our American .1. nriiiiuiitiis.
When, however, we turn to our ('ncidntin slijijid an<l iiickn/Kfl-ciisis, we lind that
they are not only not congeners of the l)lind Eurojiean Asclli, but that tliey are also
not congeneric witli the American Asellus communis, and tl>at there are no intermediate forms connecting them, although the eyed species of AseUnx are somewliat
variable.
Hence, we feel warranted, on taxonomic groumls, whatever may be our
\.)

A.

<(/j(i<tticitx,

oi-

theory about their origin, to retain the genus Ca'ddoteu.

Since the above was written, throe species of Asellus liave Itocn
described, Aselh/s hopplmv

Garman,

Asellus tnnndetis/s Harford, and

Asellus atteniiatus Richardson; the former from southwestern Missouri, the second

from California, and the

Swamp.

prol)al)ly still

There

hitter

from the Dismal

another species, as 3'et iindescrilx'd,
which occurs in the District of Columbia. The Southern States have
been very poorly explored for their fresh-water crustacean fauna, and
there can be no dou])t that Avhen the work is undertaken many addiThey, therefore,
tional species of Asellus will be ])roug-ht to liolit.
are

is

more abundant than Packard supposed, and

exist, prolnibly, as

distinct species in nearly every cave region.

Dr. Packard's claim "that the two or three species of

^

Canildotea'

are cono-oneric among- themselves on one hand and g-enerically dis-

from the genus Asellus on the other," is a statement \vhich we
could understand had he not followed it up with the statement that ''the
species have probably arisen independently."''' A genus, according to
tinct

is a natural aggregation of .species and not a heterogeneous assemblage of species, grouped together simpl}^ because
the}' happen to resemble each other.
That such heterogeneous genera
do exist and are accepted is quite probable, but they are accepted
because we know nothing more of the animals than that the}' look alike.
The genus Csecldotea presents a case in which, in spite of the lack of
good generic character and the very strong prohal)ility one might
almost .say certainty that the species are not of similar origin, carcmologists have been willing to group them together.
In this connection
we are strongly reminded of the ett'ort of Cope to establish the genus

the usual conception,

—

—

CnrSTACEAXS OF XTCKAJACK CAVE—HAY.
Orconedes to contiiin th»^ h\\\\({
the very characters which h:i\c

These

criiytishes.
hecii yi\('ii

i»-eiieri('
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in their \w^\

possess
\ahie in Ca^cidoted,-

they are white, eyeless, and more elong-ate than the sui'face dwellers,
hut there can be no doubt that the live or six known species ol" blind
craylish have had an altogether independent origin and

ai'e less

closelv

related to each othei- than to species with eyes living outside the oaves.

The remarks

of llag(Mi' regarding the in\alidity of the genus

may ^ery

(}r<-<>~

apply here.
On looking at the general characters of cave-inhabiting animals it
will l)e seen that nearly all have been affected in the same general way;
loss of color, more or less complete degeneration of the eyes, and a
corresponding hypertrophy of the tactile organs are characteristic.
In some gi-oups (for instance, the Amph/jxHhi) thei-e haNc tteeri
found intermediate forms l)et-\veen the surface and true sul)tei-ninean
not been accomplished with the Isopods.
\ arieties. l)ut so far this has
Packard mentions a case, however, which is extremely sviggestive; a
specimen of ^1. coi/iiinnus from a well in southern Indiana was Ideached
neetes

^vell

perfectly white, but retained
acters of its species.

all

the other char-

It is a well-known fact that

occasionally (\ xfygi'i has on the top of

where

its

eyes shoiTld

})e,

its

head,

a few facets, showing

that the loss of eyes has been so recent that indi\

iduals occasionally revert to the primitive char-

However, there is lacking at the present
time the positive evidence that this genus is not
a natural one, or that we iind here a case of the
acters.

independent development of similar characters.
therefore accept the genus on tiie grounds of

I

convenience, feeling certain that futur(^ investigations will throw light on

its

origin.

MANCASELLUS MACROURUS

Harger.

This species was o))tained in some abundance
at various localities in the region visited.
1

found it first in the John Ross spring at Rossville, Georgia, where it inhabited the cold water
close to the rock crevices from which the springissued.

Beyond 20 or 30 feet downstream it ceased to occur. At
it was fairlv a])undant just outside the cave, on tlie

Xickajack Cave

underside of flat rocks and in the crevices of decaying logs of wood.
was most common in a dimly lighted crevice at the mouth of a
tunnel- like outlet, for the pool at the front of the ca\e, where in
a few minutes I picked some fifty specimens from some submerged
It

'

Hagen, Amer. Nat., VI, 1872,

p.

t<)4.

X()tc>

for tlie siibterranean (huiniKiridn-, Ahum-. Nat..

ali-n

W,

the genus

Slyijohi

July, 1872, p. 422.

Coi)e,

.
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driftwood.

The congregation

vol. xxv.

at this point ma}^ have been

due to the

presence of the driftwood, but this was also abundant in better lighted
locations and did not seem to be inhabited bv the cru:- taceans.

C^CIDOTEA RICHARDSONiE

Hay.

It was contidentlA' expected that one result of the reexamination of
Nickajack Cave would ))e the collection of the various species of animals
described from this localitv by Packard/ l)ut it was not until the last
day of my visit that 1 was

what

able to find

sup-

1

posed to be his Cmcidotea

A

nickajackensls.

few

specimens were collected;
and on a critical examination it quickly became
evident

that

the

either

description and figures of

Packard's

Dr.

nichi-

C.

jacl'ends are altogether at

variance with the facts or

my

was a

species

distinct

As Dr. Packard's

one.

types have

been

lost,

it

can not be satisfactorily

determined which is the
proper view to take; but
for

many

some

reasons,

of which are given below,
Fig.

antenna.
antenna.
d Mandible.

;*

c .Second

i
./

c First maxilla.

Washington;^ but now
desirable to describe

it

acceptable one.

Description.

g Third maxilliped.

6.

h First

To

onl}^

/ Second maxilla.

a Dorsal view of entire spec

imen x

the latter seems to be the

2.— C.ecidotea kichardson.« Hay.

Upper lip.
Lower lip.
Gnathopod.

—A prelim

inary description

new

species

of

-

the

was published

soon after my return to
that figures have been prepared, it seems

in detail.

a certain degree the general aspect

is

that of

C'.

styghis; the

animal is slender, white, eyeless. The slender ness, however, is much
more pronounced, and the long, sprawling legs recall strongly certain
The whiteness, and especially' the apparent frailty of
of the Ligiidx.
the bod}', is nmch more noticeable than in C stygius.
The body is flattened quite as strongl}- as any member of the genus,
being slightly convex along the median line only. The greatest
'Packard, The Fauna of Nickajack Cave, Amer. Nat.,
^J'roc. Biol. Soc.

Wash., XIV, 1901,

i).

XV,

1881, p. 880.

180 {Vacidolea richanhonu)
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and the greatest length, excluabout four times the greatest width.
The head is considerably broader than long, concave in front, convex on the sides, and with a small, indistinct lobe near the outer
))rcadth

is

at the last thoracic segment,

sive of appendages,

is

posterior angle.

The

tirst

body segment

tits

the head very closely, but the anterior

corners are slightly produced and the postei-ior portion of the lateral

border somewhat swollen, so as to leave a rather prominent sinus a
The second segment is
in front of the middle of the l)order.
more nearly straight along the anterior margin, has sharp anterior
little

and l)roadly rounded posterior angles. The third segment is quite
The fourth segment is still of the same gensimilar to the second.
eral character as the preceding, but is more nearly alike anteriorl}^
and posteriorly than any of the other segments of the body. The
tifth, sixth, and seventh segments have their lateral expansions directed
backward, slightly in the tifth, and more strongly in the seventh.
Behind the seventh segment can be seen two very small annular
segments of the abdomen.
The telson is one-fourth longer than broad and about one-fourth
longer than the greatest width of the body. All its angles are ))roadly
rounded and its upper surface is only slightly convex.
All the segments of the ])ody and the head and telson are thickljcovered with fine, short, bristle-like hairs, which project in every
direction.
They are most evident about the margins of the body, but
may be found everywhere.
The antennule is about as long as the peduncle of the antenna. The
The second
basal segment is broad and somcAvhat enlarged distally.
segment is long, cylindrical; the third is shorter. The flagellum is
composed of 'al)out fifteen segments, all of which ])ear one or two
slender seta? at the distal border, and the outer seven or eight bear,
in addition,

each a single spatulate sense organ.
first two segments are short, the third slightly

In the antenna the

and second combined, and the fourth is as longand third taken together. The flagellum is very
long and slender, so that the entire antenna is fully as long as the
body. The mandildes have a cutting edge and a broad grinding surface.
The palpus is well developed and provided with a strong handlonger than the

first

as the first, second,

like extremity.

The maxilhe and maxillipeds do not present characters

of impor-

tance.

The first pair of ambulatory legs (gnathopoda) are enlarged and
subch elate.
The hand is broad, inflated, and convex; the dactyl is
strong and has an acuminate, somewhat sinuous, tip, and is provided,
It shuts
especially along its opposable margin, with stifl' bristles.
The
against the hand Ijetween two rows of strong spike-like teeth.
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carpal se^iuent

The

is

produced and

nieros bears on

tip a

its

spinit'orni at its outer distal angle.

slender s})ine almost as long as the

segment.
succ(H'ding pairs of walking legs are slender, hairy, and end in

The

very slender, acute, claw-like dactyls.
The uropods are about one-half as long as the body.

ment

is

The

1)asal seg-

slender, subcylindrical, straight or slig-htly curved, and the

terminal segnuMits are slender and gradually tapering from the base to
The outer of these terminal segments is not much over half
the end.
In a perfect specimen the inner is considerably
as long as the inner.
over half as long- as the l)asal segment.
Length of body and uropods about '20 nnn.
/A//>/V.v.
Although I was able to learn comparatively little a])Out
the hal>its of this animal, the little 1 got is of interest and will serve
They w^ere found clinging
to contrast this species with its relatives.
to the

under side of

fiat

rocks well out in the cave stream, where the

current w^as strong and the depth usually over a foot. Their movements were rapid, and they seemed to have no difficulty in running

from one place to another over the rocks, retreating always to the
lower side and hiding l)eneath some convenient angle. As a last resort
they would loosen their hold on the rock and float away in the water.
When in their native element, their sprawling legs and quick movements wm-e very noticeable. When removed from the water they
were absolutely helpless, not even having strength sufficient to raise
their legs or straighten out their bodies.
Compa7'i.^o7i
ii7chijacl-enf<!s
is

and

dhtrilmtion.

— Cxcldotea

Packard, from the same locality,

described as follows:^

Body longer, narrower, and slenderer than in C. ^iygifi.
The antennte are sometimes very long and reach to the
end of the third joint of the second antenme; they are
sometimes nearly twice as long as in C. styg'ia, and are
purplish white, while th« fiagellum

is

provided with long

hairs.

The second antenna'
backward
are

much

abdomen

are as long as the head and extend

as far as the base of the

abdomen.

longer and slenderer than in
is

The

C. stygia.

legs

The

long and narrow, and the caudal appendages

are moderately long in one specimen and short in another.

In one individual the outer branch

is

much

smaller than in the others, and in most

li^G.

I.— C^CinOTEA

JACKENSI.S I'AfKA

shorter and

it is

as long as

the basal joint. On the whole, the caudal appendages
are no longer than the telson or terminal segment of the
abdomen, while in C. stygia they are half as long as the
entire body.

fiAnU'iinnle;

bCaudal
ard.

^

-tyU'ts.

Aft

.

This species forms in the antennae and slightly purplish
and the proportions of the leg joints perhaps a

color

Packard, The Cave Fauna of North America,

Mem.

Nat. Acad. Sci., IV, 1887.

I
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.Mammoth and Wyandcjtte caves.
approaches Ase/lnx more in its shorter, Iwoader body,
with the shorter, broader abdomen. It seems (juite evident that the two species
must have descended from different species of Aaellus. Whether there is an additional species in the Southern States from which the present species may have been
derived remains to be seen.
nearer approach to the genus Asellus than that of

On

the other hand,

From

C.

stygia

the above description

l)etween

(\

it

and

ii!ch(jach:'u,^lK

would seem that the chief
C.

difi'erence

r!<'Jiar(h<ma'

Hes in the character of the uropods, ])ut a reference to the houres accompanyino- Dr. Packard's
description shows several

which

more important

char-

do not correspond
with the present one. The tirst antenna are
short and have a iiagellum composed of not
ai^ters in

this species

more than seven segments; the present species
has about fifteen.
The outline of the head and
body

is

quite different, though this

may

))e

to fault}" drawing.

due

The

shape of the telson is very
different,
being much
longer in proportion to
the knigth of the

and

its

in C.

own width

l)ody

than

richardsonx.

During

my

examina-

the new" species

tion of

Miss Harriet Richardson
me with
specimens of an eyeless
kindly furnished

from Metcalf,
Georgia, which she has
Ccecldoten

I

U.ECmOTEA NICK ACKENSIS, METCAI.K, GEOK-

identitied as C. nlvl-njachmalx Packard.
It seemed rather improbable that the species
should appear in two localities so far apart as
the northern and southern limits of the State of

Georgia, but a careful comparison with Packdescription and figures

ard's
4.— c.eciaotea stygia
Packard, Mammoth Cave.
Kentucky.

fus.

and

has the

as C. troglodi/tes.

tirst

Type, No.

we

tind the following differences

C. nichijackev-^/x:

antennae shorter, composed of about

^The Metcalf specimens may represent a

known

it

still to be found in important characters.
Regarding them, in the absence of better

C. richardsona'

C. nickajache'n.^h

that

are

proof,' as C. ntcJcajacl-etisis Packard,

between

showed

coi-responded ver\' well, although differences

distinct species, in whic-h case

2618(>, LT.S.N.M., Metcalf,

Georgia.

it

may be
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The second antenna" are

ten segments, C. ricJMrdsonti^ has fifteen.

shorter, not equaling the length of the boch^; in

The

are longer than the body.

sides of the

('.

r ic ha rdsoncV

body are nearly

the head nearly,

if

they

parallel,

not quite, as wide

as the ])roadest segment.

In C.

r/'c/i-

body is widest in the midand tapers toward each end; the

ardsoniv the
dle

head
the

is

first

jackennln

eonsideral)ly narrower than
body segment. In CI nicka-

the

telson

is

long,

with

and the uropods are short, their basal segment is
enlarged at its distal extremity, and
the terminal segments are about as

slightly concave sides,

long as the basal portion; there are
tufts of l)ristles at the ends of the ter-

minal segments and a ver}^ few rather
bristles along the margins of
both basal and terminal segments. In

large

convex

^1 I'ichardsoniie the telson is
Fig. 5.— The

th

SPECIES OF C.ECIDOTEA.

a Telson and uropoda of
moth Cave).
b

Uropod

c

Telson and uropoda of
(Nickajack Cave).

of

('.

Kttigia

nickajackf)) .s/s

('.

(Mam-

(Metcalf,

Georgia).

d Gnathopod of
e Fifth

C.

richardsouit'

C.

nickajackensis (Metcalf).

pereiopod of

0.

nickajackensis (Met-

/ Fifth pereiopod

of

<'.

richardsonie (Nicka-

jack Cave).
Fifth pereiopod of

('.

styfjiu

(Mammoth

Cave).

seem

very long and slender and thickly
covered with short bristles, 'the basal
segment is fully as long as the telson, and the terminal segment half as
long.

There are differences also

in

the appendages, but the above are

calf).

(/

sided and shorter, the uropods are

our purposes.

sufficient for

Compared with the well-known C.
stygta, the specimens from Metcalf

to resemble that species rather than 61 ricJutrdsonse,

but the

has descended from some
In order that compariother, l)ut closely related, species of A.selkif^.
sons may readilv be made, I have prepared figures of the three species
differences are great

enough

to

show that

it

mentioned and have copied Packard's figures of

C.

nlckajacke?ms.

Family ONISCID^E.

Genus PORCELLIO.
PORCELLIO LiEVIS Latreille.
This species was found in great abundance under stones a short
tance from the entrance to the cave.
natives of the region, and are used

produce an eruption

The recipe

warm

calls

water.''

efficacious.

The}^ were well

by some

of

them

in the case of hives, measles,

for ''nine

sow bugs crushed

The dose

is

in a

known

dis-

to the

as a medicine to

and similar

diseases.

small quantity of luke-

taken internally, and

is

said to be ver}'
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Family

Genera
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GAMMARID.E.

NIPHARGUS

and

GAMMARUS.

name NiplianiuH Schiodte
pUu-o the .speeies
described as Crangonyx antetinatus, by Dr. Packard,' as I tind it
iiorees much more closely with that genus than with Cramjoin/.r or
(iarivrnarus.
As remarked by Chilton," the genera OnnKjorn/.i' and
lender the generic

I

Xiphargus are very closely

related, ditiering only in the fact that the

telson in the latter genus

divided, while in the formoi*

is

In the present species the only parts in which there

is

it

is

entire.

a difference

from the other species of the genus are the last pair of uro]iods, which
do not have the outer branch excessively elongated.
Although the various species of Niphargus are well-known inhabitants of wells, springs, and subterranean water courses in the Old
World, no species has heretofore been described from North America.
That I do not claim the honor of being the first to recognize the genus
in this country is due to the retentive memory and apparently limitless information of my esteemed instructor and friend, Dr. Theodore
N. Gill, who has just called my attention to a mention of it in a list of
the Crustacea of the District of Columbia, published in a rather obscure
work as long ago as 1861.^ The name was evidently applied with
some doubt, as it is followed b}- an interrogation mark. Dr. Gill was
also able to give some interesting information regarding this citation
and the specimen upon which it was based. The list of crustacea, it
seems, was furnished b\^ Stimpson, to whom, however, no credit is
given in the book. The specimen (for according to Dr. GilFs recollection there was but one), which is called Niphargus, was sent in
from some well near Washington, and in conversation Stimpson
expressed himself as certain that it belonged to that genns.
Unfortunately, no further reference was made to the species, and no other
specimens have been obtained.
That other species of this genus have been observed in North America I do not doubt, but they seem in all cases to have been described
as Crangonyx.
The two genera are very closely related, and differ
apparently only in the telson, which is entire in Crangonyx andi divided
in yjphargas.
Crangonyx hlfurcus O. P. Ha}' is a Niphargus; C.
luclfugm O. P. Hay, C. Packardi Smith, C. tenuis Smith, and C. mt7'eii8 Smith seem to be correctly placed; C. gracilis Smith has the telson
slightly emarginate, but' not divided to any appreciable extent in any
of the specimens which I have examined.
C. niucronatus Forbes is
•

'

Am.

Nat.,

XV,

1881, p. 880.

Trans. Linn. Soc. I.ond., 2d ser., VI, pp. 218-220.
^Phelpa'a Washington Described, 1861, p. 34.
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certainh^ neither Crangoiiyx nor Xlphargus, but belongs to a distinct
genus for which I propose the name Bactrurm.
C. flageUatus Benedict differs from all the others in having the last two segments of
the urosome coalescent, and therefore can not be a Crangonyx, but
should stand as the t3-pe of a distinct genus which may be known as
Stygonectes.

NIPHARGUS ANTENNATUS

(Packard).

The specimens from which
various

this description is written were taken at
Nickajack Cave, and undoubtedly represent

within

i)laces

^^7**^

Fk;.

6.— Xiphargus

VTENNATITS.

liittTiil viow of adult female.
antenna of female,
c First antenna of male.
d Second antenna.

a RiglU
h Firet

c

/
;/

Packard's

They

Third pereiopod.

i

Fifth pereiopod.

Second pleopod.
I Third pleopod.
wTelson.

fc

Mandible.
First pereiopod.
Second pereiopod.

Craiigoin/.i' iinfrniKifiiiii

//

j First pleopod.

described from this locality

differ slightly in the specitic character

and belong

in 1881.'

to a different

genus, but these differences are of such a nature as to make it seem
probable that they are the result of the poor material from which Dr.

Packard wrote
'

Body

his description.

Head more elongate and less deep than
Eye composed of a few slightly pigmented facets

slender, smooth.

usual in this genus.

'Am.

Nat.,

XV,

1881, p. 880.
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or wanting altogether, when present of no detinite shape.
First
antenna more than half as long as the extended body: willi a small
sec'ondar}' flagellum of about two articles; the fiagellum is more than
twice as long as the peduncle and composed of about sixteen segments
in the male and twenty-nine in the female.
Second antenna short,
not half as long as the first antenna, flagellum not nuich longer than
the second or third segments of the peduncle, composed of fi\'e or six
articles.

First pair of legs of the male with the carpus broad, triangular, and

armed with numerous stiff hairs, most of which stand near the inferior
angle.
Propodus subquadrangular, broadest distally, and pos.si})l\' a
little produced at the inferior distal angle; inferior margin with a
number of stout hairs; palmar surface with a deep groo\'e, on each
side of which are a number of strong teeth and stiff' hairs.
Dactyl
curved and strong, as long as the palmar surface; in the female these
parts differ in being smaller and less strongly armed than in the male.
Second pair of legs of the male with the carpus similar in general
form and armature, but proportionally broader and stouter. Propodus considerably larger than that of tirst pair of legs and elongate,
twice as long as broad; the greatest width

is at a point atiout onefourth of the distance from the posterior end, and from this point the
width of the segment narrows rapidly and nearly uniforndy to the

l)aseof the dactyl; the superior margin is slightly convex; the inferior
margin, the shape of which has already been descri])ed, is posteriorly
provided with a considerable number of long, stout hairs, while the
palmar surface, extending over two-thirds of the infero-anterior margin, has a few bristles and ten or more strong teeth in two rows
between which the dactyl can be closed; of these teeth the inferior one
or two aVe much larger than the others; the dactyl is larger and
stronger but less curved than that of the ffrst pair of legs.
In the
female the second pair of legs is only slightly larger than the tirst
pair, and the armature of the propodus is weak.
The fifth, sixth, and seventh pairs of legs are strongly developed
and bear on their posterior 'margins especially an umisual muuber of
line, hair-like spines.

Epimera of the

tirst

four thoracic segments rather strongly devel-

oped, the fourth being unusually large and quadrangular.

Segments of the abdomen rounded above and without

a trace of the

spines characteristic of the genus.

Telson divided nearly to

its

base, each division truncate, and with

three or four rather stout spines.

Posterior pair of abdominal appendages with the inner rauuis short
and rudimentary, the out(M- well developed and (•()m])()se(l of two

segments.

No marked

\ariatioa

is

ohserx able

in

the alcoholic spcciuuMis. except
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that in one example the eyes are entirely gone while in the others the

Dr. Packard has called attention
compared with other subterranean species
they may be regarded as well developed, but when compared with the
Gammams in the pool just outside the cave their eyes are minute and
In the living animal a great variation
not more than rudimentary.
was observable in the color, some being pure white while others were
The original
inclined toward the purplish spoken of b}^ Packard.
description of C. antennatuH is here quoted, ]>ut it must be understood
eyes are present, but very small.
to the well-developed eyes;

my specimens with Packard's species has been
on account of the correspondence of his figure and typo locality rather
than the description.
that the identification of

a large and purplish species; the first anteniipe very long; the flagellum with
joints; the entire antennfe being over one-half and nearly two-thirds as
long as the body; the last joint of the peduncle being slightly more than lialtas long
Compared with C. (/racilis Smith, from Lake Superior, it
as the penultimate joint.
differs in the form of the eyes, the longer and stouter tirst antenn;e, the flagellum
It is

20 to

2-t

b
c

II.— Crangonyx antennatum.
Head with base of upper and lower antennie and
Manus of second pair of feet, .\fter Pacliard.

eyes,

having a greater number

of joints, and in the different proportions of the joints of
the peduncle. * * * The fourth pair of epimera are usually large and square.
The telson, together with the caudal stylets, is much as in C. gmcUts, but the rami
It is probare slightly stouter and more polished and the spinules a little stouter.
little larger species than C. gracilis, the specimens being 6 to 7 mm. in length;
the eyes are not so distinct and are only one-fourth as large as in C. (jraciiis.

ably a

1 first

met with

this crustacean well within the cave

and beyond the

They were found
although a number were seen, they

point where the last traces of daylight were visible.

on a piece of decaying wood, but,
were so active that only a few were olitained for preservation. I
afterwards found them in various parts of the cave stream, always
on decaying wood.
Although there are several rather important differences between my
have no hesitation
specimens and the description of O. antciiiiatunt^
in regarding it as Packard's species, as it agrees ver}' well with the
figures, l^ut 1 find it nmst belong to the genus NiplianjaH of Schiodte
rather than to Crangonyx.
I
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species.

Type.—^o. 25544, U.S.N.M. Collected September 6, i!M)l, hj
P. Hay, at the mouth of Nickajack Cave, Shellmound, Tennessee.

W.

E^'es large, reniform, with the concavity anterior.

Head

large,

deep, notched in front for both antenna, and with a very short rostrum. First antennfB about half as long- as the body, with a small sec-

ondary flagellum of three

articles;

from twenty to
and those of the flagellum plen-

flagellum with

thirty articles; all the basal segments

Second antennae a little over half as longsegment short and broad, second and third
short, the second with a spine on the inferior margin; fourth and fifth
segments of nearly equal length, each longer than the first three segprovided with hairs.

tifully

as the first pair; first basal

FlG. 7.— GAMMARUS PURPURASC
a,

Left lateral view of adult male,

6,

First antenna.

c,

Second antenna.
Mandible.
Third maxillipeds.
Legs of second pair.

d,
e,

/,

,

NEW

SPECIES.

Legs of first pair.
I, Appendage of thirteenth segLegs of third pair.
ment.
Ill, Dorsal view of abdomen and
/, Legs of seventh pair.
appendage
of
eleventh
seg
appendages.
j,
ment.
n, Telson.
A-, Appendage of twelfth segment.
(j,

h,

ments together; flagellum, composing about one-third of the appendage, of nine articles.

All these segments, like those of the

are plentifully provided with

gellum bear,

in

stifi'

hairs,

first

antennae,

and the segments of the

addition, each a particular

fla-

mushroom-shaped sense

organ.
First pair of legs of the male strong, but of slightl}" smaller size
than those of the second pair. The carpus is short and broadly triangular; its distal margin, especially near the inferior angle, is abun-

The hand slightly broader than the
superior and inferior margins convex, the palmar surface
very oblique and armed on each side with scattered spines and teeth

dantly supplied with long bristles.
carpus,

its

between which the dact}^
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

closes; the bristles

XXV— 02

-1^

on the hand are most
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abundant near the palmar .surface and the distal end of the superior
margin. The dactjd is about one-half as long as the hand, strongly
curved and very acute.
The second pair of legs differs from the first not only in size l)ut in
the shape of all the segments and their armature of hairs and bristles.
The carpus is more perfecth^ triangular in profile, but has an almost

arrangement of ])ristles. The hand is somewhat <]uadsuperior and inferior margins are subparallcl and the
palmar surface is onl}^ slightly oblique; there are a few teeth and hairs
at the sides of the palmar surface, another small bunch of slender
exactl}^ similar

rangular;

its

hairs near the articulation of the dactyl, and a rather extensive patch

of

stiff

hairs on the inferior margin.

the preceding appendage and

The other pereiopods are

more

The

dactyl

is

straighter than in

blunt.

similar to those of the Ga/)iniarld(G except

that the third and fourth are very hairy and the fifth, sixth, and sev-

enth have the basal segments much narrower, broadest at the proximal
end and gradually narrowing distally.
Segments of the abdomen rounded al)ovc, the fourth, fifth, and

—
—

one
middle and one very near the middle line on each side and
armed with three small clusters of spines. The spines of the middle
sixth with the posterior margin slightly produced in three places
in the

clusters are rather smaller than those of the side clusters.

Both rami of the posterior caudal stylets with many slender hairs
but no teeth.
Telson divided almost to the base; each division with a spine near
the middle of the outer margin and a series of about ffve at the distal
extremity.

This species resembles Gammani^; luunxus Smith, but has much
longer antenna^, larger eyes, differently arranged spines, and a different telson. Judging from Smith's ffgure the posterior caudal stjdets
The second antenna^ of G. i^urpurare much longer in G. Uiimse.us.
asceu.H have fewer segments than G. llmncnus, but the difference is
^

more than made up by the very numerous segments of the tirst
antenna\
The variation in the number of segments in the ffrst antenna3 is
apparently dependent upon sex and age; the}" are longest in fully
adult males, slightly shorter in adult females, and shortest in the

young, without distinction as to sex.
I found this species quite common among the growing vegetation
and decaying wood in a pool at the mouth of the cave. In color they
were a dark purplish gray and their movements in the watei- were very
I also found them in
quick, so that their capture was quite difficult.
the spring at Rossville, Georgia, but of smaller size and in fewer
numbers.
Kept. U.

y.

Comm.

Fish and Fisheries, 1872-73,

p. 651, pi.

ii,

%.

G.

NO. 1292.
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MACROURA.

Family ASTACID.E.

Genus

CAMBARUS.

CAMBARUS BARTONI CAVATUS,
7///>d.— U.S.N. M. 25017.
Dl.strihutlon.

new

subspecies.

Powell K. l\izcwcll, Tennessee.

— Eastern and central Tennessee.

Similar to C. hartoni^ but with ])road, parallel sided, deeply excavated rostrum; the appearance of deep excavation being- partial!}- given
by the unusually high elevation of the margins of the rostrum. The
areola is narrowan- and more thickly punctate than in
Tmrtoni Ixirfoni

C

and the epistoma is triangular. The antennre extend almost to the end
of the abdomen and the carapace is more nearly cylindrical.
While, as in all the other subspecies of C. harUmi, ther(> is quite a
little
])e

variation noticeable in this form, the characters given a))ovc will

found to hold good

in the majorit}" of cases.

Intermediates with

Kentucky or Virginia forms must of course l)e expected.
There are in the United States National Museum specimens of this
su])species from the following localities in Tennessee: Tennessee River
the

near Knoxville and Chattanooga; Balls Creek near Tazewell; Indian
Creek near Cumberland Gap, and Powell River at Tazewell. The
latter, w^hich have ])een selected as the types, have the characters of
dili'erence most marked.
I found this crayfish in small numl)ers in the cold water flowing
from the John Ross Spring at Rossville, Georgia. One large female
carried young.

CAMBARUS HAMULATUS
The crustacean

of the greatest interest to

Packard.

me

in

the l)lind crayfish, Camharus Jiainulatus^ described

Nickajack Cave was
by Packard.^ The

first specimens were observed during my first visit to the cave; a male
and a female about 45 mm. in length were found on a mud bank at the
edge of the water. No more could l)e collected during the first week,
although repeated search was made in all possi])le localities.
At the time of my second visit to the cave, after the water had fallen
and was clear again, a specimen was occasionally observed. But it
was not until 1 began to look for them under the rocks in the cave
stream that I found how common the}" were. They appeared habitually to live under such, where they had scooped out a cavity in which
to lie and from which they seemed seldom to travel.
When disturbed,
if they sought to escape, it was by crawling away rather than by swimming, and they would seldom move more than a few feet. Most often,
however, they would lie perfectly still, and after the cloud of nuid
Orconeclen liamulaius Packard, i\juer. Nat.,

XV,

1881, p. 880.
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had cleared awa}', they could be seen lying
mud to avoid being covered up.
They were easily caught in the hands, as even after they had been
touched they made no great effort to get out of danger. Indeed, in
one case, I let a large specimen drop back into the water and a minute
or so later found it \y'\ng at my feet; it had sunk like a stone and had
not tried even to crawl away. They seemed to be totally devoid of
the senses of sight and hearing, and the sense of touch did not seem to
I tried many experibe nearly as well developed as in C. pellucidus.
ments to determine these points, as well as those regarding the habits
mentioned above. As is well known, C. hmnulatus differs considerabl}^
from C pellucidus and is more closely related to such forms as C. hartord or C. latimanus, which are surface dwellers and provided with welldeveloped eyes. Nevertheless, the general appearance is so strikingly
like C. pdlucidus that without a careful examination it would be exceedCompared with the two
ingly difficult to distinguish the two species.
other blind crayfishes from this country, 61 setosus and C. acherontls^
the resemblance is less marked and the greatest difference is noticed
between C. hamulatus and C. setosns. Yet C. setosus is the closest
relative of C. /lavifdatus, while C. pellucidus and O. acherontis, which
are very dissimilar in general appearance, are closely related. These
raising- the stone

quietly in their cavity or treading the

facts are cited to

show that there are apparently

certain characters in

the Crustacea which readily lend themselves to modification under sub-

terranean influences, but which

mean very

little

when it comes to detect-

ing family, generic, or specific relationships or differences.

Sense
organs and color ma}^ change with such rapidity that the animal becomes
a true spehean species before it is able to so change its habits as to
become perfectly adapted to a subterranean life. Thus, I would regard
the haliit of living under stones of C. hamulatus and Owcidotea ricliardsonx as a primitive instinct to which the animals cling in spite of
the fact that it is useless.
C. 2)clUwidus is probably an older species
and has adapted itself more perfectl}^ to conditions in the caverns
where no special concealment is necessary.
As to the ancestry of C. hamulatus we would most willingly look to
some species of the C. hartoni group, which occurs in this region, and
of the three which are known to occur, C. hartoni^ C. latiinanus^ and
(. extraneus^ the latter is far more like C. hamulatus than either of the
other two. There is, however, another species, Cjordani Faxon, which

more

in .some

characters agrees

i-ange

is

not so far away as to

found

in the

same

still

territor3^

closely with 0. /tarjiulatus,

make it impossible that
The wide and long areola,

it

and

its

will still l)e

the lateral and

l)ranchiostegial spines of the carapace, the ffat rostrum with lateral

spines and long acumen, triangular epistoma. long antenna? (even

longer va jordani than in hainulatus), the shape of the antennal scale,
the development of hair on the inner faces only of the third maxilli-
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two resemble
markedly in the shape of the carapace, areola,
and hand, and the bod}^ and all the appendages in 61 hanmlatus are
more elongate and slender. The characters of dift'erence, however, are
undoubtedly due to the subterranean influences and are to be explained
as Dr, Lonuberg has explained the differences between C. archt-rontix
and C. darJk'i.
Unfortunately we know^ only the second form male of C. jordani
and any comparison of the rather peculiar annulus ventralis of the
peds, and the long fingers are all characters in which the

They

each other.

female of

Of

differ

C. Jiamulatus

with that of the other species is impossible.
was obtained from Nickajack

this species a series of twenty-six

Cave and one specimen from a small cave known as
Wine House Cave, about three-fourths of a mile
distant from Nickajack.
Altogether there are fifteen females and eleven
males, and of the latter ten are in the second form
and one first form.
In size the specimens range from 17 to 65 mm. in
length, both the extremes l)eing found in the females.
Of the males the smallest is 33 and the
largest 65

Very

mm.

little

...

long.

variation

is

"h.,™:".":",.!

observable in this series,

of first form male.

and such as there is is confined to minute characters;
thus, in some specimens the cervical groove is arcuate, in others
slightly sinuate; in some the acumen of the rostrum is very slender,
In the larger specimens there are two or three
in others stouter.
smaller spines, which are less developed or wanting altogether in the
smaller specimens.

The first form male, which has hitherto not been observed, differs
from the second form in having slighly stouter chel», the hooks on
the third pair of legs are much stronger (in some of the second form
males they are wanting), the basal segment of the fourth pair of legs
is

perliaps provided with a little larger knob, the first pair of abdomi-

nal appendages have the tips of the l)ranches sharply recurved, the
tips of the inner

branch

is

slender, straight,

and spiniform, and

is

directed backward at right angles to the rest of the appendage and a
little
is

outward; the outer branch

is

curved over the

tip of the inner,

it

thin and blade like and horny.

CAMBARUS LATIMANUS STRIATUS,
7)/;a'.— U.S.N. M.

25019.

new

Nashville, Tenn.

subspecies.

E.

B.

AVilliamson,

collector.

Dr. Faxon ^ was the first to call attention to certain aberrant specimens of C. latimimus from Blount Spring, Cullman, and Bridgeport,
^Eevision of the Astacidse, p. 69.
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Alabama, and Ashland, Cheatham Count}-, Tennessee, in which the
is reduced almost to a line in the middle, the metacarapace is

areola

longer in proportion to the procarapace, the ting-ers are shorter, the
tuberculation of the hand weaker, the epistoma narrower and less
strongly truncate.

Recent additions to the collection of the United States National
the Museum of Comparative Zoology, of material collected near Nashville, Tennessee, by Mr. E. B. Williamson and a
series of specimens collected by myself at Nickajack Cave show that

Museum and

are dealing with a distinct geographical race of C latimanus^ the
range of which extends over the eastern portion of Tennessee and
northern portion of Georgia and Alal)ama.
It may be described as follows: Similar to C. lafrmcmns, but with
the rostrum a little more decurved and perliaps a little broader toward
Sul)orbital angle rounded, l)ranchiostegian spine developed,
the tip.
but very small, lateral spine of carapace usually" represented by a
Areola linear, sometimes
denticle just behind the cervical groove.

we

almost obliterated, its length equal to the distance from the cervical
groove to the base of the rostrum. Epistoma triangular, not trunHands with one rather strong row of squainose
cate, sides convex.
tubercles along the inner margin and just above it another ol)scure

row

much weaker

of

tubercles,

hand and, especially the

lingers,

deeply and roughlj- punctate, but not tuberculate, except as just menThe carpus commonly bears strong median and small proxitioned.
mal internal spines and a rather blunt spine below at the distal border,
but both this segment and the meros vary, as they do in the typical
forms.

The specimens from Ashland

City, mentioned a])ove, belong to this

subspecies, and the others are, in various ways, intermediate l)etween

the typical

From

C

latiinanus and those just described.

a series sent alive to the United

States National

Museum

the following color notes were taken, which are interesting in that
they show that the same species may have at least two styles of

The sexes were not distinctively colored and there was
some variation in each style.
In one, the ground color, in fact nearly the entire liody was a clear
sage green shading into dirty gi'a}^ brown on the sides and tail tin and
There were Ji
into very dark-])rown black on the sides of the head.
few blackish shadings on the angles and inner surfaces of the meros,
The margins of the rostrum, postorbital
carpus, and chelipeds.
coloration.

ridges and the tips of
lingers

all

the spines on the chelipeds and the tips of the

were ochre yellow.

Beneath, the color was of a uniform light

gray.

In the other style of coloration the ground color was a dark brown
brown but not so red), becoming a little lighter on the head

(near clove
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Beginning at the cervical groove
;iikI fading intogTaj'ishoii the sides.
and extending the full length of the abdomen, but not including the
telson was a conspicuous light-brown stripe, widest on the carapace
and with irregular and poorly deiined margins, but on the abdomen
In addition to the median stripe, the a])domen
pretty well defined.
had on each side a lateral stripe, well defined along its inner margin,
but of uncertain limits outside. There was a faint suspicion of rusty
3^ellow on the sutures in the external blade of the tail fin and the spines
Beneath, the color was very light vinaceous.
of the body were white.
In the summer of li>01 I found this crayfish in some num])ers under
the stones in a small pool formed by the stream issuing from Nickajack
Cave. The males were all of the second form and both sexes exhibited
Several of the specimens were
the two-color phases mentioned above.
brought alive to Washington, hxxt most of them soon died. Two, a
male and female, survived several months, living in a small bowl in
which the water was frequently changed and food supplied from time
November
to time in the shape of bits of apple and shreds of meat.
15 the female shed her shell, but did not exhibit a perceptible increase
December 20 the male shed his shell and came out as form I,
in size.
but without a urarked increase in size.
It may ])e added that among the specimens collected at the mouth of
Nickajack Cave, two of the second-form males had evidently shed their
very recently; so, from evidence now at hand, it looks as if the
second-form condition begins in August and lasts until December, but
1 am inclined to believe that the specimen kept in captivity had its
ecydysis somewhat hastened by the unnatural conditions.
shells

CAMBARUS SPINOSUS

Bundy.

Specimens of this species (Males f II and females) were obtained
from a small stream flowing from a pond which, in turn, was fed b}" the
cave stream known as John Ross Spring near the town of Rossville,
Georgia. They agree very well with typical specimens, except as
.

regards the length of the posterior portion of the carapace, which is a
more than one-half as long as the distance from the cervical
groove to the lateral spines of the carapace.
little

In

ha])its

they seemed to be very similar to L. p'i'oinnqwus Hagen,
burrows in the soft mud, in shallow water, or in exca-

living in shallow

vations under

flat

stones.

A REVIEW OF THE BLENNOID FISHES OF JAPAN.
By David Stark Jordan
Of

(lie

hikI

John Otterbein Snyder,

Lehiiid SlavfonJ Junior

Uiiirersifi/.

In the present paper

is given a descriptive catalogue of the blenny{Ble)wu<he and AnarJdehadid») known to inhabit the
waters of Japan. It is l)ased on the collections made ])y the writers
in the sunniier of 1900 for the museum of Stanford University and on
the specimens in the United States National Museum. The accompanying- drawings are the work of Mrs. Chloe Leslie Starks and Capt.
Charles Bradley Hudson.

like

fishes

Family

I.

BLENNIID.^.

BLENNIES.

Body ohlong

or elongate, naked or covered with moderate or small
scales, which are ctenoid or cycloid; lateral line variously developed,

mouth large or small, the teeth varifrom isthmus or more or less attached to it;

often wanting, often duplicated;
ous; gill

membranes

free

pseudobranchia^ present; ventrals jugular or subthoracic, of one spine
and 1 to 3 soft rays, often wanting; dorsal fin of spines anteriorly,
with or without soft rays; anal fin long, similar to soft dorsal; caudal
well developed.
Vertebrge in moderate or large number, 30 to 80;
hypercoracoid (or "scapula") perforate; shoulder girdle normallj^
formed; suborbital without bony stay.
Fishes of moderate or small size, mostly living near the shore in the
tropical and temperate or arctic seas; most of them carnivorous, the
Clinina", so far as known, ovoviviparous, the rest mostly oviparous.
Dr. Gill divides the group into six families, but the relations of these
are verv close, and the distinctive characters of some of the families
are subject to exceptions.
I. Troi)ical blennies with the vertebrae mostly in moderate number, usual] j^ fewer
than 45; lateral line usually arched high above the pectoral; dorsal fin with one or
more soft rays posteriorly; anal spines little developed; ventrals well developed,
usually I, 3; gill membranes broadly united, free from the isthnuis.
u. Clininie: Body scaly; lateral line high an*^eriorly; species ovoviviparous as far

as

known.
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum. Vol.

XXV— No.

1293.
441
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Dorsal divided into three

fins; scales ctenoid; rather large
Irlpteri/gkm, 1.
Dorsal fin continuous; scales small; shoulder girdle without hook; maxillary

normal; mouth large
Body scaleless; species viviparous;

Zacalles, 2.

teeth cvmb-alutped,

m a single row;

vomer and

palatines toothless, or nearly so; lateral line usually arched in front; soft dorsal

c.

about equal to spinous.
Blermi'mve: Teeth all fixed, attached to the bones of the jaws; carnivorous.
d. Gill-opening relatively large; caudal rounded; gill membranes broadl}united, nearly or quite free from the isthmus; one or both jaws with
posterior canines

Blemiiiifi, 3.

dd. Gill-opening reduced

to a small slit;

one or both jaws with posterior

canines; caudal rounded or angular.

Dorsal elevated in front

e.

ee.

cc.

Petroscirtes, 4.

Dorsal not elevated in front

Aspid.onius,

5.

Salarihue: Teeth all movable, implanted on the skin of the lips; herbivorous.
/.

Posterior canine wanting.
g.

Dorsal continuous

SaJarias, 6.

deeply divided
>ScarUr]il1iiifi, 7.
II. Blennies, arctic or sul)arctic; the vertebne in large number, 50 or more; lateral
line various; scales small, cycloid, rarely wanting.
/(.
Gill-membranes not continued forward below, the membranes
broadly united, sometimes joined to tlie isthmus; ventral fins
small or obsolete.
i.
Pectoral fins relatively short or wanting, never pointed, and not
more than half as long as head; pyloric ca?ca few or none.
j. Body not covered with crosswise tubes running at right angles
to the lateral line.
k. Dorsal fin composed of spines only.
Chirolophbuc: Ventral fins well developed, I, 3; gill mem1.
branes free from isthmus.
m. Lateral line obsolete, represented anteriorly by a row
of pores; top of head covered with matted cirri;
teeth in two rows so aligned as to form a cutting edge.
gg. Dorsal

n.

nn.
If.

Head scaly
Head naked

Azuma,

8.

Bryoatemmn,

9.

Ventral fins rudimentary or wanting, not more than one
soft ray present; dorsal spines short
0.

and

rigid.

Pholidiniv: Lateral line obsolete; carnivorous.

p. Ventral fins reduced to a single spine, witli a

rudimentary ray; anal spines small.
q.

qq.

Head scaly
Head naked.

r.

rr.

jip.

Enedrias, 10.

Pholis, 11.
Caudal fin well developed
Caudal fin very slender, coalescent with dor-

Gunnellops, 12.
sal and anal
Ventral fins wanting; no anal spine; top of head
with fieshy crests; body partly naked; gillmembranes forming a fold across the isth-

mus
kk.

Dorsal fin with
soft rays;

no
s.

Alectrias, 13.

its

posterior part

lateral line;

composed

no ventral

of

numerous

fins.

Eulopliimve: Scales wanting;

body greatly

elongate, the dorsal fin with

about 120

spines and about 12 soft rays.
Eulupliias, 14.

.
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.S.S.

present;
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body

not

greatly elongate, the dorsal of 28 to 42

and 50 or more

spines

Dorsal

/.

soft rays.

with about 40 spines and about

fin

50 soft rays; a short tentacle above the

snout
//.

Dorsal

Neozoarces, 15.
fin

with about 30 spines and about

75 soft rays; no tentacle above snout.
Zoarchias, 16.
jj.

Dictyosominse:

Body covered with

cross-wise tubes at right

angles with the lateral line, these forming an elaborate net-

work over the body;

ii.

dorsal of spines only; gill-membranes
broadly united, free from the isthmus. Ventrals obsolete,
forming a scale-like apjjendage in the young, which disappears with age
Dictyosoma, 17.
Opisthocentrinie: Pectoral fins long and rather pointed, about as
long as head; dorsal high; gill-membranes broadly united,
free from the isthmus; no lateral line; no ventral fins; species

herbivorous.
II.

Dorsal with
rigid,

its

posterior spines short,

and sharp, the anterior

flex-

ible.
V.

Head with

small scales; dorsal with

hindmost spines only

stiff.

Opisthocentnis, 18.
vr.

Head naked;

dorsal with spines becom-

ing strong near the middle, and hind-

most ones heavy
till.

Dorsal spines

Abryois, 19.

all flexible;

head naked.

Pholidapus, 20.
hh. Slichxinse:

Gill-membranes continued forward below, the membranes nearly separate and free from the isthmus;
dorsal of slender i)ungent species only; species herbivorous.
V. Lateral line present, single,

or triple;

double

body moderately

elon-

gate.
X.

Lateral lines three or

each
y.

more on

side.

Lateral lines

all

three

com-

each with lateral
branches.
Lateral lines each with
plete,

z.

numerous short branches,

zz.

each ending in a pore.
Ernogra m ??n(.s-, 2 1
Lateral lines each sending
out branches at right
angles which connect with
the other lateral lines,
thus covering the whole
body with a network of
lines

Ozorthe, 22.
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vol. xxv.

Latei-al lines without branches

yi/.

all

three )>eing incomplete.
23.

S(ic}i<TOpsi'<,
.'.(.

a.
'/('(.

Lateral line sin«;le on each side.

Head moderate, not especially depressed, the eyes large
Head large, depressed, and pike-like, t lie eyes small

Stichivus, 24.

Dinogunnelluf<, 2n.

WW. Lateral line obsolete; body
shaped.
Pectoral fin with

//.

its

and palatines
Pectoral fin

66'.

eel-

upper and middle rays shortened; teeth both on vomer
LeptocJlnux,

with the middle rays longest; palatine teeth small or wanting.
Lumpenus,
1.

Tripterygion Risso,

TRIPTERYGION

Europe Meridionale,

2().

27.

Risso.

III, 1826, p. 241

{nams=inpieronotm).

Enneapterygius RtJppELL, Neue Wirbelthiere, 1837, p. 2 (pusilbis).
Enneanedes Jord.\n and Evermann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1895, p. 501 {carminalis).

Evermann and Marsh,

Gillias

Body

Kept. U. S. Fish

Comm.,

1899, p. 357 (jordani).

rather robust, eov^ered with moderate ctenoid scales; lateral

complete or incomplete; mouth moderate, the jaws equal; no tenon nape; no hook on shoulder girdle; eyelarge; dorsal fin divided
into ;3 tins, the lirst of 3 or 4 slender spines, the second of 10 to 24,
the soft dorsal of 7 to 15 rays; caudal rounded; anal tin lontr; pectoral
Small tish of the rocklong, the lower rays simple and thickened.
pools of the Tropics, found in most seas.
This group has Ijeen divided into four subgenera on minor characters.
These may ])e thus defined:
line

tacle

a.

Orbit without filament above.
I^ateral line said to

6.

be complete; dorsal rays III-XVII-12; scales rather small,

40

Tripterygion.

Lateral lines well developed anteriorly, becoming obsolete posteriorly; dorsal

66.

X

V-7 to 10; scales large, about 35
almost obsolete; dorsal rays lII-X-7; scales

rays III-X to
666. Lateral line

Emieapterygius.
large, rough,

35
aa. Orbit
c.

with a fleshy filament above.

Lateral line interrupted, weakly developed liehind; dorsal rays IlI-XII to

X VII-7
cc.

to 12; scales large, 33 to 40

Gillias.

Lateral line said to be complete; dorsal rays

V

or V1-X\'1I1 to

XX-12

scales small, 40 to 50

The two Japanese
a.

about

Enneanecie.'t.

to 14;

(nigripinne.

)

species belong to the division called GiUia.'^.

Gillias: Orbital tentacle present; lateral line incomplete.
6.

66.

Dorsal IlI-XIV-lO; A. 21; body with dark vertical bands
etheosfoma,
Dorsal III-X VlI-12; A. 27; body plain, the caudal mostly black.. 6r/;j/Mr»;/(,

lo

TRIPTERYGION ETHEOSTOMA

Jordan and Snyder,

new

1.

2.

species.

Head 4 in length; depth 4i; depth of caudal peduncle 2|
eye 3i; interorbital space 8; snout 3; D. lII-XlV-10; A.

in head;
J,

20; P.

veiit;

caud:d

16; scales in lateral series 37.

Body

short, subcylindrical anteriorly, deepest

above

L
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peduncle narrow, compressed; profile of head steep; eye large, directed
obliquely upward; interorbital space narrow, convex, the orbital rim
projecting; jaws equal maxillary, except posterior part, concealed,
reaching- a vertical a little behind anterior edge of pupil; cleft of
mouth somewhat oblique; teeth minute, in bands on jaw and vomer;
gill-membranes forming a broad fold across the isthmus; anterior edge
of shoulder-girdle sharp, without protuberances of any kind; gillrakers on first arch 6, very short; slit behind last gill small; anterior
nostril with a small, flat tentacle; a similar tentacle on upper posterior
part of eye; no other cirri or tentacles on head.
Head naked; scales of body ctenoid, those of belly cycloid, a small
area at base of ventrals and anteriorly to pectorals naked.

Number of

between latei-al line and insertion of second
dorsal, counting upward and forward, 4; between insertion of anal
and lateral line, 10; lateral line interrupted, anterior part ending a
little in advance of base of soft dorsal, the posterior part beginning 2
scales in an oblique series

Fig. 1.— Tripterygion ethecstoma.

or o scales forward on the next lower row, extending to base of caudal,
the posterior part without pores, each scale with a deep and narrow
scallop.

Spinous dorsal in 2 parts, the anterior of 3 slender spines, the
second and third successively shorter than the first, which is contained
2| times in head; in some specimens the membrane uniting the last
spine with the back reaches the insertion of the second dorsal; spines
of second dorsal slender, highest near the middle of fin; If in head,
ra3's

of soft dor.sal not branched, the

first

longest, li in head;

mem-

with shallow scallops
between the spines.
First ra}^ of anal about half as long as the
second, the following rays blunt, the tips about as large as the bases,
the length 2i in head; membranes of fin deeph^ incised between the
rays; caudal convex posteriorly, li in head; pectorals large, pointed,
the middle rays longest extending to base of sixth anal ray, the lower
7 rays simple, consideral)ly enlarged distally, the membrane incised
between them, leaving the tips free; most of the upper rays branched,
branes of dorsals not incised, that of the

first

446
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membrane entire; ventral spine minute, the rays united by membrane for about half their length, outer ray shorter than the inner.
Color of female; body yellowish white, crossed by 6 nearlj^ vertical
dark brown bands, verj^ irregular in outline, not extending on ventral
surfaces, the first passing downward from between the first and second
spinous dorsals, behind liase of pectoral, the second below anterior
part of second dorsal, the third below the posterior part, the fourth
and fifth below the soft dorsal, the sixth near base of caudal; the first
the

to fourth bands

more or

less

divided

l\v

light lilotches within their

boundaries; nape with a small poorly defined cross-l)and; head irregularly blotched with brownish; first dorsal with elongate dusk}' clouds;

second dorsal with slightly oblique dusky bands anteriorlj-, which
branch and intercept, becoming reticulations posteriorly; spines and
rays of soft dorsal, anal, and caudal with alternating dusky spots and
clear spaces, appearing like oblique bands on the dorsal and anal and
vertical bands on the caudal; pectoral faintly clouded with dusky. In
the males the ground color is much darker except a narrow white
space behind the second and another behind the third dorsal fin, forming vertical bands in liold contrast with the rest of the body. The
dark bands described in the female can easily be traced, though they
The fins, except caudal, are nearly black, the
are not so prominent.
second dorsal narrowly edged with white, the soft dorsal and anal with
The caudal is colored as in the
a large white spot on posterior ends.
The fins of the male are higher than those of the female, the
female.
first dorsal spine al)out 2 in head, membrane with a broad, deep
scallop between second and third dorsal spines.
Described from specimens about 6.5 mm. long from Misaki. Type
No. 7(>65, Zoological Museum, Stanford University. Cotype No. 50299,

U.S.N.M.
Table showing

fin-ray

and

Misaki.
Dorsal.

scale counts of seven

specimens from

JAPANESE BLENNOID FISHES—JORDAN AND SNYDER.
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TRIPTERGION BAPTURUM

Head 4^

447

Jordan and Snyder, new species

depth of caudal peduncle 3i iu head;
eye 3i; interorbital space 10; snout 3i; D. ni-XVIl-12; A. I, 26;
in lenoth;

depth

0;

r. IT; scales in lateral series 43.

Body

elong-ate,

more slender than

in 7\ ciluostoinn

;

caudal peduiu-le

rather nai'row; snout short, anterior profile steep; interorbital space
Acry narrow, concave; eye large, high up, directed obliquely upward,

mouth rather

large, posterior half of maxillary exposed, extending to

narrow bands on
jaws and vomer, the outer teeth of jaws slightly enlarged; gill-opening forming a broad fold across the isthmus: shoulder-girdle without
a vertical through anterior part of pupil; teeth in

protuberances; nasal and orbital tentacles present; two rows of mucus
pores below and behind eye; similar pores on chin, preopercle, and
occiput; head naked; body with thin, Unely ctenoid scales, loosely
attached; belly and breast and space anterior to pectoral naked; numl)er

of scales in an o])li(iue series between lateral line and insertion of

Fu: 'J.— TitlPTERGION BAPTURUM.

second dorsal, counting upward and forward

5;

between insertion of

anal and lateral line 9 or 10; lateral line incomplete, on about 38 scales

ending below anterior part of soft dorsal, not continued on caudal
peduncle.

Spinous dorsal in 2 parts, the anterior of 3 slender spines, the tirst
contained If times in head; middle spines of second dorsal highest, 2
in head; longest ra}^ \\\ anal rays not thickened toward the tips, the
longest 2i in head; caudal rounded. If in head; pectoral pointed, the
lowxr 8 rays simple, no larger toward tips than at bases, upper rays
l)ranched, membrane incised between lower rays, entire l)etween
upper ones; outer ventral ra}^ about \ of its length shorter than the
inner one.

Color in alcohol, body without bands, pale 3'ellowish, each scale
with a dusky border; opercle with a large, pale-brown blotch; snout
and lips dusky; tirst dorsal blackish, the second dusky along the basal
part, the third with a few dark specks; anal plain, a row of very
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indistinct, small

dusky spots on ))ody along

its

base and tip white; pectoral slighth^ dusk}' on

vol. xxv.

base; caudal black, the
its

upper edge.

mm. long from
recorded as type, No. 7066 Zoological Museum, Stanford
University.
It is easily distinguished from T. etheostoma ^r^ the
absence of dark bands on the body, by the thick caudal with white
base and tip, as well as by the tin rays.
{(ianrog^ dyed; ovpd, tail.)
The

species

Misaki.

known from

a single specimen 50

2.

ZACALLES

Jordan and Snyder.

It is

Jordan and Snyder, new genus

Zacalles

Body

is

of Blenniida' {hryopc).

head short, naked, with tufted filaments
above the eye; mouth large, with rather stout, bluntish teeth in the
jaws; teeth on vomer and palatines; dorsal fin long, with numerous
slender spines and many soft ra^^s, the spines subequal; pectorals
moderate; scales small, thin and smooth; lateral line developed anteriorly only; shoulder-girdle without upturned hook-like process.
Handsome little fishes of the tide-pools of Japan, allied to the
American genera Lejmoma and Lahrisomm {GoMocUnus).
{ZaKaWijg^ very pretty.)
rather elongate;

3.

Head 4^

ZACALLES BRYOPE Jordan

and Snyder, new species.

depth 6^; depth of caudal peduncle 3i in head;
63^6 5; interorbital space Hi; snout 4i; D. XXV-IT; A. I., 31; P. 14.
Body rather short, compressed; caudal peduncle deep, greatly compressed; eyes far forward, directed somewhat obliquely; interorbital
space narrow, with a concave furrow; snout short; jaws equal; maxillary very long. If in head, extending far beyond eye, the posterior
half exposed; interior borders of lips fringed; teeth short, blunt, in a
single row laterally, in bands on anterior part of jaws, the outer ones
slightly enlarged; small teeth on vomer and palatines; gill-membrane
forming a broad fold across the isthmus; anterior edge of shouldergirdle with a sharp ridge; no protuberances; pseudobranchia large;
gill-rakers on first arch 7+9, long, very slender, widely spaced; nostrils tubular, the anterior one with a bifid tentacle; upper part of eye
with 3 broad, branched tentacles, the anterior one highest; head naked;
body with very thin, cycloid, partly embedded scales, about 21 in
transverse series; a naked area above lateral line and on breast and
belly; lateral line incomplete, with about 21 pores, ending above tip
of pectoral
dorsal fin continuous, extending from nape to caudal
peduncle; spines slender, soft at tips, highest in the region of the
seventh, the length contained about 2 times in head; soft dorsal higher
than the part of spinous dorsal just preceding it, the highest ray^s 2i
in head; anal rays low, the posterior ones slightly higher than the
anterior ones, 3i in head; caudal rounded. If in head; pectoral rays
in length;

;

_
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simple, the

rounded

membranes
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incised between tips of 3 or 4 lower ones, fin

posteriori}^, not quite reaching- a vertical

through anal open-

ing; ventral spine as long as second ray, slender; rays 2, the first

somewhat longer than the second.
Color, light brown, tinged with olive, a series of 9 or 10 dark vertibands which are broadest near the middle, narrow or pointed below,

cal

encroaching above on basal part of dorsal fin; posteriori}^ the bands
in proportion to length, the last one often represented by a
round spot; a dark round spot on Ijase of caudal; head and body with
white specks, a group of them on base of pectoral, a row of prominent

grow wider

ones along middle of body; chin with large white blotches; branchiostegal region spotted with black; ocular tentacles dusky; lateral line
white; dorsal with an oblong black ocellus in the region of the second
spine; anterior part of fin dark, flaked with small, light spots, posterior part lighter, with 1 or 2 row^s of narrow, oblong, vertical dark
spots; rays with small black spots, the lower ones darker than the

upper;

1

or 2 outer

ra3\s

of caudal with dark specks; anal with a dusky

^a*.

"^^TTT-^^-—

^^^S^^"

Fig.

3.— Zacai.h's bryope.

subterminal margin, a row of indistinct, dusky spots along the base;
pectoral with a small black spot on base; ventrals mostly (lusk3\ Some
specimens are lighter in color than the one described, but the general
color-pattern remains about the same.

Museum, Stanford University, from
Cotype No. 50296, U.S.N.M.
We have very many specimens about 70 millimeters long from
Misaki, Wakanoura, and Enoura. The species lives in the clear, warm
tide pools with Trij)tergion eikeostoina, /Scarfichtkt/s enoshnce, and
Tj-pe No. T067, Zoological

Misaki, Japan.

Bh nnius yatahei.
{(5pvov^ moss; oonif, face.)
Fin-ray counts of Zacallcs hryojM :

Dorsal.

.
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3.

BLENNIUS

vol. xxv.

(Artedi) Linnaeus.

Blenn'ms Artedi, Genera Piscium, 1738, p. 27.
Blennius Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 256 (galerita).
Solaria ForskIl, Descr. Anim., 1775, p. 22 {basiliscus).
P/to?is Fleming, Brit. Anim., 1828, p. 207 {l(ievis=pholis); not Pholis Scopoli, 1777.
Adonis Gronow, Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray, 1754, p. 93 {pavonbms=ocellaris)
Lipophrys Gill, American Naturalist, June, 1896, p. 498 {pfioUs).

Body

oblong, compressed, naked; head short, the profile usuall}'

bluntly rounded

;

mouth small,

horizontal, with a single series of long,

slender, curved, close-set teeth in each jaw, besides which, in the lower

jaw at

least, is

a rather short and stout fang-like canine tooth on each
protractile; gill-openings wide, extending

side; premaxillaries not

forward below, the membranes free from the isthmus, or at least forming a broad fold across it; dorsal fin entire, or more or less emarginate,
the spines slender; pectorals moderate; ventrals well developed, I, 3;
no pyloric cteca; lateral line developed anteriorly. Species numerous,
lurking under rocks and algae in most warm seas; some species in the
lakes of northern Italy.

{Uennius, the ancient name, from fSXewa, slime.)
4.

BLENNIUS YATABEI Jordan

Blennius yatabci Jordan and JSnyder, Proc. U.

Head 3f

S.

and Snyder.

Nat. Mus., 1900, p. 374,

pi.

xix;

depth 3|; depth of caudal peduncle 2f in head;
D. XII, 16; A. I., 19; P. 14.
Body rather short, compressed; the caudal peduncle deep, greatly
compressed; snout short, blunt, its outline rising abruptl}^ to border of
eye; mouth slightly oblique, maxillary extending to a vertical through
the posterior border of eye, shorter in some specimens; upper lips
wide and thin, jaws equal; teeth in a single row in each jaw, curved,
incisor-like, the cutting edges rounded, closely apposed to each other;
two strong curved canines in each jaw, no teeth behind the canines; a
single strong tooth on the vomer.
Edge of shoulder-girdle without
protuberances; gillrakers on first arch reduced to 5 or 6 small projections.
Nostrils with low rims, the anterior one with a small cirrus;
upper edge of eye with a long cirrus, one side of which is l^ranched.
Bod}^ naked; lateral line arched over the pectoral, the pores large and
distinct anteriorh', l^ecoming indistinct and finall}' disappearing on the
Dorsal extending from occiput to basal rays
posterior third of body.
of caudal; a shallow notch between the spinous and soft part; the
spinous part highest near the middle, about 2 in head; the last spine not
reaching upward to edge of membrane, a peculiar character present in
each specimen; longest rays somewhat higher than the spines. Anal
in males bearing a large soft pad on first spine and ray, the membrane
between them deeply incised; in females the spines and rays are all
in length;

eye 4i; interorlntal

.space 12;
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similar; length of highest rays 2f in head; caudal rounded; pectoral
rounded, membranes of 4 or 5 lower raj's incised; ventral rays almost
entirel}^ connected by membrane.
Color in spirits, olive brown; body with small blackish spots, gcnerall}^ gathered in 3 groups, which are arranged in vertical rows, in
some specimens appearing as 3 lateral rows of large blotches with
small spots between them; membrane between first and second spines
with a dark spot about as large as eye; 12 or 14 small dark spots along
base of dorsal, sometimes absent on large examples; anal dark, the
tips of rays white; pectoral dusky, the upper part lighter; in life the
spots on lower part of body are j^ellowish, the throat suffused with

pinkish, the tips of ocular tentacles brick red.

Misaki. Enoshinia, and

Many specimens from

Wakanoura have enabled us

FlG.

to

add some-

4.— Blexnius yatabei.

to the original description.
The species is common in the rock
pools at the extremities of the headlands in southern Japan. It is

what

especially abundant about the sacred island of Enoshima.

("This species

is

named

in

memory

of our old friend and college

mate, Riokichi Yatabe, formerly professor of botany in the University
of Tokj^o, drowned in 1889 in a sad accident in the Bay of Kamakura,
near Enoshima.")
4.

PETROSCIRTES

Rtippel]

Ruppell, Atlas Fische, 1828, p. 110 {mitralvn)
Blennechis Cuvier and Valenciennes, liist. Nat. Poiss., X, 1836,
Petroscirtes

p.

279 (jUa-

meiitosus).

This genus is closely allied to Aspidontus, differing chiefly in the
elevated dorsal, the anterior spines especially being higher than the
others.

to us.

Certain minor characters also distinguish the species
Tropical seas of Asia, living in the tide pools.

{nerpog^ rock; GKiprdoo^ to leap.)

known
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5.

PETROSCIRTES ELATUS

Head if

vol.xxiv.

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

depth 3|; depth of caudal peduncle If in head;
eye 3i; interorhital space 5; D. XII, 15; A. I, 16; P. 14.
Body shor and deep; the head large, with a short, rounded snout;
interorhital space broad, convex; jaws with a row of long, slender,
curved, close-set teeth, followed on each side by a single strong canine;
canines of lower jaw much longer than those of upper, fitting into
pits in the upper jaw; tongue ver}" short; valves of mouth far back;
gill opening restricted to a slit about equal in width to the vertical
diameter of eye; pseudobranchia^ large; gill rakers on first arch 7 or
Head and body naked; chin with a pair of
8, very small, pointed.
short flaps; upper part of e^^e with a long flat filament; each side of
neck with a small flap-like filament, below which is a minute villus.
Lateral line incomplete, consisting of 3 or 4 long tubes extending
upward and backward along base of anterior end of dorsal fin.
in length;

Fig. 5.— Petrosciktes

elatd

Dorsal inserted on nape, the anterior part elevated; the

first

spine

highest, contained 3i times in the length; second spine of about equal
height, the third much shorter, equal to the following ones, 6f inlength; membrane lietwecn third and fourth spines with a deep scallop, notched

between the following spines and rays, leaving the

tips

free; rays equal in length to the posterior spines; posterior rays of

anal longest, 1| in head; a small fleshy

knob

at tip of each ray, except

membrane incised between the ra3's; caudal rounded,
length, the membrane scalloped between the rays, leaving

the last three;
4:\

in the

their tips free; pectoral rounded, its length li in head; middle ray of

ventral long and filamentous, reaching the vent.

Color in

spirits, lu'ownish, the

upper half of side with six indistinct
body with rather indefinite dark

blackish blotches; other parts of the

specks; filaments on head blackish; anterior elevated part of dorsal
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tin

dusky cross bands; caudal dark
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with duslvy clouds; rays of anal with
at base, the rays crossed by dark lines

near their bases.

The

species

is

known

from

to us

a single specimen only, 71

long. Type, No. 7071, Stanford University Zoological

by Capt. Alan Owston

at

Yaeyama, Ishigaki

mm.

Museum, taken
Riukiu

Island, in the

Archipelago,
Dr. Ishikawa notes a specimen in the Imperial Museum from Miyakoshima allied to the present species, under the name Petroscirtes
mitratus^ and an Aspidontus from the same island under the name of
Petroscirtes dispar Giinther, a name proposed originally for specimens
from Amoy belonging to two distinct species.
^

(elatus, elevated.)
5.
Af^pklonius (Cuvier)

ASPIDONTUS

Quoy and

(.TAurAiiD,

Cuvier.
Yoy. Astrolabe,

III,

183-4,

p.

719,

{iutdatus).

Omohntnclim (Ehrenberg,
p.

pi.

xi,

f.

91) Swainson

Class'n.

Fishes,

II,

1839,

274 {fasciolatus).

Body rather elongate, naked; mouth small, with a single series of
immovable teeth in the jaws; behind this a strong, curved canine, those
of lower jaw longer than those of upper; head sometimes with filaments; gill-opening reduced to a small fissure above the root of the
pectoral; dorsal fin low, the anterior spines not elevated; air-bladder
present; pseudobranchioe present; no pyloric cceca.

Species numerous

East Indian Seas.
{affTTis, shield; odovg^ tooth.)

in the

Body

a.

yellowish, with blackish cross-bars anteriorly,

aa.

and many black

spots; teeth

'.

18-18; D. XII, 22; A. 25

Body grayish with two broad lengthwise

elegans, 6

stripes of black; teeth 28; D. 10, 21;

A. 20; caudal truncate

Body

aaa.

Teeth 26-28; head with

h.

bh.

trossulm, 7

no sharply defined marks.
dark bands; side with 4 dark lines anteriorly

plain grayish or brownish, with
faint

daxmu, 8
9

Teeth 36-40; coloration plain
6.

ASPIDONTUS ELEGANS

i(i7)oniruft,

(Steindachner).

STEiNDACHt^ER, Ichth. Beitr., V, 1876, p. 169; Nagasaki.
Petroscirtes Uneopunctutus" (GenchenotMs.)SAuvAGE, Bull. 8ci. Philom.,IV, 1880,
Petroscirtes elegans

p. 216;

Japan;

Coll. A. Etoffe.

iPrel. Cat., 1897, p. 35.

^The following

Head

is

a translation of the description given by Dr. Sauvage:

I). 34; A. 25.
Snout anteriorly truncate, longer
than the eye; lower posterior canine much larger than upper; no tentacle on the
head; interorbital space convex, as broad as eye; caudal emarginate. Color brownish
yellow, sown with many small black points, three black vertical bands on the head,
and three of the same color on the anterior part of the trunk, these bands extending on the back; a black spot on the caudal peduncle; tips of rays of dorsal and anal
blackish.
Length, m. 0.080. Japan. A. Etoffe.
(Sauvage).

7 in total length; depth, 7;
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Head 5 in length; depth 5^; depth of caudal peduncle 2i in head;
eye 3|; .snout i; interorbital space 8; D. XII, 22; A. I, 24; P. 13.
Body moderately elongate, compressed; the caudal peduncle deep;
head as deep as bod}^; snout short, blunt; anterior profile steep,
rounded above eye; jaws subequal, the lower slightly shorter than the
upper; mouth horizontal, the cleft extending to a vertical through
anterior edge of pupil; jaws with a series of long, slender, close-set
teeth followed on each side hj a single canine, which is separated from
the others by a small space; canines of lower jaw much longer than
vomer and palatines; teeth in each jaw
numbering 18 besides canines; gill-opening restricted to a small space
those of upper; no teeth on

above base of pectoral; gillrakers on first arch reduced to 8 or 10 minHead and body naked; no
ute protuberances; no barbels on head.
Dorsals continuous; no notch between spinous and soft
lateral line.
parts, inserted on nape anterior to a vertical through gill-opening, the
last ray united l)y a meml)rane to l)ase of caudal, the membrane
slightly notched between the rays, spines somewhat higher than the

lsi?^v--v'/v-';.';-

Fkj. 6.— Aspidontus elegans.

below base of twelfth
by membrane to caudal peduncle; the
membrane deeply notched between the ra3%s; the posterior or longest
rays, about 5^ in the length of body; anal inserted

dorsal spine; last ray united

rays contained about 9 times in the length; caudal rounded, the membrane slightly scalloped between the rays; pectoral rounded, slightly
longer than the caudal, 5i- in the length, the ra3^s all simple; ventrals

H i» head.
covered throughout with minand specks, the anterior parts with vertical
blackish bars, broad above, growing narrower and pointed below, the
bars more distinct in the region of the pectoral, l)ecoming narrower
and shorter posteriorly and disappearing near middle of body. In
ditferent individuals the bars vary somewhat in shape and size, there
always being one at insertion of dorsal, each space between the bars
beneath the pectoral usually with a narrow dead white stripe; head
with dark vertical bars, usually one on anterior part of snout, one
passing through eye, another extending downward from lower margin
of eye, and a fourth and broader bar posterior to the eye; spots of
Color in

spirits, dull yellowish-olive,

ute, round, black spots
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throat Glong-ate, in some places forming- reticulations, the interspaces

dead white; base of pectoral dead white with jet black spots or reticulations, in some cases yellowish-olive with black specks like posterior
part of body; the 3 or 4 dark Ijars encroaching- on anterior part of
base of spinous dorsal, above which are a few indistinct, dusky,
oblique bars; posterior part of dorsal with a few minute spots near
the margin; anal with a narrow edge of white anteriorih', above
which is a dusky band; a row of l)lack points along anterior basal
part of fin; other tins somewhat dusk v.
In life the vertical l)ands of
body are a dark wine color, l)ecoming greenish brown posteriori}^,
the spaces between with narrow greenish- white bands; base of pectoral and branchiostegal region with bluish-white reticulations; throat
wine color; base of dorsal with a row of pearly spots, which show very
indistinctly on the preserved specimen; posterior part of dorsal with
a vinaceous edging-; anal with 3 rows of small pearl}^ spots, the posterior rays tipped with wine color.
This species is found about the rocky headlands of southern Japan.
Our luimerous specimens are from Misaki, Enoshima, Wakanoura, and
Hakodate. It is one of the most prettily colored of little lishes.
{elefians^ elegant.)

ASPIDONTUS TROSSULUS

7.

ff Petroscirtes Jxinkieri
figs. 8, 9;

Jordan and Snyder,

new

Richardson, Voy. Sulphur, Fishes, 1846,

species.

p. 130, pi. lxiv,

Hongkong.

Head -i^ in length; depth 41; depth of caudal peduncle 2f in head;
eye 3t; interorbital space 3i; snout 3i; D. X. 21; A. I. 19; P. 13.
Body rather stout, compressed, the caudle peduncle deep; head
larg-e, broad, interorbital space wide and flat; eyes rather large,
directed laterally; snout blunt; lower jaw a little shorter than the
upper; mouth horizontal, the cleft extending to a vertical through
center of pupil jaws with a row of long, slender, close-set teeth, followed on each side by a canine separated from the others by a small
space; canines of lower jaw very large and strong, fitting into a large
pit in the upper jaw, a flap formed by an elongate upward extension
from the lip at base of tooth; canine of upper jaw small, scarcely projecting beyond edge of middle teeth; vomer and palatines without
teeth; teeth in each jaw numbering 28; tongue very short, ending far
;

mouth; valve of roof of mouth located posteriorly; gill-openslit above base of pectoral.
Head and body
naked, a pair of small, flat barbels on chin; a minute, slender barbel on
upper part of e3'e; lateral line incomplete, extending near base of
Spinous
dorsal from above gill-opening to a point over tip of pectoral.
dorsal continuous with the soft part, no notch between them, the mem-

back

in

ing restricted to a small

l)raiie

slightly incised l)etwoen the rays; spines slender, flcxilde, the

longest contained If times

in

head, longest rays 2^;

membrane

of anal
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scalloped lictween the raj'S, their tips free; length of highest ra3's 2^
in head; the tips of upper and lower rays with short filaments; caudal
truncate, length 1^ in head; pectoral rounded, the rays simple, li in
head; ventral about equal to pectoral in length.
Color, grayish with two lengthwise stripes of violet black; a broad
blackish stripe extending from tip of snout to base of caudal, the

width of stripe on anterior part of body equal to diameter of eye,
one-half as wide immediately ])ehind eye; a similar, though lighter
stripe, extending from lower jaw through lower half of base of
pectoral to base of caudal, the upper outline of this band distinct, the
lower shading off into the bluish gray of the ventral region, the space
between the two bands yellowish white; a narrow, dark band along
anterior part of base of dorsal; chin and top of head dusky, the head
with a few small black spots above eyes; dorsal with a broad dusky
band along the basal half, the upper part with dark spots and reticulations; anal with 5 large dusky spots, the rays narrowl}^ tipped with
white; base of caudal with an indistinct vertical band of dusky;
pectorals and \'entrals light.

This species seems to be distinct from /*. hanl'icrl. it differs in
from the example described hy Richardson, the latter having the
median dark lateral band originating at gill-opening, the lower band
color

and the anal without the dark spots, there Ijeing instead a
dark marginal l^and. Richardson states that his specimen was l)adly

al)sent,

macerated.

We

Numerous
have one specimen 75 mm. long from Misaki.
mm. long were seen in the deep rock pools, but they
It is one of the most
can be obtained only with great difficulty.
beautiful as well as the most active of all the blennies.
others 150 or 200

{trossuln.'<,
8.

a dandy.)

ASPIDONTUS DASSON

? Petroscirtes japonirits

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

Bleekek, Kon. Ak.

AVet. Versal. Anit^t. lind Kek., Ill, p.

246; Jedo.

Head 5iin length; depth 5f depth
;

of caudal peduncle 2^ in head; eye

3i; interobital space about 10; snout 3i; D.

XII, 22; A.

I.

22; P. VS.

NO. 1293.
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so; snout short,

eyes directed somewhat
obliquel}-; mouth small, the cleft extending- to a point holow anterior
bhint;

interorbital space

narrow, convex;

lower jaw shorter than upper; lips with pendent flaps
lower lip the more prominent;
jaws with a row of long-, slender, close-set teeth, 26 in the upper, 28
in the lower sei-ies, followed bj^ a single canine on each side, which is
separated from them Ijy a narrow space, the lower canines much longer than the upper, fitting into pits in the upper jaw vomer and palatines without teeth; gill-opening restricted to a narrow slit above
base of pectoral; pseudo-branchii\? large; gillrakers on first arch 8 or
10, very small.
Head and body naked, no filaments on head; lateral line incomplete,
the pores extending along upper part of body to a short distance
beyond tip of pectoral from whence the lateral line is indicated by a
row of slight pits or scars which bends downward and extends along
middle of body to base of caudal.
edo-e of orbit;

at ))ases of canine teeth, that of the

;

Fig. 8.— Aspidontus dasson.

Dorsal inserted above gill-opening, membrane of posterior ray reachfin; margin of fin with shallow scollops between the
rays, posterior half of fin higher than anterior half, the longest ray
contained 1^ times in head; anal lower than dorsal, the longest rays 2
in head, membrane notched between the tips of raj^s; caudal rounded,
1^ in head; pectoral raj^s simple, the fin rounded, equal in length to

ing base of caudal

head; ventrals short, nearh^ 2 in head.

Color in spirits brownish, darker anteriorly than posteriorly; side
with 4 dark lines extending about halfway back; 1 or 2 indistinct,
o>)lique dark bands on head, the anterior one passing through e3^e;
fins dusky, without spots or bands; rays of anal tipped with white.
We should identify our specimens with Petroscirtes jajjonlcm were
it not that Bleeker states in his description that the teeth in the jaws
number from 36 to 4(», while our specimens have but 26 to 28. It is
not easy to suppose that Bleeker should have made an error in counting these teeth, though he might have done so in copying his notes.
In his brief description no other difference appeal's.

We have 2 specimens about (lOnnn

in

length from

Wakanoma, and

a
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The former is Type No. T070, StanMuseum; the other is Co-type No. 50300,

smaller one from Ag-u in Shima.

ford University Zoological

U.S.N.M.
{aGffoov^ very swift.)
9.

ASPIDONTUS JAPONICUS

Petrosdrtes jripo7iinis

Bleeker.

Bleeker, Versl. Kon. Ak. Wet. Amst.,

Ill, 1869, p. 246;

Jedo.

The following

is

the substance of Bleeker's description of this

fish,

which ma}' he the same as our jlyj>idonft/.'^ da><fi(>n.
Head i\^ with caudal, about 5 without; depth Gij in total (5 to base
of caudal); D. XI, 21; P. 13; A. 25.
Body elongate, compressed; forehead above eye verv convex; no
cirri on occipital crest; eye -li in head, less than a diameter apart;
snout ol)tuse but not convex, prominent before the eyes; victus extending- to below front of eye; teeth in each jaw close set, obtuse, 36 to -10
in number; a curved posterior canine on each side, the lower canine
more than twice as long as the upper; gill opening not smaller than
e3'^e;

lateral line conspicuous anteriorly; dorsal entire, the spines low,

growing progressively longer behind; pectoral rounded,

in total

length; ventral 11 in length; caudal 6^.

Color dusky reddish, paler below; fins dull orange; iris green.
Described from a specimen 83 mm. long, from Yedo (Tokyo). AVere
it not for the number of teeth counted b}^ Bleeker, we should unhesitatingly identify it with Aspldontus dasson.
6.
yS'aZar/a.s-

SALARIAS

Cuvier.

CuviER, Regne Aniiii., 2d ed., 1829,

p.

175 {quadripinnis).

This genus differs from Scai'tichthijs in having the dorsal
tinuous, Avithout notch; no posterior canines.
{ffaXapux^ a modern Greek name of Blennius hasiUscus.)
10.

SALARIAS CERAMENSIS

Salarias ceramensls Bleeker, Ceram, II, 1852, p. 701

;

fin

con-

Bleeker.
Ceraiu, Celebes, Boro.

—GiJN-

THER, Cat. Fish., Ill, 1861, p. 246; Ceram.

Head 5 in length; depth of; depth of caudal peduncle 2^^ in head;
eye 3i; interorbital space 6|; D. XH, 19; A. 1, 19; P. 11.
Body deep and greatly compressed; head small, short, blunt, the
anterior profile blunt; eye large, its diameter twice width of suborbital, located in upper, anterior part of head; mouth horizontal,
lower jaw somewhat shorter than upper; teeth in a single row in each
jaw, minute, slender, close-set, loosely embedded in the fleshy gums, no
canines; gill-membranes forming a broad fold across the isthmus; gillrakers on first arch minute, pointed; pseudobranchice well developed,

.

NO.
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of cilia resembling" g'illrakers along the base; upper edge of eye

with a iiiany-brauched cirrus, the height of which is less than diameter
flat, fringed tentacle on each side of nape.
Head and body naked; lateral line high on bod}^ incomplete, following contour of back to a point a])out opposite tip of pectoral, where
of eye; a short,

it

ends.

Spinous and soft dorsals continuous, not separated by a notch, the
ray united with upper edge of caudal l)y a membrane; spines with
flexible tips, the highest contained 1^ times in head; rays higher than
the spines, about 1^ in head; membrane of anal incised between the
last

rays, leaving their tips free, the longest contained 1^ times in head;
caudal convex; pectoral rounded, slightly longer than head, the mem-

brane incised between

all

the rays, the lower rays

ventrals If in head.
Color in spirits, brownisli; the sides with

somewhat enlarged;

many

dark, longitudinal

which are broken up into dots on the upper anterior parts; head
with small spots, or dots, on the upper surface; spinous dorsal with
small blackish spots and dots inclosing a number of o])long, colorless
areas; soft dorsal with many elongate black spots near edge and base
of fln; anal with a basal row of 8 or 9 spots, above which are a few dots;
caudal with dots on base and along the middle; pectoral with 3 vertical rows of dots; ventrals with 2 or 3 rather large spots.
One specimen of this species was taken bj^ Capt. Alan Owston
It was preat Yaej^ama, Ishigaki Island of the Riukiu Archipelago.
viously known only from the East Indies.
(Name from the island of Ceram.)
lines

7.

SCARTICHTHYS

Jordan and Evermann.

&orte- Jordan and EvEKJiANN, Check-List Fishes, 1896, p. 471 {ruhropimdatns);
preoccupied by Scartes Swainson, a genus of mammals.
Scarlichthys Jordan and Evermann, Fish N. and M. Amer., Ill, 1898, p. 2396
{rubropunclatus )

Body

elongate, slowly declining to the caudal; head obliquely com-

more or less vertical; eyen lateral, closely
approximated, situated at the angle of the profile with the postocular
region; usually a cirrus above the eye; gill apertures continuous under
the throat, gill mem])rane f ree from isthmus; branchiostegals (>; mouth
moderate, the contour of the upper jaw semicircular; upper jaw protruding beyond the lower; lips moderate, uniform, and free, concealing
the teeth; teeth labial and movable, very slender and recurved, conpressed, oblong, the profile

tiguous and uniserial; no posterior canines; dorsal

fin

divided; anal

similar to soft dorsal; caudal obtusely rounded; pectorals moderate,
angularl}" rounded; ventrals approximated, each with 3 simple rays,

the internal of which

Found

is

smallest.

in the rock pools of the Pacific, widely distributed.
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one who leaps;

powers of throwing

when

itself

ix^^^-, fish; the fish

from pool

to pool
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having extraordinary

by leaping

into the air

the tide recedes.)

Head with

a high dermal crest at tlie nape; dorsal rays, XIII, 21; anal, 23; color,
eiiosima', 11,
dark brown, with vertical liands of shining greenish
aa. Head without dermal crest; dorsal rays XII, 16; anal, 20; color Ijrown, with
sttlllfn; 12.
dark cross bands and numerous white dots
a.

II.

SCARTICHTHYS ENOSIM^

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

KAEIlU-U^VO (FROG-FISH).

Head 5jV

length; depth 4:^%; depth of caudal peduncle 2 in head;
eye4i; interorbital space 13; D. XIII, 21; A. I, 22; P. 14.
Body somewhat elongate, compressed, the caudal peduncle deep,
i'^

greatly compressed; head blunt, the anterior profile vertical; eye high
far forward, directed somewhat obliquely; mouth horizontal,
on lower part of head; sul)orbital area about as wide as orbit; upper

up and

SCA KTICHTH V.S E.NOSIM.E.

lower jaw included; cleft of mouth extending to
little behind orbit; teeth minute, slender, ver}^
loosely attached to the flesh}' gums in a single row; close together like
lip wide, ver^' thin;

a vertical passing a

the teeth of a coml), some projecting slightly farther than others at

the tips; no canines; no teeth on

vomer or

palatines; gill-membraues

forming a broad fold across the isthmus; anterior edge of shoulder
protuberances; gillrakers minute, slender, pointed;
pseudobranchia? large; a row of papilla3 resembling gillrakers extending along base of pseudobrauchije and downward toward attachment

girdle without

of first gill-arch; anterior nostril with a

part of eye with a

tall, flat,

many-branched

pointed cirrus,

its

cirrus;

upper

length equal to vertical

diameter of eye; occiput w'ith a tall, thin, crest-like flap which extends
from interorbital space to nape, its height equal to vertical diameter
Head and
of orbit; a minute, slender cirrus on each side of nape.
body naked; lateral line arched over pectoral, the curve parallel with
outline of fin, distinct anteriorly, breaking up near middle of body,
becoming indistinct and disappearing posteriorly. Dorsal fin extend-
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from nape to base of caudal, the spinous part separated from the
soft part by a deep notch; spines slender, very fiexi])le, highest a little
anterior to middle of lin, If in head; longest rays somewhat higher
ing-

than the spines; memlirane of soft dorsal slightly incised })ctween the
rays, connecting posteriorly with upper ray of caudal; anal rays with

membrane thickened about them, especially the anterior ones which
have thick, corrugated pads; mem1)raneof anal deeply inc^ised between
the ra3^s, not connecting posterior ray with caudal peduncle; caudal
rounded, its length equal to i^ of head; pectoral acutely rounded, ra^'.s
simple, the lower ones slightly thickened; membrane of fin incised
between the live lower rays; ventrals 1^ in head.
Color in spirits, light brownish, much darker above; on posterior
surface of body the light color extends upward in irregular clouds on
the darker portion, a few round or irregularly shaped spots between
and above the cloud-like marks; dorsal blackish, the spinous part with
2 rows of indistinct light spots, the soft part with oblique, wavv, light
lines, broader below, g-rowinj^ narrower toward margin of tin; anal,
caudal, and pectoral tins plain blackish.
Here described from a specimen 120 mm, long-, collected at Misaki.
Cotype
Tj'pe No. 7068, Zoological Museum, Stanford University.
No. 50207, U.S.N.M.
Color in life, reddish brown with narrow vertical ])ands and reticulations of pale green; dorsal suffused with reddish brown; narrow,
longitudinal, g-reeni.sh bands or lines along its upper part.
the

The following counts are

of other specimens:

Dorsal.
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ing to a vertical through posterior border of orbit; teeth long, slender, loosely" attached to the fleshy gums, in a single row, close-set like
the teeth of a comb; no canines; gill-membranes forming a broad fold
across the isthmus; anterior edge of shoulder girdle without protuberances.

Pseudo))ranchia? large; a

row

of slender papilhe similar to

along base of pseudol^ranchiic downward to
attachment of lirst gill-arch. Gillrakers on first arch small, slender,
pointed; nostril with a small, flat, branched cirrus; a pointed, flat cirrus attached on one side to upper part of orbit, on the other to the

gillrakers extending

skin of interorbital area, its height If in head;. a minute cirrus on
each side of posterior part of occiput; no dermal crest on head.
Head and body naked; lateral line complete, arched over the pectoral, a distinct thread-like ridge anteriorly, broken up into separate

pores posteriorly.
Dorsal fin extending from nape to caudal peduncle, a deep notch
between spinous and soft parts; anterior half of spinous dorsal highest,

If in head; longest dorsal ray li in head;

Fio

10— be

VI

membrane

of dorsal not

TiLiiru'i- ^tllliier

incised between the rays, the last ra}^ connected with caudal peduncle

by membrane; membrane

of

anal deeph^ incised between the

raj^s;

longest ray If in head; the first two ra3"s very short; caudal rounded,
about equal to head in length; pectoral acuteh' rounded, the rays simple,

membrane notched on

the lower border; ventrals If in head.
brown, with 7 more or less distinct cross-bands
on side of the body; head and l^ody dotted and penciled with white,
subdued on the upper anterior parts, sharp and distinct posteriorly
and on throat and breast; spinous dorsal blackish, speckled with white;
an oval black spot between first two spines; soft dorsal with white
dots and lines, running transverseh; anal with a white vertical line on
base of fin between each 2 ra^^s, outer part of anal with elongate white
A small
spots; caudal dusky, with white specks; pectoral plain.
specimen has the anal rays tipped with white.
Three specimens of this species were taken in the rock pools at
Wakanoura. Type No. 7069, Stanford University Zoological Museum,
from Wakanoura. Cotype No. 50298, U.S.N.M.

the

Color

in spirits, light

{stella^

a star; fero^ 1 bear.)

.
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Jordan and Snyder.

Azuma Jordan and Snydek, new genus

of Blenniidse {emmnion)

This genus is closely allied to Bryostemma^ differing chiefl}- in having the cheeks and upper parts of head covered with fin(^. scales.
Body
coA^ercd with small, smooth scales; lateral line represented by a short
row of pores above pectoral; top of head, cheeks, and chin with tentacles; teeth in two closely apposed rows, arranged alternately, the
tips

meeting on a

spines onl3^

line so as to

form a single cutting edge; dorsal

fin

of

Coasts of Japan, descending into deep water.

{Azuma^ a poetical name for the eastern part of the island of Hondo.)
13.

Head

AZUMA EMMNION

Jordan and Snyder,

new

species.

depth 5; eye 4 in head; interorbital space 9^;
A. 1. 45.
Head small, short, blunt; jaws equal, the lower sometimes projecting slightly; maxillary extending to a vertical through posterior part
of pupil; teeth in two closely apposed rows, arranged alternately, the
(3f

in length;

snout 4i; D. 61; P.

U;

Fig. 11.— Azuma em.mxiox.

points aligned so as to form a single cutting edge, short,

acutely rounded tips; no teeth on

and blunt;

gill

membranes

vomer or

flat,

with

palatines; tongue thick

united, forming- a broad fold across the

isthmus; pseudobranchite large; a numl>er of papilla? resembling
rakers extending

on

first

downward from

Ijase

gill

of pseudobranchite; gill rakers

arch 6+11, short, thick, pointed.

Body covered with

ver}^ small, elongate, cycloid, deeph'

emlicddcd

and upper parts of head with minute scales;
membranes of dorsal fin, basal parts of anal, and pectoral with scales;
lateral line represented by a short row of pores above pectoral fin, the
anterior pores each having a short tentacle; head with numerous cirri,
broad and fleshy at the base, pointed or branched at the tip.
pairs
scales; cheeks, opercles,

"i

on interorbital space, the anterior ones longer than the others, united
at their bases, the posterior pair separated by a small pointed cirrus;
12 or 14 smaller cirri on occiput; a row of short, branched cirri extending backward along lower jaw and upward on edge of preopercle;
8 or 4 similar ones on opercle near upper edge of gill opening; 2 small
barbels on throat; anterior nostrils with large, pointed tubes.
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Dorsal inserted above a point half-way between occiput and gillopening, united posteriorly with the caudal the spines stiff and pungent, those near middle of fin contained about 2i times in head;
membrane of fin fleshy, not incised between the spines; two anterior
;

spines with short, branched cirri; anal united with caudal; the longest
or posterior rays 2^ in head; the membrane deeply incised Ijetween
the rays; caudal rounded, the rays of the lower half slightly longer
than those of the upper: length of fin 1^ in head; pectoral rounded,

1^ in head; ventrals some^.ihat longer than diameter of e3^e.
Body clouded with brownish black; 10 blackish spots as large as eye
along upper part of body joined to vertical, dark bands on the dorsal;
11 or 12 indistinct, broad, vertical bands on lower half of bod}-, 10 of

which are above the anal and encroach on the fin, forming distinct,
blackish blotches; caudal with 2 broad, vertical, blackish bands, the
interspaces and the posterior border of fin white; pectoral clouded
with blackish, the edge white; ventrals blackish, edged with white;
head mottled, the chin and throat white.
Described from type. No. 7137, Ichthyological collections, Stanford
University, a specimen about 250 mm. long from Hakodate. The
cotype in the National Museum is numbered 5028(X Other specimens
measure 400 mm.
Collected at Same, Hakodate and Miyako, the specimen from Mi3^ako
presented by Mitonubu Irako, director of the Museum of Morioka.
Dorsal

)
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absence of a true lateral line. Dr. Boiileng-cr informs us that a true
median lateral line is developed in CIvlrolopMs ascanii.
[ftpvov^ moss; crf'/^/uf. crown.)
Anal

a.

rays,

45.

I.

Body with diffuse spots. Dorsal LIX
lib. Body brightly colored, with 10 or 11 dark

poli/aciocephalum, 14.

h.

anal,
art.

I.

Anal rays

45

I.

14.

l)ars;

liiis

))arred; dorsal,

36;

body speckled; dorsal LI

saitone, 16.

,

BRYOSTEMMA POLYACTOCEPHALUM

Blennrm pulyaductphalua Pallas, Zool. Rosso-Asiat.,

LXI;

otokime, 15.

.'.

(Pallas).

Ill,

1811, p.

17!>;

Kam-

chatka.

Herzenstein, Melanges Biologiques, XIII, 1890, j). 123;
Hakodate.
Bryostemmn polyactoceplialum. Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. Fur-Seal InvestigaChirolophui^ japonicus

tions, Pt. 3, p. 479

Head Of

(

in part.

depth -if; depth of caudal peduncle 2| in head;
eye 3f snout 4; D. LIX; A. 1. 45.
Body long, compressed, deep; head short, the snout blunt; interorbital space concave, the eyes projecting above the top of head;
lowcA' jaw projecting somewhat; maxillary extending to a vertical
passing through middle of eye. Jaws with 2 closeh' apposed rows of
teeth, arranged alternately, the tips aligned to form a single cutting
edge; vomer and palatines naked; pseudobranchia> large; gill-rakers
in length;

;

on

first

arch 18, short, pointed.

Head naked; body covered with minute, partly embedded scales;
membranes of fins naked, except basal part of pectoral. Lateral line
represented by a series of 7 or 8 pores above opening of pectoral fin.
cirri; a small flat one between and a little posterior to the
nostrils; 2 pairs of branched tentacles on interorbital space, the ante-

Head with
rior of

which are joined at their bases, the posterior ones widel}^ sepa-

rated, higher than the anterior pair; occiput with

some of which are

many

small cirri,

])ranched, others simple; lower jaw Avith a

row

of

which extends backward and upward along
edge of preopercle; a few cirri above the short lateral line. Nostrils
small, widely spaced cirri,

wnth long, pointed tubes.
Dorsal inserted inunediateh'^ above the gill-opening, the first spine
separated from the others by a deep scallop, several small cirri along
sides of spine; the first and second spines with broad, branched flaps

on their tips; memln'ane of fin not incised between the spines, connected with basal part of the caudal; height of middle spines contained
Membrane of anal deeply incised between the rays,
2f times in head.
narrowly connected with the base of caudal; rays near middle of fin
contained 2i times in head; caudal rounded, the rays below the middle
slightly longer than those above, 2i in head; pectoral rounded, e(|ual
in length to the head; ventrals 2^ in head.

Proc. N.

M.
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Color, brownish, throat and chin light yellowish; dorsal and anal
dark toward the edge, the anal rays tipped with whitish; an indistinct,
dark spot on posterior end of dorsal, extending downward on the body;
caudal with 3 indistinct, vertical, dark bands; pectoral narrowly edged
with soiled white.
Described from a specimen about 240 nmi. long from Petropaulski
Harbor, Alaska. Not seen by us in Japan though recorded b}^ HerThe species is abundant on the west side of
zenstein from Hakodate.
Bering Sea. The specimens from Alaska referred to this species belongto others as yet undescribed.
{ttoXvz^

many;

ockxiz^ ray; KedaXi'}^ head.)

BRYOSTEMMA OTOHIME

15.

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

Head 5| in length; depth 5|; depth of caudal peduncle 3 in head;
eye 3i; intcrorbital space 6^; snout 31; D. 61; A. I, 45; P. 15.
Bod}^ deep, generally compressed, lower jaw projecting slightly
beyond the upper; maxillary extending to a point below posterior part
of pupil; teeth of jaws in 2 rows anteriorly, in a single row on poste-

.

1:^.— BliYuSTEMilA

OTOHIME.

rior part of jaws, arranged alternateh", the points aligned to

single cutting edge; no teeth on

vomer and

form a

palatines; tongue brotid

and rounded; gill-meni))ranes forming a fold across the isthmus;
pseudobranchia? large, the filaments as long as those of the

gills;

a

row

of cirri resembling gillrakers along their base; gillrakers on first arch

about 4

+ 11,

short, pointed; pjj^loric cffica present.

Body covered with minute,

A

close-set, C3"cloid scales;

head naked.

median cirrus on upper part of snout; 2 pairs on intcrorbital space, the anterior of which are joined at the base, tall, slender,
branched; those of occiput and nape small, slender; a small pair on
chin, another on side of throat posterior to these; lateral line represented by a short row^ of pores above pectoral fin, the pores not extendsmall,

ing ])ack as far as tip of

fin.

Dorsal inserted above gill-opening, connected with the base of caudal posteriorly, formed of spines throughout, the highest or anterior
ones 2^ in head, tips of anterior 4 or 5 rays free, with cirri; the membrane not incised between the rays; anal low, the rays scarcely longer
than diameter of eye; the membrane deeply incised between rays;
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menil>riincs of dorsal
its

and anal without

scales; caudal ])luMtly

membrane

lenotb, 1^ in head; pectoral rounded, the
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roundod,

inc-iscd

between

the rays, 1^ in head; ventrals, 3 in head.

Dorsal part of body with 10 or 11 narrow, vertical bars, correspondposition with an equal number of large, dark blotches on the

ing- in

dorsal

tin;

ventral part of body with 10 broad, vertical bars, corremany larg-e black spots on the anal; the ventral bars

sponding- with as

sei^irated by white spots which alternate in position with a row of
similar spots near middle of body, these in turn separating dark bars,
the downward pr<)j(M-tions of the dusky color of the dorsal parts; head

barred and moltliMJ with brownish black, a distinct, dark bar extending downward from eye; cirri with small cross-bars; caudal with a
large median black blotch, the base

and edge white; pectoral clouded
with dusky, edged with white; ventrals dusk}^, edged with white.
Described from a specimen 82 mm. long. Type, No. 7073, Stanford University Zoological Museum, from Hakodate. Many other
exaiiiples

from the same

locality

show some

Some

color, the pattern being the same.

variation in ])rightness of

of these cotypes are

num-

bered 50302 in the United States National Museum.
Five specimens show a variation of from 60 to &2 dorsal spines and
45 to 46 anal rays.
{Ofo/iimr, a princess of Japanese iishes.)
i6.

BRYOSTEMMA SAITONE

Head 5^

depth 5f

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

depth of caudal peduncle 3i in head;
eye 3|; interorbital space 10; snout 4^; D. 51 (?); A. 1, 36.
Eyes large, placed far forward; snout short, the suborl^ital space
narrow; lower jiiw slightly longer than the upper; maxillary extending to a point below pupil; teeth small, close set, in two rows antein length;

;

riorly, the teeth alternating in position, the tips aligned so as to

a single cutting edge; no teeth on

vomer or

form

palatines; pseudobranchiie

present; gillrakers short, pointed;

gill-membranes forming a fold
body covered with minute, cycloid
scales.
Lateral line represented by a short series of pores above anterior part of pectoral tin; a row of large mucous tubes below eve, passing backward above cheek to upper edge of gill opening; anterior
across the isthmus; head naked;

with a long tube; interorbital space, occipital part of head, and
nape with long, branched tentacles, the length of the highest, which is
above orbit, slightly greater than the diameter of eye. Dorsal inserted
above gill opening, composed of rather strong, cur\ed spines, the
longest 2i in head; both dorsal and anal probably connected with caunostril

dal; ventrals jugular, 3 in head.

The only specimen which we have
line,

is in such a poor
concerning the lateral

of this species

state of preservation that accurate staten)ents

the extent of the scaly covering, the tentacles of the head, the

—
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shape and character of the fins, and points of less importance can not
be made; the caudal fin is entirely gone.
Color, pale olive, with small, indistinct, brownish spots; a row of
dark brown spots about the size of eye along body at base of dorsal, a
row of smaller ones along middle of body, and a similar row along
base of anal, the latter extending outward to the fin; belly plain; a
dark spot extending downward from eye.

Fiu. 13.— Bryostemma saitone.

The

species

may

l)e

distinguished from B. otohime

b}-

the

more

sub-

dued coloring of the body, and the shorter anal fin, this fin in the latter
species having 45 ra3\s.
We have one specimen, 1K5 mm. long, from Aomori, presented l)y
Mr. Sotaro Saito, director of the Museum of Aomori, for whom the
species is named.
Ty2>e.

— No.

7072, Stanford Zoological

i

!

i

{

!

'

Museum.
j

I

lO.

ENEDRIAS

Jordan and

Gilbert.

Euedrias Jordan and Gilbert, in Jordan and Evermann, Fishes North and Mid.

Amer.,

Ill, 2414, 1898 (nebuloms).

This genus difters from Pholis
[evedpa^ lurking place.)
17.

in the scal}^ head.

ENEDRIAS NEBULOSUS

(Schlegel).

GINPO (SILVER TAIL).
Gunnellus nebulosuf^ Schlegel, Fauna Japonira, Poiss.,
fig. 2;

Bay

p. 138, 1846, pi. lxxiii,

of Mogi, near Nagasaki.

Steindachxer, Ichth. Beitr., IX, 1880, p. 24; GuU" of
Nystrom, Svensk. Vet. Handl., 1887, p. 37;
Nagasaki.— IsriiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 35; Tokio, Hokkaido.
Mursenoides nebulosus, Steindachner, Reise H. M. S. Aurora, 1898, p. 213; Kobe.
Enedrias nebidosus, Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. Fur Seal Invest., 1898, p. 482;
Hakodate, Tokyo. Jordan and Evermann, Fish. N. and M. Am., Ill, p.
2414; Hakodate.
C'enlronolus nebulomti

Strielok, near

Vladivostok.

)
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Centronolus crassispina^ Schlegel,

Fauna Japoniea,

469

j).

139; Nagasaki.

Centronotus subfrenatus Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1859, p.

14(r, Hliiinoila.

Head 8|

Poiss., 1846,

depth 6|; depth of caudal peduncle ?> in head;
e3^e 5f snout 5i; interorbital space 10; D. LXXXl; A. II, 89; P, 15.
Head very small; body elongate, greatly compressed posteriorly;
eye rather low in head, the interorbital space greatly arched; lower
jaw projectino slightly beyond the upper, maxilliar}^ extending to a
vertical through anterior edge of orbit; teeth short, blunt, in narrow
bands on both jaws, more numerous on the upper, a few minute teeth
on the vomer; gillrakers 2 + l<>, slender, pointed.
No lateral lines; body covered with minute cycloid scales, which
grow outward on membranes of dorsal and anal tins; head completely
covered with similar scales except on interorbital space; no tentacles
on head; nostrils with small tubes; dorsal with short, rigid, pungent
spines, the lirst ones scarcely longer than diameter of pupil, the posin length;

;

^l-^^<:^^i^^',^^^>,^,,,^^.^^^^

Fig.

H.— Enedim

-

.

^i^>^.,^^>

rs.

terior ones 1 in head; anal with 2 strong spines, the longest rays 3^ in

membrane of tin slightly scalloped between the rays, connected
with the base of caudal, as is also that of the dorsal; caudal rounded,
li in head; pectoral narrow, rounded, 2^ in head; ventrals very small,
the spines prominent, equal in length to first spine of dorsal.
Color, variously mottled or l^lotched with l)rownish or blackish on
a yellowish-olive background; upper third of body having the color
darker than the lower parts; a dark stripe extending downward from
eye and upward over interor))ital area; dorsal and anal blotched like
head;

the body.

Color in life, body mottled with olive-brown, more or less tiushed
with yellowish; belly orange, often very bright; head yellowish-brown
'The following is the substance of
we can not separate from nehidoi<us.

LXXVIII;

D.

Body

A.

Schlegel's account of crn^Hiaphut, a form which

II, 40.

greatly compressed, the greatest depth in the region of the anal oitening,

contained 8 times in the length; head 9 in length; teeth numerous; scales mimite,
delicate, deeply imbedded; dorsal composed of strong spines, somewhat curved,
beginning above the pectorals, extending to caudal; the anal begins below the fortyfirst

spine of the dorsal and extends to the caudal; caudal resembling that of E. nehu-

except that it is a little larger; pectorals also similar to those of that species.
Color in spirits, uniform pale reddish brown, darker along tin- base of the dorsal;
fins bordered with yellowish.
(Schlegel.
This species differs from E. vehulosus, according to Schlegel, in having a smaller
head, larger eyes, more strongly curved spines, and a lighter color.
losus,

.
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and hlack; dorsal edged with

dull crimson; pectoral
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and lower half of

anal scarlet; caudal dull orange.

Northern Japan; abundant in all the bays of Hondo and Hokkaido.
Our numerous specimens are from Hakodate, Aomori, Otaru, Matsuahima, Tokyo, Misaki, and Onomichi.
{nehulam^ clouded.)
11.

Pholvi

PHOLIS (Gronow)

Gronow, Zoophylaceum,

Scopoli.

1765, p. 78 (not binomial).

Scopoli, Introd. Hist. Nat., 1777, p. 456 {gunnellus).
Muramoides Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., II, 1800, p. 324 {sujef).
Centronotus Bloch and Schneidek, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 165 (fasciatus).
Dactijleptus Rafinesqce, Anal, de la Nature, 1815, p. 82; substitute for Mursenoides.
Ceutrouotus Civiee, Regne Animal, 2d ed., II, 1829, p. 239 {gunnellus).
OphisDums SwAiNsoN, Nat. Hist. Class'n Anim., II, 1839, p. 277 {gunnellus).
Uroceidrns Kner, Sitzber. k. Akad. Wissen. ^yien, LVIII, 1868, p. 51 {pictii.s).
Rhodipitenicliilii/s Jordan and Ea'eemann, Check-List Fishes, 1896, p. 474 {ruberrhnus=doUchogaster)
PJiolis

Bod}^ long and low,

considerably compressed, somewhat band-

head small, compressed, naked;
with rather small teeth in
narrow bands or single series; vomer and palatines usually toothless;
gill-membranes broadly united, free from the isthmus; scales very
small, smooth; no lateral line; dorsal fin long and low, beginning near
the head, composed entirely of stiff, sharp, subequal spines; anal similar in form, of 2 spines and many soft rays; caudal fin short and
small, more or less joined to dorsal and anal; pectorals rather shorter
than head; ventrals ver}' small, of 1 spine and a rudimentary ray;
intestinal canal short, without caeca.
Shore fishes of the Northern seas. {(f)GoXig^ name of some fish said
to shelter itself wheu lying in wait by producing a cloud of mucus;
(jxjjXds^ one who lies in wait.)
shaped, the

tail

mouth rather

a.

slowl}^ tapering;

small,

oblique;

jaws

Vrocentrus: Pectoral fin small, 3J to 4 times in length of head; dorsal spines

about 93; anal rays, 48; body with 2 rows of dark blotches;
plain

fins

nearly

jiicius, 18.

aa. Pectoral fin moderate, 2 to 2i times in length of head.
b.

Rhodymenichlhys: Dorsal and anal joined to the caudal to the
spines, without constriction at base of caudal;

full

height of the

body greatly compressed,

ribbon-like.
c.

cc.

bb.

Dorsal spines about 93; anal about 47; pectoral short, 2§ in head, color red;
dolichogaster, 19.
no ocelli along base of dorsal
Dorsal spines 82; anal II, 45; pectoral 3 in head. Color, grayish, a yellow

iaczanoivskii, 20.
streak from eye to axis
Pholis: Dorsal and anal slightly connected with caudal, leaving a constriction
of outline at base of caudal; body less compressed; dorsal fin with dark

blotches or ocelli.
c.

Dorsal spines about
about 42; pectoral 2^ in head; dorsal fin with dark quadrate blotches rather than ocelli; sides scarlet in adult, bounded with
black
.fasciatus, 21.

Pectoral well developed, about one-half length of head.
88; anal rays

—
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(Kner).

Uroceutms pidus Knek, Sitzungs)). Denkhihr. Akad. Wissensch., LVIII, 1868,
p. 51, pi. VII, fig. 21; Singapore; an error, probably from Decastris Bay.
Centronottis pidus Steindachner, Ichth. Beitriige, IX, 1880, p. 25.
Pholis vidus

Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. Fur Seal Invest., 1898, p. 383; Shana
Jordan and Evermann, Fish. N. and M. Am., Ill, p.

Bay, Iturup Island.
2415; Iturup.

Head 9i to lOi; depth 8 to 10 D. XCIII or XCIV; A. II, 40 to
48.
Eye as long as snout; mouth oblique, the upper jaw the longer,
reaching- to front of eye; pectoral very short, scarcely longer than

eye, 3 to 4 in head; anal said to have an isolated channeled spine hid-

den

in the skin,

but our specimens show no peculiar structure.

Color,

yellowish, with 2 lengthwise series of large oblong blackish blotches,

the one along base of dorsal, but not on the

fin,

of 21 or 22 blotches,

the other on lower part of sides, of about 25; a series of fainter
l)lotches along base of anal in other specimens the lower row becomes
;

more distinct, and the series above anal disappears;
a black bar downward from eye, a whitish band behind it; opercles
dusky. Ochotsk Sea; our specimens from Shana Bay, Iturup Island,
obscure, the upper

Kuril Group, not seen elsewhere in Japan.

Fig. 16.— Phuus i-icxus.

As already shown by Steindachner,

this is a typical Pholis,

Kner

an isolated and channeled first
anal spine. The ventral spines are bound down by the integument
more closely than usual, but they are in other respects not peculiar.
Each is accompanied by 2 short rays concealed in the membrane, and
difiicult to detect.
The latter are stiff and pungent and seem not to
be articulated. The ventrals of P. ornatus show the same structure.
Kner gives the anal formula as II, 40. This must be a misprint for
having been in error in ascribing to

II, 49,

it

as the artist figures 51 rays in the

fin,

not differentiating the

2 anterior ones.

{pictus^ painted.)
19.

PHOLIS DOLICHOGASTER

(Pallas).

p. 175; Kamchatka.
(Type in Mus. Berlin.)
Gtmellus doUchogaster Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XI, 1836, p.
436.— Brevoort, Exped. Japan, 1856, p. 270, pi. vii, fig. 2; Hakodate.
Centronotus doUchogaster GvsTHEK., Cat., 1861, p. 288.
Steindachner, Sitzb. Ak.
Wis. Wien, 1870, p. 22; Decastris Bay.
Murxnoides doUchogaster Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 768.

Blennius doUchogaster Pallas, Zoogr. Rosso- Asiat., Ill, 1811,

—
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dolichogaster JoRVAS and Gilbert, Hept. Fur Seal Invest., 1898, }>. 383
Jordan and Evermanx, Fish. N. and M. Amer., Ill, p. 2-416; Robben, Bering, and Medni islands, and Kigiktowik Bay.
GunneUus ruberrimns Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XIV, 1839,

PJiolifi

p. 440;

Kuril Islands; after notes of Pallas, Zoogr. Rosso-Asiat.

III, 1811,

,

p. 178.

Murcenoides ruberrinun^
XIV,

Bean

in

Nelson, Rept. Coll. Alaska, 1887,

p.

305, pi.

fig. 1.

Rhodi/menicJithys rnherrimiis

Jordan and Evermann, Check-List

Fishes, 1896,

p. 474.

Bean and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1896, p. 248; Bering
and Medni islands.— Bean and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1897, p. 389;

Fholls riiherrimm

Mororan.

9| in length; depth 8; D. XCII; A. II, 44; P. 14; eye 5 in
head; maxillaiy 2f pectoral 2^; caudal 2; ventral spines If in eye.
Body elongate, much compressed; head small, its upper profile con-

Head

;

mouth moderate, very oblique, the maxillary reaching to below
middle of eye; teeth rather large and l)lunt, arranged in a single row,
the anterior one not enlarged; interorbital space narrow, without a
sharp ridge, its width less than eye; snout equal in length to eye;
distance from tip of snout to occiput 1| in head; head entirely naked;
body covered with small, cycloid, inconspicuous scales; origin of dorsal over upper end of gill-slit, its distance from nape equal to distance
from nape to front of eye, the spines toward the anterior end of tin the
highest; origin of anal a little nearer tip of caudal than snout; dorsal
and anal confluent with caudal, the anal more broadly connected than
vex;

rounded ])ehind; ventral spines inserted directl}^
under base of pectorals, their length little greater than their distance
apart; caudal short and broad, well rounded in outline.
Bering Sea; recorded from the Kuriles and from Robben, Medni, and
Bering* islands, and from Kigiktowik Ba}- not taken b}^ us in Japan.
The specimen abo\e described was taken at Robben Island by Capt.
It is 9 inches
J. G. Blair, then in command of the guard-ship Leon.
long and is uniform red in color, with a few pale dots.
Another
specimen, 18 cm. long, taken by Mr. Gerald E. H. Barrett-Hamilton
at Bering Island, shows the following characters: The color is cherry
red on the body and fins, lighter on belly, lower half of cheek and under
side of head: lips blackish anteriorl3% a narrow black streak running
from them along snout to eye and from eye across cheek and opercles
toward upper edge of pectoral base; this line separates the deep red
upper part of the head from the lighter area below; sides of body with
a number of minute scattered black spots; along middle of side is a
distant series of light spots as large as the pupil, the margin of each
with 2 to 4 black specks like those scattered over sides. The dorsal
and anal more widely joined to the caudal than in other species, the
fiuB being higher posteriorly and without perceptible notch.
The
dorsal; pectoral small,

—

—
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dorsal contains 03 spines, the anal 2 spines and 47 rays, the pectorals

Head 9i

15 rays.

in length;

depth 7|; eye 5

in head;

maxillary 3|;

pectorals 2i; caudal 2i; ventral spine 2i in eye.
{SoXixos, long-; yaarr^p^ belly.)

PHOLIS TACZANOWSKII

20.

(

Steindachner).

Centronotus (aczario>rf<kii Steindachner, Ichth. Breitr., IX, 1880, p. 24, pi.
fig. 1; Gulf of Strielok, Okhotsk Sea.
(Coll. Professor Dybow.ski.

I^hoUs taczanoivskii

Jordan and Evermann, Fish N. and M. Amer.,

iii,

Ill, p, 2416;

copied.

Head 8f in length; depth 7f depth of caudal peduncle 5i in head;
eye ^i; snout 4f interorbital space 7; D. LXXXII; A. II, 45.
Head small; interorbital space narrow, arched; jaws about equal;
mouth ol)lique; teeth in narrow bands on anterior parts of jaws, short,
hcav3^, the tips bluntly rounded; 3 or 4 small teeth on vomer; gillrakers 3
7, short, slender, pointed; head naked, no filaments; no lat;

;

+

body minute,

embedded; no scales
Dorsal inserted a])Ove l)ase of pectorals, composed of strong, curved spines, the longest or posterior
ones contained about 4^ times in head; membrane of fin thick, not
eral line; scales of

on

membrane

incised

cycloid, deeply

of dorsal or anal.

between the spines; anal inserted below thirty-seventh dorsal
and size to those of the dorsal directly

spine, the spines similar in shape

above; the rays somewhat shorter than the spines of the dorsal, the
membrane thick, not incised between the rays; caudal rounded, 2 in
head; pectoral rounded, 2i in head; ventrals minute, the spines strong-.
Color in alcohol brownish-yellovV. a mere trace of a dark line passing backward from tip of snout through eye, the head light in color

below the

line.

This description is of specimens about 120 mm. long. Smaller
specimens, about half that length, always have the occular line vevy
distinct, sharply dividing the upper, somewhat dusky coloring of the
head from the lower, much lighter part. Man}' small individuals are
strikingly mottled with dusky, there usually being a series of small
vertical ])ars on the dorsal and anal and a row of round light spots
along the sides. All degrees of coloration from the extensively mottled to the plainly colored may be found among the young, the ocular
line always being present.
This species is extremely abundant at
Hakodate, living in the kelp and among the rocks along the shore.

(Named

for Professor Taczanowsky.)
21.

PHOLIS FASCIATUS

Centronotus /(tsciatus

(

Bloch and Schneider).

Bloch and Schneider,

Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 165, pi. xxxvii

Tranquebar (an error). GIjnther, Cat., Ill, 1861, p. 287.
Gunnellus grcenlandicus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XI, 1836,
Reinhardt, Dansk. Vidensk.
p. 442, Greenland; after Bloch and Schneider.
Selsk. Nat. og Math em. Afii., YII, 18.38, p. 122.
fig. 1;
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Gannellus murienoides Valenciennes in Cuvier, Regne Animal, Poiss.,
pi. Lxxviii, fig. 2; after Bloch and Schneider.

p.

91(3;

Blennivs tasnia FaIuL AS, Zoogr. Rosso-Asiat., Ill, 1811, p. 178; Kuril Inlands.
and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1897, p. 308; Petmpaulaky.

Fholis tsenia BsA-ff

Muramoides maxillarls Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, p. 147; St. Paul Island,
Alaska.
(Type, No. 23999. Coll. Henry W. Elliott. )—Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 768.

Gunnellus fasciatus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XI, 1836, p. 441.
Munvnoides fascialus Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 767.

Murxnoides Uenia Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883,
Pholis fmciatus Gilbert, Rept. Fish

Rept. Fur Seal Invest., 1898,

Head

p. 766.

Jordan and Gilbert,

1893, p. 449.

p. 480.

8 to 9i; depth 7 to 9; D.

42 to 44; V.

Head

Comm.,

LXXXIV

LXXXIX;

to

A.

II,

1, 1.

mouth decidedly oblique, the tip of lower jaw on a
middle of eye; teeth short, blunt, in narrow bands on jaws;
3 or 4 teeth on the vomer; eye equal to snout, a little more than interorbital width; ventral spine f eye, i length of mandible; caudal ^
scaleless;

level with

head; pectoral 2^ in head; vertical tins slight!}" joined at base.

Ground

color, yellowish-g-ray in life, the sides of a brilliant scarlet;

base of dorsal occupied by 10 or 11 oblong blotches of dark brown,

which extend to the tips of the tins; these blotches each divided on the
tin by a median spot of the ground-color, the areas of the groundcolor alternating with these blotches tinely speckled with ])rown, a

large spot of brown usually occupying a median position upon the tin;
middle and lower part of side occupied by vermiculating brown lines
on the ground-color, these vermiculations arranged in more or less
distinct cross-bars, about 20 in number, reaching to or nearly to the
midventral line, the posterior ones often continue on to the anal tin;
pectoral and caudal tins yellow, unmarked; a brown Ijlotch across
snout and tip of mandible, followed by a narrow yellowish bar
descending to front of eye; interorbital space crossed by a broad brown
bar with blackish margins, which become much narrower below and
traverse the eye and the cheek; behind this a broader yellow bar margined behind with a narrow brown line.
In life, the coloration is extremely brilliant, the pale markings being
bright orange or scarlet.
Bering Sea and Arctic Ocean, from Greenland to the Kurds, locally
abundant; numerous fine, large specimens taken from the stomachs of
cormorants on St. Paul Island, Pribilof group; others dredged in
shallow waters. Two specimens, each a])out 90 mm. long, were taken
at Aomori.
We have still others from Bristol Bay and Upernavik,
Greenland. In the museum at Hakodate is a specimen of some other
species of FJtolis, from Nemuro, with 105 dorsal spines and 25 dark
J.

crossbands.
{fasciatus, banded.)

)
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GaruH'/lops

GUNNELLOPS

Blkkkkh, Verwl. Ak. Anist.,
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Bleeker.

(2), \'III, 1874, p. ;568

{nmus).

upparently distinguished from Pkolts by the taperinoaround which the vertical fins are confluent; pahitine teeth

This yonus
tail,

is

present.
{(/unnellas^ *>-unnel,

gniinellux;

coi/\

gunwale, an old name of the European Pholh

appearance.)
22.

GUNNELLOPS ROSEA

(Pallas).

Blenniuf< rofieus Pallas, Zoogr. Rosso-A8iat., Ill, 1811, \k 177, Kuril Islands.

Gunther, Cat., Ill, 1861, p. 290.
Jordan and Evermann, Check-List Fishes N. and M. Am.,
474; Fishes N. and M. Am., Ill, p. 2420.

Centronotus roseus

Gunnellops roseus
1896, p.

D. 100; A. 90; P. 9; V. I. Head obtuse, the lower jaw projecting;
eyes large; body ver}^ long, compressed, tapering into a slender tail;
pectoral small, ovate, hyaline; 2 spines in place of veiitrals; dorsal

extending from the nape to the end of the tail; anal joined to caudal.
Color intensely red. Kuril Islands. (Pallas.) Not seen by any recent
collector.
{roseus, rosy.

13.
Aleclrias

ALECTRIAS

Jordan and Evermann.

Jordan and Evermann, Fishes N. and M. Am.,

Ill, p. 2869 {alectrolo-

phus).

Body
scales

elongated, compressed, covered TVith very small, embedded
which are obsolete or concealed anteriorly lateral line obsolete.

Head

small, compressed, with fleshy crest above; ej'es small;

;

oblique; teeth in each jaw in a narrow band, the outer

mouth
somewhat

narrow bands of teeth on vomer and palatines; gillto the isthmus; sometimes with a free
Dorsal fin not very low; anal spine;
fold behind; liranchiostegals 5.
ventrals wanting; caudal fin small, entire; pectoral fins moderate or
small; pyloric ca^ca present, few.
Pacific Ocean; difl'ering from the
more southern genus Aiioplarchus in having the gill-membranes narrowly joined to the isthmus, leaving a free fold behind.
{aXsKTGop, a cock, from the crested head.)
enlarged;

membranes narrowly attached

ALECTRIAS BENJAMINI

23.

Head
eye

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

5| in length; depth 5|; depth of caudal peduncle 4 in head;

5; interorbital

space 9i; snout 4; D.

LV; A.

I, 41.

Depth equal to length of head measured to edge of opercle; head
large; mouth oblique; the maxillary extending to a vertical passing
through posterior edge of orbit; jaws equal; eyes directed somewhat
o})liquel3
interorbital area arched; teeth small, sharp, in narrow
bands on jaws, the outer ones enlarged; vomer and palatines with narrow bands of minute teeth; gill-membranes narrowly attached to the
isthmus, united forming a fold across it; gillrakers on first arch about
;
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12, represented

by mere

elevations; pseudobranchije large; head with

a conspicuous crest, extending- along median line from tip of snout to
nape, highest on occiput,
diameter of orbit.

Head naked, without

its

greatest elevation

filaments; scales on

somewhat

body posterior

less

to region

of anal opening minute, smooth, deeply imbedded; no scak\s on

branes of

tins;

no lateral

than

mem-

line.

Dor.sal inserted a])ove base of pectorals, connected with the caudal

posteriorly, no incision separating them;

membrane

of tin thick, fleshy,

concealing the spines, not incised ]>etween their tips; spines strong,

curved, pungent, those near middle of posterior half of

tin

longest,

3| in head; anal inserted below base of fifteenth or sixteenth spine of
dorsal; the spine minute, concealed; membrane of tin flesh}', concealing the rays, not incised on

its

edge, connected with the caudal, the

longest rays equal to length of snout; caudal rounded, 2 in head; pectoral rounded, 2^ in head:

no vcntrals.

,,-^ejai^i

-^f

>^jrf!^

W
Fig.

IC— Alectkias

benjamini.

Color in spirits yellowish-olive, darker above than below; a row of
whitish spots, larger than orbit, on body along back of dorsal, the
spaces between the spots darker than other parts of the body, the
spots themselves speckled with black; a simihir row of spots along
middle of side; an indistinct dark line extending ])ackward and downward from ej^e; cheeks, chin, and throat speckled and flnely mottled
with blackish; crest with 4 dark vertical ])ars; anal with whitish spots
bordered with blackish; caudal with indistinctly outlined vertical light
and dark bars; pectoral light, with a few dusky lines.
Described from a specimen 95 mm. long. Considerable variation in
color is shown, some l)eing very dark and almost entirely umnarked,
some dark, with the lighter marking showing conspicuously, others
light, with an indistinct lateral band more or less broken; in all, the
marking on the chin and throat persists more or less plainly. The
length of the maxillary is slightly shorter in some individuals than
in others, occasionally not extending much beyond the pupil.
DorHiil

spines.

NO. 1293.
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The species differs from A. alectrolophus in having- a lono-er head,
deeper body, fewer dorsal spines, fewer anal rays, a longer nuixillary,
and in having the chin and throat peculiarly marked. We have secured
many specimens from Hakodate.
Type, No. 7074, Leland Stanford Junior University Miis. Cotype,
No. 50295, U.S.N.M.
(Named for Dr. Marcus Benjamin, editor of the Proceedings of the
United States National Museum.)
14.
Enloplii't.-<

EULOPHIAS

H. M. Smith, Bull.

IT.

8.

Smith.

Fish Coium.,

1!»01 (INIarch L^S,

1<>()2), p.

93

{(aniicri).

Body very elongate; dorsal tin low, extending entire length ol" hod}'
and consisting of numerous rigid spines succeeded b}^ a few simple
rays; anal tin long and low, composed of one spine and numerous
simple soft rays; caudal

and

tin

small but distinct, blended with the dorsal

anal; pectoral tins short

and pointed; ventral

fins

absent; scales

absent; no lateral line; gill-membranes broadly united, free

from the

isthmus; nostrils tubular; ventral opening in advance of middle of

body.
(fi"',

well;

X(>(f)iag^

long spinous dorsal
24.

one having a

back, in allusion to the very

EULOPHIAS TANNERI

Eulophlax Innneri H. M.
p. 94,

bristl}^

fin.)

S.mitii, Bull.

Suruga Bay, Japan, at U.

3715, in about 67 fathoms,

May

U.
S.

H. M. Smith.

Fish Conun., 1901 (March 28, 1902),
Fish Connnission atasixniiv Albatross 8ta.
S.

11, 1900.

Type.—^o. 49798, U.S.N.M.
Body elongate, eel-like, cylindrical anteriorly, compressed posterioily; tapering gently backward and terminating in a blunt point;
greatest depth about 0.05 total body length; head rather long, conical,
not larger than body,
orl}' in

its

length 0.12 bod}' length, terminating posteri-

a rounded flap; e3"e large, directed slightly upward, rather less

than 0.33 length of head; interorbital space contracted, not wider than
pupil; snout short, rounded, 0.5 length of eye;

mouth rather

large,

terminal slightly obliciuo, jaws equal, maxillary extending to vertical

midway from eye to end of
membranes broadly imited, not attached to isthmus; anal
distance from snout to end of body; dorsal fin low, continu-

of anterior edge of pupil; nostrils tubulai",

snout; gill
orifice 0.4

ous, beginning slightly in advance of posterior edge of opcrcle

and

extending to caudal fin, gradually increasing in height from l)efore
backward; composed of 121 stiff spines and 13 simple soft rays; anal
fin long and low, beginning under thirty-sixth dorsal spine and extending to caudal; consists of 1 spine and about 75 simple rays, the length
of the spine being about twice that of the adjoining rays; caudal fin
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blended with dorsal and anal, composed of 7 simple rays; pectoral
Length
pointed, and narrow, less than half length of head.

fins short,

of specimen, 45

mm.

Underparts whitish; a series of brownish elongated blotches about
20 in nmnber, extending along side from head to tail; above these a
series of smaller blotches of same color, about twice as numerous;
a dark-brown stripe, less than width of eye, extending behind eye; a
blackish blotch on cheek beneath eye, extending anteriorly and posteriorly on the branchiostegal membrane; gill membrane with darkbrown area; fins unmarked.

'"This interesting species

U.

S. N.,

commander

is

named

for

Commander

Z. L.

Tanner,

of the United States Fish Commission steamers

Alhat7\ms and Fii^h Hatch from 1879 to 1894, the foremost exponent of the methods of modern deep-sea exploration, whose intelligent

and zealous investigations have led to most valuable contributions to
oceanic biology and ph^'sics.'' (Smith.)

NEOZOARCES

15.

Steindachner.

Neozoarccs Steindaciixeu, Ich. Beitr., IX, 1880, p. 26 {pulchcr).

Body

elongate, compressed, pointed behind the dorsal and anal,

united around the

tail;

dorsal rays very numerous, low, the spinous

part lower and longer than the soft part, the spines
sharp; pectoral well developed; no ventrals;

stiff,

mouth

slender,

and

ver}^ ^ong, with

numerous blunt, conical teeth in several rows in the jaws; similar
vomer and palatines; a tentacle on the snout; gillopenings wide, the gill-mcmln-anes joined, free from the isthmus;
scales small, imbedded; no lateral line.
teeth on the

Japan; curious

little fishes,

brightly colored; not closely allied to

any of the other blennies.
(reog, new; Zoarces, a genus of another famil3^)
a.

Head

4§ in length; maxillary extending far beyond eye; head below witli a dis-

tinct
aa.

Head

dark network
6| in length; maxillary extending

jndrlirr, 2b.
little

beyond eye; head

below

relatively plain

steindachner i, 26.
25.

NEOZOARCES PULCHER

Steindachner.

Neozoarces pulclier Steindachner, Ichtli. Beitr., IX, 1880, p. 27,

pi. vi,

fig.

2;

Gulf of Strielok.

A.

Head 4| in length; depth 9^; eye (H; .^nout -^h O. XLI+50;
I. +75; P. 10.
Head deep and long, nmch larger than in N. steiyidachnerl; mouth
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vciT lar^e, the deft and the maxillary excessivel_y largo, extending
fur beyond eye; teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines; snout with
a prominent, unbranched villus anterior to the interorbital space;
head naked; body with minute scales, no lateral line. Dorsal and
anal confluent with the small, pointed caudal.
Color, much like that of JV. stemdachne?'l, except that the head
1)elow eye is covered with a distinct, dusky network; the belly is

being somewhat less distinct; a median row of small,
dusky spots extends along the side, larger anteriorly, becoming smaller
and disappearing as the caudal is approached.
The species has not been seen by us. It is probable that the description of Steindachner covers two distinct species, the one figured having a larger head, a much wider mouth and longer maxillary, and
differing in color from the other, which is onv JVeosoarces stelndachneri
similar, the lines

{jndeher, pretty).
26.

NEOZOARCES STEINDACHNERI

Head

OiV

in length;

depth

XXXVIII,

1);

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

ey^e 5 in

head; snout

5;

interorbital

A. I, 72.
Head long, pointed; the jaws equal; interorbital space flat or
slightly concave; maxillary extending beyond eye, equal in length to
space 7i; D.,

il);

v^iii^<;^'^'^''
Fig. 18.— Neozoaeces steindachneki.

one-half the distance between tip of snout and posterior edge of opercle exclusive of flap.
Teeth in narrow bands on jaws, vomer, and

Pseudobranchia? large; gill rakers on first arch -1+12,
Anterior part of interorbital space with a
rather thick, erect tentacle, about equal in height to diameter of pupil;
a low fleshy keel on snout anterior to the tentacle; no other tentacles
on head. Nostrils with slender tubes; head naked; body covered with
minute circular deeph^ embedded scales; no lateral line. Dorsal inserted above base of pectoral, confluent with the caudal; spines short,
strong, curved, the longest not equal in height to diameter of eye;
length of spinous part 23^0 in head and body; rays of dorsal higher
than the spines; membrane of fin flesh}^, especially anteriorly, conpalatines.

rather thick, pointed.

('(Miling
('<iual

the spines and rays, not incised on the border; anal about

in height to the spinous dorsal, the spine strong;

tin fleshy,

membrane

of

becoming more thin posteriorly, not incised between the

rays; fin confluent with the caudal; caudal a little shorter than diameter of eye, pointed; confluent above and below with dorsal and anal;

pectoral If in head, rounded, the edge incised between the rays.
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mottled and reticulated with dusky;

a series of about 17 dark, vertical bars on upper fourth of body extending- to top of

fin,

the bars shaped

somewhat

like

an hourglass,

the lateral borders black, the upper inside parts growing lighter posteriorly, the borders

appearing as black

lines;

middle of bod}- with a

row of quadrangular spots with narrow bands extending downward
from the corners along sides of bell}-; posterior to anal opening the
bars are replaced by a network from which l)lackish lines pass down
oyer the anal; between the dark lateral spots, at regular interyals,
are circular spaces of the body color; between the dorsal and the

median spots is an indistinctly mottled area; snout, interorbital space,
and occiput, each with a liroad, transyerse, dusky band; a white area
with wayy borders extending from tip of snout to end of opercular
flap; lower part of head with a network of lines inclosing 8 or 4 spaces;
throat white; chin with 2 narrow cross-bars; pectoral with a narrow
dusk}' bar extending outward from the ba^e to near middle of tin.
One specimen is darker than the others, the color-pattern being the
same.

Fiye specimens, 60

mm.

long,

from Hakodate and one from Otaru.

Found liying among the algae in shallow water.
Type No. 7075, L. S. Jr. Uniy. Mus.; cotype No. 50277, U. S. N. M.
The species differs from W. 2>ulcher as figured and descril)ed l)y
Steindachner in haying a longer and more pointed head, a shorter
mouth, and

(Named

in color.

for Dr. Franz Steindachner.)
16.

Zoarchins

ZOARCHIAS

Jordan and Snyder.

Jordan and Snyder new ^emis,

of Blennikhv (reneficns).

This genus differs from Neozoarcex in the much shorter spinous dorThere is
sal and the much greater number of rays in the soft dorsal.
no tentacle on the forehead.
Northern Japan.
(Name modified from Zoarchiix, a more correct form of Zoarees.)
27.

ZOARCHIAS VENEFICUS
KAZUNAGI

(8

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

WARMING

EEL).

Head Of in length; depth 11; eye 5 in head; snout 3^; interorbital
space 7i; D. XXVHI, 77; A. I, 78.
Body long and slender, gradually sloping from head to the pointed
Head long, pointed; snout sharp; the jaws equal; eyes high up,
tail.
the upper rim of orbit forming a fleshy projection above level of inter-

Mouth wide, the cleft on lower side of head, parallel
with ventral outline, the niaxillaiy extending l)eyond orbit, its length

orbital space.

equal to one-half the head; teeth in narrow l)ands on jaws, vomer, and
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forming broad fold across isthmus; gillarch al)out 3+12, minute, slender, pointed; pseudoliranchite large; head without filaments or papilltv; nostrils with tubes;
head naked; body with miiuite, circular, deeply-embedded scales; no
palatines; gill-membranes

rakers on

first

lateral line.

Dorsal inserted above base of pectoral, the spines strong, curved,
pungent, their length somewhat less than diameter of or])it; membrane
of

thick anteriorly,

fin

becoming somewhat thinner posteriorly, con-

cealing the spines and rays not incised between them; anal inserted
])elow eighteenth spine of dorsal, the spine strong, equal in height to

the rays, which are

somewhat

less

than diameter of orbit; membrane

not incised; dorsal and anal confluent with the caudal, which
sharply rounded; pectoral rounded, If head; no ventrals.
of

fin

is

Color in spirits, light brownish -yellow, marked with dusky; head
clouded and reticulated above, almost immaculate below, the lower
horde of the clusk}^ color sharply defined by a band from snout
1'

through lower part of eye to opercle; dusky color of body forming
a sort of network with a row of circular openings about the size of

^^^^^''^^'^'^'''''^^^

Fig. 19.— Zoaechias veneficus.

pupil, extending along middle of side to tail; above the larger open-

ings are

many

smaller ones; prolongations extend

ward from the network, forming pointed

upward and down-

on the fins, 21
on the dorsal, 18 on the anal; sides of belly with 4 or 5 pointed projections; pectoral with a small dark spot at its base*
A great many specimens measuring about 70 nun. were collected at
Hakodate. The}^ were scooped up b}- the native children in large
l)askets from the algae growing in the shallow water near shore.
Specimens were also found at Mororan and at Otaru.
Type No. 7076, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.; cotype No. 50278, U.S.N.M.
{I'enejicus^ one who bewitches, from the bewildering coloration.)
vertical bars

,

17.

DICTYOSOMA

Schlegel.

Dicti/omma ScHhEGKL, Fauna .Japoiiica, Poiss., 1846,

Body

elongate, covered with very small,

p.

lo9 {hvrgeri).

smooth

scales; lateral line

forming an elaborate network; two series of mucous pores running
longitudinally, connected by vertical cross lines.
Mouth moderate,
the jaws with small teeth; no teeth on vomer or palatines; dorsal fin
long, of many spines and a few soft rays, the soft part partly joined to
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

31
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the caudal; anal with two simple spines; ventrals reduced each to a
scale-like projection,

Japan.
(diKTVov^ net;
28.

which disappears

ffdj/ua,

in maturity.

bod3\)

DICTYOSOMA BURGERI Van

DAINANGINPO (FORMOSA
Dictijosoma Schlegel,

SILVP]R-TAIL).
FISH).

Fauna Japoniea,

der Hoeven.

KAMI80RI

Poiss., 1846,

11.

139,

UWO
y>\.

(RAZOR-

lxxiii,

tijj.

3,

Shimabara, near Nagasaki.
Dictyosoma burgeri Van der Hoeven, Handbuch der Dierkunde, about 1850,
Bleeker, Ichth. Fauna Japan, 1853, p. 9; Kaminoseki.
p. 347.
Dictyosoma temmincki Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXV, Japan, p. 42; Nagasaki.
GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., Ill, 1861, p. 279, copied.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897,
p. 35; Boshu, Misaki, Sagami Bay, Hakodate, Kishin.

Head Gi in length; depth Ti; eye 6^ in head; interorbital space 13;
snout 4^; D. LII, 10; A. 1,42.
Snout short, blunt, the upper part with a fleshy ridge, which continues ))ackward to the occiput, growing lower posterior to eyes;
lower jaw somewhat longer than the upper; mouth oblique, maxillary
extending slightly beyond a vertical through posterior edge of orbit;
lips very large, thin; teeth in narrow bands on jaws, vomer, and
palatines, the outer row on the jaws enlarged; gill-rakers on lirst arch
2

+ 10,

small, slender, rather widely spaced; pseudobranchiw large;

nostrils with small tubes;

no filaments on head.

Head naked; body covered with minute,
scales;

lateral line

Dorsal inserted a

rather deeply

embedded

forming a complicated network on body.
little

posterior to base of pectoral, spines growing-

longer posteriorly, the longest 3i in head; longest rays 2^; membrane
of tin thick and fleshy, concealing the spines, not incised; anal spine

weak, rays becoming longer posteriorly, those near middle of fin
measuring 3i in head; membrane of fin thickened about the raj^s,
incised between them, leaving the tips free; dorsal and anal united
with the caudal, there being a small incision at their union; pectoral
rounded, 2i in head; ventrals sometimes represented, usually in small
specimens, sometimes in large ones, by a pair of minute spines.
Color, blackish or bliush olive, the head lighter, finely speckled
with blackish; a broad light band passing downward and ])ackward
from eye.
Some individuals have the body sparsely spotted with
'
black.

very abundant in the rocky bays of middle Japan,
are from Aomori, Tokyo, Misaki, and Wakanoura.
It reaches a length of about 15 inches, and often comes into
the markets.
(Named for Mr. Burger, who collected specimens and drawings at
Nagasaki for Siebold and Schlegel.)
This species

is

Our many specimens
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Kner.

Kner, Sitsber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 1868, p. 49 {quinquemacidatus).
Blenniophidium Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1892, p. 583 {petropatili).
OpistI lucent rus

Body moderately

elongate, compressed, coyered with yery small

cycloid scales; head with small scales;

Heshy

lips;

membranes

mouth

small, protractile, with

small conical teeth on jaws and on vomer; no cirri;

gill-

from isthmus; I)ranchiostegals
i: dorsal tin very long, extending from the nape to the caudal, with
which it is subcontinuous, a few of the posterior rays stiff spines, the
rest being simple, not articulate, flexible; anal tin extending from the
anus, which is a little nearer the anterior than the posterior extremity,
to the caudal, with two slender spines in advance of the soft rays; no
l)roadly connected, ])ut free

ventrals; no lateral line; no prominent anal papilUv; pyloric append-

ages present.

A

remarkable genus,

allied to

Lumjjenm, or rather

to

PJeetohranchus, distinguished by having only the posterior spines rigid.

North

Pacific.

Kevrpoi\ spine.)

{oniffOe^ behind;

about 59 anal II, 36; no t^harply defined cross-streaks on head; dorsal
oceUatus, 29.
fin with about 6 black ocelli
aa. Dorsal rays aliout 51; anal II, 33; head with sharply defined cross-lines like pen
marks; dorsal fin with about 1)lackish spots
zonope, 30.

a.

Dor«xl

ra.ys

;

-1

29.

OPISTHOCENTRUS OCELLATUS

(Tilesius).

GAZU.
Ophidium ocellatum Tilesius, Mem. Ak. St. Petersb., II, 1811, p. 237; Kamchatka,
D. 80; A. 50 (evidently an error). The rude figure shows D. 73; A. 50,' the
spines low^; the dorsal with 5 ocelli.
Gunnellm apoH Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XIV, 1839, p. 426,
after Tilesius.

Centronotus apos

Gunther,

Cat., Ill, 1861, p. 288.

Kner, Sitzber. Akad. Wiss. Wien,
"Pinang." Described from a young example
Doubtless from Decastris Bay.
2 inches long. No. 6353, Mus. Wien.
Opisthocentrus retkidatns Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr., X, 1881, p. 11, pi. v, fig. 2;
Gulf of Strielok (Coll. Prof. Dybowski).
Blenniophidium petropmdi Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1892, p. 584, with
D. 52; A. 37; 5 ocelli.
plate; Petropaulski (Coll. George Baden-Powell).
Opisthocentrus tenuis Bean and Bean, Proc. U. 8. Nat. ]Mus., 1897 (January 28),
(Coll. Col. Nicolai
p. 463, pi. XXXV Volcano Bay, Port Mororan, Japan.
A. Grebnitski. Type No. 47565, U.S.N.M.)
Opisthocentrus quinquemacidatus SrEiNVACHHER, Ichth. Beitr., IX, 1880, p. 25.
Bean and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1896, pp. 381, 392; Petropaulski.
Opisthocentrus ocellatus Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. Fur Seal Invest., 1898, p.
384.—Jordan and Evermann, Fish N. and M. Amer., Ill, p. 2429.
Ccntronotus {Opisthocentrus) quinquemacidatus
1868, p. 48, pi. VII,

fig.

20;

;

Head Sf in length; depth 6; depth of caudal peduncle 2| in head:
eye 4|; interorl)ital space 5|; snout (>; D. LIX; A. II, 8(>.
luterorbital space low, flat; snout sharp; jaws equal; mouth oblique,
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maxillary as long as snout, not reaching anterior edge of orbit, teeth
in narrow bands on jaws; about 4 small teeth on the vomer, none on
the palatineso, gillrakers on first arch

3+12, the upper 3 very

small,

the lower series rather long and slender, except the lowermost 2 or

3,

which are short; pseudobranchia? large, nostrils with small tubes; no
tentacles on head.
Membrane of dorsal somewhat thickened, not
incised between the spines; anterior raj's rather soft, the posterior
ones strong, curved, pungent; height of middle ra3%s 3i in head; membrane thickened, especially anteriorly incised between the rays. C-audal rounded, li in head; pectoral similar in shape, If in head.

Head with scales, except on snout and ventral parts; body covered
with minute scales; membrane of dorsal with scales between the rays,
especially on posterior part; no lateral line.
Bod}^ olivaceous, vaguely mottled or reticulated with dusky; upper
part of head dark; a dark line extending downward from e3"e; dorsal
tin with 6 prominent ocelli, which grow longer and less sharpl}^ defined
with age, the young often bright green, taking the color of the eel
grass in which they

The

live.

species

Fig. 20.— Opisthock.m

The head measures from 4^

]

is

be absent from the body, or

much

variation.

ils.

-

The
The dusky mottling may

to 6 in the length according to age.

spots in our specimcTis var}' from 5 to

all

subject to

it

may

])e

Y.

very cons})icuous, there being

gradations of color from one locality.

Jordan and Evermann note

usually 6; dorsal 55 to <)!,
usually 58 or 59; anal 36 to 39 (including the spines which are counted
the following variations: Ocelli 5 to

9,

as rays).

Some specimens from
hiftix

our

Petropaulski Harbor (representing O.

Steindachner) have markings on the head and neck
(>.

number

rrflcii-

much

like

They have, however, vomerine teeth and a larg(>r
dorsal ocelli and also more dorsal spines, agreeing in those

zonope.

of

respects with 0. oeeJlatuK.

Our very manj' specimens are from Hakodate, Aomori, Mororan,
and Otaru. We have examined others from Petropaulski. The species is excessively common in the Bay of Mororan, the young swarming in the eel-grass, Zodera.
{ocellatus^

with

ej^e-like spots.)

NO. 1293.
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and Snyder, new species.

Head 5i in length; depth 5^; depth of caudal peduncle 2| in head;
eye 4^; snout 3^; interorbital space 4f D. LI; A. II, 38.
Bod}^ a little deeper than in 0. ocellatus; interorbital space broad
and flat; jaws equal; maxillary short, scarcely reaching anterior edge
;

of pupil; teeth small, blunt, widely spaced, in narrow bands on jaws,

none on vomer or palatines; gill-rakers on

first

arch 13, small, slender,

pointed; pseudobranchia? large; nostrils with tubes; no filaments on

head; large mucous tubes on head; a row on lower jaw, on posterior
and anterior borders of eye, and another extending from eye to upper
edge of gill-opening; a large pore between eyes and also on nape.
Head with scales on cheeks and occiput; body with .small, smooth
scales; membrane of dorsal fin with a few minute scales extending
upward on its base, more evident on posterior part; no lateral line.
Dorsal inserted above base of pectoral, joined to the caudal posteriorl}^ a notch separating them; membi'ane of fin thickened anteriorly,

not incised along

it'^

..

edge: spines slender except the last 12 or 15,

.^.^4^^^f,1j^

Fig. 21.— OPISTHOCENTRUS ZONOPE.

which are strong, stiff, and curved, those near middle of fin contained
two times in head; anal inserted below nineteenth spine of dorsal, the
s])ines slender, weak, and not pungent, the rays near the middle contained about 2 f in head; the fin not connected with the caudal; the
membrane rather thin, incised between the rays; caudal rounded, 1^
in

head; pectoral broad, rounded, \\ in head, no ventrals.
Color, light olive-green, the sides with indistinct, irregularly shaped,

A^ertical lines

or bars, in some specimens connected in a network; head

with a number of sharply defined, narrow, dark bands, one passing

downward on chin, another
extending from eye backward and downward to subopercle, a curved
bund passing over occiput and connecting eyes, another passing over
the nape and downward on opercle; a narrow band extending from
base of pectoral upward to beginning of dorsal (these lines present
and sharply defined on a series of 25 specimens); base of caudal with
a narrow, vertical, dark band; dorsal with -l large, round, black spots
with faint, light margins, the first spot on the twelfth and thirteenth
spines, the second on the twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth, the fourth

across interorbital space through eye,

486
near end of
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fin;

the second spot as large as eye; the

number and

tion of the spots are constant in our specimens; the dorsal fin

clouded with dusky.
Described from a specimen about 125

is

loca-

also

lightl}^

mm.

long.

Type

7077, L. S.

Mus.; co-type No. 50292, U.S.N. M. The species may be
recognized at a glance bjy he bands on the head and the 4 large spots
on the dorsal. It is represented by man}- specimens from Mororan,
and one from Otaru. It Oi curs in shallow water in the eel-grass.
Jr. Univ.

Dorsal

JAPANESE BLENNOID FISHES—JORDAN AND SNYDER.
and

hoiul; anterior spiiies sU'iider, .soft, g-rowino- stiff

middle of
pressed;

tins;

posterior spines strong, curved,

membrane

tlie

487

})imoviit near

basal half

com-

not incised between the spines.
Spines of anal small, the tips pungent, rays highest near anterior end
of fin, 2| in head; mem])rane thick, slightly inc ised i)etween the ravs.
of

fin

flesh}^,

Caudal rounded, 1^ in head. Pectoral roundc
\h in head.
Color in spirits brownish, with a dark round spot on dorsal above
middle or a little posterior to middle of pectoral. In life the color of
the body is olive brown, the spot bright greenish blue.

•i.>'*!tv|v?^

Fig. 22.— Abry<

Described from a specimen about lOo millimeters long from Mororan.
Smaller specimens from the same locality are lighter in color,
the spots l)eing inky ])lack; they have a narrow dark band extending
dowMiward and forward from eye, another downward and backward
disappearing on cheek, a crescentic band on occiput connecting the
eyes.

T3'pe No. TOTS, Leland Stanford Junior University.
50294.

U.S.N.M.
Dorsal.

Cotype No.

—
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close to Opidhocentrus, but has no

(^oA./s-,

Pholis; arrovg, without feet,

Dorsal spines, 62 to 64; dorsal fin with

a.

Dorsal spines, 57; dorsal

art.

punoent spines, and the head

is

Okhotsk Sea.

naked.

32.

fin

without

1 to

i.

e.,

ventral

fins.)

3 dark ocelli

dt/boirxkii, 32.
(/refmitzlii, 33.

ocelli

PHOLIDAPUS DYBOWSKII

(Steindachner).

Centronotus dybouslii Steixdachxer, Ichth. Beitnige, IX, 1880, p. 22; Gulf of
Strielok, near Yladivostock.
Ill, p. 2430;

Head 5i

Jordan and Evermanx, Fish N. and M.

Anier.,

Iturup Island.

to 6|; depth 6 to Oi; D.

LXII

or LXIll; A. II,

Eye

31*.

3| to 4| in head; snout a little longer than eye; lower jaw scarcely
included; 1 or 2 strong, conical teeth on each side behind the narrow

premaxillary band of teeth; teeth on vomer, none on palatines; no
cirri; large pores about eye and on opercles; longest dorsal spines 2i
to 3 in depth of body, last spines shorter and stiffer than the others;
dorsal and anal slightly joined to caudal; pectoral as long as caudal;

about li in head. Head naked.
Brown or grayish, with faint spots or marblings; 1 or 2. rarely 8,
dark ocelli on the dor.sal; 3 or 4 dark streaks radiating from eye. the

uppermost joining its fellow. Length 10 to 15 inches.
in
Sea of Okhotsk, north to the Kuril Islands. Our specimens,
number, the longest 25 cm. long, from Shana Bay, Iturup Island.
:>

The

scales are entire, strongly

number

marked with concentric

The

stria\

on
our specimens, 2 of them )>eing faintly visible, even in the youngest,
(Named for Professor Dybowskii. its first collector.)
55 mm. long.

dorsal spines

62, 63, 63, 64, 64.

Dor.sal ocelli are present

all

33.

PHOLIDAPUS GREBNITZKII

Bean and Bean.

Pholidapus grebnitzkii Be ax and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1896, p. 390,
(Coll. Col. Nicolas A. Grebnitzki.)
pi. xxxiv; Volcano Bay, Japan.

This species from Volcano Bay, near Mororan, may differ
number of dorsal spines and in the absence of dorsal

smaller

in

the

ocelli.

Not having examined the types, we are not sure of its distinction from
Ph. di/howsk/i.
The specimens are 141 mm. long, including caudal; 126 mm. to base
The head (22 mm.) is equal to the greatest depth of l)ody.
of caudal.
The eye is slightly longer than the snout and one-fourth as long as
the head.
The interorbital space is narrow, two-thirds of the length
The naked head resembles that of Pholh; its length is
of the eye.
contained about 5^^ times in total length without the caudal. The
mouth is small and very oblique; the mandible is slightly included
and has a well-developed lip. The maxilla is partly concealed under
it does not quite reach to below the anterior
margin of the pupil. The anterior nostril is midwav between the
eye and the tip of the intermaxilla. Seven nmcous pores around the

the preorbital bone;

I
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on the preorbital Ijone. The pore in the origin of the semiband around the nape is continued backward by a series
of 8 similar ones, ending near the upper anode of the gill opening.
A series of 10 or 11 pores, beginning near the front of the chin on
each side, extending Ixackward, and curving upward to the upper
The gill membranes are broadly
anterior edge of the operculum.
The dorsal origin is
united, but they are not joined to the isthmus.
over the end of the head; the tin is low and consists of spines, the
longest and strongest in the posterior third being slightly longer
than the eye. The distance of the vent from the tip of the snout
The anal is slightly lower than
contains the head length 2| times.
The caudal is rounded, and
the dorsal, the rays longest posteriori}'.
The pectoral base is
is barely separated from the dorsal and anal.
The intestine
broad, and the fin is two-thirds as long as the head.
Stomach short,
is slender and is more than twice as long as the head.
pear shaped, with 6 slender, pyloric cajca of unequal length, the
The body is completely
longest about twice as long as the eye.
scaled; the scales very small, cycloid, closely imbricated, with numerous concentric strife, and they extend halfway up the mem})rane,
connecting the dor.sal spines.
The general body color is brown; the sides sparcely and vaguely
The pectorals are pale. A narrow dark band extends frommottled.
the middle of the eye downward and forward, a similar band runningbackward from the eye on the preopercle; an interrupted semicircular
band from eye to eye across the nape. D. LVII; A. II, 39 or 40.
orbit; 3

circular dark

(Bean and Bean.)

(Named for Col. Nicolas Grebnitski, late governor of Komandorski,
whose industr}' and zeal the Museum is indebted for many valuable

to

collections.)

21.

ERNOGRAMMUS

Jordan and Evermann.

Ernogrammus Jordax and Evermann,

Fis^h.

N. and

IM. Aiiier., Ill, 1898, p.

2441

{oiiu-af/ramiiiits).

This genus has the general characters of Sfu'h;eus, but there are 3
lateral lines, each of which has numerous short, oblique
branches, ending in a large pore, these not extending across to join
the other lateral lines; dorsal high; pectorals and ventrals well developed; body not greatly elongate.
distinct

(f'pvOb,
((.

branch; ypa;x/A?}^

line.)

Dorsal spines about 41; pectoral banded; head with three oblique bands.
b. Anal rays 28; depth 5 in length
hexagramimis, 34
hh.

((a.

Anal rays

34;

depth 6| in length

Dor.sal spines 49; anal rays 32; pectoral

cnneagravimus, 35

banded; head nearly plain... epaito, 86

—
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34.
Sticlipeiis

ERNOGRAMMUS HEXAGRAMMUS

(Schlegel).

Fauna Jaiwnica, Poiss., 1S4(J, ]>. 136, pi. lxxiii,
Shimabara, near Nagasaki. Gunther, Cat. Fish. ,111, 1861,

Jic.ragnniimns t^cnLEOEL,

fig. 1;

Bay

of

p. 284.

Head 4it in length; depth 5; depth of caudal peduncle ?A in head;
eye 5^; interorbital space 10^; snout 4. D. XLI; A. I, 28.
Body subcylindrical, head low, somewhat flattened above; interor))ital space fiat; snout pointed; jaws equal, maxillary extending- almost
Teeth in narrow l>ands on
to a point below posterior liorder of eye.
the jaws, vomer, and palatines.
Gill membranes extending forward at
Pseudotheir union, forming a V-shaped fold across the isthmus.
branchia^ large; gill rakers on first arch, 8 or 10. very short and blunt.
Nostrils with tubes; no tentacles on head.
Head naked; ])od3' closely covered with minute smooth scales.
Lateral lines 3, with verv short branches above and l)elow, each ending
in a large pore; the upper line extending from above gill opening to

Fig. 2o.— ER^•0GI;AM.^a5 hk.x.wka.mmus.

from upper edge of base of pectoral to
middle of caudal; the lower one originating in front of ventrals, dividing two branches just l)ehind base of pectoral, passing ])a('kward along
belly, the ])ranches uniting at origin of anal and extending along base
caudal; the median one passing

of that

fin.

Dorsal spines not very rigid, highest liehind middle of fin, 3 in head,
membrane of fin rather thin, not incised between the spines, united to
base of

caudal; anal .spine slender, small; highest rays 3i in head;
much l)roadened toward their tips, the membrane incised

pectoral rays

between them; the fins rounded, 1^ in head; ventrals ecjual in length
to 2 times the diameter of eye.
Body with indefinite, dai'k, vertical bands, most evident on the
younger specimens; side of head with 3 oblique, dark ])ands with
white edges; dorsal dark, the posterior spine with wdiitish tips; anal
narrowly edged with white; pectoral with 5 or 6 narrow, white bars;
caudal edged with white, sometimes having a broad, whitish blotch on
base.

Described from many specimens about 120 millimeters long from
Hakodate.
We have representatives from Hakodate and Otaru.
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Although described from near Nagasaki, we obtained no specimen.s
from southern Japan,
(/^, six; ypa/uf.4/'/, line.)
35.

ERNOGRAMMUS ENNEAGRAMMUS

Stichanis enncagmmriiiix
fig.

19; Decastris

Kner,

Bay.

Sitzlier.

Akad. Wiss. Wien,

Kner.
1868,

p. 16, pi.

YI,

Amer,

III.

(No. 1401c Mus. Wien.)

Ernogramrnus enneagmmmus Jordan and Evermann, Fish. N. and

jVI.

1898, p. 2441, copied.

Head 3f depth 6^. D. XLI; A. 33 or 34: P. 14 or 15. Eye 1 in
head; as long as snout; mouth large, nearly horizontal, the max;

illary

reaching middle of eye; lower jaw projecting; profile of snout

nearly horizontal; line pointed teeth in bands on jaws and across the

vomer; head naked; dorsal of high, slender spines; caudal separate,
rounded; anal high; pectoral long, li in head; ventrals one-half as
long as pectorals; scales very small, smooth; lateral lines each with
short, oblique branches, each ending in a wide pore; 1 lateral line^
along base of caudal from head to caudal, 1 along middle of side, 1
along base of anal to caudal, this forking at the vent and sending 2
parallel branches forward to the ])reast.
Brownish; 2 rows of small, dark spots along middle lateral line;
dorsal and anal with dark spots and a broad, dark margin; pectorals
with 3 black cross bands; a dark l)ar at base of-'caudal; 3 black bars
from e3'e.
Okhotsk Sea. Known from a specimen If inches long, from Decastris Ba}' (Kner).
Not seen by us. The species is ver}'^ close to Ernogramnms Jiexagrammus and ma}' prove to be the same. The anal rays
a little more numerous.
{i'vx^Ea,

36.

nine;

ypai.ii.iij. line.)

ERNOGRAMMUS EPALLAX

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

Head 5 in length; depth 7it; depth of caudal peduncle 3| in head;
eyeli; snout li; interorbital space 13*; D. XLIX; A. 1, 32.
Body slender; the head long and pointed; the snout sharp; interorl)ital space luirrow, convex; lower jaw projecting slightly beyond
the upper; maxillary extending to a vertical, through pupil.
Teeth
villiform, in broad bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines,
(iill opening
extending forward below, forming a V-shaped fold across the isthmus.
Pseudol)ranchia^ large; gill-rakers on lirst arch short.
Nostrils with
slender tubes, equal to two-thirds the length of the snout; no filaments. Numerous large mucous pores on various parts of the head.
Body covered with minute, cycloid, elongate scales; posterior part
of dorsal membrane and basal part of caudal and pectoral with scales;
head naked. Lateral lines 3; the first extending from a point just
aliove gill opening, along upper part of body to near the caudal, with
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branches at short intervals extending- toward the dorsal tin; tlie
second line branches downward from the lirst above base of pectoral,
and extends along- median part of bod}' to base of caudal, without long
branches; the third line unites with the one on the opposite side of the
body just behind the isthmus, extends backward, branching behind
base of pectoral; the upper branch passes backward to near base of
long-

caudal fin, sending down several small lines toward the anal fin; the
lower branch, which is connected with the upper one anteriorly' l)y 3
or 4 cross lines, extends along l)elly to base of anal fin; each line has
numerous, very short branches, which end in large pores.
Dorsal fin inserted a little behind base of pectoral, united posteriorly
with the caudal; spines slender, slightly stronger posteriorly, the
middle ones 2| in head; membrane of fin thin, not incised. Anal
inserted below seventeenth spine of dorsal, not connected with the
caudal, middle rays 3^ in head; membrane thin, incised ])etween the
rays.
Caudal rounded, 1^ in head. Pectoral rather acutel}- rounded,
Ventrals a little longer than diameter of eye.
li in head.

Fig. 24.— Ernogrammi's epali.ax.

Color in spirits brown; no lines or spots on head or body; fins all
darker than the body, the dorsal with indistinct dark clouds, the anal
narrowly edged with white posteriorly, the pectoral with 4 or 5 indistinct light vertical bands.

Described from a specimen 275 mm. long, from Otaru, loaned
by Professor Nozawa, of the Fisheries Bureau at Sapporo.

{inaWdB^

to us

crosswise.)

22.

OZORTHE

Jordan and Evermann.

and Evermann, Fish. N. and M. Amer.,
grammus=didyogrammns Kner, not of Schlegel).

O^or/Z/c JoRi).\N

Ill, 1S98, p. 2441 {hexa-

This genus has the general character of Ernograinmtis, but besides
the 3 chief lateral lines on each side there are two or more incomplete
ones, and the lines are connected

b}^

numerous branches extending

at

right angles to them.

Ochotsk Sea.
(o'Cog,

branch; opdy^ right angle.)

Si

J
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(Herzenstein).

Herzenstein, Melanges Biol., 1890, p. 121; Hakodate.
Stichaeus he.vagrammus Kner, Sitzber, Akad. Wiss. Wieu, 1868, p. 45; Decastris
Bay, not of Schlegel.
SiU'hecus diciyogra minus

Head

depth of caudal peduncle 2| in head;
1(.U.
1). XLV.
A. 1, '25.
Bod}" rather deep and compressed head pointed interorbital space
convex jaws equal, maxillary extending to middle of eye. Teeth
minute, in narrow bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines; gill-meml)ranes continued forward below, forming a V-shaped fold across the
isthmus.
Gill-rakers on first arch 10, short, pointed.
Pseudobranchia? large.
Nostrils with low tubes; no filaments on head.
Head naked; body covered with minute, closely apposed, cycloid
scales.
Lateral line system forming a complicated network; a complete lateral line passing from upper edge of base of pectoral to middle of caudal peduncle; one above this not quite complete posteriorly,
the two connected by branches which are close together and regular
eye

t)

;

-ii in

snout

length

-i

;

;

depth 5

;

interorbital space

;

;

;

;

Fig. 25.— Ozokthe

in

dictyogrammus.

position near the pectoral, farther apart and irregular posteriorly;

a third line extending along base of dorsal, connected with the second
l>y

cross lines; a fourth very irregular one extending

on body above

base of anal; a fifth passing along close to base of anal, connected
with the one above it and this in turn connected with the first

described line; the fourth line

ward

may

in

some specimens be traced forit is so short and broken as

to base of pectoral, while in others

to scarcely appear as a line; a median line along belly connecting with
branches on each side with the lateral lines.
Dorsal inserted a little anterior to base of pectoral, with stifi', pungent spines throughout, the middle ones highest, 2f in head; membrane of fin not greatly thickened, not incised between the spines, not
connected with the caudal rays. Anal inserted below twenty-first
dor.sal spine, the

spine short and slender, the rays highest on anterior

2f in head; membrane incised between tips of rays,
not connected with the caudal rays.
Caudal rounded, l^ in head.
Pectoral rounded, li in head, the edge incised, its length li in head;
third of

fin,

ventrals 2f in head.
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v<.i..

xxv.

Color in spirits dark brownish or blackish; a round black spot above
upper edge of gill opening; eye with 3 dark bands radiating from it,
the 2 on cheek most prominent, the other extending backward from
eye, not evident on all examples; dorsal fin indistinctly spotted with
blackish; pectoral and caudal with light vertical bands of irregular
shape; anal with elongate light spots, the edge narrowly tipped with
white; caudal tipped with white.
the spot on shoulder is steel blue and very conspicuous; the
covered with bands and clouds of dull orange; a l)right band
on bases of caudal and pectoral.
Described from a specimen about loo nun. long from Hakodate.

In

body

life
is

Dorsal.
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Color apparenth" uniform; two or three dark stripes backward and
downward from eye; dark spots on dorsal and anal and irregular dark
cross streaks on pectoral and caudal.

Known from two
wicz

specimens from Hakodate, collected by Maximo-

(Herzenstein.)

in 1863.

STICH^^OPSIS Kner and

23.

Steindachner.

KsEii and Steindach.n'ek, Sitzber. Akad.

Stichirop.vs

Wi;^!^.

Wien,

1870,

p.

21

(nana).

Body moderately elono-ate, strongly compressed, scaleless. Head
Jaws equal, with a band of line-pointed teeth; no
Dorsal rays all spinous, onh^ the anteteeth on vomer and palatines.
short, pointed.

rior ones flexible at tip, the others

Dorsal, anal, and caudal

stifl".

Ventrals regularly formed, close together, each

united.

Pectoral long, pointed; caudal short.

in position.

obscure,

I,

jugular

4;

Lateral lines, three,

incomplete.

all

Okhotsk Sea.
{sfic/iceus, oif'ig.
38.
StichH'opsi'^

appearance.)

STICH^OPSIS NANA

Kner and Steindachner.

nana Kner and Steixdachxer, Sitzber. Akad. Wis8. Wien,

1870, p. 21;

Decastris Bay.

Head 4

body; depth 5; eye 4 in head; snout 4;
A. 20-21; C. 15; V. 5-5; P. 14.
Mouth oblique, maxillary extending to a point a little anterior to
middle of eye.
The ui)per of the strongly developed lateral lines
begins at upper edge of gill-opening and extends to a point below
base of tenth or twelfth dorsal spine.
The second or middle one
begins not far from the tip of depressed pectoral and ends above the
middle of the l)ody; the third extends above base of anal.
Bod} light l)rown. with irregular reddish-brown spots, which also
occasionally occur on the dorsal.
Anal with a dark border on the
under side of the rays. Three dark l^ands radiate below and behind
the e3'e.
xV dark-brown spot behind base of pectoral; a second at
beginning of upper lateral line. Man}^ brown specks on head, body,
and tins.
A small specimen, somewhat over an inch long, from Decastris Bay.
(Steindachner and Kner.)
Not seen by us.
D.

in total length 8^ in

XL VI;

{txDiu.s^ dw^arf.)

24.
StichscuK

STICH^^US

Reinhardt.

Reinhardt, Dansk. Vidensk. Xatur.

ojr

Math. Afhandl., 1837,

p.

109

{punclatus).

N(Aogi'ammits Bean, Proc. U. 8. Xat. Mus., IV, 1881, p. 147 {rolJtrvcli)

;

young.

Body moderatelv elongate, covered with small scales; teeth on jaws,
vomer and palatines. Lateral line present, single, running alongside
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of back; pectorals and ventrals well developed.

vol. xxv.

Dorsal moderately

high, of spines onh^; gill-openings continued forward below, the

mem-

branes scarcely united to the isthmus; pyloric caeca present.
Arctic seas.
rows.)

{ffTixtico. to set in
39.

STICHiEUS NOZAWJE

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

Head 5 in length; depth 61; depth of caudal peduncle oil in head;
snout 5i; eye 5^; interorbital space 10; D. LI, A. I, 37.
Ea'cs large,
Body compressed, head rather small and pointed.
directed obliquely upward, interorlntal space convex, suborbital area
narrow. Lower jaw projecting beyond the upper, lips thin, maxilhuy
extending to posterior border of ey^e. Teeth in narrow bands in the
jaws, the outer ones somewhat enlarged; tips of jaws each with 2
canines, those of the lower jaw the larger; vomer and palatines with
narrow bands of villiform teeth. Gill-openings forming a V-shaped
fold across the isthmus.
Pseudohranchiffi large; gill-rakers about
Nostrils with small tubes.
No filaments on head.
9 yhort, flat.
3

+

Fig. 2G.— STicH.Ki't

Body coA^ered with

small smooth scales;

membrane

of caudal with minute scales; head naked.

of dorsal and base

Lateral line simple, extend-

ing from upper edge of gill-opening, along upper part of body to
near the base of caudal, the pores in 2 rows.
Dorsal inserted above gill-opening, not united with caudal; the

pungent, the middle ones contained about -t times in head;
tin not thickened, not incised between the rays.
Anal
inserted below fourteenth dorsal spine, the membrane thin, incised
between the rays; middle rays 3i in head. Caudal slightly convex, 1^
in head.
Pectoral rounded, the lower rays shorter than the upper;
length of hn contained about 1\ times in head.
Ventrals pointed, 3
spines

stiff,

membrane

of

in head.

Color

brown, indistinctly clouded with darker;
along the lateral line; a brownish band
extending downward from eye.
A broad band, similar in color
extending downwards and backward across cheek.
Dorsal with 6
in spirits

small, blackish

light

blotches

large blackish spots, the anterior one distinct, the others growing less
detinite posteriorly; .scaled

dark toward the edge, the
and ventrals dusky.

areas

raj's

between

the

tipped with white.

spines

dark.

Anal

Caudal, pectorals,

1

.

NO. 1293.
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Described from a single specimen 255 mm. long from Otaru,
Hokkaido. The specimen was kindly loaned to us by Mr. S. Nozawa,
director of the fisheries bureau at Sapporo, for whom we take pleasure
in

naming the

species.

2S.

DINOGUNELLUS

Herzenstein.

Dinof/undlus YlERZESSTEiti, Melanges Biologiques, 1890,

p. 121 (grigorjewi))

General characters of Stichaius, the body more robust, the head
strongly depressed, the eyes small, directed upward, the mouth very
wide.
Lateral line single, of vertical pairs of pores, ceasing near
base of caudal. The validity of this genus may be questioned.
[deivoz, terrible;
40.

GunelhiK).

DINOGUNELLUS GRIGORJEWI

(Herzenstein).

NAGAZUKA.
Herzenstein, Melanges Biologiques, 1890,
Volcano Bay" (probably Mororan).

Stich.Tus grigurjewi

Head 5^

in length;

e^'e 13i; interorbital

depth

<S^;

p. 119,

depth of caudal peduncle 5
LVI, A. I, 43.

"Mori on
in

head;

space 10; snout 6i; D.

Fig. 27.— DINOGUNELLUS grigorjewi.

Head large, greatly depressed, long and pointed. Eyes small, far
forward, high in head, directed obliquely upward. Interorljital space
Mouth large, oblicjue, lower jaw projecting beyond the
concave.
upper, maxillary extending far l^eyond eye, its length 2^ in head.
Lips large, the lower one thickened anteriorl3^ Teeth in bands on
jaws, those in upper jaw minute, in narrow bands, those below larger,
2 narrow toothed areas extending forward at symphysis; teeth on
vomer small, blunt; those on palatines enlarged, luiequal in size, the
Gill-membranes united
largest about as long as diameter of pupil.
extending forward below, forming a V-shapod fold acro.ss the isthmus.
Pseudobranchiai large; gill-rakers very short, flat, covered with stiff
Nostrils with short tubes.
No filaments on head.
ceta?.
Body with miiuite, elongate, smooth .scales; membrane of posterior
part of dorsal and of basal part of caudal with scales; head naked.
Lateral line with 2 rows of pores, extendmg along upper part of body,
ending before reaching caudal fin.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

32

—
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Spines of dorsal
length to snout;
incised

— —

stiff

and sharp, those near middle of

membrane

between the rays.

membrane

of

fin thin,

VOL. XXV.

fin

equal in

not connected with caudal, not

Rays of anal near middle of

thick, incised, free tips of rays fleshy.

fin,

ii in head;

Caudal truncate,

Pectoral rather pointed, the upper rays longest, 1^ in
Ventrals pointed, 4^ in head.
Color in alcohol, whitish below, darker above; upper parts speckled with brownish black; anal edged with white, lower part of
2 in head.

head.

pectorals white, ventrals white.

Here described from a specimen 500 mm. long from Hakodate. An
example almost as large from Mito, north of Tokyo, presented by the
Imperial University, does not differ from the one described.

(Named for

its

discoverer, Grigorjew.)

26.

LEPTOCLINUS

Ctenodon Nilsson, 8kandinav. Faiiu., IV, 1853,

Gill.
p.

190 {macidatus)

(name three

times preoccupied).^

Leptodinus Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Bodv much

and palatines; pectoral
mainly

in

fins

Arctic seas.

subtruncate.

209 (actdeatus).

Sci. Phila., 1864, p.

elongated; lateral line obsolete; teeth on jaws, vomer,

with the upper rays shortened; caudal fin
This genus is close to Lumpenus, differing

the form of the pectoral.

(A-iTrros, slender;
41.

CI Inns.)

LEPTOCLINUS MACULATUS

(Fries).

Clinus macidulux: ¥h\&,, Kgl. Vet. Ak. Ilaiull., 18o7, p. 49; Bohiislaii, Sweden.

Liimpenus actdeatus Reinhardt, Kong. Dansk. Vid. Selsk., VI, 1837,

p. 190;

no

description.

Clinus aculeaius Reinhardt, Dan^^k. Videnyk. .Selsk., Natur. Afli., VII, ]838,
pp. 114, 122, 194; Spitzbergen.

Ctenodon rnaculatus Nilsson, Skand. Fauna, IV, 1853,
tSiichiEus macidatus GtiNTiiER, Cat., Ill, 1861, p. 281.

Liimpenus aculeatas KnoYER, Naturhist. Tidsskr.,

I,

Stichwus actdeatus GtJNTHER, Cat., Ill, 1861, p. 282.

Exp., 1880,

Lumpenus

1862, p. 377.

Collett, NorskeNord-Havs

p. 67.

Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis,
Och Norges Fish., 1891, p. 500.

rnaculatus

Sveriges

p. 190.

1883, p. 777.

Lilljerorg,

Leptodinus rnaculatus Gilbert, Rept. U. S. Fish Comni., 1893, p. 450. Jordan
and Evermann, Fishes N. and M. Amer., Ill, p. 2433; Robben Island,
Kadiak, Unimak Pass, Bristol Bay.

Head 5; depth 8; D. LX (LVHI-LX); A. 36
Eye large, 3i in head; snout short and blunt,

(85-88).

in head, maxillary
reaching past middle of eye, 2^ in head. Teeth in jaws, vomer, and
palatines, jaws each having two strong canines in front.
Scale small,
cycloid.
First 3 or 4 dorsal spines short and free; longest dorsal
-i'i

^Ctenodon Wagler, 1830, a lizard; Ehrenberg, 1838, a rotifer; and Swainson, 1839,

a

fish.

.
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free

from dorsal and
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anal; ventrals 3

head; pectorals rather large, 1^ in head.
Color 3"ellowish, irregularly marked with dark spots, a series of
about 6 of these spots extending along sides close to base of dorsal
fin; a series of smaller spots extending along center of sides from
upper base of pectoral to caudal dorsal irregularly covered with dark
spots; caudal with -1 dark cross bands; anal, ventral, and pectorals
in

;

plain yellowish.

Bering Sea to Spitzbergen, south to the Aleutian Islands, the Kurile
and the coasts of Sweden and Norwa3\ This description is
taken from a specimen 5i inches long, from Alaska, near Unimak Pass
A few
(U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhatross Station 3309).
young individuals of this species, formerly known only from the
North Atlantic, were taken in Unimak Pass and Bristol Bay, in 29^
Three small specimens were also taken o& Robben
to 7(J fathoms.
Island, near the coast of Saghalen, which is near the Japanese Kuriles,
The Pacific
in 2S fathoms, and one off Karluk, Kadiak Island.
species should be compared with specimens from northern Europe.
Islands,

{laaculatim^ spotted.)

LUMPENUS

27.

Lumj^enus REiNHAKirr, Dansk. Vidensk.

Reinhardt.
Natur., VI, 1837, p. 110 {lam-

Sel.>^k.

penus=fabricii)
LcpiofiimrJhis

AvRES, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat.

Sci., I, 1854, p.

26

{gntcilit^).

CnilmhlrinrniH GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 209 {nithilm).
L,ptnl,]runai^ GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 209 (i^crpenthms).

Anisarchuii Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 209 {inedlus).

Body

greatlv elongate, moderately compressed, covered with small

scales; lateral line indistinct or obsolete.
cirri; ej'es

Headlong; snout short; no

placed high; mouth moderate, teeth in narrow bands on the

jaws; palatine teeth present or absent; gill openings prolonged for-

ward below, very narrowly united anteriorly to the isthmus, not forming a free fold across it. Dorsal composed of numerous, sharp, flexi])le,
rather high spines; caudal

fin

more than one-half length

of head, the middle rays longest; ventrals

well developed. Jugular

I,

were at
a.

first

LuMi'Exus:
h.

I, 4;

intestinal canal long; pyloric cseca

Northern seas.
Danish name of Zoarc6Svivlj_)aru^^ with which these

present; no air bladder.
{L^ivipen^ a

3 or

long; anal man3'-ra3ed; pectorals large,

Chiefl}' herbivorous.

Teeth on palatines, none on vomer.

Dorsal spines about 70; eye not niucli shorter than snout; fins with dark cross
1)ands

66.

fishes

confounded.)

Dorsal spines 75; eye

tniguilJaris, 42.

much shorter than snout;

tins all

nearly plain.

J'owleri, 43.

——

—

—

)
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42.

LUMPENUS ANGUILLARIS

vol. xxv.

(Pallas).

Blennim anguilkms Pallas, Zoogr. Rosso- Asiat., II, 1811, p.
and Aleutian Islands.
Ounnellus anguillaris Cuvier and Valexcienness, Hist. Nat.

176;

Kamchatka

Poiss.,

XI, 1836,

p. 434.

Lumpenus anguUlaris Girard,
figs. 1

Pac. R. R. Surv., X, 1858, Fishes, p. 123, pi. xxv,

Stoker, Synopsis, 1846, p. 121. Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis,
777.
Jordan and Starks, Fishes Puget Sound, 1895, p. 848. Jordan

to

1883, p.

3.

and Evermann, Fishes N. and M. Amer., Ill, p.
Stichpem anguillaris Gunther, Gat., Ill, 1861, p. 282.
LeptoguneUus gracilis Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat.

Head

U;

LXXI;

A. 46

2436.

San Francisco.

Sci., 1, 1S55, p. 26;

V. I, 4; B. 7.
Cheeks .scaly; mouth somewhat of)lique, the lower jaw included;
maxillary reaching" front of pupil; teeth on palatines, none on vomer;
a single series of rather long, conical, and not very closely-set teeth in
Gill
each jaw. E3^e rather large, not much shorter than snout.
openings prolonged forward a distance greater than length of snout;
8;

depth

pyloric caica

4,

D.

unequal.

Fins

all

(4:5-50);

comparatively high, pectorals two-

thirds length of head, the middle ra^'s longest;

ventrals one-third

length of head; dorsal and anal distinct from the pointed caudal, which
is

nearly as long as the head.

Olive green above, pale below; sides

mai'ked above with dark olive brown; a series of

more or

less distinct

oblong blotches of olive brown along middle of sides; dorsal barred or
spotted and pale; opercle with a dark blotch; head dusky above.
Length 18 inches. San Francisco to Alaska; very abundant northward to Sitky, and Unalaska; originally recorded from Kamchatka.
(Jordan and Evermann.)
A specimen in the museum at Hakodate from Tarumai near Moro
ran, probably belongs to this species. D. LXX; pectoral longer than
head; ventrals -i in head, equal to snout; maxillary 3f in head, reach-

ing front of pupil.
{anguillaris^ eel-like.
43.

Sdchxus

LUMPENUS FOWLERI
isl'iiidicu.'f

of authors;

Head

Ishikawa,

Prel.

Jordan and Snyder, new species.
Cat., 1897, p. 35, No. 599;

Nemuro.

(Not

an Iceland species.)

7i in length; depth 11; depth of caudal peduncle 1 in head;
7; interorbital space 15; D. LXXV; A. II, 17.

snout 4i; eye

Eyes directed almost laterally, much smaller than length of snout.
Maxillary extending to a vertical through anterior edge of pupil.
Teeth in narrow bands on the jaws, the outer ones scarcely larger than
the others; vomer without teeth; palatines with a small ))and of
minute teeth.
Gill-membranes narrowly united to the isthmus.

+

Pseudobranchise large; gill-rakers on first arch about 2
10, short,
pointed.
Nostrils with low rims.
No tentacles on the head.
Cheeks with scales, a broad band extending from mouth, backward
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and upward along cheek and side of head, uniting with scales of body;
snout, top of head, chin, throat, opercle and space along- preopercle
naked; bod}' covered with minute scales; membranes of dorsal iind
anal naked, membranes of caudal with minute scales between the ra3^s.
Dorsal inserted immediately above gill-opening: spines strong, the
anterior ones short, about equal to diameter of ])upil, the posterior
ones more slender, longer, 3^ in head; membrane of dorsal tiiin, not
connected with the caudal. Anal inserted below twenty-eighth spine
The spines short, rather ])lunt, the rays longest on anterior
of dorsal.
third of

tin,

2^ in head;

membrane

of

tin thin,

with shallow incisions

between the rays, not connected with the caudal.
Pectoral sharply rounded, 1} in head.
li in head.

Caudal rounded,
Spine of ventral

stout, the tin small, pointed, 4 in head.

Color in spirits light yellowish brown, a dark brown band with
irregular margins along base of dorsal, a l)roken band al)out as wide
as pupil,

forming a row of elongate brown spots extending from upper

I'll,.

2.S.— lAMl^EiNUo

FuWLEKl.

edge of gill-opening to l)ase of caudal, small clouds of l)rown on upper
half of bodv; top of head mottled with brown, cheeks with indistinct
spots, opercles with a blackish spot, the membrane lining gill-chaml)er
Fins without bands or spots, except a small, indistinct spot
l)lackish.
near base of caudal.
Descriljed

from

a

specimen 315 mm. long, type

'

70Tl>,

ichthyological collections, from Kushiro; presented by Mr.
director of the

The

museum

Stanford

Nozawa

of Sapporo.

species differs notably

from Luinpenus, anguillaris

in

having a

smaller eye, more spines in the dorsal, and in not having banded
the ventral is also probably shorter, being about equal to snout.

A

fins;

Museum (No. 599) from Nemuro probaD. LXXVI; P. li in head; ventral not
longer than snout; maxillary reaching to middle of eye. A specimen
in the museum at Hakodate, also probal^ly belonging to this species
rather than to the preceding one, has 75 spines in the dorsal.
(Named for Mr. Henry Weed Fowler.)
specimen

in the

Imperial

bly belongs to this species.

Family

II.

ANARHICHADID^.
WOLF-FISHES.

Bod}" oblong or elongate, covered with rudimentary scales; no latline.
Head scaleless, without cirri, its bones very thick and

eral

strong, the profile strongly decurved.

Mouth very

large, ol)lique,
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voi.

xxv.

the jaws anteriorly with very strong- conical canines; sides of lower
jaw with very strong- molar teeth, which shut against a series of very
coarse molars on the palatines; vomer solid, armed with strong- molar
teeth, the dentition adapted for crushing- sea-urchins and moUusks.
Gill membranes broadly united to the isthmus; no pyloric casca.
Dorsal tin high, composed entirely of flexible spines; no ventral tins; pecLarge carniverous lishes of the northern
toral tins broad, placed low.
seas.

ANARHICHADIN.E:
a. Body moderately elonfjate, the
arate from the caudal

28.

tail

not tapering to a point; dorsal and anal sep,1 narh iclui.^, 28.

ANARHICHAS

(Artedi) Linnsevis.

Anarldc.has (Artedi) Linn.kus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 175S,

]>.

247 [Inpus).

Body moderately

elongate, covered with rudimentary scales; head
without cirri, compressed, narrowed above, the profile
strongly decurved; mouth wide, oblique; premaxil'ary not protractile;
jaws wuth very strong conical canines anteriorly; lateral teeth of lower
jaw either molar or with pointed tubercles; upper jaw without lateral
teeth; vomer extremely thick and solid, with "1 series of coarse molar
Gill-membranes broadly
teeth;- palatines with 1 or 2 similar series.
Dorsal tin rather high, comjoined to the isthmus; no lateral line.
posed entirely of flexible spines, which are enveloped in the skin;
anal fin lower; caudal fin developed, free from dorsal and anal; no ventral fins; pectoral fins broad, placed low; air-bladder present; no pyloric
caeca.
Northern seas. {AnarhicJcas or Scanso?\ the climber; an
ancient name of Anarhiclias lupus; from dvap pixdofxai^ to climb or
scraml)le up the allusion not evident, the word spelled with a single
?' by Artedi and Linntvus.)
scaleless,

—

44.

A

ANARHICHAS

(species not described).

an AnarJucax is in the museum at
Hakodate, from the Aino village of Moml^etsu, province of Iburi, in
Hokkaido. It is plain dark, with darker cross-bands; two rows of
teeth on vomer and palatines.
Head 5i in length. Unfortunately
our notes are not su^cient to distinguish this from the European
species Anarrhichas lupus Linna^is, the only one with which it need
be compared. It is to be hoped that some Japanese naturalist will
complete the account of this interesting wolf-fish.
large stufi'ed specimen of

SUMMARY.
Family
1.

1.
2.

I.

Blenniid^.

Ttipterygion Risso.

Jordan and Snyder; Misaki, Wakanoum, Atami.
baplurum Jordan and Snyder; Misaki.
etheostoma

NO.
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1-293.

ZiicuUcs

2.

Jordan and Snyder.

Jordan and Snyder; Misaki, Wakanoura, Enoura.

:].

Iiri/upe

4.

yatahei

5.

elatus

6.

elegans (Steindachner);

Blfiiiiius

;i

Linm^ns.

Jordan and Snyder; Misaki, Enoshima, Wakanoura.
Petroscirtt'fi

4.

Ruppell.

Jordan and Snyder; Ishigaki.
5.

Aspidontus Cuvier.

8.

Hakodate, Enoshima,
trossidiin Jordan and Snyder; Misaki.
dasson Jordan and Snyder; Wakanoura, Agu.

9.

japonicus Bleeker.

7.

Wakanoura.

ceramensis Bleeker; Ishigaki.
ScartiddJiyfi

7.

Jordan and Evermann.

Jordan and Snyder; Enoshima, Yogashinia, Misaki.
Jordan and Snyder; Wakanoura.

11.

^//o.s/m.Y

12.

gti'Uiffi-

i:!.

cnimnioii

14.

jxjb/actocephalum (Pallas).

15.

olohhne Jordan and Snyder; Hakodate.

Azuma Jordan and Snyder,

8.

Jordan and Snyder; Hakodate, Miyako.
9. Bryosteiiirna

Jordan and Starks.

Jordan and Snyder; Aomori.

16. saitone

10.
17.

IVIisaki,

Salarias Cuvier.

0.

10.

Enedrlas Jordan and Gilbert.

Hakodate, Aomori, Otaru, Matsushima, Tokyo, Misaki,

(Sehlegel);

iit'bidosus

Onomichi.
11.
18. piclus
19.

503

PhoJi« Scopoli.

(Kner); Stump.

dollchogaster (Pallas);

20. taczanowskii
21. fasciatus

Robben.

(Steindachner); Hakodate.

(Bloch and Schneider); Aomori.
12.

G'lmnelhps Bleeker.

22.

rosea (Pallas).

Jl.

hcnjamini (Jordan and Snyder); Hakodate.

24.

tanneri II.

13.

Alectrias

14.

Jordan and Evermann.

Eulophias H. M. Smith.

M. Smith.
15. Neozoarces

25. ptdcher

Steindachner.

Steindachner.

26. steindachneri

Jordan and Snyder; Hakodate, Otaru.
16.

27. reneficus

Zoarchias Jordan and Snyder.

Jordan and Snyder; ^lororan, Otaru, Hakodate.
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17. DIcti/ofioma

28.

iwr^fr*

Van der Hoeven;

Schlegel.

Aouiori, Tokyo, Misaki, Wakanoura.
18. Opisthocciifnis Kiipr.

30.

Hakodate, Aomori, Mororan, Otarn.
zonope Jordan and Snyder; Mororan, Otarn.

31.

ozroHff

29. ocellatus (Tilesius);

19.

20.
32.

Abryois Jordan and Snyder.

Jordan and Hnyder; Mororan, Otaru.

rf(/feow'S^-//

33. grehnitzkn

PhoUdapm Bean and Bean.

(Steindachner); Itnrup.

Bean and Bean.
21. £'/-;(0(/ra»;??n(s

Jordan and Everniann.

36.

liexagrammus (Schlegel); Hakodate, Otarn.
enneagrammuH Kner.
epalla.r Jordan and Snyder; Otarn.

37.

(/ioO/o(7/vn//?H«.s

38.

nana Kner and Steindaohner.

39.

nuzavae Jordan and Snyder; Otaru.

34.
35.

22. Ozorthe

Jordan and Everniann.

(Herzen?tein); Hakodate, Xenmro.
23. SticJurnpfda

Kner and Steimlachner.

24. Stichnm^

25.

40. grigorjewi

Reinhardt.

Dinogundhis HerzensttMn.

(Herzenstein); Hakodate, Mito.
26. Leploclinus Gill.

41. »ia«tZo/»s (Fries);

RoVjben Island.
27.

Lumpenu^ Reinhardt.

Tarumai.
fowlerl Jordan and Snyder; Kushiro, Neninro, Hakodate.

42. «H^?t*7/«r/'.s (Pallas);
43.

Family

II.

ANARniCHADiD.K.

28. Anarliicas Linnjeus.
44. species undetermined;

Mombetsu.

vol. xxv.

A NEW FRESH- WATER ISOPOD OF THE GENUS MANCASELLUS FROM INDIANA.

B}^

Harriet Richardson,

Collaborator, D'lrhion of

Marine

Inrrrlebrates.

The species herein described as new was collected by Mr. L. E.
Daniels at Lily Lake, Laporte, Indiana, and sent to the United States
National Museum.
J/ancaselhis danielsi is the fifth known species of
the genus Mancaf<ellus^ M. JyrachyuruK Harger, M. tnuix Haro-er, M.
iiiacroums Garman, and

M.

lineatux (Say) hav-

been previous^ made known, and one subspecies, M. tenax dilata Harger.
ing-

Family ASELLID^E.

MANCASELLUS

Harger.

MANCASELLUS DANIELSI,
Body

new

species.

))roadly oval, with lateral parts of seg-

ments widely expanded.

Head broader

teriorly than

the posterior jiart

])eing as

anteriorly,

wide as the

first

pos-

thoracic segment.

Lateral margins have a deep and wide incision

which separates the narrower anterior lobes
from the widely expanded posterior lobes.
The eyes are opposite these incisions. The
frontal margin is produced in a small median
Fig. 1.—Mancaselh s
point, on either side of which is a shallow
danielsi. x3|.
depression, followed by another point, in turn
are
short, reaching
The
antennulse
succeeded by a slight depression.
only to the extremity of the fourth joint of the peduncle of the
The antenna? are ver}^
antennae; the flagellum contains eight joints.
The mandible
long, extending nearly the entire length of the body.

without a palp.
thoracic segments are subequal in length.
are wideh" expanded, with lateral margins entire.
is

The
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Tho caudal

scgiiKMit is

the end o))tusely rounded.
one-half times its lenoth.

narrower posteriorly than anteriorly, witli
Width of seo-nient at })ase about one and

stylets are lono- aiid slender, the lenuth of the stylet
segment. The ))asal joint is

The caudal

beino- equal to the lenoth of the caudal

equal to the length of the hfth peduncular
The outer ])ranch is
joint of the antenna?.

_^\^

half as long as the inner lu-anch.
The first pair of legs "are subchelate.

\

\

Tx;

^^

.

^^

'.--^'^^

L
Fi,;.

cASELLus DANiELsi.

is

with

tion of tho joint

-.-MANKiBLE OK Max-

The

broadly expanded and armed on
the inner margin with a large tooth about
articulalialf way between the base and the

ropodus

Betweon

tlic

dactylus.

^j^^,

ioo\h aud thc

artlcii-

dactylus with the propodus is a
lation of
The
process having a blunt, truncate extremity.
1ias(
dactylus is provided with two teeth near the
the

on the inner margin.

The

carpiis

is

small and

Tho merus is produced at
triangular in shape.
angle.
outer
upper
the
The remaining six pairs of legs are similar in
structure and ambulatory in character, with
])iunguiculate dact3di.

Three
found

specimens
at

Lily

Laporte, Indiana.

were
Lake,

1)y

Mr.

Daniels.

No. 25693.

Type.—Q^t.

L.8.N.M.
This

species

is

closely related to

Harger than

to

M.

I'AIR

4.— Leg uv first
OF MaNCASELIA'S
X 14|.

DANIEI^I.

tenax

o.— Maxiliped of
MANCASELLUS DANIELSI.
Greatly enlargep.

Fiii.

any other

species of the genus.

Fu;.

more

It differs,

however, from

M, tenax in the greater length of the antenna?,
the
which extend nearly the entire length of
half the
])ody, while in M. tenax they are only
of the
length of the body; in the greater width
the
caudal segment in proportion to its length,
length,
width being one and one-half times the
length of this segment are about equal;

while in M. tenax the width and
stylets, which are equal to the ength
in the greater length of the caudal
tena^ they are only a little longer
in
M.
while
of the caudal segment,
in the greater length ot
than half the length of the caudal segment;
equal to the length
being
length
its
stylet,
the
of
segment
the l^asal
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M. tevax it
equal to the length of the fourth joint of that organ (the fourth

of the fifth joint of the peduncle of the antennte, while in
is

joint of the peduncle of the antennae in both species being shorter than

the fifth joint); in the greater breadth of the entir(» body in proportion to its length, J/, tenax being
its

narrower

in widtii as

length; and in the difference in the legs of the

l)ropodus in

M.

M.

pair,

tenax being armed with one broad low tuljercle

the sub-species dilata the propodus

while in

compared to

first

danielsi the propodus

the
(in

armed with three acute teeth),
armed with one large tooth and

is

is

one l)luntly ending, truncate process, the dactylus being provided with
two teeth at the base, the dactylus in If. tenax being armed with spines
on the inner margin, of which the distal ones are the larger, and at the
end with a large spine.
This species differs from J/! llucatus (Say) in having antenna^ somew hat shorter, in the fact that the propodus of the

first

pair of legs

is

l)rovided with a ])luntly ending process l>etween the long tooth, situ-

ated al)out the middle on the inferior margin, and the articulation
of the dactylus with the propodus; and in the longer outer ])ranch of
tiie

caudal stylets,

^^.

lineatas

Named
lected.

it is

it

being half as long as the inner })ranch, while in

only one- third the length of the inner one.

for Mr. L. E. Daniels,

l)y

whom

the specimens were col-

.r

NEW TERRESTRIAL

ISOPOD OF THE GENUS PSEUDARMADILLO FROM CUBA.

By Harriet Rk^hardson,
Collaborator, Division of

Only one

.species of this

genus

The species herein

is

Marine

Invertebrates.

known, Pseudarinadillo carimilatus

name P. gillianus
given, was collected at Niieva Vero!ia, Isla de Pinos, Cuba, by
Messrs. Palmer and Riley.
Only a single specimen was sent to the
Saiissure.

described, to which the

is

United States National Museum.

Family

ARMADILLIDID.E.

PSEUDARMADILLO

Saussure.

PSEUDARMADILLO GILLIANUS,

new

species.

The thorax is armed with
long stout spines, each row being halfway

Bod}- strongly and thickly tul)crculate.

two longitudinal rows of
between the median line and the

lateral

margin.

On

the seventh

thoracic segment, however, the spines are closer together and are

A

much

longer.
long median spine is present on the lifth abdominal
segment.
The head has the anterior margin produced in three lol)es; a median
lobe, which is broad and roundly truncate, and two lateral lobes,
broadly rounded.
The posterior portion of the head bears four

prominent tubercles in a transverse series, the two outer ones being
nuicb larger and stouter, with broad bases.
The eyes are black and
distinct and are situated post-laterally.
The antennte reach the middle
of the first thoracic segment; the flagellum is two-Jointed, the proximal
joint being three or four times shorter than the distal one.

The

first

the sides.

thoracic segment

The

is

covered with small tubercles, except at

posterior portion of the lateral part of the segment

is

produced backward a little, the post-lateral angulation })eing rounded.
The lateral border is curved upward, forming a slight concavity. On
either side of the segment halfway between the median line and the
lateral margin, and on the posterior part of the segment, is a long
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.
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stout spine, directed backward.
entire length of the first

The coxopodites

segment on the under

are distinct the

side

and each

is

in

the form of a ridge, ending in a bifurcate tooth-like process. The
second thoracic segment has the coxopodites of the under side in

The lateral spines of the second,
the form of tooth-like processes.
third, fourth, fifth, and sixth segments form two longitudinal series,
one on either side of the median line, halfway
between that and the lateral margin, and in
line with those of the first segment.
The spines
of the seventh thoracic segment are, however,
nuich closer together and are also much longer.
The seventh segment is produced backward
about the center, so that it is longer at that
point than at the sides. The lateral portions
of the second, third, fourth, and fifth segments
are drawn out in narrow rounded processes,
slightl}^ curving upward at their extremities.
The sixth and seventh segments have the lateral
portions drawn out in processes which are someAvhat truncate at their extremities.

Fig.

1.— Pskudarmadu
gillianus.

x

5.

ately anterior to

The
cealed

All these

segments are thickly tuberculate except at the
sides and on the anterior portion, where the segment articulates with the one inunediit.

two segments of the abdomen are conthe last thoracic segment. All the abdom-

first

])v

segments are tuberculate. One tubercle in the
median line of the third segment is somewhat enlarged and more
prominent than the others. One tubercle in the median line of the
fourth segment is slightly more enlarged than the tubercle of the preceding segment. A long stout spine directed hackward is present on the fifth abdominal segment in tiie
median line. At the base of the terminal segment is a
large prominent tu))ercle, ver}" much larger than those
The terof the third and fourth a])dominal segments.
Fig. 3.— Latekaiminal segment is triangularly shaped, with the apex
view of abdoThe basal segment of
l)roduced in a truncate i)rocess.
MEN.
5.
the ui-opoda, seen from the dorsal side, is large, wider
at the base than at the apex, filling the space between the lateral process of the fifth abdominal and the terminal abdominal segment, and
continuing the oval outline of the body. The outer ]»ranch is very
small and is inserted at the posterior angle of the basal joint.
The liasal
joint, seen from the under side, is very large, triangular in shape, the
basal joint of either uropod meeting in the median line at the upper

inal

:.

A
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From this angle the inner branches of the uropoda
angle.
extend in the form of narrow elongate processes, broader at the apex
than at the base and not quite reaching the posterior extremity of the
terminal abdominal segment.
A single specimen, a female, was collected b}" Messrs- Palmer and
Riley in Cuba at Nueva Verona, Isla de Finos, July 10, 1900.
innei'

f>/j>r.— Cat No. 25601, U.S.N.M.
This species differs from the type and only species of the genus
PseudarmadiUo carmulatus Saussure,^ in the presence of two longitudinal rows of long stout spines on the thorax,

a

row on

wa}"

either side of the median line half-

between that and the

in the description of

/''.

lateral

margin, while

carinulafns oidy two

tubercles (not spines) are mentioned

as being-

present on the thorax, the last thoracic segment alone being armed with two large tri-

fig.

4.—abdomen and vropo(undekside). x 9^.

''^

angularly shaped (triquetres) tubercles; in the al)sencc of the longitudinal carinas, mentioned in the description of P. carhndatm as being
present on the lateral parts of the thoracic segments and the third

abdominal segment; in the presence of a large spine on the fifth
al)dominal segment in the median line, which is represented in ]\ nirliuf/i/fi/shy a strong tubercle, and in the presence of eyes, which arc
wholly wanting in Pi carinulatus.
Named for Dr. Theodore Gill, the eminent naturalist.
'Mem.
483-485,

(le la

Soc. de

pi. V, rig.

43

Physique

et d'Hij^toire Naturelle

de Geneve, XIV, 1858,

]).

A REVIEW OF THE CH.ETODONTID.E AND RELATED
FAMILIES OF FISHES FOUND IN THE WATERS OF
JAPAN.
Bj David Starr
Of

Ill

llie

fJoRDAN uud

Henry W. Fowler,

Ldiind Stanford Junior

the present paper an account

is

Universil;/.

given of the Japanese fishes
more or less closely related

belono-in^ to the Chcetodontidce and to the

families of Zeidm, Antigcmiidai, PlatacldcV^ Acanthurida^, and Sigani-

The account is based on material collected in 1900 b}^ Jordan and
Snyder under the auspices of the Hopkins Seaside Laboratory of Stanford University, in connection with the series in the United States
National Museum, and some specimens collected b}^ the U. S. Fish
Commission steamer Alhatro-ss.
The families included in this paper may be thus distinguished:
dx.

Ventral raysi, I, 6 to I, 8; scales minute or wanting; pul)ic bone short; posttemporal firmly attached to the skull.

a.

aa.

Ventral rays,

I,

5

zeid.k,

I.

Teeth very small, not brush-like nor united; gill-membranes separate, free
from isthmus; pelvis very long; scales ctenoid
antigoniid.e, II.
bb. Teeth elongate, brush-like or incisor-like; gill-membranes united to the broad

b.

scaly isthmus; soft scaly fins.

Post-temporal bifurcate or trifurcate, not united witli the skull; teeth slender, hardly brush-like; maxillary distinct; dorsal spines not separated

(".

from the

soft rays;

body very deep;

soft dorsal, anal,

and ventrals much

platacid^. III.
Post-temporal apparently simple, firmly united to the skull; dorsal fin
continuous.
elevated

cc.

Teeth

d.

brush-like,

which

is

setiforni,

thick-set; post-temporal

with

a foramen

usually fully jierforate; carnivorous fishes with the intestinal

canal short; the caudal peduncle

unarmed and the pubic

i)one not

greatly developed; maxillary distinct.
e.

ee.

dd.

Scales well developed
Scales reduced to

mentous
Teeth incisor-like,

ch.etodontid.e, IV.

minute
in

asperities;

some

a single series;

of the dorsal spines fila-

ZANCLID.E, V.
post-temporal with a foramen

which does not pass through the bone;

scales minute, rough; herbivorous fishes with the intestinal canal elongate; the caudal peduncle
usually armed with spines or tubercles; maxillary and premaxillary

immovably united; post-temporal united with
ana. Ventral

rays, I, 3, I; anal spines, seven;
minute, cycloid; teeth incisor-like

Proceedings U.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

S.

dorsal spines thirteen;

National Museum, Vol.
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bones very
acanthurid.e, VI.

skull; pubic

long, bent, firmly attached to each other

scales

siciANiD^, VII.
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Family

I.

ZEID.E.

JOHN DORIES.
Body

short, deep,

much

oompres.<ed and elevated, naked or covered

Mouth
with minute, smooth scales, or with Ijony protuberances.
Teeth small, in narrow
large, terminal, the upper jaw protractile.
the
bands or single series on the jaws and vomer, and sometimes on
Eyes lateral, placed high; opercle much reduced; some
palatines.
preopercle not serrate.
of the bones 'of head usually with spines;
for
Post-temporal very firmly attached to the skull; lower limb adnate
of its upper limb is attached.
its whole length; the distal end only
its
supra-clavicle short and trianglar, bearing a short spine near
or
two
spines,
three
into
divided
edge
posterior
anterior angle, its

The

Ventral edge
three of which stand out above the surface of the skin.
line well developed,
Lateral
plates.
bony
strong
with
serrate,
often
Gill-openings
concurrent with the back. Branchiostegals, T or 8.
Pseudoisthuuis.
wide, the membranes little united, free from the

Air bladder large. Gill rakers usually short; gills
behind the fourth. Dorsal tin emarginate or divided, the
posterior part
anterior part with spines, which are often strong, the
entirely similar
longer, its highest rays behind the middle; soft anal
which are not graduto s^'oft' dorsal, usually preceded by 1 to 4 spines,
bone short; ventral
pubic
fin;
separate
a
form
often
which
ated and

branchia' large.
i,

no

slit

well developed, their rays usually I, 6 to I, 8; pectorals
moderate peduncle. Lateral line
fin rounded, on a
numerous. Vertebra^
exceedingly
cseca
Pyloric
unarmed.

fins thoracic,

small;

caudal

obscure,

Fishes of singular appearance, inhal>iting warm seas,
The species undergo great changes in
depth.
considerable
often at
is a wellthe course of development. The "John Dory" {Zensfahc?')
known food-fish of southern Europe. The increased number of
family suggest
ventral rays and the armature of the belly in this
suggests the
relationship with the Berycoids; the adnate post-temporal
AYe follow^Mr. Starks in associating the Zeid^p with the
Cha?todonts.
Scombroid
Ch^todonts, removing them from all association with the

about 32 [Zem).

resemblance. The
forms, to which they bear only the most superficial
but it should not
uncertain,
still
is
system
the
in
Zeus
actual place of
be separated far either from the Berycoids or the Cha?todonts.
a.

Bony
spines 3 or 4.
Dorsal spines verv strong, sometimes filamentous; anal
ventrals an<l
spinous plates present along bases of vertical fins, and between
anal.
h

\nal spines
rays

I, 6,

3;

ventral
both dorsals with strong bony spinous plates at base;

or

I,

7

Zenop.m,

1.

..Zeus,
Anal spines 4; no plates at base of spinous dorsal; scales evident.
plates very small; scales
bbb Anal spines 2, the first strong, immovable; bony
-'.

bb.

obsolete

Cyttopsis,3.

—

—
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Znio^ixis (\iu., Pirn-.
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Gill.

Bci. Phila., 1862, p. IL'H (nel,iilo!<iis).

Body ovate, much compressed, without scales and without warts or
humps in the adult. Head deeper than long, its anterior profile steep.
Mouth rather large, upper jaw protractile; teeth small on jaws and
vomer, none on the palatines.

Various bones of the head and shoulSeries of bon}' plates along the sides
of the l)elly and the bases of both dorsal and anal, each plate armed
with a strong spine with radiating stria? at the base. Gill rakers short.
Dorsal spines very strong, usually 10 in nuuiber, some of them filamentous; anal spines 3; ventral fins long, the rays 1, 6, or I, 7.
Caudal peduncle slender, the fin not forked. This genus difi'ers from
Zt'KS mainly in the presence of 3 anal spines instead of -t, and in the
greater development of the spinous armature.
(Z//K, a poetic form of Zevg, Jupiter; oifng^ appearance.)
der girdle armed wath spines.

I.

ZENOPSIS NEBULOSA

(Schlegel).

KAGAMIDAI (MIRROR TAI OR PERCH).
Zens nebiilosus ScnLE(iEL,
saki.

— GuNTHER,

Fauna Japonica,

Poiss., 1847, p. 123, pi. lxvi;,

Cat. Fish, II, 1860, p. 395;

Naga-

Jajian.— iSteindachnek and

DoDERLEiN, Fisohe Japans, IV, 1884, p. 14; Tokyo. Nystrom, Svensk.
Ak. Handl., 1887, p. 32; Nagasaki.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 43;
Tokyo. Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1900, p. 359; Tokyo.

depth If. D. IX or 10-27; A. 111-25; P. 12; V. 1-0. Body
compressed and elevated. No scales; the skin naked and
smooth; 12 to 1-1 ])ony ])ucklers along the base of the dorsal fin on each
side, each armed with a short curved spine, which is directed outward
and backward, and marked with radiating ridges; along the abdominal

Head

i>i;

short, deep,

ridge of the body from the gill-opening are a series of bony bucklers
on each side, which are 3 before ventrals, 8 between the latter and
anal, and 7 or 8 along the base of the anal; the dorsal bucklers are
smallest at base of spinous dorsal, becoming enlarged at the middle of
the soft dorsal; the bucklers before ventral are very small, the middle
ones between the base of the ventral and anal and along the base of the
latter the largest.
Head long, deep, and obliquely quadrangular, the
upper profile concave; snout short; e3'^e moderate, high, li to If in
snout, 3| to -l in total length of the head, and 1^ to 1| in maxillary;
anterior margin of eye nearer the posterior margin of the opercle than
the tip of the snout; mouth large, deep, obliquely vertical, and with
the mandible protruding; the maxillary broad distally for about threefifths to two-thirds the diameter of the e3^e, and not extending posteriorly below in front of the eye; lips very broad and thin; teeth small
in l)oth jaws and directed inward; nostrils close together, directly in
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front of the eye, and the posterior ver}^ much larger than the anterior;
above the eye a number of small denticles in a single series on each
side; distal extremities of the articulars produced into two small

two small spines at the symphasis below;
edge of preoperculum very long and oblique and the angle very obtuse
and rounded; top of head with two ridges between the eyes, the interGill-opening very
orbital space two-thirds to live-sixths in the eye.
large, its lower margin at least twice that of the upper; gill rakers
short, stumpy, rounded, and few; no slit behind the fourth gill-arch.
Origin of spinous dorsal behind the eye; the spines thick and
strong, terminating in long, thread-like filaments, and highest ante-

spines below; dentaries with

riorly; origin of soft dorsal about over the first anal spine, the fin, like
the soft anal, with the posterior rays the longer; anal spines graduated
from the first, which is the largest and only a little longer than the
eye; pectoral a trifie in advance of the base of the first dorsal spine,
about ecjual to the snout, and with its upper rays the longer; ventrals
little in front of the middle of the eye, If to If in body, the middle
rays the longest and the innermost the shortest; caudal short, the edge
convex, and 2 to 2i in the ventrals. Lateral line much arched in
front, descending to the sides posteriorly and then running straight.
Caudal peduncle very narrow and compressed, from one-half to three

a

fifths

the eye.

Color

in alcohol,

silvery brown, dark on back and

upper part of head, inclining to silver white below; filaments of
spinous dorsal brownish black, blotches on the membranes above darlv
brown; ventrals, dark brownish, becoming darker distally, the outer
portion blackish and with 5 dark blackish cross-bands; caudal with
the outer portion with a dusky blotch; body marked with a number of
large brownish spots or blotches on the sides, which are most distinct
in the smaller examples; in all the specimens traces on sides liehind
gill-openings of a blackish, ocellated spot; caudal peduncle dark alunc

and 2 dark spots at the base of the side in the 2 small examples.
Here described from Misaki specimens; the largest collected by Proinches.
fessor Otaki measures
This species is rare on the coast of Japan, being found in rather
deep water. We have two snecimens, one from Tokyo, the other from

m

Misaki.
{nehul().su.i<,

clouded.
2.

ZEUS

Linnaeus.

Zeus LINN.EUS, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758,

p. 137

(/«6t'/-;

includes

Seh-iie,

Aledls,

Zeus, Capros).

Body
scales.

much compressed, covered with
Head deeper than long, its profile steep.

ovate,

small rudimentary

Mouth

large, the

upper jaw protractile; small teeth on jaws and vomer, none on palatines; preopercle unarmed; a series of spinous plates between ventrals

—

—

—
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and anal; a series of bony plates along base of soft dorsal and anal,
none along- spinous dorsal; each plate armed with a pair of spines.
Dorsal

Gill rakers short.

tins

separate, near together; dorsal spines

high and strong, some of them filamentous; anal spines 4; ventral rays
Species rather few, fishes of remarkable appearance, all of the
1, 7.
Old World, and all marked })y a round black spot i»i the middle of the
side.

(Zfijg, Jupiter, the

conmion riohn Dory having been called

^^Piscis

Jovil.'^)
2.

ZEUS JAPONICUS

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

KANETATAKI (GONG RINGER); MATODAI (TARGET PERCH); MATOUWO
(TARGET

FISH).

Poisson d Miroir du Japan Tilesics, Kruseiisterns' Reise, Atlas, about 1809,
pi. LI, tig. 1;

Japan.

Zeus japonicus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., X, 1835, p. 24 (on a
Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1847, p. 123, pi.
.Japanese drawing).

Nagasaki {Zens faber japonicus on plate). Bleeker, Verh. Bat.
Nystrom, Svensk. Vet. Ak. Handl., 1887,
1857, Japan, p. 165.
p. 32; Nagasaki.— IsHiKAWA, Prel. Cat. 1897, p. 43; Tokyo, Boshu, Nagasaki.—
Steindachner, Reise Aurora, 1898, p. 211; Kobe. Jordan and Snyder,
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1900, p. 359; Tokyo.
Lxvi A.

Gen.,

Head

;

XXVI,

D. X-23, A. iV-22, F. 14, V. 1-7; scales
deep, and covered with small cycloid
scales; no bucklers along the base of the spinous dorsal; along the
base of the soft dorsal 7 bony bucklers, and all but the first with 2
short, strong, thorn-like spines, the inner the larger, compressed in
front or above, directed backward, and the outer short, directed
backward, outward, or slightly forward;
similar spines along the
base of the anal on each side; along the abdominal ridge of the body,
from the gill-opening, are a series of bon}" bucklers on each side, which
are 6 before the ventrals and 3 more in the middle between each series,
8 l)etween the latter and the anal; all the bucklers smooth without
radiating ridges, and, except those along the soft dorsal and anal, with
a single low, short spine directed backward. Head long, deep, greatly
compressed, the upper profile convex; snout a little over 2 in the head;
eye rather small, 2i in snout, li in head, and 2| in maxillary; anterior
margin of eye nearer the tip of the snout than the posterior margin
2i;

15-110-80.

depth

2.

Bodv compressed,

of the opercle;

mouth

mandi))le protruding;

large, deep, obliquely vertical,

and with the

the maxillary ))road distally, equal to three-

fourths the eye, and extending posteriorly below the posterior nostril;
lips ver}' broad and thin; teeth small in the jaws and directed inward;

and directl}" in front of the eye, the posterior
larger than the anterior; 2 spines behind the eye and above

nostrils close together

very

much

center, but the top of the head smooth and without any spines
over the eyes; distal extremities of the articulars produced into 2 small
its
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spines })elow; quadrate with a small spine })elow and behind the end

of the maxillary;

spines at the symphysis

dentaries with 2 small

below; edge of the preoperculum very long and oblique, the angle
exceedingly obtuse and rounded; top of the head with 2 ridges
between the eyes, the interor})ital space two-thirds of the eye. Gillopening very large, its lower margin three times that of the upper;
gill

rakers short, stumpy, and rounded, 5

+

'^;

no

slit

behind the fourth

gill-arch.

Origin of spinous dorsal a little before the posterior margin of the
operculum, the spines thick, strong, and elongated, terminating in
long, thread-like filaments, and with their bases on each side, except
the lirst and last two, with a single short spine projecting backward;
the spinous dorsal high anteriorly; soft dorsal and anal graduallv
becoming higher posteriorlv, the origin of the former behind that of
the latter and the origin of the latter under the sixth dorsal spine; anal
spines, except the tirst, with basal spines like those on the spinous
dorsal; the lirst anal spine shorter than the second, which is the longest,
and 3 in the head, and the others l)oth still shorter, the last being the
shortest; pectoral rather short, in advance of the spinous dorsal, but
posterior to the posterior margin of the eye, rounded, and with its
upper rays the longer; ventrals long, expanded, below the posterior
part of the eye, the spine more than half the length of the tin and the
innermost ra}" the shortest; ventrals If in head and reaching the base of
the second anal spine; caudal with the margin convex and its length If
in head.
Lateral line very high in front, descending posteriori}^ to the
Caudal
sides and then running straight to the base of the caudal.
peduncle compressed and about equal to the eye. Color in alcohol,
brown, darker above; the spinous dorsal blackish brown, with indistinct darker spots; spinous anal with its lower borders and the ventral
fins blackish; on the sides are about 9 indistinctly defined dark brownish
bars running longitudinally, l)ecoming reticulated somewhat as their
course is interrupted by a lai"ge dark ocellus on the sides a short distance behind the opercles; the lateral ocellus marked with a smaller
and darker ring inside; a dark spot at the base of the caudal; caudal
dusky on the outer border. In small and young examples the spinous
dorsal is more or less distinctly spotted, and there are traces of several
bands across the caudal. Here described from a large specimen from
Tokyo, which measures 12^ inches.
This species is close to the John Dory of Europe {Zeus faher Linnfeus), differing mainly in the reduced number of bony plates.
In
color and habit the two species are very similar.
The species is a
common inhabitant of the bays of southern Japan, l)eing taken in
shallow water at almost every haul of the net.
Our specimens are from Tokyo, Misaki, Kobe, Hiroshima, Tsuruga,

and Nagasaki.
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Gill.

Cyttopsis Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, p. 126 {roseus);

no description.

with rudimentary scales; mouth
rather small, the upper jaws extremely protractile; teeth small on
jaws and vomer; preopercle entire; supraorbital ridges serrated; gill
rakers ver}- short; dorsal spines strong, not filamentous; ventral rays

Body

ovate, mvich compressed,

Anal with two short spines more or less coalescent into a knifeon the median line between ventral tins
and vent; spinous scales at base of soft dorsal and anal very small
or obsolete, not shield-like, about one for each ray, none at base of
Silvery fishes of the open seas, differing from Zeus
spinous dorsal.
in the absence of bony plates, and from Cyttas in having knife-like
spines between ventrals and anal.
{cyttus^ KVTTog name of an unknown fish; oz/'i?, appearance.)
I, 7.

like spine; knife-like spines

3.

Head

CYTTOPSIS ITEA

[2i];^

scales 82.

depth

Body

[2i].^

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

D. VII,

;^>0;

A.

1,

30; P.

14; V.

I,

9;

deep, compressed, and covered with small cycloid

bony tubercles forming a ridge or keel, and covered
with thin skin, along the bases of the soft dorsal and anal, and about
equal in number to the fin rays; along the abdomen, from the gillscales; a series of

opening to the anus, a single series of bucklers, 7 in number, the last
three being very large, and each with a single backwardly directed
spine; region between and in front of the ventrals flattened and broad,
anteriorly forming an angle just behind the gill-opening, which is
furnished with several small denticles; all the bucklers are smooth
and without stria?. Head deep, the upper profile of the snout and
space between the eyes and origin of the dorsal concave; eye very
large and high in the head [2 in the snout. If in maxillarv, and 3^ in
the head];' mouth large and deep, the maxillary Inroad distally, equal
to one-half the eye; lips very broad and thin, the width of the upper
equal to the width of the maxillary; teeth small, fine, and in broad
bands in the jaws, those above very broad; nostrils close together,
superior and directly in front of the eye, the anterior rounded and the
posterior a slit twice as long; above the ej^es a series of anteriorl}"
directed small denticles on each side of the head; top of the head with
some of the bones striated and covered with thin skin; dentaries with
2 small spines at the symphysis below; edge of the preopercle ver}''
long and oblique, the angle exceedingly obtuse and rounded; interGill-opening very
orbital space concave and equal to one-half the eye.
huge; branchiostegal rays, 7; gill rakers short and stumpy, 11 in
number; no slit behind the fourth gill arch.
Origin of the spinous dorsal behind the gill-opening-, the spines
^Tlie brackets indicate that such measurements, etc., as are given are not satisfactory,

owing to the distorted snout

of this

specimen.
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thick, .short, .strong, .sharp, not terminating in filaments; third

fourth dorsal
dor.sal

.spine.s

the longest and a

little

spine a little .shorter than the fifth

;

greater than the eye;

and
first

smal with a single, compressed,

hooked backward and falling behind the origin
of the soft dor.sal; soft dor.sal and anal .similar, the anterior rays
graduated to behind the middle of the fin, where it is highest; pectorals
before the spinous dor.sal, directly l)ehind the gill-opening, and about
.short,

tooth-like .spine

equal to the eye; ventrals a
little

trifle

before pectorals, long, expanded, a

larger than the base of the soft dorsal, and with a very short spine

at their bases; caudal

eye, and

its

damaged, short, about 1^ times larger than the

base edged above and Ijelow with 3 short, sharp

spine.s.

Lateral line strongh' arched in front and descending obliquely behind

%.

^"^^^^^^

Fig. 1.— Cyttopsi.s itea.

and then running straight to the base of the
Caudal peduncle very narrow and somewhat thick and compressed, and a little less than the maxillary.
Color in alcohol, brown
above, silver}' below, and all the fins except the ventrals plain ventrals,
with their outer halves of the membranes of the fin, brownish black,
the ra3^s being pale; on the outer parts of the membranes of the
spinoas dorsal some dark brownish black.
[Total length, 6^ inches.]^
Here descri})ed from an example dredged by the U. S. Fish Commis.'iion steamer Albatross in Suruga Baj'.
It is numbered 50562 in the
United States National Museum.
at the caudal peduncle

caudal.

;

(zVeor,

a target.)

'The brackets indicate that sucli measurement.s, etc.,
owing to the distorted snout of this specimen.

tory,

as are

ju'iveii

are not

.satisfac-
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ANTIGONIID.E.^

BOARFISHES.

Body compressed and

elevated, covered with small, ctenoid scales;
head scaly; preorbital and preopercle more or less serrate or
armed; opercle small; gills normal: gill-mem])ranes separate, free
from isthmus; top of head bony; premaxillaries ver}' protractile, the
posterior process very long-; mouth moderate, the lower jaw projecting; the teeth A'er}" small lateral line not extending on caudal; dorsal
tin long, the stout spines separated from the soft rays b}- a deep notch;
dorsal spines not graduated; anal tin with three spines separated by a
notch from the soft rays, the first spine longest; soft part of anal as
long as soft dorsal; ventralsl, 5, the spine strong, inserted below pecUpper limb of
torals; caudal fin rounded, on a moderate peduncle.
the post-temporal widened at its distal end, which atl'ords a very firm
attachment; the lower limb short and thick. The supraclavicle long
and slender, its posterior edge sharply serrate, the serrations standVertebra in normal numl)er,
ing out abov^e the surface of the skin.
10+18 = 23 {in Capros). Species few, arranged in 2 genera, living in
rather deep water.
Capros apei\ the Boarfish, superficially resembles
the John Dory, Zeus faher, and is common on the coasts of southern
Europe. This family, like the preceding, is of doul)tful affinities. It
is only remotely allied to the Zeidx^ and it has no relationship to the
sides of

;

Carangidm or other Scombroid forms.

A)itl(/o)tia ])ears

nuich super-

resemblance to the Ephlppiddc^ a resemblance doubtless arising
from real affinity, as is shown by the form and attachment of the
post-temporal. An extinct genus, Proantigoida^ is said to connect
Antigonia with Capros.
Body deeper than long, covered with rough scales.
a. Lateral line complete.
ficial

h.

Teeth slender, in jaws only; anal spines strong
4.

ANTIGONIA

Atifigonia, 4.

Lo^A^e.

'Lovi'^, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1843, p. 85 (capros).
Caprophonns iltJLLER and Troschel, Horpe Ichthyologica?, Ill, 1845, p. 28 (aurora).
Hypsdnotus Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1847, p. 84, pi. xlii, tig. 2

Antigonia

(r^^hescens).

deep, the depth much greater than the length of body,
which is excessively compressed and covered with moderate-sized,
firm, rough ctenoid scales; profile from nape to dorsal very steep and
nearly straight.
Surface of head above with rough bony stria?; preopercle and suborbital bones armed with slender antrorse spines;

Body very

nVe
Capra,

use the
is

name

Antigoniiihe in preference to ('apridie, as Caprid:r, derived from

applied to the family of Goats.

admissi])le.

Caproidse used

by

Gill

seems liardly
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small, its cleft nearly vertical; premaxillarj- with a very long-

process, so that

it

is

extremely protractile, perhaps

less so

than in

Cajmj^; lower jaw projecting; upper jaw somewhat protractile; maxillary broad, scaly; small, very slender teeth on jaws in one row, none
on palate; chin rough; preopercle with rough striae, becoming antrorse
spines below; cheeks deep, covered with rough scales; opercle short,
scaly. Branchiostegals 6; gill-membranes separate, free from isthmus.

Fin spines stiff and strong.
Lateral line concurrent with the back.
Dorsals united, the third spine stout and elevated, the sixth or last
spine shortest, lower than the soft rays; the

tin

is

thus distinctly

Soft dorsal and anal similar, long and low, none of the rays
produced; anal spines 3, joined to the tin, the first longest. Base of
dorsal and anal with a sheath of small, rough scales extending on the
fin spines and slightly on the rays, not on the membranes; caudal
notched.

peduncle short and deep, deeper than long; caudal short, sijuarely
truncate; ventrals strong, of moderate length, at lowest point of ventral outline, well behind pectorals and directly below spinous dorsal,

which is at its highest point of dorsal outline; ventral spine large,
roughened anteriorly; pectorals moderate, not falcate. Species few,
in

waters of moderate depth.
{'AvTiyovsia^ a city founded

l)y

Antigonus, the allusion not evi-

dent.)
Dorsal rays VIII, 36; anal III, 33; snout very short
IX, 27; anal III, 2(); snout more produced

a.

steindachneri, 4.

cm. Dorsal rays

4.

ANTIGONIA STEINDACHNERI

5.

Jordan and Evermann, MS., new species.

HISHIDAI (DIAMOND TAI); YOKODAI (CROSSWISE
?

raJiesceii.^,

TAI).

Antigonla nipros Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1843, p. 85; Madeira.

Caprophonus aurom MtJLLER and Troschel, Horse Ichthyologictti, III, 1845, p.
28, pi. V, fig. 1; Barbados.
Antigonla capros Steindachner and Doderlein, Fische Japans, III, 1884, p. 10,
fig. 5; Tokyo, not of Lowe.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 41; Tokyo.

?

Head 8; depth (greater with age and always more than the length of
the body) exceeds the length of the body by half an eye diameter.
D. VIli-36; A. 111-33; P. I, 13; V. I, 5; scales 15-59-41. Body
covered with rough ctenoid scales, very deep and elevated, the ))ack
forming a sharp angle at an equal distance from the tip of the snout
and the caudal peduncle in fi-ont, the apex forming the origin of the
spinous dorsal; below the profile of the body

is

hemispherical.

Head

deep, the upper profile convex from the tip of the snout and tiien
becoming concave over the eye in front; snout two-thirds the eye and
equal to the interorbital space; eye large in the upper part of the head
in its length; maxillary short, broad, the width equal to onethird the eye, the length 4 in the head, not extending to the lower

and 2i

margin and not reaching the anteilor margin of the eye; preorbital

—

.
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and with small teeth in each
jaw; nostrils high, directly in front and level with the upper part of
the e3'e, and close together; 5 rows of scales on the cheeks, and opercles
with scales; each articular with 2 small denticles; head roughened and
striated above and on the preoperculum, which is rounded and denticulate below.
Gill-opening rounded, large, l)eginning about level
with the middle of the e3'e; gill rakers about half as long as the gilltilaments and in moderate number; a small slit behind the fourth
vertical,

gill-arch.

First and second dorsal spines ver}' short, the third the largest,

equal to the eye and snout, then the others are graduated to the

which

last,

and second; soft dorsal and soft anal
similar, low and highest in front; origin of spinous anal below that of
the spinous dorsal, graduated from the first spine, which is equal to
the e^'e; pectorals in the lower third of the bod}^, behind the gillopening and with the upper longest rays three times the length of the
is

longer than the

first

inner; ventrals with a strong spine equal to the third dorsal spine,

though the longest fin rays are still longer; caudal truncate with
angular corners and a little longer than the third dorsal spine.
Lateral line arched in front, then descending obliquely to the sides of
the caudal peduncle and running straight to the l)ase of the caudal.

brown, witli traces of a dark streak from the
beginning of the lateral line on the sides of the body backwards; membranes of ventral fins marked with brownish. Total length, {)\\ inches.
Here described from a specimen from Kailua, island of Hawaii. Color
in life salmon-pink, nape, back of head, and down A'entrals deeper red,
])ehind the bar from dorsal to ventral a paler shade; iris red; fins pale
crimson, the caudal paler, with darker red tip.
This species is rather common in deep water about the Hawaiian
Islands, specimens having been taken by Jordan and Evermann at
Hilo, Kailua, and Honolulu.
It has been once recorded from Japan
and very well figured b}^ Dr. Steindachner, who identified it with Antigonia ccqiros of the West Indies and Madeira. The two species are
closely related, but apparently distinct.
A)it!<joni(( ruheKcens is a very
difterent fish from A. capros, as is also the Australian Anfigonla
C'olor in alcohol pale

'III

ill lev!.

(Named

for Dr. Franz Steindachner.)
5.

ANTIGONIA RUBESCENS

(Giinther)

BENIHATATATE (RED FLAG RAISER).
Hypsinotus {?) Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, 1847,
Hypsinotus rubescens Gdnther, Cat. Fish.,

p. 84, pi. xlii, fig. 2;

II, 1860,

p. 63,

copied.

Nagasaki.

Gunthek,

Shore Fishes of the Challenger, IW), p. 44; Manado, Ki Islands, Japan
(confused with A. sleinduchneri).
Hypsinotus henhatntate Bleekek, Poiss. Connues du Jai>on, 1S79, p. it (name
only).
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Head 2f depth

(greater in young-) less than half the length of the
diameter of the eye. D. IX-26 to 28; A. 111-26; P.
Body covered with rough ctenoid
1-12; V. 1-5; scales 11-60-10.
scales, very deep and elevated, the back forming a sharp angle nearer
the caudal peduncle than the tip of the snout, and the apex forming
the origin of the spinous dorsal; ))elow with the protile rounded and
;

body by

f the

'^^-^jmr

f0Wmm,

\

Fig.

2.— Antigonia robescens.

region of the spinous anal. Head deep,
very concave aljove, the supra-occipital process forming a lump; snout
equal to the eye, greater than th'e interorbital space; eye large, in the
middle of the length of the head, in which it is contained 3 times; max-

somewhat produced

illary short, not
tril,

in the

very broad, not as far posterior as the anterior nos-

the width equal to one-third the eye, the leng-th 1^ in the head,
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and extending below the lower margin of the eye; preorbital edge
denticulate; mouth small, nearly vertical and with small teeth in each
jaw; nostrils high, directh' in front and level with the upper part of
rows of scales on the cheeks, and opcrthe eyes, and close together;
cles with scales; articulars with denticles; head roughened and striated
above, and on operculum which is rounded and denticulate ])elow.
Gill-opening rounded, large, beginning about level with the eye; gill
rakers short, mostly less than half the length of the gill-tilaments and in
moderate number; a small slit behind the fourth gill-arch.
First and second dorsal spines very short, the third the longest,
e(][ual to the head, then the others graduated to the last, which is
larger than the first and second; soft dorsal and soft anal similar, low
and highest in front; origin of anal behind that of the soft dorsal,
graduated from the first spine, which is longer than the eye; pectorals
in the lower third of the body behind the gill-opening and with the
longest upper rays three times the length of the inner; ventrals with a
strong spine 1^ in the third dorsal spine, and the longest fin rays extending little beyond its tip; caudal truncate, with angular corners, and 1^
Lateral line arched in front, then descending
in the third dorsal spine.
obliquely to the sides of the caudal peduncle and running straight to
the base of the caudal.
Color in alcohol pale ))rown, with a dark
streak from some distance below the origin of the spinous dorsal to
the caudal peduncle and a similar one from near the spinous anal to
the base of the caudal peduncle ])elow.
Total length 6i inches.
Here
described from specimens dredged l)y the U. S. Fish Conunission
steamer Alhatross at Stations 3717 and 8730, in Totomi Bay.
In .young specimens the body is as deep as long without the caudal,
and in an example 'i\ inches long from the Imperial Museum, taken
at Misaki, the depth of the body exceeds its length.
This species is found in abundance in the deeper parts of the Japanese baj^s.
Our numerous specimens were dredged l)y the U. S. Fish
Commission steamer Albatross in Suruga Bay at Station 3707, at Station 3730, 34 fathoms, and at Station 3715 in 64 fathoms; in Totomi
Bay, Stations 3734 and 3729 (34 fathoms). Another, taken at Misaki,
was presented to us liy Professor Mitsukuri. The fish is orange(J

somewhat paler anteriorl3\ The species difiers in man}'
regards from Antujonla cayros and A. steindachneri, notably in the
much smaller number of dorsal and anal rays. Giinther, Steindach-

scarlet in life,

ner,

and most recent writers have confounded the two, Anfujonla
having remained unknown since the time of Schlegel.

7'uhes£ens

{ruhesce?is,

turning red.)

Family

Body compressed, greatly
caudal peduncle short.

III.

PLATACID.E.

elevated, the anterior profile steep, the

Scales small, ctenoid, densely covering the

soft parts of the vertical fins; lateral line present, following the curve
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Mouth

terminal,

vol. xxv.

prcmaxillaries

horizontal;

of the

back.

slig-htl}^

protractile; maxillary short, without supplemental ])one, jaws

small,

with bands of slender, |)ointed, movable, brush-like teeth; nostrils
doul)le; preopercle entire; gill-membranes broadly attached to the
))r()ad scaly isthnuis, the openings restricted to sides; ])ranchiostegals
6 or 7; pyloric cwca few; gill rakers very short; pseudobranchiie
present.
Dorsal lin continuous, 5 or 6 spines graduated and closely
attached to the soft rays; soft dorsal and anal

lins

anteriorly high,

their bases thickened ])y the scales; anal spines 3, graduated; caudal

truncate; pectorals short, the rays

fin

all

branched; ventrals thoracic,

usualh' elongate l)ut sometimes rudimentary; a large accessory

I, 5,

Vertebra 10
14 = 24.
scale as in the Sjxtr/'dn^: air bladder large.
Post-temporal pro))ably lufurcate and not solidly joined to the skull.
A small group of fishes of the Asiatic seas related to the ChxtodonWe here include with
tida" but showing differences in the skeleton.

+

the Plataeldx the genus Monodactyhis

{—

Psettus Cuvier), which has

the general characters of the Platacidye^ but the ventral-s are rudimentar}'.

The body

is still

deeper than
5.

P/o/fM- CrviER,

in

PLATAX

Eegne Animal,

Isted.,

1,

Platax.

Cuvier.
1817, p.

;>.S4

{h'ira^.

Characters of the genus included a])ove; the ventral
oped, the rays

fins

well devel-

1, 5.

[nXarvs^ broad.)
a.

Dorsal with 28 to 34 soft rays; anal with 24 to 28; anterior profile rather evenly
curved, without angle; 35 to 45 scales between first dorsal spine and lateral
line; dorsal spines 5; teeth on the vomer in young individuals only. . Jeira, 6.

6.

PLATAX TEIRA

TSUBAMEUWO (SWALLOW

FISH);

OR

(Forskal).

TSUBAKURODAI (SWALLOW PERCH
TAI).

Forshal, Descript. Animal, 1775, p. (50; Lohajse.
Cuvier and ValenChfctodon teira Cuvier, Regne Animal, 1st ed., 1817, p. 354.
Cantor, Malayan Fish,
ciennes, Hist. Poiss., VH, 1831, p. 226; Malabar.
1850, p. 168.— Gunther, Cat. Fish., II, 1860, p. 492; Moluccas, Borneo,
Ceram, China, Pinang. Kner, Novara Fische, 1866, p. 166. Klunzinger,
Fische Rothen Meeres, 1870, p. 791.— Bleeker, Atlas, Ichth. Chaet., 1877-78,
p. 73, pi. XVII, fig. 2; Sumatra, Batu-Nias, Pinang, Singapore, Bintang, Bangka,
Cocos, Java, Madura, Bewean, Borneo, Celebes, Sumbawa, Timor, Ternate,
Batjan, Ceram, Amboina, Goram, New Guinea.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897,
p. 41; Riukiu, Bonin Islands, Kagoshima (also No. 749, p. 43; Tokyo).
Chsetodon rfaai-or Bonnaterre, Ichth., p. 81, pi. xvx, [)1. (CCLxxxi.x, 1788; Malabar
Chxiodon

ieira

(after Cliwlodon teira Bloch).
Chxetodon arthriticus Bell, Philos. Trans., 1793, p. 8, pi. vi;
Platax arthriticuH, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss.,
Java.— GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., II, 1860, p. 492; Amboyna,
Platax albipunclatus Rijppell, Atlas N. A. Fische, 1828, p.

Red

Sea.

Sumatra.
VII, 1831,

p.

229;

Pinang.
69, pi. xviii,

fig.

1;

—
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Platax gaimardi Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., VII, 1831,
Guinea.
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p. 216;

Platax leschenaldi Cuviek and Valenciennes Hist. Poiss., VII, 1831,
Pondicherry, New Guinea.
Platax punctulatus Cuvier and Valenciennes Hist. Poiss., VII, 1831,

p.

New
223;

p. 228;

Timor.
I'latax vesjjeriilio japonictis

Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1846,

Platax xanthopus Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXIII, Chaet., 1850,
Java.— GiiNTHER, Cat. Fish., II, 1860, p. 490.
Platax boerni Bleeker, DerdeBijtr. Celebes, III, 1852,

p. S3, pi. xliii;

p. 28;

Batavia,

p. 758; INIacassar, Celebes.

GuNTHER, Cat. Fish., II, 1860, p. 490.
Platax anagou Montrousier, Fauna "Woodlark, 1857, p. 170; Woodlark Island.
Platax ieira Jordan and Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV, 1902, p. 356;
Formosa.

Head

depth greater than the length by the depth of the caudal
D. V-33; A. 111-20; P. 1-16; V. I-T; scales 28-76-46.
Body very deep and couipressed, very much elevated both above and
))elow, and covered with small ctenoid scales which extend over the
})ases of the vertical fins where they become reduced in size and ver}^
numerous. Head deep, its anterior profile very steep; snout hardlj'^
projecting, straight; eyes high, li in snout, 3| in head and 1| in interorbital space; mouth small, the maxillary not reaching beyond the
posterior nostril, its distal extremity as broad as the space between
the anterior and posterior nostrils, which is two-fifths the eye; teeth
in jaws slender, compressed, the edges notched or denticidate, and in
bands; scales on the cheeks very small; nostrils about eiiual, the anterior pair level with the middle of the eye and the posterior pair above
but directly in front of the margin of the e3'e; interorbital space conOrigin of the dorsal in front of that of the anal, the spines
vex.
graduated to the last which is the longest and joined to the soft dorsal; soft dorsal exceedingly long, the anterior ra3"s from the first graduated to the last and higher than the depth of the body; anal spines
graduated and joined to the soft anal which is similar to the soft dorsal except that it is lower; pectoral short, 1^ in the head, below the
gill-opening and behind the ventrals; ventrals under the posterior part
of the eye, very long, extending posteriorly to the base of the caudal;
caudal broad. Lateral line slightly arched to the base of the caudal.
Caudal peduncle compressed, and li in the pectoral. Length without
3;

peduncle.

the caudal 5f inches.
from Mij'ako.

Here described from a young dried example

Notes on a specimen in the Imperial Museum are as follows:
D. IV-31 or 32; A. III-23; scales 73, small and
4; depth If.
largest on the middle of the sides.
Profile nearl}^ verticle, high at the
nape.
Preopercle entire; preor])ital deep; eye 4 in head; maxillary
Gill3i in head; teeth equal, brush-like and also on the vomer.
membranes joined to the isthmus. Dorsal spines rudiments along the
front of the dorsal soft dorsal and anal higher than the length of the

Head

;
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head and scaly at base; pectoral short, li in the head; ventrals equal
Color lost. Lateral
Length 17| inches (-150 mm.).
line complete.
This, the adult form, is well figured by Bleeker, differing from the
young chiefly in the lower fins.
This species, very abundant in the East Indies and along the southern
the head; caudal lunate and equal to the head.

taken occasionally in the Kuro Shiwo off the coast
number of specimens from Formosa, we have a
single one, obtained off Mi3'ako in Rikuchu, in Northern fTapan, presented to us by Mitonobu Irako, director of the museum at Morioka.
In the Imperial Museum at Tokyo are specimens from Tokyo, KagoIn the Imperial University
shima, the Riukiu, and the Bonin Islands.
coasts of China,

of Japan.

is

Besides a

one from Okinawa and one from Kezen.
According to Bleeker, this species is distinguished from Platax vesIn PI. vespertiUo there are 20
pei'tilio (Bloch) by its smaller scales.
The
to 25 scales between the lateral line and the first dorsal spine.
dorsal rays in the latter are about V, 36.
is

{orhlcularis, round.

Family IV. CH.ETODONTID.E.
BUTTERFLY-FISHES.

Body strongh' compressed,

elevated, suborbicular in outline, cov-

ered with moderate-sized or small scales, which are finely ciliated or
nearl}' smooth; lateral line present, concurrent with the back, not

extending on the caudal

fin;

mouth

small, protractile, terminal;

max-

form, divided in two by a longitudinal
suture; upper part of skull solid, occipital crest strong; post-temporal
firndy joined to the skull, its form realh' trifurcate, though appearing
simple, the interspaces between the forks filled in by bone so that only
illary verj" short, irregular in

is left; last bone of suborbital ring firmly joined to the preoperculum; teeth brush-like or setiform, often extremely long, in
narrow bands in the jaws; no teeth on vomer or palatines; no canines,
molars, or incisors; eyes lateral, of moderate size; branchiostegals 6
Gill-memor 7; pseudobranchite very large; air bladder present.
branes more or less attached to the isthmus; gill rakers very small.
Dorsal fin single, continuous, its rays sometimes filamentous, its soft
part as well as the soft part of the anal densely covered with small

a foramen

scales; anal similar to the soft dorsal with 3 or 4 spines; ventrals

thoracic,

I,

5;

caudal usually truncate.

VertebrBS

anterior abljreviated; insertion of the ribs

usually reduced, and not bifurcate.

10+14=24,

inferior;

the

post-temporal

Carnivorous fishes of the tropical
noted for their bright colors and great activity. The excessive
quickness of sense and motion enable these fishes to maintain themselves in the struggle for existence in the close competition of the
seas,

.

.

.
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The young are very

coral reef.s, notwithstanding their bright colors.

from the adult and pass through a stage termed ThoUcJithys
in which the meml)ranes are greatly developed, forming collars and
sheaths about the head and neck.
The Japanese name Choehouwo^ or
different

Butte rfiy-tish, like the Spanish name Marlpom, corresponds to our

commonest English designation

for these fishes.

Chigtodo7itinie:

Preopercle unarmed

a.

b.

form )
Snout

little if

;

scales comparatively lai-ge

the middle ones highest; anal spines

Dorsal spines, none of

c.

(young with the

TltolicJtthijs

at all produced; dorsal spines 10 to 14, not graduated,

them elevated

some

of

3.

or filiform.

usually 35 to 50 in the lateral line.
Dorsal spines 12 to 14; teeth moderate; dorsal and anal with the base not
strongly angulate
Cluvlodon, 6.
ee. Dorsal spines 8 to 11; teeth very small; dorsal and anal strongly angulate at base so that the greater part of the base of each fin is vertical.

d. Scales large,
e.

Coradmi,

7.

dd. Scales rather small, a])out 60 in the lateral line; dorsal spines 10 or 12.

Mkrocanthus,
cc.

Dorsal

fin

with the fourth spine

much elevated and

filiform; scales

forehead in the adult with bony projections

8.

moderate;

Heniochus,

9.

Pomararithintf:
u(t.

Preopercle armed at

its

angle witli a very strong spine, which

is

sometimes

groove<l.
/.

Interopercle short and broad,

armed with

1

to 4 strong spines; preopercle ser-

dorsal spines about 14, graduated, the last one longest;
scales rather small; isthmus very narrow; vertical limb of preopercle simply
rate or spinous;

serrate,

with 10 to 30 small teeth; liody oblong, rather robust.
Hulacaulhus, 10.
6.

CHyETODON

(Artedi) Linnaeus.

CHOCHOUWO OR BUTTERFLY
Chfvtodou Artedi, Genera, 1738, p. 51

(numerous

belonging to Pomacanihus; nonbinomial).
Telragonoptrus Klein, Historia Piscium, 1744,

p.

FISHES.

species, the first

37

(many

one mentioned

species; strialus, etc.;

nonbinomial).
Chietodon Linn^us, Systema Naturtt, 10th ed., 1758, p. 272 (includes all

known

Chxtodontida'.)

CIvModon CuviER, Regne Animal, 2d ed., 1829, p. 189 {slriaius, capi>i(ntlu!<; first
restriction of the name to the present group).
Rabdophorus Swainson, Class'n Fishes, II, 1839, p. 21 {ephlppniin; scales on
lower half in nearly horizontal series; scales about 45).
Cilharxdus Kaup,

Wiegmann's Archiv., XXVI,

Pt.

I,

1860, p. 141 {meijeri; scales

on lower half of body in horizontal series; scales small, about 50).
Linopliora Kaup, Wiegmann's Archiv., 1860, XXVI, Pt. 1, 1860 {auriga; scales
in series running downward and backward).
ji. 238 {('finiodon
Cuviek, not
Artedi; offered as a substitute for Chietodon, the latter name being transferred to Pomacanthus)
ThoUchthys GCnther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1868, p. 457 {o,^seus; larval form).

Sarothrodiis Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862,

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

34
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Tetnujonoptrus Bleeker,
scales

than

vol. xxv.

Rev. Famille Cheetodontoides, 1877, p. 52 {Mriaha^;
series; spinous dorsal not more than half longer

below in horizontal

soft)

Cfurtodonfop^

Bleeker, Rev. Famille Chietodontoides, 1877,

p.

53 (scales on lower

parts in ascending series).

Hemichtrlodon Bleeker, Rev. Famille Chjetodontoides, 1877, p. 53 {capistratus;
scales b'ilow running downward and backward, forming an angle with those

above )
Lcpkhchivtodon Bleeker, Rev. Famille Chpetodontoides, 1877,
lm; scales anteriorly

much

p.

Hi {uni^iactda-

enlarged).

Gonochivtndon Bleeker, Rev. Famille Cluetodontoides, 1877, p. 54 {triangulniii;
body very deep; the base of posterior half of soft dorsal and anal vertical).
Oxychaiodoti Bleeker, Atlas Ichth. Chiet., 1877-78, p. 51

{Uiieolata.s; scales

very

snout pointed).
Chxtodon Jord.\n and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 614 (restriction to capidratus).
Anisochsciodon Klunzinger, Fische des Rothen Meeres, 1884, p. 54 {auriga).
large,

Body

deep, very strongh^ compressed, especially above and
head small, compressed, almost everywhere scaly; mouth
very small, terminal, the jaws provided with long, slender, iiexil)]e,
bristle-like teeth; vomer sometimes with teeth; preoperculum entire
Dorsal tin single, continuous, not notched,
or nearly so, without spine.
the spinous part longer than the soft part, of 12 or 13 spines, the spines
not graduated, some of the middle ones being longer than the last; last
.short,

behind;

rays of soft dorsal usuallj' rapidl}^ shortened, some of them occasionally filamentous; caudal

peduncle short, the caudal

similar to soft dorsal, with 3 strong spines.

large ctenoid scales,

somewhat irregidar

lateral line curved, high, parallel

tin

fan-shaped; anal

Bod}- covered with rather
in their

with the back.

arrangement; the

Gill-openings rather

narrow, the membranes narrowh" joined to the isthnuis; l)ranchiosteA very large genus of singular and beautiful tishes, abounding
gals 6.
in the tropical seas, especially about volcanic rocks and coral reefs;
most of them have the body crossed by transverse black bars. They
are all very active, feeding on small animals.
[xaiTjf^ bristle; oSovs^ tooth.)
a.

Linophora: Rows of scales and dark stripes on anterior part of Ijody sloping
downward and forward, meeting posteriorly almost at a right angle with
similar rows and stripes running downw^ard and backward; a black ocular bar;
dorsal rays XII, 23 to XIII, 25; anal rays III, 20 to 25; scales about 45.
b. Dorsal with a soft ray in front produced in a filament; soft dorsal with a black
ocellus
bb.

aa.

setifer, 7.

Dorsal without produced soft ray; no dorsal ocellus

Rows

ragabiindus,

8.

lower part of body horizontal or nearly so; no lines meeting
at a sharp angle; scales about 45.
c. Ch^todontops: Rows of scales on lower parts in series ascending behind;
a dark ocular bar, but no crossbar on body; dark streaks on sides,
forked at their tips; no ocellus; ventrals yellow; D. XII, 23; A. Ill, 20.
of scales of

rullaris, 9.

Rows

cc.

d.

of scales nearly horizontal, not

Rabdophorus: Ocular
Anal rays about III,

e.

ocellus; sides

regioia

emphasized by longitudinal streaks.

with a distinct crossbar.
XII, 25; soft dorsal with a black

21; dorsal rays,

with faint brown crossbars

modestuf<, 10.

—
No.mei.

—

—
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ec Anal rays about III, 17; dorsal rays XII, 20; body nearly plain, its
posterior part dark; no ocellus
nippon, 11.
dd. Ocular region without distinct dark cross-l)and; whole body black,

mottled with golden; no ocellus; dorsal rays XIII, 22; anal rays
dxdalma, 12.

III, 16

7.

CH^TODON SETIFER

Bloch.

Chxtodon auriga Forskal, Descr. Anim., 1775, p. 60; Djedda and Lobaia, Red
Sea.
? CuviER and Valenxiexnes, Hist. Poiss., VII, 18.S1, p. 79; Massuah.
? GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., II, 1860, j). 7; Red Sea.
? Klunzinger, Fische des

—

Rothen

—

IMeeres, 1870, p. 775.

Telragonopfcnis aurign Bleeker, Atlas Ichth., 1877-78, p. 47, pi.

Java, Bewean, Cocos, Celebes, Flores, Timor, Ceram,
Ch.rfodon setifer Blocii, Ichth., XII, 1797, p. 99,

Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist.
GiJNTHER, Cat. Fish.,

tnm.

—GtJNTHER,

II, 1860, p. 6;

Fische Siidsee,

Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 53;

CJnvtodon auriga var.

I,

pi.

Poiss.,

He de

1873, p.

ccccxxvi,

VII,

ii, lig.

4;

Amboyna,
fig. 1

1831,

p.

;

Sumatra,

etc.

Coromandel.

76;

Bolabola.

France, Andjoina, China, AneiIshikawa,
36, pi. xxvi, fig. B.

Miyakoshima.
Day, Fish. India,

I, 1875, p. 106, {)1. xxvii, fig. 3; Xicosetifer
bar Islands.
FomaccninisfilawadoxusLACEi'kDE, Hist Poiss., IV, 1803, i>. 511 (after ('li. sdifer
Bloch)."
? ? Chaiodon ucwgallicvs CrviEU and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., Vll, 1831, p. 63;
He de France. Gunther, Cat. Fish., II, 1860, p. 10; Amboina.

C/?/ftorfo)ise6am(s

Cuvier and Valenciennes,

Hist. Poiss., VII, 1831, p. 57; Timer,

Guam, Tongo, He de France, Java.
Chaiodon lunaris Gronow, Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray,

Head 2f
P.

I,

to 3; depth li; D.

1854, p. 70; India.

XII or XIII,

15; y. I, 5; ycales 1:-1:1:-15,

23 to

2(1;

A.

Ill,

21;

Bod}^ short, deep, and .strongl}^

compressed; scales large on the sides, small on the. head, soft dorsal and anal, and the base of the caudal.
Head small; profile very
steep; snout produced and pointed; eye large, equal to the snout,
and 3 in the head; mouth shorter than the eye, the maxilhuy not
extending backward as far as its anterior margin; nostrils small,
in front of the eye; teeth curved and projecting in ])rush-like bands,
in each jaAv; interorbital space convexly flattened; gill-opening long,
the membrane not united, but forming a fold across the isthmus;
gill rakers few, very short and weak; dorsal
spines robust and
strong anteriorly, but shorter than the last, which are slender; soft
dorsal forming an angle in the middle, the sixth and seventh spines
produced beyond all the others into a point; lirst and second anal spines
robust, the first half the length of the second, and the third slender
and about equal to or a trifle longer than the second; soft anal with
the middle rays very long and its edge rounded; pectorals low, as longas the ventrals and shorter than the head; ventrals pointed, the spine
as long- as the last dorsal spine; caudal truncate, the corners sharp.
Lateral line very high and convex, concurrent with the margin of the
dorsal fin, indistinct on the sides of the caudal peduncle.
Caudal
peduncle a trifle deeper than the length of the eye.
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vol. xxv.

Color in spirits pale-brown, a little darker above; a dark-brown
band through the eye, equal to its width, and margined with
white narrowly in front; 7 or 8 narrow, oblique, dark stripes slopingvertical

forward from the base of the dorsal

till

they meet on the sides; a

series of 10 similar l)ands obliquely sloping in the reverse direction:

edge of soft dorsal with a narrow dark-brown margin, below which
and adjoining is a narrow white stripe; a large blackish-brown ocellus
nearly as large as the eye in the upper corner of the soft dorsal
behind the elongated rays; margin of soft anal pale with a narrow
white line, above and adjoining is a narrow dark-))rown line; about
the middle of the caudal is a ])road white bar, narrowl}' edged with
brown.
Here described from specimens from OkinaAva, Riukiu.
Leng-th 4 inches.

This species is verv abundant throughout the tropical Pacific Ocean
from the Red Sea to the Hawaiian Islands. We have received 2 specimens from Nafa, in Okinawa, from Yonekichi Koneyama.

Bleeker identities Chaitodon

But

raising any question.

ing

is

not a spot, as in

setifer'

with Chsetodon auriija without

Chxtodon aurlga the black dorsal marksetifer^ but becomes an "oblique cuniform
in

blackish ])and from the origin of the soft dorsal to the ])osterior part

This certainly indicates specific distinction.
Chs&todon
by Bleeker under Oh. auriga^ has a broad
band across the tail, the soft dorsal and the anal, with a white ring on
the dorsal part. This is probably the 3'oung of aurlga. The figures
of the anal.""

nesogalUeiis^ also included

of Bleeker and Day represent Chsetodon setifei\ not Chsetodon aurlga.
Cuvier and Valenciennes describe Chsetodon aurlga as "a Chsetodon
setlfer without ocellus on the dorsal," a difference which is probably
valid for distinction.
bristle;

{seta.,

to bear.)

,/tvv>,

8.

CH^TODON VAGABUNDUS

ed.,

I,

1758,

ji.

— GtJNTHEK,

—

Fische Siidsee,

p. 105, pi. XXVII, fig. 1;

I,

1873, p. 43.

1831, p. 50;

He de

Am-

Day, Fish. India,

1875,

Andamans.
pi.

xvi,

etc.

Moka, Red
Madras.— Day, Fishes India, I,

Cha'todon piclusFoRSKAL, Descr. Anim., 1775, p. 65;
Cat. Fish., IV, 1860, p. 24;

xxvi,

I,

Sumatra, Java, Celebes, Menado, Sumbawa, Timor, Bouro, Cerani,

Amboina,
?

—

France,

1860, p. 25; Mauritius,

Teiragonopterus ragabundus Bleeker, Atl. Ichth. Cha^t., 1877-78, p. 49,
fig. 1;

10th

p. 71; 8yst. Nat.,

276; India (after Chietodon vestratus, fascia nigra trunsoculus).

Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., VII,
Vanicolo, Amboina. GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., II,
boina.

Linnaeus.

Linn^us, Mus. Adolph Frid., 1754,

Clvcelodon rcn/abundii.^

fig. 2;

Andamans.
Cuvier and Valenciennes,

? Chsetodon decussatus

Sea.

Gunther,

1875, p. 105, pi.

Hist. Poiss., VII, 1831, p. 54;

Pondicherry.

Head

2f;

depth

1|;

scales about 5-45-12.

I).

XIIl, 25; A.

Ill, 20:

P.

I,

15;

V.

I, 5;

Bod}- short, deep, and strongly compressed;

N0.1296.
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scales very large on the sides and becoming- minute on the soft dorsal,

anal and the base of the caudal.

snout produced and pointed;
the head;

mouth

Head

small, the profile very steep;

equal to the snout and 2f in
shorter than the ej'e; the maxillar}^ not reaching
e3'e large,

below the posterior nostril; the nostrils very small and in front of the
eye; teeth curved and projecting in brush-like ])ands, in each jaw; interorconvex; gill-opening long; the membrane not united
gill rakers few, short and weak;
dorsal spines robust, aiid strong in front, where they are shorter than
the last, which are long and slender; soft dorsal with the middle rays
the longest and rounded; lirst and second anal spines robust, the first
a little over half the length of the second, and the third slender and
about equal to the second; middle rays of soft anal produced and the
edge of the fin rounded; pectorals as long as the head; ventrals long,
nearly under the pectorals, and the first soft ray produced into a longpoint so that the fin is longer than the pectorals; upper caudal rays
the longest; the edge of the fin obliquely straight.
Lateral line high,
very nmch arched, concurrent with the margin of the dorsal tin, and
descending on the sides of the caudal peduncle to the tail.
Caudal
peduncle compressed till its depth is equal to the eye.
(yolor in spirits pale-brown, darker above; a dark-])rown vertical
l)and through the eye, equal toits width, and narrowly margined with
white in front; (5 narrow oblique stripes sloping forward from the
base of the dorsal till they meet on the sides a series of 11 similar
bands, obliquel}' sloping in a reverse direction; edge of the soft dorsal
with a narrow white margin; below this a deep-brown band broadest
at the longest rays, and then below this white to the broad vertical
dark-l)rown l)ar, which extends from the upper part of the anterior
soft rays across the fin, the caudal peduncle, and down on the anal;
margin of the anal white with a narrow brown band near the edge;
base of the caudal with a deep-brown crescent. I'he above description
from a specimen taken in Okinawa, Riukiu, 21^ inches long.
This species, very abundant in the East Indian Archipelago, and
from the Red Sea to Polynesia, is known as a Japanese fish from a
small specimen taken at Nafa. in Okinawa, ])y Yonekichi Koneyama, of
Tokyo, and presented by him to the nuiseum of Stanford University.
Dr. Bleeker unites Clixtodoii pictu>< { — decunHatui) with this species,
stating that the ))lack bands on dorsal and anal are sometimes widened,
covering the whole fin. Our specimen is typical of Chsetodon vagahun(his^ agreeing with Da} \s figure.
{mg«ht(/Hlu.s^ wandering.)
l)it!il

])ut

space

slight!}'

forming a fold across the isthmus;
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g.

CH^TODON COLLARIS

Bloch.

CHOCHOUWO, BUTTERFLY-FiSH; rCIIIWAl>AJ

(FAN, I'FKCH).

Chxtodon coUaris Bloch, Ichth., 1785, pi. tcxvi, tig. 1; Japan. Cuvier and
Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., 1831, VII, p. 53, (copied, not Cludodon or Telrngonopterus coUaris, Bleeker, which is an East Indian species with dusky
ventrals )
ChcCtodon aurei(K Schlegel,

Fauna Japonica,

Poiss., 1847,

]>.

81,

]>].

xlii, fig. 1;

Nagasaki (not ('Invtodon anreua Black). Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846,
GItnther, Cat. Fish., II, 1860, p. 29, copied. Ishikawa,
p. 246; Canton.
Prel. Cat., 1897, ]}. 52; Tokyo, Saganii Bay, Kagoshinia.
Chsetodon auripes Jordan and Snyder, Check List, 1900, ]>. 90 (substitute for
aureus, preoccupied )

Head

3|; depth If; D. XII, 23; A. Ill, 20; P. I, 15; V. I, 5; scales
Body short, deep, and strongly comabout 45 (squamation damaged).

H.^TOIION COI.I.ARIS

on the sides, small on the head, soft dorsal and
and the base of the caudal. Head small, the profile very steep;
snout produced and pointed; eye a little greater than the snout and 3
in the head; mouth small, the maxillary extending to the first nostril;
n(jstrils small, close together and in front of the eye; teeth curved
and })r()iecting in l)rush-like l)ands in each jaw; interorbital space
convex: gill-opening long, the m(Mu})rane a narrow free fold across
])ressed; scales large

anal,

——

—
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rakers few, short and weak; dorsal spines strong-,

oill

and the posterior slender l)ut longcn- than the
two; soft dorsal with a blunt angle behind the middle, due to the
greater elongation of the rays; first anal spine short, and with the
second, which is as long as the third, strong and thick, the third
tlic

niickUe the longest

tirst

slender; anal fin with an angle behind the middle similar to soft dorsal;

pectoral equal to the head, low in the liody; ventral with the first ra}'
long and pointed and shorter than the pectorals; caudal truncate,
with pointed corners. Lateral line high, arched, and concurrent with
the edge of the dorsal fin, descending on the caudal peduncle to the tail.
Color in spirits pale brown; a broad vertical band through the eye,

blackish brown, margined narrowly in front below the e3'e and poste-

whole length by a broad band of silvery white; vendark brown, the edges and a narrow band near the edges white;
caudal broadly edged with white; ventral pale yellow in life; pectorals
brown, edged with white; bod}^ on sides with about 18 pale olive longitudinal bands, the width of the pupil of the eye, the upper forking
The above description from a
posterioidy.
Total length 5|| inches.
specimen from Ikune, in Satsuma.
This species is not rare in the warm w^aters about the headlands
We have one example
of southern Japan, from Tokyo southward.
obtained by Professor Mitsukuri at Ikune, in Satsuma.
Its distribution to the southward is uncertain, as it has l)een confused
with a closely related species, Clise.todon prmtextatus Cantor {Tetragonopterus or Chsetodon coUarls of Bleeker, Giinther, and Dav), whii^h
is probabl}" also Chsetodon retiGulatiiH of Cuvier and Valenciennes.
In Chxtodon 2)Tcete9'tatus^ of which we have specimens from Formosa,
the white stripe before the eye extends upward to the forehead, the
dark streaks on the sides are more oblique and do not fork at the ends,
and the ventrals are darker. Bloch's figure plainly represents Ch.
coNaris, the white stripe before the eye being especially clearly shown.
His specimen is said to be from Japan.
The descriptions of vetiGulatus and inx^textatu^ do not agree very
Perhaps we have three or more
well with our Formosan specimens.
In au}" case collar is
species of the type, perhaps one varying form.
is the earliest name.
{collar is, having a collar.)
riorly along its

tral fins

lo.

CH/ETODON MODESTUS

YAKKODAl (KNAVP]
Clnvtodon modi'stns Schlegel,

Nagasaki.

Bleeker,

THEK, Cat. Fish.,

'

11, 1860, p. 10;

p. 17;

Knave used

Schlegel.

OR PERCH).

Fauna Japonica, Poiss.,
Fauna .Jaitan, 1853,

Iclith.

LEiN, Fische Japans, III, 1884, p.

Hand!., 1887,

TAJ'

1847, p. 80, pi. xli,

fig.

—

2;

Kaminoseki. GiJNJapan, China. Steindachnek ami DoderNystrom, Kong. Vet. Ak.
23; Enoshinia.
p. 8;

Nagasaki.
in the sense of a petty feudal retainer.
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Chaiodon oceUatus Gronow, Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray, 1854,
of Bloch).

p. 68;

vol xxv

Indian

Hea.s

(not

Head 3; depth If; D. XII, 25; A. Ill, 21; P. I, 15; V. I, 5; scales
about 4—10-li. Body short, deep, and strongly compressed; scales
large on the sides, small on the head, soft dorsal and anal and base of
Head small, the profile above oblicjue, and the snout prothe caudal.
duced and pointed; eye a little greater than the snout and 2f in the
head; mouth

.small,

the maxillai-y to the anterior nostril; nostrils small

and close together, the first one-third the eye from its anterior margin;
teeth curved and projecting in brush-like 1)ands in each jaw; interorbital
space convex; gill-opening long, the mem))rane a narrow free fold
across the isthmus; dorsal spines aliout equal from the third, the

first

and second shorter and anteriorly more robust, stronger; soft dorsal
with anterior rays longest and with an obtuse angle; anal spines robust,
the second the longest; soft anal deep and rounded; pectoral shorter
than the head; ventrals with the first raj- long and pointed, extending
to the base of the first anal spine; caudal truncate, with sharp edges.
Lateral line high and concurrent with the margin of the dorsal fin, then
descending on the base of the caudal peduncle to the ))ase of the cauCaudal peduncle about equal to the eye.
dal.
Color in alcohol plain brown, darker above; sides with series of
longitudinal dark lines not forking posteriorly; a blackish brown baithrough the eye and equal in width to its diameter, margined behind
with lighter; a blackish bar along the marginal portion of the soft
dorsal and anal; a black ocellus on the upper part of the soft dorsal;
a blackish bar at the base of the caudal; a

brown bar across

the base of

the caudal peduncle; ventrals blackish brown; caudal and pectorals
pale; tip of the snout ])lackish.

In smaller specimens there

is

Length

2y^g^

inches.

a broad brownish yertieal

band on the

anterior part of the back, separated by the white area Ijehind the dark

ocular bar; the light bar extends from before the dorsal vertically

over the opercles to the l^reast; the dorsal ocellus is broadly bordered
with white, extending downward in front of the hand on the caudal
peduncle as an indistinct light band; the posterior half of the caudal
peduncle wdiite; the profile is nearly straight from the tip of the snout
to the origin of the dorsal.

In very young specimens the blackish brown band on the caudal
peduncle extends along the base of the anal fin, and the bar at the
base of the caudal disappears; the snout is convex, and the luichal
Here described from a series of specimens from
scales are large.
Misaki.

This species is not rare in rocky places along the southern coasts of
Japan, and probably the corresponding parts of China.
A\"e have
eight young examples from the rock pools about Misaki.
{//iodeistt/s, modest.)
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Doderlein.

SHIRAKODAI (SMALL WHITE PERCH).
Oiaelodon riippon DoDERLErN, Fische Japans,

Head Sh depth

II, 1883, p. 23, pi. iv, fig 2;

Tokyo.

D. XIII, 20; A. Ill, 17; P. I, 11; V. I, 5;
scales a])Out 4-49-20.
Bod}" short, deep, strongl}' compressed; scales
moderately large on the sides, small and numerous on the head, soft
1|;

Head

dorsal and anal, and the base of the caudal.

small, the profile

oblique and nearly straight above; the snout not nuich produced and
pointed; eye greater than the snout, smaller than the interorbital
space, and a trifle over 3 in the head;

mouth

small, the maxillary not

reaching the anterior nostril; nostrils small, close together, and some
little

distance in advance of the

])rush-like

e3'e;

teeth curved and projecting in

riands in each jaw; interorbital space

convex; gill-opening

luembrane obsolete; gill rakers short, weak, and not numerous; lirst and second dorsal spines short and the others a])out equal,
long, the

the anterior ones

more robust; highest rays

of soft dorsal before the

middle, and the marg'inal angle very obtuse;

first

and second anal

spines robust, the third slender; soft anal high in the middle, and the
mai'gin of the

fin

rounded; pectoral low, not as far posteriorly as the

ventrals and equal to the head without the snout; ventral spine long-,

the tip of the

fin falling

short of the anus by the length of the snout;

caudal with the upper rays the longest and the edge obliquely straight.
Latei'al line high, concurrent

descending

(^n

with the margin of the dorsal

fin,

then

the base of the caudal peduncle to the base of the caudal.

Caudal peduncle compressed, 3 in the head.
Color in alcohol dark brown, the spinous dorsal behind, the soft
dorsal and the soft anal verv dark brown, the two latter being edged
narrowly with white; head dark above, the lips blackish; caudal
whitish with its termiiml portion broadly grayish.
On the sides are

many indistinct, longitudinal bands. Length 5}/; inches.
Here described from Misaki specimens.
This species, the most northern of its genus, has been found only
traces of

al)Out the peninsulas of Izu and Sagami.
We have five specimens,
one dredged by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhatross in
Totomi Bay, near Hamamatsu from the rocks at Misaki, the others
from the Tokio market, doubtless from Awa or Misaki.
{J^lppon, or Nip-hon, the general name of the Japanese Emjiire,
wrongly applied on European maps to the chief island, Hondo or
Honshyu.)
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12.

Head
P.

I,

CH,(ETODON DiEDALMA

^

14; V.

to af
I, 5;

;

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

XII or XIII, 22; A.
Body very deep, short and

depth If to If; D.
scale.s

6-46-18.

Ill,

l(j;

strongh^

compressed; scales small, except on the sides, a little in front where
much enlarged, and on the head, soft doi'sal and anal, and
caudal becoming ver}' small.
Head small, the profile above ol)li(|uely
vertical, and the snout produced; eye smaller than the snout, 3^ in
head and equal to the interor])ital space; mouth small, the maxillary
reaching to the anterior nostril: nostrils close together and a little
the}^ are

Fig. -1.— ("h.^todon D,«r>Ai,M,A

before the eve; teeth curved and projecting in brush-like bands in
each jaw; interorbital space convex; gill-opening long, the membrane
a narrow fold across and not united to the isthmus; gill rakers short
and few; first dorsal spine short, the anterior ones longer than the
others and more I'obust; soft dorsal with the rays in front the longest
and the edge rounded; anal spines strong, the first the shortest and
the second the longest; soft anal high and the edge rounded; pectoral
low and a))out equal to the head; ventrals about equal to the pectorals, but not reaching the anus; caudal squarely truncate, the edge
straight.
Lateral line high, arched, concurrent with dorsal fin, and

.
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caudul peduncle.
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Ciiudal peduncle compressed

and

2i in head.
Color in alcohol deep Ijlackish brown, the scales everywhere with
their centers pale

yellow and

their

edges broadly marg-ined with

blackish brown, forming a beautiful reticulated or netted pattern; edges

margined with yellow; pectoits middle; ventrals and space
in front and between their bases deep ])lackish brown; along the sides
longitudinal dark bands are formed, due to the course of the scales.
Here described from Okinawa specimens.
Total length 6| inches.
No. T190, Leland Stanford Junior University Museum.
Ti/j}e.
Cotypes are in the U. S. National Museum.
We have received three specimens of this handsome species from
Nafa, in Okinawa, two of them collected by Yonekichi Koneyama, the
other from the Imperial Universit}'.
of soft dorsal, anal, and caudal l)roadly
ral blackish

with a large

^^ellow^

spot on

—

{SaiSaX/.m^ a piece of art embroidery.)
7.

CORADION

Kaup, AVieginann's

Corad'ion

This genus

is

Arcliiv,

XXIV,

Kaup.
1860,

])1.

i,

p.

allied to Chcetodon^ differing in its

146 {chrysozonuii)

angular form, the

base of most of the soft dorsal and anal being nearly vertical, in the

very small teeth, and in the small number (8 to 11) of the dorsal spines,
which are very strong; anal spines 3, verj^ strong; scales moderate.
Species few, of the P^ast Indies.
{KOftaSi(n\ Kopi6iox\ a little girl.)
13.

CORADION DESMOTES

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

Head 2f depth U\ D. II, 22; A. Ill, IS; P. I, 11; V. I, 5; scales
4-52 ?-30. Body very short, deep, and compressed; scales small, except
on the sides a little in front, where they are enlarged, and l)ecoming ver}" small on the head, soft dorsal, anal, and caudal.
Head
moderate, the profile al)ove very concave and ascending steeply to the
dorsal; eye equal to the snout (?) a trifle over 3 in the snout (?) and
;

greater than the interorl)ital space; snout produced and pointed;

mouth

small, the maxillary reaching to below the anterior nostril; nostrils

and a

close together
like

the

bands

in

little

before the eye; teeth projecting

in

brush-

the jaws; interorbital space convex; gill-opening long,

membrane

a narrow fold across the isthmus;

gill

rakers short,

weak, and not especially numerous; spines anterior to the third dorsal
spine short, the latter and the 3 or 4 succeeding, robust and longer
than the others, so that the fin is high in front; the anterior 7 soft
dorsal rays long, after which the others diminish so that a blunt angle
is formed along the margin; anal spine strong, the fii'st the shortest;
soft anal deep in the front and middle, with its edge rounded; pectoral
low, shorter than the head; ventrals longer than the pectorals, reach-

ing beyond the origin of the anal; caudal s(|uare, the edge nearh'

L
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straight.

dorsal,

Lateral line high, nearly concurrent with the margin of the

and forming a

that of the soft dorsal.

l)hint

angle a

little posteriori}'

concurrent with

Only a few pores on the caudal peduncle, which

compressed and ec^ual to the first anal spine.
Color in alcohol pale brown, with a broad vertical band from the
origin of the spinous dorsal through eye, al)out equal to it in width; a
narrow band froiu the supraoccipital region to the tip of the snout; a
l)road ])roA\n band, a little less in width than the length of the pectoral.
is

Fig.

f).

— CoRADioN

desmotes.

and margined narrowly with darker, from the spinous doi'sal aho^•e
to the belly, and a similar ))and of about e(|ual widtli from soft dorsal
to the soft anal; anterior part of soft dorsal with a black ocellus, the

edge white, equal to the eye; caudal with the base brown and the outer
half gray; ventrals blackish; alight ])and over caudal peduncle behind
and the anterior part of the base of the caudal. Length,
inches.
I
Described from a single fine specimen taken at Nagasaki.
No. 7192, Leland Stanford Junior Universit}^ Museum.
Tijpe.

M

—

(fyfO'//fJr;/cr,

a prisoner, alluding to

tlie

narrow cross-bars.)

——

—

.
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8.

MICROCANTHUS

Microcanilms J^avainson, Class. Anini.,

541

Swainson.

II, 1839, p. 21.5 {i^trigatiis).

This gen us differs from (Jh^iodon chiefl}" in the small scales, there
about 60 in the lateral line. The soft dorsal and anal are shorter
than is usual in Chsetodon, the tin formula of the typical species being
D. XI, IT; A. Ill, 14.
It is in fact doubtful whether the genus contains a second species, as the other species with small scales have the
})eing-

soft tins

many-rayed and constitute Bleeker's genus llemliaurichtlujs
which is apparently a valid genus. In any case it

(type, 2)olylepis)^

has no close relation to J/icrocanthu.s strlgatus.
{jiiiKpog, small;
14.

aKavOa,

spine.)

MICROCANTHUS STRIGATUS

(

Cuvier and Valenciennes)

KAGOKAKIDAI (CHAIU CARRIER PKRCH); SHIMAYAKKUDAI (STRIPED

KNAVE PERCH.)
(Langsdorf) Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., II, 1831,
cxx; Japan. Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiys., 1847, p. 80, pi. xli,

Chielodoii fftrigahis
p. 25, pi.

Nagasaki. — BLEEKER,Verh. Bat. Gen., XXVI, 1857, Japan,
94; Naga—GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., 1860, 34; China, Japan.— Steinuachner

fig. 1;

saki.

p.

II,

p.

and Doderlein, Fische Japans, II, 1883, p. 23; Tokyo. Nystrom, Kong.
Vet. Ak. Handl., 1887, p. 18; Nagasaki.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 52;
Tokyo, Kagoshima. Steinuachner, Reise Aurora, 1896, p. 202; Kobe.
Hemitaurichthys strigutun Jordan and Snyder, Check List, 1901,
90.
2">-

Head

D. XI, 16; A. HI, 16; P. I, 15; V. I, 5; scales
9-6:2-24.
Body a little long, deep and compressed; scales more or
less uniform on the trunk, small on the head and becoming very small
on the soft dorsal, anal, and the base of the caudal. Head moderatel}^ compressed, the profile steeply convex above the eye; eye 2f in
the head and greater than the interorljital space; snout nearh^ straight
above, pointed and projecting; mouth moderately large, the maxillary
extending to the anterior margin of the eye\ nostrils small, directly in
front of, and near the anterior margin of the eye; teeth in a brushlike series in the jaws; interorbital space flatly convex; gill-opening
3;

depth

2;

large, the membrane free from the isthmus; gill rakers rather short
and in moderate number; dorsal spines strong, longest anteriorly, and
graduated to the last, the first and second short; soft dorsal long in
front, its niargiii rounded; second anal spine very large and strong;
soft anal high in front and then decreasing to the last ray, the margin
fin nearly straight; pectoral rather short, If in head; ventrals
long and pointed, longer than the pectorals and reaching the origin
of the anal; caudal with the lobes not produced much, pointed, and
the margin concave. Lateral line arched, concurrent with the margin

of the

of the seal}' sheath about the base of the spinous dorsal

and the mar-

gin of the soft dorsal, and then running straight along the caudal

peduncle to the base of the caudal.
about equal to the ventral spines.

Caudal peduncle compressed and
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Color in alcohol pale, with 7 longitudinal slightly inclined broad
brown bands, the first along- the middle of the spinous dorsal
backward from the upper part of the third ray, then the others fol-

blackish

lowing below in a parallel manner; on the supraoccipital region of the
head two bands running down between the eyes and uniting near the
end of the snout; a dark bar from snout to eye; a dark spot on base
Length 7t inches. In
of the pectoral; ventrals and caudal plain.
very small specimens the dark bars are very distinctl}' defined; there
are 2 black spots on the dorsal, one at the base of the anterior spine
and the other at the base of the anterior rays; on the anal the pectoral
bar is continued out over the base of the anal spines on to the anterior
rays, and there is also a black spot at the base of the posterior rays; a
black l)and originates on the head above the eyes and forks at the pectoral, the anterior division going to the ventrals; a dark stripe runs

from the maxillaries; outer portions
Here described from examples from Wakanoura.

across the chin

of ventrals black.

is rather common about the headlands of southern
Our numerous specimens are from Tokyo, Misaki, and Naga-

This species
Japan.
saki.

It is easily

recognized by

its

5 or 6 lengthwise stripes.

It

lacks altogether the ocular cross-band almost universal in Ohtefodon.
{sti'lgatus^ striped.)

9.

HENIOCHUS

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Heniochux Cuviek and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., VII, 1831,
dotm)
Taurichthys Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., VII, 1831,
Diphreutes Cantor,

Malayan

p.

92 {macrolepi-

y.

146 {varim).

Fishes, 1850, p. 159 {macrolejiidotufc, substitute for

Heniochus, on account of Henioche, a prior genus of Lepidoptera).

Body much compressed and

elevated; the forehead in

the adult

often with bony projections; dorsal spines 11 to 13, the fourth greatly
elevated and filiform; muzzle rather short; no teeth on the palate; no
spine on
C/icetodon^

preopercle; scales moderate.
East Indies; allied to
but well distinguished by the prolongation of the fourth

the

dorsal spine.
{?}vioxog, a
15.

coachman, from the whip-like dorsal spine.)

HENIOCHUS MACROLEPIDOTUS

(Linnaeus).

HATx\,TATEDAI (FLAG RAISER PERCH).
Chpelodon macwlepidotus Linn^us, 8yst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 274 (after Artedi,

Chpetodon lineis utruique 2-nigris radio quarto dorsali longissimo setiformi)
Bloch, Ichth., 1788, p. 50, pi. cc, fig. 1; India.
Heniochus macrolepidotus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., VII, 1831,
Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1847, p. 82, pi. xliv, fig. 1;
p. 93.
Nagasaki. Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 246; Canton.— Giinther,
Cat. Fish., II, 1860, p. 39; Ceylon, Amboyna, Port Essington.— Dav, Fish
India, 1875, p. 110, pi. viii, fig. 3.
Steindachner and Doderlein, Fische
Japans, II, 1883, p. 24; Kochi.
.
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Taurichthi/s macrolepidoHix,

Bleeker, Atlas Ichth.,
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Chset., 1877-78, p. 29, pi. v,

Sumatra, Pinang, Celebes, Singapore, Java, Sumbawa, Luzon, New
Guinea, etc.
Chxtodon bifasciatus Shaw, Genl. Zool., IV, 1803, p. 342.
Ileniochus acuminatvi^ Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., VII, 1831, p. 98.
Clurlodon ini/deriizans GROSfm', Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray, 1854, p. 76.
fig.

Head

1;

depth If; D. XII, 23; A. Ill, IT; P. 1, 16; V. I, 5; scales
Body deep, compressed the scales enlarged on the sides,
snnill on the head, and becoming- very small on the basal portion of
the soft dorsal, anal, and the caudal.
Head rather deep; eye 2i in the
head and nuich larger than the interorbital space; snout nearly straight
above, shorter than the eye, pointed and projecting; mouth i-ather
small, the maxillary reaching nearly to the anterior nostril; nostrils
close together in front of the eye; teeth small and tine in both jaws;
interorbital space convex; gill-opening large, the rakers small and not
numerous; gill-membrane very narrow and free from the isthmus;
dorsal high in front, graduated to the fourth spine, which is very long,
attenuated, and furnished with a tilament, the total length exceeding
the entire length of the tish; the fifth spine is longer than the third;
middle of soft dorsal elevated; tirst anal spine short; soft anal with the
anterior raj's elevated into a sharp ana'le, then rapidh^ decreasing to
the last, which are very short; pectoral low, moderate, aliout equal to
the ventral spine; ventral under the pectoral very long, reaching
to the middle of the base of the anal, and the tip of the ventral spine
not extending to the origin of the anal; caudal moderate, the edge
somewhat rounded. Lateral line high, very nuich arched, and extending down on the caudal peduncle.
Caudal peduncle compressed, and
3;

a])out 4-44-24:.

,

equal to the eye.

Color in alcohol, dark above, head silvery white; the snout dark
brownish and a dark brown band from one e^^e to the other across
the forehead; a dark brown band from the tirst dorsal spines down
the sides including the posterior part of the gill-opening, and the
base of the pectoral to the belly, w^here it becomes broader and
joining the one from the opposite side of the bod}^; a white band of
similar width behind the one just described, becoming very broad
below, so that it extends over the tirst half of the anal tin; there is a
second broad black band arising behind the tip of the tifth dorsal
.spine and extending obliquely across the body so as to include the
posterior half of the anal tin; behind this the rest of the ))odv is pale
and silvery; the dark liands where they extend on the dorsal and anal
Length, 2|
tins, together with the entire ventral tins, are black.
inches.

young specimen the profile of the body above and
more obliquely inclined, and the brown bands are broader,

In a very

in front is

the posterior occupying

all

the rest of the back and caudal peduncle;

the large nuchal scales are

Wakanoura examples.

w^ell

developed.

Hei'e described

from
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The young-

of this species are frequentl}- taken in the Kuro Shiwo
headlands in southern Japan.
No adult examples have 3 et
been recorded, and it is probable that the species does not breed in

off the

Japan.

It is a

handsome

and

iish

may

be

known

at all ages b}' the

produced dorsal spine.

Our exam})les differ from the ligures of Bleeker and Day in showingno black markings on the anterior part of the anal tin. Probabl}^ this
coloration changes with age.
If not, two distinct species ma^' be confounded under the name of Heviochus iiKicrolejndotus. Our numerous specimens, the longest less than 3 inches, are from AVakanoura
and Nagasaki.
{/naKpoXeTTidoTog, large-scaled.)
10.

HOLACANTHUS

HolacanthiiK Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV,

Lacepede.
1.S08, p.

525

[tricolor;

scales large;

caudal forked).
Genicanthus Swainson, Class. Fishes,

II,

1839, p. 212 {lamarc/iii; scales large;

caudal forked )
Centropyge Kaup,

Wiegmann's Archiv., XXVI,

have four anal spines).
Chxtodontoplus Bleeker, Archiv. Neerl.

1876,

]>.

I08 {(ibicen; erroneously

said to

Sci. Nat.,

isthmus broad).
AcanthodiRiodon 'BijEkkkr, Archiv. Neerl.
isthmus narrow; body elevated).
fAngeliclithys

Jordan and Evermann, Check

Body oblong or
often

ish,

8ci. Nat.,

XII, 1876,

p.

XII, 1876,

List, Fishes, 1896,

26 {uwsoleucus;

p.

5 {lepidohph;

ji.

420

[ciliaris).

elevated, rather robust; scales rather small, rougli-

mixed with smaller

ones.

Vertical limb of preopercle with

serra?, large

or small; a strong spine at the angle of the preopercle,

this usually

grooved; interopercle short, armed with strong- spines;

dorsal spine with 12 to 15 strong spines, which are usually graduated,

increasing in height to the last; soft dorsal moderate, with 17 to 20

Coloration usualh' brilliant
rays, usually not ending in streamers.
and well defined. Species numerous in all tropical seas, abounding
about coral reefs. We include provisionally under Holacantlms the
subgenera AngeUchthys^ Ch^todontoplus^ and Acaiitlwcha&todon. The
following is an analysis of their principal characters:
Ascending limb of preopercle with fine serrations only.
Caudal rounded.
c. Gill-membranes very ])roadly joined to the isthmus; body oblong-ovate;

a.

h.

scales small
cc.

Chatodontoplus.

Gill-membrane narrowly joined
d.

Body oblong, not elevated scales rather large
Body more or less elevated scales small
;

dd.

;

Caudal lunate, with produced lobes, scales large
Ascending limb of preopercle with strong spines

hb.

oa.

to the isthmus.

The three Japanese

Holacanihus.
Angelichthys.

species belong to AcanthochcBtodon and Centro-

pyge.^

{6X05, whole;

Centropyge.

Acanthochsetodon.

aKavOa^

spine.)

—

—
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gill-membranes narrowly joined to the

scales very small;

isthmus; caudal rounded; body deep.
h.

Body golden brown,
body

Stripes on

c.

witli

numerous

extending horizontally on the
cc.

Stripes on

Vjlue

or blackish stripes.

relatively narrow, bright blue with darker edges, these

body broader,

soft dorsal fin

septentrionalw, 16.

blackish, these extending on the soft dorsal fin

in the direction of the rays

ronin, 17.

isthmus narrow; body oblong; caudal rounded.
Body blackish with an ovate white spot or crossband; scales rather large,
rough
tibicen, 18.

na. Centropy'ge; scales large;
d.

i6.

HOLACANTHUS SEPTENTRIONALIS
KINJAKUUO (PURSE

Schlegel.

FISH).

Holocanthus septentrionalis Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1847, p. 82, pi. xliv;
Nagasaki. Gunther, Cat. Fish., II, 1860, p. 52. Steindachner and DoderLEix, Fische Japans, II, 1883, p. 24;
p. 52;

Tokyo.— Ishikawa,

Prel. Cat., 1897,

Tokyo.

HeadSf; depth If; D. I-Xlll, 18; A. Ill, 11); P. I, 17; V. I, 5.
Body deep, strongly compressed, and covered almost everywhere with
Head deep, the profile steep above; snout not
small rough scales.
produced, and blunt; eye small, high, If in the snout, 3f in the head,
and If in the interorbital space; profile of body from snout to ventrals
evenh^ convex; mouth rather small, the maxillary nearly vertical and
not extending to the posterior nostril; nostrils small, close together,
and in front of the eye; lower jaw projecting a little; teeth slender,

numerous, and in brush- like series in either jaw; interorbital space
strongh" convex; preopercle with finely denticulate edge, and armed
with a strong, compressed spine, directed ])ackward.
Gill-opening

and the membrane narrowly joined to it; gill
Dorsal and anal almost entirel}"
covered witli small rough scales, the spinous portions of the fins very
rough; spinous dorsal highest posteriorly, gradually sloping up from
the front; soft dorsal high in the front and with its margin rounded;
anal graduated to the third spine, which is the longest, and the edge of
the soft fin rounded behind; pectorals short, rounded, shorter than the
ventrals and If in the head; ventrals with a strong roughened spine,
not reaching the anus, and the tip of the longest ra}^ not reaching the
origin of the anal.
Lateral line arched above so that it is concurrent
with the margin of the dorsal and running on the caudal peduncle.
Caudal peduncle compressed, and a little over 2 in the head.
Color in alcohol dark brown, the caudal white, very narrowly margined with brown; soft dorsal and anal a little darker than the bod}color, their margins very narrowly white, and then with very narrow
blackish marginal stripes; on the sides are 7 or 8 narrow longitudinal
bluish stripes margined with l)lack, and on the dorsal and anal ar(^
several similar irregular narrow longitudinal stripes running the length
large, the isthnms thick,

rakers short and in moderate number.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV

— 02
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of the tins; pectorals with a bar across

its

VOL. XXV.

basal portion, otherwise

Length GyV inches. Here descrilied from a
specimen from Ikune, from Satsuma, in Kiusiu.
This handsome tish is rarely taken off the headlands of southern
Japan.
We have one fine specimen from Ikune in Satsuma, a province
like the ventrals, plain.

in the island of Kiusiu.

{septentrionaUs^ northern,

most species of the genus

being- exclu-

sivel}^ tropical.)
17.

Head
IT; V.

HOLACANTHUS RONIN

3i; depth If to 1|; D.
I,

5.

Body

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

I-XHI, 18 or

19; A.

HI,

17; P.

I,

deep, strongly compressed, and covered almost

Fig. 0.— Hoi. ACANTHI'S ronin.

everywhere with small, rough scales. Head deep; the profile above,
very steep, and convex in the young, becoming more oblique and
straight with age; eye small, high, 2^ to 4 in the head, and 1
to 1| in the interorbital .space; the eye a third longer than the snout

young and If in the same in the adult; profile of bod}^ convex
from the tip of the snout to the ventrals; mouth small, the maxillary nearly vertical, and not extending beyond antei'ior nostril;
in the

nostrils small, close together,

and

in

front of the

eye';

the lower

—
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jaw projects, the snout being blunt; teeth slender, niunerous, and in
brush-like series in the jaws; preopereuluni, with the edge finely denticulate, and armed below with a strong, compressed spine, directed
backward; gill-opening large, the isthmus thick, and the membrane
narrowly joined to it; gill rakers short and in moderate number; dorsal and anal almost entirely coyered with small, rough scales, the
spinous portions of the fins yery rough; spinous dorsal higher posteriorly, gradually sloping

up from the

front; soft dorsal high,

its

edge rounded; anal graduated to the third spine which is the longest;
soft anal high, the edge rounded behind; pectorals, low; yentral spine
equal to third anal spine.
Lateral line arched aboye, so that it is concurrent with the margin of the dorsal, and extending on the caudal
peduncle. Caudal peduncle compressed, and a trifle oyer 2 in the head.
Color of the adult in spirits, dark brown, the caudal white; soft
dorsal, anal, and caudal peduncle blackish, the edges of the former two
fins narrowl}' margined with wdiite; on the sides are 10 narrow longitudinal dark bands, margined rather broadly with blackish, some
extending out on the soft dorsal and anal nearly parallel with the fin
rays; on the anterior part of the dorsal and anal, seyeral of the ))ars
are nearly longitudinal; pectoral with a bar across its basal portion,
otherwise, like the ventrals, plain.
Length, 5|f inches. In a small
specimen, 2|| inches long, the bands on the sides are 7 in number and
broad, the soft dorsal and anal are yer}" dark, almost uniform l)lack,
and there are two broad longitudinal ]>ands on the spinous dorsal
extending to the soft dorsal and two similar bands on the anal in front.
In both specimens the bands are sometimes either interrupted or
broken, the two sides not conforming. Here described from two
examples, the larger from Misaki and the smaller from Wakanoura.
Numbered 7191, Leland Stanford Junior Uniyersity Museum.
The specimen from Misaki was obtained from the Asakusa Aquarium in Tokio through the courtesy of Dr. Kishinouye.
The species is extremely close to Ilolacantkus septentrumali^, 1)ut
differs in the color and direction of its dark stripes.
{nmhi, a Japanese feudal waif, a retainer whose feudal lord is dead
or degraded; an allusion to the habitat of the species distant from the
Tropics, the original
i8.

home

of Ilolacanthus.)

HOLACANTHUS TIBICEN

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Cuvieh and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., VII, 1831,
unknown; specimen in the Leyden Museum). GtJNTHER,
Cat. Fish., II, 1861, p. 46 (copied).— Bleeker, Atlas Ichth. Cha-t., 1877-78,
pi. vni, fig. 4; Celebes, Flores, Ternate, Amboina, Ceram, Solor.
Ho/acanthus leucopleura Bleeker, Solor, 1853, ]). 79; Solor. GUntiier, Cat.
Fish., II, 1861, p. 46; Ambohia.
Holacanihns
p.

iihiceu

173 (locality

—
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XIV, 16; A. Ill, 17; P. I, 15; V. I, 5;
Body oblong, deep and compressed, and covered with
scales.
Head deep, the profile above ver}" steep and

3|; depth If; D.

scales 4-32-21.
striated, ctenoid

convex; snout blunt and not produced; eye 3 in the head, greater
than the snout and equal to the interorbital space; nostrils small, close
together and directly in front of the e3'e; teeth slender, fine and in
brush-like series in each jaw; profile of body convex below from tip
of snout to the Aentrals; mouth small, the teeth produced, and the
maxillary below the posterior nostril; prcorbital with several small
denticles along its lower edge; preoperculum with its edge denticulate

and produced below into a sharp spine directed backward, and equal
to two-thirds the length of the ventral spine; lower margin of the gillopening above the preoperculur spine, denticulate; interorbital space
strongly convex; gill-opening large, the membrane narrowly joined to
theisthnuis; gill rakers short and not numerous; spinous dorsal highest
behind; soft dorsal higher behind the middle, Avith the angle rounded;
soft anal highest behind and with a rounded angle; pectoral equal to
ventral, the latter not reaching the anal; caudal convexh' rounded.

Lateral line high, arched and nearly concurrent with the dorsal out-

Caudal peduncle compressed, If in the pectoral.
Color in alcohol blackish ])rown, except a large, white, vertical,
ol)long blotch on the sides above and ])ehind the shoulders, and the
lower margin of the spinous and soft anal, which are also Avhite. Total
Here described from an example from Okinawa.
length 4,\ inches.
This rare species is known to us from a fine specimen obtained at
Nafa, Riukiu Islands, l>y Yonekichi Koneyama. It is well figured b}^

line.

Bleeker.
[tihiccf),

a fiute-player, the allusion not explained.)

Family V. ZANCLID.E.

MOORISH

IDOLS.

Body oblong, nuich compressed and elevated, covered with minute
rough scales. Mouth small, with long, slender, ])rush-like teeth; no
teeth on the palate; bones of top of head thick and solid, developing

with age a conspicuous median horn on the forehead, wanting in the
young. Preopercle unarmed. Dorsal single, with 7 spines, the third
and succeeding spines prolonged into long filaments; interspinal bone
projecting before dorsal. Anal similar to soft dorsal, long, with its
Caudal
anterior rays produced; a small antrorse spine before anal.
peduncle unarmed, the fin lunate; pectorals short; ventrals pointed.
Vertebra; reduced
Intestine long.
Coracoid bones largely developed.
in number, •.+13 = 22.
Air bladder large. Branchiostegals 4; pyloric
One species, widely distributed about rocky islands of the
cjeca 14.
Pacific.

—

—

.
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Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Zanclua (Comiuerson Ma.) lyACEi'EUE, Hist. Nat. Poiys., IV, 1803, \u 473 (cm-nutus; non-binomial)
PomacanOms \A. Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1803, p. 517 {canescens, etc.).
Zandus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., VII, 1831, p. 102 {comutus).

Grqnow, Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray, 1854, p. 77 {incerem).
Gnathocentrnm Guichenot, Ann. Maine et Loire, IX, 1866, p. 4 {centrcHinatlmm;
Gonopterii.'i

young).
It is possible that the
Characters of the genus inchided al)ove.
generic name Pomacanthus^ Lacepede, should be used for this genus,

as the first species placed in that composite

Chsetodon canescens of Linnaeus,

group by

its

author

The name Ztmclus occurs

the

is

still eai'lier

Lacepede's work, but not in binomial form. It is, however, for
If, however, the first species
named be recognized as the type of the genus, a rule the present writin

reason of priorit}^ adopted by Bleeker.
ers believe to be finally inevitable,

we must

substitute

Pomacanthus

for Zandus.

[ZayKXor, a

sickle.)
ig.

ZANCLUS CANESCENS

(Linnaeus).

Chsetodon canesrens LinntEUh, Syst. Nat., 10th ed.,

1758,

p.

272; Indies (after

Artedi; young).

Pomacanthus canescens Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1803, p. 517.
Zandus canescens GtJNTHER, Cat., II, 1860, p. 493. Bleeker, Atlas Ichth.,
1877-78, p. 78, pi. v,

fig. 3;

Chset.,

Celebes, Andjoina.

Ch&iodon cornutus Linn.^^us, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, \). 273 (after Artedi;
adult).
Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1803, p. 473, \>\. ii, fig. 1.— Jordan
and EvERMANN, Fish N. and M. America, II, 1898, p. 1687.
Zunclus cornutus CvviER and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., VII, 1831, p. 102,
pi. CLXxvii.— Bleeker, Atlas Ichth., Cliirt., 1877-78, p. 77, pi. iv, figs. 1, 2;
Sumatra, Java, Celebes, Cerain, New (iuinea, Waigiu, etc.
Zandus centrognathus Gv\ier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., VII, 1831, p.
528; near equator, 75° E.

Gonojiterus mcerejis (jRotiow, Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray, 1854, p. 77; India.

Chxtodon nudus Gronow, Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray, 1854, p. 76; Mari Indico.
Zandus montrouzieri Thiolliere, in Montrousier, Fauna Woodlark Island,
p. 168; Woodlark.

Head

2|;

depth about as great as length; eye 2^

in snout.

38; A. Ill, 33; snout 1^ in head, greatly produced, the

upper

1857,

D. IX,
profile

very concave; teeth slender, brush-like, very much projecting; anterior rays of dorsal and anal produced; first and second dorsal spines
very short, the third greatly produced, ending in a long filament
exceeding total length of fish; the longest soft ray about 1^ in bod}",
posterior dorsal rays short, vertical, or even inclined forward; pectoral
some longer than snout, shorter than the ventrals.
Color in life, snout chiefly white, point of upper jaw black, followed
l>y a large orange patch separatt'd from the white by a narrow ))lack
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band; lower jaw mostly black; anterior part of body from

vol. xxv.

first

dorsal

spine to ventrals black, this crossed by two narrow vertical blue lines,
the

first

beginning- at origin of ventrals, extending

upward and forward,

then backward just behind orbit, and ending on median line of back

second beginning on abdomen, crosses body
and ends at origin of dorsal fin; a third less distinct one extends upward and backward from eye; a l)road whitish
bar, nearly as broad as length of head, begins on anterior part of
dorsal fin and crosses body somewhat oliliquely backwai'd, coveringanterior portion of anal fin; posteriorly this bar is washed with yellow or orange, which gradually fades into the white of the anterior
part; next comes a black bar one-half as wide, covering the leases of
about 14 dorsal rays and widening out upon the anal so as to cover
in front of dorsal fin; the

at base of pectoral

the greater part of al)out 24 rays; in the posterior part of this black

band
all

is

a

narrow white

next a yellow or orange band covering

line;

of the caudal peduncle and the posterior portions of the dorsal and

fin ))lack, a narrow white line at base; tip of caudal
with a crescent-.shaped ))order of white more or less washed with
yellowish; pectorals pale; ventrals l)lack.
East Indies and islands
of Polynesia; common and widely distributed; ranging east to the
Hawaiian Islands and the offshore islands of Mexico, the young carried northward in the Kuro Shiwo to the coasts of Japan, where it
is not rare in the rock pools of the headlands.
Here described from a

anal fins; caudal
fin

specimen from Misaki, 3y| inches long.
Bleeker recognizes two species of this genus, the common form,
Zanchis cornutus, with a preorbital spine in the adult, and a smaller
one, Zanchis canescens, deeper in the body with a spine before the eye.
All that we have seen are referable to Zanelus corindus^ but the other
shows no tangi])le difference.
Cdnescens is the older name.
{caneseen-s^

growing gray.)
Family VI.

ACANTHURID.E.

SURGEON-FISHES.

Body

compressed and usually elevated, covered with very
small scales; lateral line continuous.
Tail armed with one or more
spines or bony plates.
Eye lateral, high up; preorbital very narrow
and deep. Nostrils double. Mouth small, low; each jaw with a single series of narrow incisor-like teeth; vomer and palatines toothless;
premaxillaries somewhat movable but not protractile maxillary short,
ol)long,

;

closely united with the premaxillary; gill rakers obsolete; pseudo-

branchise large; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth; gill-membranes
attached to the isthnuis, the openings thus restricted to the sides.

A

single dorsal

fin,

with strong spines, the spinous part of the

than the soft part; anal

tin

fin

shorter

similar to soft dorsal; pectorals moder-

.

.
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ate; ventral fins present, thoracic, I, 5.

curved,

Pelvis bones

long-,

551
narrow,

connected, evident throug-h the skin, as in Balistidix..
P34oric caeca rather few; air bladder larg-e; intestinal canal long.
closel}^

Vertebrse 9
13 = 22.
Posterior suborbital bones in close contact
with the preopercle; post-temporal immovably united with the skull,

+

apparently simple, but really trifurcate with the interspaces filled in
with bone, the foramen not passing through it; interneural bones with
transversely expanded buckler-lik(» su])cutaneous plates, which intervene between the spines and limit their motion forward; epipleurals

developed from the ribs. Herbivorous fishes of the tropical seas.
These fishes underg-o large changes with age as is the case with the
CJisetodontidee^ the young having often been described as distinct
genera.
a.

Caudal armature developed as a movable antrorse, extrem'^ly sharp, knife-edged
spine, erectile from a groove.
h. Ventral rays I, 5; teeth fixed and strong; anal spine.s 3.
c. Dorsal spines about 9
Teutli
12.
/.s,

cc.

aa.

Dorsal spines 4 or 5

;

soft dorsal elevated

Zehmsoma,

13.

Caudal armature developed as immovable tubercles or lamina.
d.

Ventral rays

I,

5;

anal spines

3;

dorgal spines usually 8; caudal plates 3 or

broad, rugose, with a central nonserrated spine
dd. Ventral rays I, 3; dorsal spines 4 to 6; anal spines

Xesurus, 14.

4,

2;

caudal plates

1

or

absent in the young; adult usually with a bony frontal prominence.

2,

Acanthurus,

12.

TEUTHIS

15.

Linn^us.

Rhombotides Klein, Historia Piscum, 1740 (nonbinomial).
Hepatus Gro^ow, Zodphyl., 1765 (hcpatus; nonbinomial).
Teulhis LiNN.EUS, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., 1766, p. 507 (hepatus; jmms; after Hepatm,

Gronow

)

Harpurus (Forster) Gmelin,

Syst. Nat.,

I,

1788, p. 1269 (species

"caudautriuque

spina vel squama ossea falcata munite").
Aspisurus Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1802, p. 556
Theiithis CuviER, Tab. El. Hist. Nat., 1798, p. 371.
Theutls CuviER,

Regne Animal,

allies of Teuthis hepatus)

1st ed., II, 1817, p.

[soJiar).

330 (restricted to Les Acanthures;

.

Teuthys Swainson, altered orthography.
Aaronurus Gunther, Cat. Fish., Ill, 1861, p. 345 {orhicularis; young fishes
apparently scaleless)
Rhombotides (Klein) Day, Fishes India, I, 1876, p. 202.
Acanthurus, of authors generally, not of Forskal as here understood.

This genus includes those Acanthuridse which have the tail armed
with a sharp, antrorse, lancet-like, movable spine; strong, fixed, incisor
teeth; ventral rays 1, 5, and about 9 spines in the dor.sal fin.
The
numerous species are found in all tropical seas; herbivorous fishes,
living about coral reefs; the adult protected by the murderous caudal
spine,

which grows larger with age.

{revdig^ the Squid, Loligo; substituted

name, Hepatus, for no evident reason.)

by Linujeus for Gronow's
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Caudal

a.

sjiine small; Iwclj- light gray,

vol. xxv.

with ahont six cross bars, narrower than

the interspaces; end of caudal peduncle with two black sjwts; dorsal rays
an.

h.

about IX, 23; anal III, 21
trioslegm, 20.
Caudal spine strong; body dark brown, uniform, or with faint bluish streaks;
dorsal rays about IX, 26; anal III, 24.
Axil of donsal and anal fins without black sjiot; body and fins with faint
streaks

hh.

(irgenteua, 21

Axil of dorsal and anal fins with a
almost i)lain dark ))rown
20.

jet

black spot;

lips l)lack; Ixxly

and

fins

hipnudafus, 22.

TEUTHIS TRIOSTEGUS
8HIMADAI: (STRIPED

(Linn^us).

PERCIII.)

Chretodon iriostegns Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 274; India.

Acanthurus trloMegus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., X, 1835,
p. 197.— (itJNTHER, Cat. Fish., Ill, 1861, p. 327; Amboina, Celebes, Aneitum,
Australia, Malayan Archipelago.
Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 34; Ogasahara (Bonin Islands).
Chsetodon zclyra Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., Ill, 1802, p. 25, fig. 3; no locality.
Acanlhiiriix zi-hra Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1803, p. 546, pi. vi, fig. 3; no
locality.

Chsetodon couagga Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1802, p. 727;
Teuthis australh

Gray,

in King's Narr.

Survey Coast

west coast of Australia.
AeanthuruH hh'undo Bennett, Ceylon Fishes, 1830, p.
AcantJturus suhaniuitus Bennett, Whaling Voyage,

no

locality.

of Australia, II,

1826,

p. 435;

11, pi. xi;
II,

1840,

Ceylon.
p.

278;

Society

Islands.

Harpvrus f<(fin(itus Forster, Desc. Anim., Ed.

Licht., 1844, p. 216.

D. IX or X-22 or
3| to 4; depth 1| to 2; eye 2^ in snout.
Bod}^ ovate, anterior profile gentl}' curved,
23; A. 111-20 to 22.

Head

most convex over eyes; snout somewhat produced, concave above.
Dorsal fin moderate, anterior spines more or less concealed in the skin,
the longest spines al)out equal to the snout, the soft rays equal; first
anal spine very short, the third longest, about equal to the longest
dorsal spines; soft portion of anal about as high as the third anal
spine; caudal slightly lunate, the lobes Imt little produced; pectorals
about as long as head; ventrals as long as snout, including the eye.
Color in life dark greenish or slaty above with j^ellowish cloudings;
chin, belly, throat, and a narrow strip along base of anal white; vertical tins dusky; anal with a narrow white margin; pectorals plain;
ventrals white on under surface; sides with 5 black bars, each wider
than the e3'e, the first, beginning just in front of the branchiostegals,
extends upward and backward across cheek through eye and to median
line of back, where it meets its fellow from the other side, is narrower
than the e3^e; the second begins at front of dorsal tin and extends downw.ai'd to base of pectoral, from which point it is continued downward
in a narrower line beginning on base of pectoral and ending just above
base of ventral; the third begins near l)ase of sixth dorsal spijie and
extends acro.ss side to belly at a point midway between auusaixd begin-

——

—

—
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and ex-

ning of anal

fin;

tends to

anal ray; the fifth begins at base of seventh dorsal ray

first

l^ase

of first dorsal

ra}^

and extends across side to base of fifth anal ray; a narrow, faint brown
bar from the beginning of the gill-opening below running low along
the sides of the abdomen to the last vertical stripe; a black spot on
upper and lower sides of caudal peduncle. Length 8f inches. Here
described from specimens from Okinawa.
Pacific Ocean; verva])undant about rocky islands from New Zealand
and Australia to the rocky headlands of Japan. Our specimens from
Okinawa (adult) and Misaki (young). The Polynesian species, extending to the Revillagigedo Islands, and described as Teuthis triostegus
by Joi'dan and Evermann, is a distinct form, Teuthis sandwichensis
(Streets).

(triostegus, rpsTs, three; ffreyoo, to cover.)
21.

TEUTHIS ARGENTEUS

(Quoy and Gaimard).

Acanthurus argenteus Quoy and Gaimard, Voy. Uranie, Zool., 1824, p. 372, pi.
XLUi, fig. 2; Sandwich Islands, Mariannes. Cuvier and Valenciennes,
Hist. Nat. Poiss., X, 1835, p. 239.
Acroiiuru)^ argenteus GvNTHER, Cat. Fish., Ill, 1861, p. 346; Ascension Island.
f Anmtlturns Jullginosus Lesson, Voyage Coquelle, 1824, p. 149, pi. xxvii, fig. 2.
fAciiiilhurus matoides Cuvier and Valenciennes, rfist. Nat. Poiss., X, 1835,
Gunther, Cat.
p. 204; Oualan (Longest dorsal spine 3^ in depth of body).
Fish., Ill, 1861, p. 331; Amboyna, Pinang, Fiji.
Steindachner and DoderLEiN, Fische Japans, III, 1884, p. 37; Oshinia (near Misaki).
Acardlmrus annularix QA\\E.niin(\ Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. i'oiss., X, 1835, p. 209;
He de France.
Acanthurus hluchl Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., X, 1835, p. 209;

He de
fig. 6;

Gunther, Fische Sudsee,
Caroline Islands, Seychelles, Society Islands,

France, Seychelles.

I,

1873, p. 109, pi. lxix,

Samoan

Islands,

Palm

Island, Kingsmill Islands.

Acanthurus xanthopterus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., X, 1835,
p. 215; Seychelles.— Cantor, Cat. Malayan Fish., 1850, p. 209, pi. iv;

Malayan Archipelago.
fAcanthur)(s lamarrii Cuvier

He de France (Anal

and Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

X,

1835, p. 236;

rays III, 23.)

Acanthurus melanurus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. foiss., X, 1835,
p. 240; Pondicherry.
Ao'onurus melanurus GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., Ill, 1861, p. 346; Borneo.

Head

3i; depth If.

D. IX, 26; A. Ill, 24; snout If

in head;

eye

3^; pectoral equal to head; caudal one-fifth longer than head; longest

dorsal spine equaling longest soft ray, 1^ in head; ventral long, 1^ in
head.
Body deep and compressed, the anterior profile steep, convex

before eye; caudal lunate, the upper ray one-third longer than middle
Bod}' slaty brown, mottled with gray, l)ut without bands; dorsal

one.

with a bluish gray streak at base, then a bronze one, forking on soft

gray streak; 5 gray streaks and 4 bronze ones
on dorsal more or less distinct, especially in young; anal with 5 bluish
gray and 5 bronze streaks more oblique than those on the dorsal, and
dor.sd, inclosing a bluish
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hence not continuous the whole length of fin; caudal peduncle black,
a whitish yellow cross-band behind spine, faint in adult, the anterior
margin vertical, the posterior concave; rest of caudal black; pectoral
yellowish; ventrals dusky, the spine black.
All the marks very faint
and often fading- in alcohol. Adult with the pectoral quite yellow;
pale band at base of caudal, growing faint with age; a l)lue streak alongbase of dorsal.
Length ijj inches. Rocky shores throughout the
Indian region from the Red Sea to the Hawaiian Islands, everywhere
very common, occasionally northward to the projecting headlands of
Japan.
We have one adult example, described above, from Nafa, in
Okinawa. Another adult is from Umesawa, and a young specimen
from tide pools at Misaki. The species is very close to Teuthls crestonis
of the west coast of Misaki, and to Teuthis hahiamcs of the West Indies.
Much of the synonymy of this species is very hypothetical. The oldest
name applying to the species beyond a doubt is that of Acanthurus
But there is scarcely any doubt as to A. matoidex, and A.
annularis.
annularis is apparently the young of the same species. The Hawaiian
The Japanese form
fish should therefore stand as Teuthls argenteiis.
is apparentl}' not different.
{ctrgentcas, silvery.
22.

??

TEUTHIS BIPUNCTATUS

(Gunther).

Acanthurus nigroris Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
p. 208;

Sandwich

Poiss.,

X,

1835,

Islands.

AcanthuruH bipundalus GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., Ill, 1861, p. 331; China, FijL
Teuthis hijmndatus Jordan and Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu«., XXV, 1902,
p. 358; Formosa.
Acanthurus nigros Gitnther, Cat. Fish., Ill, 1861, p. 832; New Hel)rides. Ishi-

KAWA,

Head

Pre]. Cat., 1897, p. 34;

Miyakoshima.

depth 2. D. IX-25; A. III-23, P. 1-16; V. 1-5. Body
Head
long, compressed, and covered with very small ctenoid scales.
long, convex above the eyes; eyes high, 2| in snout, 4 in head, and 1^ in
interorbital space; snout slightly produced, 1^ in pectoral, and nearly
straight above; head equal to the pectoral; interorbital space strong!}convex above; nostrils directly in front of the eye, the anterior rounded
and the posterior a small slit. Gill-opening equal to the snout; gill
rakers ver}- small, short, and few.
Origin of the dorsal over that of
the pectoral, the spinous part graduated to the middle and then about
equal to the rest of the fin, which ends in a point; the spinous anal
graduated to the third spine, which is the longest, and not as high as
the highest soft rays; soft anal oblong, ending in a point posteriorly;
pectoral longer than head; ventrals equal to the snout with the e3"e;
caudal lunate, the upper lobes pointed.
Caudal peduncle compressed,
rather deep, and '2^ in the head.
Caudal spine sharp, depressable in a
groove, and about 2 in the snout. Lateral line concurrent with the
back to the caudal spine. Color in alcohol dark chocolate brown, and
with the edge of the caudal narrowly margined with white, a black
3i;

.

)

—

—
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spot at the base of the last soft dorsal rays on the caudal peduncle

above and a similar one at the base of the last anal rays below; edge
of tlie groove of the caudal spine black; lips black, outer portion of

Here described from

the ventral rays blackish.
Length 6^^ inches.
a specimen from Kotosho, Formosa.

found

Kiukiu Islands, a specimen })eing in the
We have also two specimens
from Kotosho, Formosa, and of this or some closely related species
from Hawaii. The species ma}^ be known by the black l)lotch in the
axils of the dorsal and anal, in connection with the uniform l)lackish
In the description of Aca7ithui'us iu</i'oris no mention is
coloration.
made of this ver}- conspicuous character. It is not likeh^ therefore
that Valenciennes's tish belonged to the present species.
{hip an ctatus, two-spotted
This species

is

in the

Museum from Miyakoshima.

Imperial

.

13.

ZEBRASOMA

Swainson.

Zebrasoma Swainson, Nat. Hist. Anim., II, 1839, p. 256
Scopas Kner, Novara Fisc^he, 1865, p. 212 {scopan).

{rellfer).

This genus differs from Teuthis in the short spinous dorsal of

-i

or

5 graduated spines; soft dorsal high; snout short, projecting at an

Asiatic seas.

angle.

(zebra,

(roS/vcir,

23.

body, from the cross-bands of the typical species.)

ZEBRASOMA FLAVESCENS

(Bennett).

^mn</ittrws^awscens Bennett, Zool. Journal, IV, 1828,
Amntlmrvs jlavescens GItnther, Fische Sudsee, I, 1873,

p.

40 (yellow form).

p. 116, pi.

lx.wi; Tahiti

(probably not of Bennett).
Acanthurus rhomheus Kittlitz, Mus. Senckenberg, I, 1834, p. 196, pi. .\ni, fig. 16.
Acanthurus scopas Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poi.ss., X, 1835, p. 245, pi.
Bleeker, Natur. Tydschr. Nederl. Ind., 1851,
ccxc; He de France, Ulea.

—

Gi'icHENOT, Sagra Hist. Cuba, 1851, p. 122 (Cuba by error).
p. 348.
GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish, III, 1861, p. 342; Ceram, Sandwich Islands, Aneituni.
Acanthurus aliiirlis Cuvier and Vai.encie.wes, Hist. Poiss., X, 18.%, p. 249; He

de France.

Head

3i; depth If.

D. V-24; A.

Ill, 19; P. 1-14;

V.

deep, compressed, and covered with minute rough scales.
oblique; snout
the snout,

•li

much produced,

in the head,

ver^'

and 1|

in

I, 5.

Head

Body
long,

concave above; eye high, 3^

in

the interorbital space; nostrils

and below the middle of the
bones on top and sides of head, except
the cheeks, striated; mouth small, lips thin; teeth with denticulate
edges.
Gill-opening short, almost as long as the snout; gill rakers
few and ver\' short. Origin of dor.sal over that of pectoral, and just a
trifle behind the eye; spinous dor.sal graduated to the last spine, which
small, close together, directly in front

eye: interorbital space

is

flat,

the longest, though not equal to the longest rays, and covered for the

part with rather thick skin; soft dorsal rounded to the la.st rays,
which are the shortest; anal giaduated to the third spine, which is the

n^.ost
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e(iual to the highest anal

pectoral

much longer than

the head; ventral below^ pectoral and equal to two-thirds

its

length;

caudal slightly convex, the corners sharp.
Space before spine on the
caudal peduncle covered with a tract of short, stifi'. bristle-like spines.

Caudal H\nno sharp, strong, and equal to the eye. Caudal peduncle
compressed, not thick, and 3 in the head. Color pale l>rown (sometimes bright lemon yellow), a silvery streak from gill-opening above
pectorals on the sides. Length 7 j^g inf'hes. Descril)ed from an example
from Okinaw^a of the l)rown variety called Zehraso//ia rhomhnoii.
Of this species we have received one specimen, typical of Ardnf/iKru.'^
scopas, from Nafa in Okinawa, where it was collected by Yonekichi

Koneyama.
The form icnown

Zrhrasoma Jfavesceus. bright lemon 3"ellow in
is considered by Dr. (Tunther as an all)ino
form of ZehvdsoiiKi rJiomhrinii. On comparison of our specimen wnth
those from Hawaii, we find no dilierence whatever except in coloi-.
Probablj^ the typical flavescens is found in deep water, the variety
rhomheuin living near the shore. Such variations from brown to yellow are found in Sigaiius^ Peloi\ Antennar/us. and other genera.
color,

found

at

{jldi^eseenx^

as

Hawaii,

growing yellow.)

14.

XESURUS

Jordan and Evermann.

Xemrus Jordan and Evermanx,

Check-list Fishes, 1896,

\).

421 [jMnclatus).

row, each 5-lobed; caudal peduncle armed with 8 or 4
large boii}- plates, placed in a right line, each one with a bluntish, nonVentral ra3^s 1, 5.
serrated keel.
Dor.sal with 8 or 9 spines; anal with
This genus is close to J^rumurus Lacepede, ditl'ering chiefly in the
3.
character of the caudal armature, the plates in Pi'lnniirus being small,
sharper, serrated, and (J in number, besides a smaller plate below and

Teeth

in 1

one above.
{^eaig. scraping; ot'pd.
24.

tail.)

XESURUS SCALPRUM

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

XIZA, NISADAl.
AcantJiuriis scalprtim Laxgsdorp',

Ms.

xadprum Cuvier and Valencienxks, Hist. Poiss., X, 1835, p. 298;
Japan. Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, 1847, p. 129, pi. lx.x; Nagasaki.— GtixTHER, Cat. Fish, III, 1861, p. 347; Japan. Steindachner and Duderlein,

Prionuriix

Flsche Japans, III, 1884, p. 38; Tokyo. Nystrom, Svensk, Vet. Handl.,
1887, p. 37; Naga.saki.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat, 1897, p. 34; Boshu.— Jordan
and Snyder, Check-List, 1901, p. 91; Yokohama.
Naseus scalprum Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Indo. Nederi., VIII, Japan, VI, 1S60,
II. 79; Nagasaki.
J'^tropliix^

fmiiosus Brevookt, Exped. Japan, 1856, p. 264,
(Young called Sumikakuwo, soot-fish).

pi. vi, lig. 1;

Nafa, Riu

kin Islands
'

This

name has been misquoted

occur in Brevoort's paper.

"Elsgilus," but Eltig'dm

is

a misprint and does not
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Head 3i; depth 2. D. lX-22; A. III-21 or 23; P. 1-16; V. 1-5.
Body elliptical and compressed, skin fine velvety. Head small, longer
than deep; eye high, 4 in head, 2| in the snout and 1^ in interorhital
space; snout concave, produced, but the upper profile of the head
convex over the eyes; mouth small, terminal, and below the middle of
the head; teeth with denticulate margins, the jaws subequal; anterior
nostrils below the middle, and half the eve from its anterior margin,
and the posterior a neai'ly horizontal slit between; interorhital space
convexly flattened; angle of preoperculum very obtuse. Gill-opening
very obliijue, gill rakers short. Spinous dorsal more or less embedded
in skin, its origin over that of the pectoral, the middle and last spines
the highest, and

much

longer than the soft dorsal rays, which become

graduall}' smaller to the last; anal spines graduated to the third,
is

which

the longest though not as long as the longest anterior rays of the

soft anal; the soft anal

is

similar to the soft dorsal; pectoral smaller

than the head; origin of dorsal below the
to the base of the second anal spine,

fifth

dorsal spine, extending

and equal

to two-thirds the length

Caudal
the pectorals; caudal emarginate, the lobes pointed.
peduncle rather thick, deeper than broad, and not (luite ecpial to the
eye. Sides of caudal peduncle with a single series of 4 ))ony ))ucklers,
each with a produced median keel, compressed, extending outward,
and largest on the last. Lateral line high, arched, and concurrent
with the back.
General color dusky brown in alcohol, the bases of
the first 3 bucklers on the caudal peduncle blackish brown; the edges
of the fins dark, except the ver}^ narrow white edge of the caudal,
otherwise plain. Total length ^^ inches.
Here described from Nagasaki specimens. In veiy young specimens from Misaki the l)ody is very deep; the depth 1| the leiigth;
the highest part of the fin rays veiy high; the general color dark livid
brown; dorsal and anal very dark, the soft fins broadly edged with
white; caudal and caudal peduncle light, shaded with dark at its base;
pectorals dark; skin smooth.
In still smaller specimens the bod}' is
deeper, 1^ in the length, the second dorsal spine as long as the pectoral
and very much higher than the rest of the fin, and the bod}^ furnished
with many vertical strije; the trunk marked with narrow vertical
of

l)ands.

This

fish is

rather conmion about rocky headlands

Our specimens

in southei'u

Japan.

Wakanoura. From the
tide-pools of Misaki we have a very large series showing the stages of
growth of the young. These are more or less yellowish in color, the
fins, except caudal and pectoral, dusky.
The caudal is yellow, with a
l)lack

are from Tokyo, Misaki, and

crossbar at

its

base.

The species can be known from the young of other
the number of its ventral rays, anal spines, and the
dorsal and anal.

{scalprum^ a shar[) knife.)

AcantJiiiridie by

soft rays of

its
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15.

ACANTHURUS

vol.xxv.

Forskal.

Acanthurm ForskAl, Descr. Anim., 1775, p. 59 {unicornis).
{biaculeatus)
Jtfonoceros Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 186
Naso Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., Ill, 1802, p. 106 {fronticomis).
Nasonus Rafinesque, Anal. Nature, 1815, substitute for Naso.
{anrmlatus).
Priodon (Cuvier) Quovand GAiMARD,Voy. Uranie, Zool., 1824, p. 377
Nmeus Cuvier, Regne Animal, 2d ed., II, 1829, p. 224 {fronticornw).
{annulatus).
Priodontichthys Bonaparte, Destrib. Metod. Anim. Vest., 1833, p. 34
304 {anginosm).
Keris^ Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., X, 1835, p.

Body oblong, compressed, covered with small roughish scales; tail
wanting
with two large immoval^le, bony keeled plates, these entirely
Head in the adult with the forehead prominent,
in young examples.
developing a very long bony horn above the eyes, the horn wanting
compressed incisors,
in the young; teeth small in one series, slightly
the rays I,^ 3.
incomplete,
fins
Ventral
edges.
serrate
with
usually
spine
Dorsal with 5 or 6 spines; anal with 2 spines, the small first
Herbivorous fishes of the East
Intestinal canal elongate.
wanting.
))ony
Indian and Polynesian seas, some of them remarkable for the
and for the large ornate caudal spines.
separate from Acanthurns the genera called CalUcantkus^ and
Axinurm^ {thynnoldes). The three groups may be provisionally

frontal projection,

We

defined as follows:
tail with
Forehead with an elongate, tapering, subcylindrieal horn in the adult;
AcanDmrHs.
two bony plates; teeth small, serrulate
with or without a compressed
aa. Forehead without subcylindrieal horn; the snout

a.

crest.

Tail with

t,.

hh.

two bony plates; dorsal spines 5 or 6; teeth aerrnX&ie..
one bony plate; dorsal spines 4; teeth entire

Tail with

Callkardhxis.''^

A.dnurus.'

available for the
It seems to us that the generic name Acanthurm is
genus rather than the later name, 3fonoeeros. The genus Acanfkurxs
The first speas founded ])y Forskal includes this genus and Teuthis.

unlcm^nis being taken as its type, Acimthurus
If we follow the rule of allowing
Monoceros.
to
equivalent
becomes
subsequent authors to fix the type, Acauthurvx l)ecomes, of course, a
synonym of Toithis, and the present genus must be called Monocerus.

cies

named by Forskal,

[aKavOa^ spine; ovpa^
•The

tail.)

Xesimis.
definition of the supposed genus Keris applies to the young of
But the figure of Kens anginosus does not supI, 5; anal spines 3.)

(Ventral rays

port the description, and the

number

of fin rays

shows

it

to

be the young

of

Acunthurus.
Callicanlhus Swamson, Class. Fishes, II, 1839, p. 256 {elegans).
^Arinurus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., X, 1835, p. 225 {thi,nnoides)

^

some

—

.
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Forskal).

TENGUHAGI (LONG NOSED SCRAPER) IKKAKCHAOI (ACUTE ANGLE
SCRAPER).
Chsetodon unlcornu YoKiiKkh, Descr. Anim., 1775, p. 63;
Aspisurus unicornis B.VPVEhh, Atlas Fische, 1828, p. 60;

Naseus unicornis Gunther, Cat. Fish, III, 1861,
Aneitum, Ceylon.

Red Sea.
Red Sea.

p. 348;

Frankland

Jordan and ^tiYDKR, Check-List, 1901,
Monoceros biaculeatus Schneider, Syst. Ichthy., 1801, p.
3fonoceros unicornis

Forskal).

p. 91;

180,

I.,

Red

Sea,

Misaki.
pi.

xlii

(after

.

Monoceros rail Schneider, Syst.

Ichtli., 1801, p. 181

loughby )
Naso fronticornis L.vcei'Ede, Hist.

Poiss., Ill, 1802,

(after

Monoceros piscis Wil-

p. 105, pi. xii, fig. 2; lie

de

France.

Naseus fronticornis Cuviek and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., X, 1835, p. 259; He
de France, Waigiou, Guam, Sandwich Islands, Red Sea, Otaiti. Schlegel,
Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1846, p. 129, pi. xix; Nagasaki.
fKeris anginosus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., X, 1835, p. 304; no
locality; D. VII, 26; A. Ill, 28; V. I, 5.
Niisrtis longicoriiis Cuvier, Guerin, Icon. Poiss., 1830-44, pi. xxxv, fig. 3; He de
France.

Herspurus monoceros FoRSTER, Descr. Anim., Ed. Licht., 1844, p. 219.
Acronurus prgijptius Gronow, Syst., Ed. Gray, 1854, p. 191; Red Sea (after Hasselquist).

Acronurus corniger Gronow, Syst., Ed. Gray, 1854,

p.

192;

Red Sea

(after

Forskal).

Head

i;

depth

2i.

D. V-29; A. 11-28; P. 1-17; V.

1-3.

Body

ovate, deep in front, compressed and fine, velvety,

becoming rough in
front of the caudal.
Head long-, the forehead with a long, produced
horn, directed forward from the upper part of the eye; snout long,
with the upper profile straight, long; eye 3 in the frontal spine, 4 in
snout, and 5^ in head; mouth small, the snout produced; nostrils onehalf an eye diameter in front of eye and about level with its middle;
gill-opening v^ery long, longer than the snout.

Origin of the dorsal
over the gill-opening, behind the spines shorter than the longer ravs,
the edge straight and ending in a point; anal spines short, the rays
equal, the edge straight and ending in a point; pectorals in front of
the dorsal equal to the frontal spine; ventrals in front of the pectorals,

tlie spines sharp and thick. If in snout; caudal compressed, the margin
straight and the lobes produced into long filaments.
Sides of caudal

peduncle with two large compressed l)ucklers hooked forward. Lathigh and concurrent with the back. Color (dried) plain
brown. Here described from a large dried specimen from Nagasaki.

eral line very

known by the number of the fin rays, the bony horn is
wanting, and in the very young there is no trace of caudal plates.

In the young,

Specimens from Honolulu seem to agree perfectly with the one from
Nagasaki.

This species, very abundant and widely diffused through the Indian
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region and Polynesia,

is rare in Japan, the adult only taken in the
southern islands, the young extending in the Kuro Shiwo, to the rock

pools as far north as Tokio.

In our collection

is

one very large spec-

imen from Nagasaki, a smaller one from Kiusiu, and a still smaller
one from Misaki. This latter has no frontal spine and no caudal
This species is subject to very great variation with age.
A
very large example f ron) Misaki is in the Imperial Museum at Tokyo.
plates.

{unicornis, one-horned.

Family VII. SIGANID.E.

Body

covered with very small cycloid scales;
unarmed.
Mouth small, with a single
series of serrated trenchant incisors in the jaws; no teeth on vomer or
Gill-membranes not unipalatines. Fseudobranchite well developed.
ol)long, compressed,

lateral line continuous; tail

ted; attached to the isthmus; })ranchiostegals 5.

A

single dorsal

tin,

rays XIII, 10, the spines strong; anal rays VII, 9, the spines well
developed.
Ventral fins thoracic, each with an outer and an inner
its

and three soft rays between them. Caudal fin cunate. Air
bladder large, forked before and behind.
Intestinal canal with several

spine,

convolutions; pyloric caeca 5 or

ton showing

many

6.

Vertebrae 10

-f-

13

=

23.

Skele-

and premaxillary firmly
united, the lower pharyngeals very little developed.
Herbivorous
fishes of the East Indian seas, all belonging to the single genus jSiganus.
The family is of uncertain affinities, and shows numerous peculiarities
not found in related forms. It is probably nearest the Acanthuridse.
peculiarities, the maxillary

16.

ForskAl,

SIGANUS

Fopskal.

X, 1775, p. 28 {sii/niini^-rirulatiiK)
Cenlroyaster Houttuyn, Acta Soc. Harlem, V, 1782, pp. 20, .333 (fuseescens).
A m phacnnthns ficHtiEivER, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 206.
Teidhis Cantor, Cat. Malayan Fishes, 1850, p. 207 (J'/'h.v, and <»f numerous
authors, not of Linnteus).

Sigtirius

De.scr. Aniiu.,

The

characters of the genus are included above.
{Sidjan or Si(/lan, the Arabian name of tSif/mnf.s xlganufi.)

a.

Color hrown, gray, or yellow, usually with very numerous rouml, whitish
spots

fuHccscenH, 26.

na. Color yellow, with obliijue blue

bands and streaks, distinct about the head.
flrgatits, 27.

26.

SIGANUS FUSCESCENS

AIGO (BLUF: THING);

(Houttuyn).

GINHAiil (SILVERY SCRAPER); KIZINOUWO

(PHEASANT

FISH).

Houttuyn, Act. Soc. Harl., XX, 1782, p. .333;
Amphacanthiis fuKcescenfi Cuvier and Valencennes, Hist. Poiss., X, 1835, p. 156;
.Japan.
Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1847, p. 127, pi. lxviii, fig. 1,
Nagasaki.
Bleekek, Verb. Bat. (Jen., XXVI, .Japan, 1857, p. 106; Nagasaki.
Cenlrogaster fuscesceus
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ren/hiyfvsrrsrrm ritixTHEK, Cat. Fi.sh, III, 1861, p. 321 (copied)
.—Stkinuachxer
and r)()i)EKi,KiN, Fisclie Japans, III, 1884, p. 25; Tokyo.
jr//t'/(/«.s/«.sY.r,src/(.sNYWTKoM, Sveii.sk, Nat. Handl., 1887, p. .37;
NayraHaki.
Siganus fuscescens Jordan and Snydek, Check-List, 1901, p. 92; Yokohaina.
Arnphacanthus albopunctahis fivuLEGEh, Fauna Japoii, PoisH., 1847, p. 128;
Naga-

saki.

,

GvsTwvM, Cat. Fish, III, 1861, p. 318; Anioy, Pliilippines.—
STEiNDACHNERandDoDEKLEiN, Fische Japans, III, 1884, i).25; Kagoshiiiia.—
IsHiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 34; Tokyo.

Teuthis alhopunduta

AmphacanthusaurautiaciiH '{i,v\u.Ki;KL, Fauna Japonica, 1847, p. 128; Nagasaki.
Amphacanthus margarUifervK Richardson-, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 243; Canton
(not of Cuvier and Valenciennes).
Teuihis hrevirostrlM

Gronow,

Syst.,

Ed. Gray, 1854,

p. 142; Indies.

Head 3|

to 4|; deptii 2i to 2^.
D. 1-XIII or XIV-lO; A. Vll-D;
P. 1-14 to 16; V. 1-3-1.
Body compressed, oblong, and covered with
ver}' small round scales.
Head small, the profile concave above -in
front of the dorsal; eye moderate, not high, 3| in the head, li in the
snout, and 1^ in the interorbital space; snout convex above, very ))liint

and rounded, mouth inferior, the mandible not projecting, witli the
lower jaw fitting under the upper; maxillary expanded distally, its
breadth at this point 4

and not reaching as far posteriorly
upper part of the eye, the
than an eye diameter from the anterior margin of
in the snout,

as the second nostril; nostrils level with the
first

pair a

little less

the eye, and the second a

little nearer the first than the oyc; teeth
small and pointed; lips rather broad and thin; int(u-orl)ital space convex.
Gill-opening semicircular, moderate, and the membrane adnate

to the isthmus.

First spine of dorsal low, short, and directed for-

ward, the rest of the spinous part of the

fin occupying the greater
part of the back, the spines shorter posteriorly; soft dorsal not as high
as, and its base 3 in that of the spinous dorsal; anal midway between
the tip of the snout and the base of the caudal, the middle spines the
longest and the base of the spinous portion longer than the base of the
soft rays; softdorsal highest in front; pectoral If in the head, rounded;

ventral a

little

1)etween their

l)ehind the gill-opening, ecpial to two-thii'ds the space
tips and the origin of the anal; caudal lunate, the

own

edges pointed.

Caudal peduncle deeper than broad, though not (juite
equal to the eye.
Anus between the ventrals posteriorly. Latei-al
line high, and concurrent with the back.
Color in spirits rich chocolate-brown above, below silvery white; above and on the sides darker,

marbled and mottled with darker; fins dark brown, marbled with
darker, the pectoral and a bar on the caudal blackish.
Here described
from a specimen from Tokyo, llf inches long.
Smaller examples
differ in color as follows:— Body covered with numerous small, round,
light spots; caudal edged narrowly with light color like the back; fins
blotched with light color, and a large dark-brown spot as large as the
eye behind the opercle above.
This species is very common about rocky islands
Proc. N.

M.
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Our specimens of various ages were obtained at
Tokyo, Yokohama, Misaki, Wakanoura, Kobe, Onomichi, Hakata,
Kawatana, and Nagasaki.
We are una])le to distinguish more than one species among all our
JapanesQ specimens. All show the small white spots characteristic of
alhopunctatus.
It is pro])able that fusce^cens represents a very dark
specimen like some of ours from Tokyo Ba}" in which the spots are
very obscure. Those called aurantiacuH represent an orange-colored
variation probaljly found in examples from deeper waters.
Sigaiius
oramin^ of India, seems to be somewhat different, having the spots
larger and sparser and the caudal banded.
of southern Japan.

{fuscescens^ dusky.)
27.

SIGANUS VIRGATUS

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

AmpliacantJiua virgatus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., X, 1835, p.

1.33;

Java.
Teuthis virgata

Gunther,

Cat. Fish.,

IsHiK.wvA, Prel. Cat. 1897,

p. 34;

Ill, 1861, p.

323;

China, PhiHppines.—

Miyakoshima.

D. XIII-10; A. VII-9; Cwc. pylor. 4. Body light l)rownish-yellow,
forehead and neck with bluish transverse stripes; an oblique, deep
brown, blue-edged band descends from the fourth and sixth dorsal
spines to the root of the pectoral; a second similar band from the origin
of the dorsal to the orbit; the space between the two bands

is

j^ellow;

upper parts of the body; some oblique

scattered blue dots on the

bluish streaks on the snout.

(Description after Cuvier, Valenciennes, Giinther.)

Of

this East Indian species

served in the Imperial

one specimen from Miyakoshima
at Tokyo.

is

pre-

Museum

{vii'gatus, streaked.)

SUMMARY.

Family

1.

Zeid^.

nebulosa (Schlegel); Tokyo, Misaki.
2.

2.

I.

Zenopsis Gill.

1.

Zeus Linnseus.

jnponicus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Tokyo, Misaki, Kobe, Hiroshima, Snruga,

Nagasaki.
Cynopsis Gill.

3.

3.

ilea

Jordan and Fowler; iSuruga Bay.

Family
4.

11.

Antigoniiu^..

Anligoniu Lowe.

Jordan and Eveniiann; Hilo, Kaihia, Honolulu.
Totomi Bay, Misaki, Snruga Bay.

4.

.s/<'inc?ac/me)'(

b,

rubescens (Gunther);

JAPANESE CILETODONTID.E— JORDAN AND FOWLER.
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Family
5.

6.

trira

III.
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Pi.atacid.k.

Phihi.r ('iivier.

(Forskal); Foriiiosa, Kezeii, Uinkiu, Boniii Islands, Tokyo, Punjako (near

Morioka).

Family IV. Cii.etodontid.e.
Chiitodov (Artedi) Linnanis.

6.

12.

Bloch; Nafa, Okinawa.
vagabundus Linnaeus; Nafa, Okinawa.
co^/a Ws Bloch; Ikune, Satsuma.
modestiis Schlege}; Misaki.
nippon Doderlein; Totomi Bay, Misaki, Tokyo.
drcdalma Jordan and Fowler; Nafa, Okinawa.

13.

desmoti's

Jordan and Fowler; Nagasaki.

14.

striyatug

(Cuvierand Valenciennes); Tokyo, Misaki, Nagasaki.

15.

marrolepidotus (Linnaeus);

16.

septentrionaMs Schlegel; Ikune.

17.

ro?im Jordan and Fowler; Misaki, Wakanoura.

18.

^(6ict'/i

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

stiifer

7.

}[i('rocaut]iiis

8.

9.

Coradion Kaup.

HcniocJiUs;

Swainson.

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Wakanoura, Nagasaki.
Holacanthus Lacepede.

10.

Cuvier and Valenciennes; Nafa, Okinawa.

Family V. Zanclid.e.
11.
19.

canescens (Linnaeus)

;

Znndus Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Misaki.

Family VI. Acanthukid.e.
Teuthis Linnaeus.

12.

Okinawa, Misaki.
argenteus (Quoy and Gaimard); Nafa, Umesawa,
hipimdaiu.'f (Giinther); Kotosho, Formosa.

20. triostegus (Linnaeus)
21.

22.

;

13.

IMisaki.

Zebrasoma Swainson.

23. ^fiavescots

(Bennett); Nafa, Okinawa.

24. scalprum.

(Cuvier and Valenciennes); Tokyo, Misaki, Wakanoura.

14.

Xesurus Jordan and Evermann.

15.

25.

unicornift (Forskal)

;

Araiilhurus Forskal.

Misaki, Nagasaki.

Family VII.
16.

SiciAxin.E.

Sigawin Forskal.

(Houttuyn); Tokyo, Yokohama, Misaki, Wakanoura, Kolic, Onomiclii,
Hakata, Kawatana, Nagasaki.

26. fuscescens

27.

virgaius

(Cuvierand Valenciennes).

^

^

.

the relationship and osteology of the caproid
fishp:s or antioonhd.e.

By Edwin Chapin Starks,
Of the

Le/uiKl Siaujnrd Jinunr University.

]NTK()l)r(TI()X.

The
a,s

osteolof^ical characters of the family Anti,o()niiflie (Caproida^)

exhibited by the Japanese

Aiiiujoiiht ni})exct'u>< (SchU^o-<d)

sp(M'i(^s

point to an affinity with the Cha'todonts.

seem

'I'he

following- characters

to indicate a rather close relationship:

1.

Til*'

striding mnilai'ity in cqypeamnct'

mid conMruction of

tJte

craidum to that of the genu^ Chsetodoii.
2. The continuity of the supraoccijjital c rent vrith the jderotic creKt.
In \)oi\\ Antigonia and Chsetodoii the supraoccipital crest is high and
declivitous; its anterior edge is thickened to a ridge on each side, which
descends in a curve, and is continuous ba<-kwa''d with the pterotic
crest.
3.

TJw

s/iHjde

imforked posttemj)oT<d

In Chivtodon the posttemporal

is

a simple,

slight tubercle developed at its lower

fork) for attachment to the opisthotic.

end

(in

straight bone, with a

place of the usual lower

The po«ttemporal

shows even a greater degree of modification, the tubercle

in

Antigonia

})eing entirely

absent.
4.

Tlie iiiipeifontteprefrontals.

typically through the
between the prefrontal
CJi^todon and IFolocanthaK approach the latter conand the ethmoid.
dition in having the foramen barely contained It}' the prefrontal. Onh'
a slight lamina of bone saves it from being between the })refrontal and

In the bony fishes the olfactory foramen
In Antigonia

center of the prefrontal.

it

is

is

the ethmoid.
5.

The meeting of

the alisphenoid.s

and

rniisr(ji(riit

division

<f

the

anterior opening to the hrain case.

A
6.

character shared by Antigo7i,(i^ Chmhidon^ and Ilohicanfhiis,

The enlarged first interhmmal.

The

first

interhsemal in the Chsetodonts and in Antigonia
Proceedings U.
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stout and long-,

ruiiiiino-

up

to the vertebral eoluiiin at the posterior

part of the abdoniiiial eavity.

It is tirmly held against the first

In Chu'todon iind A/)t/(/onla

spine.

interha?mals coossified.

With

it is

In Ilolocentru^

eoniposed of the

it is

haemal

first

composed of the

three

first

two.

the family Zeida^ (which, though perhaps related to the Cha?to-

donts, seems to have no close affinities with any
gon'ia has the following characters in

known

first

interhaemal

much

family) Anii-

common:

Posttemporals unfoi-ked; prefrontals not perforated
nerve;

voi. xxv.

])y

the olfactory

enlarged, l)ordering- the posterior part

of abdominal cavity and reaching up to

first

abdominal vertebra.

DESCRIPTION OF OSTEOLOGY.

The occipital crest is high and declivitous; its anterior edge is thickened to a ridge on each side, which descends in a curve and is continuous with the pterotic ridge.
The anterior edge of the supraoccipital and the surface of the f rontals bear sharply denticulated ridges, and all of the ])ones which ai"e
in contact with the skin are covered with small sharp spines.
The auditory organ forms a protruding capsule of thin, polished
bone on each side.
The supraoccipital extends forward to al)ove the middle of the eyes
and widely separates the posterior ends of the frontals.
At the sides the frontals spread out fan-shaped, and rise steeply to
the supraoccipital.
They nearly reach to the pterotic supraoccipital
crest posteriorly.
Anteriorly they are deeply excavated for the reception of the ))ackward-extending process from the premaxillaries.
From a])ove tiie orbital space a channel runs anteriorly from each
frontal, and is continued on nasals to their anterior end.
The ethmoid is very small and is in a depi'ession in the upper surface
of the vomer.
It bears a sharp keel a])Ove. which is on a level with
the floor of the anterior frontal excavatioi^.

The prefrontal
foramen

The
which

is

nasal
it is

is

between
is

not pierced

])y

the olfactory nerve; the olfactory

and the ethmoid.
large and curves downward at
it

its

end to the palatine, to

securely attached.

The vomer sends

lateral

wings upward from

its

sides,

which are

articulated to the prefrontal.

The parasphenoid expands laterally at the front of the prootic, and
bounds the lower part of the myodome. From its lower surface a
is developed.
It extends, splint-like, over the basioccipital,
reaching nearly to the posterior end of that bone.

thin keel

The

From

exoccipitals

meet above and below the foramen magnum.
wings are developed for the reception of

their posterior surface

he end of the large second interneural.

1297.
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The prootic forms the greater part

of the

myodome and
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auditory

capsule.

A

small basisphenoid bridges the lower part of the anterior opening

the

to

brain case

developed on

its

between the prootics. It has a small tubercle
it has no descending process.

anterior edge, ])ut

CRANIUM OF ANTIGONIA KUBESCENS.
(lis

alisphenoid.

60 basioccipital.

pas parasphenoid.

pf prefrontal.

ethmoid.

pot pterotie.

eo exoccipital.

pro prootic.

e

epo epiotic.
fr frontal.
nasal.

na
p

so supraoccipital.

spo sphenotic.
V vomer.

parietal.

The alisphenoids are united with each other and widely separate
the upper and lower parts of the anterior opening to the brain case.
pterotie sends a thin wing of bone downward and the opisthotic
developed over the posterior edge of its base. The posttemporal is
securel}' attached at its lower end to the opisthotic.

The

is
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The

is developed lateralh" and receives on its posteupper end of the postteinporal.
The parietals are largely covered ))y the frontals and show little

epiotic process

rior surface tlie

except their posterior face ])ehind the pterotic occipital crest.

The inyodome is very large at its mouth, and tapers cjuickly to an
extremely small pore opening to the exterior posteriorly.
LATERAL BONES OK HEAD.

The opercle

is i-ather

elongate and l)ears the snbopercle on

its

lower

posterior margin.

The interopercle occupies

a peculiar position.

Jt

extends behind

the large preopercle straight between the angular and the su])opercle.

Fig.

2.

Inner side of "face bcjnfs"

an angular,
oj-

<if

Antigonia kubescens.

op opercle.

articular.

d dentary.
Inn hyomamlibiilar.

pa palatine.
pop preopercle.
pt pterygoid.
q quadrate.

top interopercle.
inpt nietapterygoid.

sop subopercle.

mxpt mesopterygoid.

sy symplectic.

almost entirely concealed from the outside by the large preAt its middle is a small articular fascet to which the end of
the epihyal is attached.
The preopercle is very large. A ridge I'uns straight from its upper
to near its lower margin, turns .sharply at an angle, which is slighth"
more acute than a right angle, and runs straight to near the condyle

and

is

opercle.

of the lower jaw.

The head

of the hvomandibular

is

undivided where

it

articulates

THE OSTEOLOGY OF THE CAPHOID FISHES—STAnKS.
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The process which it sends down to the symplectic
To its anterior edge the luetapterA^goid

with the cranium.
is

569

rather long- and slender.

which

s(Mids a process

The

palatine

is

is

connected to

it

suturally.

short and broad, and

is

supported equally

l)v

the

niesopterygoid and the pteryg-oid.

The pterygoid

is

triangular in shape, and occupies a position against

the upper two-thii-ds of the quadrate.

The

sjnuplectic runs along- the inner face of the quadrate to about

the middle of that bone.

The mandible

is

very

))road.

articular and the dentai-y.

There

is

no open space between the

The edge of the

dentar}^

is

raised abrupt!}'

above the level of the teeth at its posterior upper edge. Below it
runs back to the angular.
The angular is well developed, and is connected to the anterior end
of the interopercle bj' a ligament.

The preorbital and suborbitals are covered with small sharp points,
and have the usual canal following their course. There is no suborbital shelf.

The maxillary and premaxillary resemble those of Zem, though
very small in comparison.
The backward extending process from the premaxillary runs
ol)liquely upward, and is much longer than the lateral portion which
forms the edge of the mouth.
The maxillaries curve foi-ward

))elow over the ends of the

premax-

illaries.

HYOID AND BRANCHIAL ARCHES.

The hypohyals are large and flat, the lower one the larger.
The ceratohyal is pierced by a large hole at its upper edge.
The epihyal is much deeper than long- and bears a stout interhyal.
Four of the six branchiostegals are attached to it; two to the ceratohyal.
The urohyal is very large; it reaches past the posterior end of the
epihyal, and

is

nearly as deep as

it is

long.

The branchial Iwnes are all present except the hypobranchial, as is
usual.
The inferior pharj-ngeals are rather long- and are well sepaThe toothed superior pharyngeals are three in number, one to
rated.
each of the three posterior arches. They decre^ise in size backward,
and each bears a single row of sharp curved teeth.
SHOULDER GIRDLE.

The postemporal is not forked, and no tubercle is developed at
lower end for connection to the cranium. It is much widened at
lower end.
The supraclavicle
usual condition.

is

rather elongate and does not depart from

its
its

its
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form a wide plate. The
widened and the hypocoracoid is separated
from it for most of its length by a large space, which is inclosed below
by two small slender spurs, one reaching backward from the clavicle
and another reaching forward from the hypocoracoid. The upper

The lower elements

of the shoulder girdle

loAver part of the clavicle

is

a actinosts.

d
fiyc

Injpc

clavicle.

hypercoraeoid.
hypocoracoid.

pel postclavicle.

connected to the clavicle by a rather short
from the posterior edge of the
a small channel behind it.
forms
backward
curving
and
hypocoracoid
About half of the hypercoraeoid is al)ove the hypocoracoid and half
above the lower lamina of the clavicle. The opening through its cen-

part of the hypocoracoid
dentate suture.

ter

is

large.

A

is

thin crest springs

THE OSTEOLOGY OF THE

N0.1297.

There are four
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upper one the shortest.
Three are borne

.short actinosts, the

are but slightly- constricted at their middles.
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They
b}'

the

hypercoracoid; one by the hypocoracoid.

The

upper short spine or simple ray of the pectoral works
upon a condyle on the hypercoracoid.
The postclavicle is a single long spine curving downward toward the
ventrals.
Its upper end has a thin l)ony lamina developed above and
first

directly

It is rirmlv attached to the clavicle above.

l)elow.

The opposite sides of the pelvic bones are suturally attached to each
They send a long slender spine forward between the hypoThe spine fails to i-each the anterior edge
coracoids and the clavicles.
A shorter, thicker spine runs forof the clavicles by some distance.
ward below and at a slight angle with the upper one nearly to the
other.

lower end of the hypocoracoid. A thin lamina of bone bridges the
space between the spines forming a chamber which is wide open in
front and opens behind at each side of a short, vertical, intersecting
partition on the lower surface of the girdle just in front of the ventral
fins.
A short process springs from the upper posterior end, just above
the condyle for the ventral fins, and projects a short distance over the
fins.

VERTEBRAL COLUMN AND APPENDAGES.

There are 9 abdominal vertebra? and 11 caudal, which,
hypural,

make

w^ith

the

21.

The

atlas is larger than the other vertebrte and is o])liquely truncated
lower anterior edge as in Chastodon.
The zygapophyses are very small and are only developed anteriorly.
The parapophyses are not developed on the first four vertebrae.
They grow progressively longer posteriorly.
Anteriorly the ribs are borne in pits on the centra of the vertebra.
As usual the first two ^'ertebr{e bear only epipleurals. Epipleurals are
present on all ri])s and are continued some distance l)ehind the abdoiii-

on

its

inal cavity.

The

first

tiny dorsal spine

is

attached to a small interneural which

coossified with the second interneural

interneural reaches

down

by a thin lamina of bone.

is

The

nearly to the tip of the supraoccipital crest

and helps to form the anterior outline of the body.
The second small dorsal spine is borne by an immense interneural
which reaches to the base of the cranium and is clasped ])y two wings
from the exoccipitals. A lamina of bone is developed on its posterior
edge.

The

third dorsal spine, though

carried

by a smaller

interneural.

progressively smaller.

many

times larger than the second

is

The succeeding interneurals grow

572
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to a neural spine.
intornourals from the dorsal spines lead each
to (>aeh neural sphie.
three
al.out
are
rays
dorsal
the
from
Those

The

interha-mal,
The three anal sphies are attached to a sinj-dc larj-e
It reaches
coossitied.
doubtless composed of the first three interha^mals
vertebra.
caudal
lirst
the
of
surface
under
the
upward to
spines in number
The intei-ha'mals of the anal rays exceed theha'mal
the interneurals of the dorsal rays exceed
in tho same proi^rtion as

neural spines.

ON LITPLE-KNOWN JAI'ANKSK FISUKS WITH
NEW SPECIES OF ABOMA.

NOTI^:S

DESCKin^ION OF A

By David Stakk -Jordan and Hknry W, Fowmok,
Of the Lddwl

Staiijnrd .fnnior (Jnirrrsity.

In ovorhiiuliii^ the Jupancsc (-(jllcctions of flordan and

Snydora few

spocinions have Ixren found wliicli had been overlooked in
of different

faiiiili(>s

already

tlie reviews
Notes on these, giving addi-

|)ii))lished.

tional features or additional localities, arc here presented.

Family ANGlIILLIDyE.

ANGUILLA JAPONICA

Two

small specimens from the

Yodo River

A

single specimen

in

Osaka,

LEPTO( lEPlIALID.F..

Family

LEPTOCEPHALUS NYSTROMI
little

Schlegel.

from Morioka

in

Jordan and Snyder.

Oshima, Hokkaido,

differs hut

from the type.

Head li

in

trunk; head and trunk

I.2

in tail;

mouth reaching mid-

jaw included; snout caxcrnous, 8ii in head; eye al)Out 1^ in snout; pectoral about 8 in head;
dorsal inserted l)efor(> middle of pectoral; gill-opening below ))ectoral,
and the space between its upper margin and origin of doi'sal, when
viewed laterall}', about 51 in head; tail ending in a point.
The color has almost entirely faded except the brownish-black
margin of the ventral lin posteriorly. Total length 141 inches (;308
dle of eye; eye about 4| in head; lower

tuillimcters).

Family

APOOONID.E.

SYNAGROPS JAPONICA
Head
tal

(Doderlein).

2|; depth 3|; depth of caudal peduncle 8f in head; inteiorbi-

space 4; snout a

little

over

4; maxillary

?,.

I).

IX-I,

1»;

A.

squamation injured.
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II, 7;
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nither oblong, back not elevated; caudal peduncle conipre.ssed;

head compressed

laterall}',

almost as deep as body and with the upper

profile straight; snout convex;

occiput rather flattened, interorbital

space convex and about three-fourths diameter of eye; eye large,
greater than snout; preorbital narrow, its greatest width one-third eye;

snout rounded obtusely, convex above, lower jaw projecting; maxillary
reaching first third of eye, its posterior edge concave; upper jaw with
2 or 3 large sharj) canines; lower jaw with 2 pairs of median canines
and 5 lateral canines, the posterior of the latter the largest; both jaws
with their edges finely roughened; vomer with a patch of small teeth;
palatines with small teeth; tongue pointed, without teeth, and free
in front; gill-rakers rather long, 3-1-13 on the first arch; pseudobranchiae large; edge of preopercle with fine denticulations; branchiostegals 7; head, except lips and branchiostegal region, covered with
small scales; many pores above and on jaws.
First dorsal spine about one-fourth length of second, inserted close
to it; fourth spine longest, the others progressively shorter to the last,
which is about equal to first; fin, when depressed, fitting into a narrow
groove but its tip not reaching l)ase of soft dorsal; spine of soft dorsal
close to first ray, the fin in advance of the anal, so that the origin of
the latter falls about under its middle; pectorals longer than ventrals
and with their tips reaching origin of soft dorsal; ventrals directly
below pectorals and pointed; caudal emarginate, the lobes distinct.
Color entire!}" faded in alcohol. Lengtk 1<>4 millimeters.
This description from a single specimen dredged by the U. S. Fish
Conmiission steamer Alhatross in Suruga Bay.
The name Melanostoma being preoccupied, Dr. Giinther has suggested Synagrops as a substitute.^

Family

TETRAODONTID^E.

SPHEROIDES OCELLATUS

A

single small specimen,

Osaka.

The black

ocelli

3t)

(Osbeck).

millimeters long, from the

are joined

b^-

Yodo

River,

black band across the

a

shoulders.

EUMYCTERIAS RIVULATUS

(Schlegel).

We have specimens from Okinawa and from Totomi Bay, the latter
dredged bv the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross at Station
3729.

Family GOBIID.E.

ODONTOBUTIS OBSCURUS
One specimen from Lake Togo,
^

in jVIino.

(Schlegel).

above Lake Biwa.

Kept. Fishes Challenger, 1887,

p. 16.

NEW SPECIES OF A BOMA -JORDAN AND

A

NO. 1298.

CTENOGOBIUS SIMILIS
One example from

(Gill).

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

depth of caudal peduncle 4 in head; e^^c 4 in head;
D. VII or Vlll-l-i; A. 12; scales about 5<) in a
lateral series, in a transverse series about 16.
Bod}" rather elongate, gradually tapering backwards; head Avider
than body, but less deep, the sides rather compressed; snout lilunt,
rounded when viewed laterally, and truncately rounded when viewed
from above; eyes high in head, anterior, and very close together,
directed upwards, the interorbital space ver}" narrow and concave;
snout

3;

3;

depth

575

Kuiiuishiro.

ABOMA SNYDERI
Head

FOWLER.

5;

maxillary

jaws subequal;

3.

mouth

large,

the maxillary

reaching eye;

space

between lower margin of orbit and posterior edge of maxillary less
than eye; tongue broad, its edge rounded anteriorly, free in front;
teeth in villiform bands in the jaws, with an outer enlarged series;

-fl^'

M>^^

ABOMA

_

SN'YnERI.

gill-openings rather large, the isthnms ))road.

Head naked, except

the upper portion of the opcrcles, which are covered with small scales;

Dorsal fins separate from each other
scales on the nape very small.
and from the caudal; first dorsal spine the longest, the others progressively smaller, when depressed, not reaching origin of soft dorsal;
dorsal rays,

inserted a

when depressed,

little

falling far short of base of caudal; anal

behind soft dorsal and falling a

third ray; anterior rays of soft dorsal

not

nmch elongated

little below second or
and anal the longest, the posterior

or produced; pectoral rather larger, and,

when

depressed, reaching origin of soft dorsal; ventrals rather long, but
shorter than the pectorals, free posteriorly.

Color in alcohol, pale brown, darker above, very pale below; on the
upper surface everywhere with small, indistinct, darker spots and
reticiUations; side with a series of rather large dark blotches; spinous
dorsal pale,

marked with 4 or

.5

narrow, blackish l)rowiK longitudinal
marked with about 4 Ion

bands; soft dorsal of similai' color and also
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gitudinal, blacki.sh-brown liands; a black spot

upon the upper part of

the .spinous dorsal posteriorly; anal, })eetorals, and ventrals pale; a
t'ark spot
tt

on the base of the pectorals above; caudal pale, with about

vertical, broad, blackish-l)rown bars.

Four specimens were taken

in a little

pond

in

Aomori.

Tj'pe No, 7193, Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford Junior
University Museum. Cotypes are in the U. 8. National Museum.

(Named

for

John O. Snyder, curator

of lishes, Stanford University.)

Meamremehts af Abotna
Total length in millimeters..
Total length without caudal.

Depth

Head
Eye
Snout
Interorbital space
Length of pectoral
Dorsal spines
Dorsal radii
Anal radii
Pectoral rays

:«

suijderi.

CAMBRIAN BRACHIOPODA: ACROTRETA: LINNARSSONELLA; OBOLUS; WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW
SPECIES.

By Charles D. Walcott.
Honorary Curator, Division of Stratigraphic Paleontology.

I had hoped to complete the monograph on the Cambrian Brachiopoda before this time, but owing- to the large accessions of new
material and to increased administrative duties this has been imprac-

The following additionaP notes are therefore published,

ticable.

the hope that the}'

may

in

be of service to students prior to the appear-

ance of the monograph.

Genus
1848. Acrotreta

ACROTRETA

Kutorga, Verhandl. der

Kutorga.

russic-h-Kais. ]Min. Gesellsch., St. Peters-

burg, p. 275.
1853. Acrotreta
1865. Acrotreta

Davidson, Introduction British Fossil Brachiopoda, p. 13.3.
von Seebach, Feitschr. deutsch. geol. Gesellsch., XVII, p. 341.

1865. Acrotreta BiLLiNCiS, Paleozoic Fossils,

I, p.

216.

Davidson, British Sil. Brachiopoda, p. 343.
1872. Acrotreta Meek, Sixth Ann. Kept. U. S. Geol. Sur. Terr., p. 462.
1874. Acrotreta White, Geog. Sur. ^V. 100th Merid., IV, Pt. 1, p. 53.
1876. Acrotreta Linnaksson, Bihang till K. Swenska vet. Acad. Handl.,
No. 12, Brachiopoda Paradoxides Beds of Sweden, p. 16.
1883. Acrotreta Davidson, British Sil. Brach. Supl., p. 213.
1871. Acrotreta ?

Ill,

^Xote on the genus Lingulepis, Amer. Jour. Sci., 4th ser.. Ill, 1897, pp. 404, 405.
Cambrian Bracliiopoda: Genera Iphidea and Yorkia, with descriptions of new
species of each, and of the genus Acrothele, Proc. I". S. Nat. Mus., XIX, 1897, pp.
707-718.

Note on the brachiopod fauna

of the quartzitic pebbles of the Carboniferous con-

-lianerates of the Narragansett Basin,

Rhode

Island,

Am.

Jour. Sci., 4th ser., VI,

1S98, pp. .327, 328.

Cambrian Brachiopoda: Obolus and
I

'roc.

V.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

Lingulella, with description of

new

species,

XXI,

Cambrian Brachiopoda:

1898, pp. 385-420.
Obolella, subgenus Glyptias;

Westonia; with descriptions of

new

Bicia;

species, Pro^. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Obolus, subgenus

XXIII,

1901, pji.

609-695.

Proceedings U.

Proc. N.

M.

vol,

S.

National Museum, Vol. X.XV— No. 1299.

XXV

—

<»2

37

577
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AmAreta Walcott, Moiig. U. S. Geol. Sur., VIII, p. 16.
1886. Acrotreta Matthew, Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, III, p. 36.
1886. Acrotreta Walcott, Bull. U. S. Geol. Sur., No. 30, p. 98.
1891. Acrotreta Walcott, Tenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Sur., p. 608.
1892. Acrotreta Hall and Clarke, Pal. New York, VIII, Pt. 1, p. 101; Eleventh
Ann. Rept. State Geologist, p. 250.
1885. L'mnarssonia Walcott, Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXIX, p. 115.
1886. Lmiiurssonia Matthew, Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, III, p. 35.
1889. Linnarssonia Dawson, Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, VII, p. 55, fig. 26.
1892. Linnarssonia Hall and Clarke, Pal. New York, VIII, Pt. 1, 1892, p. 107;
Eleventh Ann. Rept. N. Y. State Geologist, 1891, p. 251.
1892. Linnarssonia Matthew, Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, II, p. 42.
1902. Acrotreta Matthew, Bull. Nat. Hist. Soc. New Brunswick, IV, Pt. 5, pp.
1884.

390, 394.

Original description.
flat,

—Dorsal valve

highly conical; the hinge surface of this cone
an area, with a shallow gutter-shai^ed

in the form of a high triangle, similar to

depression running from the tip as far as the middle point, which [depression] here

appears as an indication of a deltidium. At the upper end of this furrow, turned
consequently to the hinge side, is found the obtuselv oval external siphonal opening(I).

Ventral valve

flat,

with a distinct marginate apex.

On

the surface of the shell are

seen only delicate growth wrinkles concentric to the apex of the cone, which curves
crescentically into the longitudinal furrow of the surface of the shell; no tubercles

and no

spines; hinge border rectilinear.

Revised generic description.

more or

— Ventral (pedicle)

valve conical, with

and usually marked by a
Foraminal opening- at the apex of the cone and
shallow groove.
Area narrow, divided midway liy the
directed slightly backward.
path of advance of a small false deltidium. Dorsal (brachial) valve
slightly convex, with very small beak; area short and divided as in the
the posterior face

less flattened,

Surface marked In' line
growth which cross the posterior face
and the median groove. The shell in all species where it is preserved
is calcareo-corneous, and built up of several thin laj'ers of lamella
that are arranged more or less obliquely to the outer surface toward
the outer margin of the valves.
The cast of the pedicle valve shows that the interior of the shell had
a rather strong callosity or apical swelling penetrated by the foraminal
tube, and on each side of and back of the callosity near the posterior
margin a small projecting boss or cardinal tubercle, which corresponds
to a depression in the shell, on which the transmedian and middle
lateral muscle were probabl}- attached.
In front of the apical callosit}' in A. argenta there are two trapezoidal areas corresponding to
similar areas in OboleUa and Oholus, in which the central, outside, and
middle lateral muscles were attached. The position and size of the
The grooves of the main
areas are shown by several specimens.
vascular sinuses pass around the apical swelling and extend forward,
diverging toward the antero-lateral margins of the shell. The interior

pedicle valve

concentric

by a small

striae

and

false deltidium'.

lines of

CAMBRIAN BRACHIOPODA-WALCOTT.
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of the brachial valve is almost invariably marked by
a long, welldefined median ridge and a pair of strong- cardinal'
tubercles near
the margin of the area, corresponding in position
to the cardinal
tubercles of the pedicle valve.
Smaller tubercles occur in advance of
the posterior tubercles, one on each side of the median
ridge.
They
are often replaced by elongate oval scars that correspond
to the
central scars of the dorsal valve of Oholus.
The cardinal tu])ercles
of both valves often have scars on them, indicating the
attachment of
the muscles.

Ohservatmis.—Oi the type of the genus, .1. siibconica, only
the
is known.
In 1884 I illustrated the interior of the two
valves of A. gemma,^ showing the area of the median
ridge, the ^'cardinal tubercles'' and the central muscle tubercles
of the dorsal valve,
and the apical swelling and cast of the main vascular canals
of the
ventral valve.
In 1886 Mr. G. F. Matthew illustrated the interior
of
A. haileyl,'' showing the cast of a small tubercle on each
side of the
external shell

apical swelling.

Messrs. Hall and Clarke write that they could
not
see the cast of these tubercles on the original
specimen, ^ and I have
been unable to find them on the specimens that Dr.
Matthew

very

kindly sent me as the types. The intimate relations
existing between
Acrotreta and Linnarsso7iia became more and more apparent
as l)etter
material was obtained of the two species referred
to the two genera.
Dr. G. H. Girty, when selecting specimens for
illustration, called my
attention to the strong resemblance between them,
and suggested
that

Lbrnarssonia was a synonym of Acrotreta. In all essential
characters
this is true, and Lmnarmmla, if retained at
all, nmst be as a subgenus
to include the depressed forms of Acrotreta
intermediate between the
typical elevated species A. mlconica, A. gemma,
and the nearly flattened shells of Acrothele. In view, however, of the
close similarity
of the interiors of the valves of Acrotreta
sckmalensei,

A. carvata, A.
and Lhouumonla transversa, L. sagittalis, and Z.
mdera
there remains only the external form of the
pedicle valve to distinguish the two genera; this latter character is not
of sufficient importance to base a subgenus on, in the presence of the
series of gradation
of elevation and outline between A. sulconica
and A. transversa shown
by A. idahoensis, A. schmalensei, A. microscopica, A.
pyxidicula. A.
sag itt alls, and A. transversa.
When studying the specimens of Acr<)trda at hand in 188-4 I believed
that A. gemma of Newfoundland included the
western forms
I'utorgai,

described

by Messrs. Meek and White. This conclusion was
retained until the
study of a large series from each of the typical
localities convinced me
'Mong. U. S. Geol. Sur., VIII, pi. i,
^Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, III, pi. v,
^Pal. New York, VIII, Pt. 1, p. 102.

figs, lb, Id.
figs. 18, 13c.
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that there were a number of species and varieties grouped
gemma. The species referred to the genus at present are:
Species

(it

present referred to Acrotretn.

Cambrian.

1
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Formation and locality. Upper Cambrian, 2 miles southeast and
1 mile southwest of summit of Benders Pass, Silver Peak Range,
Nevada. F. B. Weeks, collector, 1900.

ACROTRETA BAILEYI
Acrolreta

hailei/i

Matthew.

^Matthew, Trans. Roy. Soe. Canada,

III,

13.— Hall and Clarke, Pal. Ne\¥ York, VIIT, 1892,
figs. 32-34.— Matthew?, Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, IX,
fig.

1,

p.

?A\

j)l.

p. 10i>, pi.

1892, p. 43.

pi.

v,
iii,

xii,

Referred to A. biseda.

7d.

Acrotreta

lcS86,

Pt.

fig.

bmcta Matthew, Bull. Nat. Hist.

p. 395, pi. XVI, figs. 1,

8of.

New

Brunswick, lY, 1902,

Pt. 5,

la-d.

General outline transversely oval, with the posterior margin more
or less straight for less than one-half the transverse diameter of the

On the pedicle valve the posterior margin is rounded in at the
median furrow of the false area, and on the brachial valve it curves
gently from the cardinal slopes to the beak.
The pedicle valve is strongly convex, with the apex about oneshell.

fourth the length of the valve from the posterior margin.

The

crushed condition of the shells does not permit of decision as to
^vhether the umbo or the apex is the most elevated part of the valve.
False area defined by the incurving of the cardinal slopes so as to
form a somewhat flattened triangular space that is divided midwa}^ by
Foraminal aperture rather large and
a rather strong vertical furrow.

opening obliquel}^ backward.
with a minute marginal beak.

The

brachial valve

is

gently convex,

Surface of shell marked b}^ fine concentric stride and lines of growth,
and possibly by fine radiating strise. I fail to find any traces of the
radiating strife on specimens that have not been distorted by pressure,
and it looks as thcfugh all radiating striae and lines are the result of
lateral compression of the shell.
The average length is about 3.5 mm.
and the width 4 umi. Distorted shells give a length of 4 mm. and a
width of 3 mm.
The cast of the interior of the pedicle valve shows a strong apical
callosity, a fair-sized foraminal tube, large cardinal scars, and a small
visceral area in front of the apical cal losity

.

Dr. G. F. Matthew describes

and shows on his illustration two "minute muscular scars" close to the
""umbonal tubercle" and on each side of the parallel strite.' 1 find on
one specimen what may have led Dr. Matthew to believe there were
such scars, but on many others quite as well preserved there were none
such, and they are not known in any other species of the genus.
Messrs. Hall and Clarke examined Dr. Matthew's t^^pe material, and
say that with the original material before them they were unable "to
distinguish anything more than the central callosity.""^
1

Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, III, p. 36, pi. v,
New York, VIII, Pt. 1, 1892, p. 102.-

•^Pal.

fig.

13c.
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The

cast of the- interior of the brachial valve

shows a

vol. xxv.

strong-

median

ridge of variable length and size, large cardinal scars, and well-defined
central scars.

—

This species belongs with the series represented by
and its varieties, and if uncompressed, nondistorted, wellpreserved specimens could be obtained, it is quite possible that it would
prove to be identical svith A. sagittalis transversa. Dr. Matth(>w thinks
it had a thinner shell; but that is not probable, as the apical callosity
and cardinal scars of the pedicle valve, and the median ridge, cardinal
and central scars of the brachial valve all indicate a shell quite as thick
as that of ^4. sagittal !s and varieties.
Dr. G. F. Matthew kindly sent me the type and study material of
this species from his private collection.
Formation and locality. Middle Cambrian, Long Reach, Kings
County, New Brunswick.
Ohservations.

A.

saglttalis

—

ACROTRETA BISECTA
Ac.-otreta baileyi
fig.

Matthew?, Trans. Roy.

Matthew.

Soc. C!aiiada, IX, 1892, p. 43, pi. xii,

7d.

Acrotreta hisecia
pi. V, figs.

Matthew,

Bull. Nat. Hist. Soc.

5a-g; IV, Pt.

5,

New

1902, p. 394, pi. xvi,

Brunswick, IV, 1900,
figs. 2,

2a-g.

p. 27o,

.

Nearly all the pedicle valves of this species are more or less compressed in the shale, thus decreasing- the true elevation, Mr. Matthew
illustrates a pointed high pedicle valve, but does not sa}^ whether the
figure

is

diagrammatic.

Some

of a

medium

apical callosit}'

of the casts in the shale indicate a

When

sharply conical pedicle valve.
is

the apex

is

broken

off,

the cast

seen, with the base of the cast of a

medium-sized pyramidal tube; the cardinal scars are small and nearl}'
concealed by the cast of the strong main vascular sinuses. There is
considerable range of variation in the size and length of the median
One specimen shows a strong- median
ridge of the brachial valve.
ridge, cardinal and central scars, and deeply excavated false deltidium.
Surface marked by fine concentric stria? and lines of growth and very
fine undulating stria? that give the concentric stria? a fretted appear^
ance when examined with a strong lens.
The most nearly related species appears to be A. saT/riaa^ of the
Shineton shales.
Formation and locaIitf/.—'Up\')er Cambrian, Barrachois Glen, -t miles
Mr. Matthew's types came from
south of Little Bras D'Or Lake.
McLeod Brook, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, and he also identifies it
from Div. C, 3c, at Navy Island, St. John Harbor, New Brunswick.
Mr. S. Ward Loper found many specimens of several horizons in the
shales on both sides of Barrachois River, near the Boisdale road, and
for some distance north; also on the east branch of the Barrachois
River, ('ape Breton,

Nova

Scotia.

.
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species.

The material representing- this species does not give sufficient data
The only pedicle valve is depressed
to prepare a detailed description.
by compression in the shale; it is transversely broad oval in outline,
with the posterior margin nearly straight for a distance of two-fifths
of the diameter of the valve; the false area fairly well defined by the
abrupt incurving of the cardinal slopes; its median furrow is distinctl}"
outlined, and it slopes forward to the apex, which is situated about
two-fifths the distance from the posterior margin to the front margin,
Foraminal aperture minute and directed upward from the extreme
apex of the valve. Brachial valve gently convex. Surface of shell
marked by fine concentric stria? and lines of growth, and very fine,
irregular, undulating stria^ that can be seen only by the aid of a strong
lens.

A

,^

from the same faunal horizon,
well-defined median ridge and cardinal

partial cast of a brachial valve

about 30 miles distant, shows a
scars.

most

A. prlinxva of the upper
having a less elevated
pedicle valve and the most advanced position of the apex and foraminal
aperture.
All the five specimens known are also smaller than the
average of A. primseva, the largest being 3 mm. in wid'th and 2.5 mm.
This species

is

nearl}^ related to

OJenellus fauna, at Pioche, Nevada.

It differs in

in length.

—

Lower Cambrian shales, with Olendlus, on
between Claj^ton and Fish Lake valleys, north of Red
Mountain, Silver Peak Range; also, 2 to 5 miles south of Barrel
Spring and one-half mile east of road as shown on the map of the Silver Peak quadrangle, Nevada.
For inat Ion and locality

the divide

ACROTRETA CONCENTRICA,

new

species.

Shell small, outline subcircular to transversely broad oval; apex of
pedicle valve nearly concentric; false area indicated by a slight flatten-

ing of the valve on the posterior side and a distinctly marked but

very narrow median furrow.
half its diameter.

The

The

elevation of the valve

brachial valve

is

about oneand its cast

is

slightly convex,

is marked by small cardinal scars and a narrow median ridge that
extends to the anterior third of the shell. A pedicle valve is 1.25 mm.
in diameter, and one brachial valve is 2 mm. in length.
This species occurs at about the horizon of A. I'ntorgal, but is distinguished from that species and all others b}- the concentric position

of the apex of the pedicle valve.

Foi'inatkm

and

Jocal'dy.

— ^Middle

Cambrian, shaly limestones on

roadside between Dalton and Lafayette, Georgia.
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ACROTRETA CONULA,

new

vol. xxv.

species.

Pedicle valre excentrieally cone-shaped, with a broadly

Shell small.

ovate transverse

The apex

aperture.

situated at the posterior

is

fourth of the distance between the front margin and the posterior
minute pedicle aperture
edge of the slightly indicated false area.

A

occurs at the summit of the apex.

Brachial valve convex with the

minute beak at the posterior margin. The cast shows a well-detined
median ridge with the central nuiscle scars well back on the valve.
Surface marked by tine concentric stria? and lines of growth.
Foriaati(>n andlocal'dy.- Upper Cambrian, Olenus truncatii.-t zone,
Oland, Sweden.

—

ACROTRETA CONVEXA,

new

species.

Pedicle valve most elevated
above the slightly transverse posterior margin.
Brachial valve somewhat less convex than the pedicle valve,
with its greatest elevation at the posterior third beak, minute, marginal.
Length and width of shell 1 mm. Shell substance very thin
Shell small, subcircular, valves convex.

low apex which

at the

is

but not proportionally thinner than other larger forms.
fine concentric stride and lines of growth.

Surface

marked by

show a minute apical caland cardinal scars. The cast of the brachial valve has a long
median furrow and minute cardinal scars.
This minute shell occurs in a fine-grained sandstone interbedded in
the shales of the Upper Cambrian.
It is characterized mainly by the
convexitj' of the brachial valve and the low pedicle valve.
Casts of the interior of the pedicle valve

losity

Formation,

and

locality.

— Upper

Camljrian, Gillis Hill, Salmon

River, 13 miles south of Marion Bridge, Cape Breton,
Collected

by Mr.

S.

Ward

ACROTRETA CURVATA,
This

Nova

Scotia.

Loper.

new

species.

one of the so clearly defined species that it is possible to illustrate all that is known of it with the exception of the ver}' fine concentric surface striiB.
It belongs with A. idalwensis and other species
with a broad false area. It dift'ers from described species in the
incurved apex of the pedicle valve and the general aspect of the two
is

valves.

—

Fofuiation and locality.
Upper Cambrian, passage beds l)etween
Cambrian and Ordovician near base of Pogonip limestone, Ham1)urgh
Ridge, Eureka District, Nevada.

ACROTRETA DEFINITA,
The

false pedicle

A. attenuata.

by

casts.

One

groove

The

is

new

species.

very distinct and also broader than that of

is beautifully shown
shows the strong vascular sinuses, cardinal

interior of the pedicle valve

of these
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cast of apical callosity,

tubercles which

may

and just in front of the latter two slioht
be the cast of depressions corresponding to the

foraminal pits of Acrofhele.

verv instructive

in

The cast of the brachial valve is also
showing- the area, cardinal scars, median ridge, and

central scars.

A.

Observ€(t ions. --Th\i< large tine species differs from its nearest
ally,
ida/ioensis, in the false area and the details of the arrangement

of
the vascular markings and muscle scars of the interior of the
A-alves.
The Idaho shells occur in a dark argillaceous shale and were collected
by Mr. Spence, of Paris, Idaho. The Eureka, Nevada, specimens are
from a shaly limestone.

Formation and /(>cy///z'^.— Middle Cambrian, near Montpc^lier,
Idaho; summit of Prospect Mountain limestone, Prospect Mountain.

Eureka

District, NcA'ada.

ACROTRETA GEMMA
Acrotreta

gemma

Billings, Pal. Foss.,

I,

Billings.

lS(i5, p. 216, figs.

201a-f.

Onghml
flat

and

description.— HheW very small, about 1 line in diameter; one valve
nearly
the other acutely conical. Dorsal valve very gently convex, nearly
circu-

and front margin uniformly rounded; posterior margin very obtusely
angulated at the beak, on each side of which a portion of the cardinal edge,
equal to
one-fourth of the whole width of the shell, is nearly straight; umbo
very small;
beak apparently depressed to the hinge line and not projecting beyond it; cardinal
lar;

sides

angles compressed, broadly rounded; a wide, shallow, mesial sinus
extends' from the
front margin about halfway to the l)eak; elsewhere the valve is
gently convex or
nearly flat.

Ventral valve acutely conical, with a

flat

triangular area

which

is

peri^endicular

to the plane of the lateral margin, its base half the width of the
whole shell.
apex of this valve there is a minute circular aperture, and in one

In the

specimen a dark
extends from it down the middle of the area, which appears to represent
the
foraminal groove of this genus; but in two other specimens of the ventral
valve, with
the area well preserved, there is no indication of a groove. Surface with
very fine
line

concentric

Width

stride.

of dorsal valve,

about 1 line; length, about seven-eighths of a line. The
is about 1 line.
The form of this species is very like that of A. subconica (Kutorga), l)ut that
species is twice the size of this and has the area distinctly grooved.
height of the ventral valve

Oh-e/'vations.— By the courtesy of Prof. J. F. Whiteaves, of the
Geological Survey of Canada, I have had the opportunity of studying
the type material of this species.
Nine specimens of the pedicle valve

were received, but none of the brachial valve, as they could not be
found.
One specimen in a dove-colored limestone appears to l)olong
to a distinct species, which I have named Acrotreta avails.
The remain*
ing specimens show some variation in the angle of slope of the
sides of
the pedicle valve, but four of them are similar to the form
illustrated
by Billings.
The broad false area with a scarcely perceptible impression of the
path of advance of the pseudodeltidium

is

clearlv

shown

in

one of the
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specimens, and fainth' in others.

Two

shells

have the apex broken

oft'

so as to expose the cast of a minute apical callosity and a small portion

of the side of the cast of the main vascular sinus,
A. gemma belongs to the ^4. svhconiea group of the genus, having- a
high pedicle valve and distinct and broad false area. It difters from
A. .'^nhconica in having a less elevated pedicle valve and in the apex
being in front of the posterior margin instead of extending over it.
With the forms from the Rocky Mountains that I identified with it there

are no strong specific relations, ^l. atUnuata has a high pedicle valve,
but the false area is practicall}" aljsent, a narrow deep sulcus taking its
j)lace.
A. idahoensis alta has the elevation and false area, but differs

and the outline of the cross section of the
was this form that led me to consider that A. gemma
occurred in Nevada, and with the slight knowledge that I then had of
the genus and species a wide range of form was given to ^i. gemma.
As far as now known to me. the species is restricted to the type
in the details of the area

pedicle valve.

It

locality.

—

Formation and locality. Lower Ordovician, limestone, North
Table Head and Pistolet Bay; limestone point -1 miles northeast of
Portland Creek. Newfoundland.

ACROTRETA GRACIA,

new

species.

apex of pedicle valve about onethird the length of the shell from the posterior margin; height about
two-thirds the length of the shell; false area defined by the sharp
rounding of the cardinal slopes and the transverse posterior margin,
which is indented by the strong, broad, median groove extending from
the margin to the apex, where it almost comes in contact with the
minute apical foramen. Brachial valve moderatel}' convex, with a
nearly straight or gently curved posterior margin; beak minute, marginal.
Surface of shell marked by fine concentric strias and lines of
growth. Shell strong, and built up of thin layers or lamellaj that
over the central and anterior portions are more or less oblique to the
Shell small, slightly transverse;

outer surface layer.

The cast of the pedicle valve indicates a small but \qy\ clearly
marked apical callosity; rather small cardinal scars and main vascular
The cast of the interior of the lirachial valve shows a broad,
sinuses.
low, median ridge extending to about the anterior third of the length

of the valve; small cardinal scars and small main vascular sinuses that

arch inward after passing the central scars, and then outward. The
urea is very narrow, and broken midway by a rather wide, slightlj^
arching false deltidium.
This species is distinguished by the strong shell, broad median ridge
of the brachial valve, and deep
I)edicle valve.

The

median groove of the false area of the
may be owing to the char-

light color of the shell
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acter of the limestone in

which

it is

preserved, or

it
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may

be that

it is

more calcareous than other species of the genus.
Dr. G. F. Matthew describes and illustrates an Aerotreta from
Hastings Cove as Zi7inarssonia helti magna that is characterized b}- a
a

little

narrow median ridge in the brachial valve and other characters not
present in A. gracia.
I found on Hanford Brook in the Par odo.i' ides
zone numerous examples of a species of Aerotreta that appear to be
identical with the form described b}- Mr. Matthew, and have referred
it

as a variet}' of Aerotreta mglttalw.

Formation and

locality.

— Middle

Hastings Cove. Kennebecasis River.

St.

Cambrian. Faradoxides zone,
John County, New Brunswick.

ACROTRETA IDAHOENSIS,
Aerotreta suhconica ^NIeek, Sixth

Not Kutorga,

Ann. Kept. U.

new
S.

species.

Geol. Sur. Terr., 1873,

p. 463.

1S47.

The general outline, form, and convexity of the two valves are so fully
shown by the illustrations for the monograph that detailed descriptions
will not be given. The material for illustrating the interior of the pedicle

valve

is

shows the position of the base of the
and the large main vascular sinuses. An

limited, but one cast

cast of the foraminal tube

interior of abrachial valve presents characters rarelv seen in this g-enus.

The vascular
bend

in

canals arch out around the central muscle scars and then
toward the median ridge, and again obliquely outward to form

the outer limit of a smooth, polished, lanceolate-shaped surface that
extends obliquely outward from the median ridge. The line that extends

from

in front of the cardinal scars

forward subparallel to the margin of

the shell and then bends abruptly in and forward

boundary of a very broad, shallow, vascular

is

sinus.

apparently the outer

Something of

this

vsame character occurs in the brachial valve of Oholus [FinguJohidas)

The

sjjis.'^ifx.

area.

A

cardinal scars are small and situated close to the narrow

cast of the interior

shows the central scars

distinctly: also

the presence of a thickening of the shell in the vicinity of the cardinal
scars.

—

The external characters of this species suggest Aerobut the elevation and curvature of the pedicle valve are
not the same and the interior of the brachial valve is ver}^ distinct in
its specific characters.
There are no interiors of the form from the
Black Hills, but the external characters appear to be the same. These
include the broad false area, with its slighth" marked groove, the position of the apex, and the curvature of the false area.
Formation and locality. Middle Cambrian, Five miles southeast
of Malad City, Idaho.
Northwest suburb of Deadwood, Black Hills,
South Dakota. South side of Gallatin Valley, in several sections of
Flathead and Gallatin terranes; also Crowfoot section, Gallatin Range,
Yellowstone National Park, Wvoming.
Ohservations.

treta eurvata.,

—
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ACROTRETA IDAHOENSIS ALTA,

new

v..l.

xxv.

variety.

This is one of the forms that I included with Acrotrda gemma in the
report on the paleontology of the Eureka District, Nevada. It has the
broad false area of A. Idahotn-sls. but the pedicle valve is more elevated
and the apex does not overhang the false area. From A. attenuata it
differs in having a broad false area.
Formation and Joc-ality. Middle Cambrian, upper portion of
Secret Canyon shales. Secret and New York canyons. Eureka District.

—

Nevada.

ACROTRETA IDAHOENSIS SULCATA,
This strongly marked pedicle valve

is

new

variety.

associated with t^'pical forms

rounded posterior side and strong median
The apex is broken off' so as to show the
cast of a small apical callosity and the base of a minute foraminal tube.
Forniation and locality. Middle Cambrian, near Paris. Idaho.
Collected by Mr. Spence.
of the species, but in

groove

it is

its

quite distinct.

—

ACROTRETA INFLATA

Matthew.

Matthew, Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, III, 1886, p. 33,
7a; Trans. X. Y. Acad. Sci., XIV, 189.5, p. 127, pi. v, fig. 3.
inflata var. oralis Matthew, Trans. X. Y. Acad. Sci., XIV,

Lingulellaf inflata
figs. 7,

Lingulellaf

i«l.

v,

1895,

p. 127, pi. V, fig. 4.

Acrothyraf

inflata

Matthew,

Bull. Xat. Hist. Soc.

Xew

Brunswick, IV, 1901,

p. 303.

LinguMla {Acrothyraf)
IV, 1902, Pt.

Matthew,

inflata

Bull. Xat. Hist. Soc.

Xew

Brunswick,

5, p. 390.

Shell subcircular to transversely broad oval.

Pedicle valve sub-

apex directed backward and usually on a line with
the po.sterior margin, or extending be3'ond it, but it may be anterior to it; false area slightly defined by the abrupt curvature of
the cardinal slopes: median line depressed, narrow, the two sides of
conical, with the

the false area incurving to

form

to

it;

foraminal aperture longitudi-

nally oval and slighth' truncating the apex.

Brachial valve gently
convex, with a minute marginal beak. Surface of shell marked by
concentric striw and growth lines, and fine, irregular, wavy stride that
inosculate more or le.ss, giving the surface a fretted appearance under
a strong lens. The inner surface is marked by concentric lines, also
rather strong radiating lines. The shell is built up of the thin, outer,

ornamented surface and several thin inner lasers or lamella.
average length of the pedicle valve is 4 mm. and the width 3
mm. The brachial valves are usually wider than long.
Casts of the interior of the pedicle valve

show strong

The
to 3.5

cardinal scars,

weakly developed main vascular
varies in size and in form from elongate

a strong apical callosit}', and rather
sinuses.

The

apical callosity

oval to subcircular.

The

cast of the interior of the brachial valve
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shows

a broad, short
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median ridge posteriorly that extends beyond

the center of the valve.
Ohservations.

—This species

apical callosit}' elongated

appears to be a true Acrotreta with the

by the elongation

more convex than

of the pedicle valve.

The

most species of Acrotreta^ which
gives a stronger relief to the ridges on the cast between the cardinal
The posterior view should be compared
scars and the median ridge.
with the same view of the brachial valve of Acrotreta i<(igittalh and its
The fretted surface is of the same type as that of several
varieties.
brachial valve

is

in

other species of the genus.

Dr. G. F. Matthew had very

little

material

when he

species; subsequently he created the variety* ovalis.

gated pedicle valve.

Museum by Mr.

In the collection

made

described the

from

a

more

elon-

for the U. S. National

Loper there are a number of pedicle and
The range of variation in outline appears to cover
ovalis.
Some are more transverse than the original type
S. \A'ard

brachial valves.

the variety

of the species, and others nearh' as elongate as the variety ovalis.

1

have therefore considered the varietv as within the original species.
Some of the shells .show elongation, and others are broadened by
distortion.

Dr. G. F. Matthew called attention to the resemblance of this species
and Acrotreta^ and when describing the genus Acro-

to Linnarssonia
tliyra

suggested that

it

might belong

A

to that genus.

It appears,

how-

specimens supplemented by
the types and a number of pedicle valves received from Dr. Matthew,
which he had provisionally identilied as '''Acrotreta gemma Bill?,"^
show a rather remarkable variation in outline and position of the apex
The narrow forms, var. oralis Matthew, have
of "the pedicle valve.
the apex extended be3-ond the posterior margin, and in the broad forms
the apex is above or in advance of the posterior margin, but if the
shells are compressed vertically the apex may be pushed out over the
I think that in the
false area whether the shell be narrow or broad.
normal form the false area is vertical or slightly inclined backward.
Formation and locality. Middle Cambrian, division lb of Matthew's section, Hanford Brook. New Brunswick.
ever, to be a true Acrotreta.

series of

—

ACROTRETA KUTORGAI,

new

species.

The external characters of the pedicle valve are clearly exhibited,
and what is known of the interior, by a unique specimen, as it is the
only one known to me that clearh- shows the true area and pseudodeltidium of the pedicle valve. The corresponding portion of the
brachial valve is well defined in the casts.
The median ridge is as
long proportionall^v as that of A. hisecta. and, like

and

it,

size in different shells.
1

Trans. X. Y. Acad. Sci.,

XIY,

1895, p. 126.

varies in length
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The outer surface is marked by fine concentric strise and lines of
growth.
This pretty species occurs attached to the surface of
Observations.
siliceous nodules in association with Olenoides curticei,, Crepicephalus

—

The outline of the
texamis., Acrothele hdlula, and casts of Medusa.
convexity of the valves and the posterior view of the pedicle valve is
most like that of A. attenuata., but the interior markings are quite
unlike.

JBormatioii and, locality .—IsMx^dX^ Cambrian.

Siliceous nodules in

Coosa Valley, 3 miles south of Gadsden, and near CheRogers ville shale,
pultepec on road near Wades Gap, Alabama.
Rogersville, and north and south of the town, Tennessee.

Coosa

shales,

ACROTRETA MICROSCOPICA MISSOURIENSIS,

new

variety.

The shell is uniform!}' larger than the Texas shells and the vertical
median line of the false area is more depressed and distinct. Some of
the specimens of the pedicle valves beautifully illustrate the effects of
compression. One shell is like that of Acrotreta attemiata^ and another
resembles the low form of A. ophirensis with the apex overhanging
the false area. The surface of the shells embedded in a very finegrained sandstone has a papillose surface resulting from the indenting
of the shell by the grains of sand, while those from limestone are
marked only

b}'^

fine concentric stria?.

—

Formation and

Middle Cambrian, in sandstones of the
locality.
conglomerate series, St. Francois County, and in thin-bedded limestones south-southwest of Potosi, Missouri.

ACROTRETA MICROSCOPICA TETONENSIS,
This neat

little shell

A. idahoensis, but

new

variety.

possesses the characters of A. microsco2)ica and

from both by the projection of the apex of

differs

the pedicle valve over the false area.

All that

is

known

of

it is

repre-

sented by th^ illustrations for the monograph.

Formation and

locality.

—Middle Cambrian, divide at head of Sheep

Creek, north end of Teton Range,

Wyoming.

ACROTRETA MISER
Obolella f miser Billings, Can. Nat.

Foss., II, 1874, Pt.

Linnarssonia misera

ser.,

Pal.

p. 470; Pal.

The abundant material

Soc. Can., Ill, 1886, p. 35,

N. Y., VIII, 1892,

that I collected of this species in

and

unnecessary.

is

12.

Newfound-

characters with such fullness

its

minute description

fig.

Pt. 1, p. 108, pi. viii, figs. 35-37.

land gives illustrations that present
detail that

VI, 1872,

1, p. 69.

Matthew, Trans. Roy.

Hall and Clarke,

Billings.

and Geol., new

Numerous

figures

of the pedicle valve .show variation in outline, also of the cast of the
apical callosity, cardinal scars,

Others well

and base of main vascular sinuses.

illustrate the interior of the brachial valve.
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is marked by fine concentric strine and growth
and the inner layers or lamellte by very fine radiating stride.
The minute foraminal aperture is on the back side of the apex, opening- almost posteriorly in some examples.
This is a small species averaging from 1.5 to 2.5 mm. in length.
It occurs in immense numbers in limestone lentiles of the ParaIt is also very abundant at
doxides da»hl zone of Newfoundland.

The outer surface

lines,

Hastings Cov^e.

—

Middle Cambrian, paradoxides zone,
Foriiiation and locality.
Chapel Arm, Trinity Bay; Manuels Brook, Avalon Peninsula, Newfoundland; Hastings Cove, Kennebecasis River, and Dr. G. F. Matthew identified it at Porters Brook, St. Martins, St. John Count}-, New
Brunswick.

ACROTRETA OPHIRENSIS,

new

species.

General outline transversely broad oval, sometimes nearly circular,
with the posterior margin slighth^ indented midway on the pedicle
valve by incurving to the false pedicle furrow. The pedicle valve is
convex and moderately elevated, the highest point being in front of
the foraminal aperture at about one-third the diameter of the shell.
Foraminal aperture large for the size of the shell and opening either
directly or obliquely backward.
One specimen shows a short, narrow
area, with a triangular false pedicle furrow crossing it; false area
scarcely defined b}- the cardinal slopes, which incurve very gently;
median furrow well defined, rather strong, and nearly flat on the botThe
tom, the margins being sharply outlined in many specimens.
shell sometimes curves over the false area so that the depressed apex
extends slightly bej'ond the posterior margin, but usually it is directly
on the line of the posterior margin or a little in front of it. Longitudinal diameter of average size pedicle valve 3 mm., with a length
of 2 mm. to 2.5 mm.; elevation 1.5 mm.
A few shells have nearly
the same length and width. The convexity of the brachial valve
averages 0.75 nmi.
The minute beak of the brachial valve curves

down

to the posterior

margin from the somewhat elevated posterior

third of the vahe.

Surface marked by fine concentric strife and marked lines of growth
which occasionally form concentric ridges. The shell is built up of a
chin outer la3^er and numerous thin inner layers or lamelhe that are
oblique to the outer layer over the central and outer portions, the
obliquity increasing toward the outer anterior and lateral margins.
The interior of the pedicle valve shows a rather strong apical callosity that extends nearly to the posterior inner margin of the shell;
distinct but relatively small cardinal scars, and narrow main vascular
sinuses that may be traced nearly to the antero-lateral margins of the
valve; the outlines of the visceral cavit}^ are indicated on one well-
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preserved cast of the interior of the valve. The interior of the brachial
valve shows great variation in the size and length of the median ridge,

and cardinal and central scars. These characters are fully shown in
the numerous illustrations of the interior and casts of the interior of
the brachial valve.
Oh.servations.

—This

species

is

most

related to

closely

being larger,

Acrotreta

the apex
being less extended over the false area, and in the form of the median
furrow, which is like that of A. alternata. Although the shells occur
in a compact, unaltered limestone, there is more or less distortion in
the outline of both valves. This, taken in connection with the variations in form and size of the vascular markings, muscle scars, and
currata.

It differs in the pedicle valve

in

median ridge of the brachial valve, might serve to discriminate several
so-called varieties, but I do not think that any good purpose would
be subserved thereby.
Formation, and locaUt)/.

— Middle

Cambrian,

in limestone

above the

basal quartzite, Oi)hir City, Utah.

ACROTRETA OPHIRENSIS RUGOSUS,
This form
It

is

is

new

variety.

associated with A. opJuvensls in considerable numbers.

characterized bv strong, rugose growth lines and thicker shell.

ACROTRETA OVALIS,
In the material representing A.

new

gemma

species.

received from the Geolog-

ical Survey of Canada there was one pedicle valve embedded in a
smooth, dove-colored limestone from Point Levis. In the oval outline
of the rim of the shell, less elevated apex, and less well-defined false
area this specimen differs materially from A. gemma.
It is more of
the A. socialis type than any of the Atlantic province forms, and of

A. microsGojnca of the interior continental species.
Formation and locality. Lower Ordovician, Limestone No.
Mr. Billings's Point Levis section. Province of Quebec, Canada.

—

ACROTRETA PARVULA
OboleUa parvula Wallerius, 1895.
la?vigatusi.

Vestergotland.

1

of

Wallerius.

Cndersokningar ofver zonen med Agnof^tns
Akad. Afhandl. Lund., p. 65, pL, fig. 9.

Shell minute, subcircular.

Pedicle valve relatively depressed, the
highest point being at the umbo, from which there is a slight down-

ward curvature .to the apex. False area low and about vertical, the
apex being on a line with the posterior margin. Brachial valve slightly
convex; beak marginal. Surface marked by fine concentric stride.
This minute species occurs with Agnostics Isevigatus in the upper
portion of the Middle Cambrian. It is of the Acrotreta sagittalis type,
but does not appear to be identical with the young of that species.
Formation and locality. Middle Cambrian. Dark-brown limestone
at Borgholm. Oland, Sweden, as collected by M. Schmalensee.
Dr.
Wallerius gives Gudhem and Djupadal. Vestergotland, Sweden.

—
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ACROTRETA PRIMA^A,
An-otreta

gemma Walcott,

VIII, figs.

Lxvii,

1,

la,

b.;

new

593

species.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Sur., Xo.

Tenth Ann. Kept. V.

S.

.30, 1886, pp. 98, 99,
Geol. Sur., 1891, p. 608,

pi.
pi.

5d, 5e.

figs. 5c,

Outline of valves transversely oval to subcircular. Pedicle ^alve
summit of the false area near to or
The elevation varies from one-half
just above the posterior margin.
The false area is quite clearly
to two-thirds the diameter of the shell.

subconical, with the apex at the

it varies in width at the posterior margin
from one-third to nearl}^ one-half of the diameter of the shell; the
path of advance of the pseudodeltidium is marked usually b}' a narrow incised line similar to that of A. attemcafa. Foramina! aperture
minute and situated at the apex of the cone. Brachial valve slighth^
convex, with a minute beak slightly incurved over the posterior margin.
A broad, slighth' defined median sinus flattens the front and central portion of the valve, but it is not perceptible toward the umbo
and beak. Surface of the shell marked b}^ fine concentric stri» and
occasional ridges of growth, and on some shells there is a very fine,

defined in most specimens;

almost microscopic irregular concentric striation that gives a fretted
surface somewhat similar to that of Ohohm ( ^Ye>it<>n>(^) ella.
The inner
lamellie of the shell and the interior surface have traces of fine radiating strife, that with the irregular concentric strije give a broken, subimbricated, fretted

efl'ect

to the surface.

The shell

is

formed of a thin

outer la\'er and several thin inner layers or lamelhe, the outer ones
of which are slightly oblique to the outer surface la3^er.
The largest
shells

have a transverse diameter of 5.5 mm., and a longitudinal diam-

eter of 5

The

mm.

height of pedicle valve 3

;

interior of

an apical

callosity,

visceral cavity.

mm.

;

brachial valve 1

mm.

a slightly crushed pedicle valve shows the cast of

strong vascular canals, and faint outlines of the
cast of an interior of a brachial valve has a long,

The

well-defined median ridge, cardinal scars, and faintly defined central
scars.
(Jhs'rnxdions.

has

all

—This, the oldest species of

the genus

known

to

me,

the essential characters of the type species, as far as the avail-

able information permits of comparison.
shells of the genus,

and

is

It

is

one of the largest

a striking feature of the fauna of the

higher portion of the Olenellus zone of Central Nevada.
s]iecies appears to be A. attenuata var.
ForiiKithni

and

locality.

—Lower Cambrian, upper

ndliiH zone, associated with

The nearest

portion of OJe-

fragments of OlendhiH <j'dl>ertl in thin
layers of limestone interbedded in shales on east side of anticline just
above quartzite, Pioche, Nevada.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

38
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ACROTRETA SAGITTALIS

vol. xxv.

Salter.

Adv. Sci., for 1865, 1866, p. 285.
Assn. Adv. Sci., for 1865, 1866, p. 285.

Obolella sagittalis SAI.TER, Rep. Brit. Assn.

Dischia lahiosa Salter, Rep. Brit.

Oholdla

sagittalis

Davidson, Geol. Mag., V, 1868,

Foss. Brach., Ill, 1871, p. 339, pi.

l, figs.

p. 309, pi. xv, figs. 17-24; Brit.

1-14; Y, 1883, Pt.

211. pi. xvi,

2, p.

figs. 25, 26.

Linnarsson, Brach. Paradoxides Beds of Sweden. Bihang till
Akad Handl., Ill, 1876, No. 12, p. 19, pL in, figs. 36-41.
Linnarssonia sagittalis Walcott, Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXIX, 1885, pp. 115,
116; Tenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Sur., 1891, p. 610, pi. Lxviii, figs. 2,
Oholella sagittalis
k.

Svenska

vet.

2a-d.
Oholella {Linnarssonia) pretiosa D.wvsos, Trans.

Roy. Soc. Canada, VII. 1889,

p.

53, figs. 26, a, b, c.

Roy Soc. Canada, YII, 1889,
Hall and Clarke, Pal. X. Y., YIII, 1892, Pt.

Linnarssonia cnf prctiosa Hall, Trans.

p. 55.

Linnarssonia j^retiosa

1,

Ill, figs.

p. 109, pi.

43, 44.

Although I have examined a large collection of this .species, both from
Wales and from Sweden, good exteriors of the valves have not been
observed. The apex of the pedicle valve almost invariabl}- remains in
The convexity
the matrix or the shell has been removed b}^ solution.
of the two valves is approximately the same, except that the pedicle
valve is more elevated near the apex. The apex is situated a littie in
front of the posterior margin at the edge of the slightly defined false
area which slopes forward at an angle of from 70^ to 80°. The surface of the shell is marked b\" rather coarse concentric strite and often
strong ridges of growth and very tine radiating striw on the interior
The shell is built up of thin layers or lamelli« of a calcareolayers.
The average size of specimens from St. Davids,
corneous nature.
Wales,

The

is

2.5

mm.

interior of the pedicle valve

apical callosity

is

is

shown by numerous

casts.

usually large, as are also the cardinal scars.

The

The
vis-

sometimes outlined in front of the callosity- and between
Casts of the interior of the
the clearlv marked main vascular sinuses.
brachial valve show a remarkable range of variation in the length
Within the extremes of variation
and size of the median ridge.
ceral cavity

is

specific characters could be established.

The
all}'

representatives of the species from

Andrarum, Sweden, are usu-

smaller than the St. Davids shells, but otherwise appear to be

identical.

This species has had a varied experience at the hands of
Dr. Davidson elaboratelv illustrated the casts of the

paleontologists.

interiors of the valves,

and I copied some of his figures when prepar-

ing the description of the genus Linnarssonia.

When

in

Wales

in

1888, I collected a quantity of material at St. Davids, and recently

Schmalensee collected a good series at Andrarum for the U. S.
F.rom these collections a series of figures have
been drawn that illustrate the appeaj-^nce of the shells as they occur
both in shale and in limestone.

]Mr.

National Mu.seum.
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and transversa are strongly marked.

varieties tacoidca

Inxt I

think are not entitled to full specific valuation.
A direct comparison of specimens from the black shales of Little
Metis with those from the black shales of the type locality of A. sa(j!ttaJis at St. Davids fails to disclose any specific difi'erences ])etween
them, as far as the material at hand permits of comparison. The
Little Metis shell was identified with '^ Oholella-Acrothele^'' jpretlosa by
Prof. James Hall, and this identification was accepted by Sir William
Dawson. '^ Oholelhr^ pretiosa is a true Acrothele, and no species of
Acrotreta is known to occur at the type locality on the Chaudiere
River. The stratigraphic horizon of the Little Metis beds has not been
definitely determined.
Sir William Dawson saj's, "At Metis the evidence of the pebbles in the conglomerates indicates that they are newer
than the Lower (Jambrian, and the few fossils found in tke sandstones
and shales would tend to place them at or near the base of the Levis
division, or approximately on the horizon of the Chazy.^
I personally
examined the section at Little Metis in 1899, and am not at all certain
of the horizon of the shales carr3nng Acrotreta sagtttalis and the
beautiful fossil sponges described by Sir William Dawson.
It is a
The Acrotreta is a Middle
region of strong folding and thrust faults.
Cambrian type, and nothing similar to it is know n from the Upper
Cambrian. As far as this shell can locate the horizon it is Cam])rian,
and probably low down in the Upper Caml)rian.
Formation and localities.— 'y^iiMlQ Cambrian, Paradoxides zone,
Menevian, St. Davids, South Wales; near Dolgelly, North Wales.
See Davidson for local distribution in the Menevian. Limestones of
Paradoxidesfo7'chhanieri\)Q^s., Andrarum, Lovened Djupadalen Vestergotland, Sweden.
Borregard Bornholm, Denmark. Limestone with
Paixidoxides davisi., Seal Point Cove, near Long Point, Trinity Bay,
Newfoundland. Black shales of Little Metis, Province of Quebec,
Canada, in association w4th fossil sponges described by Sir Willianr
Dawson. Probable horizon between the Middle and Upper Camlu'ian.

ACROTRETA SAGITTALIS MAGNA
Linnarssonia

belti

Davidson

niut.

ser., Ill, 1897, p. 169, pi.

i,

magna Matthew,

figs, la,

Matthew.

Traiif^.

Koy. Soc Canada, 2d

lb.

Matthew

In addition to the material collected by Dr. G. F.

number

of specimens collected b}^

me

at the typical locality.

I

have a
com-

A

parison with a series of specimens of A. sagittalis from St. Davids,

Wales, and of A. sagittalis transversa, shows at once that the form Dr.
The length and size of
is very closely related to both.

Matthew named

the median ridge, the position of the central scars of the
valve,

and the

size

and position of the cardinal scars of the

valve are the internal characters that Dr.
1

Trans roy.

l=

brachial
j^edicle

Matthew depends upon

Canada, VII, 1889,

p. 32.

to
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by the

AH

the variety magna.

cli.stingui.sh

of the characters are

vol.xxv.

full.v

covered

same characters in ^1. mgittallii and its A'ariety
The nearly circular form of variety magna is about the

variations in the

transvcrm.
onh' character that can be considered of value, and that
approached by some specimens of A. saglttalis.

is

ver^- closely

Dr. ^latthew's making his shell a variety of the variety ht<Jt! {AcromgittaHs helti) is not altogether desirable, and it is not probable

treta

that the

Lower Tremadoc

still less

so that the

shell

IjcU'i

is

New Brunswick

a variety of

^1. saglttall.s,

and

shell is a variet}' of Acrotreta

In order to have

all the data possible for the student, I have
Matthew's types, which he kindly sent me for the
purpose: also specimens I found at Hastings Cove.
lun'tiiiiiioit
and locality. Middle Caml)rian, Pai'ado,r<de>< zone,
Hastings C'ove. Kennebecasis River. St. John County, New Brunswick.

helti

illustrated Dr.

—

ACROTRETA SAGITTALIS TRANSVERSA

Hartt.

Ohoh'Ua tvansrevm Hartt, Dawson, 1868; Acadian Geology,
-

Walcott,

Bull. U. S. Geol. Sur., No. 10, p. 16, 1884, pi.

Linnarssoida tvanfurrsa Walcott,

Am.

Jonrn.

Sci.,

3d

ser.,

i,

2(1 e<l.,

614.

p.

fig. 5.

XXIX,

1885,

]>.

IK),

46.— :\l.\TTHEW, Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., Ill, 1886, p. 35, pi. v, fig. 11.—
Hall and Clarke, Pal. X. Y., VIII, 1892, Pt. 1, p. 108, pi. iii, figs. 3S-4i'.—
Mattheav, Trans. X. Y. Acad. Sci., XIV, 1895, ji. 125, pi. v, figs. 1, 2.
Liiinarssonia sagiUaliH var. Iransrersa Walcott, Tentli Ann. Rept., V. R. i'-e-n.
%s.

3,

Sur., 1891, description of pi. lxviii, fig. 2a.

This is the representative of .1. sagtttalis in the I*aradoxide.s zone of
New Brunswick. Many shells are more transverse in outline than the
average of ^1. sagittaUs^ but examples of the latter are nearly as nuuh

and the interior casts show a striking similarity in the Welsh and
Acadian forms. The range of variation in each form is nearlv if not
In view of this, I
quite as great as "the variation between the two.
think it ])est to characterize transversa as a variety of A. sagittalls.
Fortnation and locality. Middle Cambrian, Paradoxides zone,
division b, c^ and d, St. John. Hanford Brook, New Brunswick;
Paradoxides dari.si zone. Manuels Brook section. Avalon Peninsula.
Newfoundland.
so,

—

ACROTRETA SAGITTALIS TACONICA
Linnarssunia iaconica Walcott,
pi.

I,

figs. 18,

Am.

.Tour.

8ci., 3<1 ser.,

Walcott.

XXXIV,

1887, p. 189,

18a-d.

Linnarsmnia sagiUaUs \ar. taconira Walcott, Am. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXXVIII,
1889, p. 36; 1891; Tenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Sur., p. 610, pi. lxviii,
1,

la-d.

This variety

is

characterized

])y

the uniformly shorter median ridge

The pedicle valves appear to be identical with
A. sagittalis from Andrarum, which are embedded in the

of the dorsal valve.

those of

same character of matrix
This

is

as the A'ariety taconica.

the second species found in association with Olenellus.

A.
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primseva occurs in the upper zone of the Olenellus fauna in Nevada,
and this is in the upper portion of the same fauna in the Appalachian
region.
Its association with Microd'mcus connexas, a representative of
Jflcrodiscus punetatus, of the Pamdoxides zone of New Brunswick,
also serves to connect it with Acrotreta saglttalis.
It appears to be
one of the few forms that serve to connect the Cambrian fauna of the
Atlantic province wath that of the Appalachian province.
Fnnnation and localities. Upper portion of Lower Cambrian.
Limestone interbedded in shaly slates. Rock Hill schoolhouse. near

—

North Greenwich; Ih miles east, also west of North Greenwich: west
summit of Bald Mountain, in the town of Greenwich; 2 miles south of
North Granville; on the roadside just west of Low Hampton crossing
of the Poultney River; one mile south of Shushan, one mile east of
Salem, northeast section of Whitehall Township on SSW. road from
Low Hampton all in Washington County; Schodack Landing. Kinderhook Creek below paper mill at Stockport, Rensselaer County;
near Yalatie Creek near line of Nassau and Schodack townships,
Columbia County, New York.

—

ACROTRETA SCHMALENSEI,

new

Acrotreta sodalis Lixnarssox, Brach. Paradoxides

species.

Beds

of Sweden.
Bihansr till
K. Svenska vet akad. Haudl., Ill, 1876, No. 12, p. 16, pi. in, figs. 32-.S.1.—
Wallerius, Undersokningar ofver zonen med Agnostus Isevigatvs i Vestergotland.
Akad. Afhandl. Lund, 1895, p. 66.

As in the case of many other species of this genus, the student is
referred to the series of figures illustrating it for information as to the
external outline, form, and convexit}' of the two valves and the range
of

known

variation.

The

collections of the U. S. National

Museum

contain a large series of specimens, from which the shells illustrated

were

selected.

The broad

false area has a shallow, faint

median groove on some

specimens, and on others no traces of it have been seen. The foraminal aperture, which is exceedingly minute, is situated at the extreme
apex of the pedicle valve; the cast of the base of the foraminal tube is
clearly

shown

ing characters

One of the distinguishthe cast of the large main vascular sinuses on each

in interior casts of the valve.
is

The casts of the interior of the brachial
valve are interesting and instructive in showing the considerable variation in the size and length of the median ridge and the size of the
cardinal and central scars.
side -of the visceral area.

The

shell is small

and

is

built

up of

a thin outer layer

and several

more or less oblique to the outer layer. The
outer surface is marked b}- fine concentric strite and lines of growth,
and the inner surfaces of the lamellae by concentric striae and fine radiating stri».
The average length of the opening of the valves is 1.5 to
2 mm., and the width is usuallv a little more.
inner layers as lamellae
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All of the specimens illustrated are f r.om the ParadoxJdrs forchhannnerl zone. They appear to be identical with the lig-ures of A. socialis
Those of the latter
of Dr. Linnarsson, but not of Dr. v. Seebach.
represent a shell with strong concentric strife and median groove on
the false area, characters that Dr. Linnarsson says he did not find on

specimens.
Among- the collections made for me by Mr. G.
Schmalensee, collector of the Geological Survey of Sweden, 1 find a
larger Acrotreta than the one described b}' Professor Linnarsson.
which agrees with the description of A. sociaUs of Dr. v. Seebach and
with his figures. Dr. Linnarsson writes that he thinks Professor
V. Seebach had representatives of several species before him when he
wrote his notes on A. socialis. With this I am in full agreement, but
with the collections now before me from Bornholm and Oland, 1 think
the specific name A. sociaJis should be given to the larger shell illustrated by Professor v. Seebach. and a new name to the sma1l<n' and very
In recognition of the
distinct shell illustrated by Dr. Linnarsson.
faithful and intelligent work of Mr. Schmalensee I take pleasure in
naming the species in his honor.
A. schmalensei is of the type of A. subconica Kutorga. l>ut is much
less elevated. It may be compared with A. microsco2nca and A. (n^mma

his

among American species.
Formation and locality.

—

Middle Cambrian, Paradovidts forclihammeri zone, Island of Bornholm. Andrarum and Markarten and Lovened, Djupadalen, Vestergothana, Sweden: Borregaard. Bornholm.
Denmark. Paradoxides olandicus zone. Windjuelandet. Kingsaker,
Norway.
ACROTRETA SEEBACHI, new species.

Among

the fragments of trilobites in the Ceratopygt limestone col-

by Mr. Schmalensee there are a few specimens of a species of
Acrotreta distinct from A. schmalensei and A, socialis. The pedicle
lected

valve

is

relatively low, with the false area nearly vertical.

A cast

of

shows the cardinal scars on each side high up toward the
apex, small main vascular sinuses, and apical callosity. False area
rather large and marked by a slight indication of a median depression
that is recognized by a slight undulation in the transverse strife. Surface marked by fine thread-like concentric strife and lines of growth.
A broken brachial valve has a broad median sulcus and a small, distinct beak at the posterior margin.
The valves are slightly transverse.
A large pedicle valve measures 3 nun. in width by 2.5 mm. in
this valve

length.

The surface strife and the cardinal scars serve to distinguish this
from others known to me. Acrothele ceratopygonnm Brogger

species
is

from the

Ceratoj:)yge shales,

but

it

has a low pedicle valve, with the

false area sloping forward.

Formation and

locality.

— Ceratojyyge

limestone, Slemmestad, etage
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of Brog-ger, at Kristiauia, Yestfonus, Eugervik, and doubtfully
Vakkero near Kristiania, all in collection of Univer.sity of Kristiania, collected by Dr. W. C. Brog'g'er, Norway.

3

aj

at

ACROTRETA SIGNALIS,

new

species.

Pedicle valve transverse, broadly ovate; height about one-third the

backward on a line with the posterior margin,
which is transverse and slightly undulated at the center by the median
furrow of the slighth' defined false area; apex with a minute apical
foramen directed backward. Surface marked by fine concenti'ic strife
and lines of growth that at the median furrow of the false area curve
toward the posterior margin. Shell small, 1.5 mm. longf by about 1.75
mm. in width. Shell is built up of several very thin layers or lamelloe.
In all of the great collections made from the Cambrian sandstones
length; apex directed

the

of

Upper

Mississippi Valley, onh-^ two pedicle vaives of an}^

known to me. These
with Oholus {Lingidejns) acuviinatus^ and the
shells have the color and appearance of those of that species.
Shinv,
species of Acrotreta have been found, as far as

occur

in association

gray to white, the original coloring matter having been leached
Onh^ the exterior of the pedicle valve is known. This compared
with A. microscojyica shows a less elevated pedicle valve and less distinct false area.
It also has a marked median groove on the false area.
It recalls A. idahoensis, but difi'ers in being more depressed and in
having a stronger g-roove on a narrower false area.
For mat ion and locality. Middle Cambrian, St. Croix sandstone,
St. Croix Falls, Wisconsin.

light
out.

—

ACROTRETA SOCIALIS

v.

Seebach.

Arrotrela socialis v. Seebach, Zeit8ch. deutschen geol. Gesellsch.,

XVII,

1865,

p. 341, pi. VIII, figs. 1-4.

The

by Psofessor v. Seebach as Acrowell-marked concentrically striated
surface and a strong median groove in the false area.
In the collections made for me by Mr. Schmalensee at Oland, Borgholm, I find
associated with Paradoxides olandicus an Acrotreta that has these
characters.
All the specimens from the Paradoxides forchhammeri
zone belong to a distinct species which I have named A. schmalensei.
Professor v. Seebach evidently had specimens of the latter species,
also of a species of Acrotreta from the Ceratopyge limestone, as he mentions the occurrence of A. socialis at both horizons. As now restricted
^1. socialis occurs at Oland in the Paradoxides olandicus zone.
The external form, as fai- as known to me, is shown by the figures.
There is some variation in the height of the pedicle valve and in the
outline of the margins of the valves.
The false area is clearly defined
and marked ])y a strong, rather broad median groove. The foramina!
species described and illustrated

treta socialis is characterized b}' a
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aperture is at the apex of the pedicle valve and quite readily seen in
several specimens, a character in strong- contrast with the minute

aperture at the apex of A. se/imalensei. Shell formed of several thin
layers or lamelkv that show very plainly where the thin outer layer is
exfoliated.
distinct

on

all

striffi

Surface marked

on some

shells

and

and lines of growth that are ver}^
soon oOhers; the concentric stria^ occur
and on the inner surface; fine radiating

l)y striiv

less

the lamella? of the shell

are to be found on the inner surface.

The

cast of the interior

of the pedicle valve shows the presence of a large apical callosity and

unusually large foraminal tube and main vascular sinuses on each side
The cardinal scars are well defined in both the
of the visceral cavity.
pedicle and brachial valves.

Casts of the interior of the brachial valve

median ridge, central scars, and fairl}' well-defined main
vascular sinuses. Professor v. Seebach describes the surface as having
minute warts on it. I find numerous fragments of the shell of Acrot/iele (jtanulata associated with Acrotreta sociaHs, and it may be that it
was the surface of this shell that he mistook for that of the species he
was desci'ibing. No known species of Acrotrda has such a surface.
A large pedicle valve has a diameter of 5 mm, and a height of 2.5
mm. The average size is about 3 nun. in diameter.
This species belongs to the A. Muhconlca group of species, with a
broad false area and well-defined median groove. Its surface is more
strongly marked by concentric strife than an}' other species of the
genus, and the shell is also thicker.
Formation and locality. Middle Cambrian, Paradoxides: oJandicus
zone, Oland, Island of Borgholm, Sweden.

show

a strong

—

ACROTRETA SUBCONICA

Kutorga.

Kutorga, Uber die Siphonotretae Verhandl., Russisch-Kaiserl.,
mineralogischen Gesell., 1848, p. 275, pi. vii, figs. 7a, b, c, b^ c^

Acrotreta suhconica

—

Strongly conical; the deltidium-like furrow narrow and
Innumerable growth-wrinkles run on the whole surface of the
whicli
shell horizontally, and make deflections only in the furrow, the convexity
is turned toward the base of the cone.
Height of the cone, 0.014?; length of the l)ase or of the ventral valve, 0.012?;
Original description.

plainly impressed.

i:>f

breadth of the same, 0.015?.

Four specimens,

of

which one

is

complete and three are without ventral valve.

From the collection of Herr v. Volborth.
On the specimen with the apex broken

off I investigated

the surface of the frac-

under the microscope with a magniiication of 45 times, and found on it two cruriform, shallow impressions similar to those on the casts of the Siphonotretes. Their
surface was polished and wdth impressions of growth folds; and between the extremities of the crura in the neighborhood of the area-like hinge surface, a columniform
ture,

fragment of the mold of the siphon.
just as the

beak

of the Siphonotretes,

—

From
was

this

solid

it

proceeds that the broken-off

tip,

and contained a cylindrical siphon.

Observations.
Through the courtes}^ and permission of Dr. F.
Schmidt, Dr. F. Huene kindly sent me the tvpes of this species, which
he had been studying. One of them preserves the outer shell at the
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It shows u minute foraminal aperture on the back side of the
apex and a strong- median groove on the false area. The outlines of
the pedicle valve vary from the somewhat diag-rammatic drawings of
Dr. Kutorga, and there is some variation among the live specimens
aj)ex.

representing- the t3'pes.

Formation andloeaHty.

— Upper Caml)rian, Popovke, near

St.

Peters-

burg, Russia.

LINNARSSONELLA, new

genus.

Ventral (pedicle) valve convex with a slightl}^ incurved beak projecting over a low false area.
Foraminal opening just in front of the
beak.
A very slight trace of a pseuclodeltidium occurs beneath the
beak, dividing the area midway, as in the genus TpJiidea; the false area
arches slightly

upward and Imckward

others of the same species

its

edge

The

of the edge of the shell.

is

in

some specimens, while

in

nearly coincident with the plane

dorsal (brachial) valve

is

slightly con-

vex, with a minute beak at the posterior margin.

Surface marked l)y
very fine concentric striae and undulations of growth. Shell strong,
thick, and built up of a thin outer layer and numerous inner layers or
lamella? that are arranged

All the

known

more or

less ol)liquely to the

species are small, not exceeding 2^

mm.

in

outer

laj-er.

diameter.

The cast of the interior of the pedicle valve shows the presence of
two well-marked cardinal scars, one on each side of the main vascular
canals, well toward the posterior border of the valves.
The main vascular canals of the pedicle valve were large, extending nearly to the
frontal margin, and including between them l)ack of the center of the
valve a small visceral area.
The cast of the foraminal opening occurs
just in front of the union of the main vascular sinuses.
The cast of
the interior of the brachial valve shows two large cardinal scars; two
central scars, and traces of a minute antero-lateral scar; strong vascular canals; a well-defined false area and pseudodeltidium and a narrow
median ridge extending in some shells to the anterior third of the
valve.

Type, LinnarsmneUa
species, L. hroadJieadi.

girtyl.

Fourth

Second species, L. uihiuta.

Third

species, L. tenriessseensl>f.

This is a most interesting type, combining characters of Iphldea
and Acrotreta. Bicia^ of the Olenellim fauna, has a strikingly similar
dorsal valve, and the ventral is not unlike if the narrow pedicle furrow of Bicla is closed, so as to provide a foraminal aperture.
Z. girtyl occurs in great abundance in a single layer in the Middle
Cambrian of the Black Hills, North Dakota, and also at two localities
in Oklahoma Territory, northwest of Fort Sill.
The valves of L.
inlnuta almost cover a fragment of sandy shale from the Eureka District, Nevada.
L. hroadheadi is numerous in the Middle Caml)rian
limestones of Missouri.

L. tennesseensis occurs quite abundantly in
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sandy shales and thin-bedded sandstones, also in arg-illaceous shales
above the Knox sandstone.
Failing to establish a satisfactory genus in honor of Dr. Liiniarsson
in the first instance. I make another attempt with this rare and interesting form.

LINNARSSONELLA

GIRTYI, new

species.

General form broad ovate to subcircular. Ventral
beak small and slightly incurved over the false
area; false area short and varying from vertical to a backward inclinaIn some
tion of 45^ to 50^ with the plane of the edge of the valve.
examples the margin of the false area arches, while in others it appears
A very slightly indicated pseudodeltidium occurs
to be straight.
beneath the beak, that gradually widens to the margin, very much as
Foraminal opening minute exteriorly, but the tube
in Iphidea pealeL
In one very
increases in size toward the inner surface of the shell.
perfect shell the aperture appears to open into a narrow elongate
depression just in front of the ))eak, but it usually is seen as a minute
Dorsal (brachial) valve
circular perforation in front of the beak.
Surface
gently convex, with a minute beak at the posterior margin.
of the shell glossy and smooth to the unaided eye. but a strong magThe inner
nifier shows very tine concentric strife and lines of growth.
surface is marked outside of the visceral area by very tine radiating
striw.
The shell is formed of several lavers or lamella?, and, judging
from the depth of the impressions of the muscle scars and vascular
markings, is rather thick over the central and posterior portions. The
Shell minute.

(pedicle) valve convex;

average length of the ventral valve
valve is slightly shorter.

The

is

1..5

to 1.75 nun.

cast of the interior of the pedicle valve

The

dorsal

shows the presence of a

large cardinal scar on each side of the visceral area and outside of the

YQvy strong vascular canal; they are oval in outline and probably the
point of attachment of strong muscle or muscles. The visceral area
Of the vascular canals, only the main
is small, but is well defined.
trunks are shown by strong ridges in the casts: in one specimen they
extend almost in a direct line from the beak to the antero-lateral mar-

The cast of the interior of the foramen is usually
broken ofi*. The interior of the brachial valve is beautif ull}' shown by
one specimen; the narrow area with its well-defined pseudodeltidium,
the large oval cardinal scars immediatel}' in front of the area, and the

gins of the valve.

strong vascular canals are as clearh^ defined as in the large shells of
Ohohis.
The cardinal scars are divided into three parts b}" two transverse lines crossing the outer slope

more or

less obliquely,

but the

two sides are unequal; the inner slopes of the scars
are finely polished and afford no evidence of the attachment of muscles.
Traces of the central scars occur on the outer slope of the cast of a
divisions on the
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rather strong median ridge; they are elongate oval in outline, the
major axis inclining posteriorly- toward the median ridge. What
may be the impression of an antero-lateral scar occurs on the median
ridge a

little in

(Jh!<ervationii.

advance of the central

—I

scars.

number

collected a large

of this

little shell

in a

gray limestone about 100 feet above the quartzitic sandstone
at the base of the Cambrian in the Black Hills.
The associated trilobites and brachiopods belong to the Middle Cambrian fauna of the
Upper ]Missi8sippi Valley and eastern Rock}- Mountain region. This
laj-er of

species differs

from L. viinuta

in the greater convexity of the pedicle

valve and the median ridge of the dorsal valve.

The

specific

name

is

given in recognition of the paleontologic work of Dr. George H.
(iirty.

]Mr. E. O. Ulrich found this species in 1901 in great abundance in
gray limestones interbedded in the lower portion of the Middle Cambrian section of the Wichita jMountains. and Mr. R. Greger collected it
in the ^liddle Cambrian limestones near Potosi, Missouri.
Fni'iiiiitinn andlocal'dy.
Middle Cambrian limestone in north suburb of Deadwood, Black Hills, South Dakota. Also at the same relative horizon in Oklahoma Territory in calcareous layers of the Regan
greensand; one localit}^ is 15 miles northwest of Fort Sill, one-half
mile east of Canyon Creek, Wichita Mountains, and another is about
4 miles east of Canvon Creek in the southwest quarter section 17, T.

—

tl:N.,R.

12W.
LINNARSSONELLA MINUTA

Lingulepis

{:')

Geol. Expl. Fortieth Parallel, IV,

and 4.
mimita Walcott, Mong. U.

1877, p. 206, pi.

Lingulepis {F)

Hall and Whitfield (sp.).

Hall and Whitfield,

minuta
I,

figs.

3

S. Geol. Sur., VIII, 1884, p. IS
Lingulella miniita Schuchert, Bull. U. S. Geol. Sur., No. 87, 1897, p. 257.

form broad ovate, with the pedicle valve
of the two valves is nearly the
same and in each the minute beak is at the posterior margin. The
false area of the pedicle valve is small and divided midwaj' by a faint,
narrow, pseudodeltidium; it is on the plane of the margin of the
valve.
Foraminal opening minute, elongate, and situated on the slope
just in front of the beak.
Brachial valve a trifle less convex than the
Shell small; general

slightly subacuminate.

The convexity

pedicle.

The outer surface of the shell is marked by fine concentric stria3
lines of growth and the inner lamellae and inner surface by fine
radiating strife.
The shell is formed of several thin layers or lamellae,
those of the anterior and lateral portions being more or less oblique

and

to the outer surface layer; the shell

region

b}'

is

also thickened in the visceral

irregular additions on the inside.

the pedicle valve

is

The average length

of

2 to 2.5 millimeters; the dorsal is a little shorter.
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shows a cardinal scar on each

.side,

well out toward the lateral margin, which corresponds to the position
of the transmedian and antero-lateral scars in Oholus ajJoUinis.
The
visceral area

is

small and compressed between the sinuses occupied by
The opening of the foraminal tube

the large, main vascular canals.
is

oval and situated at the posterior portion of the visceral depression

margin of the area. The main vascular canals start near the
beak and gradually diverge toward the antero-lateral margins of the
The interiors of the brachial valve associated with the two
valve.
pedicle valves illustrated are all so imperfect that only a median
ridge like that in Acrotreta can be clearly determined. This ridge
varies greatl}' in size and length in ditierent specimens.
In a hast}' examination of this species in 1884, IconOh.^er vat tons.
fused the dorsal valve Avith that of Acrotreta and considered the ventral
valve as the type, placing it under Lingulepw., stating that it had
"nearly the same vertical range and geographic distribution as L.
tnaeraP As now known, it is confined to the one localit}' discovered by
the geologists of the Fortieth Parallel Survey, and to a single slab of
reddish-brown sand}^ shale on which a large number of the separated
at the

—

valves occur.

The generic reference
known of

ence in what is

is

somewhat doubtful on account

of the difler-

the interior of the dorsal valve and the position

of the area of the ventral vah'e.

Formation and locality.
district,

— Upper Cambrian, Hamburg Ridge. Eureka

Nevada.

LINNARSSONELLA TENNESSEENSIS,

new

species.

General form of pedicle valve rounded subtriangular, moderately
convex, with the beak curving gentlv over a ver}- low false area nearly
Foraminal opening minute and situated a
to the posterior margin.
little in

front of the beak.

Brachial valve moderately convex, with the

beak marginal.
Surface of shell marked by fine concentric

The

interior surface

thick and built

The

shows a few

up of several

striie

and

lines of

fine radiating stria^.

growth.

Shell rather

thin layers or lamellte.

shows small cardinal
and a minute foraminal tube directed backward very much as in
Oholella atlantlca.
The main vascular canals of the pedicle valve are
outlined nearh^ to the antero-lateral margins and include between
them a narrow visceral area. The cast of the brachial valve indicates
relatively strong cardinal scars, distinct central scars, and a narrow
median ridge. None of the specimens show the main vascular canals
cast of the interior of the pedicle valve

scars

except at their base.
OhMerrations.
diflers in

—

Thi.s shell

has the general outline of Z. glrtyl. but it
less convex, and

having the pedicle valve more acuminate,
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apex curving over nearly to the posterior margin. It has the
outline of L. vi'muta^ but not the strong vascular sinuses and small
in the

From

cardinal scars of the pedicle valve of that species.

L. h^oadheadi

and convexity.
Formation and locality. Middle Cambrian, in shales and sandstones above the Knox sandstones, Bull Run, Copper Ridge, 11 miles
west of Knoxville: 6 miles northeast of Knoxville; 1\ miles east of
Post Oak Springs, Roane County, all in Tennessee.
it A

aries in outline

—

OBOLUS (LINGULELLA) SCHMALENSEI,
This

01)olus (Z)

Its outline is slightly elongate to subcircular.

rotundatus.

the shell

species.

European representative of the American

the

is

new

exfoliated the cast indicates that

is

A^'hen

was strong over the

it

and thin toward the margins.
name is given in honor of M. Schmalensee. who collected the material for me.
Formation and locality. Middle Cambrian limestones of Paradoxides for chamme^n zone, Skane. Andrarum. Sweden.
visceral area

The

specific

—

BROGGERIA, new subgenus.
Type, Oholus {Broygeria)

mlieri.

This subgenus difi'ers from the tj^pical forms of Ohoh/s in having a
very deep visceral depression in both valves and a minutelv papillose
interior surface.

A

series of shells

on the appearance of the interior
in the monograph.

showing the

effect of

compression

casts of the valves will be illustrated

OBOLUS (BROGGERIA) SALTERI

Holl.

Holl, Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, XXI, 1S65, p. 101, fig. 9.
salteri Davidson, Brit. Fo8,«. Brach., Ill, 1870; Sil. Brach.,

Obolella sulicri
.^

Obolella

p. 61, pi.

IV, figs. 28, 29.

Obolus

sailer!

Brogger, Die Silurisehen Etagen 2 und

3,

1882, p. 44, pi. x,

figs.

10, 11, 13.

Obolus ?

S-dteri

Mickwitz, Mem. Imp. Acad. Sciences,

1896, 4.ser., Xo.

St.

Peterslmrg, YIII,

2, p. 19.

—

Original description.
Compressed, subtriangular to nearly round, rather broader
than long; shell thin; surface grooved concentrically by a few inequidistant, strongly
marked lines of growth, and by numerous finer lines which are distinct only on the
sides of the shell.
Length usually about one-third inch; width slightly more.
Position.
In the Black Shales. [The Black Shales are referred to Upper Cambrian, the locality being in the eastern portion of the Malvern Hills of England.]

—

Mr. Davidson copies HolFs description and figure. Dr. W. C.
Brogger, however, identifies the species from the Upper Cambrian
Ceratc/pyge slate and limestone of Sweden, illustrating a form from
the slate, and a very beautiful interior of what appears to be a dorsal
valve of this species from the limestone.
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Through the courtesy of Dr. Brogger, I studied the material representing this species collected in Norwa3\
In a collection kindly sent me by Dr. G. Lindstrom 1 find two
ventral valves from the black shale of Skane, ])ut it is in the collection
made by Mr. v. Schmalensee that specimens occur showing the casts

These have the imprint of the
of the interior of the dorsal valve.
cast
central visceral area; the large vascular sinuses, and the area.

A

of an uncompressed shell proves that the visceral area was short and
Comparing the matter, I am led to conclude that the
relatively small.
latter is a partially exfoliated

specimen preserving the vascular mark-

ings on the thin inner lavers of the shell.
In Cape Breton this species occurs abundantly in association with

Oholus {Lingulella) concinrms Matthew, and Acrotreta hlsecta Matthew.
shells are all compressed in the shale, but a direct comparison of
the interiors of the valves of specimens from Cape Breton and from

The

the Ceratopyge shales of Sweden shows the two to be identical in all
The Cape
characters except the length of the area and pedicle groove.
Breton shells have a longer area, but whether this is owing to the conditions of preservation or not, I

am

unable to decide, as the material

On one of the Cape
Breton shells the line punctse of the interior surface areclearlv shown.
Black shale 3 f,
Formation and localities. Upper Cambrian.
Dictyograptus series; greenish arenaceous Ceratopyge shale 4a, Bornholm. In dark, ferruginous sandstone, associated with fragments
Etage 3
of Olenus toimquisti Moberg, Skane Fagelsang, Sweden.
aj. Vestfossum; Engervik, Asker; Slemmestad Roken, 3 ab, KrisArgillaceous shale, Barachois lln, 4 miles south
tiania, Norway.
of Little Bras D'or Lake, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia.
from Sweden

is

very imperfect about the area.

—

OBOLUS (LINGULELLA) LENS
Lingulaf

lens

Matthew,

Bull. Nat. -Hist. 8oc.

New

Matthew.

Brunswick, IV, 1900,

p. 274,

pi. V, figs. 3a, 3b.

Obolus {Lingulella) belhis ^yALCOT^, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., XXIII,

1901, p. 685.

General form broadly ovate. The ventral valve is subacuminate
and the dorsal valve very broadly ovate to subsemicircular. The convexity of the valves is moderate, the ventral valve being most prominent along the center, with the postero-lateral
flattened toward the margin.

slopes

somewhat

Surface of the shell marked by line, concentric stride and lines of
growth, and the inner surface by concentric lines and ver}- fine radiating stria?. The shell is thinner than most species of the subgenus,
resembling in this respect Zing ula mur?x(yi &nd O. {L.)hellus. It is
formed of several lavers or lamelhe that are slightly oblique to the
outer la3"er. Dr. Matthew speaks of minute pits on the outer surface.
These also appear on the inner layers. I have been unable to deter-

I
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mine whether the thin calcareous crust mentioned by Dr. Matthew

is.

the true outer la}'er or simply a thin calcareous deposit.

reall}'

The lai'gest specimen of a dorsal valve in the collection has a Icnoth
mm., with a width of 13 mm. The corresponding- ventral valve

of 15

was

probal)l3" 1 or 2

(}J)Ker rations.

11>01

mm.

— In the

longer.

material collected

there are some specimens that

1)}'

Mr.

show the form

Ward Lojxt

S.

in

of the ventral and

dorsal valves of this species.
The shell is broader and rounder tlian I
supposed when studying the material Dr. G. F. Matthew sent mc
It
is quite distinct from O. (Z.) Jfellus and O. (Z.) conclnnus^y^Mh wiiich
The interior markings are those of Lingulella^ but it may
I placed it.
be that more perfect material would prove it to belong to some other
subgenus of Oholw<.
Formation and locality. Upper Cambrian, thin calcareous la^'ers
in the arenaceous shales at McAdams shore, Escasonie, Cape Breton,

—

Nova

Scotia.

OBOLUS iLINGULELLAj SPATULUS,

new

species.

General form of the ventral valve spatulate, the sides sloping from
the apex forward with a verv slight curvature to the anterior lifth of

where they pass into the broadly rounded frontal margin.
Dorsal valve ovate, with the greatest width toward the front. Convexity moderate, and about equal in both valves. A ventral valve 9
mm. in length has a convexity of about 1 mm. A fragment of the
the shell,

outer surface indicates that the surface was relatively smooth, being
broken only by tine, scattered stride of growth. The inner laj^ers show
concentric lines, also fine, radiating

striae.

was marked by scattered postules, concentric

The

interior of the shell

striae,

and a few radiating

lines.

The

mm.

largest v(Mitral valve has a length of 9

A

mm. and a width
mm.

of 6

dorsal valve 5 nun. in width has a length of 7

The only

traces of the vascular system preserved

is

the median ridge

of the dorsal valve, which extends forward to the anterior fourth of

the shell.
Observattons.

—This very pretty

little

shell occurs in

abundance

in

the chocolate-brown sandstone interbedded in the shales just al)ove
the massive Tonto sandstone.

known

to

me from

It is distinct

the Cambrian rocks of the

from all other species
Grand Cannon region,

O. (Z.) cliuarensis occurs in a layer of sandstone

up in the section.
Formation and

—

.50

ov 60 feet higher

locality.
Middle Cambrian, Tonto sandstone series,
above massive sandstone near mouth of Bass Canyon, on the
south side of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, southeast of Powells

just

Plateau, Arizona.
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OBOLUS iLINGULELLA) WELLERI,

new

species.

General form elongate ovate, with the ventral valve subacimiinate
and the dorsal valve sulielliptical. Owing* to the more or less crushed
the specimens the exact convexity of the entire valve
Surface of the shell marked by numerous elevated concentric lines of growth and very fine, slightly irregular, interstitial
condition of
is

all

unknown.

concentric stria\

When
radiating

the outer surface
stria?

is

and concentric

the interior surface of the shell.
atively thin and

A

ventral valve 14

mm.

mm.

in

the width

slighth^ increased

Ohi<er vat Ions.
in

shell

length has a width of 9 mm., and a

in length has a

1(»

acwnlnatus

The

growth.

formed of several layers or lamella\

dorsal valve
is

show line
Nothing is known of
'appears to have been rel-

exfoliated the inner layers
lines of

width of 7i

by the

mm.

In both valves

flattening of the shell.

—This species occurs in association with O. {Lhigulejns)
an arenaceous magnesian limestone.

It differs

from

described species in the elliptical form of the dorsal valve and the
stria? of the outer surface.
The specitic
given in honor of Prof. Stuart Weller, who discovered the
locality.
The specimens representing the species were collected by

strongly filose concentric

name

is

Mr. Henry Dickhaut.
Formation and locality.
O'Donnell

&

— Upper

Cambrian, magnesian limestones,

]\Ic^Ianiman's quarry. Newton.

New

OBOLUS (LINGULELLA) CONCINNUS
IJnguleUa roncimm Matthew, Bull. Nat. Hist. Soo.

Jerse}'.

Matthew.

New

Brunswick, IV, 1900,

p. 273, pi. V, tigs. 2a-b.

Oholm

(Lingnlella) bellns ^VALCor^, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus.,

XXIII,

1901, p. 685.

General form ovate, with the ventral valve subacuminate and the
dorsal valve broadly ovate.
There is considerable variation in the
outlines of the valves.
The convexity of the valves is fairly strong,
although they are usually more or less flattened and compressed in the
arenaceous shale.
Surface of the shell is marked by fine concentric strii« and lines
and ridges of growth. When the outer surface is exfoliated numerous fine radiating strife occur in the inner layers or lamellfB. The
inner surface is marked b}^ concentric lines of growth. In some
specimens scattered minute pits occur that are sometimes arranged in
the cast like beads along the lines of growth. The shell is of moderate thickness and formed of a thin outer layer and several inner la}'ers or lamella^ that are slightly oblique to the outer la\'er.
In the
older shells the oblique lamella? form laminated ridges of growth.

Some

of the larger ventral valves have a length of 10 to 12

the average length

is

a])out s

mm.

mm., but
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is

furrow, and
flexure line.

of the ventral valve

is

midway by
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about one-fifth the length of the

marked pedicle
midway between the pedicle and lateral margins by a sharp
The strife of growth cross parallel to its base. The area
divided

of the dorsal valve

dinal margins.

is

a narrow, strongly

relativeh^ short, but extends well out onto the car-

Although there

is

a large series of specimens, and

many of them with the surface of the shell exfoliated, nothing
known of the vascular markings or muscle scars.

is

Ohservatlcyns.—Vshen studying 0. (Z.) hellus in 1900, I came to the
conclusion that O. {L.) co7icinmis and 0. (L.) lens from Cape Breton
still larger collections obtained by Mr. S.
from Cape Breton, especially of 0. {L.) lem^ it
appears that the outlines of 0. (Z.) hellus are more uniformly sulxjuadrate in the adult specimen of the dorsal valve than the Cape Breton
form. O. (Z.) eonclruius and O. {L.)hellns^ however, are closely related
and both occur in the Upper Cambrian beds.
Fofiinif'nni and locality..
Upper Cambrian. Arenaceous shale at
sevonil loctdities on McNeils Brook; also, ravine one-half mile north

were

identical,

Ward Loper

but with

in 1901

—

of McMullin's, on crossroad to Boisdale railroad station; in ravine
east of railroad, just south of Barachois post-office;

Upper Leitches

Creek, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia.

OBOLUS (LINGULELLA) ATAVUS
Matthew,

Leptoholas aluvux
p. 200, pi.

II, figs.

Bull.

Nat. Hint. Soc.

Matthew.

New

Bruiiswit-k,

IV, 1899,

1 a-f.

Obolus {Linguleplfy) gregvxi ViALCoTT, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXIII,

1901, p. 692.

General form elliptical, with the ventral valve subacuminate and
In the shorter
the dorsal valve broadly subacuminate in outline.
form of the valves the sides are almost uniformly rounded from the
cardinal slopes to the frontal margin.
The convexity of the valves
is fairly strong, that of the dorsal valve being broken by a slight
longitudinal flattening that extends from the posterior portion to the
frontal margin. As shown by the matrix, the outer surface is marked
by concentric ridges and fine striie of growth. The interior cast shows
concentric lines and traces of rather coarse radiating lines.

None

of

the specimens preserve the shell, ]mt from the strength of the interior
sui'face

markings

it is

inferred that the shell was rather thick.

The longest ventral valve in the collection has a length of 6 mm.,
width 3i mm. The dorsal valves are slightly shorter.
The area of the ventral valve is divided at the center by a strong
pedicle furrow, and about midway between the pedicle furrow and the
outer margin by clearly marked flexure lines that extend from the
apex with a slightly outward curvature to the base of the area. Striae
of growth cross the area parallel with its base, being much stronger
on the area than in the pedicle furrow. The area of the dorsal valve
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxv— 02

39
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prominent as that of the ventral valve. It curves forward
and extends well out on the cardinal slopes. The flexure
lines are clearly defined well out toward the lateral margin. The striae
of growth cross the area parallel to the base.
The cast of the interior of the ventral valve shows only the outline
of the visceral cavity and that the main vascular sinuses extend a conThe cast of the
siderable distance in advance of the visceral cavity.
interior of the dorsal valve shows that it had a strong, broad, central
Only traces have
ridge divided by a faint longitudinal median sinus.
been seen of the main vascular sinuses.
This is a very pretty little species that I confused
Ohservations.
is fully

as

at the center

—

with the young of OhAim {Linguleph) gregtoa in the absence of wellMaterial collected by Mr. S. Ward Loper at the
defined specimens.
type locality proves that the shell difl'ers considerably from the young
It also difl'ers, in being regularl}^ oval, from 0.
of O. (Z.) gregwa.
(Z.) colllcia Matthew, with which it is associated, and (>. (Z.) canivs
Walcott, from the Pamdoxldes horizon of Cape Breton.
Formation and locality. Middle Cambrian, Matthew's Etcheminian, just above the conglomerate at the base of the section on Dougal
Brook, branch of Indian River, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia.

—

OBOLUS (LINGULELLA) COLLICIA
Leptoholusf collicia

Matthew,

p. 200, pi.

3 a-c.

I,

figs.

Bull. Nat. Hist. Soc.

Matthew.

New

Brunswick, IV, 1899,

This shell is associated with 0. (Z.) atanus. It ditfei's from it in
being larger and in having a more acuminate and ])roader ventral valve

and a more broadly oval dorsal valve. The exterior surface is marked
by very fine, slightly irregular, concentric stria?.
Formation and locality. Middle Cambrian, Matthew's Etcheminian, just above the conglomerate at the base of the section on Dougal
Brook, branch of Indian River, (^ape Breton, Nova Scotia.

—

OBOLUS (LINGULELLA) CANIUS,
Shell small

;

new

species.

general form elongate oval, with the ventral valve
In both the ventral and dorsal valve the shell

slightly acuminate.

narrows posteriorly, the front being broadly rounded. The convexity
of the two valves is well marked, and it is nearly the same in each.
Surface of the shell marked by fine concentric stria? and a few lines
of growth.
When the outer shell is exfoliated fine radiating stria?
strife.
The shell appears to be of moderate
thickness and formed of several thin layers or lamellas.
The largest
ventral valve in the collection has a length of 5 mm. and a width of 3 i
mm., and a dorsal valve 4 mm. in length has a width of 2 mm.

cross the fine concentric

The area of the ventral valve is elongate, being nearly one-fifth
the length of the shell.
It is divided midway by a very distinctly
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line is just perceptible

from the pedicle furrow

about half

to the lateral niarg-in.

The

area extends well forward on the cardinal slopes, and is marked liy
strong stricT? of growth parallel to its base. The area of the dorsal
valve is shorter than that of the ventral.
It is marked by fine lines of

growth and clearly marked flexure lines that extend from the apex
forward on a line with the main vascular sinuses.
The cast of the interior of the ventral valves shows a general outline
of the visceral cavity and the main vascular sinuses.
Only the base of
the main vascular sinus has been seen in the dorsal valve.
Observatlons.—This very pretty little species occurs in association
with Pamdoxides. In my first study of the brachiopods collected by
S. Ward Loper from Cape Breton I confused it with the young of
0. (Z.) gregira.

By means

of a larger collection

made by him in 1901

have been able to separate it from the young of the associated O.
{Lin guleph) paradox idea and from the somewhat similar species that
occur at a lower horizon, 0. (Z.) atavm and O. (Z.) colUcia. It differs
from both the latter species in having a more elongate oval outline.
I

^

FoTiimt'ujn ayid locality.

— Middle Cambrian;

compact, fine-grained,

thin-bedded, grayish sandstone, McLean's Brook, 1^ miles west of
Marian Bridge, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia.

OBOLUS (WESTONIA) FINLANDENSIS,

new

species.

General form elongate ovate, with the ventral valve subacuminate
and the dorsal valve ovate in outline. Convexity of the two valves
moderate. A ventral valve 11 mm. in length has a convexity of about
1.25 mm., and a dorsal valve 8 mm. in length a convexity of 1 mm.
above the plane of the margin.

The outer surface
growth, with very

marked by concentric lines of
The latter are crossed by
are interruDted more or less by the concen-

of the shell

is

fine interstitial stria^.

fine radiating strite that

growth. In addition to the concentric radiating strife
a series of imbricating lines that are slightly oblique to the
longitudinal axis of the shell.
These lines terminate at right angles to
the margins, curving inward and backward apparently to the opposite
tric lines of

there

is

This type of ornamentation is much like that of several species
of WesUmia, except that it is somewhat more complicated.
side.

The cast of the interior of the shell shows the interior surface to
have been marked by scattered puncta? that had a tendency to gather
concentrically on the lines of growth.
A few rather strong radiating
striae also occur outside of the visceral area.
The shell is rather thick. It is formed of a thin outer layer and
several inner layers or lamella? that are more or less oblique to the
outer surface and marked near the front margin by fine radiating
striffi.
The largest specimen has a length of 11 mm. with a width of
7

mm.

The dorsal valve

of the

same width has a length of

8

mm.
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That of the dorsal valve

strongh' defined and extends well forward on the cardinal slopes.

marked by transverse strite of growth parallel to the base.
The only interior markings known are in the dorsal valve. These

It is

indicate the course of the

main vascular sinus and the

size

and length

of the median ridge; also the position of the central muscle scars.

OhNervatlons.—Th.Q oblique imbricating lines on the outer surface
of this species relate

it

closelv to O.

(

Weston! a) stoneanus and 0.

(

W.)

The two specimens showing the outer shells are unfortunately slighth' worn along the median line, so that it is not possible
to trace the growth of the oblique imbricating lines entirely across
It occurs
In form the shell resembles O. (Z.) acutangulus.
the shell.

escoHon'i.

in the

compact, fine-grained, quartzitic sandstone, in association with

Enip8oce2)halus{Liost7'acus) mnticus AngoAm, in the Paradoxides tesshil
series.

The material was

J^or mat ion and locality.

collected by

M.

v.

Schmalensee.

— Middle Cambrian, Ahmd Saltvik, Finland.

ON CERTAIN SPECIES OF FISHES CONFUSED WITH
BRYOSTEMMA POLYACTOCEPHALUM.
By David Starr Jordan and John Otterbein Snyder
Of the Leland Stanford Junior

Some confusion has arisen

in the

University.

works of recent autnors concerning'

the identity of a species of Blenny, described by Pallas^ as Blennius
[joJ yactocejjhalus.

Dr. Tarleton H. Bean' figured a blenny from Alaska
lie identical with the species named ^^\ Pallas.

which he believed to
Herzenstein

'^

described Chiroloplum japonicux^ a supposed

new species

which »Tordan and Evermann regard as %\won3'mous with the Blennius j^olyactocejyhal as of Pallas. Again, Jordan
and Starks* described a specimen from near Seattle as Bryostemma
polyactocepJialum^ apph^ing for the first time the generic name Bi'yosOther fishes supternma, the tj^pe of which is the species described.
posed to belong to the same form are also recorded. Later. Jordan
and Gilbert"^ identified a specimen from Petropaulski, stating that it
agreed perfectlj^ with the description given by Pallas. Jordan and
Evermann® examined the specimens here mentioned, except the ones
possessed b}" Bean and by Herzenstein, referring all to the species
Bryostenima jyolyactocejjhaliim^ not, however, without considerable
doubt, remarking that the}' "show a great deal of variation and pos-

from Hakodate,

fJapan,

sibly represent three different species."

A

reexamination of the same material shows that four entirely diswere represented in the collection, as will appear. The
example from Petropaulski, identified b}^ Jordan and Gilbert, belongs

tinct species

^

Pallas,

^

Bean

p. 305, pi.
•^

Zoographia Rosso- Asiatica,

in Nelson, Report

XV,

III, 1811, p. 179.

upon Natural History Collections made

Herzenstein, Melanges Biologiques^ tires du Bulletin de I'Acadeniie Imperiale des

Sciences de St. Petersbourg, XIII, 1890,
*

Jordan and Starks, The Fishes

Academy
'

in Alaska, 1887,

fig. 2.

of

p. 123.

Puget Sound, Proceedings

of tlie California

of Sciences, 1895, p. 841.

Jordan and Gilbert, Fishes

of

Bering Sea, in Report of the Fur-Seal Investigations,

Pt. 3, p. 479.
^

Jordan and Evermann, Fishes
Proceedings U.

S.

of

North and Middle America,

National Museum, Vol.

XXV— No.

III, p. 2408.

1
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without doubt to the species described by Pallas. It agrees in every
detail with the account given by that author and also equally well, as
Jordan and Gilbert say, with ChirolopJtvs japonicus of Herzenstein.
The specimen figured by Bean differs from the one described by Pallas,
That described by Jordan and
as is shown in the following pages.
Starks and indicated as the type of the genus Bryostemriia is identical
with the form figured ))y Bean. It becomes the type of a new species,
Bryostennma decoratunt. Of the specimens collected bv the U. S. Fish
Commission steamer AJhatross in Alaska, and recorded ])v Jordan and
Starks and later by eJordan and Evermann, the one having ""the cheeks
covered with densely matted cirri " proves to be a new species, Bryostemma tarsodes. The others cited as young examples belong to a different genus, now recognized for the first time as Bryolophv'^. The
ospecies being new, ma}^ be known as Bryolopkvs lysimus.
Descriptions of the new forms are here given.

BRYOSTEMMA TARSODES

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

BrinMetnma pulyavfocepludatn Jordan and Stahks, Proc. C'al. Acad. Sci., 1895, p.
841 (in part). Jordan and Evermanx, Fish. North and Middle America,
III, p. 2408 (in part).

Head

6| in length; depth 6i; depth of caudal peduncle 3 in head;
dorsal LX* anal 1, 45.
eye 3^; interorbital space 7: snout
.">:

Fig. 1.— Bryoste.mma tarsodes.

Interorbital space broad, convex; snout short, jaws equal; maxil-

lary extending to a vertical through posterior border of

orl)it.

Teeth

rather strong, acutely conical, placed alternately in 2 closely apposed

rows, the points nearly aligned in a single cutting edge; no teeth on

vomer and

palatines.
Gill-membranes forming a broad fold across the
Pseudobranchia3 large; gill-rakers on first arch about 15,
short, broad, pointed, close together.
Body covered with minute scales, the head naked; membranes of fins
without scales. Lateral line represented bv a short row of 5 pores
above the gill-openings, the pores concealed by papilla?.
Cheeks,
snout, and whole upper part of head closely covered with tentacles and
papillfe.
Snout with a median branched tentacle; upper border of
orbit with three large, branched tentacles, the first not united with its
fellow of the opposite side, the second highest, its length equal to
vertical diameter of the ej^e, third short and club-shaped; on the

isthmus.

—
NO. 1300.
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interorbital space between the anterior pair of orbital tentacles

is

a

minute, blunt, papilla; posterior to this and between the second pair is
a somewhat larger one; behind the latter and between the third pair of
orbital tentacles

is

a pair of short, stocky tentacles; behind these are

two transverse rows of similar protuberances, five in the first and
three in the second row; the whole occiput and nape, the sides of the
head, the cheeks, and suborbital area covered with pointed, fleshy
a small barbel on posterior end of maxillary; a pair of branched

villi;

tentacles on chin followed

prominent barbel on

by

a similar one on posterior half of jaw; a

suborl)ital area.

Nostrils with slender, pointed

tubes.

Dorsal inserted above the o-iU-opening, the

membrane not

scalloped

1)etween the spines, scarcely connected with the caudal posteriorly;

two or three anterior spines probably with small terminal

tentacles

(the fin being slightly injured, the character of the first spines can not

be exactly determined,

l)ut if

tentacles are present they do not extend

beyond the third spine); height of spines near middle of fin 21 in head.
Anal inserted below base of fourteenth dorsal spine, the mem])rane
inci.sed lietween the rays, not joined to the caudal, height of ra3^s near
middle of fin. .3 in head. Caudal rounded, li in head. Pectoral li in
head.
Ventrals 3 in head.
Color in spirits, light j^ellowish brown, with irregular whitish spots
along the sides; a row of K) indistinct, hi-owiiish bai's along back
between nape and tail; side of head witli 2 or 3 indistinct vertical
bars: edge of dorsal with small, widely spaced, brown .spots; anal with
about 13 large spots; caudal and pectoral with irregular, vertical bars.
Known from onlj" one specimen 115 mm. long, taken by the U. S.
Fish Commission steamer Albatross at Station 3213, near Unalaska,
Alaska. Type 50570, U. S. National Museum,
The species maj" be distinguished at once among others of the genus
by having the sides of the head covered with a dense mat of barbels.

[TapffcoSyz, matted.)

BRYOSTEMMA DECORATUM
Cliirolophus polyavtweph(duii

1887, p. 305, pi. XV,

Beax

in

Jordan and Snyder, new species.
Neli^on,

Report Nat. Hist.

Coll.

Alaska,

iig. 2.

Bryostemma polyactocephalum Jordan and Starks, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1895,
Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and Middle Amer.,
p. 841 (in part).
Ill, p. 2408 (in part), fig. 828; the specimen from Neah Bay represents this
species.

Head 6f

in length; depth 6;t; depth of caudal peduncle 3| in head;
eye 4|; interorbital space i>; snout 41; dorsal LXIl; anal 1, -H.
Bodv elongate, greatly compressed; head small, the snout blunt.
Jaws about equal, the lower projecting slightly. Maxillary extending
to vertical through center of pupil.
Teeth of jaws placed alternately
in two very closely apposed series, the points aligned to form a single
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cutting edge; no teeth on

vomer or

voi,.

xxv.

Gill-membranes formPseudobranchiie large; gillrakers small, slender, about 15 on the first arch.
Body covered Avith minute, cycloid scales; membranes of fins without
Lateral line represented bj^a short row of 9 or 10
scales; head naked.
pores, extending backward from above gill opening, each pore below a
minute villus. Nostrils with slender pointed tubes. Head and nape
with many tentacles; a large pair on anterioi- part of interorbital space,
joined at their bases, fringed at tip and along the sides, their height
about two times the diameter of eye; posterior border of interorbital
space with three short tentacles, the outer one rather broad and
branched, the inner one slender and pointed; occiput and nape as far
back as base of third dorsal spine with many pointed tentacles, none
of which is branched; symphysis of lower jaw with a pair of minute villi; none along sides of jaws; a few small villi along edges of
opercle and preopercle.
palatines.

ing a broad, somewhat V-shaped fold across the isthmus.

m^^-rm:--

FlG. 2.— BRYUSTEMMA UliCUKATl.M.

Dorsal
the

fin

inserted immediately above upper edge of gill-opening,

membrane

l)roadly scalloped

between the

first

five spines,

not

incised betw^een the other spines, joined to base of caudal rays; first
villi on its anterior edge; first eight or nine spines
with branched tentacles extending upward from their tips, the anterior

spine with small

highest, the others growing gradually shorter to the last,
which scarcely projects above the fin; spines near middle of fin contained about two and one-third times in the head. Anal inserted below
base of seventeenth dorsal spine, the spine weak and small, the membrane deeply incised between the rays, not joined to caudal; length of
rays near middle of fin 3 in head.
Caudal rounded, the rays below
tentacle

middle of fin slightly longer than those above, the longest contained
one and three-fifths times in the head. Pectoral rounded, its length
about equal to that of the head.
V'entrals narrow, the length contained about two and three-fifths times in the head.
Color plain; about twelve very indistinct small brownish spots on
the dorsal; the anterior

is

the most prominent; six or seven faint dark

spots on posterior half of anal; cirri on upper part of head faintly

marked with brown.

—
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Described from a specimen 160 mm. long, collected by Prof. O. B.
Johnson at Point Orchard, near Seattle, Washing-ton.
N-o. 3150, Ichthyological collections, Stanford University.
Type.
The type resembles closely the specimen figured by Bean, except
that the dorsal is not inserted quite so far forward as there represented, the pectoral is shorter, and the body and fins are not spotted
with white. The type is evidently a faded example which was more

—

brighth" colored in

life.

This species closely reseuibles Bryostemiiia-jtolyiictocephalum,^ the
character of the filaments, however, serving to distinguish them. In
the latter species the posterior interorbital pair are higher than the
anterior ones, many of the occipital ones are branched, there are a
num))er on the sides of the jaws, and those on the dorsal fin are fewer,

and

smaller,

and

The

less ornate.

less stoutly built

{dec(yrat'U))i^

is

a

much more

slender

Jordan and Snyder, ne-^ genus.

for which the above

Bt'yolojjhus lyxhiiH-s, a
to Bryosteminn^

bands instead of

form

hand

ornamented.)

BRYOLOPHUS
The genus

species in

form.

new

name

proposed

is

re|)resented b}^

is

apparently closely related
distinguished b}' having the teeth in

s])ecies.

It is

from which it is
in two closely apposed

series with the tips aligned to

a single cutting edge.

Body

compressed; mouth small; gill-mcniliranes forming

clongiitc.

a fold acioss ihc isthnuis; teeth in narrow l)andsoii the jaws; no teeth

on the vomer and

i)alatines:

body with minute

head naked;
above the pectoral;
dorsal inserted above gillscales, the

lateral line represented l)y a short series of pores

interorbital space

and occiput with

cirri;

opening, of spines throughout; ventrals jugular; caudal distinct.
{(3pvov^ moss;

Ao'r/ios-,

crest.)

BRYOLOPHUS LYSIMUS
BryosieriiiiKt

p.

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

jwb/actocephalum Jordan and Starks,

841 (in part).

Jordan and PjVermann,

I'njc. C'al.

Fish. North

Acad.

Sci., 1895,

and Middle America,

III, p. 2408 (in part).

Head 6 in length; depth t!^; depth of caudal peduncle l^ in head;
eye 4; interorbital space 10; snout 1^; dorsal liXI; anal I, IS.
Snout short, blunt; mouth rather small, the maxillary extending to
anterior edge of orbit, the lower jaw projecting slightl3\
Teeth small,
acutelv conical, in narrow bands on the jaws, none on vomer and palatines.

Gill-openings forming a somewhat V-shaped fold across the

isthmus.

PseudoV)ranchije large; gillrakers on

first

arch 18, rather

long and pointed.

Body with minute
scales

scales; memtiranes of fins naked, or with a few
on basal parts; head naked. Lateral line represented l\v a series
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Upper part of head with cirri
of 7 or 8 pores above the gill-opening-.
and tentacles; a long, slender, median tentacle on snout, two pairs of
branched ones on the interorbital space, the anterior ones united at
their bases, the posterior pair widely separated, as high as, or higher
than the others; occiput and nape with very slender long cirri; sides
.

of head naked; chin with a pair of small ])arbels.

Dorsal inserted above gill-opening, not united to base of caudal, the
three or four spines with small, terminal tentacles; height of
Anal inserted below base of
spines near middle of fin 2i in head.
seventeenth dorsal spine, not connected with base of caudal, the membrane incised between tips of rays: height of rays near middle of fin
Caudal acutely rounded, li in head. Pectoral 1} in head.
3 in head.

lirst

Ventrals

?.

in head.

Fig.

Color
vertical

in spirits,

brownish

3.— Bryolophus

yellowish white; the body with about 14 indistinct
Itands, the

upper parts of which are darker, appear-

ing as a series of l)lotches below base of dorsal; a faint, brownish

band extending downward from eye; tentacles and

cirri

brownish;

dorsal finely mottled with brownish, a rather distinct spot above tip of
pectoral; caudal with narrow, irregular

wavy bands;

anal with a few

faint spots on posterior part.

Described from the type, No. 50571, U. S. National Museum, a
specimen about 100 mm. long collected by the U. S. Fish Commission
steamer Alhatrot<s at Station 3213, near Unalaska. Two other specimens are very similar in color. They have 62 and 63 dorsal spines
These examples bear the
and 48 and 49 anal rays, respectively.
cotype No. 3049, Ichthyological collections, Stanford University.
{Xv(}ij.i()s.

restorable.)

.

THE SHOULDER GIRDLE AND CHARACTERISTIC OSTEOLOGY OF THE HEMIBRANCHIATE FISHES.

B}'

Edwin Chapin Starks,

Of the Liiand Stanford

Junioi- UnirerKitL/.

M}' investigations of the group of Hemibranchiate fishes were undertaken primarily with a view of ascertaining the character of the interclavicles and making a comparative study of the shoulder girdle.
So

many important

characters appeared, however, in other parts of the

skeleton, and so

many

errors were found in current descriptions, that

somewhat broadened.
haye tried to describe in detail the posterior bones of the cranium
in order to show the relationship of the post-temporal, which in many
species is coosified with the cranium, and to identify the ditferent
the scope of the paper has been
I

skeletal elements, as the parietals are usually missing.

The

famil}' Gasterosteidiv in the following descriptions

sented by Gnsterosteus

eataphradm

Pallas,

from Japan.

is

repre-

Specimens

of EucaJia, Apeltesiiwd. Pygosteas were also examined.
Sjj>machk(, the
only other genus, was not at hand.
The family Aulorh^-nchidte is represented by Aulorhf/zichusjlavidus

from Puget Sound.
Aidichtkys jdponicus, from Japan, was
to.
These are the onh^ genera of the family.
The family Aulostomidje is represented by Aulostomus valenUni
Lacepede, from the Hawaiian Islands. This is the only genus of the
Gill,

referred

family.

The family

Fistulariidje

pede, from Japan.

is

represented by FidaJarhi j>(:tiinl)a Lace-

The only genus

The family Macrorhamphosidfe

is

of

its

family.

represented by Ifacrorhamphosus

sagifne Jordan and Starks (new species), from flapan.
genus of the family is Centriscojjs^ which was not seen.

The only other

The family Centriscid^ is represented by ^-EoJlscus drigatus (Giinfrom Japan. Ceniriscus, the only other genus of the family
(and closely related to uEoliscus), was also skeletonized and examined.

ther),

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXV-No.

1
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In each genus an abundance of material was at hand, and when
made out in one specimen others were

characters could not be fully

used until a degree of certainty as to limits of bones and indistinct
sutures was reached which would have been impossible with single
specimens.
Among the mistakes tliat have been made in the osteology of the
group from time to time (most of which have been many times
repeated) are the following:

Dr. Cope,^ besides speaking of the '^presence of the interclavicles
(which I find in all)," says "basis cranii simple; no tul>e."
The former statement is treated elsewhere in this paper. As to the
latter, Ifacrorhamjyhosns has a double basis cranii with a well-developed
tube or myodorae. Both families of the Gasterosteoidea have the basis
cranii

rudimentary

in

bone but completed

Both families

in cartilage.

the Aulostomoidea have the basi-sphenoid l)ridging the anterior

of

edges of the prootics above the rectus muscles of the eye, but with no
tube in continuation. This character has not the value Dr. Cope
placed upon it, as Dr. Gill has shown.
Dr. (iill, in his kej^ to the families of these fishes, includes Gas'^

and Aulorhynchida? under the character ''pubic bones connected with scapular arch.'' In AulorJiynehus the pubic bones, though
close behind, and slightly between the posterior part of the shoulder
In Ga.sterosteu-^ a procgirdle, are not attached nor even in contact.
ess from the shoulder girdle overlies the pubic bones slightly, but the
integument and even the silvery pigment of the body is interposed
between them. The pelvic girdle is easilj^ movable, independent of
the shoulder girdle.
In Eucalhi the pelvic does not nearly touch an}'
terosteidie

part of the shoulder girdle.

Dr. GilP sa3^s that the "palatine bones are directly articulated
with the quadrate without the intervention of the pterygoids. In
Fistularta it appears so, as the suture between the quadrate and the
pterygoid whicn extends forward is difficult to make out. Prolonged
maceration, however, always separates the quadrate from the pterygoid.
In a small specimen bending the bones in this region often
opens the suture.
In Aulostoma the suture is conspicuous in the same place that it is
in Fistularia^ but there is no anterior element (palatine) apparent.
An examination of the cranium, however, will show that the palatines
have become ankylosed to each other and to the cranium at* each side
of the ethmoid.
The pterygoid lies at each side of them ])ut slightly
attached.
They hook over the maxillaries slightly as is typical.
'

Observations on the Hystematic Relations of Fishes, Proe. Anier. Asso. Adv.

Sci., 1871, p. 317.

"Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1884, p. 156.
* Johnson's New Universal Cyclopedia, TIT,

]>.

801.
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It is not apparent wh}- Dr. Giinther ^ should write, referring to the
Fistularidw, "ventral tins abdominal, separate from the puhic bones,
which remain attached to the humeral arch." The "interclavicles"

mig-ht easily be taken for pubic bones, but the ventral tins are attached
directly to w^ell-developed pubic bones.

Dr. Giinther," referring to ^EoUscus {strigatus) as seen externafl}^,

makes the following statement: '*Tho horizontal portion of the
humerus,' which is visible externall}-, is of moderate length, rather
broad at its middle, and obliquely truncated behind; the coracoid,
which is situated immediately below, has its basal portion not styliform, but is broad like the humerus above.'' He has evidently taken
the process of the clavicle for the hypercoracoid and the supraclavicle,
including, possibly, the ankylosed plate above, for the clavicle.

Evermann* give the number

Drs. Jordan and

of "pectoral ossicles"

There are four,

as usual, the upper
one closely attached against the hypercoracoid.
The Hemibranchs certainly do not deserve coordinate rank with the
Acanthopterl^ but should be included as a suborder under them, coorProbably the Synentognath fishes should
dinate with the Percesoces.
(actinosts) in Flstularki as three.

also be so included.

A representative of each of the four Synentognath families has been
examined as follows: In Belonidiv, Ti//osurus /odiatc/r iind Tylosicrus
niarinus,' in Hemiramphidie, Ihiporlmmphus wnifasciatus; in Scombresocidse, CololahU saira; in Exoc<jetidie, Cyj^selurus californicrts and
Cypselurus agoo. They show relationship to the Hemibranchs in possessing the following characters:
basioccipital;^

Exoccipitals not united over the

parapophyses developed on

postclavicle absent (absent only in

supraclavicle very small

"^

(in all

some

all

abdominal vertebrse;

families of Hemibranchs);

but Cololabls^ in which

it is

absent);

post-temporal, when present, usuall}^ simple^ (absent in Cololabis^ forked
in Tylosu)'us)\ parietals

absent* (absent in

all

the Hemibranchs except

'Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., Ill, p. 529.
•^Idern., Ill, p. 528.

^Dr. Giinther in his Catalogue of the Fislies of tlie British iMuseum, p. 532, calls
the clavicle of Parker the humerus, and in his Introduction to the Study of Fishes
he calls it the cla'vicula. In the catalogue he calls the hypercoracoid of Gill the

and in the Study of Fishes the scapula.
'Fishes of North and Middle America, Bull. U. S. Xat. Mus., No. 47, p. 756.
^I put but little weight on this character, but give it for what it may be worth.

coracoid,

It is

not an

uncommon

among the lower fishes, while the
among the higher.
(= supraclavicle) not distinct." Systematic Relations

condition, especially

opposite seems to be the rule

^Cope says: "Epiclavicle
Amer. Asso. Adv. Sci., 1871.
'Said by Cope to be "slender, furcate."
Cypselurux and Hyporhamphus
*Said by Cope to be "very much reduced."
appeared to have small parietals, but maceration of the specimens proved the

of Fishes, Proc.

contrary.
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The Synentog^naths are at once separated from
the Gasterosteoidea).
the Hemibranchs b}' the united inferior pharyngeals and the absence
of fin spines, as well as by numerous minor characters.
The Hemibranchs show

relationship with the Percesoces^ in having

the parapoph3^ses developed on all the abdominal vertebra?: in having
the supraclavicle, when present, small; in not having the exoccipitals

united above the basioccipital; and in having the supraclavicle, when
Fistularla and Aulostomus have processes

present, reduced in size.

running backward from the epiotics, which are strikingly similar to
the epiotic processes possessed by

all

the Percesoces.

Though they

serve the same purpose (that of muscle attachments) in both, the}^ are
somewliat different in character, being in the Percesoces processes

from and of the epiotics. while in the Aulostomoidea they are joined
by ligaments to the epiotics. The Hemiliranchs easily stand apart
from the Percesoces in having no opisthotics and usually no parietals;
in having the post-temporals simple, not typically forked; and in haying the postclavicle composed of a single piece when present (composed of two pieces in the Percesoces).
Dr. Gill in his excellent paper," though evidently having few internal characters at his command, has left little to be added in the arrangement of the Hemibranchiate families.
Gasterostem and closely related genera are the most generalized of
the Hemibranchs, The}^ are the only ones in the group having the
following typical characters: Anterior vertebrse unmodilied; suspensorium and mouth normal; ribs typical; post-temporal approaching
the normally forked condition, and parietals present (the last .a super-

family character.)
Dr. GilP has pointed out how the tube-mouthed forms have descended in an unljroken line from Gasterosteu.s through Sj>/nac/na and
the family Aulorhynchidi\3, these constituting the superfamily Gasterostoidea.

The

Gasterostida^ and Aulorhynchida? should perhaps

l)c regarded
above authority, they
family is regarded "simply

as a single family, but following the lead of the

are here kept separate, though the latter
as a convenient one at the most."

Between the other families occur wider gaps, that are more or

less

difficult to span.

The Fistularid}^ and Aulostomida? are well placed in the same superThey show in a marked degree how two families of undoubt-

family.

edly close relationship having
'

111

many

each of these characters Sphyrsena

is

characters in
excepted.

more generaUzed form than the other members
''On the

Mutual Relations

of the

can

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, p. 233.

still

seems to be a very much

of the Percesoces.

Hemibranchiate Fishes, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Phila., 1884, p. 154.
3

It

common

Sci.
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diverge very widelj^ and have man}- characters radically different, as
be seen by referring to the diagnosis here included/

may

more

difficult to see just where the family Macrorham})hosid8e
whether it is higher than the Aulostomid fishes or has not
departed so far from its parent stem. It is an otfshot in another
direction.
It certainly is not so highly specialized as the Aulostomid
families wnth their anterior vertebrte and parapophyses ankylosed;
their weak or absent spinous dorsal and their peculiarly modified
basioccipital condyle.
It seems well placed above them, having a
well-developed spinous dorsal and the anterior vertebra?, but slightly
enlarged and normally articulated.
The family Centriscidte shows evidence of having come from somewhere along the Macrorhamphosidte stem, but so far back and along

It is

comes

in,

such different lines that the evidence

more highly

is

not satisfactory.

It is

much

specialized.

DIAGNOSIS OF THE HEMIBRAXCHIL
parietals usually absent; exoccipitals never
meeting over surface of basioccipitals; myodome usually al)sent or
rudimentary, sometimes present; post-temporal never typically forked,
sometimes a ganoid plate with an inner process, sometimes united by
suture to cranium; a portion of the hypocoracoid sometimes ganoid,
and appearing externally as a separate element ('' interclavicle");
supraclavicle usually absent, small when present; postclavicle sometimes absent, composed of a single element when present; superior
pharyngeals and usually elements of branchial arches reduced in
number; inferior jiharyngeals present, not united; four anterior vertebrae more or less elongated, sometimes united; bony dorsal bucklers coinciding with vertebrae developed anteriorily (hidden b}- scales
in MacTorliain])ho8UH)\ transverse processes developed on all abdominal vertebrje, usually largest anteriorly (in the Aulostomoidea united,
and forming lateral shelves); snout more or less produced and tubelike, with a small mouth at its end; ventrals abdominal, sometimes
anteriorly placed; hypocoracoid foramen sometimes formed partly by
clavicle, always bordered by clavicle as seen from outer side, though
hypercoracoid may or may not entire!}^ inclose its foramen as seen
from within.

Opisthotics

absent;

GASTEROSTEOIDEA.

Parietals present; pterotic normally placed above prootic exoccipital

suture; condyle of basioccipital normal, concave; basis cranii or

shelf covering

myodome

incomplete, not nearly reaching to anterior

edge of prootics, but completed

in cartilage;

basisphenoid absent;

coherence of characters that has made it so
We do not know in what
difficult to assign many forms to their proper groups.
direction characters may be depended upon to show relationships.
^

It

is

this

element

of unstability in the
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ganoid plate (" interclavicle'') of hj'^pocoracoid more or less developed; postclavicle absent; actinosts small, without open spaces
between; anterior vertebrae scarcely enlarged, not ankylosed; ventrals
placed anteriorly; spinas dorsal represented by isolated spines; hypercoracoid foramen partly bordered by clavicle anteriorly; ribs developed.
a.

Branchiostigals

tubiform;

o;

ventrals with one soft ray each; snout conic, or but slightly

post-temporal

and

supraclavicle

present;

typical

ribs

present.

Gasterosteklse.

aa. Branchiostigals 4;

ventrals with 4 soft

rays each;

snout tubiform; clavicle

attached to cranium by one of the lateral line series of bones; ribs (or
epipleurals) terminating in lateral plates
Aulor-hynchidss.

AULOSTOMOIDEA.

Parietals absent; pterotic interposed between and entirely sepa-

rating prootic from exoccipital; condyle of basioccipital a round knob

forming a ball-and-socket joint with atlas; basisphenoid bridging anterior edges of prootics above rectus muscles of eye making basis cranii
appear Rouble, but no myodome is in continuation; a long splint-like
shield of bone is on each side of back attached in sockets of epiotics;
hypocoracoid with a backward extending process (*'interclavicle");
postclavicle present, smiple; lower 3 actinosts subequal rod-like, with
large open spaces between them; anterior 4 vertebra? elongate, ankylosed, and with coinciding bon}' dorsal bucklers above; ribs absent;
ventrals placed at about middle of belly.
Skin smooth; body depressed; no dorsal spines developed; post-temporal suturally
united to cranium; palatines normal, free from cranium; transverse processes
normal
Fistulariidse.
aa. Skin with well-developed ctenoid scales; body compressed; spinous dorsal developed; post-temporal not united to cranium; palatines united to each other and
to cranium; each transverse process behind fourth vertebra is formed equally
by a process from each adjoining vertebra (or each end of each vertebra carries
Aulostomidse.
a half of each transverse process
a.

MACRORHAJtPHOSOIDEA.

Parietals absent; pterotic normal in position; condyle of basiocci-

myodome present, well developed; basisphenoid small;
no process or ganoid part (interclavicle) present on hypocoracoid;
postclavicle present; actinosts without a space between them, the lowest elongated cutting into the hypocoracoid; post-temporal suturally
united to cranium; supraclavicle coosified with clavicle; hypercoracoid
entirely surrounding its foramen; anterior vertebra somewhat
pital concave;

enlarged, not united; transverse processes not united to form a lateral
shelf; ribs absent; spinous dorsal well developed; ventrals placed at

middle of abdomen.
Characters of the family included above

Macrorhamphosidas.
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CEXTRISCOIDEA.

Dermal armature connate with the internal skeleton, and developed
as a dorsal cuirass

in connection

more anterior vertebrt^, extremely
deflected from that of the abdomen

with the neuropoph^'ses; six or
with its axis

elong-ate, united: tail

b}- encroachment of dorsal cuirass
branchial sj^stem feebly developed; parietals absent;
pterotics normally placed; condyle of basioccipital concave; myodome
absent; posttemporal united to cranium; supraclavicle present; fora-

over dorsal

fin;

men

of hypercoracoid partly formed by clavicle; postclavicle present;
lower actinost elongated, cutting- into hypercoracoid; no open spaces
between actinosts; ribs developed; ventrals at middle of belly; spinous
dorsal developed below posterior s))ine of dorsal cuirass.
Family characters included above

Centriscldse.

THE SHOULDER GIRDLE

IK DETAIL.

THE "INTERCLAVICLES."

The

so-called intcrcknicles are here considered apart

from the other
parts of the shoulder girdle for purposes of closer comparison.
They may have been of different origin from the hypocoracoids, but
so they have lost all trace of ever having been a separate ossifica-

if

We can no more consider them as separate elements than we
can divide other bones which are of both cartilaginous and dermal
origin, and call each part by a different name.
It is not true, as has
been supposed, that all of the members £>f the order Hemibranchii
tion.

have a differentiated part to the hypocoracoid.
In Gastcmsten.'^ the part termed interclavicle by Parker/ as seen
externally, is the ganoid plate which bounds the lower edge of the
silvery area in front of pectoral.

above.)

it

rate

ing

It

(A process from the clavicle bounds
shows no sign of ever having been an ossification sepa-

from the hypocoracoid. It is attached to the clavicle above, archaway from it and attached again at its lower end, thus inclosing

an open space between.
coracoid.

The

This

interclavicle

is

the typical arrangement of the hypo-

may have been

a plate of dermal bone
become fused with the cartilage bone of the hypocoracoid
beneath, but there seems to be no more necessity for giving it a sepa-

that has

rate
ess

name than there

from the

is

for giving a separate

name

to the

ganoid proc-

clavicle.

In Aulorhynchm the lower outer edge of the h^'pocoracoid turns
over slightly and forms the ganoid line which shows externally along
the lower part of the side in front of the pectoral.
This can certainly
not be considered an interclavicle, and yet it differs but in degree from
the interclavicle of Gasterosteus.
In Fistularki the interclavicle
side of the breast
*

and

belly.

is

the plate seen externally along the

It is larger

than in any other

Structure and Development of the Shoulder Girdle,

Proc. N.

M.

vol,

XXV— 02

40

Ray

Society,

member

London,

1867.
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It runs forward to the lower end of the clavicle and
by simple suture, as the lower end of the hypocoracoid usually

of the group.

attaches
does.

Posteriorly

it

runs far backward.

It

appears as a process

from the hypocoracoid, there being no suture lietween them; ridges
and internal plates of bone are continuous between them. We can
clavicle
if of dermal origin, it has not fused to the
supposed to be like
as well as to the hypocoracoid, the former a bone

but wonder why,
it,

of dermal origin.

In Aulostoinus there is a process extending })ackward from the hypobristlecoracoid, which for most of its length is broken up into tine
It does not appear at all externally.
In Macrorhaiivphosm there are no interclavicles, unless the series of
bony plates along the median line of the breast and belly be considwith
ered as such. They can certainly not be considered homologous

like filaments.

the parts so termed in GasteTosten.s and Fistulwrla.
Aviphhsi/e
In the new genus ^Eoliscus Jordan and Starks, typified ))y
interclavicles of the
strigata, there is no part homologous with the

which is
other forms, unless the posterior part of the hypocoracoid,
of the
encroachment
the
by
part
anterior
the
from
partly divided
lower actinost, be considered as such.
The Shoulder Girdle of
(1

Gasterosteits i^ataphractus.

asterosteid.e.

of the cranium are typical in number and arrangement
The parietals are widely separated
are a'bsent.
opisthotics
the
except
by the supraocciptal. On the superior surface the epiotic articulates
On the posterior
to the supraoccipital, the parietal, and the pterotic.
exoccipittd, and
the
pterotic,
the
to
articulates
it
surface
subvertical

The elements

The pterotics form the outer lower angle of the
the supraoccipital.
with
cranium. The articular facets of the exoccipitals are on a level
The concave '^ centrum" of the basithe middle of the basioccipital.
occipital is exceedingly deep.
post-temporal is a wide, nearly flat, ganoid bone, joined firmly
The

epiotic
and broadly (but not by dentate or inflexible suture) to the
along
and pterotic. From its lower inner edge it sends a lower fork
exoccipital.
the
joins
bone
that
where
to
pterotic
the
the under part of
or to the place where the opisthotic typically is.
The supraclavicle is represented by a very small scale-like bone
not
which is interposed between the clavicle and post-temporal, but
suspending the clavicle lower than it would be were it attached directly
to the post-temporal.

of the clavicle turns backward around the hypercorashows exteriorly as a triangular ganoid plate behind
bounding the upper part of the round, naked space
post-temporal,
the
The lower part of the clavicle runs obliquely
in front of the pectoral.

The upper end

coid foramen.

It

downward and forward.
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The hypocoracoid is attached broadly to the clavicle above, arches
away from it, and returns to its lower end, inclosing a triangular space.
Its

lower ganoid part, the '' interclavicle," is rough on the outer surbut not otherwise differentiated from the rest of the bone.

face,

girdle of Gasterosteus cataphractus from inner side and hypocoracoid OF LEFT shoulder GIRDLE FROM OUTER SIDE, tt, ACTINOSTS; .rf, CLAVICLE; ItlJOC, HYPOCORACOID; fiyiic, hy'percoracoid; p. pectoral fin; p<, posttemporal, and sd, superclavicle.

Fig. 1.— Right sihoulder

The hypercoracoid

is

assisted for a short space anteriorly

I)}'

the

clavicle in inclosing the large hypercoracoid foramen.

The actinosts are very small, about as wide as long, and have no
openings between them. The lowermost one is attached to the hypocoracoid, the remaining three to the hypercoracoid.
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The Shoulder Girdle of Aulorhynchus

flavidus.

aulorhynchid.e.

The posterior elements of the cranium resemble Gasterostem in bein^
more t3"pical in arrangement than in other examples of the order.
The pterotics form the outer lower angle of the cranium, and the
articulations of the epiotics are the same.

There is but a single plate joining the clavicle to the cranium. It
one of the series of lateral line plates, bearing a tube continuous
with the lateral line sensor}^ system, and it is in no way differentiated
from the rest of them. It is attached to the cranium over the pterotic
is

Fig. 2.— Left

shoulder girdle of Aulorhynchus flavidus from outer side, a, actinosts; d,
clavicle; hyoc, hypocoracoid; hupc, hypercoracoid; Up, lateral line plates; p, postclaviCLE,

and

pt,

posttemporal.

and the epiotic. Over its anterior end is a small bone bearing a
branched tube of the sensory system, which directs one branch ak)ng
the pterotic and another over the occipital region.
It is typical in
shape and function of the supratemporal.
The upper part of the clavicle turns l)ackward in a triangular process as in Gasterosteus.
The lateral line system of bones is attached
along its upper edge and is continued backward along the side of the
hodij.
The lower part of the clavicle is slender and is inclined
obliquely downward and forward.
The hypercoracoid foramen is boimded for a very short space along
its

anterior side

bv the

clavicle.
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The hypocoracoid is a very slender, widely forked bone. Its upper
inclosing a large
fork is attached above the middle of the clavicle,
Its outer lower edge turns over slightly
triangular space between.
of the side in
and forms the slender ganoid line along the lower part
front of the pectoral.
The actinosts are very small, semiquadrate, and without openings.
One and a half of them are attached to the hypocoracoid, two and a
half to the hypercoracoid.

The Shoulokr Girdle

of Aulostomus valentini.

AULOSTOMID.K.

The

epiotocs are large, low, conical bones at each side of the supraEach articulates to the frontal anteriorly, to the exoccipital

occipital.

from outer side. n. actinosts; cl
Fig 3 -Left shoulder girdle ok Aulostomus valentini
fin; pel. postclavicle, and
clavicle; h!/oc, HYPOCoRACoii,; In/pr. hypercoracoid; p, pectoral
2)t, posttempokal.

The pterotic forms
posteriorly, and to the pterotic at its outer edge.
It is anterior to the exocthe posterior lateral angle of the cranium.
which form, with the basioccipital, a posterior projection.
cipitals,

The

downward on each side far below the condyle
They meet broadly above the foramen magnum.

exoccipitals project

of the basioccipital.

The post-temporal is not united with the cranium. It is a large
ganoid plate seen externally behind the head, above and anterior to
It lies rather loosely
the triangular ganoid portion of the clavicle.
pterotic
against the cranium, over, but scarcely in contact with, the
and epiotic. From its inner surface it sends a fork which rests rather
the
loosely behind the part of the exoccipital that projects below
basioccipital.

The
The

supraclavicle

is

absent.

heavy triangular bone, as viewed from the
anterior edge which borders the branchial cavity is

clavicle is a rather

outside.

The
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straight.

From

its

anterior inner part a plate of hone folds back to

support the hypo and hypercoracoid.

The

latter is a thin plate, not strongh" ossified.

entirely within

its

edges

is

side seems to be partly inclosed
is

attached

fiat

Through

it

and

a very large fenestre, which from the outer

by the

clavicle, as the

hypercoracoid

against the inner surface of that bone.

The hypocoracoid

attached along

its entire anterior edge to the
opening between. The lower edge
is thickened and extends backward as a long process, which, growing
thin posteriori}', is divided for most of its length into many bristle-like
is

clavicle without leaving the usual

filaments.

The three lower actinosts are long and rod-like, with large spaces
between them. The second and third are somewhat closer together
than the others. The fourth is smaller, and is articulated closely
against the upper outer end of the hj-percoracoid. Two of them are
above the hypercoracoid and two above the hypocoracoid.
The postclavicle is a broad triangular-shaped bone, with a process
running obliquely from the upper corner for articulation with the
clavicle, and the posterior corner prolonged into a long ray of bone.
The Shoulder Girdle of Fistularia

petimba.

fistulariid^.

The post-temporal is united to the cranium bv dentate suture, forming an outer produced angle on each side wholly posterior to the
pterotic.

It is articulated laterally to the epiotic

and the exoccipital,

posteriorly slightl}' to the frontal and broadly to the pterotic.

V

^T*

*'*

4.— Right shoulder girdle op Fistularia petimba from outside,
actinosts; cl,
o,
clavicle; kyoc, hypocoracoid, hupc, hypercoracoid, p, pectoral fin; pel, postclavicle, and
Scl, SUPERCLAVICLE.

Fig.

Though the post- temporals appear to play an important part in
forming the cranium when viewed from above, they form no part of
the cranial wall, being only thin sheets of bone attached at their lateral and anterior edges.
Were they removed the remaining elements
would ))ear about the same relationship to each other as the}^ do in
the cranium of Aulostomus.

NO.1301.
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a short, scale-like bone, setting low on the clavi-

cle, simply serving as a septum between the clavicle and post-temporal,
and not suspending the former lower than it might l)e were it articu-

lated directly to the post-temporal.

The

clavicle is a complex bone, bending backward at its upper end
support the long simple postclavicle, which appears exteriorly as the
It (the clavicle) borders nearly
up})er lateral plate behind the head.
to

which

through the center of the
its middle directly below
this fenestre backward and downward to the hypocoracoid.
Its lower
end is straight, running obliquely forward to where it joins the lower
end of the Iwpocoracoid (''interclavicle"), leaving an open space
1)ehind and between the forks of the hypocoracoid.
The hypercoracoid is little more than a rod of bone forming somewhat more than half of the fenestre, between it and the clavicle. It
strongly resembles in shape and position the long, slender actinosts.
The first pectoral ray works directly on it, as usual, and from this fact
and its appearance one not knowing the cartilaginous origin of the
l>one might conceive the possibility of the Iwpercoracoid having originated from an actinost.
This fancy is perhaps disturbed by the fact
that the upper actinost is attached to its upper outer edge.
The other three actinosts are attached to the hypocoracoid or end
half of the fenestre,

hypercoracoid.

ill

It

cartilage over

t3-i)ically

is

sends a wide process from

it.

The Shoulder Girdle of Macrorhamphosus

sagifl-e,

(new

species.)

macrorhamphosid.e.

The cranium

is wedge-shaped as viewed from above.
Posteriorly
abruptly vertically truncated. The epiotics reach to the posterior
edge of the cranium, and, bending sharply over, show about half of
it is

and half posteriorly.
is small and conical and ankylosed to the cranium,
forming the outer lower angle. On'the lower surface of the cranium
it articulates with the exoccipital at its inner edge, and with the
pterotic anteriorl}^; on the posterior surface, with the exoccipital and
the epiotic; on the superior surface with the pterotic anteriorly, and
their surface above

The post-temporal

with the epiotic at its outer edge.
The supraclavicle is so closely attached against the outer upper part
of the clavicle that it is difficult to make out.
It scarcely rises above
the head of the clavicle.

The line of bony plates along the upper part of the sides is continuous over -the clavicle, with a ridge on the post-temporal and the
pterotic.
These are doubtless homologous with the lateral line plates
of Aulorhynchu.s.

A broad, thin plate projects backward from the middle of the inner
edge of the clavicle and supports the hypercoracoid and the upper
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part of the hypocoracoid.

It laps

over the hypercoracoid and bor-

ders the anterior half of the hypercoracoid foramen, as seen

from the

oater side of the shoulder girdle; but as seen from the inner side, the

hypercoracoid entirely incloses its foramen, protecting- it anteriorly,
however, b}" a very narrow margin.
The postclavicle is a long, simple ray of bone carried ])y a projecting plate from the upper end of the clavicle.
The hypoclavicle is a very wide, thin plate, with an anterior rod of
bone reaching to the lower end of the clavicle and inclosing a large
fenestre.
From just in front of the lower actinost a straight ridge

iG.

5.— Right shoulder girdle of MACRORHAMPHOsrs sagifus from outf.r girdle.
tering SEE Fig. 1.

For

let-

runs o])liquely forward to near the lower edge of the hypocoracoid,
it turns at a sharp angle, and, following the edge of that bone,
runs horizontally forward to its end at the clavicle.
The lower actinost is ver}^ much enlarged. It cuts a large space
from, and continues down over the outer surface of, the hypocoracoid

where

nearly to its middle.
It ends in a sharp point.
The others are somewhat pointed below, and grow smaller upward. There is a raised
condyle on the hypercoracoid resembling the heads of the actinosts
for the

first ra} s

of the pectoral to

work

actinost are attached to the hypercoracoid.

on.

All but the lowest
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strigatus.

centriscid.e.

The shape of the cranium resembles that of 3Iac?rjrhm7iphosiis. being
wedg-e-shaped as viewed from above and vertically truncated posteriorly.

On

its

longest

superior surface are five narrow wedge-shaped ])ones,

is

About

the supraoccipital.

On

posterior part of the frontals.
the same width l)ut shorter.

of the end of each frontal.

the shortest of these bones.

On

of the pterotics.

are remote

process

up

from the

its

each side of

The

length separates the
are the epiotics, of

it

Anteriorly they cut a V-shaped piece out

The posttemporals are
They cut a V-shaped

the most lateral and

piece from the ends

the superior-lateral surface of the cranium the}^

epiotics, but

on the posterior surface

the}^

send a

to them.

Fig. 6.— Right shouldei

ik

^koi.iscus strigatus

Fig.

The

half of

parietals

from inner

side.

for lettering see

4.

and opisthotics are absent.

The

articular facets of the

exoccipitals are at the extreme lower part of the cranium below the

middle of the basioccipital cond3'le. The exoccipitals show no tendenc}'
to approach and join over the basioccipital.
The myodome appears to be wholl}^ absent.
The supraclavicle shows externally as a long, narrow, ganoid bone,
extending horizontally. It is enlarged anteriorly and is concave at its
end for the reception of the end of the posttemporal. It laps over the
edge of the clavicle somewhat and is lirmly attached by a simple suture.
Directly above is a somewhat similar ganoid plate attached along
the edge of the supraclavicle by a smooth inconspicuous suture.
It
extends farther back than the supraclavicle and appears to be one of
the series of lateral plates.

Both

it

and the supraclavicle attach by

dentate suture to the wide lateral plate behind
the median plates of the ])ack.

it.

Above

these are
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shows externally us a wide triangular plate reachinoits anterior end descends ])orderino- the g'ill

nearly to the pectoral,

opening as usual.

From

the inside the clavicle appears about three

From

times longer than deep.

the inner upper edge a thin plate of

bone turns down to the hypercoracoid.

The In^percoracoid does not nearly contain
assisted

A

above by the inner plate of the

simple postclavicle

is

its

foramen, but

is

clavicle.

attached to the posterior end of the clavicle

It is a very slender ray of bone
bending sharply down to a level with the lower pectoral ray and thence
reaching horizontally far])ack and ending as a tine filament.
The hypocoracoid is a nearly square thin plate, with a slender
process running from its lower anterior corner at a right angle with
From its upper
its anterior edge to the lower end of the clavicle.
posterior corner obliqueh' toward the lower anterior corner the lower
actinost cuts in and subdivides it.
The upper ray of the pectoral works directly' upon the hypercoraThree of the actinosts are borne by the hypercoracoid and one
coid.
by the hypocoracoid.
All of the inner elements of the shoulder girdle are extremely thin
delicate plates, but slightl}' ossified, and generally strengthened l)y

directly above the hypercoracoid.

osseous ridges.

NORTH AMERICAN PARASITIC COPEPODS OF THE FAMILY
ARGULID.E, WITH A BH5LI0GRAPHY OF THE GROUP
AND A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF ALL KNOWN SPECIES.
By Chakles Branch Wilson,
Department of Biology, State Normal School,

Westfield, Masxartmnetts.

INTRODUCTION.

The present paper

is

the

first

of a series,

now

in course of prepara-

on the parasitic copepods, based primarily on the large collection of this interesting- group belonging to the U. S. National Museum,
which has been placed in the author's hands for studj'. The great
niajority of the specimens came originally from the U. S. Fish Commission, and in addition all the unassigned material at the disposal of the
Commission was turned over to the writer by Dr. H. C. Bumpus and
tion,

Smith, to be added eventually to the National Museum
the author is also under obligation for the
innumerable facilities in the way of collecting and studying living
material which are alwa^'s attendant upon a summer spent in the U. S.
Dr.

Hugh M.

collection.

To Dr. Bumpus

Fish Commission laboratory at

Woods

Hole.

Further acknowledgment is made of much valuable assistance rendered ])y Dr. Smith, who has placed every facility at the author's disposal, particularly of the inland stations of the U. S. Fish Commission,
where no work of the kind has ever been done before; by Prof. Jacob
Reighard, director of the station at Ann Arbor, Michigan, who discovered the new species Argulus americanus^ and who has spared no
pains to secure just the material asked for, and finally by Mr. Vinal
N. Edwards, whose ability as a collector has placed so

many

other

investigators under obligation.
to be primarily reports upon the
purposed to combine with them the
notes and results obtained from the work at the U. S. Fish Commission, and to add also considerable that has come through private
research, in order that they may be made as complete as possible.'
Since this is the first attempt made in America upon this great crustacean group, it will, even at its best, of necessity be found defiicient.

Hence while these papers are

National

Museum

collection,

Proceedings U.

S.

it is

National Museum, Vol.

XXV— No.

130?
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HISTORICAL.
In compiling the bibliogmplw here presented

it

was quickly found

that but a single species, the European Aiyidus foliaceus^ had been

In fact, with the exception of three papers,
studied at all conipleteh'.
one by Dana and Herrick (1837), another b}^ Thorell (1S64), and the
third by Kellicott (1877), all the work done outside of mere systematic enumeration and description of species has been upon this one
form.
From it has been obtained practically all the knowledge
hitherto possessed of the ontogeny of the entire group, with its
important l)earing upon their systematic position. Dana and Herrick
(1837) do picture a larval Argulus catostomi., but the accompanying
And
description is so brief as to have very little practical value.
Kellicotfs interesting description of a larval ArgnluK (1880) had the
misfortune to be published in a periodical that died at the end of the
first volume, so that it has remained virtuall}' unknown.
Moreover, both A. foUaceuK and ^4. catostornl and Kellicott's A.
stizostethii are fresh-water forms, and hence absolutelv nothing has
been known of the development of the large salt-water representation
of the group, which, as we shall see, is \qy\ similar to that of Kellicott's species.

While it does not change the accepted ontogeny in an}' of its great
fundamental principles, it will be found to be radically' diflerent in

many

of the details.

Although the entire group was thus for a long time represented by
the single species, j^'t such a meager representation was more than
offset by a remarkably wide distribution.
A. foliaceus was found quite commonly throughout the larger part
Singularly enough, subof Europe, and ([uickly became well known.
sequent discoveries have brought to light only two other pAiropean
species.
All the rest of the group, with some exceptions, have been
found in American waters, and since the four new species here recorded
are also American, it seems as if Kroyer's original statement that the
great American continent is the proper habitat of the Argulida? were
likely to prove true.
But since more than half the entire group and eight out of the
thirteen North American species are marine, ThorelFs notion that this
family is partial to fresh water must be set aside.
These facts ought at least to correct such statements as that made in
Parker and Haswell's Text-book,^ that Argulus "is an external parasite

on fresh-water

fishes

— carp, stickleback,

In the face of such facts

it is all

the

etc.''

more remarka))le

that no Ameri-

can zoologist has ever investigated the group.

Dana and Herrick (1837), Kellicott (1877 and 1880), Gould (1841),
and Dana (1852) have each described new species. The first three
'First volume, p. 531.
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descriptions are well written and quite complete, but the other two
are almost worthless.
Afterwards Dr. S. I. Smith, in the Invertebrates of Vineyard Sound (1874), described three new species and
mentioned two of the others as probably occurring- in the vicinity.
These six descriptions, with an annotated List of Described Species,
by Richard Rathbun (1884), comprise all the American literature upon
th(>

family.

No one

since Jurine's day (1806) has compiled a bibliography of the
Argulidte, and but once (Thorell, 18(54) has there lieen any attempt to

present a review of

all

known

species.

These facts at once warrant the following attempt, and guarantee
that it will be of necessity more or less defective.
But it is hoped
that it mav be of service as a basis for future work.
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i
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CoRNALiA, Emilio.
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No.

series), III,

8,
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p. 14.
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doradis.

Memorie

del R. Instituto
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1861. Steenstrup, J. Jap. Sm.,

det aabne

di scienze, lettere ed arti, VIII.

species Gyropeltis doradis, p. 161, pi.

and Lutken, Chr. Fred.
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Bidrag

ii, figs.

till

1-18.
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lakttagelser rorande Faunan
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Nystrom, C. L.

i
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Mentions (p. 19) a very large Argulus (A. coregoni) as one of the parasites infesting the
Coregonus in Jemtland. (See quotation on p. 725.)
1863.

Carus,

J.

Victor, and Gerstaecker, A.

Advocate the union
1863.

Kroyer, Henrik.
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Bidrag

till
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Zoologie.
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and A.funduli.
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vol. xxv.

Om tveniie Europeiske Argulider; jemte anmiirkningar om
Argulidernas morfologi och systematiska stiillning, samt en ofversigt af de
for niirvarande ktinda arterna af denna familj.

Thorell, M. T.

Oefversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps-Akademicns FOrhandlingar, 1864, No.

Pp. 7-72,

1.

pl.s.

II-IV.

Translated in Annals and Magazine

of Natural History, 3d ser.,

XVIII,

1866, pp. 149-169,

268-286, 436-451.

Summary and

known

Advocates inclusion of the Argulida- as
a third suborder under the order Branchiopoda, of equal value with the Phyllopods and
Cladocera, and to be called Branchiura.
1864.

description of all

Om

Thorell, M. T.

species.

Argulus dactylopteri, en ny Yestindisk hafs-argulid.

Oefversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps-Akademiens Forhandlingar, 1864, No.
pi.

Describes and figures this

1866

—

.

10,

pp. 609-614,

XVI.

Gerstaecker, A.

new

species.

Arthropoda, in Bronn's Klass^en iind Ordnungen des

Thier-Reichs, V, Leipzig und Heidelberg.
Retracts his former classification and places the Argulidai under the Branchiopoda,

p. 16.

Ueber eiiiem Argulus der Umgebung von Tubingen.
1871. Leydig, Franz.
Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, XXXVII, pt. 1, pp. 1-24.
classification, placing the Argulidse under the Branchiopoda. Describes
Thorell's
Adopts
and figures the new si)ecies .4. phnxini.

The Invertebrates of Vineyard Sound.
1874. Smith, S. I.
Report of U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, 1874.
Describes (pp. 574, 575) the new .species A. laticauda, A. latus, and A. vwt/alops, but gives
no

figures.

1875. Claus, Carl.

Ueber die Entwickelung, Organisation

luid systeniatische Stcl-

lung der Arguliden.
Zeitschrift

wissenschaftliche Zoologie,

fiir

XXV,

pp. 217-284, pis. xiv-xviii.

From studies of .4. /otoeeits and A. coregoiii advocates the placing of the Argulidis as a
second suborder of the Branchiura, under the order Copepoda, the other suborder, the
Eucopepoda, consisting, respectively, of the free-swimming Copepods Gnatlinstomatii) and
the parasitic forms exclusive of the Argulidai {Parasita vr Siphoninitonidta). the classification adopted by Parker and Haswell.
(

1877.

Kellicott, David

S.

Description of a

New

Species of Argulus.

Bulletin of the Buffalo Society of Natural Science, III, p. 214.
Describes and figures A. lepidostci, found on the gar-pike in the Niagara River.

1880. Kellicott,

David

S.

A

Larval Argulus.

North American Entomologist, I, p. 57.
Describes the larva of an undetermined species of Argulus. The eggs require eighty days
to hatch, and the newly hatched larva has all the appendages of the adult (A. xtizostetliii).
1880. Kellicott,

David

S.

Argnhix

tilizoKldliii,

n.

s.

American Journal of Microscoiiy ami i'opular Science, V, p. 53.
Describes and figures the new sj.cciis which was obtained from a blue pike in tlie Niagara River. This account was published two months after the preceding, and although not
actually so stated, yet the details agree so fully as to leave
the adults of which those were the larvae.

1882.

Faxon, WaliEr.
Bulletin of the

it

almost certain that these are

Bibliography of the Crustacea.
Museum of Comparative Zoology Harvard, IX, No.

Includes only the embryological literature.

1885.

Van Beneden,

P. J.

Animal

Parasites

and Messmates.
& Co.

International Scientific Series, XIX, D. Appleton

1884.

Rathbun, Richard.

Annotated List of Described Species of Parasitic Copepods (Siphonostoma) from American Waters contained in the U. S. National

Museum.
Proceedings of the U.

S.

National Museum, VII,

A

p. 483.

1886. Kellicott, David S.
Note on Argidxis catostomi.
Proceedings of the American Society of Microscopists, VII, p. 144.
Records the fact that this "hitherto rare and supposed marine species of such beauty
occurs in our fresh-water lakes,
having been taken by Prof. S. H. Gage from suckers in
Cayuga Lake, Ithaca, New York, May, 18o6.
'
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1891.

in Crustaceans.

Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology Harvard, XXI, p. 77.
Describes the eyes of an Argulus found on Fundulus heteroclitun in an aquarium.

-

1891.

The Compound Eyes

Parker, G. H.
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Un

Van Benedkn,

Argule nouveau des cotes d'Afrique.
P. J.
Bulletins de I'Academie royale de Belgiqne (3), XXII, p. 309.
Describes and figures the new species A. melita.

Gyropeltis ranarum.
1891. Stithlmann, F.
Zoologischer Jahrbiicher, Systematische, VI, pp. 152-1.>4.
Describes and gives text-figure of the new species.
1892.

Weber,

Die Siisswasser-Crustaceen des indischen Archipels.

L.

Zoologische Ergebnisse, II, p. 544.
Describes the new species A. indiem, but gives no figure save one of the posterior legs.

1895.

Carphin, J. Argulus foUaceus in the Edinburgh
The Annals of Scottish Natural History, 1895, p. 255.

District.

Seven specimens of A. foUaceus, six free and one attached
canal among Anacharis, near Meggatlandgate.
1896.

Nowe poglady

Drybowski, B.

Kosmos polski, XX, XXI.
Compares the appendages

i

tearye

z

to a stickleback,

found in a

zakresu anatoinii porownawczej.

of Argulidae, Cladocera,

Copepoda,

etc.

Observations sur les Argulides du genre Gyropeltis recueillis
par M. Geay au Venezuela.
Bulletin du Museum d'histoire naturelle, Paris, 1897, pp. 13-19, 7 text figures.
Describes the new species (/cnyi and refers three other specimens to the species kollari

1897. BouviER, E. L.

Heller.

Sur

1899. BoiTviER, E. L.

M. Geay dans
Bulletin

la

Describes three

les

Argulides du genre Gyropeltis recueillis ret'eminent par

Guyane.

du Museum

new

d'histoire naturelle, Paris, 1899, pp. 39-41.
species, rrperfa, striata,

specimens which were referred
poses the

name

and

bidentata,

to koUari in 1897 are really a

and now claims that the three
new species, for which he pro-

discoidalis.

1899. BouviER, E. L.

Les Crustaces Parasites du genre Dolops, Audouin.
ser., X, pp. 53-81, and 9th

Bulletin de la Socit§t6 Philomathique de Paris, 8th

ser., I,

pp.

12-40.

Restores the original name {Dolops) proposed for this genus by Audouin (1837).
Describes and gives text-figures of the new species contained in the two preceding papers.
A fine summary of the genus and all known species.

Diagnosen neuer Arguliden-Arten.
1901. Thiele, Johannes.
Zoologischer Anzeiger, XXIII, pp. 46-48.
Describes three new species of Argulus, africanus, japonicus, and scutiformis; establishes
the new genus Chonopeltis, and describes the single species inermis. No figures for any of
the species.

ECOLOGY.

The problems of parasitism and

its

attendant degeneration are

among

the most interesting in the whole realm of ecology, and nowhere can

they be .studied to any better advantage than

among

the parasitic

copepods.

We

can find here every grade of parasitism and can easily follow

morpholgy of the parasites
There are forms like A'rgulus which not only move about
all over the body of their host, but also change frequently from one
species of fish to another, and can even leave their host at will and
swim about freeh', sometimes for several days, before returning.
Retaining thus completely their powers of locomotion we should
not expect nor do we find in them any degeneration, but rather such
the resultant effects in the habits and

themselves.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxv— 02-
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voi.

xxv.

a modification of the various organs especially' used in parasitism
e. g., organs for clinging to their host, for piercing after l)lood, etc.,
as will the better adapt

them

to their specific use.

forms like Cal'ujus which roam about freely over their
host's bod}' but do not apparently leave it voluntarily, though they can
swim well enough when compelled to do so.
Tlien

we

find

Here also we should not expect an}-^ marked degeneration, but rather
more complete adaptation of the various organs.
The first evidence of degeneration in this genus lies apparently in
the inclination toward free swimming and not so much in the abilit}^
In these two large genera, Argulus and Caligiis^ the
to perform it.
males and females differ but slightly, and in some species of A^'guhis
they may even be approximately of the same size. The fact that the
Argulid?e do not carry their eggs about with them tends still farther

a

to eliminate the sexual differences, while in the Caligida^ the presence

or absence of the long egg pouches with the attendant modifications of
structure constitute the chief sexual distinctions.

Not

so,

however, in forms like Panda/'us, for here both sexes usually

fasten themselves in one place and remain there for a long time.

They

are also so dissimilar in habits and structure that the males have been
hitherto placed in an entirely separate genus (JVogagns), and the two

sexes have been proved to belong to the same species only by being

found in actual coition. As is usual in such cases the female
more degenerate and can only crawl about slowl}'; she is so
heavy and clumsy that she can not swim at all.
Here then is evidence of structural degeneration, not very marked
as yet, since fully developed swimming organs are retained though they
repeatedl}'

is

the

can not be used in the adult

The male Pandariis^ on

state.

the contrary, not only retains the locomotor

structures but can use them, being able to

swim about

f reel}'

whenever

occasion demands.

Again there are forms like PMlicthyx in which both the male and
female have become practically incapable of locomotion, but are still
found free in the mucous canals and sinuses of fishes. In them the
locomotor organs are markedly degenerate having dwindled to mere
stumps without joints or setfe.
And,

finall}',

we

find

forms

Lernea, in which the female

is

like

Cho mini cant hus, Anchm^ella, and

absolutely incapable of motion, being-

fixed in one position for life, while the male has dwindled to a mere
pigm}' adherent to some part of the female's bod}-. The male can still

move about somewhat but the female

has lost all trace of every appendage except those which serve to fasten her to her host.
It is purposed in these papers to bring out as fulh^ as possible such
interesting gradations, the present paper, of course, being confined to
the Argulidee.
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These are wholly external parasites, and though sometimes found
upon the skin or the tins, they are usually confined to the branchial
They may be sought on the inner wall of the
cavity of their host.
operculum or in the shallow pocket behind the posterior gill arch, but
are never found upon the gills themselves except through accident.
They cling to their host by means of the anterior maxillipeds which
are modified for this purpose into sucking disks, somewhat similar to
And by a sort of walking motion
those upon the arms of Cephalopods.
of these same suckers they are enabled to scuttle about quite rapidly
over the fish's skin so long as it remains moist. But they are unable
either to fasten themselves to, or to make any progress over, a dry surThe posterior maxillipeds are also modified into clasping organs
face.
armed with hooks at the tips, spines, and setw along the sides, and a
large plate on the basal joint whose surface is usuall}^ raised into rough
papilla?, and whose posterior edge is furnished with three stout spines
whose chief use seems to be to act as a firm brace while the pointed
proboscis is being thrust forward into the flesh of the host in order to

draw

blood.

And

finally the basal joints of the anterior antennae are

developed into a pair of enormous curved hooks which assist somewhat
in holding the Argulus to its host.
But their chief use is apparently
to keep the anterior edge of the carapace firmly in position while the
proboscis is being worked.
Whether the Argulus remain upon the outer skin or in the branchial
cavity

it is

continually subjected to considerable friction as the fish

moves about through the water, especially if its host happens to be a
fish of rapid movements, and there is an absolute certainty that it will
be washed off if its hold is loosened for ever so short an interval.

To

lessen the friction as well as to get the full use of its grasping

organs, the Argulus (and the same
takes a position with

its

own

is

also true of the Caligidte)

always

longitudinal axis parallel to that of

its

and its head pointing- in the same direction. In this position all
the grasping organs just mentioned work together to prevent an}- sliding l)ackward over the fish's skin. In addition, the lower surface of
the carapace, more particularly at the anterior margin and along the
edges, is quite thickly studded with short triangular spines, which
point downward and backward, and catch firml}- in the skin of the
host.
At the bases of both pairs of antennte, and in many species,
just behind the mouth and between the bases of the second maxillipeds
are paired spines uuich larger and stouter, which evidently serve a
host,

similar purpose.

Though there may be
lids,

little

evidence of degeneration in these Argu-

therefore, there are abundant modifications to suit their acquired

parasitic habits.

Upon the death of its host an Argulus leaves the body at once if it
be in the water and swims about actively in search of a new victim.
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been reiiioved from the water the parasite usuall}^
remains within the branchial cavity since this retains moisture long^er
It is no uncommon
than any other portion of the external surface.
thing to find them alive there several hours after the fish's death.
Upon removal to an aquarium the Argulids are found to have retained
their locomotor ability to a greater degree than any other group of
the parasitic copepods.
And there is no distinction of sex in this, for males and females
alike swim about with as much freedom and as great rapidity as any
And their sucker feet enable them to
of the so-called free copepods.
rest by attaching themselves to the sides of the aquarium, to stones,
algae, or any other convenient surface, instead of by balancing after
In swimming, the four pairs
the manner of Cyclopia and allied forms.
of legs are used as the propelling agents, and are provided with a
fi'inge of long plumose seta? for that purpose.
The abdomen is elevated at an angle of about 45 degrees with the
plane of the bodj' and seems to serve somewhat as a rudder, but the
most of the steering is accomplished by a fiexion of the thorax on
the head carapace. The result is an easy gliding motion, wholly destitute of the jerkiness so characteristic of free copepods, and more
resembling that of Artemia and Branc/tipus. They usuall}" move
with sharp turns in nearly every direction, often making a complete
summersault, or turning upward and scuttling along back downward
on the under side of the surface film of the water after the manner of
If the fish has

some snails.
But though

their ordinary motion is slow and easy, the}^ can dart
about with considerable rapidity upon occasion.
The length of the plumose setae on the swimming legs seems to
determine in great measure the rapidity of movement. In some species {laticauda, ^oersi color etc.) the setae are long and stout, while in
others {niger, alosae., etc.) the}^ are short and weak.
It follows that the
former species are capable of much more rapid and energetic motion
than the latter.
In an aquarium these Argulids seldom exhibit the disagreeable propensity' shown b}' the Caligids of crawling up as far as possible on the
sides of the aquarium above the surface of the water and remaining
there until dead and dried up.
On the contrary, they are easil}' kept in confinement and make
docile and highly interesting laboratory material.
^

As

freedom of motion, an Argulus is not
copepod
very apparent from an examination of the list

a natural consequence of

its

as closely confined to a single species of fish as are the other
parasites.

This fact

is

of hosts following the description of each species (p. 704).
It is to be remembered in this connection that our

American forms is
of them come to be known
of these

as j^et extremely meager.

as well as the

knowledge

When some

European A. follaeem^ the
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probably approach more nearly to the fabulous length
in that species, and may even include frog- tad-

will

has reached

At all events,
or salamanders.
future observations will swell the

it

list

is

pretty safe to predict

of hosts for nearly every

species.

Not merely

is

the

same species of Arg-ulus found upon many

differ-

but even the same individuals must of necessity freThis follows as a result of their habit of
(juently change their host.
ent kinds of

fish,

egg laying.
Unlike other copepoda, the eggs are not carried about
attached to the body,

})ut

any convenient surface.

in

sacs

are fastened to stones, to the bottom, or to

This necessitates the desertion of its host by
little chance of ever

the parasite during- the period of egg laying, with

it again, and with at least the possibility that another fish of
same species can not be found at once. This is especially true of
the males, which are very ardent during the breeding season, as noted
long ago by Jurine (1806), and often leave their host to roam about

finding
the

in search of a female.
is

also confirmed

This desertion of the host at the spawning- time

by the origin of some of the material now under

consideration.

The types

of Professor Smith's

new

species are

all

recorded as taken

two specimens of A. latlcauda from among alga3 in
August and another taken in a tow net early in September; a single
specimen of A. latus taken in a tow net at the surface July 1, and
Again,
three specimens of A. megalops, also in a tow net, July 8.
A. foliacens is reported as having been found among Anacharis in a
Six of the seven
canal near Edinburgh, Scotland, on August 26.
specimens were roaming about free, while the seventh was attached
apart from

fish,

to a stickleback (1895).

And finally, the actual voluntary desertion of their host has been
observed several times in aquaria, not merely when the Arguli were
harbored by a different species of fish from that upon which they were
found, but also when host and parasite were not separated at all, but
placed in the aquarium together (1880). To be sure, even in the latter
case, the surroundings were more or less artificial, but it hardly seems
as if the}^ could be enough so to account wholly for the restlessness
exhibited by the Arguli. The fish ver}' quickly quieted down and
acted in a perfectly normal manner. That the parasites did not l)ecome
equally quiet renders it very probable that there must be some foundation for such nomadic habits in their ordinary behavior under normal
conditions.
It is

not to be inferred, however, that an Argulus has no pri^ference

in the choice of a liost.

On

the contrary,

it is

prefers a certain kind of
closely related kinds.

probable that, like other parasites, each species
fish, or at the most a few different and pr()bal)ly
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But we may reasonably

infer that, after withdrawal

from

its

host

for the purpose of egg laying, if an Argulus is una])le to tincl another
fish of the same speeies it is willing to take almost any temporar}' host
obtainable, transferring afterwards as opportunity offers.

In confir-

mation of such an inference the following experiments were made on
A. cdtostomi and A. versicolof for fresh-water forms and on ^1. laticouda and A. raegalop^ from salt-water fishes.
1. ^4. catostomi is usually found upon the common ''sucker/' Catostomus commersonii (Lacepede), from which it was originally obtained
and named, but it also occurs, and in the authors experience even
more abundantly, upon the chub sucker, Eriinyzoi) sueefta ohhnuiua
(Mitchill).

keep some of these parasites through the breeding
if possible, how they find and attach
themselves to their host. But suckers are large and clumsy fish,
Added to this is
difficult to transport, and requiring large aquaria.
It

was desired

to

season and also to ascertain,

the fact that the easiest method of obtaining them at the season when
the Arguli are breeding is b}' spearing, and that this usually kills the
fish.

For these reasons they were removed from the suckers and transported to the laboratory in jars. It was evident, however, that they
could not be kept for any length of time without a host, and accordingly several species of fish were tried, the sunfish {Lepomis gibhosm
Linnseus), the dace {Notropis megalopi< Rafinesque), the yellow perch
{P. flavescens Mitchill), and a species of

"mummichug."

When

minnow,

locally

known

as the

the fish were placed in the aquarium, the

Arguli very unexpecj:edl3^ paid no attention to them and did not appear
to recognize their presence in any way, and yet several days had
elapsed before the fish could be obtained, and the parasites must have
become quite hungry.
But they continued swimming about in their usual lazy, erratic
fashion, often passing very close to one of the fish, but never seeming
to realize that it might become a possible host, until they actually ran
plump into it. Then, however, they made up for lost time, fastened
themselves to the fish's body instantly, and eagerly sought for a place
On these small fish the
to pierce the skin and obtain some blood.
bases and surfaces of the fins (including the tail), and the thin skin
under the throat were favorite localities. They stopped at one of
these places long enough to obtain a good meal and thi^n passed forward and tried to crawl beneath the operculum.
If they failed in this on account of the small size of some of the fish
they seemed content to remain upon the external surface, and in this
way specimens were carried successfully through the l)reeding season
and a fine lot of eggs obtained.
There was no hesitation in attaching to any of these fish, and there
seemed to be no choice between the species.
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Hero again we have a tisli ,so hirgo as to be difficult of transportation
alive, and very troublesome to keep in captivity.
But even the attempt was rendered impossil)l<> in the present experiment by the fact that the fish from which the parasites were obtained
w ere taken through the ice in January and were all dead when examined.
Accordingly the Arguli were transported to the laborator}',
and this time some of the redfin shiners {Notropln) which had been
used for bait were found to !)(» the most available material for temporary hosts.
In this instance the parasites were placed directly upon the redfins.
The}^ attached themselves at once, seeming to prefer the neighborhood of the dorsal and ventral fins, and, so far as watched, making no
attempt to crawl under the operculum.
They did not seem to irritate the fish perceptibly, although they
could be plainly seen to crowd forward under the scales to pierce the
skin.
They were kept in this way more than two months, and had
almost reached the breeding season when an unfortunate accident

them all.
Remaining thus upon the external surface where they could be easily
watched, it was seen that the individual parasites changed about considerably from one fish to another.
One of the redfins proved particularly attractive, and often had
nearly all the parasites (15 in number) on his own body.
He was no larger than some of the others, but Avas very plump and
killed

vigorous.

This living upon minnows

is in direct confirmation of the observaClaus (1875) upon the two European forms, A. foliaceus
and ^4. coregonl. But the present observations differed markedly
from his in one respect; either these redfins were not as yet educated
to the use of parasites as food, or they did not relish such a diet.

tions of

fiercely hungry when obtained, having been kept
without food since they were caught in the fall, no one of them took
any notice of some Arguli which were placed free in the aquarium for
that purpose.
Finally one of the parasites fairl}- rubbed against a redfin's nose in
swinnning about, and the latter, unable to resist such a call, opened
his mouth and apparent^ swallowed the Argulus.
But it was only

Although they were

apparently, for in a

moment

or two the Argulus was forcibl}^ ejected

uninjured, and no further attempt was ever

Indeed, none of them disappeared

them
3.

till

made

to swallow one.

the final accident whicli killed

all.

^4.

^1. megalops live upon man}- of our common
some of them were desired for experiments similar

laticauda and

salt-water fish, and

upon the fresh-water forms.
would obviously be impossible to transport them with

to those tried

But

it

their
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hosts for any distance inland.
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Through the kindness of Mr. Vinal N.
two species were removed from
water, and sent through the mail from

of these

their hosts, placed in fresh salt

"Woods Hole to Westtield, Massachusetts.
The A. laticauda were taken from eels and had evidently just finished their egg laying; the A. megalops were from flat fiish (Paralichtky.s) and were still full of eggs.
Some of the females laid upon
the sides of the bottle on the way, and the remainder deposited their
eggs after reaching the laborator3^
But how could any experiments upon a change of host be tried with
these forms ? No marine fish were obtainable alive, and if they could
have been procured, sufficient salt water to keep them was manifestly
out of the question so far inland.
It

was remembered that these parasites
etc.,

which pass from

salt into fresh water, or

migrations.

It

the parasite

is

infest

which are migratory

salmon, herring,

many

fish, like eels,

in their habits,

and some

the opposite, during their

becomes an interesting question, therefore, whether
accompany its host through these changes

able to

or not.
It was determined first to try a change from salt to fresh water
without the presence of an}- host whatever. Accordingh' several
specimens of each of these two salt-water species were placed in a dish
of salt water, which was then slowly changed to fresh by the addition
of a few drops of the latter at a time.
The}^ gave apparentl}^ no attention whatever to the change, but
continued to swim about in the fresh water as they had done in the
salt.
Indeed, they manifested so little appreciation of the change
that another lot was transferred directh' from salt to fresh water.
These appeared a little irritated at first, but quickly recovered and
manifested no subsequent difference in demeanor. Then a host
was supplied them in the shape of a small minnow, to which the}^
attached themselves readily and upon which the}^ lived for several

days.

These experiments woidd indicate very strongly that Argulus at
among the copepods which infest the various salt-water migra-

least,

is capal)le of contiiuiing upon its host as the latter passes
up some fresh-water river in search of a suitable spawning place. It
furnishes good proof also that the salt-water as well as the fresh- water
forms are capable of changing about from one species of host to

tory fishes,

another.

In this connection it is well to recall the fact that the species catostomi was first discovered in the Mill River near New Haven, Connecticut, where the water is distincth^ brackish (1837).
The same specdes was afterwards found by Gage (1886) in Cayuga
Lake, Ithaca, New York, in perfectly fresh water. It has also been
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found by the author in al)undance in the Connecticut Kiver and its
water, and
tributaries near Springtield and Chicopee, far above tide

ponds and streams farther east in the State.
almost any lish for a temporary host affords a
of the appearance of many species in the host
explanation
reasonable
difficult of explanation, as,
lists whose presence would otherwise be
for example, the frog- tadpoles of A. foUaceus, etc.
should be found on nuidIt also readily explains why the Arguli

also in several small

The

'ability to use

seasons,
loving and bottom-frequenting species during the breeding
study
while they rarely occur on the same species at other times. A
that the place to
of the lists herewith presented (p. 704) will show
those lish
look for these parasites during the breeding seasons is upon
to deposit
go
Arguli
the
where
bottom
the
near
or
at
remain

which

their eggs, while at other times the

upon entirely

same parasites may be found only

different fish.

In consequence of such nomadic habits I heartily indorse Claus's
remark that it is entirely unfitting to designate any species of Argulus
by the name of the fish upon which it may be found. Later observaa long list
tion has always added other hosts and has often produced

and megalops. And in the majority
proved to be the true one. Indeed,
not
has
host
first
the
of instances
from the data and experiments here presented, it will be seen that in
the
order to determine what species, if any, is to be regarded as really
over
host of an Argulus will require careful observation extending

like that iov foUaceus, laticauda,

at least a year.

The names already given to American species derived from the
name of their host have been especially unfortunate. In Gould's A.
shad upon which
alosae, Alosa was the name given by Cuvier to the
been found.
Again, the A. catostonii of Dana and Herrick proves to be far more
common on Erimyzon than upon Catostomus.
The A. fundull of Kroyer is based upon a single specimen taken
from a species oi Fundulus (named F. limhatus by Kroyer) in the
As we have just seen, there is the possibility
vicinity of New Orleans.
have sought the Fmiduif not the probability that this parasite may
this parasite has not yet

temporary host during or after egg laying. And the size of
any conthe female which is here for the first time described precludes
sideration of a species of Fundidus as its permanent host.
latux, latiIn contrast with these misnomers Smith's new species,
lus as a

taken at
cauda, and megalops, were fortunately based upon specimens
Profitor near the surface, and whose hosts were wholly unknown.
been
have
described
here
species
new
the
experiences
these
ing by
given names in no way connected with their host, and yet one of them
species of fish,
{versicolor) has been found as yet only upon a single

Lucius reticulatus Le Sueur.
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move about ,so freely and
no trace of degeneration, their food is exactly the same
as that of the other parasitic copepods, namely, the blood of their host.
They oljtain this by means of a long evertible proboscis or dart, which
In

show

is

.spitc

of the fact that the Argulidae

alnio.st

formed

])y

a modification of certain of the

mouth

parts,

and which

they thrust through the skin, afterwards sucking up the blood as it
The base of the dart is continuous with the
flows from the wound.
base of the regular mouth parts, from whence it fxtends forward
between the bases of the two pairs of antenna?, lying in a shallow

groove which occupies the center of this ventral surface.
When swimming about freely the proboscis is withdrasvn as far as
possible and carried in- the groove in a manner similar to that of the
hemipterous insects. But upon the iish's body the anterior end is
dropped down against the skin, into which it is pushed diagonally by
a slight forward movement of the body assisted by its own eversion.
Naturally the parasites seek those portions of the body where the
skin is thin, but more especiall}' where the blood vessels are near the
When
surface, such as the inner surface of the operculum and the fins.
fastened to the outside of the body of a scaly fish the scales naturally
obstruct the passage of the dart. To obviate this the Argulus burrows
beneath a scale with the anterior edge of the carapace, lifting the scale
up and pushing the body forward until the dart is brought to the naked
They remain in one position for an hour or more,
skin underneath.
as though the blood were obtained slowh\
As to the relation between parasite and host, it is not probable that
the former ever become a serious menace to the life of the latter
except under favorable conditions.
No matter how badly a fish may be infested with these pests it has a
chance to get rid of them pretty thoroughl}' at least three times a year
at the breeding seasons.
Of course, if a fish for any reason has become
debilitated and then happens to get an extra dose of parasites the results
are likely to be fatal.
But it is worthy of note that the Argulids prefer
strong, healthy lish and are not often found upon sickly ones.
Their bodies are comparatively so small, are flattened so strongly,
and are held so firmly to the flsh's skin that they must occasion almost
no inconvenience in the natural movements of their host.
A\'hen we consider the artificial propagation of flsh, however, the
conditions are entirely changed.
Professor Smith long ago called
attention to the subject of copepod parasitism in its special practical
importance to all those engaged in raising flsh confined in ponds or
other restricted areas, especially in aquaria. The artificial surroundings always make more or less of a drain on the fish's vitality, and,

numbers are restricted, there is a resultant concentration of
produced by the parasites. The very fact that the latter
choose the strongest and most healthy fish is one of the worst things

since the

the evil

eft'ects
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down

to

Hence the breeders

of tish and the keepers of aquaria often find these parasites trouble-

some

pests, as

Baldneur

was clearly stated by the very

lirst

observer, Leonard

(1660).

In the manuscript left in the public.' librar}^ at Strassburg, while
speaking of what he calls the ''pou des poissons" (A. Jvliaceu^), he
says that it is seldom found in the environs of Strassburg except upon
trout, and that it frequenth" kills them, especially those which are
kept in ponds.
In view of these difficulties the following experience will prove of
interest and may become of practical value b}^ suggesting an easy and
efi'ective means for keeping the pests Avithin due bounds: In the town
of Warren, Massachusetts, is a small pond artificially increased to a
few acres in area by means of a dam. This pond was stocked with carp
and bass several years ago. It is fed by two small mountain brooks,
and having no other outlet except the sluiceway of the milldam, it
furnished an excellent breeding place, in which the fish seemed to
thrive well, but during the late summer and autumn of 1899 the fish
began to die off in considerable numbers.
Their dead bodies were
found floating at the surface with no apparent signs of disease or
injury, nor did careful and repeated examinations suggest any explanation of the epidemic.
But the pond contained an abundance of a
green floating alga which proved to harbor myriads of small Crustacea,
D(fj)/tnia, S!da, etc.
The devastation continued through the winter, and another visit was
made in the spring in the hope of finding some clew.
This was just at the time suckers were running, and several of them
were speared in a pool below the dam. On examining the walls of
their gill cavities between 30 and iO specimens of A. catostomi were
obtained, many of them with ripe sexual products.
These were taken
home and kept in aquaria, where the females deposited their eggs,
which hatched out a month later into a fine lot of larvae. On showing
the adults to the gentleman who owned the pond he said they were
found on many of the fish caught, but were never considered speciallj^
harmful.
He also said that the brooks which fed the pond contained manj^
suckers, most of which were infested with these parasites, a statement
afterwards verified. It was determined to try the effect of a concentration of the parasites upon a few fish.
Accordingly 15 or 20 of the Arguli were put in a small aquarium
and fish of various kinds from the pond were put in with them.
These fish, which included roach, dace, and sun-fish, were put in one
at a time, so that the entire number of parasites could concentrate
upon each of them separately.
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Thoy fastened upon the ventral surface and upon the sides of the
body near the operculum; the dace and roach resented the attack and
thrashed around vigoroush', Init to no avail; the bream accepted the
After remaining in the aquarium over
situation without protest.
night the dace and bream were found dead and floating around with
This, of
exactly the same appearance as the dead fish in the pond.
course, suggested that if the number of parasites was sufficient in
the pond, or if for any reason the}^ concentrated upon a few fish, they
might produce the fatality. The solution of the whole problem lay
in the number of the parasites, and ever}' efiort was made to discover
a reason for their abnormal abundance as well as that of the other
The reason came from a wholly
small Crustacea already mentioned.
unexpected source; as already stated, a fine lot of larv» were obtained
from the eggs laid in aquaria. One of the marked differences between
In the
the larva and the adult appears in the anterior maxillipeds.
larva these terminate in an enormous ])arbed claw instead of a sucking
disk.

They

are, therefore, clasping

organs of a highly developed kind,

but repeated efforts failed to induce the larva^ to use them for that
purpose.
On the contrary, the latter continued to swarm near the surface of
the water on the side of the aquarium toward the light, like other
copepods, and paid no attention whatever to several fish which were
put in with them as possible hosts.
Finally two small dace from the same pond were tried, but no more
attention was paid to them than to the other kinds.
Not so with the fish however, for no sooner had thej^ recovered from
their fright at being handled than they turned round and ate up every
several hundred in all.
last larva
Inquiries suggested by this action and made as soon as possible
revealed the fact that for the three years previous to the fatality
among the fish the proprietor of the pond had dragged it thoroughly
with a seine and removed all the small dace and roach and sold them

—

Here was a satisfactory explanation of the al)normal
for live bait.
abundance of copepods and cladocerans, and in it there is a plain suggestion that this question of parasitism
as

it

appears at

first sight.

is

not such a one-sided affair

The adult Argulus ma}' become a menace

to the adult fish, but in its larval stages

it

no doubt often furnishes

food for the young of the same fishes or of others.
It also suggests that a proper amount of protection for the small
fish, such as dace, roach, etc., which inhabit our ponds and streams
will be one of the

most

effective

means of guarding against any formi-

dable increase in the numbers of these parasites.
Especially
fish

is

this true in the case of restricted areas like artificial

here every one of the conditions
etc.
advantageous to the parasite, and the latter is

ponds, hatcheries, aquaria,

deleterious to the fish

is

;
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always practically assured of a suitable host and assisted in any effort
These facts render it certain
it may make toward concentration.
that if the breeding* of Argruli is once started in such places it will
rapidl}^ assume dangerous proportions unless checked at the very
beg'inning.

The

introduction, repeated

that naturally prey

and

in

if

some of the small iish
could do no possible injury,

necessary, of

upon crustacean

larvie,

the light of this investigation bids fair to prove an etfective

remed}',

SUMMARY.
1.

The Argulidie are external

parasites,

usually contined to the

branchial cavity of their host.

They

cling ])v means of the anterior maxillipeds, which are modsucking disks for this purpose, and ])y a walking motion of
these same disks they scuttle about over the lish's skin so long as it
remains moist. They can not fasten to a dry surface.
8. They always take a position with the long axis of their bodies parallel to that of their host and with their heads in the same direction.
They are kept from slipping' backward, as the fish darts through the
water, by the sucking disks just mentioned, b}- large curved hooks on
2.

itied into

the bases of the anterior antenna?,

by stout spines on the bases of

l^oth

pairs of antenna and often between the bases of both pairs of maxilli-

peds, by rough plates on the bases of the posterior maxillipeds, usually

with three stout spines along- their posterior border, and by short
all over the ventral surface of the carapace, but
especiall}' numei-ous along the anterior margin.
All these spines
point diagonally downward and backward, and at the slighest backward
movement they catch firmly in the fish's skin, and, of course, the greater
the pressure the more firmly the}' hold.
•i.
The Argulidie retain their locomotor ability to a greater degree
than any of the other parasitic copepods. Both males and females
triangular spines

swim with an

easy, gliding motion, free

from

The four
accomplished

jerkiness.

pairs of legs serve as locomotor organs, and steering

is

thorax on the head carapace, though the
somewhat. The length of the plumose sette on the
legs seems to determine the rapidity of movement.
5. In consequence of its freedom of motion an Argulus is not confined to one species of fish, but can change its host at pleasure.
Hence
the host list is quite large for all the well-known species and will probabl}" increase with further observation.
6. Both sexes, but especialh' the males, leave their host at the breeding season, since the eggs are not carried about, but are deposited on
chiefly b}^ a flexion of the

abdomen

assists

some favorable

Hence at least three
has a chance to get rid of these parasites.

surface, usually at the bottom.

times a year an infested

fish
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T. After leaving its host thus, if the Argulus can not readily lind
another individual of the same species it can live for a time upon
almost an}' tish, or even upon frog- tadpoles, changing afterwards as

opportunit}' offers.
8.

The

species of Argulidte infesting migratory fish are probably

from salt to fresh water or the reverse.
The food of these parasites is the blood of their hosts, obtained bj^
means of a long evertible probocis, which they thrust through the skin,
afterwards sucking up the blood as it flows from the wound.
10. Under natural conditions it is not probable that the Arguli often
become a serious menace to the life of their host; but in the artificial
able to change with their host
9.

propagation of

fish

and in restricted areas, especially aquaria, they

ma3% and often do, prove troublesome and sometimes kill off the fish.
eat Argulus larvie
dace, roach, etc.
It has been proved that small fish
Hence the protection of such fish in our ponds and
voraciously.
streams and their introduction into restricted fish ponds and aquaria
would probably prevent any serious multiplication of the parasites.

—

—

ONTOGENY.
free swimming and
her eggs about with her.

The Argulida? are unlike other copepods, both
parasitic, in that the female does not carry

but deposits them upon some convenient surface and there leaves them
to care for themselves.

Claus states (1875) that .1. follacexiM has three breeding seasons in
year— the first at the end of May or the beginning of June, the
second during the middle or latter part of July, and the third in the
the

latter part of

September.

Without

licing able to affirm,

from actual

observation of a single species throughout the entire year, that the
American forms have similar breeding seasons, there are many facts

which point strong!}^ to such a conclusion in both the salt and the fresh
water species.
1. A. catostoni! certainly breeds in May and elune, large numbers of
eggs and larva? having been obtained both by Dana and Herrick and
by the author at that season.
2. ^1. stizostethi! certainlj' breeds in August, Kellicott having obtained
eggs (and larva?) from ripe females taken from fish {Stizostethium^
species) in the Niagara River at that season.
3. A. megalops and A. laticcaida certainly breed in October, the
author having received ripe females from Woods Hole at that season,
from which were obtained eggs and subsequent larvre.
1. Numerous ver}' small A. megalopx less than 2 mm. in length were
obtained on August 20 and September 1, while A. alosse of corresponding size were found on August 13. Since the megalops larva is
nearly 1

mm.

in length

when hatched,

it

is

evident that these .young

could not have come from the eggs of the previous year, but must
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indicate a breeding season early in the year, corresponding- to that of

catostomi.
5. Females of the following species, full of eggs that appeared to
be perfectly ripe, have been taken at Woods Hole at the dates given
and are now in the collection of the National Museum: ^-1. megalopi<^

October 14, October 30, November 21;
August, October 20. 28, 30; A. alo-sm,
August 13, September 24 and 27, October 5.
().
From a knowledge of the breeding habits which have just been
given, the capture of males swimming about freely at the surface or
isolated upon fish which the}^ do not infest at other seasons in the

August
^1.

31,

September

hdicauda^ August

1,

l-t.

vear furnishes corroborative

tes-

timon}^ to the breeding seasons.

Of such we

find the following:

male, from surface,
two males from surface,
August 31; one from a Minnow,
July 14; one from Sea Robin,
August
A. laticauda^ one
from among algt\?, August; one
from Tom Cod, October 20; four
from Skate, October 19; one
from Bonnet Skate, August 9.
^1. megalojjs^

Juh^

8;

'I'i^.

The cumulative evidence thus
adduced makes it practically
certain that the salt-water forms,
at least,

have three breeding-

seasons in the year, correspond-

ing to those given h\ Glaus for
A. foUacem. It would not be
expected, of course, that the
actual

dates

would correspond

Fig. 1.— a single cluster of

CATOSTOMI.

Actual

the eggs of Argulcs
one egg 0.45 by O.c

size of

.MM.

exactly.

The

place chosen for Qgg deposition

is

usually a stone or other hard

aquarium being usuall}^ selected.
Van Beneden writes (1883) that "la mere, au lieu de porter sa progeniture dans un sac qu'elle traine avec elle, la confie successivement a
Tun ou Tautre poisson, comme la coucou qui depose des oeufs dans le

material, the glpss

sides

in

an

nid d'un bee-fin, et le jeune Arguie, en naissant, jouit de toute sa
liberte.'"

Jurine (180G), whose observ^^ations on the other habits of these paraexpressly says that he has never found any
eggs upon the fish Avhich serve as hosts for A. foliacem, and his
testimony has been corroborated by every one of the long list of col-

sites are so admira])le,

lectors since his day, except

Van Beneden

(1891).
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Such a condition as the

latter portra^'s, to

be of an}' advantage to

the Argulus, would necessitate that the larva fasten itself to the fish

immediateh' upon emerging from the egg. In that case the expreswould hardly convey the correct meaning.
Van Beneden does not give this as his own personal observation,
and it will require considerable additional proof before it can be
sion " Jouit de toute sa liberte"'

The probability

received.

When

is

strongly against

it.

a suitable place has l)een chosen l)y the female the eggs are

deposited end to end in parallel rows, one egg at a time.
are quite short and

eggs, and there

may

may

contain anywhere from 3 or

be from 3 to

-i

The rows
to 15 or 20

The female

or T rows together.

then rests for a while before depositing a similar lot in another place.
Often in an aquarium the entire lot of several hundred eggs will be
dei^osited close together

on one

side,

but they are always broken up

by the intervals of rest.
can be judged from a careful comparison of the

into these smaller lots determined

As

nearly as

state-

ments of various authors with original observations, there seems to be

Fig.

2.— Eggs of Argui.v

MEG A LOPS

:'T

READY TO HATCH.
0.28

MM.

number of rows (two being
very common) and more eggs in each, while in ^1. catostomi the rows
are more numerous and shorter, giving to the individual batches of
eggs more of an elliptical outline (fig. 1).
In A. 7negalops, on the contrary, all the eggs observed have been
laid in single rows, Avith from 6 or 8 to 20 or 25 eggs in each (fig. 2^
Jurine (1806) has given us an admirable description of the process of
egg-laying in ^1. follaceKS, so accurate that it has not since been
altered in a single essential particular.
T quote it in full.
a tendency in A.yolktceus toward a fewer

Toutes les fois que I'argule-mere a pondu un oeuf, elle fait mi petit pas qui avance
son corps en lui donnant un peu d'obliquite: de sorte que le second oeuf se trouve
n^cessairement place en avant et tl cote du premier. En alternant ainsi ses pas, le
troisieme oeuf se trouvera dans la direction du premier, le quatrieme dans celle du
second, et ainsi de suite; de maniere qu'ils seront disposes sur deux colonnes, dont
la premiere comprendra tons ceux dont les nombres sont impairs, et la seconde ceux
dont les nombres sont pairs. Telle est la marche que suivant ordinairement ces
femelles dans leur ponte; cependant il arrive quelquefois qu'elles deposent leurs
oeufs sur trois, quatre ou cinq colonnes, ou qu'elles les eparpillent mais ce denier
;

que lorsqu'elles sont inquietees. II arrive encore que les femelles entrecoupent leur ponte et qu'elles la font en trois ou quatre reprises alors elles changent
de place et se transportant ailleurs.
cas n'a lieu

:
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A.

would be expected that the method would
and

it

actually docs vary in several particulars

((/fo-^fo/i//

A.
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differ in different spe-

when witnessed

in

ops.

from side to side nor
two adjacent rows, as described by Jurine.
In the deposition of hundreds of eggs no female was seen to deposit two rows at the same time, but only a single short row.
These eggs of A. catostomi are ellipsoidal, quite large (O.-tS mm.
by 0.3 mm.) and are yellowish white when first laid.
But they soon become dirty, turning first a darker yellow and finally
The thick jelly with which tney are covered
a rusty-brown color.
when the}' come out of the oviduct quickly hardens in the water and
forms a dense covering, vei-y diflicult to break open without injury to
the ^.^'g inside.
But the chief characteristic is the form which this
At hrst it is s])rt^ad in an even layer over the
jelly envelope assumes.
In the former species the female does not twist

do the

egg-s alternate in

entire ^^^^ but the surface ([uickly breaks u]) into longitudinal grooves
with sharp ridges between. The groox cs may or may not twist a little
spirally around the long axis of the (\ug. but the intervening ridges
always crack transversely and separate into short masses which usually

assume quite a perfect

ellipsoidal

form, the same as that of the ^gg

itself.

These

ellipses

anangement

may

lie

arranged end to end

of the eggs, or th(\v

may

in a

row, similar to the

be placed side by side, or

may

even stand out at right angles to th(> surface of the ^,<gg like rounded
warts or papilla' (fig. 1).
On further hardening, tlu^ sam<^ grooving and breaking up into
papilla' may apjx'ar on the sui'facc of cadi of the original (dlipsoids,
so that such eggs come to lia\(' a set of doubly crenated ribs, a mark

which

will distinguish

The eggs

of

.1.

them wlierexcr found.

((iDrrlcdnus reseinl)le those of

,(if(,stoin'i

in

that the

envelope breaks up similarly into longitudinal rows of papillae,
but there is nexcr any double crenation.
In addition to the rows of
papilhv they are always from one to several much larger, irregular

jelly

mass(\s of jelly aitavhiHl to each

egg

ei:\'elope.

The other species, A. unynlnp.s, is the tii'st of the salt-water Argulids
whose method of egg deposition has e\er ]>een watched, and the process is therefore worthy of a somewhat more detailed description.
Through the courtesy of Vinal X. Kdwaixls a))Out a dozen females
with ripe eggs were o])tained from ^Voods Hole, on October 30, 1901.
These were sent 1>y mail in a small bottle of salt water and were all
alive when received; some of them had already begun to deposit their
Qgg^ on the sides of the bottle on the way.
The remainder of the eggs were secured on the sides of a small glass
aquarium to which the Arguli were all transposed.
In this case also the female hunted for a suitable spot when about to
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

42
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Having- found one

vol. xxv.

crawled along slowl)' over
it by the walking motion of her sucking discs.
When she had
advanced far enough to compensate for the length of her body she
stopped and violently contorted and twisted her thorax and abdomen,
bending them from side to side and backward and forward. During
these contortions an ^gg could be seen descending the oviduct toward
the opening between the posterior pair of legs.
Just as the Qgg
reached this opening the thorax was bent sharply upward (dorsally)
away from the glass; at the same time the abdomen was bent sharply
downward (\'entrally) toward the glass, so that thorax and abdomen
formed a right angle with each other, the angle being held some little
distance away from the surface.
Into the space thus formed the egg
was protruded, ])eing seized tirmh^ on either side by the basal joints
of the posterior pair of legs as soon as it emerged from the opening
deposit her egfgs.

.she

The posterior

lobes on these basal joints were pulled
and then drawn together, catching the Qgg
between their inner surfaces and carrying it l)ackward into the little
Here it was pressed for an
space under the flexed thorax-abdomen.
instant against the support (glass) to which it adhered firmly.
The Argulus then moved forward a distance equal to the long diameter of the Qgg with its jelly envelope and the process was repeated.
The eggs thus adhere to each other in rows as well as to the glass,
each row containing ten or a dozen eggs and being usually quite
straight.
The process is rather slow, a little more than a minute
of the oviduct.

as far forward as possible

(seventy seconds) being occupied in the deposition of a single

In this species one female did not lay more than

-lU

i}gg.

or 50 eggs, and

often the last ones were deposited singly and scattered about indiscriminately.
It

seems probable, however, that

this

number does not represent

the entire batch of eggs, but that the fe^nales had deposited a part of

them before being captured.
After the first one or two eg'gs are laid the al)domen of course has
to ride up over them as the Argulus moves forward.
The liase of the anal sinus rests upon the rounded upper surfaces of
the eggs, which it fits snugly, while the lateral edges are bent down
on either side. The abdomen thus curved over the eggs pro) )a])ly acts
as a guide for

tlu^ Argulus, enabling her to place the eggs in approximately straight rows.
Furthermore, it would seem as if the anal papilla?, which in megalopx,
as so often in other species, are situated at the very base of the sinus,
might act as feelers, slipping over the eggs lengthwise and down into
the hollows between them, enabling the Argulus to tell when she had
moved forward just the right distance.
At all events, whether the rows are straight or crooked, the eggs
are always the same distance apart.
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be noted that this account differs considerably from that of
In the present instance, as in the case of A. catostomi^ already
cited, no female deposited her eggs in two columns, but every time
they were arranged in a single row. This was due to the fact that
the short move ahead, instead of being a one-sided affair, throwing
It will

Jurine.

the body at an oblique angle to the line of progress, was a uniform
and even advance, the body remaining always parallel with the line of
All through the (^.gg laying the females manifest consideraadvance.
ble excitement; the legs, with the exception of the posterior pair, are

way as when
row of eggs is finished the female
darts rapidly about the a((uariuni for some little time, twisting and
turning somersaults as if crazed. These motions gradually slow down
and finally cease, when she l)egins to hunt for a new place in which to
These observations, coupled with the
deposit another row of eggs.

moved

incessantly and Avith great rapidity in the same

swimming.

As soon

as

one

fact that females with their ovaries only half full of ripe eggs have
been repeatedly taken upon fish frequenting the bottom, make it reasonably certain that they do not deposit their eggs all at once, but at
intervals, and in the meanwhile they ma}" even obtain a square meal
from some convenient fish.
The female carries sperm, obtained from previous copulation, in
If
heir abdominal pouches, and each ^gg is fertilized as it is laid.
one of the eggs be removed shortly after deposition and examined
under a high power the spermatozoa can be plainly seen swarming
around the jelly envelope.
Notwithstanding this method of fertilization, the iigg laying excites
the males even more than the females, and they dart about in a vain
endeavor to get hold of some of the latter.
At first two species {nuyalopf^ and Jaticauda) were mingled in the
same dish; all of the females that were laying were megalopn^ while most
But this fact did not seem to make any
of the males were hif'icauda.

difference;
)ne(jah)pi<^

the

htftc<iii<hi

males were as uuu-h excited as those of

and, neghn-ting the females of their

own

species,

were quiet and had finished their laying, they made cxciy

which

ctfort to

seize the 'megalop>< females; ])ut, together with the nuyalop^ males, they

were constantly repulsed. K\'idently the copulation takes place previous to Qgg laying, and the femule relies wholly upon the sperm stored
lip in

the seminal pouches.

These eggs of

^l. iitegalopxiXYQ ellipsoidal, like

those oi foliaceux and

but are not as large, being only u.^r) nun. long and 0.28
mm. wide, and yet we shall presently see that the larva which emerges
from them is one of the largest yet described.
The eggs are light yellow when first laid, afterwards becoming dirty
and brownish, but never as dark as those of catostoiui.

(uitostoini^
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stizostethH are more nearly spherical, about O.-il mm.
and are milk white when lirst laid, soon changing to light
yellow.
In both species the eggs remain smooth till hatched, never
showing any crenations.
The long diameter of the agg becomes the longitudinal axis of the
larva, but all the larva^ in the same row are not arranged with their
heads in the same direction. Every here and there one will be found

The eggs of A.

in diameter,

reversed so that heads of adjacent ones come together, as

is

common

egg strings of the Eucopepods. Curioush' enough in this lot of
'inegalops eggs it seemed to be quite regularly the fourth ones which
were thus reversed, but probably such regularitj^ was accidental.
The number of eggs deposited b}^ a single female is given as 100 by
Claus (1875) for .1. foliaceona^ and as 400 by ffurine for the same
species; as l,!2oo ])y Dana and Herrick (1837) for A. c(ito)<toi7ii, and as
50 to 300 by Kellicott (1880) for
A. i<fl.zosfeh!L
in the

In

the

largest

author's

experience the

number obtained from

a sin-

gle female was l)etween 500 and 600
for

and 65 for^l. megaprobable in the latter

^1. <-(itost()iiiI

lops.

But

it is

case that the females

had alread}^

deposited some eggs before being
captured, since the ovaries were not

more than

•A

OF AKtU'LUS

ME(;.

LOPS JUST

half full.

After being deposited the eggs
become opaque and no trace of the
development can Ijc seen through
the jelly envelope until two or three

READY TO HATCH.

weeks before hatching, when the
The egg then rapidly clears and it
can be plainh^ seen that the body of the larva is folded upon itself,
the abdomen and the posterior thorax being turned forward along
the ventral surface of the head thorax, while the legs are folded forward and inward with the long rowing seta? crossing one another on
the mid line (tig. 3).
The time required for hatching varies greatly, xn A. fol Ulceus it is
given as about four weeks (Claus), and as thirty-tive days (Jurine): it
is nearly the same for A. catostoi/i/\ thirt^^-live daj's (Dana and Herrick), and from tw^enty-eight to thirty-five dnxi^ in the author's

black eyes

first

become

visible.

experience.

This time proves to })e a sort of golden mean in Argulus development, other species varying from it in both directions. The period
Eggs which were laid
for ^1. amerlcanus is oid}' al)out half as long.
on June 7, 1902, and which were sent to the author by Professor Reighard from the U. S. Fish Commission station at Ann Arbor, Michi-
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And
gan, began to hatch on the 25th, a period of only eighteon days.
yet, from actual tests, the temperature of tlie atiuai'ium did not rise
above 65" F. during that time.
is much longer; the eggs obtained from
October 80 and 31; the}" did not begin to hatch
until December 12, and the larvai had not all emerged before December 80 (sixty days), nearly double the time required for the two first
And there is another consideration which makes this disspecies.
No statement of
parit}^ even greater than it seems at first sight.
the conditions under which developn]ent took place is made by any of
Dana and Herrick, however, do
the authors save Kellicott (1880).
mention (1837) that the female of A. catostoini laid her eggs upon the
sides of the aquarium, and it is to be presumed that thev remained
Probably also the times recorded by the other
there until hatched.
authors were obtained from eggs kept in aquaria.
Such at least is the case with the eggs of ])oth catostomi and )neg<ilops
observed by the present author. And in both instances the water of
the aquarium stood at about the same temperature (72° F.) as that of
the room in which it was kept.
This would not be much of a change from their normal environment for the eggs of catostomi^ for they were not laid till May 14,
and were kept through June into July, hatching from June 11 to 20.
The temperature of the water in the pond from which the females
were taken must have risen during that time to within a comparatively
few degrees of the room mentioned. But in the case of A. megalop^
there was a radical diflerence in the environment; these eggs were
taken from the open ocean on October 80, and kept through November
and into the latter part of December. Hence a temperature of 75°
would be at least 30° or 35° higher than that of the salt water at
Woods Hole during those months. This would mean, of course, that
the eggs developed much faster than in their normal surroundings, so
that we must add eight or ten days to the period just given ])efore
comparing it with the other species.
Hence incubation is fulh' twice as long in meyalops as in foliaceus
or catostomi. But even this record is surpassed by that of A. disostethii.
Kellicott records (1880) that the eggs laid in his aquarium on
August 28 did not show the dark eye dots until October 5, and did not

For

^l.

inegalops the time

Woods Hole were

laid

begin to hatch till November 17, a period of eighty-one days! Here the
author distinctly states that the tank was kept at the temperature of
the room, and hence something would need to be added to even such an
enormous period as this before it would fairly represent the length of
incubation under normal conditions.

It is also stated that these eggs
and Kellicott thinks that this influenced the
incubation.
Possibl}^ it might otfset the increase in temperature, but
we must remember that in depositing her eggs under normal conditions the female Argulus must needs often get them in the shade.
It

were kept out of the

light,
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would seem

fair, therefore, to

that this incubation period

There are

vol. xxv.

allow the record to .stand as given, so
])e a little longer than that of megalops.

would

which make it practically certain
two species would be of about the
of foUdeeus and catostoml (p. 6(50).

othei- considerations also

that the incul)ation period of these

same length, and longer than that
Both Jurine and Claus have given a detailed account of the larva of
foUaceus and the various molts through which it passes.
Claus

calls especial attention to

the fact that the <Qgg contains a rela-

and that the embryo attains a correspondingly
unusual size and advanced development ])efore hatching. This occasions the period of increase in the ])rentital development as compared
tively large yolk,

with other parasitic copepods.
If this be true of folUiceus

and

catostonii,

we would

naturally infer

that in nugaJopxi and stizostethil^ with their incubating period twice as
long, the larva

must be even further developed, and such we

shall find

to be the case.

In the following account of larval development the facts in relation
to foliaceus

have been taken from Jurine (1806), Leydig (1850), and

Claus (1875), those in regard to stizostethii from Kellicott (1880), while
those in reference to catostoml., megalojjs, and (onericamts are from
original observations.

It is

hoped soon to publish a

full description

of these latter larvw.

On first issuing from the ^^gg the larvffi of foUaceus and catostoml
bear a striking resemblance to a partly developed Caligus, as noted at
some length by Claus.

We find a shield-shaped anterior portion of the body corresponding
with the cephalo-thorax in Caligus, three free segments corresponding
with the second, third, and fourth thoracic segments in (Jaligus, and a
large abdomen carr^dng papilhe armed with seta?, corresponding with
abdomen

of the Eucopepods.
megalops and ^4. stizostethii the resemblance is
not quite so appai'ent, chiefly on account of their more advanced
development, but we can still distinguish the same regions easil}^
(Plate VIII.)
Hence the nauplius, the metanauplius, and even the
earlier cyclops stages are passed by these Argulus larva? inside the
egg, and they come forth in one of the more fully developed cyclops
All the segments and appendages which are to appear in the
stages.
adult are present at birth, and in addition the foUaceus and catostoml
larvie have extra temporary appendages in the form of a pair of mandibular palps, which are used as locomotor organs up to the first molt,
and then disappear.
We should expect larvre so very well developed at birth to be much
larger than the ordinary crustacean nauplius, and the^^ rather exceed
our expectations. The larva of follacem is 0.6 to 0.75 mm. in length,
that of catostoml 0.7 to 0.8 mm., while the megalops larva is 0.8 to
the papillated

In the larvae of

^1.

—
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And

mm.

long, and the larva of Htlzo.^fithil reaches almost 1
too, in .spite of the fact that the adults of

tills,

xthoxtctli'ii

are smaller than those of

eatosfniii i

'A\\di
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mm.

(0.9S).

in<</((l<ijt.'<

and

/<>! laceus.

That the sizes should l)e thus reversed in the larvie is further good
proof of the difiorence in their relative development, i. e. not only
does the greater similai'ity of the appendages to the adult form attest
,

the
is

more advanced development

of the stizostetJui larva, but

its

body

actually nearl}^ twice as large as that of the foUaceus larva.

All the larva? have the general shape of the adult, save that in
foUaceas^ catostonu^ and (intericanus the l)ody is somewhat narrowed
posteriorly, while the anal papilhv are nuich larger and terminal
instead of

The carapace is relatively
swimming legs.

l)asal.

the bases of the

Ijroad

and barely covers

first

In mtostoiiil the width of the larval carapace

is

relatively less than

that of the adult, but in the

other species

same.

the

it is

practically

Its

border

fringed with fine

cilia,

which are scattered

is

among

stouter,

organs which
larger than the cilia

seta-lilve tactile

are

much

and about twice as long.
The free thoracic segments
diminish

much more

rapidly
larv» than in
the other two species, but each
segment bears a pair of swimming legs or their rudiments.
in these three

First and second antennae of newly
HATCHED LARVA OF ARGULI'S MEGALOPS.

4.

The abdomen in the three species just named is also very narrow,
almost triangular in shape, and terminated by the large anal papillis.
In the megalops and stlsostetJdl larvie, on the contrary, the abdomen
is as wide as the last thoracic segment, is broadU^ ovate in form, and
in the megalopa larva? is terminated by two short, bluntly acute lobes,
with the anal papillte at the base of the intervening sinus. In stizofitet/ill the abdomen is abruptly truncated posteriorly and the anal sinus
is so shallow that there are practically no lobes at all, but the anal
papilla? are situated close to the anus, and therefore must be regarded
as basal rather than terminal, like those of tnegalojM, to which they
also correspond in size.
The first antenna', and in megalops and stisostethH the second also,
ha^'e already

In

all

assumed nearlv

the species the

permanent form.
antenna are three-jointed,' the

their

first

l)asal

^Kellicott says (1880) that the first antennae of stizostethii are four-jointed, but
they are really the same as those of the other species. The apparent difference comes
from his regarding the basal joint as double rather than single, in which case these
first antennae would be four-jointed in all the species.
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joint being
hooks on its

A'ery large
lateral,

and flat, furnished with large sickle-shaped
and smaller ones on its anterior, margin, and evi-

dently functioning as an organ of prehension.
The two terminal joints are small and armed with delicate tactile
bristles,

and they

On the

just as evidently function as tactile organs.

bases of both pairs of antennie in
directed backward as in the adult

all

the larva^ are found stout spines

(tig. 4).

In the larvse of the first group the second antennte are very different in form from those of the adult, and serve as one of the two
They ar-e very much elongated, extendprincipal locomotor organs.
ing far beyond the carapace,

and are made up of three
parts,

a

i^-jointed

l)asipod

arising just posterior to the
eyes, each joint being

armed

with a short spine, a stout

ondopod also 2-jointed and
tipped with a curved spine,
and a 1-jointed exopod bearing at

its

tip four long plu-

and a short thumblike one on the inner side.
These seta^ can be approximated or separated at pleas-

mose

seta?

ure (Hg.

5).

In contrast with these the

second antennse of the megalop)<

and dlzostethii larva? are

of ordinar3' length and conof

sist
5.— Second antenna and labial palp of newly
HATCHED LARVA OK ARGULUS FOLIACEVS (MODIFIED
FROM CLAUS). e.V., AND en., EXOPOD AND ENDOPOD OF
THE SECOND ANTENN>E; ll., HOOK CONNECTED WITH
BASE OF THE SAME; md. />., TEMPORARY MANDIBULAR

FiG.

PALPS.

a good-sized

basal

joint extending back about

opposite the center of the
eyes, where it is armed near
the

with the
a long
anterior surface, and a

median

usual blunt

line

spine,

middle joint armed with two spines on its
short terminal joint tipped with a stout hook.'

When

straightened these antenna reach considerably beyond the

border of the carapace, but the latter nearly covers them when they
are partly folded, the position in which the larva usually carries them.

Hence they can not take any part in locomotion.
Next in order posteriorly we find in our three

larva? a pair of ap-

iRellicott says that the second antenna; in stizostethii are four-jointed, but whether
he has again regarded the basal joint as double can not be decided either from his
The probability is that he has, for the antennse in the
figure or from the text.

adults are like those of megalops.
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the other two species.
These
which are attached to the sides
of the upper lip, and which serve, up to the tirst molt, as the second
of th.e two principal locomotor organs. The}^ are made up of two parts,
a simple basal portion and a ^-jointed terminal portion bearing at its
tip three long plumose seta? similar to those on the second antenna^ in
the same species, and, like them, capable of being approximated or

pendag-es which aro ontirolv waiitinu-

are the temporary inaiulilmlar

in

i);ili)s,

separated at pleasure (tig. 5).
The anterior maxill peds are not moditied in any of the larvie into
su,^king disks, but retain instead their primitive form of stout clasping

Fig. 6.— Antekior

max

are i-jointed and furnished at the tip with two strong
sickle-shaped hooks, placed side by side, the ventral one of which is
armed with three sharp barbs on its inner border. These organs are

organs.

They

thus similar to the so-called clasping legs of the parasitic Eucopepods
(fig 6).

The

posterior maxillipeds are very

much

smaller than the anterior,

and serve as accessory clasping organs, the same function that they
perform in the adult. They are o-jointed in all the larva^, and are
armed on the inner surfaces of each of the four basal joints with spines,
stout setse, or rough papilla?, the kind, number, and arrangement varying considerably

in

the difl'erent species, but

all

evidently designed for

These

the same purpose.

maxillipeds are terminated

two movable, strongly
curved claws, and a rounded
knob ending in a sharp
spine, knob and claws being
]\v

placed side

))y

side in a line

knob

dorso-ventrally, the
MAXILLIPEDOFNEWI.Y HAT(;HEI1 MP
LARVA SHOWING ARMATURE.

-I'OSTEKIIIK
I.OPS

gated longitudinally and bears upon

its

being
joint

is

dorsal.

The

basal

considerably elon-

posterior border a short, stout

spine (two in vtegt/lops) in the same place where the spines on the

squamiform appendages of the adult subsequently appear

(fig.

7).
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In

iiKujiilopx

and
developed as
pn'soiit,

and

tliey

i^flzoxtethU all

four pairs of

swiininini>;

have the .same nuiuher of joints and

art>

leo-,s

arc

as fully

The basipods are 2-jointed, tlie proximal
and the peripheral increasing in length from in front
backward. The exopods are 1-jointedand carry two long rowing sette
which are plumose and movable like tho.se on the antenna^ and mandibThe endopods of the first pair are
ular palps in the other species.
3-jointed. the first and second joints carrying sharp spines on their
posterior border and the third joint terminating in two similar spines
placed side hy side. The endopods of the three posterior pairs ar^
2- jointed and carry but a single roAving seta.
in

the adult.

joints decreasing-

By

referring again -to

fig.

3

it

will be seen that

fully developed swinmiing legs can be seen

a day or two before the larvte emerges.
When it does come forth, therefore,

we

thes;^,

four pairs of

through the egg envelope
find

it

using these same
<it once

appendages exclusively for locomotion, i. e., it hegins to sivlm
in the mine manner and hy means of tlie same appendages whieh
use all through

We find in

it is to

life.

marked contrast between these two forms,
water, and the other {stizostethii) from
the fresh water, and the three other fresh-water species we are disone

this respect a

{/negtdop.s)

cussing.

from the

salt

In the latter only the first pair of legs

is

at all developed,

the other three pairs being very rudimentary, mere stumps in fact,
immovable, and hence of no possible use in swimming. These larva',

upon the second antenna? and the
temporar3Mnandil)ular palps for locomotion, being aided only slightly,

therefore, are ol)liged to depend

if

at all,

iegin to

by the partiall}^ developed first pair of legs, i. e., these larvse
swim in an entirely different manner from the adult, and l>y

means of appendages temporarily developed for that purpose^ v>hich
aftenoards entirely disappear.

Thus in their development these larvse show a partial metamorphosis,
and stand as a connecting link between the other parasitic copepods
(Eucopepods), with their complete metamorphosis through nauplius,
metanauplius, and the various cyclops stages, and species like viegalojjs and stizostethii, in which there is really no metamorphosis at
all, at least no change in the number, position, segmentation, or
function of the various appendages, but only a few comparatively
trifling alteratioifs in size and form.
Both the pointed, retractile proboscis and the mouth parts are
present in all the larvne. The latter take the form of a club-shaped
protuberance projecting from the mid line of the ventral surface
between the two pairs of maxillipeds.
It is made up of an upper and an under lip and a pair of mandibles,
The chewing blades of the manthe maxillaj not l)eing yet developed.
dibles lie just beneath the upper lip, are sickle-shaped and curve in
toward each other from either side.
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catoxfoiiii

terior border whieh reaches outside
l)y

the side walls of the
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thoy aro armed with a chiw on their postiie

lower

lip,

and are separated

mouth from the mandil)ular palps already

In the incgtilopx and sfhostethn larvse there are no palps
and no claw reaching- outside the lower lip, so that the mouth assumes

described.

almost exactl}' the structure of the adult, save for the lack of maxilhv

(tio-.

S).

With regard

and internal structure, that portion of
mouth and reaching into the first
free thoracic segment is somewhat wider than the remainder and is
sharply marked oti' from it b}^ a constriction in the side walls and b}^
much darker coloration. This is the stomach of the larva, and it sends
out on either side a wide liranch toward the edge of the carapace just
to the histology

the intestine immediately behind the

8.— Chitin skeleton of the proboscis of a newly hatched megalops larva, c. Chitin
framework; /., LOWER LIP; //., labial palp; md., mandible: mx., maxilla.

Fig.

behind the posterior maxillipeds. (Plate VIII.)
both backward and forward inside the edge, like a
and umbrella of a mushroom, and are crenated
Both central portion and branches are
])order.
granules and oil globules as to be nearly opaque.
is

The remaining portion of
somewhat narrower and

The branches turn
section of the stem

along their outer
so tilled with yolk

the intestine in the free thoracic segments
is

filled

with

much

clearer cells.

In the

segment it passes abruptly into a narrow cloacal portion which
runs through the center of the abdomen as a narrow tube, and ends
in the anus, which is a transverse slit situated just beneath the papillte
last

at the base of the anal sinus.

keep up a lively contraction,
interchange of their contents.

All three parts of this digestive tube
means of which there is frequent

l\y
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Outside the umbrella portion of the stoniaeh branches, along the
and posterior border of the carapace, lies a row of one-celled
skin "lands with tine awl-shaped ducts leading radially outward to the
very edge. These glands are more or less circular in outline and are
Their granular contents are
strongly flattened dorso-ventrally.
arranged in fairly distinct rows radiating from the opening of the duct,
which is a little removed from one edge, sometimes near the center.
This gives them somew^hat the appearance of miniature palm-leaf
fans laid side by side with their handles pointing outward.
In foliaceus these side rows are broken by a comparatively wide
interval just opposite the base of the mouth, and the two groups thus
lateral

There
consist, respectively, of K) posteriorly and 4 anteriorly.
are also in this species a pair of similar glands in front of the first
antennae, a pair at the inner corners of the lateral eyes, a pair behind

formed

group of four just in front of and one behind the
branches of the stomach, but there are none in the al)domen.
In the catostomi larvje no glands can be found anywhere in the hundreds of preserved larva? now at disposal, and in the ^tizodetlu'i larva
no mention of them is made, nor do they appear in the figure. In the
americanm larva the glands are few in number, small in size, and are
those eyes, and a
lateral

scattered about promiscuousl}^ in both carapace and abdomen, withIn the megalops larva, on the contrary, these

out any regularity.

glands are

them

lie in

much more highly developed, and the largest and best of
a row of six along either side of the abdomen some little

from the edge (^., fig. 9). In this species the rows along the
edges of the carapace are continuous and number 21 or 22 glands
each; there is an isolated group of 5 glands between the eyes at the
anterior border of the carapace, 3 in front along the edge, and 2 behind
them at the interior corners of the eyes. There are also on either
side a group of 3 placed diagonally behind the eyes, another group of
2 just in front of the side branch of the stomach, one over the side of
distance

the stomach itself where this branch joins it, and a single large elliptical gland at the outer end of the terminal joint of the basipod in each
of the swinnning legs.

Although these glands are not found in the abdomen of the newly
hatched lar\a oi foliaceus (Claus) or catostomi, they appear there at a
later stage in development, and in the adult of all forms which have
been examined they are found scattered over the entire surface of the
l)ody, being gathered in groups in mnn}^ places, e. g., in the lobes of
the al)domen, the basal joints of the legs, etc. Their function has not
been explained by any author, but that they are morphologically simTheir ducts open at the surface of
the body, and under the influence of an alkaline solution a portion of
the contents of the body of the gland is discharged through the duct
Doul^tless they are capable of simiin the form of globules (Leydig).

ple glands there can be no doubt.
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lar action under normal conditions, and the more or less metamorphosed contents ))einu- thus discharged to the exterior would give them
something of an excretory function.
The paired eyes are very large, being made up of many spherical or

ellipsoidal facets loosely joined together.

Each eye

inclosed in a transparent blood sinus through which the
by means of three or more openings. The

is

])lood circulates freely

facets jut out quite a distance from the pigment, and along the anterior
l)order of the eye, especially in the nirijalops larva', can he seen as

transparent yellowish globules.

than in the adult.
unpaired
Th

eye

is

They

ai'c

proportionately uuch larger

median

situated on the top

of the posterior l)order of

the l)rain.

It

consists of

an X -shaped pigment body
at the junction of three
transparent lobes, shaped
and arranged Hive the
parts

of

a

clover

The pigment has

leaf.

de-

a

cided reddish tinge.

No

heart

any of these
place

is

is

visil)le

in

larva?, l)ut its

supplied by sev-

eral accessory structures,

which produce an active
streaming of the blood
along practically the same
channels as in the adult.

The

cellular substance be-

NEWLY HATCHED MALE LARVA OF

DClMEN OF
•vl>s;

AR-

uorso-ventral muscles; g.,
//..POSTERIOR WAI.r. OF HEART: /. tH., LONGI-

;i;ai,<ipi?.

MrSCLES:

d.

v.

m..

TESTIS.

/.,

tween the surfaces of the
carapace, in the thorax outside of
the

abdomen outside

tlie

the sexual organs,

stomach and intestine, and in
is gathered into little islands,

between and around which are blood hicuniv in free conununication
throughout the entire body. There is also quite a wide continuous
i;)eripheral sinus around the entire body, particularly in the abdomen. In and out of the lacunae and through the perii)heral sinus the
blood is driven by a more or less rhythmical contraction of the
following muscles.
In the

abdomen

betw^een the p(M'i])heral glands and rudimentary

sexual organs and the central intestine

lies,

very well-developed longitudinal muscles

on either

(/.

///.,

tig.

side, a spindle of
!»).

Scattered irregularly amongst these are short dorso-ventral. individnowhere gathered into bundles {d. v. in.).

ual muscle libers which are
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Most of

vol. xxv.

these latter fibers, as well as those of the long-itudinal muscles,

are one-celled, and the central nucleus

is

plainly visible, with one or

portions extending- from either end. These muscle
fibers are strikingly- like those elsewhere described^ in the veliger
larvie of nudibranchs and the pilidium larvae of neraerteans, and in all

more

long- fibrous

is developed in a similar manner by a
rearrangement of the protoplasm of the original cell. These
muscles, both longitudinal and dorso-ventral, contract somewhat
rh3'thmically and drive the blood from the space between them around
the cloaca out into the posterior end past the anal papillae into the
peripheral spaces along the sides of the abdomen.
The second muscle to aid in the pulsation takes the form of a transverse dorso-ventral band or curtain lying at the posterior border of
the last thoracic segment in just the position occupied later b}^ the
This is attached to the side
posterior wall of the heart {/i.. fig. 9).
walls of the sinus between thorax and abdomen, but hangs loosely
elsewhere, and on contraction produces two movements, one a pulling
together of the side walls and the other a l)ackward and forward movement of the center of the curtain. Both motions aid the streaming of
Besides these muscles, which are directly concerned in cirthe blood.
culation, there are others in the walls of the stomach and intestine,
on the dorsal and ventral walls of the thorax, and even in the basipods

probabilit}' the fibrous portion
fibrillar

of the legs, that

must

assist the process considerably.

The

internal

and there is so much free communication between the various parts of the body that a vigorous contraction of any set of muscles, e. g., those in the basipods of the legs
during swimming, must produce more or less of a flow of blood in the
immediate vicinity.
The skin is so very transparent that even the transverse striation of
the muscles can be readily seen through it, so that these larvae afford
one of the best objects for a study of crustacean musculature that

tissues are so loosel}" put together

could be imagined.

The

skin l)eing so thin and the blood circulating everywhere freely

beneath

it

there

is

no

difiiculty in

bringing about integumental respira-

Such respiration takes place more or less all over the body and
does not seem to be exclusively concentrated in any one region. I agree
with Claus when, correcting the statements of both J urine and Dana
and Herrick, he says that the abdomen has no more to do with respiration than some other parts of the body and is not as useful in this

tion.

respect as the side flaps of the carapace.

abdomen does not function
certainly does and

that this

is

its

This does not mean that the

physiologically as a respiratory organ;

service

is

a very valuable one.

But

it

not the only respiratory organ and probably not even the

'Activities of Mesenchyiiu' in Certain Larvfe, C. B. Wilson, Zool. Bull., II, No.

The Habits and Karly Development of Cerebratulus
Wilson, (Jnart. Jour. Mic. Sei., new ser., XLTII, p. 97.
p. 15.

it

does mean

1,

lacteus (Verrill), C. B.
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best one possessed

by the
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In confirmation of such a view, wit-

larva.

ness 'the fact that in several of ourjaro-est species {nigeT^ cato.sttnni,
etc.) the abdomen is proportionally very small, in ratosfomi so diminutive

compared with the enormous head-thorax

that

it

could not possi-

bly keep the blood aerated.

The nervous system

consists of a

'"

t)rain,"

which

dorsal surface of the carapace just above the

is

situated near the

mouth and

just beneath

the unpaired eye, and a chain of ventral ganglia (Plate VIII,
the latter the

two anterior ones

lie close to

surface and the four posterior ones
so hidden

by

lie

the

mouth on

tig. 24).

Of

the ventral

beneath the stomach, and are
visible only during con-

opaque contents as to be

its

tractions.

On

the ventral surface of the brain on either side

may be

seen a small

mouth commissure, which in later development surrounds the mouth and 1)inds the biaiii to the anterior
swelling, the beginning of the

ventral ganglion.

Alongside the anterior liorder of the side
well out toward the edge of the <ara])a(t'.

hiiiiichos of the

may

)»('

stomach,

seen the paired shell

As will be seen
first detected by Chius in the /^/A/r, us larva.
on Plate VIII, they can be distinguished by the si/e and grouping- of
The walls are two-layered, and at the anterior corners may
the cells.

glands

be seen the lumen of the duct.
In none of the larvte is there
innnersion lens, which can
the asynuuetrieal ovary.

l)e

visil)le

And yet there are many

with Claus that careful sectioning will
in all

He

anything, even imder an

definitely asserted to \w

re\('al the

th(>

oil-

beginning of

reasons for believing

rudiments of an ovary

these larvte.

discovered

reasoned that

it

just after the first

molt considerably developed and

must have Ixhmi present
were true in follm; us and
it

But if this
more reason for suspecting

it

in

))efore.
<-ufi>sii>ni!,

there

is,

of course,

the nmeli better develop(Hl larva^ of

niK/iilops 'A\\(\ sf host, flu!.
The probalnlity of its exist(>ne(Ms gi-eatly
strengthened by the fact that all the other reproductive organs in both
The seminal pouches in the
sexes are present and plainh^ visible.
female consist of small, inversely |)eai'-shaped liodies jjlaced just inside
the row of glands close to the base of the abdomen (x. y.. Plate Mil).
The ducts from these glands and the papilla' on the ventral surface
with which they are connected are not yet developed.
The testes in the abdomen of the male are much huger than these
seminal pouches of the female and show the beginnings of a central
lumen (/., fig. 9). They correspond in position with the pouches and

at their

upper ends may be

entia\

None

legs of the

male at

As soon

as they

larvffi

detccte(i the 1)eginnings of the vasa^ effer-

of the accessoi'v copulatory organs are ])i'esent on the
this stage.

emerge from the egg, therefore, the sex of the

can be determined with certaintN'.
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megahrps larvae could not be carried
but they had t be kept in salt water, and the
supply of salt-water fish and other life was necessarily limited so far
Although tried with sev^eral possible hosts, nothing could ))e
inland.
found that was acceptable, and after living for ten da3^s without any
change they finally perished. We have also no record of the ^iizosteth'd larvje beyond the first stage, and both must r)e left for future
It is to be regretted that the

beyond the

initial stage,

>

research.
^\\'^

the

foJ hiceus and catostomi larva? agree closely in their development;
molt takes place about the fifth day and produces a radical

first

change

in

the

appendages

The long rowing

(fig. 10).

branch of the second antenna^ and the temporary mandibular palps disappear, the

former being replaccnl by a
structure similar to that in
the adult, the latter never ap])earing again.

The disappearance

of these

temporary larval organs of
locomotion of course means

permanent swinmiing
now become sulficiently developed to perform
their normal function.
that

th(^

legs have

Though not yet
of the

adult in

like those

all

details^

these legs have the same

num-

ber of joints and approximately the same structure.
Fig. 10.— Larva of

argulus foliaceis after the first
MOULT (from CLAUS). a. HI.. ANTERIOR MAXILLIPEDS
JUST BEGINNING TO CHANGE INTO SUCKING DISKS; ^..
SKIN glands; k., heart; J., STOMACH BRANCHES; .s.f/..

There lias been a correspond-J
£ +K
+1
.„ ,,
'^^^ WldcnlUg of thc thoraX
•

"

aud abdouicn; tlic postcrlor
'"''"'"^ '' ''^"'' '"''"''''' ''°'' ' '''"'''"'
border of the latter has beLUMEN.
come emarginate, and the
very nmch reduced papilh« are no longer terminal on each lobe, l)ut
lie close together in the center of the sinus just above the anus.
The seminal receptacles and testes have enlarged considerably an.l
the former has accjuired a thin cellular covering.
The unpaired ovary now appears as a row of small cells along one
These
side or the other of the intestine posterior to the stomach.
cells increase in size, proliferate to the right and left and backward
and forward, and their granular contents gradually change with further development.
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change their position slowly, and

finall}^

come
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to occup}^

the whole central space beneath the stomach and intestine.

The heart can now be

delinitely located in the posterior thoracic

segment as a triangular pouch with three valvular openings, one
median and two lateral, backward into the abdomen, and a large aorta
extending forward along the median line to the region of the ])rain.
The two lateral posterior openings discharge blood into the side sinuses
of the abdomen during diastole, while the flow of blood backward
through the central opening is regulated by the transverse!}' pulsating

The aorta pulsates with the heart,
but the evidence seems to be in favor of regarding it as an aorta (Claus)
rather than as the vestibule of the heart (Ley dig), since it corresponds
exactl}^ in position and form with the aorta in many copepods, and is
flap or curtain already described.

also destitute of

any side openings.

U.—Anterior maxilliped of foliaceus larv. AFTER SEVERAL MOULTS, SHOWING TRANSITION
from a claw to a sucking disk (from claus). c OLD CLAW BEING GRADUALLY ABSORBED AND
ITS MATERIAL USED TO MAKE THE NEW DISK d.; tit
MUSCLES.

Fig.

.

.,

,

The other changes at this molt are very slight; the first maxillipeds
become somewhat thickened through the middle joints, making them
spindle-shaped, and along the central axis in between the muscles

may

be seen a column of large elliptical cells wdth well-marked nuclei, from
which are soon to be developed the sucking disks. These cells are
present and distinctly visible in the megalops larva before the first
molt.

A

second shedding of the skin takes place three or four days after
and produces no perceptible changes except in size and in
further development of the sucking disks on the first maxillipeds.
The second molt occurs about the tenth day, the third on the thirteenth or fourteenth day, the fourth on the sixteenth day, and the
During this time the larva gradually
fifth on the twentieth day.
increases
size, and the details of structure both external and internal
the

first,

m

conform more and more
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

to the adult form.

XXV— 02

43

This

is

especially notice-
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first maxillipeds where the sucking disks are gradually
developed at the expense of the terminal segments and barbed hooks

able in the

(fig. 11).

The sexual organs have been completed by the development of an
oviduct in the female leading back to the sinus between the posterior
lobes on the last pair of legs, and by the completion of the vasre efferand the formation of ejaculator}^ ducts in the male. With the
fourth molt the copulatory organs begin to show themselves on the
legs of the male, and the sucking disks become capable of functioning
entite

Hence we must regard the larval stage as
period as the beginning of adult life. Subsequent molts follow at intervals of three or four da3^s until, at the end

as organs of attachment.
finished

and the

fifth

of four weeks, the }

oung Argulids become

sexuall}^ ripe

are capable of the complicated process of copulation.

from

2.5

mm.

to 3

mm.

in length,

and Claus states that

the females must reach a length of at least 7

ready for their

first

mm.

and the males

They are now
in A.foUacem

before becoming-

^gg laying.

SUMMARY.
The female Arguli do not carrv their eggs about with them, but
them in rows upon stones or other convenient hard surfaces
and leave them to care for themselves.
2. The eggs are ellipsoidal in form, 0.35 to 0.1:5 mm. in length, and
are placed end to end in the rows.
They are covered with a gelati1.

deposit

nous envelope, which swells and hardens on contact with water, fastening the eggs securely to the surface and to one another.
3. In the period of incubation the Arguli separate into three groups,
one of which, represented ])y the two fresh-water forms, foliaceus^n^
catostomi, requires thirty to thirtj^-five days before hatching.
A second group, represented by the fresh-water form americamis, requires
but fifteen to eighteen da3^s, while the third group, represented Iw the
fresh-water stlsostethii and the salt-water megalops^ remain in the ^gg

from sixtv to eighty days.
1. The emerging larvte separate themselves into two groups corresponding, respectively, to the three short and the two long periods of
incubation.

In the group which hatches in a month or

less the nauplius,

meta-

nauplius, and early cyclops stages are passed inside the

larva emerges in a later cyclops stage with

all

%gg and the
the appendages present,

but many of them in a very rudimentary stage of development. Locomotion is effected by means of the second antennae and a temporary
pair of mandibular palps, both of which are elongated and tipped with
long rowing setffi. Only the first pair of legs is at all developed,
the others being mere immovable stumps.
The first maxillipeds are
not modified into sucking disks, but terminate in stout barbed hooks.

—
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Reproductive organs are present and so far developed that the sex
of the larva can be told at birth.
5.

In the second group, which requires two months or over for

incubation, the development of the larva inside the egg

emerges not merely with

is

carried

still

appendages present,
but with each full}' developed, except the anterior maxillipeds, and
all (even these) performing their appropriate functions.
The swimming legs are sufficiently developed to l>e used exclusively for locomotion; the second antennae are similar to those of the adult, and there are
no temporary mandibular palps. The first maxillipeds and the rudimentary sexual organs are similar to those in the other group.
In these larv». therefore, there is no real metamorphosis after birth,
since nothing but the first maxillipeds are at all changed in structure and
even these serve the same function from the first.
6. By a series of molts at intervals of a few days the larva is
gradually transformed into the adult. At the fourth molt, sixteen
days after hatching, the sucking disks are so fully developed as to
begin to function, and the sexual organs have matured, so that this
molt is to be regarded as the close of the larval period.
farther, so that

it

all its

MORPHOLOGY.

Body

regions.

—In consequence

of the peculiar relations

existing

between the parts of the body in the Argulidae we find different authors
assigning entire!}^ difi'erent names to them.
This has been due in
large measure to those modifications of the paired appendages resultant
upon the parasitic habits of the animals, e. g., the hooks upon the anterior antenna?, the sucking disks upon the anterior maxillipeds, etc.
These modifications caused numerous mistakes in the early interpretations of the appendages, with corresponding mistakes in the body
regions to which they are attached.
To Thorell (18()4) and Claus (1875) more, perhaps, than to any other
investigators are

we

indel)ted for the elimination of these errors, the

this group with others closely related to it,
and its final establishment in its present position.
But both these authors worked with a very limited number of
species.
Claus's observations were confined to the two fresh-water
si)ecies foliaceus and coregoni, and Thorell onl}- added one other form,
purpureux., which, however, was a parasite on salt-water fish.
In view
of such a meager supply of species upon which to base family characteristics, and the consequent doubt as to how fully they might have
represented the entire family, it is hoped that the following comparative study of 13 American species, together with the comparative
ontogeny which has preceded, may serve to supplement the data
already given, and so strengthen Claus's assignment of the group.
The body of an Argulid divides itself naturally into three regions
scientific

comparison of
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a cephalo-thovax, a free thorax, and an

abdomen — the

first

vol. xxv.

and third

being unsegmented, while the free thorax is divided into three wellThese regions thus correspond closeh^ to those in
defined segments.
the Eucopepods. The anterior one has always been called the cephalothorax, but there has been considerable question as to how many
segments of the thorax were fused with the head.
The answer to this question, and with it the solution of the whole
problem of the body regions, the other two of which have received
all the different names possible, rests entirely upon our interpretation
of the two pairs of appendages which, in common with Claus and
Thorell, we have designated as the anterior and posterior maxillipeds,
but which are really the endopodite and exopodite of the posterior
maxilla?, separated, and each joined to the body by an independent
If this latter statement be true, then of necessity only a
basipodite.
The free segsingle segment of the thorax is fused with the head.
ments following must be the remainder of the thorax, and the unsegmented posterior portion is the abdomen. The only other supposition
possible

that the appendages in question are anterior thoracic legs,

is

which has

])een earnestly

we can

advocated by several authors.

decide between these two alternatives,

all the other problems will solve themselves.
First, then, the evidence in favor of regarding these appendages as
anterior thoracic legs rests entirely upon their present form and function.
But the value of such evidence must disappear the moment we
reflect that these animals are parasites, for we have every reason to
believe that both the form and the function of many appendages
would of necessity be radically changed by long-continued parasitic

If

habits.

In proof of

and mouth

this,

witness the present form and function of the antennte

Why may

parts.

the posterior maxilUv

Again, the

first

there not have been a similar change in

?

pair of tiiese ap]3endages

that, if they are really thoracic legs, the

is

mouth

placed so far forward
parts are entirel}^ out

of place for a crustacean, and particular!}' for one so closely related to

the copepods.

Furthermore,
legs,

the

it is

if

w^e are to

look upon them as grasping or Avalking

evident that the appendages intervening between them and

mouth

(i.

e.,

the posterior maxilhe and the maxillipeds) have been

suppressed, and that, too, so thoroughly that not a trace of them

is left,

even in early development.
But the appendages which do remain are perfectly developed,
such a complete suppression without assignable cause demands
better proof than mere present form and function.
The best argument, however, is derived from analogy. These
pairs of appendages correspond almost exactly in form, position,

and
far

two
and
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And
function with those called similarly maxillipeds in the Caligida\
since the habits of the two groups are alike we may reasonably assume
that these similar appendages would correspond in origin and mor-

phological signiticance.

But Claus has already proved that the

so-called maxillipeds in at

least a part of the Caligida^ (all the species in

which he could prove

anything) are the endopodite and exopodite, respectively, of the posSuch being the case, we are compelled to regard these
terior maxilla^.
maxillipeds
in

as

similar

origin until

definite

proof can

from

be obtained

their early devel-

opment.

The

three regions in

an Argulid's body, therefore,

as we have
named them, a

are

already

cej}halo-thorai\ in

which

only the anterior segment of the thorax is
united with the head, a
free thorax of three well-

defined segments, and an

unsegme n ted
ahdom en
and without appendages.
The old name, ''tail,"
,

has persistentl V clung to
this posterior region, in

spite of the fact that

it

contains the cloacal portion of the intestine, to-

gether with the testes in
the male and the seminal

view of adult Argulus megalops female.
JUNCTION OF CEPHALO—AND FREE THORAX; al., AL.E OR
WINGS OF carapace; a. p., anal papill*; r., cephalic area
;., SEMEN
OF carapace; v.. longitudinal CHITIN rods;

FiG. 12.— Dorsal
a.,

.S-.

pouches in the female.
RECEPTACLES.
The cephalothorax is
much larger than ])oth the other regions, and is developed into a broad
horseshoe-shaped shield or carapace. This shield is strongly flattened
dorsoventrally, liut remains convex dorsally and concave ventrally
Its sides (except in A. elotigatus) are
like that of the horseshoe crab.
produced posteriorly into two broad, well-rounded lobes, in whose size
and posterior reach we may find all gradations from those which
barely cover the bases of the second pair of legs {megaloj)!^. funduli.,
latus) to others which reach back over the entire thorax and abdomen
^purpureiifi), so that the

view

carapace

(see figs. 2, 12 (text), 24, 65).

is

the only thing visible in a dorsal
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far back the lobes may extend, the sinus between them
always cut forward to the posterior border of the tirst thoracic segment, the one fused with the head. The base of this sinus, therefore,
marks the division line between the cephalo and the free thorax («., tig.

But however

is

The inner borders

12).

of the lobes are usually

some distance

apart,

squarely truncated base. But
sometimes it is so narrow that the lobes approach each other closely,
and in alcoholic specimens may even overlap {nlge}\ alosa^, americanus).
the sinus having a broad,

more or

less

These inner lobe borders may be parallel {foUaceus, maculosus) or
ma}^ even converge posteriorly {niger, catoHtomi., americanus)^ but they
usually diverge somewhat sharply, carrying the tips of the lobes away

from the body {megalops, latlcauda,

etc.).

general shape or outline three types of carapace may be recognized, the orbicular^ in which the width equals or exceeds the length
{catostomi^ latus, etc.), the elliptical., in which the length is considerably

In

its

greater than the width {foliacem^ laticamla^ megalops.,
obcardate, in which the greatest width of the carapace
posterior end {americanus., purpureus^ etc.).

etc.),
is

It is a fact

and the

nearer the

worthy of

important bearing upon the phvsiological
function of the abdomen that species having a carapace of the first
type have comparatively small alxlomeus, and in general the larger the
note here by reason of

its

carapace lobes the more restricted the a1)domen.
In addition to the posterior sinus there
sinus on either side opposite the

At

is

a broad, shallow lateral

ej^es.

the base of this sinus a V-shaped portion of the carapace is quite
from surrounding portions by its greater thinness

clearly differentiated

and perfect transparency

(fig.

2-1:).

Both these differences are due to

the fact that here the dorsal and ventral surfaces of the carapace
approach each other until they come in actual contact and fuse together.
the points of the V's a narrow groove extends backward and
inward on either side in a horseshoe-shaped curve, the toe of the shoe
crossing the median line about where the anterior edge of the first or
fused thoracic segment would naturally come (figs. 12 (text), 2, 6, etc.).
This groove divides the carapace into three regions the cephalic or
anterior oval region and the right and left lateral regions or aire {c.
and rt/., fig. 12). Each region is capable of more or less independent
motion, bending along the groove.
The cephalic region varies greatly in shape with the varying shape
of the shield, being comparatively short and wide in those species
which have an orbicular shield, while it is long and narrow in those
whose shield is elongated.
Through its center longitudinally run two ribs formed by a thickening of the cuticular chitin (v., fig. 12). These ribs start from the toe
They
of the horseshoe and run forward toward the anterior margin.
first diverge slightly in a broad curve until they have passed the brain

From

—
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!ind then curve inward toward each other, sometimes almost meeting
at the median line, and finally diverge again toward the bases of the
anterior antennae
Each one thus takes somewhat the shape of the old-fashioned letter/",
In foUaceiis the anterior
the two letters being placed back to back.
end of these ribs appears branched (Claus) as also in salminl (Kroyer),
but this occurs in none of the North American species examined.
These long ribs are jointed once just behind the brain, to give the
anterior region of the head greater freedom of motion.
They are also connected with each other, posterior to the joints, by
several cross ribs, the first of which is close to the joints and quite
concave toward the brain.
In some species {niger, foUaceiis^ fundul!) these cross ribs give the
appearance of vertebra, especially in alcoholic specimens, as noted by
Claus, but they are practically invisible in the living animal by reason
of their transparency, as can be seen in the photographs.
Other stout
branch ribs extend radially outward from the mid-line toward the
.lateral margin, the largest and most conspicuous pair being situated
between the posterior niaxillipeds and the anterior swimming legs (figs.

14, etc.).

In addition to these ribs there are two oval chitinous rings in each
lateral ala at

The

some

little

anterior one

is

distance

from the margin.

short, often

opposite the mouth, while the other

triangular, and
is

much

situated about

larger and longer and

reaches nearly the entire length of the lateral area.

The shape and arrangement

of these lateral rings

is

peculiar for each

species and affords a very reliable secondary specific character, as will

be readily seen by comparing any two of the figures showing the ventral
surface.

The

free thorax has a flattened conical form, the segments dimin-

from in front backward. The posterior segment is triangular in outline, the apex of the triangle terminating posteriorly
on the ventral surface at the opening of the oviduct or the vas
ishing in size

deferens.

more or

On

the dorsal surface this posterior segment

is

usually

overlapped by the abdomen. Each segment, including
the one fused with the head, carries a pair of swimming legs, the posterior pair pointing obliquely backward in consequence of the oblique
sides of the segment which carries them.
In alcoholic specimens these
posterior legs are often curled in and wholly covered by the abdomen.
(See figure of A. nlger.) The thorax has no other appendages save in
purpureus, where there are two scale-like lobes attached to the posterior segment on the ventral surface and projecting backward beneath
less

abdomen (fig. 65).
The latter is much thinner than either of the other tw^o body regions.
It consists of little more than two plate-like lobes or lamella% filled

the
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with blood sinuses and carrying"

in their

thickened bases the testes in

the male and the seminal receptacles in the female.
ter runs the

much-narrowed

this are longitudinal

vol. xxv.

Through the

cloacal portion of the intestine

muscles which assist in circulation

cen-

and around

(p. 6()9).

The outline of the -abdomen is usually oval or broadly triangular.
In some species whose cephalothorax is orbicular the al)domen also
approaches closely to that shape {catostomi). In other species {laticauda, etc.) it is broadened posteriori}^ until it becomes almost perIts size and shape differ greatly in the two sexes even
fectly elliptical.
The presence of the long testes elongates the
of the same species.
lobes until sometimes the abdomen of the male is nearly twice as long
as that of the female {funduH).
It is always much longer, and thus produces a narrowed elliptical
form, with a tendency toward acumination in the lobes posteriorly.
On the other hand, the spherical seminal receptacles of the female are
situated far forward in the lolies and tend to widen that portion especiall}", producing a broad triangular form, usually with blunt, rounded
tips.

The abdomen is cut posteriorly by a median sinus which runs forward l)etween the lobes very varying distances in the different species.
It

may be broad,

shallow, and well rounded

{eatostoiiii),

broadly triangu-

narrowly triangular and cut deeply {stizostethil^ niger)^ or so narrow as to be slit-like {versicolor).
The anus is situated at the base of the sinus, and somewhere along
the sides or at the base are to be found the anal papilh^^.
The position of these papilhe as subterminal, lateral, or basal adds
another secondary specitic character which is very useful in classifica-

lar {maeidosus, lepldostei),

tion.

The appendages.
cephalic and the
line the sting

The two

—On the ventral surface of the carapace we find the

first

thoracic paired appendages, and along the median

and the mouth apparatus.

pairs of antennai are situated in front of the eyes

and

lie in

shallow troughs or depressions in the ventral surface of the carapace.

The

first

antennae have a broad

the proximal joint

is

much

flat

basal portion which

is

two-jointed;

the smaller of the two, triangular in shape,

prolonged backward into a stout blunt chitinous spine.
distal joint is considerably elongated at right angles to the proximal one (and hence at right angles to the central axis), and it terminates in a strong sickle-shaped hook which is curved over ventrally.
There is usually a similar but much smaller hook upon the anterior
margin near the base of the joint, and in most species a stout spine,
occasionally two of them {versieolor), upon the posterior margin.
The terminal portion of the antenna which is three-jointed is so
diminished in size and relatively so insignificant as to be easiiy overFurthermore, it is fastened to the distal joint alongside the
looked.

and

is

The
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huge chitinous hook and in some species {latlcauda) does not reach
beyond the hitter.
The hirval development shows that this prehension which so predominates in the adult is really acquired and that the antennas are
originally tactile.

The second antennas have retained this original function in greater
measure than the first. They consist of a stout cylindrical basal portion, which is also produced backward near the median line into a
blunt chitin spine similar to that on the first antenna? and right in line
behind it.
Sometimes this spine is reenforced by another situated just anterior
to it, the two and the spine on the proximal basal joint of the first
antenna forming a row alongside the median line (maeulosus, amerlcamis).
The remaining three joints of these second antennae are much
narrower than the basal one and the terminal joint is also very short.
They are all, including the l)asal joint, armed with a few bristles on
their anterior surfaces at the

The three termi-

distal ends.

nal

joints

usually fiexed

are

posteriorly until they

form a

right angle with the basal joint.

The anterior maxillipeds
all

in

adult Arguli are modified

into sucking disks.

togeii}',

is

a

This also,

from the on-

as can be seen

derived

or ac-

quired character.

The function

of prehension

IX

Argulds

AMKRICANUS.

same whether
the appendage end in a claw or a sucking disk, but with the growth of
the disk comes a secondary function of walking or scuttling about over
the surface of the fish's body.
For this the disk is much better suited
is

of course the

when once fixed
but does not admit of adjustment rapid enough to be
used as an organ of locomotion. These disks consist of a short cylin-

than a terminal claw; the latter gives as firm a hold
in the fish's skin,

drical l)asal portion, representing the basal joint of the original larval

appendage, and a terminal border of nearly twice the diameter.
The latter does not represent the terminal joints of the original
appendage, l)ut seems to be a new growth after the absorbtion of those
joints.
In the larval development these joints persist for a long time
as a useless appendage attached to the side of the maxilliped between
the base and the border, and they seem to be gradually absorbed and
used in making the border, much as the tadpole's tail is used to make
the hing legs of the little frog.
The Ijorder is largely membraneous,
is serrated around the edge, and is strengthened hy numerous rays which
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manner in th3 various species. In
foliacem they consist of a row of chitin joints so short as to appear
In amerlcanus they consist of
spherical or slightly elliptical (Claus).
two concentric rows of chitin rods, each of which is shaped like the
are formed in a very different

J (fig. 13).
The rods in the outer row

letter

are

much

smaller than those in the inner

membrane. In
megalops the rays are made up of a series of trough or gutter shaped
plates overlapping one another like shingles (fig. 14).
The base of the membrane is strengthened by three chitin rings, the
basal one of which is large enough to hold its shape perfectly against
one, and thev do not reach nearly to the edge of the

the contraction of the muscles.

The terminal one serves as a support for the ravs and to it their
proximal ends are attached. This border contains two sets of muscles,
circular and radial, by which it can be elevated till it assumes the
same direction as the cylindrical base and simply forms a hollow terminal portion to the latter, or it can be depressed till it stands out at
It often assumes the
right angles to the base like the brim of a hat.
first position on fixation, but the last
one is the normal posture in the living animal.

Its

membraneous

struc-

by the chitin rays,
with the flexibility produced by the
joints in the latter, and the serrated
ture, strengthened

Fig. 14.— Border

of sucking disk in Argu
MEGALOPS.

edge, enable

it

to

fit

down snugly

to

l.US

body
The lumen of the base is nearly filled by
and produce a tight joint.
four large muscles arranged in pairs, approximately right and left
and anterior and posterior. By the contraction of these muscles a
partial vacuum is formed inside the base and the flexible border is
The simple
securely fastened to the surface on which it rests.
relaxation of the muscles restores the original lumen and the disk is
the rough surface of the

fish's

detached.

By

relaxing

its

hold with one disk and carrying

it

forward while

the other remains fastened the ardmal moves about with surprisingrapidity.
Not only is Thorell wrong when he says (1864) that these
appendages are " used exclusively as fixing organs," but it seems
highly probable that they have been modified into this disk form for
And while
the express purpose of functioning as locomotor organs.
the function of fixation may, and probably does, still take precedence,
yet that of locomotion becomes a close second. The relative size of

these disks varies greatly; in

some

species {fuRdull, latus)

nearly a third the width of the carapace, and be
are forms in which the carapace

megalops)

it is

not

more than

is

orbicular.

it

it

reaches

remembered these

In others (Idtimuda^

a sixth or a seventh of that width.
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They

segment and four longer terminal ones.
The ventral surface of all these segments, over the whole or a part
of its area, is raised up into rough papillse, or armed with spines and
bristles pointing backward.
In addition the basal segment has on its ventral surface a raised
This area projects postearea, often armed witb spines or bristles.
riorly beyond the border of the joint, and in all species examined
except one {hit us) is produced into three strong teeth. For this reason it was designated by Kroyer as the "• kammen " (pecten or comb).
In many species {lepidostei^ etc.) these teeth are long and very sharp,
while in others they take on more of the nature of plates, being broad
and squarely truncated or only a trifle rounded posteriorly {laticauda^
The terminal segments of these appendages are armed
catodoiiiJ).
with two claws and a third process or papilla, often ending in a spine.
consist of

a short basal

X, XII, XXL)
With reference to the use of these appendages, it is at once evident
from the spines, teeth, and rough areas on their ventral surfaces that
they serve to keep the Argulus from slipping backward on its host,
and that this must be their chief function.
Such an interpretation is strengthened by the fact that in those
species which have the spines and hooks of the antenna? and the ven(Plates

tral surface of the

americanus,

etc.) the

carapace particularly well developed {mtfcrdosKS,
posterior maxillipeds are comparatively small

and poorly armed.

On

the contrary, species like catostomlsindi alosse, where the spines on
weak and insignificant, the posterior m^illipeds are

the antennfe are
large, stout,

and well armed.

There

is

thus in every species examined

quite a uniform balance between the size and armature of these pos-

and that of the antennae and carapace.
That these appendages may also be used for "cleaning the sucking
cups and for removing extraneous particles from the cavity," as maintained by Vogt (184:5), seems very likely from the forceps nature of
the claws on the terminal joint, but the present author has never had
That they
the good fortune to actually witness such an operation.
"serve principally as organs of locomotion and may therefore be
called creeping feet {j^edes gessorii)^ as the}^ have, indeed, been named
l)y Kroyer" (Thorell), does not seem probable either from their strucAnd in the scores of living Arguli which
ture or their development.
have been carefully watched no such use of these appendages has ever
terior maxillipeds

been detected.
The four pairs of thoracic appendages are swimming feet and are
They each consist of a two-jointed
the principal organs of locomotion.
l)asipod and an exopod and endopod, of which the former is slightly
the longer. The joints of the basipods on the several pairs of legs
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show a regular gradation
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proximal ones diminishing and
The proximal
joints of the posterior pair of legs are usually triangular in shape to
fit the sides of the triangular posterior thoracic segment.
They are also produced posteriorly into lobes more or less bootIn some species {maetdosus^
shaped, with the toes turned outward.
v&t'sicolor^ lepidostei\ these lobes are as large as or even larger than
in length, the

the distal ones increasing, from in front backward.

the joints themselves.

In the female all the other basipod joints (except the posterior) are
simple and without appendages, but in the male the two posterior
pairs of legs in all species, and in some the three posterior pairs, carry
accessory sexual organs upon their basipods.

more

fully later.

jointed,

The endopodites

These will be described

of the hrst pair of legs are three-

the basal joint including the larger part, while the two

very small and short. The latter do not carry setse
and they terminate in a pair of forceps-like spines.
The endopods of the second pair of legs are not jointed; those of the
The exothird and fourth pairs are jointed once near their center.
pods in all four pairs of legs (<re without joints. Kroyer, Vogt, and
Lej^dig were deceived by the swollen bases of the large rowing setae
into declaring that both exopods and endopods were many jointed,
and this error has been religiously preserved down to the very latest
terminiil joints are

like the basal joint,

text- books.

Lang distinctly says that the exopods and endopods in the Argulidse
"are long and manj^ jointed."^ Parker and Haswell do not make any
statement, but Claus's figure, which they publish, shows many joints.
This tigui>»> was drawn by Claus to show the development of the
testes and the sucking disks on the anterior maxillipeds, and he has
That he did not intend to
slurred over many of the other details.
represent the endopods and exopods as actuallv jointed is abundantly
manifest from enlarged detailed drawings of the three posterior legs
of the male (the figure in question is also that of a young male), in
which they are represented correctly as without joints, save for the
Furthersingle middle joint in the endopod of the two posterior legs.
more, he distinctly says, in the text accompanying these figures," that
"in the place of numerous joints capalile of independent motion, there
are only joint-like breaks or intervals apparent in the hair-like foot

branches."

American species examined,
by reference to the musculature.
In all the exopods and in the two anterior endopods there is a
single un})roken muscle strand running from base to tip.
In the two
This

as

is

is

certainly the condition in every

readily proved

posterior endopods this strand

is

broken at the central joint, as are the
It is
all the appendages (fig. 15).

muscles everywhere else at joints in
^Part

I, p.

316,

^Edition of 1875,

English translation.
figs. 44, 45,

and

text, p. 250.
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unfortunate that Claus's tigure should have become the classic for

all

It does not show any of
text-books, encyclopedias, and dictionaries.
the segmentation in the swimming legs correctly, and without the

accompanying text manifestly places its author in error.
Both exopods and cndopods are furnished with two rows of long
plumose seta? along the dorsal and ventral edges of their posterior surface, which render them efficient oars for propulsion through the water.
Similar shorter setfe are found along the posterior Ijorder of both
basipod joints of the posterior legs, and in some species {/naculosus,
'Versicolor, etc.)

along the basipods of

all

the legs.

Often, also, the

appendages of the basal joints of the
posterior legs will be found covered with these seta?.
More than half the species (17 out of 26) have an appendage called
a fiagellum {Gelsselanhang) attached to the two anterior pairs of legs.
This consists of a slender shaft attached to the distal end of the basientire surface of the boot-shaped

swimming leg of Argulus americakus; the arrangement of the muscles
SHOWS CONCLVSIVELY THAT THE EXOPODITE IS NOT JOINTED, AND THAT THE ENDOPODITE HAS BUT

FiG. 15.— Posterior

A SINGLE JOINT.

pod, just above the base of the endopod.
parallel to the endopod,

that

it lies

but

is

Ijent

At

first it is

directed outward

abruptly upward and inward, so

along the dorsal surface of the basipod.

two rows of plumose seta? and is capal^le of independent motion.
There can be little doubt that one at least of its
functions is to keep the ventral surface of the carapace clean and to
remove any foreign particles that might find lodgment between the
legs and carapace.
The blood enters the main shaft of these flagella
just as it does the exopods and endopods of the swimming legs, but
can not of course get out into the seta?. This coupled with its very
small size renders it difiicult to see how such an appendage can serve
any important respiratory function.
In the females of many species we find a pair of long finger-like
papillge, situated one on either side of the opening of the oviduct
between the bases of the posterior pair of legs.
It also carries
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These are manifestly tactile organs and assist in placing the eggs
during Qgg la^dng. They are never found on males.
The abdomen has no appendages nor any trace of theni at any stage
in its development.
The digestive systent. The mouth parts consist of two separate
organs united at their bases. The anterior portion has been called,
respectively, a "sting," a "gadd," and a "sucker" b}^ various authors.
The tirst of these names is the most applicable. This sting is a long,
very sharp-pointed spine, tipped with
chitin and inclosed in a sheath of the
same material, to which it is so attached that it can be extended and

—

withdrawn

like the finger of a glove.

When not in use, it
drawn and lies in

is

partly with-

a

longitudinal

groove which runs forward between
the bases of the antennae.
veritable sting, for the spine

and

its

lumen serves

It is a
is

hollow

as the duct of a

poison gland situated at the base of
the sheath.

The inner portion
&

oe.m.

—

c h.r.

Fig. 16.— Sting

and poison gland of Ar-

GULUs versicolor,

ch. r., Chitin rib ok
(L, duct of
(/., poison gland;
poison gland; mm., mandible muscles;
oe. TO., (ESOPHAGUS MU.SCLE; oe. m'., side
muscle OF (ESOPHAGUS; r.m., retractor
muscle; .1., sting.

proboscis;

blood both by

its

and

of the sting

is

and is folded upon
itself when withdrawn.
It is forked
near the base of the sheath and a
branch of the duct passes out to the
poison gland on either side (fig. 16).
When wished for use, the sting is
dropped down from its groove upon
the fish's skin, into which it is then
pushed by e version.
Thus in the way in which it is
carried and used the sting bears considerable resemblance to the proboscis
soft

flexible

in certain hemiptera.

Its chief use
appears to be that of puncturing the
skin and securing a strong flow of
wound and also the irritation caused b}^ the pouring

from the gland.
mouth apparatus is the proboscis; it
also is cylindrical and can be elevated or depressed at pleasure.
But
it is much larger in diameter than the sting and is somewhat clubin of the secretion

The

posterior portion of the

shaped at the free end. When not in use, there is a groove extending
back between the bases of the two pairs of maxillipeds in which it is
carried.

-
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formed of an upper and an under lip,
which are held in place and at the same time rendered
flexible b}^ a jointed chitin framework.
The latter can be seen on either side of the proboscis tube as a series
of longitudinal ribs, forked at their distal ends, where they are united
to one another and to a transverse framework which bounds the oral
aperture and gives support to the mandibles and maxilhv. The pattern of this framework, as well as the details of the mandibles and

The

walls of the proboscis are

respectively,

maxillte, varies greatly in diiferent species, but the essential features

are the

same

in all,

and

are as follows:

The under lip forms the
posterior surface of the

tube and

spreads

down

over the hood-shaped end
and up a very little way

on the anterior side, terminating in the shape of
a half-moon around the
lower border of the mouth
aperture (lig. IT).

At either side this half
moon is prolonged into a
triangular flap which pro-

upward over the

jects

outer surface of the uppeilip, and must hence be regarded as a rudimentary

labial

palp

(/.

p.).

The remainder

of

the

formed
by the upper lip, which
ventral surface

is

terminates at the

mouth

a somewhat squarely
truncated {americanus, cain

and chitin skeleton of proboscis
OF Argulus foliaceus (after claus). c, Chitin framework; /., LOWER LIP; l. p., labial PALP; 7H. AND m'., LONGITUDINAL AND transverse PORTIONS OF THE MOUTH OPENING;
m d., mandible; ))!. v., maxilla. (Compare with Fig. S.)

Fig. 17.— Mouth-pakts

tostomi) or even emargi-

nate

{n'igei\

under

megalops) lip proper, projecting into the concavity of the

lip.

In foliaceus^ in addition to the transverse opening at the end of the
is a narrow, somewhat lance-shaped longitudinal slit
extending along the anterior surface toward the base of the proboscis.
This slit is considerably longer than the transverse opening, and its
edges are sharply serrated where it merges into the latter.
Hence the mouth opening has an elongated triangular form mfoliacem. But in catostovii the longitudinal slit is very much shorter than

proboscis, there
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the transverse one, in fact

though

its

edges are

the other species

still

{7viger,

is little

more than

vol. xxv.

a notch in the

serrated like those oi folia cem.

megalojm^ etc.) the longitudinal

upper

In

slit

lip,

many

of

disappears

curved mouth opening transverse to the long diamand often slightly enlarged at either end.
In these forms also there is no serration of the edges of the mouth
opening. Just behind the labial palps on either side the chitin frameentirely, leaving a

eter of the proboscis tube

work

thickened somewhat where the longitudinal ribs join the

is

transverse rods, and to these thickened joints are attached the mandibles

and

maxilla?.

somewhat triangular or })roadly
upward toward
each other so that their pointed and toothed tips almost meet in the
mid line of the gullet above the mouth opening.
The}' are always l^ordered by sharp-cutting teeth on their inner

The mandibles

elongated,

{ind.) are

sickle-shaped chitin plates, which curve inward and

margins, and sometimes {amerlcaiius^ etc.) along the outer margins
also, and are evidentl}^ designed to cut and tear the flesh of the parasite's

host and so stimulate the flow of blood.

The two

maxillte

(//;,?.),

but a single pair, are also thin chitinous plates of various
shapes, which are attached at the same place as the mandibles, but
which extend backward and outward behind the mandibles nearly
for there

is

They are sometimes toothed on their inner
margins (Thorell), but are usual!}" smooth and terminate in a long
sharp spine, which also is evidently used to stimulate the flow of blood
from the host.
The proximal end of the proboscis passes directly into the short
oesophagus, which in turn opens into the stomach.
These portions of the digestive system are the same in the adult as
in the larva and do not need to be described again here.
The only thing to be added is that the side pouches of the stomach
become more and more branched with age until Anally they are entirely
broken up into ramitications, as is well shown in the photograph of
americduus (fig. 84).
The circulatory system. There is a well-detined heart and a short
aorta which opens directly into the body cavity, but there are no other
blood vessels of any sort. Instead, the blood circulates about freely
through the lacunar and sinuses, which form a network all over the
parallel with each other.

—

body, as alread}- described (p. 669).
The blood itself is a colorless liquid in which float numerous corThe latter are smooth, spindle, or pear-shaped, and occasionpuscles.
ally

somewhat

As soon

fibrous at the ends.

as the circulation stops they sink to the bottom, but they

do not become spherical

in

any American species so long as the animal
nucleus, which can be

They contain a well-defined
brought out clearly by the addition of a little
remains

alive.

acetic acid (Leydig).
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The heart

lies in

the median line of the body, just beneath the skin
It is triangular in outline, the

of the dorsal surface.

angle extending- squarely across the thorax at

abdomen.
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The apex

its

base of the

tri-

junction with the

of the triangle passes directly into a long c^din-

which reaches forward, diminishing gradually in size, to
The walls of both
the brain, under which it opens into the coelom.
heart and aorta are well supplied with striated muscle libers by whose
contraction a rythmic pulsation is produced.
Jurine (1806), Leydig (1850), and Claus (1875), have each describedin
some detail the course of the blood Gnvv^wiiimfoliaceus, and the present author has observed them in the three American species, versidrical aorta,

color,

Of

americanus, sind catostond.
these species the course of the blood in versicolor and catostomi

corresponds quite closely with that given for foliacem^ but in americanus

it is

quite ditferent in several details.

In the former species the heart has six openings; of these two are

median and four are paired at the sides (Claus, fig. 37).
One of the median openings is anterior and passes into and through
the aorta and out into the coelom under the brain.
The other is postei-ior and opens backward through the ventral part of the base of the
triangle into the sinus around the cloaca.
Of the paired openings the anterior pair are ventral and consist of a
diagonal slit on either side just at the base of the aorta. The posterior
pair are lateral and open out of the basal angles of the triangle into the
broad sinus which follows the edge of the abdomen. These lateral
paired openings and the posterior median opening are guarded by
valves, but the other three open and close by the simple approximation and separation of the edges of the slits.
The heart pulsates about once a second and drives the blood out
through the aorta. This stream almost immediately divides, portions
going to the right and left and bathing the tissues of the head and
antenna', and especially the eyes, which are entirely surrounded b}^ a
wide sinus. Another portion turns downward into the common base
of the proboscis and sting and there separates, a part going forward
into the sheath which surrounds the sting and a part backward into
the proboscis.
All these anterior streams turn back on either side to the bases of

the anterior maxillipeds.

A

part enters the maxillipeds themselves, a

part keeps on posteriorly, paissing the bases of the

swimming

legs

and

sending out currents to each, and the remainder turns out sidewise
into the lateral areas of the carapace.
Here it percolates through the
lacuna% ])etween and around the numerous stomach ramifications,

gradually working
side streams,

its

which

way back

in

broad curves to the two central

finally enter the heart

slits.

Proc. N.

M.
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At every pulsation also a portion of the blood is driven backward
through the posterior median opening into the sinus around the cloaca.
The bulk of this stream passes directly back to the anus where it
divides, a half passing around the wide sinus on the border of each
lobe of the abdomen.
But portions of the central cloacal stream are given off sidewise all
the wav back to the anus; these percolate through the sinuses and
lacunae and around the sexual organs of either lobe and finally join
the returning streams along either margin and enter the heart through the posterior valved lateral openings..

In this
the blood

way

a constant interchange of

from various parts

of the body
maintained, and that portion of it

is

which percolates through

the

lateral

areas of the carapace and the lobes of

the

abdomen

ing

its

The

thoroughl}- purified dur-

is

passage.
circulation in

americanm

in several particulars; there are

openings

differs

but

in the heart, the ventral

five

one

consistingof a single median longitudinal
slit

18).

instead of paired lateral ones

(fig.

All the blood enters through the

lateral valved

openings a; a part of

it

passes out of the aorta anteriorly h and

another part out of the posterior median
aperture d, and each of these streams
follows the same course as in foliaceiis.
But the greater bulk turns downward
view of the heart
OF ARGULUS AMEKICANl'S (DIAGRAMMATIC), a., Paired lateral openings; b., ANTERIOR opening OF AORTA;
C, anterior, ANDrf., POSTERIOR VENTRAL OPENING.

Fig. 18.— Dorsal

and passes out of the median ventral slit
This stream pours around the
{().
intestine and separates naturally into
two side streams, running forward past
the bases of the

swimming

legs,

sending

out lateral streams into each of them, and joining the anterior streams
from the aorta underneath the brain. On its return the blood perco-

through the lateral sinuses of the carapace and, joining the
streams from the borders of the abdomen, enters the openings at the
(See also fig. 19.)
sides of the triangular base of the heart.
This circulation does not depend for its impetus upon the pulsation
of the heart alone.
It is helped, as such lacunal circulation must
always be, by the contraction of muscles in various parts of the body.
lates

is this true of those muscles which contract somewhat
rhythmicall}^ like the muscles of the stomach and nitestine in their

Especially
peristaltic

movements, and of the legs

in

swimming.

There

is

also a
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network of longitudinal muscles around and over the cloaca which
keeps up a rhythmic contraction that greatly assists circulation.
These have already been mentioned as one of the chief agents in
the larval circulation prior to the development of the heart, and they
seem to retain their function in the adult.
Besjnration has been already fully discussed in the larva, and there
It may be well to repeat that respirais nothing to be added here.
tion is integumental, and that it is not confined exclusively to the
abdomen. The lobes of the carapace have a respiratory function as
important as that of the abdomen, and become the chief centers for
blood purification in those species {catostomi^ etc.) whose abdomen is
comparatively very small.
The nervous system is well developed, and consists of a dorsal l)rain
connected with a ventral chain of ganglia, and nerves running to the
various appendages. The brain consists of two portions, each of
which is lobed (fig. 20). The upper part is situated just beneath the
skin on the dorsal midline of the carapace, right over the common base
Its three lobes have an outline and arrangeof the mouth and sting.

Fig. 19.—Side

view of the heart of Argulus americanus (diagrammatic).
SEE Fig.

ment

(For lettering

18.)

similar to that of the parts of a clover leaf.

The outer rounded

portions are almost transparent, but the inner borders, where the
three come in contact, are heavily pigmented, and show through very

prominently as a dark brown, almost ))lack, triangular spot. The
under part is much larger than the upper, is more oval or elliptical in
shape, and extends some distance in front of the pigment spot.
It is
divided along its longitudinal or antero-posterior diameter into two
lobes, each of which passes insensibly at the anterior end into a thick
nerve running to the eye on that side. In most species these optic
nerves have a good-sized swelling, the optic ganglion, on their outer
borders just before reaching the eyes.
The posterior ends of the lobes also pass insensibly into thick-set
commisures, which curve around the oesophagus on either side and
connect with the interior ventral ganglion*.

At

the point where they leave the lobes there

swelling, the ''''schlimdgcmgUon^'' (Claus).

From

is

a considerable

this swelling a

nerve
runs forward to the posterior antenna?. There is also another nerve
leading to the anterior antenna? from some portion of this ventral
part of the brain, but I have been unable to locate it any more exactly
than Claus.
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The
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ventral chain consists of six ganglia placed so near together

But they can still be distinguished clearly by the transverse grooves and constrictions between
them (tig. 20). They diminish in size from in front backward, the
anterior one being about twice the diameter of the posterior. From the
that they are almost completely fused.

anterior ganglion a stout nerve (there are several others leading from

Fig. 20.— Thk

nervous system of Akgulus americanu.s.

the same ganglion in coregoni according to Clauses ligure)

is

given off

on either side which divides quickly, the anterior branch innervating
the mouth parts, while the posterior branch passes out into the carapace.
Another stout nerve is given off usually from the second ganglion^ which divides and innervates the two pairs of maxillipeds.
Leydig states that this nerve comes from the first ganghon in foliaceus. Claus
it from the second ganghon in coregoni, an arrangement which exists, also in
aDwricauus and reratcolor. It has not yet been located in other species.
'

gives
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From each of the other ganglia is given off a pair of nerves (two
pairs in coregoni) which run diagonally backward and innervate the
swimming legs in order. From the posterior ganglion two pairs of
nerves in the American species and foUaceus, and three in coregom,
run directly backward along the ventral wall of the intestine. The
outer of these two pairs goes to the posterior swimming legs; the
inner one runs into the abdomen and innervates its muscles, together
with those of the heart. Especially worthy of notice are the innerva-

FiG. 21.— Female

papilla;

i. r.,

p., semen
sexual organs of Argulus amertcanus. o., Ovary; ov., oviduct;
semen receptacle; t.p., tactile papilla at the opening of the oviduct.
.t.

tions of the basal lobes of the posterior swmiming legs, which are used
as tactile organs in ^^g laying, as already described, the innervation of

the accessory sexual organs on the swimming legs in the male, and
that of the tactile papillw on either side of the opening of the oviduct
in the female.

For sense organs the Arguli possess only eyes and tactile organs.
The eyes are large in most species and are made up of 30 to 60 facets,
spherical or ellipsoidal in form, but packed so closely together as to
become more or less angular. The outer portions of these facets are
free from pigment, but the inner portions are heavily pigmented.
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The whole eye is usually spherical, but in a few species
elongated diagonally or crescent shaped.
Each eye

is

surrounded

b}^

is

somewhat

a wide blood sinus through which the

blood constantl}^ flows, so that the eyes are continually Ixithed in

The eyes are

capa])le of

moving

inside these sinuses

it.

and often show a

trembling motion similar to that in other copepods.
The tactile organs include the two pairs of antenna?, the original
tactile function of the first pair being almost wholly superseded by the
acquired function of prehension, the basal lobes on the posterior legs,
and the long finger papillas beside the opening of the oviduct in the
There are also tactile setse around the anterior half of the
female.
edge of the carapace, and some at least of the accessory organs in
the male serve primarily as organs of touch (p. 697).

anb papillae op Argulus amekicanus female under greater
ENLARGEMENT, b. /., BaSAL LOBES OF POSTERIOR LEGS; J. d., DUCTS LEADING FROM THE RECEPTACLES TO THE PAPILL.E; S.p.. SEMEN PAPILLA; S.r., SEMEN RECEPTACLES; t.p., TACTILE PAPILLA.

Fig. 22.—Semen receptacles

The sexual organs.

—The

ally larger than the male,

sexes are separate, and the female

though there

is

no such difference

is

usu-

in size as

among some of the other parasitic forms. And in laticauda the males are
actually larger than any females thus far found.
The females are also
considerably more numerous than the males.

The female sexual organs
paired seminal receptacles

consist of an unpaired

(fig. 21).

The ovary

median ovar}' and
an unpaired

starts as

ridge of cells along the right or left side of the intestine.

In later
migrates to the median line, and becomes a simple
receptable for holding the maturing eggs.
It reaches from the
stomach to the posterior end of the thorax, where it narrows abruptly
into a short oviduct which opens out at the base of the sinus between

development

it

the lobes of the posterior logs.

In

many

species there

is

a long tactile
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opening, but some are without
papilla on either side of this external
and in most species exhibit
muscular,
are
ovary
the
of
walls
The
it.
In some
similar to those in the intestine.
peristaltic

movements

pigment spots,
is beset with dark brown
somewhat regular longitudinal rows. The eggs are spher-

species the dorsal surface

arrano-ed in

inside a small petioled
wlien first formed, and are each developed
on the appearance of a bunch of
bag, so that the whole mass takes

ical

grapes.

As they grow they become

ellipsoidal,

11
packed
the
and
Between the egg
and are

n

^^

finally

become angular.
which it is contained is a clear, jelly like subThe semen recepstance which forms a sort of shell around the egg.

too-ether so tightlv as to

membrane

of the bag in

lying in the anterior portion
tacles are dark-colored spherical capsules
From each capsule a
(fig.
22).
cloaca
of the abdomen lobes near the
conical papilla {s. p.)
duct (.s\ d.) runs forward and inward to a hollow
on the ventral surface. This papilla is in
situated nearer the midline
the anterior end of an elliptical shield

composed of several

chitin

of the abdomen around the
plates which covers the ventral surface
the center of the duct is
Near
place.
in
papilla and holds it securely
The papilla are strongly curved over inward
app.'ndage.
a blind

plates are capable of
toward the midline, and both they and the shield
motion.
motion
fits into
The outer end of the semen duct leading from the capsules
at will.
extruded
or
withdrawn
be
can
and
sheath
the papilla as into a
into a sharp chitinous spine, and
Its tip is contracted and hardened
papilla and
when extruded this spine projects from the tip of the
oviduct.
the
from
issues
latter
the
as
comes in contact with the egg
When withdrawn the papilla is closed and the semen is confined to the

1^-4.

receptacle and the proximal part of the duct.
eggshell and the conGlaus calls attention to the thickness of the
may enter
necessity of a micropyle through which the sperm

sequent

any
But he states that careful examination does not reveal
chitin spine at
micropvle, and gives it as his opinion that the sharp
shell and makes thus a
the tip of the duct just noticed pierces the egg
passage for the sperm.
the
However this may be, it is certain that the egg as it issues from
legs and
posterior
the
of
bases
the
between
grasped
is

the egg.

oviduct, and

must come forcibly
carried back into place on the underlying surface,
it a discliarge of sperm.
from
receive
and
spine
this
with
contact
in
essential and
The male sexual organs may be distinguished first as
unpaired semessential organs include the testes, an
receptacle and
the
to
testes
the
from
leading
ducts
the
inal receptacle,
of blind capsules
from the receptacle to the sexual opening, and a pair
are situated in
connected with the latter ducts (fig. 23). The testes
to that of the
corresponding
position
a
in
alxlomen
the lobes of the

accessory.

The
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seminal receptacles in the female.

They are much larger than the

and as a result the abdomen of the male is comparatively larger and longer than that of the female of the same species.
The testes {t.) are ovoid or ellipsoidal in shape, and in neaily every
species are covered on the dorsal surface with dark pigment spots corresponding to those on the dorsal surface of the ovary. From the
receptacles, however,

Fig. 23.— Male sexu.\l

duct;

.<.

v.,

organs of Argulus americant^s. b. C, BLIND capsule; f. (I., EJACULATORY
SEMEN vesicle: f., TESTIS; V. d., YAH deferens; v. c, vas efferens.

anterior end of each testis there runs a duct, the vas efferens (/'. e.),
which leads forward to the unpaired seminal receptacle or vesicle (.v. v.)

lying in the posterior thorax on the midline, above the intestine.
The vasa efferentia enter the vesicle at its posterior end. From the
anterior end there is given off on either side another duct, the vas
deferens (r.d.), which turns l)ackward alongside the vas efferens until

NO
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it reaches the posterior border of the thorax, where it turns downward
and inward, meeting the corresponding duct from the other side on
the midventral line and fusing- in a very short, common ejaculatory
duct {e. d.) which opens at the base of the sinus, between the lobes of
the posterioi- legs, thus corresponding exactly to the opening of the
oviduct in the female. Connected with the vasa deferentia on either
side, just where they turn down to meet each other, is a pair of accessory blind capsules (Jj. c). These are long and slender, and reach
forward far beyond the seminal vesicle and are somewhat enlarged at
All the ducts and the
their anterior ends so as to be club-shaped.

seminal vesicle exhibit peristaltic movements.
The accessory sexual organs of the male are used chiefly for copula-

They are situated upon the two or three posterior pairs of legs
tion.
and vary greatlv in the various species.
They are of two kinds, which may be called generic and speciHc.
The generic parts, those which are present in all species without
much modification, are a peg or blunt spine on the anterior surface
of the distal end of the ))asipod of the posterior legs, and a semen
The peg
capsule on the posterior surface of the legs next in front.
and the capsule face each other and are evidently supplementary in
function.

So far as can be determined from preserved specimens, there are two
general types of peg in the American species.
In one, represented hj funduli^ megcdoj^s, alosx, etc., the protuberance takes the shape of a spherical ball arising at the base of the exopod, but no tubercles can be seen on its surface corresponding to those

found

m

The

foliaceus (Claus).

ball

is

somewhat

flattened dorso-ventrally

and

is

supported on

a short narrowed neck.

the anterior surface of the basipod

between the

is

ball

Along
and the body

a groove

formed by the raising of

the edges of the basipod joints.

be elevated or partially depressed into this groove at
of the groove is not even, but is raised
into a small flattened plate opposite the base of the ball and into another
nmch larger one nearer the body.
These projections and a part of the ventral surface of the ])asipod

The

ball can

pleasure.

itself

The ventral edge

are roughened

])y

chitinous papillary elevations of the cuticle

XI, XII, and XIV).
The other t3"pe of peg is present in versicolor, lepidmtei, americanus^
It conetc., and more closely resembles that described iov foliaceus.
sists of a blunt papilla at the base of the exopod, ver}^ similar in form
to that pictured by Claus for foliaceus and also covered with rough
(Plates

tubercles.

But from the center of the papilla there arises a long curved spine
and slightly enlarged at the very tip.

conical in shape
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diameter is not more than a third that of the basal papilla, so
point is quite sharp despite the fact that it is enlarged a trifle.
On the ventral surface of the basipod are projections similar to those
connected with the other type of peg, and a large triangular plate
extending across the surface, both projections and plate being- cov^ered
Its

that

its

with rough chitin tubercles.

The

tissues

around

this

kind of a peg

are more transparent than in the other species and through them can
be seen a muscle running from the very tip of the basal papilla diagonally backward to the posterior surface of the basipod, where

it is

attached to a small chitin thickening of the cuticle just at the tip of the
triangular plate.

and by

it

This

is

the muscle which gives motion to the peg,

the narrow terminal part can be at least partially withdrawn

into the wider basal portion.

Alongside the muscle can be seen a goodpeg and

sized nerve fiber which extends into the basal portion of the

good sense of touch.
The same muscle and nerve exist in the previous type, but can not be
seen as readily through the more opaque tissues (Plates XV, XX, and
XXI). The semen capsule is quite a deep, pocket-shaped cavity on the
posterior border of the third pair of legs opposite the peg.
While
indicates that the latter possesses a

the peg

is

confined exclusively to the distal basipod joint, both seg-

ments of the basipod share

in the

formation of the capsule, according

to Claus.

In most species the bulk of the capsule

two

is

on the

distal joint, but in

fundidi and megalops, it is almost wholly on the
basal joint.
The lumen of the capsule is closed by flaps projecting
over it from the surrounding tissues. These flaps are held open by
the peg on the posterior legs while the capsule is being filled with
at least

species,

sperm.
In addition to this peg and capsule there are various specific modifications of the three posterior legs.

These take the form of processes of various shapes attached to the
In megalojjs the basal joint of the third legs is well rounded posteriorly and
has a large thumb-shaped projection at its distal anterior corner, giving it nuich the appearance of a hand denuded of its fingers (Plate XI).
In lattcauda the basipods of the third legs project posteriorly in two
long flaps on each joint, the outer one narrow and finger-like, the inner
one broad and well rounded (Plate X).
There are two exactly similar but rather larger projections on the
posterior border of the basal joint of the second legs.
In versicolor there is a small finger projection from the outer end of
the basal joint of the third legs on their posterior surface and a very
large conical one in a similar position on the second legs.
The distal
basipod joint of the third legs also has a rounded knob on its anterior
anterior, the posterior, or to both surfaces of the basipods.

surface (Plate

XX).
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In lepidostelihQ basal joint of the second leg's projects posteriorly as
an enormous flap, and there is a rounded knob on the anterior surface
of the distal basipod joint of the third

leg-s

similar to that in vernlcolor

XVI).

(Plate

In macidosus there is a more plentiful suppl}^ of projections and
knobs; projections posteriorly at the outer ends of the basipods of the
third leg's and of the basal joint of the second legs, and an anterior
projection at the outer end of the basal joint of the third legs; knobs
on the posterior surface of the distal basipod joint of the fourth legs,

on the anterior surfaces of both joints of the third legs and the same
surface of the basal joint of the second legs (Plate XIX).

But it is in americanus that the projections reach the maximum for
any species so far examined. Here at the outer end of the basal joint
of the third legs on its anterior surface arises a long club-shaped projection which reaches past the distal basipod joint and extends far out
on the exopod.
There is another conical projection, oniy slightly smaller, exactly
Both
opposite on the posterior surface of the preceding pair of legs.
There are also smaller
projections are profusely covered with seta^.
projections on the opposite surfaces of the same joints as bear the large
ones (Plate XXI).

SYSTEMATIC.
classed by Kroyer with the Siphonostoma, but
1854 withdrew them from this group in consequence of a

The Argulidoe were
Zenker

in

mistaken interpretation of the mouth parts.
Later Thorell placed the Argulida? as a third suborder of the Branchiopoda, of equal value with the Phyllopods and Cladocera, giving as
his particular reasons the unfacetted cornea of the compound eyes, the
absence of palps or branchial appendages on the oral organs, the
absence of external egg- sacs and spermatophores, and the fundamental form of their extremities.
But Claus in 1875 showed very clearly that the Argulida are much
more closely related to the Eucopepoda than to the Branchiopods, and
while retaining the name Branchiura given them l)y Thorell, he places
them under the Copepoda as a second su})order oi 0([ual value with the

Eucopepods
That Claus

right and that the Argulida are much more closely
Eucopepods than to the Phyllopods has been clearly
the preceding ontogeny and morphology in the following
i.s

related to the

shown

in

points:
1.

form

They have a

division into

head

body which shows exactly the same general
Siphonostoma (Caligidtv, etc.), the same
The
regions, and the same segmentation, part for part.
flattened

as in the less degenerate

is

fused with the

lirst

thoracic segment, while the other thoracic
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unsegmented.
On the conis Apus, and even here
the first thoracic segment is not fused with the head. The Phyllopod
thorax contains many segments and the abdomen is also segmented.
^. They have the same number and grouping of the appendages as
would naturally follow from the similarity in segmentation, and this

segments are

free,

and the abdomen

is

trary, the onl}" Phyllopod having a head shield

grouping
3.

is

entirely difierent

They have two

from that

in the Phyllopods.

pairs of antenna?, one of which has been modified

into fixing organs.
4.

They have two

pairs of maxillipeds, which in the larval state are

form and function and are
That the anterior pair is afterwards

quite like those of the Siphonostoma in

presumably of the same

origin.

modified into sucking disks in no

what might be expected

way

affects their relationship.

as a result of their parasitic habits.

It is

There

are no such posterior maxillary appendages in any of the Phyllopods.
5.

The mouth apparatus

formed from
Siphonostoma

consists in part of a proboscis

the lips and jaws in a very similar

way

to that of the

and bearing no resemblance to that of the Phyllopods.
part, the sting with its poison glands,

is

The other

a distinctive organ, found in

no other Crustacean group, and therefore to bo left out of account as
of no value in showing relationship.
6. The ovar}^ is unpaired even from its beginning and though the
oviduct is at first paired, one side is afterwards atrophied. The females
also possess semen receptacles which differ somewhat in size and
arrangement from those of the Eucopepods, as would be expected. But
their general position, structure, and mode of operation is the same.
In Phyllopods the ovaries are nearl}^ always paired, at least in the
larval period, and the semen receptacles, when present, are entirely
different in position and mode of operation.
7. The swimming legs are elongated, two-branched appendages with
distincth' segmented basipods, and long endopods and exopods, furnished with plumose setffi.
On the two anterior legs about half the
species have a flagellum attached to the basipod and pointing inward
There is nothing here which corresponds even in the
dorsally.
remotest degree to the characteristic Phyllopod foot with its unjointed
stem, its six inner lobes or appendages (endites), and its outer flat
respiratory plate and sac-like branchial appendage. The Argulida?
breathe by means of their flattened carapace and abdomen, the Phyllopods by means of their

gill-feec.

Such reseml)lances are conclusive, and in view of the further fact
that the only particulars in which the Argulidfe differ at all essentially
from the PLucopepods are such as would naturally be expected in two
parasites, even if they were closeh' related, we may confidently adopt
Claus\s classification as correct.

I
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with an elongated body distinctly segmented, except
Head carapace often fused with the
Four or five pairs of biramose rowing legs on
first thoracic segment.
the thorax and an abdomen without appendages.

Of small

size,

in degenerate parasitic forms.

[KWTtri^

=an

oar, ttovs,

= foot.)

Suborder

A

BRANCH lURA

Thorell.

flattened body, consisting of a shield-shaped

which the

lirst

thoracic segment

is

cephalothorax in

fused with the head, a free tho-

rax of three segments, and a two-lobed abdomen without segments.
pairs of swimming feet, long and furnished with two rows of

Four

plumose setse. Two large compound eyes, movable and surrounded
by a blood sinus. Testes in the abdomen. Heart present. Females
without ovisacs; eggs attached to foreign objects.
{ppdvxioc = giWs, ovpa = tai[.)

Family

The

single family so far

teristics as the

sion to the

suborder.

number

ARGULIDAE
known

of course possesses the

{Argulu.s

of parts in the

Midler.

—

'A,

same charac-

diminutive of Argus in allu-

compound

ARTIFICIAL KEY TO GENERA

AND

eyes.)
SPECIES.

[The relative size of the anterior maxillipeds and the abdomen are expressed in decimal fractions;
the former are fractional parts of the width of the carapace, the latter of the entire length of the
animal, exclusive of the abdomen.]
I.

First maxillipeds modified into sucking disks.
II.

Two

pairs of antenna', the anterior

armed with

stout lio<jks; preoral sting

present
II.
I.

Only one (the

Argulus

no preoral sting
no sucking disks no preoral

posterior) pair of antenna';

First maxillipeds with

barbed claws

;

;

Clionopeltis

sting

Dolops

ARGrLUS.
A. Carapace lobes overlapping the base of the

swimming

tail.

with a fiagellum.
C. Carapace orbicular, wider than long.
D. Teeth of basal plate wide and l)lunt, swimming legs reaching (•onsideral)ly
beyond the edge of the (carapace.
1. Diameter of sucking disks, 0.25; spines on antenna reduced in number, small
and weak; abdomen relatively very small and orbicular
catostomi, p. 709
2. Diameterof sucking disks, 0.15; spineson antenute large and strong, reinforced;
abdomen very large and broadly cordate
americanus, p. 718
D/ Teeth of basal plate narrow and sharp; swimming legs not reaching the
edge of the carapace.
3. Abdomen very small, 0.1, orbicular, with wide l)lunt lobes; sucking disks

B. Anterior

0.2 to 0.25

legs

vattcrcrl,

female, p. 720
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4.

Abdomen medium, about 0.25, wider than long;
and half the

legs oval,
5.

lobes on basal joints of posterior
indicus, p. 727

length of the legs

Diameter of sucking disks,

0.1 to 0.12;

vol. xxv.

abdomen

large, 0.33, elongated,

with

coregoni, male, p. 724
C^. Carapace elliptical, considerably longer than wide.
6. Sucking disks, 0.25, situated very far forward; abdomen narrow, ovate, cut far
beyond the center; color a uniform black, lighter on the ventral surface.

lanceolate-acuminate lobes

nlger, female, p. 714
7.

not far forward, but nearer the center of the carapace;
abdomen wide, elliptical, cut barely to the center; color greenish yellow.

Sucking disks,

0.2,

pugeitensis, p. 711

W. Swimming

without flagella.
8. Carapace covering the whole of the abdomen; last thoracic segment with lobes
purpureus, p. 723
overlapping the abdomen (gigantens of Lucas)
A'. Carapace lobes just reaching the base of the abdomen.
B. Anterior swimming legs with flagella.
C. Carapace orbicular, wider than long.
D. Abdomen broadly triangular; anal sinus not reaching halfway to the center; legs extending beyond the carapace.
9. Anal sinus narrow and slit like; anal papilhe subterminal; bases of antennae
close to
10.

legs

mid

line of carapace

Anal sinus broad triangular; anal

versicolor,

male, p. 716

of antennae widely

papillae lateral; bases

separated

viaculosus, p. 715
long elliptical; anal sinus cut fully to the center; lobes acuminate; legs entirely covered by carapace.

1)'.

11.

Abdomen

Anal sinus narrow; papillae basal
coregoni, male, p. 724
Carapace elliptical, considerably longer than wide; abdomen broadly ellip-

C.

tical;

alxlominal sinus short, well rounded.

12.

Sucking disks about

13.

Sucking disks

0.25; legs not nearly reaching the

edge of the carapace.
salmini, male, p. 720

less

than 0.25; legs reaching beyond the carapace.
laticauda, male, p. 705

Carapace lobes not reaching the abdomen.
swimming legs with full-sized flagella.
C. Carapace orbicular, wider than long, covering three pairs of legs, almost
reaching the abdomen.
14. Abdomen large, elliptical, cut beyond the center, with acute lobes; legs reaching beyond the edge of the carapace
coregoni, female, p. 724
15. Abdomen very small, orbicular; anal sinus short, lobes well-rounded; legs not
reaching the edge of the carapace
salmini, female, p. 720

A^'.

B. Anterior

16.

Abdomen medium,

oval; anal sinus short,

slit like, papillae

variegated
17.

Abdomen

18.

Abdomen

subterminal; color

versicolor,

small, elliptical, not cut to the center, with

posterior legs large, hatchet-shaped
large, 0.63, cut

beyond the

female, p. 716

rounded lobes; lobes on
africanus, p. 727

center; papillae lateral, about one-quarter

the distance from the base of the sinus; longitudinal ribs forked at the
anterior end

C

Carapace

elliptical, considerablj^

pho.vini, p. 728

longer than wide.

Abdomen broadly elliptical, not cut a third of its length, lol^es broadly
rounded; sucking disks less than 0.12.
Carapace lobes short and entirely free from the thorax, with spaces between;
teeth on basal plate narrow and sharp
chromidis, female, p. 721
Carapace lobes long and overlapping the thorax; teeth on basal plate wide and
squarely truncated; posterior maxillipeds large, well-armed.
D.

19.

20.

laticauda, female, p. 705
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21.

Carapace abruptly rounded posteriorly, narrowed anteriorly; teeth on basal
plate long and sharp; anal sinus wide and shallow
japonicus, p. 727
D\ Abdomen cut to or beyond its center with acute lobes; sucking disks

22.

Carapace lobes very short, barely covering two pairs of legs; abdomen broad
triangular; anal sinus also broad triangular; papilliv lateral near the tips.

23.

Carapace lobes covering three pairs of

0.2 to 0.25.

kpidostei, p. 712

sinus narrow

;

legs;

abdomen narrow

papillfe basal

swimming

elliptical; anal

.foliaceus, p. 722

B^.

Flagella on second

24.

Lateral sinuses in the carapace very deep; legs completely covered.

legs rudimentary.

scutiformi><, p.

B'^.

No

728

on the swimming legs.
wider than long; sucking disks enormous, 0.33; second
maxillipeds small and weak.
Basal plate with 3 stout teeth; legs very long; lobes on posterior legs large,
boot shaped; color light yellowish white
funduli, p. 710
Basal plate prolonged posteriorly as an entire lobe without teeth; lobes on
flagella

C. Carapace orbicular,

25.

26.

posterior legs small; color a light
C^.

Carapace

28.

brown

latus, p.

704

longer than wide.

Abdomen medium,

0.23, as broad as long, cut less than one-third; lobes
broad and well rounded.
Antero-lateral sinuses narrow and small; celphalic area not projecting beyond
the outline of the rest of the carapace; carapace not covering the bases of
I).

27.

elliptical,

the third pair of legs
megalops, p. 706
Cephalic area projecting considerably beyond the carapace outline, with a
rounded protuberance on either side, medium sized in the female and in
front of the sinus, very large in the

male and posterior

to the sinus.

pace covering the third legs entirely

Cara-

dactylopteri, p. 726

W. Abdomen elongate, 0.3 to 0.45, cut to the center or beyond, lobes lanceolateacuminate.
29.

Three short teeth on the basal

plate;

no lobes on posterior

well forward; lateral sinuses of carapace shallow

legs;

sucking disks
alosa\ p. 707

30.

Only 2 teeth on the basal

33.

Carapace covering only first and second swimming legs; rudimentary
on first legs only; no teeth on basal plate of second maxillipeds.

very long acuminate lobes on posterior legs;
sucking disks very far back; lateral sinuses deep
inelita, p. 725
31. Lateral rings of carapace fused into a single club-shaped one; teeth on basal
plate particularly long and sharp
stizostethii, p. 713
A^^'. Carapace very short, without posterior sinus or lobes, covering neither thorax,
abdomen, nor feet.
32. Abdomen cut to the base, with lanceolate lobes; basal plate of second maxillipeds without teeth
elongatm, p. 722
plate;

CHONOPELTIS.
flagella

inermltt, ^.

729

DOLOPS.
A. Carapace lobes reaching posteriorly beyond the base of the abdomen.
B. Carapace suborbicular, wider than long.
34.

Carapace entirely covering the
anal sinus slit-like

B^.
35.

feet;

abdomen

obovate, cut about one-third;
discoidalis, p.

Carapace obcordate, longer than wide.
Carapace entirely covering the feet; abdomen small and narrow, about
diamond-shaped; color grayish white, marbled with black dorsally.

739

0.25,

kollari, p.

732
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Carapace entirely covering the feet; abdomen larger, 0.33;^ broadly orbicular;
color green, marbled with blue
striata, p. 735
37. Carapace narrowed anteriorly, not covering the feet; abdomen still larger, 0.4,
broadly triangular; color a uniform dark green
repni((, p. 734
A^. Carapace lobes just reaching the base of the abdomen.
B. Carapace elliptical, longer than wide.
C. No spines on the ventral surface; swinnning feet reaching well beyond the
36.

38.

39.

edge of the carapace.
Carapace wider anteriorly; abdomen 0.5; anal sinus narrow, diamond-shaped,
with the papillje in the angles of the diamond; testes three-lobed.
ranarum, p. 737
Carapace wider a little behind the center; abdomen 0.65; anal sinus triangular;
acuminate;
papillte
basal;
testes two-lobed.
lobes widely divergent,
gcaiji, p.

736

A^\ Carapace lobes not reaching the abdomen.
B. Carapace orbicular, wider than long.
C.

Abdomen

cut almost to the base; no spines on the ventral surface of the

carapace.
40.
41.

Abdomen medium, 0.33; lobes widely divergent and acute
doradis,
Alidomen very long, 1-5 to 2; lobes nearly parallel and acuminate.

p.

733

longicauda, p. 732

Abdomen cut less than one-half; ventral surface well armed with
Abdomen short, 0.27, orbicular; basal plate of maxillipeds with

C^.
42.

teeth

No

spines.

only two

bidentata, p. 736

figure of Argulus africanus, irtdicits^japonicus, or sciitiformis,

or Clumopeltin hiennla^ has ever been published.

ARGULUS
The genus possesses
distinguished

or sting

f I'om

in front of

MuUer.

the same characteristics as the family and

is

other genera by the presence of a sheathed stylet
the mouth, used for a piercing organ.

The

ante-

rior maxillipeds are transformed into sucking disks, Avhile the posterior ones are

armed with

sette, spines,

and a chitinous plate upon their

basal joint.

This plate is elevated above the surrounding surface and roughened
by spines or warts, and is prolonged into three sharp spines on its
posterior border.
There are two pairs of antennae, the anterior of
which are armed with stout sickle-shaped hooks and function as organs
of prehension.

The

basal joints of the posterior

swimming

legs are

usually prolonged into lobes projecting beneath the abdomen.

ARGULUS LATUS

Smith.

Plate IX.

Argulm Intiis Smith, Invertebrate Animals of Vineyard Sound, Report
Com. Fish and Fisheries, 1872. Rathbun, Annotated List of
Copepoda, Proc. U. S. National Museum, VII, 1884.

of

IT.

S.

Parasitic

Carapace orbicular, wider than long; posterior sinus about one-fifth
abdomen a third as long as
the carapace, two-thirds as broad as long, the lateral margins slightly
curved and nearly parallel; anal sinus very broad, about one-third the
the length of the carapace, as wide as long;

—
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Disks of the anterior niaxillipeds

Avhole length; anal papilla? basal.

nearly one-third the width of the carapace; plate at base of posterior
backward as a whole, without teeth or lobes;

niaxillipeds prolonged

ultimate segment longer than .the penultimate, hooks short and blunt.
First antennae very short, without any hook on their anterior mar-

swimming

legs all reaching be3"ond
Color 3^ellowish-white.
Length, 2.3 mm.; length of carapace, 2.2 mm.; width of carapace,
2.5 mm.; length of abdomen, 0.7 mm,; breadth of abdomen, 0.45 mm.

gin; second antennas also short;

No

the edge of the carapace.

flagella.

Male unknown.
6181. Vinej^ard Sound, Massachusetts; U. S. Fish Com., July, 1871;
Casco Bay,
one female, the type, taken at the surface,
Maine; U. S. Fish Com., 1873; one female, no data. 0184. Quahaug
Bay, Maine; host not given.
.

{latus=-widG.)

ARGULUS LATICAUDA
Plate

X; Tlate XXVI,

Arguliis laticauda Smith, Invertebrate
IT.

Com. Fish and

S.

sitic

Smith.

fig. 79.

Animals of Vineyard Sound, Eeport of
Rathbun, Annotated List of Para-

Fisheries, 1872.

Copepods, Proc. U.

S.

National Museum, VII, 1884.

longer than wide; posterior sinus about onethird the length of the carapace, twice as deep as wide.
Abdomen orbicular, slightly longer than broad; anal sinus narrow,

Carapace

elliptical,

extending scarce!}" a fourth the length; anal papillas basal.
Disks of anterior niaxillipeds small, about one-eighth the width of
the carapace, placed well back; basal plate on posterior niaxillipeds
narrow, but expanding into a wide posterior margin, cut into three
A papillated area near the center of
broad, squarely truncated lobes.
the plate; a row of spines along the posterior margin of the three
basal joints.
Spines on the bases of the antennre large, broad, and
blunt.

Males much larger comparatively than

in other species, the

basal joints of their three posterior pairs of legs prolonged
into fleshy lobes, the outer ones

narrow and

backward

linger-like, the inner ones

occupying the remainder of the joint. Flagella present.
Length of male 5 to 6 mm.; length of carapace 3.5 to 4 mm.; width
of caraDace 3.2 to 3.5 nmi. length of abdomen 1.3 mm., breadth 1.1
;

mm.
Smith's types were two females taken from among algse in Vineyard
Sound, Massachusetts, in August, 18T1 (Museum number, 0182).
Since then the}" have been obtained in large numbers from various
fishes, those in the National Museum collection being numbered as follows: From the Eel {AnguiUa chrysypa Rafinesque), Nos. 1311, 1318,
and 1398, collected by V, N. Edwards; 6013^ 6013^ 6177, 8278, 8279,
12294; a lot from

Katama Bay by Thompson,

6171; a lot

From Flatfish

{Pseudo-

Walbaum), Nos. 1433, V. N. Edwards; 6152,
from Katama Bay by Thompson, another from Woods Hole

pleuronectes americanuH

Proc. N.
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by H. M. Smith.

From Blenny

(sp.),

No. 6054.

From

vol. xxv.

Skate

(sp.),

No. 12302. From Sculpiu (sp.), No. 12291. From "Bonnet Skate,"
one lot by Thompson. From Tomcod {Mlcrogadus toincod Walbaum),
No. 15446. From Summer Flounder {Paralichthys dentatm L.), one
lot

by Thompson.

Color a mottled black, except at the very edge of the carapace, back
of the eyes, and around the brain, where it is yellowish; the mottling-s
vary much in different individuals in size and extent, and are some-

times reddish brown.

This

still

continues, as

of the genus

among the

Rathbun

stated in 1884, the

most al)undant
is found on

salt-water forms, though megalo2)s

a greater variety of hosts.
(Z(Z^^^=wide, Cauda =tai\).

ARGULUS MEGALOPS
Plate XI; Plate

XXVI,

Smith.

fig.

81.

Argulus megalops SxMith, Invertebrate Animals of Vineyard Sound, Report of
U. S. Com. Fish and Fisheries, 1872. Rathbun, Annotated List of Parasitic
Copepods, Proc. U. S. National Museum, VII, 1884.

Carapace elliptical, longer than broad; antero-lateral sinus narrow
and deep, posterior sinus narrow triangular and shallow; abdomen
broad elliptical, two-thirds as liroad as long; anal sinus narrow and
Sucking disks medium size, situated well forshort; papilhe basal.
ward; basal plates on posterior maxillipeds, as well as the maxillipeds themselves, large and fully armed. The median spines between
Antenna?
these posterior maxillipeds are slender and strongly curved.
Eyes
rather slender, armed with narrow, sharp spines and hooks.
quite large, their diameter about one-tenth that of the carapace.

Swimming legs long, projecting some distance beyond the carapace;
lobes on the basal joints of the posterior legs in the female with a
narrow, conical projection pointing outward. No flagella.
The peg on the posterior legs of the male takes the shape of a
flattened spherical ball with a short, narrowed neck.
On the side of the peg next the body there is a groove in the anterior
surface of the basipod into which the ball can be partially depressed.

On

the basal joint of the third legs

is

a stout thumb-shaped projection

extending forward from the di,>*tal end of the joint. Smith's three
type specimens were females taken at the surface in Vineyard Sound,
Massachusetts, July 8, 1871. They were evidently young females,
since those since obtained are nmch larger, as will be seen from the
measurements here given. This species has a larger number of hosts
than any other thus far found, the most common one being the Flatfish
{Pseadoplmronectes ainerlcamis Wal))aum). The Museum numbers for

and three unnumbered lots from Woods Hole
by V. N. Edwards; 8276, 8238 (in part), 12032, 12295, 12296; two
unnumbered lots by Thompson, one from Woods Hole and the other

this fish are 1322, 1460,

—

—
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from Monimsha; an unnumbered
{II!2>2><><jh)ssolde.H 2>latem>!((<'.s

lot off

Cape Cod.
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From Sand Dab

Fabricius), Nos. 1407 by V. N. Edwards;

From Sunnner
b)^ Thompson from Woods Hole.
Flounder {Paralleldky a dentatm Linm\ius), Nos. 6067, 8688. From
Spotted Flounder {Lopliopsetta maoulata Mitchill), No. 6069. From
Sea Robin {Prlonotus carolinus Linnteus), Nos. 8275, 8639; oneummm-

an unnumbered lot

bered lot

})y

Thompson.

spiuoKws Mitchill), Nos.

Walbaum), No.

toiHCod

From
8281,

Sculfjin {^fyoxocephaliM octodechn-

12290.

From

8280.

From Tomcod {Mlcrogadus
Goosetish {LopJiius pmcaUyrkis

No. 12297.
unnumbered, Woods Hole.

From Minnow (sp.), No. 6105.
From surface tow, No. 6179 (types);
No host given, two lots, August 13

With the exception

of those taken in the surface tow,

Linnaeus), No.

From Flounder

,

Woods

Hole.

(sp.).

one lot
and November 21, 1885, by V. N. Edwards.
On examining this list and the one previously given for A. hdlcauda
it will be seen that both species infest fishes which live on or very near
the bottom.

whose presence has alread}' been explained (p. 645), there is no deviation from this rule.
Hence, although the Arguli may and do change about quite freely
from fish to fish, especially during the breeding seasons, it would seem
as though they did not vary their level very much.
And in a plankton distribution we might reasonably expect to find
The hosts of some
at least these two species pretty definitelj^ located.
of the other species do not stay quite so closely at the same level, and
hence the range of the parasite would be enlarged by that of its host.
Length, 6 mm.; length of carapace, 3.8 mm.; width of carapace,
3.5 mm.; length of abdomen, 2 mm.; breadth, 1.4 mm.
Color in fresh specimens yellowish, with four delicate pale brown
longitudinal bands.

females

is

The

entire

upper surface of the abdomen

in ripe

a red lirown inclining to pink, thickly sprinkled with minute

The lateral flaps of the carapace are also ornamented with
an arborescent design in black pigment, similar to that shown in the
photograph of alosai (fig. 80).
After death the females frequently
black dots.

become a uniform bright pink.
[jusyas

— large,

oip

— eye.)
ARGULUS ALOSiE
Plate XII; Plate

XXVI,

Gould.
fig. 80.

Argulus alosx Gould, Invertebrata of Massachusetts, 1841. Thorell, Oin tvenna
Europeiske Argulider, etc., (Efvers. af Kongl. Vetensk.-Akad. Forhandlingar, 21st series, Stockholm, 1864.
Smith, Invertebrate Animals of Vineyard
Sound, Report of U. S. Com. Fish and Fisheries, 1872. Ratubcn, Annotated
List of Parasitic Copepods, Proc. U. S. National Museum, VII, 1884.

Carapace elliptical, longer than wide; antero-lateral sinus shallow
but often becoming deep and sharp on shrinking in alcohol, so that
the cephalic area protrudes in a sort of semicircle.
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Posterior sinus rather narrow, about one-third the leng-th of the
carapace, three times as long as wide; lobes well rounded.

Sucking disks large, about one-fifth the width of the carapace; pos-

medium with

terior maxillipeds

a triangular basal plate

armed with

three short blunt teeth, and strongly papillated.

Antennre small and armed with rather weak spines and hooks. The
body projects considerabl}'^ beyond the carapace, the thoracic segments
being long and wide; the posterior one projects over the abdomen as
a well-rounded lobe on either side with a shallow sinus between.
Abdomen broad and long, more than one-third the length of the rest
Anal sinus broad
of the body, with well-rounded lateral margins.
triangular, cut to the center, leaving the two lobes sharply pointed
and flaring slightly at their tips; papillfB small and basal. Swimming
legs long, projecting far beyond the carapace; lobes on the basal joints
Abdomen in the male
of the posterior pair small and rectangular.
very much longer, but no modifications of the legs except the regular
peg and semen vesicle. No flagella.

Length, 7.8
3.8

mm.

mm.; length

;

of

length of carapace,

abdomen,

'i.'i

-i.8

mm.

mm.; breadth,

breadth of carapace,

;

1.7

mm.

Color, a yellowish white, mottled along the carapace lobes with

brown.
tig.

Some specimens measure

12 by 6

mm.

(See photograph,

80.)

This species was discovered by Dr. T. W. Harris in 181:1 upon the
the ale wife {Chtpea-'^'ernaUs Mitchill).^
The single specimen was sent to Dr. A. A. Gould for determination
and description; he published a very short and meager description

gills of

accompanied by a coarse woodcut, from neither of which could any
specific characters be determined.
The species has rested upon this
unsatisfactory basis ever since and has of necessity been more or less
doul)tful.
It is hoped that the present description and figures will
establish it satisfactorily.
It occurs in considerable abundance along
the Atlantic coast, but has never yet been found on any species of
shad, whi(^h mak(\s

The Museum

its

name rather

collection includes:

inappropriate.

From

the alewife {Poinolohu^ 2:>Heu-

duharengas Wilson), Nos. 1310 (by V. N. Edwards), 12680, 11019.
From the smelt (sp.), an unnumbered lot, Woods Hole. From
vmknown hosts, Nos. 11:10 from Great Egg Harbor; 7739 from Key
W^est, and two unnumbered lots, one from Woods Hole and the other
from Patchogue, Long Island. This Argulus has also been doubtfully
recorded by Mr. J. F. Whitcaves as attached to Gmterosteus hiaciileatus
Shaw, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
{alosae = from alosa, the supposed generic name of
would be far more appronriate).

its

host; clupese,

^ Gould identifies this fish as the European Alosa vulgaris, bu*^ this form does not
occur on our coasts, while the alewife is quite common and from it have been obtainet
most of the recent specimens.
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ARGULUS CATOSTOMI

Dana and

Herrick.

Plate XIII.

Argulus catostomi

Amer
III,

Dana and Herrick,

Jour. Sci.,

Description of the Argulus catoBtomi,
Hist. Nat. des Crustaces,

XXXI, 1837.—Milne-Edwards,

1840.-THORELL,

Om

tvenna Europeiske Argulider,

etc.,

(Efvers.

af

21st series, Stockholm, 1864.
Koiigl. Vetensk.-Akad. Forhandlingar,

sinus nearly oneCarapace orbicular, wider than long; posterior
Abdomen
sides.
parallel
with
broad
third the length of the carapace,
very small, not more than
orbicular, wider than long, but relatively
sinus narrow, almost slitone-fourth the length of the carapace; anal
length of the abdomen; papdhe basal.
like scarcelv one-third the whole
one-fourth the width
Disks of the anterior maxillipeds large, nearly
also large,
maxillipeds
posterior
is;
latter
of the carapace broad as the
ventral surface; basal plate
every joint with a roughened area on its
posterior edge instead of
broad triangular, with wide lobes on its
Antennas small and weak,
three.
teeth sometimes two and sometimes
margin, while the
pair without a hook on their front

the anterior
reduced to two insignificant
spines on the bases of both pairs are

pimples.
edge of the carapace;
The anterior swimming legs scarcely reach the
boot-shaped.
lol)es on the posterior pair large,
A large papilla present on either side of the opening of the oviduct.
is characteristic;
The arrangement of the chitin rings in this species
oi the carapace lobe as far forthe larger one extends along the edge
its inner surface is a
ward as the sucking disks; at about the center of
snugly, the latter
fits
ring
smaller
the
deep indentation into which
posterior maxillipeds.
situated in the clear space just behind the

being

Eyes quite

Flao-ella present.

small.

length of carapace, 9.6 mm; l^readth of carapace,
abdomen, 2.3 mm; breadth, 2.4 mm.
of
length
min;'
11 2
growing quite dark
Color a light sea-green, inclined to yellowish,

Length, 12

mm;

in alcohol.

i
-.u
descrilied, and with the
This was the first American species to be
that
one
only
the
is
it
pugettensis
possible exception otfunduU and
For this reason it
figure.
decent
a
like
anything
given
been
ever
has
zoologists, and has taken
has been willingly accepted liy the European
that A. fohaceus occuthe same place in American parasitic copepods

pies in the

^

.-,

4-\

^

European fauna.

lostonenms
discovered on a sucker (probably Caiostomu.^
water near New Haven, Connecticut.
by the author upon the same
It has recentlv been found abundantly
Massachusetts.
sucker in fresh water at Warren and Chicopee,
sucker {Enmyzon
But it is e-«n more abundant upon tue chub
which is nearly always found with the other
It

was

first

Le Sueur)

in brackish

^

sucetta

oblo^igi)}^

Mitchill),

1}^
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It .stays

within the gill cavity, and has
never jet been found upon the
external surface, but there s
every
reason to believe that at least the
males con>e out upon the external
sur ace during the spawning season.
The National Museum collection
contains specimens trom both the
above localities and also a single
specimen a female, taken from carp
at Fairburg, Illinois.
of hese lots are numbered.
In all probability future
investigation

^L^

'"''''''""

Stotet''"™
(«,tosfom„

= generic

™'*''° '"'*"'' '°'""'"'
">« United

name of

its

most common

ARGULUS FUNDULI
Plate

host, the sucker.)

KrOyer.

XIV.

Argulmfundull Mver, Natarhi.,t. TWsk. 3die
Raekke,
Om tvenna Europeiske A,^.,.lider, etc., (Efven,. af2 Bind, 1868 -Thore, l
Kong Vetatxk ..Had"
Forhandlmgar, 21et series, Stockliolm,
1864.
.

Carapa^,e orbicular, broader than long;
posteriorsinus less than onehfth the length ot the carapace, wider
than deep, in the female nearlv
as two to one.
Abdomen in the male fully one-half the
length of th'e
res of the body nearly three
times as long as wide, with a
narrow
anal sinus less than a fourth
of its length. Abdomen in the
femalT
much smal er, less than a third the length of
the carapace, threc-ht'ibs
as wide as long with a wide anal
.sinus half it, length;
papilhe ba.sal.
1 he sucking d,sk.s are relatively the largestof
any American species
beng almost oue-third the width of the
carapace; posterior
I'axilli-

and blunt. Antenna, ot moderate
size and fairly well armed
The
whole ventral surface of the
thorax roughened in the female
bwimnung legs long, reaching well beyond
the edge of the carapacebasal join s of the posterior
legs in the femal,. with
medium-sS'
'-"^^^ ''-"^
""'•" ''''"'^^'

::ie:v.:::ii;::r
Eyes very large,
nle!it»,:'th°"
plentiful
than in

'*^

'•»- '-^^

fully ,he size, relatively, of
those in „„g,dop..
'"'''"'' °* ''"' "'-'"' "'«'

"T"'
most
species.

No

*^'^' -tber more

flagella

Length of female 5 mm., of male's.S
mm.; length of carap,ace
"",:•' "*/,',"""•' '"-""'"^ °' -™pace,°female 3.5 Zl]
m.ale2im.; length of abdomen,
femalel.l mm., male 1.2 mm.- width
'
female 0.6 mm., male 0.4 mm.

mr>mn

'

Color of alcoholic specimens
uniform yeJlowish-white.
Ihis Argulus was obtained
from the gills of a species of Fundulus
near New Orleans ,n 1882.
KrOyer gave the fish the manuscript nam^
^««/« „, /.„7„,„.. which h,as been changed by Jordan and
Gi bcrt to
<«««™. But both Kroyer and Thorcll made ti
serious mistake in

^
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simply repeating- the mistake of
reference to the parasite, the latter

*^&^ describes and portrays what he

calls a

female of the species

His figure shows at once that
which was the only specimen obtained.
male.
a
really
has
and
sex
the
he has mistaken
testes, and the accessory
The length of the abdomen, the size of the
are unmistakable proofs of
copulatory organs on the posterior legs
and female are known,
Thorell also states that both the male
this
from a single specimen. So
which would manifestly be rather difficult
and figure of the female are the
as known the present description
far

first

published.

That

this

is

really the female of the species

was yery pleasantly conmale and

written by finding a
firmed after the description had been
examination from the Ohio State Unifemale in the material sent for
together from the same Mmnnow
yersity, which had been taken
be extended to include the whole
now
must
species
The habitat of this
collection includes No blo3,
Atlantic coast, for the National Museum

Waquoit, Connecticut; No/>lbO, from
specimen from Woods Hole.
unnumbered
Long Island Sound, and an
{fimdulus= generic name of its host.)

taken from

among many

fish at

ARGULUS PUGETTENSIS
Plate

Dana.

XV.

1838Exploring Expedition during the years
Wilkes, U. S. Navy, XIII, Crustacea.Charles
of
command
the
under
1842;
Kongl.
af
etc., (Elvers,
Thorell, Om tvenna Europeiska Argulider,
Stockholm, 1864.
Yetensk.-Akad. Forhandlingar, 21st series,

Arguhcs pugettensis

Dana, U.

S.

entirely coyering the legs;
Carapace elliptical, longer than wide,
the length of the carapace
posterior sinus rather narrow, two-fifths
length of the rest of
ibdomen large, l)road elliptical, nearly half the
to the center, lobes
fully
cut
triangular,
the body; anal sinus lu-oad

subacute; papilhv basal.
Sucking disks a little

,

a quarter the width ot the caialarge and well armed;
paceand close together; posterior maxillipeds
short, blunt, and far apart.
teeth
wedge-shaped,
broadly
basal plate
poorly armed. Swimming legs short,

more than

Antenna^ medium ^ize, but yery
furnished with flagella; lobes
iust reaching the edge of the carapace,
Oyiduct papillae
projecting.
scarcely
and
small
on the posterior pair
small.

specimens.
Color, yellowish white in alcoholic
mm.; width ot caraLength, 17.3 mm.; length of carapace, 12.8
mm.; length, 5.3 mm. Male
pace, 10 mm.; breadth of abdomen, 4

unknown.

miMtat.-Yvom

,

the

shores of

{FugeUe7isis=ivom the name of

its

Puget Sound.
habitat.)

^^

^

Host

unknown.
,

'^^^
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Plate

ArguUs lepidostei^ Kellicott,

Kellicott.

XVI.

description of a

new species of Argulus,

hoc. Nat. Sci., Ill, 1877.

Bull. Buffalo

Carapace

elliptical, longer than wide; posterior
sinus less than onethird the length of the carapace, wider
than deep.
Abdomen broad ovate, more than one-third the
k'ngth of the rest of
he body, as wide as long-; anal sinus
broad triangular, cut half the
length of the abdomen; papilhe lateral,
near the tips of the acute lobes
feuckmg disks medium size and placed well
forward; posterior maxillipeds rather small but stout and well armed
on their ventral surface
their basal joint wider than that
of the swimming legs; basal
plate
mirrow, abruptly triangular posteriorly;
teeth long, narrow, and very
•>
sharp.
'

First antenmv rather weak, having
two slender hooks, but onlv a
single very small spine; second
antennae larger and better armed
fewimming legs reaching beyond the edge
of the carapace; lobes on
he basal pints of the posterior legs
enormous, boot-shaped, reachinobeyond the edge of the abdomen.
Flagella present; a long slender
papilla on either side of the openinoof he oviduct
In the male the abdomen is considerably
lengthenecf
with a rounded lobe on either side at
its base; in addition to
the regular accessory copulatory organs,
the basal joint of the second leo-s"
is
prolonged backward into a wide flap,
reaching beyond the third leo-s
^"^^^ ^" ^^^ anterior surface of the
second
T- / .'h 'l/^VT^'^

^'

''^

'^' "^'"^'"^ '"'^-

color

^^^'

^""'y

•'^"'^^"'

^'''^™^^

in

Color a light yellowish green, with
the upper part of the body
blotched and streaked with violet
brown.
Length, 0.2 iirni. leirgth of carapace,
3.75 mm. breadth of carapace,
->.5 mm.; length of abdomen,
1.75 mm.; breadth, 1.7 mm.
Male
about two-thirds this size.
This specias was found parasitic
on Zep/dosteu. osseu. Unn^u. in
the Niagara River, at Buffalo, in
September, 1S76, bv D. S. Kellicott
who desc^ribed and figured the fennile in the
periodical above referred
to.
He had not at that time obtained any males
^^'"'^ ^''''''''^ «^ '^'^ Ohio State
Univer^f
Lniveisit>, "^.^"^T"
at Columbus, 'l^'"^"
where Professor Kellicott was stationed
for
many years I have been enabled to
examine personally
;

Kellicott's

W

f

""^«^°^„*^^"^ ^ ^^'^^^ wl^ieh

P
Professor
Kellicott writes that—

time.

The

;

is

here described for the

favorite place for the parasite
to fasten

tenldV

!' '"'"

ledson to Deiieve that

it

'''' ''''

may

also

^^^

^"'i

first

is immediately back
of the pectoral
'-'-^ -bout the Jk, then retunfinir

occupy the

gill cavities.
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of the State University

Columbus, Ohio.
{lepidosteus=gQnQr\c

name

of

its host.)

ARGULUS STIZOSTETHII
Plate

Kellicott.

XVII.

Argxdus stlzodeilmrKm.\.icoTr, Amer. Jour. Micros., V, 1880,

p. 53.

longer than wide; posterior siruis one-third
Carapace elliptical,
the length of the carapace, twice as long as wide.
Abdomen long and narrow with parallel sides, one-half the length
anal sinus cut ])eyond
of the rest of the body, twice as long as wide;
but flaring widely
the center, narrow and slit-like toward the base,

much

toward the

tip; lobes acute; papilhe basal.

disks
Cephalic area projecting considerably anteriorly. Sucking
carapace; posterior
large, moi-e than one-quarter the width of the
covered with
maxillipeds large and stout, their ventral surface thickly
with stout sharp teeth.
sette; basal plate large, triangular, and armed
second
Antenna? large and well armed, median spine at the base of the
Swinuuing legs reaching far beyond the edge
particularly stout.
pair

legs small
of the carapace; lobes on the basal joints of the posterior
of the
opening
the
at
papilla?
small
present;
Flagella
and conical.
Chitin rings in the lateral lobes of the carapace fused into
oviduct.
whose anterior end is about the normal size, while the posterior

one

club-shaped appearance.^
is much narrowed, giving the whole ring a
In the male the distal joint of the basipod of the second pair of
swimming legs carries upon its ventral surface a large fleshy plate or
lamella which projects backward, outward, and inward beyond the

part

respective margins of the joint, and whose surface is covered with
There are also the usual capsule and peg on the
small sharp spines.
third and fourth legs, respectively, while the lobe on the basal joint of

The carapace is
the posterior legs is smaller than in the female.
shorter than in the female, barely covering the second swimming legs;
the abdomen is relatively much longer and narrower-, and in Kellicott's
it is represented as fringed with setii?.
Length, QS) mm. length of carapace, 4.2 mm. breadth of carapace,
8.1 mm.; length of a])domen, 2 mm.; breadth, 1.1 mm.
These are the measurements of the specimens at my disposal, l)ut
Kellicott says that the females reach a size of 0.55 inch, which would
The males are about
])e more than twice the above measurements.

figure

;

;

three-quarters as large

—

Males and immature females are nearly colorless, with the
Color.
sexual organs brown; mature females have the carapace, legs, and
abdomen pale pea-green. The upper side of the thorax is darkened
by the usual pigment spots, while the under side is white from the
"There is a light line along the dor^'um."
ripening eggs.
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on the blue pike, Sthostethium sahnoneum Jordan,
Niagara River at Buffalo; named from its host.

Kellicott verifies the statement of the local fishermen that
during
the water is warm this blue pike "gets too lazy to
take food; that it then gets poor and, through its inertness,
becomes
infested with lice." Thej- are usually found on the top of the

midsummer when

fish's

head, often "huddled together in heaps, so the knife may remove
a
number at once." They occur also on the fins, but have never been

found

in the

mouth

cavity.

Kellicott's

paper descriptive of

this species

could not ))e found till just before this article went to the printer,
but
the author was gratified to find in it observations confirmatory of
sev-

eral of the habits of Argulids recorded here:

When put into my aquarium with a small specimen of LepidfMeus osseus and some
minnows, they shortly located on them, fastening as before to the head and fins
of
the gar-pike, but to any part of the minnows; these latter soon die, killed
apparently
by the Argulus (p. 652)

At first these fish pursued and caught them, "but would eject them
with a suddenness and a queer expression of frustration that was most
amusing"

(p. 647).

The gar even recoiled " in evident fear from one seen approaching."
The removal of the scales from portions of the body surface in the
fish that died,

a-s noted by Kellicott, is readily explained
by the fact
already mentioned (p. 650) that the Argulids burrow in under
the
scales to find a place where the skin is soft enough for their stings
to
penetrate.

Through

the kindness of Mr. William E. Kellicott, son of Prof. D. S.
mounted specimen of this species for
examination, and others were found in the material so generously sent
Kellicott, the author obtained a

from the Ohio State University.
From these and from Professor Kellicott's own description, which
was found at the last moment through the aid of his son, the above
facts

have been di'awn.

The fused

chitin rings

and the elongated al)domen are distinguishing

characteristics of this species.

ARGULUS NIGER,
Plate

new

species.

XVIII.

Carapace elliptical, longer than wide; antero-lateral sinuses sharp,
but not deep; posterior sinus narrow and half the length of the
carapace.
The entire body and half the abdomen covered by the carapace
lobes, which overlap across the back of the thorax.
Abdomen broadly
ovate, on(-third the length of the rest of the body, the sides
strongly
rounded; anal sinus narrow, cut two-thirds the length of the abdomen,
lobes rounded-acute; papilla? basal. Sucking disks
very large and far
forward, one -fourth the width of the carapace; posterior maxillipeds
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swollen terminal joint furnished with
not lar^e but stout, with a
basal plate triangular, teeth broad
hooks;
a pair of forceps-like
these maxillipeds with papillated
and blunt. I^Iedian spines between
sized and well armed with
medium
Antenn.x^
bases.
their
plates at
reaching the edge ot the
hardly
legs
wide blunt spines. Swimming
Flagella present;
very small.
carapace; lobes on the posterior ones
Color
pimples
mere
to
reduced
opening
oviduct
napiU* at the
dorsal
the
on
black
brownish
dark
of alcoholic specimens a uniform
edge of yellow around the
surface, lighter below, with a narrow
eyes and brain.
the
around
areas
carapace, and vollowish
yellow covered with
Both surfaces of the abdomen are brownish
the dorsal than on the ventral
on
numerous
more
spots,
black
small
"''

carapace
mm.; length of carapace, 11 mm.; breadth of
mm.; breadth of
length of abdomen, 1 mm.; breadth, 3.25

U

Leno-th,
9

mm.l

sucking disks, 2.25 mm. Male unknown.
tt a t7- i n
b. lish ComTwo specimens, both females, were obtained by the U.
Name
October
2, 1889.
Oregon,
Portland,
at
Alhatross
mission steamer

No number.

of host not given.
{7iiger

=

h\iick.)

ARGULUS MACULOSUS,
Plate

XIX;

Plate

XXVI,

new

species.

fig. 82.

as the width; posterior
Carapace orbicular, length about the same
the carapace, wide at the base
sinus reaching one-third the length of
they almost touch; anterobut posteriorly the lobes approach until
lateral sinus well defined.
. -i
^
ot the rest ot the
bluntly triangular, one-third the length

Abdomen

reachmg

l)road triangular,
body, a trifle wider than long; anal sinus
papilla^ lateral, near the tips
one-quarter the length of the abdomen;
of the well-rounded lo])es.
near together; posterior
Suckino- disks of medium size, placed rather
three sharp teeth;
small; basal plate rectangular, with

maxillipeSs

ventral surface not much roughened.
on their front
Antenme large, the anterior ones without any hook
on the posterior antenna reenedge- the basal spines large, and the one
antenna? are widely sepaforced by a second as large as itself. These
posteriorly, so that this heavy
rated anteriorly and approach each other
of dark-colored chitin
armature of basal spines makes a conspicuous V
in front of the

sucking disks.

lobes on
Swimmino- legs reaching beyond the edge of the carapace;
the edge of
beyond
reaching
boot-shaped,
large,
pair
the posterior
opening of the oviabdomen. Flagella present; papilla^ at the

the

duct long and narrow.
female,

its

abdomen

Male about one-quarter smaller than the
same shape. Beside the

of approximately the
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regular i^eg and semen vesicle this species shows a number of
protuberances on the legs of the male; the basal joint of the second pair
has
a rounded knob on the anterior surface next the body, and on the
posterior surface at the distal end another rounded knob, and
outside of
this a long, finger-like projection.

Both basal

joints of the third pair

have conical projections extending diagonally outward from their
distal ends, that on the first joint being anterior and
on the second
joint posterior.
The second joint of the last pair of legs also has a
rounded knob on its posterior surface, and the peg on this joint is
a
spherical ball.

The

posterior chitin ring in the carapace lobes

anterior end

is

slightly concave

is very broad, and its
and extends diagonally outward and

forward from near the base of the
ity fits

the very

much

first pair of legs.
Into the concavsmaller anterior ring, so that the two form a

symmetrical outline.
Color of alcoholic specimens a yellowish white, thickly spotted with
brown over the entire dorsal surface and on the ventralsurface of the

abdomen, whence the name maculoMis, spotted.
Length, 9.8 mm; length of carapace, 7.8 mm.; breadth of carapace,
7,9 nun; length of abdomen, 2 mm; breadth, 2.1 mm.
Male about
two-thii-ds this size.

The National Museum

collection contains

two

lots of this species,

one consisting of 14 specimens, 11 females and 3 males, unlabeled,
the other a single female taken by Fred Mather from J^sox
noUlior
Thompson, at Clayton, New York, and numbered 12226. This identifies it as a fresh-water species, which is also
indicated by its close

many particulars to the two following species.
can be found upon the nuiscalonge elsewhere.

reseml)lance in

probability

it

ARGULUS VERSICOLOR,
Plate

XX;

Plate

XXVI,

new

In

all

species.

fig. S3.

Carapace orbicular, about as wide as long; posterior sinus onethird the length of the carapace, twice as long as wide.

Abdomen ovate, three-sevenths the length of the rest of the body,
longer than wide; anal sinus very narrow and slit like, only reaching
one-sixth the length of the abdomen; papilhe subterminal.
Sucking
disks medium size, very symmetrically placed far apart, near
the
anterior edge of the carapace; posterior maxillipeds also medium size,
well armed; basal plate somewhat wedge-shaped, with long and blunt
teeth.

Antenna' large, long, and armed with powerful hooks and very long
sharp spines, those at the base of the second antennte reenforced by
otlun- smaller ones.

sharp.

Swimming

Proboscis long and wide, sting narrow and very
beyond the edge of the carapace,

legs reaching far

AMERICAN PARASITIC ARG ULID.I>- WILSON.
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and hence very long; the lobes on the posterior pair medium size,
Flagella
boot-shaped, reaching just to the edge of the abdomen.
present; papilla at the oviduct opening of good size and thickset.
Larger chitin ring in the carapace lobes extending forward opposite
inner surface at
the base of the posterior maxillipeds, concave on its
smaller
the anterior end, and into this concavity the other very much
ring

fits.

This leaves the front of the carapace clear, unlike the other

species.

In the male the second legs have a large conical projection on their
posterior surface at the outer end of the basal joint.
There is a similar much smaller one in a corresponding position on
the third legs, and these legs also have a rounded knol^ on the anterior
surface of the second joint at the end next the body. The regular
more slender
lo])es on the basal joints of the last legs are longer and
than in the female, and are separated from the joint itself at the heel
as well as at the toe.

beautiful
is a very clean-looking Argulus, and by far the most
any American species. It is a veritable Joseph among its brethren
The chitin framework and the spines on the
the colors of its coat.

This
of
in

ventral surface are a clear orange, the longitudinal ribs of the carapace
having the orange bordered by yellow-green. The digestive tube is a

deep wine red anteriorly, fading into yellow-green in the abdomen.
The testes and semen receptacles are a still deeper red, almost

The ground color of the body is a yellow-green, this color
purple.
forming a wide l)order around the edge of the carapace and extending
inward diagonally as a wide band on either side from the edge just
behind the sucking disks to the base of the posterior sinus.
From the center of these diagonal bands another narrower band of
the same color extends backward parallel with the edge of the cara-'
pace to near the posterior border of the lobes. At about their center
these last bands are joined with the border along the edge by radial
In addition to these bands there are areas of the same color
bands.
just outside the sucking disks

the base of the

fii'st

and a large one

swimming

in either lobe opposite

legs.

The rest of the surface is filled in with orange-yellow of various
shades, the posterior part of the lobes being tinged with brown, while
over the side branches of the stomach it takes more or less of a redAs may well be imagined, the
dish hue from the stomach contents.
whole presents a beautiful variegated appearance, whence the name
given to the species. But the most wonderful thing about these beauThey are "fast" colors in the fulltiful colors is their permanency.
est sense of the word, for they defy any preservative so far tried.
Chrome-acetic and corrosive-acetic, Perenyi's and platinum chloride
have no effect upon them, and after preservation in these solutions
they have been kept in alcohol for over a year with so little change of
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color that thoy can hardly

1)0

vol. xxv.

distinguished from frosh specimen.s, save

for their greater opacity.

This species was

first

erel {Lucvus reticidatus

found

b}"

the author

Le Sueur)

upon some common pickPowder-

caug-ht throuoh the ice at

Pond, Warren, Massachusetts. They have since ])een found on
Wickaboag and Podunk ponds, Brooktield; in Lake
Lashawa3% between Brookfield and Spencer; in Ashle}'^ Ponds, Hob
yoke; and in Congamon Ponds, Southwick, all in Massachusetts.
In fact, they have not l)een looked for in a single pond where thej'
have not been found, and in all probability they infest this fish more or
less throughout its habitat.
mill

the same fish in

The}" can be distinguished from

all

other species at a glance by their

brilliant coloration.

^A mm.; breadth
mm.; width, l.ti mm.

Length, 6 mm.; length of carapace,
4.9

mm.; length

of

abdomen,

1.(5

ARGULUS AMERICANUS,
XXI;

Plate

Plate

XXVI,

new

figs.

of carapace,

species.

84-86.

Carapace obovate, as wide as long; posterior sinus narrow, extending one-third the length of the carapace, quite square at the base, but
the sides converge quickly and the carapace lobes overlap considerably
at their tips.

Abdomen

l)roadly triangular, one-half wider than long;

anal sinus broadly triangular;

papillse subterminal.

Sucking disks

small, one-sixth the width of the carapace; posterior maxillipeds also

rather small, but well armed; basal plate narrow, triangular, with wide

squarely truncated plates on

its posterior border in place of teeth, thus
resembling verslcolo7' and catostomi.
AntenniB rather small but furnished with strong hooks and spines;
two spines instead of one at the bases of the posterior pair. Swimming legs long and very slender; lobes on the posterior pair ver}"
large, boot-shaped, with a distinct heel.
In the male, beside the regular copulatory organs, there are very long
projections on the basal joints of the second and third legs at the distal
ends.
Those on the second legs are conical and on the posterior surface, those on the third legs are flattened, club-shaped, and on the ante-

rior surface.

There are

on these same joints opposite the
knob on the anterior surface of the second
The abdomen in the male is scarcely elongated

also smaller projections

large ones, and a rounded
joint of the third legs.
at

all.

Flagella present; papilla? at the oviduct opening long and stout.
Chitin rings in the carapace lobes similar to those in the last tw^o spe-

but not extending quite as far forward. To compensate for the
mediocre size of the two pairs of maxillipeds, we find the ventral surcies,
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face of the carapace thickly covered, over its anterior' half, with large,

sharp spines.

These spines are found on every species in greater or less abundance,
but they are especially large and prominent on aiuericanus. The color
is a pale brownish white, sparsely covered on the ventral and dorsal
When
surfaces with small pigment sjwts of a slightly darker hue.
alive this species is particular!}^ transparent, and shows the side ramiof the stomach very plainly.
(See photograph, tig. 8-i.) This
one of our most typical American fresh-water species. The American continent, with the accession of the species here added, resumes
once more the old position accorded it by Kroyer and Thorell as the
proper habitat of the genus Argulus; and, lastly, the only host upon
which this particidar species has thus far been found is a genus of tish
exclusively American (Amia). These reasons have suggested the specific name americanus as appropriate.
Length 10 mm. length of carapace 8 nun. breadth of carapace 8
mm.; length of abdomen 2.5 mm.; breadth 4 mm.
This species infests Amia calva Linnaeus in our Great Lakes region
to such an extent as to become a nuisance when the fish are kept in
aquaria.
About 100 specimens were sent to the author by Prof. Jacob
Reighard from Ann Arbor, Michigan, who wrote that he had been
obliged to have the Amia cleaned to rid them of these pests. He also
kindly sent the excellent photograi)hs of the animal as an opaque object
which show very clearly its specific characteristics. A dozen of these
animals were sent in a mailing case from Ann Arbor to Westfield,
Massachusetts, and every one was alive when received and lived for
about a week afterwards.
An efi'ort will be made in the near future to obtain ripe females in
this way and follow the development of the sj^ecies.
This concludes the North American species so far found, just half
the entire genus, while of the other half four out of the thirteen species belong in Central or South America, leaving but nine species
ticatioiis
is

;

from

all

;

other localities combined.

again in this connection that the present is the
attempt to collect all the American species and must therefore be
incomplete.
By the time anything like as much work has been done
It is well to recall

first

in America as in Europe we ma}^ confidently expect that the preponderance of American species will be even greater than now.

Of

the thirteen North American species here presented the location

is unknown, if indeed it has not been lost;
the types of lej)idostei and stizostethli are in the museum of the Ohio
State University, while the types of the other ten species are in the

of the type of jnujettensls

Museum. Five species are described for the first time; two
others are removed from the doubtful list and the missing sex supplied,
while the males of five out of the remaining six species are here first
National
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The non-American species of the family will be treated
very briefly and from a purely systematic standpoint, after first
describing the four from Central and South America.
distinguished.

ARGULUS NATTERERI
Plate

XXII,

Kollar.

fig. 63.

Argulus naUereri Heller, Beitriige zur Kenntniss der Siphonostomen. Sitzungsb.
d. kais. Akad. d. Wissensch., Math.-naturwissensch. CL, XXV, 1857.
Kroyer, Bidragtil Kundskab om Snyltekrebsene. Naturhist. Tidskr., 3die
Rsekke, 2 Bind, 1863. Thorell, Om tvenna Europeiske Argulider, etc.
Gi^fvers. af

Kongl.-Vetenyk. Akad. Forhandlingar, 2l8t

series,

Stockholm,

1864.

Carapace orbicular, wider than long; posterior sinus narrow, reaching nearly half the length of the carapace.
Abdomen relativeh^ the smallest of any species, not more than onetenth the rest of the body, wider than long; anal sinus narrow, cut
scarcely to the center; papilhe basal.

Sucking disks large, placed well back

in the carapace,

veiy close

together, equaling about one-fourth the width of the carapace; posterior maxillipeds small and w^eak; basid plate narrow triangular with
an al)rupt angle near its center; teeth long and sharp with an accessory
spur at the base of the outer one.
Antennte large and well armed. Swimming legs very short, none
of them reaching the edge of the carapace; lobes on both joints of

the posterior ones flap-like and covered with

seto3.

Flagella present;

no papilUc at the opening of the oviduct.
Length 12 mm.; length of carapace 11.5 mm.; breadth of carapace
13 mm.; length of abdomen 1.2 mm.; breadth 2 mm. Male unknown.
Color grayish white; skin covered with warts and spines on the dorsal surface.
Two dark oblique spots on the abdomen.
Brazil, South America, on the skin and in the gill cavity
Ilahitat.
of Sahno (Hydrocyon) hrevidens Cuvier.
(Named for Johann Natterer, who obtained these Brazilian Arguli
together with the specimens of the genus Dolops.)

—

ARGULUS SALMINI
Plate

Argulus salminl Kroyer, Bidrag
Tidskr.,

3die Rjekke,

Argulider,
series,

etc.

XXII,
til

Kroyer.

fig 64.

Kundskab om Snyltekrebsene. Natnrhist

1863.
Thorell, Om tvenna Europeiski
Kongl. Vetensk.-Akad. Forhandlingar, 21st

2 Bind,

Gilfvers.

af

Stockholm, 1864.

Carapace orbicular, wider than long; posterior sinus ^vide, one-fourth
the length of the carapace, cephalic area prominent.
Abdomen very small, about one-sixth the rest of the body, wider
than long; anal sinus narrow, not cut to the center, lobes broadly
rounded; papilla basal.

—
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Sucking' disks very large, placed well forward and so close together
that they almost touch, about one-third the width of the carapace;

posterior niaxillipeds correspondingly small; l)asal plate rectangular
and armed with short blunt teeth.
Antenna^- of medium size and well armed.
Swimming legs not
reaching the edge of the carapace; lobes on the posterior ones small,
l)(>ot shaped.
Flagella present but no papillae at the oviduct opening.
Male longer and much narrower than the female, particularly in the
abdomen; the carapace also in the male overlaps the a])domen, while
in the female it barely covers the third legs.
Color a light liver-brown with a narrow dark margin anteriorly on
the upper surface of the carapace and a small dark spot tit the base of
The grooves which separate the cephalic from the
the anal sinus.
lateral areas are darker and more 3^ellow in color than the rest of the
integument. The male lacks the dark anterior margin of the carapace
and the dark spot at the base of the anal sinus.
Length 13 mm.; length of carapace 10.4 mm.; breadth of carapace
10. () mm.; length of al)domen 3.5 nmi.
l)readth 2.6 nmi.
llalrdat.
Brazil, South America, in the gill cavity of Salmo.
;

—

from generic name of

{sahnlni^

host.)

ARGULUS CHROMIDIS
Plate
Argul.us chromidis

Tidskr.

series,

Keoyek, Bidrag

3die Raekke,

Argulider,

XXII,

etc.,

af

Kundskab om Snyltekrebsene,

til

Naturhist.

Thorell, Om tvenna Europeiske
Kongl. Vetensk.-Akad. Forhandlingar, 21st

2 Bind,

(Efvers.

Krbyer.

fig. 62.

1863.

Stockholm, 1864.

Carapace obovate, longer than wide, scarcely reaching the third
posterior sinus so wide as to carry the lobes away from the
thorax and leave a clear space between, and reaching ])ut a quarter

legs;

the length of the carapace.

Abdomen one-fourth the length of the rest of the body, about as
wide as long; anal sinus wide, well rounded, reaching a quarter the
length of the abdomen; papilke basal.
Sucking disks small, about one-seventh the width of the carapace;
posterior maxillipeds small, ))asal plate rectangular, with short, blunt
teeth, the central

one sharper than the others.

Flagella present.

The eggs occupy not merely the trunk, but nearly the whole

shield

(Kroyei')-

Length
1

mm.

;

mm.; length of carapace 4.1 mm.; In-eadth of carapace
abdomen 1.2 mm. breadth 1.1 mm. Male unknown.
clear yellowish-white, relieved by the dark coffee-brown

6

length of

Color a

;

egg masses.
Habitat.

—Nicaragua, Central America,

from Lake Nicaragua.
{chromidis from generic name of host.)

of C?iromis taken

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

16

in the gill cavity of a species
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ARGULUS ELONGATUS
Plate

XXII,

fig.

vol. xxv.

Heller.

61.

Arguhis elongalus Het.ler, Beitriige zur Kenntniss der Siphonostomen. Sitzungsb.
Tiiod. kais. Akad. d. Wissensch., Math.-naturwisaensch. CL, XXV, 1857.
RELL, Om tvenna Europeiska Argulider, etc., ffifvers. af Kongl. Vetensk.Akad. Forhandlingar, 21st series, Stockholm, 1864.

—

Carapace very short, triangular, wholly without lobes; no posterior
Abdomen one-quarter the length of the rest of the body,
longer than wide; anal sinus broad triangular, cut almost to the very
Sucking
base, lobes divergent, acuminate-lanceolate; papillai basal.
disks medium size, placed well forward; posterior maxillipeds good
Antenna
size; basal plate without teeth but well armed otherwise.
As there are no carapace lobes the
of normal size and armament.
swimming legs are left wholly uncovered. No data as to iiagella or
oviduct papillffi, but inasmuch as Heller has been careful to put in the
Iiagella in the other species he has illustrated, the absence of them in
his figure of elongatus indicates that he could not find any.
Color a
3^ellowish white, very darkly pigmented and speckled; bases of the
swimming legs also with circular black spots.
Length 10 mm.; length of carapace 4.3 mm.; breadth of carapace
Male unknown.
G umi. length of al)domen 2 mm.; breadth 1.1) mm.
The abrupt truncation of the carapace distinguishes this species at
once from all others.
sinus.

;

Habitat.

— Brazil.

Host unknown.

{Elongatus = alludes to the elongated appearance of the body, due to
the absence of lobes on the carapace i. e., the elongation is apparent
not real.)

—

ARGULUS FOLIACEUS
Plate

XXIV,

fig.

Linnaeus.

69.

Baldner's manuscript, 1666.
Monoculus Cauda foUacea plana Loefling, 1750.

Port des Poissons

Pou

de Gasteroste,

Pou

de la carpe

Baker,

1753.

Monculus foliaceus Linn^us, 1758 and 1761.
Monoculus piscinus Linnaeus, 1761.
B'mociUus ganterosteus Geoffroy-Saint Hilaire, 1762.
Insectum aquatium Ledermuller, 1764.
Argiihis i-hnrmi

Arguing

MUller,

^Jr/plilinis

1785.

iMiJLLER, 1785.

Fabricius, 1792-1794.
CuviER, 1798.
Oz(jln.'< ga.'<lrr<istrl Latkeille, 1802.
Argidus foliaceus Jurine, 1806. [This name retained
in the historical part, which see.]
Moiiiiciiliis iirijiiInK

Mut'iH'ithis </iirini

l)y

the various authors given

Carapace elliptical, longer than wide; posterior sinus narrow, extending two-fifths the length of the carapace.
Abdomen one-fourth the length of the rest of the body, al^out as
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wide as long; anal sinus broad, well rounded, cut nearly to the center;
Sucking disks small, one-sixth the width of the carapapilla? basal.
pace, placed well forward and far apart; posterior niaxillipeds large,
well armed; basal plate narrowed anteriorl}^, triangular posteriorly,
with three sharp teeth.
AntenniB normal. Swimming legs reaching far beyond the edge of
the carapace; lobes on the posterior pair very small, evenly rounded.
Flagella present, but no oviduct papilUe in the female.
Abdomen in
the male considerably elongated, but no copulatory organs except the
Color a light green, becoming yellowregular peg and semen vesicle.
ish where the carapace is thickened.
Length 6-7 mm.; length of carapace 4.2-5 mm.; breadth of carapace 3.5 mm.; length of abdomen 2-2.5 mm.; breadth 1.35 mm.
Male about two -thirds this size; abdomen considerably elongated;
anal sinus triangular and cut more deeply.
In fresh water almost all over Europe, both on the exterHabitat.
nal skin and in the branchial cavity of fish, including several species
of Gasterosteus., Chjprlnus carjno Linn^us, Ahramis hrama Cuvier,
LeucisGusrutilms Linnasus, Tincamilgaris Cuvier, Esoxlucius LinntBus,
PercafluvlatlUs Rondelet, Salmo trutta Linnaeus, and on the tadpoles
of Rana.

—

ARGULUS PURPUREUS
Plate

XXIII,

Risso.

tig. 05.

Binoculus bicornutus Risso, 1816.

Agenor purpureus Risso, 1826.
Argulus purpureus Thorell, 1864.

Carapace elliptical, much longer than broad, with the sides approximately parallel; posterior sinus narrow, extending fully half the
length of the carapace; antero-lateral sinuses deep.

Abdomen

orbicular, a little longer than wide, entirely covered

the carapace; anal sinus narrow and

by

extending to the center
of the abdomen; papilke basal; lobes acuminate orbicular.
Sucking
disks small, one-fifth the width of the carapace, close together; posterior maxillipeds lai'ge, well armed; basal plate rectangular, without
slit like,

any central rough area; teeth sharp.
Antenna3 strong, well

armed.

Swimming

logs

short,

slender,

beyond the carapace, lacking flagella; lobes on the
posterior pair narrow and long.
No oviduct papillaj. Eyes small and
scarcely reaching

semilunar.

This is the only species except versicolor which is at all highly colored.
Carapace pale blue-green, sparsely spotted with white; three violet
bands in either lobe, which widen and fuse anteriorly, while the two
inner bands are connected by a narrow line of the same color. Pigment spots on the ovary violet and so arranged as to leave a median
line of pure white.
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Appendages and vental surface yellowish brown, deeper

vou xxv.
at

the

center; endopodites and exopodites glass-green.

Length 18 mm.; length of carapace 18 mm.; breadth of carapace
mm. length of abdomen 6 mm. breadth 6 mm. Male about
one-third smaller, with only the regular peg and semen vesicle for
10

;

;

copulatory organs.
Mediterranean iit Nice on Caranx luna Geoflf roy, by Risso,
Ilahltat.
and on Pugellus erythrhius Linnaeus, by Thorell. The specimens
found ])y Risso were usually attached to the base of the pectoral fin,
and the single specimen found by Thorell was similarly placed.

—

All Risso's specimens were males, while ThorelFs was fortunatel}^ a

The

seems to think that this species might be regarded
for which he would propose the name
Agenor Risso. But the only reasons for this which he can bring forward are tlie unusual development of the carapace, the absence of
tlagella, the presence of two lamella; on the last thoracic segment, and
female.

latter

as the type of a

new genus

certain slight moditications in the

mouth

parts.

It is ver}^ evident

that none of these have any generic value.

The shape and markings of A. giganteus^ as given in the figure by
Lucas (1845) are almost exactly the same as those of the present species
The color also (yellow finely dotted and travas figured l>y Thorell.
ersed lengthwise on either side with a red-brown line) is what might
fairly be expected in a dried specimen, the only one ever obtained.
And then this single specimen was found near Algeria, in the MediFor these reasons and
terranean, which is not so very far from Nice.
because the specimen was dried, and neither adequately described nor
figured it seems best to consider it another specimen of A. jyurjmi'eus
until some better data can be obtained.
{purpureus='^\\Y\AQ., from the color).

ARGULUS COREGONI
Plate
ArgiUufi coregoni

XXIV,

Thorell.

figs. 70, 71.

Thorell, 1864.

Carapace orbicular, a little longer than wide in the female, a little
widei- than long in the male; posterior sinus about one-third the length
of the carapace, as wide as long in the female, narrower in the male
and converging so that the tips of the lobes overlap. Abdomen long,
elliptical, two-fifths the length of the rest of the body, cut fully to
the center with lanceolate-acuminate lobes; papillae basal.
Sucking disks small, one-sixth the width of the carapace and rather
widely separated; posterior maxillipeds large, well armed; basal plate
rectangular, teeth stout and sharp.
Antenna? medium size and well armed. Swimming legs reaching
l)eyond the carapace in the female, entirely covered in the male; lobes
on the posterior pair very small and well rounded.
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In the male there are practically no lobes at all, but the copulatory
organs are well developed. The second joint of the second pair of legs
has on its posterior surface three rounded protuberances, two of which
are ventral, one near the base of the joint and one near the tip, while
the third one is dorsal and directl}' over the first at the base of the
The flagella of these legs are longer than those of the first pair.
joint.
The third legs carr}^ on the anterior side of the basal joint, a small
rounded knob drawn out at the tip into a soft tooth; the second joint
carries a similar protuberance, curved at the tip so that

and

it

bends over

oflsets the tooth of the basal joint like the fingers of a pair of

forceps.

The regular peg on the fourth

legs appears to

]»e

dou})le

instead of single.

At the base of the abdomen on either side in the female is a small
ovate scale attached to the last segment of the thorax; this is lacking
in the male, and 3^et is one of the things which Thorcdl })roposed for
generic differences in A. purpureus.

Color of alcoholic specimens green, whitish, or tawny. Length 13
of carapace 8.6 mm.; width of carapace 8.5 mm.; length
3.9 nmi. breadth 2.7 mru. male about 0.8 this size.
/rah J fat.
In the larger lakes of central and northern Sweden; in
Storsjon and other lakes of Jemtland on Cor on/us. lavaretus Linnaeus,
and ThyriiaUus vulgaris Nilsson. In the salmon-lakes of Dalsland and
in the Vettern on Sahno trutta Linnaeus.
Found on the external skin

mm.; length
of abdomen

;

;

—

m

instead of the branchial cavity.

Dr. Nystrom in his Observations on the River-fauna of Jemtland

which is of jDarticular
on the general question of the relation ))etween

(1863) gives a fact in reference to this species
interest in its bearing

He says: "An

these parasites and their hosts.

unusually large species

of Argulas (referring to A. coregoni) fastens itself at certain times
in summer, in large numbers, on the Gwyniad {Coregonus)., and also,
though less readily, on the Grayling. Almost every fish has, during
this time, one or several of these bloodsuckers on its body, which liite
it till the })elly is quite drained of blood.
The fishes then hurry in
crowds to certain parts of the lake, where probably the currents are
colder, and fall in large quantities into the nets which are there spread
for theip.
This fishing lasts but a short time, perhaps two days onh^
l)ut produces during that time in some localities several tons of fish."
(See the account of catostomi given on p. 651).
{coregonus—ge.nQ.Yic name of its most common host.)

ARGULUS MELITA Van
Plate
Argiilus melita

V AN

Beneden,

XXI II,

ti^'.

Beneden.

OB.

1891.

Carapace elliptical; antero-lateral sinuses situated far back opposite
the sucking disks and cut in very deeply, leaving the cephalic area
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sharply marked

off
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from the remainder of the carapace, and lunate or

semielliptical in .shape; posterior sinus

broad triangular,

less

than a

quarter the length of the carapace, wider than deep. Abdomen elliptical, two-fifths the length of the rest of the body; anal sinus broadly
lobes acute and flaring at the tips;
Sucking disks large, one-quarter the width of the carapace, situated far back, and widel}^ separated; posterior maxillipeds
small and pooi'ly armed; basal plate well rounded, with only two
teeth.
Antenna^ large and well armed.
Swimming legs long, reaching far beyond the carapace; lobes on
the posterior pair narrow sickle-shaped, much elongated.
Color a fleshy pink, ornamented with lines and bands of dark pigment; the latter include a broad longitudinal band between the eyes,
an oval area in the center of each carapace lobe, the two areas connected by three transverse lines, and an oval area in the center of each
lobe of the abdomen, connected anteriorly by a single transverse line.
Length 7 mm.; length of carapace 4.4 mm.; breadth of carapace
triangular, cut to the center;

papillit' ])asal.

mm.; breadth 1.3 mm. Male unknown.
Bay of Dakar, on a species of shark.
{MeUta = t\iQ name of the yacht of M. Chevreux, who found the
parasite and sent it to Van Beneden.)
3

mm.; length
Habitat.

of

abdomen

—From Senegal,

2

in the

ARGULUS DACTYLOPTERI
Plate

XXIII,

Thorell.

figH. 67, 68.

ArgulnH dactylopterl Tfiorell, 1864.

Carapace

elliptical;

cepluilic area projecting considerably

beyond

the outline of the remainder of the carapace, leaving ear-like append-

ages on either side.

Those

in the

female are of

medium

size

and are

situated in front of the sinus; those in the male are very large and

protrude posterior to the sinus, giving the anterior portion of the
carapace a three-lobed appearance. Posterior sinus broadly triangular, about as wide as deep, leaving well-rounded lobes.
Abdomen
broadly triangular, about one-third the length of the rest of the bod}^;
anal sinus narrow, about one-third the length of the abdomen; lobes
rounded acuminate; anal papilla3 very minute and basal.
Sucking disks small, less than one-sixth the width of the carapace; posterior maxillipeds rather poorly armed; basal plate with minute teeth
along its outer l)order in addition to the three on its posterior border.
Antennaj with stout auxiliary spines in addition to the regular ones
on the basal joints. Swinnning legs without flagella; just reaching
the margin in the female, extending l)oyond in the male.
Color grayish white in alcoholic specimens, the female with two
violet bands along the dorsal surface of the thorax made up of small
spots of the same color.

Length 7-8 mm.; length of carapace

5

mm.; breadth

of carapace
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mm.; length

of
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mm.; breadth

2.2

mm.
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Male about

live-seveuths this size.

—

The East Indian Ocean in the branchial cavity of DactylvoUtans Linnajus.

Habitat.
optefnis

{dactylopter!.,

from

its host.)

ARGULUS INDICUS

Weber

Argulus indieus Webee, 1892.

Female similar to foliaceus., ou^ with a carapace wider than long
and overlapping the abdomen. Abdomen about 0.25, wider than
long, with a short, narrow sinus.
Swimming legs long; lobes of the last pair hatchet-shaped and half
No color
as long as the legs themselves; anterior pairs with Hagella.
given and the only figure one of the posterior legs.
Host unknown. Single
Ifahifat., from the East Indian Archipelago.
specimen a female.
{hidicus, of or belonging to India).

ARGULUS AFRICANUS

Thiele.

Argulus africamis Thiele, 1901.

Female similar

to foliaceus but with

with shorter rounded lappets.

a broader shield;

abdomen

Lobes on the posterior legs hatchet-

shaped, as in indieus, but smaller; anterior antennee stout.

In the

male the carapace and abdomen are longer and narrower than in the
female.
In addition to the regalar peg and semen receptacle the second leg carries a stout papillary wart on the posterior side opposite
the base of the exopodite of the third leg.
The third leg itself is
covered with numerous papillary warts, especially on its dorsal and
anterior surfaces.
The basal plate is small, oval, and pointed anteriorly.
No color given; no figure published.
Length in both sexes 7 mm.; width in female 4. 5 mm.; in male -I.
Habitat.
Numerous specimens from Langenburg on species of
Claria^ a female from Albert Edward Sea and a female from the Nile.
{Africanus=oi or belonging to Africa.)

—

ARGULUS JAPONICUS

Thiele.

Argulus japonicus Thiele, 1901.

Female similar

to foliaceus, but carapace

posteriorly, broader,

more abruptly rounded

and somewhat narrowed anteriorly.

Swimming

legs tolerablj' long; lobes of the last pair small and
Al^domen terminating in two small rounded lobes, widely
separated. Color brownish; no figure published.
Length of the single specimen 4 mm.; breadth 2.7 mm.
Habitat.
From Yeddo, Japan. Host unknown. Single specimen,

rounded.

—

a female.

{Jaj>07vicus=of or belonging to Japan.)
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ARGULUS SCUTIFORMIS
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Thiele

Argulus seutiformlx Thiele, 1901.

The male has an

oval shield which covers half the

abdomen

;

antero-

Anal sinus of abdomen very short, leavingshort rounded lobes. Spines on the first antennae reenforced. Posterior maxillipeds short and stout, with short sharp teeth; basal plate very
large and covered with papillar}^ warts.
Swimming legs completely
covered by the carapace; flagella on the second legs rudimentary.
No copulatory organs except the regular peg and semen receptacle.
lateral sinuses ver}^ deep.

Color brownish; no figure published.
Length 12 mm. width 8 mm. Female unknown.
Habitat.
The single specimen is in the Vienna Museum and came
from Japan. Host unknown.
;

—

{sGut^ln^— shield, forma=!iihsiY>Q.)

ARGULUS PHOXINI
Plate

XXVII,

fig.

Leydig.
91.

Argulus phoxini Leydig, 1871.

Carapace orbicular, about as wide as long; anterolateral sinuses
Grooves between the cephalic area and the lateral lobes
well defined, separating the two sharply; lobes curved inward toward
each other till they almost meet posteriorly. Ribs supporting the
carapace well defined, the longitudinal ones forked at the anterior end
as in foliaceus; abdomen elliptical, more than three-fifths the length
of the rest of the body; anal sinus cut beyond the center; lobes acute
and flaring at the tips; papilhie lateral, about one-fourth the distance
shallow.

from the base of the sinus.
Sucking disks small, less than 0.16, widely separated; rays composed
of elliptical rods placed end to end. Posterior maxillipeds rather small
but well armed; basal plate elliptical, thickly covered with spines.

Swimming

legs reaching l)e3^ond the edge of the carapace; lobes on

the posterior pair small and orbicular with no trace of a boot-shape.

In the male the testes are very large, filling the entire l)asal portion
of the abdomen.
The peg is covered with long finger-like protul)erances or papillae, while the receptacle takes on a peculiar warty or

knobbed appearance, due

to numerous small protuberances scattered
over its surface.
In addition to these there is on the anterior margin of the basipods
of the third legs a pair of accessory organs consisting of a curved hook
at the base of the terminal joint and a short papilla thickly covered
with spines oppo.site the hook at the distal end of the second joint. On
the posterior margin of the basal joint of the second legs is a knobl)ed
protuberance somewhat similar to the receptacle in appearance.

)
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Color.

— Yellowish horn-color, with spots of brown pigment thickly
spines and hooks

scattered over the dorsal and ventral surfaces;

brown.
Length, 8 mm.; length of carapace, tt.Smm.
5

mm.

;
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length of al>domen, 3

ILih'itat.

mm.

;

breadth, 2

;

l)readth of carapace,

mm.

Female unknown.

—From Tubingen, on a species of dace or minnow, Phoxinus

/lev is.

{^yhoxmifs— generic name of host.)

Genus

CHONOPELTIS

Thiele.

This genus diHers from both Argulus and Dolops in the complete
The simple second antenna?, are
first antenna?.
present, and are similar in all respects to those on the other two
suppression of the
genera.

This takes away

entirel}"

function of prehension, and leaves

from the antenna?, the acquired
them in their original condition

as tactile organs.

There

is

also an entire absence of spines on the ventral surface of

the carapace, so that the animal nuist depend wholly on

its

maxilli-

peds for fastening itself to its host.
This genus resembles Argulus and is unlike Dolops in that the
anterior maxillipeds are modified into sucking disks.
On the other hand, it resembles Dolops and is unlike Argulus in the
complete suppression of the preoral sting.
The posterior maxillipeds and the swimming legs are similar to
those of Argulus.
[Xcovif=ii funnel, ;r6'AT7/= shield.)

CHONOPELTIS INERMIS

Thiele.

Chonopeltis mermis Thiele, 1901.

Cephalic area distinctly separated from the lateral areas by a tangential chitin ridge on either side, between which the antenniB are
inserted.
Abdomen with acuminate lobes; anal papilh^^. club-shaped
and situated on the sides of the sinus near the base. Basipods of the
swimming legs with a fringe of plumose setse; only the first pair have
flagella, and these are rudimentary; lobes on the posterior legs broad
and short.
Carapace covering only the first two pairs of legs.
Color blue with numerous dark spots on the back of the thoracic
segments. Length of the single specimen
mm. width of the carapace 3.5 mm. Male unknown.
ILihHat.
From the gill cavity of a species of ClmmiK at Wieden;

—

hafen.

{Inermis

= unarmed

.
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Genus
This genus was

first

DOLOPS

Audouin.

described by Audouin in 1837 and afterwards

more in detail b}- Helier in 1857. It differs from both the other
genera in the fact that the anterior maxillipeds are not modified into
sucking disks, but terminate in strong, sickle-shaped hooks (fig. 73).
It resembles Argulus and is unlike Chonopeltis in the presence of both
pairs of antenna^ and of spines on the ventral surface.
On the other
hand it is like Chonopeltis in the complete suppression of the preoral
sting.
The carapace is large, orbicular, or inversel}" egg-shaped, and
in the species so far known it almost covers the legs.
In two of the
species, longlcauda and dorad/.s, the abdomen is very long and narrow
and is cut clear to the base. In hollari it is orbicular and resembles
closely that of Argultos megaloj^s and A. laticauda^ while in geayi it is
more 1 ike that of A. alosx.
The first antennas lack the hook on the anterior margin which is present in most of the Arguli, and the spines on the basal joints of both
pairs are nmch reduced in numl^er (fig. 71:).
The anterior maxillipeds, while not modified into sucking disks, are
yet very unlike the posterior ones. They are short and stout; the
basal joints are very wide and thick set, but the subsequent ones diminish rapidly in size, so that the terminal joint is only wide enough to
receive the base of the large sickle-shaped hook.
Opposed to the hook
at its base

is

a short, cylindrical peg, the two fitting together much like the

(fig. 73).
The hooks on the two maxillii)eds
curve in toward each other, and when once driven into the fiosh of the
host by the powerful muscles withui the basal joints they must afi'ord a
very secure hold. But it will evidently be quite a task to withdraw
them, and one that will consume some time. Hence they are not at all

chela of a lobster or ci-ab

suited for that scuttling motion so characteristic of Argulus, and Dolops

must be a genus which can not move about f reel}^ over its host's body.
Again, the wound itself and the subsequent irritation caused by the
insertion of these powerful hooks is amply sufiicient to cause a strong
flow of blood, and obviates the necessity of any sting.
Consequently
we find the mouth parts consisting of a short conical proljoscis between
the bases of these anterior maxillipeds, somewhat in front of its position in Argulus, and there is no trace of any preoral sting.
The proboscis is formed from the upper and under lips strengthened
by a frame work of chitin rods similar to that already described, Imt
there are no maxillte.

The

armed with three
have no claw on the terminal joint (fig. 72). In its place the
tip of the terminal joint is divided into twopapilhe of unequal length.
The inner, larger one is covered on its ventral surface with two rows
of curved spines, four to seven in each row, while the shorter,
outer papilla ends in a single row of four or more larger, sickleposterior maxillipeds have the basal plate

teeth, but
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The swhnining- legs are the same as in Argulus, but
the inWy develthe third pair have a smaller Hagelhim in addition to
the first pair is
of
endopodite
The
pairs.
two
hrst
the
on
oped ones
without joints. Both basal joints of the posterior pair are furnished

shaped spines.

which underlie the base of the abdomen. The
male are divided longitudinally into narrow lobes, two in
some species {longlcmida, etc.), and three in others {ranarmn, etc.),
The accessory copulatory organs in longicauda show
in each testis.
of large
the regular peg and semen receptacle, with the addition
legs.
finger-like protuberances on the anterior border of the third
In the female of domdis the papillfe on the ventral surface connected
with the semen receptacles are long and finger-like, and seem to be
with large

flat flaps,

testes of the

destitute of spines.

The position of the anal papilla is not given for any species except
rcmm-wn; doradis has a pair of very rudimentary papillaj at the
opening of the oviduct, but in none of the other species are they
mentioned.
After this paper had been placed in the printer's hands the U. S.
National Museum secured from the Paris Museum specimens of both
sexes of the species Dolops reperta, doradis^ ranarum, and hldentata.
These were kindly placed in the author's hands for examination, and
through them the facts relative to those species have been verified.
At the same time the author was fortunate enough to secure Bouvier's
the genus Dolops (1899*^), from which the facts relative to
the other species of the genus have been obtained.
Bouvier deals with external anatomy only, and makes no mention of

Memoir on

the internal structure.

So far as could be determined f rorii tne preserved specimens just
mentioned, the internal anatomy corresponds very closely with that in
Argulus.
Nothing could be seen of the nervous system except the brain and
here and there a peripheral nerve; but these were almost identical in
shape and position with the corresponding portions of the nervous system in Argulus. There is a heart placed similarly to that in Argulus,
with a short anterior aorta (Stuhlman), and the l)lood takes much the
same course in circulation, save that in the al)domen the outgoing current passes backward along the margin and returns through the center, just the reverse of the course in Argulus.
The digestive system is practically the same as the one already
Whether the reproductive organs are similar to those in
described.

Argulus could not be determined with certainty. The semen recepfemale are located in the same position in the abdomen,
and there are two minute papillte, one on either side, just posterior to
the oviduct opening, where the hollow papilla were found in Argulus, and in all probaliility these in Dolops are similar in function, if
tacles of the

not in structure.
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The ovary

also similar, being-
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unsymmetrical and occupying the

center of the ventral surface.

much

larger than in Argulus, but occupy
on the two posterior pairs of legs the
accessory peg and semen receptacle as in the former genus.
The chief distinctions l)etween the two genera, therefore, are confined to the anterior maxillipeds and the mouth parts, as given in the
artificial key herewith presented.

In the male the testes are

the same position, while

we

lincl

DOLOPS LONGICAUDA
Plate

XXV,

Heller.

tig. 76.

Gyrnpellh Imui'irandd Heller, 1857.

Kroyer, 1863.
Thorell, 186-4.
DolopK longicauda Bouvier, 1899.
Gj/rnprlli^ IniHjiciiuhi

Gi/nqH'/tix lnii,jir(injl<t

Carapace orbicular, as broad as long; posterior sinus one-fifth the
length of the carapace, as broad as long.

Abdomen very long and narrow, one and

one-half times the length

of the rest of the body; anal sinus broad trianugular, cut clear to the
base, leaving the lobes very narrow-acuminate

and flaring at the

tips.

Anterior maxillipeds short with few joints, terminated by a stout
hook; posterior maxillipeds stoitt; Imsal plate with three sharp teeth
close together.

Swimming
Each

testis

legs rather small; lobes on posterior pair large and wide.
divided longitudinally into two lobes united at their bases;

two finger-like projections
from the anterior surface of the basipods of the third pair of legs.
Flagella present.
In the male the testes are two-lobed and there

accessor}' copulatory organs consisting of

are lobes on the posterior ])order of the basal joints of the third legs
in addition to the regular

peg and capsule.

Color a dark ashy-gray, with a line of pigment around the edge of
the carapace and along the inner border of the abdomen lobes.
Length 2S mm. length of carapace 1'2 mm. width of carapace 12 mm.
length of abdomen Ki mm.; breadth of each lobe at the widest place
;

mm.

Male

Hahitat.

— In

1.9

;

aT)out the

same

size.

Brazil on the gills of I[ydrocyon (Salmo) hrew'dens,

C'uvier.

{longa=^]ong, caud<( = tii\] (abdomen).)

DOLOPS KOLLARI
Plate

XXV,

lig.

Heller.
77.

Heller, 1857.
Gyropdtls kullarl Kroyer, 1863.
Gyropeltk hollari Thorell, 1864.
Gyropelth

l-(ilJ<iri

Dolopii kollari

Bouvier, 1899.

Carapace large, obcordate, covering all the legs and the base of the
abdomen; posterior sinus shallow, one-seventh the length of the cara-
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one-third the length

of the rest of the bod}', as wide as long; anal sinus narrow, extending
about one-third the length of the abdomen. Anterior maxillipeds
long, stout, many jointed; posterior ones slender; basal plate very
Avide, teeth blunt and far apart, nuich resembling those of A. catos-

tomi and A. americanus.
Antenna^ as in longicauda. Swimming legs not reaching the edge of
the carapace; flagella on the two anterior pairs; lobes on the posterior
pair long, narrow, well rounded.
Teeth on the ventral surface of the carapace roughly arranged in
transverse rows, those in the area between the antenna^ nmch larger
Color a grayish white, without the liands of
than along the margin.

pigment seen in longicauda.
Length, 12 mm.; length of carapace, lU mm.; l)rcadth of carapace,
Heller's figure,
9 mm. length of abdomen, 3 mm. width, 3 mm.
contains a pair of three- lobed testes in the abdomen, and therefore
ought tt) be a male, contrary to the statement given by Thorell,
although the posterior legs do not show any copulatory organs.
Bouvier, in his thorough review of the species, does not even mention
this fact.
But he did examine Heller's type specimen, and distinctly
states that only females are known.
In Brazil, host unknown,
{kollm'i — to Vincenz Kollar,
IFahitdt.
director of the museum from which Heller obtained his specimens.)
;

;

—

DOLOPS DORADIS
I'late
fJnrnd!.'<

GyropcJlis

<lnrn,l,.s

(/u/(('/(V

Carapace orbicular, a
fifths

Cornalia.

fig 75.

Cornalia, 1860.
Thorell, 1864.
Bouvier, 1899.

Gijropclth

Dotop.s

XXV,

little

wider than long; posterior sinus two-

the length of the carapace, wide and well rounded at the base,

but the sides approach posteriori}^ until the lobes almost touch each
Abdomen long and narrow, one-half the length of the rest of
other.
the body; anal sinus narrow, cut clear to the base, leaving very narrow acuminate lo])es.
Anterior maxillipeds ver}^ wide at the base and so short as to have
almost the outline of an equilateral triangle; posterior maxillipeds
much longer; ])asal plate wide, with regidar saw teeth close together.
Antennte long and slender; the first pair have no hook upon the
anterior margin, but the lateral hooks are much longer than in other
species and strongly curved.
Swimming legs reach a trifie beyond the edge of the carapace; the
three anterior pairs furnished with flagella; lobes on the two basipod
joints of the posterior pair large and broad.
Papillaj connected with the semen receptacles in the abdomen of the
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female long and finger-like; papilla at the opening of the oviduct
small and rudimentary.

Color uniform gray or gray-white, spotted with black pigment
arranged more or less regularly. Half a millimeter from the edge of
the carapace runs a dark line, wide in the center of each side, narrower
toward the anterior and posterior ends.

There are also two black triangles

in the anterior portion of the

carapace, one in front of each lateral eye, consisting of large spots
connected at the apices by bands.

The males described by Bouvier are less«pigmented than the females.
The testes are two-lobed as in longicanda. In addition to the regular
peg and capsule, there is also a rounded lobe and a long, pointed stylet
on the posterior border of the basipod of the second legs, and two
unequal papillse on the anterior border of the basipod of the third legs.
Length, 22.5 nmi.
11

mm.; length

of

;

length of carapace, 13

mm.

abdomen, 7.5 mm.; width of

;

breadth of carapace,

lobes, 1.5

mm.

Male

smaller.

—

The two females described by Cornalia were found on the
Ilahitat.
body of a cat-fish {Doras 7i^V/ty' Valenciennes) which frequents the rivers
of Central America.

{doradk

= from generic name of host.)

In the Annales de la Societe Entomologique de France, ser.
(1837), Bulletin, p. 13,

we

1,

VI

find the following:

M. Audouin presente deux individus d'un

crustace singulier, qui a beaucoup d' anade Jurine, mais qui en differe surtout par 1' absence de
ventouses aux pattes anterieures, et par sa taille, qui depasse un centimetre et demi.
Ce crustace a et6 trouve a Cayenne par M. Lacordaire; il est parasite sur un
poisson nomm6 Aymara, dont la chair est tres-estimee, et qui vit dans toutes les
rivieres.
M. Audouin en donne la description et la regarde comme le type d'un
nouveau genre, auquel il assigne le nom de Dolops. II dedie cette espece a

logic avec I'Argule foliace

M. Lacordaire.
Dolops Lacordairei.

As

Ce nouveau genre

sera decrit en detail et figure.

Thorell has pointed out, this "Dolops"

is

identical with Heller's

The promised descripwas never published, but M. Geay has recently obtained from
practically the same locality (Guiana instead of Brazil), and on exactly
the same fish, the "A3'mara," a species oiDoIoj/s^ which Bouvier (1899*)
has decided is the same as Audouin's two specimens, and for which
Gyropeltis, or at least very closeh^ related to

it.

tion

he gives the following description:

DOLOPS REPERTA
XXVII,

Plate

Bouvier.

fig 87.

Oyropeltis repcrtn Bouvier, 1899^

Dolops reperta Bouvier, 1899^.

Carapace suborbicular, somewhat narrowed anteriorly, nearly covering

all

the feet.

Abdomen

broad, triangular, widest at the center.
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with well-rounded sides; anal sinus cut deeply, slit-like in shape, leaving* blunt lobes.
Anal papilhe small and basal. Anterior maxillipeds with a fleshy
lobe or papilla opposite the terminal claw; teeth at the base of the
posterior maxillipeds narrow and triangular; those on the l)asal plate
very blunt, but ])oth kinds are enormous, compared with the size of

Antenuiy noticeable chiefly for the size of the terminal
second pair, which is about two-thirds as large as the

the animal.
joint of the

preceding

joint.

Swimming- legs

just reaching- the

edge of the carapace.

The spines

covering the ventral surface of the carapace are very large in the
frontal region between the antennae and over the anterior submarginal
area, but become smaller posteriorly.
They are arranged in two or
three irregular rows along the sides of the carapace.

In the males the testes are three-lobed, and there is a conical papilla
on the anterior border of the basipod of the third legs. This species
is much smaller than Audouin's, being only 7 instead of 15 mm. iji
length; no other dimensions given.
Color a uniform dark green, with three colorless areas anteriorly,
one median and two lateral, the median one narrow oblong, extending
forward from the brain to the marginal area of the carapace, the
lateral ones triangular, one side parallel to the sides of the median
area and the lateral eye in the posterior angle.
Guiana, on the fish called "Aymara."
Habitat.
(r(^drz5a= found again, i. e., Audouin's species rediscovered.)

—

DOLOPS STRIATA

Bouvier.

Gyropeltis striata Bouvier, 1899^

Dolops striata Bouvier,

1899'^.

longer than wide. Abdomen narrower
than in the preceding species, triangular in shape, with well-rounded

Carapace

elliptical, a little

deeper than in reperta, leaving the lobes rather
papilla? small and basal.
The protuberance
opposite the claw on the anterior maxillipeds is very small; the l)asal
plate of the posterior maxillipeds has three truncated teeth, of which
the outer one is much larger than the other two.
The two spines on the ventral surface between the bases of these
sides; anal sinus cut

more

pointed.

Anal

maxillipeds and a

little posterior to them are very large, as wide as
they are long, and have a broad, squarely cut tip.

The swimming legs reach considerably beyond the edge of the caraThe spines on the ventral surface are numerous in the region

pace.

between the antennas, and are arranged

Back

in distinct transverse lines.

of the antennte, in the lateral areas of the carapace, they are

grouped in oblique lines, directed outward and backward.
These
spines wholly disappear opposite the anterior swimming legs, and
there are none on the posterior portion of the ventral surface.
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Length from 6 to 7 mm. no other dimen.sion.s given. Color, green
marbled with blue.
Habitat.
Guiana, from a species of Anguilla.
{striata = striped, in allusion to the lines on the ventral surface
caused by the arrangement of the spines.)
;

—

DOLOPS BIDENTATA
Plate
fryrnpeltis hldentata

legs.

elliptical,

Abdomen

Bouvier.

s-s.

'''

rather large, but not covering- the swimming-

broadl}' elliptical instead of triangular, with a

anal iissure, which
pa])illa?

%'.

Bouvier, 1899.^

Dolups bidodatn Bouvier, 1899.

Carapace

XXVII,

shape;

in

slit-like

is

deep

lobes well rounded; anal

small and basal.

Anterior maxillipeds have no protuberance opposite the terminal
claw; the second maxillipeds have only two teeth on the posterior

margin of the basal plate instead of three; the teeth between the bases
Both
pairs of antennie are slender and the anterior ones have no spine on
of tiiese maxillipeds are long and slender, but rather blunt.
their basal joints.

The spines on the ventral surface of the carapace are slender and
about of a size in the region between the antennae, but those extending- backward in a row along the margin of the carapace are much
smaller.
In the male the testes are two-lobed and the accessory capulatory apparatus is quite complicated.
The latter consists of two
unequal lobes on the posterior border of the second basipod joint of
the second legs, and a pair of very long and convoluted papillae on
the basal joints of the third and fourth legs. Those on the third legs
are on the posterior border, those on the fourth legs on the anterior
border. This species is very small compared with the preceding ones,
being- only 2 to -i mm. in length.
Color, a violet brown, due to pigment granules, which are arranged in sinuous lines or in a cobweb
pattern.
Ilahitat.

— Guiana on a species of AnguiUa.

{Jyldentata

— two-toothed,

because

it

has only two teeth on the basal

plate of the second maxillipeds.)

DOLOPS GEAYI
Plate

XXV,

Bouvier.

fig.

78.

Gyropelth geayi Bouvier, 1897.
Dolops geayi Bouvier, 1899.^

Carapace elliptical with a very even curve; not covering the posterior pairs of swinnninglegs; pos^terior sinus broad, well-rounded, about
one-third the length of the carapace; lobes broad and well-rounded.

Abdomen

broadly triangular, cut almost to the base; anal sinus

tri-

AMERICAN PARASITIC ARGVLID^WILSON.
aiig-iilar

and very wide posteriorly, the

beino- so far apart that the sides of the

tips of the

li^7

acuminate lobes

abdomen are ahnost

parallel.

Anal papilhe of good size and basal. Anterior maxillipcds with an
enormous terminal hook, strongly curved; the teeth on the basal plate
of the second maxillipcds are small and ver}' blunt.
Swimming legs all project bej^ond the edge of the carai>ace, which
The tlagella in
does not cover even the bases of the posterior pair.
this species are moderatel3^ developed and terminate in a sharp spine;
the endopods and exopods are furnished with a double row of plumose
setse; lobes on the basal joints of the posterior legs of good size and
boot-shaped.

In the male the testes are two-lobed, with a pair of spherical ])odies
on either side just anterior to the opening of the vas deferens, which
Bouvier could not interpret.
I^ength of smaller male,

!.'.»;")

nun.; length of cafapacc*,

l.iil)

nun.;

width of carapac-(\ i.^ nun.; length of abdomen, o.O.") mm.; width,
0.55 nun.
The larger male had a total length of ;> nun. The female
was much smaller. These dimensions must of course be taken as those
of rather small specimens.
Color a uniform gi-ay -yellow without any markings.
IIahif((t.
The three specimens were o])tained by M. (nniy in the
month of December between Apure and Arauca, Guiana, and were
swinuning freely at the surface of the water, {(reayl — to M. Geay.)
This finding of them swimming- at the surface, in connection with
their small size, might suggest that the}^ were the young of some of
the other species.
This objection is to my mind answered fully by
Bouvier when he says, tirst, that these specimens were sexually mature
and therefore nuist possess all the characteristics of the adult even
though they were still small in size. And then in the second place we
have seen in the development of the only member of the whole family
of Argulida? whose complete history is known that the young do not
l>ecome sexually mature till they are about one-quarter the size of the
adult.
This would mean that even if these were the youn^ of some
species the adults could not be anywhere as large as the g-reat majorit}^
of the known species of this genus.

—

DOLOPS RANARUM,
Plate

XXVII,

Stuhlmann.

figs. 89, 90.

Gyropelth ranarum Stuhlmann, 1891.

DolopH ranarum Bovvier, 1899. '

Carapace somewhat ovate, just reaching the base of the abdomen;
posterior sinus rather narrow and about one-third the length of the
carapace; lo})es well rounded and approaching each other somewhat
posteriorly.
Abdomen long (about (».5) and narrow% widest at the
center, cut for two-thirds its length.
Anal sinus peculiar in shape
Proc. N.

M.

vol.
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owing

to the direction of its sides; the base

sides at first flare

is

rather broad and the

outward for one-third their

leng^th and then turn
abruptly inward. The papilla? are situated in fhe angles formed
by
these abrupt turns, and are hence marginal, unlike any other
known

species.

The antenna? are each armed with a pair of large triangular spines
upon their basal joints. These also serve as a distinguishing mark,

known species possesses them.
plate of the second maxillipeds are regular
close together.
The three posterior pairs of
as no other

The

teeth on the basal
saw-teeth and are set

swimming

considerably beyond the edge of the carapace, but the
just reach it.
Flagella are present only on the

none on the third

first

two pairs of

legs project

first

legs.

pair only

There are

pair.

The testes in the male are enormous compared with the size of the
animal, and not only occupy all the basal portion (considerably
more
than half) of the abdomen, but they also bulge out prominently
on

both the dorsal and ventral surfaces, giving the impression that they
are full to bursting.
They are each three-lo))ed (fig. 90).
Color.

—From a clear brownish yellow to a red-ln-own, varying with

The

age.

entire dorsal surface is covered with l)rown pigment spots,
small and scattered on the carapace and thorax, larger and
closer
together on the abdomen. These pigment spots are much branched

and each possesses a clear circular area near the center. The pigment
on the ventral surface of the abdomen follows the creases between
the
lobes of the testes, leaving the lobes themselves a free color.
Length, 5 mm. (from 0.5 to 7 mm.); length of carapace, 3.5 mm.;
breadth of carapace, 8.5 mm.; length of abdomen, 1.6 mm.; breadth,

1.10mm.
IIahitat.^Fi\m\

Bu])oka in Western Nyansa, Africa, upon frog

tadpoles.
{jRanarif///= of or pertaining to frogs).

These specimens were obtained by Dr. Stuhlmann from the external
surface of the tadpoles, where they fix themselves to the
skin by the
hooks on the anterior maxillipeds.
They were very common, and often 5 or 6 were found upon the same
Rarely they attached themselves inside the branchial cavity.
in their habits to Argulus with such difterences as are necessitated l)y the difi'erence in structure
of their first
maxillipeds, can be seen from the following statement n)ade
bv Bouhost.

That they are similar

vier (1899,- p. 13):
Les divers individus etaient fixes a

la peau de leur hote par leur bord anterieur,
du corps etant libre; leurs pattes notatoires etaient animc^^es d'un
mouvement
assurant ainsi les ^changes respiratoires. lis se detachaient
lil)rement

le reste
actif,

laissaient

de

on se

enkver avec des piiices, apres quoi
ou ils etaient renfermes.

lu cuvette

ils

nageaient avec vivaeite dans I'eau

NO. 1302.
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Bouvier.

Gyropettis kouari Bouviek, 1897.
Gyropeltis discoidalis Bouvier, 1899.^

Dolops

diKcnirlalis

Bouvier, 1899.^

Carapace orbicular, wider than long; posterior .sinus broad and
about one-third the length of the carapace; lobes well rounded and
separated from the thorax so as to leave a space between.
Abdomen
short and small. al)Out (».2, orbicular, somewhat narrowed anteriorly;
anal sinus slit-like and not extending more than one-third the length
of the abdomen.

The second antenna? have
IS

a triangular spine on the basal joint which

fully as large as the joint itself, but there are no spines at the base

of the tirst antenna?.

The

teeth on the basal plate of the second maxillipeds are blunt and

rather widely separated.
nates each

tirst

The two portions

of the chela which termi-

maxilliped are of about the same size, and each

is stifl'-

ened with chitin.
The swinmiing legs just reach the edge of the carapace; each of the
basipod joints of the posterior pair carries a very large flap on its posterior margin, those on the tirst joint being of the typical boot shape.
Each of the three anterior pairs of legs are furnished with flagella,
those of the third pair being small, but fulh' developed.
Grayish green, with large rounded light-colored })lotches
Color.
arranged parallel with the margin of the body. Around the paired
and median eyes these blotches fuse into large whitish areas.
Length, 11.8 to 14 nun.; length of carapace, 10 to 12 nun.; breadth
of carapace, 10.6 to l-t mm. length of abdomen, 3 to 3..5 mm. breadth
4 to 4.3 mm.
Hahltat.
From the Rio Nuba, in Brazil, on a species of Platysoma,
called by the natives ** Doncella" (^//6'("6'/^vfc///.s' = disk-shaped, alluding

—

;

;

—

to the carapace).

From a careful comparison of the genera and species here described
we are enabled to deduce the following as the probable developmental
history of the family.

The primitive form from which the genera

of

the family have l)een developed through a greater or less adaptation
to parasitic habits
a

form possessing

must have

l)een

very simihir to the free copepods,

a moderate-sized, flattened carapace, three free tho-

and a more or less lamellar a])domen. The anterior
maxillipeds terminated in an ordinary-sized chela; there was no preracic segments,

oral sting; the

mouth

parts were very

little, if

at

all,

protrusilfle,

and

the ventral surface was unarmed with spines.

We

no species corresponding with this at the present time,
first change, and one that must have taken place very
quickly after the beginning of parasitic habits, was the making of
find

because the
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some provision whereby the parasite could cling more lirmly to its
This change resulted first in the further development of such
appendages as were already adapted for clinging, such as the maxillipeds, etc., and the claws and spines upon these appendages were
increased in size and strength or modified in form so as to be still
host.

better suited for such a purpose.

Then other appendages, such

as the antenna?, etc.,

which were not

originally or normally adapted to clinging or grasping, l)ecame gradually so greatly modified as to serve very poorly their original pur-

pose, but are almost entirel}^ given
a condition as this

so-called

we do

up

to the acquired function.

Such

find admirabl}' illustrated in several of the

''unarmed" species of

Doloj)--^,

such as ninarinii, longl-

ea 11(1(1, etc.

As

a further

means toward

surface of the carapace

is

a condition well illustrated

such as reperta, striata^

this

same end, prehension, the ventral

next covered with spines pointing ))ackward,

by the

so-called

"armed" species

of Dolops^

etc.

The wound and the subsequent irritation caused l)y forcing the
enlarged claw-like hooks on the antenna and the first maxillipeds into
the flesh of the host must produce a copious flow of blood for the par-

But these creatures are naturally very active, and they swim
about freely, so that the forcing of their claws into their host, together
with the subsecjuent withdrawal of them ever}' time they wished to
change their location, would impede considerably their freedom of
motion. Consequently we next find the anterior maxillipeds entirely
altered in structure, though still retaining their same function.
The terminal joints, with their stout hooks, are graduallv alisorbed,
and in their place appear the circular sucking disks. These, through
asite.

the ci'eation of a partial

vacuum by means

of nuiscular action, cling as

firndy to the skin of the host as did the claws, and they possess the

further advantage that their hold can be taken or loosened instantane-

move about quickly over

ously, thereb}' enabling- the copepod to
host's

body or

to leave

This condition
descril)ed

we

by Thiele

into sucking disks,

it

its

and swim away.

new genus Choxojhltis^ recently
where the anterior maxillipeds are modiHed
but otherwise the appendages are the same as in
find realized in the
(1901),

the "

unarmed " species of D(>l(jps. Curiously enough, there is also in
genus a complete suppression of the spines on the ventral surface,
and there are no anterior or prehensile antennae. Just what significance this may have in regard to the sequence of modifications can
only be determined after the early development of the genus has been
this

worked

out.

But, while this change from claws to sucking disks in the anterior
maxillipeds increases the facility of movement, it also deprives the
parasite of his chief

means of getting

food.

The sucking

disks are

)
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irritate the skin of the host.
soft and thev do not penetrate or even
following their use, and
blood
of
flow
no
be
can
there
Consequently

some other means for obtaining it must be provided.
organ, which
This takes the form of a long, pointed sting or piercing
being thrust
This
mouth.
the
of
front
in
just
situated
is evertible and
copious
through the skin into the flesh of the host quickly brings a
with its proboscisup
sucks
then
copepod
the
which
l)lood,
o'f
flow
like

is

mouth

parts.

Arr/ulus, and
This stage of modiflcation is exemplified in the genus
time.
present
the
at
limit
the
The genus Arguhi.s, therefore, which includes three-fourths of all

is really the one
the species in the family, so far from being typical,
original primithe
from
modiflcation
greatest
the
which has undergone
The genus Dolop.s. especially those species which are called
tive type.

has undergone the least modiflcation and

"unarmed" by Bouvier,

most fully its primitive characteristics.
and
The genus ClionopeUls is intermediate between the other two

retains

steps in modiflcation
assists us in interpreting intelligently the various
have been brought about by parasitic habits.

which

EXPLANATION OF
All the drawings

f^.r

Ijoth

THP: PLATES.

the text-ligures and the plates were

made with a camera

lucida, unless otherwise stated.

Plate VIII.

maxilliNewly hatched female larva of argxilm megalops. a m, anterior
glands; j) m,
ped; hr, brain; ai, endopod of first swimming foot; gl, skin

posterior maxilliped;

semen

s r,

IX.

receptacle;

s b,
t

side branch of the stomach;

.s

g,

shell gland;

h, tactile hairs.

Figs. 1-4, Argulus latus, ventral

and dorsal

surfaces, jiosterior maxilliped

and antennpe, all of female.
.surface
X. Avgnlmlatkaudn, fig. 5, ventral surface of male; fig. 6, dorsal
and
male; fig. 7, posterior legs and abdomen of female; figs. 8

XL

antennae and posterior maxilliped of male.
Argulas megalops, fig. 10, ventral surface of female;
maxiUiped of male; fig. 12, antenme of female; fig.
of

male showing accessory sexual organs.

(See

fig.

fig. 11,

of
9,

posterior

13, posterior legs

VI (in the text)

for dorsal surface of female.

dorsal surfaces, antenalosie, figs. 14, 15, 16, and 18, ventral and
and posterior maxilliped of female; fig. 17, posterior legs and

XII. Argulus
nae,

abdomen of male.
XIII. Argulus adostomi, figs. 19-22, ventral and
posterior maxilliped of female.
XIV. Argulus fundnli,

fig.

23, ventral surface of female; figs. 24

and ventral surfaces

XV.

.h.rsal surfaces, antenuiP,

of male; figs. 26

and

27,

and

and

25, dorsal

antennae and posterior

maxilliped of male.
and
Argulus pvgettensis, figs. 28-31, ventral and dorsal surfaces, antenn;e,
posterior maxilliped of female.

XVI. Argulus

lepidostei, figs. 32, 34,

and

rior legs

and abdomen

of male.

and posand poste-

35, ventral surface, antennae,

terior maxilliped of female; figs. 33

and

36, dorsal surface
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Plate

XVII. Argulus stizostethii,

fign.

37-40, ventral

posterior maxilliped of female;

XVIII. Argulus
illiped

XIX. Argulus

fig.

niger, figs. 42-45, ventral

and antennae
maculosus,

posterior legs

Argulus

xxv.

and dorsal surfaces, antennae, and
41, posterior legs of male.

and dorsal

surfaces, jiosterior

max-

of female.
46, 48,

figs.

and

posterior maxilliped of female;

XX.

voi,.

and alxlomen

49, ventral surface, antennae,

figs.

47

and

50,

dorsal surface

and
and

of male.

and 55, ventral and dorsal surfaces,
and antennie of female; fig. 54, posterior legs

rrraicolor, figs. 51, 52, 53,

posterior maxilliped

and abdomen of male.
XXI. Argulus (miericanus, figs.

56, 58,

and

posterior maxilliped, of female;

59, ventral surface, antennse,

figs.

57 and

(iO,

dorsal surface

and
and

and abdouien of male.
Argulus elongatus, female (after Heller); fig. 62, Argulus chromidis, female (after Kriiyer); fig. 63, Argulus natlereri, female (after
Kri'iyer)
fig. 64. Argulus salmini, female (after Kroyer).
XXIII. Fig. 65, Argulus purpurem, female (after Thorell); fig. 66, Argulus
mellta, female (after Van Beneden); figs. (57 and 68, Argulus dactylopteri, male and female (after Thorell).
XXIV. Fig. 69, Argulus foliaceus, male (original drawing); figs. 70 and 71,
Argulus eoregoni, female and male (after Thorell); fig. 72, Dolops
Inngiccmda, posterior maxilliped of female (after Heller).
XXV. Fig. 73, Dolops longicauda, anterior maxilliped of female (after Heller)
fig. 74, Dolups doradis, antennae of female (after Cornalia); fig.
75, Dolops doradis, dorsal surface of female (after Cornalia;; fig. 76,
posterior legs

XXII.

Fig. 61,

;

;

Dolops longicauda, dorsal surface of male (after Heller);
Dolops

kollari,

dorsal surface of male (after Heller);

fig.

fig. 78,

77,

Dolops

male (after Bouvier).
some North American Arguli.

geagi, dorsal surface of

XXVT.

Mitrrophotographs of

Fig. 79, Argulus
male; fig. 80, Argulus alosif, female; fig. 81, Argulus
megalops, male; fig. 82, Argulus maculosus, female; fig. 83, Argulus
versicolor, female; fig. 84, Argulus americanus, male; figs. 85 and 86,
ventraLand dorsal surfaces of Argulus americauns, female; figs. 79,
Ifitirauda,

8], 83,

and 84 are

of living specimens;

figs. 80, 82, 85,

and 86 are

of

preserved specimens.

XXVII.

Fig. 87, Dolops reperta, dorsal surface of

female (original);

Dolops hidentata, dorsal surface of male (original);
ranaru7?j.,

dorsal surface of female (original);

male, same species (original);
of

male

(after Leydig).

fig.

91,

fig.

fig.

90,

89,

fig.

88,

Dolops

abdomen

of

Argulus phoxini, dorsal surface

S.
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JAPAN,
A REVIEW OF THE OPHIDIOID FISHES OF
Fowler,
By David Starr Jordan and Henry W.
0/

(he

Leiund Stanford Junior

Unh-ersilii.

give descriptions of the fishes of
In the present paper the writers
5rorf(^*, and related
OpJddiidx,
Zom-cida^,
the
to
Japan helonging
The material exammed is that colfamilies,

lected

known

as Ophidioidea.
in 1900, with that belonging to the U.
the
together with certain specimens collected ])y

bv Jordan and Snyder

S National IVIuseum,
Alhatross.
U. S. Fish Commission steamer
Mr. William S. Atkinson.

The

drawn by

plates are

OPHIDIOIDEA.

Group

Blemiioidea in all respects,
This o-roup, as a whole, agrees with the
any of the fins, save sometime^
except 5iat no spines are developed in
From the Anaca^Uhmi, with which
in the posterior part of the dorsal.
ventrals and in the absence ot
the OpJddioidea agree in the jugular
of the hypercoracoid, which is
form
the
by
separated
are
spines, they
is a very large and variec
group
The
fishes.
perforate, as in ordinary
characters here used are all
one widelv distributed in all seas. The
made.
of- the skeletons having l>een
superficial', no comparative study
rarely small or obsolete.
a Pseudobranchia^ well developed, very
wantnig, never filainserted much behind the eye, often
h. Ventral fins jugular,
mentous.
,.
^
wantmg.
united, free from the isthmus; ventrals
c Gill-membranes broadly
,

CONGROGADID.F,,

1.

gill-openings lateral Zoarcid.f., II.

the isthmus, the
cc Gill-membranes united to
the throat not
as slender filaments attached at
hh. Ventral fins developed
.

c

behind eye.
Gill-membranes nearly separate,

free

from the isthmus; body

far

scaly.

Ophidiid.e, 1\

.

rudimentary in some Brotulkhr).
aa. Pseudol)ranchice absent (or
Carapid.e, III.
no scales; vent at the throat.
f Ventral fins wanting;
vent posterior, normal; dorsal fin smgle,
developed;
well
fins
Ventral
ff
Brotulid-E, ^
low; ventral fins short.

.

Family

I.

CONGROGADID.E.

very small scales.
Bodv elongate, compressed, naked, or covered with
the lower jaw the
Head compressed. Mouth moderate. Horizontal,
fourth;
moderate, no barbels. Gills 4, a slit behind the
lono-er- teeth
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pseudobranchiffi present.
Gill
nected free from the isthmus.

membranes more orlil^oaclly con

Dorsal fin long- and low, beo-mnin^r
near the tip of the pectoral or the middle
of body, of slender jomted
rays; anal smiilar to dorsal, both
connected with the caudal'fin- tail

taperm^; pectoral fins small ventral fins
wantmg.
the head without papilla.
Vertebra, numerous.

Vent remote from

;

this family consists of a
a.

few species of shore

As

here understood

fishes of the Pacific.

Body covered with small

.cales; tail pointed, the dorsal and
anal united around
a short superior lateral line al.out
I the length of the l,ody.
Hknchthys, 1.

It;

HIERICHTHYS

1.

Hierirhfh,/s

Body
small,

Jordan and Fowler,

Johdax and Fowler, new genus

new

genus.

{encryptes).

elongate, compressed, formed

smooth

much as in 7%oZ/.v, covered with
scales; a short superior lateral line
about ^ the lenj^th

ot the body; head compressed, rather
pointed, the lower jaw projectmouth moderate, with a single series of strong,
moderately large
teeth in each jaw.
Dorsal and anal low, continuous, of soft
slender
rays only, fully united with the caudal
fin around the pointed tailinsertion of dorsal not far behind the
nape; pectorals well developedno ventrals. Japan.
ing;

{iepov^ a temple, the Greek
cognate of J/u/alo. the - Temple Island
where the type species was found.)
I.

HIERICHTHYS ENCRYPTES

Jordan .and Fowler,

new

"

species.

Head

Oi; depth 10; D. 75; A. 04; P. 10; scales
about 82 in a lateral
series, about 30
a vertical series in the middle of the
body head
Ij in the trunk; head and trunk a

m

little less than twice in tail;'depth
eye
in snout,
4f in head, 2 in maxillarv;
snout 3^ in head; maxillary
2^; pectorals about 3^.

of

body If

U

in head;

Fig.

Body

1— HIERICHTHYS

kncryptes.

elongate, deep, and laterally compressed.
Head greatlv compressed laterally, so that it is little
broader than the bodv; the snout
sharply pointed and the lower jaw
projecting; eves lateraf, rather close
together; interorbital space a little
more than half the eve, and convexnostrils on the sides of the snout,
the posterior verv near' the front margin of eye; maxillary long and
reaching the middle of the eye- teeth
moderate^' large, strong, and in a single
series in each jaw; tongtie lonoand pointed, free in front; lips rather
broad and thick. Gill-openino-s
very broad, the membrane forming
"
a free fold over the isthmus

FOWL ER.
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upper portion of the opercles,
"^HeacTnaked, except the cheeks and
with small cycloid scales
covered
are
body,
which too-ether with the
the latter terminating- ma point
Dorsal, anal, and caudal continuous,
height; origin of dorsal
low, and of more or less uniform
medianly,

Lateral line short
part of pectoral: pectorals short.
of
high, traceal.le as far as the origin
running
distinct,
not
straight,

Lr posterior

with traces of darker mottlings and
^^Colm-' in alcohol pale brown
spot on opercle.
brown
a
brown;
darker
tins
blotches;

Length, 4tV inches (112 millimeters).

,

i

t

•

Leland Stanford Junior
7120, Ichthyological Collections,
613 of Ishikawa's cataNo.
specimen,
single
University Museum.
Riu Km. Presented
the
in
Myiako-shima
logue, from the island of
Tokyo.
of
Museum
Imperial
by the
Tvn<'

—No

A

[evKpVTtTi/g, one hidden.)

yamWy IL ZOARCID.E.
EELP0UT8.
naked or covered with very
mouth large, with conical
large;
head
.mall, 'embedded, cycloid scales;
palatines; l)ones of head
and
vomer
on
Sometimes
and
jaws,
teeth in

Bodv

elongate,

more or

less eel-shaped,

united to the isthmus, the

gill-

unarmed. Gill-membranes l)roadly
pseudoln-anchia. present; giUs 4, a
openinu- reduced to a vertical slit;
anal fins very long, of soft rays
and
Dorsal
fourth.
slit behind the

spines in its posterior portion; vertical
onlv or the dorsal with a few
the tail; pectorals snuill; ventrals
around
confluent
sometimes
fin^
present, inserted behind the eye.
if
wanting;
or
iuo-ular verv small
sometimes bent downward
Lateral line' obsolete or little developed,
a branch on median line backsending
sometimes
pectorals,
behind
rudimentary; vent not near
ward. Gill-rakers small; pyloric ca^ca
Botspecies oO
Pseudobranchife present. Genera about 15;
head
seas; .some of them at
Antarctic
and
Arctic
the
of
tom fishes, chieflv
descend to considerable depths. Dr.
least are viviparous, and some
characters of the Zo<mud^:
skeletal
the
enumerates
thus
Gill
contracted and shorter than
cranium
the
of
Orbito-rostral portion
open in front, but bounded laterally
the posterior, the cranial cavity
parasphenoid and frontals, with the
bv the expansion of the annectant
behind, the occipitals above
tectiform
supraoccipital declivious and
supraoccipital, and theexoccipinclined forward along the sides of the
hypercoracoid forammate al^out its cenital condyles distant, with the
an inferior process convergent to the
ter and the hypocoracoid with
of
are formulated from the skeleton
characters
These
proscapula.

Zoarces mig^iillorw.
a.

its posterior rays short
Zoarcin^: Dorsal fin low behind, some of
jaws only; latual hne
strong, conic,
ventrals small; scales present; teeth

m

present along middle of side.

^^ ^^^^^
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aa. Dorsal fin continuous, of soft rays only
h.

Zoarces, 2.

Lycodin:c: Ventral fins present.

Vomer and

palatines with teeth; lower jaws without Ijarbels; dorsal fin
without sculptured scutes at base; body slender, the depth 12 to 20 in
the length; lateral line lateral in position; pectoral fin with rounded outlines, the lower rays not greatly produced
LycencJielys, 3.
bh. Ventral fins entirely wanting.
d. (iynmelinx: Teeth moderate, nearly uniform on jaws, vomer, and palatines;
body scaly; body compressed, not very slender; skull cavernous.
c.

Bothrocara,

2.

ZOARCES

4.

Cuvier.

Enchelyopufi Klein, Ichthyologia, Missus, IV, 1747, p. 52 (non-binomial; not oi

Bloch and Schneiders A'/imoHemMs Gill).
Regne Animal, 2d ed., II, 1829,

Zoarces Cuvier,

p.

175 {viviparus)

Zoarchus Swainson, Nat. Hist. Class'n Fishes, II, 1839, p. 283 {viviparus).
Enchelyopus Gihh, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, p. 258 {viviparus; not of Bloch

and Schneider).
Macrozoarces Gihh, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, p. 258 {aDijmUaris).

Bod}^ elongate,

compressed,

heavy, narrowed above, the

tapering-

head oblong-,

posteriorly;

profile deeurved;

mouth

large;

teeth

strong, conic, bluntish in 2 series in the front of each jaw and 1 series

on the sides; teeth in outer series larger; no teeth on vomer or palatines; dorsal fin very long, low, some of its posterior ra3^s much lower
than the others, developed as sharp spines; pectoral fins broad; ventrals jugular, of 3 or

4 soft rays; scales small, not imbricated, embedded

in the skin; lateral line slender, lateral in position; size large; species

The American and Asiatic species (subgenus Maciyjzoarces)
from the European type of Zoarces Cuvier, in the increased
number of fin rays and vertebra?. In Zoarces viviparus (Linnajus), the
European eelpout, the dorsal rays are about 100, the anal about 85,
and the number of vertebrte is proportionally diminished.
viviparous.
difler

[ZcoapKTjg, viviparous.)
2.

Zoarces sp.

ZOARCES ELONGATUS

Kner, Neue Fische, Godeffroy Mus.,

Kner.
1865, p. 13; Decastris Bay,

Manchuria.
Zoarces elongcdus Kner, Sitzungsber. Akad. AViss. Wien, 1868, p. 52, pi.

vii, fig. 2;

Okhotsk Sea (No. 1502 Wien. Mus.).
to 6f ; depth 9 to Hi; D. 80 to 86-VII to XVI-28 to
95 to 98, or more; P. 20; depth of body If to If in head;
eye 4 to 7; snout 3| to 5i; maxillary 2i to 8i; pectoral li to li;

Head Oi

30; A.

head 1^ to li

in

trunk; head and trunk 1| to If in

tail.

Body rather stout, compressed, elongate, and tapering to a point
behind.
Head oblong, compressed; snout bkuit, very obtuse, convex,
and rounded; eyes small, anterior, lateral in position, and much larger
in the j^oung; nostrils on the sides of the snout, small,

and nearer the

NO. 1303.
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tip of the snout than the eye; lips

the niaxillarv a

little

very broad and

flesh}^;

month
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large,

be3'ond the eye; teeth short, conical, rounded

above, and in a single series in the upper, and in two series in the
lower jaw in front; tongue very broad, thick, rounded, and little
Gill openings large, the isthmus broad,

free in front.

membranes joined

to

and the

gill-

it.

Head, pectorals, region around ventrals, dorsal and anal anteriorly,
naked; scales of body very small, round, numerous, and cycloid;
small scales upon the basal portions of the dorsal and anal posteriorly.
Dorsal beginning before the gill-opening, highest anteriorly, also
higher than the anal, continuous with the caudal and anal, and with a
small lower spinous portion, the origin of which
tip

distant

is

of the caudal about the length of the head;

from the

caudal small and

pointed; pectoral broad, and the lower rays thick and fleshy; ventrals
jugular, their insertion directly behind the

lum, and their length a

trifle

margin of the preopercu-

greater than the eye.

Lateral line obsolete

after the middle of the bod3^

Color in alcohol dark brown; edge of dorsal blackish brown, and the
and ])ack with al)out 18 deep-brown A-^^haped marks, below which,

flu

sides, are a series of deep-brown blotches; a narrow streak
from the eye backward; scales rather pale.
Length 12^ inches (31 millimeters).
The specimen from which the above description is taken was

on the

obtained at Iwani, in Shiribeshi, Hokkaido.

A specimen

from Hakodate,

in the

nmseum

at

Hakodate, has 105

dorsal rays, the spinous part short; bod}- with about 21 dark cross-

bands, A'shaped, and each with a spot below; pectorals nearl}^ as longas head; ventrals

very short; mouth large, extending to middle of eye.

In a specimen from Sagalin Island, presented by the Imperial

Museum

of Japan, the dorsal has

87-VI-28 rays and

spines.

In our smallest example, from Tishima, Hokkaido, the spinous

XIV

fin

from the tip of the tail than the
length of the head, about the fifth, sixth, and seventh dorsal rays
above, a deep-brown round spot; scales small; length -tf inches (121
is

very long, of

spines, farther

millimeters).

In spite of the variation exhibited in these specimens, they do not

appear to us to ]ustify specific distinction.
{elongatus; elongate.)
3.

LYCENCHELYS

Gill.

Lycenchelys GiLh, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1884, p. 110 {mursena).

This genus contains small and very slender species, diflering from
Lycodes in the elongation of the body, the depth being from K) to 20

The
The genus

single and median in all
very close to Lycodes^ but the position

times in the length.

lateral line is

known

is

species.
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of the lateral line sufficiently defines

it,

especially in connection with

the slender, eel-like form.

{XvKog, wolf;
3.

fVjf/lt's-, eel.)

LYCENCHELYS PCECILIMON

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

Head 5^; depth 13; I). KIT; A. 90; P. IT; depth of body 2| in head;
snout 4|; eye 3|; maxillar}^ 2; pectoral 1|; head a little over 1 in
trunk; head and trunk li in tail.
Body elonoate, the depth more or less uniform, greatest behind
head, and the trunk tapering behind; compressed, and the width of
the head greater than the greatest width of the body.
Head elongate,
snout rather blunt, olituse, and convex above; eyes large,
somewhat directed upward, very close together
and greater than the snout; lips moderately broad; mouth large, the
oblong;

elongated, anterior,

maxillary reaching a

little

beyond the posterior margin of the eye;

teeth rather large, strong, pointed, and in a single series in each jaw,

ifv,*,-^

___

.

^^V.^\<r^^\^4^
^"^^^^^^^^^^^^si^^^^^^^^^"^""

Fig. 2.— LYCENCHELYS PCECILIMON.

those of the upper jaw the larger; tongue thick, rounded, rather
long, and not free in front.
Gill-openings large, lateral, the membranes broadl}' united to the isthmus.
Head naked, also the nape, region about ventrals, and pectorals;
body covered with small, round cycloid scales; the greater portion of

the basal parts of the vertical fins posteriori}^ with small scales.

Dorsal almost over the base of the pectoral but posterior to the gillopening, and, like the anal, uniform in height to near the end of the
tail,

which

is

bluntly pointed; pectorals moderatel,y broad and pointed;

ventrals thoracic, rather slender, about equal to eye.

Lateral line

obsolete, a trace running along the middle of the sides.

Color in alcohol pale brown; sides with 11 H -shaped, deep-brown
markings extending on the vertical fins, posteriorly these lose the
middle and upper connecting bars and form about 8 deep-brown
vertical bars; upper surface of head brownish, with several oblique
bars across, one from the e^'e; lips blackish brown above; lower surface
of the trunk, pectorals, ventrals, and anterior portion of anal pale.

NO. 1303.
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— No.
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millimeter.s).

Museum.
Kinkwazan in Matsushima Ba}', where it
was dredg-ed by the U. S. Fish Commission stemiicr Albafro--<.s.
This species is known to us from the t3'^pe described aboA'e, and
Ti/jje.

50578, U. S. National

Locality, Station 3708, off

another small specimen, cotypical, is No. 7121, Ichthy ©logical Collections, Leland Stanford Junior University.
(TTOiKiXei/dGJv^ in varied garb.)
4.

BOTHROCARA

Bothrocara Beas, Proc. U.

S.

Bean.

Nat. Mus.; 1S90, p.

:iS

{mollis).

compressed, semitranslucent, covered with small
scales; small teeth in jaws and on vomer and palatines; mucous pores
about head largeh" dev^eloped, no v^entral fins; dorsal and anal joined
Deep-sea fishes allied to Lt/codes, but lacking ventrals.
to caudal.

Body

elongate,

{/SoSpo^, cavity; Kcxpa, head.)
4.

BOTHROCARA ZESTA

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

depth 8|: D. 112; A. }»2; P. 17; eye t>i in head; 2 in snout;
1| in interorbital space; 2| in maxillary; snout 3i in head; maxillary
2i in head: depth of head Ij its length; pectoral 2 in head; head 1 in
trunk; head and trunk li in tail; width at corners of mouth 8 in head.

Head

5;

Body

elongate, greatly compressed, and tapering to a point.

Fig.

0.— Bothkocara zesta.

Head

breadth If in its length; large muciferous cavities
covered with rather strong soft membrane; eye rather small, high,
and l)efore the center of the length of the head; maxillar}^ large and
ver}' broad, its

reaching to below the posterior part of the eye; teeth in the upper
in two series, the outer the larger; teeth in lower jaw in a single
series on the sides and in front with several series forming a rather

jaw

large patch about the symphysis; palatine and vomerine teeth in a
single series; tongue rather large, thick, rounded,

and free

in front;

nostrils each in a small tube nearer the tip of the snout than the eye

and a

tritie nearer each other than the interorbital space; interorbital
space rather convex; snout produced, rounded; lips fleshy; upper jaw

produced beyond the lower.

Gill-opening large, the gill-membrane

rather narrowl}- joined to the isthnuis; pseudobranchia? a few small
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numerous and of moderate size; branehand 6 in number.
Head naked, the body covered with very small round cycloid scales.
Dorsal, anal, and caudal continuous, the latter terminating in a sharp
point; origin of the dorsal a little behind the base of the pectoral;
Lateral line absent.
pectoral broad and pointed.
Color in alcohol plain brown, each scale on the body a little lighter;
pectorals pale with their basal portions brownish; gill openings black
filaments; gill-rakers rather
iostegals strong

i

,

inside.
'
Length, ID inches (482 millimeters).
2y7>^.— No. 50576, U. S. National Museum.
Locality, Station 3696, Sagami Ba}^ from the U. S. Fish Conmiission
steamer Alhdtrosx dredgings.
Cotypes from Station 3696, in Sagami Bay, where they were dredged
by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhatross, are in the Leland
Stanford Junior University.
This species is very close to BotJirocara moJlls of Bean, and is distinguished chiefly by the increased number of dorsal and anal rays,
which are at least 112 without any of the caudal rays.
(C^^To's', soft boiled, in allusion to the cavernous head.)

Family

111.

CARAPID.E.

PEARL-FISHES.

Body

elongate, compressed, tapering into a long and slender

tail;

cardiform on jaws, vomer, and palatines; canine teeth
often present; no barbels; lower jaw included; vent at the throat; gillmembranes somewhat united, free from the isthmus; no pseudo-"
branchii^; no pyloric cseca; vertical tins very low. confluent, without

no

scales; teeth

spines; no ventral fins; pectoral fins present or absent.

Small shore
echinoderms,
being especially often commensal with the pearl oyster and with

fishes of tropical seas, often living in shells of mollusks,
etc.,

the larger Ilolothuria.
a.

Pectoral fins present; no distinct caudal

fin;

gill-membranes connected ante-

riorly only

Carapus, 5
5.

Carapits Rafinesque,

CARAPUS

Rafinesque.

Indice.

Siciliana,

Ittiol.

1810,

p.

57 {aruK;

originally

intended for a Gymnotus).
Fierasfer Cuvier, Regne Anim., 1st. ed., II, 1817, p. 2393 {imberbe = acus).
Echiodon TnoMPSos, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1837, p. 55 {dmmmondi).
Diaphcma LowB, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1843, p. 92 (ftcus).
Oxyheles Richardson, Voy. Erebus and Terror, Fishes, 1846, p. 74 {homei).
Porobronchus Kaup, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1860, p. 272 (larva of Fierasfer acus).
Carapus Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, ]i. 152 (after Rafinesque, 1810).
Vexillifer Gasco, Bull. Assoc. Nat. Med. Napoli, 1870, p. 59 (larva of Fierasfer
acus).

Lefroyia Jones, Zoologist, IX, 1874,

p.

3838 (bermudensis)

JA PA NESE OPHIDIOID

Gill-membranes

little

tinct caudal fin; pectoral fins

are not well

FISHES— JORDA N AND FO WLER.

connected, leaving- the isthmus bare.

developed.

The
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No

dis-

species of this genus

known, and their characters and nomenclature are uncer-

tain.

{Carapo^ the Portuguese name of Gyiii]wti(!<^ with which genus this
was supposed to be congeneric. In case the name Carapun is
regarded as a synonym of GymnotuH the name Fierasfer should be
fish

restored.)
5.

CARAPUS KAGGSHIMANUS

Fierasfer kagoshimanna

(

Steindachner and Ddderlein).

STFAyvAcn^KR and Doderlein,

Fisc-he Japans, IV, 1887,

P- 27;

Head 7i

total);

(in

depth 13i

(in

total);

eye If in snout; 3^ in

head; 2i in interorbital space; head 2i times as long as wide, and If
Small teeth in both jaws,
times as long as deep; pectoral 2f in head.

vomer and

vomerine in a short band. Gill-opengill-membranes joined only to a small part of
Vertical fins ver}' low. the dorsal no more than i the
the isthmus.
Color uni[ength of the body; origin of anal below base of pectoral.
form pink; top of head with fine black dots. Length -i^^ inches (110
(Steindachner and
Locality, harbor of Kagoshima.
aiillimeters).
Dn the

palatines, the

ings broad; the united

Doderlein.)

Not seen by

us.

Family IV. OPHIDIID.E.
CrSK-EELS.

Body

elongate, compressed,

more or

less eel-shaped, usually

covered

which are not im]>ricated, but placed in oblique
?eriesat right angles with each other; head large; lower jaw included;
both jaws, and usually vomer and palatines also, with villiform or
svith

very small

scales,

3ardiform teeth; premaxillaries protractile; gill-openings very wide;
the gill-membranes separate, anteriorl}^ narrowly joined to the isthmus
behind the ventrals; pseudobranchi8e small. Gills 4, a slit behind the
Vertical fins lower, without
fourth; vent more or less posterior.
spines,

confluent around the

tail; tail isocercal;

ventral fins at the

A ir bladder and pylodeveloped as a long forked barbel.
I'ic ca^ca present.
To this Dr. Gill adds also the following characters,
shared more or less by related families: " Orbitorostral portion of
jranium contracted and shorter than the posterior, the cranial cavity
3losed in part by the expansion and junction of the parasphenoid and
frontals, the supraoccipital horizontal and cariniform posteriorly, the
3xocci})itals expanded backward and upward behind the supraoccipital, the exoccipital condyles contiguous, and with the hypercoracoid
(scapula, Parker) fenestrate (or foraminate) about its center, and the
tiypocoracoid with its inferior process divergent from the proscapula.''
throat, each
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Genera 7, species abovit 25. Carnivorous fishes, found in most warm
some of them deseendin|^ to considerable depths, the group espe-

i

seas,

cially well represented in tropical
a.

Heail

America.

body rudiiiientarj', scarcely embedded; opercle ending
concealed by the skin; air bladder short and broad, with a large

sealele.ss; scales of

in a sharp spine,

foramen behind

Otophidium, 6
6.

Otopkidium

Gi-LL, in

OTOPHIDIUM

Gill.

Jordan, Cat. Fish. North Anier., 188p,

p.

126 {omoMigma).

from Ophidion in the form of the air bladder,
This genus
which is short and thick and with a large foramen. The opercle ends
differs

in a concealed spine as in Chilara.

{ov5, ear;

6.

Oj)hidmm.)

OTOPHIDIUM ASIRO Jordan and

Head

Fowler,

new

species.

5; depth 6f D. 155; A. 125; P. 25; e3'e 4 in head, 2^ in maxsnout 5 in head, 2| in maxillarj^; maxillary 1| in head; pectoral
2^; depth of head li in its length; head 1 in trunk; head and trunk
;

illary;

1| in

tail.

DIU.M ASIKO.

Body elongate, deep and compressed, the tail tapering to a point.
Head compressed, about as broad as bod}^ in front; snout rather
blunth' rounded; eye large, its posterior edge much nearer tip of snout
than gill-opening; maxillary reaching a little beyond posterior margin
its distal extremity expanded so that it is equal to i its
length; nostrils rather small directly in front of the eye; teeth in
of eye, and

rather broad bands in the jaws, and with an outer enlarged series;

vomerine and palatine teeth conical; tongue rather slender, pointed,
and adnate to the floor of the mouth. Gill-oponings very larg-e, joined
to the isthmus; pseudobranchiie of a few small lilaments; gill-rakers
large, 3 + 3 in the first arch.
Opercular spine large, covered by skin.
Head naked body covered more or less with elongated small cycloid
;

scales.

Dorsal, anal, and caudal continuous, the latter terminating in a point;
origin of the dorsal before the tip of the pectoral; pectoral rather
small,

its

margin rather pointed; ventrals jugular, of two rather long

I
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ilaiiionts,

the long-est about

niddlo of the eye.

1^^

in head,

and their bases

and short,

anterioi' to the

Lateral line superior, on the back, and concurrent

vith its dorsal outline to the base of the caudal.
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Avith a large

Air bladder large,

foramen.

Color in alcohol plain uniform brown, the edges of the caudal,

and anal blackish brown; opercles brassy.
Length, 83V inches (204 millimeters).
No. 7123, Ichthyological collections, Leland Stanford Junior
Type.
Localit3^ Misaki; presented by the Imperial
Jni versify Museum.
Jniversity of Tokyo.
{((.s/'ro, the vernacular name.)
lorsal,

—

Family V. BROTLTLID.E.

Body
irally

elongate, compressed, regularly tapering behind, the tail gen-

subtruncate at base of caudal

tin,

not isocercal; vent sulmiedian;

and minute, embedded in the lax skin, which more or less
mvelopes the tins, sometimes wanting; mouth large, with teeth usuall}'
n broad bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines; gill-openings ver}^ large,
he meml)ranes mostlj^ free from the isthmus; vertical tins united or
ontinuous at base of caudal; dorsal fin beginning not far from nape;
;audal narrow or pointed; ventral fins small, few-rayed,. attached to
he humeral arch and more or less in advance of pectoral. Pyloric
;»ca few (L or 2), rarely obsolete or in increased number (12); maxllaries generally enlarged behind and produced toward the upper
Pseudobranchite small or wanting, hypercoracoid with the
,ngle.
isual foramen, as in Blennioid fishes.
These fishes are closely related
cales cycloid

In spite of curious external reseml)lances to the Gadidse.,

o Zoarcidi*'.

heir affinities are decidedlv with the Blennioid forms rather than with

he

Species largeW of the depths of the sea; 2 species in

latter.

Cuba

legenerated into l)lind cave fishes.
Brutuliiuc:

;.

Snout and lower jaw each with about

united; ventrals close together, each of
',a.

b.

.3

long barbels; vertical tins

two rays divided

at the tips

.

.Brotula, 7

Snout and lower jaw without barbels.
Bi/thitina': Caudal not differentiated, on a distinct caudal peduncle; eyes well
developed; body scaly; ventrals inserted on the isthmus near the humeral
symphysis; deep-sea species.
'. Pectoral fins normal, the lower rays not elongate.
Ventral fins close together, each of a single undivided ray; lateral line sim'I.
ple, obsolete behind; i:)reopercle unarmed; operele with a single spine.
e. Head naked, covered with loose skin, with fine papilla?; bones of skull
extremely cavernous
Mi/.voa'phalut<, 8
ee.
(Id.

Head

largely scaly

Sirembo, 9

Ventral fins of two rays each, separated at
/.

tip.

Lateral line simple, indistinct posteriorly.

Preopercle unarmed; head large.

g.

]i.

g</.

Ventral fins well separated, rather long
Preopercle with 2 spines; head extremely scaly

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

48

Bassoglgas, 10

Watasen, 11
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ggg. Preopercle with 3 spines; head naked antex'iorXy . . Hoplohrotula, 12
Lateral line represented by three rows of pores, dorsal, lateral, and

ff.

head with nnmerous spines and mucous pores; opercular
Porogadm, 13
Pectoral with the lower rays free, produced beyond the upper; preopercle
ventral;

spine straight

cc.

with 3 spines; ventrals simple, well separated
7.

BROTULA

Brotula Cuvier, Regne Animal, 2d ed.,

Pteroidonus, 14

Cuvier.

II, 1S29, p.

296 [barhata).

Body

elongate, compressed, covered with minute, smooth scales; eye
moderate; mouth medium, with villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and
palatines; lower

jaw included; each jaw with 3 barbels on each side.
Dorsal tin long- and low, the dorsal and anal joined to the caudal. Ventral

|

together, very slender, each of two ra3\s separated at the tip.
Eight branchiostegals. Air bladder large, with 2 horns posteriorly.
fins close

One

Vertebra^ 16
39 = 55.
Spanish name of Brotula harhata.)

+

pyloric cfecum.

{J>rotula,

7.

BROTULA MULTIBARBATA

Tropical.
|

Schlegel.
j

ITACHI-UWO (WEASEL-FISH); UMINAMAZU (SEA CAT-FISH).
Brotuhi nibltibarbata .Schlegel,

Nagasaki.

Buru.

Gunther,

— IsHiKAW.A,

Fauna Japonica,

Poiss., 1847, p. 251, pi.

iii, fig.

Prel. Cat., 1897,

p.

26;

Tokyo.

Aurora, 1898, p. 216; Kobe (good (lescrijition).
Brottda japonica Steindaciixek and Doderlein, Fische Japans, IV, 1887,

H. M.

2;

;

Amboina,
Steindachner, Reise

Cat. Fish., IV, 1862, p. 371; Japan, Celebes,

S.

p. 24;

Tokyo.

Head,

5 (in total); depth. 4 to

P. 22; V.

4^

(in total);

D.,

C, and A.

186;

B. 8; Csec. pylor, 2; interorbital space, f the eye; ventral, f of head.
Body elongate, the tail ver}^ compressed and terminating in a point:
1;

more tlian half the depth
Head rounded above; eye equal to snout; snout with a

swelling of trunk behind pectorals somewhat
of

th(^

body.

slight projection above in front; maxillary extends to the posterior
border of the eye; jaws about equal, or the lower a little shorter; a
band of velvety teeth in jaws, on vomer, and on palatines; opercular
margin [)ointed l)ehind; operculum with a strong spine posteriorly;
mandibular barbels 6, the longest about t^ the head; 6 superior barbels,
these i longer than those beloAV.
Body and head covered with small, smooth, round scales, the sur-

face finely granulated.

Dorsal, anal, and caudal continuous, and the last terminating in a
rounded point; the origin of the dorsal is about over that of the pec-l

,

toral; pectorals inferior,

rounded, hardly half the head; ventrals close"

together, of 2 filaments united, the inner ^ shorter than the outer.
Vent in about f the total length. Lateral line superior, with a distinct

curve anteriorlv.
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General color when fresh reddish brown; abdomen paler; pectoral."^
olivaceous; all the lins bordered with whitish; lips, barbels, and veniris grayish.
Shimabara. (Schlegel.)
trals somewhat reddish
This species is apparently rare in Japan; no specimens being- found
It was described ])y Schleg-el from Shimabara, near
in our collections.
Nagasaki, by Doderlein from off Tokyo, and by Steindachner from
;

Kobe.
{nndturt}^
8.

many;

l>nrhatv><,

bearded.)

MYXOCEPHALUS

Steindachner and Doderlein.

Myxocephalus Steindachner and Doderlein, Fische Japans, IV, 1887,

j).

25.

{iaponicus).

Body

and ending in a point
covered with moderate-sized, smooth, and elongate scales.
Head very large, broad, thick, rounded, without scales, covered with
soft loose skin beset with small, short, shred-like lilaments or papillte;
the bones with large mucous cavities opening by pores.
Eye small,
short, rather deep, greatly compressed,

behind;

mouth rather

large; teeth villiform on vomer, palatines, and in jaws;
no barbels; preopercle unarmed; opercle with a spine. Gill-openings
very large and the mem])ranes narrowly free over the isthmus. Dorsal
and anal in a Inroad )>asal membrane in front.
Ventrals close together

below opercles, each of a single ray.

Lateral line arched

vent, then straight to the base of the caudal.

No pyloric

till

caeca.

over
Pseu-

dobranchia^ rudimentary or absent.
{fxvSo5, mullet; K£(f)aX?}, head.)
8.

MYXOCEPHALUS JAPONICUS

Steindachner and Doderlein.

ITACHI (MINK OK WEASEL).
MyxocepJialm japonicas Steind.^ciiner and Doderlein, Fisclie Japans, IV, 1887,
p. 25; off

Head

Tokyo.

depth about

4; D. 184; A. lOO; P. 31; V. I; greatest
depth of })ody 1^ in the head; breadth of head li; depth of head
about li; interorbital space, H; width of mouth, 2^; maxillary, 2i;

3f;

snout 5; eye 7; eye, li in snout, 3 in maxillary, 2i
space; pectoral li in head; ventral, 2.

interorbital

in

Body greatly compressed, rather short and deep, the tail tapering
Head very large, broad, thick, and oblong; .snout very

to a point.

blunt, obtuse, broad,
terior

margin

and rounded above; eye small,

lateral, its pos-

at the tirst third of the head; preorbital

and infra-

broad; posterior nostrils large, directly in front of the eye;
anterior nostrils in a large tube near the tip of the snout; a large pore
or])itals

exterior to the anterior nostrils on each side, another on each side of
the

head above; gill-rakers large, thick, more or
j^g; a slit after the fourth gill-arch.

about

less

variable and
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the rest of the body covered with elongate smooth

Head naked,

Along the bases of the dorsal and anal anteriorly

cycloid scales.

rather thin broad

membrane concealing

the bases of the

a

tin rays.

Dorsal originating a little behind the l)ase of the pectoral, confluent
with the anal and caudal, the latter terminating in a sharp point; pectoral long, its base thick, broad, and the middle raysjorming a blunt
angle; nostrils close together and situated a little posterior to the posLateral line high in front, curved
terior margin of the preoperculum.
till

about over the vent, when

it

runs medianly along the sides to the

the caudal.

})ase of

Color in alcohol uniform dark ])rown; pectorals, dorsal, caudal, anal,
and inside of gill-opening ])lack; the lilaments on the head blackish;
lower surface of the head slightly pale.
Total length. L5f inches (400 millimeters).

Fici.

5.— Myxocepiialus japonicus.

known- to us from the specimen described above, colby Capt. Alan Owston. It differs from
Steindachner's description somewhat, especially in the presence of
rudimentary or small pseudobranchife, slightly broader head, andi
This species

is

lected at Uraga, near Misaki,

number

greater

'

of

fin

rays.
9.

SIREMBO

Sirembo Bleeker, Art. Hoc.

.Sci.

Iiido.

Bleeker.
Nederl.,

Ill,

Japan, IV, 1858,

p.

22

{imberbis).

Brotella

Body

i

Kaup, Wieginann's Archiv,

1858, p. 92 {iinberbiti)

elongate, coAcred with very small scales.

well developed anteriorly, indistinct behind.
fins united; ventral

fins

I

Lateral line simple,

Eye moderate,

vertical

each reduced to a single filament, the two
Jaws, vomer, and

inserted close together, on the humeral symphysis.
palatines with bands of villiform teeth.

without barbels. Air-liladder present.
with spines. Shore fishes of Japan.
(Name unexplained.)

Lower jaw

Snout
included.
opercle
unarmed;
Preopercle

NO. 1303.
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Schlegel.

UMIDOJO (SEA LOACH).
Brotula imberbis Schlegel,

Fauna Japonica,

Poiss., 1847,

pi.

258,

p.

iii, fig.

3;

Nagasaki.

Sirembo imberbis Bleeker, Act. Soc.

Sci.

Indo Nederl.,111,

18o7, Japan, IV,

j>.

22.

Head 41; depth of; I), about 90; A. about 67\ V. ^2-2; Y. 1;
depth of bod}" 1| in head; eye 4 in head, 2 in niaxillarv; snout 5 in
head, 2^ in maxillary;" pectoral 1| in head: ^•entrals 1|; head 1 in
trunk; head and trunk about 1^ in tail.
Body oblong-, g-reatly compressed, and the tail taporing to a point.
Head oblong, compressed; snout truncate, rounded, blunt, less than
the eye; eye superior, somewhat elongate, its posterior margin much
nearer the snout than the gill-opening; mouth large, the maxillary
expanded and reaching a

little

l)eyond the eye; expanded extremity of

and its breadth at this point
about two-thirds the eye; nostrils lateral, in front of eye on the snout;
interorbital space a little less than eye, and almost flat; teeth in villiform bands in the jaws and on vomer and palatines; tongue very thick,
pointed, and little free in front; infraorbital rather narrow; lips
rather fleshy.
Gill-openings large, the membranes not united, and
the isthmus narrow; pseudobranchijB rather small; gill-rakers 5
15,
and only those on the upper part of the arch below the bend elongated
and thick, the others small, rounded, and rudimentary.
The body covered with rather large, round scales. Head almost

maxillary- with its posterior edge concave

+

entirely scaled.

Dorsal beginning behind the pectoral and, like the anal, rather high;
dorsal, anal,

and caudal confluent, the

latter

ending

in a

sharp point;

pectoral rather broad, pointed behind; ventrals jugular, each of a
single ray

of the eye.

and with their bases close together lielow the posterior part
Lateral line superior and concurrent with the ))iick to the

base of the caudal.

Color in alcohol brown, darker a])ove, paler beneath, and silvery;
opercles with a dark spot; pale longitudinal stripes on the sides, the

from the snout across the upper part of the eye, so that a dark
below this through the eve, then below this latter another
white stripe from the base of the pectoral above, and, tinally, below^
this another darker one, which is indistinct; along the base of the
dorsal are a number of dark-brown blotches, and another series is also
seen along the lateral line; bases of dorsal, anal, and caudal very pale;
dorsal margined broadly with })lackish, the tail grayish, the anal with
a narrow white border, and also with a blackish marginal longitudinal
band; pectorals and ventrals pale.
Length 9^V inches (280 millimeters).
Described from Nagasaki examples.
first

stripe runs
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This species occurs at moderate depths and is common in southern
Japan. Our numerous specimens are from Tokyo, Misaki, Wakanoura,
and Nagasaki. At Nag-asaki it is especially abundant, and is by no
means a deep-water lish.
{littherhJs^

beardless.)
lO.

BASSOGIGAS

B(tHMi(iifj(ti<ix\\A., in (T(Kxlean(l

Body
obscures

p.

829 (c/randls).

elongate, compressed, covered with thick, heavy skin, which
all

completely.
tins

Gill.

Bean, Oceanic Ichthyolosiy, 1S95,

the angles of the skull.

Scales small, covering the head

Lateral line indistinct behind.

united about the

tail;

Elye moderate.

Vertical

ventral fins well separated, each one a bitid

Snout slightly produced, without barbels, the lower jaw
Villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines, the
vomerine patch V-shaped. Opercle with a long sharp spine; preopercle
unarmed. Air bladder present; pseudobranchia^ small. Deep seas,
both Atlantic and Pacilic.
{/3a()(j6g, deep sea; yiyd?;, giant.)
filament.

slightly included.

lo.

Sireitiho graiidis

hama

in

BASSOGIGAS GRANDIS

Ctunthek, Ann. Maj;. Nat. Hist..

Giinther.

XX,

1S77,

\<.

487; near

Yoko-

deep water.

Neohyihites grandis GiJNTHER,

Deep Sea

Fishes, C'hallenger, p. 100,

pi.

xxi,

tig.

A;

near Yokohama.

Head rather short and broad, with ol)tuse snout overlapping the
the length of snout and jV the head;
lower jaw; eye small, about
mouth rather wide, the maxillary extending to behind the eye; barbels
none; teeth of jaws, vomer, and palatines in villiform bands; vomerine
teeth form a triangular patch much broader than long; wddth of palatine band exceeds that of intermaxillary; a deep groove in the skin
descends from the anterior nostril toward the maxillary and reascends
toward the median line of the extremity of the snout, cutting off an
anterior lobe as in some scia?noids; several pores leading into the
muciferous system are hidden in the groove; a few small open pores
near the symphysis of the mandible; nostrils gaping, oval openings, of
which the anterior is surrounded l)y a membranous wall; preoperculum
crescent shaped, without any armature; operculum with a strong spine
t!

above.
Scales minute; also the entire head, even the s})ace l)etween the nostrils,

covered with minute

scales.

Dorsal, like the anal, enveloped in a thick, scaly skin;

it

begins with

short rays above the middle of the pectoral; pectoral rounded, broad,

and remarkably short, about half as long as the head; ventrals inserted
Vjelow the angle of the preoperculum: each ventral filament is bitid,
the inner part being the longer; distance of vent from root of pectoral
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Lateral line indistinct for the

of the head.

greater part of the course.
Color brown, darker behind, lighter in front; tins blackish, cavity
Total length 29i inches; head 5|
of mouth gray, peritoneum black.
inches; ventral filament 3 inches; snout to vent 12^ inches.
Locality, south of Tokyo, near Yokohama, at Station 237 (Challenger)
(Giinther.)
fathoms.
{Grandls, great.)

in 1,875

WATASEA

11.

Not taken by

us.

Jordan and Snyder.

Watasea Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1900,

Body elongate and completelv covered with

765 {sivicola).

ji.

Head

small scales.

moderate; the jaws equal; no barbels; teeth in jaws,
vomer, and palatines minute, blunt, and in bands; preopercle with
scaled, blunt; eye

two

spines;

vertical

fins

united,

the

caudal

pointed;

ventrals close together, each of

accutely rounded;

pectorals

two rays; eight

branchiostegals.

(Named for Sho Watase, professor of Animal Morphology in the
Imperial University of Tokyo.)
II.

Watasea

^A/^ATASEA SIVICOLA Jordan and Snyder.
Jordan and Snyder,
Yokohama.

sivicola

Prof. U. S. Nat.

"Slu^.,

1900,

i».

765, pi.

xxxvii; Misaki,

Head, -if; depth, 5f D. 94; A. 74; scales in lateral line about 100;
between middle of base of dorsal and lateral line, 8; between
origin of dorsal and lateral line, 11; between lateral line and anal,
about 25; head as long as trunk; head and trunk, If in tail; depth of
;

scales

l)ody, 11 in head; eye, 41; snout, 6; uiaxillary, 2; interorbital space, 4|;

width of head at maxillaries, 2|; pectoral, If; ventral, li.
Body elongate, greatly compressed, its greatest width nuich less
Head
than the breadth of the head, and tapering into a pointed tail.
o])long, compressed; snout ver}- blunt, truncate; jaws equal; e3^es
small, elongate, lateral, and its posterior margin about the first | of
the head; maxillary ver}^ large, extending far beyond the eye, and its
distal expanded moiety 1^ in the eye, and its posterior margin concave;
supplemental maxillary well developed and concealed by the infraorbitals, which are much less than the eye diameter; teeth in jaws, on vomer
and palatines in broad villiform bands; lips thin; tongue rather })road,
thick, pointed,

and

little

free in front; nostrils rather large

posterior the larger; upper profile straight

operculum with

2 strong, broad,

from snout

and the

to occiput; pre-

sharp spines pointed back; opercle

with a strong spine above, directed backward and slightly inclined
downward; head with mucous cavities and pores; interorbital space
^convex,

its

width

much

greater than snout.

Gill-opening very large,
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the i.sihmus narrow, and the mem])rane joined to it under the eye;
a band of villiform teeth along the Hoor of the pharynx, ])eginningon
the tongue and the pharyngobranchials above, forming a toothed area
posteriorly similar to those below; pseudobranchife small; gill-rakers
6

+ 11 on first arch, somewhat thick, blunt, and long;
Head and

branchiostegals,

8.

])ody covered with elongated, smooth, cycloid scales; bases

of pectoral and dorsal rays with small scales.
Dorsal, anal, and caudal confluent, the latter ending in a point; the
at base of the fins not fleshy; dorsal beginning about i the
length of the head from its posterior end; pectoral short, pointed, and
only reaching about f the space between its own origin and the vent;
ventrals only separated by a narrow space, inserted about midway

membrane

between the posterior edge of maxillarj' and tip of lower preopercular
spine; the inner filament the longer and reaching midwa}^ in the space
between its base and the vent, the undivided basal portions of ventrals
equal to li eye diameters. Lateral line rumiing along the upper third
of the body and disappearing at a point about i the length of the head

from the base of the caudal.
Color in alcohol plumbeous grav, and more or

less silvery l)elow.

Length, 9^^ inches {234: millimeters).
This description from the type No. (5370, Ichthyological Collections.
Leland Stanford Junior University Museum. Locality. Misaki. in
Sagami. Taken in deep water.
Another is in the U. S. National Musmun (No. 49T0T). taken by
Mr. P. L. Jouy off Yokohama.
{Kiii'o Shiwo, the Black Current, colo^ to inha])it.)
12.
Iloplohroi Ilia

(iihi.,

HOPLOBROTULA

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Thila.,

Gill.

ISd;}, p. 25:5

{armatd).

This genus differs from WafaN^ a and Slrmiho in having three strong
Maxillary and anterior parts of head naked;
spines on the preopercle.
posterior upper part of maxillary free from the suborbital; ventral
fins bifid; lateral line simple; well developed anteriorly.
(oTtXov^ armature; Br(>ti(hi.)
12.

HOPLOBROTULA ARMATA

(Schlegel).

Brokdn iiniKtta^iswL^G-Ei., Fauna .Japoiiica, 1S47, p. 255; Nagasaki.
Sircmbu arniala Steindachxer and iKiuEKLEiN, Fii^che Japan?, IV, 1887,

p.

24;

Tokyo.

Jordan and Snydek,
Nanaura in Boshu.

Hoplobvotnla armata
pi. x.Yxviii;

^\

Proc. U. 8. Nat.

Mus., 1900,

p. 767,

depth, 5i; D., 86; A., 74; P., 23; V., 2; scales in lateral
between base of dorsal and lateral line, 9; scales
between lateral line and anal, 27; head and trunk, li in tail; depth of
head, li in its length; width of head. If in its length; eye, 5 in head;

Head,

series, 112;

scales

^
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•1|

;

maxillary, 2; interorbital space, 4; width of

mouth
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at maxil-

laries, 1^; pectoral. If; ventrals, 1 f.

Body

elongate, greath^ compressed,

its

greatest width

than the breadth of the head, and tapering into a pointed

much less
Head

tail.

oblong, compressed; snout very blunt, truncate; jaws equal; eye small,
elongate, lateral and

its

posterior margin about the

of the head; maxillary very large, extending far

first f

of the length

beyond eye,

its distal

expanded moiety equal to snout, and the posterior edge slightly
emarginate; supplemental maxillary well developed and not entirely
slipping under the infraorbitals, which are not as broad as the eye
diameter; teeth in rather broad, rough, villiform bands on vomer and
palatines and in the jaws; lips fleshy and more or less papillose or
shredded; tongue very broad, thick, pointed, and hardly free in front;
nostrils in front of eye; upper profile straight from snout to occiput;
preoperculum with 3 strong spines protruding through the skin, the
lower one pointing downward and the other 2 pointing downward
and backward; opercle with a strong spine above, bent down and
backward; a number of mucous pores on head, several on opercles
above, on the mandible, orbitals, and 2 large ones at the edge of
the snout in front of nostrils; interorbital space convex, its width
equal to snout.
Gill-opening ver}" large, the isthmus long and narrow, and the membrane thick, united directly below front of eye; a
toothed area extending from near tip of tongue to posterior part of
pharynx, the roof of which is furnished with a toothed surface similar
to those of the jaws; pseudobranchia? very small; gill-rakers 5 -f 16,
thick, short, those of the upper limb and all but 5 of the lower
reduced to mere rounded elevations, the other short and flat; l)ranchiostegals, 8.

Head naked, except

opercles, the sides of head above, and preoperwhich are covered with rather large cycloid scales; scales on l)ody
similar, becoming elongated at the end of the tail.
Dorsal, anal, and caudal confluent, the latter ending in a point; the
membrane at l)ase of the fins rather fleshy; dorsal beginning above over
the first third of pectoral, or at a distance behind head equal to one-fourth
the latter's length; pectoral long, pointed, and reaching vent; ventrals
divided to within a short distance of their base, the remaining basal
space not divided equal to an eye in diameter; the inner ventral ra}^
the longest and not quite to the ])ase of pectoral; the ventrals are
inserted below the anterior portion of the eye.
Lateral line superior,
approaching nearer to the l)ack posteriori}^, and becoming olisolete at
cles,

a distance

from the

tip of the caudal equal to three-fourths the length

of the head.

Color in alcohol uniform pale brown overlaid with silver}^ the dorsal
and anal becoming deep brown posteriori}^ like the caudal, which is
entirely the

same

color.
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Length, 151 inches (403 millimeters).
This description from the specimen described })v Jordiin and Snyder, obtained at Nanaura, in Boshu, near Misaki, and presented by
the Imperial University of Japan to the Stanford University Collection.
{armatus^ armed.)
13.
Poroiiadnii CrOimK

POROGADUS
Mu\ Bean, Proc.

IT.

Goode and Bean.
S.

Nut. Mu8., VIII, 1885, p. 002 (»*fes).

Body brotuliform, much compressed; head with numerous spines
on interorbital space, 2 pairs on the shoulders, 1 at angle of operculum, and a double series on angle of preoperculum head with
numerous mucous pores, as in Bassozetus; mouth large; snout moderate, not projecting much beyond the upper jaw; jaws nearly equal
in front; teeth in villiform bands in jaws and on vomer and palatines;
barbel none; gill-openings wide, membranes narrowlv united, not
;

attached to the isthmus; gills 4; gill lamina^ short; gill-rakers moderate, numerous; pseudobranchiie absent; caudal fin of few rays, on a
very narrow base, not prolonged, scarcely differentiated from the

developed; pectorals simple,
ray close to the humeral symphysis; branchiostegals 8; scales small; lateral line apparently triple
or replaced by 3 series of pores 1 close to ventral outline, 1 median,
vertical tins; dorsal

and anal

tins well

moderate; each ventral a single

bilid

—

and another along base of dorsal.
{nopog^ pore; (raduK, the cod iish.)
13.

POROGADUS GUNTHERI

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

Head, 6f; depth, llf; head and trunk, 3|

in tail;

depth of body, 1|
width

in head; eye, 6; snout, 3i; maxillary, If; interorbital space. 3i;

between maxillaries, 2|; pectoral. If; ventral. If.
Body very elongate, compressed so that it is not as broad as the
head, and gradually tapering posteriorly into a long, slender tail.
Head about equal to trunk, compressed, oblong; snout broad, convex
above, and nnich greater than e3^e; eye lateral, its position nuich before
middle of head; jaws equal, mouth l>road, the maxillary expanded
distally, its posterior edge concave, and equal to the eye, and projecting far beyond; supplemental maxillary well developed and not concealed by the orbitals; teeth in narrow, villiform bands in jaws, on
vomer, and on palatines; lips thin; tongue small, thick, pointed, and
free in front; anterior nostrils not evident, the posterior \erv large,
in front of eye; upper protile straight from snout to occiput; head
with many spines; opercular spine sharp; gill-opening very large, the
membrane narrowly free over the narrow isthnuis; a narroAV median
band of villiform teeth along the floor of the pharynx and the roof
also with an area of villiform teeth; pseudobranchire reduced to 2
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5+24 on the first arch and only lt> on the
lower part of the arch, long, attenuated, and well developed; hranchismall filaments; gill-rakers,

osteg-als, S.

Head and

smooth cycloid

bod}' covered with small,

scales, i)erhaps

200 in a lateral series.
Dorsal, anal, and caudal conflncMit, the latter ending
the dorsal beginning a

in

a point;

behind the base of pectoral; pectoral
small, pointed, and reaching more than half the distance in space
between its base and vent; ventrals close together, each of two filaments and inserted below the head nearer the base of the pectoral than
the extremitj^ of the maxillary; undivided basal portion of the ventrals ecjual to two-thirds the eye.
Lateral lines of large j^ores rather
little

widely separated, running along the base of the dorsal, the sides
medianly, the sides of the abdomen, and the base of the anal below.
Color in alcohol for the greater part brown, the sides and lower part
of the head together with the

and

orl)ital

Flfi.

Length,

abdomen

l)lack;

top of the head, snout

region gray-white.

Sy^g

Ci.

— I'OROfiATWS

GONTHERT.

inches (211 millimeters).

Tyjx.—^o. 50577, U. S. National Museum.
Locality in Sagami Bay, at Station No. 3696, where it was dredged
in 501 to 74:9 fathoms by the IT, S. Pish Commission steamer Alhatross.
Cotypes No. 7124 are in
Stanford Junior University

(Named for Dr. Albert
14.
Pieroido7ius

Body

the Tchthyological Collections, Leland

Ciinther.)

PTEROIDONUS

Gunther.

Gunthek, Deep-Sea Fishes Challenger,

1887, p. 106 (qiiimpiarivx).

elongate, compressed, covered with small scales.

thick, covered with scales; eye small; snout broad,

Head oblong,

with rounded profile, including lower jaw, and without barbel; mouth wide, bands of
viiliform teeth in the jaws, on vomer, and palatines; operculum with
a straight spine; preoperculum armed.
Eight branchiostegals; gilllamina3 rather short; gill rakers rather long, lanceolate, and widely set:
pseudobranchiffi none.
Vertical tins united, but the narrow caudal
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projecting be^'ond the short anal and dorsal rays; the lower pectoral
rays are inconipletel\' united with the upper part of the lin and are

prolonged; ventrals reduced to a simple filament, inserted behind the
humeral symphysis, and somewhat distant from each other. Lateral
line incomplete, close to the dorsal profile.

A

true deep-sea form.

{Pteroix. Onnx.)
14.

PTEROIDONUS QUINQUARIUS

Giinther.

Pteroidonus quinquarius Gunther, Deep-Sea Fishes Challenger, 18S7,
Sea of Japan, Station 235, 565 fathoms.

D. 99; A. S7; P. 15-5; V.

ji.

106;

1; C. 5; B. 8; 35 scales transversely

Deep

above

vent; eye, 7 in head; caudal, 7i.
Body elongate, compressed, its depth being less than the length of

the head, which equals the distance between the vent and the root of
Head not much deeper than broad, its depth equal
the pectoral fin.
to the length of

its

postorbital portion and

flat

above; eye small, with-

out orbital fold, much shorter than snout, lateral, and situated immediately below the upper profile of the head; no spines about orbit;
snout broad, rather depressed, overlapping the lower jaw; mouth wide,

somewhat

oblique, the much-dilated posterior extremity of the maxil-

lary extending ])ackward

beyond the

inframaxillary styliform; teeth

vomer and

in

palatines verv narrow;

orbit; preorbital region narrow,

villiform bands, the bands of the

vomerine band

A -shaped;

nostrils

rather distant from each other, open, the posterior the larger, immediately in front of the upper part of the eye, the anterior close to the

end of the snout; the interorl)ital space more than twice the eye; preoperculum with a rounded angle which is armed with 3 very short and
weak spines; opercular spine moderately strong and straight; the bones
of the head are thin, with shallow muciferous cavities. Gill-membranes
entirely separate.

Nearly the entire head, even the dilated extremity of the maxillar}^
and the glossohyal region, are covered with small scales; the scales are
small, thin, smooth, and adherent.
Dorsal begins a short distance behind root of pectoral, rather low,
the rays inclosed in a scaly skin at base, and has its last and shortest
rays connected with caudal by a membrane; anal similar to dorsal l)ut
lower; pectoral with broad base, elongate, posterior margin rounded,
and as long as head without snout; the 5 detached rays are somewhat
stronger than the other rays; they form at the base one continuous
series with the

remainder of the fin, and therefore do not seem to posuppermost ray is the longest, not quite

sess a separate action; the

twice as long as the

fin,

the others gradually decreasing in length;

ventrals very feeble simple filaments, only half as long as the pectoral,

somewhat distant from each other and inserted opposite
margin of the preoperculum; the tail tapers almost to a

to the hind
point.

The

5.
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continuous tract not covered by scales, running- parallel
and disappearing in the posterior
third of the tail; it is separated from the dorsal tin by about six series
lateral line is a

to

and

close to the dorsal profile

of scales.

The color was probably pink, with black
mouth and gills black.

vertical tins; cavity of the

Length, 14^ inches.
Locality, Challenger Station 235, at a depth of 565 fathoms.
(Giuither.)

Not seen by

us.

{quinquani(.'<^ in lives.)

SUMMARY.
Family
1.

1.

ntrrypiea

T.

/^V/-/r/(//(//.s'

Jordan and Fowler; Miyakosliiina.

Family

cl(iii(/(ttu!^

3.

pu'cUiinoii.

Li/cenchelys Gill.

Jordan and Fowler; JMatsushima Bay.
4.

BnlJn-ocirn Bean.

Jordan and Fowler; Sagami Bay.

Family
5.

5.

/oakcid.k.

Kner; Iwani, Hakodate, Sagalin, Tit^hima.
8.

zcxtd

11.

/AHirccs I'uvier.

2.

2.

4.

C'ongrogadid.k.
.Ionian and Fowler.

kagus}ii)ii(tiiiis

III.

Oirnpus Ratinescine

(Steindachner and

Cakapid^e.
(/"V/vf.sfn-

Cuvier).

D(")(lerlein).

Family IV. Ophidiid.e.
OtnphiiVnnn

(>.

H.

(isiro

.Jordan

and Fowler;

(iill.

Mii^aki.

Family V. i>KOTULiD.E.
Bnttiilti C'uvier.

7.

7.

inidtlbarbata Sehlegel;
8.

Formona.

MyxoccplMlax ,Steindacliner and Piklerlein.

8.

japonicus Steindaohner and Doderlein.

9.

imberUs (Schlegel); Tokyo, Misaki, Wakanoura, Nagasaki.

9.

Sirembo Bleeker.

10.
10. (jrmidis

Giinther.

Baxsoyif/as Gill.

Japan,
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11.

11. sivlcola

^Vat(lsea

12.

12.

Hoplohrotnla Gill.

armala (Schlegel); Nanaura.
13.

13. gijtitluri

Poroffadus

Goode and Bean.

Jordan and Fowler; Sagami Bay.
14.

14.

Jordan and Snyder.

Jordan and Snyder; Misaki, Yokohama.

(jninquarius Guntliur.

Pteruidonm Giinther.

A REVISION OF THE AMERICAN MOTHS OF THE FAMILY
GELECHIID.E, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES.
B}^
U. S.

August Busck,

Department of Agriculture.

Since Dr. C. V. Riley's I^ist of Tineina^ nothing has been published
on thi.s group in America except isolated descriptions of single species
and their life histories.
Dr. Riley followed the classification generally in use at that time,

founded on Stainton's and lieinemann'.s works, although Edward Meyrick' previoush" had published his masterly rearrangement of the
group based on natural evolutionary lines, a work which, as Lord
Walsingham has said,^ after the fuller exploitation of the system in
the Handbook of British Lepidoptera, "marks an epoch in the study
of these insects.""-

Since then the views of Meyrick have been generally adopted and
great strides have been made by European specialists in the study of
these insects.
much more satisfactory appreciation of the value and

A

relatioUiship of the

genera and families now prevails than was formerly

the case.

The following arrangement of the American Gelechiidse consists in
American fauna of the results of these advanced

the application to the
studies.

In this work I have been greatl}' assisted ))y Mr. Edward Meyrick.
Numerous concrete questions have been made clear for me by his valu-

most liberal I3' and untiring!}" extended.
kind help also has been received from Lord Walsingham and
Mr. John Hartley Durrant, whose large collections and intimate
able assistance, which he has

Much

knowledge of the iVmerican forms mad(^ their aid particularly valual^le.
Without the previous work and the liberal help and encouragement
from these authorities in England my task would have been much more
difficult, if

As

not an impossible one.

a basis for this paper I have

of former workers which

is still in

much new

material.

too-ether with

In

J. B.

examined

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., 1891.
='Proc. Zool.

Proceedings

U. S.

all

the authentic material

existence on this side of the Atlantic,

^^rans. Ent. Soc, London, 1883.

Soc, London, 1897.
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From Miss Mary

Murtfeldt, the Nestor

among

vol. xxv.

students in this

have received not only material but also much
interesting information, which no one else could have supplied, particularl}^ concerning some of Chambers' species.
To Prof. C. H. Fernald and to Dr. William G. Dietz I am under
obligation for allowing me to study their collections in their homes,
also for various suggestions and for specimens.
Professor Fernald's collection included that of Miss Murtfeldt, with
her types and man}^ of the types of Chambers and of Lord Walsingham. Of especial value were those specimens furnished with Lord
Walsinghanrs blue labels, which were passed upon by him in 1882.^ A
notebook in Lord Walsingham's handwriting, with notes and determinations, corresponding to the numbers on these blue labels, was

group

in

America,

I

Professor Fernald, thus enabling me also to verify idenman\^ specimens in the Museum of Comparative Zoology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, especially those which formerly belonged
to the Peabody Academy of Science, in Salem, Massachusetts.
loaned

me by

tifications of

Dr. Dietz \s collection contained his types and several specimens

named by Lord Walsingham.
The collection in the museum in Caml)ridge contains nearly all of
Zeller's types and a great many of Chamliers', besides the specimens
named ])v Lord Walsingham. This collection proved the richest of
any

in authentic

necessary

specimens, and although careful discrimination was
types, many species were identified here

among Chambers'

which would otherwise have remained unknown to me. I am indebted
to Mr. Sanmel Henshaw for nuich courtesy and information given me
during my stay in Cambridge, as well as for sending me many specimens needed for reexamination after my return to Washington.

The collection of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences has
unfortunately but a few of Clemens' types left. There are, however,
some types and specimens named by Lord Walsingham. To the curaH. Skinner, I owe thanks for giving me every facility for
examining the collection and manuscripts.
The Belanger collection, formerly in the Laval University, Quebec,
containing Cham})ers' types of Canadian Tineina, was obtained by the
writer through the courtesy of the present curator, Rev. Dr. C. E.
Dionne. and is now in the U. S. National Museum.
What little was left of the late Mr. William Saunders' colli'ction
of Tineina, consisting of fraguK^nts of some of Chambers' types, was
secured, together with some new Canadian material for the U. S.
National Museum, through the kind agency of Dr. J. Fletcher, Ottawa,

tor, Dr.

Canada.

From Mr. William

D. Kearfott I received for study a well-pre-

Trans.

Am.

Ent. Soc, Phila., X, 165-204.
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served collection of about 800 unnamed American Gelecliiidaj with the
liberal permission to retain desired specimens.

most

Smaller collections, on similar liberal conditions, have been received

from Mr. Nathan Banks and through Dr. Harrison G. Dyar from Dr.
\Y. Barnes and Prof. C. P. Gillette.
llev. Dr. Fyles has kindly sent me certain specimens and information.

Finall}^

and principally, there was the collection

Museum, which

contains

many

in the

U.

S.

National

types of Rile}^ Murtfeldt, Walsing-

ham. Chambers, and Zeller, besides a great many specimens determined b}' Lord Walsingham and Mr. William Beutenmiiller, together
with a considerable number of bred or collected miscellaneous
specimens, including the collections of Dr. H. G. Dyar, in Florida,
Colorado, and elsewhere; of Mr. E. A. Schwarz, in Texas, Arizona,
and Colorado; of Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell, in New Mexico; of Messrs.
Coquillett and Koebele, in California; and fine series of many species,
with notes, bred during many years in the insectary of the United
States Department of Agriculture, largely by Mr. Th. Pergande.
The Museum also contains Dr. Ottmar Hofmann's large collection of
excellently mounted specimens of European species, authentically

determined, which naturally has proved of very valuable assistance.
Mr. Coquillett has kindly given me his private notes on some of his

bred specimens. These are credited under the species.
To Dr. Harrison G. Dyar I owe much gratitude for the continued
interest and encouragement given me during my studies, as well as
for actual help, and last, but not least, for aid in reading and correcting this manuscript and proofs.
The purpose of the present paper is not to present an exhaustive
monographical treatise on American Gelechiidse. The group is not

enough known as yet for such treatment. It is rather a revision
what has already been done, so that future work may proceed on a

well
of

sounder foundation.
The genus Gelechia has been for former workers much as Chambers
expressed it, ''a waste box, a convenient receptacle for every species
which could not be better disposed of."
Such new genera as were erected from this miscellaneous aggrega^

tion, especially those separated by Chambers, were most frequently
given insufficient characterization. To study these genera critically,
to substantiate and define more fully those which were found tenable,

and to eliminate those erected on superficial characters, and then to
place as far as possible the described species where they belong has
been the principal object of the writer.
For this reason I have described only about 60 new species, such as
^Can. Ent., IX,

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

4D

p. 231,
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had been either bred or belonged to some specially interesting group
or were so comnionl}" received for determination as to make a name
for

them

desirable.

my

purpose had been to describe new species, four times as many
could as easily have been found in the material at my disposal, but it
was believed that the ultimate benefit to science would be better served
by leaving these many species unnamed until they have been bred or
at least had been obtained in larger and more well-preserved series
If

than we have at present.
Of the 43 genera included in the famil}^ Gelechiida? in Riley's list, 21
have been removed to other families and 8 more have been found to
be synonyms of other genera; while, on the other hand, one genus has
been recovered from another family in Riley's list, 5 old genera of
f) genera from other faunas
have been identified in America, and 6 new genera have been added, of
which 3 are described in the present paper, thus making 35 genera
now recognized as North American.
In Riley's list the genus Gelechla contained the large number of 213
species, not counting most of Walker's species and some others which
were omitted. The number has now been reduced to less than 100, and
of these 54 remain in the genus only because they are unrecognized, and
they are therefore liable to be removed to some other genera when
identified.
These unrecognized species are the great drawback to
work in this group. The 13^308 and all authentic material of most of
them are lost, and the descriptions furnish no clew to their proper
Still
genera, rendering recognition very difficult and uncertain.
several of them may be rediscovered, especially l)y diligent search in
Chambers' old collecting grounds in Kentucky, from where, practically, no material has been received since his death.
The collections of the British Museum remain to be studied; there
should be found the types of Walker's unrecognized species, as well as
some of Clemens', which he sent to Stainton forty years ago.
The family Gelechiidaj as defined by Meyrick and as used in this
paper comprises moths with the following characters: Head smooth
or at most slightly rufiied. Antenna3 simple or slightly serrate, rarely
ciliate, in a single American genus with pecten on the basal joint.

American authors have been resurrected,

Labial palpi long, curved, tiscending; terminal joint usually- acutely
Maxillary palpi obsolete or very small, appressed. Posterior

pointed.

more or

rough haired above.
Forewings normally with 12 veins, sometimes with only 11 or 10 by
coincidence of veins; 7 and 8 normally stalked, sometimes coincident;

tibiai

less

The writer has, since this was written, been so fortunate to have a short but strenuous collecting period in this locality, securing much valuable material of Tineina,
among which, however, were strangely few (Telechiidfe. It is hoped that in the future
the active cooperation of local entomologists may be counted on.
'

•

\
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1))

furcate at base.
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Hindwing's normally with 8 veins,

exceptionalh" with only 7 or 6 b}^ veins 6 and 5 being obsolete; vein 8

more or less distinctly connected with
form of the hindwing is more or less

the cell

by

trapezoidal,

a cross vein.

termen

is

The

usually

sinuate or emarginate below apex.

This last character is always diagnostic when present, as it is not
found outside of this family. In the few more generalized genera,
where the termen is not sinuate, veins 7 and 6 in the hindwings are
approximate, connate, or stalked, thereby diflering from the nearest
allied family Oecophm'ldx^
The larvae of Gelechiidte exhibit great differences in coloration and
hal)its.
Normally they have three pairs of thoracic feet, live pairs of
a])dominal j^rolegs, and feed in folded or spun leaves or shoots or in
stems or seed heads. Less commonly they are leaf miners.
They spin a cocoon, and the pupa does not protrude when the imago
emerges. The pupa has segments 9-11 free.
In separating the genera in the Gelechiidte the wing venation and
the characters of the labial palpi are especially emplo^ved; of these the

former is by far the most important.
While differently modified palpi and other external characters, as
moditications of the antenna^ the presence or absence of raised scales,
or hair pencils of different forms,

may

indicate generic differences, they

are far less reliable than the venation, and only to be taken into consideration in connection with

it.

These external characters are more apt
life

to be moditied

by changed

habits or other influences in the adaptation to environments, but

the venation will only undergo changes slowly through a long period

more important

of evolution, and

is

consequentl}^

This

is

strikingly illustrated

of genera.

in the determination

by ffnding the

identical char-

acteristic tufted palpi in different families; in Yjmdop/iK.'i

andLeucein

the Gelechiida% in Euiiieiivlchla in the Q^cophoridte, and in Plutella in

the Plutellida\-

The

raised scales on the forewings are

found here and there

in all

the families, while the hair pencil in the male at the base of the hind-

wings, used as the sole character by Lord Walsingham to distinguish
his

genus Eucatoptm from Aridotelia

genera, and

is

is

found

in several

Gelechiid

not constant within these.

Even such a specialized modification as the antennal notch found in
Glyphipdocera and Anoi'thosla in the Gelechiida> recurs again in the
'As defined by Meyrick in his Handbook of British Lepidoptera.
might at a superficial view appear to prove just the opposite, and the palpi
be claimed to be the persistent character while the venation had undergone changes;
but it is very evident from the relationship, or rather lack of relationship, that this
is not the case and that the tufted palpi are developed independently in the different
^Tliis

families.
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Bla.stobusida'

and a very similar one

in the

vol xxv.

genus Baeeulatri.f

in

the

Tineida>.

The reason

for these strangely recurrino- specializations

is difficult

and will not be fully understood ])efore we learn the true
biological use of them, but that they do recur is sufficient proof of

to explain

their secondar}^ value as generic characters.

Thus

it

will be

found that within the same genus the palpi may varv

considerably, while the venation wmII be found to be very constant, at

most varying

in the coincidence of

two

veins, already long-stalked in

the allied species, or the obliteration of a transverse vein, which in the
related forms had a tendency to

Of

the 35 genera

become

now recognized

obsolete.

in this family

from North America

7 are widely distributed, cosmopolitan ornearl}^ so; 7 others are found

Europe; 2 are recorded from Africa, and 19 have not been recog-

in

West Indies.
They may be separated by the following synoptic table:

nized outside of North America, including the

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Forewings with veins 7 and 8 out of 6
Forewings with vein 6 separate or out of liase of 7
Sitnlniga, p.
Basal joint of antennae with pecten
Basal joint without pecten
Forewings with one or more veins al)sent
Forewings with all veins present
Agnippe, p.
Forewings with vein 11 absent
Helice, p.
Forewings with vein 11 present
Hindwings with veins 3 and 4 sei:)arate
Hindwings with veins 3 and 4 connate or stalked
Glaucc, ]i.
Hindwings of male with costal row of Ijristles
Hindwings without such row
Paltodora, p.
Second joint of labial palpi with long spreading hairs
Metzncria, p.
Second joint of labial palpi merely rough-haired beneath
Evippe, p.
Hindwings with vein 6 absent
Hindwings with vein 6 present
Tri/jxinismd, p.
Forewings with veins 3 and 4 stalked
Forewings with veins 3 and 4 not stalked
Epithectii<, p.
Forewings with veins 2, 3, 4, and 5 separate ecjuidistant
Forewings with veins 2, 3, and 4 approximate, long; vein 2 distant, short.
Second joint of labial palpi with long expansible tuft on inner side.
Eacordyka, p.
. .

10.

12.

13.

Forewings with veins 2 and 3 stalked
Forewings with veins 2 and 3 separate
Sec( )nd joint of labial palpi with long pn ijecting
Labial palpi without such tuft

2
3

4
789
804
5
7

783
6
775

773

805
8
815
9

816
10

807

16
13

tuft

14
[northosia, p. 91

Tuft expansible

Ypsolophux, p. 920

Tuft not expansible
14.

781

Recurvaria, p. 807
12

Labial palpi without such tuft
11.

1

11

Hindwings narrower than forewings

Strobisia, p.

904
j

I

15.

16.

lind wings broader than forewings

15i

Male antenna^ with deep notch near base
Male antenna- without such notch
Forewings with one or more veins absent
Forewings with

all

veins present

Glijpkipdocera, p. 916|
Tricliotaphe, p.
Mciu'sta, p.
, . .

906
902
17

.
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17.

18.

9.

1

20.

21

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.
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Hindwinffs (at least in male) bilobed
Hindwin.u's not bilobed
llindwings with vein 6 present

Hindwings
Hindwings
Hindwings
Hindwings
Hindwings
Hindwings
Hindwings
Hindwings
Hindwings

with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with

18
19
Xcoducbjluht, p. 835

,

vein 6 absent
a vein absent
all veins present

Xi'dlyda, p. 790

20
21

vein 6 absent

Clrri/sojiora,

vein 5 absent

]>.

22

veins 6 and 7 approximate, connate,

<>r

stalked

27

veins 3 and 4 separate

23

veins 3 and 4 connate or stalked
Lcucc, p.
Second joint of labial palpi with long projecting tuft
Second joint of labial palpi without such tuft
Encliri/sn, ji.
Costal margin of forewings impressed before apex
Ari><t(it<iin. p.
Costal margin of forewings normal
Hindwings of male with costal hair pencil
I'lifhurniidn, p.
Hind wings of male without hair pencil
Second joint of labial palpi with large divided brush; tenninal joint thickened
(Itwrimoxcheniii, ]>.
Second joint without divided brush; terminal joint thin
r'ardlccltin, p.
Hindwings with veins 3 and 4 separate
Hindwings with veins 3 and 4 connate or stalked
Second joint of labial palpi with long projecting tuft
Anloneda, p.
Labial palpi without such tuft
Telpltv.^n, p.
Terminal joint of labial palpi in male short, concealed
{iKirxia, p.
Terminal joint long, exposed
Second joint of labial palpi rough beneath
GeJerliht, p.
Second joint of labial palpi smooth
Terminal joint of labial palpi thickened, laterally compressed. .Pras;/o?»r».s', p.
Terminal joint slender
Hindwings with termen sinuate
Hindwings with termen not sinuate
Anacampsis, p.
Terminal joint of labial palpi shorter than second
Polyhymno, p.
Terminal joint longer than second
Ajrrocerema, p.

XXVIU,

Plate
Metzneria Zeller,

Isis,

1839,

As Lord Walsing-ham

792

DiocIoiki, p. 8:>7

veins 6 and 7 parallel

METZNERIA

.

773

\).

25

793

24
919
794
821

26

823

820
28
29

782
783

928

30
851
31

837
32
33

844
839
840

Zeller.
fig.

1.

197.

name should be used for the
which Duponchel' later named Pmr/si/f, under whicli name it
treated by Meyrick.''
This genus is defined by Meyriek as follows:
has shown,' this

g-enus,
is

Labial palpi very long,
inal joint

much

more or

less

shorter than second.

thickened with somewhat loose scales, termForewings elongate, narrow, pointed 7 and 8

Hindwings under I, elongate-trapezoidal, apex
6.
sinuate, cilia 2; 3 and 4 remote, parallel, 5 approximated
out of

acute, produced,
to 6j 6

approximated.
'Ent. Mo. Mag.,

XXXV,

1899,

j).

199.

^Cat. Meth. Lep. Eur., 1846, p. 350.
^Handbook British Lepidoptera, 1895,

]>.

570.

and

7

termen

somewhat
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The g-eiius is veiy near and correlated with PaJtodoi'a Me3'rick,
developed from Aristotelia and diffcrino- mainly in the labia! palpi.
This diti'erence has proven eveii less marked than defined by Mr.
Meyrick, by the knowledge of allied forms in the American fauna
and the consequent widening of the genus PaUodora (p. 775).
Three species have been described as ParnHui from America, namely:
1. ApifihttlgeJla Chamliers, afterwards transferred liy ('haml)ers to
Gel cell! a. This species is an Aproirrenxi and will be found treated
under that genus (p. 840).
2. Grheivlhi Chambers, afterwards transferred ^^\ C^ianibcrs to
This species prol)ably does not belong to either geiuis, but
Gdechia.
is at present unrecognized and will be found treated under the doul)tful
species of Geleclda (p. 890),

Sulsimella Clemens. This species, which was placed with a query
Parasia by Clemens, and which subsequently has been retained
It
there, can not, as the description proves, belong in this genus.
will be found treated under EpUhectis (p. 816).
Thus the following species is the only representative of the genus
Metzneria at present recognized from America.
S.

in

METZNERIA LAPPELLA

Linnaeus.

Metzneria lappella SxArDixGER and Rebel, Cat. Lep. Eur., II, No. 2491, 1901.

BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5539, 1903.

This well-known European and Asiatic species, not hitherto recorded
from America, has probably within (juite recent j^ears extended its

range to this countr}'.
Two years ago Mr. Samuel Henshaw submitted to me several specimens, which he had bred in 1899 from the heads of burdock collected
1 had no difficulty
in the swamps around Cambridge, Massachusetts.
in referring them to this species, but sent specimens to Mr. Meyrick,
in England, for authoritative substantiation, and he kindly informed

me
I

that

it

was lappella

have also identified

burdock

in Ontario,

Zeller.
it

in Professor Fernald-s collection, ])red

Canada.

besides the specimen received

In the U. S. National

Museum

from
are,

from Mr. Henshaw, others received from

Rev. Thomas W. Fyles, Quebec, Canada, and a large series bred ])y
the writer from heads of burdock received from Mr. Arthur Gibson,
Several larva are
of the DepartuKMit of Agriculture, Ottawa, C^anada.
often found in a single head, and from a small handful of heads sent
by Mr. CTi})son nearly 100 moths issued.
The larva is short and thick, yellowish white, with brown head;
thoracic feet small, and abdominal legs nearly obsolete.

The

species overwinters as larva and does not pupate before the

spring; the imago issues in Ma^' and June.

—
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PALTODORA
Plate
Cleodora (Curtis), Meyrick,

This g-enus

is

Meyrick

XXVIII,

Handbook

775

fig.

1'.

Brit. Lep., 1895, p. 571.

defined bj^ Meyrick in his

Handbook

British Lepi-

doptera, 1895, as:
Second joint

of labial palpi

with long, rough, spreading hairs beneath, terminal as

and 8 out of 6. Hind wing under I, elongate-trapezoidal,
apex pointed, produced, termen emarginate, cilia 3; 3 and 4 remote, parallel, 5
nearer 6, 6 and 7 approximated.
long as second.

Most

Forewing

7

of the American species dilfer

from

this definition in having-

terminal joint of labial palpi shorter than second joint, and veins 6 and
7 in hindwing are more properly said to be connate than approximate.

In

all

tics

other respects they agree absolutely, and the chief characteris-

European forms

of each species are so unmistakably near to the

that one genus only can find justification, and the definition of the genus

should be widened by the two alterations

— terminal

joint as long as

w

hindwing approximate
connate.
1 have recognized the following 12 species, which ma}^ be separated
l)y the table, but great care should be taken in determining the species, as they are very similar:

second

<yr

shorter,

With white
1.

and 6 and 7

costal streak at

in

beginning of

1

cilia

Without such streak

7

Part of costal edge, white

2

Costal edge, not white
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

4

With white dashes in costal cilia
Without such dayhes
Ground color light yellowish brown
Ground color dark brown
Head and thorax whitish
Head and thorax brown

magnella, p. 776
3

cilialineeJla, p.

777

dit'tzieUd, p.

777

aritflirlla, p.

778

8
9
similiella, p.

striatella

.mhuleUa, p. 778
tophella,

Life,

I,

ji.

780

modesta, p. 781

Hiibner.

HtJBNER, Staudinger and Rebel, Cat. Lep. Eur.,

Walsingham, Insect
Am., No. 5516, 1891.

779

paUldelhi, p. 780

1901.— BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5540,
List Lep. Bor.

778
6

PALTODORA STRIATELLA

Cleodora

canicofitella, p.

driateUa, p. 775

mm
mm

striatella

776
5

Antennae nearly unicolorous
Antennae sharply annulated
With dorsal apical white streak
Without such
Entire wing with white-tipped scales
No white-tipped scales or only at margins
Anterior wings with longitudinal ochreous streaks
Without such streaks
Color light yellowish brown
Color dark ashy brown, alar exp. 16-23
Color pale umber brown, alar exp. 10-11

Paltodora

-p.

pallidistrigella,

II,

No. 2935,

1903.

1888, p. 82.

Riley, Smith's
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This European species has l)een recorded by Lord Walsingham from
Colusa County, California. In the United States National ]VIuseum is
I have met with a
a o-ood series of authentic European specimens.
single specimen in the Henr}" Edwards collection in the American
Museum of Natural History in New York, presumably from the United
States ]>ut Avithout locality label.
It feeds, according- to

weed conmion
Veins

(>

European writers,

in

stems of TariacctuiH, a

also in this countrA'.

and 7

in

hindwings are closely approximated.

PALTODORA PALLIDISTRIGELLA

Chambers.

Cleodorn paUidistrigella Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 244; U. S. Geol. Surv.,
Bull., IV, 1878, pp. 92, 135.— Walsixgham, Insect Life, 1, 1888, pp.
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., 1891, No. 5514.
Pcdtodora paUidistrigella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., 1903, No. 5541.

The type No.

81,

82.—

U.S.N.M., received from Chambers and bearing a
with the description and undoubtedly represents this species.
This is the same specimen which Lord
Walsingham had before him in 18S8, and it has his blue label. No. llS-i.
467,

label in his handwriting, agrees well

The white

costal edge, together

with the nearl}^ perpendicular white

and its light yellow color, separate it from the other species at present known; I have two other specimens beside the type
agreeing exactly with this. The}" are like the t^'pe from Texas.
This is the species which differs most from Me^^rick's definition of
the genus in resjDect to labial palpi, the terminal joint being onl}" half
as long as second joint; veins
and 7 are distinctly connate.
costal streak

<!

PALTODORA MAGNELLA,

new

species.

Paltodora magnella Busck, Dyar's List Amur. Lep., 1903, No. 5542.

Antennae dark brown, annulated with white.

Labial palpi white, a

small oblong spot on the upper and outer side of second joint dark

brown,

tip of terminal joint

dark brown.

Face, head, and thorax white, slightly shaded with brown.

Anterior
wings yellowish gray, two outer thirds of costal edge white; a small
black spot on fold and two elongated black white-edged dashes on the
middle of the wing in continuation of each other, sometimes forming
one uninterrupted Idack line.
From apical fourth of costa a thin oblique white line outward to
termen; above this four white dashes in the costal cilia, and opposite it
correspondingly a dorsal white line emitting three white pencils into
the dorsal cilia; cilia whitish with three heavy black transverse lines
at apex,
Hindwing dark gray, cilia 3"ellowish. Legs light brown,
tarsi white, annulated with black.

— 15.5 to 16.5 mm.
— Colorado.

Alar expanse.
Habitat.

^
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U.S.N.M.

Ti/jye.—^o. 0345,

Other

sj)eciraens are in Dr.

strlattUa Hiibner,
edg-e

777

Dietz's collection,

from which

.species it differs

where it wiis lal)eled
by the white costal

and the stronger annulation of the antennse, besides being a much

larger species.

PALTODORA CILIALINEELLA
Gdechia

cilia

linri'l/a

Surv., IV, 1878,

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, ]>. 242; Bull. V. S. (ienl.
pp. 91, 142; Can. Ent., X, 1878, p. 52.— Riley, Smith's List

Lep. Bor. Am., 1891, No. 5337.
Paltodora ciliaUneella, Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lej)., 1903, No. 5543.

Chambers pointed out the great

similarity of this species to his

species of Cleodora, and added:
I

have not examined the neuration, but

I

am

inclined to transfer

tlie

species to

Cleodora.

I have

own

compared the

label,

tjq^e No.
with his type in the

They

Cambridge.

4:45,

U.S.N.M., bearing Chambers's
of Comparative Zoology in

Museum

are identical and agree well with his description,

evidently truly representing the species.

They are PaUodora, with the brush on second joint of labial palpi
somewhat rubbed off*.
The species is very near palUdistrigella, differing principally in the
absence of the costal white edge and in the direction of the costal
white

line,

which

in this species is nearly parallel

with the edge of
on it.
are not well borne

costal cilia, while in pallidlstrlgella it is nearly perpendicular

The

differences pointed out

by Chambers (Ref

.

2)

out by his types.

Veins 6 and

7 of

hindwing are comiate.

PALTODORA DIETZIELLA,
PuHodura

dietzidla

new

species.

Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., 1903, No. 5544.

Antennae silvery white with dark brown annulaFace white; head and thorax light fawn colored. Forewings
fawn colored, at base concolorous with thorax, but becoming deeper
toward the tip; on fold at middle of the wing a small black streak; at
end of disk a small black dot. At the beginning of costal cilia
obliqueW outward across the tip of the wing a thin white line, and
opposite it from the dorsal edge another thin white line curved
upward and outward, nearly but not (juite meeting the costal streak
at the dorsal edge near the tip; both are continued out into and meet
in the dorsal cilia, which is yellowish fuscous and contains two other
white pencils below the continuation of the streaks.
In the cilia at apex is one heav}^ black transverse line, and outside
Palpi missing.

tions.

iBull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, p. 91.
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costal white streak supei'ioi'ly

brown patch.

The ornamentation

very near that of

is

jxi7Iidistrigel/a,

with the

same ground color and general pattern, but differs in the lack of the
white costal edge and in the direction of the white costal streak, which
m this species forms a narrow Greek v with the dorsal streak, while
in palUdistrigella it is shorter and much more nearly perpendicular.
Hindwings dark fuscous, cilia a shade lighter; veins 6 and 7 connate.
Abdomen yellowish fuscous, with numerous scattered metallic blue
and greenish scales. Legs light yellow.
Alar expayise. 16 to 16 mm.

—
— Colorado.

Habitat.

July.

Type.—^o. 6346, U.S.N.M.
Cotypes
species to

in collection of

me

Dr. Dietz,

who

has liberally submitted this

for description and in whose honor

PALTODORA CANICOSTELLA
Cleodora canlcostella
List Lep. Bor.

Walsingham,

Am.,

Insect Life,

I,

I

name

it.

Walsingham.
1888,

p.

82.— Riley, Smith's

1891, No. 5518.

Paltodora caniscostella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., 1903, No. 5545.

Described from Mount Shasta, California; cot3'pes are in U. S.
Veins
National Museum, where is also a specimen from Colorado.
6 and 7 in hindwings are connate.

-PALTODORA ANTELIELLA,

new

species.

Paltodora anteliella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5546, 1903.

palpi fawn colored, abov^e
fawn colored. Anterior wings
darker reddish brown; one short longitudinal streak on the fold and
one similar in the middle of the wing black; second discal stigma cirFrom costal apical one-fourth very obliquely outward
cular black.
Cilia fawn colored
across the wing to termen a thin white line.
with a short, heavy black transverse line in apical part. Hindwings
dark gray; cilia fawn colored; abdomen and legs light reddish brown;

Antennae

light

fawn colored;

labial

whitish; face, head, and thorax light

tarsal joints slightly tipped

Alar expanse, 12 to 12.5
Habitat.

with white.

mm.

— New Jersey.

Type.—^o. 6317, U.S.N.M.
Cotypes
rich

in collections of

brown

color

make

Dietz and Kearfott.

The

small size and

this species easily recognizable.

PALTODORA SABULELLA

Walsingham.

Walsingham, Inspect Life, I, p. 83, 1888.— Riley, Smith's
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5520, 1891.
Paltodora sabidella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5547, 1903.
CZforfom

.-?o/«tZcZfa

Described from Colusa County, California. Cotypes are
Museum. Hindwino-s with veins 6 and 7 connate.

National

in

U.

List

S.

NO.
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Chambers.

Gelechia similieUa CiiAJiBEKy, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 193.

Gelechia solaniella

Chambers, Can. Ent., YI,

1874, p. 242; Bull.

IV, 1878, pp. 91, 147.
[Doryphora] piacipellis Zeller, Verh.

IT. S.

Geol. Snrv.,

Ill, 1877, p. 91;
(I'elerJila

XXIII,

k.

k., zodl.-bot. dresell.

Oelechia piscipeUis Riley, Smith's Li^t Lep. Bor.
Gelechia piscipalk

Chambers,

Am., No.

5450, 1891.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Rurv., IV, 1878, p. 145.

Paltodora similiella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5548,

Not Gelechia

Wien,

1873, p. 277.

Chambers, Can. Ent., V,
239; Can. Knt., IX, 1878,

solaniella

Sci., II, 1875, p.

190.'!.

1873, p. 176; Cinu. Qiuirt. Journ.
p. 51.

This species has been quite troublesome to chnir, owiuo- to an erro-

neous determination

l)y

C'haml)ers and the subse([uent results of this

mistake.

Only b}^ the kind help of Miss Mary Murtfeldfs personal recollecand with all obtainable evidence carefully examined, did 1 feel
justified and confident in my conclusions in reg-ard to the above
synonomy.
Later I have had the satisfaction to have them substantiated in part
through a letter from Lord Walsingham in the archives of the Division of Entomology, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
This was
Chambers described^ a species as Oelechia slm/iUella.
the same species that Zeller subsequently described as piscipellis^ as
comparison of the original tj^DCS now in Cambridge, l^ut presented by
Chambers to the Peabody Academy of Science in Salem, shows, and
tion,

it is

a true Paltodora.

In 1ST3 Chambers received from Miss Murtfeldt a superficially simspecies, which she had reared from Bolanuin^ and believing it
(wrongly) to be simUiella Chambers, he changed that name to solaniella
and gave Solaniun carolinensis as its food plant, ^ and later he described
ihir

it'^

more

fully

and gave the

life

history in detail,

still

supposing

it

to

be his original similiella.

Afterwards Miss Murtfeldt, unaware of this, described her species
changing it to incoiispicuella., the
former name being preoccupied in Europe.
It was, however, already described b}^ Zeller as Gelechia {Bryotropha)
(jhivldnelUi and belongs in Mr. Meja'ick's recent genus Phthorimaea.
(p. 82L)
as cinei'ella Murtfeldt, afterwards

enable me to draw these conclusions I have had the good fortune
have the following authentic specimen for examination: 1. U. S.
National Museum, type, No. 459, Chambers type with his label:
This is identical with 2. the other
Gelechia solaniella Chambers.
original t3q3e sent to Peabody Academy, Salem, now in Museum of
Comparative Zoology, bearing Lord Walsingham's blue label. No. 992
and Chambers' label No. 37, each referring to respective lists of the

To

to

'Can. Ent., IV,

p. 193.

''Idem., V, 1873, p. 176.

^Misa Murtfeldt's species.
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have had the use of through the kindness of

1

Professor Fernald, and Mr. Henshaw, respectively.
These two specimens, which evidently represent his original species,
are Paltodora species and identical with S. Zeller's type in Caml^ridge
oi 2)isclj)('Jll><, and with

by Lord Walsingham,

J},,

in

a specimen determined as

V.

Museum.
from Sohmum, I liad
S.

j)^^cipelli.'<

Zeller

National

cotype and scn^eral
Of the other species, ])red
other specimens, bred by Miss Murtfeldt, and it is identical witli G. a
specimen in the U. S. National Museum d(>termined and lal)eled hy Lord
Walsingham, G. glocJiinclhi Zidler, the descrii)tion and figure of which
'>.

also agree well with the specimens before me.

This species will
while the

])e

KiinH/clhi

treated later under Pldhor'nnaed

Chambers =^>/.s'c//>^///'.v

Zeller

Meyrick

(p. 821),

should stand as

Paltodom.
It is

of

value to

note

Chambers's

susj^icion

that he

^

had two

species mixed, as well as his note^ that his Gelfchia cUUdiltdla^

undouT)tedly

is

a P(dtod(ym species

(p. 780),

is

which

only microscopically

distinguishable from his " Gelechla solameUa,'" that

is stimUiella.

good species distinct from all at present described species
nearest to paJJidAla Chambers, with which species it has the wliiteIt is a

tipped scales in common.
Simillella was described from Kentucky, and Chambers's type in

U.

vS.

National

Zelhn-'s type of

Specimens

in

Museum

is

from Texas, which

is

also the locality of

i?iscij)elJi><.

poor condition which

I

take to be this species were

reared from flower heads of sunflowm- at the Insectary of LT. S, Department of Agriculture, received from Mr. E. E. Bogue, Oklahoma.

This species has vein

and 7 of hindwing not only connate but

in

fact shortstalked.

PALTODORA TOPHELLA
Walsingham, Insect
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5519, 1891.

Cleodora tophella

Life,

I,

Walsingham.
1888, p. 83.

Riley, Pmitli's List

Paltodora tophella Busck, Dyar's List Ainer. Lep., No. 5549, 1903.

U. S. National Museum possesses cotype, received from Lord Walsingham; also specimen collected at Beulah, New Mexico, 8,000 feet
elevation by Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell.
California, New Mexico.
Halntat.
Veins 6 and 7 in hindwings are connate.

—

PALTODORA PALLIDELLA

Chambers.

Cleodora palMdella Chambers, Can. Ent., YI, 1874, p. 245; Bull. U. S. Geo).
Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 92, 135.— Walsingham, Insect Life, I, 1888, pp. 81, 82.—

Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5515, 1891.
Paltodora pallidella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5550, 1903.
^Biill.

U. S. Geol. Sur., Ill, p. 143.

''Can. Ent., VI, p. 242.

—
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As remarked by Lord Walsiiigham,
when he amended and elaborated his first description had more than
one species before him, and some of his statements are in direct conit is

evident that Chaiiil)ers,

tiadiction to the original description.
I believe,

from careful comparison with all the material at my dishad specimens of magiiella, Busck and dietzlella lUisck

posal, that he

mixed up with his original species.
The only authentic type from Chaml)ers in existence is the one
mentioned by Lord Walsingham (but not known to him) in Miss
Murtfeldt's collection. That is now in Professor Fernald's possession,
and I have had the opportunity to examine it.
It

a plain

is

looking, grayish yellow species with white-tipped

scales, similar to those of siniiUeUaX^hiiuxhQVf^ (plsci-pdlis Zeller, p. 7T!»)

and

toplic'Ua

of a lighter,
I

and

Walsingham., very near to the

more yellowish ground

have recognized an identical specimen
in

latter,

but smaller, and

color.
in the

U.

8.

National

Museum

Dr. Dietz's collection from Colorado.

This type specimen bears Chambers' lal)el and agrees well with his
meager description, but does not agree with his later

original rather

detailed description of the supposed

same

It is obviously,

insect.

under the circumstances, proper to disregard these latter amendments
which evidently applied to one or more distinct species, and to retain
the nrnjiQ palUdella for the pale, nearly unmarked species represented
by the unique type in Professor Fernald's collection.
Veins 6 and 7 of hindwing are closely approximated.

PALTODORA MODESTA
Walsingham, Insect Life,
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5517, 1891.
Paltodora modesta Busck, Dyar's List Amer.
Cleodora modesla

I,

Walsingham.
1888, p. 82.

Riley, Smith's List

Lep., No. 5551, 1903.

Cotypes and other specimens of this small inconspicuous species
from Los Angeles, California, are in the U. S. National Museum.
Hindwings with veins G and 7 connate.

SITOTROGA Heinemann.
Plate
Sitolwtja

Heinemann,

XXVIII,

tig. 8.

Schniett. Deutscliland

und Schweiz,

Basal joint of antenna' with long pecten.

1870, p. 287.

Labial palpi with second

rough beneath; terminal joint longer than second, slender,
Forewings ver}^ long, narrow, pointed, with 12 veins, 7 and
8 out of 6.
Hindwings narrower than fore wing, elongate trapezoidal,
apex much produced, termen emarginate; 8 veins, (> and 7 stalked; 2,
Only the one cosmopolitan species is
3, 4, and 5 remote parallel.
known.

joints

pointed.
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SITOTROGA CEREALELA
SUolrotja ccrcaldla

vol. xxv.

Olivier.

Staudingek and Rebel, Cat. Lep. Eur.,

DiETZ, Smith's List Ins. N. Jersey, 1900, p. 475.

II, No. 2902, 1901.
Busck, Dyar's List Amer.

Lep., No. 5552, 1903.
Anacampsis cerealclla Glover, U. S. Dept. Agr. Report, 1854, p. 67, pi. iv.
Gelechia cerealclla Clemens, Proc. Phil. Acad., 1860, p. 168; Stainton ed. No.
Am. Tin, 1872, pp. 112, 224.— Packard, Guide Study Ins., 1869, p. 350.—
Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1878, IV, p. 142.— Riley, Smith's List
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5335, 1891.

This common species, the Angoumois moth, is often of economic
importance on account of the injuries of the larva to stored grain.
I have not attempted to give the ver}^ numerous references to the
economic literature of the species.

AUTONEDA, new
Plate

Neda Chambers, Can. Ent. VI,

XXVIII,

name.

tig. 4.

1874, p. 243.

The name Neda being preoccupied in the Coleoptera, I propose the
above modification to signif}^ the genus which Chambers described^
with pi utella as t3"pe.
It has the following characters: Labial palpi, like those in Tjysolojjhus; second joint with large, dense, projecting tuft on under side;
terminal joint erect, pointed, as long as second joint; forewings nar-

row, nearly lanceolate; 12 veins; veins 7 and 8 stalked to costa; 6 sepapproximate to 7; hindwings under I; apex produced
termen emarginate; 8 veins, all separate; 6 and 7 somewhat approximate; 5 nearer 6 than 4.
arate, but very

At present only

the one species

is

known.

AUTONEDA PLUTELLA
Nedaplatella Chambers, Can.

Can. Ent., YIL, 1875, p. 105;
157.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

f^nt., 1H74, p. 244;

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1878, IV., p.

Am., No. 5521, 1891.
Autoneda 2^lutella BvscK, Dyar's List Amer.

Type.

Chambers.

Le}}.,

No. 5553, 1902.

—No. 468, U.S.N.M., with Chambers' label on the pin, agrees

with his unusually accurate and complete generic and specific descripand is identical with other types, also labeled by Chambers him-

tions,

self, in

Museum

the

of these bears

One
of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge.
Lord Walsinghain's blue label, No. 979, corresponding

with his identification in his notebook, ^ JVeda plutella.
These types all undoubtedly represent this interesting species.

They

are

all

iCan.

from Kentucky.

Exit.,

VI, 1874,

p. 243.

^Mentioned on

p. 768.
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GLAUCE
^r'A/fffv

Chambers,

('an. Eiit.,

7

83

Chambers.

VII, 1S75,

p. 11.

Labial j)alpi long-, recurved, ovcrarchino- the vertex; second joint
sliolitly

thickened with scales; terminal joint nearly as long- as second,

pointed.

Forewings elongate ovate, pointed; 12 veins, 7 and 8 out of 6; hindwings nearly as broad as forewings, trapezoidal; apex produced,
l)ointed; termen sinuate; 8 veins, 6 and 7 stalked, 3 and 4 separate, 5
nearest 4; the costal margin from base to the middle
row of large, stiff, sharp, two-edged bristles.
Only the following species is known:

GLAUCE PECTENAL.EELLA

is

armed with a

Chambers.

VEXETIAX of GLAUCE PECTENAL.EELLA—CHAMBERS.
Olauce pcctenalallu Chambers, Can. Ent., VII, 1875, p. 12; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, p. 148; Journ. Cinn. Soc. Nat. Hist., II, 1880, p. 203, fig. 22.—
KiLEY, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5291, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List

Amer. Lep., No.,

5642, 1903.

This characteristic species,
iiave recently

all authentic material of which is lost, 1
recognized beyond doubt among Tineina? collected b}^ the

^vriter at light in the District of Columbia and in the neighborhood of
Covington, Kentucky.
Chambers's description and figure of the wing is essentially correct,
except that he has made vein 6 in forewing out of vein 7, instead of
7 and 8 out of 6, an easily explained error.
Chambers's tjq^e came from Texas.

TELPHUSA
Plate

Chambers.

XXVIII,

fig. 5.

Tdphusa Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 182;
Xenolechia Meyrick, Handbook Brit. Lep., 1895,

Chambers erected

p. 583.

genus for his species curvutrigella, the unique
tyi)e of which is still in the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Caml)ridge, with Chambers' label on the pin, and recognizable, though in
poor condition.
this
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Chambers

.shortly

XXV.

afterwards gave up this g-enus and inehulcd his

species in Gelechla as ^ synon^'ni of Clemens's

Gdeclua

longifasclrJId.,

but a name is needed to signify the genus, which Chambers can hardly
be said to have defined, but which has the following characters in common with cKrvlstrlgelld. Chambers' name must stand in preference to
Mey rick's later name Xenolcchia.
I strongly suspect that Chambers' genus, AclrasteUt^ is synonymous
with the present genus, in which case that name would supplant
being it must be left as "unrecognized."
two species, Adrastela alexandriaeella and ^l. faHcleUa^ on which Chambers erected the genus, are lost, and though I feel
Teljjhum., but for the time

The types

of the

rather certain that 1 have recognized both species as belonging to Telstill altogether insufficient collecting has been done in Kentucky,
from where these species are described, to warrant final conclusions
from the limited material on hand, and at present I must leave both
genus and species as unrecognized. There is no Avay to include the
genus in any talile, as Chambers did little more than attach the name
to those two species without further specification; the only tangi])le

phiim,

generic character given

is

the tufted forewings.

Telphma has the following

characters: Second joint of labial palpi

thickened with rough scales beneath, terminal joint slender pointed.

Forewings elongate pointed, 12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked, 6 separate or
out of 7 near base; hindwings trapezoidal, apex pointed termen sinuate, as broad or broader than the forewings; 8 veins, 6 and 7 stalked, 3
and 4 separate, 5 nearest 4. Forewings often w4th tufts of raised scales.
The American species at present recognized as belonging to this
genus

may be

With oblique
1.

separated by the following table:
light fa.S(da at basal fourth of forewings

Without such light fascia
Forewings with apical half

Ioiiglf(isricfl<i, p.

3.

4.

Ground
Ground

6.

7.

8.

9.

3

color not white

5
-i

betalella, p.

haMfnsciella, p. 787

fascia

quiixjiircirstatella, p.

785
('

7

)>ase

\Mthout such streak
Head and thorax dark fuscous
Head and thorax light brownish
Forewings with raised scales
Forewings without raised scales
With sharply defined dark spot on
Without such spot

787

hashtrigdla, p. 787

comjilete l)lack fascia crossing forewings

not reaching dorsal edge
Wings very dark fuscous, nearly black
Wings lighter, gray
With oblique black streak from costa near

Black
5.

color of forewings white

Markings on forewings black
Markings fawn colored

With

7S5

IdlifuxrifUd, p. 783

Dorsal edge not white
2.

1

2
of dorsal edge white

8
quercinigraceUd, p. 786
palUderosafielht, p. 786
qucrclclld, p. 787

^
ilisc

^Can. Ent., IV, 1872,

p. 149.

(jlmtdiferella, p.

788

helangerella, p.
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TELPHUSA LONGIFASCIELLA
Gelechia longifasciella Clemens, Proc. Ent. 8oc.

Stainton, Tin. N. A., 1872, pp. 219,
p. 174; Bull. IT. S.

785

Clemens.

Phila., II, 1863, pp. 12, 121;

223.— Chambers, Can.

Ent., IV, 1872,

Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 144.— Riley, Smith's List Lep.

Bor. Am., No. 5402, 1891.

Telphusa curvistrigella Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 133.
Oelechia ohliqulfasdeUa Chambers, Journ. Cinn. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

II, 1879, p. 182.

Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5421, 1891.
Telphusa longifasciella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5554, 1902.

Chambers dropped

carvistrigella as a

synonym

of Clemens\s longi-

Museum

of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge are types
and uhTiqnifasciella with Cliambers's handwriting.
They are identical, as the description would indicate, and Chambers
has here again evidently been a victim of his own carelessness with

In the

of curvlstrigella

his types.
I

have met with no other specimens.

IlaHtat.—Tiixnii^ Kentucky.

TELPHUSA QUINQUECRISTATELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp.
146.—Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5465, 1891.
Telphusa quinquecristatella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5555, 1903.
(rclecJiia quinquecristaielld

The specimens in the U.
Walsingham as Gelechia

S.

National

88,

Museum, determined by Lord

quinquecristatella Chambers,

agree with
Chambers's description and undoubtedly represent this species.
I am unable to distinguish it from authentic specimens (unfortunately
poor) of the European {Xeiiolechia) setMops Westwood, and I sent
specimens to Dr. E. Meyrick, who also identified it as this species.
However, the European food-plant of xtliiops^ M'ica cinerea^ does
not grow wild in this country, and until the species has been bred
here there is a possibility that it is another, closely related species, and
it will be safer to retain it as such until then; but the imagos are surely
very similar.
JIahitat.
Eastern United States.

—

TELPHUSA LATIFASCIELLA

Chambers.

Gelechia latifaseiella C^iiambers, Cinn. Quart. Jour., II, 1875, p. 251; Bull. U. S.
Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 144.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5399,
1891.

Telphusa

latifasciella

Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5556, 1903.

have examined types in Professor Fernald's collection and in the
Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge. In the National
Museum are specimens received from Miss Murtf eldt, who writes that
she has Ined both the light and the dark forms from similar larvae
1

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

50
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in rolled leaves of oak.
1 have taken a few specimens from around
Washington, District of Columbia.

Habitat

.

— Kentucky

Missouri.

,

TELPHUSA QUERCINIGRACELLA
Gelechia quercinigraeeUa

Chambers, Can. Ent.,

Chambers.

I\', 1872, p. 170.

Gelechia {PoeciUaf) fragmentella Zeller, Verb. k. k. zo(il.-bot. Gesell. Wien,

XXIII,

71.— Chambers,

1873, p.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p.

143.—

Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5365, 1891.
Gelechia quercitrigrgcella Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, ]). 146.
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5460, 1891.
Telphusa quercinigraeeUa Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5557, 1903.

among

Placed bv mistake
vorella

Chambers

the types of Gelech la {Recurvarld) querci-

Museum

in the

of Comparative Zoology in

bridge, and therefore omitted in Hagen's

list

specimen differing from the others and labeled

in

Cam-

of types \ I found a

Chambers's handwrit-

ing G. querclnigracella.
This specimen agrees perfectly with C!hambers's description, and

without doubt represents this species.

It

is,

so far as I know, the

oxAy authentic specimen of this species from Chambers in existence.
It is, as the descriptions would indicate, identical with Zeller's type
oifraginenteUa^ also found in the

Museum

of Comparative Zoology.

Both are females.
In the U. S. National Museum there is a good series of this species
bred ])y the writer from larvte on oak, agreeing well with Chambers's
description of the larva.

Habitat.

—Texas,

Kentucky, District of Columbia, and

TELPHUSA PALLIDEROSACELLA
Gelechia (Ergatis) paUiderosacella

New

Chambers.

Chambers, Bull. U.

S.

Geol. Surv., IV, 1878,

Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X,
180.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5440, 1891.
Telphusa paUideromcella BvscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5558, 1903.
pp. 90

In the U.

and

S.

145.

National

Museum

Lord Walsingham which

York.

1882, p.

there are specimens determined by

I believe truly represent this species.

I

have received similar specimens from Miss Murtfeldt under that name,
which agree with Chambers's description.
J^ood pla/it. ^Oak.
Hahltat.

—Texas, Mis.souri, District of Columbia, Pennsylvania, and

New York.
What has

been supposed to be a type oi jxdHderomceUa with Chamon the pin is found in the Museum of Comparative Zoology
in Cambridge, but it does not agree with his description and some
mistake has o])viously been made; it is a much rubbed Aristotelia of]
bers's label

i

the roseosuffmella group.
iPapilio, IV, 1884. p. 98.

—

.
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Chambers.

Cm am hers,

Can. Ent., IV, 1872, pp. 127, 147.
AffraMfia querddln Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 207.

Depressaria (jurrcidla

Chahberh, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878,
Smith's ListLep. Bor. Am., No. 5463, 1891.— Dietz, Smith N.

Gelechki querciella

p.

146.

Riley,

J. Insects, 1900,

p. 474.

TelpJmsa quercklla Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5559,

19()o.

Type No. 460, U.S.N.M., of this species, agrees with other .specimens from Chambers in Professor Fernald's collection and in the
Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge. 1 have met with no
other specimen.

—Oak (Cham bers)
—Kentucky, New Jersey.

Food plan t.
Ilabliat.

TELPHUSA BASISTRIGELLA

Zeller.

Gelechia {Poeciliaf) basistrigeUa Zeller, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesellsch. Wien,
1873, p. 270, pi. Lv, fig. 23.
Gelechia hasistrigeUa CnxMBEVts, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1870, p. 141.

Riley,

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., 5318, No. 1891.
TelpJmsa hasidngella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Leji., No. 5560, 1903.

The unique type of this species is in the Museum of Comparative
Zoology in Cambridge in good condition. I have not seen other
specimens which I can refer with certainty to this species.

Hah it at

.

—Texas.
TELPHUSA BASIFASCIELLA

Gelechia (Parilia) husifascicUa Zeller, Verh. k. k.
1873, p. 269, pi.

Ill, fig.

Zeller.
zool.-l)t)t.

(iesellsch.

Wien,

22.

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV., 1878, p. 141.—
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5319, 1891.— Dietz, Smith's List
InseetsN. J., 1900, p. 474.

(hlechia hasifa.sddla

Tclphusa basifasciella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No.

55(jl, 1903.

have examined the typos of this easily recognized species in tlie
Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge. In the U. 8. National Museimi there is a specimen identical with these determined by
Ijord Walsingham.
I

Habitat.

—Texas, New Jcn-sey (Dietz).
TELPHUSA BETULELLA,

new

species.

Telphusa betulella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5562, 1903.

Antenna

f,

simple, slightly serrate toward tip, light reddish, with

base of each joint silvery white and tip of each joint dark brown.

Labial palpi, second joint thickened, with rough scales beneath, silvery white slightly sprinkled with drap scales and with base drap;
terminal joint suffused with drap and black scales, a small spot on the
inner side near the middle and the extreme tip whitish.
Face and
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head light silvery drap, thorax a shade darker. Forewings silvery
white suffused irregularly with drap scales, especially below fold and
in the apical part; extreme base of costa black; at middle of wing a
small dark drap costal spot; near base of wing, just below costa, a
large tuft of raised scales; on middle of fold, at end of disk and

beyond

disk, are similar smaller tufts of raised scales, not

very con-

spicuous and of the general color of the wing, white and drap mixed.

In apical part and at base of the
cilia

cilia

a few scattered black scales;

whitish.

Hindwing

light silvery gray, cilia golden

Aljdomen and
Venation typical;

white.

legs golden white, slightly sprinkled with drap.

veins 6 and 7 in hindwing very shortly stalked.

— 12 to 13 mm.
—District of Columl)ia, Virginia.
Food plant, — Betula
Alar expanse.
Ilahitat.

niijra

.

Type.—^o. 6348, U.S.N.M.
Described from several specimens bred in March, 1884, by Mr. Th.
Pergande, and in August, 1899, by the writer.
The larviB are leaf rollers on black birch and pupate in the leaf.
Imago appear during August and another brood overwinters as pupa,
producing adults

in early spring.

TELPHUSA BELANGERELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. l^nt., VII, 1875, p. 210; Bull. U. S. Geol.
Surv., IV, 1878, p. 141.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5320, 1891.
Gelechia {Teleia) oruneUa Walsixgham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882, p.
Gelechia behDif/crdId

179.

Packard, Fifth Rep. U. S. Ent. Comm., 1890, p. 630.
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5436, 1891.
Gelechia orella Dietz, Smith's List Ins. N. Jersey, 1900, p. 474.
Telphusa helangerella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5563, 1903.
Gelechia oronella

Riley,

The unique well-preserved t3q:)e of Gelechia helangerella was obtained
from Laval University, Quebec, and is now in the U. S. National

Museum under

type No. 5767,

In that collection are also specimens
[

compared
in

b}^

the writer with Walsingham^s type of Gelechia oronella

Professor Fernald's collection.

As the description Avould indicate the two species are identical Cham
bers name must stand.
Larva is leaf roller on alder (Packard).
.

Ilahitat.

— Eastern United States, Canada.
TELPHUSA GLANDIFERELLA

Zeller.

Gelechia {Anac(impsls) glandiferellaZEi.hER,Yevh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesellsch. Wien,

XXIII,

1873, p. 275, pi. iv,

fig. 25.

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 2.38.
Gelechia glandifaella Chambers, Can. Ent., IX, 1877, p. 14.
Gelechia glandifera Chambers, Can. Ent., IX, 1877, p. 24.
Gelechia sella

.

REVISION OF AMERICAN GELECHIID MOTHS— BVSCK.
Chambers, U. S. Geol. Surv. Bull., IV, 1878,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5382, 1891.

Gelechia glandiferella

p.

789

144.— Riley,

Walsingham, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1897,
Telphusa glandiferella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5564, 1903.

Xenolechia glandiferella

p. 72.

In the U. S. National Museum are types of both Zeller's and ChamI have also examined the types of both in the Museum
They all represent the form tig-ured by
of Comparative Zoology,
Zeller, with the large wing spot reaching down to the dorsal edge.
Chambers mentioned a variety in which this spot is represented b}^
This supposed
a triangular spot on the fold, not reaching the margin.
bers\s species.

variety

Museum,

also represented in the National

is

Walsingham GelecMa

I

glmidiferella.

am inclined

distinct species, but until its life history

is

known

labeled

to believe

it

by Lord
it

a quite

may remain under

the present species.

Riley m^iAe. 2Mllidocherella

have shown, ^ this

as I
'-'

zt'A

ably

is

chema

is

Chambers

as ixdlidocTirella., the

one

a sj-nonym of this species, but,
onl}- two
and proba Gnorimos-

Chambers described

a mistake.

is t3^pe

of Ilelice

[p. 804],

the one confounded with the above; the other

is

[p. 828J.

AGNIPPE Chambers.
Plate

XXVIII,

Agnippe Chambers, Can. Ent., IV,

figs.

6-7.

p. 194.

Labial palpi long curved; second joint slightly thickened, with rough
beneath toward apex, terminal joints smooth pointed, nearly as

scales

long as second.

Forewings elongate ovate, pointed; 10 or 11 veins; vein 11 absent;
vein 5 absent or out of 1, 7 and 8 out of

6.

Hindwings

slightly

broader than forewings; trapezoidal apex pointed; termen sinuate; 7
veins, 6 absent; 2, 3, 1, and 1 separate, equidistant; cell open between
5 and 7.
Only two species are at present recognized, which may be separated
thus:

Vein 5
Vein 5

in foi'ewing, present;

in forewing, absent;

head brownish, Mscolorella, p. 789.
head white, fuscoj?idvella, p. 790.

AGNIPPE BISCOLORELLA
Agnippe

biscolorella

1875, p.

List.

5567, 1903.

442, in the U. S. National

Museum,

of the species,

identical with type in Professor Fernald's collection

Museum

of Comparative Zoology,

bers's generic

and
i

New York

and types

is

in the

and agrees perfectly with Cham-

specific description.

Journ.

128.—

Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5296 [part], 1891.— Busck, Dyar's

Amer. Lep., No.

Type No.

1872, p. 195; V, 1873, p. 230; VII,

106; IX, 1877, p. 231; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p.

Riley, Smith's
List.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV,

Chambers.

Ent. Soc, X, 1902, p. 93.
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The synonomy with the following

which Cham])ers himself
under that species.
Food jplant. Chambers surmised that this species fed in some way
on Gleditschla trlcanthos (honey locust), but nothing definitely is
species,

suo-gested, will not stand as explained

—

known

^

of the early stages.

Hah! tat.

— Kentuck}^
AGNIPPE FUSCOPULVELLA

Chambers.

Agnippe fdscopulvella Chambers, Can Ent., IV, 1872, ]i. 195. Busck, Dyar's List
Amer. Lep., No. 5568, 1903.
Agnippe, blscolarellu Chambeks, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, j). 12S.
Agnippe hiscolorella var. fumopulwUd Riley, Sniitli'a List Lep. Bor. Am., No.
5296a, 1891.

Though

at first recognizing this as a distinct species, Chaml)ers

led later l)y the superficial similarity to

foregoing

make

it

a

synonym

was

of the

spe^-ies.

Museum, however, is, besides the type of hisanother specimen received from Chambers at the same time
as this.
It is in Chambers's mounting and furnished with an identical small label and the number 7, as is found on the pin of hhcolorella.
But it is a difierent, though very similar insect, which agrees well
In the U. S. National

colorella,

with Chambers's description oi fuscojndveUa, and which I feel confident is the original type of that species. This view was substantiated
during a study of Chambers's types in the Museum of Comparative
Zoology in Cambridge, where types of both species, correctly named
by Chambers himself, were found,
A superficial examination might bring the conclusion, as it did to
Chambers, ihiit yuscojndmUa h a worn specimen, or a variet}^ of hiscolorella, but when closely examined it is easily seen that the dirty
whitish ground color in ^fuscopulvella, which gives the appearance of
a worn wing, reallv is intact and suits Chambers's description oi fuscopulvella well.

And

a study of the venation will

that of hiscolorella

it differs

show

that though veiy similar to

in lacking vein 5

on the forewings.

All other points in venation, form of wing, and palpi are identical
with those of the type of the genus, the definition of which I have
therefore only widened in that one respect.
Hahitat.

—Kentucky.
NEALTDA
Plate

Dietz.

XXVIII,

Nealyda Dietz, Ent. News, XI, 1900,

p. 850;

fig. 8.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXIII,

1900,

p. 228.

Labial palpi moderate, curved, ascending, smooth, second joint

Can

Ent., IX, p. 231.
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slightly thickened with appressed scales; terminal joint shorter than

Forewings
second, also somewhat thickened with scales, pointed.
ovate, pointed, with very heavy scaling, making them appear propor-

Hindwings under I,
tionately broader; 12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked.
trapezoidal; apex produced; termen so deeply emarginate as to make
wing bilobed;
l and

and

veins, 5

(5

(!

absent, 7 to apex cell open between

7.

The larva? are leaf miners; they are flattened, suggesting LithocoUetis
larvse of the flat type;

abdominal legs on segments 7-10 long, thin,

with globular swelling at the end; no anal feet; they pupate in flat
cocoons outside the mine.
Only three species are at present known, but that more remain to be
discovered is proven by the supposed type of Gelechia grissefasciella

Chambers, in the Museum of Comparative Zoology
which is an undescribed species of Nealyda.

The described
1.

2.
3.

Dark
Dark

species

may be

fascia sharply defined

in

Cambridge,

separated as follows:

on both sides
toward the base

fascia not sharply defined

pimnin', p. 791
of

wing

3

Labial palpi dark; both joints tipped with white
Labial palpi light, not tipped with white

NEALYDA PISONI/E

hifiddla,

j).

791

Hnzelella, p. 792

Busck.

Nealyda pisonicr. Busck, Proc. U. 8. Nat. ^NIus., XXIH, 1900, ]>. 229, pi. i, fig. 5.—
Dyar, Proc. Wash. Ent. Soc, IV, 1901, p. 470.— Busck, Dyar's List Anier.
Lap., No. 5569, 1902.

Types

of male

and femah^ are found

in the

U.

S.

National

Museum

(No! 4935).

Larva makes large trumpet-formed upper mine

in leaves of Fixov'ia

aculeata.

ffaUtat.—F&lm Beach, Florida.

NEALYDA BIFIDELLA

Dietz.

Nealyda bifiddla Dietz, Ent. News, XI, 1900, p. 351, pi. i, fig. 2.— Busck, Proc.
U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, p. 228.— Dvar, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV,
406, 1902.— Busck, Dyar's List Anier. Lep., No. 5570, 1903.

Museum

is a cotype received from Dr. Dietz;
specimens bred by Dr. Dyar and the
writer from material collected by Dr. Dyar at Salida, Colorado, in

In the U. S. National

also a large series of perfect

.Iuly,'l901.

The larva works as leaf miner in the identical manner as the two
other species, and has the same strange form and development of the
abdominal legs; anal legs absent.
AUionla nyctaglnea.
J^ood plant.
Habitat.

—
— Colorado.
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NEALYDA KINZELELLA
Nealyda
List

Busck, Proc. U.

kinzelella

Amer. Lep., No.

S.

5571, 1903;

Nat. Mus.,

Busck.

XXIII,

Dyar, Proc. Ent.

1900, p. 230; Dyar's
Soc. AVashington, IV,

p. 471, 1901.

Types are in U. S. National Museum (No.
Larva is leaf miner on Pisonkt ohtnsata.

/Mitat.—Fahn Beach,

41*30).

Florida.

CHRYSOPORA
Plate

XXIX,

Chrysopora Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Clemens
fig. 9.

Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 362.

Nomin Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 167.
iVanjio(//a Heinemann, Schmetterlinge Deutschland and dcrSchweiz,

1870, p. 284.

Labial palpi moderate, curved smooth, thin pointed, terminal joint
shorter than second joint.
Fore wings narrow, ovate, pointed; 12
veins, T

Hindwing under

and 8 stalked, 6 separate.

apex greatly

I;

produced; hind margin deeply and circularly excavated beneath it and
anal angle rounded; 7 veins, 6 absent, cell not closed, 5 nearly obsolete approximate to 4, 3 and 4 separate.
This genus, of which Ungnlacella Clemens is the t3"pe, seems a
development from AriMoteUa, and forms an interesting step toward
the extreme form of hindwings as found in the foregoing genus Nealyda Dietz.
The larva^, as far as known, are leaf miners on Atrlplex and Cheno-

podium
Only the following two

species

are at present recognized

from

America:
With uninterrupted

silvery fascia before

middle

of forewing

hcrmdnella, p. 793

Silvery fascia interru{)ted at the fold

lingulacelkt, p.

CHRYSOPORA LINGULACELLA
Nomia

Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat.

lingulacella

Ed. Nor.

Am.
E<1.

Clemens.

Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 167;

Stainton

Tin., 1872, p. 124.

Chrysopora linyulacdln Clemens,
Stainton

792

Nor.

Am.

Proc. Acad. Nat.

Tin., 1872, p.

Sci.

Phila., 1860,

158.—Busck, Dyar's

List

p. 362;

Amer. Lep.,

No. 5572, 1903.

Chamhers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, jip. 67 and 169; Ent. Mo.
Mag., XI, 1875, p. 279; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 117 and 144;
Can. Ent., X, 1878, p. 52.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5393, 1891.
Chrysopora IbiguulareUa Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 134.
Gelechia hennanella

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1878, p. 173.
Frey and Boll, Stett. Ent. Zeit., XXXIX,
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5314, 1891.

Gelechia hermonella

Gelechia armeniella

Clemens's type of this species

is

lost,

but there

is

no

1878, p.

249.—

difficulty in

identifying this striking insect from his careful description.

—
JiE VISION
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same species which Chambers, judging from Stainton's

ure of that species, persistentl}^

])ut
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fig-

wrongfully identified as liermanella

from this
European species, both in the larva and in the imago.
The similar life mode and the common food plant of these two spe-

Fahricius, although he himself noticed several difi'erences

cies,

together with the great resemblance in coloration,

made

this mis-

take very natural.

Frey,

who was

acquainted with the European hennanella in nature,

distinguished between the two and descrilied the American species as
it had already been described
which Chambers afterwards realized and broug-ht
index, still, however, clinging to his belief that it was noth-

Gclechta armenleUa., not recognizing that

by Clemens, a
out in his

fact

ing but a variety of hermanella.

Chambers, writing on

this species, said that he first

found the true

hermanella at Lake Michigan, and afterwards what he called the variety
in Kentucky.
This may be possible, but all evidence indicates that

he was mistaken in his first determination, and that it was Chrysojyora
Ungulacella bred from Chenopodimn alhwin. His notes on differences
in larva and imago from Stainton's figure of hermanella indicate this.
In all events, I have examined all existing specimens, determined by
Chambers in the United States National Museum, in the Museum of
Comparative Zoology in Cambridge, and in Professor Fernald's collection.
The}^ are all alike and represent Clemens's species.
Food plant. Chen opodium and Atriple.i'.
Michigan, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, Pennsylvania,
IlaVdat.
District of Columbia.

—

—

CHRYSOPORA HERMANELLA
xinea hermanella Fabkicius, Species Insectornm,
C7ir7/sopora/(e)-»ja»,e^/aSTAUDiNGER

BuscK, Dyar's

Li.st

and Rebel,

Amer. Lep., No.

Fabricius.

II, 17S1,

]>.

509.

Cat. Le]^. Eur., II, No. 2890, 1901.

5573, 1908.

have seen only a single specimen of this species from America;
the one sent me for determination from Laval University, Quel)ec,
Canada. The U. S. National Museum contains a fine series of European specimens.
1

LEUCE
Plate

Chanabers.

XXIX,

fig. 10.

Nsera Chambers, Can. Ent., VII, 1875, p. 9.
Leuce Chambers, Can. Ent., VII, 1875, p. 51.

Labial palpi rather short, second joint thickened with large tuft
beneath; terminal joint shorter than second, thickened with appressed

Forewings elongate, ovate, pointed; 12 veins, 7 and 8
connate from corner of cell, 2 distant, long; with tufts
of raised scales.
Hindwing less than I trapezoidal, apex produced.

scales, blunt.

stalked, 3

and

-i
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termen sinuate, anal angle rounded; 8 veins, 6 and

voi

7 parallel, 3

.

xxv.

and

-t

closely approximate, 5 nearest 4.

The genus was placed 1)}^ Rile^^ in the Lavernida^ in Smith's List
Lep. Bor. Am., proba])ly on account of Chambers's mistake in redescribing the type as Larerna fuscoci'htatella.
This, however, Chambers himself corrected, and his description as well as his types prove
that it belongs to the Gelechiidee.
Only the one species is at present
recognized.

LEUCE FUSCOCRISTATELLA
Nsera fuscocristatella Chambers, Can.

Chambers.

Ent., \'1I, 1875,

]>.

9; Bull.

V.

S.

Geol.

Surv., IV, 1873, p. 157.

Lavema fuscocristatella Chambers, Can.

Ent., VII, 1875, p. 34.
Leuce fuscocristatella Chambers, Can. Ent., A''II, 1875, p. 51. Riley, Smith's
List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5740, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No.
5574, 1903.

Anarsia {?) belfragesella Chambers, Jonrn. Cinn. Soo. Nat. Hist.,
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5542, 1891.

Type No. 495
is

in the

U.

S.

National

Museum of

II, 1879,

]>.

183.—

N^vra fuseocristatelht

identical with the type of this species in Professor Fernald's col-

lection

and types

They agree

in the

Museum

of C^omi)arative Zoology.

and are all authenticated l)y
Chambers's handwriting on the labels.
Anarsia f helfragesella is another name for this species, as Chambers's descriptioiLs and his authentic ty})e in the nuiseum in Cambridge
well with the description,

prove.
All of these types are from Texas,

I

have met with no other

.specimen.

ARISTOTELIA
Plate
^ristoteZirt

XXIX,

HtJBNER Verz. bek. Schm.,

£'Mcafo/><t<s

Walsingham,

HulDner.

fig.

1818,

j).

11.

424.

Proc. Zool. See. Lend., 1897, p. 69.

Labial palpi long, slender, curved; second joint thickened with
appressed scales, somewhat roughened beneath; terminal joint long,
smooth, pointed.
Forewings narrow, elongate, pointed; 12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked.
Hindwings as broad or nearly as broad as forewings, elongate trape-

apex produced, pointed, termen emarginate; 8 veins, all sepaand 5 remote from each other, 6 and 7 parallel.
Lord Walsingham has separated,^ under the generic name Encatopt%(.s, such species of this genus in which the males have a costal hair
pencil from base of hindwing.
I can not, however, believe that this
is a good generic character and that Eucatoptux should be retained as

zoidal,

rate, 3, 4,

Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1897, p.

NO. 1304.
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good natural genus. That character^ is found
and ver\' closely allied species are found differing
a
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in several genera,

in the presence or

absence of this hair pencil, while others, evidently farther apart,
would go together on account of the possession of it.
Miss Murtfeldt's species J^ucatojjfus striatella^^ however, can not be
inchided in that genus, and consequently not in the present, as it has
veins 3 and 4 in hindwings connate and also differs in palpal characters.
it

will

It

belongs to Meyrick's recent genus PhthoriiirMd^ under which

be treated.

Of the species included in Aristotelia hy Dr. Dietz,-' pui'ifolicUa
Chambers will be found treated under Paralechia Busck, attrihutella
under Eplthecth Meyrick, and dor-slvltteUa under Recwniaria Haworth.
The species at present recognized belonging to this genus may be
separated thus:

1.

2.

8.

4.

5.

Forewings, unicolorous, or nearly so
Forewings, not unicolorous

1

Ground
Ground

2

color dark, black, or fuscous

Forewings with five black discal dots
Forewings Avithout such five dots
With light yellow costal streak at beginning of cilia
Without such streak
Tip of terminal joint of labial palpi black
Tip of labial palpi not black
Antennse with fifth and tenth apical joint white above
Antennas without wdiite joints
Face creamy yellow
Face dark
With metallic markings
Without metallic markings
Basal two-thirds of forewing light yellow
Basal two-thirds- of forewing not yellow
With row of black discal dots. .
Without such row of dots
Forewings with dark fascia at apical third
Without such fascia
Head and thorax light yellow
Head and thorax dark
Forewings more or less roseate
Forewings not roseate
With pure white costal markings
Without pure white costal markings
Males with costal hair pencil at base of hindwing
Males without such hair pencil
Extreme apex of third joint of labial palpi black
Apex not black
'.

().

7.

8.

7

color light, white, or yellowi.sh

5
p.

804

,l,srnii,>lt'll<i,

p.

802

I:i'iirfnit,'/lii,

p.

803

f/i/n.linirlh,, p.

803

rpi'ni(jvi'/iinict,'//<(,

31

4

\i.

801

jtlii/naHiihi, p.

802

tnhihiiclUi, p.

802

(iln^foiKlitflln,

<>

8

10
ror/.v/vVA/, p.

9

."

9.

.

10.

11.

12.

1

3.

14.

15.

800

,-lc(/„ntrl/n,

]>.

799

(irj/i'iillfini,

p.

800
11

12
I,lf,i.-<r!,'ll«,

p.

799

molrstrUd, p. 797

13
/('<(',

p.

799

roaamtlfuaella,

}>.

796
14

rnhiddht, p. 798

5

pudlhundclla, p. 796
fungivorella, p. 798

^This hair pencil is of an entirely other and less important nature than the one
found in the genus Phthorimiea Meyrick (p. 821), where the wing itself is modified
for its reception.

^Can. Ent.,

XXXII,
New

^Smith's List of

1900, p. 163.

Jersey Insects, 1900.
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ARISTOTELIA ROSEOSUFFUSELLA

tol. xxv.

Clemens.

Gelechia roseusuff'usella Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., XII, 1860, pp. 162,
434;

Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1863, p. 121;

1864, p. 508; Stainton Ed. Tin. N.

Am.,

Proc. Ent. See. Phila., Ill,

1872, pp. 40, 113, 225,

BERS, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, pp. 69, 148, 169, 193;

262.— Ch.vm-

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,

Can. Ent., IX, 1877, p. 14; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, pp. 110, 146; Journ. Cinn. Soc. Nat. Hist., II, 1880, p. 183.—
MuRTFELDT, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 222; Bull. U. S. Dept. Agr. Div. Ent.,
1891, pp. 23, 53.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5470, 1891.
Gelechia rosasuffiisella CiiAMBEJii^, Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, p. 290.
Gelechia {Erciath) roseo.viffnst'Jla Zeller, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien,
XXIII, 1872, p. 272, pi. iv, %. 24.— W.vlsingh.vm, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc,
III, 1877, pp. 125, 141;

X,

1882, p. 180.

Walker, Cat. Lep. Ins. Brit. Mus., XXIX, 1864, p. 595.
Walsingham, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1897, p. 66. Dietz,
Smith's List N. Jers. Insects, 1900, p. 474.— Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
XXIII, 1900, p. 226; Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5575, 1903.

Gelechia bellela

Aristotelia roseosuffiisella

There is great need of careful observations on and breeding of this
and the several closely allied species. To Miss ]\Iary Murtfeldt is due
what has been done already in this direction in this group, and without her records

What

we should be still more at sea than now is the case.
common with Miss Murtfeldt and Lord

I provisionall}', in

Walsingham, take to be this species is the same as Zeller held to be
shown by Zeller's authentic specimens in Cambridge
and in the U. S. National Museum. It is also what Chambers and
Riley thought to be the species, as is shown by the specimens determined by them. This species breeds in Trifolium pratense and is common all over the continent and is also found in the West Indies.
But Clemens says expressly that roseosuffuseUa feeds in the fruit

roseosuffusella^ as is

panicles of sumach.^
I have endeavIt is unlikely that the species has both food plants.
ored during the last years to breed all jNlicro-lepidoptera found on
sumach with this particular question in view, but have not met with
any w^iich l)elong in this group.
Clemens made his statement about the food plant four and a half

years after his description of the insect, and has possibly made a mistake .somehow; but if ever a Gelechild answering his description is

bred from sumach, it nmst of course retain Clemens's name and a new
name must be provided for the TrifoUwn feeder.
In the U. S. National Mu.seum are two specimen named by Zeller,
one labeled by Chambers, and three by Lord Walsingham, besides
numerous specimen from many different localities.

ARISTOTELIA PUDIBUNDELLA
Gelechia {Ergatis)

XXIII,

piidihunrleUa

1873, p.

Zeller.

Zeller, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien,

273.— Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, X,

1882, p. ISl.

iProc. Ent. Soc. Phila., Ill, p. 508.

a

—
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Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 146.

Riley,

(Jcle.chia

jJudibundeUa CB.AyiBEBS,'Bnl\. U.

S.

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5454, 1891.

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 89, 144.—
Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, X., 1882, p. 180. Muktfeldt, Bull.
U. S. Dept. Agri. Div. Ent., 23, 1871, p. 53.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

Gelechia iniermediella

Am., No. 5392, 1891.
pud^bunddIa^y ALf^i'SGHAM, Proc. Zool.

Arislotelia

Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus.,

XXIII,

Soc. Lond., 1897,

1900, p. 226; Dyar's

List

]:>.

66.

Busck,

Amer. Lep., No.

5576, 1903.

Ansiotelia intermediella Dietz, Smith's List Ins., N. Jersey, 1900, p. 475.

have examined Zeller's types in Cambridge and in
Museum, which are alike; also a large series of
moths bred from apple by Miss Murtfeldt (as Intermediella'i) and at
the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Whether Miss Murtfeldt was right in her determination of her species bred from apple as intermediella Chambers, and consequently
Lord Walsingham's conclusion that intermediella is synonymous with
Zeller's species, is not apparent to me.
A specimen in the National
Museum determined by Lord Walsingham as intermediella does not

Of

this species I

the U. S. National

I believe there arc several more species than
very similar, and that differences in the larvte will
show this, when suiEcient breeding has been done. I have several
closely similar specimens, bred and collected, which T feel confident
are new species, but I shall not attempt further description until full
life histories have been worked out, as it would only make this group
still more intricate.
At present at least it will be necessary and convenient to relegate Chambers's poorly defined sj^ecies as a synonym,
according to Lord Walsingham.
PudiJmndella is as widel}^ distributed and nearly as common as roseoIt is a somewhat smaller and darker species.
Both spesuffusella.

strengthen the theory.

now

recognized,

all

come freely to light.
Food ])lant. Apple.

cies

—

ARISTOTELIA MOLESTELLA
Gdechia {Ergatis) moleMcUa Zeller, A'erh.

Zeller.

k. k. zool. -hot. Gesell.

Wien, XXIII,

1873, p. 274.

Am., No. 5412, 1891.
Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5577, 1903.

Gelechia niolestella Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.
Aristotelia molesiella

The unique type

of this species is in Lord Walsingham's collection
have not examined it; but the species can without question be
referred to the present genus from Zeller's description, and Mr. J. H.
Durrant has kindly substantiated this for me in a letter after exam-

and

1

ining the type.
1

have identified without hesitation a single female specimen in

from

Zeller's

fine

Columbia (Busck), as this species,
careful description, which tallies m every detail with my

condition, collected in the District of

specimen.

The type came from Texas

(Belfrage).
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ARISTOTELIA RUBIDELLA

vol xxv.

Clemens.

Gelechia n/WrfeZ/r/ Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., XII, 1860, pp. 163, 434;
Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil., II, 1863, p. 121; Stain ton Ed. Tin. N. Am., 1872, pp.

225.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 147.— Riley,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5471, 1891.
Gelechia rubensella Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 193; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, pp. 89, 147.— MuRTFELDT, Can. Ent, VI, 1874, p. 222; Bull. U. S.
40, 115,

Dept. Agr. Div. Ent., 23, 1891, p. 54.
Chaubers, Can. Ent., IX, 1877, p. 23.
Gelechia (Ergatis) rubidella Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc.,X, 1882,

Gelechia 2nidihu7ideUa

Eacatoptus ruhidella Walsingham, Proc. Soc. Zool. Lond., 1897, p. 70.
Aristotdia rubidella Dietz, Smith's List. Ins. N. Jersey, 1900, p. 475.

Dyar's

List.

Amer. Lep., No.

In the U. S. National

180.

Busck,

5578, 1903.

Museum

Lord Walsingham, one of which
Habitat.

j).

are two specimens determined by

No. 1188.
(Walsingham.)

l)cars his bhie label.

— Eastern United States,

West

Indies.

ARISTOTELIA FUNGIVORELLA

Clemens.

Gelechia fun giror ell a Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., Ill, 1864, p. 507; Stainton

Ed. N. Am. Tin., 1872, p. 261.— Walsh, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., VI, 1866, p.
273.— Packard, Guide, 1870, p. 350.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV,
1878, pp. 122, 143.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5367, 1891.
? Gelechia mllcifungiella

Am.

Clemet^s, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., Ill, 1864, p. 508; Stain-

262.— Walsh, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., VI, 1866,
273.— Packard, Guide, 1870, p. 350.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
147.—
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5475, 1891.
IV, 1878, pp. 122,
AriMoieliafungivorella BvscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5579, 1903.
ton, Ed. N.

Tin., 1872, p.

p.

Clemens"' tj^pes in the Philadelphia

Academy of Natural

Sciences are

In the U. S. National Museum is a specimen labeled yungivoy^ella
by Riley and another, identical, named l)y Lord Walsingham.
From the mounting, the pin and the label of the Riley specimen I

lost.

have a strong

.suspicion that it is really one of Clemens' type specimens, or at least one of the specimens originally bred by Walsh.
They agree well with description. I have accidentally bred a series

of

what

I

believe

is

this

species

from willow, presumably from
in my cage.
I have also

unnoticed cecidomid galls on the leaves

beaten this same species from willow repeatedly in the Adcinity of

W^ashington.
It seems likely that salictfunglella bred at the same time also from
willow galls, and which, according to Clemens, has the same character
of markings, is only a variety of fungivorella., as Clemens himself

suggested.

Careful and extensive breeding will here again enable definite conclusions to be drawn.
Ilahitat.

— Illinois (Walsh);

District of

Columbia (Busck).

—
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ARISTOTELIA IV^
AristoieUa Inr Bussck,

I'vol-.

U.

S.

Dyar, Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash.,

799

Busck.

Nat. Mus.,

XXII,

p. 470, 1901.

lUOO, p. 225, ^A.

i,

tig.

1.—

Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep.,

No. 5580, 1903.

This species is veiy near to what I take to hefimgivorella Clemens,
hut the knowledg-e of the lar\'a and its life mode at once show the
distinctiveness of the species.

Habitat.

—Palm Beach, Florida (Dyar).
— Iva frutescens.

J^ood plant.

Type.—^o. 4932, U.S.N.M.

ARISTOTELIA BIFASCIELLA, new
Ar'tstotelia bifasciella

species.

Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5581, 1903.

Antenna' dark fuscous, with narrow

silv^ery annulations.

Labial

palpi whitish; second joint mottled with dark brown; terminal joint

with tw^o dark brown annulations. Face, head, and thorax light ocherForewings dirty yellowish white, with two conspicuous dark
brown fascite; the first ()l)li(iue from basal third of costa to middle of

ous.

is broader and nearly perpendicular on costal
edge at apical third; both are shaded with lighter j^ellowish brown
toward the dorsal edge. Just before apex is a dark brown costal
spot, continued in a very light yellowish area across the wing. Extreme
base of costa blackish brown. Hind wings light fuscous, cilia yellowish,
Abdomen ochreous; legs whitish, with dark brown shadings on the
outside; tarsi blackish brown, with tip of each joint white.
Alar expanse. 14 to 16 nun.
Argus Mountains, Arizona.
Habitat.

dorsal edge; the other

—

—

%>^.— No.

A

6349,

U.S.N.M.
American
and coloration of

large easily recognized species, unlike any described

but reminding one somewhat
Epithectk IncosiomaenMhi Cham])ers,

Aristotelia.,

in size

ARISTOTELIA ELEGANTELLA

Chambers.

GelecMa e/eganteUa Chamreks, Can. Ent., Ill, 1872, ]i. 239; IX, 1877, p. 23; Bull.
U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 143.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,
No. 5358, 1891.
Gelechia superbella Chambers, Can. Ent., VII, 1875, p. 32.
Aristotelia elegantella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5582, 1903.

have examined the tj^pes of this charming species in Cambridge;
was described from Texas, and later recorded from Missouri by
Chand)ers.
In the U. S. National Museum are specimens from Arizona and New Mexico, the latter collected by Mr. T. D. A. Cockerell.
One specimen is labeled Pa., but probably by mistake, as it is likely
confined to southern localities.
I have never seen it in the vicinit}' of
Washington.
I

it
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ARISTOTELIA ARGENTIFERA,

VOL. XXV.

newr species.

AristoteUa (irgentlfcra Busck, Dyar's List Anier. Lep., No. 5583, 1903.

Antenna^

.slightl}'

annulation.s.

serrate toward the tip, black, with silvery-white

Labial palpi, second joint light brown, with two incom-

plete white annulations; terminal joint blackish brown, with extreme

and three narrow annulations white. Face whitish, ting-ed with
brown; head and thorax light brown, intermixed with slate-colored
scales. Forewings clear, deep brown, ov^erlaid on costal half with dark,
From near base of costa is" an outwardl}^ directed
blackish brown.
oblique white fascia, reaching nearly to dorsal margin, and edged and
continued by strongly metallic silvery and bluish iridescent scales.
At middle of wing is a costal white dash, continued downward and
slightly inward nearly to the dorsal edge by a fascia of metallic scales.
tip

At beginning

of costal cilia

is

a similar larger white dash, continued

downward by

Between
a line of metallic scales.
and the second fascia is an additional smaller white costal
spot, edged by metallic scales, and at the extreme apex is an ill-defined
small group of white scales.
From the very base of the wing outward and downward is a thin line of iridescent and silvery white
scales, and single iridescent scales are found irregularly and sparsely
in the other part of the wing.
Cilia whitish, mixed with brown.
Hindwings light silvery fuscous; cilia, with a golden-brown tint.
Abdomen brown with each joint tipped with silvery white. Legs
blackish brown with silvery white bars and annulations; spurs silver}^
obliquely inward and

the

lirst

white.

Alar expanse.— 10.5 to 11.5 mm,
Ilahitat.
San Francisco County. California.
Type.—^o. 6350, U.S.N.M.
Described from 10 well-preserved specimens collected in October,
probably by Mr. Koebele, judging from the elegant mounting.
I found a single specimen of this species in the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambi'idge, labeled l)y Lord Walsingham
GclecMa argentlferaC^ which appropriate name I am pleased to

—

'"''

adopt.

ARISTOTELIA COCKERELLA, new
Arintoteiia cockereUa

Busck, Dyars List Amer. Lep., No.

species.
558-1, 1903.

Antennae dark brown with yellow annulations. Labial palpi yellow,
second joint sparsely sprinkled with black. Face, head, and thorax
light greenish yellow.
Basal two-thirds of forewings light j^ellow,
concolorous with thorax; apical third dark purplish brown with a
The limit between
slight touch of 3^ellow on costal edge before apex.
these two colors is oblique and sharply drawn, forming a straight line

from the beginning of

costal cilia obliquely

inward

to apical two-fifths

—
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of dorsal edge, the yellow reaching farther outward at costa and the

brown reaching farther inward

On

at dorsal edge.

the dividing line between the two colors

an oblique row of

is

three circular metallic golden spots edged with deep black.

Cilia

Hindwings shining bluish black; cilia brown.
Abdomen deep brown above; on the underside is each joint edged
bv a silvery white transverse line; anal tuft yellow. Legs greenish

dark brown.

yellow; tarsi black with white annulations.

— 11.5 to 12.5 mm.
— Mesilla Park, New Mexico.

AJar exp<ms€.
Ilahitat.

(Cockerell.)

Type.—^o. 6351, U.S.N. M.

Named in honor of the collector, who has sent me this exciuisite
among several oth(M' Tineina. It is somewhat on the order of

species

Ariatotelia eleganteUa Chaml)ers and fully as handsome.

ARISTOTELIA ABSCONDITELLA

Walker.

XXIX,

Gelechia absconditella W.\lker, Cat. Lep. Het. Br. Mas.,

1S84, p.

5!)5.

Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5298, 189L
Gelechia

X,

{AnacampsW]

absconditella

Walsingham,

Tran.s.

Am.

Ent. Soc. Phila.,

1882, p. 181.

Anacampsw

absconditella Dietz, Smith's List Iny. N. Jersey, 1900, p. 475.

Chambers, Can.

Gelechia palpiannulella

P^nt.,

IV, 1872,

p. 68; Bull.

U.

S.

Ceol.

Surv., IV, 1878, p. 145.
Aristotelia absconditella

Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5585, 1903.

Chambers's types of this species in Cambridge are identical with a
series in U. S. National Museum, determined by Lord
Walsingham.
The larv» live in the stems of Polygonum ocre^
causing a slight swelling at the joints, and are found very commonly
in the vicinity of Washington.
Frequently every joint of a plant contains a larva.
The species overwinters in the stems as larva?, and the
moths issue during May and June. It is of interest to note that the
peculiar shining color of this species is identical with that of another
polygonum feeding Tineid, Gelechia discooceliella Chambers.
The superficial resemblance to the tsenlonella group of Europe has
induced Lord Walsingham, and subsequently Dr. Dietz, to place this
species in Aproxrema Durrant {Anacampsis auct.), but the venation
shows that it belongs to the present genus.
This species has been bred in the insectary of L^, S. Department of
Agriculture under the nmiiber 3378.
Under No. 4575 has been reared another large series of Aristotelia
from the roots of Ampelopsis quimpiefolia, received from Mr. G.
Barlow, Cadet, Missouri, and issued in March and April, 1890.
These moths average a trifle larger than those bred from Polygonwa^
but I can not otherwise distinguish them, and am forced, at present at
large bred

least, to

place them und(»r this species in spite of the improbabilit}^

that one species should have ])oth food plants.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

51

Possibly some mistake
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vol. xxv.

Even the minute characteristics
by Lord Walsingham in ahsconditelfa, are found identically in the specimens bred from Amjjelopsis.
I have seen specimens of this species from New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, District of Columbia. Virginia, West Virginia, and

may have

taken place in the record.

of the antennte and palpi, pointed out

Missouri.

ARISTOTELIA MINIMELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 243; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, p. 145.—Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor..Am., No. 5411,1891.
Aristotelia minimella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5586, 1903.
Gelechia minimcUa

Type

no. 455 in the U. S. National

Museum,

labeled bj^

Chambers

and received from him as type of Geleehia minimella, is, together
with two similar types in Cambridge, the only authentic material
left by Chambers of this species.
All three are in bad condition, but 1 have saved for posterity the
loose wings of one side of the type in the National Museum on a slide,
which, under the microscope, shows that the specimen is a true Aristotelia.

I believe that the

Cambridge specimens are identical, but their conHowever, under the circumstances

dition does not permit certainty-

I feel justitied to hold the National

Museum specimen

as the type,

down the species as a known quantity
name belonging to a valueless description.

thus enabling us to put
of as an uncertain,

instead

1 have received specimens of this Arhtotdta reared from oak by
Miss Mary Murtfeldt at Kirkwood, Missouri.
The types are from Texas. In the National INIuseum are specimens
from New Jersey (Kearfott) and District of Columbia (Busck).

ARISTOTELIA PHYSALIELLA
Gelechia physaliella

Sc,

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV,

II, 1875, p. 238; Bull.

U.

S.

Chambers.

1872, p. 173; Cinn. Quart. Jour.

Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 128; IV, 1878,

145.—Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5446, 1891.
Aristotelia physaliella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5587, 1903.
pp. 117,

Type No. 457

in the

U.

S.

National

Museum,

received from

Cham-

bers and labeled in his handwriting, undoul)tedlv represent this species.

I have

Hahitat.

met with no other specimens

— Kentuck}", Arizona.
— Physalis vlscosa.

Food 2>lant.

in other collections.
(Chambers.)
(Chambers.)

ARISTOTELIA DISCONOTELLA
Gelechia disconoteUa

Chambers,

Chambers.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 86,

143.—

Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5354, 1891.
Aristotelia disconoteUa Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5588, 1903.

The type

of this species with Chambers' handwriting on the label

.
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good con-

with his description.
In the National Museum is a perfect specimen, l)i-ed by Mr. F.
Pratt from stem of raspberry, June 2, 1898.
Kentucky (Chambers). District of Columbia (Pratt).
Ilahltat.
dition

and

agi'ces well

C

—

ARISTOTELIA GILVOLINIELLA

Clemens.

Gelechia gllrolinie/la Clemens, I'roc Eiit. Sor.

I'liila., JI, 1863, ]). 119; Stainton
Ed. N. Am. Tin., 1872, pv. 'JL'.'}, 1'24.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. 8urv.,
IV, 1878, p. 143.— Rii.EY, Sniitli's Hist. Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5380, 1891.
Aristoti'lid gilrolinidhi BrscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. .5589, 1903.

The type

of this species

is lost,

but from Dr. William Dietz

I

have

received a specimen, which he has determined as (jUvoliniella. and

which

I

have no doubt really represents this species.

It

agrees well

with description and is a typical Aristotelia
The specimen in National Museum, as well as others in Dr. Dietz \s
collection,

also

were collected

in

Penns}dvania, where presumabh' Clemens

found his type.

ARISTOTELIA KEARFOTTELLA, new
Arwtoielid kearfottr/la Busck, Dyar's List

Amer. Lep., No.

species.
5590, 1903.

Antenntv fuscous, silvery white at base. Labial palpi silvery white;
second joint with a black bar on the outside; terminal joint longer
than second joint, with tip black. Face, head, and thorax silvery
Forewings at base silvery white, gradually becoming overlaid
white.
with fuscous outward; outer half of wing dark fuscous with a silver}^
yellowish luster.
At the end of the cell is a small round black dot.
At beginning of costal cilia is a short oblique triangular light yellow
spot.
At base of cilia, round the entire apical edge, is a heavy deep
black line, interrupted by four costal and three dorsal short indistinct
yellowish-white dashes, which are faintly continued out in the dark
fuscous cilia.
Dorsal edge opposite the costal triangular spot yellowish.
The underside of the forewings is uniformly dark, shining
fuscous, with the costal spot and the apical streaks of ^^ellow faintl}'^
indicated.

Hindwings dark fuscous, nearly black, with silvery retiexions; cilia
dark steel-gray; abdomen dark gray; legs silver}^ white; tuft on hind
tibiffi yellowish; tarsi shaded with fuscous.
Alar expanse.
Hahitat.-

of

— 12 mm.

— Pennsylvania,

New

Jersey.

U.S.N.M.

Type.—^o.

6352^,

Cotypes are

in the collection of

whom

obtained

I

name

its

this species

specimens.

Mr. William D. Kearfott, in honor
and from whom the National Museum has
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ARISTOTELIA QUINQUEPUNCTELLA, new
Arlstotelw qnJiKpiepunctelhi BrscK, Dyar'H

Antennae

lig-ht

yellowish

Lif^t Aiiier. Lt'p.,

species.

No. 5591, 1903.

brown, annulated wdth

Labial

w^hite.

palpi, second joint fuscous with white apex; terminal joint yellow with

Face yellowish white. Head and
fuscous shading- toward the tip.
thorax yellow.
Forewings pale whitish yellow, sparsely sprinkled
with fuscous on disk, more strongly overlaid with fuscous along the
edges and gradually more so toward the tip, which is quite dark. On
the disk are four nearl}^ equidistant black prominent dots forming a
rhomb; one within the costal edge at ])asal third, one opposite a little
farther outward, wnthin dorsal margin on the fold, a third also on the
fold near base, and the fourth on the middle of the wing.
A fifth
similar black spot is found just outside the end of the cell at the same
distance from point four as that between the other dots. Cilia yellow
with an indistinct dark line at base parallel with the edge of the
wing, Hindwings light silvery fuscous, ('ilia dark yellowish fuscous.
Abdomen dark fuscous. Legs yellowish, shaded with fuscous; anterior
coxffi in

front dark fuscous.

— 11.6 mm.
—Pennsjdvania (June).

Ala7' expanse.

Habitat.

Type.—^o. 6353, U.S.N.M.
The moth has a certain general
trimaculella (Chambers.

i-esemblancc

I ha\'e tried

the description of the unrecognized Geleeh'm

which seems

with

TrlcJt<>ta2)fie

to reconcile this species with
j^^it^^^tiferella

Clemens,

to be a similar s})ecics, but without success.

HELICE Chambers.
Plate
Ilellce

Chambers, Can. Ent., V,

XXIX,

tig. 12.

1873, p. 187.

Labial palpi very long, smooth, curved; second joint somewhat
thickened toward apex with appressed scales; terminal joint longer

than second, slender, pointed.
Forewings narrow, elongate ovate, pointed; 11 veins, 5 absent, 7
and 8 out of 0, 3 and 4 stalked. Hindwings narrower than forewings,
apex produced pointed, termen emarginate, anal angle rounded; 6

and 6 absent, 3 and 4 stalked, transverse vein
wing with tufts of raised scales.
Only the one species is known.
veins, 5

HELICE PALLIDOCHRELLA

obsolete.

Fore-

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., V, 1873, pp. 188, 230; VII, 1875, p. 105;
IX, 1877, p. 231; Bull. IT. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 150.— Busck, Journ.
N. Y. Ent. Soc, X, 1902, p. 89; Dyar'w List Amer. Lep., No. 5592, 1903.

Helice 2)allidochreUa
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GnAMBERS, Can. Ent., IX, 1877, p. 15.
Ch\mhkr>^, Can. Ent., IX, 1877, p. 232.
(klechht yh'dlmjhudla Chambers, Bull. IL S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 144.— Riley,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., 1891, p. 113.
Not Ilelice palUdoclirella Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882,
p. 188.— MuRTFELDT, Can. Ent., XV, 1883, p. 95.
Ilelicr p<ili,1nrhr,ila

Helirr

I

/I,

,

I/a

.litsr/,;.;

have given a full review of this species, types of which are in the
Comparative Zoolog}' and in U. S. National Museum.

jNluseuni of

llah J fat. —Kentucky.

EVIPPE

Chanibers.

XXIX,

(Plate

tig.

13.)

Evippe Ckambers, Can. Ent., V, 1873, p. 185.
Phcetusa Chambers, Can. Ent., VII, 1875, p. 106.
La))ial palpi

long recurved, nearly smooth, second joint somewhat

thickened beneath, terminal joint slender, pointed, nearly as long as

second
out of

joint.
(),

Forewings elongate ovate, pointed, 12 veins, 7 and 8

4 and 5 connate, or short stalked, rest separate.

Hindwings nearly as broad

as forewings, trapezoidal,

apex produced,

pointed, termen sinuate; 7 veins, G absent, 7 to costa just before apex,
3
5

and 4 connate,
and 7.

5

approximate to

4, 2 distant.

Cell not closed ])etween

Chamljers's types of the types of both genera are in the U. S. National
that they are congeneric.
Chambers compared

Museum and prove

gonerically and specificallv his Phoetusa pluteJla with Emi^pe j>funi-

folidla saying:

The only reason

for separation

are those of Evippe,

in

and

it

is

{phUella)

found in the neuration. The other characters
is very nesir to pmidfoil ella in ornamentation.'

But ho contradicts himself
venation by wi'iting that

in

The

in forewing of Evippe is simple,

last

branch

of

median vein

trying to show the supposed ditfei'onces

while in the original description of that genus he says:
Median V)ecomes furcate l)ehind the

And

cell.

he repeats while describing his genus Eldothoa.'^
The latter statement is correct, and thus it is also in Pha'tuf^a^ as
this

by Chambers.
The only other differences in venation pointed out bv Chambers are
in the hindwings, where he thought that vein 6 and discal nervure is

stated

present in Phcetusa. while absent in Evqype.
perfect

s

ide of the wing before one,

bers to see a vein

6,

which really

'Can. Ent., VII,

p. 106.

is

how

It is

easy to see, with a

the fold has misled

Cham-

not present, and a similar mistake
Mdem., V,

p. 187.
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is (|uite natural, eon.sidering how rather crude his
way of denudinjj- .such ver}' small and delicate wing-.s was/
Thus the name Ph<:etui«t, which was preoccupied anyway, must be
dropped as synonomous with F.vij>pe.
Lord Walsing-ham suggested" that the two species even were idenwrote that he could not agree to that yiew, and
tical, but Chambers
the two types in U. S. National Museum, as well as his types in CamThey surely represent two good species,
bridge, support Chambers,

a])out the discal Aein

^

which may be separated thus:
With white

costal spot

prunifoUella

Witliout white costal spot

Ifncohold

EVIPPE PRUNIFOLIELLA
Evippe prunifoliella Chambers, Can.

P^nt.,

Chambers.

V. 1873,

p. 186;

VII, 1875, p. 105; IX,

1877, p. 23; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 112,141.— Busck, Dyar's

List

Amer. Lep., No. 5593,
Chambers,

Gelechia 2}runifolieUa

1903.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 146.

siNGHAM, Trans. Am. Ent.

(Chambers quoted), Can.

Soc.

P^nt.,

Phila.,

XV,

1883,

Wal-

X, 1882, p. 177. Murtfeldt
p. 94.— Riley, Smith's List Lep.

Bor. Am., No. 5452, 1891.

An authentic specimen received from Chambers and with his label
on the pin is in U. S. National Museum. Also several other specimens,
bred from Prunu.s by Miss Murtfeldt, from peach ])y Mr. Chambliss
and from both b}" the writer.
Kentucky (Chambers), Missouri (Murtfeldt), Tennessee
Habitat.

—

(Chambliss), District of Columbia (Busck).

EVIPPE LEUCONOTA
Gelechia

[^Teleia']

Zeller.

leuoonotn Zeller, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. (fesell.

1873, p. 268, pi. HI,

Wien, XXIII,

fig. 21.

Chambers, Bull. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 144. Riley, Smith's
Am., No. 5401, 1891.
Pluetusa plutella Chambers, Can. Ent., VII, 1875, p. 106; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, p. 160.— WALSiN(iHAM, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882,
p. 177.— Murtfeldt, Can. Ent., XV, 1883, p. 94.— Riley, Smith's List Lep.
Bor. Am., No. 1512, 1891.
Evippe leuconota, Busck, Dvar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5594, 1903.
Gelechia leuconota

List Lep. Bor.

Chambers himself suggested the above synonomy, and

Phmtum

plutella in the U. S. National

Museum

(No.

4(56)

compai'ison with Zeller's type of Gelechia leuconota in the

Coiuparative Zoology to be identical.
Hahitat.
Texas.

—

^Can. Ent., IV, p. 41.
'Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882, p. 177.
'Through Miss Murtfeldt, Can. Ent., XV, p. 94-95.

his type of

proved on

Museum

of

—
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Dietz.

fig. 14.

Encordi/Iea Dietz, Ent. News, XI, 1900, p. 349.

Labial palpi large, robust, second joint with dense expansible tuft
upper side, terminal joint shorter than second,

of long- hairs on the

smooth, pointed.

Forewings elongate, narrow, dorsal edge slightly sinuate at vein 2,
apex obtusely pointed; 12 veins, 7 and 8 out of (>; 8, 4, and 5 long,
approximate from lower corner of cell; 2 distant, short. Hindwings
trapezoidal, apex blunt, termen slightly bisinuate; 8 veins. .3 and 4
nearly connate, 5 approximate to 4, 6 and 7 connate.
This genus is a specialized development from Ilecu7'wm<i Haworth,

by the peculiar palpi.
Only the one species is described; in Dr. Dietz's collection is another,
smaller, mottled-gray species, which he kindly offered the writer for
description, but it is not, in my judgment, in sufficiently good condition
easily recognized

to describe.
I

am under

make

obligation to

Dr. Dietz for his

permission to

lilxn-al

a slide of his unique type specimen in order to determine the

venation with certainty.

The

iigure

made from

is

EUCORDYLEA ATRUPICTELLA

this type slide.

Dietz.

Rwx>rdylea atrupictella Dietz, Ent. News, XI, 1900, p. 3o0,
BuscK, Dj^ar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5595, 1908.

pi.

i,

figs. 1

and

la.

have had opportunity to study carefully the type of this species
In the U. S. National Museum
it is a male.
is another perfect male specimen, received from A. W. Hanham,
collected in Ontario, Canada; the type is from Pennsylvania.
I

in

Dr. Dietz's collection;

RECURVARIA
Plate

Recurvarin

Haworth, Lep.

Brit.

XXIX,

Haworth.
fig. 15.

Lend., 1829,

p. 547.

Evagora CjjEmess, Prof. Acad. Nat. Sc. Phila., 18()0, ]>. 105.
Eidoihoa Chambeks, Can. Ent., V, 1873, p. 186.
*9mo(' Chambers, Can. Ent., Y, 1873, p. 231.
Aphanaida Meyrick, Handbook Br. Leji., 1S95, p. 579.
Not jRecurcana (Haworth) Meyrick, llandlxxjk Br. Lej)., 1895,

\^.

(500.

Labial palpi slightly thickened, with rough scales beneath; terminal
joint pointed, shorter than

second

joint.

Forewings elongate, narrow,

pointed, dorsal edge slightly sinuate at vein 2; 12 veins, 7 and 8 out
of 6; 3, 4, 5 long, approximate from end of cell, 2 short, separate.

Hindwings narrower than forewings, trapezoidal, apex produced,
pointed, termen sinuate; 8 veins, 3 and 4 connate, 5 approximate to 4,
6 and 7 approximate. Forewings often with raised scales. The males
of several of the American species have the costal hair pencil at base of
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hindwini>', which Zeller mentions in hi.s species, belong-ing to this genus
and which Lord Walsing-hani reg-arded as of generic value/
I have liefore (p. 771) given the reasons why I can not agree with
him in this.

Clemens's careful definition of

Emgora

aplcltripunctella does not

leave any doubt about the generic characters of that species, even if
there mav be some differences of opinion about the identification of
the species

(p. 809).

of Chambers's genus S!noe \h fus<x>paUideU((^ of which the
unique type is in the Museum of Comparative Zoology. This is in
very poor condition, but shows positively that its generic characters

The type

are the same as those of Ewigora and of the two European species,
nanella Hiibner and leucatella Linnaeus, at present included by Stau-

dinger and Rebel in Reeurmria as now restricted {Aphanaida Meyrick).
The type of Chambers's genus Eidothoa, vagationella^ I regard as
synonymous with Zeller's Gelrchla dorMtvitteUd. which also belongs to
the present genus.
The recognized species of Rerin'rarid in America may be separated

by the following table:
Forewings more or less ochreou!^
Forewings not oehreous
vurklUt, \>.
Labial palpi jMire white
Labial palpi with dark markings
Forewings with distinct row of ])lark dots on costal apical edge
obliquestrigella, p.
Forewings without such distinct dots
apidtriptmcteUa, p.
Forewings with indistinct angulated whitish fascia
colobrin;r, p.
Forewings without such fascia
»*,'/*•((, p.
Forewings very dark, nearly unicolorous
Forewings lighter, not unicolorous
Forewings with oblique pronounced costal white streak at basal thirdrr/.s/ff/^V/a,]).
Forewings without such pronounced streak
mhlnli'lUi, ]>.
Forewings with black dorsal patch near base
Forewings without such patch
dursirlflilhi, p.
Dorsal edge of wings pure white
Dorsal edge not white
quercivorelUt, p.
Males w ith costal hair pencil at base of liindwing
rmtifffeUa, p.
Males M-ithout such hair pencil

1

4

~-

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

RECURVARIA APICITRIPUNCTELLA
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8
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Clemens.

Evagora ((pintripuncteUa Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Hist. Phila., 1860, ]>. 165;
Stainton Fd. No. Am. Tin., 1872, p. 120.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geo!.
Surv., IV, 1878, p. 141.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5297, 1891.
Gelechia {Evagora) apicitrijmncteUa Walsingham, Trans. Am. p]nt. Soc. Phila.,
X, 1882, p. 182.
(;rh-rlu„ ahiefhella Packard, U. S. Dept. Agr. Rep., 1883, p. 150, pi. iii, fig. 2;
pi. XIII, fig. 7: Rep. U. 8. Ent. Connn., 1890, p. 876, pi. ix, fig. 2; pi. xxvi,
fig. 7.

Recurmrld nph-itripuncteUd BrscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5596, 1903.
'Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1897, p. 64.
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no difficulty about the identity of Cleniens's genus, it
s])ecitic identity of his type of the

not quite so satisfactory Avith the

genus.

Lord Walsinghani placed
pella^

and

it

as

synonymous with

as Clemens' type is not in existence

Zeller's (/ilvosco-

it is difficult

disproye the identity absolutely, and I should have left

it

to proye or
on Walsing-

ham's authority, eyen though the synonymy seemed very strange from
if I had not been

the quite ditferent descriptions of the two species,
able to examine the evidence on which

Lord Walsingham

l)ased his

opinion in 1882.

These specimens (labeled with Lord Walsingham's blue labels, nos.
1-49, and 150, corresponding to his identification in his notebook^),
are in Professor Fernald's collection, and they surely are not the same
as the type of Zeller's gllvoscopeUa, preserved in excellent condition
in the Museum of Comparative Zoology.
They are in rather poor condition, but agree as far as can be made
out with undoubted specimen of ahidiselhi Packard, a large, bred series
of which is in the U. S. National Museum.
Here also are to be found two specimens lal^eled in Lord Walsingham's handwriting apicitripimcteUa^ one determined in 1887 and one
The iirst is bred from locust and is rohin'wJla Fitch (p. 812),
in 1891.
and the other is the same as the specimens in Professor Fernald's
collection and is ahietiseUa Packard.
That Lord Walsingham at that time, with the limited material at
his command, was not very certain about these nearly related, similar
species is shown b}^ his suggestion^ th^t dorsiviiiella ZeWev and cristatella Chambers might also be mere varieties of apicitrijmnctella.
Clemens's description agrees well with ahietiseUa, but can not be
reconciled with Zeller's description of g'dvoscopella^ the one belonging
to the ochreous group, the other to the fuscous.
While, then, absolute proof about this species can not be obtained
because the type is lost, it seems evident to me, after careful analysis
of the diflerent descriptions and with large series of mostly bred specimens of all these allied species before me, that apicitriimnctella (1)
can not be Zeller's gilvoscopeUa^ and (2) can not be any other species
148,

than Packard's aVudhella.

—

Food plant, Ahies
The males have the

canadensis.
hair pencil at base of the hind wings.

RECURVARIA VARIELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 174; VI, 1874, p. 211; Bull.
U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 148.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,
No. 5507, 1891.
Recurvaria variella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5597, 1902.
Gelechii variella

'See preface, p. 768.

^Trans.

Am.

Ent. Soo. Phila., X, p. 182.
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Tj'pe No.

-±(55

ill

the U. S. Ntitioiuil JNlusoum of this species, rceived

from Chambers with
types in the

Museum

his handwriting-

on the

label, is identical

with

'

of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge.

The}' are in very poor condition, but agree well with description,
and unquestionabh' represent this species. A slide of the wings made
from the one side of the National Museum type, for the double purpose of preserving and studying the species, shows that it belongs in

the present genus.

moth from bald cypress {Taxoon grounds of the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, District of Columbia. The larva? work in the same way
as apicitrij.mncteUa on hemlock, uniting a few needles and feeding
between them. The pupa is also found in silk lined tubes formed of a
few needles. Several generations occur during the summer, the imagoes
of one of which are very abundant in early July.
I have bred a large series of these

dium

distlnctuin)

RECURVARIA COLUBRIN/E,

new

species.

Recnrmria colnhrnuv Busck, Dyar'w List Amer. Lep., No. 5598, 1902.

Antennav light brown with white annulations. Labial palpi with second joint light brown, white at apex; terminal joint white with a broad
brown annulation round middle and a narrow one just before the tip.
Face, head, and thorax reddish white with scattered light-brown
Forewings dirty ochreous white, outer half suffused with light .
scales.
fuscous.
On costa are three equidistant brown spots, one near base, j
one at middle, and one at the beginning of costal cilia. In the middle
of the wing are three small brown spots in a straight longitudinal line,
one at basal third, one at middle of wing, and one at the end of the
Just within the dorsal cilia are two large ill-detined longitudinal
cell.
brown spots, and at apical edge is a row of dark dots.
Hindwing silvery
Cilia whitish, mixed toward apex with fuscous.
Legs dark brown with white annulations;
fuscous, cilia yellowish.
posterior tibial above yellowish white.
Alar expaiwe. 10 mm.
Tyjx'.—^o. 6354, U.S.N.M.
This moth was bred in the insectary of U. S. Department of Agri
culture b}' Mr. Th. Pergande, from PNylla galls on C(thihr!na texensis
received from Mr. E. A. Schwarz, from Rockport, Texas, August, 1894
Mr. Pergande writes in the notebook on this species under no. 0336

—

Found

on Colubrina texana, a small Tineid larva of a yellc)vvish white
between the segments pinkish and the head and cervical
This larva feeds upon the Psyllids; there were also found within the

in Psylla galls

color with the incisions
shield yellow.
galls a

few pupa» belonging to this larva.

Although unwilling to doubt so careful and trained an observer as
Mr. Pergande, I would sa^^ that the generic relations of the species
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were merely used as an accidental con-

venient retreat for pupation and that the species probably
table feeder as the other species of the genus,

whose

is

a vege-

life histories

are

known.

RECURVARIA OBLIQUISTRIGELLA

Chambers.

Anarsia ohUquisirigella Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 65.
Gelechia obliquistrigella Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 175; VII, 1875, p. 106;
IX, 1877, p. 24; X, 1878, p. 50; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 145.—
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5422, 1891.
Recur varia obliquistrigella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5599, 1902.

Not Gelechia
fiij.

obliquistrigella

Packard, U.

F.

Ent.

Comm.

Rep., \, 1890,

p. 850,

284.

In Professor FernakFs collection I have examined several specimens
received from

Chambers

as this species

sing-ham in 1882 as ohJiquistrigeUa.

and

One

identified

by Lord Wal-

of these I obtained through

the kindness of Professor Fernald for the U. S. National

They are

identical with the type in the

Museum

of

Museum.

Comparative

Zoology, as far as the miserable condition of this latter permits
identification.
At least they agree generically and ])olong to the
present genus. These specimens agree tolerably well with Cham})ers's
description.

Packard^ figures a Gelechia, bred from spruce and which had been
determined by Professor Fernald as Gelechia ohli(piist'ng(dla.
But the species figured is surelv not the present species, agreeing
neither with the types nor with the description of (Mlqimtrigella, the
food plant of which nuist for the present stand unknown.
This species has not the hair pencil at base of hindwing in the males.

RECURVARIA CRATAEGELLA,

new

species.

Recurvaria eraiaegella BvscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5600, 1902.
Recurvaria nanella HUbner, Staudinger and Re])el Cat. Eur. Lep.,

?

II,

No.

2874, 1901.

Antenna' whitish with indistinct narrow dark-brown annulations.
Labial palpi whitish with two black annulations on each joint, tip

Face, head, and thorax white suffused with fuscous.
Forewings white thickly sprinkled with fuscous. From near the
base of costa is an outwardly directed oblique ill-defined black streak,

white.

not reaching to the dorsal edge,

more or

less

interrupted at the fold

and bordered on the outside with white scales. From middle of costa
is a similar, parallel, interrupted dark streak still less clearly defined.
At the end of the cell in middle of wing is a short black longitudinal
streak; ])elow this on dorsal edge is a small black spot and on costal
edge is two suuilar black spots, one at apical third, the other just
U.

S.

Ent.

Comm.

Report, V, p. 850,

fig.

284.
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Cilia white, speckled ]>lack.

before apex.

and

light silver}' fuscous, cilia a shade lighter than

Hiiidwing-s

fiiscou.s.

wing; male without

costal hairpencil.

Abdomen dark

fuscous, anal tuft

silvery

gray; legs white with

black annulations; hairs on posterior tibia silvery white.
panse, 12

Alar ex-

mm.

Type.—^o. 6356, U.S.N.M.
Bred by Dr. William Dietz in Hazleton, Pennsylvania, from CraUegus
tomentosus in June, but without an}' notes on the larva or

The

habit.

its

very near the other fuscous species of the genus and
easily mixed with cristatella Chambers, but besides minor colorational
differences, it differs in the lack of hairpencil at base of hindwings in
species

is

the male.
I

am,

at present, unable to separate this species

from a

series of

authentic European specimens of Recurvaria nanella Hiibner, and I

conscious of the probability of
the

life

my making

history of which, according to

Lepidoptera,

is

am

synonym of this species,
Meyrick's Handbook of British
a

not detinitely known, but which

is

variously said to

feed in ffowers or in shoots of pear or on lichens growing on the
trunk.

As long as

knowledge of the larva of both species is lacking,
better policy to treat the American form as a
distinct species, instead of running the risk of wrongly recording
European species in America, which has already been done, too hastily
in my opinion, in other groups of T/neinx.
Such records are very
difficult to disprove, and, if wrong, not only encumber our lists and
I regard

it

definite

a

nmch

tables, })ut give false ideas of geographical distribution.

RECURVARIA ROBINIELLA
Anacampm

rohinielhi

Kitcii,

Fitch.

Rep. Xox. Benef. Injects N. York, V,

ISfii),

p.

835.— Chambers, Can. Eiit., Ill, 1871, pp. 163, 183.
(lelechia robinielUi Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Svirv., IV, 1878, j). 146.
Kii.ey,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5469, 1891.
Sinoe fmcopalUdella Chambers, Can. Ent., V, 1873, p. 231; VII, 1875, pp. 105, 106.
Gelechia (Sinoe) fuscopaUidella Chambers, Can. Ent., IX, 1877, p. 24; Rep. TT. S.
Dept. Agr., 1879, p. 225.

GelecMa fusropalUdella Chambers, Bull. V. S. Geol. Surv., 1878, IV,
Rilev, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5371, 1891.
Gelechia rohinhrfol'iella Chambers, Rep. U. S. Dept. Agr., p. 224, 1879.
Recurt'xria rohlnlella Busck, Dyar's List Am. I^ep., No. 5601, 1902.

As

already realized

associating his

])y

Chaml>ers, Fitch evidently

moth described

p.

143.—

made a mistake

in

as Anaeaitqjx'x rohiniella with the larva

and mine described under that name. This is clear, as he could not
breed a moth with alar expanse 0.45 inch from a full-grown larva only
0.18 inch long.

Fitch collected his Rohinia leaves in the autumn and in the spring
moth appeared, so it seems reasona]>le that some other larger larva

his

—
—
NO. 1304.
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have been present, unnoticed by Fitch, from which the moth came,
which he associated with the larva and mine, he had taken notes on
His description of the moth i.s not very satisfacthe previous fall.
tory, but there is no other species feeding- on Robinia but the present
of about the size he gives, and it is reasonably certain that this is the
species he had under consideration.
Chambers's type of Slnm fuscopalUdeUa I have examined in the
Museum of Comparative Zoology. It is in very poor condition, but
agrees well with the description as far as could be made out, and
shows positively that its generic characters are identical with those of
Evagora Clemens, and also that it is specifically identical with the
common Robinia-feeding species, which Chambers later described as
it was the same
fmcojxdJ Idelht.

Gelechia robinlaifoUeUa, he himself suggesting that
species as previously described

A large

bred series

is

in

U.

S.

The males have no hairpencil
Ilahitat.

b}-^

him

?iii

National

Museum.

at base of hindwing.

—Texas, Kentucky, eastern United States.
RECURVARIA QUERCIVORELLA

Gelechia ipwvclruveUa

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., lY, 1872, p. 173; Bull. U. S. Geol.
146.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5462,

Surv., lY, 1878, p.
1891.
(relechlu

[Trleki)

XXIII,

gllriscopdid

Zeller, Yerh.

k.

k.

zool.-bot.

Gesell.

Wien,

1873, p. 266.

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., lY, 1878, p. 144.
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5297 (part) 1891.
Recurvaria qnercivorella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5602, 1903.
Gelechia gilvoscopella

Zeller's two types (males) of gilvUcopeUa in the museum in
bridge are in perfect condition and show this species to be a

Kiley,

Cam-

much

larger and darker species than Clemens apieitrqjnnetella.
Identical
specimens in large series are in U. S. National Museum. The type in

Cambridge of Chambers

<piercivorella is in miserable condition, conhead with palpi, thorax, and one forewing. It is, however, undoubtedly a Recurvaria^ and I have no hesitancy, after careful
comparison with Zeller's types of g'dmhcopella, to determine it as the
same as this species, which is also an Oak-feeder.
Chambers' name must take precedence.
Ilahitat.
Kentucky, Texas, eastern United States.

sisting only of

—

RECURVARIA DORSIVITTELLA

Zeller.

Gelechia {Telliaf) dorsivittella Zeller, Yerh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell.
1873, p. 267, pi.

Ill, fig.

Wien, XXIII,

20.

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Sur., lY, 1878, p. 143.
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5357, 1891.
Aristotelia dorsivittellaAY M^ai^cnxu, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1897, p. 66.
AriMotelia dorsiritella Dietz, Smith's List Ins. N. Jersey, 1900, p. 475.
Gelechia dorsivittella

Eidotlioa vagatioella

Chahbebs, Can. Ent., Y,

Riley,

1873, p. 187; YII, 1875, p. 105.
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Gelechia vagatioeUa CnxyiBERU, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 147.

Eiley,

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5505, 1891.
Recuivaria dor.vriltdln BfscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5603, 1903.

T3^pe of (lor^iviifrUd was found in the uiuseuui in Cambridge in
good condition in May, 19()(X and agrees with a .specimen determined
by Lord Walsingham in the V S. National Museum.
1 assume the synonymy of Chambers' vagatloelJa^ which seems reasonably certain from the generic and specific descriptions of that
species, all authentic material of which is lost.
Texas, Kentucky, Eastern United States, West Indies.
Habitat.
.

—

RECURVARIA CRISTATELLA
Gelediid cristdtelld

U.

S.

Chambers.

Chambers, Cimi. Quart. Journ. 8c.,
142.— Riley, Smith's

Geol. Surv.jIV, 1878, p.

II,

1875, p. 241; Ball.

List Lep. Bor.

Am., No.

5346, 1891.

Gelechia {Evngoi-a) cridateUn

Walsixcham, Trans. Am. Ent.

Soc. Phila.,

X,

1882,

pp. 179, 182.

Recurvarki

Type No.

cristatella

-±49 in

Bcsck, Dyar's

List.

Amer. Lep., No.

the U, S. National

Museum,

5604, 1903.

received from

Cham-

types examined by the writer in the
Museum of Comparative Zoology,
The former is a male and has the yellow hair pencil on hindwing; so
bers,

is

identical with four

have the males in Cambridge,
Kentucky.
Ilahitat.

No

other specimens are

known

to

me.

—

RECURVARIA NIGRA,
Renirviirid nigra.

new

species.

Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5605, 1903.

Antennae black, with indistinct narrow silvery annulations.
palpi with second joint black except at apex, which

is

Labial

silvery white;

terminal joint white, with two broad black annulations; extreme tip
white.

Face, head, and thorax

])lack,

with purplish reflections.

Ground

color of forewings silvery white, but so thickly overlaid with l)lack

*

appear black to the naked eye. Under
a lens is indistinctly seen six deep black spots of raised scales in two,
rows, one above, the other below fold. At apical fourth is a very
narrow, irregular. V-shaped, silvery white fascia, with the angle pointed
toward the tip of the wing, and farther out toward apex is a very indistinct thin row of white scales, parallel with the costal edge and meeting a similar line parallel to the dorsal edge just before apex. Cilia
dark gray, Hindwings nearh' black, with metallic luster. Legs black,
with white annulations; tuft on posterior tibiae silvery white.
J

and dark fuscous

scales as to

1

Alar expanse.
Habitat.

— 11 nun.

—District of Columbia.

Type.—^o. 6356, U.S.N.M.

—
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The larva feeds presumably on Hypericum frutic(M(i, hut was not
The moth was reared accidentally May 5, in a jar contain-

observed.

another Tineid under observation on the above plant.

ing-

TRYPANISMA
Plate
Tri/panisiiHC

Clemens, Proc. Ent.

XXIX,
tSoc.

Clemens.
fig. 16.

Phiia., 1860, p. 168; X. A. Tint-iiui, 1872,

p. 125.

With
it

his usual care Dr.

Clemens characterized

this genus, so that

can be readily and unquestionably recognized even with the type

lost.

It has the lalnal palpi

moderate, second joint slightlv thickened, with

rough scales beneath, terminal joint as long as second, rather thick,
but smooth and pointed. Forewings elongate, pointed; 13 veins, 7 and
8 out of 6, 3 and -i stalked; hind wings a little narrower than forewings, apex produced, termen emarginate; S veins, 3 and 4 connate, 5
approximate to 4, 6, and 7 stalked.
It was interesting to discover a new species of this genus with identical habits and structure.
The two known species can be thus separated:
Head and
Head and

face white

.fagellu, p.

face suffused with fuscous

prudens,

TRYPANISMA PRUDENS

p.

816
815

Clemens.

Tri/pdnisma prudens Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., 1860, p. 168; Stainton Ed.
Tin. N. Am., 1872, p. 125.— Chambers, Can. Ent., V, 1873, p. 188.— Riley,

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., Xo. 5589, 1891.
Xo. 5606, 1903.

Tnpanisma

Busck, Dyar'sList Amer. Lep.,

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, j). 166.
Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 191; Bull. U. .S. Geol.
Surv., IV, 1878, p. 146.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., Xo. 5464, 1891.
j)rudens

Gelechia quinqueanvidella

Clemens's type
ing his species

b}^

is lost,

but I had no

difficult}^ in

positively identify-

rearing the characteristic larva, which feeds on the

upperside of oak leaves under a thin sheet of
to the underside of the leaf, as

These bred moths, now in U.

silk,

with a safety exit

Clemens described.
S.

National

Museum, agree

perfectly,

generically and specitically with Clemens' description, and represent

without doubt the species.

They were

caref ull}^ compared with and found identical with Chamtype of Gelechia quinqueannulella in the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge, which, furnished with Chambers' label,
was found sufficiently well preserved to be easih^ recognizable, and
which agreed with his description.
Chambers' notes on the early stages further verifies this synonymy.
bers'

Chambers wrote that he was not acquainted with TrupdniKmn prmJenK.^
Ilalntat.

—Pennsylvania, District of

Columbia.

Caa. Ent, V, p. 188.
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TRYPANISMA FAGELLA,
Tr;/paiiisiii<( f(((/fU((

new

vol. xxv.

species.

Bi'sck, Dyar's List Anier. Lej)., Xn. 5»i07, 1902.

annulated with white. Labial palpi whitish,
with a black anniilation at base of terminal joint and one just before
Face and head white, thorax light gray.
the tip.
Ground color of forewings yellowish white, but thickly suffused
with black and gra}^ scales, so that the wings look light gray to the
naked e3^e. At the middle of the cell is a circular group of dense
black scales, followed by a patch of yellow, with onW slight dark
sprinkling.
At beginning of costal cilia is a nearly black large outwardl}^ directed streak, and on the dorsal side opposite a small corresponding black patch. These black markings are edged broadly on
the outside with unsprinkled yellow.
Hindwing and cilia light silvery gray. Abdomen silvery gvay.
Legs on the outside barred with black and silver}' yellow, on the inside
Antenntt> dark,

silvery gray.

Alar expanse.
Habitat.

f iiscou.s,

—

mm.

—District of Columbia.

Type.~^o. 6357,U.S.N.M.
The larva is similar to and feeds

in the

same manner

as T. prudenSy,

Like the oak feeder, it pupates in
slight web on the underside of the leaf, which is drawn into a shallow^
but has as food plant beech.

fold.

The moth
resembles

is

it

generically identical with the type of the genus and

in size

and

genei-al appearance, but

it

is

a

much

lightei

species.

EPITHECTIS
Plate
Epithectis

Meyrick, Handljook

XXX,

Meyrick.

fig. 17.

Brit. Lepidoptera, 1895, p. 580.

Taygete Chambers (ncjt Taijyelh Hiibner), Can. Entomologist, V, 1873, p. 231.
Parasia Clemens (not Duponchel), Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., 1860, p. 173.

Mey rick's

definition of this

genus

is

as follows:

thickened with rough scales beneath, terminal nearlj
Forewings elongate, pointed,!
as long as second, somewhat roughened anteriorly.
Hindwings I, trapezoidal, apex pointed, termen somewhat sinuate^'
7 and 8 out of 6.
cilia I; 3 and 4 connate, 5 somewhat approximate, 6 and 7 stalked.

Second joint

of labial palpi

A series of attrihutella Walker {difficilisella Chambers), type o|
Chambers' genus Taygete was submitted to Dr. Meyrick, who unhesi|
tatingly pronounced his genus Epithectis a synonym of Chambers's
genus.
I

As. however, the name Taygete

preoccupied, Meyrick's later

namt

and the genus must be included in the American fauna.
have not personally examined any European species of the genus.

will stand,
I

is

I

(

—
N0.13W.

but that
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superfluous after such an authoritative determination.

Some

i.s

American species have a tendenc}' for veins 3 and 4 in hindwing
to become short-stalked instead of connate and have the discal vein
Some of the species present a character, which is
nearl}^ obsolete.
noteworthy and which I do not know whether it is found in the
European forms at least, it is not noted by Mr. Meyrick in his gennamely, the long-stalked veins 6 and 7 in the hind wing,
eric s3mopsis
which both go to the costal edge, not. as might l)e expected, inclosing
of the

—

—

the apex.
I

thu

1.

2.

3.

am acquainted

Forewings with black dash at tornus
Forewings without such dash
Entire wing overlaid with dark scales
Wing light with dark spots
Forewings with transverse markings
Forewings without such
Ground color whitish gray

Ground
4.

with the following species, which

may

be separated

;

4 .mbsiiueUa, p. 819
1

2
3
gaUagenitella, p. 819

818
817

f<i/loicolelfa,

color yellowish

4

Apical part of forewings light
Apical

p.

attributellu, p.

i^art of

hirostomaculella, p. 817

forewings dark

mundersdln,

EPITHECTIS ATTRIBUTELLA

p.

819

Walker.

Geledua attriJaitalhi Walker, Cat. Lep. Brit. Mus., XXIX, 1864, ]>. 593.— WalsixGHAM, Trans. Anier. P"nt. Soc, Phila., X, 1882, p. 182. Riley, Smith's
List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5315, 1891.
Eragora <////7>(7(V?/(( Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 65.
Gelerhia diffiriliseUa Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 192; V, 1873, pp. 187-188;
Bull. il. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 142.
Taygete diffidlisella Chambers, Can. YA\i., V, 1873, p. 231; VII, 1875, ]>p. 105,
106; Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, p. 289; Can. Ent., VIII, 1876, p. 19.
Epithectis attributeUa Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5608, 1903.

Two of Chambers's tj^pes of Gthjelun dlfficillsella (type no. 444)
and specimens thus deternimed by Lord Walsingham are in the U. S.
National Museum.
They agree well with Chamliers' description and
were found identical with Chambers' types in the museum in Cambridge.
Lord Walsingham established the synonymy with Walker's species.
It is a very common species, collected by the writer in numbers on
trunks of trees in Washington, Di.strict of Columbia.
Other specimens in the U. S. National Mu.seum bear the following
locality labels: Virginia, Maryland, Pcmisylvania, and New York; the
types came from Kentucky.
EPITHECTIS BICOSTOMACULELLA

C

Chambers.

Geledda bicoslomaculella Cha.mber.s, Bull.
IS.
(Jcol. Nurv., Ill, 1877, p. 127;
IV, 1878, p. 141.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5322, 1891.
Epithedis bicostomaculeUa Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5609, 1903,

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02
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hicosiomaculella Dietz, Smith's List Ins. N. Jersey, 1900,
BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5755, 1903.

Not OelecMa

Chambers had named another

p.

47-1;

species Deprcssaria hicoslo?naculelIa^

before doscribinu- this species, but changed that name later to querci
This change was, of
foliellu^" when he discovered its food plant.
course, inadmissible, and the

for that species, which
(p. 879).

is

This, however, need not

present Colorado species,

genus

it

name

htcostoinaculella

a true Gdecliia^

when

now

it is

common

must be retained

in the

Eastern States

interfere with the

name

of the

transferred to Epithcctix, to which

was found to belong on examination of the type

in the

Museum

of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge,
It is a very distinctly recognized species, of which, besides the t}' pe,
have seen only few specimens in Dr. Dietz's collection from Colorado
like the t3^pe. and in U. S. National Museum from Arizona, collected
by Messrs. E. A. Schwarz and H. S. Barber.

1

EPITHECTIS SYLVICOLELLA, new

species.

Epithedis syMcolella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5610, 1903.

Antennfe dark fuscous, very indistinctly lighter annulated.
Labial palpi dark brown, second joint with apex and a narrow annulation

below apex white; terminal joint with

tip

and two annulations

white.

Face and head whitish, flecked with light brown.
Forewings, ground color white, thickly overlaid with dark fuscous.
Three costal spots dark brown, nearly black, one at base, one just
before the costal cilia, and one midway between these.
At the beginning of costal cilia is a whitish spot less overlaid with
fuscous than the rest of the wing, and opposite on the dorsal margin
At basal third of dorsal margin is a
is a similar but smaller spot.
short, transverse, oblique dark streak reaching the fold, on which it
widens out to a small dark spot, sometimes more prominent than the
streak and edged exteriorly with a few white scales.
On the middle of the disk is a ))lackish oblong dot edged with white,
and at the end of the disk is a similar rather more prominent dot.
Between and immediately below these dots is an oblong, longitudinal,
dark-brown streak. At base of cilia, around costal, apical, and dorsal
Cilia yellowish fusedge, is a row of equidistant dark-brown spots.
Hindw'ing light gray, with bluish reflections. Cilia yellowish.
cous.
Legs yellowish, tarsi annulated with black.
Alar expanse. 15 mm.
Type.—l^o. 6358, U.S.N.M.
I
TIahitat.
New York.
The tj'pes of this species were found in Fitch's collection, now ia

—

—

Can. Ent., IV,

p. 127.

^Idem., IV, p. 202.

—
No.v.m.

—
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the National

Museum, and were

sylvicolella ;

hence the name.

labeled in his handwriting

EPITHECTIS SUBSIMELLA
Parasiaf mbsimella Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat.

ton Ed. N.

Am.

Clemens.
Phila., 18(50, p. 173; .Stain-

Sci.

Tin., 1872, p. 137.

Parasia subsimeUa Chambers, Bull.

TJ. 8. Geol. Surv., IV, 187.S, p.
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5588, 1891.
Epithedis submrnelln Busck, Dyar's List .\mer. Lep., No. 5(>11, 1903.

Clemens^ type

819

Anacampsis

is lost,

l)ut his

160.

Riley,

generic characterization of this species

shows that it must belong- to the pres(>nt genus.
A specimen in the U. S. National Museum, lalx-led by Lord Walsingham Gelechia conslnmella Chambers, and which has a strikingexternal similarity to that species, Aproserema conslnnsena^ p. 844, but
which on examination was found to be an Eplthecfis, 1 have with but
slight hesitation determined as the present species, with the description
of which it agrees in all particulars.

EPITHECTIS SAUNDERSELLA

Chambers.

savvderseUa Chambers, Can. Knt., VIII, 1876, p. 173; Bull. V. 8. Geol.
Surv., IV, 1878, p. 147.— Riley, Smith's List. Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5476, 1891.
Epithcctis s'limdersella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5612, 1903.
GelecJiia

A

specimen with Chambers' label on the pin is in the U. S. National
I have compared and found identical with Chambers'
types in Cambridge Museum.
It is a very small, conspicuously spot-

Museum, which

from the description. I have seen no
other specimen, and I refer it with some hesitancy to the present
genus, not being able to ascertain the venation with absolute certainty.
ted species, easily-t'ecognized

Habitat.

— Kentucky.

EPITHECTIS GALL^GENITELLA
Gelechia gnlLrgenitella Clemens, Proc.

Ent. Soc. Phila., Ill, 1865,

p.

ICnt.

Soc.

Clemens.

Phila.,

II, 1864, p.

506; Stainton Ed. Tin. N.

420; Proc.

Am., 1872, pp.
143.— Riley,
]>.

259.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5376, 1891.— Dietz, Smith's Ins. N. Jersey,
242,

1900, p. 474.

Gelechia geminella Riley, Can. Ent., Ill, 1871, p. 195.
Cha.mbkks, Bull. U. S.
Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 143.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. IJor. Am., No. 5379,
1891.

Epithedh (jalhvijeuitella Busck, Dyar's
Not gemmella Linnaeus.

The type

of this species

List

Amer. Lep., No.

5613, 1903.

lost, but J have no doubt it is the same
was the European Stenolechla getmnella
Linnajus.
Both were bred from Cynipid galls on oak, and Clemens'
description exactly tits Riley's specimen now in U. S. National Museum.
There are also other specimens, bred l)y Miss Murtfeldt and by the
writer from the same kind of galls.
is

species that Riley thought

Uahltat,

—

Illinois,

Missouri, District of Columbia.
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PARALECHIA, new
Plate

XXX,

genus.

fig. 18.

Antenna? simple, rather thick, three-fourths as long as forewing.
Labial palpi moderate, curved, ascending-; second joint somewhat
thickened beneath with rough scales; terminal joint shorter than

Forewings elongate, ovate; apex bluntly pointed,

second, pointed.

dorsal edge slightly sinuate at vein 2; 12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked to
costa, 6 separate; 3, 4,

and

5 long

approximate from end of

cell,

2 dis-

tant shorter.

Hindwings narrower than forewings, elongate trapezoidal, termen
slightly sinuate below apex; 8 veins, 6
to

J:,

3 and

-i

and

7 parallel, 5

approximate

connate or short stalked,

Forewings with raised scales.
Onl}" the following two species are
Forewings -white and
Forewings brown

at present

known:

Ijlack

criMifasciella, p.

PARALECHIA PINIFOLIELLA
Gelechia pinifoliella

Chambers,

CoMSTOCK, Rep. U.
List Lep. Bor.

820

inmfoliella, p. 820

S.

Ent.

Chambers.

.Tourn. Cinn. 8oc. Nat. Hist., II, 1880, p. 181.

Comm., V,

1890, p. 793,

fig.

269.— Riley, Smith's

Am., No. 5448.

Aristotelia pinifoliella Dietz,

Smith's List Ins. N. Jersey, 1900,

p. 475.

Paralediia pinifoliella BuscK, Dyar's List. Amer. Lep., No. 5614, 1903.

Chambers t3^pe (No. 458) and a large bred
moth are in the U. S. National Museum.
Ilahltat.

series of this

common

— Atlantic States.
PARALECHIA CRISTIFASCIELLA

Chambers.

Gelechia rristifo.'^ciellaCnAiiKERs, Bull. U. 8. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 87, 142.

Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5847, 1891.
mscrija^a Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882,

Gelechia {Poedlia)
p. 180.

Gelechia insci'inta Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

Am., No. 5390,

1891.

Dietz,

Smith's List Ins. N. Jersey, 1900, p. 474.
Paralechia criMifasciella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5615, 1903.

In the

Museum of Comparative Zoology

in

Cambridge there are two

types of cristifascieUa^ received from Chambers and in good condition.
They show conclusively that this species is the same as Wals-i

Ingham's mscripta, an authentic specimen of which, labeled by thej
is in the U. S. National Museum.
The descriptions also agree. 4
I have repeatedly bred this species from oak, where the larva andl
pupa are found between leaves spun together, but have unfortunatel^vl
no serviceable description of the larva.
|
The moth from overwintered pupw appears in April, and in Ju
another generation is found as imagos.
Eastern United States, Missouri, Kentucky.
Habitat.

author,

—

—
NO. 1304.
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PHTHORIM^^A
Plate

XXX,

Phfhorlwwa Meyrick, Entoin. Mo. Mag.,

Df.

Edward Meyrick has been

Meyrick.

tig.

19.

XXXVIII,

1902, p.

It

it

could

l)e

10:].

so kind as to pulilish this

founded genus, which has Geleclua operculeUa Zeller as
of his paper, so that

821

tj^pe, in

well-

advance

included in this revision.

has the following characters: Labial palpi long, curved; second

joint with

heavy divided brush beneath; terminal joint nearly as long

as second,

somewhat thickened, with appressed

scales, especially at

base; apex pointed.

Fore wings elongate ovate pointed; 12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked to costa,
hindwings as broad as forewings, apex pointed, termen
sinuate below apex; 8 Aeins; 6 and 7 separate parallel, 5 nearest 4, 3
and 4 connate. In the males the basal half of costal edge forms a
broad, shallow fold in which a large, expansible bunch of long, scalerest separate;

when the insect is at rest.
The recognized American species may be separated

like hairs tind place

thus:

With longitudinal black streaks on forewings
Without such streaks
1. With dark marking on outer halt' of costal edge
Without such markings
2. With distinct longitudinal ochreous streaks
Without such streak

Mus.,

Walker

XXX,

822

inannnri'Ila, p.

823

1

2
oprrculclhi, p. 821
ijlorlihwlla, p.

s

PHTHORIMiEA OPERCULELLA
Gelechia terreUa

xlrUttella, p.

(not Fischer

v.

822

Zeller.

Rosterstamm), Cat. Lep.

Ins. Brit.

1864, p. 1024.

Gelechia {f Bryotropha) operrulcIl<i Zet.ler, Verh. k. k. zool.-))()t. (lesell. Ayien,

XXIII,

1873, p. 262.

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, j). 145. Riley,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5434, 1891.— Howard, I". S. Dept. Agr.,
Farmers' Bull., No. 120, 1900, p. 28.
Bryotropha solanella Boisduval, Journ. Soc. Cent. Hort. de France, 1874, VIII,
Gelechia operculella,

p. 713.

Ragoxot, Bull. Soc. Ent. France, 1879.
Staudinoer and Rebel, Cat. Lep. Eup., II, No. 20;>6, 1901.
Phtorimu'a operculella Meyrick, Ent. Mo. Mag., XXXVIII, 1902, p. 103.— BrscK,
Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5616, 1903.
Gelechia tahacella
Gefec/ti« sofane^to

While studying Zeller's types in the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge, dui'ing May, 1*J(»(), I decided that his Gelechia operculella was the same as the common tobacco and potato feeding Tineid,
which had hitherto passed under the name solanella Boisduval.
Zeller's types in Cambridge, which are in fine condition, leave no doubt
thereon, and his description and figure further substantiate it.
However, I did not at the time wish to change the name of so Avellknown an insect entirely on n\y own observation, but was able, through
the kindness of Mr. S. Henshaw, to submit one t^^pe (male) to Mr. E.
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by return mail, pronounced it to be solanella Boisduval,
which name must fall for the earlier one of Zeller.
Zeller described two females, which he associated with this species
with some doubt; it seems evident from his remarks that these two
Me3'rick, who,

female "types'' are really another species, as Zeller himself surmised.

They are, with one male, in the
The species, which likel}^ has

Lord Walsingham

collection of

home

America, is now
some economic
importance, owing- to the damage to tobacco and potato crops accomits

original

introduced in Europe, Africa, and Australia, and
plished

The

by

in

is

of

it.

modes on

difi'erent life

the

two food

plants, as leaf min(>r on

known and have
been the subject of a large amount of literature in economic entomology, references to \7hich are not attempted here. Among the
most important are those of Dr. L. O. Howard.^
In the U. S. National Museum are bred sj)ecimens compared by the
writer with Zeller's t} pes and many specimens determined by Lord
Walsingham as Gelechia Holanelhi Boisduval, besides a very large
series l)red from tobacco and potato in the insectary of U. S. Departtobacco and as borer in the potato, are equally well

ment

of Agricidture.

PHTHORIM^A GLOCHINELLA
Gelechia

Zeller, Verh.

(jloch'nteJUi

p. 268, pi.

fig.

Ill,

k.

Zeller.

k. zool.-bot. Gesell.

18.—Chambers,

Bull. U. S. Geol.

Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.
Gelechia solaniella Chambers, Can. Ent., V, 1873,

Wien, XXIII,

18?:^,

Surv., Ill, 1878, p.

144.

p.

176; Cinn. Quart. Journ.

Sci., II, 1875, p. 239.

Gelechia cinerella

Murtfeldt, Can. Ent., XIII,

Geleclua inconspicucUa

MvmFEhDT, Can.

Ent.,

1881, p. 244.

XV,

1883, p. 139.

Riley (not Zeller), Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5450,
Phthorimsea glochinella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5617, 1903.
Gelechia piscipellis

the smaller and plainer species bred

1891.

Miss Murtfeldt from
In
the U. S. National Museum is a specimen named by Lord Walsingham Gelechia (flocJilnella; also a large bred series received from Miss
This

is

Solanum and mixed up

l)y

Chambers with

b}-

his similiella (p. 779).

Murtfeldt.

The male

genetalia as figured hy Zeller

is

the surest distinguishing

character from the preceding very similar species.

PHTHORIM.ffiA STRIATELLA
Eucatopf IIS

strlatella

Phthorhmva

MuRTFELVT, Can. Ent., XXXII, 1900, p. 163.
Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5618, 1902.

Mriatella

Lord Walsingham determined
feldt
^

and placed

it

in his

Insect Life, IV, p. 239,

1898, p. 137.

Murtfeldt.

this insect generically for

West Indian genus

and Report United

States

Miss Murt-

Eucatoptus^ but even
Deimrtment

if

of Aiiricnhure,

.
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NO. 1304.

that g-eniis
as

it

823

would hold (p. Tlt-i) the present species could not be included,
from Walsingham's characterization both in palpi and

diflers

wing structure.
received from Miss Murtfeldt (Missouri), are

T3^pes,

National

Museum, where

by Mr. D. W. Coquillett

there
in

is

Los Angeles,

in

U.

S.

from Solanum

also a large series bred

California.

PHTHORIMiEA MARMORELLA

Chambers.

Gelechia marmorella Ch.\mbers, C'inn. Quart. Joiirn. Sci., II, 1875, p.

2.39;

Bull.

U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 144.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,

No. 54061, 1891.
Phthorimiea marmorella BrscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5619, 1903.

Two types of this species in poor condition are in the Museum of
Comparative Zoology, Thej^ show it to be a species of Pldhovima'a
different from any other recognized species.
1 liave not met with other
specimens.

— Kentucky.

IIah!t((t.-

GNORIMOSCHEMA
Plate

Gnorhnoschema Busck, Proc.

LT.

XXX,

S.

Busck.

fig. 20.

Nat. Mus.,

XXIII,

1900, p. 227.

Antenna? simple; labial palpi long curved, second joint large, with
a well-developed, furrowed brush beneath; terminal joint shorter than
second, more or less thickened with scales except at extreme tip,

which

is

pointed and thin, laterally compressed,^ front sharp, some-

times slightly serrate.

Maxillary palpi obsolete.

Tongue moderate

scaled at base.

Anterior wings narrow, elongate, somewhat sinuate beloAV apex,
is bent slightly downward.
Posterior wings a little broader than anterior wing-s; costa deflected
downward from the middle of the wing; apex produced, termen
sinuate, tornus rounded, dorsal edge straight.

which

—

Venation.
Forewings: 12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked, the rest separate.
and 7
Hindwings: 8 veins. 3 and 4 connate, 5 approximate to 4,
parallel.

The

species recognized as belonging- to this genus

by the following
With

may be

separated

table:

dorsal edge distinctively darker than costal edge

1

Donsal edge not darker than costal edge

Head and
Head and

1

2.

pure white
palpi, not pure white
palpi,

Dorsal edge, not blackish
'

This

is

835

.terratliinljuUa, p.

829

jiorella, p.

832

2

Dorsal edge, blackish

-jmlpi; it is

3
Im-acollclla, p.

a better description than the original, given of third joint of

not

scales,

but the joint

itself,

which

tlie

labial

projects above the thickened part.
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edge

4

Dorsal edge, not lighter than costal edge
4.

5.

6.

10

Head unmottled brown
Head not unicolorous brown
Head and palpi, whitish
Head and palpi, dark mottled
Ground color of forewing, light ochreous
Ground color, not ochreous

7.

Forewings with dark streak on fold
Forewings without such streak

8.

Costal half of forewings, nearly unicolorous

hdccharist'lld, p.

5
6
9
pKllldocln-clld, p.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

7

8
.albimarginella, p. 827

18.

19.

20.

semicydionella, p. 828

coqiiUlettella,
Base of forewings, clear yellowish brown
galbvi^olkhtghm,
Base of forewing, not yellowish thrown
(hidielht,
Forwings with large scale tufts on dorsal half
Forewings without scale tufts
Forewings with ocellate spots
Forewings without ocellate spots
odoinaciilrUn,
Forewings with transverse fascia near l)ase
Forewings without such fascia
ochreoMrUjella,
Forewings with longitudinal ochreous streaks
irlocellelld,
Forewings without such streaks
Forewings wdth two oblique black lines crossing at basal th\rd.. larrrurlld,
Forewings without such lines
Forewing with longitudinal streaks
Forewing without longitudinal streaks
coUmuneUa,
Streaks light yellow; two large black spots on disk

Streaks red
17.

Ground
Ground

;

no large

S2S

(fdhidxtericUa, p. 825

Costal half of forewings, not unicolorous
9.

825

p.

826

p.

824

p.

828
11

12
14
j).

830
13

p. 831
p.

830

p.

833
15
16
17

p. 831

saphirmella, p. 832

discal spots

18

color, whitish
color, not whitish

19

Forewings uniformly dotted with dark scales
Forwings not uniforndy dotted with dark scales
Forwings nearly unicolorous
Forewing strongly mottled

fclntdymiella, p.

834

bntanella, p. 833

20
hanlc^idln, p. 832

Forewings, brown
Forewings, fuscous

pednionteUa, p. 829
scutellariella , p.
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Riley.

Mo. Rep. Nat. Inst., I, 1869, p. 173; II, 1870, pp.
Smith's ListLep. Bor. Am., No. 5377, 1891.— Chambers, Can.

Gelechla rjalkcsolidag'tnis Riley,
20, 132, 134;

Ent., VIII, 1876, p. 19; IX, 1877, p. 14; Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875,
p. 289;

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, pp.

143.— Kellicott, Can. Ent., X,

1878, p.

1, 28,

141;

IV, 1878, pp. 115,
List Inst. N.

201.— Dietz, Smith's

Jersey, 1900, p. 474.

Gnorhnoschenia

galldcsolidagliilK

Busck, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. IMus.,

XXIII,

1900, p.

227; Dyar's List Anier. Lep., No. 5620, 1903.

Riley's

type

Museum under

is

still

in

perfect condition

in

the

U.

8.

National

type no. 452.
The species is recorded from Missouri (Riley), Colorado (Chambers), Michigan and New York (Kellicott), New Jersey (Beutenmiiller),
and has been reared repeatedly in large series by the writer in the
District of Columl>ia and surrounding country.
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Larva

in

stom-^alls on

iSolldago.

Tinaoos

issue

duriiiu-
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(September) and also overwinter.

GNORIMOSCHEMA GALLCEASTERIELLA
Gelechia gallcfasteriella
List Lep. Bor.

Kellicott, Can. Ent., X, 1878,

Am., No.

CteJcrhUi galkediplojjappi

List Lep. Bor.

(Inurimoschema

An

\>.

Kellicott.

20:1— Rilky, Smith's

5378, 1891.

Fyles, Can. Ent.,

Am., No.

XXII,

1890,

]>.

24S.— Rilky,

Sinith's

5375, 1891.

galloeasteriella

Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep. No.

56:^1, 190:!.

authentic bred specimen received from Mr. Kellicott

is

in the

Museum.

Authentic bred specimens of gaUoddlplop ipp! were kindlj^ sent me by Rev. Dr. iVles; they show this species
to be the same as Kellicotfs, as descriptions and food plant would
indicate.
It is like the foregoing-, a large, somewhat variable, but
easil}" recognized species, which is about as common around Washington as g(dhEs()Iidag nils.
Ilahltid.
Michigan (Kellicott). Canada (Fyles), District of Columliia
U.

S.

National

—

(Busck).

Larva feeds during summer in stem-gall on various species of
Imagos issue during autumn and also overwinter.

GNORIMOSCHEMA BACCHARISELLA,
(inorhmm'hfmu

harrharis^'llu

new

A^iter.

species.

BrscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No.

.^622, 190:i

Antennae reddish lirown, each joint Avith tip and two small dots on
La])ial palpi of pronounced GuoT'niwsclieiiia
the middle above l)lack.
form, reddish white with black shading on the outside of the second
joint and at ])ase and near tip of the terminal joint; extreme tip
whitish.

Face, head, and thorax light clay brown, unmottled; basal one-sixth

brown dot
In some specimens this yellow-brown
color is continued, gradually fainter, along dorsal edge below fold.
The rest of the wing is ochreous, thickly overlaid with dark fuscous
scales, most numerous on the costal middle part of the wing and gi-adually becoming fewer toward apex, where the dark scales form narrow
ill-dehned longitudinal streaks on the yellow ground color.
In the
middle of the disk is a short oblong dark reddish-brown spot with
black center, and at the end of the cell is a similar nearly moonshaped spot.
of forewings concolorous with thorax, with a small dark

below costa at extreme base.

Below the former on the fold are

in

some specimens

a similarly

colored reddish longitudinal spot.

There is some variation in the intensity of these spots and dark
markings, some specimens appearing to the naked eye light reddish
yellow with dark irregular longitudinal lines, while others ai)pear dark
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fuscous with narrow liyht streaks; around apical edge are a few Idackish dots.

Hindwing's shining silvery, cilia 3'ellowish.
ro])ust, reddish ^^ellow; females with stout straight pro
truding transparent ovipositor.
Legs rather short, reddish white,

Abdomen

shaded on the outside in irregular patches with black; tarsi blackish,
with extreme tip of each joint white.
A/ar expanse. 11-20 mm., the average size being ir> to 17 mm.
Ilahitdt.

—
— California.
— Bucchnris jnlularis.

Food 2)lant.
Type.— 1^0. 6359, U.S.N.M.

Described from many specimens in perfect condition, bred and
mounted by Mr. Koel)ele.
From Mr. Koebele's notes in the U. S. Department of Agriculture
it is learned that he found the larvic al)unclantly near San Francisco
and in Berkeley County, California, in June on Baccharis j)/lula7'i.s.
The larva makes a gall on the steni, and, according to Koebele, "they
leave the galls when mature in the latter part of July and pupate in a
case of silk in the sand."
It is

not indicated in the notes whether this was under natural con-

ditions or in his breeding cage.

The moths issued September 15

GNORIMOSCHEMA COQUILLETTELLA
Giiorimoscheina roquUleltdla F.rscK, Proe. U. 8. Nat Mus.,

Dyar's

Lii-t

Amer. Lep., No.

to 26.

Busck.

XXV,

1902, p. 405;

5623, 1903.

Antennte dark brown, with narrow silvery white annulations. Laform; second joint whitish, sprinkled with lirown
scales and with a ])lack bar on the outside; terminal joint black with a
white annulation round the middle.
Face whitish; head and thorax whitish, heavily overlaid with dark
brown.
Basal fifth of forewing light yellowish brown, which color is continued in a downward-curved streak along basal half of dorsal edge
and sharply limited toward the rest of the wing. The ground color
in the rest of the wing is pale bluish white, each scale tipped with
bial palpy of typical

black.

Adjoining the basal fawn-colored part

is

a costal semicircular region,

heavily overlaid with dark fuscous, and outside this

is

another similar

dark costal spot, not so well defined. In the first of these dark semicircles on the middle of the cell is a dark reddish brown dot surrounded
with a few fawn-colored scales, and below the second costal semicircle
A few dark
at the end of the cell is another similarly edged spot.
fuscous scales are sprinkled irregularly over the apical part of wing
and the extreme apex is dark fuscous. Hindwing silvery fuscous,

\

—
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darker along- costa and toward the tip; cilia yellowish.
Alnloinen
dark shining- fuscous; legs whitish, shaded with dark fuscous.

— 11.5 to 14 mm.
ornia.
—Applopappus pinlfoUus.

Ala7' expanse.

— Cal

Habitat.

Food plaiit.

if

Ti/jM.—m. 6288, U.S.N.M.
Described from many specimens bred by Mr. Koebele and Mr. Coquillett.

This species resembles in general appearance the foregoing hiccha-

rk(Ma Busck, but it is a smaller and neater colored insect, and easily
distinguished by the mottled head and the clearer, lighter basal area.
Both are nearly related to the type of the genus.
take pleasure in naming this species after Mr. D. W. Coquillett,
who has generously giyen me his notes on this and a few other Cali1

fornian Gelechiida^.

Mr. Koebele's note on

this insect is as follows:

Collected on Bigdovia? in the beginning of March, at Los Angeles, California, quite
a number of larvae, which spin the young leaves in the top together, so that it

resembles a

gall;

in this they live, boring

down

into the stem half

an inch

to

an

inch, resembling in habits the Pxdisca in tips of SoJidago.

The
also

larvpe,

when

on the side

full

grown,

of the glass

left

and on

their tips

and spun a cocoon on top

of the

ground;

leaves.

Mr. Coquillett has kindly giyen me the following description of the
from his notes:

larya

Head yellowish brown, marked on each
posterior one

is

nearly hidden by the

white, sometimes tinged with

first

two blackish

side with

segment

brown on dorsum

of the

of

dots, of which the
body; body dull pinkish

abdomen;

cervical shield i)ale

yellowish; piliferous spots light colored; spiracles and anal plate concolorous with
body; length, 10 mm.
lives in a thin-walled oblong gall about 12 mm. long, formed of the undeveloped
terminal bud on Aplopappus pinifolius. Several galls, each containing a single larva,
were found March 7, 1886, near Los Angeles, California; one of these larvse pupated
April 16 and the moth issued May 18.
During the following year a gall containing
a larva was found in the same locality, April 9, and the moth issued June 12.

GNORIMOSCHEMA ALBIMARGINELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Q'liirt. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, p. 291.
Chambers, Bull. V. S. (ieol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 141.
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5.305, 1891.
Gnorimof^chema albimarginella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5624, 1903.
Gelechia albimarginella

Gelechia nlbomarginella

The unique

t3^pe, labeled by Chanil)ers in the Museum of ComparaCambridge, which, though not spread, is in fairly good
condition, agrees with his description, and shows that the species

tiye Zoology,

belongs

No

in this

genus.

other specimen

Ilahitat.

is

— Colorado.

at pi-esent

known

to me.
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GNORIMOSCHEMA SEMICYCLIONELLA, new
Gnorimosdiema semicyclkmeUa BrscK, Dyar's

List.

species.

Amer. Lep., No.

5625, 1903.

Antennae white, sharply annulated with dark chocolate l)rown.
Labial palpi whitish, suffused with l)rown except tip and annular around
middle of terminal joint, which are clear white. Face and head white,
lightly sprinkled with brown scales; thorax darker, more liberally
Forewings white with a faint reddish tint,
sprinlded with brown.
thickly sprinkled with minute bluish black atoms, each scale being

brown
brown semicircular
costal spot, reaching down over the fold and edged with lighter brown
and white below and with pure white toward the brown basal area.

tipped with black.

Near base of wing

patch; before middle of wing

is

is

a clear, light chocolate

a large chocolate

another smaller and less
and toward the tip in the
middle of the wing is an obscure brown patch. Cilia brownish white.
Hindwing light silvery gray, darker along costa and toward the tip;
Abdomen dark chocolate brown, the two first joints
cilia yellowish.
above velvety yellowish, and tip of male anal tuft white. Legs whitish,
sprinkled and shaded with dark l)ro\vn; tarsi blackish, each joint tipped

Following and adjoining

this costal spot is

well-defined semicircular

brown

costal spot,

with white.

— 12 to 14 mm.
— Colorado, New Mexico.

Alar expanse.
Habitat.

Type.—lS^o. 6360,
I

am

U.S.N.M.

indebted to Dr. Dietz for one of the specimens from which I

have described this species; another was collected by Mr. H.
at Las Vegas, New Mexico.

GNORIMOSCHEMA PALLIDOCHRELLA

S.

Barber

Chambers.

Depressariu paUidochreUa Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, pp. 126, 129, 147, 148;
Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1878, p. 138.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

Am., No. 5272,

1891.

Gelechia paUidochreUa

Chambers,

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1878, p. 145.

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5439, 1891.
Gnorwioschema paUidochreUa Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, X, 1902,

p.

XXIV,

Riley,

1902, p. 732;

90 note; Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No.

5626, 1903.

this species is found in the museum in Cambridge.
poor condition, but shows plainly that it belongs in the presI have met with no other specimen.
ent genus.
Kentuck3\
Habitat.

The unique t3'pe of

It is in

—

GNORIMOSCHEMA DUDIELLA,
Gyior'inum-heiiKi

new

species.

dudieUa Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5627, 1903.

Labial palpi of pronounced Gnorimosch&ma form, white thickly
sprinkled with black, under side of brush black. Antennjc whitish
gray, annulated with black, basal joint black.
Face silvery, head
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Avhite, liberally
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sprinkled with black and dark fus-

elongate slender, apex deflexed; g-round
thickW overlaid with black and fuscous as
to appear dark, each scale being mottled with white and black or dark
fuscous.
On the basal and apical one-third the light color prevails so
as to make these parts light pearl gray to the naked eve; the middle
part of the wing appears without a lens blackish, but under a lens is
disclosed the composite coloration.
On the middle of the cell is a
short deep black perpendicular dash slightly edged with brown scales;
at the end of the cell is another similar larger oblique velvety black
dash, also edged with light brown.
Parallel with the dorsal edg-e and

cous

scales.

Forewing-s

color bluish white, but so

is a row of three equidistant large tufts of erect scales.
Hindwings dark fuscous, cilia a shade lighter. First two abdominal

just within this

segments are light ochreous above, rest of abdomen light irridescent
gray; legs light gray on the inside, black on the outside; tarsal joints
slightly tipped with white.

Alar

— to 17.2 mm.
— Arizona.

'.rpan.'^e.

TIahttttt.

1.5

Typt.—^o. 6361, U.S.N. M.
Described from two perfect females collected and spread by Mr.
H. S. Barber in June and July. 1901.

GNORIMOSCHEMA SERRATIPALPELLA
Gelechia serrntipalpeUa

U.

S.

Chambers,

Ball. U.

Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p.

h^.

Chambers.

CTeol. Surv., Ill, 1877,

147.— Riley, Smith's

i>.

Vlo; Bull.

List Lep. Bor.

Am.,

No. 5479, 1891.

Gaorimoschema serratipulpcUa Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5628,

19()M.

Type of this easily recognized species is found in the Museum of
Comparative Zoology, where J have examined it and compared it with
an identical specimen from Las Vegas, New Mexico, belonging to the
National

Museum.

have also examined and received identical specimens from Dr.
Dietz, collected at Denver, Colorado, from where Chambers' type came.
This species represent the extreme development of the genus, hav1

ing the distinguishing palpal characters accentuated, as described

l>y

Chambers.

GNORIMOSCHEMA PEDMONTELLA

Chambers.

Gdechid pedmontella Chambeks, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 12:^; Bull.
U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 145.— Rilev, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No.
5444, 1891.

Gnorlsmosclieina pedniontelld BrscK, Dyar's List

Chambers' type

Amer. Lep., No.

5(529, 1908.

Cambridge examined and found identical with
specimens in the U. S. National Museum from Denver, Colorado,
received through Dr. Dietz.
The type came from Colorado. T have
in

seen no other specimen.
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GNORIMOSCHEMA TRIOCELLELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 127.
Gelechia triocelella Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 87 and 147.—
EiLEY, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., Xo. 5501, 1891. Dietz, Smith's List
aelechia trioce/Mkt

Ins.

New

Jersey, 1900, p. 474.?

Chtorimoschenia triocellella Busck, Dyar's List Anier. Lep., No. 5630, 1903.

A

well-preserved series of types with Chambers' written labels

Museum of Comparative Zoology.
Museum are several specimens, compared with

attached are found in the
In the U. S. National

and found identical with the types by the writer in 1900. One of these
is named by Lord Walsingham; others were received from Dr. Dietz.
All are from Colorado, as also are Chambers' types.
Chambers recorded a variety from Kentucky, with which I am not
accjuainted.

New

Dr. Dietz recorded "'a verv close variety'' from

think
It

it

is

im})rol)able that

it

really

was

this

Western

Jersey, but

I

species.

a typical Gnorintoschema.

GNORIMOSCHEMA OCTOMACULELLA
Gelechia ortomamlella

U.

S. (;eol.

Chambers, Cnin. Quart. Journ.

Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 128; IV, 1S78,

]>.

Chambers.

Sc'i.,IL 1875, p. 291; Bull.

145.— Riley, Smith's

List

Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5432, 1891.

Gnorimoschemn ociomaculella Busck, Dyar's

The unique

List

Amer. Lep., No.

t3^pe of this species is in the

Museum

5631, 1903.

of Comparative

It is in very poor condition, so poor that I did not at all
Zoology.
recognize the very charming species it really- is and described it inmanuscript from a tine specimen in National Museum, bred by Mr.
Koebele. However, on final examination last January I realized this.
Chambers' meager description gives a very poor idea of the true
appearance of a perfect specimen.

For

this reason I

append

my

description:

Auteniue reddish white, each joint aniudated with black. Labial)
palpi of typical gnorimoschema form, whitish, sprinkled with black
atoms; terminal joint just before the tip nearly black. Face reddish|
white, head and thorax reddish white, sprinkled with small dark;;
atoms. Forewings pale rosy white, each scale tipped with black;;
near base of wing a transverse dark rust brown fascia, narrowly;
edged on both sides with light 3'ellowish brown. (This fascia is notj
mentioned by Chambers, though detectable in the type.)
On middle of cell are two large circular dark rust-brown spots, one!
above the other, edged with lighter l)rown. A somewhat smaller sim-1
Toward apex a few scattered all
ilar spot at the end of the cell.
black scales; extreme apical edge black; cilia dirtj^ white. Hindwings
light silvery gray, cilia yellowish.
Abdomen dark silvery fuscous
except third joint, which is velvety yellow above; underside silvery
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scales; tarsi

dusky

with end of each joint white.
AJ<ir

— 12 mm.
—

e,i'p<n)s(3.

Food j>hiht.

Ac(U)iptoj)(ij)pii><

^phdroeephalus.

According- to the notes of Mr. Koebele in the U. S. Department of

Agriculture:
This species forms a gall-like swelling on tips of branches; of the al)<>v(' phmt.
Larva were collected at Lancaster, California, in May; moth in Jnne 2(5.

As can be

seen from the above description, the

name

ortomaculella

is

not appropriate and caused only by the poor condition of Chambers'

type of this excpiisite

little insect.

GNORIMOSCHEMA HENSHAWIELLA
Chambers,

Busck.

Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 126.
Gnorimonchetna ochreostrigella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5632, 1903.
GelecJiia uchrcoxtrigella

Not Gdechia

ochreostrtgeUa

Ent., X, 1S7S,

50;

p.

Bull. U.

.S.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ.

p. 247;

Sci., II,

Bull. U. 8. (ieol. Surv., IV, 1878, p.

Can.

145.— Riley,

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5431, 1891.

Chambers described two different insects as Gelecida ochreodrkiella.
The first one from California is a very distinct true Geleckia^ as the
type in Cambridge proves; this species will be found treated under its
proper genus [p. 869].
The other species is the present, an entirely different smaller insect,
three types of which were found in the Museum of Comparative
Zoology, one of which, through the courtesv of Mr. S. Henshaw. was
secured for the U. S. National Museum.
It is a typical easily recognized GnorbnoscheiiKi; I take })leasurc in
forming the new name required for this species in honor of my friend,
Mr. Sanuu^l Henshaw, of Cambridge.

The

species bears a close resem))lance to PJifltor/ma-o opeTculella

Zeller.

Thei'e

No

is

no references to

this species in

Chambers' Index.

other specimens besides the three types are

Type.—lS.o. 6362,

Habitat.

known

to

me.

U.S.N.M.

— Colorado.
GNORIMOSCHEMA COLLINUSELLA

Chambers.

Gdechia rn/lhuiseUa Chambers, Bull. II. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 128; Bull.
U. S. Geol. Survey, IV, 1878, p. 142, 1878.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.
Am., No. 5339, 1891.

Gnonmoschema

coUinusella Busck, Dyar's List

The unique t3^pe-of
Cambridge Museum.

Am.

Lep., No. 5(533, 1903.

this striking species, labeled
1

have examined

it

by Chambers,

carefully, and

without doubt to this genus.
It is an easily recognized, large, light yellow species, but
met with other specimens.
"

Habitat.

— Colorado.

it

I

is

in

belong-s

have not
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GNORIMOSCHEMA SAPHIRINELLA

VOL. XXV.

Chambers.

Gelechia saphirinella Cha^iber», Ciun. Quart. Jouni. 80., II, 1875, p. 250.
Gelechia sapharinella

Chambers,

Bull. U. 8. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 147.

Riley,

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5473, 1891.
(Jnorimoschema saphirinella Busck, Dyar's List Am. Lep., No. 5634, 1903.

The two authentic types in the Museum of (Comparative Zoolojiv
Cambridge are in bad condition, but recognizable.
1 have taken a few specimens of what 1 believe is this species

in

at

light in District of Columbia.
It

was described from Colorado.

GNORIMOSCHEMA FLORELLA,
Gnorimo.scheinajiorella, Busck, Dyar's List

new

species.

Amer. Lep., No.

5635, 1903.

Antennae pale reddish with narrow deep black annulations.

Labial

palpi reddish white, darker and sprinkled with black on the under-

Face and tongue
terminal joint brick red with tip black.
ocherous white; head and thorax pale reddish. Costal half of forewings whitish yellow sprinkled with light ocherous brown scales;
At basal third is a small black
dorsal half of forewings brick red.
costal spot; on middle of cell is small black dot, below and nearer
base another similar dot on the fold, and at the end of the cell is a
third; all of these are surrounded by a circlet of whitish scales.
A few black scales are scattered irregularly on the wing, especially
side;

in the dorsal part

whitish fuscous,

and around the apical edge.
Underside of
reddish.

cilia

Hindwings shining
])od_v

whitish;

legs

ocherous, barred with black; tarsal joints black, tipped with white.

Alar expanse.
Habitat.

— 17 mm.

"

— Denver, Colorado.

Type.—^o. 6363, U.S.N.M.
This striking species, very distinct from any other recognized
species, was received from Dr. William Dietz.

GNORIMOSCHEMA BANKSIELLA,
Gnorhno-schema

lianksiella

new

species.

Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5636, 1903.

Antennae dark fuscous with narrow silvery annulations.

Labial

palpi dark fuscous, nearly black, upper side of second joint and tip
of terminal joint whitish.

Face light silvery gray; head and thorax

dull dark fuscous nearly black; forewings concolorous with thorax

with two round ocherous brown spots, one on middle of cell one at
end of cell. Below on fold is a similarly colored ditfused oblong spot
touching the first discal spot and reaching down to the dorsal edge.
Hind
Apical part of wing more or less sprinkled with Avhite scales.
wings light fuscous. The two first abdominal segments velvety yel

low above, rest of abdomen blackish above, light silvery fuscous below
legs dark fuscous, each joint tipped with silver}' white.

—
NO.1304.
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Alar expanm. 12 to 13 niiii.
Northern Atlantic States.
Hahitat.
Type.^^o. 6364, U.S.N.M.
Described from .several ,s})(»cinien.s collected l)y Mr. Nathan Banks,
after whom I have pleasure in naming this species, at Sea Cliff, New
York. In the National Museum are also specimens from Essex
County, New York (Kearfott), and I have seen other specimens from
Pennsylvania and Massachusetts. This is presuraabl}- the species
identified by Dr. Dietz as a variety of triocelleUa Chambers, to which
it comes quite near.
It differs, however, in the lack of the ocellate
spots, and is a much darker species than triocelleUa, which also has

—

an angulated light fascia at apical third, lacking in Ixmksiella.

GNORIMOSCHEMA BATANELLA,

new

species.

Gnorimoschemn.bataneUa Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5637,

VAO'A.

Antenna? silvery white, with sharp black annulations; labial palpi
with second joint white, overlaid with dark fuscous, especially on the
outside; terminal joint white, with base and ill-detined annulus before
the tip dark fuscous; face whitish; head and thorax white, liberally
sprinkled with light fuscous scales; forewings white, with a faint rosy
tint, irregularly and sparsely sprinkled with black scales, especially
toward the edges; a rather prominent group of them is found on costa
at apical third.
On the middle of the disk is a small light-brown spot;
another similar is at the end of the cell. On the middle of the dorsal
edge is a patch of brown, and between this and apex are two other
small groups of brown scales.
All of these brown markings are
obscure, ill defined, and not constant in all specimens.
The black
scales form a nearly continuous thin line at base of cilia round the
apical edge.
Cilia white; hindwings dark, shining fuscous; cilia yellowish; abdomen dark fuscous above, silveiy white below; legs white
on the outside, sprinkled with fuscous; tarsi on the outside black,
with each joint tipped Avith white, on the inside pure white; outer
spurs black, inner spurs black on the outside, white on the inside.

— 11.5 to 12,5 mm.
— New Jersey.

Alar expanse.
ILfhltat.

7^7^.^— No. 6365, U.S.N.M.
Cotypes in the collection of Mr. AVilliam
M. S. National

Museum

is

I).

Kearfott, to

whom

the

indebted for the types.

GNORIMOSCHEMA LAVERNELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1S74, p. 242. Riley, Smith's List
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5400, 1891.
GelecJda jifiysaUroreUa Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sei., II, 1878, p. 2;>S; Bull.
U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 117 and 146.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.
Am., No. 5447, 1891.
Gnorimoschema lavernella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5638, 1903.
(iehchia lavernella

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02
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No

any of the American
specimen which had
Professor Riley's lahel, ^' favernel/a,'" on the pin. This specinien was
evidentl}' received from and mounted I)}' Chamhers, and agrees with
bred specimens of phiisul'.myn'lhi., compared with the type in Camhridg-e, which also exhibit the jieculiar dark crossing- lines on forewing
descri))ed l)y Chambers.
I l)elie\e the two names apply to the same species.
Larxa feeds in the fruits of Physalis.
authentic specinion of hivrmelhi

collections, hut in

Ifdhitdf.

U.

S.

National

found

i.s

in

Museum was

iv

-Texas, Missouri (Chambers), Michioaii, District of Co-

hunhia.

GNORIMOSCHEMA SCUTELLARIiZEELLA
Or/echio sciUc/larinel/a Cha.mhehs, Can. Eiit.,

Surv., IV, 1878, pp.

IKi,

147.— Riley,

\'.

IS?:;,

Smith's^

}).

Chambers.
175;

Bull.

T. S. (^eol.

List Lep. Bor.

Am., No.

5477, 1891.
Ortiirimoi^chemn

sciitell(iri(vc/la

Rcsck, Dyar's List

have examined the unique type of
Comi)arativ(^ Zoology in Camliridge.
I

feel certain that

food

})lant

it is

Amer.

Lej*.,

No. 5HoH, lOOS.

this species in the
It

is

in

a true (hioriiito.sc/iema., anVl

Museum

of

poor condition, but I
the knowledge of the

should easily enable the recognition of this small, inconspic-

uous, nearly unicolorous, dark fuscous species.

Food pUiii t. — S<?utdlarla
Ualntdt.

later ifioi'd.

— Kentucky.

have not met with other si)ecimens

I

thari the type.

GNORIMOSCHEMA TETRADYMIELLA,
(ruoriuHisrht'iiKt Idrdrhjrnlella

new

species.

BrscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5640, 1903.

Antenna^ dark fuscous, toward the tip whitish. Labial palpi dirty
white, second joint shaded with black on the outside, terminal with a
black spot at

;

Ijase.

i

Face, head, and thorax whitish, sprinkled with light fuscous.

AnteJ

rior

wings whitish, evenly and thickly overlaid with gray and fuscous
appearance of "pepper and salt."" Toward the apex

scales giving the

by nearly unsprinkled whitish thin
with their interspaces rather more overlaid with dark scales than
Hindwings nearly transCilia ashy gray.
the rest of the wing.
Abdomen
parent, light gray with silver}- reflections; cilia yellowish.
dark shining fuscous, the two first joints velvety, yellowish above.
Legs white, slightly sprinkled with dark fuscous.
the veins are slightly indicated
lines,

Alar

|

i

— 15.5 to 20 mm.

expanse.-

Habitat.

j

— Los Angeles, California.
— Tetradymia

Food plant.

i

ca7)esceni<.

Ti/pe.—'So. r)806, IT.S.N.M.
Described from specimens l)red by Mr. Koehele. from wliose notes

j

I

—
NO.1301.

it

i.s
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learned

the hirvie live in steni-j^alls on

tliut

thi^

835

above plant and

that the iniauos issued Scpteni])er 18 to 23.

GNORIMOSCHEMA TERRACOTTELLA
Giiuriinnsriicma ierracottella Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas.,
pi.

I,

H.tr.

3,

Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5641, 1903.

Wanh., IV, 1901,

Busck.

XXIII, 1900, p.
Dyak, Proc. Ent.

p. 471.

is easily disting'uishcd from
pnre white head and costal marking's.

This striking species
.^'•enus

by

its

Food plant.

227,

Soc.

all

othei-s

the

in

— Iw hnhrlcdfii.

[L(h!f,it.—F2i\m Beach, Florida (Dyar).

U.S.N.M.

7}//;^^.— No. 4934.

NEODACTYLOTA, new
Plate

XXX,

Type, Dactylota

figH. 21, 22, 23.

Hnellenella

As observed by Lord Walsingham/
tylota sneUenella differs in several

genus.

Walsingham.
his species described as

Dac-

important characters from the

t3q3e

of Dactylota Snellen {Didactijlota Walsingham.)

a congeneric species, and

it is

am now able

add
proper to erect a separate genus for the
I

to

American forms, which have the following characters: Labial palpi
long, slender, recurved; second joint slightly thickened beneath with

nearly smoothly appressed scales; terminal joint

much longer than

Forewings narrow, elongate ovate,
Hindwings
pointed; 12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked to costa, rest separate.
in male as broad as forewings, bilobed, costal and dorsal edge nearly
parallel, apex produced, pointed, termen deeply emarginate below apex,
forming a shorter obtuse second lobe; costal vein straight, connected
by short oblique crossbar to the subcostal at l>asal third; veins 6 and 7
stalked; cell not closed; discal vein and veins 4 and 5 obsolete, the
second, smooth, slender-pointed.

latter onl}^ slightly indicated b}' faint traces.

The females are unknown

me, but, according to Lord Walsingham, the}" have not l)ilo])ed hindwings, though termen is deeply emarginate below the apex, and the
discal vein is present, as well as veins 4 and 5, which are stalked.
His
lordship has kindly, through Mr. J. H. Durrant, sent me a sketch of
the venation of the hindwing in the female, which is reproduced.
to

(Plate

XXX,

tig.

22.)

The West Indian

species, Didactylota htcolor

Walsingham,

will (juite

surely be found not to belong to this genus, but to Nealyda Dietz.

At present only

the following two species are recognized, which

may

be easih' separated, thus:
Forewings light gray
Forewings dark purplisli brown
Insect Life,

I,

pp. 83, 84.

7, xiirJIenclbt, p.

836

2, harbercl/fi, p.

836
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NEODACTYLOTA SNELLENELLA
Dactylota mellenellu

Walsingham,

Ins. Life,

I,

18S8,

vol. xxv.

Walsingham.
j).

SH.

Riley, Smith's List

Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5210, 189L

Didadylota sndlenella Walsinhjham, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1891, p. 522; 1897,
523.— BuscK, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, p. 228, pi. i, fig. 4.
Neodactylota snelleneUa Busck, Dyar's List

Amer. Lep., No.

One male cotype received from Lord Walsino-ham
Museum, from which Plate XXX, tig. 21 is drawn.
In a letter of October,

mj delineation

19(»0,

5643, 1903.
is

in the National

Lord Walsing-ham has kindh^

of this species,^ calling

my

p.

criticised

attention to the faint traces

which are still more noticeable in the following species
and later he sent me the sketch of the female
hindwing. which is reproduced in Plate XXX, fig. 22.
I have met with no other specimen of this species, which was described
of veins 4 and
[Plate

XXX,

5,

fig. 23].

from Arizona.

NEODACTYLOTA BARBERELLA,
Neodacti/lota harherella Busck, Dyar's List

new

species.

Amer. Lep., No.

5644, 1903.

Antennte four-fifths as long as forewings, dark purple, nearly black,
with a white longitudinal scale on each joint, forming an interrupted
Labial palpi long, slender,
silvery white line fi'om ]>ase to tip.
recurved; second joint thickened somewhat with smooth appressed
scales, purplish l)lack, motled with silvery white scales; terminal joint
long, thin, acutely pointed, black, sprinkled with sparse white scales.
Tongue robust, covered with scant silvery scales.
Face, head, and thorax dark purplish brown. Forewings narrow,
pointed; basal two-thirds dark purplish brown overlaid with evenly
mixed black, red, and whitish scales. At apical third is a transverse,
somewhat irregular and not very clearly defined narrow white fascia,
outside of which the wing is lighter reddish brown, with strong purflust outside the fascia on the costal edge is a small
plish reflexions,
longitudinal shining salmon red dash; cilia dark purplish gray, with
sparse black scales interndxed at base.
Hindwings as lu'oad as forewings, bilobed, termen deeply excised
beneath apex, which forms the upper long narrow-pointed lobe; the
lower lobe is much shorter, broad, rounded, and blunt. Color, dark
shining purplish gray;

cilia lighter

gray.

Abdomen, above, dark purplish brown;

l)elow, sprinkled with white

scales.

Legs purplish, nuich sprinkled with white

scales; tarsi

black, with each joint tipped with white.

— 14 mm.
— Williams. Arizona.

Alar expanse.
Habitat.

'Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXIII,

pi.

i,

fig. 4.

purplish

N... 1:501.
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Typc.-^o. 636T, U.S.N.M.
Collected
interesting

May 27, 11»01, by Mr. Herbert S.
and beautiful species is named..

DEOCLONA, new
(Tyi.c,

Bar])er, after wlioin

tliis

genus.

/),<,r/i,na >/nn-,is,/la I'.nsck.

)

Antennte four-tifths as long as forewing simple; labial ])al})i with
second joint long, curved, cylindrical thickened with vvvu. smoothly
appressed scales, abruptly' cut oft' at apex; terminal joint very short,
less than one-fourth of second, tapering pointed.
Head and thorax
smooth. Forewing elongate, fully four times a.s long as wide, costal
and dorsal edges parallel, apex rounded blunt; 12 veins, 7 and S stalked
rest separate; 1'' shortly furcate at base.
Hind wings as
broad as forewings, elongate trapezoidal, costa nearly straight, slightly
depressed from basal third, termen straight; apex l)lunt; 7 veins, 5
absent, discal vein, except a remnant of the lower end, obsolete, 3 and
and 7 stalked. Males and females are alike. Onlj^
•i long stalked,
the following species is at present recognized.
to costa,

DEOCLONA YUCCASELLA,

new

species.

Dtoclona yuccaaella Brsciv, Dyar'ss List Amer. Lep., No.

564-5, 1908.

Antennje light yellow, with narrow brown annulations. Labial palpi
light yellow\
Face, head, and thorax light reddish yellow, a shade
darker than the forewings, vhich are also unicolorous light reddish
yellow, without any markings.
In some specimens the forewings are
slightly darker and more j-eddish toward apex than on basal half.
Hindwings pale silvery yellow; cilia yellowdsh
Cilia yellowish white.
white.
Abdomen yellow; legs pale yellow, without darker annulations; tarsi and tuft on posterior tibial whitish.

— 16.2 to 20 nnn.
— California.
Food plant. — Yucca wh'ipplei.

Alar expanse.
Habitat.

is

Type.—^o. 6308, U. S. N. M.
Described from six specimens
his note on the larva;
The

issues
of

l)red

by Mr. Koebele.

Th(^ follow'ing

larva lives in the dry seed pods, pupating in holes eaten therein, and moth
therefrom in May. The seed pods were collected on the foothills, 16 miles east

Los Angeles, California.

PROSTOMEUS, new
Type,

I'n^xloninix hrninwii.^

Plate

XXXI,

genus.
Busck.

Fig. 25.

AntennBe f, simple. Labial palpi long curved, strongly laterally
compressed, sharp edged; second joint thickened above and below
with appressed scales, abru])tly cut oft' at apex, sharp odg(Ml in front;

838
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terminal joint fully as lono- as second joint, strongly laterally comfront and Ix^hind, thickened with smoothly
appressed scales, which terminate a])ruptly just before apex, leaving
the acute tip projecting.
Maxillary palpi o])solete. Tongue robust,

pressed, sharp edo'cd in

Forewings elongate, about four times longer
than broad; costal and dorsal edge parallel; apex obtusely pointed;
spiraled, scaled at base.

Hindwings broader
12 veins, T and !» stalked to costa, rest separate.
than forewings. Costa nearly straight, parallel with dorsal edge;
apex obtuse, termen hardlv sinuated, tornusand dorsal angle rounded;
8 veins, 6 and 7 stalked, 5 approximate to 4, 3 and 4 connate, 2 distant.

Allied to and resembling (Tli/jjhidocetu/Wnh'mghum, but with simple

antennie and 12 veins in fore wing, and easily recognized

l)y

the pecu-

liar blade-like labial palpi.

Besides the species here described there

Museum

in

is

the V. S. National

a single specimen of another species bidonging to this genus,

but not sufficiently well preserved to describe.

PROSTOMEUS BRUNNEUS,

new

species.

Prostomeus brunneus Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5646, 1903.

Antennae dark reddish brown, annulated with white. Labial palpi
brown, mottled with dark-brown and black scales; terminal joint
with })ase, an annulus round the middle and apical third black. Head
and thorax dark brown. Forewings light straw colored, overlaid with
reddish brown; base dark ])urplish brown; along middle of costa from
basal fourth to apical third a dark pur})lish brown oblong narrow patch.
On the dorsal edge a larger similar patch, projecting up in the light
middle part of the wing a boot-shaped figure, with the toe on the center of the cell, and the heel midway between this and a unicolorous
circular spot at the end of the cell.
The region at tornus is dark brown, and the apical veins are slightly
indicated ]\y darker brown streaks.
Around a})ex at base of the cilia
light

is

a row of dark, i)urplish-])rown dots.

Hindwings dark

steel gray,

Cilia l)rown.

hghter toward

tlie

base; cilia a shade

lighter.

Abdomen dark i^urplish fuscous above; entire ))ody light ivddish
yellow below. Legs light brown, annulated with l)lack; tarsi black,
with tip of each joint white.
There is some variation in the shade of the brown color in the different specimens, some l)eing more reddish, others more yellowish,
but the form of the markings seems constant.
A/o/' e.cpaiue.

— 15 to 15.5 mm.

ITal>'dtd.—Y\ox'\^9i.

Type.—l^o. 03H9, U.S.N.M.
Described from several specimens received from \Vm. Beutenmiiller.

;

;

—
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POLYHYMNO
riatc

XXXI,

Chambers,
fig.

Poh/hniiuio CnASiBFAi)^, Can. Ent., VI, 1S74,

This o-enus, of which

Pohilinnnio

S80

•!(>.

j..

24H.

h(tH)xirl<j<il<i

(-hiiiiilxM-s

is

the

typo, has the following- characters: Labial palpi recurved, \(>rv long,
slender, second joint slightly thickened with smoothly appressed scales,

Forewings
terminal joint as long or longer than second, pointed.
narrow, elongate, caudate, the costal and dorsal edge both slightly
is produced and hooked a little downand 8 ver}' long-stalked; or 11 veins, 7 and S coincident.
Hindwings nearly as broad as forewings, elongate, apex produced, termen sinuate; 8 veins, 3 and 4 shortstalked, 5 tipproximate to 4, and

excised before the tip, which

ward,

l!^

veins, 7

i\

7 longstalked; transverse vein nearl}- ol)solete.

This characteristic genus has been recorded ))y Lord Walsingham
from the West Indies and from Africa; in America it is a southern
genus attached to leguminous food plants.
Only three species have been described from this continent; these

may

1.

l)e

separated as follows:

Forewings
Forewings
Forewings
Forewings

with

lontritmliiial sitindle

withi

)Ut

such

st

formed white

strealv,

vein 8 present

iiak, vein 8 absent

with dorsal edge white
with dorsal edge dark

CnAMBERS, Can. Ent., VI,

hifrnslrigella, p.

839

Chambers.

1874, p. 247; Bull. V. S. Geol.

Surv., IV, 1878, p. 161; Journ. Cinn. Roc. Nat. Hist, II, 1880, p. 203,

— BEUTENMtJLLER, Am.

1

840

acacieUa, p. 839

POLYHYMNO LUTEOSTRIGELLA
J'obihijiinio luti'osirlgcliu

•

sexstrigella, p.

.).

fig.

Walsingham, Trans. Ent.
Soc. Lond., 1891, pi. vii, fig. 78; Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1897, p. 77.—
Riley, Smith's List Lep. IJor. Am., No. 5586, 1891.— Busck, Joui'. N. Y.
Ent. Soc., VIII, 1900, p. 236; Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5647, 1903.

26.

F]nt.,

V, 1889,

p. 37.

J'olyhymno fuscostrigella Chambers, Can. Ent., VIII, 1876, p. 30.

Of

this easih"

Museum

recognized and elegant species the U.

possesses two specimens labeled by

S.

National

Lord Walsingham and a

good series bred by the writer in the District of Colum])ia. In localities where the food plant is found this species comes readily to light.
Food pJdiit. ((ixx'iii (]iiiiii;i'c]n''ixi<i.
IfdhltHt.

—
—Texas,

Florida. District of Columbia.

POLYHYMNO ACACIELLA
Polyhymno
fig. 1;

i

it

This

is

11,

liKH),

j..

23;"),

pi.

iv,

a larger and darker sjjccics than the tyix'ol" the gt'iius. which

otherwise

much

Foo(f j)I(tii f.

resembles.

— Acacia farnexiaiia.

irahltat.—Tex^^.
-

Busck.

Busck, Jour. N. Y. FInt. Soc, VI
Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5648, 1903.
acaciella

Type.—^o. 5353, U.8.N.M.
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POLYHYMNO SEXSTRIGELLA

Chambers.

Chamheks, Can. Eiit., VI, 1S74, p. 24S; Bull. U. S. Geol.
Surv., IV, 1S78, p. 161.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5587, 1891.—
BiscK, Journ. X. Y. Ent. Soc, VIII, 1900, p. 236; Dyar's List Amer. Lep.,

Pobilujmno

xcrstriijala

No. 5649,

One

The
genus
which
of the

The
borne

190;',.

in the U. S. National Miiscinn nunuHl l)y Lord Waihave compared and found identical with C'hainhers" type
]VIuseum of Comparativi^ Zoology in Cani])ridov.
\ ('nation of this species differs
from that of the type of the
oidy in the forewing-, where vein S is absent, coincident with 7,
is \-ery nearly the case in the other species also, wh(»re the stem
fork of 7 and S is very long and the ))ranches short.
other differences in venation mentioned by Chambers are not
out by the specimens, and the identical wing form and other
.spccinicii

sing-ham
in tlu^

,]

I

characters place the species naturally

the

in

same genus.

/^/7>;a^/'.— Texas.

APRC^^REMA
Plate

Aprnanriua

T)rRF?.\vr, Ent.

Mo.

XXXI.
^ra'_^,

Durrani.

tig.

j

27.

XXXIII,

1S97, p. 221.

Labial palpi very long, curved, se<-ond joint smooth, terminal joint

Forewings narrow, elongate pointed; 12
longer than second. })ointed.
veins, 7 and 8 stalked, (> somc^times out of 7 near base.
Hindwings
narrower than forewings, elongate trapezoidal, apex produced, pointed,
term n emarginate: 8 veins. (5 and 7 stalked, 3 and 4 connate, 5 approximate to

4.

Lord Walsingham pointed out'

that the name Andaiinpslx hitherto
had been applied erroneously to this genus instead of to the genus
known as 7ac/ii/2)flJl(i Heinemann, containing the type of An(/campsis,
Tlntd popiih'lJii Clerck, as speciffed by Curtis.- Mr. Durrant therefore
proposed the name Apt'oaei't-nin for the geiuis thus left nameless, the
tvpe of which is untliyJlidcUn Hiibner.
The o-enus is developed fi-om Anacampsis^ Curtis {Tackyptilla Heinemann), with a section of which it has great similarity in coloration,
l)ut it is easily distinguished by the sinuate hindwings.
All the species feed on leguminous plants.
I have recognized the following American species which may be

separated by the table:

1.

Forewings black or nearly so
Forewings lighter
Labial palpi with longitudinal white
Labial palpi without such lines
'

1

4
2

lines

3

Proe. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1897, p. 79.

^Br. Ent., 1827, Expl.,

pi.

clxxxix.

NO.1304.

2.

8.

4.
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Forewings sprinkled with bluish-white scales
Forewings without such light scales
With curved white fascia on middle of forewings
Without such fascia
Forewings ocherous white
Forewings fuscous

841

crotolaridla, p. 841

palpUiniella, p. 841
kearfotteUa, p. 842
nigrella, p.

842

nigratomeUa, p. 843
eoncmmeUa, p. 844

APRO^REMA CROTOLARIELLA

Busck.

BrscK, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, p. 226, pi. i,
lig. 2; Dyar's List Anier. Lep., No. 5695, 1903.— Dyak, Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, iv, p. 471, 1901.

Aproaerema

ernlol<iri(i!<t

This species

is

very near the following-, paJj)ilhiie/Ia Chambers, and

has even the same coloration of the palpi as that species, but

it is

somewhat larger and may be readily recognized by the sprinkling of
bluish-white scales on the forewings.

— CrotoJaria pum'da.
— Palm Beach, Florida.

J^ood plant.
Hahitat.

Tyjje.—'So. 4933,

U.S.N.M.

APROiEREMA PALPILINEELLA
Gelechia palpilineeJIa

Chambers, Cinn.

(.^uart.

Journ.

Chambers.
Sci., II,

1875, p. 252; Bull.

U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1S78, pp. 88, 145.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,
No. 5442, 1891.
Aproserema paipiUneellu Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5696, 1903.

The supposed types (3) of this species in the Museum of Comparative
Zoology in Cambridge are in poor condition, and represent at least two
species in different genera, namely, the present and what I take to be
Arhtotelid

m In lineUa Chambers (p.

802).

But the

characteristic colora-

mentioned by Chambers, which this species
common with the preceding, shows that the name paPpilineella

tion of the labial palpi,

has in

should be applied to the present species.
It has been bred in the insectary of the U. S. Department of Agriculture from red clover, on which it folds the leaves.

These bred specimens were examined by Chambers in 1879, and in
Department notebook is Chambers' note on the .specimens, in which
he says:
'

the

is

Without specimens to compare it with I am unable to determine this species, but it
one of the group of small dark brown moths of the genus Gelechia, closely allied
and palpUiniella, Chambers; possibly it may be one of

to nigrella, palpiannulella,'^

these, if indeed

tltene

species are distinct,

which

may admit

of douhf.-^

quote this note as one striking, but by no means unique, example
of the difficulties which attend the determination of many of Cham^

bers's species.
With a practically valueless specific description, with
absolutely no generic (sometimes not even famih^) characters given,
1

'^

^

Agr. Dept., No. 185.
ArlHtotelia absconditella

Italicized

by the

Walker, see

writer.

p. 801.
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and with most uncertain types mostly in miserable condition, representing two genera, the present worker can readily join in Chambers'
own admission that there may indeed be doubt about the species.
The only way out of the difficulty is to select arl)itrarily one species
as Chambers' intended species, taking- care that it does not disag'ree
with his remarks, and that it is at least reasona))le that it may represent his species.

PalpUhieelJa is very commonly taken at light and is easily confounded with the equally common and similar Arldotelia mhumella or
In U. S. National Museum are specimens
with the following species.
from District of Colum))ia (Busck) and from New flersey (Beutemniiller and Kearfott).

APROiEREMA NIGRELLA
Gelechia nigrella

Chambers,

Cinii. Quart.

Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p.

Journ.

U5.— Riley,

Chambers.
Sci., II,

pp. 250, 252; Bull. U. S.

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5417,

1891.

Aproarcina nigrella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5697, 1903.

one "type'' received from Chambers in the
it is in miserable condition
(only one pair of wings) and does not agree with Chambers's description, having a narrow but very distinct white fascia at apical third.
However, there is undoubtedly some variation in this point in these
species, and I see no good reason not to regard it as truly representing
the species, which is a somewhat larger form than the foregoing and
without the palpal ornamentation common to the two preceding

Of

this species there is

Museum

of Comparative Zoology, but

species.

APROiEREMA KEARFOTTELLA,
Aprowrnim

IrarfotU-lla lirscK,

new

species.

Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5698, 1908.

Labial'
narrow silvery white annulations.
palpi silvery white, terminal joint darker toward the tip, sprinkled }
with fuscous. Eyes red as in the agrhnoideUa group of the gei
Auacampsls.
Face silv^erv white, head and thorax iridescent dark I
bluish slate colored.
Forewings purplish black, a conspicuous narrow
curved white fascia on the middle of the wing, with the centrum for
the curve at the base of the wing; no other markings on the wing

Antennte

proper.

])lack

with

Cilia purplish black, with the tips of the

dorsal edge silvery white.

middle part on

the^j

LTnderside dark fuscous, with the white

Hindwings dark purplish fuscous, nearly black,
Al)domen a))ove deep bluish ]>lack, ])elow
especially toward thp tip.
silvery fuscous.
All legs silvery white except the femora, which are

fascia plainly seen.

purplish black; tarsi dusky.
A/(/r

r,f'j)(//is<\

—12J}

mm.

-^

,|

:
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\(nv Jersey.

«i;;7(>, U.S.N.M.
Cotvpc in collection of Mr. William D. Kcarfott, to whom the
National Musemii is indebted for the type of this striking sjxM-ies.
It is in size and coloration nearest and very close to the (Ujr'nnonirlhi
oroup of the followini)^ u-enus, Anacamjp^h^ and it is oidy refei'ahle to

Ti/pr.

^o.

the pres(Mit ii'enus on account of the sinuate hindwinos.

APROyEREMA NIGRATOMELLA
Gelerli'xi

Clemens, Proc. Ent. Sue.

uigraiomflla

III, 18t)4, p. 507;

Stainton Ed. N.

Am.

Clemens.

I'hila.,

l.SBo,

If,

11,

])p.

121;

Tin., 1872, pp. 217, 224, 2(50.— Cham-

HEKs, Bull. r. S. Geol Surv., IV, 1878, p.

145.— Rilev,

List Lep.

Siiiitli's

Bor. Am., No. 5416, 1891.

Soc

(lelerMa apicilinella Clemens, Proc. Ent.

Ed. X.

Am.

Phila., If,

ISfi,'!,

j).

120; Stainton

Tin., 1872, pp. 223,224.

CHAMBERS, Bull. U. S. (Jeol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 141.— RiLEY,
Am., No. 5312, 1891.
Parasia apicistrigella Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 0(5.
Gelechiu apicistrigella Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, j). 175; Bull. V. R. Geol.
(Irh'rhni aplrni, rlhi

Smitir.s List Lep. Bor.

Surv., IV, 1878, p. 141.
Aaacainpfiis apieistrigella Dietz, Smith's List Insects

Aproxrema nigratomdla Bisck, Dyar's

One of the few of Clemens'
Academy of Natural Sciences,

is

was found

in

in g'ood condition

List

New

Jersey, 1900,

Amer. Lap., No.

types, which

is still in

ji.

475.

5699, 1903.

existence in the

the type of the present species, which

Ma}^

1900, during

my

bears Clemens's No. 63 on the label, corresponding to a

visit there; it

his hand-

list in

writing with nlgratomella var. for this specimen.

Clemens described two varieties of

this species,

one with shining

white forewings, the other with ochreous white wings with costal
base pure white; there is some slight variation in the specihave seen. ])ut all have at least an ochreous tint.
Cham])ers\s type of apicistrigella in the Museum of Comparative
Zoology in Caml)ridge is identical with Clemens' species, as the
descriptions would indicate.
Rilev made this latter a synonym of (rdeclua apnvl/ndla Clemens;
the descriptions do not seem to support this synonomy and I doubt its
correctness, but as Clemens' type is lost it nuist stand for tln^ pi-(^s(Mit
on Riley's authority.
This species is ver}' close to the following, rftnc/'/n/sclltt Chambers,
having the identical ornamentation, liut easily distinguishc^d ])y the
light groiuidcolor, while ('(mcinimella has the groundcolor of the f(n-ewing dark. Chambers says in his description of conrlinist lla

edge

at

mens

1

'

It

may prove

to be identical with (lelechia apicixlrigilla Chand)eis, l)ut

Lord Walsingham evidently was in doubt whether the
merely varieties of the same species or distinct species, as
lU.

S.

Geological Survey

I'.ull..

111.

\^.

127.

I

thiid< not.

were
proved

twn)
is
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by two specimens

in the U. S. National

his handwriting, respectively,

in

'"''

vol. x

Museum which are labeled
Oham ? — apicistriCham ? = Crmcinusella, light

^

Concinusella

da rh variety ^^ and ^^ apicistrigella
varietur but inasmuch as there seems to be no gradual transition]
between the two different forms, the}' must bo regarded as distinct'
species, as I feel certain they are, until disproved hy the breeding of

gelln^

both forms from the same kind of larva.
I have examined very many specimens of this common form, among
which specimens named by Lord Walsingham in Professor Fernald's
collection and bearing his blue labels no. 115, 1094, 1110, and 1033

corresponding with the identification in his notel)ook as apicistrigella.
Hah! tat. Eastern ITnited States, Kentucky, Colorado.

—

APROiEREMA CONCINUSELLA

Chambers.

GelecMa concinusellu Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Joiirn. Sir., II, 1875, p. 253; Bull,
U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 142.— Riley, Sinitli's Lis^t Lep. Bor. Am., No.
5340, 1891.

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, ]>. 127.
Aproaremn concinmdla Busck, Dyar's List Ainer. Lep., No. 5700, 190:5.
Gelechia cunclimii^clla

Type No.

Museum,

448, in the U. S. National

bers, as this species agrees well
his types in the

received from

with description and

is

Cham

identical with

Cambridge Museum.

This species has a notable coh)r resem])lanc(» to Epitlurtix {Parasia

Clemens.
lfal>it<it.
Texas.

f)

sii^).s!ni(Ua

—

C-c^lorado.

ANACAMPSIS
Plate

Type,

Tmm,

i.

XXXI,
e.

Tmca

Jnam»*^«/.s Curtis, Brit. Ent., 1827, expl.
Tachi/ptUid

Heinemann (Meyrick,

Deutschlands

u. d.

Schweiz,

Curtis.

fig. 2S.

poj idelhi Clerck.
pi. cl.x.vxix.

Staudinger

and

Rel)el),

Sehmetterlinge

II, 1870, p. 321.

Labial palpi very long curved, second joint thickened with smoothly
appressed scales, sometimes roughened a))ove in the middle; terminal
Abdomen somewhat flatjoint longer than second, slender pointed.
Forewings elongate, apex Idunt, termen very oblique; 12'!
tened.
Hindwings as broad or broader;'
veins, T and 8 stalked, rest separate.

than forewings, trapezoidal termen not sinuate, 8 veins, 3 and 4 con-:

and 7 connate.
have recognized the following American species as belonging
this genus:

nate, 5 parallel. 6
I

Basal half of forewings without any markings

Basal half of forewings
1

2.

more or

less

Forewings without white markings
Forewings with white markings
Color ochreous
Color black

to*

i]

8*

mottled

2
3
.fuUonella, p. 849

lupmella part,

j).

850

.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Forewings
Forewinga
Forewings
Forewings

with transverse fascia
without transverse fascia
with three apical longitudinal white dashes
without such dashes
Color markedly darker outside the fascia
Color dark on both sides of the fascia
Forewings with one costal white streak
Forewings with two costal white streaks
Color light ochreous brown
Color black
With large semicircular dark dorsal spot
Without such spot
»
With dark costal spot
Without such spot

With

10.

4
6

12.

13.

851

(tgr-imonieUa,

\).

850

,

p.

850

lempedella,

[).

851

7

paltodoriella, p. 848
lupinella, part., p.

850

cyclella, p.

848

Ictgunculariella, p.

848

<ir>ji/rot]i(i)niiidIa, p.

847

niveopuli-ella, p.

847

crescentifascieUa, p.

846

9
10

11

12

13
innocueUa, p. 845
rhoifructella, p.

ANACAMPSIS INNOCUELLA
XXIII,

ji.

Iiijdnella, part.

face whitish

Gelechia {Tachyptilia)

trislrigel/d,

5

Face not white
With sharp white markings
Markings indistinct
Groundcolor ash-gray
Groundcolor brownish
Alar expanse more than 20 mm
Alar expanse less than 20 mm

11

845

hmucnella

Zei.leh, Verb.

845

Zeller.

k.

zool.-but.

k.

(Jesell.

AVien,

1873, p. 249.

Chamberx, Bull. TT. S. Geol. Surv., IV,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5389, 1891.
Anacampsis innocueUa BvscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No.
Gelechia innocueUa

1S78, p.

144.— Kiley,

5701, 1903.

more the followiiio- are, as Zeller remarked,
very similar to the European Anaeampsls jxjjnildla Clerck, hut hoth
have the wings more blunt.
This species and

I

still

have examined the types of the present species in Cambridg-e.
Museum is a series, identical with the types, bred

In the National

from leaves of cotton wood received from Wyoming: also a large series
bred from cottonwood in Colorado by Dr. Dyar.
The larva rolls the leaves in the same fashion as does the European
'popidella.

Zellers types are from Texas.

ANACAMPSIS RHOIFRUCTELLA

Clemens.

Gelechia rlioifrurtella Clesiess, Proc. Acad. Nat. Hist. Phila., 1860,

Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1863,

p. 121;

Stainton Kd. N.

Am.

]).

163; Proc.

Tin., 1872, pp. 40,

114, 225.

Chambeks, Can. Ent., Ill, 1872, j>. 68; Bull. U. S. Geol.
p. 146.— Zeller, \'erli. k. k. zool-bot. Gesell. Wien,
1873, p. 252.— CoQuiLLETT, Papilio, III, 1883, p. 99.— Riley, Smith's
List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5466, 1891.

Gelechia rhoifructella
Surv.,

IV, 1878,

XXIII,

Tachyptilia rhoifructella Dietz, Smith's List Ins. N. Jersey, p. 474, 1900.

Gelechia {Tachyptilia) consonella Zelleh, N'erh.

XXIII,

1873, p.

1882, p. 183.

k.

k.

zool-bot. Gesell.

251.— W.\LsiNGH.\.M, Trans. Amer. Ent.

Sec.

Wien.,

Phila.,

X,
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Chaubers, Ball. IT. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 142.— Riley,
Smith's ListLep. Bor. Am., No. 5338.
(ielcrliin quadrimnculrlJ,! Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, ]>. 237; Bull. V. S.
(u^ol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 146.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5459,
Geleckia consonella

18<)1.
(;,'/,

rlila

orlinnni^tdla,

Chambers,

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. HI, 145.
BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5702, 1903.

AiKicitiiip.^ix rlKiifniclrlla

Not

(Irlrclna

(jita(lri)ii((cii/rll<i

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ.

Sri., II, 1875, p. 290;

Bull. r. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 128.

Lord Wulsinghani has

the .synononiy rholff'Hctella=

esta))lishcd

and suggested that am^omMn Zeller was also this species.
I have seen the types in the Museum of Comparative Zoology of
qaadrimacvldla Chambers, conmneUa Zeller, and ocJireocoxteJIa Chambers, and in U. S. National Museum there is a type (No. 461) of (tchrcocostelhi and specimens named by Walsingham, rholfnccteJIa.
All of
these specimens are identical and confirm Lord Walsingham's synononiy, adding that of quadrinuicidella Chambers, as was to be expected
from the description of the species.
Both of Chambers' species as well as Zeller's type came from Texas.
Clemens presumably reared his in Pennsylvania.
The other species named by Chambers (jwidrinutoilelld and afterwards Yenamedj}/'aiu'no/j)meUa, is evidently an entirely different insect,
Avhich T have recognized as a species of (rdec/t/\/, under which genus it
ochreocoHtcUd^

is

treated

(p. 875).

ANACAMPSIS CRESCENTIFASCIELLA
Gehrliia cri-sccniifasciel/a

Journ.

Anacamjmfi

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI,

crescentifasciella

Not GelecJda

1874, p. 237;

Cinn. (^uart.

255; Bull. Y. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 90, 142.

II, 1875, p.

Sci.,

Chambers.

Busck, Dyar's List. Amer. Lep., No. 5703, 1903.
AValsingham, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. Phila., X,

crescentifasciella

,

1882, p. 179.

Lord Walsingham made this species a synon}^!! of Gelecliia concluWalker, but this was clearly caused by a mistake. The supposed type of crescentifasciella from Mr. GoodelPs collection, on the
strength of which Walsingham made the sjmonomy, is now in Professor Fernald's collection, and he has explained that by mistake this
specimen was represented as the type, but that it really was not
In Lord AValauthentic.
It is a specimen of conclnsella Walker.
sella

is written under the nimiber corresponding to his
blue label on this specimen ''1034, G. conclusella Walker= G. crescetitifasciella^ Chambers's type." but the word "type" was afterwards

singhani\s notebook^

crossed over.

In the U. S. National

Chambers with

his

Museum

there

handwriting
See

is

a type (No. 446) received

ei'eseentifasciella.

prei'ai-e,

]>.

768.

This type

from

is

the

j

|

—
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Cliambers, and furnished Avith

liis

847

Museum,

also received from
These specimen agree with

label.

Chambers' description, and undoubtedh^ represent the present species,
which is very different from amvluxeUd Walker, One of these specimen, originally from the Salem collection, bears Walsingham's blue
lal)el no. !»8(>, and is labeled in his handwriting '"UrdccJud erescevfifasclilla Chambers, 1)ut quite distinct from his type."'
(^t'e.seeiittfd.scnJId does resemble, as remarked l)y Cliaml)ers. (i,l,chi<i
qxadp'ntuK'uleUa^" "but is smaller and of a more ashen hue."
No other specimen than the types mentioned are known to me.
The supposed '"type" in Professor Fernald's collection, received
from Chambers through Miss Murtfeldt, is an Elachistid^ wrongly
i

identified.

ANACAMPSIS NIVEOPULVELLA

Chambers.

Chambeks, Can. Ent., Vll, 1875, p. 210; Bull. IT. S. Geol.
Surv., IV^, p. 1878.— KiLEY, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5419, 1891.
Aaacnrnpsh niveopidvella, Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5704, 190.3.
fieleckia nireopulveUa

The unique type of

this species

was obtained

good condition from
where it has been
bears Chambers' label, agrees
in

the Belanger collection, Laval University, Quebec,

hy Chambers in 1875. It
and is undou])tedly authentic.
It proves the species to be a large Anaaanpsls of the size of ln)iocu'lld Zeller.
It has the same general pattern of ornamentation as
this species, but much more pronounced in black and white.
In
Europe are known very similar corresponding varieties of A)i(i(xirnpsis populelld' Clerck, and nlveo2?filvella may ultimately prove to l)e such
a variety of innoeiuUd ; but as it is easily recognized and markedly different from the common form of innocueUa, and as no intermediate
forms are known as yet, it m,ust be retained as a good species until
proof of the identity with hinocuella is given by breeding.
since returned

well with his description,

In the U. S. National
the type

Museum

from Vancouvers

cause of the variety.

are other specimens identical with

Island,

and the northern latitude may be
came from Canada.

C^hamljers' type

ANACAMPSIS ARGYROTHAMNIELLA

Busck.

Anacampsix argyrothanniieUa Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., XXIII, 1900, p. 2.31;
Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5705, 1903. Dyar, Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington,
IV, 1901,

1).

474.

Typt.—^o. 41138, U.8.N.M.
Food plant. Argyroth mn nia hlodr/ettlL
Hahitat.
Palm Beach. Florida.

—

—

'

The supi)ose(l type from Goodell's collection.
Anacampsis rhoifrudella Clemens, p. 845.
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ANACAMPSIS LAGUNCULARIELLA

vol.

XXV.

Busck.

Anacampsis lagunmlurkllu Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, p. 230,
pi. I, fig. 6; Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5706, 1903.— Dyar, Proc. Ent. Soc.
Washington, IV, 1901, p. 474.

Tijpe.^^o. 4937, U.S.N.M.

—

Food plant. LiUjuneuJaria raceiito-sa.
Habitat.
Palm Beach, Florida.

—

ANACAMPSIS CYCLELLA, new

species.

Anacampsis cydella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5707, 1903.

Antennae whitish yellow, annulated with black.
yellow, tenninal joint toward tip fuscous.

Labial palpi whitish

Face, head, and thorax

Ground color of fore wings whitish yellow shaded
with darker fawn. On the middle of the dorsal edge is a large, semicircular, dark olive-brown spot, reaching to the middle of the wing
and edged with white. The apical half of costal edge is of this same
dark brown color, interrupted by four oblique white streaks, the first
near the middle of the wing, the second at l)eginning of costal cilia,
both directed outward. The two last streaks are smaller nearer apex
and directed inward. The second costal streak is faintly continued
in a thin, outwardly pointed, V-shaped fascia, at the tip of Avhich is a
Above and below
longitudinal black dash, edged with white scales.
this dash, outside of the faint white fascia, the wing- is finely checkOn the middle of the wing at the
ered with black and white scales.
end of the cell is a small, dark l)rown, oblong spot. Upper half of
the cilia is dark reddish brown, with base white; through this white
base runs a heavy black line parallel with the edge of the wing.
whitish yellow.

Lower

half of cilia yellowish white.

When

the

moth

is

at rest the

two dorsal spots on the wings unite to form a conspicuous dark circle,
edged with white. Hindwing dark olive brown, lighter and silvery
toward the base; cilia golden. Abdomen and underside of thorax
silvery yellow.
Legs yellowish white annulated with brown; tarsi
dark brown tipped with white. Alar expanse, 14 to 14.5 mm.
Hahitat.

— Arizona.

^

Type.—^o. 6371, U.S.N.M.
Described from three well-preserved specimens two collected by
Mr. E. A. Schwarz, at Santa Rita Mountains, in Ma}^ and June; the
third collected l)y Mr. H. S. Barber, in July, at Williams, Arizona.

—

ANACAMPSIS PALTODORIELLA, new

'

'

species.

Anacampsis pultodoriel/d Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5708, 1903.

Antennse silvery white with a heavy longitudinal dark brown line]
running from base to tip. Labial palpi, second joint yellowish white,
terminal joint silvery white with a slender longitudinal black line ii
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Face creamy white; head and thorax light
drab colored. Fore wings drab colored, lightest nearly white along the
costa, gradually darker toward dorsal edge.
In the middle of the cell is a small indistinct blackish dot, a similar
one nearer base on the fold and a third at the end of the cell. At
apical fourth is an oblique narrow white streak directed outward and
nearly meeting a similar l)ut curved dorsal streak directed upward
and outward. Both streaks are slightly edged with black anteriorly.
front from base to apex.

dorsal streak and the edge of the wing is white,
mottled finely with black, each scale ]>eing tipped with black. Apical
cilia dark brown with base whitish and containing a heavy blackish perpendicular line; dorsal cilia yellowish white with the apical dark line

The area between the

continued fainter and interrupted along the edge of the wing. Hindwings dark purplish fuscous, cilia a shade lighter and with a narrow
Abdomen dark purwhitish line at base along the edge of the wing.
plish except first two joints above which are light velvety yellow, anal
tuft yellowish.

Fore and middle legs and underside of thorax deep dull brown,
nearly ])lack; tarsal joints tipped with yellow; hindlegs on the outside

dark brown mottled with yellow, the inside and tuft on
tarsi banded with yellow.

tibial yellow,

— 3 mm.
—Mesilla Park, New Mexico.

Alar expanse.
Ifahitat.

U.S.N.M.

T>/jje.—^o. 6372,

A

beautiful species, near the foregoing, cydelhi^ collected

))v

Prof.

T. D. A. Cockerell.

The wing pattern strongly reminds one

of the HtrUddla

group of the

genus Paltodora.

ANACAMPSIS FULLONELLA
(ielediia {('eratophom/) fullo)i.dl(i.

XXIII,

Zellek, Verli.

k.

Zeller.
k.

zool.-lxit.

txepell.

Wien,

1873, p. 276.

(ielechia fuUonella

Gkamb^bh,

Bull. U. S. Cleol

1S78, p. 14:!.— Rilkv,

Surv., IV,

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5366, 1891.
Gelechia rufusella Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 240; Bull. I'. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, p. 1474.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5472, 1891.
Gelechia {Trlchotaphe) rcfim'Ilu\V\h>ii-SiMiAii, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X,
1882, p. 184.

Gelechia subruberella
II,

Sci.,

CHAMBERS, Can. Ent., VI,

1875, p. 254; Buli.

l^.

S.

1874, p. 240; ('inn. Quart. Journ.

Geol. Surv., IV, p. 147, 1878.— Riley,

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5486, 1891.
Menesta rubescens\YAhsiN<iu.\M, Proc. Zool. Soc. LoiuL,

\>.

.S19,

issi, pi.

x.xxvi,

fig. 9.

AiKicdmpxhfnlUntelUi Busck, Dyar's List Amcr. Lep., No. 5709,

The types of fullondla are
to

whom

1901) that

I

am

it is

Proc. N.

in the possession of

indebted for the information

the same as Cham))ers'' nifuscUa.

M.

vol.

XXV

—02

54

(in

19(i;!.

Loivl W'alsingham,
h'tter

of

May

Id.
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Of

this latter species I

National

have examined type no. 403

Museum, and Chambers" types

vol xxv.

in

Cambridge

in

the U. S.
as well as

specimens in the National Museum and in the Philadelphia Academy
of Natural Sciences, determined by Lord Walsingham; they are all
identical and undoubtedly represent Chambers' rufmella.
The supposed type of this species in Professor Fernald's collection
is

a very similar species of Trichofajtlir, which I feel confident repre-

sents Chambers' Geledda hUliscoiiHicuIrKa (p. 914).

In the U. S. National Museum are undoubted specimens of rufmella
which, in my opinion, represent Chambers' suhri/herello.whk'h. species
Chambers himself, in his original descrijjtion, suggested was only a
variety of
lost,

As

t'lifuxella.

and as

riifiisclhi

is

a

all

authentic specimens of xuhTuhcrella are

somewhat variable

species,

I

place the two

synonyms without much hesitation, thus disposing of an otherwise
empty name.
Lord Walsingham suggested that this species is a Trlv]i<it<iph, but

as

^

the separate veins 2 and 3 in forewings and the very long terminal
joint of the labial palpi place it in the present genus.

of the species is truly very similar to TrlcJioone proof of the close relationship of the two genera.
All the specimens I have seen are from Texas.

The general habitus
taphe, and

it is

ANACAMPSIS LUPINELLA
A imcawpsiK

I

uplnella ]iv>iCK, ("an. Knt.,

XXXIII,

Busck.

1901, p. 14; Dyar's List

Amer.

Lep., No. 5710, 1903.

Ti/pe.—^o. 5351.
J^ood plant.
Ilahifaf.

U.S.N.M.

—L upin us perenn

Is.

— Canada.

Since describing this species 1 have had the pleasure of breeding it
myself from larva, kindly sent me ])y my friend. Mr. Arthur Gibson,
Ottawa, Canada, thus obtaining more material of this interesting
species.

ANACAMPSIS AGRIMONIELLA
Geleclild a,/rtmonlel[a

Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Clemens.

Sci. Phila., 1860, i)p. 162, 434;

Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1863, p. 120; Stainton Ed. Tin. N. Am., 1872,
pp.40, 112, 224.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 141.— Riley,

Smith's List Lep. Boi. Am., No. -WOl, 1891.
{Anarampsis) agrimoiiielld Zelleh, Verh. k. k. zool.-hot. Gesell. Wien,
XXIII, 1873, p. 275
Tachyptilia agrirnoniclla Dietz, Smith's List Ins. N. Jersey, 1900, p. 474.
Gelechia aduncella Zeller, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien, XVIII, 1868,

Geh'rJihi

p. 614.

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5299, 1891.
Aiuicampsh (ujnmonJella BiscK, Can. Ent., XXXIII, 1901, i.. 15; Dyar's List
Amer. Lep., No. 5711, 19(i:!.
Gelechkia,J,ra.^elbt Riley,

This well-known and thoroughly described species has been recorded
from Pennsvlvania, District of Columbia, and Georgia. In the

.

—
NO. 1304.
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Museum are alyo bred and collected specimens from Virginia,
York, and Kansas.
Food plant. Agrinumia.
This and the following species have a marked reseml)lance to the
anthyUldelhi group of the genus Ajjroserema^ which has caused former
workers (Zeller, Stainton, and Walsingham) to place it in that genus
in spite of the differing wing form and venation, but they clearly
belong to the present genus, and only indicate the relationship of the
two genera.
National

New

—

ANACAMPSIS TRISTRIGELLA
(Anacampm)

Oelechia

X,

1882, p.

Walsingham.

Walsingham, Trans. Amer. Ent.

trwlrigella

181.— CoQUiLLETT,

f^oc.

Phila.,

Papilio, III, 1883, p. 91.

Gelechia trislrigella Comstock, Rep. U. S. Ent. Conim., V, 1890, p.

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Ain., No. 5502, 1891.
Anaaimpsis trktrigella Busck, Can. Ent., XXXIII, 1901,
Amer. Lpp., No. 5712, 1903.

15;

p.

Ku.ey,

(>'>9.

Dyar'n List

Of this easily recognized species I have identitied a spin-imen from
Kansas in U. S. National Museum, which identitication 1 sulrsequently
had opportunity to verify by comparison with the t3'pe in Professor
Fernald's collection.

Food plant. ^Corylus

aaierlcana (Coquillett).

ANACAMPSIS LEVIPEDELLA
Strohisin lecipeddla
E(i.
p.

Tin. N.

Clemens, Proc.

Am.,

162.— Frey,

List Lep. Bor.

1872, p.

Stett.

I]nt.

207.— Chambers,

Ent. Zeit,

Am., No. 5584,

The

t3'pe of this species

1

is

common,

XXXIX,

1878, p.

251.— Riley, Smith's

lost,

XXXIII,

1901, p. 15; Lyar's List

but no doubt whatever exists about

have examined specimens determined by Chambers

in the

Museum

named by Lord

Walsingham in the National Museum.
While this species has a certain general resemblance

genus
which
the preceding species, trktr'ujcUa Walsingham.

Strohisla^ its structural characters place
finds a near relative in

Amer.

striking, well-described species.

of Comparative Zoology, in Cambridge, and specimens

it

Stainton

1863, p. 4;

II,

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878,

1891.

Anacampsis kvipedeUa Busck, Can. Ent.,
Lep., No. 5713, 1903.

the identit}' of this

Clemens.

Soc. Phila.,

it

to the

in AttdcamjJsiK., in

Professor Fre3''s excellent description of the characteristic underwings is an important addition, and emphasizes the rela-

side of the

tionship with this group.

The

species

is

rather connnon around Washington City.

GELECHIA
Plate

XXXI,

HUbner.
«<;. 29.

GcU'chhi llfTBXER, Verz. bck. Schiiirtt., ISKi,

p. 4ir>.

Clrvhx Chambers, C'an. Knt., IV, 1872, p. 146.
Oc.sri.s-

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ.

Sci., II, 1875,

Rseudochelarla Dietz, Ent. News, XI, 1900,

j).

]>.

252, pi.

255.
i,

fag. 3.
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Labial palpi long curved, second joint more or less thickened
beneath, with rough scales, sometimes with large developed brush,
sometimes furrowed; terminal joint nearly as long or longer than
Forewings elongate pointed, with 12
second joint, smooth pointed.

and 8 stalked, rest separate. Hindwings nearly as broad or
broader than forewings; apex pointed, termen more or less sinuate;
8 veins, 8 and 4 connate or short stalked, 5 approximate to 4, 6 and
7 approximate, connate or stalked.
Two species, namely, conclmelhi Walker and hcsquelltt Cham))ers,
which have been included in the present genus, differ from this
synopsis in having veins 3 and 4 in the forewings stalked, but I do
not believe generic separation woukl be justified on that ground, as
there is a tendency in allied species to have these veins approximate,
or even connate {Gelec/tia (ildo)iunclla Busck), and as they in all other
veins, 7

particulars agree with the genus.

Chambers' genus Cirrha does not

in

any way

differ

from

Gelcr/iii^

as exauunation of the type has proven.

Oeneh Chambers has very strongly developed and somewhat specialized brush on second joint of labial i)alpi, approaching that of Yp)<()lo-

phus; but otherwise in general habitus, wing form, and venation it
agrees well Avith Gdechia as here dctined, and I do not l)elieve it can
be retained as a natural separate genus in view of the many intermediate forms found Ijetween it and normal Gdechia species.
Pseudochelnr/a Dietz has justly been made a synonym of Gdechia
by Lord Walsingham and J. Hartley Durrant.*
From the examination of the supposed type of Lord Walsingham's
genus of that name, pensylvanica Dietz (Walsingham manuscript)
which is now in Dr. Dietz's possession, I am unable to see why a new
genus should be erected for it as Lord Walsingham suggests, and have,
Some,
consequently, included that species also in the present genus.
mistake has likely been made.
The genus Catastega Clemens, Avhich was erected solely on larval
food habits, I had at a time suspected to be synonymous with Gdechia^
and it is so placed in Dr. Dyar's List of American Lepidoptera. I
had reached this conclusion by breeding Gelechia serotindla Busck,
which has the identical and very peculiar life mode described by
Clemens for the genus Catastega, and I surmised that Clemens' species
when bred, might turn out to belong to the same group.
Since then, however, Dr. Dyar has succeeded in breeding what must
be regarded as type of Clemens' genus, the oak feeding tiau'dd/a, and
it

turns out to

))e

a Tortricid (not yet determined." ])ecause of ru))bed

condition of the specimens).
lEnt. Mo. Mag. 1902, p. 28.
For this reason Cutdslq/d, with

''

I

if

American Lepidoptera under

them.

its

three npecies, was retained in Dr. Dyai's List
it was not known wliere else to ])lace

(h-lechia, as

.

NO. i;?w.
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two other
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which w(M-e placed heiidino- the list
have thus no place there, and need
group.

species,

of unreco»j;nized species of

(h'Jeeli'ta

more troidile in this
Under Gelechld it has been necessary to place not only such species
which have been recognized by the writer as belonging- to the genus,
but also all those species which have been descril)ed as or referred to
Gdechia, but which at present are unknown and therefore of uncertain generic position; in fact, some of these evidently do not belong to
not ^ive

Gehchla^ but as their true genus can not be ascertained at present

must temporarily stand under Gelechia

the}'

as described.

All these unplaced species I have put in section B., which then
merely indicates that such species are retained in the genus only on the
These species must of course
authority of the original description.
be reckoned with when a new species is to be described in any Gelevh'ihl genus.
It is a tedious work, always more or less uncertain, to go
over all these descriptions l)efore one is reasonably sure not to make a

synonym.

To insure myself as far as possible against this
own use a synoptic table of all these uncertain
striking characters as can

with this

many

gleaned from the
must be gone over.

l)e

descriptions

All species placed in section

with the definition of the genus

A

1

have made for iny

species, using such

descriptions. ])ut even

can be relied upon as conforming
in all particulars, except when

6^(?/(?(7i/«

otherwise expressly remarked upon.

The following synoptic

table includes only these recognized species:

round folor ljlack*or very dark uniform brown
(iround color not black or dark uniform brown
With head canary yellow
Head not yellow
Forewings with white or whitish markin^js inly
Forewing with dorsal edge rust red
With head pure white
With head more or less mottled
With basal half of dorsal edge white
Dorsal edge not white
Entire dorsal edge white
Entn-e dorsal edge not white
With oblique white fascia at apical fourth
Without such fascia
With abdomen and legs salmon colored
Abdomen not salmon colored
With white streak on basal half of costa
Without such streak
With thorax white
Thorax not white
Forewings with w'hite fascia and costal spots
Forewings without such fascia and spots. _
Forewings with faint ochreous white dots on disk

1

(jl

1

2.

3.

4.

21
(iristcll<(, ]•.

2
3

<

h<ix(j>icll<i,

}>.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Forewings without such dots

804
4
14
5

patilrlla,

j).

9
865

unifo^rieJIa,

]).

6
865

-

5.

SfiG

"

(OxhniihwUd, p. 863
8
ftitalrc/ld,

p.

862

dnitdln,

]).

862
10

12
alhilntrllti, p. 8(>1

11

mhiimaculella, p. 867
Iliuracealhella, p.

867

854
12.
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Foivwiiigs with white markinirs sharply defined
Wliite markings diffused

i:!.

14.

15.

K).

i:!

ciiiilii/urlla,

.-

18.

1!).

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

)>.

Kurewiiigs with white spot on fold
(jitiNcUd, p.
Korewings without white spot on fold
cercerisella, p.
With dorsal edge from hase to cilia white
.parkardeUa, p.
Dorsal edge not white
With white ol)lique costal streak at )asal third
Without such streak
With complete white fascia at ajiical third
fin/nhirUa, p.
\Vithout such fascia
Face and second joint of lal)ial paljn white
color adenm, p.
Face and second joint of labial ])alpi dark
anzonelln, p.
With angulate white fascia at apical third
Without such fascia
Basal part of forewings lighter, sprinkle<l with white
IniplicUa, j).
Basal ])art of forewings not lighter than rest of wing
himaniliJIn, p.
Second joint of labial palpi light ochreous white
ti'idVxiindculclhi, j».
Second joint of labial pal j)i dark
covfuKclhi, p.
Forewings brick red
panrlla, \>.
Forewings not brick red
rlhcsc/hi., ji.
Apical edge of forewing and cilia rosa
Forewings not rosa
Ground color pure white
fut^coL-niit'lln, ji.
(iround color not pure white
Apical third of forewings white
(ihclhi, ]>.
Apical third of forewings not white
Forewings with ocellate discal spots
Forewings without ocellate spots
iJi^coocfUdlit, p.
Ground color dark purplish brown
Ground color not brown
Ground color whitish gray
hianulrlla, p.
Ground color ochreous white
obscurooedlella, p.
Forewings without any distinct markings
Forewings distinctly marked
Forewings dark steel gray
anarslelUi, p.
Forewings not dark steel gray
Ground color light ochreous
rileyelht, p.
oltsntrofni^fusrlhi, p.
(iround color grayish white
Dorsal edge conspicuously lighter tlian n istal edge
Dorsal edge not lighter than rest of wing
Base of forewings light ochreous
mediofusalld, p.
Base of forewings not light
F^ntire thorax light ochreous
hib'mccUd, j).
orhrrofttrigrlld, \^.
Only central part of thorax oclireous
Second joint of labial palpi deej) ])lack
Second joint of labial palpi not black
aJbisjtdnirUd, j).
Forewings with indistinct white markings
unrhilc/ld, j).
Forewings without white markings
Forewings without any transverse markings
Forewings with costal spots or other transverse markings
F'orewings imiformly longitudinal streaked without other markings
Forewings with other markings
oclircoHuffvxrJId, p.
Forewings brownish
!
titriiilcl/d, \>.
Forewings gray
.-

".

1

_

17.

vm,. xxv.

S.V.)
srii;

855
86(5

15

10
18
Sfil

17

857
85«i

19

20
8()0
85!t

858
859

889

22
860

23
890
24

889
25
26

28

874
27

873

878
29
31

874
30
887

888
32
34

885
33

869
869
35
36
877

878
37
41

38

39
867

868

. .

s'<i.

vm.

;-..
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WithW'v

black l..nKitu.linal streak

..n

Md

Without such streak

-

;

„,nnlinrlla,

spots
Forewiii^'8 strongly mottled with <lark fuscous

40.

Forewin^^s without such spots
41

4L>.

-

45.

Without such
46.

47.

4-^

-

inilsmnhain,, p. 885
pn„>.^iilra,un,.,

-

885

i..

45
trill mrlln, p.

line

With complete fascia at apical third
Fascia more or less interrupted or absent
With head unmottled ochreous
Head more or less mottled

4V).

F^orewings with vein 3 and 4 stalked
Forewings with veins 3 and 4 separate
Forewings with longitudinal black line before apex

50.

Witliout such line
With large black discal spot reaching up to costal edge

51

Without such spot
Fascia strongly outwardly angulated

48.

-

mrhnrl/i, p. 871

-

44.

888

42
44

Without such fascia
With oblique light band at basal third
Without such band
With wdiite or whitish markings at apical third
Without white markings at apical third
With longitudinal deep black line on fold
-

888

j..

pdn>^itis, p.

-

of wing
Dorsal base of forewing darker than general color
wing
Base of dorsum not darker than general color of
With angulated whitish fascia at apical third

43.

855

rarinbilh, p. 871

60
873

monuumdelhi.

p.

^
4^
57
888

amdusella,

p.

887

secjuax, p.

49
884

o'-eidenteUa,

\^.

^^
884

52

Fascia nearly straight
52.

53.

Face white
Face not white
Tuft on second joint of

^^
labial palpi large,

much

longer at base than at apex,
versutella, p.

54.

55.

56.

^

With dark

Without such spot
Terminal joint of labial palpi with white annulation before
Terminal joint of lal )ial palpi without annulation

57.

Basal half of costa whitish
Basal half of costa not whitish

58.

First

59.

878

lynceella, p. 879
Tufi on second joint short and even in its entire length
nigrimaculeUa, p. 880
Central part of underside of abdomen pure ochreous white..
blmimmaculella, p. 881
Underside of abdomen dark mottled
bicostomaculella, i>. 879
costal spot at basal third

black

With base

61.

Base of costa not l)lack
With hornv frontal prominence

of costa

.U-phrktseUa, p. 886
(lyariella, p.

877

/...eudoacacieUa, p. 881

58
serofineUa, p. 882

abdominal segments velvety ochreous above
First abdominal segments not velvety ochreous above
Forewings with raised scales
Forewings without raised scales

60.

56
tij..

-

Without such

GELECHIA CERCERISELLA

59
macuiimarginella, p. 881

-

vernella, p.

884

Ihulenelh,, p.

876
61

harnmelld,

p.

875

prarhwwi,u-Ila,

p.

875

Chambers.

CuAMBFAix, Can. Knt., IV, 1872, i)p. 108, 129, 147, 148.
HO, 142.—
(IclecMu cercermella Chambers, Bull. U. 8. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp.
Walsingh.xm, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., 1882, p. 177.-Uilkv. Smith's

Drprr^mrla

cerceri><ell(i.
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Am.. No. 5:(:U.— BtsrK, Dyar'n

List Lf'p. Bor.

Lisif

sxv.

vol..

Anier. Lep., No.

."1714,

190;;.

aelcchia

„hi,Hj>i'i<lf//a

p. 25i), pi. Ill,

li^'.

Surv., IV, 1S7S,

Not GelecMa

Zeli.er, Vciii. k. k. zool.-hot. (^e.sell. Wien, XXIII, is?:",,
15.— Ch.vmbers, Can. Ent., IX, 1877, p. 24; Bull. U. 8. Geol.
p. 145.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5483.

cen-eriseUa Ch.kmufm^, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, pp. 230-231; Can. Ent.,

IX, 1877,

p.

23.—Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent.

Chambers found what ho supposed

Soc. Phila., 1882, p.

17;i.

to be a variety of the species in

Texas with an additional white spot on the fold and consequently made
Gdeehla quindJa Zeller, which is this supposed variet}^ a synon^-m of
This "'variety" is truly qulneUa Zeller, l)ut is a
the present species.
quite distinct species, while Zeller's ohintj^iaddJa^ as the description,
tigure,

and types

C'ambridge

in

Ce7'cis feeding- species.

Museum

show,

is

the same as Cham))ers'

Zeller points out well the differences between

the two species.
species is one of the commonest Gelechiidx in the vicinWashington, and its pretty larva, well described ])y Cham}>ers,
can be found all summer spinning up the leaves of redbud. There are
The imagoes of one Ijrood
at least two generations in this locality.
issue about Septem])er 1, and the following brood overwinters as pupa
and comes forth as imago in early May.
In U. S. National Museum are authentic specimens, received and
la))eled by Chambers, besides large bred series from District of
Coliunbia, and captured specimens from Kansas and Texas.

The present

ity of

GELECHIA QUINELLA
fielechia quinella

Zeller, Verh.

2(30, pi. Ill, iig.

k. k. zool.-bot.

14.— Chambers, Can.

Amer. Lep., No.

Zeller.

XXIII, 1873, p.
23.— Busck, Dyar's List

Gesell. Wien.,

Ent., IX, 1877, p.

5715, 1903.

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 231; IX,
Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., 1882, p. 177.

(!rl,'chht rercerisella

var.

1877, p.

23.—

This species must, according to the explanation given under the
previous species, stand as a good species, distinct from (erccrlscUa-

Chambers = olympiadeUa

Zeller.

have examined, besides Zeller's types in the Cambridge Mu.seum,
the specimens there, originally belonging to Salem Academy of
Natural History, which Lord Walsingham had ]>efore him in 1882
with his ])lue labels, nos. 1>.76 and 989.
Authentic specimens of Chambers' supposed variet}^ of cercerkdJa
are found in Cambridge Museum and in U. S. National Museum, where
are also several other specimens, all like the type and Chambers'
specimens from Texas.
I

GELECHIA ARIZONELLA, new
Gelechia arizonelhi Busck, Dyar's List

species.

Amer. Lep., No.

5716, 1903.

with dense slightly furrowed brush,
black; the inside of the second joint and the middle of the terminal

Antenna; black;

labial palpi
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Face, head, and thorax

whitish, but heavily overlaid Avith dark fuscous scales; top of head

and middle of thorax liohter than face and shoulders. Forewuig-s
deep bronzy black with four white markings, namely, one large outwardly o])lique white costal streak near base, the lower tip of which
crosses the fold; one nearly elliptical white spot on the middle of the
wing-; one triangular white costal spot at the beginning of the cilia,
and opposite this a smaller dorsal white spot.
The spots are identical with those found in the two preceding species, eercerisella and qulnella^ except that the second costal spot in the
former and the two middle spots of the latter have been replaced by the
single central spot in arhoneUa.
Hindwings as broad as fore wings; light silvery fuscous, darker
along costa and toward the tip. Cilia a shade lighter. Abdomen
light fuscous with a metallic purple sheen; each joint is fringed posteriorly with whitish scales, and the two first joints are velvety yellowish above.

Legs dark fuscous; tarsal joints narrowly tipped with whitish.
Alar exjpanse. 13 to 15 mm.
Habitat.

—
—Arizona.

Type.—^o. 6373, U.S.N.M.
Collected by Mr. E. A. Schwarz in Santa Rita Mountains, Arizona,

May.
Very near the foregoing species and the following, t)ut at once distinguished by its dark head, its ditierent wing spots, and its unbarred
in

legs.

GELECHIA COLORADENSIS, new

species.

Gehclikt roloradensis Busck, Dyar's List Anier. Lep., No. 5717, 1903.

Antenna? black;

with well-developed brush; second
dark scales above, terminal joint
black with white tip.
Face white; head and thorax uniform dark
purplish black. Forewings deep purplish black with five pure white
markings, namely, an outwardly oblique costal white streak near base,
reaching the fold: an elliptical white spot on the middle of the wing;
an angulate white costal spot at the beginning of the cilia; an opposite
labial

palpi

joint white, slightly sprinkled with

small dorsal white spot and a small white dot on the fold, below and
forward of the central spot. Just ])efore apex are found a few single
white scales.
The ornamentation of the wing is precisely similar to that of the
preceding species, arizonella Rusck, with the addition of the last mentioned small white dot on the fold.
Hindwings as broad as forewings,
dark fuscous.
Abdomen above purplish lilack, ])elow whitish. Legs dark fuscous
with broad white bars on tibia and tarsi and with posterior coxie
white.
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Ahir

crpa/i-se.

Hahitaf.

— 15 to

l(> iiii)\.

— Colorado, Florida. South Oirolina.

Type.—^o. 6374, U.S.N.M.
very close to the foregoing- three species, especially
from this l^y its pure
white face and hhick head, b}- its light palpi and white l)arred legs, as
well as by the slight diti'erence in wing ornamentation.
The name of the species is a misnomer because while the typ<\s of
the species came from Colorado I have subsequently identified it from
Florida and South Carolina.
This

.species is

to ai'izonelld Rusck, ))ut at once distinguished

GELECHIA TRIALBAMACULELLA

Chambers.

Galechla (rid/haiudculelhi Chambeks, Ciiin. Ciuart. Jouru.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., Ill,

1878, p.

Sci., II,

147— Riley, Smith's

1875, p. 250;

List Lep. Bor.

Am., No. 5497, 1891— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5718, 1903.
Chambers, Journ. Cinn. Soc. Nat. Hist., Ill, 1881, p. 289.
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5359, 1891.

Gelechia epigivella

Types
in the

of both species with Chambers' labels on the pins are found

Museum

of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge, and prove,

as the descriptions

would

indicate, that

it

is

only one species twice

described.

A

large bred series, showing considerable variation in the white

is found in U. S. National Museum, determined by Lord
Walsingham as ejjlgseeUa.
Food plant Vacciniani staimneiim. The following are the notes
on this series in the U. S. Department of Agriculture, given under

markings,

—

—

No. 2788:

An apparently very numerous larva of a skeletonizer on Vaccininm stamineum was
found in Virjifinia (presumably by Mr. Then. Pergande and near Washington City)
on July 16. The larva fastens together two or more leaves and feeds between them
on the epidennis, forming from its frass a tube, which is open at both ends. The
larva is about 8 mm. long, pale dirty yellowish or greenish yellow, with six darker
yellow stripes, head and cer\ical shield dark yellow; moths issued from July 26 to
August 17.
Chambers' type was bred from the nearly related Ejyigsea repens
In U. S. National Museum is another series of apparently this samel
species bred from sweet fern, Comptonia asplenifolia, and also identiThis would be anj
fied by Lord Walsingham as epigaedla Chambers.
unusually diverse food plant for a Gelechiid, and I was suspicious that
the latter series would prove another species, as it eventually may.
But the rather ample material can not be separated at present except
by the labels, and the notes on the larvje are so similar that for the j
11
time being at least I must assume all to be one species.
Should it ultimately prove to be two species by more accurate ol)servations on the larvffi, the species on Comptonia might property be

—
N(..13(M.
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given Cliambers'' iir.st name, tri(ifhaiiniciileJJ<i, and his second name be
retain(Hl for the feeder on VdccJtnnni and Ep!</n'<i.

GELECHIA CONFUSELLA

Chambers.

ronfmella Chambers, Cinn. yuart. Journ. Sci., II, lS7r>,
U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 142.— Riley, Smith's List Lc]).

p.

(idi'cliid

1891.—BuscK, Dyar's

5342,

St.

(/.s

I'.ull.

N...

Agr. Coll., 1899.

Murtfeldt, Can. Ent., XXXII,

Food plant. — Prun
/fdhitat. — Michigan.

;

Am.,

List Ainer. Lt-p., No. 5719, 190:5.

DepressarkipersicveeUaMvn'VP^hT)^, Rep. Mich.
(Mfehiapersicit'eUa

L'51

P.or.

1900, p.

lt>4.

per.nea.

Cotypes of Miss Murtfeldt's speei(\s are in U. S. National ^luseum
under type No. 4697.
The species is very close to the f or(\going and I have no doul)t is tiie
same as Chambers' GeleehJa coiifiixrlld, the type of wlii<'h is lost, l)iit
the description of which tallies in every detail with the peach feeder,

GELECHIA BIMACULELLA
Depre.^sarid hlinnmlrlhi
Oelecfiia hhiuirnLlI,,

Smith's List

(

'ii

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV,
\

U.

miners, Bull.

Le]i. Wov.

Am., No.

S.

5:^26,

1872, pp. 108, 129, 147, 148.
Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 141.— Riley,

1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep.,

No. 5720, 1903.
Gclcchia (fLita) ternariella Zelleu, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. (iesell. Wien.,
1873, p. 264, pi.

Ill, fig.

Gelechia ternariella CnAyiBERS, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p.

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5491, 1891.
Geledhia sijlv!ecolella Cha^iberh, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878,
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5489, 1891.

Type No.
lella.,

4r40 in

XXIII,

19.

the U. S. National

Museum

147.— Riley,
]>]>.

s<>,

147.

of DepTemiria h/macu-

labeled in Chambers' handwriting and dated 1872, agrees with his

type specimen in the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cam])ridge
and shows that it is identical with Zeller's ternariella^ type of which,

found in the Cambridge Museum. The
type in U. S. National Museum bears besides Chaml)ers' name label
also another folded label in his handwriting: "Congeneric with cereerisella and perhaps a true Gelechia.'It also bears Lord Walsingham's
in excellent condition, is also

blue label no. 1168.

The type

of Oelechia .n/lvweoMJa Chaml)ers

tion agrees well with the present

is lost, l)ut

somewhat variable

seems proper to regard it as a variety of
JLibit at. Kentucky, Texas.

it.

the descrip-

and it
by Chambers.

species,

as suggested

—

GELECHIA CONTINUELLA

-

Zeller.

198.^Staudinger and Rebel, Cat.
Lep. Eur., II, No. 2597, 1901.— Moeschler, Wiener ent. Monatschr., 1864,
p. 200.— Grote, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 126.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.
Am., No. 5343, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5721, ie03.
Gelechia trimaeiMla Packard, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., XI, 1867, p. 61.
GelecJiia alhomaculeUa Chambers, Can. Ent., VII, 1875, p. 209; Bull. U. S. Geol.
Sun-., IV, 1878, p. 141.— Rii.ev, Smitli's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5:106, 1891.
(lelechUt

vontinueUa Zeller,

Isis,

1839, p.
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Moeschler originally recorded 'ynitmueUa from Labrador. In the
Comparative Zoology in Cambridge are Packard's two
types of trlmaeuJcJIa^ also described from Labrador.
So far as the specimens, which are in poor condition, permit comparison, they agree in every respect with authentic European specimen of ontlnuelhf Zeller in U. S. National Museum. From the Belanger collection in Laval University, Quebec, I have obtained the
unique type of Chaml)ers' Geleckla alhamacxdeUa. It is in pooi- condition, without palpi and wings on one side, but recognizable, and
undoubtedly authentic, with Chambers' label on the pin. It is same
species as trimaculella Packard.
The types of the latter in Cam]>ridge bear Lord Walsingham's blue
labels no. 838-839, corresponding to his identification in his note))ook,'
trhnaGulella Packard
The American specimens agree with the European in having veins
3 and 4 and G and T on hindwing ^hortstalked.
jSluseuni of

GELECHIA RIBESELLA
Gelecliia rihesella

U.

S.

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ.

Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877,

p.

Sci.,

II,

1875, p. 290; Bull.

128; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p.

146.— Riley, Smith'n Li.st Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5467, 1891.— Bitsck, Dyar'sList
Amer. Lep., No. 5722, 1903.

The unique type of this species is in the Museum of Comparative
Zoology in Cambridge in good condition. It is a tine, well-described,
and easily recognized species.
Chambers l)red it from currant in Colorado at an altitude of 8,500
feet.

In the U. S. National

from currant

in

Museum

Colorado

])y

is

a tine series, bred last sninmiM-

Dr. Harrison G. Dyar.

GELECHIA TROPHELLA, new
GdeHna

troplnlhi BrscK,

Dyar's List Amer.

Lej).,

species.

No.

572:i, 190.S.

Antennae light silvery fuscous, with narrow black annulations. Second joint of labial palpi with well-developed l)rush, longer at base than
at apex; silver3Mvhite liberally mottled with black; underside of brush
black; terminal joint black, slightly sprinkled with white scales.
Lower part of face and tongue ocherous; upper part of face, head,
and thorax light fuscous, intermixed with white and black metallic
Basal half of forewings dark iridescent fuscous, liberally
scales.
intermixed with white and black scales. At basal third is an oblique
outwardly directed l)lack costal streak, somewhat wider at its lower
end on the cell. Outer half of forewings shining black, with sparse
white scales around the edges. At apical third is a transverse, per'

See preface,

p. 768.
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pondicuhir, slightly outwardly angulated white fascia across the wing.
Cilia purplish white, with sparse black scales intermixed.

Hindwings

as broad as forewings, light shining fuscous; cilia lighter

yellowish fuscous.

Al)d()nien light iridescent purplish fuscous.

Legs

bluish black, mottled with white scales; tarsi dark purple, with each
joint tipped with white.

Ahir

— 15 to
— Oak.

c.qxinsc.

Food pi (til t.
ILihltat.

IT*

mm.

— Colorado.

7]/;;.^— No. 6375, U.S.N.

M.

This species comes nearest onitimuUd Zeller, l)ut has the fascia well
deHned and is easily distinguished from that species by its dark head
and long brush on the labial palpi.

The types were

Harrison

])red l)y Dr.

Dyur, who has given

(J.

me

the following notes on the larva:

—

Lavm. Head and cervit-al shield black; body i)ale, thickly muttled with red
brown, obscurely longitudinally lined and leaving pale spaces about the minute black
tubercles.
Dorsal line geminate, irregular; subdorsal broader, blotched below tubercle

i;

lateral

brown

and two subventral

lines obscure.

Thoracic feet black; anal plate

))ordere<l.

On oak

in the Platte

Canyon, Colorado.

Imago June

GELECHIA LUGUBRELLA
(irMiiahujnhn'lld Fabhicu^s,

Rebel, Cat. Lep. Eur.,
No. 5724, 1903.

18.

Fabricius.

Syst., Ill, 1794, 2,299, 54.— STAruiNtJEU and
No. 2617, 1901.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep.,

p:nt.

II,

In Professor Fernald's collection are two specimens from Onjno,
Maine, determined by Lord Walsingham as Gdechla JiujuhnlJa Fabricius.
They bear his blue labels no. 99 and 213 and undoubtedly belong
to this European species, which must thus be included in the American
list.

In the U. S. National

Musemu

is

a

good

series of P^uropean speci-

mens.

The

is very distinct from its nearest allies and easily recogtwo white wing markings, the oblique white streak at
basal third and the nan-ow inwardly curved white fascia at apical third.

species

nized by

its

GELECHIA ALBILORELLA

Zeller.

/.()ol.-l)ot. Gesell. Wicn, XXIII, 1S73,
16.— Ciiami!Eks, Bull. U. S. Ceol. Surv., IV, 1S7>S» p. 141.—
Smith's List Lej). Bor. Am., No. 5303, 1891.— Bisck, Dyar's List

(idechia albilurdlu Zei.i.ek, Verh. k. k.,
p. 261, pi.

Rii.EY,

iii, fig.

.\iner. Lep.,

No. 5725, 1903.

CiWSinKRi^, Cinn. Quart. Jouni., 11,
IX, 1877, p. 24; Bull. E. S. (icol. Suiv., IV, 1878,
List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 54'.ts, |Si)l.

<'i/i< hill trlfui^riella

Type No.

464, in the V. S. National

Chambers' label on the pin,

is

Museum,

identical with

]S7r>,
]).

p.

252; Can. Ent.,

H7.— Kilev,

Snuth's

of irif.ixrnUn, with

two types

in

Cambridge
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Miiseuiii; also with

Chambers'

labels.

One

vol. xxv.

of these bears

Lord Wal-

singhain's })lue label No. 1004, corresponding to his identification in

notebook/ trifasclclht- Chambers.
These t3'pes agree exactly with Zeller's description and figure of
albil</reU(( a specimen of which, identified hy Lord Walsingham, is in
U. S. National Museum.
This striking species is common in collections from Arizona, Colorado, and Texas.
his

,

GELECHIA DENTELLA, new
aelerlnit ihiiUila

species.

Bcsck, Dyar'w List Anier. Lep., No.

fiTL'ti,

I'.K):;.

Anteniue dai'k fuscous, with lighter faint annulations. Labial palpi
with well-developed ])rush; second joint yellowish white: terminal
joint white, with a fuscous amudation before the tip.
Face, head, and thorax ^^ellowisli white; shoulders black. Forewings
black and yellowish white, as follows: Costal half from base to apical,
two-fifths black, and entire apical two-fifths black except two small
Dorsal
opposite costal and dorsal spots, which are yellowish white.

The
half of wing from base to apical, two-fifths yellowish white.
white part projects upward at apical two-fifths to the costal edge and
has another slight projection into the costal ])lack part at basal third
Cilia l)lack.
of the wing.
Hindwings ])roadei" than forewings, light yellowish gra}'; abdomen
light yellowish fuscous; legs 3'ellowish white, barred with ])lack.
Alar expanse.
Hahitat.

— 9 to 10 mm.

—Phoenix, Arizona.

Type.—^o. 6376, U.S.N.M.
Cot3'pes in collection of Mr. William D. Kearfott, to

whom

1

am

indebted for this and the two following similar species.
Close to the following two species, n!xfreJJ<t and ahdonihiella, but distinguished from them by the absence of any white on basal three-fifths
of costal half of fore wing.

GELECHIA SISTRELLA, new
Gelechia

si strri la

species.

BvscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., Xo. 5727,

190:3.

Antenuce black, with narrow, indistinct white annulations; labial
palpi with well-developed brush; second joint white;

terminal joint

white, sprinkled with black, and with tip black; face, head, and tho-

rax white; shoulders black; forewing, deep black and pure silvery
white, as follow\s: A broad longitudinal Idack in the middle of the
wing, equidistant from the costal and dorsal edge, starting at base of
costa and reaching one-half of the length of the wing, where it turn.si

'

j

^

See preface, page

7t)6.
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sharply rectangularly upward, reaching costal edge and thus inclosing
a narrow, longitudinal costal white patch; apical two-fifths black,
with two large rounded opposite costal and dorsal spots, white. The

wing

rest of the

— that

is,

the ])asal half of the dorsal edge and a per-

pendicular, nearly straight fascia iust outside the middle of the
is

white.

wing-

Cilia black, tipped with whitish; hind wings l)roader than

forewings, silvery fuscous; al)donien dark fuscous and tuft yellowish;
legs white, with black l)ars on the outside.

— 9 to 10 mm.
— Phoenix, Arizona.

Alar ea'pame.
Ifahitat.

%>.'.— No. 6377, U.8.N.M.
Cotypes in collection of Mr. William D. Kearfott. Very similar
to the preceding species, but at once distinguished l)y the white basal
costal patch.

GELECHIA ABDOMINELLA,

new

species.

Gderliia ahdominella Busck, Dyar's List Anier. Lep., No. 572S, 1903.

Antennw

black, with sharp white annulations.

Labial palpi with

second joint white; brush well developed; terminal joint white, with
slight fuscous shading in front; tip white.
Face, head, and thorax white, with a faint ochcrous tint; shoulders
black.

Forewings black and white, as follows: Extreme base of costa
black; a large triangular costal spot l)efore the middle of the wing,

with tip reaching beyond the fold, black, with a central dot on the

Apical two-fifths of wing black, with a costal and dorsal

costa, white.

triangular white spot at the beginning of the cilia nearly or quite

reaching each other with their thinly extended

wing— that

is,

the dorsal three-fifths, with two

tips.

Rest of fore-

upward projections

reaching the costal edge on each side of the costal l)lack triangular
spot

— white,

Hindwings

with a faint ocherous tint. Ciiia blackish.
liroader than forewings, light silvery gray.

Abdomen

and hindlegs light silvery salmon red; forelegs white, barred with
black.

— 9 to 10 mm.
—Phoenix, Arizona.

Alar expanse.
Habitat.

Type.—^o. 6378, U.S.N.M.
Cotypes in collection of ^Ir. William D. Kearfott.
Very similar in size and general habitus to the two foregoing species; so similar that by superficial examination thev might all be taken
to represent one species, which, however, the constancy in their differences clearly shows that they are not.
The present species is
easily recognized ])y its peculiarly colored abdomen, as well as by the
isolated triangular costal black spot.
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GELECHIA BASQUELLA

Amer. Lep., No.

5729, 1908.

Gelechia {f) basqnella

Chambers,

Gelechia {Bryothropha .^) hasijiwlht

Bull.

U.

S.

\

Chambers.

Oecophora basqueUu Chambers, Can. P^nt., YII, p. 92.
Gelechia hasquella Chambers, Can. Ent., VII, 1875, p. 124.

Busck, Dyar's List

Geol. Snrv., IV, 1878, pp. 87, 142.

Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent.

Soc. Phila., X,

1882, p. 178.

Gelechia hasquella Riley, fSniith's List Lej). Bor.

HAM, Proc. ZooL Soc. Lond., 1897, p.
Gelechia costipunctella Moschler, Abhand.
p.

334.—Walsingham, Proc.

Chamber.s' type
bridg-e,

and

is

is in

the

A\'alsing-

d.

Senckenh. naturf. Ges., XXI,

1889,

ZqoI. Soc. Lond., 1892, p. 519.

Museum

identical with

Am., No. 5329, 189L

75.

of Comparative Zoology,

specimens

tion and in Dr. \\'illiani Dietz's collection,

in

Cam-

Professor Fernald's collec-

named by Lord Walsingham,
j

who recorded this species from the West
onymy with Moschler's costipunctella.

Indies and found the syn-

'

I have collected this species at light in the District of Columbia
and found its foodplant and larva there; I have also takfjn specimens
in Kentucky, Key West, Florida, Porto Rico, and St. Thomas, West
Indies.

In the National

Museum

from Kansas, Iowa, and Texas.
The species has veins 3 and 4

are, besides these specimens, others n
I

in the fore wings stalked,

but agree

otherwise with the definition of the present genus, and seems close
the three foregoing species.

Foodplant.

— Cassia chain

The

is

larva

Veins 6 and 7

in

to

hindwings are stalked.

aecrista.

when full-grown about 10 mm.

long, with head and

thoracic shield and feet shining black and with the three thoracic seg-

ments, except anterior part of the third joint, deep purplish red; the
rest of the bod}^ is green, with very small, deep black tubercles emitting short dark hairs.

Dr. D^^ar has kindl}' drawn up the following technical description:

—

Larva. Head rounded, bilol)ed, full, oblique and retracted; mouth projecting; the
labium and spinneret prominent; clypeus high, triangular, antenna; small; shining
black, labium, and epistoma pale; width, .6 mm. Body cylindrical, normal; joints 2 to
3 and 12 to 13 tapering; thoracic feet distinct, the joints black ringed; abdominal feet
slender, rather small, normal, the crochets in a complete ring about the small, circular
planta; cervical shield large, transverse, rounded on the posterior corners, shining
black, cut by a tine, faint, pale dorsal line; joints 2 and 3 entirely dark vinous except
the neck in front of the cervical shield; joint 4 in the incisure in front and in a broad
band on the posterior third of the same dark vinous, extending even on the venter.
The white area thus formed on the anterior part of joint 4 on the otherwise uniformly
red thorax appears irregulaily edged and lumpy. Rest of body whitish, immaculate,
greenish from the blood. Tubercles small, round, black but distinct, bearing short,
stiff, dark sette.
On the thorax tubercles ia and ib are separate, iia and iib, iv and v,
united in pairs. On joint 3 the tubercle plates are large of ib, iia -f iib and iv + v, but
on joint 3 they are small, and the paired tubercles stand separate though contiguous;
on the prothorax the jjrespiraculai- and subventral tubercles are large. On the abdomen tubercle i is dorsad and cei)halad to ii, iii is near to the spiracle, above it, iv and
\
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V contiguous, in line, vi subventral posteriorly, vii of three contiguous tubercles on
the anterior side of the leg base, viii
small, black ringed; anal shield pale

on the inner side of the leg base. Spiracles
brown, distinct; anal feet with brownish outer

shields.

GELECHIA PAULELLA, new
Gelediid paulella Busck, Dyar's List

species.

Amer. Lep., No.

5730, 1903.

Antennae dark brown with indistinct yellowish annulations. La])ial
palpi yellowish white with base of second joint and extreme tip of terminal joint brown.
Brush well developed undivided face; head and
thorax yellowish white, shoulders dark brown. Forewings shining
dark blackish brown with white markings. Entire dorsal edge white,
this color reaching up the fold except right at base and slightly crossing the fold with an oblase upward projection at apical third of the
wing. Beginning at ])asal one-fourth of costa and reaching the costal
white part is a sharplj^ dehncd outwardly directed white fascia. At apical fourth of the wing and nearly perpendicular on the costal edge is
another narrower white fascia, somewhat dilated on the costal edge.
Between these two fasciae, at the middle of the wing, is a large nearly
semicircular white costal spot.
Cilia white, sparsely sprinkled with dark brown scales.
The white markings show indistinctly through on the underside of
the wings.

Hindwing broader than forewings,
cilia

silvery pale gra\', nearl}^ white;

yellowish.

Abdomen

light yellowish fuscous.

Legs yellowish;

tarsi sprinkled

with fuscous.

Aim-

— 13 to 23 mm.
— Arizona, Colorado.

eaypmise.

Habitat.

Type.—^o. 6379, U.S.N.M.
is described from numerous specimens
Arizona and Colorado and received from several sources
(Schwarz, Dyar, Gillette, Barnes).
The specimens vary very much in size, the largest being bj^ far the
connnonest, but the ornamentation is constant, and I have no hesitation
in including the small specimens as the same species.
The species comes nearest the following and Geleclila packardella
Chambers, but clearly has a (^uite different ornamentation.

This distinct and tine species

collected in

GELECHIA UNIFASCIELLA, new
Gelechia unifnseidla Busck, Dyar's List

Antennae deep black.
except the base, which

species.

Amer. Lep., No.

5731, 1903.

Labial palpi with second joint pure white
is black on the outside; brush well developed,

longer at base than at apex, not furrowed; terminal joint black,
sprinkled on the outside toward the base with white scales.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02
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Face, head, and thorax pure .silver}^ white, patagia black. Forewings deep bronzy black, with dorsal edge below the fold, from base
to cilia white, and \Aith a white narrow inwardl}' curved fascia at
apical fourth.

The black part

of the

wing

is

found, under a lens, to be slightly

sprinkled with minute bluish white atoms.

Hindwings broader than
with a yellowish tint.
Abdomen light silvery and purplish fascous, with the two first
joints yellowish above, below sprinkled with white.
Legs purplish black, sprinkled with white scales and with each
joint slightly tipped with white.
Cilia white sprinkled with black scales.

forewings, shining light fuscous,

cilia

— 18 mm.
— Arizona.

Alar expanse.
Habitat.

Type.—^o. 6380, U.S.N.M.

A

striking and

distinct species near

the foregoing, collected at

Williams, Arizona, in July, by Mr. H. S. Barber.

GELECHIA PACKARDELLA

Chambers.

Gekchia packardella Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 143; IV
1878, p. 145.— KiLEY, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5437, 1891.— Busck
Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5732, 1903.
I

have not yet

is lost,

but

it

definitely"

determined this species, the type of which

evidently belongs in this immediate group and will,

when

found, easily be identified from the description.
IJahitat.

— Colorado.
GELECHIA ARISTELLA, new

Gelechia aristella Bvhck, Dyar's List

species.

Amer. Lep., No.

5733, 1903.

Antennpp dark, shining brown. Labial palpi with well-developedl
spreading furrowed brush, second joint light canary yellow, terminal
Face, head,
joint whitish, sprinkled with sparse light fuscous scales.
and thorax light, clear canary yellow; patagia black.
Forewings deep purplish black with two conspicious broad longi-v
tudinal canary-yellow streaks; one from ))ase along and immediately!;
below the costal edge to apical third; the other, which is broader, fromj
Cilia*
base along and including the entire dor.sal edge nearly to apex.
dark purplish fuscous.
Hindwings much broader than forewings, light silvery fuscous, cili
still a shade lighter.
Abdomen light purplish gray; anterior joints above velvety yel^
lowish.

Legs purple, sprinkled with white
Ala?' expanse.— 2'2 mm.

scales.

—

—

—
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—

Arizona.
Tijpe.—^o. 6381, U.S.N.M.

Habitat.

by Mr, H.

Collected in Jul}- at AVilliams, Arizona,

This l)eautiful large species, which can not well

))e

S. Barber.
mistaken for any

American species, nia}^ be at once distinguished by the yellow coloring and the longitudinal ornamentation.

descri))ed

GELECHIA THORACEALBELLA
Gelechia thoracealbella

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI,

Chambers.

1874, p. 235; Cinn. Quart. Journ.

252; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 147.— Riley,
Smith's LLstLep. Bor. Am., No. 5492, 1891. Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep.,
No. 5734, 1903.
Sci., II, 1875, p.

Types of this species were examined in the Museum of Comparative
Zoology in Cambridge and found to be identical with specimen in U. S.
National Museum bearing Chambers'' label, Gelechia thoraceaTbella.
Both are in poor condition, but recognizable from the description,
and unlilve any other species known to me.
77(rJ/to^.—Texas.

GELECHIA MINIMACULELLA
Chambers, Can. Ent., VI,
Amer. Lep., No. 5735, 1903.

Gelechia minimacnleUa
List

Chambers.
1874,

p.

235.

Busck, Dyar's

Gelechia mininimaculdla CiixMBEBS, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 145.

Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5410, 1891.

This species, of which the unique type is found in Cambridge, is
Very similar to the foregoing, thoracealbella Chambers, but distinguished I)}' the small ochreous discal dots.

I

I

The type

is

comparatively good condition, except lacking the
unspread, and consequently the venation has not l)een

in

palpi; but it

is

examined.

am, however, quite assured from

!

i

ij

that

I

a true Gelechia.

is

it

light ochreous head, thorax,

The very

It is a large

its general appearance
blaekish-brown species with

and (according to Chambers) labial palpi.
markings on the forewings are well

faint small ochreous

described

b}^

Chambers.

IlaUtat.—T^^'A.^.

GELECHIA OCHREOSUFFUSELLA

Chambers.

ocltreosuffusella Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 236; Cinn. Quart.
Sci., II, 1875, p. 255; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 145.—
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5430, 1891.— Busck, Dvar's List
Amer. Lep., No. 5736, 1903.

(hicrJuit

Journ.

Gelechia depressostrigeUa

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI,

1874, p.

236;

Bull. U. S.

Geol. Surv., Ill, 1878, p. 142.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5350,
1891.

Gelechia depnssosfrigella

Type
like the

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ.

no. 450 in the U. S. National

Museum

Sci., II, 1875, p. 255.

of (lepremostrigella

is

type in Professor Fernald's collection of that species and
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Museum

the same as eight types in the

Cambridge labeled

In-

Chambers

vol. xxv.

of Comparative Zoology in

deprexsostrigella.

All of these types agree with the description and are undoulitedly
authentic.

So far

as

known

to

ftisella is in existence,

me no authentic specimen labeled ochreosufand the above synonomy is established merely

on Chambers' evidence.
The two species are described from Texas, one right above the
other,^ and there, Chambers thinks, thej^ are two different species,
though he says that they resemble each other. He writes that the
color of head and palpi are different in the two species, but does not
give the color of one of them {d(3j)resmstrlgella), and the color given

own authentic specimens of the first.
Later ^ he corrects his description somewhat and says that they may
be one and the same species.
As the many types of dejjressostr/geJJa show some little variation, it
seems under the circumstances admissible to place the two names as
synonyms, thus lessening the previous long list of unknown species.
Should future collecting reveal two closely similar species, which

for the other suits his

with sufficient probability can be refei'red to the two species, then, of
course, the second name should be resurrected and retained for the
species represented by the types.
In the U. S. National Museum, l^esidcs the type, there is one speci-

men
all

labeled

by Lord Walsingham, Gelechia

depressostrlgella.

This, as

the t^'pes, came from Texas.

GELECHIA STRIATELLA, new
Gclcchut xtriuti'Ua Busck, Dj'ar's List

Amer.

species

Leji.,

No. 5737, 1903.

Antenna? shining dark l)rown, slightly serrate toward the tip.
with well-developed furrowed brush, ocherous white,
thickl}^ sprinkled Avith black and gray scales, underside of l)rush nearly
La])ial palpi

black.

Face whitish; head and thorax clothed with light bluish gra}- scales,
each scale slightly tipped with black or gra}^, which produces to the
naked e3'e a uniform dark-gray color.
Forewings with ground color light whitish gray, thicklv sprinkled
with darker gra}", brown, and black scales, which are arranged in
indistinct narrow longitudinal darker lines, somewhat more pronounced
in the apical part of the wing, but even there not clearly perceptible
Along the fold and at the dorsal cilia the wing is
to the naked eve.
faintly suffused wdth ocherous.

Cilia whitish, sprinkled with black

dots.

^Can. Ent., VI,

p. 236.

"Cinn. Quart. Journ.

Sci., II, p. 255.

i

m.im.

fuscou.s; cilia
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broader than forewings, shining- light ochei'ous

little

golden

graj'.

Abdonion metallic yellowish fuscous, underside darker, sprinkled
with black scales.
Forelegs on the outside black, on the inside whitish; tarsi
The other legs are light gray,

each joint tipped with ocherous.

kled with black scales; tuft on posterior

A/ar

I

— 16 to 17.5
— Arizona.

e.rjHtnse.

1[((hi fat.

Ti/j>e.~-^o. 6382,
j

i

;

:/

'
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Hindwings a

ti))ial

l)lack,
s})rin-

yellowish.

nini.

T.S.N.M.

This species is very near the foregoing, and 1 have tried hard to
convince myself that it might be oclireoi^ulfmcUa (distinct from depressostrtgi'Ua), but I can not make the description apply.

The light whitish ground color and the fainter striation distinguish
from Chambers' ocherous brown species.
Described from more than forty specimens in good condition, all
from Arizona, and mostl}^ collected by Mr. E. A. Schwarz in Santa
Rita Mountains in May.
it

This large series shows hardly any variation.

GELECHIA OCHREOSTRiGELLA
Gelechia ochreosingella
i:nt.,

X,

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ.

Sci., II, 1875, p. 247;

Can.

145.— Riley, Smith's
BrscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No.

1878, p. 54; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, p.

List Lep. Bor.

Am., No. 5431,

1891.

—

5738, 1903.

Not Gelechia

ochreostrigella

Chambers,

Chambers described two
ochr<'ostn(/dl(f^

Bull. U. S. Geol. Snrv., Ill, 1877, p. 126.

different insects

types of both of which

1 ha\'e

under the name GelecMa
examined in the Museum

of Comparative Zoology in C-am bridge.

The

last

described

under that genus

The other

is

a

(i norhnoschcntd,

and

will

))e

found treated

(p. 831).

(the present) species

is

a typical Gelecliia quite similar to

but easily distinguished by

its ocherous head and
thorax and the dark, nearly black, basal costal part of the wing.
In the U. S. National Museum is a specimen from California, which
was also the locality of the type.

vrlii'eoHiifnxdla,

GELECHIA HIBISCELLA, new

species.

Gekrhia hibhcelkt Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No.

57.'J9,

1903.

Antenna? dark brown, not annulated, slightly serrate toward the tip.
Labial palpi with well-developed spreading brush, yellowish white;
second joint with a few black scales on the outside; terminal joint
with tip and one annulation near ])ase black.
Face, head, and thorax shining ocherous white; shoulders purplish
black.
Costal half of forewings dark brown, in some specimens nearly
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black; dorsal half ineludint^ apex

mens

lio-ht

vol. xxv.

ocherous brown, in some speciof the wino- is not

The limit l)etween these two parts
and somewhat variable.

whitish.

very detinite
In the dark costal part are found lig-hter, yellowish brown, irreg-ular
patches, one large indistinct at the middle of the costa, one small
rather more distinct costal spot at the beg-innino- of the cilia and in

some specimens others not well
the wing are ill-defined

darker so as to produce a striate
third

is

wise

is

my

In the dorsal light part of

defined.

darker shadings and the veins are indicated
effect.

On

the fold at the l)asal one-

a small nearly black spot which seems to be constant.

Like-

a row of black dots around the apical edge constant in

The other markings

specimens.

Hindwings a

are

more or

less

all

varying.

broader than forowings, light bluish fuscous;
yellow.
Legs dark purple with yellowish
white liars on the outside and with tarsal white annulatioiis.
Alar expanse. 16 to 17 mm.
District of Columbia.
Habitat.
little

Abdomen

cilia 3'ellowish.

—

—

Food plant.

Type.— No.

— Ilihiscus moscheutos.
6383,

U.S.N.M.

This species is quite near to the foregoing species, ochreostrigella
Chambers, but not so conspicuously streaked and with light, dark
annulated, third joint of labial palpi instead of the uniformly dark,
nearly black, terminal joint in ochreodrigMa.
I have reared this varial)le, but always easily recognized species

repeatedly from the

The

common swamp
when

rose mallow.

grown in proportion to the
imago, l)eing 22-23 mm. long and with greatest width 2.2 mm. It is
cylindrical, only slightly tapering fore and back.
Head rounded,
shorter than wide, black with reddish brown vertex; width, 1.3 nun.
First thoracic segment somewhat narrower than the following joint,
larva

is

rather large

reddish; thoracic shield black;

full

width, 1.6

mm.;

straight in front and nearly straight posteriorly.

length, 0.7

mm.;

Second thoracic
segment dark reddish, with anterior part white above. Third thoracic
segment and the rest of the body white; on the posterior half of this
joint begin six wav}' narrow interrupted longitudinal dark reddish dorsal lines, which run through on all the rest of the segments.
These
lines are darker in the 3"oung larvoe, which otherwise are like the fullgrown larva?. Tubercles shining deep black, bearing short black hairs;
they are arranged conspicuously on the white part between the dark
lines.
Ventral part of the abdominal segments white. Thoracic feet
black; abdominal prologs normal, white, with a complete circle of
brownish hooks.
The larva feeds on the leaves or in the capsules, generall}'^ in large
numbers together; when read}^ to pupate they partially bite off one or
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which thus dry up and crumple and afford convenient
room in the dried fruit or between it and the
The species overwinters as larva, and two
large surrounding calyx.
generations are found in this locality, the imagoes issuing from the
hibernated larva in May and from the summer brood in August.

more

leaves,

shelter; or others lind

GELECHIA COCKERELLI, new
Gelechia eockereUi Busck, Dyar's List

species.

Amer. Lep., No.

5740, 1903.

Antenna dark brown with indistinct yellow annulations. Labial
palpi are long and slender, l)rush on second joint only slightly developed; white with a few dark scales; terminal joint somewhat darker,
yellowish.
Face yellowish white. Head and thorax rust yellow,
thorax with three longitudinal l)lackish lines.
Forewings light yellowish brown, with dark blackish l)rown markings; on dorsal edge near base is a large dark brown patch, therein
differing from the foregoing similar ochreostrUjelUi Chambers and
hlhlxcellH Busck, which both have dorsal base light, but costal base
dark; in the present species the costal base is of the general color of

At

the wing.

apical third

is

a blackish ill-defined costal spot, which

runs out in a dark shade across the wing.

Just before this spot is
another smaller, more sharply defined costal blackish spot. Along
the veins and in the disk are longitudinal dark lines, sharpest and
darkest in the apical part of the wing, and each terminating at the
l)ase

of the cilia in a deep black spot.

interrupted at the end of the cell

l)y a

black streak, followed by a short light

These longitudinal streaks are
short thin perpendicular deep

brown

space.

Cilia reddish yel-

low, slightly sprinkled with ))lack.

Hind wings In-oader than forewings, yellowish fuscous;

cilia yel-

lowish.

Abdomen

brown. Legs light ])rown shaded with darker brown;
with each joint tipped with yellow.

light

tarsi l)lackish

— 15 to 16.5 mm.
— New Mexico, Arizona.

Al<ir expanse.
IFahlfat.

7y7>'.— No.

»j384,

U.S.N.M.

Collected at light in
T. D. A. Cockerell, after

May in Mesilla Park, New Mexico, by Mr.
whom I take pleasure in naming this species.

Also collected by Mr. E. A. Schwarz atCatalina Springs, Arizona,

in

April.

GELECHIA VARIABILIS,
Gelechia variabilis BvscK, Dyar's List

new

species.

Amer. Lep., No.

5741, 1903.

under this name and as varieties
of this species represent, in my opinion, undoubtedh' only one species,
but is the most variable Gelechiid with which I am acquainted (except

The

insects

which

I shall describe
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be Tpsolophus

at least

ligidellux:

some of the

Hiibner), and

it

will

vol. xxv.

be necessary todescribi;

varieties separately.

seemed reasonable to me that one or more varieties of this
common Western species should have been described by
Chambers as one or more species, and I have especially carefully compared this species with the descriptions of his several unrecognized
species, but I am unable to lind any w^hich I could make applv and
It has

evidently

feel justitied in adopting- the

The specimens which

I

name

of.

regard as typical

may be

recognized from

the following:

Antenna brown, with

indistinct lighter annulations.

Labial palpi

slender; second joint Avhitish, sutfused with brown; the brush only
slightly developed, but divided

and with a longitudinal dark streak

in

the middle; terminal joint nearly uniform dark fuscous, the whitish
ground color being entirely covered.

Face, head, and thorax light ochreous gray.

Forewings light graybrownish toward the tip and with blackish brown
longitudinal lines from base to apex, following the veins and becoming
heavier and more blackish toward apex. Three short more pronounced heavy black longitudinal lines independent of the others are
ver}^ conspicuous and are found, although modified in all the varieties;
the first and shortest at base just within dorsal margin; the second on
the fold, also starting more or less clearly from the base, but reaching
its characteristic thickness and tone outside the first line and ending
as a heav}^ line just before the middle of the wing, though after continued as one of the general thin lines to the dorsal apical edge. The
third line is midwav between the fold and the costal edge and begins
at the middle of the wing and reaches to the end of the cell; also
continued as one of the fainter lines from base to apex.
Cilia gray.
Hindwings as broad as forewings, yellowish fuscous;
cilia yellowish.
Abdomen light yellowish brown. Legs yellowish
without any markings.
Variety a.
The three prominent longitudinal })lack streaks are
intact, but the other longitudinal lines are nearly or (juite obsolete.
The color of the forewings below the three Inack lines is dark chocolate brown, the color above the lines whitish purple, the two colors
standing shai'ply against each other, separated by the black lines.
The color of head and thoi-ax is correspondingly dark ))rown.
Variety h.
Ground color of forewings more whitish, thickly suffused with dark ))rown and gray single scales. The three heavy black
longitudinal streaks are present, Imt with a tendency to break up in
shorter streaks or totally disappear, especially the first and the third,
which are rei)resented as one, two, or three longitudinal dots.
The other longitudinal lines are obsolete, except right around apex,
where they ar(> indicated ])v a series of short indistinct streaks at base
ish yellow, slightl}^

—

—

of the

cilia.

—
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intermediate forms occur

between them and what I call the normal form.
mens of the extreme varieties might easily be
species and while absolute proof to the opposite
except through breeding, I have no doubt but
to one variable species.

While

sing-le speci-

taken for different
can not be obtained
that they all belong

— 19 to 20 mm.
— California, Colorado.

AI((i' e.cj.>anse.

IlahJtat.

Ti/pr.—'No. 6385,

U.S.N.M.

Described from some 20 specimens of all varieties in the U. S.
National Museum; many others have ])een examined in the collections
of Messrs. Dietz, Kearfott, and Gillette.

GELECHIA TRILINEELLA
GelechiairillneeJIa Citambees, Bull

U.

S.

Chambers.

Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 125; IV, 1878,

147.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No.
List Amer. Lep., No. 5742, 1903.
p.

In the

Museum

of Comparative Zoology in

5499,

1891.— Busck, Dyar's

Cambridge

I

found six

types of this species, authenticated by Chambers' labels and agreeing

with his description. They are all, however, much faded. A fre.sh
specimen in LT. S. National Museum, which I have compared with the
types, exhibits the detail of the description better.
Similar good
specimens 1 have examined in Dr. Dietz's collection, determined independently b}^ him from the description.
l/td/'tat.
Colorado, Arizona.

—

GELECHIA BIANULELLA

Chambers.

hianuMla Chambers, ('inn. Quart. Journ. Sci., 1875, p. 225; Bull. LT. S.
IV, p. 159; Journ. Cinn. Soc. Nat. Hist., II, 1880, p. 202, fig.
15.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5579, 1891.
Gelechia bianulella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5743, 1903.
Geleehia? ocellella Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 126.
Gelechia oceleUa Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 145.
Riley,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5428, 1891.

Ocfteis

(Jeol. Surv.,

have examined type of Gelechia ocelMJa in Professor Fernald's
and types of the same in Cambridge Museum: they are
identical and agree with his description.
The synonomy with Oe^els hiamudeUd, I did not discover before I
saw in Dr. Dietz's collection a specimen labeled b}' Lord Walsingham
Oeseis himmulella.
No authentic specimen from Chaml)ers of this
species exists, but I have no dou))t that the specimen is rightly named
by Lord Walsingham, as it faithfully agrees with Chambers' description, and if so it is the same as fhlechhi oeelleJJu.
The description
of the two species are nearly identical and could well both have been
drawn from the same specimen.
I

collection
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GELECHIA DISCOOCELLELLA
Oelechia discoocellellu

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV,

Chambers.
Busck, Dyar's

1872, p. 194.

Amer. Lep., No. 5744, 1903.
Gelechia discoocelella Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 231.
Gelechia discoocella Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ. Rt'i., 1875, II, p. 237; Bull.
U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 143.— Riley, Smitli's List Lep. Bor. Am.,
List

No. 5355, 1891.
GelecJda discooecella Coquillet, Papilio, III, 1883, p. 98.

Gelechia ducocella Dietz, Smith's List Ins. N. Jersey, 1900, p. 474.
Gelechia violaceofasca Zeller, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien,

258.— Chambers,

U. S. Geol. Surv.. IV, 1878,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5510, 1891.
p.

Bull.

Zeller omitted to mention in

lii.s

p.

XXIII, 1873,
148.— Riley,

description of v/olaceofusca the

end of the cell, which, though very indi.stinct in
some lights, is plainly found in his unique well-preserved type in the
Cambridge Museum. This type is a male and the spot is not nearly so
prominent in this sex as in the females.
ocellate spot at the

It is clearly the

same species

by Cham])ers' four t.ypes
Cambridge Museum and answering

as represented

of discoocellella also found in the
to his description of that species.

Chambers' name has precedence.
ocellate spot at the end of the cell, as well as the lighter streak
below the fold, are, as Chambers observed, somewhat variable, and
especially in the males, indistinct; but the glossy violet sheen and the
abruptly cut forewings makes this species easily recognized.
In the U. S. National Museum and in the collections of Professor
Fernald and Dr. Dietz are .specimens determined })y Lord Walsingham

The

as Gelechia {Trichotaphe) discoocellella.

some general resemblance
tion place

it

to the

The

species has,

it is

true,

genus TrichotapJu., but palpi and vena-

in Gelechia.

Mr. Coquillet has given its food plant as Polygonum. This agrees
with a note from Miss Murtfeld that she reared the types from smarticeed., Polygonuiii hydvo2)i2)eroide)i.f not, as Chambers wrote,
"'small
weed."
This species has a noteworthy color resemblance with another pol}^gonum-feeding Tineid, AriHtotelia ahsconditella Walker (p. 801).
It has a wide distribution; Chambers recorded it from Kentucky
and Texas; Zeller from Texas; Coquillet from Illinois; in U. S. National
Museum are specimens from Kansas (Crevecoeur), Illinois (Barnes),
Pennsylvania (Dietz), District of Columbia (Busck).
^

GELECHIA ANARSIELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 126. Riley
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5310, 1891. Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep.
No. 5745, 1903.

Gelechia anarsiella

^Cin. Quart. Journ. Sc,

11,.

1875, p. 237.

;

,

j

\

!

t

'

j

:i

[

:

iC

.
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Museum

of

Compara-

a note in Frey's handwriting:

is

an Ypsolophuw.

— Frey.

brush on second joint of lal)ial palpi is strongly
developed, but not in the long projecting- pointed fashion foiuid in
Ypsolophus; it is a large divided spreading ])rush, just like that found
in ijelechia {Oeseis) hlantdella Chambers, and 1 do not consid(>r it of
generic value, but merely the extrema development of the brush as
conuuonly found in Gelechla, with which genus annrKlAld also agrees
It is true that the

in venation

In U.

S.

and general habitus.
National

Cham])ers; there
fi-oni

is

Museum

is an identical specimen lal)eU»d l)y
specimen bred by Dr. Harrison (1. Dyar

also a tine

Cmiiothiis in Colorado.

According to Dr. Dyar, the larva hides
leaf, or between leaves.'

in a silken tul>e in a folded

GELECHIA PRAVINOMINELLA
Gelechla (juadrimaculella

Chambers, Cinn. Quart.

Chambers.
Joiirn. Sei., II,

1875,

!>.

290;

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 128.

Geleckia prairinonunella

Chambers, Can.

X, 1878,

p]nt.,

y>.

Surv., IV, 1878, p. 146; Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

Not

50; Bull.

BuscK, Dyar' s List Amer. Lep., No. 5746, 1903.
(lelechid quadrimaculeUa ChaiMBERS, Can. Ent., VI, 1874,
campsis rhoifructeUa, p. 845

U.

Am., No.
p.

2.'>7

S.

Geol.

5451, 1891;

(see

Ana-

)

As

this species, the type of which is lost, I have identitie(l a spcciwhich agrees with Chambers' short description and which was
takcni in the same locality from where Chambers' type came.
It was bred ])y Dr. Dyar from cottonwood in Colorado.'

ni<Mi

GELECHIA BARNESIELLA, new
Oelerhhi hanu'sidhi

BustK; Dyar's

List

Amer.

Lej).,

species.

No. 5747, 1903.

Antennse simple dark fuscous. Labial palpi very long-, slender;
brush on second joint short and even; second joint whitish, sometimes
with a rose tint, sprinkled with brown; terminal joint long, but shorter
than the very long second joint, thin, i)ointed, whitish, sprinkled Avith

Head brown, loosely scaled, nearly tufted,
and with a peculiar strong pointed horny frontal protulun-ance. Face
black and dark brown.

somewhat lig'hter.
Forewings ])rown, of a somewhat varial)le shade in different specimens, from a reddish or deep purple brown to a lighter ashy or yellowish brown.
At l)ase of costa is a dark blackish spot, sometimes
continued into an obscure obliciue streak across the wing. On the
middle of the disk is a short oblique blackish streak, and just below
this another similar but fainter streak, together forming an arrow>

Described by Dr. Dyar, Phk-. U.

S. Nat.

Mus.,

XXV,

1902, p. 407.
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At

head pointino- toward the tip of the wing".

the end of the disk

a short p(>r})('iidieuhir })lackish streak edged with light scales.

before apical third

is

on the dorsal edge

is

voi. xxv.

is

A little

a large, dark, ill-detined costal spot; on apposite

another similar spot. Around apical edge is a
with the intervening spaces rather lighter than

series of blackish spots,

the general cok)r of the wing.

Hindwings

as

broad as forewings, light silvery fuscous.

light yellowish brown.

Abdomen

Legs whitish fuscous speckled with darker

brown, each joint of tarsi tipped with white.
Alar expanse. 22 to 27 mm.
Colo r ado
Habitat

—

.

—

Type.—^o. 6386, U.S.N.M.
Described from some thirty specimens collected hy Dr. W. Barnes,
in honor of whom the species is named, and by Messrs. Gillette and
Schwarz.
The ornamentation is sometimes not ver}' distinct, and the ground
color shows some variation in shade, but the species is quite different
from an}^ descrilied and easily recognized ])y its size, the very longevenly brushed palpi, and especially by the peculiar frontal horn, which
It is found also in a less
is found both in the males and females.

marked degree

in Gelechla var/ahih's

Busck

(p. 871).

GELECHIA LINDENELLA, new
CSelcchia JhideneJln

species.

Busck, Dyar's List Anier. Lep., No. 5748, 1908.

Antennje light yellow, black at base and indistinctly annulated with
dark fuscous. Labial palpi with brush short and even; terminal
joint as long as second; ocherous white, sprinkled with black scales;
Face white; head and thorax light
tip of terminal joint ])lack.
ocherous. Forewings light ocherous, sprinkled with darker ocherous
and black scales, especially along dorsal edge and toward apex, where
the dark scales are arranged in indistinct longitudinal streaks between
There are three black or very dark brown equidistant
the veins.
costal spots, one near the base, one at apical third, and one between
these two. The one nearest base is the smallest, the next somew^hat
Just below this last is, at the
larger, and the outermost the largest.
end of the disk, an inconspicuous short and thin perpendicular line.
On the middle of the wing is an inconspicuous dark brown dot, and
Around the apical edge is
just below on the fold is a similar dot.
an indistinct row of small diffused l)lackish dots at base of cilia.
Hindwings fully as wide as forewings, yellowish white. Abdomen
ocherous fuscous. Legs ocherous, sprinkled with black. Tarsi black
with each joint tipped with yellow.
Alar expanse.- 13 to 17 mm.
Jlahitat.
Texas, Colorado, Arizona.

—

—

Type.—^o. 6387, U.S.N.M.
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many Texan

specimens, from Mr. William Beutenand from specimens collected by Messrs. E. A.
Schwarz and H. S. Barber in Colorado and Arizona.
It is a very distinct species, recognized ]\y the pale color and the
The ornamentation recalls Eplthectis h/costhree black costal spots.
miiller's

collection,

tomaculella

Chambers

[p. 817.]

GELECHIA DYARIELLA, new
Gelechia dyaridht BrscK, Dyar's List

species.

Amer. Lep., No.

n74U, 190o.

Antennae whitish fuscous, indistinctly annulated with darker fuscous.
Labial palpi with normal well-developed brush; terminal joint shorter
than second; whitish suffused with bluish black scales on the outside;
brush and terminal joint nearly black. Face white with ii few light
fuscous scales.
Ground color of head, thorax, and forewings whitish,
but so heavily overUiid with dark fuscous and bluish black scales as to
give the appearance to the naked eye of dark gray.
At the base is an
oblique, ill-detined,o])scure, blackish streak; on the middle of the wing
jis a black oval dot followed l)y a short space of pure white; at apical
third is a large transverse ))lackish area across the wing, edged on the
outside by a narrow zigzag white fascia.
Hindwings as broad as forewings, light silver}^ fuscous, darker toward apex; cilia yellowish fuscous.
Abdomen silvery gray; first segments velvety yellow on upper
side; under side white.
Legs white, profusel}' sprinkled with bluish
))lack scales.

Alar

— 14 to 18 nun.
— Cottonwood.

exjxnD^e.

Food plant.

—

Colorado.
Type.—l^o. 6388, U.S.N.M.
An obscurely marked species near the following, Gelechia alhispaTsella.
Described from a large series bred by Dr. Dyar, who has given
me the following notes on the larva:
Habitat.

i

i

I

!

I

—

Larva.
Resembling the larva of Xi/cieola {Sarwtlirq)a).
Slender, thorax and
than the other segments, snbmoniliform; head whitish testaceous,
darker in the sutures and vertex, ocelli black. Body all rather opaque soft green,
the incisures folded, dorsal vessel dark green, male glands whitish, small. Cervical

joint 13 smaller

more shining and luteous tinted; feet normal, pale; joint
13 dorsally dark punctate.
Tubercles ia and ib separate, iia-f iib, iv+v, the latter on
both thorax and abdomen.
On Cottonwood, Denver, Colorado. Folding up a young leaf by uniting the edges
around the margin so that it forms a bag or box; solitary. The larvse turned pink
on leaving the bags to spin. Imago July 3.

shield like the body, but

GELECHIA ALBISPARSELLA

Chambers.

Depressaria albisparseUa Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 92 and p. 128.
Cirrha platandla CnxiiBERs, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 146; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,

IV, 1878, pp. 118, 146.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5285, 1891.
Amer. Lep., No. 5750, 1903.

Gelechia albisparseUa Busck, Dyar's List
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Two

undoubtedly authentic

t^^pes of this .species labeled

bers, Cirrhi plidiinella., are found in the

Museum

by Cham-

of Comparative

Zoology in Cambridge and prove that the genus drrha^ which can
hardly be said to have been characterized by Chambers' few lines of
general remarks, is synonymous with Gelechia. Chambers changed
his specilic name when he discovered the food plant, which was not
admissible, and the species must be known under its original specific
name.

— PlantanuH occldentalis.
—Kentucky

Food plant.
Habitat.

GELECHIA UNCTULELLA

Zeller.

Gelechia unctulella Zeller, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien.,
p.

257.—Chambers,

Bull.

U.

S.

Gef)l.

XXIII,

1873,

IV, 1878, p. 147.— Riley,
Bcsck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep.,

Surv.,

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Ain., No. 5503, 1891.

No. 5751, 1903.

good condition is in Cambridge Museum.
two black dots, one on the disk and one at the
end of the disk, and saj's: ''Andere Zeichnungen fehlen.'' These two
spots are the most prominent and the only ones seen in certain lights

The unique type

in

Zeller mentions onlv

against the nearly black general color of the wing, but as a matter of
fact there

is,

fold and one

as type also shows, three other smaller black spots on the

more on the

disk.

All of the spots, however, are quite

indistinct.

In the U. S. National

Museum

is

a very large ])rcd series of this

from Colorado and Arizona, l)red respectively by Dr. H. G.
Dyar and Mr. E. A. Schwarz from Thei'iaopHk and from Bohinia.
species

i

^

Dr. Dyar has pulViished his notes on the larva.
According to Mr. Schwarz, this species is at some places so abundant as to do actual damage, spinning up ever}^ leaflet of the Robin la.

GELECHIA OBSCUROOCELELLA

Chambers.

Gelechia ohiiniroocek'lla ('ha.mheks, Cin. Quart. Journ. 8ci., II, 1875, p. 254; Bull.]

U. S. Geol. Surv., IV. 1878, p. 145.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,
No. 5424, 1891.—BusCK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5752, 1903.

Type

of this species is lost, and no authentic specimen is found, ])ui
have with little hesitation determined from description as thi
species a specimen from San Antonio, Texas, collected in May, which
in every respect agrees with Chambers' description, and which, I
have no doubt, truly represents this species.
I

GELECHIA VERSUTELLA

Zeller.

XXIII, 1873,
148.— Busck, Dyar's

Gelechia versKtella Zeller, Verh. k. k. zo()l.-))ot. Gesell. ^Vien,

253.—Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol.
List Amer. Lep., No. 5753,. 1903.

p.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Surv., IV, 1878, p.

XXV,

1902, p. 407.

—

—
No.i3(M.
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found in the Cambridge Museum
A good bred series in the U. S. National
in excellent condition.
Museum carefully compared with the type bears tbe designation
" U. S. Dept. of Agriculture Insectary, Nos. 4232 and 5786," and the
corresponding ri^cords show that it has been bred twice, first from
larva skeletonizing leaves of cottonwood, received from El Paso,
Texas, in November, 1887, from which the moths issued in January
next year. The note on the larva is very short:

The unique

tj^pe of this species is

Greenish white, with a ])ink bhish on dorsal surface.

Secondly,

was received

it

in July, 1893,

from Jetsam, Wj^oming,

with the report that the larvae were extremeh" injurious to cotton-

wood.
Head

With

this

is

the following note on the larva:

pale brown, with posterior margin black; ])ody pale yellowish white without

any markings.

The moths

issued July 3 to

8.

The Texan specimens average a little lighter and smaller than those
from Wj'oming, l)ut they are undoubtedly same species. The type,
although from Texas, agrees with the darker Wj'oming specimens.
Finally, there is in the National Museum one specimen of this species,
bred 1)}" Dr. Dyar from cottonwood in Colorado.
This species is (^xtremely similar to the following in ornamentation
and easily mixed with it. The palpi, however, give a good distinguishing character. In the present species the brush is normal and
well developed, longer at l)ase than at apex of second joint, while
Geleehia lynceeUa has a very short and even brush.
The palpi also
show color differences as pointed out by Zeller.

GELECHIA LYNCEELLA
(lelechhi
p.

hjnceella

Zellek, Verb. k.

255.— Chambers,

Bull.

U.

S.

k.

Zeller.

zool.-])ot.

Geol.

Wien, XXIIT, 1873,
144.— Riley,
Busck, Dyar's List Amer.

Gesell.

Surv., IV, 1878, p.

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5403, 1891.
Lep., No. 5754, 1903.

Type is found in good conaition in ^ac C-ambridge Museum.
met with no other specimen. Very similar to the foregoing.
Ilahhat.

have

—Texas.
GELECHIA BICOSTOMACULELLA

Deprei^aaria hicoKtomdnilcUd

U.

I

S.

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV,

1872, pp.

127, 147; Hull.

Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 138.

Adrasteia quercifoUella Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 206; V, 1873, j). 174.
Geleehia quercifoUella, Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 146.
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5461, 1891.
Psoricopter a gibhosella CnAMB'EJts (not Stain ton). Can. Ent., V, 1873, p. 72.
Geleehia bicontomuadeUa Dietz, Smith's List Ins. N. Jersey, 1900, p. 474.
Busck,

Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5755 1903

Not Geleehia

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
141.—Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No.

bicostomaculella

127; IV, 1878, p.

Ill, 1877, p.
.5322, 1891.
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The second species which Chambers described as Gelechia hlcostomaeidd/a from Colorado is an Epithectls and is treated on p. 817
under that genus.
Of the present species no authentic t3'pe is in existence, but in the
U. S. National Museum are two specimens determined b}^ Lord Walsingham, and similar specimens in the collection of Dr. Dietz and
Professor Fernald, also determined as hlcostoinaculelhi by Lord Walsingham. Some of these specimens are bred by Miss Murtfeldt from
Miss Murtfeldt thinks this
oak, and bear her breeding number 174 M.
the true hicostomdculella, and as it agrees with Chambers' description
it seems altogether probable that this truly is that species.
The species is near the following and Gelechia vernella Murtfeldt,
but has raised scales on the forewings, in which character, as well as
in the stalked veins 6 and 7 in the hindwings and the slightly parted
veins 3 and 1 it approaches the genus Telphuna.

GELECHIA NIGRIMACULELLA, new
Gelechia nigriinaculella Riley, Smitli's List Lt'p.

BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No.

In Riley's List of Tineina

is

species.

Bor. Am., No.

541.S,

Lsyi.—

o7ri(), 1<»03.

found, under no. 5118, the name GclechUi,

ni<p'hnacnldla Chambers, and in U. S. National

Museum

is

a large

apparently bred series labeled with this same name. But no description has ever been printed of the insect, which I now describe under
the old manuscript name given by Chambers.
Antenna? darlv fuscous.
Lal)ial palpi with normal well-developed
brush; ocherous strongly sutfused with black except tips of second
and third joint, which are clear ocherous. Face, head, and thorax
brownish sprinkled with fuscous and l)lackish scales. Ground color
of forewings whitish fuscous but obscured by a liberal sprinkling of
dark-brown and black scales. An ill-detined longitudinal streak 1)elow
costal edge is whitish; costal edge nearly black; on the middle of the
disk is an oblique short black dash, and just below this a similar one.
[
At apical third is an ol)scure outwardly angulated narrow white fascia,
and just before this is a costal and a dorsal ])lackish spot nearly reaching each other.
Cilia whitish.
Hindwing as broad as forewings, light fuscous, darker toward tip.
Abdomen yellowish fuscous above, below white. Legs whitish sprinkled with black; tarsal joints black tipped with white.

<;

J

— 13 to 15 mm.
—New York, New Jersey.

Alar ex2Mnse.
HaMtat.

Type.—^o. 6389 U.S.N.M.
Very close to the Californian Gelechia

occidentella Chambers, but"
dark face. Described from many specimens collected;
by Mr. William Beutenmiiller, and found in U. S. National Museum!
labeled " Gelechia nigrimaculella Chambers."

differing

by

its

—

—
NO. 1301.
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Chambers.

Gelechia inacidimarffineUaCnAMBEiis, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, jx 241.

List

Amer. Lep., No.
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Hitsck, Dyar's

5757, 1903.

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878,
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5405, 1891.

Oelechia inacuJnnvtrgmelln

p. 144.

Authentic types of this species are found in Professor Fernald's
and in the Cambridge Museum; the latter are in miserable
condition, but agree with Professor Fernald's type as far as can be
made out and with Chambers' descriptions. 1 have bred large series

collection

of this species in the District of

Columbia and

The larva
two generation.s
found in the spring

vicinit3^

feeds on different kinds of oak, and there are at least
in this locality.

The

larva

is

among

the earliest

(April) in the half -developed unfolded leaves or buds.

The imago

of this brood

is

middle of Ma3^ In June there is
two spun-together leaves; imagoes

in the

a second brood feeding between
issue in the latter part of July.

Very pi'obably there

is

autumn brood,

a third

w^hich either overwin-

or which lay
autumn.
The easily recognized larva is slender and very agile. Head and
thoracic plate polished jet black first and second thoracic segments deep
purple, third, lighter purple with anterior half white.
Abdominal
segments whitish with four (two on each side) longitudinal purple
lines connected on each joint by a broad purple band, which sends two
small dorsal projections forward into the white part on each joint.
Thoracic feet and anal plate black; length of full-grown larva 14
,mm.; width of head 0.9 mm.
\'
This species as well as Gelechiavernella and GelcGhiahicostomaculeUa
have the hairs on vein 11) in the hindwings of the irale strongh^ developed, resembling a tuft or pencil of long blackish hairs.

and lay eggs in early spring,
their eggs on the bud, all ready

ter

i

in the swelling leaf buds,
in the

:

;

I

;

\

i

j

I

GELECHIA BIMINIMACULELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Journ. Nat. Hist., II, 1880, ]}. 188.
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5327, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List
Amer. Lep., No. 5758, 1903.

Gelechia biminimaeulella

Cambridge Museum of this species, with Chambers'
on the pin and agreeing with his description, was found to l)e
identical with a series in U. S. National Museum bred from oak in
Missouri by Miss Murtfeldt, and determined by her as this species.
I have not met with other specimens.
llie type in

label
!

i;

GELECHIA PSEUDOACACIELLA

Chambers.

Depressaria pseudoacaciella Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, pp. 9, 107, 129, 147, 148.
Gelechia pseudoacaciella Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sci., 1, 1874, p. 208; Geol.

Surv. Bull. U.
List Lep. Bor.
Li

Proc. N.

M.

S.,

IV, 1878,

Am., No.
vol.

p. 146;

Psyche, III, 1880,

5453, 1891.

XXV -02

56

p.

65.— Riley, Smith's
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vol. xxv.

XXIII, 1873, p. 252.
142.— Riley, Smith's List

Oelechia avcella Zeller, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell.,Wien,

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV,
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5331, 1891.

1878, p.

Of this very common insect, the hirva of which was shortly descriljed
by Chambers, there is a large series in U. S. National Museum, among
which are specimens determined by Chambers and l)y Lord Walsingham. I have repeatedly bred it from Rohlnia pseudacacla around
Washington, and I have seen it from most of the Eastern States.
The specimens, which Riley bred from wild cherry, and which
Chambers could not distinguish tvompseudoacaciella,^ are still in U. S.
National Museum and belong to another perfectly distinct though
quite similar species, described in this paper as Gelechia serotinella.
"

I

am

indebted to Lord Walsingham for the synonymy of Zeller's
csecella^ type of which is in his possession and which he has

Gelechia

given

The

me

his

manuscript notes on.

description fully l)ears out this synon3'nw.

GELECHIA SEROTINELLA, new

species.

Gelechia serotinella BuscK, Dyar'.s List Anier. Lep., No. 57(30, 1902.
Gelechia pseudoacaeiella

Chambers, Psyche,

III, 1880, p. 65.

Antennse shining purplish black, with very nai'row white indistinct
annulations; labial palpi with second joint above whitish, strongly
sprinkled with black scales; under side of the well-developed brush
black; terminal joint black, with extreme tip and a few scattered scales
white.

Face whitish, overlaid with dark

pur})le.

Head and thorax

clothed

with mixed white and purplish black scales, the latter predominating;
forewings dark, black and white scales irregularly mixed, but the(
black prevailing; in a narrow longitudinal streak along" but ])elow.
costal edge dark-brown scales are also freely intermixed, giving thati
part of the wing a perceptible chocolate-brown shade. At the end of'
this streak at apical fourth the white scales congregate in an ill-delined

which

connected with an opposite equally illa wavering interrupted narrow whit^
fascia. Cilia dark fuscous, intermixed with white and with two faint
blackish lines parallel with the edge of the wing.
Hindwings as broad as forewings, dark shining fuscous; cilia, light
fuscous; abdomen above on the first segments velvety yellowish brown;
the other segments and under side very dark shining fuscous; legs
with white and dark purple scales intermixed; posterior tibia on the
costal white spot,

is

defined dorsal white spot

outside black, with
joints black, tipped

by

two white

bars, on the inside silvery white; tarsal

with white.

— 16 to 21 mm.
— Prunus serotina.

Alar expanse.

Food plant.

Psyche, III, 1880,

p. 65.
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—

JTahtfdt.
District of Columbia; Colorado.
Type.^'^o. 6390, U.S.N.M.
The species is very near the foregoing, pseudoaeacieUa^ and it was
very natural that Chambers, from the imago alone, should identify it
as that species; ])ut it is a larger and darker insect, without the whitish costal area found \\\ ps.Lnid<xic<icieUa.
The Q^y<g of this species is laid on the upper side at the tip of a leaf
of wild cherry.
The young larva spins together the edges of the leaf,
and as it grows it folds gradually the entire leaf into a roomy abode,
the open end of which it covers with a glistening white, thickl\' woven
sheet of silk.
In this cell the larva lives in a black tube made from
its own frass and spun firm by silk, and it feeds under the protecting
sheet of silk, which is gradually enlarged and moved outward as new
feeding ground is needed. The larva is very timid and retreats at
the least disturliance into its tube of frass, Avhich it, when full grown,
forms into an oval cocoon, in which it pupates. The imago issues
within the cell and breaks through the sheet of silk.
The larva is very similar to that of psei(doacacieUa. When 'young
it has a black head and thoracic shield, body dirty greenish white,
darkest on the under side, and with two narrow longitudinal darkbrown dorsal lines and four (two on each side side) broader lateral
lines through all the segments.
When full grown the larva measures 20-24 mm. in length, with
head 1.6 mm. broad. Head and thoracic shield is then light ))rown,
lh(> ground color of the body more nearly white, and the stripes more

reddish.

Dr. Dvar,

who

has bred this insect from larva with identical habits
me the following technical description

Colorado, has kindly given
of the larva:

in

It-ad broad, red-l)rown, sutures and ocellar area blackish.
Bodj* purple brown
with white stripes, narrower than the intervening spaces; irregular dorsal line, sub1

dorsal (over tubercles
tral

(over

\\\\ and

i

and

vi).

lateral (over iii), and broken, broad, distinct, sub venFeet brownish; cervical shield black behind and shad-

ii),

ing to sordid white before, rather transparent on anterior rim; prespiracular tubercle
black.

and

Tubercles small, brown.

i)ale;

abdominal

Thoracic feet black; anal plate luteous;

seta? fine

feet reddish, those of joint 13 partly pale.

In the locality of Washington there are two annual generations.
The young larvse are first found in May, and in early June they are
full grown and already pupated.
Imagoes issue late in July and early

August, and lay their eggs soon after, producing the second generwhich overwinters as full-grown larva in its cocoon and issues
as imago next spring.
The peculiar life mode of the larva and its elaborate architecture
reminded me at once, when I found it two years ago, of Clemens'
de.scription of his genus Catasteya^ which was founded solely on the
in

ation,
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As Dr. Dyar has

habit of tho larva.

since

shown/

this g-enus

vol. xxv.

must be

included in the Tortricida% and has nothing to do with the present

mode is identical with that
how dangerous it is to rely on

species; >)ut the life

described by Clemens,

and

earlier stages alone in

illustrates

making new

specific

and generic groups.

GELECHIA VERNELLA

Murtfeldt.

formoseUu Murtfeldt (not Hiibner), Can. Ent., XIII, 1881, p. 243.
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5364, 1891.
Gelcrhui vcmeJId Murtfeldt, Can. Ent., XV, 1883, p. 139.— Riley, 8mith"8 List
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5508, 1891. Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5761,
GelerJiia

1903.

C'otyjx's of this species are in

U.

S.

National

Museum, and

obtained additional material through the kindness of Miss

I

have

Mary

Murtfeldt.

— Oak.
— Missouri.

Food pl( tilt
Ilahitat.

have not recognized this species from other

I

GELECHIA SEQUAX

localities.

Haworth.

Haworth, Lepidoptera Brit., 1829, p. 552.
Gelecliia {Teleia) sequax Staudingek and Rebel, Cat. hep. Eur., II, No. 2741
1901.— Zeller, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien, XXIII, 1873, p. 265.^

Recarvaria

scqiicLv

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 147.— Riley, Smith's Lisi
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5478, 1891. Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5762,
1903.

This P^uropean species was included in the American list, on Zeller's
authority, from Massachusetts.
I haA'e not met with any specimen from America, and it seems probable that some mistake was made in the labeling of Zeller's specimen
or in his determination.
In the U. S. National Museum is a good series of European specimens.
The larva lives, according to Meyrick, in spun shoots of lleliA
'

!

anthcjKiDii.

GELECHIA OCCIDENTELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, p. 246; Bull
145.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,
No. 5427, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5763, 1903.

Gelecliia occidentella

U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p.

In the

Museum

of Comparative Zoology, in Cambridge, are foundf

three probably authentic types of this species.

They

are true Gelechia

and can be recognized also specifically, although they are in poor coD'
dition and have lost their palpi.
I have met with no specimens exactlj
like

them.

Ilahitat.

— California.
iSeep. 852.

I

—
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Clemens.

Gelechia mediofusccUa Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1868, pp. 11, 121; Btain-

Am. Tin., 1872, pp. 218, 224.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, p. 144.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5407, 1891.—
BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5764, 1905.
Gelechia vagella Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. Brit. Mus., XXIX, 1864, p. 596.—
Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882, p. 178.— Riley, Smith's
List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5506, 1891.
l>f,,re.-<snr:afusrn<,rJnrI!a CiiAMRERS, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, pp. 106, 129, 147,148.
(iflrrhhi fnsrnnrlnrlln CHAMBERS, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 143.
ton Ed. N.

(Jdtchhi [Lita)
1873, p.

litur(»iilln.

Zeller, Verk.

265.— Chambers,

k. k. zool.-bot.

Gesell.

Wien, XXIII,

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 144.

To Lord Walsing-ham is due the credit for the entire synonymy. I
indebted to him for his manuscript note that mediofuaceUa should

am
])(»

added to the already published synonymy, which the description also

b(>ars out.

It is a common species in the District of Columbia, which I have
taken in numbers in very early sprino- (March, April), and again in

July.
Its life history is unknown as yet, but a clew may be found in a
specimen which issued, April 25, from old, dr}^ cornstalks collected
and placed in breeding case the previous fall. This specimen was perfect and seemingl}^ fresh, but not having observed the larva, 1 am
unable to say with certainty that it was not an overwintering moth or
that the larva accidentally had found a convenient pupating place in

the cornstalks.

GELECHIA WALSINGHAMI

Dietz.

Rmndoclielarkt tvaUinglMinl Dietz, Ent. News, XI, 1900, p. 352, pi. i,
Gelechia loalsinghami Walsingham and Durrant, Ent. Mo. Mag.,
1902, p.

28.— BuscK, Dyar's

Through the kindness

Amer. Lep., No.

List

of Dr.

fig. 3.

XXXVIII,

5765, 1903.

Dietz 1 have examined his t3'pes of

and the National Museum possesses several cotypes. It
Gelechkc, which was placed b}^ error in an unpu])lished
manuscript genus of Lord Walsinghanrs, thereby spoiling the name

this species
is

a typical

IWudoeJielaria

for

future

application

to

the

intended

— to

me

— —
typlwsa.
llahitat. — Pennsylvania,

unknown genus.
Food 2)lant. Rims

GELECHIA PENNSYLVANICA

Dietz.

Pseudochelaria jjennsylvanica Dietz, Ent. News, XI, 1900, p. 353,
Walsingham, Ent. Mo. Mag., XXXVIII, 1901, p. 29.
Gelechia jjennsylvanica Busck, Dyar's List

As

this species

must be credited

Amer. Lep., No.

to Dr. Dietz it

pi.

i,

fig. 4.

5766, 1903.

was proper that he
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.should describe

Ashen

it,

and he has kindly handed me the followino- descrip-

moth which he tiuured/

tion of the

gray, palpi with third joint longer than second, latter dark brownish a1

base externally, former dusted with fuscous, base and extreme apex white.

Thorax with dark -brown spot posteriorly.

faintly annulate with fuscous.

Antenna'
Forewing^^

marked with dark rich brown as follows: A trapezoidal space at base sharply limited
externally by an oblique line nearer the base at the dorsal margin and slightly concave toward the apex. This space is separated from the costal margin by a palt'

An

area.

oblique in

wing

irregular stripe extends through the entire

A

gradually toward the costa

apex in
two dark lines.

dorsal half, concave toward the

its

wing with dark

lines.

Cilia gray with

Underside paler. Legs, except
Alar expanse. 17 mm.

—

to apex,

shading

transverse pale line at the beginning of the
its

jiosterior pair, fuscous,

costal part.

Apical

off

cilia,

jiart of

Posterior wings pale fuscous.

annulated with black.

—Hazleton, Pennsylvania.
—In Dietz's collection.

Habitat.

Type.

Described from a single specimen taken at
singlmmi Dietz.

Closely allied to Gelechia tml-

light.

I have seen no other .specinien of this species which, in my judgment, is a true Gelechia, and not what it was supposed to be, the type
of Paeudoclielaria Walsing-ham manuscript.

GELECHIA TEPHRIASELLA
Gelechia tephria.^eUa

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV,

Chambers.

LS72, p. 08; Cinn. Quart. Journ.

1875, p. 253; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 147.— Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882, p. 181.— Riley, Smith's Li.'-t
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5490, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5767,

Sci., II,

1903.

No authentic type of this species exists, but in the U. S. National
Museum is a specimen which has on the pin one of Chambers' pillbox

labels with Gelechia iejjhriasella in his handwriting.

men

This speci-

and the two forewings, but these latter
agree with Chambers' description and the specimen presumably truly
consists of only thorax

represents this species.

While the genus can not be determined with certainty from these
two forewings, the species appears to belong near the following, a
probaljility which is strengthened })y Chambers' description and his
observation ^ that this species reminded him of (jris^efascielUi {eonclusella.
Walker).

However, the generic determination must stand only for what it is,
change through future evidence.
The venation in the forewings is normal 12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked,
The
re.st separate (not as in the following with veins 3 and 4 stalked).
peculiar coloration of the antennie described by Chambers should
liable to

make

recognition of this species easy.

Ilahitat.

— Kentucky

>Ent. News, XI, pi.

i,

fig. 4.

^Cinn. Quart. Journ.,

II, p. 253.

I

—
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Walker.

Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. Brit. Mus., XXIX, 1864, p. 593.—
Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882, p. 179.— Riley, Smith's

Gelechia condusdla

Am., No.

List Lep. Bor.

53-11, 1891.

Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No.

5768, 1903.
Gelechia grissefasciella

U.

S.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ.

Sci., II, 1875, p. 253; Bull.

Geol. Surv. IV, 1878, p. 144.

In the U. S. National Museum are several specimens labeled by
Lord Walsinoham, Gelechia C07idusella Walker; these are identical with
specimens thus named by Lord Walsingham in collections of Dr. Dietz,
and in the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences. They agree
with Walker's description and evidently correcth' represent his species.
They are the same as tj^pe no. 44:7, in the U. S. National Museum, of
Gdechia grissefasciella, received with his label from Chambers, thus
confirming the synonymy made by Walsingham. There is one other
supposed "type" of grissefasciella, namely, in the Museum of Coml^arative Zoology, Cambridge, but this is an entirely different thing,
an undescribed species of Nealyda, unhappily unfit for description;
it does not, however, agree with Chambers' description, while U. S.
National Museum type does, and the latter is evidently authentic.

crescent ifasciella Chambers a synonym
previously shown (p. 846), was done on
faulty evidence, and crescentifasciella is a distinct species belonging

Lord Walsingham

of conclusella,

to

but

also

made

this, as

Anacampsis.

The present

species has veins 3 and 4 'n forewings stalked, and
from the most of the species in the genus in which it
am, however, at present not willing to differentiate it

thiM-eb}^ differs
is
(

placed.

I

generically.

GELECHIA RILEYELLA
Dejwessaria

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, pp. 106,
Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 138.— Riley, Smith's

rllei/ella

Bull. U. S.

Am., No. 5277,

129,
Li^^t

147,

148;

Lep. Bor.

1891.

Gelechia rileyella Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXIV,

Am., No. 5468.— Busck, Proc.
Amer. Lep., No. 5769,

1902, p. 732; Dyar's List

1903.

U. S. National Museum, of Depressaria. rileyChambers' handwritten label and the date 1872, is the
same a.'i.tiiree types found in the Museum of Comparative Zoology in
Cambridge, also bearing Chambers' labels.
These types are all in very poor condition specifically, )>ut prove

Type

<

llii^

no. 402, in the

])earing

conclusively that the species

The

is

a true Gelechia.

Museum

bears Lord Walsingham's ])lue
and there is also a better preserved specimen determined by Walsingham and bearing his blue label no. 1211.
JIahitat.
Kentuck}^ Canada.
No other specimens are known to me.
t3"pe in the

label no. 1170,

-

—

National
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GELECHIA NUNDINELLA

^rUSEXni.

Zeller.

Gekchia mmdlnelUt Zeller, Yerh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien, XXIII, 1873, p.
256.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 145.— Riley, Smith's
Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No.
List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5420, 1891.
5770, 1903.

Murtfeldt, Can. Ent., XIII,
Am., No. 5321, 1891.

Gelechia beneficentella
List Lep. Bor.

Zellei-'s

type

in

the

1881, p. 245.

Cambridge Museum of

Riley, Smith's

Gelechia nicndmella

the same as Miss
Murtfeldfs later-described heneficentdlr/, of which good })red scries are
found in the U. S. National Museum, besides authentic specimen
received from Miss Murtfeldt.
proves, as the description would indicate, that

it is

—

I'^Mx? 'plani.
Solanum carol inenf<e.
ILil>!faf.—m^mm\ (Murtfeldt), Texas

(Zeller,

District of

Boll),

Colum])ia (Busck).

GELECHIA MONUMENTELLA
Gelechia

monumenteUa Cha-mbers,

Chambers.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 125; U. S.

Geol. Surv. Bull., IV, 1878, p. 145.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,

No. 5413, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5771, 1903.

The unique type of this species is found in good condition in the
Cambridge Museum, agreeing with the description, and labeled "" Colorado," with the name in (chambers' handwriting.
The type shows one point not mentioned I)}' Chambers, namely, a
thin, indistinct, but

complete white fascia at apical third.

In the U. S. National

Museum

there

is

a large series of this very

bred by Mr. Coquillett and Mr. Koebele
from Frdncenia grandiilord.

distinct insect,

GELECHIA OBSCUROSUFFUSELLA

in California

Chambers.

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 90,
145.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5425, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's
List Amer. Lep., No. 5772, 1903.

Gelechia obscurosufuseUa

Type no. 456, in the U. S. National Museum, of this species from
Chambers agrees with other types examined in the Cambridge Museum
All are in rather poor condibut agree so far as can be made out with Chambers' description
and prove that the species is a true Gelecliia.
I have met with no other specimens.

and

in Professor Fernald's collection.

dition,

//«^;^^/^.—Texas.

GELECHIA PETASITIS
Gelechia petasitis Pfaffenzeller,

Staudinger and Rebel,
Trans.

Am.

Stett.

Pfaffenzeller.

Ent. Zeit.,

XX VIII,

Cat. Lep. Eur., II, 1901, No. 2588.

p. 79.—
Walsingham,

1867,

Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882, p. 178.— Riley, Smith's List. Lep.

Bor. Am., No. 5445, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5773, 1903.

I have exiuuined in Professor Fernald's collection three specimens
which Lord Walsingham determined as the European insect.

NO. 1304.

One
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of these, through the kindness of Professor Fernald,

property of U.

S.

National

Museum.

It agrees

is
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now

the

with Pfaffenzeller's

description.

The European food plant is Petasitis niveiis, on ^vhich the larva
mines the leaves. Other species of Petasitis^ on which the species may
live, occur in this country.

GELECHIA PANELLA, new
GeJrrhui

species.

pnneUa Busck, Dyar'sList Amer. Lep., No. 5774, 1903.

Antenni\? dark reddish fuscous, annulated with white.

Labial palpi

with well developed furrowed brush; second joint on the upper and
Face
inner side w^hitish, the outside and the brush deep purplish red.
white with a reddish tint. Head, thorax, and forewings uniformly
bright ])rick red; at the end of the cell
dot and at apical third

is

a

still

more

yellowish w^hite fascia across the wing.

and those mentioned are

Under

easil}'

a very indistinct blackish

is

indistinct

No

very narrow oblique

overlooked.

other markings are found,
Cilia reddish, .sprinkled

Hindwings l)roader than forewings, light silvery fuscous, darker and yelAbdomen dark fuslowish toward apex.
Cilia j^ellowish fuscous.
Forelegs reddish, posterior legs yellow
cous, underside ochreous.
sprinkled with black; tarsal joints l)lackish, slightly tipped with yellow.
A/ar expafise. 20 mm.
Arizona, California.
/fa7)itat.
with white.

side of forewings shining dark fuscous.

—

—

Tijpe.—^o. 6391, U.S.N.M.
This striking species, which can not be confused with any other
is described from two perfect specimens,
one collected in Arizona by Mr. E. A. Schwarz and the other probably
bred by Mr. Koebele at Los Angeles, California.

described American Gdeehln,

GELECHIA ABELLA,

new

species.

Gelechia ahella Busck, Dyar's List Airier. Lep., No. -5775, 1908.

;

Antennae silveiy white sharply annulated with dark fuscous. Labial
Face and head pure
palpi with rather small brush pure silvery white.
white.
Thorax suffused with fuscous; forewings white but so thickly
suffused with fuscous as to o))literate the white ground-color except
on apical third of the wing, which is pure white.
Near base is an illItliiied o})lique costal streak with only a few dark scales therefore
appearing whitish against the darker surrounding parts. Cilia w^hite.
Hindwings as broad as forewings, light fuscous. Abdomen yellowish
fuscous.
Legs gray with white bars on the outside.
•

,

I

— 15 mm.
— Colorado.

Ala?' expanse.
IlaVitat.

-%>t^— No.

0392,

U.S.N.M.
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This species which, by its peculiar coloration, probably imitates birddroppings can not be mistaken for any other described species and is
at once recognized b}^ its pure white head, palpi, and apical third of
the forewings.

GELECHIA FUSCOTyENIAELLA

Chambers.

GelecMa fuscotccniaella Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Snrv., IV, 1878, pp. 89, 143.
BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5776, 1903.
Gelechia fuscotanniella Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5374, 1891.
GelecMa fuscolinianella Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5370, 1891.

Type
by

no. 451 in the

U.

S. National

Chiiuiherfi yuscotmuiella, which,

inchidc^ the

name fuscoliniaeUd

Museum of

this species

is

labeled

through misreading, led Riley

in his

to

This name consequently

list.

refers to the present species.

The type is identical with specimens in the Museum of Comparative
Zoology in Cambridge, rightly labeled by Chambers. Both are in
rather poor condition, but easily recognized from description by the
pure white forewings with the sharply limited dark brown base.
The types are from Texas; in the National Museum there is also a
better preserved specimen from Colorado.
a.

— Zlnrecognized Sptciis.

GELECHIA ADAPTERELLA

Walker.

Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. Brit. Mus.,
BusCK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5778, 1903.

Gelechia adapterella

This species was

examined

XXIX,

1864,

j).

590.—

omitted in Riley's list. The type should be
Museum. Habitat not given by Walker.

in the British

GELECHIA ALBISTRIGELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 171.— Hagen, Papilio,
IV, 1884, p. 98.—Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5:!04, 1891.
BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5779, 1903.

Gelechia (tlhistrigella

Two

types of this species are in the

Museum

of

Comparative;

Cambridge, but in so poor condition that the}^ can not ba
Thev are, however, prob^
recognized with any degree of positiveness.
As
abl}^ authentic, and remind one, as Chambers says, of Strohlsla.
far as can be made but, without injuring the specimens, the forewnngsj
which are ol)tusely rounded, have 11 veins, 8 coincident with 7, 3 anc
4 stalked,
llindwings with 8 veins, 3 and 4 connate, 6 and 7 connatGj
Zoology

in

Labial palpi with second joint consideral)ly thickened with smoothlj
appressed scales, abruptly cut off at apex; terminal joint short
than second joint.
However, it was so difficult to examine these specimens that I fee
uncertain a})out
as unrecognized.

ih<^.

characters and nuist at present leave the specie

.
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It is

a rather striking- insect and should easily

the description

Hahttat.

if

l)e
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recognized fi-om

found again.

— Kentucky.
GELECHIA AMBROSICELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, p. 239; Bull.
U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 141.— Eiley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,
No. 5308, 1901.—BuscK, Dyar's List. Amer. Lep., No. 5780, 1902.

Gelechid anthrosiadla

Chambers

sent out to correspondents several specimens of a Tineid

which he afterwards determined^ as speciOne of these was sent to U. S.
National Museum, and when Riley made his List of Tineina he came
across this specimen and recognizing Chambers' label, placed an
asterisk by amhroslcEUa in his list, indicating that a specimen was
found in the museum collection, without recognizing the faulty deterlabeled: Sinoe ambrosmlla^

mens of Butalis

matiitella Clemens.

mination.

No

types or recognized specimen of the present species are found in
1 have failed to breed the species, although

any of the collections, and

making several

efforts.

But the knowledge of the foodplant and
Chambers in the fruits of

larval habits [the larva feed according to

Aiuhnma

trifid(i\

covery of the

together with the desci'iption insure ultimate rediswhich Cham])ers thought very near to TricJio-

speci(\s,

taphJeJuDHh^rselJa Murtfeldt

(p. 913).

GELECHIA AMORPHELLA
Gelechia amorpJicUd

Chambers,

Bull.

U.

Chambers.

S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877,

141.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No.
Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5781, 1902.
1878, p.

'

5.309,

j).

124; IV,

1891.— Busck,

All authentic specimens of this species are lost and I have not recog-

from the description in the material examined, but continued
and breeding in Colorado ought to enable recognition of
the species, the food plant of which Chambers gave with some doubt
nized

it

collecting

as

Am orp h a frut Ico-sa

I

J

GELECHIA ANGUSTIPENNELLA

Clemens.

(leledda mu/ui^tijjenndla Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1863, p. 119; Stain-

Am.

Tin., 1872, pp. 222, 224.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol.
141.— Riley, Smith's List. Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5311, 1891.—
Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5782, 1902.

ton

Ed".

N.

Surv., IV, 1878, p.

The type

is lost and I have not recognized the species; the descripno clew to the proper genus.
Haljltat.
Penns vl vania ?

tion gives

—

'Can. Ent., V, p. 231.
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GELECHIA ARGENTIALBELLA

vol.

x

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., Ill, 1874, p. 241; Bull. U. S. Geol.
Surv., IV, 1878, p. 141.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5313, 1891.—
BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5783, 1902.

Gelechia argentkdhella

No

authentic material exists of this species, which, according to

Chambers,

Hah! tat.

is

very

like

Recuwarhi varieUa Chambers

—Texas.
GELECHIA ATTRITELLA

Gelechia aUrUelht

Walker,

Amer. Lep., No.

List

Cat. Brit. ]\Ius.,

[p. 809].

Walker.

XXIX,

1864, p.

592.— Busck, Dyar's

5784, 1902.

The type of this species should be examined in
The description gives no clew to the proper genus.
Ilahitat.
Not given.

British

Museum.

—

GELECHIA DISCOMACULELLA
Gelechia discomaculella

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV,

Chambers.

1872, p. 172; Cinn. Quart.

Joum.

1875, p. 239; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 143.— Riley,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5353, 1891. Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep.,
Sci.,

II,

No. 5785, 1902.
Gelechia aurimaculella

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 172; Bull. U. S. Geol.
141.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5316, 1891.

Surv., IV, 1878, p.

According to Miss Murtfeldt and Lord Walsingham the above synis correct, but no authentic specimens of either species are now:
According to
preserved. The descriptions read ver}" much alike.
Cham])ers this species is "difficult to distinguish from Gelechnt marmoreJld Chambers,^ even on comparison of specimens."

onymy

GELECHIA BADIOMACULELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 192; Bull. IT. S. Geol
Surv., IV, 1878, p. 141.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5317,
1891.—Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5786, 1902.

Gelechia hudiomaculella

Described from a single specimen taken under a gaslight and with]
A yellowish and brown species with tufte^;
wings, which will be difficult ever to rediscover with certainty, as it
may not even belong to the family Gelechiidw.
Kentucky.
Habitat.
the palpi [at least!] burned.

—

GELECHIA BISTRIGELLA

Chambers.

Depressaria histrigella Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, pp. 92, 128, 147.
Gelechia bisfrigella Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 142.— Riley,*

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5328, 1891.—Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep.,
No. 5787, 1902.

Nothing can be said about the proper genus of
description.
Hahi'tat.

Type

is lost.

—Canada.
^

Phthorim<T(t inarmoreUa, p. 823.

this species

from the|

—

—

.
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Clemens.

hramcUa Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1864, p. 416; Staiiiton
Ed. N. Am. Tin., p. 239, 1872.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Siirv., IV,
1878, p. 142.— EiLEY, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5330, 1891.— Busck,
Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5788, 1902.

Gelechia

Described from a single somewhat denuded specimen from Labrador,
is no longer in existence.

which

GELECHIA CANOPULVELLA

Chambers.

Gelechia canopulvella Ciiambeks, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1878, pp. 91, 142.

Riley,
Smith's List. Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5332, 1891.—Busck, Dyar's List Amer.
Lep., No. 5789, 1902.

V

^
Of

unique type
Cambridge, but

this species the

Zoology

is still

in the

Museum

of

Compara-

poor a condition that
definite recognition is not possible at the present time.
It is, however, without doubt a true Gelechia, near, if not the same as Geleolda
tive

in

obscurosu-ffumlla

Hohitat.

Chambers

—Texas

it

is

in so

[p. 8S8J.

GELECHIA CAPITEOCHRELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn .Quart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, p. 252; U. S.
Geol. Surv. Bull., IV, p. 142.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5333,
1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5790, 1902.

Gelechia capiteochrella

Can not be placed from

description; type

is lost;

GELECHIA CARY^VORELLA

no

locality given.

Packard.

Gelechia caryxvorella Packard, Rept. U. S. Dept. of Agric. 1885, p. 331, 1886; Rept.
,

U. S. Ent. Comm., V, 1890, p. 314.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bur. Am.,
No. 5333a, 1891.—Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5791, 1902.

From
it

the knowledge of the larva and the description of the imago

should not be

of which

difficult ultimatcd}" to

rediscover this species, type

is lost.

According to Professor Fernald it is allied to Gelechia hlcostomaculella
Chambers, and it ma}^ prove on discovery to be synonymous with one
of the several similar species of that group.

Habitat.

— Rhode Island.
GELECHIA CASSELLA

Gelechia cassella

Walker,

List Lep. Bor.

Cat. Brit. Mus.,

Walker.

XXIX,

1864, p. 594.

Riley, Smith's

Am., No. 5333b, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No.

5799, 1902.

The type of this species should be examined in British Museum.
The description gives no clew to its proper gene-tic position.
-Exact habitat not given.
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GELECHIA DECEMMACULELLA
Gelechia dccemmacalella

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Jouni.

Sci.,

II,

1875, p. 290

142.— Riley, Smith'f
Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 128; IV, 1878, p.

List Lep. Bor.

Am., No.

5349, 1891.

5793, 1902.

Described from a single captured specimen which is now lost.
According to Chambers, "it reminds one in ornamentation of GelecMc^
diJficilUelld. Chamliers \Epitliectis attribnteUa Walker p. 817], but is a
larger insect with hindwings not excised beneath the tip."
Ilahltat.

— Colorado.
GELECHIA BRACKENRIDGIELLA

Gelechia detersella

Clemens (not

Busck.

Zeller), Proc. Ac-ad. Nat.

t<ci.

Phila., 1860, p. I(i4;

Tin., 1872, pp. 40, 116, 225.— Chambers, Bull. V. S.
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5351,
Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 142.

Stainton Ed. N.

Am.

1891.

Gelechia brackatridgiclla Busck, Dyar's List

Amer. Lep., No.

5794, 1902.

Cotypes of this species should ])e examined in British Museum,
whtn-c the two specimens sent to Stainton l)y Clemens in 1800 presumably are found.
Stainton thought

it

allied to the

European

Oclec/i/'t/ /{jfi/u's

Dou^^hm

types exist in this country of this species, which may be known
under the above name instead of the preoccupied name detersella.

No

GELECHIA DISCOANULELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, p. 254; Bull.
U.S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 143.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No.

Gelechia discoamdella

5795, 1902.
Gelechia discoannulella Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

Am., No. 5352,

1891.

According to Chambers, a pale ochreous species with dark, annulated spot at the end of the cell on forewiugs.
No type exists. No locality given.

GELECHIA DISCOSTRIGELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, p. 248;
Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 143.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.
Am., No. 5356, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5796, 1902.

Gelechia discoslriyella

Described from a single type with palpi missing. This unique type
preserved in the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge, but now lacks, besides the palpi, part of all the wings, and it
is in such condition as to prohibit generic recognition.
The type shows the species to be a large, broad-shouldered insect,
with basal half of forewings white and extreme base blackish brown.
is still

Habitat.

— California.

i£rj/o<rop/ia

o^nis Staudinger and Rebel, Cat. Lep. Eur., No. 2531, 1901.

—

.

—
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GELECHIA FLAVICORPOREL'LA
Gelechia flavicorporeUa
p.

177.— Riley,

Amer

List

Of
tion,

895

Walsingham.

Walstngham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882,
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5.361, 1891.--Busck, Dyars

Sniith'.s Ligt

No 5797, 1902.
two types are found

Lep.,

this species

but by accident I lost

my

in

Professor Fernald's collec-

notes on

them and am

at present

unable to recognize the species.
It is, however, probably a true Gelechia.

GELECHIA FLEXURELLA
Gekdilafle.vii.r(Ua
8oc.' Phila.,

Clemens, TroV: Acad. Nat.
II,

1863, p. 122;

Clemens.
Proc.

luit.

1872, pp.

115,

Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 163;

Stainton Ed. N.

Am.

Tin.,

225.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 143.— Riley, Sniith'^
List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5363, 1891.
Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No.
5798, 1902.

Type

from Clemens's description

is lost;

I

would suppose that

this

species probably belongs to the genus Arlstotelia.

—Pennsylvania

Ilahltat.

GELECHIA FUSCOLUTEELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, jtp. 10(), 147.
Gclediia fuscolateclhi Chambers, Bull. U. 8. Geol Surv., IV, 1878, j). 143. -Riley,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5368, 1891.' Busck, Dyar's List Amer.
DepreHsaria fim'olutceUti

Lep., No. 5799, 1902

No authentic specimens

exist,

and the

^short description is insulticicnt

for recognition.

Halitat.

—Kentucky.
GELECHIA FUSCOMACULELLA

Gelechia fuscomaculelld

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV,

Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 143.— Riley, Smith's

1872,

The unique type of
Zoology in Cambridge

p.

170; Bull.

List Lep. Bor.

5369, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5800,

IT.

8.

Am., No.

1902.

Museum

of Comparative
very poor condition, with one fore wing
and part of the other and of both hind wings gone.
It is impossible to place it with certaint}-, but I believe it is a true
this species in

is

the

in

Gelechia.

Habitat.

—Kentucky
GELECHIA FUSCOPUNCTELLA

Clemens.

Gelechid fuscopvnctelln Clehens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1863, pp. 12, 121;
Stainton Ed. N. Am. Tin., 1872, pp. 218, 225.— Chambers, Bull. U. S.

Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 143.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No.
5373,

Type

is

1891.— Busck, Dyar's

lost

nation.
-

ILibitat.

List

and description

— Penns3dvania?

Amer. Lep., No.

5801, 1902.

insufficient for certain generic determi-
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GELECHIA GILVOMACULELLA
Gelechia gilmmacnlella Clemens, Proc. Ent.

Stainton Ed. N.

Am.

Sot-.

vol. xxv.

Clemens.

Phila.,

1863, II, pp. 12, 121;

225.— Chambers,

Bull. U. S. Geol.
IV, 1878, p. 144.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5381,
1891.— BusCK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5802, 1902.
Tin., 1872, pp. 218,

Surv.,

The type is lost and description insufficient for generic determination.
Ilahitat.

— Penns3dvani{i

?

GELECHIA GLYCYRIZCEELLA

Chambers.

Odechia glycyrizarUa Chambers, Bull. U. 8. Geol. Surv.,
Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5803, 1902.

Ill, 1877,

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 6384, 1891.

(h'kchia glyajrriza'ella

The unique type
in the

Museum

of this species

is

i).

— Busck,

124

Riley,

p. 144.

in rather well-preserved condition

of Comparative Zoolog-y in Cambridge.

But

I

have

not been able to find another specimen exactly like it in any of the
collections, and as I can not with a))solute certainty make out the genus
of the type specuuen wnthout injuring

pone
hand.

it, I

prefer, therefore, to post-

more material is at
Food plant was given wdth

definite determination of the species until

It

is

probably a true GelecJda.

some doubt by Chambers
Ilahitat.

as Glycyrhiza lepidota.

— Colorado.
GELECHIA GRISELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 171; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, p. 144.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5385, 1891.—
BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5804, 1902.

Gelerhki (jrhella

The type

is

lost

and the description

is

insufficient for generic deter-

mination.
Habitat.

— Kentucky.
GELECHIA GRISEAELLA

Chambers.

Parosia y/m'«e//(t Chambers, Can. Ent., 1872, IV, p. 88.
Geledda grmaella Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 144. Riley,
Smith's List. Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5386, 1891. Busck, Dyar's List. Amer.
Lep., No. 5805, 1902.

The type

is

lost

and the description

insufficient for generic deter-

mination.
Ilahitat.

—Canada.
GELECHIA GRISEOCHRELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Jour. Sci., II, 1875, p. 247; Bull.
IT. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 144.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No.
5387, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5806, 1902.

Gelechia griseochrella

The type

is lost.

From Chambers'

description and his comparison

of the venation with that of Callima argentic inctella Clemens,

it

seems

—
.

.

1
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probable that this species does not even belong- in the family
Gelec'hiida\
However, as it can not at present be placed elsewhere it
must remain ^nder the present genus until recognized.
tiig'hly

Habitat.

—California.
GELECHIA LABRADORICA

Moeschler.

Moeschler, Wien. Ent. Monatsch., 1864, i>. 200. Grote,
Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 125.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. 8urv., IV, p. 144,
1878.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5395, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's
List Amer. Lep., No. 5807, 1902.

(klechla lahradorica

Presumably a true Gelechia^ but which can not be
from the description.
IlahUat.

placed

—Labrador.
GELECHIA LABRADORIELLA

Gelechia labradoriella

Stainton Ed. N.

U.

dclinitelj^

S.

Clemens.

Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila.,

Am.

Tin.,

1872,

pp.

220,

224,

II,

144.— Riley, Smith's

Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p.

1863, pp. 12, 120;

239.— Chambers,
List Lep. Bor.

Bull.

Am.,

No. 5396, 1891.— BuscK, Dyar's List Ajner. Lep., No. 5808, 1902.
Fabricius, Staudinger & Rebel, Cat. Lep. Eur., II, No. 2618.

? Gelechia viduella

1901.

Placed by Staudinger and JRebel as a s^^nonym of the European
(rr/eckia viduella Fabricius, with a question mark.
No authentic
material of Clemens' is left, but the evidently rather striking- species
should be recognized from the description when fuller collections from

Labrador are obtained.

GELECHIA LACTEUSOCHRELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, p. 244;
Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 144.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.
Am., No. 5397, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5810, 1902.

Gelechia lacteusochrella

The type

of this species

is lost

and the description gives no evidence

of the true generic position of the species.
Ilahltat.

— California.
GELECHIA LITURELLA

Gelechia liturella
List

Walker,

Amer. Lep., No. 5811,

Type should be examined

Walker.

XXIX,

Cat. Brit. Mus.,

1864, p.

591.— Busck, Dyar's

1902.

in British

Museum.

GELCHIA MACULATUSELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, p. 245; Bull.
TJ. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 144.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,
No. 5404, 1891.—Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., 5812, 1902.

Gelechia mamlatusella

The type

is

lost

and the description

is

mination.
Habitat.

— California.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

57

insufficient for generic deter-
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GELECHIA MILLERIELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ. 8ci., II, 1875, p. 253; Bull,
XL S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 144.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,
No. 5408, 1891.— BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5813, 1902.

Gelechia mUlerieUa

The type is lost and description
Not given.
Hahltat.

insufficient for generic determination.

—

GELECHIA MIMELLA

Clemens.

GelerJda mhnella Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1860,

Am.

\>.

163; Proc. Ent.

225.—
Chambers, Can. Ent, IV, 1872, p. 69; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878,
p. 145.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5409, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's
List Amer. Lep., No. 5814, 1902.
Soc. Phila., II, 1863, p. 121; Stainton Ed. N.

The type
sibly even

of the species

is lost;

synonomous with

Tin., 1872, pp. 116,

Chambers thought

it

similar or pos-

his Gelechia palplaRnulella {Arlstotelia

but Clemens expressly said in his synopmimdla has hindwings with
rounded apex, not produced, and it can consequently not be looked
ahscondltella^
tic table

Walker,

p. 801),

of his species of Gelechia that

for in Aristotelia.
Habitat.

— Pennsylvania

?

GELECHIA OBSCURELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV., 1872, p. 170; Bull. IT. S. Geol. Surv.
IV, 1878, p. 145.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5423, 1891.BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5815, 1902.

(re/ec/iia o6scu7'e;Z/a

In the Cambridge Museum is found a type of this species, which
shows it to be a true Gelechia similar to, but different from, Gelechia
mxmumentella Chambers [p. 888]. Chambers himself thought it similar
to the following unrecognized species.
The type is, however, in scm
poor condition that I have not been able to identify it specifically with
certainty, and much fuller collections should be made in Chambers'
old hunting grounds in Kentucky before definite determination is

attempted.

GELECHIA OBSCURUSELLA

Chambers.

Depressaria ohscuritsella CiiAyiBEEfi, Can. Ent., 1872, pp.106, 129,148; Bull. U.
Geol. Surv., IV, p. 145.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5426, 1891.—'

Busck, Dyer's List Amer. Lep., No. 5816, 1902.
Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872,

Gelechia fuscopulvella
Sci.,

II, 1875, p. 245; Bull.

U.

S.

p. 170;

Cinn. Quart. Journ J

Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 143.—RileyJ

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5372, 1891.
in the.Cambridge Museum
but in nearly useless condition. They seem, however, absolutely identical so far as comparison is possible, and, as the two descriptions also
agree, I have no hesitation in uniting them.
The species is probablj

Types of both the above species are found

1

—

—

.
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same as the foregoing- species, though
think I am able to tlitl'erentiate the two excuses for types.
Kentucky, Canada.
Jlahltat.
true Gelecliia and possil)ly the

I

—

GELECHIA OCHERFUSCELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinii. Quart. Journ. Sci., II,
Amer. Lep., No. 5817, 1902.
Gelechia ochreofascella Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV,
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5429, 1891.
Gefechin orlwrfiiRceUa

1875, p.

249.

BiisoK, Dyar's List

187S, p. 145.

Described from a singk^ si)ecimen without palpi, which is now lost.
Nothing can be said from the description about the generic position
of the species.

Habitat.

— California.
GELECHIA ORNATIFIMBRIELLA

Clemens.

Gdechiaf ornafifimhrieUa Clemens, Proc. Ent. 8oc. Phil., II, 18G4, p. 420; Stainton Ed, N. Am. Tin., 1872, p. 242.—Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV,

145.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5435.— Busck, Dyar's
Amer. Lep., No. 5818, 1902.

1878, p.

List

The
1','int

tj'pes of this species are lost,

from approaching
and palpi

Dejn'essaria.

concerned

\

'nation

11

4 identilied it specifically.

Habitat.

—

is

and Clemens thought

As

it iits

it

an abber-

far as his description of the

the present genus, but I have

Illinois.

GELECHIA PALLIDAGRISEELLA
Gelechia pallidagriseella

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI,

Amer. Lep., No. 5819, 1902.
Gelechia pallidegrisseella Chambers, Bull. U.
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No.

Chambers.

1874, p. 237.

Busck, Dyar's

List

S.

Geol. Surv., IV, 1878,

p. 145.

5438.

The type is lost. Nothing can be gleaned from the description
about the generic position of the species.
Habitat.
Texas.

—

GELECHIA PALPIALBELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. .lourn. Sci.,
Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 145.— Busck, Dyar's

Gelechia palpialbeUa

U.

S.

II, 1878, p. 253; Bull.

List

Amer. Lep., No.

5820, 1902

Gelechia jwlpialella Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

The

t3^pe of the species is lost

correct generic determination.
Gelechia. {Aristotelia) jj/iysaliella

No

habitat

is

Am., No.

5441, 1891.

and the description

Chambers
Chambers

said
[p.

it

is

insufficient for

mistakal)le for

802]

given.

GELECHIA PARVIPULVELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 242; Bull. U. S (Teol.
Surv., IV, 1878, p. 145.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5443, 1891.—
Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5821, 1902.

Gelechia parvipulvella

The type

of the species

is lost.
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The followino- is a rather extreme hut hy n.o means unique example
some of Chambers' descriptions, which will serve to illustrate the
difficulties connected with recognizing some of his species of which
his types are lost, especially when it is borne in mind, that there is no

of

assurance that the insects he placed under Gelechia belongs to the
famil}'^ Gelechiidae even:
Palpi simple. Pale yellowish white, lightly dusted with fuscous, the dusting more
dense toward the apex of the primaries. Al. exp. | inch. Season, May and August.
Possibly a variety of O. subalbusella.

of GelecMa svhaXbuaella

The description

still

is

more

laconic and

reads in full:
Second joint of the palpi not thickened.
ochreous yellow and brown.

Habitat.

Creamy

white, sparsely dusted with

—Texas.
GELECHIA PULLIFIMBRIELLA

•

Clemens.

Gelechia pullifimbriella Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., 11, I860, p. 120; Stain-

ton Ed. N. Am. Tin., 1872, pp. 223, 225.—Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, p. 146.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5455, 1891.—
BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5822, 1902.

Type

is lost

and description

is

insufficient for generic determination

of the species.
Habitat.

—Pennsylvania

'i

GELECHIA PULLUSELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 237; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, p. 146.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5456; Busck,
Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5823, 1902.

Gelechia pullusella

The type
Jlab Itat.

is lost

and the description

is

insufficient for determination.

—Texas
GELECHIA PUNCTIFERELLA

Clemens.

Gelechia pimctiferella Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., 11, 1864, p. 119; Stain-

ton Ed. N. Am. Tin., 1872, pp. 222, 224.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol.
Surv., IV, 1878, p. 146. ^ Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5457, 1891.—
Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5824, 1902.

The type

is lost

and the description

is

insufficient for final generic

determination.
llahltat.

—Pennsylvania?
GELECHIA SIMPLICIELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, p. 238; Bull.
U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 147.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,
No. 5483, 1891.—Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5825, 1902.

Gelechia slmplicidla

The type
from the

is lost

and

description.

definite determination of the species impossible

-J

—

.
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Chambers says

has some resemblance to a worn specimen of
Chambers {PJitJior/insea gJocJdnella^ Zeller, p. 822).

it

Gelechia solaniella

Hahitat.
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—Kentucky.
GELECHIA SUBALBUSELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Eiit.,VI, 1874, p. 242.— Riley, Smith's List
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5485.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5826, 1902.

Oelechia subalbusella

Type is lost and nothing definite can be said concerning- the pi-oper
genus of the species from the description.
ILihltat.

—Texas.
GELECHIA SUFFUSELLA

Chambers.

aekehia suffuseUa Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 171; Bull. U. S. Geol. Rurv.,
IV, 1878, p. 147.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5488, 1891.— Busck,
Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5827, 1902.

The six specimens supposed to be types of the species, placed as
such in the Cambridge Museum and recorded by Hagen/ were found
on examination to be specimens of Gdechia rufuseUa Chambers {Anacmnpsis fullondhi^ p. 849), and thus labeled by Chambers.
No types of HuffuseUa exist, and nothing can be said from the
description about the generic position of that species.
ILihitat.

— Kentucky.
GELECHIA THORACEOCHRELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 169; Bull. U. S. Geol.
147.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5493.— Busck,

Gelechia ihoraceochrella

Surv., IV, 1878, p.

Dyar's List

Am.

Lep., No. 5828, 1902.

No types are found and

description

is

insufficient for detinite g-eneric

determination.
Ilahhat.

— Kentucky.
GELECHIA THORACESTRIGELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sc-i., II, 1875, p. 245;
Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 147.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.
Am., No. 5496, 1891.—Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5829, 1902.

Gelechia thoracestrigella

No

types are in existence.

Chambers says about

this

and about the foregoing species, as well
very similar to Gelechia

as about tlu/racedhella (p. 867), that they are
fi(f<copulmlla.

Ilah Hat.

Probably

— Cal

i

thej^ are all like tho7'acealhella^ true Gelechia.

f or n ia

GELECHIA UNISTRIGELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., V, 1873, p. 176. Riley, Smith's
List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5504, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Am. Lep., No. 5831,

Gelechia? unistrigella

1902.

Type is lost. The species can not be
ally from the description.
Hahitat.

definitel}'

—Kentucky.
'Papilio, IV, p. 99.

determined generic
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GELECHIA VERSICOLORELLA

vol. xxv.

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., lY, 1872, pp. 127, 129, 148; Bull.
Geol. Surv., lY, 1872, p. 138.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,

Deprcttsitria verslcoloreUa

U. S.
No. 5284, 1891.

Gelechia versicolorella Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXIV,

—

Am., No. 5509, 1891. BrscK,
Amer. Lep., No. 5832,

1902, p. 732; Dyar's List

1902.

As shown

))y me, this species must be a Gelechiid, but definite determination of the genus can not be obtained from the description,

Tj'.pe is lost.

Hah'diit.

— Kentucky.
GELECHIA WACOELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., YI, 1874, \). 237; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
lY, 1878, p. 148.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5511, 1891.— Busck,
Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5833, 1902.

Gelecliki wacoella

Type

is

lost

and exact generic determination

is

impossible from the

description alone.
ILtlntdt.

—Texas.
MENESTA
Plate

Clemens.

XXXI,

fig. 30.

Menesta Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., 1860, p. 213.
Hyale Chambers, Cin. Quart. Jn. Sci., II, 1875, p. 242.

The characters of this genus in accordance with Clemens's descripby an undoubted specimen of the type of the genus are

tion andA'eritied

as follows: Labial palpi smooth, slender, curved, ascending, reaching

vertex; second joint slightly thickened toward apex, terminal shorter
second, smooth, slender, pointed.
Forewing short, broad,
tortricid-formed apical edge nearly perpendicular on costal and dor-

than

edge; 10 veins, veins 4 and 8 absent, all separate, 7 to apex.
Hindwings over I., 7 veins, 5 absent, 3 and 4 connate, 6 and 7 stalked.
Lord Walsingham's suggestion* that this genus is hardly righth'
separated from Stenoqia Zeller is far from right.
Neither is his consal

ception of the venation clear.

In the article just referred to in his

tabulation of the supposed allied genera he writes that veins 7 and 8

forewing are separate, and he further says^ that Menexta cinerocervina Walsingham, the venation of which he gives, diUers in venation
from the genus only in having veins 6 and 7 in hindwing connate
ip

instead of stalked, thus inferring that Menestd^ like this species, has

11 veins in forewing and 8 in hindwing, while in reality

and

7,

it

has only 10

respectivel3\

Chaml)ers suggested and Lord .AValsingham esta])lished the f<jnMetiexta Clemens- Ilt/ale Cham])ers, about which there can not

onymy

be anv doubt.
Insect Life,

II, p. 154.

'^Proc.

Loud. Zool. Soc, 1895,

p. 85.
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an interesting one, related to Strohisia Clemens, and

The genus i.s
probably confined to America.
The three species at present known have all the sanu^ venation and
are of great general resemblance, but easily separated by the diflerent
striking white markings.
With white

melaneUa, p. 903

costal spot

1

Witliout costal spot

With

qlbadliella, ]\ !)03

apical cilia white

Apical

cilia

not white

tnrtridfotTneUa, p. 903

-

MENESTA TORTRICIFORMELLA

Clemens.

Menesta tortriciformella Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 213;
Stainton Ed. Tin. N. Am., 1872, p. 1,51.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol.
Surv., IV, 1878, p. 150.— Walsingham, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1881, p. 319;
Insect Life, II, 1889, p. 154.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5227,
1891.— BuscK, Dyar's List. Am. Lep., No. 5650, 1902.

XXIX,

Gelechia litureUa

Walker,

Htjale coryliella

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ.

Cat. Lep. Brit. Mus.,

Sci.,

1864, p. 591.
II,

p.

242; Bull. U.

S.

Geol." Surv., IV, 1878, p. 157.

Gelechia coryliella

Packard, Rep. U.

S.

Ent.

Comm., V,

1890, p. 635.

Chambers' interesting life history of this species on hazel is quite
similar to Miss Murtfeldt's excehent observations on the following
species, mehoiella Murtfeldt, on oak, and further confirms the identity
of llijdh' and Jlenesta.
This species is probably local and is not common.
The specimen in the U, S. National Museum is from Massachusetts.
Clemens' type presumably came from Pennsylvania, and Chambers
described the species from Kentuck3\

MENESTA MELANELLA

Murtfeldt.

Menesta viclanella Murtfeldt, Insect Life, II, 1890, p. 304.— Riley, Smith's I>ist
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5228, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5651,
1902.

easil}^ recognized species is well described by Miss Murtfeldt,
and the interesting life history is carefully recorded with figure.
Food plan t. Oak.

This

ITahltnt.

A

—
— Mi ssouri.

cotype and good bred series from Miss IVIurtfeldt are

U. S. National

in the

Museum.

MENESTA ALBACILIiEELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cau. Ent., X, 1878, p. 77; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, p. 162.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5580, 1S91.
Menesta albaciliivella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5652, 1902.

Strobi.va albacili icella

This strikingly beautiful insect was described from a single speciTiiis unique t3'pe is found in easily recognizCincinnati.
sible condition in the Canibiidgc A'useum, where I had an opportunity

men from
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St7'ol>!x/a
It bears Chambers' handwriting on the label,
Cham.," and it is undoubtedly authentic.
is clearly a Menesta^ agreeing- perfectly in venation and palpi with
genus, and is very closely related to the two other species in the

examine

it.

''''

alhaciliseeUa
It

this

l)ut is at once distinguished by the white apical cilia in forewing, which contrasts beautifull}' with the very dark shining wing.
I have only seen one other specimen of this fine species, namely, in
Mr. Keai"fott\s collection, where is found a well-preserved specimen
collected ])y him in New Jersey, on June 17.

genus,

STROBISIA Clemens.
Plate
*S'<ro?rt.s-/a

XXXI,

Clemens, Proe. Acad. Nat.

This genus

well characterized

is

fig.

31-32.

Pci. Pliila., ISOO, p. 164.

])y

Clemens, and has the following

characters:

Labial jialpi perfectly smooth, curved, slender; second joint scarcely
thickened, terminal joint as long as second, pointed.

Forewing

elon-

gate ovate, apex obtusel}^ pointed; 12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked, or 11
veins, 7 and 8 coincident, 2

and

forewing, apex o})tuse, termen

?i

stalked.

Hindwings narrower than
and -l con-

slightl}^ sinuate; 8 veins, 3

and 7 connate. The species have dark hindwings
markings on forew^ings. The genus is nearl}^
related to Trichotaphe Clemens.
Two species hitherto placed in this genus I have transferred to
other genera, namely, levi/peddhi Clemens, which l)elongs to Anacam/psh^ near tristrigella Walsingham, and will be found treated under
that genus (p. 841), and alhacilmeUa Chambers, which l^elongs to and
will ])e found treated under Menesta.
The name argenticilieUa Chambers as found in Chambers' "Index,"
p. 162, and in Smith's check list, No. 5581, does not appear to correspond to any description. The reference given in " Index ''^ is not
correct, and the name must be dropped.
Only two described species are at present referable to this genus.
They ma}^ be separated thus:
nate, 5 parallel,

and

(>

brilliant iridescent

Metallic markings, narrow dashes

and dots

irridipennella, p.

STROBISIA IRRIDIPENNELLA
StroUsia irridipennella Clemens,

Stainton Ed. N.
1872, p. 89;
Zeit.,

Am.

Bull U.

XXXIX,

904

emblemella, p. 905

Metallic markings, broad spots and bands

Proc. Acad.

Nat.

Clemens.
Sci.

Phila., 1860, p. 165;

118.— Chambers, Can. Ent., IV,
Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 162.— Frey, Stett. Ent.
251.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5583,

Tin., 1872, pp. 40,
S.

1878, p.

1891.—Dietz, Smith's List Ins.
List Amer. Lep., No. 5653, 1902.

New

Jersey, p. 474, 1900.

iCan. Ent., X.

Busck, Dyar's

1

—
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Strohma

aphroditeella

Zeit.,

XXXIX,

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV,

1872, p. 88.

This species
species.

is

the type of the genus and the

I

I

Stett.

Ent.

and 8

more

p.

251.— Rii.ey,

specialized of the

forewings coincident.
himself responsible for placing his aphroditeUa as a

It has veins 7

in the

Chambers is
synonym of irridijpennella., which the

He

Frey,

905

1878, p. 251.

Strohma proscrpmella Frey, Stett. Ent. Zeit., XXXIX, 1878,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5585, 1891.

two

^

description indicates

committed, however, a clerical mistake in doing

it.

is

He

the case.

wrote :^

Strobisia venustella I am now satisfied is a synonym of S. irridlpennella Clemens.
Because of the presence of several brilliant blue spots on the wings of my specimens
not mentioned in Dr. Clemens' description, I was led to believe that they belonged
But the individuals vary in this respect.
to a different species.

There can be no question but that vemi.stella is a mistake for aj>hrowhich onl}^ can be applied to irridi/pennelJa.
This is also demonstrated by Chambers afterwards in his " Index,"
where he placed his species right, a2)hroditedla as synonjnn of irridi/peninella and venuHtelJa as synonym of the following species, einhlediteeUa, the description of

1

\

!

mella Clemens.
I

I

j

;

I

On account of the same defects in Clemens' description, which misled
Chambers. Frey described \a^ pTOserpinella^ which undou))tedly is the
same as ii'ridljjennella. the description agreeing in every particular.
Although this species is very abundant in the vicinit}" of Washington, and though I have given special attention to it for some years, its
larval history is as yet entirely unknown, and furnishes a worthy subject for study for any student who has an opportunity to work it out.
The larva will, I believe, l)e found to ])e a stem borer.

.

STROBISIA EMBLEMELLA

Clemens.

Clemens, Proc. Acad. Xat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 164; StainTin., 1872, pp. 40, 118.— Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872,
162.— Frey, Stett. Ent. Zeitung,
XXXIX, 1878, p. 251.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No., 5583,
1891.— Dietz, Smiths's List Ins. N. J., 1900, p. 474.— Busck, Dyar's List
Amer. Lep., No. 5654, 1902.
Strohina venustella Chambers, Can. Ent., IV., 1872, p. 90.

Strohlsia emblemella

ton Ed. N.

Am.

pp. 89, 90; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p.

This well-described species differs generically from the tj^pe only by
having vein 8 in forewings present, out of vein 7.
specimen determined by Lord Walsmgham and by the writer are in the U. S. National

A

Museum.
It is

not nearl}^ as

common

in the

localities

around Washington as

the preceding species.
'Can. Ent., VI, p.

7.

=*

U.

S.

Geol. Surv. Bull., IV, p. 162.
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TRICHOTAPHE
Plate

XXXII,

UK-

Clemens.
:^:^-

Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. 8ci. Phila., I860, p. 166.
Bego'e Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 24.
Epicurthylis Zeller, Verb. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien, XXIII, 1873,
M<(laeotricha Zeller, Verb. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien, XXIII, 1873,
7Vie/iota^7ie

Beiioe

Chambers

is

the same as Malacotricha Zeller,

ei"ectecl

same species,
I have before me authentic specimens of the types and of

all

p. 248.
p. 282.

on the

Amer-

ican species hitherto included in these three g;enera, besides several

other described and undescribed species belonging to this group.

After examining them very caref ull3^ and after comparing critically
by the authors, it is my opinion
that these three genera are artificial divisions of one natural group,
and that the}' should not be retained.
All three genera have exact!}' the same venation, wing form, and
general habitus, and differ only in the slight modification of the hairs
on second joint of the labial palpi, Trlchotnphe being supposed to
include the forms with perfectly smooth though thickened palpi;
Bego'e {Mdlacotrlcha) those where the hairs on the upper (inner) side
of second joint are somewhat longer and looser, and Epicorthylh rep- I
the descriptions and figures given

;

still more developed.
However, these differences pass so gradually into each other that in |
most cases a species can be equally well placed in two of the genera,
and species which are evidently very close otherwise will be found

resenting those where these hairs are

to differ in respect to these hairs, while others, clearly farther apart,

be found to agree in the form of the palpi.
In his characterization of Trlchotaphe Clemens was aware of these
modifications of tho labial palpi, but rightfully gave them only specific

will

value.

Zeller himself also conceded this^ and wrote:
Wabrscheinlicb baben die Malaculrichen gleicben Aderverlauf [as Triobotapbe
Die kleine Verschiedenbeit in der Bebaarung der Taster zwiscben Malaco(A. B. )].
trichc nnd TvU-hotaphe bat Clemens sicber mit Recbt nicbt als Gattungsinerkmal
'

betrachtet.

And anyone who
MidacJiotriehe" and

will

compare

who knows

Zeller's figures of KpiroiihyVix

and

that the venation and other characters

are identical in the two forms will be apt to concede that the two

genera are not seyjarable.
The genus Triehotaphe as here used, including all these closely
related forms is near Ypsolophus, and some of the species approach
this genus markedly in the form of the palpi as well as in coloration.
n^erb.

zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien,

k. k.

^'Pl. Ill, tig.

13

a. b.

and

fi<r.

28

a. b.

XXIII,

p. 279.

.
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Striking instances of this are Trichotaphe setosella Clemens compared
I

i

with Tpsoloj?hus eujxitorlella Chambers and Ti'icltotaplie serratkrittella
compared with Ypsolop/ius Ugulellus Hiibner.

Zeller

On

the other hand Trichotaphe comes very close to Anacampsis
somewhat shorter palpi and in having

Curtis, differing- onl}' in the
I

j

I

I

i

1

•

veins 2

and 3

in

forewing stalked.

The genus has the following characters: Antenna serrate, often
more or less ciliated. La])ial palpi long, recurved, second joint thickened with scales, appressed and smooth in front and lateral 1}% smooth
or more or less long-haired above (on the inside); terminid joint long,
but shorter than second joint, slender, smooth, pointed. Forewings
elongate, apex obtuse, 12* veins, 7 and 8 stalked, 2 and 3 stalked.
Hindwings broader than forewings, slightly sinuate below apex, trapezoidal, and angle rounded; 8 veins, 3 and 4 connate with a tendency
to become short-stalked, 5 approximate to -i, 6 and 7 connate wdth a
tendency to become short-stalked. Discal vein in several species with
a tendency to become obsolete.

Depresmria georgiella Walker, which Lord Walsingham placed in
genus, is unknown to me except from the description, but this, if
correct, clearly shows that the species can not be a Ti'icliotaphe.
However, as 1 do iiot know the species, it must for the present remain
this

in Trichotaphe^ as

Walsingham has placed

it,

but

it is

not included in

the synoptic table, bj^ which the species at present recognized

may

be

separated.

Ground
1

2.

3.

color of forewings dark, nearly black
(Tround color lighter, fuscous brown or yellow
Forewings with light costal edge
Costal edge not light

Head and
Head and

1

9
2
5

brown

coMarnfoclUi, p. 909

costa light ocherous

o

costa reddish

Costal light area with curved pointed i)rocess into the dark dorsal area.
ffdvocoxteUa, p.
(

4.

Jostal light

area without such process

4

Dorsal dark area with single rounded proi-ess into the costal light area.
iii.'ternda,
I

)orsal

t).

7.

->.

9.

10.

]).

908

]).

909

dark area with two small sharp jjrocesses into the costal light area.
serratirhfclht,

;"i.

908

with strong metallic reflections
Forewings without such reflections
With light ocherous costal spot at apical third
(ilacrlla,
Without such ocherous sjiot
With small whitish dot at end of cell
jriirjitircojusra,
Without such dot
voristri^/t'f/a,
[.abial palpi light ocherous
jmiridrlld.
Labial palpi dark
mdnnUurdln.
iround color of forewings light oclireous with no transverse markings
Ground color gray, brown or fuscous with transverse markings
Forewings overlaid with dark scales
chaiulierttel/'i,
Forewings at most siirinklcd witli dark scales
i^'orewings

6
8
j).

909

p.

910

p.

910

p.

910

p.

911

7

10

(

14
]>.

91.3
11
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11.

12.

With dark spot on fold
Without such spot
Forewings ocherous
Forewings yellowish white

13.

Head whitish
Head ocherous

14.

Costal edge ocherous

vol. xxv.

12
13
iriinaculella, p.

914

lactiflosella, p.

914

915
hidiscomaculella, p. 914
setosella, p. 911
.fernaldella, p.

15

Costal edge not ocherous
15.

Head and thorax brown
Head and thorax whitish
Not included

fuscous

Inversella, p.

?

flamco&teUa

Btainton p]d. N.

Clemens,

Am.

Acad.

Proc.

Clemens.

Nat. Sci. Fhila., 1860,

Am.

j).

162;

Tin., 1872, p. 113.

Trlchotaphe flavocostella Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila.,

ton Ed. N.
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georgidJa, p. 916

in table

TRICHOTAPHE FLAVOCOSTELLA
Gelechia

condaUavorella, p. 913

-

180.— Busck, Dyar's

Tin., 1872, p.

I,

1862, p. 131; Stain-

List

Amer. Lep., No.

5655, 1902.
Gelechhi {Trichotaphe) JlarocosfeUi //jKli,br, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell.

XXIII,

Wien,

pi. IV, fig. 26, 1873, p. 279.

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 143.
CoQUiLLETT, Rep. State Ent. Nox. Ben. Ins. 111., X, 1881, p. 153.
GelechldfavicosteUaAYAhsi'SGHAM, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882, p. 184.—
Riley, Smith's List Lep. N. Am. No. 5362, 1891.
Tnclidtdiilir jhimcostella DiETz, Smith's List Ins. N. Jersey, 1900, p. 475.
Gelechia favucostella

Thi.s ytvikintrly

marked

species

is

quite

commonly taken

at light in

was described by Zeller from
In the
Massachusetts, while Clemens' specimen came from Maine.
National Museum are specimens from Illinois, Iowa, New York, Missouri, District of Columbia, and Georgia.
Mr. Coquillett recorded the food plant as sunflower {Ilellanthus).
It has l)een bred b}^ Miss Murtfeldt and in the insectary of the
Department of Agriculture from SoUdago^ from which plant I have

the vicinity of Washington City.

It

^

it, I am sorry to say without sufficiently careful notes to
be able to give the differences between the larv« of this and of the
following species, inserrata Walsingham, which are quite similar. I
have even a suspicion that the two species may prove to be varieties
of one species.

also bred

TRICHOTAPHE INSERRATA
Gelechia {Trichotaphe) inserrata

Walsingham.

Walsingham, Trans. Am.

I^nt. »Soc. Phila.,

X,

1882, p. 184.

Am., No. 5391, 1891.
Amer. Lep., No. 5656, 1902.

Gelechia inserrata Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

Trichotaphe imerrata Busck, Dyar's List

This species has been bred by Miss Murtfeldt and myself from Soliand is commonly found in company with the foregoing species

clago^

among these plants.
The type is in Professor
pared

The

it

Fernald's collection, where I have com-

with specimen from U.

species

comes

S.

National

to light fro(>ly.

Museum.
i

—
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TRICHOTAPHE SERRATIVITTELLA
Gelechia

{Trirli(it<iplie) xerrutirittclld

XXIII,

-

909

Zeller.

Zkia,er, \'erli. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell.

Wien,

187:J, p. 280, pi. IV, fig. 27.

Chambers, Can. Eiit., IX, 1877, p. 24; Bull. U. S. Geol.
147.— Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X,
1882, p. 184.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5480, 1891.
Gelechia plutella Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 238; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, p. 146.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5449, 1891.
TrichotnpJie serrativittdla Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lap., No. 5657, 1902.
(klechia sermtiriltclla

Surv., IV, 1878, p.

.

i

type is in Cambridge. The type of Gelechia phctella Chum
presumably lost, but there seems no reason to doubt this apparent synonj^my, which Chambers himself suggested.
In the U. S. National Museum are specimens from Kansas (Crevecoeur), and several specimens taken at light in the vicinity of Washington City by the writer.
Zeller's

bers

j

is

TRICHOTAPHE COSTARUFOELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 240.
Gelechia costorufoella Ghamberu, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 142.
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5345, 1891.
Tricholaphe costarufoella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5658, 1902.
Gelechia costarufoella

Riley,

The description

of this species suggests that it is a Trlchotaphe., and
by examining types in Professor Fernald's collection
and in the Museum of Comparative Zoolog}^ in Cambridge, all in
miseral)le condition, but bearing Chambers' labels and undoul)tedlj^
representing this species, which is easih' recognized by Chambers'
this

was

verified

description.

One specimen

is in the U. S. National Museum, which
mistake has labeled Tr'ichotaplie setosellaf It

of this species

'Lord Walsingham

b}^

no localit}" label.
Chambers' types are from Texas.

IS

TRICHOTAPHE ALACELLA

Clemens.

Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., 1860, ]). 1.32; Stainton Ed.
N. Am. Tin., 1872, p. 180.— Dietz, Smith's List Ins. N. Jersey, 1900, p. 474.—
Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5659, 1902.
Gelechia alacella Chambers, Bull, U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 141.
Riley,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5302, 1891.
Gelechia {Trichotaphe) ochripaljyella Zeller, Verh. k. k. zool.-hot. Gesell. Wien,
XXIII, 1873, p. 279.— Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882,
Trichulaplte nlarella

f

p. 183.

Gelechia ochripalpella
Gelechia goodellella

Cs AMBERS,

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV", 1878, p. 145.

Chambers, Journ. Cinn. Soc. Nat.

Zeller changes the

name

Hist., Ill, 1881, p. 289.

of this species because of the preoccupation

of nJacelhi^ but this contention will not hold on account of Actintho-

phild

((hicrlld

Dupont, and the present species should be known under

Clemens' oriuinsd name.
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have examined ('ham])ers' type of Gelecluagoodelldla in Professor
Lord Walsingham had before him in Iss:
It is undoubtedly the same as Clemens' species, the tj^pe of whicl
Chambers' type came from Massachusetts, Clemens"' typ
is lost.
presumably from Pennsylvania; Zeller's specimens were from ^^'ashI

\

Fernald's collection, which

ington City.

In the U. S. National ^Museum are specimens from
and fi-om New York.

TRICHOTAPHE PURPUREOFUSCA
GdechKf. {Tneliotaphe) parpiirrofnxru.

X,

all

these localitie^

Walsingham.

Walsingham, TrauH. Am.

Eiit. Soc. Pliila.

1S82, p. 184.

Gelechia purpureofusca Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

Am., No. 5458,

Trichotaphe pjurpurr.ofusca Busck, Dyar's List Ainer. Lep.,

No

I

1891.

5660, 1902.

This splendid insect 1 have easily identified among- the unnamed
Museum, I have later examined th^

material in the U. S. National

type in Professor Fernald's collection.
The large orange
It is our largest described species of this genus.
yellow palpi contrast strikingly with the dark purplish shining
^
forewings.

Food plant

is

not known.

TRICHOTAPHE NONSTRIGELLA

Chambers.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 92, 138,

Dasycera nonstrigella CnxMBERS,
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5546.
Trichotaphe nonstrigella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5661, 1902.

in

This species was described from a single female specimen, collcctec
Kentucky, ^" resting on a leaf in the woods June 30.''

is found in the Museum of Comparative Zoology
Cambridge, in easily recognizable condition, agreeing minutely
with Chambers' description and bearing his label.
It was somewhat of a surprise to find it to be a Gelechiid with wingform, venation, and palpi agreeing exactly with the present genus
The densely ciliated antenna3 which Chambers describes surely ar(
remarkable. Ciliate and serrate antennae are found in all the sjieciei

This unique type

in

of Trk-hotaphe^ but in this species thej^ are unusually developed.
Still, there is no doubt that the species rightfully belongs to

thi

present genus and quite near the foregoing species.
In the U. S. National Museum is a single specimen from Kansi
(Crevecoeur), and I have examined one other specimen collected ne

i

Chambers' locality by Miss Annette Braun of Cincinnati, Ohio

TRICHOTAPHE JUNCIDELLA
Trichotaphe juncidella Clemens,

Stainton Ed. N.

No. 5662, 1902.

Am.

Proc. Acad.

Tin., 1872, p.

Nat.

Clemens.
Sci.

Phila.,

1860,

p.

166

122.— Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep.

NO. 1301.
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Gelechin juncidella

Chamberh,

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 187S,

Gelechia [Trichotaphe) juncidella AValsingham, Trans.
1SS2, p.
<;drrhiu

]>.

144.

Eiit. Sue.

I'liila.,

X,

18.S.

pn//;palj,!.'^

Deprc^mria/

Walker,

Cat. Lep. Het. Brit. Mus.,

XXIX,

18(U, p.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, pj). 90, 91, 92,
Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 147; Bull U. R.

(bihitella

Oelechia dubitella

•IV, 1878, p.
Gelechia

Am.

911

5i»().

128.
CJeol. Surv.,

11(5.

{Crijptolechia)

dubitella

Chambers,

Bull. U. 8. Geol. 8urv., IV, 1878,

'

p. 143.

Depressaria {Gelechia) dubitella MvKYVKhiiT, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 221.
Gelechia hallipalpis Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

Am., No.

5394, 1891.

Lord WaLsing-hiun is responsible for the synonymy which seems
probabk^ from the descriptions. What caused Riley to give Walker's
name [misspelled] precedence in his list I do not know, but the species
ought to be known n,s juncidella Clemens, as shown by Lord Walsingham.
It is one of the most common Geleciiiid;e in the vicinity of Washington,
Miss Murtfeldt has recorded its food plant as Amhrosla artirn is!folia; I have reared large series from this plant, and also from A.
ii'ipldii^ and from Sol/dago and Aster.
The larva, which is well described by Miss Murtfeldt, folds the edge of the leaf and pupates
within the fold. There are at least two generations in the locality of
\\

iishington Cit3^

Chambers described his species from Kentucky; Miss Murtfeldt's
specimen came from Missouri, and Clemens' specimen presumably
from Pennsj^lvania. In the National Museum are specimens from the
following localities:

Canada, Kansas, Maine, District of Columbia,

Virginia, Maryland, Maine.

TRICHOTAPHE MELANTHERELLA
Trichotaphe melantherella Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Busck.

XXIIl,

1900, p. 232, \A.

Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5663, 1902.—Dyar, Proc. Ent. Soc.
Wash., IV, 1901, p. 472.

I,

fig.

2;

%;e.-No. 4939, U.S.N.M.
Food plant. Melanthrnxv deltoidea.
Rabitat.
Palm Beach, Florida.

—

—

TRICHOTAPHE SETOSELLA

Clemens.

Clemens, Pror. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 166; Stainton
Ed. N. Am. Tin., 1872, p. 121.— Zeller, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien,
XXIII, 1873, p. 282.— Busck:, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5664, 1902.
Gelechia setosella Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 147.
Begoe costolutella Ciiambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 209; Can. Ent, IX, 1877, p. 24.
Gelechia {Malacotricha) bilobelln Zeller, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien,
TricliotapJu' netosella

XXIII,

1873, p. 280, pi. IV,

Soc. Phila!,

X,

fig.

28, a,

b.— Walsingham,

Gelechia bilobella Rtley, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

The great

Trans.

Am

Ent.

1882, p. 185.

Trichotaphe setosella Clemens

=

Am., No. 5325,

1891.

and size between the two species,
Begoe costolutella Chambers = Malaco-

similarity in coloration
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and Ypxoloplinn {Notkrls) enpntorieUa ChamZeller has very naturally caused some troul)le.
A larg-e series of both species is l)efore me. The Yj^so/np/ius species
I have bred from Eu/jaton'um in Washington City, and there can he no
doubt but that it represents eupatoriella Chambers, nor that this is
synonymous with Zeller's d(d<(hell<i., as thought by Lord Walsingham;
but 1 can not agree with his Lordship in placing setofiella Clemens as
synon3auous with this species.
Clemens was well acquainted with the genus J'j}soio/)hus, and would
undoubtedly have placed his species in that genus had it belonged
there.
His description fits the Trlclwtaplie species better than the
other species, and even if there was a doubt it seems reasonable to
give Dr. Clemens the benefit thereof, and not remove his species from
the genus which he himself had erected and surely should be supposed
to know.
Lord Walsingham was led to his conclusions through a specimen
labeled setosella in C. T. Robinson's collection, but it seems nmch
more natural to suppose that this specimen was wrongly labeled
taking in consideration the great similarity of the two species than
to suppose that Dr. Clemens should not have known an Yjp^olophm
when he saw one, but should have described it wrongly under
another and his own genus.
Clemens' type is no longer in existence, so absolute proof can not
b(^ obtained; but the circumstantial evidence speaks for Zeller's view,
trlclie hllohella Zeller,

bers

= N'othris dolahella

—

—

i

j

\

I

[

'

|

|

j

'

j

;

—

j

\

j

—

that setosella

is

i

j

I

a Triclioto.phe \Malac1iotriche\ as originally described

by Clemens.
Habitat.

!

—District

of Columbia,

Ohio

(Zeller),

Pennsylvania (Clemens). In the U.
spepimens from New York and Texas.

bers),

S.

TRICHOTAPHE INVERSELLA

Kentucky (Cham-

National

Museum

:

are

,

*

Zeller.

'

I

Epicorthylis inversella Zellek, Verb. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wieii,
p. 248, pi.
p.

Ill,

fig.

140; Can. Ent.,

13, a,

X,

b.— Chambers,

XXIII,

1873,

:;

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878,

1878, p. 54; Journ. Cinn. Soc. Nat. Hist., II, 1880,

i

•

pp. 198, 202, fig. 13.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5559, 1891.
Trichotaphe inversella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5665, 1902.

have examined specimens determined by Chambers in the U. Si
Museum and in Professor Fernald's collection; also sever4^ll
other specimens in the National Museum, and m Dr. Dietz's collection,
all agreeing with Zeller's type in the Museum of Comparative Zoology,
in Cambridge, and with his description and figure.
The difference in labial palpi is only a difl'erence in degree, not in
kind, and the species can well l)e included in Trichota])he on that
1

National

j

account.
Zeller writes that veins 7 and 8 in forewing "die Fliigelspitzc
umfasst; " but the apex in this species, as in most of the species ))eIong

J

NO. 1301.
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is not pointed, but rounded.
It is a matter of taste
where the extreme point is, and it can just as well be said that veins
7 and 8 go to costa, as is characteristic for the entire family Gdechildae,.
Chambers' figure of the venation of this species^ is wrong in several
points besides the one in hindwing, corrected by Chambers in the margin of H. Edwards' copy and recorded by Mr. William Bentenmidler.^
The form of the wing is not correct, the stalk of veins 2 and 3 in forewings is longer than represented in the figure and vein 8 is omitted.
All the specimens I have met with came from Texas.

ing to Trlchotajyhe,

TRICHOTAPHE CONDALIAVORELLA
Trichotaphe coiuldliavorella Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas.,

Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5666, 1902.—Dyar, Proc.

Busck.

XXIII,

1900,

Eiit. Soc:.

p.

232;

Waah., IV,

1901, p. 473.

Ty2)e.—^o. 4940, U.S.N.M.
Food plant. Condalia ferrea.
Palm Beach, Florida.
Habitat.

—

—

TRICHOTAPHE CHAMBERSELLA

Murtfeldt.

Murtfeldt, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 222; Can. Ent., XIII,
p. 242.— Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, p. 240; Bull.
Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 116, 142.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,

Gelechia chamberscUa
1881,

U.

S.

No. 5336, 1891.
Gelechia insequepuhella

U.

S.

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Journ.

Sci., II, 1875, p. 239; Bull.

Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 144.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No.

5388, 1891.

Trichotaphe chambersella Busck, Dyar's List

;

I

[

i

Amer. Lep., No.

5667, 1902.

There may be some question as to the right of giving Miss Murtfeldt's name priority; but inasmuch as she certainly had her name in
print (though without description of the species) and inasmuch as her
biological note on the food plant given at that time really is of quite
as much value in recognizing the species as Chambers' mere excuse
for a description, I give her name preference, the more so because it
surely was Chambers' inexcusable fault that a synonym was made,
and because only through Miss Murtfeldt has the species and its
synonjany been finally cleared up.
It appears from correspondence I have had with Miss Murtfeldt
that she sent the first specimen bred by her to Chambers for determination; that he pronounced it a new species and agreed that Miss ]\Iurtfeldt should name it after him; that he thereafter, on the single
specimen received from Miss ]\Iurtfeldt, made a new species, inhwpielyulvella., forgetting or mistaking the identity of the specimen in such
a degree that he, on the very next page, mentions having received
such a specimen and compares it with his amhrosixella.
This single original type specimen is still found in Cambridge in
»

Journ. Cinn. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

II, p. 202, fig. 13.

xxv— 03

58

^Ent. Am., V,

p. 37.
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poor but recognizable condition, labeled by Chambers insequepulvella,
and proving- beyond a doubt that it really is Miss Murtfeldt's species.
In Amherst, in Professor Fernald's collection, I have examined Miss
Murtfeldt's type, and I have also received identical authenticated
specimens from Miss Murtfeldt.
In the U. S. National Museum are, besides these, two identical
specimens bred b}" Mr. Coquillet in Los Angeles, California, from the
same food plant as Miss Murtfeldt recorded, Amhrofiia a7'timis!folia.
Mr. Coquillet has kindly given me his notes on the larva, which are
identical with Miss Murtfeldt's careful description.
1 have also bred
the species from same food-plant in Washington and in Kentucky.

TRICHOTAPHE LACTIFLOSELLA

Chambers.

Gelechia lactlflosella Ciiambeks, Eull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 89, 144.

RiLEV, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5398, 1891.
lactlflosella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5668, 1902.

Trichoinphe

The unique type of this easily recognized, large, light-yellow species
WIS found in the Museum of (comparative Zoology in Cambridge,
in good condition, authenticated b}^ Chambers' label and agreeing
with his description.
I have taken several specimens of this species this sunmier at light
on Plummers Island in the Potomac River, Maryland.
The type is from Texas.

TRICHOTAPHE TRIMACULELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 238; Bull. U. S. Geol.
Surv., IV, 1878, p. 147.— Eiley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5500, 1891.
Trichotaphe trimaculella Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5669, 1902.
Gelechia triiiiaculellu

Chambers' type from Miss Murtfeldt's

collection,

now

in Professor

Fernald's possession, agrees with his types in Cambridge and with his
description.

an easily recognized species, of which I have found examples

It is

in the
It

unnamed material

is

in the

U. S. National

Museum.

and has a similar ver}^ striking counterYpsolophus tonceyellas Busck {Anarsia trimaculella Chambers)

a t3'pical Trichotaphe

part in

as Tric}iota2)he setosella has in Ypsolophus eupatorieUa (p. 925).
This recurring specific similarity between species of the two genera
The species was
is an interesting proof of their near relationship.
described from Kentucky; the specimen in the U. S. National Museum
came from Texas. I have also taken it at light in District of Columbia.
(p. l>i!2),

TRICHOTAPHE BIDISCOMACULELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 241; Bull. U. S.
Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 141.—Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5324,

Gelechia hidiscomaculella

1891.
Trichotai)he hidiscoinacnleUa

Busck, Dyar's List Amer.

Lej).,

No. 5670, 1902.
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Chaniber.s

described his

Geleclua

hidificomacuh'lla

from

915
a single

This type specimen
and absolute certainty concerning the species

specimen, with palpi missing, collected in Texas.
is
is

no longer

in existence,

therefore not obtainable.

Chambers says

"perhaps a variety of suhruherella Chamsame page, which species, he again writes, is
"perhaps a variety of rufusella Chambers," and which I, after careful consideration of all the material of rafiisella [= Anacampsis fullonella Zeller, p. 849], had placed as synonj'-m of that species.
It is evident that hldiscomaoulella must be very similar to this
that it is

bers," described on the

species.

In Professor Fernald's collection

is

what was supposed

to be a type

of Geleclua rufusella., with label to that effect in Chambers"' hand-

This specimen is from Texas, wherefrom both the above
were described, and it is very similar specifically to rufusella
{Anacampsis fullonella)., but belongs to the genus Tricotaphe^ and
could not be rufusella., because Chambers expressly emphasizes that
writing.
species

this species has the terminal joint of labial palpi

as
j;

I

have also the other types of

7'ufuseJl((,

longer than second joint,
while the specimen in Pro-

fessor Fernald's collection has the terminal joint decidedl}' shorter than

second.

with Chambers' short description of Gelechia hidiscomacand, aside from the difference in the length of labial palpi,
from, rufusella
having underside of thorax and legs black,

It agrees
idella,
1

f

di\Qe,VB

m

with narrow white annulations on the tarsi. Second joint of palpi
also deep black on the underside except at apex.

is

I
'

I believe this specimen represents Gelechia hidtscoinaculella., and
have consequently referred that species to the present genus.
I know of no other specimens of this species.

TRICHOTAPHE FERNALDELLA,
Trichotnpliejh-mil.dclla

i

!

I

I

species.

Antennje dark fuscous with narrow yellow annulations; (dlia less
I.
I^abial palpi long, perfectly smooth, light straw A'ellow;
second joint thickened with appressed scales, terminal joint nearly as
long as second. Face, head, and thorax light straw yellow. Forewings more pointed than usual in the genus, light straw 3'ellow with
the intervals between the veins slightly deeper colored.
One dark fuscous round dot is on the middle of the cell, another
similar one at the end of the cell.
Around the apical edge is a thin
dark line, and just inside this along the edge of the wing is a row of
small dark fuscous dots.
Cilia whitish yellow with two indistinct yellowish fuscous lines parallel with the edge of the wing.
Hindwings
very light whitish straw colored, the edge darker; cilia white.
Abdomen yellowish white. Legs light straw colored without any
markings.
than

(

new

BrscK, Dyar's List Anier. Lep., No. 5671, 1902.
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Alar expanse. — 18 mm.
Ilahitat.—^OYono, Maine.

Type.—^o.

U.S.N.M.

6393,

Other specimens

in

Professor Fernald's collection.

The

species has a certain general resemblance to Gelechia petasitis |
Pfaffenzeller, with which species it had been confounded in Pro- i

fessor Fernald's collection.

am glad to name this very distinct species after Professor Fernald,
whom the U. S. National Museum is indebted for the type and to
whom the writer is under many obligations for much valuable help
I

to

kindly extended during these studies.

TRICHOTAPHE? GEORGIELLA
Depressaria georgiella
Trichotaphc georgiella

Walker.

Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. Brit. Mas., XXXV,
Walsingham, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1891, p.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXIV,

1902, p. 731; Dyar's List

1866, p. 1827.
312.

Busck,

Amer. Lep., No.

5672, 1902.

Walker says

in his description of this species:

Second joint of labial jmlpi with a long
longer than second.

tuft at the tip beneath, third joint

much

Which clearlv shows that it can not be a T/ ic/iotap/u\ as suggested
by Lord Walsingham; but as 1 have not recognized the species, type
of which is in Lord Walsingham's possession, it must for the present
remain

in this genus, as

he has placed

GLYPHIDOCERA
Plate

Glyphidocerd

Walsingham,

XXXII,

it.

Walsingham.
tig.

34.

Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1891, p. 531,

jil.

xli,

fig. 8.

AntennsB slightly serrate and in the males deeply notched on the
upper side of the joint next to the basal one; in the females simple,
without notch, but the outer end of the basal joint is somewhat
Maxillary palpi obsolete. Labial palpi long, recurved,
enlarged.
smooth, somewhat compressed laterally, sharpened in front; terminal
Forewing elongate, rounded
joint pointed, shorter than second joint.
at apex, slightly arched at extreme base of costa, costal and dorsal
edge parallel; 11 veins, vein 8 absent, 7 to costa, 2 and 3 stalked.
Hindwings twice as broad as forewings, termen slightly sinuate, 8

and 1 stalked, 6 and 7 stalked.
in the male are exceptional in the family Gelechiida3, and found only in this and in the following genus; they are
exactly similar to the antenna; found in some of the Blastobasidse.
Lord Walsingham placed this genus in Xyloryctida?, but it falls
veins, 3

The notched antennae

naturally in the present family.

The two recognized American

species of this genus

may

easily be

'
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separated by the characters giveu below.

I

species of this genus, but have not sufficient

9l7

have met with two other
good material to describe

them.
With
With

face,

head, and thorax dark fuscous

.florid aneUa,

face,

head, and thorax

icqiiepulvella, p. 917.

Hsjjht

ochreous

GLYPHIDOCERA FLORIDANELLA

j).

917.

Busck.

GlyjMdocera floridandla Busck, Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, \\ 1901,
Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5673, 1902.
,

\^.

474;

Ty2)e.—^o. 5663, U.S.N.M.
Palm Beach, Florida.

Ilahitat.

—

GLYPHIDOCERA iEQUEPULVELLA
Gelechia seguejndveUa

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV,

Chambers.

1872, p.

192; (!an.

Ent., VI,

1874, p. 230; Cinn. Quart. Journ., II, 1875, p. 246; Bull. U. 8. Geol. Surv.,
Ill, 1877, pp.

125, 141;

Am., No. 5300,

IV, 1878,

p.

141.—Eiley, Smith's

List Lep, Bor.

1891.

Glyphidocera sequepulvella Busck, Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash.j IV, 1901, p. 475; Dyar's
List

Amer. Lep., No.

5674, 1902.

Museum of Comparative

Zoologj^ in Cambridge was found 11
specimens labeled by Chambers Gelechia sequepulvella and agreeing

In the

with his description.

They unquestionably represent

this species

and show that

it

belongs

to the present interesting genus.
I have met with only one other specimen in U. S. National Museum,
from Texas, probablv received from Chambers, who also recorded the
species from Kentucky, Colorado, and California.

ANORTHOSIA
Plate

XXXII,

Clemens.
fig. 35.

Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 225.

ylHOrt/tosi«
*S'n(/(7n/(s

1S60, p. 156.

Antennae in male with deep notch above near base like in the preceding genus; in female simple, without the notch. Labial palpi with
second joint clothed beneath with porrected appressed long stiff hairs,
above with large expansible tuft of hairs; terminal joint erect, slender,
Forewings elongate, narrow, pointed; 12 veins, 7 and 8
pointed.
Hindwings narrower than forestalked to costa, 2 and 3 stalked.
wings, pointed, termen sinuate below apex; 8 veins, 3 and 1 connate,
approximate to 1, 6 and 7 connate, transverse vein nearly ()})solete

5

between 5 and 6.
Clemens says in his description and shows
joint of labial palpi

while

it

in reality is

in his figure that

terminal

emitted from apical third of second joint,
emitted from the end of second joint proper, as
is

denuding shows, and only look otherwise on account of the protruding hairs on the underside.
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Strangely enough neither Clemens nor Lord Walsingham observed
the striking antennal structure in the male; Clemens' figure of the

antennae

is

that of the female.

Lord Walsingham writes^ that veins 3 and 4 in hindwing are sepaThis is a mistake and in variance with Clemens'
rate in Anorfhosia.
description and figure as well as with specimens oi Anorthoski pimctlpennella^ undoul)tedh" correctly determined bv Lord Walsingham in
the collections of U. S.

National

Museum,

Dr.

Dietz, Professor

Fernald, and in the Philadelphia Academj^ of Natural Sciences, bear-

ing Walsingham's blue labels No. 319, 327, and others.
And if Anorthosia straminis Walsingham, described from Africa,
has the alleged venation

Of Chambers' genus

it

can not properly be included in this genus.

Sagaritis no authentic material exists, but his

me to believe that it must be identical with Anorfhothough several minor details of his figure of the venation differ
from the true venation of Anorthosia; but nearly all of Chambers'
delineations are more or less incorrect and can not be depended upon.
I am so fortunate as to have my opinion corroborated by Lord
Walsingham, who independently concluded that Sagaritis was synonymous with Anorthosia^ but still this question will be open to doubt
until we know the American fauna much more intimately than we
do now.
Only the two species are included, and I feel rather confident that
Chambers' species is even specifically identical with Anorthosia 2> unci ipenndla^ and can not, from his short description, choose any differences from that species which may not be omissions caused by an
imperfect specimen used as t3''pe; but at present I think it more
proper and safe to retain gracilella as a distinct species until further
knowledge of our fauna is obtained.
description leads

sia^

ANORTHOSIA PUNCTIPENNELLA

Clemens.

Anurthosia pandipennella Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Am.

Stainton Ed. N.

Tin., 1872, p. iii.— Chambers, Can.

1860,

Ent, IV,

p,

15;

1872, p.

245.— WalsincxHam, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., 1891, p. 110.—
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5522, 1891. BrscK, Dyar's List,
Amer. Lep., No. 5675, 1902.

225; YI, 1874, p.

—

but there is no diificulty in identifying this
have examined many specimens determined by
Lord Walsingham, who had seen Clemens' original specimen, and I
have repeatedly taken this species in the vicinity of Washington.
The highly specialized palpi give the insect a peculiar bearded
appearance when it is excited and spreads the long hairs out laterally
on each side of the face. The earh^ stages are not known.
Eastern United States.
Ilahitat.
Clemens's t}"pe

peculiar species.

is lost,

I

—

1

Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., 1891, p. 110.

—

:

—
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Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1874, p. 226; Bull. U. S. Geol.
Sagaritis
Surv., IV, 1878, p. 162.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5544, 1891.
Anorthosia gracilella, Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5676, 1902.
gracilella

The

species

siiine as

unknown to me if it does not eventually prove the
when it is found that the description can not be

is

the foregoing-,

applied to any other Gelechiid.
Ilalntat.

— Kentucky.
ENCHRYSA

Enchrysa Zeller, Verb.

Zeller.

k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell.

Wien, XXIII,

1873, p. 282.

am

not personally acquainted with this genus except from Zeller's
description and figure and from the following notes kindly sent me
I

by Mr.

Durrant on the unique type

J. Hartle}"

in

Lord Walsingham"'s

collection.

As

and figure certainly must be incorhave relied exclusively on the notes on the type, which are as

Zeller's generic description

rect, I

follows

Type minus abdomen and one hindwing and the whole insect rickety. I found
It is a
it would fall to pieces at the least jar.
very distinct thing; you will know it at once if you see a specimen. Antenme denthis very difficult to study, fearing

Forewings
palpi smooth, terminal joint distinctly shorter than median.
impressed on costa toward apex; 12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked, 7 to immediately above
apex, 3 from before angle of cell. Hindwings elongate, widening outward; apex
pointed, produced; termen excavate beneath apex, slightly emarginate above tornus;
tate,

and 5 remote, nearly

8 veins, 3, 4,

from which

I

parallel, 7

and

8 remote.

Very

close to Aristotelia,

perhaps separable, but I have had great difficulty in studyZeller's figure satisfactory so far as it goes.
I dare not trust this

think

ing the type.

it is

specimen to the post;

it

would certainly

fall all to pieces.

have placed this genus, following Zeller, next to Tj)soIoj)/u/n, but
does seem evident that it is much nearer Aristotelia, as Mr. Durrant
I

it

writes.

Only the one species has been described.

ENCHRYSA DISSECTELLA
Enchnjsa
p.

disseciella

283,

p. 140.

List

pi.

IV,

Zeller, Verb.
fig.

k.

k.

Zeller.

zool.-bot. Gesell.

29ab.— Chambers,

Bull.

U.

S.

Wien, XXIII, 1873,

Geol. Surv., IV, 1878,

Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5593, 1891.

Amer. Lep., No.

The unique type

is in

Busck, Dyar's

5677, 1902.

the Walsingham's collection.

It

was described

from Ohio.

No
little

other specimen has ])ecn recognized, but

it

must

l)e

a striking

animal, and should be recognized from Zeller's figure and descrip-

tion without

any

difficulty.
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Fabricius.

Ypxolophus Fabricius, Supplementuni Ent. Syst., Hafnue, 1798,

p. 421, pi.

xxxvr.

Labial palpi long curved, second joint thickened, with dense projecting tuft of long- hairs beneath, sometimes rough above; terminal
as long or longer than second, slender pointed.

Forcwings with 12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked, 2 and 3 stalked; hindwings
apex obtusely pointed,
tcrmen Mightly sinuate; 8 veins, 3 and 4 connate or stalked. 5 approximate to -t, (> and 7 closel}' approximate, connate or stalked.
Mr. E. Meyrick made i^othriK Hiibner synonymous with Jjjsolophus,^ and the species hitherto placed in that genus in America,
which are known to me, conform well with the definition of Ypsolophiis, except N'othris malkjemmella Murtfeldt, which is a Blastobasid,
lately referred to the genus n<>lcocera Clemens," and Ypmlophus
trhmiculelluH Fitch, which has l)een discovered to belong to the family
fficophoridic and has been made the type of a new genus E>uiiei/7'icMa
as broad or broader than fore wings, trapezoidal

Busck.='

The other species probably belong in the present genus, but unforsome of them are known only from the descriptions, all

tunatelj^

authentic material being

lost.

By

continued breeding of good series of Ypsoloplms, however, all
of them may in time be rediscovered, but at present it is not safe from
the more or less meager descriptions to even include them in the following table, which then onh' contains such species as are recognized
at present.

Hindwings bluiish,
Hindwinga not so
1.

2.

3.

4.

Forewings
Forewings
Forewings
Forewings
Forewings
Forewings

6.

7.

UguleUus, p. 921
1

with dark dorsal spot at apical third
without such spot
with large black spot on disk
without large spot on disk
with distinct discal spots
without distinct discal spots

ritrifolidhis,

lus,

J).

3
4

caryufuUeUux,

»Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, X, 1902,

923
5
6
7

Iiijxnivlclliti^,

p.

923

loiicei/clluH, p.

922

truiotellus, p.

923

ventreUus, p. 924

qucrcicellm, p. 926; roseoco)<iel-

Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., 1887, p. 274.
New York Ent. Soc, X, 1902,

2Journ.

p.

punctidisceUus, p. 922

926; bimaculellus, p. 926; grisseellus, p. 927; rusticus, p. 927.
1

923
2

brown
not light brown

With no white scales in discal spots
With white scales in discal spots
With apical row of black dots
Without such row of apical dots
White part of discal spots large, prominent
White i>art of discal spots small, not prominent
Not included in synoptic table: rnalifoUellus, p. 925;

l^.

eajiutoridluH, p. 925

Discal spots light

Discal spots
5.

iridescent semitransparent

j).

p. 94.

96.

—
N.I.

BE

130 1.

1

OF A MERIC\

'ISIOX

1

N

GELECIIJID

YPSOLOPHUS LIGULELLUS
IJichomem

Ikjulella

Huhner,

—

MO TllS—B U^CK.
Hiabner.

Zutriifie exot. Si-hniett,

1818,

j).

70, figs. 14;>,

Rldnocera pometella Harris, Cambridge Cron., July 17, 1853.
Cha'tochilns pometellus Fitcii, Journ. N. Y. State Agr. Soc, IV,

N. Y. State Agr. Soc, XIII, 1854,
Ypsolophut^ pometellus

siNGHAM, Trans.

Chambers,

Am.

185:}, p. 'Mr,

144.

Trans.

p. 178.

Bull. V. S. (leol. Surv., IV, 1878, p.

Ent. Soc. Thila., X, 1882, p. 186.

475.— Slixgerland, Cornell Univ. Agr. Exp.

Chaiochilus contubcrnatellus YircH, Journ. N.

Y".

Wal-

l(k).

Riley, Smith's IJst

Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5527, 1891.— Dietz, Smith's List Ins.
p.

921

New

Jersey, 1900,

Sta. Bull., 1901, p. 187.

State Agr. Soc., IV,

185:>, p. 'Mi;

Trans. N. Y. State Agr. Soc, XIII, 1854, p. 178.
Yp.'<nlnj,hiis

Am., No. 5525,

roDtiihrniatdlus RiLEY, Smith's List Lep. Bor.

yptivlophus p((uri(juttcllus

Clemens; Proc.

Stainton Ed. Tin. N. Am., 1872, p.
Gesell.

Wien, XXIII, 1873,

Ent.

Phila.,

Soc.

II,

228.— Zeller, Verh.

18(i:>,

k.

k.

II, 1803,

]».

429; Stainton

Ed. Tin. N. Am., 1872, p. 254.
Ypsolnphn, reedella Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 222.
ypsoli.phn!^ ruderella Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p.
Yptioldjihax quercipomonella Chambers, Can. Ent., I\^ 1872, p. 222.

Rep. U.

S.

Ent.

Comm.,

12;);

zool.-l.ot.

p. 283.

Ypsolaphus favhittellus Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila.,

Ypxolojtlius ligulellus

1891.
p.

I(i7.

— rACKAUi),

V., 1890, p. 202.

Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5678, 1902.

In the U. S. National

Museum

are Fitch'.s types of

jM>//utt'i/us

Lord Walsino'ham
pauclguUdlm^ poiitetellux^

contahtvnattUas^ and specimens labeled by

and

(blue

and 1223);
-flaviand contuheiiudelhix—quercivomoneUus—ilavlvU^
There are besides many specimens reared from oak and from apple
in the insectary of the U. S. Department of Aoriculture and also
specimens from New York (Beutetuniiller); Missouri (Murtfeldt);
Georgia, from live oak (Schwarz); Kansas (Crevec(iHir); PennsA'lvania (lleidemann); West Virginia (bred from oak); District of C\)lumI have also determined specimens from
bia and Maryland (Busck).
New Jersey (Kearfott) and from New Mexico (Cockerell).

labels No. 666, 1195, 122:2,
i^'itfeUnx^

As

the concensus of authorities

is

that Hu))ner\s tio-ures represent

Clemens) and as additional evidence for or against this view can not ])e forthcoming, it seems
rational to adopt Hiibner's name instead of continuing to use the query.
this species (the variety flavivittellus

Lord Walsingham

is

synonymy which

responsible for the entire

^

must stand until disproved,
the more so as new and careful observations b}- Mr. Slingerland, who
has lately treated this insect very mterestingl}^ and exhaustively, seem
to confirm it.
But Lord Walsingham expresses a doubt, and it does
seem to me likely, that at least two distinct species will be idtimately
found to have been mixed up, one feeding on oak and one on apple.
From the material at my command at present, however, though
Zeller already had indicated in part, and

it

quite large, no conclusions can be made, and
'Trans.

Am.

I

am

Ent. Soc. Phila., X, p

unable to separate

18(>.
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.scant

and

careful observations of the larva from

both food plants with this object in view are necessar}^ to clear up the
question.

YPSOLOPHUS PUNCTIDISCELLUS

Clemens.

Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1863, p. 123;
Stainton Ed. Tin. N. Am., 1872, p. 228.— Zeller, Verh. k. k. zool.-bot.
Gesell. Wien, XXIII, 1873, p. 285.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV,
1878, p. 166.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5528, 1891.— BrscK,
Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5679, 1902.
Ypsolophus siramineellus Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 224: Bull. U. S. Geol.
Surv., IV, 1878, p. 167.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5531, 1891.

Ypsolophus punrtidiscelUis

A

perfect specimen in the National

Museum

was determined by Lord Walsingham;
description and undoubtedly represents

it

labeled "Boll, Texas,"'

agrees perfectly with the

this species, type of which,
Clemens' types, is lost.
I have several fine specimens collected in New Jersey by Mr. KearThe species comes
fott and in the District of Columbia by myself.

like the majority of

freely to light.

Chambers' description of stramindlus, of which no type is in existsynonym with Clemens' species, as suggested by Chambers himself.
ence, seems to warrant the

YPSOLOPHUS TOUCEYELLUS

Busck.

Anarsia trimaruMla Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1872, j). 243; Bull. U. S. Geol.
Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 92, 129.— Walsingham, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lund., 1891,
p. 526.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5539, 1891.
Ypsolophus touceyellus Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5680, 1902.

Renamed

By

after the author, Victor

Toucey Chambers.

pi"oper genus the name trlmacubecomes preoccupied by YpwlophusYCJuetochllus] trimaculdlus
although, as I have shown, this is not an Ypsolophus^ nor even a
Gelechiid^ but an CEcoplior'td^ forming a new genus, EuineyrlcMa

transferring this species to

its

lella

Busck. ^
I have compared Chambers' tj'pe (no.
in the U. S. National Museum and found

-iTo)
it

of Aruirsia trlmaculella-

identical with a

specimen

Cambridge Museum labeled l)y Chambers. This specimen was formerly the property of the Peabody Institute in Salem, Massachusetts,
and bears Lord Walsingham's blue label no. I'Oi, corresponding to his
determination in his handwritten notebook: Anarsia ti'linacahlh!
in

Chambers.

The National Museum specimen is Chambers' true type from Texa;^,
while the Cambridge specimen is his later example from Kentucky.
The

species

is

a true Ypsolop]ius.

'

I

have met with no other

Jouru. N. Y. Ent. Soc, X, 1902,

p. 94.

spc(

.

—

——

.
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Walsingham.

YjimlopJms bipuncieHiis Walsingham, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1886, p.
186.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5523, 1891.— Busck, Dyar's
List

Amer. Lep., No.

5681, 1902.

The type of this species is in Professor FernaUrs collection, where
1 have examined it; identical specimen from Nantucket Island, Massa(Ac. No. 34727.)
chusetts, is in the U. S. National Museum.

YPSOLOPHUS TRINOTELLUS

Coquillett.

Nothris trinoteUa Coquillett, Papilio, III, 1883, p. 81.

Ent.

Comm., V,

Packard, Rep. U.

S.

1890, p. 640.

Ypsolophus irinotellm Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5682, 1902.

Type

of this very distinct species is in Professor Fernald's collection
poor condition, consisting- of head, thorax, and one forewing-.
The species is, however, different from all others described, and easily
in ver}^

from the description.
Food plant. Hazel.

r(»cognized

—

/T^/Z-;/.'

A— Illinois.
YPSOLOPHUS CITRIFOLIELLUS

Chambers.

Nolhns citrifoUella Cha.\ibeks, .Tourn. Cinn. Sue. Nat. Hist., II, 1880, p.

184.—

Riley, Smith's List Lep.

Co>fsTocK, Rep. U. S. Dept. of Agr., 1880, p. 205.

Bor. Am., No. 5536, 1891.

Ypsolophus

The

citrifoliellus

Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5683, 1902.

original bred series

from which Chambers described

this species

U. S. National Museum in line condition.
It is a very distinct, easih' recognized species.
Food plant. Orange.

is still

in

—

IIaUtat.—Y\ox\^i\.

YPSOLOPHUS CARY^FOLIELLUS,
Ypsoloplms caryxjolidla

(^\\K^\\iVAv^,C-Ar\.

Chambers.

Ent., IV, 1872,

j).

224; Bull.

U.S. Geol.

Surv., IV, 1878, p. 166.

Ypsolophus caryxfoliellus Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5524, 1891.

Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5684, 1902.

A

in the U. 8. National Museum determined by Lord
Walsingham agrees well with Chambers' description (except that its
alar expanse is 23 mm,, not as Chaml)ers' type, 21 mm.), and undou])tedl}' represents this species; it is from Miss Murtfeldt, Missouri.
There is also a specimen from Texas (Beutenmiiller). The species was
described from Kentuck3^
According to Chambers the larva is green, with six narrow, longi-

specimen

tudinal,

interrupted white

lines;

head ferruginous,

first

thoracic

segment brown, thoracic feet black. At maturity it becomes white,
suffused with pink, and with the longitudinal lines doep pink.
Food plant
Carya alba.

—
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YPSOLOPHUS VENTRELLUS

ol.

xxv.

Fitch.

Y. State Agr. Soc, XIII, 1854, p. 234.
Ypsolophus ventreUus Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 167.—
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5534, 1891. Busck, Dyar's List.
Amer. Lep., No. 5685, 1902.
Ypsolophus unicipunctellus Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1860, p. 125;
Stainton Ed. Tin. N. Am., 1872, p. 229.— Zeller, Verb. k. k. zool.-bot.
Gesell. Wien, XXIII, 1873, p. 286.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, p. 167.— Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882,
p. 186.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5533, 1891.

Chxtochiliis ventreUus Fitch, Trans. N.

Clemens' type of this species is lost, but in the U. S. National
Museum are three specimens ag-reeing well with the description and
determined as unicijpunctella Clemens by Lord Walsingham, who
has examined Clemens' type. These specimens undoubtedly represent Clemens' species; the}^ are identical with Fitch's t3'pe of ventrellus^ which was found with his large handwritten label in his collection
now in U, S. National Museum.
There is also a series of bred specimens of this species. They bear
the label of U. S. Department Agriculture, no. 242, and the following
are Professor Riley's unpublished notes on the larva:

I

|

|

i

I

|

Found at Glen wood, Mo., folding up the leaves of the black oak in little tubes.
Length, 0.60 of an inch. A striped white and black worm with a redbrown head
and cervical shield. Considering the ground color as white, there is "a black dorsal
line, somewhat restricted at the joints, and on each side of the dorsum is another
somewhat wavy line separated from a lateral broader one only by a fine white line.
Outer edge along stigmata white and underneath black glaucus.
Piliferous spots

situated in black

above quite

wavy

line

large, black

and one on

with a white annulation; two of them
lateral black line just

above stigmata.

Stigmata small, with a smaller piliferous spot just below it and others on venter.
First segment dark brown below cervical shield; second segment darker than the
others, with a white anterior edge.
Last two segments almost entirely black above,
being. sharply separated from anus and anal prolegs, which are of a very light yellow
color.
Feet black, abdominal prolegs s.\me as venter. Single white hairs from each
spot.

On June

one changed to chrysalis. The chrysalis is formed within the leaf, the
it with white silk.
The chrysalis averages 0.38 inch in length, with the abdomen comparatively narrow and small compared with the anterior half, the extremity tapering to a single
point, of normal color, but characterized especially by having about six pairs of
little elevations on the dorsum just behind the thorax and three others on each side
of them along the upper edge of the wing sheets.
Moth issued June 15-22.
2,

caterpillar first lining

The

notes continue:

it is the same as a variable, often
he has often received from Ohio.^

Zeller says

lighter brown-spotted

si:)ecies,

which

This bred series shows the extremes of the different ground colors,
which Zeller mentions and proves his assertion that the species is variable in ground color from a very light j^ellow brown to a dark purplish
brown.
Riley, Notebook, IV, pp. 29-30.

i
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Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 221.
rnpatorieUa Chambeks, Can. Ent., IX, 1877, p. 23; Bull. U.

Yl»:oJ(ip]iui< cupatoriel'.n

Xnlliris

IV, 1878,

S.

Geol. 8urv.,

p. 158.

Nothris dolabella

Zeller, Verb. k. k. zool.-bot.

Gesell.

Wien, XXIII,

1873,

p. 288.

Nothri^ setosella

Walsingham

(not Clemens), Trans. Ent. Soc. Phila., 1882,

188.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5558, 1891.
YpsolopJms eupatoriellus Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5686,
p.

As explained previously

(p. 911), it

seems to

1902.

me unwarranted to make
Lord Wal
this species.

Clemens a synonym of
so, did not have Clemens' type, but came to a
conclusion from a specimen in C. T. Robinson's collection, labeled
It seems more reasonable to believe this specimen wrongly
setosella.
labeled and to accept Clemens' word, that his setosella is a Trichotaphe
Tric/totaphe setosella

sing'ham,

who made

it

.species.

have bred good series of the present species from Eupatorimn
and in U. S. National Museum are besides
specimens from the following localities: Florida (Dyar), Texas (Beutenmiiller), Arizona (Schwarz), Kansas (Crevecoeur), New York (Banks),
Virginia and Maryland (Busck).
The males of this species have an interesting secondary sexual character, which 1 have not noticed in any other Gelechiid, namely, a
strong pencil of long yellow hairs on thorax just below costal base of
fore wings.
This pencil can be expanded into a whorl of hairs which
I

in the District of Colum})ia,

envelops the eyes and base of the palpi as a

—what

veil.

—this pencil in the male

is thus expanded
during courtship, the insect may indeed be said to have reached in
this respect the standpoint of man, whom love makes blind.
The larva feeds in a leaf folded from the edge and pupates within

If

the fold.

is

to be

presumed

When full grown it is about 15 mm.

ing slightly.

Head

long, cylindrical, taper-

polished, jet black, longer than wide, semihori-

mouth parts brownish. Width of head, 1 mm.
Thoracic shield polished black, straight in front, rounded posteriorly,
The rest of the body is greenish white, turning
twice as wide as long.

zontal,

wine red with white veins; tubercles small, black, hairs
Legs northoracic feet black, the others whitish; abdominal i)rolegs

at maturity to

short black, anal plate only slightly cornified, light brown.

mal,

first

with complete circle of small hooks.

Two

generations, at least, are found in the locality of Washington,

the imagoes issuing in July and late in September.

YPSOLOPHUS MALIFOLIELLUS

Fitch.

Chcetochilm malifoliellm Fitch, Trans. N. Y. State Agr. Soc, XIII, 1854, p. 231.

Ypsolophus mnlifoliellus Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 166.—
Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5526, 1891.— Bcsck, Dyar's List

Amer. Lep., No.

5687, 1903.
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I have not recognized this species, which, as Fitch himself surmised,
very likely is only one of the many varieties of ligulellus.
There is in the U. S. National Museum, under type No. 469, a specimen (one forewing only!) recorded as collected by and received from
Fitch as type of malifoUella and bearing a label presumably in Fitch's

writing,

'"''

Dej)ressaria malifol'uUa.''''

This forewing can not be made to agree with Fitch's description of
Ypsolophus malifoUelhi.s^ and is probably the type of one of Fitch's many
manuscript species. It is a wing of Macliimia tentoriferella Clemens

and has no connection with the present

species.

YPSOLOPHUS QUERCIELLUS
Ypsoloplins quercieUa ChaiMbers, Can. Ent., IV,

Chambers.
1872, p. 223; Bull. U. S. Geol.

Surv., IV, 1878, p. 83; Journ. Cinn. Soc. Nat. Hist., II, 1880, p. 202,

Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent.

Soc. Phila.,

X,

fig.

16.—

1882, p. 186.

Yjmilophus ijn.rcireUa Chambers, Bull. U.
Yps(,lni,lnis<j,i,

rrlr.'llii.'i

Ypsulojihuti quercidliij'

The type

S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 167.
RiLEY, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5529, 1891.
Busck, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5688, 1902.

of the species was lost and no authentic specimen

Chambers suggested

is

now

probably rather should ])e
placed under Deprcmiria^ but his delineation of the venation shows,
if it can be relied upon, that it can not be a Depressaria^ and proviin existence.

it

must be retained in Ypsolopfms.
it was bred from oak, and that a description,
meager, was given of the larva, there is some hope of redis-

sionally, at least,

From

that

it

the fact that

even if
covering the species in time.
Kentucky.
Habitat.

—

YPSOLOPHUS ROSEOCOSTELLUS
Ypsolophus roseocostellus

185.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No.
List Amer. Lap., No. 5689, 1902.

p.

I

am

"Walsingham.

Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent.
5530,

Phila., X, 1882,
1891.— Busck, Dyar's

Soc.

not acquainted with this species, which for some reason I
on while in Amherst, where the type is found in

failed to get notes

Professor Fernald's collection.
In the U. S. National Museum is a specimen labeled in Walsingham's
handwriting Y. roseocostellus., but there must be some mistake, as it
does not agree with his description, and belongs to Ypsolophus ventrell'us Fitch, a much larger and more broad-winged species.

YPSOLOPHUS BIMACULELLUS
Noihris himamldla Chambers,

Cinn. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

Chambers.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 122; Journ.

II, 1880, p.

184.— Riley, Smith's

List Lep. Bor.

No. 5535, 1891.
Ypsolophus himaculellus Busck, Dyar's List Amer, Lep., No. 5690, 1902.

Am.,
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The type

of this species

Zoology, but

tive

identified

it is

specifically.

is

in the

Cambridge Museum of Compara-

in so miserable a condition that
It

is,
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however, a true

it

can not be

YpsoloDhu.^,

as

the

description would indicate.

YPSOLOPHUS GRISSEELLUS

Chambers.

Chambers, Can. Ent, VI, 1874, p. 245; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
158.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5537, 1891.
grisseehi-'^ BvfiCK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5691, 1902.

Nothris gri.tsceUa

IV, 1878,
Yj)x(ilo2^hus

p.

Described from a single specimen liow not in existence.
I have not recognized the species from the description, and
remain at present as a doubtful species.

YPSOLOPHUS RUSTICUS

it

must

Walsingham.

Ypsolophus ruKtinix WALSiNGiiAir, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1891, p. 525; 1897,

86.— BuscK, Dyar's

List

Amer. Lep., No.

p.

5692, 1902.

This species was described from St. Vincent Island, West Indies, und
was recorded by Lord Walsingham from Texas.
The slight diti'erences, which Lord Walsingham pointed out, fi'om
Y2Jsolo2)hus touceyeUus {Ana?'sia trlniaculellus Chambers), to which
species Walsingham originally had referred his specimen, do hardly
seem to hold, and likely it will be found sjmonymous with that species.
Until large bred series of Chambers' species is obtained and definite proof found to the opposite, rustlcus must however be retained as a

I

\

separate species.

Mr.

J.

Hardley Durrant wrote me

(letter of

Ma}^ 10,

iJtOl)

ubout

this species as follows:

We have one specimen named Anarsla trimaculella Chambers.

It is in poor condiextremely similar to Ypsolophus rusticus. It appears, however, to belong
to the genus Bego'e Cham.hers= Malacotricha Zeller.
I might have thought that it
was rusticus, with denuded palpi, but the shape of the wings seems different, and
the male genitalia strongly suggest Bego'e.
The whole question hinges on whether
the differences are constant.
I gather that you [the writer] have not sufficient
material to decide this, nor have we.
It would therefore be wiser to leave them
as distinct, with a note under each that if they varied they should be united, Avhen
naturally rustievs will stand.
Meanwhile your new name for trimaculeUus Chambers,

tion
I

is

and

is

unobjectionable.

seems highly probable that Lord Walsingham's supposed speciof Afiars'ia trimaculella is the very similar GelecMa trimaculella
Chambers, which is a Triclwtajphe (Begoe) (p. 914), and not the present
species, and consequently still more reasonable that rusticus is equal
touceyelhis {trimaculella Chambers), which name it eventuall}' must
suppress.
But to avoid more confusion it is safest to retain the two
names until comparison of specimens can be olitaiued.
It

men
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ANARSIA
riate

Anarsia Zeller,

Isis,

Second joint of

vol.

xx^

Zeller.

XXXII,

fig.

37.

^

1839, p. 190.

labial palpi

i;

with dense projecting "tuft beneath;

terminal joint in male very short, concealed; in female, long, exposed.

Forewings elongate pointed; 12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked, 6 out of
Hind wings as broad as forewings; apex pointed, termen
7.
slightl}^ sinuate; 8 veins, 3 and 4 connate, 5 approximate to 4, 6 and 7

base of

stalked.

Of the four

species included under this genus in Riley's

list,

trlina-

under Yj^soloj^hus [p. 922], and helfragesella
Chambers was found to be synonomous with Leuce fuscocristatclfa
Chambers [p. 794]. One other of Chambers' species described under
the generic name Anarsia, namely, alhapalvella, has been found to be
an Oecophorid equal to Chhnahache hanstellata Walsingham, now
culella\\.'&&

known
we can

just been treated

luider the

name EumeyricMa

trimaculella Fitch, ^ consequently

not be very conlident about Chambers' understanding of the

genus Ajiarsia, and his last species sufusdla, type of which is lost
and which has not been rediscovered as yet from his description, is
retained in the present genus simpW because it can not be placed anywhere else at the present time, but it will quite surely be found not
to belong in this genus.
I have, therefore, not made any table for
the separation of this and the only true Anarsia of which we are sure
in this country, lineatella Zeller.

ANARSIA LINEATELLA

Zeller.

Zeller, Isis, 1839, p. 190. Staudinger and Rebel, Cat. Lep.
Eur., II, No. 2999, 1901 .—Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 208; Bull.
U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 129.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.,
No. 5540, 1891.— DiETZ, Smith's List Ins. N. Jersey, 1900, p. 475.— Busck,
Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5693, 1902.
Anarnia ]:irunieUa Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. St-i. Phila., 1860, p. 169; Stainton
Ed. N. Am. Tin., 1872, pp. 36, 128.— Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 208;

Anarsia

lineatella

Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 243.

common

some economic importance owing
and plums. The most commonly
observed damages is to the 3'oung shoots which the larva enters and
kills, but the injury to the fruit itself is sometimes quite as aggravating, as in a case in the District of Columbia which was under the
writer's observation in the summer of 1901, where the larvaj occurred
in such numbers as to spoil for market purposes nearly the entire
large crop of beautiful, nearly ripe peaches.
In nearly ever}^ one was
found the larva, which had eaten into the stone and left the adjoining
parts tunnelled and filled with its unappetizing frass.
This

insect

is

at times of

to the injur}^ of its larva to peaches

'

Journ. N. Y. Ent Soc,

p. 94.

.
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References to the large economic literature has not been attempted;
may be found in part in the comprehensive article on this insect
by Mr. C. L. Marlatt/

the^'

ANARSIA SUFFUSELLA

Chambers.

Anarsia sulf'usella Chambers, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 243; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
IV, 1878, p. 129.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bnr. Am., No. 5541, 189].—
BuscK, Dyar's List Amer. Lep., No. 5694, 1902.

This insect, which was described from Texas, will in
be found to be a species of Ypsolojj/tus

No

authentic material

is

when

it is

my

judgment

rediscovered.

existent and I have. not recognized

it

as yet

from Chambers' description.
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE REVISION OF AMERIC^AN
GELECHIID.E.
lilve the American Tlndna
and corrections should become necessary soon after the
The reason for this is that,
publication of any paper on the subject.
after many years of quiet in this group of little-known insects, active
Each
collecting and study is now being done by several workers.
month brings much new material and many contributions to our
knowledge, Avhich shed light oyer hitherto obscure facts and permits
a fuller compi'ehension of alread}^ described but imperfectly known
species.
At the same time, large numbers of new forms are discovered.
But these have not been the reasons that have led me to correct my
paper before its publication. A very unexpected source of infor-

It is

not surprising in a group of insects

that additions

mation has come to light in the discovery of the types of the late
Brackenridge Clemens, in the Acadenw of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia.
These types had been given up as lost, but were found a short
time ago in an old-fashioned box, which had been put away in some
out-of-the-wa}" corner and forgotten.
My delight in unearthing this
gold mine for the student of American Tlneina quite overshadowed

my

first

very natural chagrin over the changes necessitated

in

my

work.
In another

paper

1

have given particulars of

all

the other types, but

for the purposes of the present paper I shall use only the information

gained about the Gelecldidx.

new evidence substantiates my concluWith one exception the onh' correcmade necessary concern those species, which were left by me as

Fortunately, as a whole, the
sions about Clemens' species.
tions

unrecognized, in the genus GeltcJi/a.

TELPHUSA LONGIFASCIELLA
Telphus'i l<m<jifasciella

BrscK, Proc. U.

8.

Nat.

.AIus.,

Clemens.

XXV,

p. 785.

which is easily
proves the synonymy with
Cham})ers' species and the generic position to have been correctly
determined.
Clemens' type No. 192 of Gelechla

recognized, though

longifctsciella,

lacking the head,

TELPHUSA FUSCOPUNCTELLA
(relechia

fuscopundella Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Clemens.

XXV,

The type of Gehchia fuscojnmctella^ Clemens' No.
good condition, though,
wings on the left side.
in

like very

many

p. 895.

185,

was found

of his t3'pes. lacking the
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This type proves the species to belong- to the above g'enus, very
Telphasa (jaercintg/'acMa Chambers.^ It is easily mistaken
for this species, especially if only flown specimens are at hand.
I
have, however, good series of V)oth species bred from oak and have
close to

blown larvffi of both, and the}" are undoubtedly distinct. Quet^cinigraceUa has a darker ground color than fusco^ninctella and has a distinct oblique dark fascia of raised scales at basal third of the wing,
which is absent in fuscojyuncteUa. Distinction can only be made with
When a little flown and rubbed
certainty between perfect specimens.
the two species are extremel}^ alike, and are also hard to separate
from imperfect specimens of Telphtisa palliderosacella Chambers.

The

larvae of the

two species are equally

easily

mixed up, the more

so as they both feed on oak in a similar manner, and both are found

together

in the District of

Columbia.

Careful examination discloses certain constant differences.
head, which in both species

is

On

the

yellow, fmcopunctella has two separate

black eye marks on each side, while in qite7'cinigracella they are connected and form a longitudinal line; the thoracic shield, which in both
species is yellow, is xwfuscojjunctelhinvAV^i^di with two central anterior
and two larger posterior black spots, while in quercinlgraceUa no
anterior black marking is found, and the posterior ones are more latThe
eral and more extended, forming a nearly complete black edge.
tubercels are very small, shining, black, and similarly placed in both
species, but the hairs in quereinfgrace//a are light, whitish, while in
fuscojmncteUn they are dark. When mature, the larva? of both species
assume a conspicuous deep reddish coloration, with transverse whitish
rings, but the whitish rings are on the middle of the segments in
J^vscopuneteUa^ while in qnercinigi'acella it is the intervals between the
segments that remain white.

CHRYSOPORA LINGULASELLA
Chrijsoporii lingulasella

Bu8CK, Proc. U.

S.

Nat Mus.,

Clemens.

XXV,

p. 792.

Clemens' type of Nomia lingidaseUa^ No. 81, lacks the wings on the
right side, but is easily recognizable and verifles my conception of the
species.

ARISTOTELIA ROSEOSUFFUSELLA
Aridotelia roxeosuffmella Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Two

Clemens.

XXV,

p. 796.

types in good condition were found of Gelechia r'oseosuffu^ella^

Clemens' No. Tt».
These types can not be distinguished from the present conception of
the species, but do not thereby remove the uncertainty shown by the
Breeding of similar adults from the racemes of Rhus,
writer to exist.
together with careful notes on the larvae, is still necessary to settle it.
iBusck, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

p. 781.
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ARISTOTELIA RUBIDELLA
Arixtotelia ruhidella

BustK,

Pirn-.

U.

.S.

Nat. Mu^.,

Clemens' type No. 72 of Geleehia ruhidelhi
tirnis the present conception of the species.

Clemens.

XXV,
is

ARISTOTELIA FUNGIVORELLA
Aristoielldfitngirurelht

Busck, Proe. U.

S.

933

Nat. Mils.,

p. 798.

an Af/yfottHa, unci cou-

Clemens.

XXV,

p. 798.

Clemens' type Nos. 455—1:58 of Geleehia fimgivorelhi is identical
1 hav^e bred this species again last sumwith my bred specimens.
mer, and believe that the gall -feeding habit recorded by Clemens is
merely accidental and that the larva normally feeds in folded leaves
of willow.

The

species

is

entirely distinct

from the following:

ARISTOTELIA SALICIFUNGIELLA
Aristoteliafimgin)re//(t

One
I found

Busck, Proc. V.

^.

Nat. Mus.,

Clemens.

XX^^

j).

798.

perfect type of Geleehia salieifungiella, Clemens' No. 459 was
in Philadelphia.

Before knowing this type 1

felt warranted in regarding this species
merely a variety of Aristotelia fungivorella according to Clemens'
own suggestion. On the discovery of the type, however, it is at once
evident that this assumption was erroneous. The type agrees well
with Clemens' description and clearly represents a distinct species,
easily separated from all described American species of the genus
Aristotelia by its bright rust red ground color.

as

ARISTOTELIA GILVOLINIELLA
Aristotelia gilmliniella

Busck, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

Clemens.

XXV,

Clemens' type No. 1S9 of Geleehia gilvolhiiella
specimens regarded by the writer as this species.

ARISTOTELIA ANGUSTIPENNELLA

p. 808.

is

identical with

Clemens.

Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV, p. 803.
Geleehia angustipennella Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV, p. 891.

Aristotelia kearfottella

Clemens' type No. 194 of Geleehia angustipennella proves this
to l)e an Ar(><ioteUa and the species described by mo as

species

hearfottella.

I do not feel blameworthy that I did not recognize this species from
Clemens' description. I compared his description repeatedly with this
species and believe that the fault can justl}^ be laid to the unsatisfactory
description.
The two dark dots near the costa at the base of the wing,
mentioned by Clemens, are present, it is true, but are only part of the
general dark color laid over the wing and should not be specially men-
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more than

tionecl

vol. xxv.

The same is the
The special

sinnlar spots near the dorsal edge.

case with the ''oblique, short, dark fuscous streak.''

mention of these marks conveys the erroneous idea, that there are not
any other similar marks. Moreover, the characteristic yellow costal
streak at apical third and the entire apical ornamentation is not mentioned by Clemens, who had a flown specimen before him in which
these markings Avere worn ofl:'.

RECURVARIA APICITRIPUNCTELLA
Recurvaria apicUrlpuncteUa Busck, Proc. U.

8.

Clemens.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

p. 808.

Clemens' type No. 77 of Evagora apichrlpunctella lacks the wings
on the right side, but is otherwise in perfect condition and proves my
determination of the species to have been correct. It is the small
ocherous species described later h\ Packard as Gelechla ahletl^eUa^
not as determined by Lord Walsingham, the larger, darker fuscous

by Zeller

species described

as

Gdechia gllvoscopeUa.^

TRYPANISMA PRUDENS
Tr pan! sma prude ns Busck, Proc. U.
1/

S.

Clemens.

Nat. Mus.,

Clemens' type No. 82 of this species
thus contirming the present conception.

is

EPITHECTIS SUBSIMELLA
Epiihevth xi'hsimellu Bu.sck, Prof. U.

S.

Nat. Mas.,

XXV,
like

p. 815.

my

bred specimens,

Clemens.

XXV,

p. SI 9.

The head and thorax are all that there is left of the type of Parasia ?
auWnudla^ Clemens' No. 98. and they are not in sufficiently good condition to definitely determine the species.
The fragments, however, agree with the corresponding parts of the
specimen which I determined as this species, and in the al)sence of
further light this must be accepted as representing the species, which
1 feel

confident

it

does.

EPITHECTIS GALL-^GENITELLA
Ejntlierlix <jall:iyfnite/la Bv>iCK, Proc.

U.

8.,

Nat. Mus.,

Clemens.

XXV,

p. 819.

Clemens' type No. 229 of Gelechla gaUsegenitella is in good condition,
though lacking the left wings. It confirms my identification of the
species.

GNORIMOSCHEMA BRACKENRIDGIELLA
<reU'r}ria

Jmu-knn-iihjieUn Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

The type

Busck.

XXV,

of Gelechla detersella ^ Clemens' No. 75,

i).

condition, though lacking the left wings.
'Kept. Dept. Agr., 1860,
-

Verli. zool-bot. Gesell.,

p. 150.

Wien, XXIII, 1873,

894.

was found

p. 266.

in

good
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proves the species to belong- to the genus Gnorirnof<cJiema Biisck,
very close to but distinct from scuteUariella Chambers/ The
differences are not apparent to the naked eye, but under the lens it is
easily seen that the ground color in deiersella is whitish overlaid with
dark fuscous, each scale being dark tipped, while in scnfeUarleJla the
It

and

is

ground color

dark, with the scales tipped Avith blxiish white. More-

is

found
on at the end of the cell, and
a third still less conspicuous on the fold; only the first of these is menOn the other hand HCuUllarieUa has very indistioned by Clemens.
tinct costal and dorsal whitish streaks at apical third not found in
over. (hi> rx'Jla has three indistinct dark spots on the wings not
in xciitt'Jhir'irila

— on the middle of the

cell,

Clemens's species.

The removal of this species to Gnorniioschemam^SLy make the change
name questionable, but for the present I shall retain the
new name.
of specific

APROiEREMA NIGRATOMELLA
Apro.rrema nigratomelln BufscK, Proc. U.

S.

Clemens.

XXV,

Nat. Mus.,

p. 843.

Clemens' type No. 187 of Gelechia nigratomeUa agrees with the
present conception of the species, but his type No. 195 of GelecMa
/ n cilinella is unfortunately lost, so that the synonymy of these species
ii> determined by Professor Riley can not be sustained nor rejected.
It must remain as settled by Professor Riley, though to my mind this
synonymy seems doubtful.
<

I

ANACAMPSIS RHOIFRUCTELLA
Anacampsis

rhoifructella

Busck, Proc. U.

S.

Nat.

Clemens.

XXY, p. 845.

]\Ius.,

Clemens' type No. 71 of Gelechia rhoifructeUa substantiates

my

determination of this species.

ANACAMPSIS AGRIMONIELLA
Anacampsis agrimoniella Busck, Proc. U.

S.

Clemens.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV, p. 850.

Clemens' type No. 68 of Gelechia cK/rimoniella proves the present
conception of that species correct.

ANACAMPSIS LEVIPEDELLA
Anucdiiipxis Iciipidella BrscK, Proc. U. S. Nat. ]\Ius.,

Clemens.

XXV, p. 851.

perfect tvpe No. 182 of
the same
I as Clemens'
specimens thus determined by the writer, and definitely proves that
Sfrohtsia levijyediUit

is

the species belongs to the present genus.

GELECHIA MEDIOFUSCELLA
Gelechia mediofuscella BvscK. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Clemens.

XXV,

p. 885.

Clemens' t5^pe No. 188 of this species proves Lord Walsinghanrs
identification of this common form to be correct.
»

Proc. N.

Busck, Proc. U.

M.

vol.

S.

XXV— 02

Nat. Mus.,

60

XXV,

p. 834.
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GELECHIA GILVOMACULELLA

Clemens.

XXV,

Gelechia r/llromaciilella Busck, Proe. I^ S. Nat. 3Ius.,

The type

p. 896.

of this species. Clemens' No. 290, proves

it

to be a true

GelecJda and the same as Gelechia ohninimacideJla Chambers.'

This

name, therefore, must give way to the earlier one of Clemens. Specimens of this species compared with both Clemens' and Chambers' types
are now in the U. S. National Museum.

GELECHIA PULLIFIMBRIELLA

Clemens.

i

1

XXV,

Gelechia pullifimbrleUa BrscK, Proc. U. S. Nat. ]Mus.,

p. 900.
|

Clemens' type No. 191 of this species proves it to be a small, nearly
unicolorous, dark fuscous Gelechia, unlike any other described species
known to me. Clemens' description is accurate, but the discal spots
he mentions are very indistinct and easily overlooked. Alar expanse,
12 mm.

GELECHIA BRUMELLA
Gelechia hrumella BrscK, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas.,

The type

Clemens.

XXV,

p. 893.

of this species, Clemens' No. 196, shows that the species

it is nearest Gelechia vemella Murthowever, a larger species, with alar expanse of 20 mm.,
has a deeper brown ground color.

belongs to Gelechia, and that
feldt.^

and

it

It

is,

GELECHIA ORNATIFIMBRIELLA
Gelechia ornatifimbriella Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat.

INIusi.,

Clemens.

XXV,

p. 899.

Clemens' t3'pe No. 22S proves the species to be a true Gelechia and
identical with Zeller's Gelechia unctulella,^ which name must be
dropped for the earlier ornatijimhriella. Clemens' description is very
poor, both imperfect and incorrect, and should not be relied on for
identification of the species.

GELECHIA VIDUELLA

Fabricius.

XXV,

Gelechia lahradorieUa Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Type No.

p. 897.

poor condition, but
I can find no differeasily recognizable from Clemens' description.
ences between it and authentic specimens of the European Gelechia
viduella Fabricius, with which it w^as tentatively made a synonym in
Staudinger and Rebels's Catalogue Lepidoptera Europe, No. 2618,
1901, and the species must be known by this much older name.
It is a striking species of the black and white marked group, and
comes between Gelechia luguhrella Fabricius and albilorella Zeller,
18(5

'

2

3

of Gelechia lahradorieUa

Busck, Proc. U.
Idem., p. 884.
Idem., p, 878.

S.

Nat. Miis.,

is

in

XXV,

p. 881.

j

\
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from the former by the white head and the triang-ular white
between the two fascige, and from the latter by its dark
thorax and straight outer fascia, as well as by the form of the costal
diflering-

costal spot

spot.

GELECHIA PUNCTIFERELLA
Gelechia piincfiferella BuscK, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

The undoubtedly authentic type

Clemens.

XXV,

900.

\>.

of this species, Clemens' Ko. 193,

agreeing- minutely with his description, proves that the species does

not belong to the famih' Gdechiida^ but that it is the same species
which Zeller subsequently^ described as Ilypatmia srihseneUa.
The generic determination of this species b}^ Zeller may need correction, but as Lord Walsingham is working on a monograph of the Blastohasida I shall leave this question to his judgment, and for the present
retain the species in Ilypatlma.
Clemens' earlier specific name, however, must replace sv}}><emeUa.

GELECHIA FLEXURELLA
Gelechia flexurellu Bcsck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Clemens.

XXV,

p. 895.

Clemens' types of this species No. 94 and 95, according to his list,
are unfortunately lost, and the species remains unrecognized; provisionall}" retained in Gelechhi.

GELECHIA MIMELLA
Gelechia mimella Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

The type

of

this species,

species remain in the

Clemens.

XXV,

Clemens' No. 96,

same condition

also lost,

is

and the

as the foregoing.

MENESTA TORTRICIFORMELLA
Menesta tortriclfonaelln Bcsck, Proc. U.

p. 898.

S.

Clemens.

XXV,

Nat. Mas.,

p. 903.

Clemens' tvpe No. 100 of this species proves the present conception
correct.

STROBISIA IRRIDIPENNELLA
Strobisia irridipennella

Type No.

Bcsck, Proc. U.

S.

Clemens.

Nat. 3Ius.,

XXV,

p. 904.

73 of this species verities the present conception.

STROBISIA
Strobisia emhlemella

Type No. 71

EMBLEMELLA

Busck, Proc. V.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

Clemens.

XXV,

p. 905.

of this species verities the present concepti^

TRICHOTAPHE FLAVOCOSTELLA
Trichotaphejlarocustella BrscK, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Clemens.

XXV,

p. 908.

Clemens' type No. 69 of Gelechia fiai^occMella contirms the present
conception of the species.
iVerh. k. k. zool-bot. Gesell. Wien, XXIII, 1873,

p. 302.
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TRICHOTAPHE ALACELLA
TrichAaphe ahu-ella BrsfK, Pror. U.

8.

vol. xxv.

Clemens.

XXV,

Nat. Mus.,

p. 909.

Clemens' type No. 115 of this species confirms the present conception.

TRICHOTAPHE JUNCIDELLA

Clemens.

Trirhotaiihejiinckh'Ua BrscK, Proo. U. S. Nat. Mils.,

XXV,

p. 910.

Clemens' type No. 79 verifies the present conception of this species.

TRICHOTAPHE SETOSELLA
Trlchotaplw setosdla Bcsck, Proo. U.

S.

Clemers.

XXV,

Xat. Mus.,

p. 911.

Clemens' type No. 78 of this species substantiates my contention
against Lord Walsingham's determination and proves that it is rightly
placed under Trlchotaplie.

ANORTHOSIA PUNCTIPENNELLA
A7iort]iof:la jmridijifiniella

Clemens' type No.

(U>

BrscK, Proc. U.

S.

XXV,

Xat. Mus.,

p. 918.

of this species confirms the present conception.

YPSOLOPHUS LIGULELLUS
1 psoloph ux llgulflliix

Clemens.

Bvi^CK, Proc. U. S. Xat. Mus.,

Hiibner.

XXV,

p. 921.

Clemens" type No. 206 of Tpsolophas paacigutteUus verifies the
synonymy with the above species, as determined by Lord Walsingham.
The type of YpH(>lophm pivivlttellm is lost, but there is no doubt
of this species being the extreme variet}" of the same species.

YPSOLOPHUS PUNCTIOISCELLUS
YpsolopJim punctidm-elliis Busck, Proc. U.

S.

Clemens.

Xat. Mus.,

XXV,

p. 922.

Clemens'" type No. 205 confirms the present conception of this species.

ANARSIA LINEATELLA
Anorstd UnedteUa BrscK, Proc. U.

S.

Xat.

'Slu<.,

Zeller.

XXV,

p. 92«.

Clemens' types, male and female, of Anarsia pruniella^ Nos. SQ, 87,
confirms the present conception of this species as synonymous with the
European UiimttUa Zeller.

A REVIEW OF THE DRAGONETS (CALLIONYMID.E) AND
RELATED FISHES OF THE WATERS OF JAPAN.
By David Starr Jordan and Henry W. Fowlek,
Of the Leland Stanford Junior

In this paper

is

given an account of

University.

tlie

Calli(myriddai of Japan.

based on specimens collected by Jordan and Snyder in the summer
of 1900 and specimens collected by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer
Series are deposited in the United States National Museum
Alhafross.
and in the museum of Leland Stanford Junior University.
Two families may be recog-nized among- the Japanese Dragonets:
It is

a.

aa.

Preopercle unarmed; opercle and subopercle rudimentary, each with astraightish,
Dracoxettid.e, I.
sharp spine; no lateral line; gill openings moderate

Preopercle with a long spine at
gill openings very small

Family
This family

is

I.

its

angle; opercle

unarmed;

lateral line present;

Callionymid^)

II.

DRAC0NP:TTID.F].
very widely

allied to the Call ionijm Ida', diflering

in

the armature of the head, the preopercle being entire, the opercle and
subopercle reduced, each consisting mainly of a nearly straight, sharp,

The gill openings are much wider than in ('al//'(mi/i))(/s,
membranes are broadly united to the isthnms. No lateral
In spite of the singular armature of the head, this group prob-

simple spine.
but the
line.

gill

ably belongs near to the Calllonymidx, which family it resembles in
It has also much in conunon with Bemhroj)s and
external characters.

1.

Thneonettti

DRACONETTA

The characters

Fo^A^ler.

{.renka).

of the genus are included above.

{draconettd, a quasi-Latin
I.

Jordan and

Jordan and Fowlkk, new genus

form of the English name Dragonet.)

DRACONETTA XENICA

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

Head, 3i in length; depth, T; D. III-12; A., 12; P., 23; V. 1, 5. Body
elongate, compressed in front, and with the greatest depth about the
anterior dorsal region, the trunk more or less rounded, and tapering
behind.

Head moderately
Proceedings U.

S.

large,

compressed above so that

National Museum, Vol.

XXV— No.

1

305.

its

greatest
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is two-thirds its width; the upper protile greatly inclined, a!
blunt angle forming over the eyes; snout pointed, compressed, its!
length two-thirds its width and also a little more than half the eye;|

depth

ej'es very large, superior, almost touching each other, directed upward,
and about 2f in the head; mouth large, inferior, equal to the eye, and'
the maxillary extending for the first third of the eye; teeth in the!
jaws in villiform bands; the upper jaw protrudes but very slightly!
be3"ond the lower; edge of preoperculum entire; operculum and suboperculum each with strong spine posteriori}', the lower about in the
middle of the height of body and the upper above and directed o])liquely
upward, with its posterior portion curved; top of the head striate
behind the eyes. Gill opening rather broad.
Origin of spinous dorsal over that of the pectorals, the first spine
the longest and equal to the space between the origins of the two pectorals, which is greater than the height of the body; soft dorsal much
higher than the spinous dorsal, its origin in advance of that of the
i

|

j

j

Fig. 1.— Draconetta xenica.

anal; anal high, its base a little less than the soft dorsal; pectorals

shorter than the head; ventrals jugular, shorter than the pectorals, not

reaching the vent, and one-third as long again as the first dorsal spine;
caudal fin long, equal to the ventral, and rounded.
Caudal peduncle
deeper than broad, its depth 2 in the eye.
Color in alcohol very pale brown, a little darker above, and mottled

and spotted with dark brown; 5 rather indistinctly defined pairs of
double dark-brown bars over the back; head spotted above; spinous
dorsal blackish; soft dorsal and anal with several narrow, wavy, longitudinal bands; base of caudal spotted above; pectorals and ventrals
plain, the former with a black spot at base; sides of the trunk behmd
the vent and ])elow, with pale brown blotches; lower surface of the
body anteriorh' white.
Here described from a specimen 2^% inches long, dredged at Station
3700, in Suruga Bay, at 100 fathoms, by the U. S. Fish Commission
steamer AJhatrom.

j

!

.
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from a single specimen 2i inches long,
No. 50816, U.S.N.M., dredged at Station 3700, in Suruga Bay, off
Namazu, h\ the U. S. Fish Commission steamer AJhatroxt<., in 100
This species

fathoms, in

is

to us

company with Sphagehrnnchiis

iiioseri.

{^sviKOi;^ strange.)

Family

CALLIONYMID.F:.

II.

DRA(t()NETS.

Body

elongate, naked; head broad and depressed; the mouth narrow,
upper jaw very protractile; teeth very small, in jaws only; preopercle armed with a strong spine, opercle unarmed.
Eyes moderate,
usually directed upward.
Lateral line present, often duplicated.
Dorsal tins 2, or sometimes united at base; the anterior with 4 flexible
spines; soft dorsal and anal short, the latter without distinct spine;
ventrals I, 5, jugular in position, widely separated from each other;
the

pectoral fins large.

openings small, the membranes 1)roadly
4, a slit behind the fourth; pseudobran-

Gill

attached to the isthmus; gills
chii« present.

No

fishes of the shores of

The

warm

8
13 = 21.
higher in the male.

+

Vertebne usually

air bladder.

notably different in color.

dorsal

fin

seas, chiefl}^ of the

the

Trcchhiida', according to

tt'rJa^

in

Old World,

Sexes
Small
allied to

Boulenger, but resembling the Cot-

form.

Preopercular spine simple, sharp, spear-like, witli serrate edge, but without
recurved hooks above or at tip
Calliurichthys, 2.
(Id. Preopercular spine not simple, with recurved tip and witli one or mf)re recurved
hooks above.
h. Ventrals entire, the outer ray not detached
head depressed; gill opening reduced
to a very small foramen on upper surface of head; lateral line single.
a.

;

CalUoni/irms, 3.

2.

CALLIURICHTHYS

CaUiiiricJitlu/a

Jordan and Fowler,

new

genus.

Jordan and Fowler, new genus japomeus)
{

This genus differs from i^LUionyuiiis in the character of the preopercular spine, which is long, simple, straight or curved, and serrulate,
its

but without recurved hooks above.

base below.

The

A

small antrorse spine at

In the tvpical species the caudal fin

is greatl}'^

dorsal spines are graduated backward, at least the first

elongate.

two being

elongate.

{kocWiz^ beauty; ovva^

tail;

''l^^'S",

fish.)

Top of the head covered with rough bone.
Body very elongate, the head 3^ in length, the depth

«.

//.

rough patches; caudal

fin

10; top of head with two
very long, especially in males; D. IV-9; A., 8.

japonicus,
bh.

oa.

Body

rather stout, the head about 2| in length, the depth 7f
a single rough patch; D. IV-8; A., 7

Top

;

2.

top of head with
variegatm,

3.

head covered with smooth skin; head 3\ in length, depth about 8^;
D. IV-9; A., 9; dorsal spines much elongated
doryssus, 4.
of
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CALLIURICHTHYS JAPONICUS

YOMEGOCHI (BRIDE

(Houttuyn).

KOCHI).'

Callionymus japonicus HnvTTvy^, Verb. Holl. Maatsch. Wet. Harlem,
p. 311; Nagasaki.
CaUionymiis reevesl Richardson, Voy. Sulphur, Fishes, 1844,
pi.
p. 60,

XX,

xxxvi,

1782

figs.

1-3; Canton.— Richardson, Ich. China, 1846, p. 210; Hongkong,
Macao.—
Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Genoot, XXV, 1853, Nalez. leh. Japan,
p. 44; Nat.
Tyds. Ned. Ind., V, 1853, Ceram, III, p. 244; China.
Calliomjmm longlcaudatm Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1845,
p. 151, pi.
Lxxix, fig. 1; Nagasaki.— Bleek:er, Act. Soc. Sc. Indo-Neerl.,
Ill, 1857^
Japan, IV, p. 17; Nagasaki.— GttNTHER, Cat. Fish., Ill, 1861,
p. 148; China!

Head 3i in length; depth 10; D. IV-9; A. 8; P. 20; V. J, 5. Body
veiy elono-ate, much compressed in front, and with the greatest depth
about the anterior dorsal region; trunk broader than deep, more
or
less rounded, and tapering backward.
Head compressed above, so
that its greatest depth is one-half its breadth; snout
pointed, compressed above, the depth two-thirds the length, and a bony ridge forming directly in front of the eyes, but without a distinct bony ridge
in

Fig. 2.— Calliukichthys japunicus.

front of each

upward, li

r,ostril;

eyes close together on top of

tlie

head, directed

in the snout, 3 in the greatest width,

and 4| in the length
of the head; mouth small, inferior, the jaws equal,
and the maxilkry
reaching the nostril; teeth minute, and in bands in the
jaws; lower
lips a little broad on each side; the
preoperculum with a strong, sharp
spine directed backward, in some examples a trifle
longer than the
eye, the upper edge with small sharp antrorse barbs,
and the base in
front with a short spine directed forward; top of
the head with two
elevated buckler-like crests, striate, and separated from
each other by
the smooth integument of the head.
Gill openings small, round, on
the upper surface of the body a short distance in
front of the origin
of^hedorsal, as far apart as the space between the outer margins of
Kochi {godd in composition)
aim, and of CaUionymus.
•

is

the vernacular

name

of all species of Phtyceph-
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latter than the origin

of the pectoral.

Spinous dorsal inserted midway hetween or nearer the anterior margin of the eye and the origin of the soft dorsal, the spines slender, long,
and the first two produced into long, thin filaments till the lirst is
equal to two-tifths the length of the body; the dorsal spines are grad-

uated from the first tw^o, which are the longest; origin of the soft
little nearer the tip of the snout, and the base of the last anal
ray of nearly uniform height, the last ray the longest and produced;
anal originating under the second dorsal ray, lower than the soft dorsal, the last ray produced; pectorals between the origin of the spinous
dorsal a

dorsal and that of the soft, dorsal, broad, and forming an angle with

the lower rays the shortest; ventrals large, broad, longer than the
pectorals, originating before the gill opening ])ut not reaching the tips

of the pectorals, the rays graduated to the inner, which is the longest,
and joined to the base of the pectoral in front by a broad membrane;
caudal very long, strong, graduated above and below to the middle
rays which are the longest, and equal to the body without snout.
Caudal peduncle long, compressed, and the depth less than the ey^e.
Color of male in spirits, deep rich brown above, with numerous
rounded spots and blotches of pale brown margined more or less with
dark brown, and about six pale, rather broad cross bands; on the sides
of the trunk are six dark brown blotches; lower surface of the body
pure white, except a deep rich brown blotch on the chest; branchiostegals grayish-brown; spinous dorsal dark gray with a number of
paie-gra}' blotches, and on the upper part posteriorly a larger jet black
ocellus; soft dorsal grayish, with narrow bands of longitudinal brown
blotches; anal with a broad black band along its lower margin; pectorals with pale spots above; ventrals gray-black with a few darker
blotches, and the tips of the rays white; caudal edged with blackish
broadly, deep below, and with about seven broad blackish cross bars.
The female difiers in having the dorsal spines short and not produced
into filaments, and with the lower surface pure white without the deep
brown blotch on the chest. This description from Wakanoura examples, the largest

Hi

inches long.

This species, remarkable for the great length of the caudal fin, is
Our luimerous
generally common in the bays of southern Japan.
specimens are from Nagasaki and Wakanoura. They agree with Kichardson's plate of CaUionytaus 7'eev<m., and the alleged distinction
between Japanese and Chinese specimens mentioned bv Bleeker seems
to be without value.
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OiUloni/mits

CALLIURICHTHYS VARIEGATUS
ntrtfif/atiix 't^CHhEi.m.,

Fauna Japonica,

1

Schlegel).

Pois8., 1845,

ji.

158; Nagasaki.

Head 2| to 21 in length; depth 7i to Si; D. lV-8; A. T; P. IT; V. I, 5.
Body moderately elongate, much compressed, especially forward, and
with the greatest depth about the anterior dorsal region; trunk broader
Head compressed above so that its
than deep and tapering l)ackward.
depth is 21; in its breadth; snout long, blunt, compressed, its width at
the corners of the mouth a little more than the eye, its depth threefifths its length, its greatest width equal to its length, and 2| in the
head; a bony ridge in front of each e3'e, e3'es close together, on top of
the head, directed upward,

H

to 2 in the snout 3 to 3i in the greatest
width, and 4^ to 5 in the length of the head; mouth small, inferior,
the upper jaw protruding and the maxillar}^ reaching three-fourths to

three-fifths in the space

between the

margin of the eye; teeth

in villiform

tip of the snout

bands

in

and the anterior

the jaws; lips rather thin.

i^
(k

-CALLIURICHTHYS VARIEGJ

the lower broad on each side; preoperculum with a short sharp spine

directed backward, always shorter than the eye, the upper edge with
small, sharp antrorse barbs, and the base in front with a short, sharp

spine directed forward; top of the head behind the e3'es forming a
Gill openings small, round, on the
upper surface of the body a short distance in front of the origin of
the dorsal, as far apart as the space between the outer margins of the
e^'es, and a trifle nearer the origin of the pectoral than the posterior
margin of the eye.
Origin of the spinous dorsal midway between or a little nearer the
posterior margin of the eye than the origin of the soft dorsal; spines
long, slender, and the first two produced into long filaments till they are

broad, rugosel\' striate patch.

e(pial to three-sevenths the

length of the l)ody; the dorsal spines are

graduated from the first two. which are the longest; origin of the soft dorsal nearer the base of the caudal than the tip of the snout, the fin high,
uniform, and the last ray the longest and produced; origin of the anal

.
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between the second and third dorsal rays, lower than the soft dorsal,
the last ray very long, produced, and reaching- farther posteriorly
than the tip of the last dorsal ray; origin of pectorals nearer the
origin of the spinous dorsal than the origin of the soft dorsal by
nearly three-fourths the distance between, broad, and forming an angle
with the lower rays the shortest; ventrals broad, larger, longer, than
the pectorals, the raj'S graduated to the inner which is the longest;
caudal very long, strong, graduated above and below to the middle
Caudal
rays which are the longest and nearly equal to li in the body.
peduncle long, broad, compressed, and the depth a little less than the
Lateral line with minute pores.
Color of male in alcohol dark brown above, with numerous rounded
blotches and spots of pale brown margined more or less with deeper,
and about six pale rather broad cross bars; a narrow dark brown bar
eye.

from the eye, and one across the operculum to the sides of the head; sides of the head, and trunk, with
short narrow irregular pale bluish bars and spots edged witH whitish,
on the former often in pairs, the space between and on each side dark
brown; the brown blotches of the flanks with one or two small jet
black ocelli; lower surface of the body whitish, with a deep brown
blotch on the under surface of the head between the branchiostegals;
spinous dorsal grayish with blackish brown blotches and lines, a deep
black blotch and several white lines posteriorlv; soft dorsal pale, with
alternate wavy lines of gra}" and black; anal grayish black, and the
across the snout above, several

last ray black; pectorals pale with small dark spots
above; ventrals gray, space behind the first three rays deep black and
the rest of the fin more or less speckled with ])lackish brown; caudal

outer part of the

with six or seven blackish bars, and with man}" fine wavy bars, lower
The female differs in having the dorsal spines

rays pale and plain.

without filaments, the caudal and body shorter, the color plainer
without the black lateral ocelli, the anal fin whitish with a narrow
black marginal band, and without a l)rown blotch on the underside
Description from Nagasaki specimens, the largest male
of the head.
6y\ inches.

This species is moderately common in the bay of Nagasaki, where our
specimens were taken. Dr. Giinther erroneously regards this species
as the female of Call 1urichthys japon icus.
(

rai'legatus^ variegated)
4.

CALLIURICHTHYS DORYSSUS

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

Head 3 to 3i in length; depth ~ih to 10^; D. IV-l»; A. 1»; P. 20: V.I, 5.
Body elongate, compressed above and with the greatest depth about
the anterior dorsal region; trunk broadei" than deep and tai)ering

Head compressed above

depth

is

breadth; snout moderate, bluntly pointed, compressed,

its

backward.

so that

its

2i in its
depth 1|
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in its length, which is 3 in the head; bony ridge in front of the eye not
conspicuous; eyes close together, on top of the head, directed upward,

1 to li in the snout,

the head;

mouth

2^ to 3i in the width and 4 to 4i in the length of
upper jaw protruding, and the

small, inferior, the

maxillary not reaching to the nostril; teeth in villiform bands in the
jaws; lips rather thin, the lower broad on each side; preoperculum

with a sharp spine directed backward equal to the e3'e, the upper
edge with small, sharp, antrorse barbs and the base in front with a
short, sharp spine directed forward; head entirel}' smooth above and
without an}' asperities. Gill openings small, round, on the upper
surface of the bod}' a short distance in front of the origin of the
dorsal, as far apart as the outer

the eye than the

liase

margins of the eyes, and much nearer

of the pectoral.

Origin of spinous dorsal midway, or a little nearer to the posterior
margin of the eye than the origin of the soft dorsal; spines long,

-LirRICHTHVS DORYSSU5

slender,

produced into long filaments, the first the longest, graduated
which is the shortest, and contained in the body about If

to the last,

times; origin of soft dorsal nearer the base of the last anal ray than

which is the
behind the second dorsal ray, the
fin growing deeper behind to the last ray, which is the longest, and
its tip reaching about as far as that of the last dorsal ray; origin of
pectorals nearer the origin of the spinous dorsal than that of the soft
dorsal; the middle rays produced into a point and the lowei- the
longest; ventrals shorter than the head, longer than the pectorals, the
the tip of the snout, the

fin

rising behind to the last ray,

longest; origin of the anal a

little

inner rays the longest, and joined to the base of the pectorals in front
by a membrane; cavidal moderately long, the middle rays the longest

and strongest. Caudal peduncle compressed, l)roader tlian the depth,
which is less than the eye.
Color in alcohol brown above, with numerous rounded blotches and
spots of pale brown margined more or less with deep brown, and

.
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about six rather broad, pale, cross bars; on the sides of the trunk are
about six dark brown blotches, lower surface of the body white;
spinous dorsal gray with dark spots, the filaments barred even to near
their tips, and several white ocelli on the lower part of the fin; soft
dorsal pale, with numerous blackish specks; anal blackish, deeper
tips of the rays, and the base marked with few very pale
blotches; pectorals with pale spots above; ventrals l)lackish o-ray with

toward the

a few dark specks, and the tips of the rays white; caudal edged with
blackish, and with six blackish cross bars made up of small spots.

Color of the male and female not different, the latter with the spinous
young without them, and the anal plain white,
Here described
except a narrow blackish band on the lower half.

dorsal filaments, but the

from specimens from Nagasaki, the largest 7i inches long.
Our man}^ specimens are from Nagasaki, Wakanoura, and Aomori.
The type is No. 7186, Leland Stanford Junior University Museum,
This species differs from
I'oiype, is in the U. S. National Museum.
the others of the genus in the smooth head and highly elevated dorsal
spines.

(Sopvffaog, spear-bearer.)
3.

CALLIONYMUS

('(dlioiujmiis Lixx.Ei\s, Syst. Nat.,

Linnseus.

10th ed., 1758, p. 249 {hira)

This genus includes Dragonets with the ventral fins entire, without
detached ray, the gill opening reduced to a small foramen, openingupward, and the lateral line single; head triangular, depressed; eyes
directed upward; preopercular spine very large, hooked at tip and

with one or more recurved spines above; a small autrorse spine at
its base below; opercle unarmed; sexual differences strongly marked.
In America
Species numerous, living on the bottoms in warm seas.

In the Mediterranean,
they are shore fishes, swarming in all bays and
living in shallow water.
In Japan the}^ are especially abundant, forming a conspicuous part of the fish fauna.
{KaXXig^ beauty; 6voi.uy^ name, an old appellation of some sea fish.)

the few species live at a considerable depth.
in India,

'(.

and

in .Japan

Preopercular spine with but two recurved hooks at its tip.
Soft dorsal fin very high, its rays branched; a lunate black spot on membrane
of last spine; D., IV-S; A., 7; dorsal spines graduated, the first elongate.

b.

altirdis 5.
hb.

Soft dorsal fin moderate, the rays not branched; first dorsal spine only

much

produced in the male; spinous dorsal in male with a black ocellus; female
with the posterior half of the fin l)lack; head rather liroad, its width 3 in
length

c.

liiudlii.^,

6.

with three or four recurved hooks alxjve; soft dorsal moderate, its rays not branched.
Dorsal fins not joined by membrane.
'/.
First dorsal fan-shaped, the first and fourth sjnnes 1)eing always longest.

aa. Preopercular spine
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and last dorsal spines very slightly produced, even in males, so that
the upper margin of the fin is merely lunate; male with a lunate black
blotch on upper edge of spinous dorsal, female with a black ocellus;
coloration nearly plain olive; no oblique black streaks on anal.

First

e.

valenciennesi, 7.

First

ee.

and

last spines greatly elevated in

the males, the second spine

male with spinous dorsal blackish-brown with white reticumuch produced and with
a large black ocellus on dorsal posteriorly; head rather narrow.
shortest;

lated lines; female with the first spine only

fagrtii, S.

dd. First dorsal with the first

membrane almost

and second spines about

equal, connected

1

>y

to their tips, the third longer, ending in a filament,

the fourth shortest and also filamentous; spinous dorsal in males with
caUiste, 9.
several black ocelli, females unknown
ddd. First dorsal with the first spine longest.
f. Spinous dorsal (in female?), uniformly colored; D., IV-10; A., 10.
hiiguemi, 10.
f.

Spinous dorsal with white spots and lines, its posterior edge blackish
dorsal spines graduated, the first longest, the others regularly shortened; interorbital space broad; the eyes well separated; anal fin
with dark wavy cross bars, very sharply defined in the male.
beniteguri, 11.

cc.

Dorsal fins connected by membrane; second and fourth spines greatly elongate, reaching caudal; spinous dorsal in

male mottled and

striated.
rirgis, 12.

5.

CALLIONYMUS ALTIVELIS

Schlegel.

BENITEGURI (RED XET-CATCH OR DRAGOXET).
Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1845, p. 155,
(about 15 miles north of Nagasaki).

Callioniimus altivelis Schlegel,
fig. 1;

Bay

of

Omura

pi.

lxxix,

Head about 2|

(in fig.) in length; depth about 6i (in fig.); D- IV-S:
V. I, 5. Snout a little convex; the upper border of eyes
elevated, and the interorbital space very narrow and concave; preopercular spine with a single large hook above; gill opening round,
and lateral; first dorsal opposite the gill opening, the first spine equal
to the caudal, the last one-third the length of the first and without a
membrane uniting it with the back; height of the second dorsal nearlyequal to the head, and all its rays branched; anal beginning below the
first third of the soft dorsal, much lower than the same, and, with the
exception of the last, all the rays are simple or unbranched; pectorals

A.

T; P. 19;

rounded.
in life brick red; the back marbled with pale brown, below whitish;
spinous dorsal marbled with yellow, reddish-brown and greenish, the
last color forming a large spot above posteriorly; soft dorsal yellow,
with 6 or 7 oblique rose-colored bars; anal pale red, becoming deep
liehind; membranes of pectorals, ventrals and caudal blue, the rays
pale red, the latter with .5 or 6 large, transverse, yellow bars, and the

lower margin tinted with red.
(Schlegel.)

Length, 8 inches.

Ba}^ of

Omura.
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This sti-ongl}- marked species is known onl}' from Schlegel's account,
no specimens having been taken by later writers. Its red coloration,
the reduction of the number of hooks on the preopercular spine, and
the great height of the soft dorsal should distinguish it.
Omura, the type locality, is about 1.5 miles north of Nagasaki.
{olfiix,

high; velvm,
6.

CALLIONYMUS LUNATUS

Schlegel.

Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1845, p.
Nagasaki (male).—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,

CalHonymm
fig. 4;

sail.)

lunatus Schj.egej.,

155, pi. lxxviii,
Ill, ]8(il, p. 146

(copied).

CiilUonymus mframundus Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859,
(female; greenish, marbled with white, first dorsal blackish).

Head
Bod}'^

p. 129;

.Tapan

H m length;

depth, 10; D. lV-9; A. 9; P. ll>; V. I, :..
elongate and compressed above; trunk broader than deep and

Head compressed so that its depth is 2i its
tapering backwards.
width; snout rather pointed, compressed, its length equal to the eye,

i;'IG.

5.— CALLIONYMUS LUNAXrS.

and about f its own width; e3^es close together, on top of the head,
directed upward, 3| in the length and 2f in the width of the head;
mouth small, inferior, the upper jaw protruding, and the maxillary
not reaching the eye; teeth in villiform bands in the jaws; lower lip
rather thick, and broad on each side; preopercular spine with two
large teeth turned upward, and a short spine projecting from its base
forward, embedded in the skin; head smooth. Gill openings round,
nearer the origin of the dorsal than the posterior margin of the eyes,
and nearer the latter than the origin of the pectoral.
Oi-igin of the spinous dorsal

midway or

a

little

nearer the posterior

margin of the eyes than the origin of the soft dorsal; the dorsal spines
slender, the first produced into a long filament so that its entire length
is a little more than the entire space between its own origin and the tip
of the snout, or a little less than that between the former and the base
of the caudal; the others are about equal; soft dorsal high, its origin
nearer the tip of the snout than the base of the caudal, and the last ra}'
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its orit^in between the second
and the third dorsal raN's, and its last ray produced; pectorals with an
angle behind, the middle rays the longest, and the lower the shortest;
ventrals a little longer than the pectorals, and their outer rays the
shortest; caudal about equal to the head, upper rays little shorter than
the middle, while the lower are graduated; caudal peduncle greatly
compressed, its depth about f the eye.
Color of male in alcohol brown above, beautifully mottled, and with
minute spots, some forming rings and blotches with light centers, and
traces of several broad crossbars; sides of the trunk with live or six
dark brown blotches; lower surface of the bod}^ white; spinous dorsal
gray; a jet black ocellus behind the last spine, and in front each spine
marked with darker and white; soft dorsal with three narrow brown
bands; anal with a median blackish band, and its edge white; pectorals with a few pale spots above; ventrals grajdsh, the edges and the
tips of the rays whitish; caudal with about four or five crossbars made
up of small spots, its edge below white, above which is a broad black
l)and.
The female is much like the male but has the spinous dorsal
low. the first ra}^ not longer than the others, and with much black
posteriorly; the anal fin pale; never an ocellus.
Our description above is from examples from Nagasaki and WakaWe have specimens
noura, the largest about 5^^ inches in length.
from Tsuruga, Wakanoura, Nagasaki, Same, and Niigata. It is evi-

the long-est; anal lower than soft doi-sal,

dently generally distributed along the coast.

The male is well distinguished by the high spines and the black spot
on the posterior membrane. The female resembles the young of (
valenciennem^ but the black spot on the dorsal occupies nearly half
'.

.

the

fin.

{lu?iatus, crescent shaped.)

7.

CALLIONYMUS VALENCIENNESI

Schlegel.

XEZUMEGOCHI (RAT KOCHl); NEZUPO (RAT

TAIL).

Calllonymus jajjonicus CuviER and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XII,

p.

299;

Langsdorf (not of Houttuyn).
CalUoiujmus reeved Richardson, Voy. Sulphur, Fishes, 1844, p. 60, pi. x.xxvi
(female; on a drawing made in Canton not type)
CalUoni/mus ralenciennesl Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1845, p. 153, pi.
Lxxvni, fig. 3; Nagasaki (figure very poor).
CaUioni/mus punctatus Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 210 (after ('. jajMniciis
Cuvier and Valenciennes)
CalUonymus richanlKoni Bleeker, Nat. Tyds. Ned. Ind., VI, 1854, Japan, p. 414;
Nagasaki. Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen., XXVI, 1857, Japan, III; Nagasaki.—
Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1900, p. 370; Tokyo.
CalUonymus curvicornis GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., Ill, 1861, p. 145; China. Ishikawa,
Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 37; Tokyo, Boshu.— Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., 1900, p. 370; Yokohama (not of Cuvier and Valenciennes, from BourJapan,

coll.

bon Island).
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Body

elongate and compressed above; trunk broader than deep, and taperingbackward. Head compressed, its width two-thirds its length, and its

depth 2| in its width; snout rather long, blunt, compressed, much
greater than the eye, and its depth two-thirds its length; eyes close
together, on top of the head, directed upward, 1^ in snout, li in the
head, and 3^ in

its

width;

mouth

small, inferior, the jaws nearly

and the maxillary not reaching the eye; teeth in villiform
bands in the jaws; lower lip thick, and broad on each side; preopercular spine with 1 large teeth turned upward, and a short spine projecting from its base forward, embedded in the skin; head smooth.
Gill openings round, nearer the origin of the dorsal than the posterior
margin of the eyes, and nearer the latter than the origin of the
equal,

pectoral.

Spinous dorsal midway between the origin of the soft dorsal and

^^^'-

Fi(.i.

6.— Callionymus valenciennesi.

the middle of the eye; dorsal spines slender and the

first and last the
and about a third again as long as the two
median ones, so that the edge of the tin is deeply emai-ginate; soft dor-

longest, about equal,

ray somewhat higher than the others, excepting the
very long and produced; anal rather low, lower than
the soft dorsal, but its last ray produced till it is equal to two-thirds
the length of the last dorsal ray; pectorals with the middle rays the
longest, and produced into an angle behind; ventrals a little longer
than pectorals; caudal with the middle rays the longest, graduated
above and below. Caudal peduncle compressed, and a))out e(|ual to
sal

high, the

last,

which

first

is

the eye.

Color of male in alcohol l)rown above, mottled with minute spots
forming rings and blotches with light centers, and traces of several
broad crossl)ars; narrow pah^ bluish lines on the sides of the head; sides
of the trunk with 5 dark-brown blotches, and numerous light-brown
narrow lines inclined forward; lower surface of the body white, silvery
Proc. N.

M.

vol.
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on the lower part of the sides; spinous dorsal gray, with white lines,
and blotches, the upper margin generall}^ with a narrow black crescent;
soft dorsal gray, spotted with white, and also with a few dark brown
spots; anal blackish, deep at the margin, and near which is a narrow
longitudinal blackish line; pectorals with small pale spots above; ven-

caudal gray, with dark spots rather large in the center,
lower rays blackish. The female differs from the male in color,
as the black crescent of the spinous dorsal is replaced by a large black
ocellus below, and posteriorly the lower rays of the caudal are white;
the narrow oblique lines of the sides are absent, and the anal tin is
trals grayish;

and

its

pale or white.

This description from a large series of specimens from Nagasaki,
8^^ inches, though we have a large specimen, lo^ inches,
from Tokjo.
This species is subject to some variation in color, and the third and
fourth dorsal spines are sometimes equal, especially in females, luit it
the largest

may

l)e easily recognized by the lunate margin of the spinous dorsal.
This species is by far the most abundant of the genus in Japan,
being found ever^^ where in sandy bays to the southward of Hakodate
and brought in daih" to all markets. Our specimens are from Hako-

Matsushima, Misaki, Yokohama. Tokyo, Enoshima, Tsuruga,
Wakanoura, Onomichi, Kobe, Kawatana, and Nagasaki. The sexes

date,

Imt the fan shape of the spinous dorsal fin, its
and last spines being longest, with its pei-uliar coloration, are
always diagnostic.
The species is certainly very close to Calli<»ujinut< cnrvlcornw from
the Isle of Bourbon, but the two should not be united without comdiffer consideral)ly.

first

parison of specimens.

(Named
8.

for Achille Valenciennes.)

CALLIONYMUS FLAGRIS

Call Ion 11 lints jdjioiiiciis .JoKDAX iiiid

Yokohama

Head

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

Sxydek, Proc. T.

S.

Nat.

INIns.,

1900,

j).

370;

(not of Houttuyn).

H in length;

depth lOi; D. lV-!»; A.

;»;

P. 19; V.,

J, 5.

Body

elongate, compressed above, the trunk broader than deep and tapering

backward. Head compressed, rather narrow, its width two-thirds its
length, and its depth 2 in its width; snout rather long, pointed, compressed, much greater than the eye, and its depth a little less than its
length; eyes close together, on top of the head, directed upward, a
little over 1 in the snout, about 4^ in the head's and 2f in its width;
mouth small, inferior, the lower jaw projecting a little, and the maxillary reaching a little beyond the nostril; teeth in villiform bands in
the jaws; lower lip thick, and broad on each side; preopercular spine
with 2 or 3 sharp teeth turned upward, and a sharp spine projecting
forward from its base embedded in the skin; head smooth.
Gill

NO. 1305.
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opening rounded, nearer the origin of the dorsal than the posterior
margin of the e3'es, and nearer the hitter than the origin of the pectoral.
Spinous dorsal midwa}' between the origin of the soft 'dorsal and
the middle of the eye or its posterior margin; dorsal spines all very
long and slender, all produced into long, slender filaments, the first
very long, sometimes reaching the base of the caudal, the second the
shortest, the third longer and closely joined to the last above, which
longer; dorsal rather high, and the last ray greatly elongated,
it is nearly equal to the base of the fin; anal beginning a little
before the third dorsal, and its last ray about equal to two-thirds the
length of the last dorsal ray; pectoral with its median rays the longest,
is still

so that

and the angle somewhat rounded; ventrals very long, and extending
nearly to the tips of the pectorals; caudal long, about one-half the
length of the body, and its middle rays produced into slender filaCaudal peduncle compressed, its breadth greater than its
ments.
is two-thirds the eye.
Color of males in alcohol, rich ])rown above, mottled with minute

depth, which

-Callionymus flagris.

spots forming rings or blotches with pale centers and traces of several
broad crossbars; several pale bluish ])ars on the sides of the head;

trunk with 5 dark brown blotches; lower surface of the
body white; spinous dorsal white, with a number of large black spots,
and generally a blackish marginal crescent above; soft dorsal gray,
sides of the

the basal portion with reticulating white lines inclosing large blackishbrown spots; below and above are small pale spots; anal fin gray, be-

coming blackish toward

its

margin; pectorals with small spots above,

ventrals gray, the outer portion of the rays blackish, and the margin
of the fin gray; caudal gray, the middle and lower half with 5 bars of

broad gray-black spots. The female differs from the male chiefly in
having the dorsal spine short, the first a little longer than the others,
and without filaments; the last dorsal ray is short, and the caudal lacks
The color is more somber, and the anal and the margin
the filaments.
of the ventrals are pale. Here described from specimens from Tsuruga

and Tokyo, the largest reaching 7i inches.
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Museum; cotypes
Museum.
We have many examples from Aomori, Tsuruga, Kobe, and Nagasaki;
also a series from Tokyo from Prof. Otaki and the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross dredgings at Station 3722 in Owari Bay and
Station 3777 in Matsushima, Bay of Kinkwasan, We have also a small
specimen from Tsuruga Ba3\ It seems to inhabit rather deeper waters
Type No.

7187, Leland Stanford. Junior University

are in the U. S. National

than Call lony urns Taleiiclennesl.
{jJagris^

g.

under the

lash.)

CALLIONYMUS CALLISTE

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

depth 7i; D. IV-8; A. 7; P. 17; V. I, 5. Body
Head 3i
elongate, compressed above, the trunk broader than deep and tapering
backward. Head compressed so that its depth is two-thirds its width;
in length;

A.

Fig.

8.— C.\llionymus calliste.

snout rather pointed and compressed; e} es close together on top of
the head, about 1^ in the snout, 1 in the length, and 3 in the width of
the head; mouth small, the jaws about equal and the maxillary not
reaching the eye; teeth in villiform bands in the jaws; lips rather
thin; peropercular spine with three teeth,

and a short spine at the

base in front, directed forward; head smooth above.
Gill opening
round, a little farther apart than the distance between the outermargins

midway between the posterior margin of the
and the origin of the pectoral.
Origin of the spinous dorsal about halfway between the first third
of the eye and the origin of the soft dorsal; dorsal spines long, slender, rather lirm, the first and second about equal, a little longer than
the base of the soft dorsal, the third longer than either, and its
extremity filamentous, the last the shortest, and its extremity also filamentous, the last the shortest, and its extremit}^ also filamentous; the
of the eyes, and about

latter
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membrane of the spinous dorsal extends almost to the extremities of
height, with
the first and second spines; soft dorsal of about uniform
dorsal
the last ray the longest; origin of the anal ])ehind the second
till much longer
ray, the tin high posteriorly, the last ray produced
broad,
than the last dorsal ray, and extending ])eyond it; pectoral
than
shorter
ventral
spine;
dorsal
first
the
of
length
the
three-fourths

longest, and
first dorsal spine; caudsd with the middle rays the
graduated above and below, so that the fin is pointed and 2i in the
body; caudal peduncle compressed, and about equal to the eye.
Color in alcohol, dark brown above, with many dark reticulations,
mottlings, and 5 narrow dark-brown crossbars; below white, along
the base of the anal spotted with brown, and the sides with blackish;
several dark bars and light-])rown lines on the sides of the head; spi-

the

nous dorsal gray, with several black ocelli at the base, and marked
with darker gray lines and spots; soft dorsal gray, the rays spotted
with dark gray brown; anal grayish white, its margin blackish, and
the fin mottled behind with grayish; pectoral rays spotted with brownthe margin,
ish; ventrals gray, with a broad grayish-black band near
which is narrowly whitish, the fin with narrow whitish cross lines, and
the inner rays more or less speckled with grayish; caudal gray, the
middle rays with rather large blackish spots, and above and below
with small whitish spots. This description from H males taken at
Misaki, the longest 3i inches.

Type No.
cotype

Of

is

Leland

7188,

Stanford

in the U. S. National

this species, the

Junior

Museum;

most strikingly colored of the group, we have

several specimens from the rock pools of
[KaXkiffTi]^ very ])eautiful.)
10.

University

Museum.
]\lisaki.

CALLIONYMUS HUGUENII

Bleeker.

Canionymus huguenii Bleeker, Act. Soc. 8c. Indo. Neerl., \', 1858, Japan, V,
(copied).
pi. II, %. 1; Nagasaki.— GiJNTHER, Cat. Fish, III, 18G1, p. 145

Head 3i

p. 7,

depth Ti; D. IV-10; A. 10; P. IT; V. I, .5. Body
its greatest lireadth about 4i in its length.
and its depth 2^ to 2i in its length; eyes
breadth

in length;

elongate, depressed, and

Head with

its

U

close together, 3 in the head; snout less than its width at base; preoOrigin of the
Gill opening superior.
percular spine with 3 teeth.
spmous dor.sal behind the gill opening, the spines .slender, filamentous,

dorsal
first the longest, and much longer than the head; soft
highest posteriorly; anal highest posteriorly and the last ray the
longest; pectoral about 5 in the body; ventral about 5^ in the body;

the

caudal strongly pointed, 3i to 3i in the total length.
Body above rosy-green, below whitish; head, back, and sides above
variagated with deep olive blotches and pearly ocelli; sides of the
head with pale-blue ocelli, the rings violet; fins pale rosy-green, the
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spinous dorsal plain; the soft dorsal with numerous small ])rown spots;
margin of anal blackish brown; the pectoral plain; the ventrals with
violaceous diffused on the outer portion of the inner rays, and the
caudal with 5 or 6 series of transverse spots.
Length 71>" (about 34 inches); Nagasaki (Bleeker).

This species
II.

is

known

Callionynms beniteguri
pi.

Head

XVII

;

to us

from Bleeker's description only.

CALLIONYMUS BENITEGURI

Jordan and Snyder.

Jordan and Snyder, Proc.

IT. S.

Nat. Mns., 1900, p.

.'>76,

Tokyo Bay.

3 in length; depth 10; D. lV-9; A. 9; P. 19; V.

Body

I, 5.

elongate, conipressed above, the trunk broader than deep, and taper

Head compressed so that its depth is 2i in its width;
snout broad, compressed, and its depth greater than the eye; the interorbital space is broader than that of any other species of this genus;
the eves well separated, about 5 in the length and 4^ in the width of
the head; mouth small, inferior, the upper jaw projecting, and the
maxillary reaching as far posteriorly as the nostril; teeth in villiform
ing backward.

bands in the jaws; lower lip rather thick, and broad on each side;
preopercular spine with about 3 large teeth turned upward and a short
spine projecting from its base forward, embedded in the skin; head
smooth. Gill openings round, nearer the origin of the dorsal than
the posterior margin of the eyes, and midway, or nearer the latter than
the origin of the pectoral.

Origin of spinous dorsal a

little

nearer, or

midway between,

the

posterior margin of the eyes than the origin of the soft dorsal; the
spines rather short, slender, the first

two ending

in tilaments of

about

equal length, and about as long as the height of the lin; sometimes soft
dorsal of luiiform height, and the last ray the longest and produced till
it is

much

longer than the

last

anal ray; origin of the anal a

little in

front of the third dorsal ray; pectorals very broad, and with a blunt

angle ])ehind; ventrals large, nearl}' equal to the head; caudal long,
the middle ra^

s produced.
Color of male in alcohol deep brown a))ove, mottled, and with
minute dark spots and lines, some forming rings around pale spots
and blotches, and traces of about six pale broad crossbars; sides of the
trunk with six brown l)lotches; lower surface of the bod}" white;
spinous dorsal gray, with white spots and lines, and blackish near its
margin posteriorly; soft dorsal gray with numerous Avhite ocelli, and
three rows of longitudinal blackish spots; anal dark gray with o])lique
wavy white lines; pectoral with small brown spots above; ventral
grajnsh brown, becoming blackish along the lower margin of the tins;
caudal gray, with many white ocelli and black spots, and its lower
margin broadly blackish. The female differs from the male chiefly in
having pale colors, the anal being very pale, the ventrals pale with a

NO
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generally shorter, and the spinous
light edge, the dorsal filaments
black posteriorly.
less
or
more
with
dorsal generally
from specimens from Tokyo, the largest Si inches

Here described

by
Our specimens are from Tokyo, the original types collected
Others are
Snyder.
and
Jordan
by
taken
others
Otaki and many

long.

Aomori, HiroO'taru, AVakanoura. Kobe, Hakodate.
Bay.
Matsushima
and
Nagasaki,
shima,
distinguished ])y its
This species, yaria])le in its coloration, is easily

from Misaki,

broad interorbital space.
all parts of Japan,
This species is yery abundant tliroughout almost
r((]enr!<jinrsi, though
being scarcely less common than Ca//;<nn/ijn/.^
The male is well distinguished by the
living in rather deeper water.
beino- filamentous, the others
better diagnostic mark is the color of
the
which has dark gray or black oblique crossbars on
in
but
female,
the
in
wanting
or
faint
marks are

form^of the dorsal

tin,

proo-ressively shorter.

thermal

fin,"

membranes.

the

first

A

two spines

still

These

from the
sexes the dorsal spines are progressively shortened
rali;oti>/inus althdis: lew,
of
name
vernacular
{h,n;f,',in,'!,
to small fish.)
tnnir'), net catch, a name applied

first.

])()th

12.

Head

CALLIONYMUS VIRGIS

ri^l;

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

V.
3 in length; depth 74; D. 1V-1»; A. 9; P. 19;

I, 5.

Body

than deep and tapering
elonoate, compressed above, the trunk broader
Head compressed, so that the depth is about one-half its
])ackward.
to the eye; eyes large,
width; snout pointed, compressed, and equal
the width of the head; mouth
close together, -i in the length, and 3 in
within a short distance of
rather large, and the maxillary extending- to
lips moderate; preoperjaws;
the
in
bands
villiform
the eye; teeth in
spine in front directed forcular spine with 3 teeth above, and a short
Gill openings small, round, as far apart
above.

ward; head smooth
of the eyes, and nearer the
as the distance between the outer margins
of the pectorals.
posterior margin of the latter than the origin
margin of the eye
posterior
the
nearer
dorsal
spinous
the
Origin of
the soft dorsal; dorsal
its diameter than the origin of
third eciual,
verv long, slender, and filamentous, the first and
base (.f the
the
reach
which
fourth,
and
second
l)ut shorter than the
high, and joined from
caudal; the meml)rane of the spinous dorsal
dorsal high in front
behind the last spine to the first dorsal ray; soft
and the last ray
emarginate,
or
concave
and posteriorly, the margin
rays produced
produced to the base of the caudal; anal low and the

l)y

two-thirds

spines

all

pectorals ])road, the
posteriorly, but the last not reaching the caudal;
produced, with a sharp angle behind; ventrals about e(iiial

middle rays

slightly convex, and the
to the head; caudal subtruncate, the margin
peduncle compressed,
caudal
middle;
the
as
long
as
upper rays nearly

about two-thirds the eye.
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Color in alcohol brown above, with dark brown reticulating
lines
inclosing- pale l)lotches and spots; below white,
the sides light, with
rather deep brown reticulations; spinous dorsal gray,
dark In front,
and behind the third and fourth spines a light vertical
streak; soft
dorsal pale brown, with a l)rown blotch at the base
of each ray; anal
pjile, Avith pale l)rown streaks on the
membrane; pectorals very pale,
with small brown spots above: ventrals pale, more
or less broadlv

Z^^^^<^,
'M

Fig. y.— Callionymus virgis.

spotted with broAvn, and gray-l)rown, with 3 or
4 gray crossbars,
and a Inroad Idackish band along the lowei- edge. Described
from a
single small specimen 2^ inches long, from
Misaki.
Type No. 7189, Leland Stanford Junior University .Museum.
This species, known only from the specimen described
above, is
easily distinguished from all others of the genus
by its exceedingly
long dorsal spines, the dorsal tins lacing joined tog-ether
by a membrane, and the subtruncate caudal.
{v!r</is,

under the

Avhip.)

HFMMARY.
Family
I.

1.

Dkacoxettii),?!;.

I.

Dntroiicttii

Jordan and Fowler.

xmini Jordan and F.wler; Suruj^a Bay.
Family
II.

II.

Oilliitrlchthi/s

Callionvmid.f..

Jordan and Fowler.

(Houttuyn); Nagasaki, AVakanonra.

2.

j(tponlcus

3.

varlegnius (Schlegel); Nagasaki.

4.

(/un/.w*(,'<

Jordan and F)wler; Nagasaki, AVakanonra.
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III.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

aliivelis

'allioniimiis

Linnaeus.

Schlegel.

/ana^HsSchlegel; Wakanoura, Nagasaki, Tsuruga, Same, Niigata, Hakodate.
ralendennesi Schlegel; Tsuruga, Tokyo, Yokohama, Matushima, Misaki, Wakanoura, Enoshima, Kobe, Onomichi, Kawatana, Nagasaki.
Tokyo, Kobe, Tsuruga,
.//a;/r;.s Jordan and Fowler; Aomori, Matsnsliima Bay,

Nagasaki, Owari Bay, Suruga Bay.
Jordan and Fowler; Misaki.

caUiste

10.

huguenii Bleeker; Nagasaki.

11.

beniteguri

12.

(

9,59

Jordan and Snyder; Hakodate, Otaru, Matsushima, Tokyo, Misaki,
Wakanoura, Kobe, Hiroshima, Nagasaki.
ri;Y//s Jordan and Fov,ler; Misaki.

.
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Acanthurus fuliginosus
hirundo

Dr.W. L.,and Mr.C. B. Kloss, Birds

collected by, in the

Andaman and

Nico-

bar Islands by Charles VV. Richmond..
Abies canadensis
Abonia breunigl
Description of a new Species of,
with Notes on little-known

new

Abramis brama
.Vbryois, new genus

.5.54,.5.55

nigros

358, 5.54

rhombeus

443, 486, 504

triostegus

4S6, 487, 504

unicornis

55

zebra

carinatus
clavatus
erassulus

34

Acarina
Acer dasycarpum

pectoralis

34

Acalles

34
34

Acamptus rigidns

34

35,55
4,

34,

55

831

.5.56
.5.55,

.5.52
.5.58, .5.59,

553
.5,52

.57

283
spe-

cies

316, 323, 324

Acidota subcarinata
Acilius mediatus

14,

42

9.

33

Acmseodera culta

21.47

ornata

21, 47

Acmaeops directa

paragaudatus
Acanthix'cpola krusensterni
mesopirion
.\i iUithochietodon
lepidolcpis

Acanthocinus nodosus

26, .50

discoidea
364

Acoptus suturalis

363

Acridotheres

544, .545

W4
27,51

obsoletus

Acanthoderes decipiens

26

563

220

Acerana
Acheilognathus mesembrinum, new

M,bb

Acaiithaluteres

5.56
5.52

xanthopterus

839

sordidus
Acallodes ventricosus
Acalyptiis carpini
Acamptopappus spharoccphalns

.555

scopas
.subarmatus

723

,

5.54
.5.53

nigroris

scalprum
575, 576

azumee, new species
Acacia farnesiana

.5.53
.5.53,

melanurus

.

species

.5.52

matoides

Japanese Fishes, by David Starr
Jordan and Henry W. Fowler
snyderi,

.5.53

lamarrii

26,

50

3.', .55

294

tristis

45

Acritusi

discus

18

exiguus

18

fimetarius

18

politus

18

morrisii

26.51

simplex

18

quadrigibbus

26,

strigosus

18

.51

Acanthophila alacella
Acanthopneuste borealis

909

Acrobasis betulella

291

Acronurus

liigubris

291

segyptius

291

argenteus
corniger

tenellipes

Acanthopteri
Acanthoscelis acephalus
curtus

tachygonoides
Acanthostracion
Acanthures, Les
Acanthuridae
265, 357, 513,

Acanthurus

621

annularis
argenteus
bipunctatus
blochi
flavescens

551
.5.59
.5.53

559

35, .55

melanurus

553

35, .55

orbicularis

551

35
279

Acropteroxys gracilis
Acrothele

554

590

.

598

granulata

600

Acrothyra

589
588

inflata

5.53, 5.54

.553

,

ceratopygonum

550, 551, 557, 560,563

555

16
-577. -579, .58.5

bellula

551
551, 558,563

altivelis

370, 397

Acrotreta

.577,578,

579, 580, 587,

5.53

alternata

5.55

argenta,

.589, .595, .598, .599,

new

600, 601 604
,

592

species

.578,

961

580

962
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Acrotreta attenuata
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r>SO,
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584, 586, 588, 590, 593

580

baileyi

579, 581,582

belti

580,596

bisecta

580, 581, 582, 589,606

new species
concentriea, new species
conula, new species
convexa, new species
curvata, new species
claytoni,

Acupalpus carus
hydropicus

580,584
580. 584
579,

new

depressa

15, 43

282
40

avita

20

discoidea

20

impressicollis

20
20

marmorata

580, 586, 587
579,

580, 584, 585, 587, 588, 590,599

new variety
1,586,588
sulcata, new variety. 580,588
.

20

Adelothyreus dejeanii
Aderocharis corticina
Adistemia watsoni

new

species

mieroscopica

species.

.

579, 580,

579,580,590,592, 598, 599

..

Adonis

450
450

variety

pavoninus
Adranes lecontei

new

variety

minimus
miser

580, 590

nieholsoni

580

^gialia,

new

rugosus,

580,592

species

580, 585,592

parvula
species

.

new

596

magna

580. 595

taconica
580. 596
transversa
580,582, 595, 596
schmalensei, new species
579,
,

new species
new species

subconica. .
taconica
transversa
Actenodes acornis
Actitis hypoleucos
Actobius cinerascens
jocosus
lepidulus
loxatus
psederoides
parcus
patella

9

Agalenida-

213

Agaristidffi

386

Agathidium

40

exiguum

10

oniscoides

10

Agelaius pyrrhopterua

21,47

12
12, 41

12

724
638, 723

Agnippe

16,

44

10,

40

772, 789
789, 790, 929

biseolorella

var. fuscopulvella

..

790

789, 790, 929

fuscopulvella

Agnostus la;vigatus

.'

592, 597

Agonoderus

39

comma

12,41

indistinetus

12, 41

lineola

12

143

purpureas
Aglenus brunneus
Aglyptus la'vis

313
12, 41

—

9

Agenor

579, 595

9

213

580,599

579, 580, 585, 586, 587,

39

9

stagninus

580,598

580, 592, 597, 598, 599, 600

9
9,

Agalena nfevia

580,597,598, 599,600

seebachi,

39

39

seriatus

587,589,592,594,595,,596,597
belti

297
9,

disintegratus

580, 582

49

619, 621, 633

erythropterus
gagates
obtusatus

579,580
579, 580,582,

socialis

24,

619,621,626

Agabetes acuductus

,

sabrinse

signalis,

species

Agabus cry thropterus

580, 583, 593, 597

pyxidicula
sagittalis

quercifoliella

879

strigatus

580, 592

new

primseva,

784
787

.(Ethopyga nicobarica

va-

riety

new

fasciella

querciella

^oliscus

ophirensis, new species. 580, 590, 591,592

40

784

784

alexandriseella

580,590

tetonensis,

450
10,

Adrasteia

missouriensis,new

42

105

oeellaris

new

kutorgai,

46

12,

100

limata,

inflata

20,

18

Admontia

alta,

ovalis,

12, 41

maculata

579,
580, 585, 586, 588, 589, 592,

gemmula
gracia, new species
idahoensis, new species

12, 41

pronus
Adalia bipunctata
Adamant-puffer
Adelocera

species

gemma

559
12,41

flavicollis

580,584, 587, 592
defliiita,

8

Acylophorus densus

580. 583

580,583

8
8

rectangulus
Acute angle scraper

micros

8
8,

39
8

8,

39

procerulus

12,41

pallipes

8

.sobrinus

12, 41

pauperculus

8

terminalis

12,41

Acupalpus

39

testaceus
Agrilus arcuatus

8,

39

21, 47

INDEX.
Agrilus bilineatus

egenus
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968

964
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Anacampsis apicistrigella
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argyrothamnlella
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crescentifasciella

new

845, 846

species

fullonella

845, 848, 849

844, 849, 901, 915

glandiferella

371, 406, 845, 847

levipedella

8 15. S51 904, 935

niveopulvella
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84.5, 8.51,

Anacaiithini

Aiwdus brunnens
pusilhis

743

sericeus

53

Anisosticta seriata

43

Anisotarsus nitidipennis
tenninatus
Anisotoma alternata

43

18,

45

Aiiarhichadida'

441, .501, .504

\nnrhiciiadin«

.502

Anarliichas

.502, .504

lupus

502

Aiiarsia

773, 928

albapulvella

928

belfragesella

794, 928

lineatclla
'

,

pruniclla
suffusella

trimaculella

914, 9:

trimaculellus

Anisoxya glaucula
Anobium notatum

Anaspis fiavipennis

A nchastus rufus

15,

43
38

20,47

Anchodemus angustus

642

.Vnchoviii indica

328

Aucliytarsus
bicolor

.\ncyron yx
variegatus

Ancyrophorus

14,

Andaman and Nicobar Islands,
lected by Dr.

W.

L.

Kloss in the, by Charles

Androchirus
femoralis
fuseipes

Angeliehthys

gracilella

bengalensis

chrysypa
japonica

40

10

31, 53
23, 48

25

25
25
25

punctipennellu

283
351
771, 772, 917, 918

918,919
918, 930, 938

straminis

918

Antennarius

556

Anthaxia

47

cyanella
flavimana
quercata

19

viridifrons

21
21

21
21
21

46

Antherophagus ochraceus

1

19

Anthicidse

32,-54

42

Anthicus

2s7

6,

44

54

cervinus
cinctus
confusus

32
32
32

,53

floralis

32

31

f ulvipes

32

31

haldemani

32

latebrans

32

544
ciliaris

Anguilla

40

283

Anoplos banjos
Anorthosia

viridicornis

C. B.

W. Richmond.

10,

10,

475

46

Birds col-

Abbott and Mr.

39

40

grayi

34

.Vnchorella

8,

10,

27, 51

Anoplarchus
Anoplocapros

4, 8,

39

laticlavia

Anomoea

314

minuta

8,

25, 49

31,54

Auatidse
Anatis ocellata

8

43

marginata
minuta
undulata

928, 929

31,54

rufa

8

15,

lucieola

928, 938

314

8

Anomala binotata

811

927, 928

8

.

collaris

obsoleta

927

Anas javanica

Anatricliis

jissimilis

928, 930, 938

obliquistrigella

8,39

8

8

nigerrimus
nigrita

354

Anapleus marginatus

8,39

Isetus

rusticus

15,

8

s,39

carbonarius
coenus
discoideus

904

Anamorplius

.530

baltimoren.sis

819

30,

Cieruleopunctiitus

.530

Anisodactylus agricola

812

sylvicolella

40

499

auriga

845,846,847,87.5,935

robinlella

Anampses

medius

845, 847

rhoifructella

6, 37,

Anisochsetodon

species... 845,848

populella

325
325, 573

499

845, 847

new

316, 325

Anisarchus

P44,845,850

lupinella

325

species

Anguillidse
Anillus fortis

845, 84S
,

new

.sinensis

788

innocuella
lagunculariella

paltodoriella,

remifera,

845. 847

cerealella
cyclella,

Page.

Anguilla mauritiana

544

myrmecoides

32

736

pubescens

32

325

seabriceps

32

705

spretus

32

325, 573

slurmii

32

latirostris

325

manilensis

325

vicinus

Anthobium convexum

32
14,

42

I
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Anthocomus

4X

Anthonomua

Aphodius granarius

24

inquinatus
leopardus

22

flavilabris

Anthomyidte

122

24
24

consimilis

34

lividus

corvulus

34

34

oblongus
rubeolus

34

ruricola

55

serval

34

stercorosus

24

termininalis

24

vittatus

24

disjunctiis

elongatus

^..

gularis

34,

interstitialis

juniperinus

34,

moleculus
musculus

34, 55

55
34

nigrinus
nubilus
orchestoides
robustulus
nibidus

49

24
24

49
25

tridentatus

25

:

34

Aphorista vittata
Aphrastus tseniatus

34

Aphthona

34

Apicistrigella

774

55

Apinops
Apion

108

34

34,

24,

castaneus

34

signatus

49

Aphonus

34

scutellatus

24
24,

insolita

15,

43

33,

55

29, 62

subfasciatus

34

subguttaUis

34

seneipenne

33

suk'ifrons

34

atripes

33

56

carinatum
coracelhim

33

suturalis

34,

sycophanta

34, 55

ungnlaris
Virgo
Aulliophora Mbrupta
Antlireims

34,

55
34
54

45

rauseorum

17

scrophularise

17

verbasci

17

55

33

coxale
decoloratum
emaciipes
finitimnm
griseum

33

herculanum
impeditum

33

33
33

33
33

33

Aiijthribida;

37,57

impunetistriatum

33

Antiiribulus rotundatus

37, 67

melanarium

33

Anthribus cornutus

37,57

miniit iim

33

297

nigrum
novellum

33

parallelum
patruele
pennsylvanicuni

33

Antims
acuticaudatns
pervinns

134
297

521,562,565,566

Aiititioiiia

caprcis

521, 522, 623, 625

523

luulleri

nibescens

Osteol-

ogy of the Caproid Fishes
or, by Edwin Chapin Starks.

segnipes
tenuirostrum

523, 524, 525, 562, 565, 667, 568, 570

steindachnerl,

new

species

522,

623,526,662

Antigoniidic
the Relationship

513, 521, 562, 565

and

Aimmbius acuticaudatns
annvimbi
Aochlctus obscurus,

565
134
134

new

Apaiitesis fisurata

species

98
370, 372

f-pallida

iiicorrupta

superba

sinuata
Aphfenogaster treati

f

338, 339
406, 827

7,

38

7,

38

573

345

Apristus cordicollis
sulssulcatus

Aproserema

7,

38

7,

38

773, 774, 801, 840, 851

anthyllidella

concinusella
crotolariella

. .•

33
14, 42

Applopappus pinifolius
Aprion

808

.

33

walshii

808

emoralis

33

33

Apolectus niger

807, 808

flmetarius

33

33

Apocellus sphsericollis

nanella
bicolor

33

turbulentum
ventricosum

leucatella

Aphodius

33

Apogonidije

40

Aphananla

33

33

372

619

Apenes lucidula

33

33

373

370, 372

Apeltes

33

perforicolle

perminutuni
porcatum
puritanum
reclusum
robustum
rostrum

522,

33

33

49

kearfottella,

24

nigratomella

24

nigrella

24

palpilineella

840, 851

841 843, 844
,

841

new

species

841,842
841, 843, 936

841,842
841, 842, 930
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Apsectus hispidus

17,

Aracana

45

Page.

Argulus laticauda

278, 283, 286

aculeata

284,286
283

auritus

Arachnechthra andamanlca
klossi,

new

683, 694, 698, 702, 705, 707, 730, 741, 742

latus

640,

298

species

287, 297

645, 649, 677, 678, 682, 683, 703, 704, 741

lepidostei

298

pectoralis

640, 644, 645, 646, 647,

648, 649, 654, 655, 659, 678, 680, 681 , 682,

640,

680. 683. 684. 697. 699. 703. 712. 719. 741

new

maculosus,

Arachnida
Aramigus fuller!
Aranea cinerea

species

678, 680,

681. 683. 684. 685. 699. 702. 715. 716. 742

megalops

640, 645,

corollata

646, 647, 648, 649, 654, 655, 656, 657, 658,

extensa

659, 660, 661, 662, 663, 664, 665, 666, 667,

maetans
Arancida
Arcana aculeata

melita

Arctiidse

nattereri

Ardea cinnamomea

niger,

668, 669, 671, 672, 674, 677, 678, 682, 687,
688, 697, 698, 703, 706, 710, 730, 741, 742

641, 703, 725, 742
639, 701, 720, 742

new

species

manillensis

644, 671, 678,

679, 680, 687, 688, 702, 714, 742

purpurea var. maiiillousis
sinensis

obcordate type
orbicular type
phoxini

sumatrana

pugettensis

sacra

678
678
640, 702, 728, 742

639, 702, 709, 711, 719, 741

purpureus

Ardeidse
Ardetta cinnamomea

638, 675,
677, 678, 679, 702, 723, 724, 725, 742

salmini

sinensis

Ardistomis obliquata
viridis

639, 679, 702, 720, 742

scutiformis

641, 703, 704, 728

stizostethii

636,

Argemone mexicana

640, 654, 660, 661, 662, 663, 664, 666, 667,

Argulidse

668, 671, 672, 674, 680, 703, 713, 719, 742

North American parasitic Copepods of the Family, with a
Bibliography of the Group and
a systematic Review of all
known Species, by Charles
Branch Wilson

Argulus

versicolor,

350

638, 644, 649, 654, 655,

new species

Aristotelia

.

bifasciella,

cockerella,

636,

638, 640, 646, 648, 649, 651, 654, 655,

disconotella

656, 657, 659, 660, 661, 662, 663, 667,

668, 671, 672, 674, 678, 680, 683, 687,

dorsivitella
dorsivittelhi

689, 691, 701, 709, 718, 725, 733, 741

elegantelhi

delphinus
elliptical type

795, 799

795, 800
795, 802

813
813
795, 799, 801

637, 722

f ungivorella

795, 798, 799, 933

gilvoliniella

795, 803, 933

intermediella

639,

dactylopteri

795,800,929

639, 702, 721, 742

797
795, 799

ivai

640, 647, 675, 692, 693, 702, 724, 742

foliaceus

new species..
new species
new species

argentifera,

694, 696, 697, 699, 701, 718, 719, 733, 742

coregoni

50

771, 773, 774, 786, 792,

absconditella 795, 801, 802, 841, 874, 898
angustipennella
933

635,

,

Charon
chromidis

847
26,

794, 799, 801, 802, 803, 895, 898, 919, 933

683, 685, 687, 688, 689, 690, 691 692,693,

elogatus

Sr.O

Argyrothamnia blodgettii
Arhopalus fulminans

657, 660, 662, 663, 668, 674, 678, 681, 682,

catostomi

350

spinifera

678, 683, 697, 703, 707, 730, 741, 742

americanus,

644,

longililis

641, 702, 704, 727

alosje

species

Argyrops
635

636, 637, 638, 641, 642, 701, 704, 725, 741

africanus

new

646, 647, 649, 680, 684, 685, 686, 689,
692, 697, 698, 699, 702, 716, 718, 742

kearfottella,

703,726,742
637, 722

minimella

678

molestella

639, 677, 703, 722, 742
636, 637,638, 639, 640, 641, 644,

new species.

.

795, 803, 933

795, 802, 841, 842

795, 797

physaliella

795, 802, 899

pinifoliella

8:o

pudibundella
795, 796, 797
quinquepunctella, new species 795, 804

615, 647, 649, 651, 654, 655, 656, 659, 660,
661, 662, 663, 664, 667, 668, 671, 672, 673,
674, 675, 678, 679, 682, 687, 688, 689, 690,

roseosuffusella .... 786, 795, 796, 797, 932

692, 693, 697, 703, 709, 722, 727, 728, 742

rubidella

funduli

giganteus
indicus
japonicus

639, 702, 724
641, 702, 704, 727
641, 703,704, 727

795,798,933

salicif ungiella

639, 649, 677,

679, 680, 682, 697, 698, 703, 709, 710, 741

A

by
Schwarz and Barber during the
Summer of 1901, by Nathan Banks

Arizona,
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Armadillididse

211

509
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Arpedium schwarzi
Arremon callistus

1 1,

polionotus
Arrheiioplita bicornis
viridipennis

I'age.
li!

Ateleodaenis leueogenys

plumbea

141

145

salmoui

141

speciosa

140

30, 58
30,

Artemia

53

Atheta

11

analis

11

dichroa

H

15

lividipennis

11

53

luteola

11

11,41
43

marginicollis

Arthromacra

recondita

31, 53

a'liea

Asck'pias comuti

51

iiicarnata

Aselera
punt'ticollis

41

;emula

644

Arthmiu.s globicolli.s
Arthrolips

47

51

acanthus

21

54

briglitwelli

21

cucullatus..

21

posticus

21

31

AsellidaAselliis

422

seapularis

225, 420, 505

Atimia confusa
Atomaria distincta

421, 422, 427, 428

aquatiriis

11

Atlious

31

rufieoUis
Aselli

141

1 15

21
26,

50

17,

44

ephippiata

17,

44

uttenuatus
cavaticus

422

oeliracea

17,

44

422

Atranus pubeseens

7,

38

commiiiiis

421 422, 423

421, 422

,

Atriplex

792, 793

Attagenus hornii

forelii

422

hoppinie

422

pellio

17,

45

stygius

225

pieeus

17,

45

tomalensis

422

Asemum mcestum
Aspa«ma, new genus
cifonia;-.

Attains

25, 50

413, 414

new

414, 415

spe<-ir;;

minima
minimus

414, 415

414

Aspidoglossa subangulata

(i,

Aspidontus

37

442. 451, 453, 503

dasson,

new

speeies

453, 454, 503

48

circuniscriptus

22

granulans
melanopterus
morulus

22

22

otiosus

22

pallifrons

22

scincetus

22

Attus octavus

218

retarius

218

559

Atyidee

825, 911

Auleutes

372
30G, 307
287,

30li,

307
307

soloensis

Atanius

49

abdltus
cognatus
cylindrus

226

55

asper
cassandriB

218

speeies

nebulosus
tachygonoides
Aulielitliys japonicus
Aulobaris

24
.24

35
35
44

47
21

24

constrictor

24

Aulorhynchidse
Aulorhynelnis

ovatulus

24

socialis

24

strigatus

24

Aulostoma

texanus

24

Aulostf)mid;e

27, 51

Ateleodaenis

141

analis

Proc. N.

fiavidus

vol.

xw — 02

valentini

-02

16
16

019, 620, 622, 024, 628
620, 625, 631

619,628
620

Aulostomoidea
Aulostomus

141

M.

4

56

scolopax.

24

Ataxia crypta

55

619

pusilla

Iffiviventris

lecontei

54

35,

49
24

gracilis

55

33,

Aulonium

imbricatus

3, 24,

.

35,

24

parallelopipedum
tuberculatum
Aulonothroseus

figurator

33

211,217

551

230, 435

new

33

nigripes
Attidae

Aster
Astia morosa

obsoletus,

33

551

Astacidie

Astragalus
Astur butleri

54

bipustulatus

trossulus.nevv speeies 453,455,45(5,503

sohar
unicornis

33, 54

analis

453

Aspisnrus

22

Attelabidee

Attelabus

453, 458, 503

taeniatus

22

terminalis

453,

15(i,457,458,503

elegans
japonicus

17, 45

619, 622, 623, 624, 629

620, 622, 623, 624
622, 626, 630
619, 629
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Batri.siis

some new South American, by

scabriceps

11

Birds,

schaumii

11

spretus

11

Harry C. Oberholser
Blacicus pileatus

tritmgulifer

11,41

268

eostolutella

911

Blaps similis
Blapstinus
interruptus
metallicus
mcestus

Bellophis zonatiis
Belonidse

l.'io

Blastobiisida

621

Blechrus glabratus

n-A

t

vie suturalis

26,

Beetles of the District of Cohimbia,
of the,

A

50

List

by Henry Ulke

1

Begoe

90G, 927

:i29,

Belonuehus formosus

Bembidium

30,

.53

30
30
30
772, 937

7

pusio

12, 41

52

7,

Bledius

38

affine

6

americanum
antiquum
chak-eum

6

ana lis

14

6

annularis
conf usus

14

constrictum

6

contractum
coxendix

6

6

f

ugax

guexii
insequale
Isevigatum

gilli

6

Blenniida;

f>

Blenniinse

6

Blennioidea

6

Blenniophidium

441

. . .

442

:

743

483

pctropauli

459
471

939

dolichogaster

252

galerita

1

523

polyactoccphalus. . .

948

rose us

Berosns exiguus
peregrinus
striatus

7,

45

9,

39

9,

39

9,

39

Betarmon bigeminatus
Betula nigra
Bibio tenuipes,

20
55,

new

788

species

Bibionidse
Bicia

Bidessus
affinis

flavicollis

9,

granarius

Boarfishes

L.

lazaruH

24
24

Boletophagus corticola

30,

Boletotherus bifurcus

30, .53

Bolitobius

53
42

angularis

13

anticus

13

cincticollis

13

638, 723

cinctus

13

638, 722

dimidiatus

Abbott and

Mr. C. B. Kloss in the Andaman and
Xicobar Islands, by Charles W. Rich-

mond

49

9

638

W.

5C-1

farctus

405, 827

(537,

475

,

.560

39

9

613

Bolbocerns

281

gasterosteus

Birds collected by Dr.

Blue thing.

9,39

lacustris

Big sea swallow
Bigelovia
Binocuhis
bicornutus

.503,

1

95

39

450
442, 450, 465,

tania
474
yatabei
449, 450, 45 503
Blennoid Fishes of Japan, A Review of
the, by David Starr Jordan and John
Otterbein Snyder
141
Blepharida rhois
29, 52
Blotched fi.sh
256

95
577,601

:

464
.500

basiliscus

Beni kawamuki
Beuihatatate

BerginiLs pumilus

483

Blenniops
Blennius anguillaris

Bembrops

404

451

362, 441, 480, 502

37

variegatum

Beniteguri
Berberis repens

316, 333, 334

451

Blennies

6

333

new species

filamentosus

6

6

6

333

mitsukurii.

littorale

6,

14
333, 334

Blennechis

4-maculatum
nigrum

punctatostriatum
semistriatum
ustulatum

14

kallolepis

6

6

picipes

14

14

6

6

patruele
pedicellatuni

14

emarginatus
mandibularis

6

6

fraternum

42

semiferrugineus
sinuatus
Bleekeria

ti

dorsale

287

Birds collected by William T. Foster in
Paraguay. List of, by Harry C. Oberholser

59
127, 135

Black s(;raper

13

niger
obsoletus

13

13

trinotatus

13

var. gentilis

127

13

intrusns

13

Bolitochara trimaculata

11

Bombus

44

INDEX.

970
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Brotula

753, 754,765

Bombylidse

100

Bombylius recurvus, new species
Boops

100

armata

322

barbata

322

f<irnu)s:f,

taoops

Boros unicolor

53

1, 4, 31,

Bostrichidse

23, 48

Bothrideres geminatus

16,

Bothrocara

Box

new

754

Brotulinse

753

Bruchidse

29, 52

364, 743, 753, 765

Bruchus alboscutellatus

dentipes

15

indubitabilis

15

4-punctata
ursina

15

bivulneratus
calvus
chinensis
cruentatus
discoideus
distinguendus
exiguus

15

fraterculus

var. basal is

15

hibisci

var. fiavifrons

15

longistylus

var. 10-pustulata

15
55

macrocerus
4-maculatus

34

mimus

271

trossulus
.

271,272,285
43

Brachybamus
electus

30
30, 52

52
29, 52

130
30
30,

52

30,

52
30

30,52

30
30

29,52

10

musculus

perforatus

10

subpunctatus

10

30,52

24

nigrinus
obsoletus
obtectus

17

perforatu.s

30,52

pisorum

29, 52

Brachycepsis cribrarius

Brachycis brevicollis
pubicornis,
setosa,

new

new

species

1

species

16,

1

117

Brachycrcpis
Brachylobus lithophilus

38

38

30

30,

seminulum

40
8,

Brachynus

52

30

Bryaxis

41

abdominalis

11

americanus

7

atlantica

11

ballistarius

8

belfragei

4,11,41

fumans
minutus

8

cavicornis

11

7

congener
conjuneta

11

perplexus

8

Brachypodius fuscoflavescens

290

floridana

47

gemmifer

serosa

22

illinoiensis

teruginosa

22

intermedia

ovata

21

luniger

18,

Brachys

Brachyspisia capensis

eapensis

Brachystylus acutus
Brachytarsus alternatus
limbatus
tomentosus
variegatus
Bradycellus linearis

146

perforata

146

puncticollis

33,

54

37, 57

37
37, 57
37,

57

8,

39

nigriceps

8

rupestns

8

tantillus

8

var. parallclus

8

Branchipus
Branehiura

644

Brazilian ocelot

246

701

Brenthidre
Bride kochi

35, 56

11

(lentata

45

Bracliypterus urtiese

Broggeria,

757

754, 765

Brotulidse

261, 270, 271, 285

ulvarum, new species
Brachyaeantha

11
11

11,41
11

11.

rubicunda
ulkei

11

valida

Bryolophus,

11,41

'.

new genus
new

lysimus,

614,617

species

614, 617, 618

Bryoporns flavipes

13,42

rufescens

Bryostemma

13,42
442, 463, 464, 503, 613, 614,617

deeoratum, new specie.''.
otohime, new species

614, 615,616
...

...

cer-

942

tain Species of Fishes con-

605

605

fused with, by David Starr
Jordan and John Otterbein
Snyder

16,

44

16,

44

saitone,

new

speeies

613
..

465,

467 468,-503

756
756

464,

465, 503, 613, 614^ 615,617

Polyactoeephalum, on

salteri

:

465,

466, 468,503

l>olyactoceplialum

new subgenus

Brontes debilis
dubius
Brotella

imberbis
japoniea
multibarbata

749, 765

puffer

Brachaluteres

316, 364

749, 750

species

280

Brachycoma

species

"46, 749, 765

mollis
zesta,

44

760
754

new

tarsodes,

new

species

,

614
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Brvotropha

aflSnis

894

basquella
glochinella
opereulella

864

solanella

821

779

scalaris

821

similis

Bubonidse

304

Bubulciis coroniandiis

313

Bucco chacuru

127

Bucconidse
Bucculatrix

127

Budytes flava

ruflpes

beniteguri

Ri\isi..ii

Faniil>

(

di

21

flagris,

.

Butorides spodiogaster
Butterfly-fishes

punctatus

Byrrhus murinus

19,

46

950
942, 943, 950

richardsoni
valenciennesi

950
948,

950,951,954,957,959

variegatus

356

Caececia argyrospila

371, 400, 401

var. vividana

eerasivorana

negundana
nugundana
rosaceana
semiferana
vividana
Cacoplia pullatA

371

stygia

.

401
371, 401

Calloides nobilis

371, 401

Calobata vittipennis,

371, 400

Calochromus

50

421,

424, 427, 428, 436

225, 421, 422, 423, 424, 426, 427, 428

troglodytes
a-nia dimidiata

(

';enocara intermedia

(

'aiioscelis

oeulata

945, 946, 958

japonicus
variegatus

371

422,424,426,427,428
richardsonije

. .

,

420, 421, 422, 423, 427, 428

niekajackensis

23,

ferruginea
testacea

37

ealidum

47

externum

23

sayi

6

48

scrutator

5

17

wilcoxi
Calospiza tatao

17

dambarus

5
144
435

cavatus, new subspecies

56

tenebrosus,

36,56

diogenes
extranous

7

hamulatus

Callicerus

jordani

558

latimanus

558

235
436
43.5,436,437
436. 437
436, 437, 438

striatus,

species

11

Callidium

60

aereum
antennatum
jauthinum
Calligrapha

bigsbyana

232,234,235
437

7

642

435

sub-

clarki

7

impunctatus
opaculus

elegans

new

species

56

38

436, 437

232, 233, 234, 235, 435, 436

gregarius

Callicanthus

22, 47

293

l)artoni

Caligus

22
309
22, 47

,

acherontis

Calathus

50

125

Calosoma

350

36,

,

species

Calornis ty tleri

350

36,

new

47

ehrysozona

oryzw

941 944, 958
26.

tile

'alandra granana

941, 942, 945, 958

perfacetus
Caloenas nicobarica
Calopteron reticulatum
terminale

427
22,

44

('alandrida'

944

new species 948, 957, 958, 959
new genus
941, 958
doryssus, new species
941,

virgis,

Calliurichtliys,

371 401

26,

C»cidotea

942
947, 949, 959

reevesi

45

17,

Cacodoxus

942, 950, 952

947

753

Byturus unicolor

(

949

314
528, 534

Bythitinao

948, 955, 959

891

46

948, 952, 953, 959

huguenii

lyra

19,

.

inframundus

767

Byrrhidfp

948, 954, 959
950, 952

new species.

japonicus
longicaudatus
lunatns

ilie

with Descriptions nf lu'w Sixiics.
Butalis matutella

367, 939, 941, 958
939, 941, 942, 947, 959

948, 956, 959

curvicornis

Hiccliii-

dae,

26, 50

new species

21

21

American Mothsof the

(":vsio

calliste,

47

21,

A

28
896

947, 948, 957, 959

altivelis

striata

Busck, August, on

28

var. spirese

772

lineata

28
28

297

Buprestis decora

28

Callima argentieinctella
Callimoxys sanguinicollis
Callionymidse
Callionymns

21, 47

Biiprestida'

(

Calligrapha elegans
philadolphica

pelhicidus

new

sub437
226,

228, 230, 232, 233, 234, 235, 436

25
25

testi

25

propinquus

51

putnami

28

rusticus

233,235
235, 439

236
235,236

972
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Cambarua

Page.

setosus

436

Carapus kagoshimanus

751

spinosus

439

Carassius auratus

321

577

Carcinops conjunctus

Cambrian brachiopoda

narssonella;
Obolus;

14

with

(

577

gagates
Carelara longula
Carphoborus bifurcus

Campephagidae

29'J

Carpophaga

Camponotns pennsyl vanicus
(^ancroma coromanda

313

I).

IS
20, 46

couvexus

Species, by

Charles

Wal-

cott

18

—striatus

'ardiophorus cardisce

Descriptions of

new

18

geminatus

Liii-

Acrotreta;

20,46
3, 4. 31,

53

36, 56

302

senea

41

Canifa

20, 46

30S

insularis

308, 309

palumboides

53

309

('arpoi)hilusantiquus

j>allipes

31

jilagiata

31

brachypterus

is

Ijusilla

31

eorticinus

18

Cantliidermis

254, 260, 285

dimidiatus
hemipterus

is

angulosus
maculatus
rotnndatus
Cantlion

260
261, 285

Isevis

24, 49

vigilans

24,

viridis

24, 49

Canthydrns
bicolor

Carya alba
("rtsns Grandes Meteorite

]>iincticollis

position of

70
69

Capriscus murium dentibus minutis
Caproid Fishes or Antigoniidae, The Relationship and Osteology of the, by Edwin
Chapin Starks
Oaproidse

274

mineralogical
composition
of

in

als in

The, by
Tassin

283

Carabus

37

37
5,

serratus.

sylvosus

vinctus

Caradrina

5,

37

5

Carangus

370, 375

207
336, 521

timidella

649

cirrhosus

The

bostonensis

709

commersonii
by Edgar A. Meariis

237

Ocelot,

338

Ceanothus

hippos

337

Cedius spinosus

337

ziegleri

337

Celetes basalis

leptolepis

337

malabaricus

337

Celma angustata
Cenopis directana

sexfaseiatus

337

760

(;46

408, 875

latus

acus

44

Catostomus

jarra

724

852
16,

238

Cats,

743, 750, 765

29, 52

Cato-pardus mexicanus

337

750, 751, 765

52,55

Catogenus rufus

338

Carapus

38

852, 883

336, 337, 338

Carapidae

38

7,

29, 52

Catastega

armatus
carangus

Caranx luna

72
3, 7,

839, 864

marylandica
Cassida bivittata
nigripes

207

extimia
puncti vena
CarangidiB

69

Casnonia ludoviciana
pennsylvanica
Cassia chamaechrista

37

5

73

Wirt

troilite in

516, 521, 522

521

74

taenite in

521, 522

5,

72

silicates and
other miner-

565
521, 565

283

limbatus

72

schreibersite

521

unistriata

70

.

history of

521

aper
Carabidse

73

description of.

521

Capros

18

—carbon in

31

Caprida;

aurora

18

923

53

Capra

Caproijygia

18

chemical com-

8

fuliginosa

45
]s

filiformis

8

Capnochnia

Caprophonus

(

niger
'artodere clegans

49
39

18,

marginatus

260, 261
2(;0,

18

10,

40

10,

40

22,

47

4, 9,

39

371, 401, 402

reticulatana

402

Centrinopus

56

alternatus

Centrinus

35
•

albotectus

56

35

—

.

.

.

978

INDEX.

Huge.
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(

iMitrimis clarescens

35

penicellus

3n

perscillus

35

pratoxtatus

picumnus

35

pubest'ens

35

pygma-us

scutellmn-all)iim

625

Ccntriscoidea

Cent riscops

619

Oentriscus
Centrobleiinius

619

nubilus
Centrodera decolorata

9,

40

10,

40

9,

40

9
9

^00

Cerocarpus

Cerophytum pulsator

499

Cerostoma radiatella

21

'0^

-•.''-

Cerotoma trifurcata
Ceruehus

26,50

47

,

371. 404

rubrella

Centrogaster

lOU

3ii9,

parvifolius

499

26, 50

plcta

40
9

ranarius
unlpunctatus

633

(125,

10,

iiigriceps

perscitus

Ceiitriscida;

9

CtTcyiin melanocephalus
navicularis

35

"*'
-'1

piceus

Centronotus

.

apos
crassispina

35
35

473

erythropus
puberulus
pusio

gnnnellus
nebulosus

470

rapse

468

septentrionalis

pictus

471

siculus

dolichogaster

dybowskii

488
-I'0,

faseiatus

quinquemaculatus

. .

'

subfrenatus
taczanowskii

469

zimmermanni

I

544

40

Ci'dphylus

921

29

364

minuta

29

363

parcepunctata
protensa

49

29
29, 52
-

4, 22,

Chsetocoelus setosus

27, 51

29

-

29, 52

subcylindrica

,

529,

Cha-todon
5
530, 534, 539, 541
.

. .

new species
new species
slaber, new species
inermis, new species
pilosus, new species
squamipes, new species,
stigmalis, new species

—
'''•>**.

'2.

527

aureus
auriga
auriga var.

356, 534

531 532
,

531

setil'i^r
3.56,

856
33,

54

18,45
18
9

canescens

-'^-ig

529,530

capistratus

357

citrinellus
COllaris

534

MS

bifasciatus
86

.":\ -65, 566, 571

arthriticus

auripes

^^' '^O^- 606

48
"i^

ChiEtodipterus

exilis,

Cercopeus chrysorhceus
Cercus abdominalis
pennatus
Cercyon analis

"29

pulicaria

bellus,

Cercis...1

^'-

29

pusillus

Ceratophora fullonella
Ceratopogon aneorus, new species

924

40

"-75

Ceratographis pusilla

922

ventrellus

364

25, ,50

Cerambycidse
Ceratacanthus

921

trimaculellns

crenulata
denticulata

24,

Ccracis sallei

925

pometollus

eonflnis

10,

Cepolidse

576

43

15,

marginata

'fy_

Cba'tocnema

55

Cepola limbata

35

Chfetochilns contubernatellus
malifoliellus

361

Ccphaloscymnus zimmermanni
Cephennium oorporosum

35

Ceyx tridactyla
Chache
Chanogobius macrognatlios

361

occidentalis

35

300

10,40

monilis
Cephalacanthidse
Ceiihalaoanthus japonicus

35

35

squamatus

S44,545

tibiceii

55

-1,

sulcipennis

I

35
35,

475
473

Centrophonis
Ccntropyge

35
".

483

81

feratopyse

35

atriculus

. .

471

roseus

\(\U

Cerylon castaneum
Ceutorhynchns anthonomoides

356,

;i57.

cornutus

couagga
daakar

530. 534. 535. 563

549
'•^2
''2iJ

heemorrhoidalis

9,40

dsedalma, new species
decussatus

9,40

faseiatus

357

indistincttis

lineolatus

357

analis var?

lugubris

9

9

531,538,563
532, 533
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INDEX,

Chaetodon lunaris ..........
lunula
macrolepidotus

Chelanops

Page.
grosstis
2'>o

Cheliferscabrisculis....
Cheliferidce

,

„oa
..'.'.'.....

220
~~

Chelonia

modestus
mycteryzans

535, 563

,

.

543

nesogallieus..

531. 532

nippon

537, 563

•^31

nudus

. .

.

ocellatu.s

pictus

Chernes grossus

536

Chevrolatia amrena
Chilara

356535

reticulatus
rostratus,

549

532.533

pratextatus

350, 357, 535

nigra trans

fa.scia

oculos

532

rotundus

352

saxatili.s

352

sebanns

531

semilarvatns

357

setifer

530, 531, 532, 563

striatus

541

teira

526

triostegu.s

552

tyrwhitti
unicornis

353

530,532,533,563

zebra

Cha

552
odontid.-e .... 75,35(
,513,526,528,529,551,563

and related ramllies of
Fishes found in the Waters of Japan, a Review
of the, by David StanJordan and Henry W.

10,40
15,43

316,317
928

Chion cinetus
Chiracanthium inclusum

25,50
213

.

Chirocentridaj
Chirocentrus dorab
Chirolophina;
Chirolophis

327
327

442
464

aaeanii

456

Chirolophns japonicns
polyactoeephalus
Chironomidae

4

r>13,614

615

S5

Chironomus atrimanus, new species

new

palliatus,

94

species

95

pulchripennis, new species
varipennis, new species
Chirosia capito, new species

94
94

123

Chiroxiphia candata
Chl.Tnius sestivus
brevilabris
cseruleicollis

S

emarginatus
impunctifrons

Fowler

S

8

laticollis

.

nemoralis
niger
penn.sylvanieus

'

\-^

' . . .

.

collaris

34,

55

20,

4(i

tricolor

Chlam ys
''

plicata

•>!

virginiensis

.^j

Chalepus trachypygus
Chamsenerion angustifolium

'

~>r,

"

chanidffi

specie.*

Chlarias f uscus

^7

Chlorophonia chlorocapilla

Ln

S

:::::::::;;

310,331,332

or butterfly fishes
Choeridium histeroides
Chcierops azurio

48

pilosa
.

]

Cholems zimmermanni

- - -

23,

48
23

clavicornis

-

29,

52

luridipennis

. -

576

pennsylvanieus

24,49
353
353

nyetemblema, new species
Choleva

'

niarginatus

529, 534

japonicns

Chariessa

Chauliognatl

144

144

Chochonwo

279

var. onusta
Charistena ariadne

321

viridis

'

Chasmias
Chasmichthys

27

1-

49

51

27

var. assimilis

Chalcophora campestris

38

38

tomentosiis

^^

"

8,

sericens

jq;

[[

8

prasinus

p)]

.

Chalcolepidius viridipilis
Chaleophap.s indica

Chanos chanos
Chapinus

as

8,

Chaetodontops
Chaetodonts
Chsetolyga nigrifacies
Chsetona flavipennis, new species
Chsetophleps polita, new species
Chair carrier perch

Channa formosana, new

8

leucoscelis

mesoleucns

Cheilo inermis

IZ
SI

'

'

Chilocorus bivulnerus

Chsetodontinre
Chaetodontoplus

Chalcodermus

'
'

220
'

Chiloscyllium indieum
Chimabache hanstellata

559
.

09 5.,
^n'jn

752

529

strigatus

vagabundus

Chelymorpha argus
Chenniummonilicorne...
Chenopodium
album ^[Z'.'.['.'.':::.'

316, 353

.

10,40
....[..[[[

simplex
terminans
Chondracanthus
Chonopeltis

10
10
10

10

642
641,'701,'703, 729,
740, 741'
,

Chorngu;

641, 703, 704, 729

57
37

975
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Choragus sayi

37

zimmermanni
Chramesus icorice
Chromatia amcena
Chromis
Chrysobothris azurea
blanchardi
dentipes
femorata

Clambus gibbulus
puberulus

37
Sti,

50

31 53
,

Clausicella

21, 47

21

40
40

107

Cleodora

721, 729

10,

10,

775,777

eanicostella

778

modesta

781

pallidella

780

pallidistrigella

776

21,47

sabulella

778

floricola

21,47

striatella

21,

47

tophella

775
780

harrisii

21, 47

pusilla

21,47

Cleridse

22,

48

st'itula

21, 47

Clerus iehneumoneus

23,

48

6-signata

21,

47

(luadriguttatus

23,

48

rosmarus

23,

51

thoracicua

23, 48

51

var. nigrifrons

Chrysochus auratus
Chrysodina
Chrysomelidse
Chrysophrys aries
berda
datnia
Chrysopora

hermanella
lingualarella

2S, 51

3, 27,

350

Cling-tishes

413

(Gobiesocid*) of the Water.s
of Japan, A Review of the,

350

350

by David Starr Jordan and
Henry W. Fowler

773, 792
792, 793

792

48

23

413

Clinidium

44
seulptile

lingulacella

792, 793, 929

lingulasolla

932

ClininiE

441

Chrysothamnus

3S1

Clinus aculeatus

498

Chuko

264

Cibotion

27is

cubicus
Cichlocolaptes adspereus
oehroblepharus
Cieindela 6-guttata

278
133
133
5

37

5,

37

pallida

5,

37

planicollis

5,

37

punctigera

5,

37

rufa

5,

37

Clojotus aphodioides

4, 5,

37

Clubiona

sexguttata

6
24, 49

213
213

Clupanodon maculatus

327

5

328

gracilipe.s

5,

37

nasus
Clupea vernalis

5,

37

Clupcidse

Ki,

44

Clytauthus albofasniatus

13,

42

21,47

chinensis
Cis

Clytua marginicollis

Cnemidophorus gnlaris
tigris mclano.stetlius

48

322

Cnemidotus 12-punetatu.s
simplex
Cnesimus strigicollis

322

Cnipolegus cyaniro.stris

851, 852, 878

platauella

877, 878

48, 49

creberrimus

24

f useipes

24

Cobitidaj

Cistela brevis

marginata
Cistelidse

30,

53
53

30, 53

291

("isticola

cisticola

Citharffidus

.529

.50

26,

50

151

151
8,

39

8,

39

36,

56

139
16, 43

15
15

sanguinea
var. abdominalis

15

15

Coccinellidse

15,

43

Coccotrypes daetyliperda

Coelambus

291

529

meyeri

26,

oculata

370, 381

30,

26, 50

321

Coopinella affinis
9-notata

24

'isidse

Cissura valens

708

328

ruricola

261

5,

Cirrhiiia

(

37

Clubionidse

silphoides

'irrha

3, 6,

213

inclusa

37

37

5

Cicones marginali-s
Ciguatera

(

6

6
6,

5

Cicindelidae

'ioidse

6

var. patruela
var. splendida

(

6

6

var. 12-guttala

vulgaris

Cinyra

6

morula

5,

marginata

rugifrons

6

dentipes
f errea
impressif rons

hirticollis

rufiventris

598

Clivina amerieana
bipustulata

punctulata

purpurea
repanda

('ilea

maculatus

16

36,

56

dis.ssimilis

9,

39

nubilus

9,

Crelogastor

39

55

zimmermanni

35,

55

INDEX.
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CcBrebidse

i'age.
(

tonotraehelus affinis

34

51

albieinctus

brunnea

2,s

anagly pticus

favosa

'2S

eratwgi

l''i

cribrieollis

Colaspis

Colastus

maculatus

is

raorio

l^i

34
34,

55

34,

55
34

elegans
erinaeeus

34,55
34,

34

semitectus

IS

tlssnngnis

truiicatiis

]«

geminatus

IS

hispidns.
juglandis
naso

34,

34, 5",

unieolor
Colenis impunctata
Coleosanthus grandlflora

10,
:

40

397
301

nenuphar

inexpeftata

301

p( istieatus

linchi

301

senieulus

Collocalia

4S

Collops

eximius

22

4-maciilatiis

22

nigrieeps

22

tricolor

22

vittatus

22

Cololabis

021
sairi

621

:

Colon

40

34

34

34

34

tuberosus
Contopus pileatus
Contributions toward a Monograph of
the lepidopterons Family Noctuidse of

with Descriptions
by John B. Smith

nia,

of

new

Species,
159

39

glyphicus

10,

40

40

Copepoda

paradoxum

10,

40

Copepods, North American parasitic, of
the Family Argulidse, with a Bibliography of the Group, and a systematic-

10,

40

10
10

21 s

Colorado, Descriptions of the Larvae of
some Moths from, by Harrison G. Dyar.

Coluber sayi
zonatus
(;olubrina texana

369
152

texensis

Review

of

all

810

Coptocycla bicolor
clavata
purpurata

309

indica
nicobarica

309

Coptodera oerata

309

Coptotomus

16,

Colydium

44
16

var. nigripenne

16

virginiea

51

Conipsothlypis pitiayunii

143

pacifica

pitiayumi
Comptoiiia

143
143

858
iisplenifolia

Condalia ferrea
Conger

858
913

635
49
24

24
24
29
29, 52

-J
2
7,

Copturns binotatus
longulus
minutus
nanulus
quercus
Copurus colonus
Coquillett, D. \V., on
North America

9

New

Coregonus

basale

13

erassuiQ

13

knoxii

13

opicum
parvulum

13

scriptum
Conotelus mexicanus
obscurus

Coriarachne versicolor
Coriscium albinatella
Coronella gentilis
micropholis
sayi

13
13

55

83
299
289

299
.529,

539, 563

539.

.540, .563

530
725

lavaretus

42

35,

Diptera fnmi

Coracias orientalis
puella

18

Cono.soma

55

35

18

46

55

35,

139

constrietus

Coninomus

35,

35, 55

nodifer

326
743, 765

i

3s

39

Coraciid»
Coradiou
chrysozcmns
desmotes, new species

Congrogadidffi

l>y

interrogatus

44

lineola

Species,

signifera

bicolor

Commelyna

known

Charles Branch Wilson
Cnpris
anaglyptica
Carolina

minuta

308

Colydlidse

9
701

153

810

Colnniba scnea

135

Copelatus

10,

thoracicum
Colonus retarius

34, 55

boreal North America. A Revision of
the Moths referred to the Genus Leuca-

luibbardi

pusillum

55

34,55

asperatmn

putum

55

Corphyra

725
216
409
1.53

153

152
54

18,

45

collaris

32

18,

45

labiata

32

INDEX.
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CorphyraJugubris

32

terminalis

23

Corthylus punctatissimus

36,

Corticaria

46

dentigera
elongata
ferruginea
pubescens

18

50

25

43
15

851

47

Crioceris asparagi

27, 51

12-punetata

27, 51

Cross-banded perch
Crosswise tai
Crotalus atrox

76

522
158

lepidus

158

molossus

158

pricei

158

scutulatus

158

sethiops

21

Crotaphytus baileyi

149

cylindriformis

21

Crotolarla pumila

841

hamatus

21

420

inflatus

21

jiyrrhos

21

Crustacea
Crustacean Fauna of Nickajack Cave,
Tennessee, and Vicinity, Observations
on the, by William Perry Hay
Crustacean Fauna of the Region about
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, Observations on the, by William Perry Hay

tarsalis

21
21
21

;...

tessellatus

21

Cory phospiugus cristatus
cucullatns

Coscinoptera dominicana
Cnssonus impressifrons

Rican ocelot

Cotalpa lanigera
Cotingidse
Cottidie

Cottus

144, 145

Cryphalus rigidus
Cryptarcha

27, 51

ampla

145

36,

56

245
25,

49

Coxelus guttulatus

Crangonyx
bifureus
flagellatus

223
36,

56
46
18

concinna

18

strigata

18

Cryptobium badium

13,

42

bicolor

13,

42

941

carolinum
cribratum

13,

42

13,

42

flavlcorne

13,

42

223
16,

44

421, 429, 430, 432

antennatus

417

134

223, 420

richardsonii

429, 430, 432

429
430

latebricola
pallipes

serpentinum
Cryptocephalus

13
13,

42

13,

42
51

albicans

28

429

badius
binominis

28

lucifugus

mucronatus

429

calidus

28

packardi

429

gibbicollis

28

429

guttulatus
insertus

28

gracilis

tenuis
vitreus
'raponius insequalis

'rataoanthus dubius
Crataegus
(

tomentosus

429, 432

225, 429
35,

65

8,

39

53,

55

'ratoparis lugubris

lunatus

37,

51

striatulus

28

37,

57

trivittatus

28

48

var. dispersus

28

23

var.

hamatus

28

23

var. ornatus

27

23

var. simplex
venustus

28

25

27
2.s,

51

27

2, 25,

49

Cryptognatha pusilla
Cryptohypnus choris
melsheimeri

25

obllquatulus

9,

40

pectoralis

20

9

perplexus
var. inops

20, 47

25

harrisii

25

variolosus

Creophilus villosus
Crepicephalus texanus

27

schreibersii

mixta

suturalis

27
28

quadruplex

oculata
vetusta
Cremastochilus canaliculatus
castanese
leucostictus

27

leucomelas
mutabilis
quadrimaculatus

11

'regya

Creniphilus subeupreus

27

812

Crataroea suturalis

<

93

obsoletus

288

splendens

(

species

18

351

rotundicollis

(

new

Cricotopus varipes,
Crioeephalus

52

52

25

18

15,

29,

agrestis

140, 288

Corvula argentata
Corvus macrorhynchos
Corylophidse
Corylophus truncatus
Corylus americana
Corymbites

29,

29, 52

rufipes

18

18

serrata

Corvidse

('osta

57

Crepidodera atriventris
helxines

12, 41

590

Cryptolechia dubitella

15,

43

20,

47

20,47

20

20
911

978

INDEX.
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Cryptomeigenia
Cryptophagidse
Cryptophagus

104
5, 16,

44

18, 46
18, 46

var. bicolor

44

cellaris

16

crinitus

17

croeeus

17

diffleilis
f

Cybocephalus nigritulus

Cychramus adustus

ungieola

nodangulus
plectrum
Cryptopleurum americanum

minutum
Cryptorhopalum hsemorrhoirtale
triste

5,

viduus

5, .37

viridis

49

17,

45
55

Cylistix

35

ferratus

35

f uscatus

35

minutissimus
obtentus
parochus

35

tristris

35

140

45

attenuatus
cylindricus

17
17

Cyllene pictus

26,

robinise

26,

Cymatodera

48

35

inornata

22

undulata

elugans
neglecta

10

maeulatus
Ctenogobius giuris

498

Cynoglossus diplasios,

362

Cyparium

362
575

Ctenopharyngodon
Cuba,

A new

pilosa

Isopod of the
Genus Pseudarmadillo from, by Harriet
Richardson
Cucujidse
Cucujus elavipes

322

terrestrial

Cuculidse
Cucullia lajtiflca

44

16,44

302

302

Culex bimaculatus, new species

84

new species
squamiger, new species
fleteheri,

84

85

Culicidse

84

Culter brevicauda
Cupes concolor
Cupesidse
Curculionidse
Curius

23,

48

23,

48

33,

55
26
55

751
histrio,

new

104

species

lepivora

Cyanocompsa cyanea
glaucoeserulea
sterea
Cyanocorax heckelii
Cyanoloxia glaucocserulea

Cybalomia
Cybister fimbrlolatus

38

43
14

coUaris
obscurus
robustus

20

rufleollis

20

20

19
20
323

Cyprinid*
Cyprinus carpio
Cypselurus
agoo

321
321, 723
, .

621

621

californicus

Cypsilunis spilonotopterns
Cyrtinus pygmseus
Cyrtophorus verrucosus
Cyrtusa
blandissima

621

330
26,
26,

50
50
40
10

~.

egena

10

pieipennis

10

Cy ttopsis

514, 519, 582

itea,

new

species

roseus

50

dentatus
Cuscuta

Cuterebra americana

38

7,

316, 367

Cyprinella

322

Cusk-eels

38

7,

46

302

lugubris

3, 7,

variabilis

609
16,

370, 381

Cuculus honoratus

species

38

flavipes

354

idellus

new

7,

Cyphon

354

39

9,39

americana

Cjaiiindis

10

simills

9,

flmbriata

498

platycephalus

22

Cymbiodyta blanchardi

Ctenodon

rubellio

50
22

10

Ctenolabrus aurigaria

50

brunnea

40

zimmermanni

25
644

35

36, 56

pieeus

25

villosa.....

Cyclops
Cyclorhis viridis

fallax

140

immaculata

45

35

140

Cyelocephala

40

17,

consobrinus

37

unicolor

10,40

Ctenistes

37

Cyclarhis ochroeephala

bisignatns

Crypturgus uliitaceus

37

5,

16

16

Cryptorhynchus

5,

17
17

10,

18

Cychrus elevatus
stenostomus

Cy ttus
Dacne

519, 520, 562

519

619
44

4—maculata
Dacnis cayana

16,

44

140, 141

103

speciosa

141

104

Dactyleptus
Dactylopterus volitans
Dactylota

470

146, 147

147

146
127, 140

146, 147

397
9,

39

snellenella

Dainanginpo
Daphnia

727
835

835,836
482
661

46

Dascyllidffi

19,

Dasyatidse

318, 319

.

979
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Dasyatis akajei
Dasycera nonstrigella

318
"

Dasytbamnus mentalis
Datames sulf ereus
Deania,

910
128

220

new genus

80

new

Page.

Desmoglyptus crenatus
Desmopachria
convexa

56

35,

39

9

Dexidae
Diabrotiea

121

52

atripennis

28,

62

337

12-punctata

28,

.52

muroadsi

336

vittata

28, 52

Decarthron abnorme

10

eglantina,

80

species

Decapterus macrosomus

exseetum

Diachus

51

40

auratus

formiceti

11

catarius

longulum
stigmosum

11

levis

40

pallidicornis

10,

11,

27, 51

Dectes spinosus

46

Deltometopus
amcenicornis

349

punctatum

409

Uendrocopus fuscus

132

Diamond

133

Diaperis hydni

Dentex hypselos. >iiius
setigeriis

new genus
new species

Depressaria

new

species

409
24, 49
24,

*

tai

49

522
30, 53

Diaphasia

750

acus

750

Diastictis occiduaria

32,

54

Dibolia borealis

17,

45

Dicffilus

370, 390
29,

52

38

218

ambiguus

7

218

dilatatus

7

345

elongatus

7

346

()va:is

7

773, 837

politiis

7

837, 930

purpuratus

7

877
818, 879

bicostomaculella
bimaculella

teter

7

Dicerea

47

859

asperata
divaricata

21

bistrigella

892

lepida

21
21

21

cereerisella

855

dubitella

911

fuscoluteella

895

obscura
pugionata
punctulata

f uscoochrella

885

spreta

georgiella

)t'rmestes

truncatus

370, 899, 926

albisparsella

I

131

36, 56

octavus

yuccasella,

Dialytes striatulus

307, 314

javiuiica

Dendroides caiiadciisi^
Dendrophihis i>unct\ilatus
Dendryphantos

Dcoclona,

pnosmodiella,

132

36,56

terebrans

Dendrocygna

349

Dialectica

313

Dendroctonus frontalis

28
151

Diagramma cinerascens

Demigretta sacra
Dendrocolaptes eritbacus
Dendrocolaptidse
rufus

28

Diadophis regalis

20

20

ruflpes

28
28, 51

907, 916

var.

21

21
21

caudata

21

var. lurida

malifoliella

926

obscurusella
pallidochrella

898

persicseella

859

pseud oacaciella

881

Dichomeris ligulella

querciella

787

Dicrepidius

quercifoliella

818

rileyella

887

Dieruridae

290

versicolorella

902

290

17,

45
45

Dictynidffi

17

Dictyosoma

17,

45

vulpinus

17,

45

Dernu'stidfe

17,45

Dcrodoiitidffi

23,

Descriptions of the Larvae of

48

two new Species of SquaSharks from Japan, by David Starr
Jordan and John Otterbein Snyder
Desmocerus palliatus

369

213

temmincki

loid

79
26, 50

481, 482, 504

482

443
835

bicolor

835

snellenella

836

Dillonia

324

aculata
Dineutes

Descriptions of

213

,

Dictyosominae
Didactylota

23, 48

. .

20

443, 481 482, 504

burgeri

some Moths

from Colorado, by Harrison G. Dyar

24
47

17,

lardarius

24
921

ramicornis

Dicrurus andamanensis
Dictyna sublata

frischii

Derodontus maculatus

49

elongata
f uscuhi

828

caninus
elongatus

21

Dichelonycha

324

39

assimilis

9

carolinus

9

980
Page.

Dineutes discolor
emarginatus

Page.
9

Dolops reperta

9
9

Dinoderus

Donacia sequalis

minutus

27
27, 51

distincta

27

flavipes

23

27

hypoleuca

444 497, 504

grigorjewi

704, 73.5, 740

'.

cincticornis

48

Dinogunelhis

Ml.

striata

9

nigrior
vittatus

641, 704, 731, 731, 735, 740, 742

3, 27,

metallica

497,504

51

27

41

palmata

27, 51

americanus

12

piscatrix

27, 51

myllaenoides

12

porosicollis

27

pusilla

27

Dinopsis

Diochus sehaumii
Diodon holacanthus

12,41

Diodontidffi

Dioedus punctatus
Diphaiilaca bicolorata
Diphreutes
macrolepidotus
Diplochila laticollis
Diplocoelns brimneiis

360

subtilis

27

360

tuberculata
Doras niger
Dorcaschema alternatiim

734

30,53
29,52

nigrum

26,50

542

wildii

26,

Dorcatoma

48

Incomptum

23

17,45

pallicorne

23

49

.setulosum

harperi

25

liberta

25

sordida

25
25

tristis

49

parallelus

W. Coquillett
8,39

Discopoma

221

circularis

species

abbreviata
caroliniana

new genus
new species

941

A Review

29

Starr Jordan

collata
crenicollis

Drassidae

—

29

pennsylvanica

29
29,52

5-vittatji

xanthomelsena
Dissemuroides andamanensis
Dissemnnis malabaricns

29
290
290

939, 958

939, 940, 958

related

Fishes of the Waters of Japan,

52

29

by David
and Henry W.

of the,

939
21, 47

212

Drassodes
Drassus coloradensis
Drasterius amabilis
elegans

212
212, 221
20,

290

Distenia undata
District of

2(),

Columbia,

A

List of the Beetles

of the, by Henry Ulke
Ditemnus bidentatus
Ditoma

quadricoUis
quadrignttatu

Dolomedes

scriptus

Dolopius

50

1

22,47
44

16
16

216
47

lateralis

Dolops

20
641, 701, 703, 730, 731, 734, 740. 741

bidentata
discoidalis

doradis
geayi
kollari

641, 704, 731, 736. 742

641, 703, 739
704, 730, 731, 733, 742
641, 704, 730, 736, 737, 742
641, 703, 730, 732,742

lacordairei

638

longicauda

704,

730,731,732,733,734, 740, 742

ranarum

704, 731, 737, 740,742

47

20, 47

Dromadidser
Dromseolus

312
46

cylindricollis

name

55

939, 958

and

(Callionymidae)

Fowler
Drapetes geminatns

glabrata

33,

Dragonets

221

Disonyeha

1
779, 780, 781

brevicollis

xenica,
Draconettidae

221

new

hirsuta,

327

piscipellis

Draconetta,

Di.scina labiosa

Discodenis tenebrosus

24,49

Dorosomidse
Doryphora juncta

Dorytomus

D.

23

Dorcus

214
liy

50

17,46

Diplotaxis

D'poena nigra
Diptera from North America, New,

50

542

7,38

rudis

27

26,

20

striatus

20

Dromas ardeola
Dromius piceus

312
7,38

Dryobates andamanensis

299

Dryoccetes granicollis

36, 56

Dryophthorus
Dryops

36, 56

corticalis

46

f astigiatus

19

lithophilus

19

Dussumieria elopsoides
Duymseria flagellifera
japonica

328
354
354

spilogaster

354

Dyar, Harrison G., on Descriptions of
the Larvae of some Moths from Colorado

Dynastes tityus
Dyschirius globulosus
hsemorrhoidalis
pilosus

pumilus

:

369
25,

49

6,

37

6,

37

6,

37

6,37

981
Page.

Dyschirius sphsericollis
Dysithamnus mentnlis
olivaceus

6,37
1'2S,

Elateridse

20, 46

129

Eleotris fusca

129

Eleusis nigrella

361
14

afflnis

129

pallida

14

olivaceus

129

pallidus

42

seiiiifint'rens

seinic'inerens

Dysmerus
Dysphaga

Page.

129
12S

44

basalis

1(1,

Isevis

27, 51

tenuipes

27, 51

Elleschns oi.hippiatus
Ellipsdcfiilialus

i

34,

Liostracusi iiiuticus

55

612

Ell ychnia

47

corrusca

22, 47

Elmis

46

Dytiseidse

S,

39

fastiditus

19

hybridus
Eburia quadrigemiiiata

9.

39

latiusculus

19

25. .50

nitidulus

19

42

4-notatus

19

13

ovalis

45

pusillus

Dytiseiis

Echiaster
b^evic'orni^;

Echinodt'S setigor

Echinomyia
Echiodon

palpali.*

drummondi

17,

19

19

12U

Elopida;

327

750

Elops machnata

327

750

Emberiza platensis

145

145
145

Echoeeru.s dentiger

30. .53

maxillosus
Eetopria nervosa
var. thoracica

30, 53

Emberizoides herbicola
maerouru.s herbicola

19, 4G

Embernagra

Ecuador ocelot

19
24()

Ecyrus dasyceru.s

27, 51

Edaphus

13,

iiitidns.-.

Edolius aflinis
Eelpouts
Eidothoa
vagiitioe^la

ElachLstid

pagana

Elai-nea

Elsenia

pagana pagana
Elaphidion cineraseens
incertum

745

773, 919

dissectella

919

cribricollis

31

137

limatulu.s

34

137

ovalis

26,

Endecatomus rugosus
Endomychidee

50

Endomychus

26

Eiiedrias

.50

26, .50
26,

villo.xum

26, .50

.50

biguttatus

37

Engraulidpe
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terminatum

pn il'imda
pruimnculina
quereus

i5

Yciitrale

25

Latliropns vernalis

tristis

25

Latilidae

3('>1

Latilus argcntatus.

3dl

25

29, 52

Lallirodcctes mactans

4,29,52
279
279

Lactoria

278, 279

eorniitus

adustus
alternans
angustulus

16,

351
38

abdominalis

7,

38

-II

analis

7

IC.

atrivcntris

7

Ki

liivittata

7

1

ponvexultis

Id

grandis

fasciatus

Id

Inbulata

riK.dostus

1(1

iiiarginicnllis

K;

ornala

K;
34, 55

iiKriidaa;

31 53

38
7

7
7,38
7

7

I.icuritica

1

iimosaccus plagiatiis

4. 7,

pcctita

IC,

Id, 4

testaceus

791

Lcbia

fuscala

puiictatus

44

3G1

](i

sehwarzi

G,

sinensis

biguttatus

pnsillus

214
1

japoiiicus

Laverna fuscocristatclla

278

Lti.'mi>pblanis

7,38

I)nlcliclla

7

limiiila

7

,

.aguncularia raccmosa

tricolor

848

7

nuesta

animlata

153

var.

aiinulatiw

153

viridipennis

7

lidlbrooki

152

viridi.s

7

pyrrhomelaiia

152

cekcnops

.

.

iiiulticiiicta

splendida

Lampyrida'
Languria
angustata

roy ia

750

I

>c

15;;

1

.ciognatliidso

152

Leiognathu.s edentuhnu

f

bcrmndcnsis

153

splendcns

22,47
II

Lcma

brunnicollis
3-lincata

Id

7

7'>0

338
338
338
27,

.51

27

bicolor

Id

G-punet!ita

27, 51

lecontei

Id

sayi

27, 51

mozardi

Id, 44

var. trifasciata

Laniida;

221
40, 41
40. 11,43

I'nsca

fameliiius

I

23, 48

gibbosa

iris

I,anipropeltis

291

glaljcrrinia

tiliialis

I

Lanins Incioiionsis

Laricobius erichsoni
1,4,23,48
of sfime Moths from Colorado, Descriptions of the, by Harrison G. Dyar.
3d9
Lasconotiis referendarius
Ki, 44
Lasioeampidte
386

LarvK

'25

Lartdi.lirys

1

oS

25

]iarvidens

Lartica

l^age.

triliiieata

var. ophippiata

Id
29!

I

..

.pa rd us gri.seus

51

27
240
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Leopardus pictiis
Lepadogaster

Page.

240

subhamata

-414

vagans

26,50

minimus

414

vittata

26, 50

rostratus

414

26,

Lepturges

50

51

Lepadogasterinse
Lepidochaetodon

413
530

quercus

27

unimaculatus
Lepidopterous Family Noctuidse of boreal
North America, Contributions toward
a Monograph of the, by John B. Smith.

530

signatus

27

symmetricus

27

Lepidosteus osseus

faeetus

Leptusa
159
7rj, 714

Leiiidotriglii alata

3(51

361

liiirgeri

Lepisuma

44S

Lepi iinis giblx)sus

(Uf,

Leptacinus

12

longicollis

12

nigrituluR

12

Leptarctia cahfomife

370, 373

41

opaca
Lernea
Lespedeza

11

642
47

Lesteva pallipes
Lethia trivittata
Lethriniis leutjanus

A

by John B. Smith

28, 51

adjnta

28, 51

adonea

10, 40

albilinea

208
208
165, 167, 176, 184, 185, 186, 187. 208

499

amygdalina

(-,09

antenx'lara,

208

new

species

GIO

Leptocephalida;

32ti,

Leptocephalus

573
326

nystrom;

573

159

164,

499

eollieia

350

Revision of the Moths referred to the Genus, witli
Descriptions of new Species,

Leptinotarsa decemlineata
juneta
Leptinus testaeeus
Leptobleniiius
serpciitinus

350
204. 208

10,

iitavus

213

Leucania

L.'ptinidis

40

14,42

richardsoni..

41

cephalicus

Leiit.ilx.liis

27

174,200,201, 208. 209

antica
bicolorata
calgariana,

195

206

new

species

174,

444, 498, 504

Li'l.ti leliiiiis

aculeatiis

498

maetilatus

42

499
gracilis

499, 500

Leptolinus rubripennis

12, 41

Leptopogon amauroccphalus

138

amaurocephalus...

Leptosehema

bieol<

175,201, 208,209

commoidcs

498, 504

Leptogenius
Leptogunellus

completa
complicata

195
162, 180. 208

dia

169, 170, 191, 192, 208. 209

diffusa

166, 167, 186, 187. 208

ebriosa

208

138

pileatns....

13.s

flabilis

Iristis

13.S

harveyi

21, 47

170, 176, 194, 195, 208. 209

extranea

icastus

ir

farcta

. .

177. 208

174, 175, 202, 203, 208, 209, 370. 376
168, 189, 190, 208,209
184, 185

henrici

208

51

heterodoxa

aculiferus

26

biustus

27

imperfecta
insueta

collaris

27

Leptostylns

eommixtus
macula
parvtis

Leptotraehelus dorsalis
Leptura
circumdata

161,

172, 173, 174, 190, 193, 194, 196, 208, 209

extincta
138

27

7,

169, 170, 192, 194, 208. 209

173,175,199, 208, 209
16,s,

169, 170, 171, 176, 192, 193, 195, 208,209

juncicola

170,

171,176,195,196,208, 209. 377

27
,

27

1-album

38

lapidaria

50

Hgata

185
190, 208

167,
168, 170, 176, 189, 190, 199, 208,209

26,

50

cordifera

26,

50

limitata,newspecies

emarginata-

26,

50

linita

hematites

26, 50

lineola

25, 50

marginata

50

mutabilis
nitens

26,

50

26,

50

proxima
pubera

26,

50

rubrica
sul>argentata

166, 167, 187, 208,209

194,208

luteopallens,

new species

163,

164, 180, 181, 182,

new name
megadia, new species
lutina,

160, 176,5

170, 191,

mimica

26

minorata
moderata

26

multilinea

26, 50

173,

193,208
163, 164, 181, 182,208

186, 187, 208
.

171

,

172, 175, 196, 208, 209,377

.
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new species
new species

Leueania neptis,

obscurior,

obusta
oregona, new species

167, 188, 208, 209
.

164, 181, 182, 208

aurifer

21

species

pert racta

detinitus

21

griseus

21

nimbatus

21

ornatipennis
plebejus
quercinus
stigma

21

170, 171,
172, 173, 174, 175, 176,

197, 200, 208, 209, 377

var. texana.

208

.

159, 161, 179, 208

prsegracilis

207

pseudargyria

161,

162, 176, 178, 179, 208, 209

var. callida

. .

178, 179, 208

168, 190, 208, 209
174, 175, 202, 208, 209

species

new

tetera,

]

62, 176, 180, 202,

species

.

.

160, 162, 173, 175,

1

77, 190,

771, 773, 793

fuscocristatclla

Leuciscus rntilus
Leucoptera albella

603
605
605
007
608
577, 604

acuminatns
gregwa

306

599, 008

609, 610, 611

23

maera
minuta

604

armiger
bicornis

23

paradoxides

611

truncaticollis

23

4s

Lii-lifuops perspicillata

139

perspicillatus
1

minuta
rotundatus
schmalensei,

Lingulfiiis

109

Liachirus nitidus
l,i(lienophanes

588
588, 589

606, 609

new species
spatulus, new species
welleri, now species

371, 410

senilis

008
606, 607, 608, 609

var. ovalis

723

109

607

lens

79J, 928, 929

Leucostoma neomexicana

610
610, 611

inflata

370, 373

607

609, 610, 611

species

concinna
concinnus

208

Lencc

52

606, 607, 608, 609

new

collicia

208

170, 177, 208

28,

612

chuarensis

166,

velutina
Leucarctia acrsa

62

r.77,

bellus

167,187,188,208,209

iinipmicta

43

28,

606

canius,

174, 175, 201, 208

subpunctata

14,

606

acutanguhis
atavus

194, 208

stolata

21

Lingulella

207

scirpit'ola

21

scripta

165, 167, 183, 208

rufostriga

21

Lingula lens
murrayi

164,

21

•

Limulodes paradoxus
Lina lapponica

182, 183, 208

rubripennis

21

207

pliragniatidicola

riinosa

21

basillaris

confusus

164, 183, 208

pilipalpis

auripilis

175, 203, 208

Patricia

new

47
21

162,

!( >.se< ila

35

agonus

163, 164, 176, 180, 181, 182, 207, 208

nitprii)allens,

35

limbifer
l.lmoniiis

174, 175, 202, 208, 209

pallens

new

grisea

Liiiiii()l)aiis

166, 167, 185, 208
179, 20,s

oxygale

palliseca,

1-agc.

-icstes

5,

girtyi,

43

relictus

barbuda
trompa
Limnichus
Lija

276

magna
mut. magna

misera

19

pretiosa

lutrochiims
nebulosus
olivaceus
ovatus

19

sagittalis

ptinctatus

19
19

19

t

Liuophora

35

confinis

35

auriga
Liobunum towiisendi
Liodes
basahs

confusa

35

discolor

587
595, .596

594
579, 594

var. taconica

596

var. transversa

596

ransversa

56

bracata
calva
concurrens

35

.spe-

579, .590

taconica

19

35

601, 603, 605

new

578, .579, 589, 594

belti

46

601,602,604

601,604

Liuiiarssdiiia

274

ater

LimiKibaris

..

cies

25
25

001

species

tonnes.seensis,

49

gibbosus

new

601, 605

minuta

424

l.igiidffi

l.igyrus

5.S7

Ijroadheadi

139
1

603

Liiigulobulus spissus
Linnarssonella, new genus

596
579, 596
529, 530

529

219
40
10
10
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Liddes gcminata
obsok'ta

10

Liopus

alpha
crassiilus

•

Page.

10

1,

Li.xus Sylvius

33

terminalis

33

51

Liza troscheli

332

I'T

L( )belia syphilitica

551

27

Loberus

41

impressus

fascii'iilaris

27

puiiftatus

27

Lochmias nematura

131

var. cinereus

27

Locustella certhiola

291

27

Loligo
Longitarsus

551

variegatus

16

Liostracus muticus

612

Lipophrys

150

nielanurus

150

pygmanis

pliolis
Liri.

KkMidn >n
tuliiiil't-ra

Lispinus exiguus
Lissorhoptus
apiculat US

11,

subrulus

29

testaceus

29

12

turbatus
Long-nosed scraper
Lonicera involucrata

29

55

simplex

31

Li.stof the Beetles of the District of Co1

211

12,11

55
aiipendiculatiis

33

eallosus

33

caudatus

301
3.s

7
7

rectus

7

Loxia albogularis
2

Lucanus dama

21, 19

claphus

33
33

sulcirostris

33

8!S5

Lucius reticulatus
Ludius
abruptus
attenuatus

859

Lud vvigia

ternariella

15

22
22
617, 6

17

alternifolia

17

17

aculeatus

nebulosus

17

anguillaris

(i-punctatus

17

fabrieii

cincinatiella

371, 111

,

litchella

371,111

salicifoliella

371,111

Litochropus scalptus
Litocbrus

immaculatus

Known

499,500,501,504
199
19s

29
29,

meraca
Lupinus
perennis
Lutianidic

211

Lutianus

15

43
15

85ii

312
:'.15

annularis
argentimaculatus
argentiventris

313

fulviflamma

3i:i

311

311

fuscescens
573
55

concavus

33

juelichi

33

musculus

33

rectus

33

scrobicollis

33

:m:;

hoteen

313

rus.selli

313

vitta

314

Lutroehus luteus
Lycenchelys
murtena
pcpcilimon,

Lycodes

.>2

29, 52

372, Hi7

214

Species of Aboma,
Notes on, by David Starr Jordan and

Lixus

.

LiilKTodes cyanellus

now

Henry W. Fowler

.species.

liUperaltica fuscula

Japanese Fishes, with De-

scription of a

new

lumpenus
maculatus

371 111

inedialis

fowleri,

19,^

199, 500, 501, 501

499

12.12

basistrigella

52

,

444, 483, 499, 504

371,110

7>.tl

20

223

didesmus

Lithocolletis

718

20

Lnmbricus
Lunipenus

17

19,

:

bal teatus

tetraspilotus

19

21, 19

17

latiusculus

Litargus

1,

Lucidofci

atra

33

110

Lueanidie

punctata

tuberosus

7

minor

33

Lithyphantes corollatus

707

erraticus

iutequalipennis

Litliocharis ochracea

707
371, l(i2

agilis

127

Lita liturosella

Little

Lophius piscatorius
Lophoderus coloradana
Lopliopsetta maeulata

Loxandrus

ListroiK itns

Litliariapteryx abronioiella

559

399

Lorieulus vernalis

Nathan Banks

)iy

Listotrophiis eingnlatns

29

11
5(5

31

lumbia, A, by Henry Ulke
Birds collected by William T. Foster in Paraguay, by Harry C.
Obcrholser
Spiders collected in Arizona by
Messrs. Schwarz and Barber
during the Summer of 1901, A,

52
29

19,

16

716, 717, 765

717

new

species

718,765
747, 749

.

.
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Lycodinse

74(i

Lyenperdina ferruginca
Lyooperdon
Lycoptus villosns
Lycosa

Mammoth

43,

4fi

19,

46

Vi\

;egi

ista

15, 4;!

About,

223

Manca-scllus

120,

217

lirarhynrus

ripariii

217

danielsi,

i^ealaris

217

from Indiana, A new freshwater Isopod of the Genus,
by Harriet Richardson

stemalis

217

21G

Lycosidfc
Lyctiis

opaculiis
planieollis

t

23

23

tenax

48

Mantura floridana

Lymexylon

23,

48

30,

53

Mariposa
Marpissa albopilosa,

flcicola

139

IMaohimia tentoriferella
Macratria confiisa

926
32, 54

raurina
Maerobasis unieolor
Macrodactylus angustatus
subspinosus

Macrouychus.

32,

54

32, 54

25
25, 49

.,

gliibratus

Macrops

Macropygia rutipenuis
Macrorhamphosidse
JIacrorhamphosoidea
Macrorhampliosus
sagifue,

218
114

Matuu W(

517
517

I

Edgar

624
620, 023, 626, 033

new

.species

.

619,

740

anguillaris

Macrura

subspecies..
stictopterus.

pandura

34,

55

34, 55

264

906, 912

Malacotrichen
Malthinus
occipitalis

Malthode.s

16
16

Megalops ceelatus

13. 42

47

limbalis

20
20

rufilabris

MegapodidiB
Megapodius nicobariensis
Megarthrus americanus
Megilla maculata
JNleigeniella, now genus
liiiiei,

now

species

:;10

31
14,

42

1.5,

43

104
104

Mclauarlos

17

3.S7

morio

21

388

piceus

21

reichci

370, 386

906, 927

bilobella

44

heros

22, 18

ligris

336

fasciata

34, 55

perforata

Malaeotricha

590

121

55

eoiistricta

54

Megaparia flaveola, new species
Megapeuthes

55

Malacosoma

03

.

Megalodacne

35

34,

Malaehotriehe

63

4, 32,

Medu.sa
Megalaspis cordyla

63

new

226

34,

Malachid:t'

62
62,

Mecynotarsus candidus

39

237

species

327

56

Mahagi

'

cyprinoides

undulatus
olyra
pallida

new

.
. .

746

Madarelhis

Magdalis hispoides

Tlie Ocelot Cats

cuplastus,

435

Macrozoarces

on

stictopterus

631,632

Macroura

A.,

9,

309
619, 623, 624, 631

47

21

Matotlai

Mecocerculus alutus,

33

219, 221

218

55

sparsus

speries

Masicera polita, new species
Mastogenius
subcyaneus

Meariis,

33

new

californica

19

33

507

529

Marptusa californica

aiatus bie.irinatus

solutus

50(i, .507

.505,

29, 52

40

poix'cllus

225, 226

dilata

23,

ISlrtchctornis rixosus

423, 505

505,

Lymexylidse
sericeuni

505
505, .507

maerourus
macrnrus

23

striatus

species ... 505,500,507

lineatus

48

505
505

new

. .

23, 4S

Lyctidie

Lyphia

Hay

IVrry

liy Williairi

911

906
47

21,47

Melandrya

53
striata

31

Melandryidte
Melanophila

31,

53

47

'jj

acuminata

21

47

teneola

21

arcifer

22

captiosus

22

concavus

22

cavicollis

19

parvulus

22

liistinguenda

19

rectus

22
22

gibbosa
longipennis

19

spado

notata
Molaiuipbllialma americana

21

19

19
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Mi'Ianoplitlialmii picta

19

simplex

19

Melanophthalmus
Melanostoma
Melanotus
americanus

46

Page.

Microhyus setiger
Micromalthus debilis
Micropeplus cribratus

47

Micropezidte
Micropodidse

20

Microrhagus

574

34,

.55

23, 48
14, 42

125
391
46

castanipes

20

audax

20

clandestinus

20

bonvouloiri

20

communis

20

hunieralis

20

depressus

20
20

pcctinatus
subsinuatus

20

flssllis

infaustus

20

triangularis

20

insipiens

21

pertinax

21

Sagittarius

20

excavata
melsheimeri

tenax
Melanthera deltoidea

20

porcata

Melasis pectinicornis
Melitara junctolineella

29,-52

xercne

29, .52

396

Micro.scapha clavicornis
Microtarsus fuscoflavesccns

31,

31, .53

32

Microtonus sericans
Mink or weasel

32

Mirbelia

414

54

bimaculata
Mirror tai or perch

414

Mi.sgurnus anguillicaudatus
Misumena diegoi

321

54
32

angnsticollis

moerens
32.

22, 48

772, 902, 903, 904

albaciliseella

903, 904

cinerocervina
melauella
rubescens

903, 9.30

tortriciformella

903, 937

.S49

Meriania chalybsea,
Merinus Itevis
Meristhus scobinula

new

30, .53

515
215
210
141

Molorchus bimaculatus
MonacanthidEE

251, 201 203, 205, 285, 359

Monacanthus

201, 262, 263, 268, 274, 285

ay raudi
broeki

40

cantoris

119

4, 20,

7.55

Mniotiltida;

30, .52

species

.53

290

georgiana

902

Meracantha contraeta

29

vittata

;!70,

Meiiesta

29
.52

911

fimerioanns

Melyridse

29

29,

20, 40

Meloe

Meloidse;

20

Microrliopala cyanea

26, .50
,

208
206, 208

262

MeropidEe

299

chinensis

Merops

299

cirrhifer

299

frenatus

134

51

gcographicus
japonicus
kdinuki
niaximowiczii
modestus

Ucvicdllc

28

nasicornis

lalcralc

28

oblongus

pallidum
querca turn

28

pol jakowi

20S

28

prionurus
proboscideus

273

09

scriptus

philippinns
rnfus

Mesoprion gembra

344

sparus

344

Metabletus americanus

7,

Mctachroma

Meteorite,

The Casas Grandes, by Wirt

Tassin

Metzneria

setifer

772, 773, 774

lappella

Mexican

38

77

1,

ocelot

244

Miarus hispidulus
Micaria
Mieracis opacicollis

34,

30,

rudis

30,

.50

suturalis

30, .56

strigatus

Microclytus gazellula
Microcyptus testaceus
Microdiscus connexus
pimctatus

Microgadus tomcod

529,

,541,

50
42

,597
.597
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Thermonectes basilaris
ornatieollis

auriga
Tetragonopti-us
striatus

TetraodontidK
Tetraopes eanteriator
5-macuhitus
tetraophthalmus
Tetratoma tessellata

39

407,409

529, 530

Thesium cavifrons

359,574

Theutis fuscescens
Thiasophila angustiventris
Thinobius fimbriatus
Tholichthys

27, 51
27, 51

27, 51

truncorum

31, 53

monostigma

27,51
-'^8. "^79

Tctrosomus

278

turritus

551. 555, 558, 560, 563

bahianus

554
358, 552, 554, 503

bipunctatus

42

529

215
210

67

Thriothorus leucotis
Thriponax hodgei

299
21, 47

Throscidse

47

Throscus

358, 552, 553, 554, 563

552

11
14,

216

duttoni

561

australis

"61

211,

Thomisus caudatus

27,51

Tetrops jueunda

41

11,

Thomi.siidtB

albopunctata
argenteus

39

9,

878

montana

529, 530

Teuthis

9,

Thermopsis

vagabundus

•

48

216

Thaneroclerus sanguineus

295

Tephrodornis grisola
Tephrosia virginiana
Teras foliana

155
23,

coloraden.sis

chevrolatii

21

convergens

21

21

pHgnax

21

punctatus
Thryophilus albipectus

67

00,

561

albipectus

67

crestonis

554

bogotensis

66,67

dussumieri

357

hypoleucus

67

fuscescens

561

rufiventris

67

hepatus
javus
matoides

551

...

67

551, 560

)livaceus

358

brevirostris

<

galbraithii

357, 553

virgata

67

551

67
67
725

Thryothorus albipectus

18,

45

Thamnophilus

59. 131

Thymallus vulgaris
Thymalus f ulgidus

130
60, 131

radiatus
tephrogaster,
vcntralis

Thamnophis

cyrtopsis

Thyreion rosea
Thysanocnemis fraxini
helvolus

59,00,129,130,131
131

GO

130,131
128
00, 131

pileatus

131

new species.

67

tteniopterus

38

....

67

superciliaris

3, 7,

auratus
carulescens
guttatus
naevius
ochrus
olivaeeus

67

striolatus

562

Teuthys
Thalpius dorsalis
Thalyera concolor
aspersiventer

longirostris

minor

357, 552, 553, 563

triostegus

67

longirostris

358

sandwichensis

67

leucotis

59
CO, 131

155, 150

Thysanoes fimbricornis

19,

46

370, 380

34,55
34,55
36,

56

Tibellus duttoni

216

Tigrillo

-46

Tillomorpha geminata
Tinea vulgaris
Tinea
hermar.ella
populella
Tineidce

50
724

26,

^14
"9^
840, 844
408.
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Tineina

931

Tineinte
Tipulida?

S12
83

Tisheria cinctipennella

371,411

Titanio helianthiales
Titanceca americana
Tltyra viridis
Tmanis caudatus

Page.

Tribolium ferrugineum
Trichas superciliosus

335

lepturus

50
affinis

216

bibens

25

piger

25

40

carinatus

10

costalis

10

viridulus

25

139

Tokose

264

Triehopterygirtse

zame
Tomarus pulchellus
Tomicus

258

Trieliopteryx

301

64

margaritaceiventer

25

•

Trichiusa compacta
Trlchobaris trinotata
Trichodes apivorus
Trichodesma gibbosa

Toliusa

363

Trichius

134

Tmesiphorus

Todiramphus occipitalis
Todirostrum ecaudatum

142

335

Tr^cliiurus japonicus

397

213

30. .53

Trichiuridse

11
35,

56

23,

48

23, 48
14,

43
43
14

56

abrupta
aspera

avulsus

36

glabricollis

14

cacographns

36

haldemani

14

cselatus

36

mcerens

14

calligraphus

36

parallela

pini

36

sericans

Tomoderu=; constrictus

32

16, 44
45,

Tomoxia inclusa

31,

14

14

Trichotaphe

772,

31, 54

lineella

14

850, 874, 904, 906, 907, 909, 910,

54

912, 913, 914, 916, 925, 927, 938

Tortricidee

399

alacella

907,909,938

Tortricirlia cfesonia

396

teslacea

370, 395, 396

bidiscomaculella
chambersella
condaliavorella

891, 907, 913

var. crypta

370, 395

Totanus totanns eurhinus
Toxidium gammaroides

313

costarufoella

43

discoocellella

57
37

ferualdella,

14,

Toxotropis
f asciat us

pusillus

Toxotus

trivittatus

26,

Trachinidffi

".
.

new

908, 914

908. 913
907, 909

874

species

908, 915

flavicosteila

908

37

liavocostella

50

georgiella

907, 908, 937
908, 916

inserrata

413. 941

907, 90S

Trachinocephalus trachinus
Trachurops

329

inversella

908, 912

337

juncidella

907,910,911,938

torva
Trachysectus confluens

337

lactiflosella

908, 914

13, 42

melantherelia

907,911

26, 50

nonstrigella

Tragidion coquus
var. fnlvipenne
Treron chloroptera
Treronidse
Triacanthidse
Triacanthinse

308

purpureof usca

308

refusella

252, 285

anomahis

252
252,

anomalus
biaculeatus

brachy.soma
brevirostris

2.53,

285
2.52

576
576
796

rhodopterus

253

pratense
Triga picipennis

russelli

253

Trigger-fishes

Triakis seyllium
Tribalister marginellus

americanus
Tribolium confusum

of Japan,

.51

b^

17, 45

42

254

28

A Review of the,

David Starr Jordan and

Henry W. Fowler

318

Tribalus

796
14.

File-fishes,aiid Trunk-fishes

51

28,

576

obscuras

253

vacuus

143
32, .54

bucco
Trifoliura

nieuhofi

atom us

804, 908, 914

Trichothraupis quadricolor
Tricrania sanguinipennis
Tridentiger bifasciatus

253

Triachns

907,

trimaculella

253
253, 285

907, 909, 930

908, 909, 911, 912, 914, 925, 938

252, 285

Triacanthodina;

Triacanthus

.'

setosella

2.52

Triacanthodes

909
907, 910

849

serrativittella

251, 285

.

907, 910

ochripalpella

26

251
361

Triglidte

45

Trimioplectus arcnatns

17,

45

Trimium

30,

.53

11, 41

41

convexulum

11

.
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Trimium

Page.

Trox asper

discolor

11

diibium

11

capillaris

globifer

11

erinaeeus

24

impimetatum

11

foveicollis

24

11

raonachns

24

11

scaber
suberosus

24

157
313

terrestris

p.arvulum
simplex
Trimorphodon lyrophanes
Tringa hypoleucos
Triprocris smithsonianus
Tripterygion

370
412, 444, 502

bapturum, new species. 444,447,502
etheostoma,

new

species

. .

24

tripteronotus

Trirhabda tomentosa
virgata

File-fishes

444

Trypanisma

new

species

prudens

50

251
772, 815

fagella,

815, 816

815, 816, 929, 934

44

Trypetidte

affinis

16

Trypherus latipennis

22,

angnlata

16

Trypopitys sericeus

23, 48

biguttata

16

264

526

125
47

16

Tsanoke
Tsubakurodai

flavicollis

16

Tsubameuwo

luimeralis

16

Turdidse

mimetica

16

Turnicidffi

311

16

Turnix albiventris

311

16

Two new Species of Sqnaloid

16

Japan, Descriptions of, by David Starr
Jordan and John Otterbcin Snyder
Tychns longipalpus
minor
Tyloderma iereum

crythrocephala

thoracica
unieolor
var. aulica
Trochosa cinerea

parva
Troglocaris

217
217, 221

229

schmidti
Troglodytes musculus
Troglodytidfe

229, 230

526

296

Sharks from

foveolatum

140
66, 140

Trogoderma

f ragarife

71
IJ. -:0
10,

40

35,

55

34,

55

3,5,

55

26,

50

45

Tylonotiis bimaculatus

ornatum

17

Tylosurus

sternale

17

fodiator

621

tarsale

17

leiurus

329

42

marinus
melanostigma

Trogophlceus
arcifer

14

corvinus

14

difficilis

14

fuliginosus

14

fulvipes

14

memnonius

14

pusillus

14

quadripuiK'tatus

14

rij)arius

14

spretus

14

subtilis

14

tenellus

14

uniformis

14

621

Tymnes tricolor
Tympanophorus

17,

50

lugubris
lunatus
sinuatns
velutinus
zebratus
Typophorns canellus
var. atcrrima

46
46

var. 6-notata

48

var.

osseus

Tropideres bimaculatus
rectus

Tropisternus

26
26
26
26
28, 51

28
28

28

horacica
viridicyaneus

28

t

28, 51

529

Tyrannid.T

529

Tyrannula caniceps
Tyrannus rixosus
Tyrus humcralis
Tytthonyx crythrocephala
Urhiwadai
Ulke, Henry, on A List of the Beetles of
the District of Columbia

37, 57
37,

57

39

glaber

9

nimbatus

9

striolatus

26

var. 4-notata

23

9

49

Uloma

45

230

19,

Trolichthys

12,41

Typhsea fumata
Typhlomolge
Typoccrus

19,

parallelopipedum

329

puncticollis

Trognsitidae

Tn igoxylon

621

28, 51

Trogosita virescens

Trox

and

A Review of the,

by David Starr Jordan and
Henry W. Fowler

28, 52
28,

24

278

of Japan,

444

Tritoma

24

264

Trigger-fishes,

444,

444

24

tubereulatus
True scraper
Trunk-fishes

445, 447, 448, 449, 502

nasus
nigripinne

24

.^9.

61,

135
137
139

10,

40

22,

47

534
1

53
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Uioma imberbis

30

impressa
punctulata
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Xenicopsis percnopterus,

30

Umazurahagi
Umidojo

266

Xenodusa cava
Xenolechia

7o-l

glandiferella

Umitsuzume

281

Xenos peckii

Unicorn

276

Xestonotus lugubris
Xesurus
punctatus
scalprum
Xiphocaris
elongata
Xyleborus biographus

276

Upeneoides bensasi

335

tragula

335

vittatiis

335

Uponeus evflostomus

335

indicus
luteus
subvittatus

334

Urocentrus

335

eelsus

335

dispar
fuseatus

470

pictus

Urographis fasciata
Usinosita japonlca
Uta symmetrica

229, 230

230
36, 57
36, 57
36, 57
,

36, 57

36,57
36,57
36,

150

tachygraphus
xylographus

36,

50
25

Xylina torrida
Xylobiops

370, 379

4s
23

texana

219

Xylocleptes decipiens

128

Xylomiges simplex

Vexillifer

750

Virconidic

140

Xylophilus basalis.
brunnipennis

Walcott, Charles D., on Cambrian Brachiopoda: Acrotreta; Linnarssonella; Obolus; with Descriptions of new Species.

23

basilaris

219

57

48

peltatus

25

57

36

Xyletinus

858

S(iuamiger
Vejoviida;
Vejovis boreus
Veniliornis spilogaster

23
36,

56

370, 379, 3S0
£2,

54

32,

54

fasciatus

32, 54
32,

754

impressus
melsheimeri
nebulosus
notatus
piceus

577, 611

subfasciatus

577

753, 759, 760, 766
759, 766

Weasel-fish
ella

593

escasoni
species

stoneanus
Wilson, Charles Branch, on North American parasitic Copepods of the Family

tenescens
rufipes

Xyloryctida
Xyloterus politus
scabricollis

of all

Species

635
115

Wolf-fishes

501

54
32

32, 54

30.

Xylotrechus colonus
quadrimaculatus
sagittatus

52
30

saperdioides

Xyloryctes satyrus

Winthemia antennalis

32, 54
4, 32,

62

611

C12

51

32,54

Xylopinus

612

Argulidfe, with a Bibliography of the

known

556, 563

retusicollis

57

Group and a systematic Review

39

556

366

canaliculatus

new

54

551, 556, 558, 563

pubescens

Valgus

finlandensis,

789

8,

27, 51

corymbosum
stamineum

Westonia

785

32,

planicollis

859

sivicola

,

470, 471

Vaccinium

Watasea

61
61 133

783, 781, 785

sethiops

Uminamazu

ITnicornu pisces bahamensis

species

11, 41

757

tish

new

ruf osuperciliatus

30

30
25,

49

916
36, 57

36,

57

26,

50

26,50
26,

50

W^ollastonia quercicola

36, 56

Xystsema filamentosum

352

Xantholinus cephalus

12, 41

Xysticus benefactor
discursans
formosus

215

emmesus

12, 41

fulgidus

12, 41

hamatus

12,41

obsidianus
temporalis

12
12, 41

Xanthonia

51

10-notata

28

villosula

28

Xanthus liliputanus
pygmseus

34
34,

Xenioopsis

55

133

acritus

61, 132

calanisi

oleagineus

61
61, 132,

133

locuples

215
215
215

Yakkodai
Yokodai
Yokoshimadai
Yomegochi

535

Yorkia
Yosogi
Yponomeutidfe

577

522

76

942
265
403

Y'psolophus

771, 772, 782, 852, 875.

906, 912, 919, 920, 922, 926, 927, 928, 929

bimaculellus
bipunctellus

920, 926
920, 923
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Ypsolophus carysefoliella
carysefoliellus
citrifoliellus

923
9J0, 923

549, 563

canescer.s

920, 925

flavivittelluR

921 938

grisseellus

920, 927

,

pauciguttellus

pomctellus
punctidiscellus

921
920, 922, 938

rhombeum

556

velifer

.555

367

Zeidffi

.513, .514,

2^, 4

quercicellus

92C

nebulosa
nebulosus
Zeugophora puberula
Zeus

reedella
roseocostellus

ruderella
nisticus

stramineellus
straminellus
touceyellus
trimaeulellus
trinotellus

unicipunctellus
ventrelhis

Yucca Whipple!
Zabrotes obliteratus
subnitens

new genus
bryope, new species
new genus
evolans, new species

Zacalles,

pachycephalus
platypus
Zaglyptns striatus
sulcatus

926
920, 926

921
921
921
920, 926

921

920,927
922

922
914, 920, 922, 927
920, 922, 928

322
35, 56

322

443, 480, 503

species

480, 481, 503
480, 746

viviparus

Zonitis bilineata

35. 56

new

746, 705

499, 746

Zoarchiis

30, 52

322

515
4S0, 746, 765

745

veneficus,

Zoarcinse

316, 322

517
517, 562

elongatus
viviparus
Zoarohias, new genus

30, 52

316, 322, 323

.518, .521

anguillaris

Zoarcidse

448, 449, 503

515
27, 51

514, 516, 519, 562, 569

514, 516,

837

442,448,503

515, 562

faber

920, 924, 926

i

514, 515, 562

japonicus
japonicus
nebulosus
Zoarces

920, 923

924

52l, 562, 566

Zenoa picea
Zenopsis

quercipomonella
quercipomonellus

555, 556, 563

Zebrias zebra

920

querciellus

Zakko

,

549
551, 555, 563

quercioella
querciella

Zrtcco,

921 938

549

flavescens

920, 925, 926

550, 563

549, 550

Zebrasoma

ligulellus. 872,907, 920,921,926,930, 938

malifoliellus

,549,

centrognathus
eornutus
montrouzieri

921
907, 912, 914, 925

eupatoriellus

513, 54S, ,563

Zanclus

920, 923

poiitubernatellus

eupatoriella

Zanelidse

746
743, 745,

~':i,

765
745

32,

Zostera
Zosteropidse
Zosterops aureiventris
nieobarlcns
palpebrosa
nicobaricus
ventralis,

new species

Zygogramma

54

484
288
289
288
288

288
287, 288
.51

suturalis

28

